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A
ABATTOIRS
Orders and Regulations concerning, laid on Table, 2 .......................................................... 5
ABSTRACTS OF THE PUBLIC ACCOUNTS
Auditor General's Report on, for 1875, laid on Table, 539 .................................................... 2
ADDITIONAL ESTIMATES (See 'ESTIMATES.")
ADDITIONAL LOAN ESTIMATE FOR 1876 (See "ESTIMATES.")
ADDRESS IN REPLY TO GOVERNOR'S OPENING SPEECil
Select Committee appointed to prepare, brought up, rend by Clerk, and adopted, 4 ; presented to
Governor, 7.
ADDRESSES AND ORDERS
Alphabetical Register of .............................................................................................. 1
ADJOURNMENTOr ilousa:Motion made for, and passed, 67, 141, 346, 376, 420, 472, 434, 501, 555.
Motion made for, and negatived, 11, 13, 15, 17, 31, 34, 42, 44, 56, 59, 68, 86, 89, 100, 105, 107,
111, 122, 124, 129, 140, 145, 153, 160, 169, 176, 195, 227, 230, 235, 233, 247, 261, 264, 267,
239, 201, 327ç, 337, 330, 345, 351, 365, 376, 380, 384, 387, 404, 413, 419(2), 420, 444, 455,
460,465, 478, 481, 510, 513, 529, 540, 544, 560, 575(2), 581.
Motion made for, and no quornm, 179, 441.
Motion made for, and no Tellers for the Ayes, 339.
Motion made for, and Rouse continued to sit tifl next sitting day, 481.
OF DEBATE
Motion made for, and passed, 16, 18, 35, 30, 73, 77, 82, 60, 93, 96, 120, 166, 191, 200, 204, 205,
217, 276, 311, 328, 350, 391, 478, 487, 500, 535, 555, 576.
Motion made for, and negatived, 39, 107, 108, 111, 133, 246,200, 375, 420,425, 478, 481(e), 501.
Motion made for, and no quorum, 162.
SpEcril -72, 105, 160, 252, 275, 280, 291, 361, 569, 576.
FOR WART OF QuORUM
Boforo coinmoneemeut of business, r, 61, 281, 283, 293, 467, ra7525.
After commencement of business, 105, 112, 129, 133, 162, 179, 184, 195,200, 217, 222, 242, 258,
261, 276, 209, 311, 316, 328, 337, 365, 391, '113, 426, 432, 441, 446, 466, 507, 523, 536, 560,
566.
On division, 112, 328.
ADMTNISTRAT1ON OF JUSTICE
IN BATRuEsT:Motion made (Mr. Buchanan) for Papers and Letters on the subject of the Bathunt Special Jury
List) 11; Return to Address, laid on Table, 186 ............... ......................... ... ------ .......... , 2
CASE OP AMELIA Gorin
Motion made (Mr. Buchanan) for Select Committee to consider, 51; power given to report, 68;
Reportbrought up, 183 ........................................................................................... 2
Motion made (Mr. Bue7sanaz) for Committee of the Whole to vousider of Address to Governor
for sum to defray expenses of wstnesses before Committee, 183; Order of the Day postponed,
200; Rouse in Committee, and Resolution agreed to, 208; Report adopted, 214.
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ADMINISTRATION OF JUSTICE (continued)
JOHN AARON PARrrrr
Petition from, respecting conviction of for perjury,
2
p resented, 21; ordered to be prmted, 28 .......
Motion made (Mr.Mecitetosh) for Committee of the Whole to consider, 50; Order of the Day
postponed 67, 115; House in Committee, and Resolution agreed to, 144.
M'NEIL V. Snr.rrAlm
Motion made (Mr. Rnehanen) for Depositions in ease of, 50 ; Return to Address, laid on Table,
183 ................................................................................................................... 2
Comesrsrornnxos BETWEEN His Exc.IaLrNcv THE GovrnNon Aiw HIS rioNolt THE CHIEF
JusTror—RELEASE OF GAiloiN]IR, laid on Table, 65 .................................................... 2
THE CASE OF HENRY Ecxatousn
Motion made (Mr. cohee) for Petition of to the Executive Council, praying for compensatton for
loss sustained by him in the alleged unnecessary postponement of his trial, 92 ; Return to
Address, laid on Table, 136.
JAMEs MILLER:—
Motion made (21Ev. Titpotrick) for Information, Warrant, and Depositions in ease of, 132;
Return to Address, laid on Table 176......................................................................... 2
MR. Mox'rsoos IjEVEY
Motion made (Air. Cameron.) for Letters and Minutes baring reference to resignation of as Justice
of the Peace, 1.40 ; motion mat for rescission of motion, and withdrawn, 149 ; Return to
Address, laid on Table, 258.
M'DoNnD a. Brscxs
Motion made (Mr. TV. C. .fli'oios,e) for Depositions and Papers in COnneCtiOII with ease of, 173;
Return to Address, laid on Table, 274 ......................................................................... 2
THE CASE OF PlaneR COLLETT
Motion made (Mr. .11fcElhone) for Papers, Documents, &e., hiving reference to change of venue,
183; Return to Address, laid on Table, 274 ................................................................ 2
THE QUEEN I:. Jojex LAWREN0E
Motion made (Mr. T. G. Danger) for Depositions in ease of, 208; Return to Address, laid on
Table, 214 .......................................................................................................... 2
Ju,oRs IN THE Cotory :—
Return showing number of, laid on Table, 213 ......................................................................
Qvnna Sssn ross, GEENFFJ L
Motion made (ills'. J. Watson) for Petitions, Reports, &c., in reference to application for, 258;
Return to Order, laid on Table, 315 ......................................................................... 2
THE CASE OF JoHN CnIPLris
Return to Address (Session 1875). laid on Table, 285 .......................................................... 2
Poticn MAGISTRATE, RAT3ND
TJninAon:—
r0
Motion made (Mr. Toeob) for I,itoreoation and Complaints prepared by, 298; Return to Address,
laidon Table, 396 ................................................................................................. 2
TEE CASE OF BEER v. ALDF.nSoN
Motion made (Air. Sutherland) for Information, Depositions, &e., Isaviog reference to, and no
Tellers for the Noes, 351 Return to Order, laid on Table, 379........................................ 2
Tim CASE or WoIu,oy ii. \Vinny
Motion undo (Mr. Tasjtor) for Depositions in the ease of, 381 ; Return to Address, laid on Table,
429 ................................................................................................................... 7
THE Casa op \V JLUAII5 I. WILLIS
Motion made (Al,'. Taylor) for Depositions in the case of, 851 ; Return to Address,'laid on Table.
418 ................................................................................................................... 2
JoHN GABSED 1—
Petition from, respecting his conviction for peIiinv. presented, 300; ordered to be printed, 395 .J
2
Motion mnndc (Mr. Jimo'leq, Hartley) for l'roeeedi aigs and Letters respecting remission of se,mteneel
on, 540.
WicHs V. BmHLTE
Motion made (us. .flnclsa,,an) for T,iformations. Summonses, and Depositions in the eases of, 429;
Return to Address, laid on Table, 465 ........................................................................ 2
THE rAin Mas. G,msamIxs
Motion made (Mr. Day) for Papers, Documents, &e,, havin" reference to the death of, 441 ;
Return to Order, laid on T,, ble, 444 ......................................................................... 2
ADMINISTRATOR OF THE GOVERNMENT:—
Return to Address (Session 1876), laid on Table, 65 .......................................................... 2
Despateli respecting appointment of, laid on Table, 205 ....................................................... 2
ADMISSION TO THE BODY OF TIlE HOUSE
Motion made (Mr. 2?obertsoe), invitiug Wiliiasn llemsoant, Req., Colonial Treasurer of Queens
land, to take a chair on the floor of the House, 25.
ADULTERATION OF FOOD PREVENTION Bl:LL
Motion uado (Mr. Drives'), for Committee of the Wlsole, 275; Order of the Day, postponed, 333,
351; House in Committee, and Resolution agreed to, 391 ; presented mmd read 10, 413 ; read
20, committed, reported without amendment, and Report adopted, 425 ; read 30, and sent to
Council, 431 ; returned with amendments, 51.3 ; Order of the Day postponed, 560.
AGENT GENERAL FOR THE COLONY (See also "FORSTEIL THE EON. WILLIAM"
Acceptance of Office of, by the Honorable William Forster, 128.
Motion maria (At-. Jiec/eano,,), respecting delay in filling up the office of, and absence of Colonial
Treasurer, and negatived, 1.49.
AGREEMENT FOR THE CONDUCT OF THE GOVERNMENT BANKING A000UNIS (See
"FINANCE.")
AGREEMENTS VALIDATING BILL:—
Motion made (Air. Robertson), for leave to brisig in, 32 ; presented and read 10, 35 ; motion
made for 7, and no quorum on division, 111. ; message No. 7 from Governor, 1.18; Order of
the Day restored, 122; read 20, 195 Message referred to Committee, 125; eo,n,nitted and
reported with ,,mnendment,s, 1.25 ; Report adopted, 137; motion made for 30, and Speaker
gave casting vote with the ayes, 140; motion made for passing the Bill, and Speaker gave
casting vote with the noes, 141 ; restored to paper, 1.70; point of order on passing of Bill,
170. 174; passed and sent to Council, 175; returned without amendment, 279; assent
reported, 301.
List of Officers before whom contracts and agreements can be made, laid on Table, 575 ............. 6
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AGRICULTURAL SOCW.TIES
Return showing amount voted to assist, in 1873, 1874, and 1875, laid on Table, 396 .................
AGRICULTURE
Abstract return for year endin g 31 March, 1876, laid on Table, 560......................................
ALBURY AND BILLA]30NG MUTUAL PROTECTION ASSOCIATION
Petition of Members respecting Disensos affecting Live Stock, laid on Table, 280 ....................
ALIENATED CROWN LANDS, PORT JACKSON (See "CROWN LANDS.")
ALIENS NATURALIZATION ACT AMENDMENT BILL:Assent: of Her Majesty reported, 209.
ANIMALS PROTECTION DILL:.Received from Council, and read 1°, 153 read 2' and committed, 181; further considered ii
Committee, 199; Order of the Day postponed, 231, 333 ; further considered in Cowinittee
and reported with amendments, 375; Order of the Day postponed, 431; Report adopted, 500
motion made for 30, and debate adjourned, 535.
APPEALS FROM SUMMARY CONVICTIONS DILL:Received from Council and read 1°, 307; read 20, committed, reported with an amendment., ani
Report adopted, 328; read 3e and returned to Council, 331 ; aniondinent agreed to, 330
assent reported, 373.
APP)IENTICESrn1' LAW AMENDMENT BILL
Received from Council and read 10, 472; Order of the Day postponed, 498, 533, 560.
Petition from David Morrine,Chairn,an of Public Meeting, Masoniellall, ngaiast the passing of, presented, 494; ordered to be printed, 4q.....................................................................
Petition from Mechanics and Apprentices, Mart's Dock, against the passing of, presented, 498;
orderedto be. printed, 505 ...................................................................................
APPROPRIATION BILL
Brought in and read 1°, 551 ; read 20 , committed, reported without amendment, and Report
adopted, 554; read 30 and sent to Council, 570; returned without amendment, 571 ; assented
to in Council Chamber, 582.
ARC-En, ME,
Motion made (Sir. IM,netO, for memos, having reference to employment of Solicitor by, as
Inspector of Co,,ditional Purol,ascs, 560.
flMSTRONG'S CONJYJ:PIONAL PURCHASES
Motion made (Air. .Z'arnel/), for applications, descriptions, &c., havuig reference to, 569.
ARMSTRONG AND BROUGIITON'S CONDITIONAL PURCHASE AT GUNDAGAX
Motion made (Mr. Jr. Watson), for applications, descriptions, &e., having reference to, 437.
ARNOLD, ALFRED:Motion made (Mr. JIfcE/ho,,e) for Select Committ:ee to inquire into dismissal of, from Railway
Department, 351 ; Report brought lip, 414 ..............................................................
ASSEMBLY
Openisig of the Sessiom,, I.
Clerk reads Proclamation, 1.
Issue and return of Writs of Election, 1, 1.47, 167, 295, 301, 421, 427.
Usher of Black Rod delivers Message, 1, 582.
Members Sworn, 2,14.9 1.86, 191, 301, 303, 434, 436.
1
Speakerlays El,'el.ion Petition
on Table, 2; referred to Committee, 16; Report brought stp, 31.
Speaker lays Wirrant on Table appointing Conimnittee of 1' leetions and Qualifications, 2, 176
reports nmt,,ritv of Warrant 16, 191.
G-over,,or's Opening Speech, 3 ; Addresm in reply adopted, 4 ; presented to Governor, 7.
Clerk reads Addre,s in reply to Governor's Opening Speech, 4.
No quorums, 5, 61,105, 112, 129, 133, 162, 179, 181, 195, 200, 2177 273, 242, 258, 261, 776, 281,
283, 293, 299, 311, 316, 328, 337, 365, 391, 413, 426, 432, 441, 416, 466, 467, 507, 517, 523,
525, 536, 560, 566.
Clerk reads Petition, 8, 186, 342, 416, 454, 528, 565.
Election of Richard Driver, Esquire, as Chairman of Committees, S.
Sessional Orders passed, 8, 9, 18, 76.
Duration of the Session (Mr. C-ray's motion), 11.
Speaker's Casting Vote, 12, 133, 140, 141, 299, 332, 350 (1), 357, 506.
Speaker reports receipt of Deputy Speaker's Commission, 13.
Clerk reads Deputy Speaker's Commission, 13,
Members Acting its Land Agents, 16, 25, 26.
Clerk swears Members of Committee of Elections of Qualifications, 16, 17, 18, 191.
J:eave of ahsenee to Members, 18, 28, 2441, 350, 381.
Sittings after midnight, 15, 39, 56, 85, 96, 100, 108, 112, 119, 122, 125, 141, 154, 157, 162, 171,
175, 20, 216, 222, 228, 246, 249, 263, 261, 264., 2711, 200, 292, 308, 319, 333, 337, 312, 362,1
:572, 37r,, 334, 887, 390, 401, 405, 420, 436, 438, 416, 448, 455, 478,481,487,491,495, 510,
515, 531, 541., 544, 554.
Speaker lays On Table minute authorizing application of balance, 21, 105, 204, 205, 212, 235, 362
Meeting of Parliament;, 25.
Interruption, 25, 144, 186, 235, 267, 303.
Admission of William Hemmnnt, !sq., Colonial Treasurer of Queensland, to the body of the
Rouse, 25.
Orders of the Day disel,argcd, 26, 52, 81, lOt, 195, 205, 321, 346, 365, ) 376, 391, 425, 432,
499, 500 ('), 501, 534 (2), 544, 575 (a), 575 ( a).
Order of the Day restored, 122, 170, 108, 430, 431, 4'15).
Clerk reads report of Elections and Qualifications Con,mittee, 34, 213, 306.
Points of Order, 47, 72, 170, 174, 235, 246, 249, 319 (2),
I
Rulings of Speaker. 47, 73,110, 175, 191, 235, 246, 249, 319 (').
I
Motion made to read Bill 2' on future day, after motion fyr second readingliaving been negetived,
51.
Dill ordered to be read a 2° "this day six n,onths," 51 ; motion made, 534.
Employment of Members of Ps,'liamue,,t by the Govm'nmaant., fiG, 113.
Special Adjournminit, 72,105, 169, 252, 275, 289, 291, 361, 569, 676.
Contingent Motion,, 72, 261, 290, 356, 372, 416, 531.
Motion made dissenting fin,,, Speaker's smiling, and withdrawn, 76.
Recomauttal of Bills. 76, 191, 209, 227, 285), 431, 5101 515, 571.
Unavoidable absence of Mr. Speaker, 91.
Clerk informs Reese of unavoidable ubsenee of Mr. Speaker, 91.
Mr. Driver, Chairman of Committees, tekos Chair of lessee, 01,
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As in ra
Appointment of \V. H. i'iddington, Esquire, as Deputy Chainnan of Committees, 94, 144.
Council requests attendance of Member as witness, 99.
Assembly assents to Member attending as witness, 09.
Seat of the Honorable William ForMer, 107.
Standing Orders suspended, 110, 168 (2, 207, 288, 303, 371, 435, 404, 569No quorum on division, 112, 328.
(2,
Chairman reports no Quorum in Committee of the Whole, 114,223242,268,346,365 C) 391
(2).
(3),
501, 560
432
Previous question, 119, 128, 214,249, 394, 431, 565.
Special Report of Select Committee, 122.
Vacant Seats, 128, 132, 243, 255, 316, 367.
No Tellers on Division, 133. 243, 311, 339, 351, 391, 454.
No report from Committee of the Whole, 166, 500, 560.
Clerk reads entry respecting the Agreemeuts,Validating Bill, 170.
Questions of Privilege, 174 (2).
Clerk summoned, 199.
Clerk reads entry referring Question of Privilege to Committee of Elections and Qualifications, 213,
Precedence of Government business on Tuesday, 239.
Chairman reports no Quorum in Committee of Supply, 249, 279.
Speaker informs House of receipt of letter from Chief Commissioner of Insolvent Estates
respecting insolvency of Henley Bennett, Esquire, 295; deelarqd by Mr. Greville to be the
Member for Liverpool Plains, 315.
Day fined for 30 of Bill, after motion for 30 lsaving been negatived, 299.
Words of heat in Debate on "Surplus Revenue," 375.
Proposed Vote of Thanks to Sir Daniel Cooper, 400.
Motion made for Printing Committee and negatived, 430.
Motion made (Air. Fitzpatrick), respecting Administration of Public Affairs (want of confidence),
and Debate adjourned, 478; Debate resumed, nnd House continued to tit until the hour fixed
by Sessional Order for its meeting next day, 481; Order of the Day lapsed, 481.
Continuous sitting of House, 481.
Clerk reads letter of Acting Superintendent of Lunatic Asylum, Parrainatta, 487.
Ballot for Select Committee, 522.
Rescission of order for printing papers, 531.
Speaker lays on 'Table report of Auditor (lenend on Public Accounts, for 1875, 539 ..................
Prorogation Speech, 582.
Votes and Proceedings, Not. 1 to 143.............................................................................
Busi,,ess undisposed of at the close of the Session ...........................................................
Attendances of Members in Divisions and Couiits'out during the Session .............................
Business of the Session...................................................................................
Weekly reports of Divisions in Committee of the Whole, Nos. 1 to 23 .................................
Weekly Abstract of Petitions received, Nos. 1 to 38 ........................................................
General Snimnary of Petitions .......................................................................
Alphabetical Register of Bills ......................................................................................
Alphabetical Register of Addresses and Orders ..............................................................
Standing and Select Committees appointed during the Session .............................................
Explanatory Abstracts of sums Estimated and Toted .........................................................
ASSESSMENT ON STOCK (See "STOCK.")
ASYLUMS, GOVERNMENT (See also "LUNATIC ASYLUMS ") :—
Report from Monager of, relative to expenditure for 1875, laid on Table, 528..........................
ATHEISTS EVIDENCE ADMISSION BILL:—
0, 150; motion
Motion made (Mr. Bna/ucnan) for leave to bring in, 149 ; presented and read 1
made for 2° and withdrawn, 195 ; Order of Day discherged and Bill withdrawn, 195.
ATTENDANOES OF MEMBERS
Return showin, in divisions and counts out, during the Session ..........................................
ATTUNGA, EESERTE IN PARiSh OF:—
Motion made (Mr. .Een,seti) for correspondence, plans, &c., having reference to withdrawal ofj
reserve, No. 16, County Inglis, 494; Return to Order laid on Table, 539
AUCTION SALES OF PUBLIC LANDS
Motion mode (Mr. WI H. Suttor) respecting disposal of moneys derived from, and withdrawn, 93.
AUDITOR GENERAL
Papers relating to application for leave of absence, laid on Table, 195 ....................................
AUSTRALIAN WINE SALES AMENDMENT BILL:—
1e 5 ; read 20, comMotion made (Mr. Jacob) for leave to bring in, 15 ; presented and read
mitted, reported without amendment and Report adopted, 35; read 3° and sent to Council,
35; returned with amendments and amended title, 320; Order of the Day postponed, 346
amendments considered, 432 ; Chairman reports no quorum, 432 (3) ; House counted out,
432; Order of the Day restored, 445; amendments again considered, agreed to, disngreed to,
and amended, 500; Message to Council, 504; Message from Council not insisting, and agreeing,
515 ; assent reported, 553.
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BAILIFF AT TAMWORTR —
Correspondence respecting removal of, as Sheriff 's Bailiff, at Tamworth laid on Table, 349
orderedto be printed, 357 .........................................................................
BALANCES:—
he THE BANn or Nuw Sonar WATER
Correspondeneo respecting, laid on Table, 161 .................................................................
Arrr.TcA'rTo2 OF:—
Minute of Goven,or anthorizing, laid on Table hr Speaker, 21, 105, 204., 205, 212, 235, 362 ........
BALLOTING FOR SELECT COMMITTEES
Sessional Order passed, 9.
Lunatic Asylum, Parramatta, 522.
BAMFORD, MR.J. B. (See 11 voLuNniEfl"
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Petition from conditional purchasers, Liverpool Plains, praying for revocation of Resen'e on, pre
1289
:3
sented, 85 ; ordered to be printed, 89 ....................................................................
BANK LIABILITIES AND ASSETS
831
General Abstract of, for quarter ended 30 June. 1875, laid on Table, 24 .................................. 2
24 ........................................833
30 September, 1875, do.
doDo.
836
204 .................................
2
31 December, 1575, do.
do.
Do.
837
560 .................................. 2
do,
30 June, 1876,
do.
Do.
BANK OF NEW SOUTH WALES (Sco "FINANCE")
BANKiNG BUSINESS, GOVERNMENT:Agreement for the conduct of, for three years from 30th June, 1376, laid on Table, 264; motion
made (Mr. Dubs) for Return showing particulars of, with Bank of New South Wales 274.
Return to Order laid on Table, 454; contingent. motion moved. (Mr. DThbs on motion for
going into Committee of Supply, and by leave withdrawn. 290; motion made (Mr. Stuart)
for Committee of the Whole to consider agreement with Bank of New South Wales, 303;
House in Committee, 308,319; Chairman reports points of order and Mr. Speaker's ruling
thereon, 319 C) ; House again in Committee and resolution reported, 325; Agreement again
laidon Table, 386 ................................................................................................. 2 805, 809, 818
Petition from Bank Managers of Sydney against the contract made bythe Government, presented,
811
277; ordered to be printed, 289 ............................................................................... 2
BARRISTERS ADMISSION ILL:Motion made (Mr. Tarnelt) for leave to bring in, 50 ; presented and read 10, 75 ; Order of the
Day for 2° postponed, 105, 145, 166; motion made for 2', and House counted out, 184
Order of the Day restored, 198; further considered in Committee and reported with an
amendment, 208; Report adopted, 216; read 30 and sent. to Council, 227; returned with
amendments, 320; amendments agreed to, 345; ossent reported, 373.
BATUURST HOSPITAL BILL:Motion made (Mr. Gan-ett) for leave to bring in, 130; presented and read 10, 140 ; Order of the
Day postponed, 154, 157, 170; motion made for r, and Speaker ruled that Bill was a private
Bill, and debate adjourned, 191 ; Order of the Day discharged, and Bill withdrawn, 205.
BATHVRST HOSPITAL BILL (No. 2):Petition presented (Mr. Garrett) from Trustees in favor of, 207; Standing Orders suspended toadmit
of introduction of Bill, 207; leave given to bring in 214; presented and read 10, 214; referred to
Select Committee, 222 ; Report brought up, 228; rernl 2 0, committed, reported without ajnend
inent, and Report adopted, 269 ; read 3', and sent to Council, 279; returned without amendment, 307; ,sssent reported, 313 .............................................................................. 6
165
BATIIURST MARKETS AM1iNDMENT BILL
leave
Petition from Borough Council of Bathurst, praying for leave to bring in, presented, 186 ;
given, 190; presented and read 1°, 195; referred to Select Committee, 193; Report brought
up, 227 ; read 2°, and committed, 268; Chairman reports no quorum, 268 ; Committee
resumed, 269; Order of the Day postponed, 333-, further considered in Committee, 365;
Chairman reports no quorum, and House counted out, 365 ; Order of the Day restored, 380;
Order of the Day postponed, 431 ; House again in Committee, 500; Order of the Day postponed. 535; Order of the Day discharged and Bill withdrawn, 575 ....................................785
BATIIURST PRESBYTERIAN CIJRCJI
JI
TRUSTEES ENABLING- BILL:Petition presented (Mr. Pitcher) praying for leave to bring in, 93; leave given and read 10, 96;
referred to Select Committee, 1.00; Report brns,ght up, 190; Order of the Day postponed,
215, 231, 268, 338, 351, 432, 536, 576......................................................................... 4
049
BATHURST SPECIAL JURY LIST (See "ADMIUSTRA'I'ION OF JUSTICE.")
BEER T. ALDERSON
Motion made (tlJr. Sesthertansi) for informetion, depositions, &c., having reference to the case of,
and no Tellers for the Noes, 351 ; Return to Order laid on Table, 379............................. 2
165
BENNEn, HANLEY, ESQUIRE
Speaker informs House of receipt of letter from Chief Commissioner of Insolvent Estates,
respecting Insolvency of, 295; declared by Mr. Greville to be the Member for Liverpool
Plai,,s, 315 ; Seat declared vacant, 316; re-elected, 427; sworn, 436.
BTTING HOUSES SUPPRESSION BILL:Motion made (Mr. Tht-y) for leave to bring in, 11; presented and read 1°, 20; motion made for
20, and debate adjourned, 35; motion again made and debate adjourned, 39 ; read 2°, and
committed, 67; House again in Committee, 89; Order of the Day postponed, 94; House
again in Committee and no quorum reported, 114; Committee resumed, 114; further
considered in Committee, and reported with amendments, 145; Order of the Day postponed,
150; Report adopted, 184; motion made for 3°, and Bill re-committed, 209; reported 2°,
with further amendments, and Report adopted, 209; read 3°, and sent to Connlil, 216;
returned without amendment, 245; assent reported, 207.
Petition from Young Mea'sChrietinn A.ssoeiatioainfavonr of, presented, 66; ordered to ho printed, 71
6
821
BILLS:534(2),
544, 575,
Withdrawn, 52, 81, 161, 195, 205, 324,346, 365(s), 376, 301, 425, 499, 500, 501,
576 (2).
Re-committed, 76, 191, 209, 227, 289, 431, 510, 515, 571.
Alphabetical registera of .............................................................................................. 1
755
BLACK ROD:Usher of, delivers messago from Governor, 1, 582.
BLAKE, Mn. J. P.:Motion made (Mr. Hurli, Henley), for papers and reports in connection with the suspension of
as land agent at Hay, 487.
BLUE BOOK FOR 1875:Laidon Table, 405....................................................................................................... 3
BOLAKD, MADELINE:Motion made (Mr. Macintosh), for Applications, Correspondence, &c., having reference to a.
Conditional Pnrehase at Springwood, 276.
BOMADERRY
787
By-laws of Municipal District of, laid on Table, 2 ---------------------------------------------------------------- 4
BONDRI) WAREHOUSE AT DENILIQUIN
Motion made (Mr. Tasjlor), for Correspondence between Messrs. M'Culloeh S. Co. and the,
3
885
Colonial Treasurer with regard to the opening of, 400- ieturn to Order laid on Table, 581
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BORDER. DUTIES COnENTION BILL
Motion made (Mr. SluarO, Committee of the Whole, 384; Message from Governor, 387;
House in Committee and resolution agreed to, 387; presented and read 10, 387; read 20,
committed, reported without amendment, and Report adopted, 404; read 30 and sent to
Council, 409; returned without amendment, 419; assent reported, 421 ..........................
BOTANY WATERWORXS
Motion made (Mr. Sutherland), for retnrns showing number of gallons pumped from, per month,
258; Return to Order laid on Table, 356 .................................................................
BRADY, MR CHARLES
Petition from in reference to production of Silk and Silkworm grain, presented, 856; ordered to be
printed, 362 .....................................................................................................
BRAIIDS ACT OF 1866:—
Report by Registrar on, and on the Bill framed for itsamendment, laid on Table 104; referred!
to Select Committee on "Diseases affecting Live Stock," 258 ..........................................
BRIDGES
JA0KSON's SWAMP:—
Motion made (Mr. Pitcher), for Committee of the Whole to consider Address, 1.1 ; Order of the
Day discharged, 26.
ACROSS THE PAm A)[ATTA Rrvtn
Motion made (Mr. YarnelØ, respecting invitation of tenders for construction of, and withdraw,,,
51.
Ovnn THE Cnrpnntr, RIVER:—
Petition from residents of East and \Vest Macquarie in favour of biniding of, presented, 283:
orderedto be printed, 298 ....................................................................................
Contingent motion made (Mr. Filcher), for Committee of the Whole, 416; Order of the Dayt
postponed, 425; House in Committee and resolution agreed to, 461.
OVER THE HARBoUR or PORT JACKSON
Motion made (Air. Farnell). respecting Surveys and Examinations for, between Dawes's Point and
Blue's Point, and withdrawn, 381.
OVER TIER HIJEIIIR AT ABERDEEN I—
Petition from Residents of Aberdeen and district, in favour of, presented, 399 ; ordered to be
printed, 404 .....................................................................................................
OVER \VnrnunNpAtn B 's'uj.uv
Motion made (Mr. W. H. Setto,'), for Committee of the Whole, 476; House in Committee and
resolution agreed to, 499.
PEnPTH
Motion made (Mr. J. S. Smith), for nbolition of Tolls on, and negatived by casting vote o
Speaker, 506.
BLACK)wc's Swnrr CaERE
Motion made (Mr. li'ètcon), for papers, petitions, he., having reference to erection of 522;,
motion made (Mi'. iVthon), for Committee of the Whole, 523; Return to Order laid on Table,
528; order for printing rescinded, 531; House in Committee and resolution agreed to, 535.
Fisw Rivsn,
Petition from Inhabitants of Mutton's Falls in favour of erection of, 528 ; ordered to be printed,
.............................................................................................................
BROUGHTON CRER1C AND BOMBADERRY:—
By-laws of Free Public Library, laid on Table, 336 ............................................................
By-laws of Municipal District of, laid on Table, 2...............................................................
BROWN, THOMAS, ESQ,., M.P. (See also "PRIViLEGE" also "ELECTORAL"):—
Q nestion of pririlege conceroing scat of, referred to Elections and Qunlifie,Ltio,,s Committee, 174.;
Report brought all, 213 ; seat of, for Electoral District of Hartley declared vacant, 213 ......
BURNS, JOHN (See "POLICE.")
.
BURRAWANG RUN, MIt. F ISRER' S
Motion made (Mr. MeElhonc) respecting Reserves on, and House counted out, 466; motion again
made and negatived, 505.
BUSINESS
DAYS:—
Sessional Order passed, S.
OF vn SUPREME Couap:—
Motion made (Mr. Greville) for Return showing number of cases and amount claimed, 12.
Uypisposnn OF AT THE CLOSE OF THE SESSION :—
Return shewiucr .........................................................................................................
OF THE SESSION—
Returnshowing .........................................................................................................
BY-LAWS
Municipal District of Broughton Creek and Bomnderry, laid on Table, 9 ..............................
Do.
Forbes,
do.
2 .............................
Do.
Nowrn,
do.
2, 221 .......................
Ulladulla Free Public Library,
do.
7
North Illawarra Free Circulating Library,
do.
7 ..............................
Inverell Free Library and Reading Room,
do.
7 .............................
Wolloogong Free Circulating Library,
do.
7 .............................
Public Vehicles Regulation Act of 1873,
do.
13, 28, 71, 195,487. .......
Borough of Grafton,
do.
103 .............................
Do.
Bandwick,
do.
110,195 ........................
Municipal District of lass,
188 ..............................
do.
Borough of Wagga Wagga,
do.
264.............................
Municipal District of Toaterfield,
do.
264.............................
University,
do,
274, 415 .......................
Municipal District of Lciehhardt.,
do.
274.............................
Borough of Wallscnd,
do.
278 ............................
Do.
Bedfcrn,
331 .............................
do.
Broughton Creek and Bomader,7 Free Public Library,
do.
336 .............................
0-oulburn Cattle Sale Yards,
do.
444.............................
Borough of Waterloo,
Ic.
465 ..............................
Do.
St. Leonards,
do.
465 .............................
Municipal District, of North Illawnrra,
do.
560.............................
Borough of Marrickille,
575.............................
do.

853
713
493
985

719

4

721

4

723

4
4

777
787

1

777

1

585

1

589

4
4
4
4
4
4
4
6
4
4
4
4
4
5
4
4
4
4,
5

787
783
77), 751
775
769
771
773
983
791
193,809
811
813
815
267, 275
817
819
827
777
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BY-LAWS (couUnaet)
.\tunieipal District of M'Donald Town-Nuisances Prevention Act, laid on Table, 487 .................5
Borough of Newtown,
Do.
do.
487............... . 5
Borough of Camperdown,
Do.
487................ 5
do.
Borough of Redfern,
Do.
do.
487...... .......... 5
Borough of Darlington,
Do.
554................ 5
do.
Borough of Paddiuglon,
Do.
do.
415 ................ 5
Borough of Woollabra,
Do.
do.
415................ 5

681
683
679
677
685
673
675

C
CABLE BETWEEN NEW ZEALAND AND AUSTRALIA
Agreement laid on Table, 65........................................................................................... 6
CAFE'S CONDITIONAL PIJRCHASE
Motion made (Mr. Mc.E?hone) for Papers respecting disputed selection of, between William Cafe,
and .Ta,nes Morrison, 400.
CAMDEN COLLEOJi INCORPORATION BILL
Received from Council and read 10, 221; read 2°, 231; committed, reported without amendment,
and Report adopted, 232; read 30, and returned to Council, 235; assent reported; 258.
CAMPERDOWN
)3ylaws of Borough of, under Nuisances Prevention Act, laid on Table, 487 ............................ 5
CARCOAR (See 'ELECTORAL.")
CASTING- VOlE OF SPEAKER:12, 133, 140, 141, 29'J, 332, 35c(-), 357, 505.
CATARACT RIVER (See 'WATER SUPPLY.")
CAn:LJd SALE YARDS ACT AMENDMENT BILL
Motion made (Mr. .Fareiefl) for Committee of the Whole, 222; House in Committee and resolution
agreed to, 232 ; presented and read 10, 253; Order of the Day postponed, 268, 338, 375,
410, 461, 498, 535.
CEMENT, HYDRAULIC
Motion made (Mr. Cameron) for Correspondence, &c., having rcferouee to the granting of bonuses
for the manufacture of, 513.
CERTIFICATES OF COMPETENCY TO 3IASTERS, MATES,
:A,,iei,ded Order of Her Majesty in Council relating to, laid on Table, 409 ................................6
CAIR3IIAN
II
OFCOMMIPTEES
Election of Richard Driver, Esquire, S.
Commission to, as 1 )oputs' Speaker, 13,
Report, point of Order arising in Committee of the Whole, 47, 235, 319).
Takes Chair of House, 01.
Appointment of W. H. Piddington, Esq., as Deputy, 94,144.
Reports point of order arising in Committee of Supply, 249.
Reports no quorum in Committee of Supply, 249, 279.
Reports no quorum in Committee of the Whole, 114, 184, 223, 242, 258, 346, 305C), 391(2),
432(3 ), 501. 560(1).
CHANDLER, Mil.. CHARLES
Correspondence relating to the appointment of, as Assistant Postmaster at Tanswortb, laid on
183 .......................................................................................................... 6
CIIARaES OF DRUNKENNESS
Motion made (Mr. Dec/sw) for Return showing number of, and House counted out, 276
motion again inide. 349; Return to Order laid on Table, 396 .........................................2
CHEQUES AND DRAFTS AMENDMENT BILL:Received from Council and read 10, 122 ; Order of the Day for 2° postponed, 144, 161, 184;
read 2°, committed, and reported with amendments, 200; Order of the Day postponed, 215,
231, 268, 333, 432, 536; Order of the Day discharged and Bill withdrawn, 576.
Petition from flank Managers against passing of Bill, presented, 213; Ordered to be printed, 222
6
CHIEF JUSTICE, PENSION OP THE LATE
Motion made (Afr. .Farsmcii) respecting, and House counted out, 316; motion again made, and
negatived, 381.
CHILDREN
ExrLonramrT or
Motion made (Air, IV H. ,9,mtlor) for Select Committee to inquire into and report upon, 50
Committee authorized to make visits of inspection, 66 ; names added to Committee, 153
snbst.itution of name on Committee, 234; motion made (Mr. - V. H. Suttor) for Committee
of the Whole to consider of Address for sum to defray expenses of witnesses before the
Committee, 253; House in Committee and Resolution agreed to, 268; Progress Report
brought up, 528 .................................................................................................... 6
MORTALITY OF
Motion made (ill. If'. If. Suffer) for Return showing, for the five years previous to 31 December,
1875, 198.
CHIPLIN, JOHN, THE CASE OF
Return to Address (Seas/on 1875), laid on Table, 288 ..........................................................2
CHURCH AND SCHOOl/LANDS ROADS ALIENATION BILL:Motion made (Mr. Mnjcr) for leave to bring in, 183; presented and read 1°, 183 ; Order of the
Day postponed, 208, 268, 333, 351; Order of the Day discharged and Bill withdrawn, 376.
CIRCULAR QUAY
Motion made (Mr. Macintosh) for tender of Mr. Charles Fowler for the first design for Wharfs at.,
92; Return to Order laid on Table, 152 ................................................................... 0
Petition from Mr. Charles Foovler, CE., respecting his tootler for Iron Wharf, presented, 370;
ordered to be printed, 375 ..................................................................................... 6
Correspondence between the late Secretary for Public 'Works and Mr. Norman Selfe, respecting
increased vharfage accommodation at, laid on Table, 370 .............................................. 6
Plan showing proposed improvements, laid upon Table as an exhibit, 509.
CIVIL SERVICE
Motion made (Mr. McElhone) for Return showing appointments and promotions of persons
related to Moinbers.of the Ministry, 133.
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orvIL SERVICE

(continued)

Ma. Fnc&v M'MAtTIN Motion made (llfr. Davies) for Correspondence on the subject of the promotion of, to the Police
Department, 252 ; Return to Order laid on Table, 331; motion made for further
Correspondence, 429; further Return laid on Table, 560 ...............................................
TRAVELLUIG ALLOWANCES
Return showing scale of authorized charges, laid on Table, 278...............................................
AUDIToR GnRRAL
Papers relating to leave of absence laid on Table, 195 ...........................................................
SALARIES OF TIlE Civir, SERVANTS
Motion made (Mr. Taylor) for Committee of the Whole to consider question of refunding
deductions made in 1871 and 1872, and negatived, 332.
CLERKS n LARDS DErAIiTNr PAID PROM Vora FOR EXTRA CleRICAL AISISTARCE
List of, laid on Table, 341 ...............................................................................................
GOVERNMENT OFFICERS AS Dimseions OF CormAnRs
Motion made :(Mr. 21.oEmone) against, previous question moved and withdrawn, 394; motion
carried as amended, 395.
RAIJ,WAY TRAFFIC BRANCE
'
Return showing particulars of service of Clerks employed in, laid on Table, 581 .......................
CLAThIS AGAINST THE CROWN ACT
Deepateh respecting Royal assent to, laid on Table, 92 ........... .............................................. . '
CLABIS AGAINST THE COLONIAL GOVERNMENT BILL:—
Motion made (Mr. Terry) for Committee of the Whole, 105; House in Committee and Resolution
agreed to, 115; presented and read 1°, 115; Message from Governor, 144; read 2°, com
mitted, reported with amendments and an amended title, 145; Report adopted, 150; read 3'
and sent to Council, 161; returned with amendments, 187; amendments agreed to, 200;
assent reserved, 237.
CLARENCE ELECTORATE SUB-DTVISION BILL:—
Motion made (Mr. Sewdess) for leave to bring in, 324; presented and read 1°, 324; motion for
29 aegatived, Order of the Day discharged, and Bill withdrawn, 346.
CLARENCE RIVER
Petition from farmers, shippers, and others, respecting obstructions to, presented, 307 ; ordered to
beprinted, 310 ........................... .................................................. ................ . ... ...
lilmarra,
Do.,
do.,
do.,
315; ordered to
beprinted, 318 ............................................. .......................................................
CLERK OF ASSEMBLY
Reads Proclamation opening the Session, 1.
Reads Address in reply to Governor's Opening Speech, 4.
Reads Petition, 8, 186, 342, 416,454, 528, 565.
Reads Deputj Speaker's Commission, 13.
Swears Nembers of Committee of Elections and Qualifications. 16, 17, 181 191.
Reads Report of Committee of Elections and Qualifications, 34, 213, 306.
Informs House of unavoidable absence of Mr. Speaker, 91..
Reads entry respecting Agrecmcats Validating Bill, 170.
Summoned, 199.
Reads entry referring Question of Privilege to Committee of Elections and Qualifications, 213.
Reads letter of Acting Superintendent of Perramatta Luuatie Asylum. 457.
CURlS RUNS (See "RESERVES.")
COAL
Application to mine for under Sydney, laid on Table 528 ....................................................
COAL FIELDS ON LAm HELD BY 3LESSRS. GdRETT AM) GREVILLE
Contingent motion made (Mr. Grevilte) for Select Committee to inqnirc into the eiremm,stanee
attending the obtaining, alterotinn, and circulatmon of a Report, under the ]and of the
Examiner of Coal Fields, 532; Petition from R. Greviiie, Esquire, praying to be heart! b
Counsel before the Committee, presented, 539 ; prayer of Petition complied with, and Petition
referred to Committee, 539; name of Mr. Davies substituted for that of Mr. Greville on time
Committee, 540; Report brought up, 575 ...................................................................
COAL MINES REGULATION BILL:—
Motion made (Mr. Lucas) for Committee of the Whole, S ; House in Committee, and resoiutioi,
agreed to, 16; presented and read 10, 16; read 2°, and eounnitted, 28 ; House again in Committee, 32, 42, 44; Message from Governor, 56; Order of the Day postponed, lU 122;
further considered in Committee, 170, 187; reported with amendments, and Report adopted,
187; motion made for 30, and Bill reeomnmittea, 191; reported 20 with further amendments,
and again recommitted, 191; reported 3' with a further nnmcndment, and Report. adopted, 191;
read 3° and sent to Council, 199; retnrned with amendments, 288; House in Committee, rind
amendments agreed to, 318; assent reported, 339 .......................................................
Petition from Miners, Illawarm, in favour of, presented, 118; ordered to be printed, 122.............
Petition from Miners and others, llnnter River District, in favour of, presented, 153, ordered to
beprinted, 157 ....................................................................................................
COAL SIflPPI1IG AND TRIMMING AT NEWCASTLE
Petition from Merchants and others respecting regulations for, presented, 274; ordered to be
printed, 289..........................................................................................................
COAL USED FOR B-AILWAV PURPOSES
Motion nmado (Mr. sSeholey) for quantity eousunied on Northern Line, 66; Return to Order laid
on Table, 96; referred to Select Committee on the subject, itt .....................................
Motion made (Mr. 3Wsrno) for Tende.rs, Reports, Minutes, &o., having reference to supply of Coal
for the Southern and Western Railwnys, 18.3 Return to Order laid on Table, 212-; referred
to Select Co,nmitta,, 278 ................................................................... .....................
Motion made (Mr. Seholeuj) for Select Comimuitt:ee to inquire into and Report on, for the Westenm.
Southern, and Northern Lines, 183; Papers referred, 194; Report brought up, 460; motion
made for adoption of Report, and debate adjourned, 487 ; resumed, end house eommted out,
506; motion again made, 540; motion made (Mr. cameron) for rescission of Resolution
adopting Report, 566; motion made (Mr. &-holey) for Committee of the Whole to consider
of stun for payment of witnesses, 307; house in Committee, and Resolution agreed to, 311
COLLETT, PIERCE
Motion made (Kr. McEthone) for papers and documents having reference to the change of venue
in ease of, 183; Return to Address laid on Table, 274.....................................................
COLOMBO CREEK (See "YANKO CREEK.")
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COLONIAL AGENT GJGNERAL (See "ACUiNT GENERAL.")
COLONIAL DISTILLATION ACT (See "DISTILLATION ACT.')
COLONIAL DISTILLED SPrRITS (See "SPIRITS.")
COLONIAL TREASURER (See also "FORSTER, THE HON. WILLIAM")
Papers relating to mission of, to England, laid on Table, 2 ..................................................
Motion made (Mr. Parker) for minutes, despatehes, letters, &c., having reference to mission of, tc
England, and paiticdars of senices rendered by, 315 ; Return (impart) to Address, laid or
Table, 472 ..........................................................................................................
COLONIAL WINE
Correspondence respecting strength of New South Wales, laid on Table, 2 .............................
Ditto
dit;to
South A.ustnilia, laid on Table, 2 ................................
Return showing quantity of, imported from South Austrulia, by way of the River Atiuray, durang
1875, laid on Table, 539 .......................................................................................
COMERONG jSLAND
Motion made (Mr. Cameron) for applications having reference to unalienate,t land at, l'l•9
Return in part to Order, laid on Table, 327; further Return laid on Table, 327 ..................
COMMISSIONERS UNDER THE LANDS ACTS AMENDMENT ACT:—
Return in part respecting appointments of, laid on Table, 337 ; Final Return laid on Table, 370
COMMI'JYI'EE OF ELECTIONS AND QUALIFICATIONS (,See "ELECTORAL.")
COMMITTEES, SELECT (See "REPORTS.")
COM1ON LODGING-HOUSES
Motion made (Th-. asneroa) for Select Committee to inquire into management and sn.nitai'
condition of, 214; Report brought up, 527; adopted, 540
Petition from Citizens of Sydney respecting regulation of, and suppression of Chinese atroestiesj
presented, and read by Clark, 565; ordered to be printed, 569 .......................................
COMPANIES ACT AMEND1ENT BILL:—
Received from Council and iend 1°. 861 read 2', committed, reported without amendment, and
Report adopted, 409 read 30, 425 ; returned to Council, 420 ; assetit reported, 449.
Petition from E. L. Fat.torini, prnvismg to be heard by Counsel at the, lIar of the House against
passing of, presented. 415; ordered to be printed, 418...................................................
Motion made (Mr. Cohen) to grunt prayer of Petition, and withdrawn, 431.
CONDITIONAL PURCHASES (See ' CROWN LANDS.")
CONNOLLY'S SELECTION ON ROBERTSON'S RUN:—
Motion made (Mr. McElhone) for Papers and Correspondence respecting, and also respecting
Alexauder Campbell's Selection, 29; Return to Order laid on Table, 336...........................
CONSOLIDATED REVENUE FUND BILL:—
Standing Orders supended, 110; presented, read 10, 20, committed, reported without; amendment,
Report adopted, read 3°, and sent to Council, 111; returned without amendment, 111; assent
reported, 113.
CONSOLIDATED JIIWENUE FUND BILL (No. 2):—
Standing Orders suspended, 168; presented, read 10, 21, eommitted,reported without amendment,
Report adopted, read 3°, and sent to Council, 170 returned without amendment, 171;
assent, reported, 181.
CONSOLIDATED REVENUE FUND BILL (No. 3):—
Standing Orders suspended, 238; presented and mend 1°, 2°, eonmnmittecl, reported without amend.
meat, Report adopted, read 3°, and sent to Council, 239 ; returned without amendment., 240
assent reported, 243.
CONSOLIDATED REVENUE FUND BILL (No. 4):—
Standing Orders suspended, 303 ; presented and read 1°, read 2°, eommitt:ed, reported without
amendment, Report adopted, read 3°, and sent; to Council, 301; returned without amendment,
307; assent reported, 309.
CONSOLIDATED RFJVENUR FUND BILL (No. 5):—
Standing Orders suspended, presented and read 1", read 2°, committed, reported without amend.
meat., Report adopted, read 3", and sent to Council, 371; returned without amendment, 372;
assent reported, 379.
CONSOLIDATED REVENUE FUND BILL (No.
Standing Orders suspended, 435; presented and read 10, read 2°, committed, reported without
amendment, Report adopted, read 30, and sent to Council, 436; returned without amendment,
438 ; assent reported, 444.
CONSOLIDATED REVENUE FUND BILL (No. 7)—
Standing Orders suspended, 494; presented and read 10, read 2°, committed, reported without
amendment, Report adopted, read 3°1 and sent to Council, 495; returned without amendment,
510; assent reported, 522.
CONTAGIOUS DISEASES PREVENTION BILL:—
Motion made (Mr. las-nell) for Committee of the %Thole, 21; House in Committee and resolution
agreed to, 25; presented and read 10, 26; read 20 and committed, 38; Speaker ruled that
Bill involved expenditure from the public revenue, and should l,ave been recommended by
Message from the Governor, 47; motion made (Mi-. Farne(Ø dissenting from Speaker's ruling
and withdrawn, 76; Order of the Day discharged and Bill withdrawn, 81.
CONTAGIOUS DISEASES PREVENTION BILL (No. 2):—
Presented (Mi'. laraelØ and read 10, 128; motion made (Me. las-deli) for Committeo of the
Whole to consider of an Address to the Governor for Message reconmrnending provision for
working of, 132; House in Committee and Resolution agreed to, 145; Message from Governor,
160; Order of the Day for 2° postponed, 161; motion made for 20 and debate adjourned, 166;.
Order of the Day postponed, 200; read 20 ; Message referred to Committee and committed,!
21.2; Chairman reported no qnorumn in Committee and House counted out, 242.
CONTEMPTS BEFORE JUSTICES PUNISHMENT BILL:—
Motion made (Mr. Jacob) for leave to bring in, 17; presented and read 1°, 17; read 2°, 46; committed, reported with amendments, and Report adopted, 47; Order of the day for 30 postponed, 67; motion made for 30 and debate adjourned, 77; Order of the Day postponed, 115,
145, 166; motion again made for 3° and Bill recommitted, 227; reported 2°, with further
amendments, 227; Report adopted, 267; Order of the Day postponed, 333; motion made'
for 3° and negatived, 350; motion made for discharge of Order of the Day, and Speaker gave
casting vote with the Noes, 350; Order of the Day for 30 restored, 430; read 30 and sent to
Council, 499; returned with amendments, 555; Order of the Day discharged and Bill withdrawn, 570.
CONTINGENT MOTIONS
On motion for going into Committee of Ways and Moans, V.
On motion for going into Committee of Supply, 261, 290, 356, 872, 4,16, 531.
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CONTRACTORS DEBTS BILL:—
Motion ,,,ado (31,. IV. iT. Suitor) for leave to bring in, 540; presented and road 10, 540.
000GEE, SEA-WALL AT: 3liution made (Mr. .3frwi,stosle) for Correspondence having reference to the erection of, 132; Return
toOrder laid on Table, 212.....................................................................................
COOK'S STATUE:—
Instructions to Colonial Trcasnrer respecting selection of sculptor, laid on Table, 15 .............
C0O'dA_ ROMAN CATHOLIC CIT JECEL TRUSTEES BILL:—
Petition presented (Mr. Montague) praying for leave to bring in, 165 Stsnling Orders aus
pended, 168 presented and read 1°, 169 referred to Select Committee, 173 ; Report brought
up, 190 ; read 2.0, comsiritted, reported without amendment, and Report! adopted, 208; read 30,
antI sent to Council, 214 retcuned without amendment, 238 ; ossent reported, 249 ............
COOPER, SIR DANIEL
Motion made (Mr. Robertson) for Thanks of Rouse to, for services rendered in England in the
interest of the Colony, and withdrawn, 400.
COPYRIGhT BILL
Motion made (Mr. JThointosh) for leave to bring in, 248
CORONERS INQUESTS
Return to Order (Session 1875) laid on Table, 7 ..............................................................
Met:ion made (Es-. &1oley) for Return showing number of held, 56 ; Return to Order laid on
Table, 157 ............................................................................................................
CORONER FOR. M'GU.t&AN'S LEAD DISTRICT:—
Motion made (Mr. J?ssebcnaa) for Report- of Bench of Magistrates on the application of Mr.
H. Margules to be appointed n' 183; Eel:ttrn to Address laid on Table, 274 .....................
COSGROVE AND PARTY v. CARTER:—
Motion made (Mr. Terrq) for correspondence, &e., wit], reference to disputed enso of on .Toaclja
Creek, 218; Return to Order laid on Table, 267 further Return laid onTable, 274; motion
made to refer ease to Select, Co,nmittee, and to refer both Returns to the Cotninittee, and
dobnte adjourned, 275 ; Order of the Day s-eisd for tire resumption of the debate, and Rouse
counted out, 311
COSGROVE v. MACPITERSON
Papers in disputed gold lease applieat.ions laid on Table, 444 ................................................
CORPORATION OF SYDNEY (Sen "MUNICIPAL COUNCIL OF SYUEi'.")
COUNCIL (See "LEGISLATiVE COUNCIL.")
COURTS OF INQUIRY UNDER LANDS ACTh A11I2D3LENT ACT:—
Return respecting. laid on Table, 3-11 ..............................................................................
COURTS OF PETTY SESSIONS:—
Motion rondo (Mr. 7'. G. .L)uqer) for Return showing particulars of, 379.
COWPER, WIDOW OF THE LATE SIR CHARLES:—
Motion made (Mr. Perks) for (lon,uuttee of the ;\r15010 for Address for sum as gratuity to, 15
negatived, 21.
CREER, Ma,
Ifotion made (Jr,. MeEt/ions) respecting appointment, of as arbitrator for the Government, and
necatived, 445.
CRIME PROSECUTION BILL
Motion made (Mr. Beeenan) for leave to bring in, S ; presented and read 16, 8; motion made
for 20 and negatived, 21 motion made (Mr. ,Thwlsanea) to read Bill 2° on future day and
negatived, 51; ordered to be read 2° "this nay six months," 51.; Order of the Day postponed.
425, 500; motion again made for 2°, and negatived, 534; Order of the Day discharged, and
Bill withdraws,, 534.
CRONIN, MR. JEREMIAH (See "EDUCATION.")
CROWN LANDS
Rtr.rLATrors
Under Acts Amendment Act of 1875 laid on Table, 2 .....................................................
BnsEav:D FOR WAT:n Surpar, &e.
Abstract of, laid on Table, 7, 96,324, 194, 274, 336, 400, 465, 522 ......................................
DEDICATED TO RELTOTOES AND PUBLIC Ptraposss
Abstract of, laid on Table, 7,75, 124, 194, 336, 465, 522 .....................................................
Sims FOR ClTIFrs, Towys, AND VILLAGES
Abstract of, laid on Table. 7, 124, 274. 336, 485
Rssmavr.s IN TILE UrrEa HuEmast Esj:cTostATE:—
Motion made (Mr. Ah-Elleore) for Return showing, 14.
RENTS OF R.uxs
Motion made (il/i'. MaE/hone) respecting, 14.
Mr.M]snsas OF TUE LEoIsJAr1vr A.SsE)n,rx AS LAN)) AGENTS
Motion made (Mr. MeEt/soar) respecting, and dobate adjourned, 16 ; debate resumed, 25
motion negatived, 26.
Coynmoyn PURCHASE ON Cooarooeooaroo Snmioa
Motion made (Mr. MeEthone) for correspondence respecting Zainison's seloeties, on, 24 ; Rot,urr
to Order laid on Table, 291 ...................................................................................
MRS. Coyyoatr's SELECTION ON ROBERTSON'S RUN:—
Motion made (Er McEthoae) for papes-s and correspondence respecting, and also respecting Alexander Campbell's selection, 29 ; Return to Order laid on Table, 336................................
Rtrn ENDER LEASE OR LICENSE
Return (in part) to Order (Session 1875) laid on Table, 44; ordered to be printed, 51; furthe,
Return laid on Table, 230..................................................................................
RESERVE ON BANno RUN:—
Petition
conditional purchasers, Liverpool Plains, praying for revocation of, presented, 85
orderedto be printed, 89 ......................................................................................
INTHUIIST DUE ON CONDITIONAL PURCHASES:—
Return to Order (Session 1875) laid on Table, 59.............................................................
oN1IIT1oNAL Puac]u 55.8 IS TILE PAitIsst OF SOUTITEND
Motion made (Mr. St,hr,z Brown) for correspondence, &e., relating to the application for, hi
31,-asra. Allen, lIly, end I'addington, 92; Return to Order laid on Table, 302....................
MCAIITIS S'S CONI,ITIOY AL l'I]tCILSE, T,ivrirpoot l'r,Anra
Notio,' made (315-. JlcEl/soae) for Return showing dates of entry in office boolas of soleetios
disputed by Margaret Parry, 93 ; Return to Order bid on Table, 194 .............................
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CEOWY LANDS (eoiWnned)
APCTI0N SALES or Prnaso LANDS—
Motion made (Mr. )/C 1i Sit/tar) respecting disposal of moneys derired from, and withdrawn, 03
CoNissnoNAt PUeiclIAsr.s AT Pot'j' ]lAcxrNa Cinjiic'.—
Petition from Henry Wilson and Michnet Cawley, respecting detivation of, presented, 110;
ordered to be printed, 114; referred to Select Committee, 275; Report brought up, 491 .......
l'nno LANDS SOLD IN THE 'J),srnleTs or AT.BUIIY, CoRow'A, &e.
Motion made (Air. ridding/on) for Return showing quantity of, sold by the Government from
1571 to 1875, 118.
LAND TAKEN UP EN MEssrs. Pinr.s AND SUTDRRLAND
Motion made (hi'. Gray) for applications for the lease or purchase of in the Kian,a and Slsoal•
haven Districts, 119; Return to Order laid on Table, 230 ............................ . .................
MINISTERS WHO BAYS TAR}:N NP LANDS:—
Return showing names of, since the introduction of Responsible Government, laid on Table, 124
INSPEcToRS OF C0NDITL0NAT, PUxeu,5ASES
Motion made (Mr. Thy/os) for copies of Circulars issued to, 132 ; Return to Order laid on Table,
213 ...................................................................................................................
Mn. 31'DONAID, LAND AGENT, TAIIwoIeT,r
Motion snasle (31r. iicEt/eone) fo,' papers in reference to charges made against, and no tellers for
the Noes on Division, 133; Return to Order laid to Table, 165 .......................................
RESERVES ON TILE MESSES. CLITTS RUNE
Returns showing, laid on Table, 140, 565 .........................................................................
C0MF.scoxa ISLAND
Motion made (Mr. t'a,nerose) for applications having reference to unalienated land at, 149;
Return (in part) to Order laid on Table, 327; 1"arthcr Return laid on Table, 327 ................
EjigEnVEs ON THE MESSRS. \Yni'ri&s STATIONS
Motion made (Mr. Mel//eons) for Return showing, and the number of forfeited eonditiopl
purchases on, 149.
ALIENATED, PORT .TAOESON
Motion made (Mr. Macintosh) for Return showing alignment or limit line of, 166.
Rnsrnvus ON TILE MESSRS. DANQ.tie's STATLONS
Motion made (Mr. hfcl//sone) for Return showing, 213.
RAISES'S SELEcTIoN AT Movsr Gn'i's
Return to Order (&ssion 1875) laid on Table, 245 .............................................................
lAMES Fan':—
Petition from, respecting his eonditionnl purchase at Port ilaeleing, presented, 267 ; ordered to be
printed, 275 ; referred to Select Committee on Petition of Wilson and Cawley, 307 .............
YANK0 CREEK RESERVE
Motion made (AIr. Piddington) for reports, letters, &e., in connection with, 275.
Petition from the .Terilderie Furmsi's and Traders Association praying for cancellation of, presented,
349 ; ordered to be printed, 336 ..............................................................................
Petition from Murray District Selectors Association praying for cancellation of, presented, 365
ordered to be printed, 371 ........................................................................................
Motion made (Mr. 31cR/4one) for cancellation or, 393.
Return of all lands alie,,ated on, laid on Table, 404 .............................................................
CONDITIONAL l'useoItAsr, BASIc BY MADELINE BOL,'NO
Motion made (ilir. Afcrcinf.os/e) for applications, correspondence, &e., having •reference to, at
Springwood, 276.
REmND or Mozyy TO CONDITIONAL PUROIIASERS
Motion made (Mr. Mel//tone) respecting and by leave withdrawn, 276.
DISTRICT MATS:—
Motion made (Mr. 21cR/hone) for distribution of, showing land alicuated and un,dienated, and by
leaTe withdrawn, 316.
ROADS TILLOIJ 051
Motion made (2k. lic.E/Itosw) in favour of prnrlaiming and surveying, and negatived by casting
vote of Speaker, 332.
CoararISsloNEaS TINDER THE LANDS ACTS ANT,NDMENT Acv :—
Retnrn (lie pert) respecting appointments of, laid on Table, 337; Final Return laid on Table, 370
Coenm OF INQCIRY UNDER TIlE LANDS Acre AMENDMENT An':—
Retuns respecting laid on Table, 341 ...............................................................................
CLoSING OFSTREETS ON
Opinion of Attorney General on, laid on Table, 365 ..........................................................
SALE BY Avcviox or Puesne LANDS
Motion made (Mr. Melt/tone) respecting, and withdrawn, 381.
Rr,szavr.s ON
Motion made (Mr. McI/hone) for Return showing, 304.
RESERVES ON Mac. FIsismI's ETIRICAWANG 3-ux',-Motion made (Mr. 211cR/hone) respecting, and House counted out, 466; Motion again made and
negatived, 605.
CAFE'S CONDITIONAL PYRCIIASE
Motion made (Mr. Mel//mae) for pnpers respecting disputed seleet:ion of, between Willimn Cafe
amid James Morrison, 400.
Mn. MACRIcE La-sen
Petition from, respecting land conditionally purchased by, presented, 487; ordered to be printed,
491 ...................................................................................................................
MR. I. F. BLASE,, LAND AGENT AT hAY
Motion made (Mr. Henry, liar/to1), for papers and reports in connection with the suspension of,
487AIDS STRONC AND BROVGTTTON'S CONDITIONAl, PuRChASE AT GUNDAGAI
Motion made (3k. T. Watson) for applications: descriptions, &c., haviag reference to, 487.
LAND Sonn to Mn. RIC]IAED DIIcF.S
Motion made (Mr. leane//) for eorrospondenee relating to the conditional purchases of R. Gordon1
and R. Powell, 487.
CONDI0NAL Pu,ICUASE MADE BY Tin-icy DEONG
Motion made (Mr. Jacob) for correspondence, Sm., having reference to, 494.
CONDITIONAL PuRchasE MADE BY JOSIAh l'rTTr :—
Correspondence respecting forfeiture of, laid on Table, 539....................................................
SURVEY OF, Fox AUcTIoN SALE
Motion made (Mr. flessnett), for suspension of, for twelve mouths, and withdrawn, 540.
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CROWN LA.N1JS—coj,1h,ucd.
WATER SUPPLY IN PAST0R.\,, Dssrisrcrs:—
Motion made (3/i'. Fe rue/i). for minutes having reference to, 540.
Mx. AnasiNT, Ixspacvoit OF Connnon PUACKASES
Motion made (Mr. Bennett), for copies of memos, having reference to employment of Solicitor
by, 660.
AxarsTn6Nt's CONDiTIONAL PsinonAsus (See "AIiMSTRONG AND Buove)IroN's CONDITIONAL
Punenasx, AT
Motion made (Mr. Yarns it), for applications, descriptions, &c., having reference to, 56.9.
INSTRUCTIONS TO LiOENSF.D SURVEYORS t'NACTF.O ON:—
Return thawing number of, laid on Table, 575 ......,.....................................,.......,,..
CURATOR OF LNTESTATE ESTATES :—
Return respecting Commission received by, laid on Table, 374 ........,....................................

D

DARLING- HARBOUR
Motion made (Mr. Hnrl.ey, hartley) respecting Dredging Operations at, and erection. of Steam
Crane,, and withdrawn, 466.
DARLING-TON
By-Laws of Borough of, under Nuisances Prevention Act, laid on Table, 554, .,,...,.,,,....,,..........
DAW, JAMES:—
Petition froni, respecting the Discovery of Tin, presented, 35 ordered to be printed, 38; motion
made (Mr. .3iaeintosh) for Committee of the Whole to consider petition, and debate
adjourned, 120; Order of the Day postponed, 145; motion made for adjournment of debate,
and Rouse counted out, 162 ..................................................................................
DAY, GEORGE, ESQUIRE:—
Leave of absence to, 28.
DAY OF HUMILIATION AND PRAYER:—
Motion made (Mr. Shepherd) for setting apart, 248; previous question moved, and passed in the
negative, 249.
DEAN, MR.:—
Correspondenco respecting removal of, as Sl,erifl"s Bailiff at Tamworth, laid on Table, 349;
orderedto be printed. 357........................................................................................
DEDICATED CROWN LANDS RESUMPTION BILL:—
Motion made (Mr. Garret/), for leave to bring in, 491 ; presented, and read 10, 498 ; read 2',
committed, reported with nn amendment, and Report. adopted, 510; recommitted, reported 20
with a further amendment, and Report adopted, 515 ; read 3°, and sent to Council, 529;
returned without. amendment, 570; assent reported, 577.
DENILTQU1N BONDED WAREHOUSE
Motion made (Mr. Ta ylor), for corresponslence betwee,, Messrs. M'Culloeh & Co. and the Colonial
Treasurer with regard to the openin g of, 460; Return to Order laid on Table, 551 .............
DENOMINATIONAL SCHOOLS (See "EDUCATION.")
DEONG. HENRY
Motion mode (3!,-. Jacob), for correspondence, he., having reference to conditional purchase
made by, 49$.
DEPUTY CIIA.IR3VAY OF COMMITTEES
Appointment of W. P. Piddingto,i, Req., 0.1, 144.
DEPUTY SPEAKER'S COMMISSION TO A1)MINISTER THE OATH:—
Receipt of reported by Speaker, and itact by Clerk, 13.
DESPATCHES
Conveying thanks for aid in connection withthe establishment of the Government of Fiji, laid
osTable, 2 .........................................................................................................
Claims against the Crown Act, laid on Table, 92 ................................................................
Sydney Branch Royal hunt, laid on Table, 190 ................................................................
Proposed Annexation of New Guinea., laid on Table, 365 ....................................................
Commissions appointing Lieutenant.Governov, and Administrator of the Government, laid on
Table, 205 ..........................................................................................................
DINES, MR. RICHARD
Motion made (Mr. Bennett) for correspondence relating to the conditional purchases of P. Gordon
and R. Powell, sold to, 487.
DIRECTORY, GRE VELE'S
Return showing number of copies of, purchased by the Government for distribution, laid on
Table, 365 ..........................................................................................................
DISEASES AFFECTING LIVE STOCK (See "LIVE STOCK.")
DISEASES IN SHEEP ACT (See "LIVE STOCK.")
DISEASES IN SHEEP ACT AMENDMENT BILL:—
Motion made (Mr. Garrett) for leave to bring in, 415 ; presented and read 10, 416 ; read 2', committed, reported without amendment, and Report adopted, 419; read 30 and sent to Council,
424; returned with amenchnents, 454; amendments agreed to and Message to Council, 455 ;l
assent reported, 465
DISTILLATION ACT, COLONIAL
Motion made (Mr. Jacob) for Report of Chief Inspector of Distilleries on working of, 58; Return
to Order and laid on Table, 190 ...............................................................................
DISTILLED SPIRITS, COLONIAL:—
Return to Order (Session 1876) laid on Table, 15 .............................................................
DISTRICT COURTS ACTh AMENDMENT BILL:—
Motion made (Mr. R. Yore/er) for leave to bring in, 46; presented and read 1', 46; Order of the
Day for 2° postponed, 77, 115, 145, 184, 24.2, 265, 333 ; Order of the Day discharged and
Bill withdrawn, 365.
DISTRICT COURTS ACT ALWENDWENT BILL (No. 2):—
Motion made (Mr. Greville) for leave to bring in, 105 ; presented and read 10, 105 ; Order of the
Day for 20 discharged and Bill withdrawn, 161.
DISTRICTS COURTS ACT AMENDMENT BILL (No. 3):—
Motioninade (Mr. Gseriile) for Committee of the Whole, 166; House in Committee and resolution agreed to, 184; presented anti read 10, 108 ; Message from Governor, 204; Order of the
Day postponed, 242, 268, 333 ; Order of the Day discharged and Bill withdrawn, 355.
DISTRICT COURTS ACT OF 1858:—
J3etu,ms under 103rd section of, laid on Table 429 ............................................................
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DISTRICT COURT SUMMONSES:—
Motion made (Jñ'. &ltotççs) for Return showing number of, granted, 56; Return to Order laid on
Table, 09 ........................................... ....................................... ...........................DISTRICT 3IAPS Sce CROWN LANDS.")
DIVISIONS:—
IN Tm,

Questions and Answers (Sessional Order), 18.
Adjournment of Debate 35, 39,80, 108 t/, 111, 133, 217, 246, 290,420,478, 481 ('), 500, 501, 535.
Postponement of Order of the Day, 39.
Specie] Adjournment, 12, 169, 252(2), 215, 289, 291, 362 2), 569.
Meeting of the House (Sessional Order), 76.
?lo Quorum on, 112, 328.
Previous Question, 119, 128, 215, 249, 431, 565.
Adjournment of House, 129, 153, 161, 176, 105, 230, 337, 346, 351, 376 (2), 419, 501,
No Tellers for, 133, 213, 311, 389, 351/391, 454c
Casting Vote of Speaker, 12, 133, 140, 11,1, 299, 332, aso
as?, soo.
Duration of the Session, 12.
Assessment on Stock—Rent, of Runs, 14.
Expenditure on main and minor Roads, 18.
Cri,ne Prosecution Bill, 21, 61, 534.
Widow of the late Sir Charles Cowper, 21.
Meeting of l'arliament, 25.
Al embers of the Legislative Assembly as Land Agents, 26 (').
Betting Houses Suppression Bill, 35, 39, 67, 184, 216.
Contagious Diseases Prevention Bill, 39 (2).
Conteanpts before Justices Punislunent Bill, 48,267,350(2), 430, 499.
lu arried Women's Property Bill, 52.
Secret Bills of Sale Act Amendment Bill, U.
Duty on Gold Abolition Bill, 89, 94.
Teae.laers and O$cers under Council of Education, 93.
Ways and Menus (Mr. Parkes's Contingent Motion), 86, 100.
The Honorable William Forger, 105 (').
Agreements Validating Bill, 111, 112, 125, 137, 140, 141, 170, 175 2).
History in Public Schools (p,'eviotcv question), 119.
Vacant Seat of the Honorable William Forster (precious g&zestion), 128.
Appointments to the Civil Service, 133.
Recognition of Public Services of John Dunmore Lang, 133.
Mr. Montague Levy, 140.
Atheists Evidence Admission Bill, 150.
Summary Recovery of Money for Labour Bill, 161.
Animals Protection Bill, 1'84, 535.
Public Schools Act Amendment Bill, 186 (2), 222,
Northumberland Eleotorate increased Representation Bill, 199, 215 (2), 227, 299, 324 .
Case of Mr. J. B. Rumford, 208, 278 (2).
Public Vehicles Regol,ttion Bill, 209.
i'l,e Legislative Council (previous quesUoc), 215.
Sale of Liquors Licensing Act Amendment Bill, 217.
Gunpowder and Explosive Snbstaaiees Law Consolidation Bill, 232.
Precedence of Government Business on Tuesdays, 239.
Contagious Diseases Prevention Bill (No. 2), 24.2.
Salaries of the Judges of the Supreme Court, 2'l6 ('),
Day of Humiliation and Prayer (prsvioas qnestdon), 249.
Re.sorvev or re-inspection of Proclaimed Gold Fields, 261.
Supply of Water to Cit.y of Newcastle, 274.
Railway from Wallerawang to Mudgee, 298.
Hastings Electorate Subdivision Bill, 310, 328, 350, 390.
Roads through Crown Lands, 332.
Water Supply for Sydney and Suburbs, 332, 396.
Salaries of the Civil Servants, 339, 333.
Clarence Electorate Subdivision Bill, 346.
Supply, 357, 372, 419.
Triennial Parliaments Act Repeal Bill, 365.
Surplus Revenue, 376, 446.
Church and School Lands Roads Mienation Bill, 376,
International Rifle Contest, 380, 410.
Pension of the late Chief justice, 381.
Yanko Creek Reserve, 395.
Sale and Use of Poisons Bill, 420 (2),
Tolls on Public Roads Abolition Bill, 425,
Title of Her Majesty the Queen (pre,'ious question), 431.
Ofliei,d record of Parliamentary Debates; 445.
Fire Brigades Bill, 445, 500.
Want of Confidence in the Ministry, 475, 481 (2).
Road through Messrs. Badgery's land, 487.
Electoral Act Amendment Bill, 499.
Sydney Sewerage Act Amendment Bill, 501 2).
Reserves on Mr. Fisher's Burrawang Run, 505.
Drainage of Lands on the Lower Moelcay River, 506.
Tolls on Bridge at Penrith, 606.
The Medical Profession, 506.
Mining Act Amendment Bill, 531.
Supply of Coal for Railway purposes, 540.
Mr. Gerard LuSt, 541.
Sewer to Shea's Creek, Ml (').
)lnnieipal Council of Sydney, 565.
IN Conyarrur OP THE Waoau
Coal Mines Regulation Bill, 591, 592 (2), 594 (2), 610 (2),
Contagious Discuses Prevention Bill, 693.
Betting Houses Suppression Bill, 596, 596 , 597, 598 (4), 618.
Agreements Validating Bill, 601 (2), 602.
German Evangelical Church (Resolution), 607.
Animals Protection Bill, 609, 643, 64-1.
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DIVISIONS (continued)
IN CossrnnEn or THE WEOLE (cotslirsued) Gunpowder and Explosive Substances Law Consolidationllifl, 610.
Cheques and Drafts Amendment Bill, 611, 612.
Barristers Admission Bill, 612 (2), 613.
Northumberland Electoratelncreased Representation Bill, 615 (2).
Contcnipts before Justices Punishment Bill, 616.
Sale of Liquors Licensing Act Amendment Bill (Resolution), 617.
Government Banking Business (Agreement), 631 (1), 633, 634 () ,635 (3), 636.
Hastings Electorate Subdivision Bill, 632.
Supply of Coal for Railway Purposes (Resolution), 632.
Evidence Further Amendment Bill, 637 (2).
Nevell's Leasing Bill, 640, 641.
Bathurst Markets Amendment Bill, 641 (2), €56.
Fire Brigades Bill, 648.
International Rifle Contest (Resolution), 661.
Volunteer Force Regulation Act Amendment Bill, 652 (2).
Bridge over Wi.nburndale Rivalet (Resolution), 655.
Reserve at Rusheutter's Bay (Resolution), 656.
Sydney Sewerage Act Amendment Bill, 656 (2)5 657 (2).
Sale and Use of Poi,ons Bill, 660.
Mining Act Amendment Bill, 663,
SUPFLY-StPPLB3IZNTARY EsTIMATES POE 1874 an 1875.
Pension to Mr. B. H. Harqraves, 599.
Newcastle School of Arts, 600.
Sydney Mechanics School of Arts, 600.
Gunman E5TIEthTF.S FOR 1876.
Legislative Couneit and Asse3nblv, 603 (2).
Colonial Sec'et cry-Salary of Under Secretary, 605.
Do.
Salaries of Clerks, 606 (2).
Sydney Foundling Hospital, 617.
Compensation to Rev. D. Al' Guinn, 619 (2), 620.
Coroner, Newcastle, 620.
Petty Sessions, 620, 621.
Museu,n, 623.
Ad,niniist ration of Justice-Ali-scellaneous Services, 623, 624-.
Stamp Duties, 625 (2), 626 (2).
Customs, 626.
Colonial Distilleries and .ltllneries, 627.
Marine Board of New South Wales, 629.
Public Works and Buildings- Custom House, Sydney, 639.
Roads and .Eridges-Cook's River Road, 040.
Permanent and Volu,,teer Military Force-Artillery, 645.
Inquiries nude,' Lands Acts Amendment Act of 1875, 646.
SUPPLE]aTNTARY ESTrMATLS Eon 1874 AND 1.875.
Departsncnt of Lavds-Equ,p,nent of Conditional Purchase Comnussioners 4c., 646.
Loax Esrnrnns FOR 1876.
Railways-Sydney to Wollononq, 646, 647.
Ethtensio,, of JAne into Sydney, 648.
,J'unee to Nare.,,dercv, 619.
Tarnworth to Diet ,'iat of Arnidale 652.
Annirroxar }2sTInvEs FOR 1876.
Scientific Report o" qro,cth of Vine, Olive, 4'c., 653.
city and Suburban Sewage and Health Board, 653, 654 (3).
Sydney Corporation, 655 (2), 660 (2),
Afuseun,, 601.
Ord,,ance and Barrack Depart ,nc,,t, 661.
Departnset of Lands, 661.
Civil and Military Cricket Ground., 661, 662.
DOG ACTPetition from Residents of Parramatta in favour of repeal of, presented, 242; ordered to be
printed, 248..........................................................................................................
C
Do.
Castle Hill and others,
do.,
315 ; ordered to be
printed, 318 ..........................................................................................................
6
DRAINAGE OF LANDS ON TUE LOWER 1LACLEAY RIVER:Motion made (Mr. S. B. Smith) for Committee of the Whole, and negatived, 500.
DRAINAGE OF THE GREEN HILLS ESTATE
Motion made (3fr. Warden) for letters, minutes, &tc., having reference to, 213 ; Return to Order
laidon Table, 528 .................................................................................................
6
DREDGES, GOVERNMENT:Return showing 'lames of Engineers employed on, laid on Table, 390 .....................................6
DRIVER, RICHARD, ESQUIRE:Election of, as Chairman of Committee,, S.
Speaker reports receipt of Commission to, as Deputy Speaker, 13,
Takes Chair of House on unavoidable absence of Mr. Speaker, 91.
DRUNKENNESS, CHARGES OF:Motion made (Mr. Da:ies) for Return showing number of, and House counted out, 276.
Motion again made (Mr. Davies, 349; Return to Order laid on 'fable, 396 ............................
2
DUDDING, MR., CLERK OF PETTY SESS1O1S, SINGLETON:Motion made (Mr. Scholey) for Correspondence, Reports, he., having reference to charges mad,
a ainst, 424; Return (in part) to an Order laid on Table, 404; do., 578............................
2
DUNN, WI. LInt
Petition froth relative to claim to grant of land, presented, 66; ordered to be printed, 71, motion
made for Committee of the Whole, 149 ; Order of the Day postponed, 166, 210, 268, 333,
431, 500 ..........................................................................................................
DURATION OF TILE SESSION:Motion made (Mr. Gray) respecting, and negatived by Speaker's casting vote, 11.
DUTY ON GOLD ABOLITION BILL
Motion made (Mr. Raker) for leave to bring in, 51; presented and read 10, 51.; read 20,
eorn
mittcd, reported without thnendment,, and Report adopted, 89; read 3°, and sent to Council, 94.
DUTY ON TOBACCO (See "TOBACCO.")
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EAST SYDNEY (See "ELECTORAL")
ECKFORD, MR.
Motion made (Mr. 2fcEMone) respecting appointment of, as umpire in an arbitration case, and
negatived, 445.
ECKHOUS.E, HENRY:—
Motion made (Mr. Uohen) for Petition of, to Executive Council, praying for compensation for loss
sustained by him in the alleged unnecessary postponement of his trial, 92 ; Return to Address
laid on Table, 136.
EDUCATION
D1:NOMINa1:ronT ScHooLs:—
Return to Order (Session 1873-4) laid on Table, 7 ............................................................
159
5
05SF: OP Mis. ,TEHE)IIAR Cnony
Return to Order (Session 1875) laid on Table, 7 ................................................................ 5
161
SITE YOR PUBLIC Samoot AT GER3LS2f S HILL,—
Return to Address (Session 1875) laid on Table, 7 ............................................................. 5
171
Punnic SCHOOLS ACT —
Amended Regulations under, laid on Table, 35 ................................................................... 5
147
PUBLIC SCHOOL AT Wi VERLEY
Motion made (Mr. Sntleerlas) for Correspondence having reference to the establishment of, 58
Return to Order laid on Table, 186 ........................................................................... 5
201
Ai'rLIcAvioxs FOR PUBLIC Scsiooas
Motion made (Mr. Buchanan) for Return showing particulars of, 76 ; Return to Order laid oil
Table, 136 ........................................................................................................
Trseur.its AND Opries,ns UNDER COUNCIL:—
Motion made (1I,. Dibbs) for Return showing names, salaries, elassifleation, and religion of, and
negatived, 03.
PUBLIC SCHOOL AT EASt PArve:—
Motion made (Mr. Eae/zunan) for documents relating to opplications for, 114 ; Return to Order
laidon Table, 331 ................................................................................................. 5
2k
Ilisvoatr IS Puni,,o SCHOOLS:—
Motion made (Air. Jiuchanan) respecting non-teaching of, 119; previous question moved and
passed in the negative, 1.19.
Sires FOR Scaoom':—
Motion made (Mr. St,hcn .Erowu) for Committee of the Whole to consider of Bill to fueilitate
the acquisition of, by Council of Education, 132.
Prrnvjc
Motion made (dii. DThb.$) for Correspondence between Pr. Badbasn and the Council of Education,
208; Return to Order laid on Table, 274 ................................................................... 6
213
UNIVERsITY:—
Issforsnation respecting subjects taught in, laid on Table, 227 ................................................ 5
277
Reportlaid on Table, 349............................................................................................... 5
253
GRAMAR SCHOOL
Information respecting subjects taught in, laid on Table, 227 ............................................... 5
281.
Report laid on Table, 45...............................................................................................5
272
CHILDREN ON SCHOOL ROLLS
Motion made (Mr. W. H. Snttor) for Return showing number of, 298; Return (ía pert) to Order
laid on Table, 487 ................................................................................................. 5
243
Punuro ScHooLs:—
Report for 1875, laid on Table, 374 ................................................................................
DENO)UNATIONAL Sonoosa
Report for 1875, laid on Table, 374.......................................................................................i15
PUBLIC SCHOOL EUILDTNOS
Motion made (Mr. Parker) for Return showing particulars of erection of, since 1867, 569.
ELECTIONS AND QUALIFICATIONS COMMITTEE (See "ELECTORAL.")
ELECTORAL
Members sworn, 2, 149, 186, 301, 303, 484, 436.
Speaker informs House of issue and return of Writs, The Upper Hunter, 1 ; East Sydney, 147;
The Murrumbidgec, 167 ; Parramatta, 295 ; Hartley, 301 ; Liverpool Plains, 295,427
Carcoar, 421,
Speaker lays Warrant on Table appointing Committee of Elections and Qualifications, 2; reporls
maturity of Warrant, 16; Members sworn by Clerk, 16, 17, 18, 191.
Vacant Seats, 123, 132, 243, 255, 816, 367.
Speaker lays Warrant on 'Table appointing S. H. Terry, Esquire, a Member of the Committee of
Elections and Qualificatio,,s, in rown of James Hoskins, Esquire, resigned, 176 reports
maturity of Warrant, 191.
Power given to Elections and Qualifleations Committee to ait after having adjourned sine die, 183.
Speakerinforms House of receipt of lotter from Chief Commissioner of Insolve,,tEstak's, respecting
insolvency of Jianloy Bennett, Esquire, 295; declared by Mr. Greville to be the Member for
Liverpool Plains, 315.
ELECTORS ON ROLLS
Returns showing number of for 1875-76, and 1876-7, laid on Table, 2, 576 ............................ 2
315, 317
Do.
do.
in Gold Fields, laid on Table, 2, 575 ......................... 2
319,321
For 1373-74, 187445, and 1875-75, laid on Table, 56.
TBE UPPER HDNTER
Speaker lays on Table Election Petition from Thomas Hungerfcrd, Esquire, ngaiust the election
and return of Jb,a, MeElbone, Esquire, as Member for, 2 ; referred to Committee of Elections
and Qualifications, 16; Report brought up, and read by Clerk, at; ordered to be printed, 38
1
189
Motion made (Mr. MeElhone) for Return showing moneys received and spentin Electorate of, 14.
TEE IIASTINGO
Petition from electors praying for a sub-division of the electorate, presented, 75 ; ordered to be
printed, 81 .......................................................................................................... 2
323
Do,
do.
presented, and ordered to be printed, 136 ......................... 2
325
THE CLARENCE
Petition from Delegates of Richmond and Tweed Rivers League, respecting suh'division of Electorate presented, 81 ; ordered to be printed, 85 .......................................................... 2
365
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ELECTORA]'j (coatinned)
Tnn J300AN:Motion made (2w'. .lIfcEThone) for Return showing amount of money bpent in, 96; Return to
Orderlaid on Table, 491 .......................................................................................
TUE Gwimia
Motion made (Mr. T. C. Danger) for Return showing moneys received from and spent in Electorate of; 105 ; Return (in part) to Order laid on Table, 413 ;'Final Return laid on Table,
$69 .................................................................................................................
LtrEna°oon PLALNS :Petition from Residents of, praying font division of the Electorate of; presented, 107 ordered1
tobe printed, 110 ................................................................................................
PruvzaEE-ELceroRfl-n OF HARTLEY
Motion made (Mr. 1V7son) to refer question, as to whether Mr. Thomas Brown, the Member for
Hartley, has any interest in a contract with the Government for the supply of coal for the use
of the railways, to the Committee of Eleetio,]s and Qualifications, 171 ; Report brought iqa
213 ; Report adopted, and Seat declared vacant, 243 ..................................................
PIsInramE-EtRoporearE OF PARISAMATTA
Motion made (Mr. Gray) to refer question as to whether Mr. Hugh Taylor, one of the Members
for Parramatta, has any interest in a contract with 1-lie Government for the supply of
meat to the Government Asylums at I'arramattn, to the Committee of Elections and Qualifications, 174; Resiguation of Mr. Taylor, and Scat declared vacant, 255 ; Report brought upj
306 .................................................................................................................
GENnAL ELECTIoN
Return (in, part) to Order, Session 1875, in reference to cost of, laid on Table, 227 ; Further1
Returnlaid on Table, 472......................................................................................
ELECTORAL ACT AMENDMENT BILL:Motion made (Ni. Cameron) for leave to bring iu, 430; presented, and read 1°, 431 ; motion made
for 2°, and negatived, '199 ; Order of the Day discharged, and Bill withdrawn, 499.
ELECTRIC TELEGRAPH (See "TELEGRAPHS,")
EMPLOYMENT OF CHILDREN (See "CHILDREN.")
ENDOWMENT OF MUNICIPALITIES (See "MUNICIPALITIES.")
ENGINEERS:Return showing names of; employed on Government Steam-boats and Dredges, laid on Table, 391)
EPIDEMIC DISEASES:Memornndnm respecting, laid on Table, 336 .....................................................................
ESTIMATES
Mesango No. I, transmitting, for 1876, Supplementary for 1874 and 187$, end Loan for 1576, laid!
onTable, 28 .....................................................................................................
For1876,
do.
28 ..................................................................... I
Supplementary for 1874 and 1876, laid on Table, 28 .........................................................
Loanfor 1876 laid on Table, 28 ....................................................................................I
Message No. 53, transmitting Additional Loan, for 1876, laid on Table, 465 ..........................
Additional Loan, for 1876, laid on Table, 465 ..................................................................I
Message No. 55, transmitting further Supplementary for 1875 and previous years, and Additional
for 1876, laid on Table, 472 ....................................................................................
Further Supplementary for 1875 and previous years, laid on Table, 472
Additional for 1876, laid on Table, 472 ............................................................................
EVIDENCE FURTHER AMENDMENT BILL
Received from Council and read 1°, 324; read 2°, and eo,nsnitl.ecl, 346 ; Chairman reports no
quorum, 346; Order of the Day postponed, 375, 396; further considered in Committee,
reported with an amendment and Report adopted, 42$ ; motion made for 3°, and Bill
recommitted, 431 ; reported 2°, with further amendments, 431; Report adopted, 499; read
3° and retoroed to Council, 505; amendments agreed to, 515 ; assent reported, 561.
EXPLANATORY ABSTRACTS
Ofsnn,s estimated and voted .......................................................................................
EXPLANATORY STATEMENT OF TILE PUBLIC ACCOUNTS
As embodied in the Ways and Means for 1876, laid on Table, 42 ..........................................

363

,359, 361
367

777

793
327, 357

737
603
403
405
517
527
551
553
531
533
589

861

174
FAflORINI, E. L. :Petition from, praying to be heard by counsel at the Bar of the House ngainst the passing of
the Companies Act Amendment Bill, presented, 415; orderod to be printed, 418; motion
made (Mr. Cohen) that the prayer of Petition be granted and withdrawn, 431 ..................
FIJI:Despatch conveying thanks for aid in connection with the establishment of the Government of,,
laidon Table, 2 ..................................................................................................
FINANCE
SUPPLY:Sessional order passed, 8.
Motion made, (Mr. Eo6ertvan) for House to go into Committee, 14.
House in Committee, 42, 110, 137, 141, 154, 157, 169, 171, 239e), 249, 253, 264, 279, 2901 292,
303, 337, 342, 357, 362, 371, 372, 384, 387, 401, 405, 416, 435, 426(2), 438,448,455,401, 404,
405, 510, 515, 532, 544, 554.
Resolutions reported, 42, 110, 169, 239. 303, 371, 435, 494, 544, 554.
Besolntions agreed to, 42, 110, 169, 239, 303, 371, 435, 4-94, 550, 570.
Chairman reports Point of Order arising in Committee of; 249.
Chairman reports no quorum in Committee of; 249, 279.
Motion made to postpone Order of the Day, 419.
Order of the Day discharged, 575.
Contingent motion moved (Mr. Bseha.aam) on motion for going into Committee of; and House
counted out, 261.
Contingent motion moved (Mr. DTh6s) on motion for goiag into Committee of, and by leave with.
drawn, 290.
Contingent motion moved (Aft. &holcp) on motion for go'mg into Committee of, 356, House went
into Committee on casting vote of Spesker. 357.
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(continued)

Supeny (continued)
Contingent motion moved (Mr. R. B. Smith) on motion for going into Committee of, and negatived,
372.
Contingent motion moved (Mr. Pile/icr) on motion for going into Committee of, 416.
WAYS ANt) MEANS
Sessional Orders passed, 8.
Motion made (Mr. Roberts") for Rouse to go into Committee, 15.
louse in Committee, 42, 56, 59, 100, 111, 169, 239, 304, 371, 485, 494, 551, 570.
For 1876. (Mr. Robertson), laid on Table 42 ...................................................................... 2
Contingent motion moved (Mr. Parkes.) on motion for going into Committee of, 72; Point o
Order raised, and Speaker's ruling thereon, 72; debate adjourned, 73; resumed and adjourned,
82, 85, 96; resumed and motion negatived, 100.
Resolution reported, 101, 111, 170, 289,304, 371, 425, 495, 551, 570.
Resolution agreed to, 101, 111, 170, 239, 304, 371, 435, 495, 551, 670.
Order of the Day discharged, 575.
APPLICATIoN OP BALANCES
Speaker lays on Table minute authorizing, 21, 105, 204, 205, 212, 2355 362 ............................... 2
Bmw LramLITrEs AND Assnis
General Abstract of, for Quarter ended 30 June, 1875, laid on Table, 21 .................................. 2
Do.
do.
30 September, 1875, do.
24 .................................. 2
Do.
do.
31 December, 1875, do.
204 ............................... 2
Do.
do.
30 June, 1876,
do.
560 ............................... 2
ESTIMATES Message No. 1, transmitting, for 1876, Supplementary for 1874 and 1875, and Loan for 1876, laid
on Table, 23 ....................................................................................................... 2
For 1870, laid on Table, 28 ........................................................................................... 2
Supplementary, for 1874 and 1875, laid on Table, 28 .......................................................... 2
Loan for 1876, laid on Table, 28 ..................................................................................... 2
Message No. 53, transmitting Additional Loan for 1876, laid on Table, 465 ............................ 2
Additional Loan for 1876, laid on Table, 405 ................................................................... .
Mcssnge No. 55, transmitting further Supplementary for 1875 and previous years, and Additional
for 1876, laid on Table, 472 ..................................................................... ... ... .......... Portlier Supplementary, for 1875 and previous years, laid on Table, r,2.................................. 2 ,
Additional for 1876, laid on Table, 472 ............................................................................ 2
Punaic ACCOUNTS:Explanatory Statement of, as embodied in the Ways and Means for 1876, laid on Table, 42.......... 2
Auditor General's Report for 1875, laid on Table, 539.......................................................... 2
lARnouns AND Rivnns-Fxpnxniru ON, FROM LOAN Pnns
Return to Order, Session 1875, laid on Table, 69 ................................................................ 6
Rr.vxnr, BBCEIPTS AND EnExr,ITURE
Abstract of, for Quarter and Year ended 1st December, 1875, laid on Table, 75 ...................... 2
Vorn or CREDIT
Message No. 4, for January, 1876, laid on Table, no .......................................................... 2
Do. No. 15, for February, 1876,
do. 168 .......................................................... 2
Do. No. 22, for March, 1876,
do. 233 .......................................................... 2
Do. No. 31, for April, 1876,
do. 302 .......................................................... 2
Do. No. 37, for May, 1876,
do. 867 .......................................................... 2
Do. No. 48, for-June,
1876,
do. 435 .......................................................... 2
Do. No. 57, for July, 1876,
do. 494 .......................................................... 2
THE FINANCrAL STATEMENT,Motion made (Mr. G. A. floyd) for Return giving particulars of the telegram sent to London
respecting, 119; Return to Order laid on Table, 190 .................................................... 2
BALANCES IN THE BANK or Naw Sourg WALES
Correspondence respecting, laid on Table, 161 ................................................................... 2
Post Orrien Ssxos
rn BANKS
Return to Order, Session 1874, laid on Table, 153 ............................................................. 2
G0VERNMF,NT SAVINGs B.ucxs
Statement of Accounts from 1st January to 31st December, 1875, laid on Table, 208 ................ 2
G0VEENaIENT BA.xIxo ACCouNTS
Agreement for the conduct of, for three years, from 30th June, 1876, laid on Table, 264 ............. 2
GovrRntnT BANKINo BUSINESS
Motion made (Mr. Dihbs) for return showing particulars of, with Bank of New South Wales,
274; Return to Order laid on Table, 454 ; contingent motion moved (Mr. Dibbs) on motion
for going into Committee of Supply, and by leave withdrawn, 290 .................................. 2
Motion made (M). Stuart) for Committee of the Whole to consider agreement with Bank of New
South Wales, 303; Reuse in Committee, 808 ; Rouge again in Committee, 310; Clrnuun,an
reports points of Order and Mr. Speaker's ruling thereon, 319) ; louse again in Committee
and resolution reported, 325; agreement laid on Table, 336 ...........................................
2
Petition from Bank Managers of Sydney against the contract made by the Government, presented,
277; ordered to be printed, 289 ............................................................................... 2
Taust Movnvs Dzrosip ACCOUNT
From 1st April, 1875, to 31st March, 1876; laid on Table, 331 ........................................... 2
SURPLuS RrxxNnm
Motion made (Mr. Parker) for expending of, on immigration and public works, and debate
adjourned, 350; resumed, 375, words of heat in debate, 375; Order of the Day postponed,
396, 446.
EXPLANATORY ABSTRACTS:Of sums eslisnated and voted .........................................................................................2
FIRE BRIGADES BILL
Motion, made (Mr. P. arkes), for Committee of the Whole, 342; House in Committee and resolution
agreed to, 351; Message from Governor, 357; presented and read 10, 362; read 2°, 409; Message
referred, committed, and reported with amendments, 410; motion made for adoption oi
Report, and House counted out, 426; Order of the Day restored, 445 ; motion egain made
for adoption of Report and debate adjourned, 500; Report adopted, 534; Order of the Day
postponed, 576 ......................................................................................................6
Petition from Superintendents of Volunteer Fire Brigades in favour of the passing of the Bill,
presented, and read by Clerk, 528; ordered to be printed, 534 ........................................ 6
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FIBrE, JAMES ROBERTSON
Petitioh from, praying to be beard as a witness before the Select Committee on Lunatic Asylum,
Parramatta, presented and referred to Committee, 544; prayer of petition granted, 554.
FITZGERALD'S ENABLING BILL:—
Petition presented (Mr. Pikiter), praying for leave to bring iii, 21; leave given, and Bill presented and read i°, 26 ; referred to Select Committee, 28; Report brought up, 50; read 2'
cornnsitted, reported with an amendment, and Report adopted, 67; read 30 and seat to
Council, 72; returned with amendments, 99; amendments agreed to and Message to Council,
115 ; assent reported. 139 ..................................................................................... 6
Petition from th e llawhesbury Benevolent Society against the passing of, presented, 92; ordered
tobe printed, 90.....................................................................................................6
FOOD OR DRINK ADULTERATION PREVENTION BILL (See "ADULTERATION OF FOOD
PEE VENflON BILL.")
FORBES
By-laws of Municipal District of, laid on Table, 2 ............................................................. 4
FORMAL BUSINESS:—
Sessional Order passed, S.
FORSTER, THE HON. WILLIAM (See also "AGENT GENERAL")
Papers relating to mission of to England, laid on Table, 2 .................................................... 2
Motion made (Mr. E,sdsanan) declaring seat of, vacant, in consequence of his acceptatance of an
office of ensolnment under the Crowa, and negatived, 107.
Scat of for the Murrumbidgee declared vacant on accnpting office of Agent General, 128.
Motion made (iVr. Buchanan) respecting delay in filling up the office of Agent General, and
absence of Colonial Treasurer, and negatived, 149.
Motion made (Mr. Parices) for minutes, despatches, letters, &e., having reference to mission of,
to England, and particulars of services rendered by, 315; Return (in part) to Address, laid
onTable, 472 ........................................................................................................2
BOWLER, Mn. CHARLES, (Ui.:—
Petition from, respecting his tender for iron wharf at Circular Quay, presented, 370; ordered to be
printed, 375.......................................................................................................... 6
FREW, JAMES
Petition from, respecting his conditional purchase at Port Hacking, presented, 267; ordered to be
3
printed, 275; referred to Select Committee sitting on "Petition of Wilson and Cawley," 307
FURTHER SUPPLEMENTARY ESTThIATES (See "ESTIMATES.")

GAME PROTECTION BILL:-Motion made (Mr. Driver) for leave to bring in, 24.
GARRErI', THE HONORABLE THOMAS (See "COAL FIELDS"; also "GREVJLLE, II.,
ESQUIRE.")
GASRYOWEN LUNATIC ASYLUM:- Petition from Inhabitants of vicinity of Garryowen, asainst proposed erection of, presented, 198
ordered to be printed, 204........................................................................................
Ditto
ditto
ditto, presented, 252 ; ordered to be printed, 258................
GARSED, JOHN:—
Petition from, ressecting his conviction for perjury, presented, 300; ordered to be printed, 395
Motion made (Mr. Murky, Hartley) for proceedings and letters respecting rensi.e.sion of sentence
on, 540.
GASKWS, THE LATE Mas.:—
Motion made (Air. Day) for papers, documents, &c., having reference to the death of, 441; Return
toOrder laid on Table, 444 .....................................................................................
GENERAL EUSINESS
Sessional Order passed, S.
GENERAL ELECTION
Retuni (in part) to Order (Session 1875), in reference to cost of, laid on Table, 227; Further
Return laid on Table, 472........................................................................................
GERMAN EVANGELICAL CHURCH;—
Petition from Minister and Churchwardens respecting a site for, presented, 144; ordered to be
printed, 149; motion made (Mr. Maei,stosls) for Committee of the Whole to consider
Petition, 161; House in Committee, and no report, 166 .................................................
GILMORE, JOHN, THE CASE OF:—
Motion made (Mr. Buchasiams) for letters and, papers having reference to the dismissal of, from
Police Force, 223; Return to Address laid on Table, 264 ..............................................
GLADES VILLE ASYLUM FOR THE J1cSANE
Report for 1875 laid on Table, 509 ..................................................................................
GOLD FIELDS:—
ELEcronn Eenro
Return showing number of Electors on, for 1875-6, laid on Table, 2 ...................... ...............
for 1876-7,
,,
575 ..................................
MINING LEASE AT THE Nra Dsspnnnrnnr, Guuora
Petition from Michael Gard and others, complaining of their ejeetment by the Government,
presented, 247; ordered to be printed, 252 ................................................................
R)-svRvEy on Rt4Ns)'tCrroN OP PROCLADIED
Motion made (Mr. Afsei,stosh) for, to afford facility for settlement on the Crown Lands, 261;
motion rescinded, 395.
RESERVE AT Sorj'ansto
Return to Order (Session 1875), laid on Table, 278 .............................................................
CosasiovE V. MAcpgEnscN
Papers on disputed applications laid on Table, 444 .............................................................
GOULBURN CAtTLE SALE YARDS:—
By-Laws of, laid on Table, 444 .....................................................................................
GOULD, AMELIA:—
Motion made (Mr. .fluchcncn), for Select. Committee to consider case of, 51 power given to
report, 58 ; Report brought up, 183 ; motion made (Mr. Buchamma,$), for Committee of the
wrhole to consider of Address to Govcrnor for sum to defray expenses of witnesses before
Committee, 183; Order of the Day postponed, 200; House in Committee, and resolution
agreed to, 208; report adopted, 214 .........................................................................
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GOVERNMENT
BAxRrerG I3USTNESS
Motion made (Mr. DThbs) for Return showing particulars of, with Bank of New South Wales,
274; Return to Order laid on Table, 464 ................................................................... 2
813
Contingent motion moved (lift. .Dibbs), on motion for going into Committee of Supply, and by
leave withdrawn, 290.
Motion made (Mr. S(vart), for Committee of the Whole, to consider agreement with the Bank o
New South Wales, 303 ; House in Committee, SOS ; House again in Committee, 319
Chairman reports points of order, and Mr. Speaker's ruling thereon, 319 (2) ; House again
in Committee, and resolution reported, 325; agreement laid on Table, 336......................... 2
805,809
Petition from Bank Managers of Sydney against the Contract made by the Government, presented,
277; ordered to be printed, 289 ....................................................................................811
Asajuara (See " Asne3Is.'')
BUSINESS
Sessional Order passed, 8.
Motion made (AD'. .obertsom), for precedence of, on Tuesday, and negatived, 239.
Lxxixa AccouNTs:—
Agreements for the conduct of, for three years, from 30th June, 1876, laid on Table, 204, 336 ....... 2
805, 809
OFFICERS AS Duenetons or CO3rlas
rn
Motion made (Mr. i EeEone)
!h
against, previous question moved, and withdrawn, 394; motion
erirnert as amended, 395.
Pnnmsus JCENTPJ) BY, AS Onrev.s
Motion made (Mr. ,TfsrrIp,1, .IThrtlq) for Return showing number of, and particulars of, tenure,
435 ; Return to Order (in part) laid on Table, 5817 .................................................... 2.
399
Sxvnas BAnS (See "S.tyixc,s BANnS.")
GOVERNOR:—
Proclamation of, for Opening the Session, 1; read by Clerk, 1.
Opening Speech of, 3 ; Address in reply adopted, 4 presented, 7.
Temporary absence of, Retnrn to Address (Sessiom 1873) laid on Table .................................. 2
19
Correspondence between, and Chief Jnstiee on the relmse of Gardiner, laid on Table, 65 .......... 2
-79
Prorogation Speech, 582.
C-RATION
By-Laws of Borough of, laid on Table, 108 ...................................................................... 4
791
GRAMMAR SCHOOL:—
Infonnation respecting subjects taught in, laid on Table, 227................................................. 5
281.
Report for 1875, laid on Table, 465 .................................................................................. 5
279
GREEN HILLS ESTATE
Motion suede (liEr. Warden), for letters, minutes, &e., having reference to the drainage of, 213
Return to Order laid on Table, 528 ......................................................................... 6
813GRE1C'ELL Q:UARTER SESSIONS
Motion made (jfr.,7. Watson), for petitions, reports, &'e., having reference to application for, 258
Return to Order laid on Table, 815 ......................................................................... 2
161.
GRE VILLE'S DiRECToRY
Return showing number of copies of, purchased by the Government for distribution, laid on
Table, 355 .......................................................................................................... 6
977
GREVILLE, K, ESQUIRE
Select Committee appointed to ioquire into report of Examiner of Coal Fields on laud held by,
532.
Petit-ion from, pra+ing to be heard by Counsel before the Committee, presented, 539 ; prayer of
petition complied with, and petition referred to Committee, 539; Report brought up, 575....
4
725
GULGONG:—
MnqeirALIn or:—
Motion made (Jib. Buchanam) in reference to delay of the Government in proclaiming Incorporation
of, and negatived, 119.
C-oat 3ftqnra LEASE AT THE ' Nir, DESFEEAcDUM" 1—
Petition from Michael Card and others, complaining of their ejeetnacnt by the Government,
rented, 247; ordered to be printed, 252 ...................................................................... 2
917
GUNPOWDER
Report of Board on Storage of, laid on Table, 2 ................................................................ 6
903
GUNPOWDER AND EXPLOSIVE SUBSTANCES LAW CONSOLIDATION BILL:—
Motion made (Mr. Robcr!soa) for Committee of the Whole, 9; House in Committee, and
resolution agreed to, 12; presented and read Is, 28; Measngo from Governor, 56 ; Order o
the Da.y postponed, 170; read 2', House in Coi,in,ittee. and Message referred, 193; House
again in Committee, and no quorum reported, 223 House counted out-, 223; Order of the
Day restored. 232 ; House again in Committee, 236, 279; reported with amendments, 279
motion made for adoption of Report, and Bill recommitted, 259 ; reported 2° with furs-liar
amendments. 290; Order of the Day for adoption of Report postponed, 292; Report adopted,
303 ; read 3° and sent to Council, 318; returned with amendments, 399 ; amendments agreed
to, 416; assent reported, 444
.............................. .................. ............................... a
1053

H
RANSARD (See "OFFICIAL RECORD OF PARLIAMENTARY DEBATES.")
BANSON'S TRUST BILL:—
Petition presented (Mr. 9tephea Brown) praying for leave to bring in, 267; leave given, 271
presented and read Is, 275 ; referred t-o Select Committee, 278 ; Report brought "I" 288
read 23, eonssnitted, reported without amendment, and Report adopted, 311; rend 30 and sent
to Council, 31.5 ; returned without nineudsnent, 340; assent reported, 373 .........................
HAflOURS AND RIVERS
Return to Order (Session 1875), in reference to expenditure on, from Loan Funds, laid on T,mble,
....................................................................................................
HAItTLEY (See "ELECTORAL.")
-
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HASTINGS ELECTORATE SUBDIVISION BILL:—
Motion made (Mr. R. It. Smith) for leave to bring in, 210; presented and read 10, 210; Osdea
the Day postponed, 232, 268; read 20, committed, reported without amendment and Rep
adopted, 310 ; motion made for 30, and no quorum on division, 328 ; motion made (j'
B, B. Smith) to restore Order of the Day, and House counted, out, 337; motion ag
made, and Speaker gave casting vote with the ayes, 350 ; read 30 and sent to Council, 390.
flAY, THE HONORABLE ,fOHN (See "ADMINISTI%ATOR OF THE GOVERNMENT.')
HISTORY IN PUBLIC SCHOOLS (See "EDUCATION.")
HEALTH BOARD (See "SEWAGE AND HEALTH BOARD.")
IIEMMANT, WILLIAM, ESQUIRE
Motion made (Mr. Robertson) inviting to take a chair on the floor of the House, 25.
HOGG, M}t. THOMAS
Petition from praying the House to pass an amended. Medical Bill, presented, 66; ordered to
printed, 72 .....................................................................................................
HUMILIATION AND PRAYER:—
Motion made (Mr. Shepherd) for setting apart de-y for, 248; previous question moved and pea:
in the negative, 24.
HUNGERFORD, THOMAS, ESQUIRE (See "ELECTORAL.")
JIURLEY, JOHN, ESQUIRE
Returned as Member for Hartley, 301; sworn, 303.
BURLEY, JOHN, ESQUIRE (NARELLAN)
Leave of absence to, 350.
HYDRAULIC CEMENT (See CEMENT.")

719

I

ILLAWARRA RAILWAY (See "RAILWAYS.')
IMMIGRATION:—
Statement respecting the sum of £50,000, laid on Table, 65 ................................................
IMPORTATION OF STOCK (See "STOCK.")
IMPOUNDING ACT AMENDMENT BILL:—
Motion made (Mr. Jacob) for leave to bring in, 15; presented and read 10,15; read 20, committed.
and reported with amendments, 46 ; Report adopted, 67; motion made for 3° and Bill re
committed, 76; reported 2°, with forther amendments, and Report adopted, 77; read 3' and
sent to Council, 81.
IMPRISONMENT FOR DEBT ABOLITION BILL:—
Motion made (Mr. Buchanan) for leave to bring in, 345; presented and read 1°, 346; motion
made for 2° and no tellers for the Ayes, 391; Order of the Day discharged and Bill withdrawn, 391.
INQUESTS (See "CORONERS INQUESTS.")
INSANE
Report of Proceedings of the Inspector of, laid on Table, 15 ...............................................
INSPECTORS OF CONDITIONAL PURCHASES
Motion made (Mr. lbyior) for copies of Circulars issued to, 132; Return to Order laid on Table.
213 ..................................................................................................................
INTERNATiONAL RIFLE CONTEST:—
Motion made (Mr. H. C. Danger) for Committee of the Whole for Address for suin to defin3
expenses of Team of Riflemen to represent New South \Vales in America, and withdrawn, 25.
Message from Governor, 380; motion made for Committee of the Whole, 380; House n]
Committee, 410, 446; House counted out, 446 ............................................................
INTERRUPTION
25, 144, 186, 235, 267, 303.
iNTESTATE ESTATES:—
Return respecting oommission received by Curator of, laid on Table, 374

945

85
1133

449

953

II
JUDGES OF THE SUPREME COURT, SALARIES OF
Motion made (Mr. Driver) for Committee of the Wholepoint of order raised that resolution was
out of order, 246; Speaker ruled that resolution was not out of order, and motion negatived,
246.
JURORS AT BATHURS1'
Petition from, complaining of accommodation and inadequacy of rommieration, presented) 364
ordered to be printed, 371......................................................................................
JURORS IN THE COLONY:—
Return showing number of, laid on Table, 213 .................................................................
JElLY LAW AMENDMENT BILL:— Motion made (Mr. Meyer) for leave to bring in, 13.
JURY LAWS AMENDMENT BILL (No. 2):—
Motion made (Mr. 17. H. Suttor) for leave to bring in, 213; presented mid read 1°, 214; Ordes
of the Day postponed, 268, 333, 365; read 20, committed, reported with amendments, and
Report adopted, 424; read 3° and sent to Council, 430; returned with amendments, 476
amendments agreed to, 498; Messnge to Council, 499 ; assent reported, 522.

KEMP, Mits. SARAH ANN:—
Petition from, representing that her husband was killed on the Line near the Parramatta Jiin
p resented, 133; ordered to be printed, 136 .........................................................
KREEFT, Mx. GERARD (See also "MUSEUM ")
'Stntion snide (Mr. Thn-7e'1, JTe,'tTrq), respecting disniissnl of, and nr,i.tivp,l .541.
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LAN]) AGENTS:—
Motion made (Aft. M'Ethone) respecting Members of the Legislative Assembly as, and debate
adjourned, 16; debate resumed, 25 ; motion negatived, 26.
LAN]) ORDERS (See "VOLUNTEERS.")
LAND TAKEN UP BY MESSRS. PARXES AND SUThERLAND (See "CROWN LANDS.")
LANDS DEPARTMENT:—
Return of Clerks paid from vote for extra clerical assistance, laid on Table, 341.........................
LANG, JORN DUNMORE:—
Motion made (Mr. Davies) for Oommittee of the Whole to consider of an Address to the Governor
for Bill to canfer amiuity upon, in recognition of his services, and House counted out, 133.
LAPSED VOTES BILL:—
Motion made (Air. B. B. Smiilt) for leave to bring in, 499; presented and read 10, 499; Order o
the Day postponed, 636.
LAW OF EVIDENCE AMENDMENT BILL
Motion made (Mr Drirer) for leave to bring in, 24.
LAW OF EVIDENCE AMENDMENT BILL (No. 2):—
i\totiuu made (Mr. Buchenaa) for leave to bring in, 253.
LEARY, JOSEPH, ESQUIRE:—
Returned as Member for the Murrumbidgee, 167,
Sworn, 185.
LEAVE OF ABSENCE TO MEMBERS
Alexander Montague, Esquire, 18.
George Day, Esquire, 28.
William Watson, Esquire, 246.
John ilurley, Esquire (Narellan), 350.
P. L. C. Shepherd, Esquire, 384.
LEGALIZATION OF CERTAIN CONDITIONAL AND OTHER PURCHASES BILL:—
Motion made (Mr. Garrett) for leave to bring in, 435; presented and read 1°, 435; read 20,
committed, reported with amendments, and Report ndopted, 455 ; read 3°, 460 ; sent to
Council, 461 ; returned with amendments, amendments agreed to, and Message to Council, 581.
LEGISLATIVE COUNCIL, THE
Motion made (ilfr. Buc'hanae) respecting powers of, and introduction of Bill to emend constitu.
Lion of, 214; previous question moved and passed in the negative, 214,
LEIC)THARDT
By.laws of Municipal District of, laid on Table, 274 ..........................................................
LEVY, MR. MONTAGUE
Motion made (Air. Cameron) for letters and minutes having reference to resignation of, as Justice
of the Peace, 140; motion made for rescission of motion and withdrawn, 149; Return to
Address laid on Table, 288.
LIBEL LAW AMENDMENT BILL:—
Motion made (Mr. Bnchaaan) for leave to bring in, 71 ; presented and read 10, 72 ; Order of the
Day for 20 postponed, 105, 145, 184, 208; House counted out on Member proceediug to move
2°. 258 Order of the Day postponed, 333, 375, 396, 431.
LIBRARY (See "PUBLIC LIBRARY.")
LIBRARY COMMITTEE
Sessional Order passed, 9.
LICENSED SURVEYORS
Motion made (Mi. .MiiBlhone) for return showing names of, to whom balances of accounts rendered
and advanced upon are still due, 460.
Returns showing number of unaeted on instructions referred to, in reference to Conditional Pus'S
chases, laid on Table, 575 ........................................................................................
LTEUTENAIcTGOVERNOR :—
Despatch respecting appointment of, laid on Table, 205 .......................................................
LIQUORS (See " SUNDAY TRAFFIC.")
LIVE STOCK (See also "STOCK"):—
Motion made (Afr. J. S. Smith) for Select Committee to inquire into diseases affecting, and proceedings of last Session referred, 21; Return to Order (Session 1875) in reference to inspec.
tion and convictions, returns, reports, ke., laid on Table and referred to Select Committee,
122; leave given to bring up Special Report, 122; substitution of name of Member of Comsnittee, 124; Special Report brought up, 124; Return to Order (Session 1875), Reports from
Stock Inspectors laid on Table, and referred to Committee, 132; ordered to be printed, 153
final Return laid on Table and also referred, 230; order for printing rescinded, 390; ordered
to be printed without accompanying plans, 413 ; Petition from Members of the Aibury and
Billabong Mutnal Protection Association, laid on Table, 230 ; Report of Registrar of Brands
referred to the Committee, 259 ; Return to Order (Session, 1875), on subject, ordered to
be printed, 258; Return for the year ending 31 March, 1875 laid on Table, 415 ; Progress
Report brought up, 478, adopted, 540 .......................................................................
LIVERPOOL PLAINS (See also "ELECTORAL.")
Petition from residents of, l)myieg for a division of the Electorate of, presented, 107; ordered to
be printed, 110 ....................................................................................................
LOAN BILl, (See "PUBLIC WORKS LOAN BILL.")
LOAN ESTIMATES (See "ESTIMATES.")
LOANS TO MUNICIPALITIES:—
Opinion of Attorney General on laid on Table, 374 ...........................................................
LOANS TO MUNICIPALITIES BILL:—
Message No. 54, recommending provision for laid on Table, 472.
Motion made (Mr. Stuart) for Committee of the Whole, 510; House in Committee, and resolution
agreed to, 515; presented and read 10, 515; Order of the Day postponed, 531; Order of the
Day discharged, and Bill withdrawn, 544.
LOCOMOTIVES Motion made (Mr. Cameron) for correspondence, &e., having reference to the granting of bonuses.
for the manufacture of Plate Iron for, 513.
LODGING HOUSES (See "COMMON LODGING ROUSES.")
LUNATIC ASYLUM:—
GA IiILYOWEN
Petition from Inhabitants of vicinity of Garryowen, against proposed erection of, presented, 198;
orderedto be printed, 204........................................................................................
Ditto, ditto, presented, 252; ordered to be printed, 258 .......................................................
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LUNATIC ASYLUM—continued.
PaRnrAprA 1—
Report for 1875, laid on Table, 92
,
6
Letter from Acting Superintendent in reference to charges involved in Questions asked in the
House laid on Table, and read by the Clerk, 457.
Motion made (Mr. Taylor) for Select Committee to inquire into and report upon management of,
and appointed by ballot, 522; Committee authorized to make visits of inspection, 528; Progress Report brought up, 581.
Petition from James R. Firth, prayiing tobe examined as a witness, presented and referred to
Committee, 544; prayer of pettion granted, 554.
Report of Board of Visitors laid on Table, 581...................................................................6
GL&DESVILLE
Report for 1875, laid on Table, 509..................................................................................6
LYNCH, ANDREW, ESQUIRE
Returned a, Member for Careoar, 421; sworn, 434.
LYNCH, Mn. MAURICE —
Petition from respecting land conditionally purchased by, presented, 487; ordered to be printed,
491 ..................................................................................................................
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MACDONALD TOWN
My-laws of Muncipal District of, under Nuisances Prevention Act, laid on Table, 487 ..............
MACLESY RIVER, DRAINAGE OF LANDS:—
Motion in,,de (Mr. B. B. ThaWs) for Committee of the Whole, and negatived, 506.
M'CARTEY'S CONDITIONAL PURCHASE, LIVERPOOL PLAINS
Motion made (Mr. Mclflhoae) for Return showing dates of entry in office bunks of selection
disputed by Margaret Daroy, 93; Return to Order laid on Table, 194 ..............................
M'DOIWJD T. BYlINES:—
Motion made (Mr. IV. C. .B,-owne) for depositions and papers in connection with case of, 173
Return to Address laid on Table, 274 ........................................................................
M'DONALD, Mn. LAND AGENT, TAM WORTH Motion made (Mr. licE/i, one) for papors in reference to charges made against, and no tellers fos
the Noes on Division, 133; Return to Order laid on Table, 165.......................................
McELHONE, JOHN, ESQUIRE (See also "ELECTORAl)')
Returned as member for The Upper Hunter, 1; sworl', 2.
M'MARTIN, MR. FINLAY
Motion made (Mr. Davies) for correspondence on the subject of the promotion of, to the Police
Department, 252 ; Return to Order laid on Table, 331; motion n,ade for further papers, 429;
Further Return laid on Table, 560 ...........................................................................
M'IEJL v. SHEPPARD:—
Motion made (Mr. .Thcclsanan) for depositions in ease of, 50; Return to Address laid on Table, 18
MAIL SER.VICIi (See "POSTAL.")
MANNING RIVER PUNTS
Motion made (Mr, B. B. Smith) for Committee of the Whole, 505 ; House in Committee, and
resolution agreed to, 535.
MARGULES, Mn. H.
Motion made (Mr. .Thcciaean) for report of Bench of Magistrates on the application of, to hr
appointed Coroner for M'Guigan's fiend District, 183; Return to Address laid on Table, 274
MARRIAGE WITH DECEASED WIFE'S SISTER LEGALIZING BILL:—
Messoge from Governor notifying Her Majesty's Assent laid on Table, 144.
MARRIED WOMEN'S PROPERTY BILL:—
Motion made (Mr. Pikher) for leave to bring in, 1.5 ; presented and read 10 , 15; Order of the
Day for 20 postponed, 35; negatived, 52; Orderof the Day discharged and Bill withdrawn, 52.
MARRIED WOMEN'S REVEItSIONARY INTERESTS IN PERSONAL ESTATE BILti:—
Motion made (Mr. Day) for leave to bring in, 51; presented and read 10, 51; Order of the Day
for 20 postponed, 77, 115 ; read 20, eosnmitted, reported without amendment, and Report
adopted, 145; read 30 and sent to Council, 105 ; returned without amendment, 191;
assent reported, 209.
MARBJCKVILLE
By-laws of Borough of, laid on Table, 575........................................................................
MARTIN, SIR JAMES
correspondence between, and His Excellency the Governor on the release of Gardincr, laid on
Table, 65 ............................................................................................................
MASTERS, MATES, &c.
Amended Order of Her Majesty in Council relating to certificates of competency to, laid on Table, 409
MATRIMONIAL CAUSES ACT AMENDMENT BILL
Motion made (Mr. .flechanaa) for leave to bring in, 8; presented and read 10, S ; read 20,
committed, reported without amendment and Report adopted, 21; read 30 andsent to Council,
24.
MECHANICS SCHOOLS OF ART:—
Return to Order (Session. 1875) ; laid on Table, 140 .........................................................
MEDICAL PROFESSION, THE:—
Petition from Members of, in New South Wales, respecting assimilation of the laws regarding,
presented, 50; ordered to be printed, 59 .................................................................
Ditto, Newcastle, presented, 50; ordered to be printed, 59...............................................
Ditto, residents of Sydney, presented, 58; ordered to be printed, 66.......................................
Ditto, inhabitants of Coosna and others, presented, 58 ; ordered to be printed, 66 ....................
Ditto, inhabitants of Sydney, presented, 58; ordered to be printed, 66 .................................
Ditto, inhabitants of Batl,urst, presented, 58; ordered to be printed, 66... .... ............... .........
Ditto, inhabitants of Hill End, presented, 58 ; ordered to be printed, 66.................................
Ditto, inhabitants of Mndgee, presented, 58; ordered to be printed, 66 .................................
Ditto, inhabitants of Dubbo, presented, 58; ordered to be printed, 66....................................
Ditto, inhabitants of Maitland, presented, 58 ; ordered to be printed, 66 ................................
Ditto, inhabitants of Trunkey Creek, presented, 58; ordered to be printed, 66 ........................
Ditto, Mr. Thomas Hogg, presented, 66; ordered to be printed. 72 .......................................
Ditto, inhabitants and residents of Sydney; presented, 16; ordered to be printed, 169 ...........
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MEDICAL PROFESSION, THE (continasd)
Petition from inhabitants of Randwiek; presented, 165; ordered to be printed, 168 ..............
Ditto, inhabitants of Inverell; presented, 165; ordered to be printed, 168
Ditto, inhabitant., of Windsor and Richmond; presented, 165; ordered to be printed, 168
Ditto, inhabitants of Singleton ; presented, 165 ; ordered to be printed, 169.
........................
Ditto, iishabil.ants of Bill End; presented, 165; ordered to be printed, 168 ..........................
Motion made (Uaptain On.stow) respecting list of duly qualified practitioners, 506.
MEETING OF FARLL&!4ENT
Motion made (Mr. Fitzpatricic) respecting time for, 25.
IflETING OF 'THE HOUSE
Ringing of division bell (Sessional Order), 76.
MEMBEBS
Sworn, 2, 149, 186, 301, 303, 434, 436.
Leave of absence to, 18, 28, 246, 350, 384.
Motion made (Mr. ,Es,ehanqn) respecting employment of, by the Government, 66; Message fron
Governor, .113.
MEMBERS OF THE LEGISLABVE ASSEMBLY AS LAND AGENTS:Motion made (Mr. MeEthone) respecting, and debate adjourned, 16; debate resumed, 25; motiox
negatived, 26.
MISSACLES
Tssaxsisasaiox OF, BETWEEN THE TWO ilousus,Sessional Order passed, 8.
Faosr PITH
Summoning House to Council Chamber, 1, 592.
No. 1. Estimates for 1876, Supplementary for 1874 and 1875, and Lean for 1876, 28 ..............
Gunpowder and Explosive Substances Law Consolidation Bill, 56 .............................
Coal Mines Regulation Bill, 56.
Vote of credit for January, 1876, 110 .................................................................
Assenting to Consolidated Revenue Fund Bill, 113.
C. Employment of Members of Parliament by the Government, 113.
7. Agreemesit.s Validating Bill, 118.
S. Assenting to Fitzgerald's Enabling Bill, W.
9. Claims agninst the Colonial Government Bill, 144.
10, Marriage with Deceased Wife's Sister Legalizing Bill, 144.
11. Contagious Diseases Prevention Bill (No. 2), 160.
12, Assenting to Verdicts of Feb-dc-se Bill, 167.
Assenting to North Shore Gas Bill, 167.
Assenting to Petersham Land Purchase Bill, 167.
Vote of Credit for February, 1876, 168 .................................................................
Assenting to Consolidated Revenue Fund Bill (No. 2), 181.
17. District Courts Act Amendment Bill (No. 3), 204.
Assenting to Married Women's Reversionary Interests in Personal Estate Bill, 209.
Assenting to Aliens Naturalization Act Amendment Bill, 209.
Public Schools Act Amendment Bill, 235.
Reserring Claims against the Colonial Government Bill, 237.
Vote of Credit for March, 1876, 238 ....................................................................
Assenting to Consolidated Revenue Fund Bill (No. 3), 243.
Stamp Duties Collection and Refund Bill, 247.
Assenting to Coouia Roman Catholic Church Trustees Bill, 24.3.
Assenting to Recognizance to keep the Peaco Bill, 248.
Assenting to Ca,ndcn College Incorporation Bill, 258.
Assenting to Bettiug.houses Suppression Bill, 267.
Assenting to Throsby's Leasing Bill, 301.
Assenting to Agreements Validating Bill, 301.
Vote of Credit for April, 1876, 302 ....................................................................
22. Assenting to Consolidated Revenue Fund Bill (No. 4, 309.
Assenting to Bnthurst Hospital (No. 2), 313.
Assenting to Tamworth Reman Catholic Church Trustees Bill, 339.
Assenting to Coal Nines Regulation Bill, 330.
30. Fire Brigades Bill, 357......................................................................................
Vote of Credit for May, 1876, 367 ......................................................................
.
Hanson's Trust Bill, 373.
]tandwiek Toll-gate Removal Bill, 373.
Barristers Admission Bill, 373.
Appeals from Summary Convictions Bill, 373.
Consolidated Revenue Fund Bill (No. 5), 379.
International Rifle Contest, 380 ..........................................................................
Border Duties Convention Bill, 387 ....................................................................
Assenting to Newcastle Paving and Public Vehicles Regulation Bill, 411.
Volunteer Force Regulation Act Amendment Bill, 417.
Assentiu to Border Duties Convention Bill, 421.
Vote of redit for June, 1870, 435 .....................................................................
Assenting to Gunpowder and Explosive Substances Law Consolidatiou Bill, 444.
Assenting to Consolidated Revenue Fund Bill (No. 6), 444.
Assenting to Companies Act Amendment Bill, 449.
Assenting to Diseases in Sheep Act Amendment Bill, 465.
Additional Loan Estimate for 1876, 465 ...............................................................
Loans to Municipalities, 472.
Further Supplementary Estimates for 1875, and previous years and Additional Estimates
for1876, 472 .........................................................................................
Assenting to Murrnmbidgee Turf Club Bill, 486. .... .. .
Vote of Credit, July, 1876, 494 ..........................................................................
Assenting to Jury Laws Amendment Bill (No. 2), 522,
Assenting to Nevell's Leasing Bill, 522.
Assenting to Consolidated Revenue Fund Bill (No. 7), 522.
Assenting to Australian Wine Sales Amendment Bill, 553.
Assenting to Evidence Further Amendment Bill, 561.
Assenting to Sale and Use of Poisons Bill, 577.
64.. Assenting to Dedicated Crown Lands Resumption Bill, 577.
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1dtSAGES (continued) iFttox ASSEMBLY TO CoYNcit
Tmnsmitting Matrimonial Causes Act Amendment Bill, 24,
Peterslmm Land Purchase Bill, 32.
Australian Itine Sales Amendment Bill, 28.
Fitzgerald's Enaing Bill, 72.
Impounding Act Amendment Bill, 81.
Duty on Gold Abolition Bill, 94.
Consolidated Revenue Fund Bill, 111.
Recognizance to Keep the Peace Bill, 119.
North Shore Gas Bill, 119.
Claims Against the Colonial Government Bill, 161.
Married Women's Reversionary Interests in Personal Estate Bill, 165.
Consolidated Revenue Fund Bill (No. 2), 170.
Agreements Validating Bill, 175.
Summary Recovery of Moncy for Labour Bill, 199.
Coal Mines Regulation Bill, 199.
Cooma Roman Catholic Church Trustees Bill, 214.
Randwiek Toll-gate Removal Bill, 214.
Betting Houses Suppression Bill, 216.
Barristers Admission Bill, 227.
Consolidated Revenue Fund Bill (No. 3), 239,
Tamworth Roman Catholic Church Trustees Bill, 278.
Bathurst ilospital Bill (No. 2), 279.
Consolidated Revenue Fund Bill (No. 4), 304.
Newcastle Paving and Public Vehicles Regulation Bill, 310.
hanson's Trust Bill, 816.
Gunpowder and Explosive Substances Law Consolidation Bill, 318,
Consolidated Revenue Fund Bill (No. 5), 371.
Murrumbidgee Turf Club Bill, 374.
Nevell's Leasing Bill, 380.
Border Duties Convention Bill, 409.
Diseases in Sheep Act Amendment Bill, 424.
Jury Law's Amendment Bill (No. 2), 430.
Trades Unions Fnnds Protection Bill, 430.
Adulteratinn of Food Prevention Bill, 431.
Consolidated Revenue Fund Bill (No. 6), 436.
Legalization of certain Conditional and other Purchases Bill, 461,
Consolidated Revenue Fund Bill (No. 7), 495.
Oontempts before Justices Punishment Bill, 499.
Dedicated Crown Lands Resumption Bill, 529.
Sydney Sewerage Act Amendment Bill, 540.
Appropriation Bill, 570.
Public Works Loan Bill, 571.
Mining Act Amendment Bill, 575.
Returning Verdicts of Felo-de.se Bill without amendment, 150.
Camden College Incorporation Bill without amendment., 235.
Tlmro,by's Leasing Bill without amendment, 278.
Appeals from Summary Convictions Bill with an amendment, 331.
Companies Act Amendment Bill without amendment, 426.
Evidence Further Amendment Bill with amendments, 505.
Sale and Use of Poisons Bill with amendments, 529.
Agreeing to amendments in Fitzgerald's Enabling Bill, 115.
Claims Against the Colonial Government Bill, 200.
Recognizance to Keep the Peace Bill, 216.
Coal Mincs Regulation Bill, 319.
Banisters Admission Bill, 345.
Newcastle Paving and Public Vehicles Regulation Bill, 398.
Gunpowder and Explosive Substances Law Consolidation Bill, 416.
Diseases in Sheep Act Amendment Bill, 455.
Murrumbidgeo Turf Club Bill, 461.
Jury Laws Amendment Bill (No. 2), 499.
Nevell's Leasing Bill, 500.
Legalization of certain Conditional and other Purchases Bill, 581.
Agreeing, disagreeing, and amending amendments in Australian Wine Sales Amendment Bill, 504
Giving leave to S. H. Terry, Esq., to attend as witness on the Petersham Laud Purchase Bill, 99.
floar Cot'yoin To Assusrnn'
Transmitting Verdicts of Feb-dc-se Bill, 59.
Cheques and Drafts Amendment Bill, 122.
Animals Protection Bill, 153.
Camden College Incorporation Bill, 221.
'J?hrosby's Leasing Bill, 248.
Appeals from Summary Convictions Bill, 307.
Sale and Use of Poisons Bill, 319.
Jividence Further Amendment Bill, 324.
Companies Act Amendment Bill, 361.
Apprenticeship Law Amendment Bill, 472.
Requesting attendance of S. H. Terry, Esq., as witness on the Peterslsam Land Purchase Bill, 99.
Returning Fitzgerald's Enabling Bill with amendments, 99.
Consolidated Revenue Fund Bill without amendment, 111.
Petersham Land Purchase Bill without amendment., 153.
North Shore Gas Bill without amendment., 153.
Consolidated Revenue Fund Bill (No. 2) without amendment, 174.
Recognizance to Keep the Peace Bill with amendments, 187.
Claims Against the Colonial Government Bill with amendments, 187.
Married Woman's Reversionary Interests in Personal Estate Bill without amend
went., 191.
Coonsa Roman Catholic Church Trustees Bill without amendment, 238.
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MESSAGES (continued)
FROM CouNciL vo AsslnsnLv (continued)
Beturning Consolidated Revenue Fund Bill (No.3) without amendment, 210.
Betting Houses Suppression Bill without. amendment, 249.
Agreements Validating Bill without amendment, 279.
Coal Mines Regulation Bill with amendments, 288.
Consolidated Revenue Fund Bill (No. 4) without amendment, 307.
Bat.hurst Hospital Bill (No. 2) without amendment, 307.
Ta.mworth Roman Catholic Church Trustees Bill without amendment, 319.
Banisters Admission Bill with amendments, 820.
Australian Wine Sales Amendment Bill with amendments, 320.
Hanson's Trust Bill without amendment, 340.
Bandwiek Toll'gate RemoTal Bill without amendment, 361.
Newcastle Paving and Public Vehicles Regulation Bill with amendments, 370.
Consolidated Revenue Fund Bill (No. 5) without amendment, $72.
Gunpowder and Explosive Substances Law Consolidation Bill with amendments, 399.
Murrumbidgee Turf Club Bill with amendments, 418.
Border Duties Convention Bill without amendment, 419.
Consolidated Revenue Fund Bill (No. 6) without amendment, 438.
NeveiPs Leasing Bill with amendments, 449.
Diseases in Sheep Act Amendment Bill with amendments, 454.
Jury Laws Amendment Bill (No. 2) with amendments, 476.
Consolidated Revenue Fund Bill (No, 7) without amendment, 510.
Adulteration of Food Prevention Bill with amendments, 513.
Trades Unions Funds Protection Bill with amendments, 514.
Contempts before Justices Punishment Bill with ame]sdmcntsaS.
Dedicated Crown Lands Resumption Bill without amendment, 570.
Appropriation Bill without amendment, 571.
Public Works Loan Bill without amendsisent, 575.
Sydney Sewerage Act Amendment Bill without amendment, 576.
Legalization of Certain Conditional and other Purchases Bill with a,,iendmemmts, 581.
Agreeing to amendment in Appeals from Summary Convictions Bill, 330.
amendments in Evidence Further Amendment Bill, 515.
amendments in Sale and Use of Poisons Bill, 571.
Not insisting on and agreeing to amendments in Australian Wine SnIcs Amendment Bill, 515.
MEYER, SOLOMON, ESQUIRE
Scat for Carcoar declared vacant, 307.
MIDNIGHT —
Sittings after, 18, 39. 50, Sr, 90, 1.00,1.08, 112, 119, 122, 125, 141, 154, 157, 162, 171, 175, 205,
216, 222, 228, 240, 249, 253, 261, 264, 279, 200, 292, 308, 319, 333, 337, 342, 862, 372, 376,
384, 387, 396, 401, 405, 420, 436, 438, 416, 448, 455, 478, 491, 487, 491, 495, 510, 515, 531,
641, 544, 554,
MITflARY FORCES (Sec "VOLUNTEERS.")
MILLER, JAMES
Motion made(Mr. FitzpatricK') for information, warrant, and depositions in casc of, 132; Return
to Address laid on Table, 176 ..................................................................................
MINERAL LAND ON JOAD.TA CREEK Motion made (Mr. Ter,) for correspondence, &e., respecting disputed case of Cosgrove and party
p. Carter, 248; Return to Order laid on Table, 267; further Return laid on Table, 274;
,notion made to refer case to Select Committee, and to refer both Retnnis to the Committee,
and debate adjourned, 275 ; Order of the Day read for the resumption of the debate, and
House counted out, 311 ............................................................................................
MINERAL SELECTIONS AT MITCHELL'S CREEK:—
Motion mode (Mr. Davies) for applications, minutes, &e., having reference to, by Mr. Thomas Ccx
and Messrs. Winters and Morgan, 565; Return to Order laid on Table, 581 ......................
MINING ACT AMENDMENT BILL
Motion made (Mr. Lucas) for leave to bring in, 494; presented and read 10, 494; Order of the
Day postponed, 510, 515; read 2°, eosnmitted, and reported with amendments, 581; Order
of the Day postponed, 544, 554.; recommitted, reported 20 with further amendments, and
Report adopted, 571; read 80, and sent to Council, 575.
MINiNG ACT OF 1874:—
Additional application nnrler, for permission to mine under streets, &e., within twelve miles of
Sydney, laid on Table, 528 .....................................................................................
MINING BOARD
Regulations laid on Table, 107........................................................................................
MINT, ROYAL:—
Despateli respecting Sydney Branch, laid on Table, 190 .......................................................
MISSION OF THE COLONIAL TREASURER TO ENGLAND
Papers relating to laid on Table, 2 ..................................................................................
MONTAGUE, ALEXANDER, ESQUIRE
Leave of absence to, 18.
MORTALITY OF CHILDREN:—
Motion made (Mr. IF. .11'. Suitor) for Return showing for the five years previous to 31 December,
1875, 198.
MUNICIPAL:—
Covycin or PADIHXGTON
Motion made (Mr. Seth.ertend) for Select Committee to inquire into the withholding the last hal:
of the fifteenth yearly endowment, 76; Report brought up, 247; adopted, 267....................
Couxca, or Syxnnsr
Motion suede (Mr. Ca,nero,$) respecting introduction of Bill giving increased revenue to, 565
previous question moved and passed in the negative, 565.
MUNICIPALITIES
ElwowarsNr or
Petition from Municipal Council of Albury, praying the House to adopt measures for the efficient
carrying on of munieipa.l government, presented, 267; ordered to be printed, 275................
Do.
do.
Mumeipal Council of Yass, presented, 267.
do.
Do.
do.
Armidale, presented, 274; ordered to be printed, 278
do.
do. 278;
Do.
do.
Newcastle,
do.
289
Do.
do.
do.
Macdonald Town, do. 288;
do.
291
808—D

2

1015, 1037

2

1041

4

759

2

881

6

947

2

3,5

4

921

4

837

4
4
4

839
841
845
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MUNICIPALIflFS (continued)
ENDOWMENT or (continued)
Petition from Municipal Council of Hunter's Hill, praying the house to adopt measures for the
efficient carrying on of municipal government, presented, 288; ordered to be printed, 201 ......
Do.
do.
do.
Hay,
do
291.
Do.
do.
do.
Cudgegong,
do
303
298;
do
Do.
do.
do.
Burwood,
do
ao•d
do
307
Do.
do.
do.
Orange,
do
315
310.;
do
Do.
do.
do.
Morpeth,
do
315 ;
do
318
Do.
do.
do.
Musweltbrook, do
315;
318
do
Do.
do.
do.
Singleton,
do
do
318
315;
Do.
(10.
do.
Windsor,
do
318 ;
324
do
Do.
do.
do.
East l%fn.itlrnd, do
327 ;
do
331
Do.
do.
do.
The Globe,
do
327;
331
do
Do.
do.
do.
Hamilton
do
331 ;
do
337
Do.
do.
do.
Five Bock,
do
331;
do
337
Do.
do.
do.
Morpeth,
do
(to
342
336;
Do.
do.
do.
%Vest Botany, do.:)7,
do
245
Do.
do,
do.
Tenterfield,
do
342;
do
350
Do.
do.
do.
hiiIl End,
do
345
do. 342
Do.
do.
do.
\Vest Maitland, do
345 ;
do
350
Do.
do.
do.
Ashfleld,
do
349;
do
356
Do.
do.
do.
Broughtois Vale, do
349;
do
362
Do,
do.
do.
Forbes,
do
do
362
356 ,
Do.
do.
do.
Bai.I,urst,
do
362 ;
do
365
Do.
do.
do.
St.. Peters,
do
374.
Do.
do.
do.
Paddington,
do
374;
do
380
Do.
to.
do.
Wagga. \Vagga, do
do
383;
337
Do.
do. .
do.
North Willoughby, do
do,
390
387;
Do.
do.
do.
Parramatta,
do
394;
do
400
Do.
do.
do.
Richmond,
do
304;
do
400
Do.
do.
do.
Wickham,
do
391.;
(tO
400
Do.
do.
do.
Goniburn,
do
393;
do
404
Do.
do.
do.
Alexa,idtia,
(10
404;
do
409
Do.
do.
do.
Penrith,
do
4.18 ;
do
4.24
Do.
do.
do.
Bnhnain,
do
41.8;
do
424
Do.
do.
do.
Dubbo,
do, 121;
do
406
Do.
(10.
do.
Weratah,
(10
420;
do
435
Do.
do.
do.
Victoria,
do
437;
do
441
Do.
do.
do.
Leiclsl;ardt,
to. 476;
do
480
Do.
do,
do.
Norli, lilawarra. do
480;
do
4.84.
Do.
do.
do.
Ulladulla,
rIo
505;
do
510
Do.
do.
do.
Shelll,arhonr, do
544;
do
554
Do.
do.
do.
Ccntrallllawarrn,ds, 581.
LoANs TO:—
Opinion of Attorney General on, laid on Table, 374 .........................................................
MURItUMifiDGEE TURF CLUB BILL—
Petition presented (Mr. H. C. Da,,gar), praying for leave to bring in, 205 ; leave given, 231
presented and read 10, 231 ; referred to Select. Committee, 235 ; name added to Committee:
235; Report brought up, 280; read 2°, committed, reported svitho,it amendment, and Report
adopted, 311 ; Order of the Day postponed, 333 ; read 3° and sent. to Council, 374; returned
with amendments, 418; amendments agreed to, 461 assent reported, 486........................
MUSEUM, AUSTRALIAN (See also "EREFFI, MB. GERARD.")
Report of Trustees for 1875 laid on Table, 384..................................................................
Motion made (Mr. Driver), for Police Reports having reference to reported theft of gold speciIncas from, 466; itetetru to Order laid on Table, 565 ..................................................
Motion made (Mr. Harley, Hert.lj), respecting dismissal of Mr. Gerard 1Crefi, and negatived, 541

4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4

847

4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4

885
887
889
891
893
895
897
899
903
901
905
907
909
911
. 913
915
917

4
4 I

851
853
855
857
859
861
863
865
867
919
869
873
871
875
577
879
881
883
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803, 811

5

301

5

311

6

447

N
NAVAL BRIGADE
Regulations laid on Table, 88 ......................................................................................
NEPEAT( RiVER (Sec "WATER SUPPLY.')
NEVELL'S LEASING BILL
Petition presented (Mr. Ferns U), praying for leave to bring in, 28 ; leave given to bring in, 289;
presented and read 10, 289 ; referred to Select Committee. 298 ; Report brought up, 310;
read 20 and committed, 328 ; further considercd in Committee, 265 ; Chairman reported nri
quorum, and Committee rcsumed, 365 ; reported with amendments, 365; Report adopted.
376; read 30, and sent to Council, 380 ; returned with amendments, 449 ; amendments
agreed to, 600 assent reported, 522 .......................................................................
NEWCASTLE
Slesr]'ING AND TRDr,,uNo

COALS AT

Petition from Merchants and others respecting regulations for, presented, 2?4; ordered to be
printed, 289........................................................................................................
WAItE SuppLy

Motion made (Mr. G. A. Lloyd) for Committee of the Whole, 274.; Order of the Day postponed.
33, 375 ; House in Committee and resolution agreed to, 410.
NEWCASTLE PAViNG AND PUBLIC VEHICLES REGULATION BILL:—
Motion made (Mr. C. A. Lloyd), for Committee of the Whole, 208 ; House in Committee and
resolution agreed to, 216; preseM.ed and read 10, 231; Order of the Day postponed, 26S
read 2°, committed, reported with amendments, and Report adopted, 310; read 3° and sent
to Council, 315; returned with amendments, 370; amendments agreed to, 396; assent
reported, 411.
Petition from Municipal Council of Newcastle desiring to be regarded as the promoters of the
Bill presented, 231.
NEW GUINEA:—
FurtherBespatch, 365 ................................................................................................
Correspondence on subject of proposed annexation of, laid on Table, 183 .................................
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NEWTOWN
By-lows of Borough of, under the Nuisances Prevention Act, laid on Table, 487 . ......................
NO QUORUM
In House before cornme,]cement of business, 5, 61, 281, 283, 203, 467, 517, 525.
In House after commencement of business, 105, 112, 129, 133, 162, 179, 184, 195, 200, 217, 223
242, 258, 261, 276, 299, 811, 316, 828, 337, 365, 391, 413, 476, 432, 441, 446, 466, 507, 523,
636, 560, 566.
On division, 112, 328.
Reported from Committee of the Whole, 114, 184, 2232 242, 268, 346, 365 ('),391 ('), 432 (a), 501,
560(1)
Reported from Committee of Supply, 249, 279.
NORTH ILLAWARRA
By-laws of Municipal District of, laid on Table, 569 .........................................................
NORTH SHORE GAS BILL,Petition presented (Aft. Dibbs) , praying for leave to bring in, 2 ; leave given, and Bill presented and
read 10, 9; referred to Select Committee, 11 ; Report brought up, 42 read 2° and committed.
67; further cosisidered in Committee, reported u-ills amendments, and Report adopted, 115; read
30 and sent to Council, 119; returned without amendment, 153 ; assent reported, 167 .......
Petition from IsIs-. William Tusiks, Mayor of St. Leonards, praying to be heard before the Committee against the Bill, presented, 17.
NORTHUMBERLAND ELECTORATE INCREASED REPRESENTATION BILL
Motion made (AIr. Stevens), for leave to bring in, 109; presented and read 10, 199 read 20.
committed, reported without amendment, and Report adopted, 215; motion made for 3° inc
negatived, 227; 3° ordered to stand an Order of the Day for future day, 299; motion agair
made for 30 and ngain negatived, 324; Order of the Day discharged and Bill withdrawn, 324.
NO REPORT FROM COMMITTEE OF TUE WHOLE
German Ev,tngelieal Church, 166.
Reserve at Busiseutter's Bay, 500.
Trade, Unions Funds Protection Bill, 560.
NO TELLERS ON DIVISION133, 243, 811, 339, 351, 391, 454.
NOWRA :My-laws of Municipal District of, laid on Table, 2, 221 ......................................................
NUISANCES PREVENTION ACT:By-laws under, laid on Table, 415, 487, 554 ....................................................................

833

773

779,781

1
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OBSERVATORY:Reports for 1874 and 1875, laid on Table, 274 ...............................................................
OFFICIAL RECORD OF PAR.LIAM:ENTARY DEBATES
Motion made (_lir. Dobbs) for Committee of the Whole and negatived, 444.
OGILVIE'S HILL:Report from Mr. District-Surveyor Evans respecting reserve on, laid on Table, 315
OPENING OF TUE SESSION
Proclamation of Governor read by Clerk, 1.
OPENING SPEECH
Delivered by Governor, 3; Address in reply adopted, 4; and presented to Governor, 7.
ORDERS OF TUE DAY:Discharged, 26, 52, 81, 161, 195, 205, 324, 346, 365('), 376, 391, 425, 432, 499, SC), 501, 5341
544, 575( 3), 576(').
Restored, 1.22, 170,198, 430. 431, 4,45 ().
ORDNANCE LANDS TRANSFER BILL
Presented and read 1° profvnud, 2.
ORPHAN SCHOOLS
Motion made (Aft. Davies) for Return skewing particulars of management of, &e., 333 ; Order
the Day postponed, 351.

935
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PADDINOTON :MuxIosrAT, CouNciL:-

Motion made (ut. Sutherland) for Select Committee to inquire into the withholding the last hal
of the fifteentl, yearly endowment, 76; Report brought up, 247; adopted, 267.. ...............
By-laws of Borough of, laid on Table, 415......................................................................
PARHTT, JOHN AARON
Petition from, respecting his conviction for perjury, 24; ordered to be printed, 28 motion mad
(Mr. Maci"f oi/s) for Committee of the Whole to consider, 50; Order of the Day postponed
67,115 ; House in Committee and Ralntion agreed to, 144..........................................
PARKES AND SUTHERLAND, MESSRS. (See "CROWN LANDS.")
PARLIAMENT:Proclamation of Governor for opening the Session, 1 ; read by Clerk, I; Governor's Openin
Speech, 3 ; Address in reply adopted, 4; presented to Governor, 7.
Motion made (Mr. Robertson),for leave to bring in Bill to delioe privileges of, 9.
Motion made (Air. Grey) respecting duration of Session and negatived by Speaker's eesting vote, 11
Motion made (Air. Fitzp.strirlc) respecting time for, 25.
Motion made (Art. .Eteehanan) respecting employment of Members by the Government. 66; Mes
sagc from Governor, 113.
Seat of the Honorable William Forster, 107.
Motion made (Mr. BibS-c) for Committee of the Whole respecting official record of Parliarnanta,,
debates and negatived, 444.
Motion made (Air. fltzpatrick) respecting administration of public affairs, (waist of confidence
and debate adjourned, 4-78; debate resumed and House continued to sit until the hour Lie
by Sessional Order for its meeting next day, 481; Order of the Day lapsed, 481.
Continuous sitting of House, 481.
PARRAMATTA (See "ELECTORAL.")
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PARRAMATTA LUNATIC ASYLUM
Report for 1875, laid On Table, 92 ................................................................................
Letter from Acting Superintendent in reference to charges involved in questions asked in the
House, laid oil Table and read. by Clerk, 487.
Motion made (Mr. Taylor) for Select Committee to inquire into and report upon management
of, and appointed by ballot, 527; Committee authorized to ruako visits of inspection, 528;
Progress Report brought up, 581.
Petition from James K. Firtis praying to be examined as a witness; presented and referred to the
Committee, 544; prayer of jietition granted, 554-.
Report of Board of Visitors, laid on Table, 581 .................................................................
PENSION OF THE LATE CHI'F JUSTICE:—
Motion made (Mr. farad!) respecting, and House counted out, 316; motion again made and
negatived, 381.
PETERSHAM LAND PURCHASE BILL
Motion made (Mr. Garrett) for leave to bring in, 17; presented and read 10, 17; read 2°, corn-,
mitted, reported without amendment and report adopted, 28; read 30 and sent to Council,
32; Message from Council requesting attendance of S. H. Terry, Esq., as witness, 99 : Mes
sage in reply assenting, 09; returned, without amendment, 153; assent reported, 167.
PETITIONS:—
WeeklyAbstracts of ..................................................................................................
General Summary of ..................................................................................................
PETTY SESSIONS, COURTS OF
Motion made (Mr. T. G. Danger) for Return showing particulars of number held, ke., 379.
PHILADELPHIA:—
Motion made (Mr. H. C. Danger) for Committeeof the Whole for Address for sum to defray
expenses of teamof riflemen to represent New South Wales at and withdrawn, 25 ; Message
from Governor, 380; motion made for Committee of the Whole, 380; House inCommittee,
410, 446; no quorum reported and House counted out, 446 ..........................................
PIDDITcO-TON, W. It., Es.
Appointed Deputy Chairman of Committees, 04, 1.14.
PIflY, JOSIAH
Correspondence respecting forfeiture of conditional purchase of, laid on Table, 539 .................
POINTS OF ORDER,—
Contagious Diseases Prevention Bill, 47.
Wars and Means, 72.
Agreements Validating Bill, 170, 174.
Public Schools Act A,nend,neut Bill, 25.
Salaries of the ,Tudgcs of the Supreme Court, 241L
Siopply, 249.
Government Banking Business, 319 (1)•
POLICE:—
Distribution of Force on 1st December, 1875, laid on Table, 50 ............................................
Report of Inspector General for 1875, laid on Table, 1.36 ...................................................
CONSTABLE JOHN GIL)soEr :—
/
Motion made (Mr. Buchanan) for letters and papers relating to the dismissal or 223 ; Return to
Address laid on Table, 264 ...................................................................................
FoRCE Motion made (Mr. .Dar.ies) for Return showing particulars of appointments to, and negatived, 39o.
POLICE V. BURNS:—
Reports of Inspector General on case of, laid on Table, 513, 581 ..........................................
POLICE MAGISTRATE AT RAYMOND TERRACE
Motion made (Mr. Throb) for informations and complaints prepared by, 298; Return to Address
laidon Table, 396 ................................................................................................
PORT JACKSON. ALIENATED CROWN LANDS (See "CROWN LANDS.")
rost AND TEI2EGRAPH OFFICES, RYLSTONE
Motion made (il-ti. Jut sIerj, Hartley) for Committee of the Whole, 438; House in Committee,
and resolution agreed to, 536.
POST OFFICE SAVINGS BANK:—
Return to Order, Session 1874, laid on Table, 183 ..............................................................
POSTAL:—
MAIL SERVICE BETWEEN SAN Fiwccisoo AND THE Conoxres
Contract for, laid on Table, 11 .......................................................................................
Time'table, laid on Table, 11. ......................................................................................
CONVENTION BETWEEN UNITED STATES AND NEW Souvu Wsixs:—
Amended article, laid on Table, 65 .................................................................................
Mn. CAARa,ss CIIANDLn
Correspondence respecting appointment of, as Assistant Postmaster at Tamworth, 183 ...............
AUsTRALIAN MAnS AT SAN FRANCISco:—
Return showing data of arrivsl of, at San Francisco, 394.......................................................
AuSTRALIAN MAILS CROSSING ALrzicsoA
Correspondence respecting increased charge by Ueited States Government, laid on Table, 478 ......
SAN FraNcIsco SEEVICE—TELEGRAPII CABLE CnnrcGzs
Conference respecting, laid on Table 544 ........................................................................
Posr Orrica REPORT FOR 1875:—
Laidon Table, 660......................................................................................................
PRAYER AND HUMILIATION,—
Motion made (Mr. Shherd) for setting apart day for, 245, Previous Question moved and passed
in the negative, 249.
PREMISES RENTED BY THE GOVERNMENT:—
Motion made (Air. Harley, Hartley) for Return showing number of and particulars of tenure, 435;
Return to Order (impart), laid on Table, 581 ............................................................
PREVIOUS QUESTION:—
Passed in the negative, 119, 214, 249, 431, 565.
Resolved in the affirmative, 128.
PRINTING COMMITTEE:—
Motion made (Mr. H. C. Danger for, and negatived, 430.
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PRIVILEGE —
Motion made (Mr. Nelson) to refer question as to whether Mr. Thomas Brown, the Member for
Hartley, has any interest in a contract with the Government for the supply of coal for the
use of the Railways, to the Committee of Elections and Qualifirations, 174; Report brought
up, 213; Report adopted, and seat declared vacant, 243 ...............................................
Motion made (Ms. Gray) to refer question as to whether Mr. Hugh Taylor, one of the Members for
Parramatin, has any interest in a contract with the Government for the supply of moat to the
Government Asylums at Parrumatta, to the Committee of Elections and Qualifications, 174;
resignation of Mr. Taylor, and seat declared vacant, 255; Report brought up, 306 ...........
PRIVILEGES OF PARLIAMENT—
Motion made (fits. Robertson) for leave to bring in Bill to define, 9.
PROCLAMATION—
Of Governor for opening the Session, 1 ; read by Clerk, 1.
PROROGATION SPEECE
Delivered by Governor, 582.
PROVISION FOR SUPPORT OF PERSONS IMPRISONED FOR DEBT BILL—
Motion made (jr. JJve/eae'an) for leave to bring in, 400; presented and read 10, 400, Order of
the Day postponed, 431.
PUBLIC ACCOUNTS:—
Auditor General's Report for 1875, on, laid on Table, 539 ...................................................
Explanatory statement of, as embodied in the Ways and Means for 1876, laid on Table, 42 .........
PUBLIC EDUCATION (See "EDUCATION.")
PUBLIC INSTITUTIONS, STATISTICS OF:—
Motion made (Air. Macintosh) for Return showing number of persons in the gaols, watch-houses,
asylums, orphan schools, and hospitals in the Colony, on 1st February, 1866 and 1876, 148;
Return to Order (in pact) laid on Table, 581...............................................................
PUBLIC LANDS (See "CROWN LANDS.")
PUBLIC LIBRARY:—
By-laws of Ullarlulla, laid on Table, 7.............................................................................
Do.
North Illawarra, do.
7.............................................................................
Do.
Inverell,
do.
7 ..............................................................................
Do.
Wolloogong,
do.
7..............................................................................
Report of Trustees for Sydney, laid on Table, 186 ............................................................
By.laws of Broughton Creek and Bomaderry, laid on Table, 336 ..........................................
PUBLIC PLACE DEFINiTION BILL
Motion made (Mr. Tersw) for leave to bring in, 299; presented and read 10, 209; motion made
for 20, 311 ; motion made for adjournment of debate and no tellers for the noes on division
311 ; Order of the Day postponed, 333, 351.
PUBLIC SCHOOLS ACT AMENDMENT BILL:—
Motion made (Mr. Robertson) for Committee of the Whole, 136; House in Committee and
resolution agreed to, 140; presented and read 10, 145; Order of the Day for 20 postponed,
186 ; motion made for 2° and debate adjourned, 204; resumed and adjourned, 205 ; read 2'
and committed, 222; House again in Committee, 235 ; Mr. Speaker resumed Chair and
Message from Governor read, 235 ; motion made to refer Message to the Committee on the
Bill, and by leave withdrawn, 235 ; Chairman reported point of order, 235 ; Mr. Speakes
ruled that Bill appropriates part of the Consolidated Revenue Fnnd, and not having been first
recommended by a Message, is irregularly before the House, 235.
Petition from Mayor and Aldermen, Grafton, in favour of the establishment of Colleges 01
Grammar Schools under, presented, 190; ordered to be printed, 195 .............................
Petition from Mayor and Aldermen of Orange, ditto, presented, 242; ordered to be printed, 245...
Petition from Mayor and Aldermen of Yass, ditto, presented, 424; ordered to be printed,429
Petition from inhabitants of Rydo and Hunter's Hill against any further infringement upon theis
civil and religious liberty, 213; ordered to be printed, 222............................................
PUBLIC SCHOOLS (See "EDUCATION.")
PUBLIC VEHICLES REGULATION ACT OF 1873
By-laws under, laid on Table, 15, 28. 71, 195, 487 ...........................................................
PUBLIC VEHICLES REGULATION BILL
Motion made (Mr. Davies) for Committee of the Whole, 71; House in Committee and resolntior
agreed to, 76; presented and read 10, 153; Order of the Day postponed, 184,200; read 2
and committed, 209; Order of the Day postponed, 268, 333,351; further considered in Cent
inittee, 301; Chairman reports no quorum, 391 () ; House counted out, 391; Order of th
Day restored, 431 ; Order of the Day postponed, 500, 635; House again in Committee, ne
quorum reported,560 ); House eonntod out, 560.
PUBLIC WORKS LOAN BILL:—
Standing Orders suspended, 569; presented and read 1°, 570 read 2°, committed, reported witi
emendments, Report adopted, and sent to Council, 571; returned without amendment, 575:
assented to in Council Chamber, 582.
PUBLIC WORSHIP, SITES FOR PLACES OF:—
Return to Order (Session 1875) laid on Table, 110 ...........................................................
Motion made (Mr. Dibbs) for Return showing applications for, 298; Return to Order laid or
Table, 498 ........................................................................................................
FUI(T AT TAREE, ROAD AND APPROACHES TO:—
Motion made (Mr. fl. P. Smith) for Committee of the Whole, 506; House in Committee ani
resolution agreed to, 535.
PUNTS FOR THE MANNING RIVER:—
Motion made (Mr. R. B. Smith) for Committee of the Whole, 505; House in Committee an
resolution agreed to, 535.

a
QUEEN, HER MAJESTY THE:—
Motion made (Mr. Buchanan) respecting title of, 430; previous question moved and passed in
negative, 431.
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793

679
641

173
775
769
771
773
283
777

245
249
251
247

f
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983
091

937
945
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QUESTIONS
QUESTIONS (conthiuccl)
Sessional Order passed, 18.
BEER, DR. :-The case of, W.
ADERCROaEIE BRIDGE -Tenders for, 486.
BELL-BUOY AT NEWcASTLE :-Replaeelilent of, 323, 330,
A:RERDEUN -Reserve at, 455.
353.
ADELONG COMMON -Regulations, 266.
BERRIMA GAOL ADMINISTRATION OF JUSTICE
Visiting Surgeon, 37.
Additional Magistrates for Country Districts, 45.
Contractor for repairs, 452.
Crown Prosecutor, Western District, 63, 148, 152.
Bia RIVER :-Boats for, 421.
Case of Henry Clarence Roberts, 84.
BILLS -Assent to, after reservation, 356.
Case of Messrs. Ogilvie, Jones, and Lick, 123.
BIrGF,RA
Landale v. Robertson, 128.
Survey of Common, 12, 244.
Petty Sessions, Maitland and Morpeth, 168,
Court House, 128, 265, 469.
The case of Pierce Collett, 178, 256,
Land Office, :369, 533.
In Bathurst, 185.
District Court, 476.
Judges for Circuit Courts, 198.
Government Vaccinator, 519.
Magistrates for Uralla, 207.
BtAcKsvAqrl.II Swasip :-Suspension of works at, 348.
Jury Lists, 211.
BLAXCELL, EIIZADETH :-,-Promise of grant of land to, 181.
The case of Matthew Pindlay and family, 234.
BLOOD -Utilization of, 5159.
Appointment of a Judge of the Supreme Court, 249.
BOATS FOR NAMOI AND Bra Rn'mis -Supply of, 421.
The ease of James Fowles, 247, 264.
BOGGADRI -Court-house at, 448.
The case of Michael Murphy, 297.
Bocay FLAT :-Post-ofliee at, 574.
Mr. Oliver Saunders, 330.
Boxmio Goons -From the" Kirkwood," 117.
Mudgee Bench, 348.
BoNus TO DRAPTEMF,N -In Land Titles and Survey
Magistrates at Molong, 360.
Offices, 245, 272.
The ease of Clara Douogliuo, 364.
BORn CREEK -Conditional purchases on, 385.
The case of T. R. Machin, 377.
BORASI.IILE CREicIC -Mr. B. Leucy's conditional purThe ease of Rule v. Wallace, 378, 386.
chases at, 103.
Witness at Supreme Court, 378.
BORDER Do-rIFE -Abolition of, on the Murray River, 563.
Dr. Beer, 397.
BoswEsL, THOMAS -The case of, 377.
The case of Wicks v. Beihlcr, 404.
BOTANIc GARDENs -Distribution of plants from, 37.
Appointment of Mr. M 'Connell as a Magistrate, 423.
BOUNI,ARY-LINE -Survey of, between Lachian and
The Queen v. Collett, 178, 256, 42.8.
Warrego Districts, 458.
ADMINISTRATOR OF THE GOVF.RXsmIqT -Appointment of,
BOWENFELS COAL COMPANY -Land occupied by, at
182.
Rcdfern Station, 310.
ADVERTISE)IEN'I'S, G0VERNIF.N'r, TN "SVDNRY MolucncG
BowIaNI; ALLEY PoINT
HERALD ":-Amount paid for, 241.
Reserve, 80.
AGENT GENERAL OF TEE COLONY -Apporntmciit of, 23,
Petition from miners, 203.
75, 79, 370, 470.
BowMAN, THE MEsSRS. -Land taken isp by, near Crass
AORICULTURAJ, S0CIEIJES:-Aid to, 265, 330, 559.
Tree Rill, 177.
AGRICULTURAL Socn- or NEW ScUm WALES
BR.nJL-EY, CAPTAIN :-Land order to, 574.
Buildings for, in the Outer Domain, 539.
BRADY, MR. CHARLES -Petition of, relative to silk
AGUIJAR, LIEUTENANT -Charges made by, 512.
culture, 412.
ALBURY
BREwARBINA
Sheep Quarantine Station, 273.
Telegraph to Congolgin, 205.
Land sold in District of, and Corowa, 439.
Post and Telegraph Office at, 314.
Distance from, to Moama, &c., 447,
Land sale, 394.
ALIENS NATURALIZATION Aer -Assent to, 344.
Magistrates, 437.
ALIENS :-Selection of land by, 459, 470, 486.
Police District, 440.
ALIGNMENT OF STREETS OF YASS -Completion of, 345.
BRinGS AND Pin STREETS -Land at corner of, 458.
"Axy Do-mm" -Boarding of, by Pilot, 156.
APP0IN'i'MxNrs
Cheshire Creek, 27.
Number of, in the Post Office, 107, 124, 143, 182.
Rose's cutting, 42.
In the Civil Service, 182, 302, 580.
The Hawkesbury, 43, N.G.
Arnani,, MR. JohN ItocilE -Recognition of surveys of,
Mnrrninbidgee, at Narrandera, 71, 221.
233, 394.
Jackson's Swamp, 97, 355.
AanssmoNc, Mr. B. B. -Charges against, as Coroner,
Moree, 103.
423.
Dora Creek, 118.
ARGENT, MIL :-Employinent of solicitor by, for prose.
Railway crossing, Muswellbrook, 357.
euting conditional purchasers, 533, 543.
Wagga Wagga, 159, 221.
ARN[OLD ALPRRD -The ease of, 329.
llichmond tolls, 273.
ARTILLERY, PF,RMANENT -Appointment of Liesrtenant
Walgett, 301, 404.
Bacohus, 151, 177.
Gilmandyke Creek, 340.
ASSENT TO BILLS :-Alter hcing reserved, 356.
Iron Cove, 423.
ATrUNGA -Reserve at, 444.
Barwon and other rivers, 427.
AUCKLAND IsaicDs :-'-Searchof, for shipwreekedpersons,
Winburndale Creek, 434.
318, 335.
Yellow Cully, 452.
BACCILUS, LIEUTENANT :-Appointment of, to Permanent
The Nasnoi, at Islavilla Crossing, 464.
Artillery, 151, 177.
Peel River, 471.
BALDOcK, MRS. -Presentation of medal to, for bravery,
Abercro,nbie, 486,
413.
O'Brien's, 504.
BAND0 RUN -Purchase of portion of, 559.
DuiLincre and others, tolls on, 511, 638. BANKING AccouNT, GOVERNMENT :-Arrangements for
Dungay Creek, 537.
keeping, 69, 80, 95, 156, 165, 264, 368.
Fish River, 553.
Bsacxs's Mnsnows :-Reserve at, 203.
Cunningham Creek, 562,
B,sa.nrst CREEK -Conditional purchase on, 385.
Murray River, at Howlong, 565.
BARLEE MR. -Services of, under the Sewage and Health
Gundagai, 568.
Board, 256.
\flitc's Falls, 578, 580.
BARRACK-WALL, GREEN'S Bot :-Taking down and
BROKEN BAY -Lighthouse at, 318.
rebuilding of, 178, 251, 528.
BRUCE, MR. :-Leave of absence to, 480.
BARRIS-TERS ADMIsSION ACT -New rules under, 457,
BUNDELLA CREEK :-lteserveon, for travelling stock, 185.
BAnwox AND NARIIEN Ri YERS
BUNNEI1ONG ROAD :-Moriey expended on, 178, 182.
Public tanks between, 411.
BURGESs -Case of, 20.
Bridges over, 427,
BURIAL GROUND, GUNDAGAT :-Fencing of, 429.
BAYLY, MR. N. P. :-Ereetion of fence across road by,
BuRRAWANG STATION :-Bescrves on, 451, 519.
296, 408.
BURROWA -Post and Telegraph Office at, 256, 266, 349.
Bgog.in, Mz. JoSEPH :-Land at Bourke given to, 189.
BUTLEn, MR,-Acting as Urown Proaccutol-, 297.
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QUESTIONS (continued.):—
QUESTIONS (continued)
Bv-iaws :—
COAL (continued)
Levying wheel-tax by Muswellbrook Municipal
Consnmed on railway from Newcastle to Murnirundi,
Council, 226, 287.
503, ML
East Maitland Reserve, 277.
Application to mine for, near Sydney, 520.
BYRNFS, Mn. W. —Appointment of, 257, 260.
'Unemployed miners, 554.
Bvnrcns, Mn. Jtair,s —Candidate for Director, 287.
Supply of trucks, Lithgow Valley, 561.
BYRoN lime :—Reserve on, 563.
Supplied for railway purposes, 564, 579.
CAFE'S CONDITIONAL PURcHASE :—Cancellation of, 860,
COAL MINES REGULATION BILL :—Jntention of Govern.
397, 470.
ment to proceed with, 160.
CARc0AR —Post and Telegraph Office at, 560.
CoBs,oRA —Police Station at, 135.
CARLAN, Mit. JAMES —Compensation to, 127, 160, 164
CoJ,Ln, I'IERCE —The case of, 178, 256, 48.
177.
Conorno CREEK —Reserve at, 393.
CARPET FOR PROTESTANT OItPItAN SCUOOL —Cost of, 562.
COLONIAL AGENT GENERAL (See "AGENT GENEm'.AL.")
CAnRoI,i, AND PARTY V. FORREST AND PARTY —Case of,
COLWELL'S CONDITIONAL Fuucinzrs:—Partieulars of, 458.
330.
CoamnssLoNEIss OF CROWN LANDS :—Appointment of,
CARROLL AND PARTY V. FOSTER AND PARTY —Case of,
42, 75, 143, 297.
355.
COMMIssIONER'S HousE AT WARIALDA —Occupation of,
Cassius —Court of Petty Sessions at, 557.
24.
CASTLEREAOII R)vEst —Obstructions in, at Coonamble,
COnMON
527.
Bingera, 127, 244.
CATARACT AND Th:rIAN RTVEnS —Monthly discharge
Mudgee, 255.
from, 79.
A delong, 266.
CAvES'S CONDITIONAL PIXRORASES —Report of Inspector,
Wellington, 361.
473.
Gumlagal, 429.
CEMETERY
CONDITIONAL PLItCEASES (See "CROWN LANDS.')
Gundagai, 241.
C0NrISISNcE, 1N'rEncoLoNIAL :—Betiveen New Zealand
Warga \Vagga, 428.
and New South Wales, 331.
Quirindi, 474.
CONIc AND M'ICENZTE, M.s<sssss. :—Applications for eonCERTIFICATRS OF SrcoirD Ciass ENoncEiuts —Conditions
ehtional purchases by, 225.
of holding, 378.
C000EE —Building of sea-wall at, 286.
Cjn:sunu CREEK —Bridge at, 27.
CooK's STATUE —Erection of, 323, 503.
CIRcULAR QuAY
COOKTOWN —Returned miners from, 279.
Regulations for landing and storing goods, 114.
C0oMA —Cases at, under Land Act, 251.
Manly Beach steamers, 259.
COONABAEAEEAN
Wharf accommodation, 266, 236 (2), 363,369, 471.
Court-house, 23, 394, 533.
CIRCULABS —
Land Office, 475.
Commissioners
under
Land
Act,
To
CooNainmux
83.
To Inspectors of conditional i)sIrclIasns, 160.
Mr. Westcn, Clerk of Petty Sessions, 285, 573.
Crrv PltorEnn' —
Site for Court-house, 347, 385, 403.
Names of valuators of, 485.
Obstructions to Castlereagh River, 527.
Valuation of, 520.
CoRoNERS INQUESTS
CIvIL SERVICE I—
Unnecessary holding of, 79.
Members of, acting as directors of companies, 28, 287.
Return of number of, 98, 157.
Salaries of Civil Servants, 45, 470.
Mr. It. B. Armstrong, Young, 423.
Mr. Fraser, Clerk of the Peace, 55.
COURT-ROUSE
Salaries of Officers in the Customs Department, 91.
Coonabarabran, 23, 394, 533.
Appointments in the Post Office, 107, 124, 143, 182.
Wnlgett, 23, 347, 294, 538.
Mr. C. F. \Vise, 164.
ilingera, 128, 265, 469.
Captain Hixsnn, 165.
Narandera, 221.
Introduction of Bill, 172.
Singleton, 226, 369.
Travelling expenses to Goverrnnent Officers; 178
Jiowlong, 237.
Appointments in, 182, 302, 580.
Moree, 256, 417, 457,
Mr. W. Byrnes, 257, 260Wallerawang, 340.
Mr. James Bynies, candidate for director, 28, 287.
Ounnedah, 342, 448.
Mr. J. It. Tliackery, 330.
Coonamble, 347, 385, 403.
Leave of absence to Mn Yeo, 368, 463, 480.
Gladstone, 349.
Suspension of public officers, 441.
Warialda, 370,
Leave of absence to Mr. Bruce, 480.
Woe Waa, 413.
Leave of absence to officers, 511, 563.
&ggahri, 448.
CLAIMS AIIAINST THE CoLoNlar, GOVERNMENT BILL
Mnrrumburrah, 562.
Assent to, 574.
Covxm or INQUIRY UNDER Lcn Aer —Holding of, by
ClaRENCE RIVER
Commissioner, 341.
Obstructions to navigation, 257.
Counts or AFYRAISEMENT —Practice of, 360.
Dredge, 305.
Cows nt WRARI' :—Amount spent in repairs of, 363.
ClEAR C Lu%L'2C :—Rcsen-e at, 434.
Cox TEOMAS :—Mineral lease granted to, 64.
CLERK OF TITE PsAce —Appointment of Mr. Fraser,
CRAWFORD, MR. I3LOM ;—Diseoveries of, respecting tor.
00.
pedoes, 370.
CLERKS IN THE GENERA,, Posr Ornct; —Appointments
CRIcKET GROUND IN ThE DoMAIN :—Nature of trust, 230.
of, 182.
C1osmINn-PT&eII OVER THE NAMOI RavEn :—Restoration
CLEVELAND-STREET :—Opening of, 224.
of, 117, 244.
(Juivrs ItUNS
CRowN LANDS (See also "Reserves ")
Reserves on 551, 562.
Sold by auction, 19.
Conditional purchases an, 561.
Commissioner for the Upper Hunter, 42.
Co:u, - Maps for Gunnedah Land Office, 43.
-.
Railway traffic, 2], 269, 579.
Conditional purchases, lessees of Crown Lands, 44, 124.
Leases in Jllawan-a District, 64.
,Iasid revenue, 44.
For engines on Western and Southern Lines, 147, 164,
Sun-ey of land, 53, 458, 554, 562.
271, 317.
Resumption of, 54.
For Great Northern Railway, 151, 503.
Mr. Delaney, Inspector of Conditional Purchases, 55.
Haulage from Bowenfels to Moss Vale, 189.
Commissioners, 42, 75, 143, 207, 297, 336, 369.
Used on the !o,itheni Railway between Parramattn
Agent for District of Maitland, 80, 84.
and Cunning, 189.
Leases of, SO.
Trimming of, at Newcastle, 263.
Circular letter to Commissioners, 83.
Survey of Coalfields, 312.
Joaclmim U. O'Shn.nnassy, 84.
Seams under Sydney, 314, 318.
Conditional purchases on the Brawlan Run. 91.
Duties of Examiner, 404.
Right of surveyors to purchase, 98.
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QUESTIONS (continued)
QUESTIONS (continued):Casowy Lain's (coat inued)
Cgowx LANDS (conUnued)
Agents, 490.
Mr. MPonald, Land Agent, Tarnworth, 103.
Map of Patrick's Plains District, 490.
Mr. D. Leuey's conditional purchases at Borambic
Deniliquin Run, 493.
Creek, 103.
Transfer of conditional purchases, 407.
At Jcrvis Bay, 100.
Pitty's conditional purchase, 498.
Taken up by Ministers of the Crown, 121.
Unpaid balances on conditional purchases, 509.
Conditional purchase of Ceo. Dunkley, 123.
M'Donald's conditional purchases, 511.
Under lease or license, 124, 197.
Mr. Argent, Inspector of Conditional Purchases, 533,
Application of William Elliot for land occupied by the
543.
Messrs. Gibson, 127, 139.
Survey of conditional purchases in county of Georgiana.
Alienated, on shores of Port Jackson, 1.47.
534Sold in the districts of Albury, Corowa, Denilinquiss.
Alienation of unnecessary roads, 538.
&c,, 156.
Survey
of conditional purchases, Patrick's Plains, 554.
Circulara to Inspectors of Conditional Purchases, 160.
Conditional purchases of John Earl and others, 557.
Assistant Land. Agent, Singleton, 173.
Bando ltsni, 559.
Taken up by the Messrs. Bowman near Grass.trec
Conditional purchases on the Messrs. Cifta russs, 561.
hill, 177.'
Conditional purchases made by Taylor and 'Ward, 563.
Taken up by Mr. Hungerford at the Goulbum River,
Taken up on Messrs. Whites s'nns, 563.
177.
Conditional purchases made by Lillyman and Tickling,
Between William and Woolloomooloo streets, 178.
564.
Pronuse of grant of land to Elizabeth Blaxcell, 181.
Cxowx PROSECUTOIS FOR Warrasny DIsTnscT -ApPullaming vsllage reserve, 181.
pointment of, 63, 148, 152,
Office, Narandera, 221.
CUNNINGHAM CREEK -Bridge at, 562.
Applications for conditional purchases by Messrs.
CURATOR OF INTESTATE E5TATE5'.-Comlnisaion received
Coun and M.'Kcnzie, 226.
by, 374.
Selected by Giles Marsh, 229.
CuSTO)fS
Office, Oheron, 229, 386.
Extra tide.waiters, 57.
Sold at Narrabri, 244, 416.
Salaries of officers in department, 91.
Cases under Land Act in quired into at Cooma, 251.
Bonded goods by the "Kirkwood," 117.
Conditional purchase of William Everingham, 255, 272,
Tobacco ditties, 152, 160, 368, 543, 573.
296, 354.
Specific duties, 168.
Conditional pukchase of Thomas Lowcock, 259.
Landing woiters, 408.
Road through Collaroy Run, 260.
Duty on salt, 439,
Conditional purchases made on reserves, 266.
The tariff, 440.
Conditional purchases made by Coulson Murphy, 271,
Border duties, 563.
340.
DANUAE.s Ecca -Reserves on, 193(2 ), 364, 429, 483,
Application of H. E. A. Wells to purchase land, 273.
489.
Roads through, 287.
DAIS uvSTa'.EE'r, NmveAs'rIai -Encroaclunent of sand,157,
Selections on reserves, 205.
203.
Application of C. B. Lowe, for land at Wellington,
DARLING HARROWS
296.
Land taken for railway purposes, 05, 168.
Survey of land at Mudgee, 296.
Wharf, 427.
Purchase of roads by Mr. N. P. Bayly, 296, 408.
DM'S'J'EEET, Eas'r 3IAFrLAND -Repairs to, 460.
Luprovernents on conditional purchases, 31.5, 386,
DEFmcCX OF TILE CoLoNY
459.
In the unsettled state of Europe, 464.
Conditional purchase made by Joseph Read, 336, 353.
Introduction of Bill to deal with Forces, 244.
Courts of Inquiry under Land Act, 341.
DIrENeSS, lI,vnaaoua -Particulars of, 453.
Petition of John Halloran, 354.
DELANEY, Mn. -Action of, as Inspector of Conditional
land occupied by Messrs. Lamb and Roberts, 354.
Purchases. 55.
Conditional purchases, Patrick's Plains, 354.
DELOHERV, Ma. :-'-Fora,ge allowance to, as Clerk of Petty
Land sale at Warialda, 354.
Sessiuns, Maitland, 1o1.
Courts of Appraisuntcnt, $60.
DxNoaIIxAraoxAL Senools (See "Education.")
Cafe's conditional purchase, 360, 397, 470,
DENTLINQUIN 1ft -Purchase of improvements, 493.
Office, Molong, 361.
DssTrruTE ChILDREN'S AsyLuas
Office, Bingera, 369, 633.
Punishment of children, 35. 110.
Conditional Purchases on Baradine and Borah Creeks,
Printing of investigations, and Report of Committee,
355.
340.
Hawke's conditional purchase at Boggabri, 389.
Management of, by Government, 452.
Land sale, Brewarrina, 394.
Davicu, JAMEs -Compensation to widow of, 407.
Gibson's conditional purchase, 407.
DEwnnss2', DisTnicr Sunvavon - Selection of, on
M'Cullusn's conditional purchase, 408.
.&ttunga Run, 422.
Map of counties of Wellington and Phillip, 408.
Diras, Mr.:-Land sold to, 479.
Neander's conditional purchase at Deniliquin, 409.
DIuEcroav, C nEvILLE'S PosT Orracs -Purchase and
Linden's conditional purchase, 412.
distribution of, 347, 4.07, 417, 420, 563(2), 574.
District Surveyor Dewhurst, 422.
Dnucasss AFFECTING Lava STocK :-Printing of return.
Road from conditional purchases on Collaroy, Tuite's
364.
selections, 422, 483, 489, 503.
Dzs'rnidp Counts
Commissioner for Albert District, 434.
Establishment of, 49.
Sold in the districts of Albury and Corowa, 439.
Summonses, 93.
Lane's conditional purchases, 443.
Mudgee, 459, 460.
Boundary line between Laehlan and lYarrego Districts,
Bingern, Wnrialda, &c., 476.
458.
Divanixe Farcxs -introduction of Bill to regulate
Survey of conditional purchases, 458, 554, 562.
erection of, 31.
Colwell's conditional purchases, 458.
Doe. ACT -Extension of provisions of, to district of
Selection of land by aliens, 459, 470, 486.
Parramatta, 58.
Mr. Wild, Inspector of Conditional Purchases, 464.
DosuAN, WnLraaI -Burial of, 397.
Conditional purchase held by Mr. Single, 464.
Doar,UN Crncarrr C ROEND -Nature of trust, 230.
Expenses of conditional purchasers as witnesses, 464.
DorocHux, Crsp.a -The case of, 364.
Conditional purchases of William Ne,sbit, 470.
DorIA Ciun:ic. -Bridge at, 118.
Cites's conditional purchases, 473.
DuAFrsMEi
The ease of James Man, 474.
Appointment of Parliamentary, 244.
Conditional purchase made by Charles Robertson, 474,
Bonus to, 245, 272.
557.
DRAINAGE
Sale of land at Goangora, 475.
Of land at Shoalhaven, 45.
Coonabarabran Land Office, 475.
Of Greenhills estate, 306, 527.
Land sold to Mr. Dines. 479.
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QUESTIONS (conthiucd)
QUESTIONS (co'Uinued) —
Euion, WILL] AM —Application of for land occupied by
Dannoss
the Messrs. Gibson, 127, 139.
Construction of, 164.
ENOINEERS
On the Hunter River, 212.
Certificates of second class, 378.
For the Clarence River, 805.
Employed on (hedges and steamboats, 389.
Number of, in the service of the Government, 317.
ERSXINE VAL!,EY —Water at, 286, 313.
Pluto," on Slsoalbaven River, 350.
ETtYSIPELAS —Aceuminodation for patients at Part'aEngineers employed on, 889.
matta, 54, 58, 69.
Dum,ING AND Ronixaos —Land Agents, Singleton, 493.
E5IMY ON THE PROGRESS OP Nuw Socris WALLS
Duaniu —iteserve at, 503.
Prize for, 139, 220.
BUNGAY Comm —Bridge at, 537.
EvANS Riviot :—Snrvcy of, 463.
DUNXLEv, C Co. —Conditional purchase of, 123.
:—Conditional purchase of,
Ev]-;IsnowAr WiLwA)i
DUNrsoicK RumoR :—Tolls on, 511, 538.
272, 296, 354.
BuRN, Eiizanrru :—Pronuse of grant of land to, 181.
EXnIINF,u or CoAl, Finr,ns —:outics of, 404.
Duaa'riox or THE Sxss!oN —Action of C overument on
ExAmxEm OF LAND TrrnES —Order of dealing with
motion of Mr. Cray, 27.
applications, 287.
1)irn'
EXTRA Trnii WAITERS :—Pay of, during holidays, 57.
Repeal of, on salt, 439.
FALL, Pus ru' :--The case of, 178.
Tobacco, 152, 160, 368, 543, 573.
FARRELl, Joiui —Inquest on the body of, 562.
Stamps, 580.
FENCES
Lan, JOHN AND OTIIEBS —Conditional purchases of,
Introduction of Bill to regulate erection of, 31.
557.
Removal of, in Elizabeth-street, 143, 257.
EASTERN CsuIcxn, Pout JacirsoN —Cost of dredging
Compensation to Mr. Philip Ryan, 148.
operations, 131.
Dividing, 383.
EAST MAITLAND
FINANcIAL STAvEuer :—Transsmssion of, to England,
Public reserve, 104.
50, 58, 70.
Post and Telegraph Offices, 263, 424.
FLNDLAv, MATrUEw AND FATnLv —The case of, 234.
By.laws of reserve, 277.
Fi,sn RIVER —Bridge over, 563.
EDEN —Government wharf at, 117-.
FLAOSTAFr HiLL —Reserve on, 383.
EDUcATIoN :—
Poissnu, THE HoTronans WTrLLTA)r —Papers relating
Public Schools Act, 23.
to the mission of, to England, 370, 479.
Public School at Murrurundi, 24.
FORTESeCE, Ba. :—Alleged suspension of, by Medical
School accommodation at Bahnain, 33.
Board, 84,
Presbyterinu School, Erskinc-strect, 55, 57.
FOWLES, JAMES —The case of, 247, 264.
Public School, North Sydney, 83, 609.
FuasEls, Mu,, CLERK OR Tim PEACE —Appointuient of,
Resignation of Members of Council, 121.
55.
Amended Public Schools Bill, 123, 128, 241, 563, 569.
GAD000A :—Reserve at, 503.
Testimonial to an Inspector of Schools, 127.
GAom
Teachers in Public Schools, 168.
Bcrrima, 37, 452.
Attendance of children in schools under the Council,
Yass, 50.
179.
Tamworth, 155, 448.
Land at Bourke given to Mr. Joseph Beckir, 189.
Mudgee, 407.
Public School at Narellan, 180, 202.
Pnrramatta, 471.
Public School at Upper Pieton, 202.
The case of J. J. Hunt, 440, 475.
Listruction in Public Schools, 202.
Denominational Schools, 203.
Wagga Wagga, 657.
GAS —Lighting of Government institutions with, at
Resignation of Membnrs of Council, 204.
Parramatta, 202.
University, 219.
GATES Act —Fee chargeable under, 660.
Graniinar School, 219.
GENERAL Ei.v.OTI0N —Cost of, 23, 226, 343, 471.
Qualifications of Inspectors, 219.
GIES0N, Jons —The case of, 272.
Public School buildings, 226.
OzasoN's CONDITIONAL FURcRASE — Survey of, 407.
Teachers removed from Denominational to Public
GILMANDYR E CREEK —Bridge at, 340.
Schools, 273.
GLADsTONE —Erection of lock-up, 349.
Public School at Bateman's Bay, 234.
GOANGORA —Sale of land at, 475.
Divine service in non-vested Public Schools, 259.
GOLD FznLns —
As-chiteets employed by the Council, 285.
At Glen Elgin, 95.
Public School at Cooyal Creek, 314..
Reserve at Denison Diggings, 98, 163, 440, 485.
Reports of Council, 356.
Reserve at Solferino, 104.
Public School teacher, Parramntta, 359,
Reserve near Oberon, 181.
Public School at Burnt Flat, 378.
Petition of miners at Bowling Alley Point, and Nundle,
School at Round Swamp, 409.
203.
Mr. Willis, Public School teacher, 423, 423.
\;rest
Miners rights, &c., M'Guigan's Lead, 223, 347.
Public School,
Balmain, 442.
Number of gold leases prepared, 226.
Head Master, West Maitland Public School, 452.
Minors rights, 347.
I-lead. Master of East Maitland Public School. 460.
1).
Reserve, County of Wellington, 354.
School accommodation, Sydney and suburbs, 470(
Returned miners from Cooktown, 379.
Number of children on school rolls, 475.
Reserve, Cudgegong, 393, 408, 437, 443.
Public School at Paterson, 520.
Sir Alfred Stephen, 628.
GOTtRNMENT :—
Private practice of veterinary surgeon, 41.
Amount paid to architects, 539.
Wages of employSs, 43.
Half-time School at Tanilbah and Stony Creek, 563.
Arrangements for keeping Banking Account, 69, 80,
Public School, East Maitland, 573.
Public School at Coruwa, 579.
95, 156, 165, 264, 368.
Administrator, 182.
ELEcTORAL
Advertisements in .Sydnry )fornin,q Herald, 241,
Cost of the last general election, 23, 226, 343, 471.
Giumian SCHOOL —Subjects taught at, 219.
Rolls for 1873-4, and 1874-75, 46.
Amount expended in the Electorate of The Bogan, 71,
GREENIULLS ESTATE —Drainage of, 306, 527.
GI'.ENTELL QuAnnE Srssioxs —Establishment of, I
Money spent in Electorate of The Upper Hunter, 88.
Parramatta election, 287, 288, 386, 527.
476, 495.
Publication of evidence before Elections and Qualifica
GREVILLE'S Porr OFflCE Dznwronv
Purchase and distribution of, 347, 407, 417, 429, 568
tions Committee, 306.
674.
Returns of receipts from The Upper Hunter electorate,
Paper supplied to Government by, 452.
309.
Polling-place for Electorate of Liverpool Plains, 341.
CuLe,oNo —
Election for Hartley, 423,
Incorporation of, 20, 55.
Post and Telegraph Office, 131, 260.
Money received from Electorate of The Gwydir, 471,
Hospital, 234.
538,
SOS—B
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QUESTIONS (continued)
QUESTIONS (continued)
GuasLy GUMLY my -Reserve for water on, 359, 367.
LAMB AND ROBERTS, MESE.S. -Land occupied by, 354.
GUNDAGAI L,tMnirox -Delivery of letters at, 245.
Fencing Cemetesy, 241.
LAND
Fencing Burial Grond,
429.
u
Amount of revenue, 44.
Tolls oaBridge, 568.
Taken up by Ministers of the Crown, 121.
GUNNEDAH Agent, Singleton, 173.
Maps for Land Office, 43.
Between William and Woolloomooloo Streets, 178.
Attendance of Magistrates, 295.
At Bourke, given to Mr. Joseph lleckir, 189.
Court-house, 343, 448.
Office, Naraudera, 221.
Separation of Police District of, 370.
Office, Oberon, 2211,385.
Goyrtyr: -Clerk of Petty Sessions at, 580.
Office, Molong, 361.
IIALLORAN N. ,lO1N :-Petiti,oi of, respecting fener
Office, Bingera, 369, 1125.
creeted by N. P. Eayly, 354.
At corner of Bridge and Pitt Streets, 458.
ILutuourt
Agents, 490.
ICiasna and Wollongong, Works, .38, 4.Q
LAND ORDERS (See UTOLUNTEEPS ')
Of refuc, Trial Bay, 305.
LAND TITLES Regulations, 390, 403.
Order of dealing with applications by Examiners, 287.
Sydney, survey of water.frontage, 434, 567.
Business of office. 558.
Defences, 4.53.
LANOALE v. R0EEWrS0N -Summons served upon offices
HARTLEY -Election for, 423.
of Lands Department, 128.
HAWEE'S CONDI1'IoNAL PURcHASE -At Boggabri, 389.
i,A.Nro NO WAITERS -Leave of absence to, 408.
flAwEnspuin-, TILE -Bridge os-er, 43, 266.
LANE'S CONDTIIONAL PURCHASE :-Decisiois in case of,
HEALTH. AND SEWAGE BOARD -Particulars of, 211.
443.
REALIST OFFICER :-Boarding of Ships by, 553.
LESSEES or Ci'.ow.~r LANDS :-Rcturn of, to be laid on
HILL AND BELLEVUE STREETS :-Proclamatiou of, .132.
Table, 44.
Hncso, CATnIN -Appomtsnents held by, 165.
LurrEa-CAERIriRS -Number and g-ade of, 226.
hOME GOVERNMENT -Petition to, on political position
LloENsruo MEETING, SYDNEY :-Summoning of magisof the Colony, 379.
trates, 483, 486.
HOSPITAL
LIEUTENANT-C OVEI1NOR -Appoi itnient of, 182.
(I ulgong, Inspection of, 234.
LronT-nocsE, BROKEN lAy -Erection of, 318.
Reserve near St. Vincent's, 241.
LIOIIT oN NonnYs -Obscuration of, 212, 440.
HOWLONG -Court-house at, 237.
LILLYMAX AND TICKLING -Comlitiouni purchases made
HIrNOERF0RI), Mn. -Land taken up by, at the Cioulburn
by, 564.
River, 177.
LINDEN'S CONDITIONAL PUECIIASII :-Tmprovemeuts on,
HUNT, .1. J. :-The ease of, 440, 475.
412.
HUNTER BFUEL'.
LINI.n-, Mn., HYJfi.ALLIC ENOINEER -ArriVal of, 509.
Expenditure oil, during the last twenty yenls, 46.
LIvEarooL PONT OFFICE -Management of, 433.
t.levenue frossi, dus-ing the last twenty Neal-a, 53.
Ln'ERI'ooL PLAINS :-Polling-plaee for electorate of, 341.
Dredge, 212.
LIVE STOCK
hYDE PAnE
Printing of return affecting diseases in,364.
Alienation of Reserve, 105.
Prohibition Treaty, 335.
Security of unalienated portion, 163.
Trucking of, at Bathurat Station, 443.
ILS,AWARnA
LOANS :Rcvessne from Electorate, 65.
Repayment of, by the Municipal Council of Sydney. 285.
Mineral es,n,litional purchases in District, SI,
T. N urneipalities, 361,521.
11nrsc,RAI-I0N
Loc.mc-n'
hitroductioss of (lovernisient scheme, 148.
Cladsto,se, 349.
Regulations, 361.
Wee Wan, 413.
\r.,te for, 361.
T,oDo:rNu
Rousjis :-lteport of Health and Sewage Board
1isI)'R0VE5T]-:NT9 ON T1ESERVF_S -By lessees, 360, 364, 404,
On, 929.
424,
Losv000K, THOMAS -Conditional purchase of, 259.
INnairious DISEASES-Regulations for prevention of
LOWE, C. B. -Application for land at Wellington, 2911.
spread of, 336.
Luiss.sv, Mn. CHAIILRS Linvis :-Appointrmment of, as
INEAN E, THE -Bill to amend and consolidate the law,
Vaecinntor, 80.
relating to, 194.
LUNATIC ASVLUIIL, PAF.I1ASIATJ-A
INTELICOLONIAL CONFERENCE -Between New South
Tenders for supply of provisions, -171.
Wales and New Zealand, 331,
Escape of lunatics, 473, 493.
INTEREST ON THE Punuic DEBT --Falling due in 1877,
Murder of Peter Weitmayer, 480.
1878, and 1879, 317.
Assistant 5u1,erintendent, 486.
INTESTATE AND INSOLVENT Esn -rEs
M'CONNEI,L, Mm'.. :-Appointinent of, as magists-ate,
Unclaimed balances, 233.
423.
Oprnmission received by Curatos-, 374.
M 'CcaLusn's CONDITIONAL rultexAsE -Payment of
Inoy COVE -Bridge across, 423.
deposit, 408.
IRoN STEAM DRsoE -Construction of, 164.
D
M'ONAI,D'II
CONDITIONAL I'UItCI{AsES :-Surveyof, 51.1.
JACKSON'S SWAMP -Bridge at, 97, 355.
Iii 'Gnon's LuAD
Jj'.gvis BAY -LAnd taken up at 100.
Miners rights and business licenses, 223.
,Joaesnss V. O'SHANASSY -Cost of appeal, 84.
Post Office, 223.
JUDGES
M'KENZIE,AND CONN -Applications for Conthtional
Salaries of, of the Supreme Court, 109.
Purchases by, 225.
For Circuit Coos-ta, 198.
MACDIN, T. R. -The ease of, 377.
Appointment of, 242,
MAO ST]IAJ'ES
JUDICATURE ACTS - Introduction of, 198.
Appointment of, for country districts, 45, 580.
JUNEE -Population of, 65.
Warialda, 71.
.Jumy Ljns -Nusaber of jurors, 211.
For Ur:dla, 207.
Kuuso
Attendance of, at Gunnedab, 295.
Abolition of toll-bar, 353.
Wellington, 306.
Money collected at toll-bar, 457.
At Molong, 360.
KEEL', Winow or WILLIAM -Compensation to, 155.
At Mudgee, 408.
KIAslt IIARBOIIIs \Vonxs
For Bresvan-rina, 437.
Ansousit expended on, 38, 49.
MAII.S (Sue POSTAL.")
Revenue from Electorate, 65.
MAITI,AND XP.EFFT, Ms.
Forage allowance for Clerk of Petty Sessions, 15).
Salnry of, 378.
Petty Sessions, 168.
Decision of Judges in case of, 454.
NANLV BEACh Lsscr BATIICna ..-Not a public reserve, 453.
Steamers at Circular Quay, 259.
LAKE M.'.QQUARI,I -Dredge for, 95..
Pier at, 459.
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QUESTIONS (conthiaed) - QUEST].ONS (coinfaced):MUSEUM
MAnIXO, J., Esq. -Survey of (icorge's and Lodrlon
Salary of Curator, 378.
Rivers by, 201.
Trustees, 453, 490.
i'sL&rs Decision of Judges in ease of Gerard Krefft, 454.
For Gunneclah land office, 43.
Theft of gold specimens, 480.
Leases in counties of Wellington and i'hillip, 408.
McswELLmmooK
Selections in Patrick's Plains district, 490.
By.law of Municipal Council I evyiag wheel tax, 226,
MAISA, JAMES :-Tlie ease of, 474.
MARCIE, GILFII -Land selected by, 229.
287.
Bridge over railway-crossing, 157.
31.uesison WIrE DEeEAssn Wirr'S SISTEn Leo.wziyc
Naliol RIVER
Bn.L -Assent to, 27.
C)rossing.plaoe, 117, 244.
MAny's LaNE -Repair of, 377.
Boats, 421.
NEDAI,s FOR RESISTING ]3051{I1ANOERS -To the Messrs.
Bridge at Mauilla Grossing, 464.
Faithfull and Sob.iitspeetor Stephonson, 70.
NARRABRI
MEUIrAL WITNESSES -Case of prisoner Burgess, 3iaitPolice barracks, 23, 329.
land, 20.
Land s,,ld, 244, 415.
MERn'S LAND Al' MUIRIYIIIINDI -Occupation of, by Mr.
Wesleyaii Church, 443.
W'akeford, 44.
N,sai,Ayinma NJn.ROLTRNE -Distance from, to Woclonga, fcc., 448.
Popnlation, 65.
31E)SJIEIIS OF ASEEMIILY EMPLOY ED BY THE C ovsgxBridge, 71, 22!.
MEET -Number of, 23.
Lan ci office, 2-2].
3LERoo, ljrvan -Village rosen-c at 273, 297.
Court-house, 221.
Nicrnopou'rAN TRANSIT Conn ISSIONERS -Amount of
i'oii ndkeeper, 475.
money received and paid by, 109.
NAVAL BiCIcIAI1R:-3iEnlon, Mn. DISTRICT CoURT JunoR -Production of
Delay in payment of, 57.
Railway ticket by, 497.
(ioinmand of, 124.
MILImEv ANal VoLux-FEEn FoacES -Reorganization of,
Fines for uon-attnnilcncc, 473.
164.
NEANDER'S coNtiITiONAJ, i'Ui:ciiASE Al'
MrLLni -Survey and 1lrocla]nation of township of, 353.
Improvements on, 400.
31.IXEICAL C0NDI'rIoNas, Puucstasn,':-In Illawarra Dis.
NjIviI,u AND Ca'i-anscr RevEls -Monthly discharge
trict, SL
from, 79.
MTNERAL LEASES
NicrEAx ElvEs: -Level of, 271.
Jn the illawarra District, other than gold, 64.
Njcnrr, WILITAn -Conditional 1othascs of, 470.
Granted to Thomas (Jox, 64.
icEwcAsT SE :- Applications for, 457.
Expenditure on harb,smr of, during the last twenty
N.ixrxa
years, 40.
introduction of Bill, 29, 44, 152.
Revemie from, during the last twenty years, 53.
- \Vavdetls of distr,ots, 136.
Sand drift at, 203, 277.
Appointment of sut'vcyors, 194.
Telegraph office, 290.
'l'he ease of John Gibson, 278.
Replacement of bell buoy, 323, 330, 353.
Rcgulatious, 273.
NEW ].jAal BTON -Police protection for, 245.
Department of Mines, 314. 347.
NEW Sourir WALES -Prize essay on, 139, 220.
Case of Carroll suet party v. Forrest and party, 330.
NEWSPAPER, ,-on-delivery of, 58, 97.
Miners sights, 347.
Nonnys LTOIIT -Obscuration of, 212, 440.
Case of Carroll and, party a'. Foster and party, :155.
NUN IlLS
Mineral selections made by Mr. A. Stuart, 374.
Reserve, 80.
-1 )oties of officers in department, 398.
Petition from gold. miners, 203.
'Under public roads, 521.
Timber reserve, 341.
N ts'rns OF 'iRE CROWN -Land taken sip by, 121.
Oiousox -Land office, 229, 385.
is! lET BUILIJINOS -Leakage in roof, &u, 327, 344, 513.
0mEV SMAlL -Contract for carrying, 257, 272.
Monoxo
O'BRIEN'S illusiur -Tolls at, 504.
Telegraph line, 69.
00ILVD:, Joxxs, AEIS Tuex -Trial of, on charge of
Magistrates, 360.
larceny, 123.
Land office, 361.
OOI.InE'S HILL -Reserve at, 185, 193, 231.
Telegraph office, 378.
ORPhAN Seaoois
MONEY ORmin SYSTEM -Extension of, to America, 33,
rnalgansation of Protestant and Roman Catholic, 83.
160.
orgery of signature of Jesse Hack to tender for
MOREE
meat, 443.
Police building, 01.
Carpet for l'rotestnnt, 562.
Bridge, 103.
O\'EnLoAniNu VESSELS :-Steanis!op " Whampoa," 54.
Court-house, 256, 417, 457.
PACIFIC MAIL SmivicE (See "PostaL.")
3IuRpnH -Cases beard at Petty Sessions, 168.
PADDING-ma MUNICIrALITV -Endowment to, 574.
3IUOOEE
PASFPH REiN -Respecting reserves, 330, 423, 538.
Fence aCross Common, 255.
PAPEESUFFLIED TO GoVERNMENT -By Mr. Greville, 452.
Surve' of land, 296.
PAIILIASIENTARV
Additional Magistrates, US.
Employment of Members, 23.
Reserve for water, 354.
Duration of the Session. 27.
Gaol, James Devine, 407.
Use of stables by public seivants, 88.
Magistrates, 408.
Draftsmen, 244.
District Courts, 459, 460.
PARRAIIA-i'rx
)IImUEE Axis TnIHsnooRA ROADS -Amount due to
Money lent by Government to Borough Council, 34
contractors, 212.
Erysipelas patients in town of, VA, 58, 69.
31cc i rlP,SLI'I'IEN
l':xtensioii of Dog Act to, 58
Endowment of St. Peters, 131.
Salaries of varders, Lunatic Asylum, 60.
Hill 31111 Bellevue streets, Rcdfcrn, 132.
Lighting Govenuoent institutions with gas, 202.
By-law, Muswellbroo k Council, 226, 287.
Election for, 287, 288, 356, 527.
Repayment of loan Ill City Council, 285.
Publication of evidence respecting Mr. Taylor's seat,
Loans to, 369.
306.
M nucipal Council of Sydney, 520.
Read, 340, 497.
Valuation of City property, 485. 520.
Jlepai' of residence of Medical Superintendent, 367.
Euilowimient to l'addmgton, 574.
Orphum School, forgery of signature of Jesse Back,
N t- i.'uv, Goes SO N''. -C, such ticoial purchases male by,
443.
271, 340.
Lunatic Asylum, 471, 473, 4841, 486, 493.
N iii SlY, isi IGILSM. -'[lie case of, 297.
Gaol, 471.
31 rim sv 14 lYnn '.- Bridge over, at Howlong, SILl.
,can to ninnicipality.a2l.
51 on n cMmh'on' --Bridge ovor, at Narrandera, 71, 22!.
Allowance to letter ca,-ricrs, 527.
31 Ui II Cliii US li-SI! -Cii itt-house for, .302.
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QUESTJONS (continued):—
QUESTIONS (conti?Lucd):—
PULLAMING VILLAGE RESERVE —Conditional purchases
PEEL RIVER —Bridge over, 471.
on, 181.
PzrrrloN To TEE Honn GovEmcNT —On the political
PeEr AT TABEm—Tenders for construction of, 34.
position of -the Colony, 379.
QUARTER SEssloics, GnENnhr.L:—Establishment of, 159,
PHILADELPHIA EX1IIBrTION 2—
476, 498.
Salaries and duties of Commissioners, 20, 38, 70, 135.
QUKEK V. CoLLEn:—Judgrnent of the Supreme Court,
Money voted and spent, 463.
428.
Pixa AT MANLY Baci; —Access of pnhlic to, 459.
QonrnDI:—General cemetery at, 474.
PILOT SEavicE —Boarding of the "Ann Duthie," 156.
ItAcKoocacE, 11ANDWICK —Resumption of land near, 87.
PnNAcluu; ROAD —Repairs to, 460.
Ext s,wAvS
Psnv's CONDITIONAL PURCHASE —Forfeiture of, 498.
Trial surveys, 19, 49, 80, 81, 163, 287, 336, 457.
PLANTS FROM BOTANIC Gaienars —Distribution of, 37.
Cootamundra to Wagga Wagga, 27, 411.
"PLUTO" STEAM DREDGE —Removal of from Shoalhaven
Coal traffic, 31, 369, 579.
River, 359.
Survey from Weris's Creek to Gunnedali, 33.
POLICE
Sparks from engines, 41, 107.
Barracks at Narrabri, 23, 329.
Invoice books, 41.
Magistrate, Warialda, appointment of Mr. F. T.
Bridge at Rose's Cutting, 42.
Eusden, 71.
Wages of Government employS, 43, 88, 348,490, 568(2).
Buildings, Moree, 01.
Mr. Meer's land at Iiurnirundi, 44.
Station, Cobbora, 135.
Cootamundra to Gunda'ai
Barracks, Raymond 'l'erraee, 221.
-9 , 49.
V agga Wagga to Deiuhquin, 49.
Protection for New Lambton, 245.
Traffic, Morpoth station, 50.
Magistrate, Wellington, 306.
To Molong, 53.
Reduction of pay of senior-constables by the Inspector
Extension to Orange, 55, 70, 241, 433, 489, 538, 559,
General, 363.
564, 577.
Separation of District of Gunnedali, 370.
Illawarra, 63, 81, 85, 144, 223, 368, 398, 412, 447.
The case of Thomas Boswell, 377.
From Murrnrundi to Thni*orth, 64, 569.
District of Brevarrina, 440.
From Gunning to Yass, 64.
Monthly returns of cases, 528, 539.
Traffic, Newcastle to Singleton, and Singleton to
Particulars of service of, 5118.
Murrmmndi, 64, 561.
Pear JACXSON 2—
Sheep traffic, Wallerawang station, 65.
Cost of dredging operations, Eastern Channel, 131.
Free passes to labourers, 69, 386.
Alienated Crowit lands on shores of, 147.
Siding near Penrith, 80.
Posi'as
Cootamundry to Gundagai, 80, 418.
Pacific Mail Service, 31, 43, 88. 118, 1110, 452.
W'agga Wagga to Dcniiquin, 80.
Post Office Money Order System, 33, 160.
Orange to the Bailing, 81.
Non-delivery of newspapers, 58, 07.
't'l-ial surveys. Sydney to Wollongong, 81.
Post Office, West Maitland, 83.
Extension to the Circular Quay, 87,
Mail steamship "City of San Francisco,' 37, 85.
Singleton station. 88, 155.
A ssistant postmaster, Tannvorth, 98.
Kelso to Bathurat, 91.
Seaworthiness of steasoships, 104.
Land taken at Darling harbour, 9.1, 163.
Appointments in the Post 011ice, 107, 124, 143.
Platforms at George's Plains and Back Creek, 97.
Railway carsiztgcs for sortiog nmils, 113.
l-lxcnrsion tickets, Great Northern line, 104.
Post as.'1 telegraph office, GuIgon. 131, 260.
Sleepers, 104, 394.
Post and telegraph office. 'renterfseld, 156, 417.
From Bernina coal fields to Main Southern Line, 104.
Clerks in the General Post Office, 182.
Carriages for sorting mails, 113.
Post and telegraph office, Scone. 201.
Newtown Station, 113, 118, 230, 340, 417.1
Post office, ?.1'Guigan's lead, 223.
Alleged l,nd rails, 118.
Letter carriers, 926.
Works at Parra,natt.a junction, 131.
Watson's Bay mails, 283.
Saturday oftursion train, 144, 152.
Delivery of letters at La,nhton, 245.
Engine coal, Western and Southern Lines, 147, 164,
Post and telegraph office, Burrowa, 256, 266, 349.
271, 817.
Cbley mail, 257.
Coal for Great 2'orthern, 151, 503, 579.
Post and telegraph olliec, East Maitland, 263, 424.
Casobcrwell station, 155.
New street in front of Post Office, 266.
Widow of William Kemp, 155.
Mail route from Obley to Cannonhar, 272.
tniforins for gnards and workmen, 156, 290, 324, 403,
Post and telegraph office, Brewarrina, 314.
483, 489, 504, 562.
Communication between Bulgassdramine and Parkes,
Bridge over crossing at Muswellln-ook, 157.
317.
Special carriage, 160.
Mails from Sydney to Newcastle, MS.
Extension of Great Southern, 185.
Mail Branch, General Post Office, 374.
Haulage of coal between Moss Vale and, Berrinia, 180.
Detention of mails at San Francisco, 392.
Coal used between Parramatta and Gunning, 189.
Delivery of mails, Sydney, 293.
(loomIs forwarded from Morpcth to Murrurundi, 100.
Post and telegraph office, Jlylstonc, 412.
From Graftosm to Glon lanes, 194.
Conveyance of mails across America, 415, 475.
(Ion Ihu In to Gunning, 202.
Mr. C. A. Scrivener, Liverpool, 433, 475.
Vale of Clwydd Colliery, 211,
Post 001cc, Liverpool, 433.
Statistics, 212.
Cost of conveying English mails overland and, by
Over way-bridges, 220, 353.
steamer, 460.
Iron, imported and colonial, 221.
Post office, Back Creek diggings, 474.
Fines naid liv officials. 243. 354, 389.
Post and telegraph office, \Vaverley, 521.
Letter carriers, Parramatta, 627.
at Spriimgwood Station, 256.
Post and telegraph office, St. Leonards, 557.
Post and telegraph office, Carcoar, 560.
Rinining of trains on Good Friday, 277.
Post office, Singleton, 568.
To Bullock Island, 286.
Post office, ]3oggy Flat, 574.
Mr. Tames Byrnes, 287.
POUNDREEFER, IcAnANI)ERA —Duties of, 475.
Contractors Barnes and extension of time to, 302.
1'ROiIIislTION TREATY ;—.Respecting importation of stock,
Holidays to workmen, 305.
385.
Free passes to members of the press, 306.
.Pno-rnoror-sav OF THE SITPREME Coussr:—Fsllsng of
Contract for supply of trucks, 309.
office of, 98.
Land occupied by Bowenfels Coal Company at .Redfern,
PUBLIc DEE'r:—Interest on, 317.
PUBLIc GATES At....—Fcc chargeable under, 560.
310.
Opening of Bathurst Station for goods traffic, 310.
Pgnue,ScslooLs (See "EnsJcATsos.")
Weigh-bridge at Parraniatta Station, 323.
Pinss.sc 1E1ULLFN REGULATION Acr —Amount received
Appointment of station-master at Raglan, 323.
by Commissioners, 71.
The case of Alfred Arnold, 329,
PUELIc Woxsinp:—Sites for places of, 55,
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QUESTIONS (continues):QUESTIONS (continued)
Rzsnavr,s
RAILWAYS (conthined)
From sale for water supply, New England, 19.
Special train for the Chief Justice, 329, 341.
Somorton, 54.
Goods platform, Macquarie Plains, 341.
Nundle and Bowling Alloy Point, 80.
to Quirindi, 343, 428, .564.
Yanko Creek, 83, 393, 412, 465, 512, 564.
Suburban traffic, 343.
Denison Dings, 98, 163, 440, 485.
Contracts, 343, 386, 379.
Station at Quirindi, 345.
East Maitland, 104.
nrvey vM Molong, 345.
Hyde Park, 105.
Ilates for sheep, :155.
Travelling stock, 128, 163 (2), 185, 237, 256, 504.
Estimates, 356.
Gold field near Oheron, 181.
liomebush station, 364.
For water, on the Paterson and Maitland Road, 182.
\olunteors in department, 369.
Ogilvic's ml], 185, 193, 251.
Workshops, Bathurat, 369.
W. J. Dangar's stations, 193.
Station Back Creek, 377.
Dangar Brothers stations, 193, 364, 429, 483, 489.
Labourers in flying gangs, 386.
Near St. Vincent's Hospital, 241.
To Eathurat, 390.
Springwoed Railway Station, 256.
Tunnel, Liverpool Plains, 304.
Conditional purchases on, 266.
Guards, 398.
Village, Upper Meroo, 273, 297.
Curves, 398.
By-laws, East Maitland, M.
To Bowning, 398.
Selections on, 295.
Extension between Murrumbmtah and Cootamundra,
Pamphlets respecting, 330, 42,3, 538.
411.
Nnndle, for timber, 341.
Extension between S'ass and Murnimburrali, 412.
Gold Field, County of Wellington, 354.
Weighing machines, 422.
For water, Mudgee, 354.
Landing-stage at Parramatta junction, 422.
For water, on Guinly Gumly Run, 359, 367.
Goods station at Greta, 422.
Improvements on, 360, 364, 404, 424, 560,
Engines made by Vale and Lacy, 428, 469.
Flagstaff Hill, 383.
Passenger trains en Wallserid Coal Comjfany's line,
Gold field, Cudgegong, 393, 437, 443.
433.
Colombo Creek, 393.
Goods station at Grota, 434.
W'ilbetree, 407.
To Blayney, 441.
Clear Creek, 434.
Trucking stock, Batlmrst station, 443.
Adjoining the town of Warren, 439, 512.
Station, at Tamworth, 444.
Attunga, 444.
Distance from .Alhury to Noama, &e., 447.
Ilurrawang Station, 451, 519.
Distance from Melbourne to SYodonga, &e., 448.
Aberdeen, 453.
Statiomliouse andgoods-shed, Blayney, 448, 498.
Woris's Creek Gap, 471.
I'rial survey from Dubbo to Bourke, 457.
On Western Line of Railway, 485, 567.
From Munurundi to Quirindi, 464.
Dnmble and Gadcoga, 503.
Yass to Cootamundrn, 471.
Paterson Road, 533.
Station, Back Creek, 475.
On Messrs. Clifts Run, 554, 562.
:Iteserves on western Line, 485, 567.
On Byron Run, 563.
Engineer-in-Chief occupying whole carriage, 455.
From Blayney to Orange, 489.
1i.n.srnaxcn ow NmuiiesL SupmtIxmNnrN'r, PARR,t.
Yards for stock at Banning Station, 490.
SEAI'fA -Repair of, 367.
Extension into the city, 491.
REyNoLDS, Pgn'Ara:-Correspondenee between, and the
Mr. District Court Judge Meymott, 497.
Overtime to workmen, 497.
Government, 131, 263, 567.
Gatos on Richmond Line, 498.
itlemnrOND
Coal oonsnmed on line from Newcastle to Murrurundi,
Telegraph office and postmaster, 41.
503, 511.
Tolls on bridge, 273.
Pay of gatekeepers on Great Northern Line, 513.
lircualoND RIVER -Steam-tug for, 263, 323.
Goods trucks, 4320.
Station at Tea-pot Swamp, 528.
Itoans
Tenders for locomotive engines, 534.
Shoaihaven and Moss Vale, 33.
Platform between George Plains and Recdy Creek,
Grant for repairs of Minor, 79.
534.
Murrumburrah to Yonng, 97.
To Ivlurrumnburrab, 538.
Compensation to Mr. James Carlan, 127, 160, 164, 177,
Supply of coal trucks, Lithgow Valley, 561.
Hill and Bellovue streets, 132.
Passenger traffic on Great Northern Line, 561.
For travelling stock from Narrahri to Boggabri, 143.
To Binalong, 562.
Through Mr. Blaxiand's lan,1, 148.
Free travelling from Parramatta to Sydney, 562,
Darby-street. Netastle, 157, 203.
Coal supplied for Railway purposes, 564.
Scone to Denison Diggings, 159, 226.
Employment of clerks, 568.
Bunnerong, 178, 182.
Charge aainst an official. 578.
Barrack wall, Green's Road, 178, 251, 528.
Manager s clerk, Great Northern, 578.
Through the Messrs. Badgery's land, 198.
Charges on Groat Northern, 579.
Sand-drift, Lake Macguano Road, 203.
Coal supplied by Waratah Conipany, 579.
Mudgee and Tambaruora, 212.
Arrangement with Wallsend Company, 580.
Tenders for metal, 220.
Opening of Cleveland-street, 234.
lt,u )WTCR
Street in township of Rockley, 237.
l'unishment of children in Asylum, 85, 110.
Newcastle to Wailsend, ,,i4 Hamilton, 245.
Printing investigations and Report of Asylum CoinNewcastle to Wallsend, 245.
mittoe, 340.
Parish Roads Act, 260.
Resumption of land near Racecourse, 87.
Through CoHn-ny Run, 260.
Management of Asylum, by Goveranient, 452.
New street in front of Post Office, 266.
RAYMOND TERnAc] Gunning to Queaiibeyan, 266.
Police barracks, 221.
Mndgeo Road contracts, 272.
Weather telegraphic reports, 233.
Henderson, 286, 469,
Encroachment on bouadary of town, 440.
Through Crown lands, 287.
B CAD. Jcsxrii -Conditional purchase made by, 336,
Pence erected across, by Mr. N. 1'. Bayly, 296, 408.
M.
Repairs to Parramatt's Road, Camperdown, 340, 497.
Mudgee to Gulgong, eiá Pipeclay, 340.
14EDFERN \Vxrcu-ncusE -Site for, 567.
Through Cambowarra, 349.
RxouLArIoNs, HARBOUR -Steamers towing vessels, 390,
Newtown and Cook's River, 361403.
Sale of uonecessary, 363, 538.
Trunkey to Back Creek, 377.
R.EasovAL or Fsmics :-In Elizabeth-street, 143, 257,
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QUESTIONS (continued)
QUESTIONS (continued)
ROADS (continned)
SITES FOR PLACES OF l'uULrc Wonsun' :-Returns, 53.
From conditional purchases on Collaroy, Tuite's seloc.
SarALr.i'ox
tions, 422, 483, 489, 503.
Introduction of, by butchers boats, 512.
Dungowan Creek, 452.
introduction of, from San Francisco, 313.
Coekhnra Bridge to Dungowan, 457.
Health officer boarding ships, 553.
In the Electorate of The Williams, 459.
Sontivroa -Town reserve at, 54.
Bay-street, Fast Maitland, 460.
Pitnacree, 460.
SPALDING, CAPTAIN :-Aipointmnemrt of, as Adjutant of
Blandford to silver-mines, Tinior, 463.
the Volnnteer Artillery, 277, 364, 403.
Railway terminus, Quirindi, 464.
SpEw 1110 Du-nirs -Proposals to abolish,, 168.
Garcoar and Grenfell, 471.
Spnu-rs or WINK AND \Virrrsc Srrarrs :-Quantity taken
Through town of Broke, 480.
out of Bond, 202, M.
(4oulburn to Bathurst, v14 Little River, 490.
STAMP DnpAnnmEa'r:-Existence and cost of, 121.
Mining under, 521.
Snns, DVTY -Refund of amount paid for. 380.
Reserve or' Paterson Road, 533.
STATUE OF CAn-ArE Coosi : -Es-eetio]1 of, 323. 503.
Port Maequarie to Ennis, 537, 574.
STEAMBOATS, GOVERNME -- - -Engineers employed omi,
Rolgrave and Kempsey, 5:17.
389.
BaUangarra, 537.
STRAMSRI5'S ;-Seaworthiness of, 104.
Bar Scrub, 538, 543.
SrEAsm-TuG -For Richmond River, 265, 323.
Alienation of, 538.
STEPHEN, Siu. A i.FnED
Newton Boyd, 543.
Pension, 219.
ROBERTS, HENRY CI4RRNCE :-Caso of, at Water Police
Resignation of, as Member of Council of Education, 52$.
Court, 84.
ST. ArcDstEw's Ca-rsirBRAL CLOSE .-Occupntion of per.
ROBERTSON, CHA RL&S -Conditional purchase made by,
tim, of, 519.
474, 557.
ST. LIIONARFS -Post and telegraph office at, 1337,
ROBINSON AND Bur,mxn:-Land Agents, Singleton, 403.
ST. PETERS ;-.Bndowment to Muncipality of 131.
Roex ow -Streets in tonisliip of, 237.
STOCK
Rosrfs Crn'i'rae, -Bridge at, 42.
Reports from inspectors, 20.
RULE V. WALLACE -The ease of, 378, 386.
impot-tation prohibition treaty, 385.
RULES OF SUPREME COURT -Complete Copies of, 303.
Trucking of, at Bathurst Station, 443.
fluas LN TUE WABEEGO 1)1ST 111Cr -Stocking and OccuCrossing for, at Tarriaro, 527.
pation of, 413.
S-run flN&V]IR'' :-Search for, on Auckland Islands,
RUSDEN Mn. 1'. T. -Appointment of, as Police Magss.
335.
trate, Warialda, 71.
STUART, Mx. A. :-31ineral selections made by, 374.
RvArc, Mi:. Pnn,rp -Compensation to, 148.
SuFmu;mE COURT
R.YL5T0N}: -Post and telegraph office at, 412, 520.
Appointment of a Judge, 242.
SALARIES Complete set of rules of, :463,
Of Civil Service, deductions made in the yearn 1871,
Witimess at, taken through the streets by a constable,
and 1872, 45.
37$.
Of Judges of the Supreme Conrt, 109.
SURGEON IPayment of, as voted, 470.
Performance of duties of, Bernun Gaol, 37.
SALT :-Repeal of duty on, 439.
Goves-nment Veterinary, 41.
SAND-n run, L&nr. MACQUAIU K ROAD -Prevention of,
SuRvEy OF LAND
203, 277.
Practice of surveyors, 53.
SAUNDERS, Mp, OLrvER :-Conduct of, in reference to
Mndgec, 296.
John Flood, 330.
SuRvEYORs -Right of, to purchase Cmwn lands, 08. SAVINGS BANK
SUSPENSION OF PUBLIC OFPiCERS:-At Hay. 441.
Accumulation of coin, by Trustees, 197.
5vmav Moxxrxc; HERALD :-Uovermnent advertiseTrustees or directors, 286.
ments in, 241.
Amount of deposits and interest paid, 479.
TArawonrn
SeA RLET Fiivru -Regulations for prevention of spread
Assistant postmaster, 08.
of, 336.
Mr. M'Donald, Land Agent, 103.
Onol, 155. 448.
Sosroois (See "RoucAnoN," also "On,'HAN SchooLs.")
TANKS, 1PUELIc -Between the Barwoo and Narron
Swxr -Post and telegraph office at, 201.
Rivers, 411.
Scuivxscrs, MR C. A. -Postmaster at Liverpool, 433,
TAREE -Punt at, 34.
475.
Tsi:ips', TilE -Repeal of duty on the tic'enty-two
SsiA.wALr,, Coocncu -Building of, 286.
articles, 440.
SEAn'O}t1I1NESS OF STEAMShIPS -Enforcement of
TARniamro :-Crossing for stock at,, 527.
Colonial Navigation Act, 104.
TAYLOR AND WAnn -Coumhitionid lomrchascs made by,
SEnacuL-rusis -Papers relating to, 429.
563.
SEWAGE AND KEALr11 BOARD Ta&
-Importation of, 313.
Particulars of, 211.
Services of Mr. Barlee, 256.
TELEGRAP]nC
Business of office, Richmond, 41.
SEwERAGE :-Publie debt raised to pay for, 70.
Improper telegrams, 69.
Line to Molosmg, 69.
Diseases in, and reports from Stock Inspectors, 20.
Office, Gulgong, 131, 260.
Traffic, Wallerasvaimg Station, 65.
Office, Tentes-licld, 159, 417.
Quarantine station at Albury, 273.
Office, Scone, 201.
importation of, 412.
Office, Burrown, 256, 266, 349.
SHOALBAVEN
Office, East Maitlaad, 293, 424.
Brainar of land, 45.
Contract for wire, 272.
Moss ale Road, :43.
Wire and insulators, 286, 287, 341.
Revenue from Electorate of, 65.
from Brewan-imma to (tongolgin, 293.
Office, Newcastle, 296.
SILK Curn'IJRIl l'enders for posts, 297.
Papers on subject of, 260.
Office, Brewarrina, 314.
Petition of Mr Cham-les Brady, 412.
Office, Moloag, 378.
SINGLE, Mar. -Conditional purchase hold by, 464.
Office, )4ylstone, 412, 520.
SLNULETQN
Forms for messages, 447.
Assistant Land Agent, 173.
Station at Yetnian 519.
Staircase at Court-house, 226, 369.
Office, Waverley, 521i\Iessrs. Budding and Bobijison, Singleton, 433.
Office, St. Leouards, 557.
Post Office, 568.
Office, Carcoa.r, 560.
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QUESTIONS (continued):—
QUESTIONS (continued)
WTARoEc5 OF MINING DISTRICTS —Powers of, 136.
TENDERS FOR TWEED —Particulars of, 314.
TENTERPJE]a —Post and telegraph offices, 156,417.
1VARDEIH, LUNATIc ASYLUSI, P.&RRAMADTA :—Increase
TirAcsrrsorv, Mu. J. B. —Appointment of, in Public
of salary to, 69.
Service, 380,
WARIALDA
THE Gwvoin —Revenue received from Electorate of,
Commissioner's house, 24.
47), 538
Police Magistrate, 71.
TRY Un'En HUNTER —
Land sale, 354.
Money spent in Electorate, 85.
Court-house, 370.
Receipts from Electorate, 309.
District Court, 476.
TICKLING AND Li ,LIMAN —Conditional purchases made
Goverrnnent Vaccinator, 519.
by, 564.
WrARLIKE STonEs —Available for defence of the Colony,
TInE WAITERS —Pay of, luring holidays, 57.
464.
TUIHER RmEavE, NUNDLE —Applications to cut timber
\yARRIHO DISTRICT —Stocking and occupation of runs
on, 34.!.
in, 413.
TTNONEE —Public wharf at, 34.
WARREN —Reserve adjoining town of, 439,512.
ToBAcco
WXItR FRONTAGE —Sydney Harbour, 434, 567.
Unties, 152, 160, 368, 543, 573.
WATER SUPPLY —
Brand of "Richmond Va.," 560, 570.
Reserves for, New England, 19.
Tots.nxa
Public debt raised to pay for, 70.
\\roodstoek 49.
Nepean and Cataract Rivers, 79.
lCelso, 353, 457.
Reserve on Paterson and Maitland Road, 182.
Toi,is
Sydney and suburbs, 201, 225, 238, 285.
Bie]iinoud Bridge, 273.
Reserve at Banks's Meadows, 203.
O'Brien's Bridge, 504.
Appointment of Commission, 211.
Dunmore Bridge, 511, 538.
Level of Nepean River, 271.
(]undagai Bridge, 568.
Water at Erskino Valley, 286, 313.
To,trEno,s —Discoveries of Mr. Blom Crawford, 3,0.
Reserve at Mudgee, 354.
Towx Rr.sEnva AT SouuIt'roN —Cancellation of, 54.
Reserve Gumnly Gumly Run, 359, 367.
'I'EANSiTCoIIMISSIoNEHS :—Asnouatof moneyrceeived and
Conservation of water, 383.
paid by, 109.
Arrival of Mr. Linley, 509.
ThAVELLSNO EXPENSES --Scale of, for Government
lVATcsr-lsoUsEs, S'rAm OF
Officers, 178.
In the City, 132.
TRAVELLINO Sroci< Redfern, 567.
Reserves for, 128, 163(2 ), 185, 237, 256, 504.
WArS0N's BAY MAILS—Conveyance of, 238.
Itoad for, 143.
WAVERLEY —Post and telegraph office at, 521.
TRIAL BAY —Harbour of refuge at, .305.
WEATHER TELEGRAPHIc sulr'onTs —From Raymond
TrITE'S SELEcTi0NS'.—]thad from, 422, 483, 489, 503.
Terrace, 233.
'JI'WEEI) —Tenders for, 314, 400.
WEE WAA —Court-house and lock-up at, 412.
Wnosr-unmnoE AT PazmtnlArrA RAILwAy STATION:—
UNcLATM:IID BAsAicEs :—jntestatq and. insolvent estates,
Necessity of, 323.
283.
WEIT3IAvEI1, PIlIER —Murder of, 480.
UxnrLon:o COALMINERS —Engagement of, as navvies,
WELLINGTON
554.
Application of C. B. Lowe for land, 296.
UNTVERSTTV :—Snl.jeets taught at, 219.
Police Magistrate, 306.
UrPEK BUNTER A(1RII'IIL'rUSIAs, .AssocMnoy:—DistriCommon, 361.
bntion of guint in aid of, 157.
WELLS, H. E. A. :—Application of, to purchase land, 273.
URALLA —Magistrates for, 207.
WErnS's CREEK CAP —Reserves at, 471.
UJ'ILIXAnoN OF BLOOD . -Amount expended on, 550. WESLEYAN Ciruacu —At Nars-abri, 443.
WESTON, MR, CR5., C00NA'IIILE —Exchange of office
Appointment of Mr. Luinley, 80.
by, 285, 573.
At Warinida and Bingera, 519.
\V,rAMpoA —Overloading of, 54.
%ALC or Giwyns) COLLIERY —Government locomotives
WHARF
on siding, 211.
Tenders for construction of, at Tinonee, 34.
VALUATION OF Cry PROPERTY —Names of valuators,
Accommodation at Cironlar Quay, 114, 266, 286 (2),
&e., 485, 520.
363, 369, 471.
Lah,oiu-crs, 114.
VETEREcARY SURGEoN, GOvEIINMENT —Private practice
of, 41
Government, at Eden, 117.
Wharfage rates, 256, 577, 578.
VOLUNTEERS —
Cowper, 363.
Land orders, 103, 177(2), 178, 379, 470.
Darling Harbour, 427,
Attendance at Lieutenant-Colonel Wilson's parade, .124.
WHITE SPIRITS AND Si'rnrs OF Wixi —Quantity taken
Private Reynolds, Parrainatta Rifles, 131, 263, 567.
out of Bond, 202, .344.
Reorganization of Force 164.
WIrn'E's FAILS —Bridge at, 578, 580.
Correspondence respecting Force, 197.
WHITE'S RUNS :—Land taken up under 31st clause of
Appointment of Captain Spalding as Adjutant, 277,
- Lands Act, 563.
364, 403.
Wicrs v. Btnn,E1c. :—Prodnction of papers in case of, by
Capitation allowance, 355.
Mr. R. M Pearson, of the Lands Titles Office, 404.
In railway department, 369.
WILnTI'BEE —Reserve at, 407.
Drills, 568.
Wun, Mit. :—Iuspeetor of Conditional Purchnses, 464.
Arrest and degradation of, 573.
WINJ5URNDALE CREEK :- -Bridge across, 434.
Cnjstain Bradley, 574.
WiNE I3ORTED FROM SOUTH AcrxA etA :—l)uty on, 520.
WAGES OF GOVERNMENT EMPLOVES —Rates of, 43.
WISE, Mr. G. F. —Appointments held by, 164.
WITNESS AU SUPREME COLT....— Taken by constable
WAGOA WAGGA
through the streets, 378.
Purchase of bridge by Government, 159, 221.
XV0LLONU0NG HAXIJOUlt Wanxs —Amount expended on,
Cluireh of England Cemetery, 428.
38, 49.
Gaol, 557.
Woonsrocmr TOLL-EAR :—Itent of, 49.
WAICEET
Court-houso, 23, 347, 304, 536.
YANK0 CREEK :—Reserve at, 83, 393, 412, 4653 5121 564.
Bridge, 301, 404.
YASS
Gaol, 50.
WALIFRAWANG :—Court.Isouse at, 340.
Aligmnent of streets, 345.
WALLSEND COAL Cesss'Axv ----Arrangements with GovernYELLOW Gully —Bridge over, 452.
ment concerning passenger trains, 433, 580.
WARD AND TAYLOR :—Condit.ionnl purchases made by.
flo, Mr. —Leave of absence to, 368, 463, 480.
563.
YETSIAN —Telegraph station at, 510

—
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QUESTIONS OF PRflTIT4EGE (See "PRIVILEGE.")
QUIET OF THE SUBJECTS ACT EXTENSIOK BILL
Motion made (Mr. Terry) for leave to bring in, 245; presented and read 10, 245; Order of the
De.y postponed, 268, 333, 351; motion made for 20 and debate adjourned, 301; resumed, 425;
Order of the Pay discharged and Bill withdrawn, 425.
QUORUM:Absence of, in House before commencement of business, 5, 61, 281, 283, 293, 407, 517, 525.
Absence of, in House after comwencement of business, 105, 112, 129, 133, 162, 179, 184, 195,
200, 217, 223, 242, 258, 261, 276, 299, 311, 316, 328, 337, 365, 391, 413, 426, 432, 441, 446,
466, 507, 523, 536, 560, 566.
Absence of, on division, 112, 323.
Absence of, reported from Committee of the Whole, 114, 184, 223, 242, 268, 346, 65C), 391(e),
4320), 501, 560(2).
Absence of, report-ed from Committee of Supply, 249, 279.

K
RACECOURSE AND PUBLIC RECREATION RESERVE, WAGGA WAGGA
Petition from inhabitants of Wegga Wagga against the Murrumbidgee Turf Club securing
control of, presented, 75 ; ordered to be printed, 81 ....................................................... 6
BAThES'S SELECTION AT MOUNT GIPPS
Return to Order, Session 1875, laid on Table, 245 ............................................................. 3
RAILWAYS:RAILWAY IRON
Case for, and joint opinion of Mr. Brown and Mr. Gordon, and memorandum of Attorney
General, laid on Table, 2 ........................................................................................ 4
Papers relating to litigation respecting, laid on Table, 2 ....................................................... 4
Further correspondence respecting defective rails supplied by the Park Gate Company, laid on
Table, 96 ............................................................................................................. 4
Moçpng
Return to Order (Session 1374), laid on Table, 7 ................................................................ 4
TRIAL Sunvrrs
Return to Order (Session 1875), laid on Table, 7 ................................................................ 4
Motion made (Mr. .&ilsoa) for instructions, papers, reports, &c., having reference to, throoghout
the Colony, report of progress made and money expended upon each line, 92; Return to
Order laid on Table. 370 ........................................................................................ 4
THE CLAAnQE To NEW ENGLAND
Petition from the Clarence and New England Railway League, presented and read by Clerk, 8;.
ordered to be printed, 11 ....................................................................................J 4
Petition from residents of Glen Inncs, presented, 44; ordered to be printed, 46.....................4
4
Petition from Tenterf,eld, Northern New England, tie., presented, 44; ordered to be printed, 40
Petition from delegates of the Richmond and Tweed Rivers League, presented, 81; ordered
beprinted, 85 ....................................................................................................... 4
}'noar Gnanox To GLEN Isxis, AND LAURENCE TO TEIcTERFIELD
Motion made (Mr. lrry) for Engineer's Report on proposed line, 24; Return to Order laid on
Table, 274 .......................................................................................................... 4
FRoM GEAFTON TO GLEN INYRS
Petition from Clarence and Now England Railway League in favour of, with extensions to
Tenterfield, Armidale, and Inverell, presented, 260; ordered to be printed, 275 ................... 4
PLATE0EM AT JUN0TION OF VALE AND Roenssr ROADS
Motion made (Mr. Filcher) for papers and correspondence relating to the application for, 32;
Return to Order laid on Table, 92 ............................................................................ 4
Motion made (Mr. Filcher) for Committee of the Whole to consider of Address to the
Governor, 137; Order of the Day postponed, 145, 161, 184, 200; House in Committee and
Resolution agreed to, 215.
Petition from inhabitants of Perth in favour of, presented and ordered to be printed, 194
4
STORAGE OF Goons AT Munnvauwjn TmtMINus
Return to Order (Session 1875), laid on Table, 38................................................................ 4
SURVEYS-COOTAMUNDRA TO GUNDAGAI, WAGGA WAGGA TO DENILIQUIN 1Motion made (Mr. .Piddi,gton) for plans and sections of, 58; Return to Order laid on Table as
exhibits only, 110.
Goons TRArFIO, Monrsrn AND NEWCASTLEMotion made (Mr. Wisdom) for Returns showing, 66; Return to Order laid on Table, 183.......... 4
COAL FOR LOCOMOTIVESMotion made (Mr. Seholey) for Return showing qnantity consumed on Northern Line, 66;
Return to Order laid on Table, 96 ; referred to Select Committee on the subject, 194 .......... 4
Wnrnsom AND RroEMoND
Motion made (Mr. Wisdom) for Return showing cost of eonstrnetion and working of, 66; Return
to Order laid on Table, 99 ..................................................................................... 4
TRUCKS FOR FIREWOOD
Motion made (Mr. Terry) for Return of number employed, 72 Return to Order laid on Table,
4
Paoposnn ILLAWARRA
Motion made (Mr. Greville) for Return showing cost of, 76; Return to Order laid on Table, 245
4
Minute of the Honorable ,Tohn Sutherland in reference to placing sums of money on the Estimates
for, without his knowledge, laid on Table, 92................................................................ 4
Petition from residents of Shoalhaven, Xiama, and Wollongong, in favour of construction of,
presented, and read by Clerk, 186; ordered to be printed, 190 ........................................ 4
Petition from miners and others of the I]lawarra Collieries in favour of, presented, 267; ordered
tobe printed, 275 ................................................................................................. 4
Petition from inhabitants of Sydney in favour of, presented, 327; ordered to be printed, 331
4
Petition from inhabitants of Paddington, Waterloo, tie., in favour of, presented, 331 ; ordered to
beprinted, 337 .................................................................................................... 4
Petition from inhabitants of West Sydney, Glebe, and Balmain, in favour of, presented, 336;
ordered to be printed, 345 ........................................................................................ 4
Petition from inhabitants of Newcastle and others against, presented, 379 ordered to be printed,
383 ................................................................................................................... 4
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185
197
371
221
317
559
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563
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419
501
395

399
377
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4435
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401
535
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541
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545
553
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RAILWAYS (eo,ztinued
Petition from Richard Sadleir, RN., presented, 387; ordered to be printed, 390
Petition from inhabitants of Parramatta, in favour of, presented, 398 ; ordered to be printed, 404,
Petition from inhabitants of \Vest Botany, in favour of, presented, 398; ordered to be printed,
404 ...................................................................................................................
Petition from inhabitants of St. Peter's, &e., in favour of, presented, 398; ordered to be printed,
404 ...................................................................................................................
Original plan of, laid on Table as an exhibit, 883 ; trial survey section Balmain to Wollongoug laid
on Table as an exhibit, 386; plan showing proposed route for, laid on Table as an exhibit, 413.
TRrAL Sunyny FROM TAMW'ORTU TO ARMEDALE
Petition from roside,,ts of Bendemeer in favour of, towards the Queensland Border vid Avmidale,
presented, 88; ordered to be printed, 92 ...................................................................
FROM NEWCASTLE TO EAST MAITLAND
Motion made (Mr. Wi'do'a) for Return showing cost of construction of, and receipts and expen
diture on, 118; Return to Order laid on Table, 429 ....................................................
M n. SARAh ANN IC EMP
Petition from, representing that her husband was killed on the lino near the Parrasnntta Junction,
presented, 133; ordered to be printed, 136 ................................................................
FROM NEWCASTLE TO Ws,sT MAITLAN])
Motion made (Mr. TIC C. Browns) for Return showing cost of constructionof, and receipts from,
136; Return to Order laid on Table, 435 ...................................................................
RxTENsrox To Ax,ntuey, DAnLING Rxvsn, AND INVEMELL:
Petitiou from Iuhnbit.nnts of ,Albury in favour of, presented, 148; ordered to be printed, 154
Motion made (Mr. Day) for Committee of the Whole to consider of Address to the Governor,
praying he will cause the necessary steps to be taken for the completion of the Southern
Railway to Albury, 149; Order of the Day postponed, 166 ; motion made and amended to
include Darling Rh-er and inverell, 228; Order of the Day postponed, 268, 333 Order of'
the Day discharged, 432.
Rnsnvrs FOR Punue RECREATION ON \VESTLRN AND S0UEREBN Lncas
Motion made (Mr. .iWaeintoah) for Return showing situation and area of, 165; Return to Order
laidon Table, 278 .................................................................................................
STATISTICS
Motion made (Mi'. TIC if. Stil/er) for Return showing llartieulars of construction, working
expenses, receipts, &e., on the different hi,ses, 165.
do.
do.
Do.
Penrith Bridge, and Richmond and Windsor Line, 198.
Srrpny OP COAL FOR SOUTHERN AND WESTERN:—
Motion made (Mr. ]Velson) for tenders, reports, minute,, &e., having reference to the eontrac
for, 183; Return to Order laid on Table, 212; referred to Select Committee, 278 ................
SUPPLY OF COAL (See also "CoAL"):—
Motion made (Air. Scho/e,,) for Select Committee to inquire into and report on for the Southern,
Western, and Northern Lines, 183 ; Report brought up., 460; Return to Order " Coal for
Locomotives" referred to Committee, 194; motion made for adoption of Report and debate
adjourned, 487; resumed and House counted out, 506; motion again made, 540; motion
made (Mr. Cameron) rorrrscission of Resolution adopting Report, and House counted out, 566
Motion made (Mr. .Srholey) for Committee of the Whole to consider of sum for payment of
witnesses, 307; House in Committee, and Resolution agreed to, 311.
BRANon LINE TO BERrnMA
Motion made (Cap/sin Onsleme) for papers and correspondence relating to construction of, 199;
Return to Order laid on Table, 247 .........................................................................
FROM ILUKA TO W00DEURN
Mol ion made (Mr. .Eawde,,) for surveys, plans, and surveyor's re ort on suggested hue, 298.
FROM WALLEnAWANO TO MUDGEE
Motion made (Mr. Goold I for Committee of the Whole, 298; Order of the Day postponed, 333,
351, 431 ; Order of the Day discharged, 600.
BRIDGE AT BOSE'S Curnno
Motion made (Mr. AfeElhone) for Committee of the Whole, 299; House in Committee, and
Resolution agreed to, 311.
FROM Tnswonni TO INVERELL rid Mnnua
Petition from Residents of Western New England and the Gsvydir District in favour of construction of, presented, 327; ordered to be printed, 331 .......................................................
To JERILDDRIE
Petition from Inhabitants of Jerilderie and district, respecting the proposed scheme now before
Parliament, presented, 849; ordered to be printed, 356 .................................................
TEE CASE or ALFRED ARNOLD:—
Motion made (Mr. 31cEThone) for Select Committee to inquire into, 351; Report brought up, 444
GUARDS
Motion made (Mr. Filcher) for Return showing names and wages of, 383 Return to Order laid
onTable, 413 ......................................................................................................
REDFERN INTO Syi,ny
Plan of extension of, laid on Table as an exhibit, 386.
Section of extension of, laid on Table as an exhibit, 886.
WsGGA WAGGA TO ALBeRT:—
Plan and section of, laid on Table as an exhibit, 399.
Wmusme CREEK TO GUNNF.DAR
Plan and section of, trial survey, laid on Table as an exhibit, 399.
ORANGE TO WELLINGTON AND DUEBO
Plans of, laid on Table as an exhibit, 399.
Petition from inhabitants of District of Wellington, praying that line may be taken aid Ironbarks,
presented, 413; ordered to be printed, 415 ................................................................
Petition from Norcisse Muller, Mayor of Dubbo, do., presented, 413; ordered to be printed, 418
Petition from Chairman and Railway League Committee, Molong, praying for a trial survey by
way of Moloug, presented, and read by Clerk, 454; ordered to be printed, 4.66 ...................
ExTnisIoN INTO SYDNEY
Petition from Bankers, freeholder,, &e., of Sydney and suburbs in favour of, presented, 416;
ordered to be printed, 418........................................................................................
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RAILWAYS—(contisiaed)
Mn. EcgrouB AND Na. Canaja
Motion made (Mr. MaEllwae) respecting appointment of, as umpire and arbitrator in case pending
between the Government and Mr. Fleming, 445.
TRIAL Suuvxv FROM ORANGE TO WILCANNIA AND MENINDIN
Molion made We. W. II. Suitor) in favour of, 445.
3IVDOHE EXTENSION
Petition from residents of Mudgee and vicinity in favour of, presented, 454; ordered to be
4
printed . 460 .......................................................................................................
Mtoor.E TO WELLINGTON, rid Gnwosc
Petition from residents of Gnlgong in favour of trial survey, presented, 476 ; ordered to be
4
printed, 480 ..................................................................................................
.. ...
WALLSEND COAL MINING Co)ipA)r
Motion made (ilfr. G. A. .L.ioi,rO for correspondence, &e., having reference to the running o
passenger trains on line of, 408.
RAILWAY BARS—PLATE IRON FOR LOCOMOTIVES
Motion made (Air. Cameron) for correspondence, &e., having reference to the granting of bonuses
for the manufacture of, 513.
Coxsrarcriox AND \Vosausxo 015
Report on, from 1872 to 1875 laid on Table, 555 ................................................................ 4
EXTENSJON, Iiirnuxar TO
Motion made (Mr. Nelson) for papers, applications, &e., having reference to the extension of the
contract time, 565.
TEAFFIC BRANCh
Retorn she wing particulars of service of clerks employed in, laid on Table, 581 ...................... 2
RANDWICK:—
Asnust
Report of Board of Inquiry laid on Table, 415................................................................... 6
,Bouoroa ,r
Bylaw's of, laid on Table, 110, 193 .................................................................................. 4
RAND WICK TOLL-GATE REMOVAL BILL:—
Motion made (Mi'. Parlres) for leave to bring in, 122 ; presented and read 10, 128 ; Order of the
Day for 20 postponed, itS, 166, 181, 200; mend 20 ; coninutted ; reported with an amendment
and report adopted, 209 read 30 and sent to Council, 214 returned without amendment,
361 assent reported, 873.
REAL I'ROPEETY ACT
Returns for 1874 laid on Table, 108 ............................................................................... 6
RECOGNIZANCE TO KEEP THE PEACE BILL
Motion made (Mi-. Jocob) for leave to bring in, 81; presented and read 10, 81 ; read 2' ; coin
mnitted ; reported without ,ann'ndinent, and Report adopted, 114; read 30 and sent to Council,
119 ; returned with amendments, 187 ; motion made for agreeing to amendments, and
debate adjourned, 200; amendments ogreed to, and Message to Council, 216 ; assent
reported, 248.
ItECOMMITTAL OF BILLS:76, 101, 209, 227, 289, 431, 510, 515, 571.
REDEERN
By'laws of Borough of, laid on Table, 331 ......................................................................... 4
Do. under N uisances Prevention Act, do., 187 ............................................................. 5
REFRESHMENT COMMIPTEE
Sessional Order passed. 9.
REFUND OF lIONEl' TO CONDITIONAL PURCHASERS
Motion made (Air. .iicEMoue) respectiog, and by leave withdrawn, 976.
REGULATiONS
Abattoirs, Glebe Island, laid on Table, 2 .................. ....................................................... Is
Crown Lands Acts Amendment Act of 1875, laid on Table, 2 ................................................. 3
Volunteer, laid on Table, 38.......................................................................................... 6
Naval Brigade, laid on Table, 88 ..................................................................................... 6
Mining Board, laid on Table, 107 .................................................................................. 2
REPORT OF EXAMINER OF COAL FiELDS ON Mill) HELD BY MESSRS. GARRETT
AND GREVILLE (See "COAL FIELDS.")
REPORTS
LAID ON PERlE;—
Storageof Gunpowder, 2 ................................................... ........................................... C
Nsutiml School-ship "Vernon," for year ending 30 June, 1875, 2 ........................................ 6
Sewage anti Health Board (Fourth Progress), 2 ................................................................ 6
(Fifth Progress), 2 ................................................................... 5
Do.
(Sixth Progress), 13 ................................................................... 6
Do.
(Seventh Progress), 195 ............................................................. 5
Do,
(Eighth Progress), 195 ............................................................. 5
Do.
(Ninth Progress), 374 ................................................................ 5
Do.
(Tenth Progress), 465 ................................................................ 5
Do.
(Eleventh Progress), 569............................................................. 5
Do.
City and Suburban Water Supply, second, by Professor Liversirtge, 13..................................... 5
.. ..
6
Proceedings of the Inspector of I-lie lnssne during his recent visit to Europe, 15 ..................
VitalStatistics, 44, 478 ................................................................................................
Chief Inspector of Stock, for 1874, 92 ............................................................................ 6
Ln,,atie Asylum, Parramatta, for 1875, 92 ......................................................................... 6
Police, for 1875, 136 ................................................................................................... 2
Free Public Library, for 1875. 186 ................................................................................... 5
Registrar of lirands on Act of 1866, and on the Bill framed for its amendment, 194; referred to
Seleet.Comniittee, 258 ........................................................................................... 5
Sydney Sewerage and Water Supply (19th), 209 ...............................................................
Vaccination , for 1875, 264 ........................................................................................... 6
Observatory, for 1874 and 1875, 274 .............................................................................. 6
Reserve on Ogilvie's Hill, 315 ........................................................................................ 3
University, for 1875, 841 ................................................................................................5
5
Public Schools, for 1875, 374 ......................................................................................
1)enominatioaal Schools, for 1875, 374 . ...........................................................................
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REPORTS (coatinuecØ
LAiD ON TABLE (continued)
Australian Museum for 1875, 384 .................................................................................
Randwick Asylum Board of Inquiry, 415 ........................................................................
Grammar School, for 1875, 465 ....................................................................................
Gladosrille Asylum, for 1875, 509 ................................................................................
Inspector General of Police on Police mm. Burns," 613. 561 ................................................
Manager of Government Asylums, for 1875, 328 ..............................................................
Public Accounts for 1875, 539
Construction and Working of Railways of New South Wales from 1872 to 1875, 555 ..............
Post Office, for 1875, 560 .............................................................................................
Board of Visitors, Lunatic Asylum, Parramatta, 581 ........................................................
C0MMInP.rj OP ElECTIONS AND QUALmrIcAvIo]cs
Ilungcrrnrd v. M'Elhone—The Upper Hunter, 34 ...........................................................
Seat of Thomas Brown, Esq.—Hartley. Question of Privilege, 213 ; adopted, 243 ..................
Seat of Hugh Taylor, Esq.—Parramatta, 306 .................................................................
SEr,Eor COMMITTEES
NorthShore Gas Bill, 42 ............................................................................................
Fitzgerald's Enabling Bill, 50 .......................................................................................
Diseases Affecting Live Stock (Special), 124 .....................................................................
The Case of Amelia Gould, 183; adopted, 214..................................................................
ooma Roman Catholic Church Trustees Bill, 190 ............................................................
}lathurst Presbyterian Church Trustees Enabling Bill, 190...................................................
Taiuworth Roman Catholic Church Trustees Bill, 198........................................................
'J3athurst Markets Amendment Bill, 227...........................................................................
Machurst Hospital Bill (No, 2), 228 .............................................................................
Endowmnemit to Municipal Council of Paddingtou, 247; adopted, 267 ....................................
Hanson's Trust Bill, 285 .............................................................................................
Mnrrumbidgeo Turf Club Bill, 289 .............................................................................
Nevell's Leasing Bill, 310............................................................................................
The Cas.e of Alfred Arnold, 444 ....................................................................................
Road through Messrs. Badgcry's land, 454'; adopted, 487 ...................................................
Supply of Coal for Railway purposes, 460; motion made, for adoption of Report, and debate
adjourned, 487 ..................................................................................................
his eases Affecting Live Stock (Progress), 478 ; adopted, 540 ................................................
Petition of Wilson and Caw'iey, 491 ..............................................................................
Common Lodging4iouses, 522 ; adopted, 540 ..................................................................
Employment of Children (Progress), 528 ......................................................................
Report of Examiner of Coal Fields on land hold by Messrs. Garret.t and Greville, 575 ..............
Lunatic Asylum, Parramatta (Progress), 581.
RhtSElt'VE,S:—
IN THE UPPER JIUNTER ELWIODATE
Motion made (M". McElkone), for Return showing, 14.
WAOGA WAGGA
Petition from inhabitants, against Mnrrumbidgee Turf Club securing control of, presented. 75;
ordered to be printed, 81 .......................................................................................
ON 13AND0 Eny
Petition from conditional purchasers, Liverpool Plains, praying for revocation of, presented, 85
ordered to be printed, 59 ......................................................................................
ON TILE MESSRs. Cnn's RUNS
Returns showin , laid on Table, 140,565 ........................................................................
ON TBE MESSRS. Vnprr.'s StaTioNs
Motion made (Mr. MoE/hone), for Return showing, and the number of conditional pnrelmases on,'
149.
.
FOR Punaro R]idREATroN ON 'SVF,STEiTN AND S0UTRERN LINES OP RAILWAY:—
Motion made (31','. Macintosh), for Return showing situation and area of, 165 Return to Order;
laidon Table, 278 ................................................................................................I
ON THE MESSRS. DANGAB'S STATIONS:—
Motion made (At',. ALeX/hone), for Return showing number of, 218.
ON YAyxo CREEK
Motion made (Mr. Piddinqton), for reports, letters, &o., in connection with, 275.
Motion made (Mr. llfcEllsone), for caucellation of, 395.
Return of all lands alienated on, laid on Table, 404'............................................................ I
YANKO AXD Coaoao CBXKK :—
Petition from the 3e,'ildt'rie Farmers and Traders Association, prnying for cancellation of,
presented, 349 ; ordered to be printed, 356 ..............................................................
Petition from Murray District Selectors Association, praYing for cancellation of, presented, 365
ordered to be presented, 371....................................................................................
AT SoLvBano Goan FIELDS:—
Return to Order, Session 1875, laid on Table, 278 ............................................................
At OGnvlE'a Hat —
Report from Mr. District Surveyor Evans laid on Table, 815
AT RusnouTTan's Bar :—
Petition from residents of Eastern Suburbs in favour of, presented, 349; ordered to be printed,
356 ..................................................................................................................
Motion made (Mr. .Jliacintoeh), for Co,amittee of the Whole, 445 ; House in Committee, und
no reports 500.
ON CsaowN LANDS
Motion made (Mr. Mel lhone, for Return showing, for travelling stock, village or town, and
water, timber or station, 394.
ON Ma. Fisunc's Bt'RRAWANG RUN
Motioa made (Mr. illcl//cone), respecting, and House counted out, 466; motion egain made and
negatived, 505.
IN PARIsmi or ATTUNGA
Motion made (Air. Sennet1) for correspondence, plans, &'e., having reference to the withdrawal o
Reserve No. 16, Connty Inglis, 491; Return to Order laid on Table, 539 ... ,......,..,.......,,,
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RESOLUTIONS:Faos COM3LITmE OF TILE Wiroap :Reported, 12, 36, 25, 76, 115, 140, 144, 145, 184, 208, 216 2), 231, 232 C-), 268, 311 Q), 32o,
351, 387, 391, 396, 410, 425, 461, 499, 515, 535 (3), 536.
Agreed to, 12, 16, 25, 76, 115, 140, 144, 145, 184, 208, 216 (2),231,232 (2),268, 3110), 351, 387,
391, 396, 410, 425, 461, 499, 515, 635 (3), 536.
FROM C0SIMInEE 01' Surrn':Reported, 42,110, 169, 239, 303, 371, 435, 494, 544, 554.
Agreed to, 42, 110, 169, 239, 303, 371, 435, 494, 550, 570.
FROM COMMITTEE OF \VAYS AND
Reported, 101, 111, 170, 239, 304, 371, 435, 495. 551, 570.
Agreed to, 101, 111, 170, 239, 304, 371, 435, 405, 551, 570.
REVENUE RECEIPTS AND EXPENDITURE
653
Abstract of, for the quarter, and year ended 31 December, 1875, laid on Table, 75........................2
RIFLE CONTEST, INTERNATIONAL:Motion made (Air, H. C. .Danqar) for Committee of the Whole for Address, for sum to defray
expenses of team of R,flemen to represent New South Wales in America, and withdrawn, 25;
Message from Governor, 380; motion made for Committee of the Whole, 380; Rouse in
449
Coimnittee, 410, 446 ; Rouse counted out, 446 ...............................................................6
ROADS
TRUST AceouNT
585
For the bnifyear ending 31st December, 1873, laid on Table, 7 ..............................................4
589
245 ..............................................4
30th June, 1875,
11
595
From 1st January, 1874, to 31st December, 1875, ,,
383..............................................4
EXPENDITURE ON MAIN AND MINOR: Motion made (Mit .Eewden) for, 17.
SOUTH READ AND GLEN3L0ILE
Motion made (Mr. 3.EcElhoae) for Return of money spent on, 71 ; Return to Order laid on
601
Table, 92................................................................................................................4
FROM SToNv.QUARaY CREEK TO RoAn PROM BARREN Gieovans
Motion made (Mr. FerneIl for Corinsponclenee, &e., having reference to the proclamation of, 71;
Return to Order laid on Table, 221 referred to Select Committee on road through Mr.
609
Badgery's land, 278.................................................................................................4
TIIR0FGII PROPERTY 01' MESSRS. BAnana)', AT Seyrox FOREST:Petition from i,lhabitaots of Sutton Forest, eornplaiuiig of opening of, presented, 85; ordered to
be printed. 92 .....................................................................................................
.
603
4
Petition from Henry and Edward Hamilton Eadgerv, complaining of opening of, presented, 02
BOa
ordered to be printed, 06.......................................................................................... 4
Petition from residents, froel,olders, he., on Sutton Forest, approving of aetiou of Minister of
60
Lands, presented, 118 ordered to be printed, 122 ......................................................... 4
Motion made (ccrptaise Ons/ow) for Select Committee to in,joiI'e into and report upon Petitions,
132; Return to Order; ' Road from Stoneqnirry Creek to Road from Barren Grounds,"
referred to Commit We, 278 ; leave giveli to make visits of inspection, 324 leave given to sit
64o'
on Monday, 337 ; Report brought up, 454; adopted, 487 ............................................. 4
SrrnonDaNAre, UNDER TRUSTEES:667
Return showing proposed Distribution of Vote laid or' Table, 122 .......................................... 4
SURORDINATE, UNDER OFFICERS OF TILE ROAIIS DnpnrrarsaeT
675
Return showing proposed Distribution of 'Vote laid on Table, 122 .......................................... 4
PUHCIIASF.n By lUg. ANDIeEW LODER
Motion made (Mr. MEthos,e) for Return showing, 93; Return to order laid on Table, 330
681
4
FROM GoorrAy600la TO StyannoN
Motion made (Mr. R. C. Danger) for Correspondence between the Government and the Messrs.
Letlibridge respecting, 231.
F.noy NEWCASTLE TO WALLSEND
Motion made (Mr. S/cross) for Committee of the Whole, 275; Order of the Day postponed, 333,
351, 432, 500,534; Order of the Day discharged, 576.
TuRouGn Cnowx LAn,s
Motion made (Mr. MeEmone) in favour of proclaiming and surveying, and negatived by eaating
vote of Speaker, 332.
Pnox FIELD OF MAIlS COMMoN TO TEE Gnpap NORTH ROAD:Motion made (Mr. Thschanan) for petitions, eorFespenenee, &e., respecting opening of, 429;
Return to Order laid on Table, 575 ........................................................................... 4
eOl
Ron) AND APPROACHES TO PUNT AT TAREE
Motion made (Mr. R. B. Smith) for Committee of the Whole, 506; Rouse in Committee, and
resolution agreed to, 535.
Onn LAKE ROAD, PORT MACQUARIE
Motion made (Mr. R. B. Smith) for papers, petitions, &e., having reference to a grant of money
for repair of, 523.
F-ieoc WREEO TO GUNNING AND GOU[,DURN :Retnrn (in pert) to Order (Session 1875), laid, on Table, 528.................................................4 I
685
SALE OF PART OF A STREET:3277
Opinion of Attorney General on, laid on Table, 539.............................................................3
ALIENATION OF, PARISU OF VEnt
683
Application for, dividing Blaxland's land, county of Northumberland, laid on Table, 565 .............4
ROBINSON M R.:Motion made (Mr. &holey) for correspondence, reports, he., having reference to charges made
agaimist, at Singleton, 424; Return (in part) to Orderlaid on Table, 494; do., 528..............2
387,389
ROLLESTON, CHRISTOPHER, ESQUIRE (See "AUDITOR GENERAL.")
RULINGS OF SPEAKER:47, 73, 170, 175, 191, 235, 246, 29, 319(2),
RUNS, SQUATTING:Retur,, to Order (Ssssion 1875), laid on Table, 7.................................................................3
901.
.
Mo' ion made (Mr. MeElhoe) respecting rents of, 14.
RUSHCUTTI':R'S BAY:Petition fr,,nm r,',idcnts of ea'tern suburbs in favour of Reserve at, presented, 349 ; ordered to be
,r,,s ld, 356; mnt.ion made (Mr. Afacintosh) for Committee of the Whole, 445; Bonse in
C,,,i
"mn 't,'e, and , 0 Report. 500 ............................................................................... 975
RYLSTONE, POST AND 1'ELhGRAPH OFFICES AT:Mutio,; mad, (Mr. llarlerj, Hart tey) for Committee of the Whole, 438; Rouse in Committee, and
resolution agreed to,536.
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SALLE1R, RICHARD, RN.
Petition from, respecting proposed Illawarra Railway presented, 387; ordered to be printed, 390..
SALARIES OF THE CIVIL SERVANTS (See " CIVIL SERVICE.")
SALARIES OF THE JUDGES OF THE SUPREME COURT (See "JUDGES OF THE.
SUPREME COURT!)
SALE AND USE OF POISONS BILL Received from Council and read 1°, 319; Order of the Day postponed,337; motion made for 2°,
420; motion made for adjournment of debate and negatived, 420; motion made for adjourn
meat of House and negatived, 420; motion made to postpone Order of the Day and negatived, 420; read 20 and committed, 420; House again in committee and reported with
amendments, 455 ; Order of the Day postponed, 475, 480 ; recommitted, reported 20, with
further amendments and Report adopted, 510; Order of the Day postponed, 515; returned
with amendments, 529; amendments agreed to, 571 ; assent reported, 577.
Petition from Washington H. Soul against the Bill, presented, 429 ; ordered to be printed, 441....
SALE OF CERTAIN CROWN LANDS LEGALIZING BILL (See also "LEGALIZATiON OF
CERTAIN CONDITIONAL AND OTHER PURCHASES BILL")
Motion made (Mr. Garrett) for leave to bring in, 279.
SALE OF COLONIAL WINES BEGULATJON ACT OF 1862 REPEAL BILL (Sen "AUSTRA
L1AN WINE SALES AMENDMENT BILL.")
SALE OF LIQUORS LICENSING ACT AMENDMENT BILL
Motion made (Mr. Davies) for Committee of the Whole, 154; Order of the Day postponed, 166,
210; motion again made and debate adjourned, 217; House in Committee and resolution
agreed to, 231 ; presented and read 1°, 245; Order of the Day postponed, 268, 333, 351.
SAN FRANCISCO MAIL SERVICE (Sec "POSTAL")
SAVINGS BANKS
Oovl;aN3lENr
Statement of accounts from 1st January to 31st December, 1875, laid on Table, 208.....................
Post Ornet
Return to Order (&csiom 1874) laid on Table. 183 ............................................................
SCARLET FEVER:—
Memorandum respecting, and other opideniie diseases, laid on Table, 336 .............................
SCHOOLS OF ART, MECHANICS
Return to Order (&ssiom 1873) laid on Table, 140 ...........................................................
SEA-WALL AT COOGEE —
Motion made (Mr. Macintosh) for correspondence having reference to the erection of,132 ; Return
to Order laid on Table, 217 ...................................................................................
SECRET BILLS OF SALE ACT AMENDMENT BILL
Motion made (Mr. Uohea) for leave to bring in, 14; presented and read 10, 14; Order of the Day
for 2° postponed, 85, 39; negatived, 52.
SELECT COMMITTEES (See also "REPORTS
Sessional Order pnssed, 9.
Return skewing, appointed during the Session ..................................................................
Ballot for, 522.
SERICULTURE (See also "SEX CULTURE ")
Petition from Mr. Charles Brady in reference to production of Silk and silkworm grain, presented,
356; ordered to be printed, 862 ..............................................................................
SESSIONAL ORDERS
Passed, 8, 9, IS, 76.
Motion made (Mr. Robertson) for precedence of Government Business on Tuesdays, and negatived,
239.
SEWAGE AND HEALTH BOARD
Fourth Progress Report, laid on Table, 2 ........................................................................
Fifth
do.
2 .......................................................................
do.
Sixth
do.
13 ........................................................................
do.
Seventh
do.
do.
195 ........................................................................
Eighthdo.
do.
195 ........................................................................
Ninth
do.
do.
374 ........................................................................
Tenth
do.
do.
465 ........................................................................
Eleventhdo.
do.
569 ........................................................................
Second report of Professor Liversidge on Water Supply, laid on Table, 13 .............................
Motion made (Mr. MaE//zone) for Return showing names of Members, dates of appointment, and
amount paid to each Member, 199 ; Return to Order laid on Table, 213 ...........................
Statement of Expenditure in connection with, laid on Table, 509 .........................................
SEWER TO SHEA'S CREEK:—
Motion made (Mr. Devies) for Committee of the Whole to consider of an Address, and negatived,
541.
SEWERAGE AND WATER SUPPLY, SYDNEY:—
Nineteenth Annual Report of Municipal Council of Sydney, laid on Table, 209........................
SEWERAGE BILL (See "SYDNEY SEWERAGE ACT AMENDMENT BILL.")
SHEPHERD, P. L. C., ESQU1RE (See also "VOLUNTEERS"):—
Leave of absence granted to, as Member for The Nepean, 384.
SlUrPING AND TRIMMING COALS AT NEWCASTLE
Petition from Merchants and others respecting Regulations for, presented, 274; ordered to be
printed, 289 .........................................................................................................
SILK CULTURE
Return to Order (impart Session 1875) laid on Table, 255; further and final Return laid on
Table, 444 .........................................................................................................
SITES FOR PLACES OF PUBLIC WORSHIP
Return to Order (Session 1875). laid on Table, 110 ...........................................................
Motion made (Mr. .Dibbs) for Return showing the number of applicatiosis for, 293; Return to
Orderlaid on Table, 498 .......................................................................................
SITES FOR PLACES OF PUBLIC WORSHIP BILL:—
Motion made (Mr. Cohen) for leave to bring in, 198 ; presented and read 10, 205; Order of tin!
Day postponed, 267, 333, 375,425, 500; Order of the Day discharged and Bill withdrawn, 534.
SITES FOR SCHOOLS
Motion made (Mr. Stephen Brown) for Committee of the Whole to consider of Bill to facilitate the:
acquisition of, by Couucil of Education, 132; Order of the Day postponed, 144,161,200, 228,
68, 333, 351.
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SOLFERINO GOLD FIELDS RESERVE
Return to Order (Session 1875) laid on Table, 278 .............................................................
SOUL, WASHINGTON H.
Petition from, against the Sale and Use of, Poisons Bill, presented, 429; ordered to be printed,
441 ...................................................................................................................
SPALDING, CAPTAIN
Motion made (N,. Frddington.) for letters, correspondence, &o., connected with appointment of,
as Adjutant of the Volunteer Artillery, 25; Return to Order laid on Table, 305 ................
SPEAKER:—
Informs House of Issue and return of Writs, 1, 147, 167, 295, 801, 421, 427.
Lays Election Petition on Table from Thomas ilungerford, Esquire, against the return of John
MeElho,,e, Esquire, 2.
Lays Warrant on Table appointing Committee of Elections and Qualifirations 2, 176; reports
maturity of Warrant, 16, 191.
Reports presentation of reply to Governor's Opening Speech, 7.
GsiveCasting Vote, 12, 183, 140, 141, 299, 332, 350 (2), 357, 508.
Reports receipt of Deputy Speaker's Commission, 13.
Lays Minute authorizing application of Balance on Table, 21, 105, 204, 205, 212, 235, 362 ..........
Motion made (Mr. reman) dissenting from ruling of, on the Contagious Diseases Prevention Bill,
and withdrawn, 75.
Unavoidable absence of, 91.
Informs House of receipt of letter from Chief Commissioner of Insolvent Estates, respecting
insolvency of Rauley Bennett, Esquire, 295.
Lays on Table Auditor General's Report on Public Accounts for 1875, 539...............................
Presents Bills to Governor for Royal assent, in Council Chamber, 582.
Rnncos OF
That the Contagious Diseases Prevention Bill involving expenditure from the public revenue, should
have been reeummeuded by Message from the Governor, 47.
As to right of Member to deal with statements made in Committee of Ways and Means, or to
the Finaneinl Statement, when that document was not before the House, 13.
That the Agreements Validating Bill could be restored to the paper and the passing t.l,ereof stand
an Order of the Day, 1.70, 175.
Bat.hu,st Hospital Bill a private Bill, 191.
That the Public Schools Act A,uen(hneut Bill not having been first recommended by a Message, is
irregularly before the House, 235.
That the resolut.iun respecting salaries of the Judges of the Supreme Court is not out of order,
248.
That in Committee of Supply the proposa to reduce an item by the larger stun should be firstput
to the Committee, 249.
Agreement betweeu the Government and the Bank of New South Wales—interest of Members,
319(2 )
SHEA'S CREEK (See" SEWER TO SHEA'S CREEK,")
SPECIAL ADJOURNMENT:72, 105, 169, 252, 275, 289, 291, 361, 569, 576.
SPIRITS, COLONIAL DISTILLED
Return to Order (Session 1875) laid on Table, 15...................................................................
SQUATTING RUNS (See "RUNS.")
STAMP flU TIES COLLECTION AND REFUND BILL—
Message from Governor, 247.
STANDING ORDERS
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SUsrtNsioN OF:—

Consolidated Revenue Fund Bill, 110.
Cuoma Roman Catholic Church Trustees Bill, 168.
Ta,nworth Roman Catholic Church Trustees Bill, 168.
Consolidated Revenue Fund Bill (No. 2) 163.
Bathurst Hospital Bill (No. 2), 207.
Consolidated Revenue Fund Bill (No. 3), 238.
Consolidated Bevennu Fund Bill (No. 4), 303.
Consolidated Revenue Fund Bill (No. 5), 371.
Consolidated Revenue Fund Bill (No. 6), 435.
Consolidated Revenue Fund Bill (No. 7),491.
Public Works Loan Bill, 569.
CorMInax :—
Sessional Order passed, 9.
STATISTICAL REGISTER:—
For 1874, laid on Table, 2..............................................................................................
Part, I for 1875, laid o,, Table, 544 ..................................................................................
Part IT, for 1875, laid on Table, 544 ...............................................................................
Part Ill, for 1875, laid on Table, 554 ...............................................................................
Parts IV, 1', VI, for 1875, laid on Table, 505 ...................................................................
Motion made (Mi'. Roba,'lsosz), that the Clerk be authorized to include the remaining parts with
the printed papers of the present. Session, 575.
STATISTICS OF PUBLIC INSTITUTIONS (See "PUBLIC INSTITUTIONS.")
STEAMBOATS, GOVERNMENT:—
Return showi,,g na,nes of engineers employed on, laid on Table, 390 .....................................
STEPHEN, SIR ALFRED (See also "ADMINISTRATOR OF THE GOVERNMENT") :—
Motion made (K,'. 1"as'netZ), respecting pension to, as late Chief Justice, and House counted out,l
315; motion agnia made and negatived, 331.
ST. LEONARDS
Bylaws of Borough of, laid on Table, 465.........................................................................
STOCK (See also "LIVE STOCK")
Motion made (ifr. .WeJCThone), respecting increase of assessment on, 14.
Report of Inspector for 1874 laid on Table, 92...................................................................
Correspondence between Governments of New South Wales and Victoria respecting importation
of, laid on Table, 454 ...........................................................................................
Motion made (Mr. T. G. Dongar), for Return showing number of eases of Stealing of, reported to
the Police, 245; Return to Order laid on Table, 444 ....................................................
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&
STOCX (conUnned)
Return to Order (Ressios. 1875) respecting Reports from Inspectors, laid on Table and referred to
Committee on " Diseases niTheting Live Stock," 132 ; ordered to be printed, 153; order for
printing rescinded, 390; ordered to be printed without accompanying plans, 413 ................
STREET, SALE Op:—
Opinion of Attorney General on, laid on Table, 539.............................................................
STUART, THE HONORABLE ALEXANDER:—
Seat of, for East Sydney declared vacant on acceptance of office of Colonial Treasurer, 132 ; reelected, 147 ; sworn, 149.
SUMMARY RECOflRY OF MONEY FOR LABOUR BILL
Motion made (Mr. Jacob) for leave to bring in, 75 presented and read 10, 76 House counted
out while 20 being moved, 105; Order of the Day for 2° postponed, 115 ; read 2' and eo,o
initted, 161 reported with an amendment and Report adopted, 195 ; House counted out,
195; read 3' and sent to Council, 198.
SUNDAY TRAFFIC IN INTOXICATING LIQUORS
Petition fron, Congret.ional Union of New South Wales against, presented, 71; ordered to be
printed, 76 ..........................................................................................................
Petition from Inhabitants of Newtown and Camperdown, praying, the House to pass a Bill for the
closing of Pnhlic Houses on Sundays, presented, 230; ordered to be printed, 234 ................
Do.
Baptist Church, Bourke'strcct,
do.
230;
do
238
Do.
Wesleyan Church, Waterloo,
do.
230;
do
238
Do.
Inhabitants of Sydney,
do.
230;
do
238
Do.
Society of Friends,
do.
230;
do
238
Do.
Congregational Church, Bourkc.strcet,
do.
230;
do
238
Do.
Presbyterian Church, St. George';,
do.
230;
do
234
Do.
No. 1 Division Sons of Temperance, Sydney,
do.
230 ;
do
234
Do.
Christian Church, Elizabeth-street,
do.
230;
do
234Do.
Wesleyan Church, 1'rinccssI.reet,
do.
230;
do
234
Do.
do.
York-street,
do.
230;
dn
234
Do.
St. Barnabas's Church, Sydney,
(10.
230;
do
234
Do.
Crystal Spring Lodge, Good Tnnsplars, Sydney,
do.
230;
do
234
Do.
harris-street., Baptist Church,
do.
230
do
234
Do.
Scots Church, Church Hill,
do.
230 ;
do
234
Do.
Congregational Church,, Liverpool and Sussex Streets, do.
230;
do
234
Do.
Florence Nightingale Division of Temperance,
do.
230;
do
233
Do.
St. Paul's, Church of England, Sydney,
do.
231 ;
do
234
Do.
Mariners Church, Gcorgestrcet,
do.
do
234
231;
Do.
National Division of Australasia Sons of Iemernuee, do.
231;
do
234
Do. '
Citizens of Sydney,
do.
231;
do
234
Do.
Wesleyasi Church, Bourke-street,
do.
231;
do
234
Do.
1'rin,itire Methodist Church, Crown.street,
do.
231 ;
do
234 .......
Do.
Baptist Church, Cassiercagh.street,
do,
231.
rIo
234
Do.
Weslcyan Band of Hope, Sydney,
do.
231;
do
234
Do.
Primitive Methodist Church, Kent'street,
do.
231;
to.
234
Do.
St. Silas's Church, Waterloo,
do.
231;
do
235
Do.
Welsh Church, Sydney,
do.
231;
do
235
Do.
Congregational Church, Pitt-street,
do.
231;
do
235 Do.
Temperance Speakers, Hyde Park,
do.
231;
do
234
Do.
St. Stephen's Presbyterian Church, Phullip'street,
do.
260;
do
276
Do.
Students, Sydney University,
do.
260;
do
276
Do.
Citizens of Sydney,
do.
260;
do
276
Do.
St. Francis's Ronsan Catholic Church, Elizabeth-street,, do.
260;
do
276
Do.
5t,,dents, Camden College, Newtown,
do.
260;
do
276
Do.
Baptist Church, Bathurst-street,
do.
260;
do
276
Do.
St. Peter's Church of England Temperance Society, do.
260;
do
276
Do.
Presbyterian Church, Pyrmont,
do.
do
276
Do.
Young Men's Chriss.isn Association,
do.
do
276
Do.
St. A,sdresv's Church of England, Temperance Society, do. 261 ;
do
276
Do.
Waverley and Waterloo,
do.
261 ;
do
276
Do.
l'ioneer Lodge of Good Templars,
do.
261;
do
276
Do.
Congregational Church, Waterloo,
do.
261 ;
do
276
Do.
Presbyterian Church, Pitt and Hay Streets,
do.
261 ;
do
276
Do.
Paddington, Waverhey, &e.,
do.
264;
do
276
Do.
Hero of Waterloo Good Templars,
do.
264;
do
276
Do.
St. John's Lodge of Good Templars,
do.
264;
do
276
Do,
Citizens of Sydney,
do.
264;
do
276
Do.
Pitt.street Congregational Church Classes,
do.
264;
do
276
Do.
Wesleyan Church, Willianistrect,
do.
264;
do
276
Do.
Citizens of Sydue,
do.
267;
do
276
Do.
Life-boat Lodge, Good Tesaplars, Mariners Church, do.
257;
do
276
Do.
Unity Lodge, Good Templars, St. Paul's, Redfern,
do.
267;
do
276
Do.
Marriekville, En]nore, and Newtown,
do.
289 .......
277 ;
do
Do.
St. ,Ijeonards,
do.
277;
do
289
Do.
Ryde,
do.
277;
do
239
Do.
St. Mark's Church of England, Alexandria,
do.
288 ;
do
291
Do.
Minister ,nd others, St. Ann's Church, Ryde,
do.
288;
do
298
Do.
Minister and others, Wesleymu, Church, Rydc,
do.
288;
do,
298
Do.
Inhabitants of Parraniatta,
do.
298;
do
303
Do.
Jlillend Suns of Tcnmpensnce,
'
do.
298 ;
do
303,..,.,
Do.
Bavilah Lodge of Good Tcs'iplars, Mudgee,
(10.
298;
do
303
Do.
O'niding Star Daughters of Temperance, Baln,a,in,
do.
298;
do
303 .......
Do.
Wesleyss, Church, Chippend,ile,
do.
298;
do
303
Do.
Australia Division Sons of Temperance, 3lnsonie Temple, do. 293;
do
303
Do.
Archbishop 'Vaoghmas, and Stnde,,t.; of St. John's Collt-p', do. 303 ;
do
307
Do.
Employós on "Herald" and "Evening News,"
303 ;
do.
do
307
Do.
Citizens of Sydney and elsewhere,
do.
303;
do
307
Do:
Chairman of Public Lecture, Temperance Hall, I'itt.st.reet, rho. .303;
do
307
Do.
Citizens of Sydney,
do.
307;
do
310 ......,
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S1JIcDAY TRAPElO IN INTOXICATING LIQUORS (eonthzved
Petition from Tradesmen and others, Araluen Gold Field, praying to House to pass a Bill for the
closing of Public Houses on Sundays, presented, 307 ; ordered to be printed, 310 ...............
315 ......
do.
310;
do.
President of Temple of Rope, Tenterfield,
Do.
342 ......
336;
do.
do.
Singleton,
Do.
345 ......
do.
do.
342;
Goulburn,
Do.
345 ......
349;
do.
do.
St. David's, Church of England,
Do.
850 ......
do.
do.
345;
Balmain,
Do.
350 ......
do.
do.
345;
Citizens of Sydney,
Do.
856 ......
do.
do.
349 ;
Lane Cove,
Do.
356 ......
do.
do.
349;
Marriekville, Enmore, &o,,
Do.
371 ......
do.
do.
365 ;
Mayor, Aldermen, &c., of Camperdown,
Do.
do..........
do.
365 ;
Junction Point, Toena,
Do.
390 ......
do.
381 ;
do.
Daughters of Temperance, Wagga Wagga,
Do.
390 ......
381;
do.
do.
Sons of Tomperance, Wagga Wagga,
Do.
448 ......
do.
do.
444;
Tumut,
Do.
491 ......
do.
do.
4.86;
Shoslhaven,
Do.
SUPPLEMENTARY ESTIMATES (See "ESTIMATES.")
SUPPLY:Sessional Order passed, 8.
Motion ,ns.de (Mr. Eobertson) for House to go into Committee, 14.
Rouse in Committee, 42, 110, 137, 141, 1.54, 157, 169, 171, 239 ('i), 249, 253, 264, 279, 290, 2924
303, 337, 34.2, 357, 362, 371, 372, 384, 387, 401, 405, 416, 435, 436 (2), 488, 448, 455, 401,
404, 495, 510, 515, 532, 544 554.
Resolutions reported, 42, 110, 169, 239, 303, 371, 435, 494, 544, 554.
Resolutions agreed to, 42, 110, 161, 239, 303, 371, 435, 494, 550, 570.
Chairman'reports point of order arising in Committee of, 249.
Chairman reports no quorum in Committee oF, 249, 270.
Motion made to postpone Order of the Day, 419.
Contingent motion moved (A&. Buchanan) on motion for going into Committee of, and House
counted out, 261.
Contingent motion moved (Mr. DiMs) on motion for going into Committee of, and by leave
withdrawn, 290.
Contingent motion moved (Mr. Sr.Solesj) on motion for going into Committee of, 356; and House
went into Committee on casting vot.e of Speaker, 357.
Contingent. motion moved (Mr. R. B. Smith) on motion for going Committee of, and negatived,
372.
Contingent motion moved (Mr. Filcher) on motion for going into Committee of, 416.
Order of the Day discharged, 575.
SUPREME COURT
Motion made (A!,'. Gre ci lie), for Return showing business of, 12.
SURPLUS REVENUE
Motion made tfi'. Parker), for expending of in Immigration and Public Works, and debate
adjourned, 350; resumed, 375 ; words of heat in debate, 375 ; Order of the Day postponed,
396, 446.
SURVEYORS, LICENSED:Motion made (Mr. M'Eiiio,e) for Return showing names of, to whom balances of accounts
rendered and advanced upon are still due, 460.
Return, showing number of unacted on instractions referred to, in refcçanee to conditional pur'
chases, laid on Table, 575 ......................................................................................
SUTHERLAND, TBE HONORABLE JOHN (See also "CROWN LANDS")
Minute of, in reference to placing sums of money on the Estimates without his knowledge, for the
construction of the proposed Illawarra, Railway, laid on Table, 92 ...................................
SYDNEY SEWERAGE ACT AMENDMENT BILL
Motion made (Mr. Varies), for Committee of the 'Whole, 154; Order of the Day postponed, 166.
210; House counted out on Order of the Day being read, 217; House in Committee and
resolusion agreed to, 232; presented and read 1°, 264; Order of the Day postponed, 333,
351, 431; read 2°, committed, and no quorum reported, 501; Committee resumed and Bili
reported with amendments, 501; Report adopted, 585; read 3° and sent to Council, 540;
returned without amendment, 576.

TAMWORTII ROMAN CATHOLIC CHURCH TRUSTEES BILL:Petition presented (?Jr. G. A. Lloyd), praying for leave to bring in, 165; Standing Orders sus
pendcd, 168 ; presented and read P 169; referred to Select, Committee, 173; Report brough
up, lOs; Order of the Day postponed, 228; read 2°, eo,nsnitted, reported without amend
meat, and Report adopted,268; read 3° and sentto Couneil,278; returned w'ithoutameadment
319; assent reported, 339 ......................................................................................
TAREE (See "PUNT AT TAREE.")
TAYLOR, HUGH, ESQ., M.P. (See also "ELECTORAL," also "PRIVILEGE.")
Question of Privilege, concerning Seat of, referred to Elections and Qualifications Committee, 174
Reportbrought up, 306.........................................................................................
Seat of, for Eleotoral District of Parramatta daelared vacant, 255 ; re-elected, 295.
T.ELEGRAYIIS
GCATIANTEES FOR Coxsvnuarrorr or
Return to Order (Sessioe 1574) laid on Table, 7 ..............................................................
StasMATIrocE CAaarJs BETWEEN NEW ZEALAND nm ATISTISALIA 1Agreement laid on Table,65 ........................ .................................................................
TASMANIA AND VioroavA CABLE
Alteration of tariff, laid on Table, '75 ............................................................................
CABLE CKABGF.s-SAN FLucrsco MAST, SERVICE
Conference respecting, laid on Table, 544 .......................................................................
TELEGRAPH AND Post On-joas, RnsToNE 2Motion made (Mr. Hurley, Hartley) for Committee of the Whole, 438; House in Committe
and Resolution agreed to, 536.
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816

2

363

2

365

2

359, 361

T
TENTEI1FIELD
By-laws of Municipal District of, laid on Table, 264 .........................................................
THE BOGAN
Motion made (Mr. MeET/tone) for Return showing amount of money spent in Electorate of, ga
Return to Order laid on Tabk1j2•t ..............................................................................
THE CLARENCE
Petition from delegates of Richmond and Tweed Rivers League respecting subdivision of the
electorate, presented, 81 ordered to be printed, 85......................................................
THE GWYDIR
Motion made (Mr. T. G. Danger) for Return showing moneys received from and spent in electorate
of, 105; Return (in part) to Order, laid on Table, 413; Final Return laid on Table, 569.....
THE GWYDIR ELECTORATE SUBDIVISION BILL:—
Motion made (Mr. T. G. Dangas) for leave to bring in, 227; presented and read 10, 245; Order
of the Day postponed, 333, 431; Order of the Day discharged, and Bill withdrawn, 501.
THE HASTEGS (See also "HASTINGS")
Petition from electors praying for a subdivision of the electorate, presented, 75 ; ordered to be
printed, 81 .........................................................................................................
presented, and, ordered to be printed, 136 .....................
Ditto
Ditto,
THE MURRUMBIDGEE: (See "ELECTORAL.")
THE QUEEN v. JOHN LAWRENCE
Motion made (Mr. T. G. Danger) for depositions in case of, 208; Return to Address, laid on
Table, 274 .........................................................................................................
THE UPPER HUNTER ELECTORATE (See also "ELECTORAL"; also " WRITS "):—
Motion made (Mr. MeEt/tone) for Return showing moneys received and spent in, 14.
Motion made (Mr. A/bEt/tone) for Return showing Reserves in, 14.
THROSBY'S LEASING BILL:—
Received from Council and read 1°, 248; read 2', committed, reported without amendment, and
Report adopted, 268; read 30, and returned without amendment, 278; assent reported, 301.
TITLE OF HER MAJESTY THE QUEEN
Motion made (Mr. Ihicluinan) respecting, 430; previous question moved, and passed in the
negative, 431.
TOBACCO:—
Dun oN
Petition from operatives of Sydney against further, presented, 50; ordered to be printed, 56 ......
Ditto manufacturers of Sydney, presented, 50; ordered to be printed, 56 ..............................
Ditto citizens of Sydney, presented, 56; ordered to be printed, 58 .......................................
Ditto inhabitants of Bathurst, presented, 88; ordered to be printed, 96 .................................
Ditto residents on the Petersen, Allvn, and Williams Rivers, in favour of, presented, 99; ordered
tobe printed, 105.................................................................................................
Ditto inhabitants of Mudgee, presented, 99; ordered to be printed, 105 .................................
Ditto inhabitants of Gundaroo, presented, 99; ordered to be printed, 105 ..............................
Ditto inhabitants of Goniburn, presented, 100; ordered to be printed, 110 ..............................
Ditto inhabitants of Parrnmatta, presented, 107; ordered to be printed, 110 ...........................
Return showing amount of, paid by each manufacturer laid on Table, 575 ...................................
TOLLS ON BRIDGE AT PEMtITH
Motion made (Mr. J. S. &nit/s) for abolition of, and negatived by casting vote of Speaker, 506.
TOLLS ON PUBLIC ROADS ABOLITION BILL:—
Motion made (Mr. .Nbtson) for leave to bring in, $75; presented, and read 1°, 375; motion made
for 2', and negatived, 425.
TRADES UNIONS FUNDS PROTECTION BILL:—
Motion made (Mr. Catneron) for leave to bring in, 400; presented and read 1°, 400; read 2°,
committed, reported without amendment, and Report adopted, 425; read 3' and sent to
Council, 480; returned with amendments, 514; House in Committee and no Report, 560.
TRAVELLING A.LLOWINCES:—
Return showing scale of authorized charges laid on Table, 278.............................................
TRIENNIAL PARLIAMENTS ACT REPEAL BILL:—
Motion made (Air. T. G. Danger) for leave to bring in, and by leave withdrawn, 231; motion
again made, 299; presented and read 1°, 31Q; motion made for 2', and debate adjourned,
328; debate resumed, and motion negatived, 365; Order of the Day discharged, and Bill
withdrawn, 365.
TRUST MONEYS DEPOSIT ACCOUNT:—
From 1 April, 1875, to 31 March, 1876, laid on Table, 331...................................................
TUESDAY, PRECEDENCE OF GOVERNMENT BUSINESS ON
Motion made (Mr. Robethon) for, and negatived, 239.
TUNKS, Ma. WILLIAM:—
Petition from, against North Shore Gas Bill, presented and referred to Select Committee, it

2

323

2

325

21

131

865
863
867
869
879
873
871
875
877
881

371

845

LU
UNIVERSITY:—
Information respecting eubjeeta taught in, laid on Table, 227.
By-laws of, laid on Table, 274, 415 ..................................
Report for 1875, laid on Table, 349..................................
'USRER OF BLACK ROD
Delivers Message from Governor, 1, 582.
USURY LIMITATION BILL:Motion made (Mr. Hvrlq, Hartley) for leave to bring in, 429; presented and read 1', 430
Order of the Day discharged, and Bill withdrawn, 500.
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VACANT SEATS
The Murrumbidgee (previous question moved), 128.
East Sydney, 132.
Hartley, 248.
Parrametta, 255.
Liverpool Plains, 316.
Carcoar, 367.
VACCINATION
Report for 1875 laid on Table, 264 ..................................................................................
VERDICTS OF PELO-DE-SE BILL:—
Received from Council and read 10, 59; Order of the Day for 2° postponed, 67, 77, 115; read 2',
committed, reported without amendment, and Report adopted, 144; returned without amendment, 150; assent reported, 167.
"VERNON":—
Report for year ending 30 June, 1875, laid on Table, 2 .......................................................
VINEYARDS
Motion made (Mr. Davies) for Return showing particulars of, 375; Return to Order laid on
Table, 522 ..........................................................................................................
VITAL STATISTICS
Nineteenth Annual Report of Registrar General, laid on Table, 44 ........................................
do.
Twentieth
do.
do.
478 ........................................
VOLUNTEER AND MILITARY FORGES
Liwn Onnnns
Return to Order (Session 1875) laid on Table, 2 ................................................................
Memorandum OR present organization of, laid on Table, 2....................................................
Correspondence respecting, laid on Table, 108 ...................................................................
Compilation of papers connected with, laid on Table, 108.
Further correspondence relating to Major Shepherd's case, laid on Table, 110 ............................
CAPtAIN SPAnnING, VOLUNTEER ASTILLERY
Motion made (Mr. J?iddin.gtOn) for letters, correspondcnce, &e., connected with appointment of,
25; Return to Order laid on Table, 365......................................................................
REunranow
Defining Company or Battery Parade, laid on Table, 38 .......................................................
ArroisnaNTs iw VotuNrzmt FORCE
Motion made (Mr. Cameron) for correspondence, &c., having reference to Majors Goodlet,
Raymond, and Wilson, 66; Return to Address laid on Table, 73 .....................................
THE. CASE OF Mn; J. B. BAarronD
Motion made (Mr. Cameron) for Select Committee to inquire into and report upon, and debate
adjourned, 93; Order of the Day postponed, 115, 145, 166, 208; motion negatived, 228.
Motion made (Mr. McElnone) having reference to dismissal of, and by leave withdrawn, 299. Further papers laid on Table, 152 ..................................................................................
Coinu ESIONS IssnD To
Return showing dates of, from 1 January, 1861, and names of persons, laid on Table, 125.
MONEYS zxpmilnsn UNDmi ACT 05 1867:—
Statement of laid on Table, 291 .....................................................................................
VOLUNTEER FORGE REGULATION ACT A3NDMEY2 BILL
Motion made for Committee of the Whole, 416 ; Messnge from the Governor, 417; House in
Committee, and resolution agreed to, 425; presented and read 10, 426; read 20, committed,
Messege referred and progress reported, 461.
VOTE OF CHAIRMAN OF SELECT COMMITTEE ON PRIVATE BILL
Sessional Order passed, 9.
VOTE OF CREDIT
Message No. 4, for month of January, 1876, laid on Table, 110 ...........................................
do.
February, 1876,
do.
168 ...........................................
Do. No. 15,
do.
March, 1876,
do.
238 ...........................................
Do. No. 22,
302 ...........................................
do.
April, 1876,
do.
Do. No. 31,
do.
May,
1876,
do.
367 ..........................................
Do. No. 37,
do.
June,
1876,
do.
435 ...........................................
Do. No. 48,
July,
1876,
do.
494 ...........................................
Do. No. 57,
do.

6

933

6

14

6

509

3
3

769
803

6
6
6

433
197
207

6

383

6

427

6

443

6

391

6

389

6

445

2
2
2
2
2
2.
2

847
849
851
653
855
857
859

w

WAGGA WAGGA:—
BonouGn OF :—
By-laws of, laid on Table, 264 ........................................................................................ 4
RAcEcOuRSE AND Punno Rzonnviow RESERVE:—
Petition from inhabitants of Wagge Wssgga against the Murrnmbidgee Turf Club securing control
of, presented, 75; ordered to be printed, 81 ................................................................ 6
WALLSEN))
By-laws of Borough of, laid on Table, 278..........................................................................4
WAILSEND COAL MINING COMPANY:—
Motion made (Mr. 0. A. Lloyd) for Correspondence, &e., in reference to the running of passenger
trains on line of, 498.
WANT OF CCNFIDENCF1 IN THE r2I1STRY
Motion made (Mr. Fi&patrick) respecting administration of public affairs and debate adjourned,
475; debate resumed and House continued to sit until the hour fixed by Sessional Order for
its meeting next day, 481 ; Order of the Day lapsed, 481,
WATERLOO
By-laws of Borough of, laid on Table, 465......................................................................... 4
WATER SUPPLY
StmnnPaper sent to Colonial Treasurer respecting, laid on .Tablei 2 ................................................. 5
Further paper laid on Table, 44 ..................................................................................... 6
Second Report on City and Suburban, by Professor Liversidge, laid on Table, 13 ...................... 5
CATAISAOT AND NEPEAN RIVEBS :
Return showing quantity of water discharged from and the registered rainfall at Wilton, laid on
Table, 92 ............................................................................................................. 5

813
811
819

829
687
693
665
711

:11
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WATER SUPPLY (continued);—
AND SgwnAeE, SvnNn
Nineteenth Annual Report of Municipal Council of Sydney, laid on Table, 200......................... 5
FOB SYtWET AND Sununns
Motion made (Mr. Macintosh), for Committee of the Whole, to consider resolutions respecting,
332; Order of the flay postponed, 351 ; House in Committee, and resolution agreed to, 396.
To CiTT or NEWCASTLE
Motion made (Mr. C. A. Ltqyd), for Committee of the Whole, 274; Order of the flay post.
poned, 333, 375; House in Committee, and resolution agreed to, 410.
WATERW0ICKS, BOTANY
Motion made (Mr. Ss,therla'sd), for Return showing number of gallons pumped from, per 'month,
255; Return to Order laid on Table, 386 ................................................................... 5
IN PAsTOnAL DISTRICTS
Motion made (Mr. Farad), for minutes having reference to, 540.
WATSON, WILLIAM, ESQ.
Leave of absence granted to, 246.
WAVE BREAKER:—
Motion made (Mr. Macintosh), for correspondence between the Government and Captain Blom
Crawford, respecting alleged discovery of; 13; Return to Order laid on Table, 50 ................ 6
WAYS AND MEANS
Sessional Order passed, 8.
Motion made (Mr. Roliertsoa), for House to go into Committee, 15.
House in Committee, 42, 56, 59, 100, 111, 169, 239, 304, 371, 435, 494, 551, 570.
For 1876 (Mr. BoMvison), laid on Table, 42..................................................................... 2
Contingent motion moved (Mr. Parkas), on motion for going into Committee of, 72; point of
order raised, and Speaker's ruling thereon, 72; debate adjourned, 73; resumed and adjourned,
82, 85, 06; resumed and motion negatived, 100.
Resolutions reported, 101, 111, 170, 239, 304, 371, 435, 495, 551, 570.
Resolutions agreed to, 101, 111, 170, 239, 304, $71, 435, 495, 551, 570.
Order of the Day discharged, 575.
WHARFS AT CIRCULAR QUAY (See "CIRCULAR QUAY.")
WICKS v. BEIRLER
Motion made (Mr. Buchanan), for information, summonses, and depositions connected with cases
of, 429; Return to Address laid on Table, 465............................................................. 2
WIDOW OF THE LATE Slit CHARLES COWPER (See "COWPER.")
WILLIAMS r. WILLIS
Motion made (Mr. Taylor) for depositions in the ease of, 381; Return to Address laid on Table,
418 ................................................................................................................... 2
WILSON AND CAWLEY, PETITION OF (See "CROWN LA2D5.")
WILTON
Return showing registered rainfall at, laid on Table, 92 ....................................................... 5
WUfE-GItOWERS, PORT 31ACQUA1UE
Petition from, complaining of the Pilot and Boatmen carrying on the same description of industry,
presented, 31; ordered to be printed, 35 ................................................................... 6
W1]IES
Correspondence respecting strength of Now South Wales, laid on Table, 2............................... 6
do.
Do.
South Australia,
do.
2............................... 6
Return showing quantity of; imported by way of the Murray during the year 1875, laid on Table,
539 ................................................................................................................... 6
WOLLONGONG RAILWAY (See "RAILWAYS,")
WOOLLABRA
By-laws of Borough of, laid on Table, 415 ...................................................................... 5
WORBOY s, WILEY:—
Motion made (Mr. Taylor) for depositions in the ease of, 381 ; Return to Address laid on Table,.
429 ................................................................................................................... 2
WORDS OF HEAT
In debate on "Surplus Revenue,' 375.
WRITS OF ELECTION:—
The Upper Hunter, Return of John Malone, Esquire, 1.
East Sydney,
do.
Alexander Stuart, Esquire, 147.
The Murrumbidgee, do.
Joseph Leary, Esquire, 167, 186.
Hugh Taylor, Esquire, 295.
Parramatta,
do.
do.
Hartley,
John Burley, Esquire, 301.
Careoar,
Andrew Lynch, Esquire, 421.
do.
Liverpool Plains,
do.
Hanley Bennett, Esquire, 427.

707

713

769

557

213

189
711
507
499
503
519
675
199

Y
YANKO CREEK RESERVE:—
Motion made (Mr. Piddington) for reports, letters, &c., in connection with, 275.
Petition from the Jorilderie Farmers and Traders Association, praying for cancellation of, presented,
349 ; ordered to be printed, 356 ...............................................................................
Petition from Murray District Selectors Association, praying for cancellation of, presented, 365;
ordered to be printed, 371........................................................................................
Motion made (Mr. Me.Eihone) for cancellation of, 395
Return of all Lands alienated on, laid on Table, 404 ................................................................
YASS
By-laws of Municipal District of, laid on Table, 183' ...........................................................
YOUNG
Motion made (Mr. Baker) for minutes, correspondence, &e., relating to application of John Angus,
and of Primitive Methodists, for land in town of, 485.

3

1283

3

1287

3

1285

4
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THE COUNCIL OF EDUCATION ro HIS EXCELLENCY THE GOVERNOR,
SUBMITTING
REPORT UPON THE CONDITION OP THE PUBLIC SCHOOLS FOR 1875.

To His Excellency Sin HERCULES GEORGE flOBERT EonrxsoN, Knight Grand Cross of the Most
Distinguished Order of Saint Michael and Saint George, Governor-ia-Chief of the Colony of New
South Wales and its Dependencies, and Vice-Admiral of the same.
MAY IT

PLEASE YOUR EXcELLENcY,

We have the honor, in compliance with the requirements of the Public Schools Act, to submit
this our Ninth Annual Report upon the condition of Public Schools, being that for the year 1875.
1.—COUNCIL.
taring the past year the Council consisted of the same Members as in 1874, viz.:—
Stephen Campbell Brown, Esquire, M.L.A.
William Augustine Duncan, Esquire.
The Honorable Thoffiaz flolt, M.L.C.
The Honorable John Smith, M.D., M.L.C., President.
The Honorable Sir Alfred Stephen, 013., K.C.M.G., M.L.C.
It is to be noted, however, that Mr. Holt withdrew from the Council after the termination of 1875,
and that his name does not appear among the signatures to this Report.
The duties of President were performed by the Honorable John Smith (luring the year ending 31st
December; and on the expiration of that period be was again unanimously re-elected to the office, for the
year 1876.
11.—NEW REGULATIONS.
In consequence of the Resolution passed by the Legislative Assembly that Regulation 2 ought not
in future to be enforced, it became necessary to expunge that rule from the code. The Council further
deemed it expedient to take advantage of the occasion thus offered to revise the whole of the Regulations.
Much time and consideration were accordingly devoted to the revision, and the task of re-casting the
Regulations, when agreed upon in substance, was entrusted to Sir Alfred Stephen who kindly consented to
undertake the duty. The revised Regulations were finally adopted by the Council on the 29th November,
1875, and took effect from the 18t January of the present year. The Council passed and recorded a vote
of thanks to Sir Alfred Stephen in consideration of the trouble taken by him in connection with these
Regulations. in this Report will be found various allusions to the new Regulations, and their effect upon
the different points of the system administered by the Council.
ilL—GENERAL STATISTICS.
During the past year the number of Primary Schools maintained or aided by the State has, for the
first time in the history of the Colony, exceeded one thousand. The subjoined return exhibits a net
increase of forty schools upon the number in operation in 1874, forty-one Public Schools and eighteen
Provisional Schools having been added, to the list, and six Half.Time and thirteen -0ertied Denominational
removed therefrom.
ScRooLs.
Year,

tublic.

1867
1868
1869
1870
1871
1872
1873
1874
1875

283
318
836
359
378
896
400
420
401

l'rovisional.
31
103
146
164
181
194
216
244
202

lTalr4Ime.
6
38
61
82
96
101
117
122
110

Denominational.

Total.

317
289
264'
241
223
211
209
204
191

642
748
807
11411
878
902
94.2
990
1,030

The aggregate number of pupils enrolled has also increased by 4,072. In Public Schools the
increase of enrolled scholars amounted to 5,109, and in Provisional Schools to 781 while the Half-Time
Schools show a diminution to the extent of 112, and Certified Denominational Schools of 1,709 pupils.
Pupas.

4

a

r
Puras.
Year.

Public.

Provi,ional.

flail-time.

Pcnomi,iMionaL

1867
1568
1869
1570
1871
1872
1873
1874
1875

28,4.34
84,284
37,593
39,731
43,494
46,458
43,831
53,702
58,811

733
3113
1 788
5,185
5,633
6,673
7,466
8,002
8,786

267
593
1,242
1,445
2,267
1,792
2,209
2,462
2,350

35,305
35,930
37,076
36,460
35,919
33,564
33,512
30,218
31509

Total.

64,740
73,920
80,049
82,821
87,313
88,487
92,018
100,384
104,456

From the more general interest manifested in the subject of primary education during 1875, it
might have been anticipated that the schools would have exhibited evidences of greater prosperity, and
such expectations would doubtless have been realized but for adverse circumstances. The prevalence of
sickness of a serious nature throughout the year, by which the suspension of many schools for lengthened
periods was rendered necessary, the floods with which the Colony was visited in the earlier months, and the
long drought the effects of which were severely felt in the latter part of the year, all affected school
attendance unfavourably ; but notwithstanding these drawbacks, regular attendance, as may be seen from
the following table, has declined but slightly.
Proportion of pupils in average attendance to the average number enrolled
Year.

1872
1873
1874
1875
Appendix A.

Public School.

certided Denominational.

Per cent.
693

Per cent.
675
657
64
64-

67,

657
648

All School,.

Per cent.
686
66
656
645

The returns for the last quarter of 1875, however, show a decided impro'ement as regards regularity
of attendance over those of the preceding year. During that quart.er,.the number. of pupils in average
attendance was in Public Schools 675 per cent., and in Denominational Schools 665 per cent. of the
number enrolled. In all schools the proportion was 670 per cent.
The payments on account of school foes amounted to £56,246 12s. 3d., an increase of £2,740 7s. Gd.
The number of free scholars was raised from 6,426 in 1874, to 6,600 in 1875.
FEES.
Year.

1867
1808
1869
1870
1871
1872
1873
1874
1875

Public.

14,404 0 101
17,588 8 11
20,658 19 7
21,113 8 lot
24,824 0 8
27,048 18 11
28,579 15 11*
31,656 1 fl
33,985 12 61

Provisio,,al.

s.d.
162 12 5
1,099 14 11
1,951 9 9
2,077 10 6
2,154 2 3
2,701 4 6
3,430 15 11
3,670 1 11j
3,860 14 i

lIalittimo.

s.d.
18 9 71
77 15 11
174 13 8
284 0 10
284 4 3
456 9 3
529 16 11
769 13 O
677 9 9
£

Denominational,

£
s.d.
16,134 5 10
15,398 3 9
16,803 10 11
16,158 3 21
16,240 14 6
15,787 9 11
362405 18 .0
17,440 8 7
17,722 15 11

Total,..

£
s.d.
80,719 8 9
34,164 3 6
39,618 13 11
39,583 3 5
43,503 1 8
45,994 2 7
48,047 5 11}
53,536 5 2
56,246 12 8

IV.-PUBLIO SCHOOLS.
Appodix B.

Appendix C.

t

An increase of 41 in the number of Public Schools as already noticed, took place in 1875. Of the
.420 in operation in 1874, four were closed last year; and forty-five new schools were added to the list.
These consisted of five schools formerly in existence, and re-opened in 1875; five converted from Denomi.
national, and twelve from Provisional Schools; and twenty-three entirely new schools. Considering that
seventy-one applications for new Public Schools to provide means of' instruction for 5,533 children were
received in 1875, and that forty-seven of them were acceded to, it might have been expected that a larger
number would have been brought into operation. The great difficulty experienced by the Council in
obtaining sites, and the inability of the architect to keep pace with the demand for plans and specifications
of the necessary buildings, will explain in it great degree the delay which has taken place in completing
the arrangements requisite to enable the schools to be opened.
The desire for the establishment of Public Schools has doubtless been greatly stimulated by the
Resolution passed by the Legislative Assembly on April 20th, 187.5, on the motion of Mr. Parkes. The
terms of that resolution were-" That so much of the Regulation of the Council of Education, numbered
two, under the head of School Administration,' which requires in the case of the establishment of Public
Schools the contribution from private sources of one-third of the cost of erecting and furnishing school
buildings, inclusive of schools now in course of construction where sufficient funds have not been privately
subscribed, ought not in future to be enforced."
The belief is very generally entertained that by this Resolution the people are entirely exempted
from raising local contributions, either for the repair of sehool,buildings or for any other purpose in connection with the schools. Demands are consequently now made upon the Council, not only for the entire
cost

a
cost of Public Schools on their first establishment, but also for additions, repairs, furniture, and improvements geiicrallv, at the sole expense of the public. Applications for grants for these purposes are on this
account not only more numerous, but, from the absence of the check furnished by the necessity for contnhutiig one-third of the cost, are less restricted by considerations of economy than in previous years.
There is therefore greater need for rigid inquiry and for exact information in dealing with such applications, while a corresponding increase in the amount of work nuder this head is entailed upon the Council
and its officers.
1T._PRO VlSI ONAL SCIIOOLS.
The number of Provisional Schools in operation during the year was 262, consisting of 216 of those ApçondiK P.
existing in 1874 and forty-six newly opened schools. Seventy-nine applications for aid to Provisional Schools ApreaWr F.
were received iii 1.875, of which forty-nine were granted, fifteen were refused, and the remainder were still
under consideration at the close of the year.
The new Regulations have made all important change in the relation of the Provisional Schools to
the Council. In sonic instances it has been found that these schools were regarded by their supporters as
virtually Denominational, notwithstanding that aid had been originally granted by the Council on the
express condition that they should be conducted in every respect as Public Schools. Moreover, the teachers
being appointed by the Local Boards did not atail times consider themselves amenable to the Regulations,
were oil cii but poorly qualified, and in many cases were procured with difficulty and after delays that
proved injurious to the schools. These defects are remedied by the 92ndllegulation, which prescribes the
character both of the instruction and management of Provisional Schools, and by the 31st Regulation1 by
which the appointment of teachers is vested in the Council. In connection with this latter point, it is
necessai-y to stato that means have been adopted for maintaining a regular supply of teachers sufficiently
acquainted with the duties they are required to perform in Provisional Schools.
VT—HALF-TIME SCHOOLS.
A slight decrease is observable in the number of half-Time Schools, but in a majority of cases the Appendix F.
schools removed from the list continue in existence as Provisional Schools. In such instances the population of the localities has increased to such an extent as to warrant the appropriation of the whole time of a
teacher to one school.
Applications still continue to be received forthe establishment of Half-Time Schools which provide Ap9endlx o
the means of instruction for sparsely peopled localities. More than a hundred such piaees are thus supplied that must otherwise have remained destitute of any assistance by the State as regards primary
education.
VIL—INSPECTION.
Owing to the increase in the number of schools and in the amount of business to be transacted in
connection with them, it became apparent early in the year that the existing staff would be inadequate to
the proper inspection of all the schools.
The Council accordingly resolved to form two new districts and to appoint two additional Inspectors. In the Southern portion of the Colony,
the Bathurst, @oulburn, and Braidwood districts contained
the largest number of schools, and required their Inspectors to spend the greatest amount of time in
travelling. On these grounds, a certain number of schools were removed from each of these districts and
included in a new district, of which lass is the centre. For similar reasons, some of the schools included
in the Arinidale District, in the North, were separated into a new district, of which Grafton is the head
quarters, and which extends along the coast from the Tweed to the Hastings. For the lass District, the
Council selected Mr. J. If. Murray who had been trained in the Mother Country, and had served in the
National and Public Schools of the Colony for a period of twenty years. The charge of the Grafton
District was conferred upon Mr. T. Dwyer, whose service, though extending over it shorter period, had
been such as to indicate the possession by him of thenecessary qualifications for the oThce. The inspection
of schools in tI,e l3athurst District was performed by three Inspectors in addition to the officer in charge,
the latter having been unable through ill-health to discharge the duty. Notwithstanding this assistance,
twenty-one of the schools in the district were not inspected in 1875. Mr. Murray having been engaged
for a time in examining schools in the Bathnrst District, was thereby prevented from entering upon his own
proper duties till a comparatively late period of the year, and as a consequence was compelled to emit the
inspection of twenty-six schools. With these exceptions, the dnty of inspecting schools appears to have
been performed with fair regularity and diligence. The annexed table exhibits the number of schools
inspected in each district.
Di,tricts.

I

Xurni,er of

Seminole or
oxlsung
year.

DtliWIiUiits
tl,e

during

Albnn......................................................................
63
Ara,idole ..................................................................
48
BatI,uj-st ...................................................................
73
Braidwoocm...............................................................
90
Camden..................................................................
106
Cumnberlitud............................................................
92
Goulburn................................................................F
59
Grafton...................................................................
Maitlaod ...................................................................90
M.11dgcc

I "'r fully hnaectm.l
55
39
57
83
102
92

...................................................................68

Newcastle................................................................04
1,
Sydney......................................................................
110
Yass.........................................................................77
Total ..................................1,082

8
II
21
7
4
4
5
6
5
16
26

83

I

i

1

62
84
63
85
110
51
971

or
ITiopected.

Xu,nbcr ,, ot foil,

1

111

The condition of schools generally is estimated by the Inspectors with reference to a fixed Stuidard Appendix
which takes account of all the various points of school management.
The

it.
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The subjoined table shows the percentage of each class of school, reaching, falling below, or rising
above this standard.
IocSow standard.

I

tp to Standard,

Schools.

Alvo Standard.

I

Public ..................................

1874.

1875.

1571.

1875.

.133

31.7
756
546
47.9
46-3

374
176
42-4
399
34-3

369
19-6
32
35
318

Protisional ..................................................... 782
Ball-limo ......................................................38
Denominational ............................................... 45
All Schools ............... .................................... .......

i

-

1874.

1875.

293
4-2
19-6
136
19-6

313
46
1.33
204
21'8

Compared with the results obtained in 1871, little improvement, is shown in schools of any descrip.
lion, though it is but reasonable to suppose that the large number of new schools brought under inspection
for the first time may have increased the proportion of these returned as below the standard.
E,timateci proficiency of the Pupils to 1875.
Subjects.
Good.

-Tolerable.

Indifferent.to

1,932
5,607
5,725
4,733

1,474
3,827
3,603
2 ,303

1,757
1,940
1,537
78 9

Totals .............................13,346

1037

11,207

1T-'ilinqOn slates ..................... . ..............................7,195
in copybooks or on paper ............................10,330

7,181
10,591

3,357
3,471

2,195
096

19.929
25,535

Totals .............................17,525

17,772

6,823

3,192

45,31.7

Simple rules .... .........................................
5,589
Compouoirl rules ............................................1,371
Higher rules ................ ... ..... . .....................
1,216

8,211
2,600
1,263

0,310
1,738
080

7,703
2,211
576

27,821
7.870
4,070

Totals .................. ....... .3,156

12,055

9,025

10,495

39,764

Elementary ....................... ...........................
3,690
Adrauèed ...................................... ............2,9111

4.003
3,664

3,109
2,601

3.257
2,589

Totals .................. ......... .6,617

8,207

5,710

5,846

20,464

Elementary ..................................................
4,457
Advanced ..................................................3,003

5.595
3,304

3.399
1,741

3,558
2,118

17,009
11,066

.............................8,360

8,899

5,140

56761

25,075

1,505
8,670
2,877
3,651
363
110
26
87

13,733
44.751
22.171
29273
1,880
1,018
552
805
40
12,511

-

Fair.

j

Totals.

Reading-

Alphabet ....................................................967
Monosyllables ..............................................4,092
Lsv larrativo ............................ ..............
3,668
Ordinary Prose ............ ................................4,619

i

-

6,07,3

6,130
15,656
14-553
12,444
i

4,718 -

Aritlin,rik-

-

Grammar-

-

'

14,659
11,305

Oaoqs'aph-

-Totals

QUeer SubjectsScripture and moral ]esson- . ............................
5,180
Object lcssonq .............................................. 11,770
- Drawing ... ................................................
5,625
Music .........................................................8,873
Euclid .......................................................
558
A]gehra .....................................................281
Mensuration ...............................................222
Latin ........................................................340
Trigonometry ..............................................40
Needlework .................................................
4,899

1

F

'

4,541
14,218
8,782
10,800
801
453
214,
251

2,557
10,091
4837
5,010
153
171
60
127

4,196

2,356

,

1,060

I

A. larger number of pupils (48,713) were examined than in any previous year. As regards profiesency, little improvement could be expected, considering the circumstances already described that miiitated against regular attendance at school. With tl'.e exception of writing and geography, no decided
advance can be recorded in any subject; but on the other hand no material retrogression, as may be seen
from the foregoing table, is discernible. This, having regard to all the facts of the case, cannot be
regarded as unsatisfactory.
-

.

VflI.-TEACHERS.
a, Fetpii-Teac1ee'e.

Tun number of applicants for employment in the capacity of Pupil Teacher during 1875 w'as 135 only-a
marked decline from the numbers of previous Years. A larger proportion, however, was successful in
pming i:lie required examination, the number found eligible for appointment being 82. By the Regulation
now in force on this subject (No. 63 and Appendix B) the qualifications required of applicants for the office
of Pupil Teacher have been slightly raised. No difficulty is apprehended in obtaining an adequata supply
of suitable candidates in consequence of this step, which, moreover, haa an important bearing upon other
provisions for the maintenance of the staff of teachers.
Equally

7
Equally satisfactory results are apparent from the examinations of Pupil Teachers holding appointments in schools. The percentage of Ihilures was but 137, while that for 1874 was 10.
In the new Regulation No. 63, provision is also made for an extended course of instruction for
Pupil Teachers. Some time may possibly elapse before full effect can be given to this provision, but it is
hoped that by this means a more thoroughly qualified class of candidates may be prepared for the training
school.
For the purpose of comparison with the previous year's results, the following statistics are given
1875.
1874.
193
Applicants examined ..................................... ..135
102
successful ....................................82
91
53
unsuccessful .................................
Pupil Teachers promoted
90
From Class IV to Class III ..............................
57
II..............................
mto
I..............................50
11th ,,
I to Training School ....................54
41
Failing to gain promotion .............. ...................

60
61
48
34
39

1'. Traznznq School.

Besides the 34 fist class Pupil Teachers who were found to be eligiblo for admission to the Training
School, 31 applicants were examined with a view to test their suitability for training, and of these 22 were
successful. Of the whole number of the candidates that completed the course of training, 59 gained
classifications, as shown in the following Table:—
________ -

Mates.

Cla,aification.

-

Crass If.
SsctionA.................................................................0
12
B ................................................................
Crass IlL

SectionA ...................................................................6
B ...................................................................4
7
........................ ...... ............ .......................Total

Total.

ifemaks.

5

5

13

25

4
6

10
10
9

2

................. .... ............................29

30

-

59

Two of the candidates failed to gain classification.
The necessity for raising the standard of qualification for admission to the Training School bad on
many occasions made itself felt, by the fact that, rftcr undergoing six months' instruction, some of the
candidates gained very low classiftcations. In 1874, for example, eight candidates obtained the lowest
classification, and nine others ony one grade above it while in the past year two failed altogether, nine
were placed in the lowest rank, and ten in the lowest but one. Moreover, as the want of thoroughly
competent teachers to flu, vacancies in the larger schools became increasingly urgent, the Council was
compelled to devise means for meeting the demand. On these grounds the. Council has provided
A higher standard of qualifications for admission to the Training School, (Regulation 55 and
Appendix D.)
A longer period of training and extended course of instruction. (Regulation 57 and Appen.
dix B.)
The experiment of teaching history in the Training School will, in accordance with the latter provision, be tried during 1876.
a. Erarninations.

Examinations under the provisions of Article 37 of the Regulations of 8th March, 1869, were held
as usual during the year 1875, with the following results
... 219
Total number examined
M.
,..
...
... 85
Promoted
..,
..
...
...
,..
ToIIIC 26
B 23
A 25
JIB 5
S
lB 1
... 1311
...
...
...
Failed to gain promotion
Total

...

...

219

For several years past a large number of failures has been recorded, and it may be inferred that a
certain proportion of teachers in the lower grades will never be found qualified for promotion, however often
subjected to the test of examination. The Council determined therefore, in the revised Regulation, to omit
the provision requiring teachers holding the two lowest classifications to undergo examination every yea',
and (Regulation 44) to leave it optional with teachers whether they would endeavour to gain promotion
by that means.
On the other hand, it was found that teachers possessed of comparatively meagre attainments,
secured by Article 39 of the old Regulations promotion to grades entitling them to the charge of schools
which they could not efficiently conduct. The new Regulation on this subject, No. 46, remedies this defect,
and only allows of promotion, for good service, under restrictions that effectually guard against advancement to the higher wades of persons unequal to the increased responsibiitics of such a status.
The

P.

El

The total number of teachers promoted under the provisions of the rule formerly in force ws
20, viz.
ToIIJA ... ... ... 4
JIB
...
...
... $
4
lB
...
•..
... 4
d. Enwlwrnente.

At the close of 1815 there were 1,504 teachers in the service of the Council, viz. :-975 principal
teachers in charge of schools, 220 assistants, and 309 pupil teachers.
Their emoluments amounted in the aggregate to £150,044 Os. 0d., of which £99,197 13s. 4d.
was paid by the Council, and the remainder £5G,240 12s. SN. consisted of school fees. The average
amount paid was £103 15g. 0. From more precise calculations, however, it appears that the remuneration of principal teachers was, for 1875, at the following rate:—
S51n7,
Fees.
Total.
£ £

Teachers holding certificates of I A
251
401
........... 150
138
169
307
11 A ......... 126
98
224
..
.114
86
200
lilA
102
42
144
B ..........00
32
122
C
78
23
101
In comttry schools a residence isgenerally provided in addition.
The emoluments of teachers in the various classes of schools, but excluding pupil teachers, are
exhibited in the following Table
Schools.

55157.

Public ..........................................................................96 6s.
Previsional ....................................................................
Half-time .......................................................................Or. 172
Church of Enolsad...........................................................
Roman Catholic ..............................................................92 4
Presbyterian ......... ................................................... .......
15
Weslcyan ...................................................................... 111
05 15

Fees.

d.
51
1
51

ft
k
3*

57£ 0S.
14 12
11 9
72 13
54 2
75 5
68 10

Total,

d.
51
5
7*
S
7*
44

£ s.
153 7
59 9
77 11
171 17
146 7
187 1
164 14

d.
0

ft

91
2*
t
lé
71,

.&itnougn tee toregoing statistics disclose sonic improvement in the pecuniary position of teachers
generally, the. Council was of opinion that the remuneration of those holding low-class certificates, and
employed in the smaller Public and Denominational Schools, as well as those in charge of Provisional
Schools, was insufficient. In the new Regulations (48 and 50) provision, therefore, is made for: it considerable increase in the salaries of these teachers from 1st January, 1870. By this increase it is hoped
that no classified teacher will receive less than £120 per annum in addition to a residence.
IX.—LO CAL SUPERVISION.
With a view to improve the character of the local supervision, of which complaint has been made
in former Reports, the revised Regulations Nos. 07, 68, 69, and 70 exhibit in a more systematic form than
heretofore, the various duties expected of Local Boards. Moreover, there has been some reason to suppose
that the omission by Inspectors to give notice of their visits of inspection has contributed to render Local
Boards indifferent to the welfhre of the schools under their care. This ground of complaint has been
removed by the 73rd Regulation, which requires that. at one inspection in each year, the Local Board shall
be invited to be present, due notice being given to the Chairman or Honorary Secretary. In future the
Council hopes to be able to report more favourably of the performance of the duty of local supervision.
A51wndx I

X.—FINANCE.
Although the Parliamentary Vote for primary schools was increased from £120,000 to RI80,000,
the increase was not available until the month of September, and hence the Council was unable to give
effect to the resolution of the Assembly until late in the year. The total amount at the Council's disposal
was £183,059 lOs. 3d., consisting at the following items
- £ s. d.
Balance from 1874 ...
,..
...
...
...
373 8 11
Vote for Public Instruction...
...
...
... 180,000 0 0
Church and School Estates Revenue
...
...
2,186 7 0
Total ...

...

... £183,059 16 8

Adding to this theamount of local contributions received in 1875 towards Buildings, £4,040 12s. lid.,
and the ante paid as School Fees, £50,246 12s. 8d., there would be a grand total of £243,356 2s. 3-d.
The past year has been one of great trial to many of the schools, and if no great progress can be
recorded, the circumstances detailed in previous portions of this Report may be viewed as furnishing a
satisfhctory explallation of the fact. Not to have retrograded is as favourable a state of things as could,
under such adverse influences, reasonably have been expected.
We submit this as our Report upon Public Schools for the year ending 31st December, 1875; and
in testlnony thereof we have caused our corporate seal to be affixed hereto, this twenty.ninth day of
March, one thousand eight hundred and seventy-six.
J. SMITH, President.
W. A. DUNCAN.
S. C. BROWN.
W. WILKINS, Secretary.
ALFRED STEPHEN.

APPENDIX A.

GENERAL ABSTRACT of l?eturns from Public, Provisional, and Half-time Schools.
Average attendanes.

Number of Cl lldren on the Rolls.
Q uarter endi ig-

lleys.

-

Girls. T.W.

CE.

P.C.

i':es.

lYre. Other,.. Total.

Roy,.

Girls.

Total.

Amount of Shoot
feeS P.M.

£

MARCH, 1873.

5.

d.

38,994 13,4081
6,510 2,2566
607-5
1,531

10,525-9
2,1222
6415

24,233-9
4,3788
1,240-0

7,24-3 9 3k
846 10 9
157 12 8'

47,335 16,2721

13,5896

29,861-7

8,24712 9

4,211 39,780 13,8494
Public Schools .. ....................................................................................................... 21,509 18,271 39,780 17,670 6,681 5,345 5,873
471
86 6,350 2,1714
Provisional Schools ....................................................................................................3,233 3,147 6,380 2,699 2,469 655 119
5720
16 1,723
Half-time Schools ......................................................................................................857 866 1,723 912 561 115
Totals .........................................25,599 22,284 47,883 21,281 9,711 6,115 6,463 4313 47,883 16,592-8

11,198-5
2,0936
60-ti

25,0479
4,2650
1,1761

8,401 0 9
891 18 0
159 7 8

13,8961

30,459-0

9,45266

41,381 18,502 6,964 5,509 6,160 4,246 41,381 15,1051
6,418. 2,716 2,400 596 494 122 6,418, 2,2224
5697
12 1,687
531 115 107
13687 922

12,325-7
2,201-4
6189

27,4308
4,423-S
1,1886

8,736 2 lU
1,002 3 31
160 9 2

49,486 22,140 9,985 6,220 6,761 4,380 49,486 17,8971

15,1480

33,0432

9,898 15 4

41,92 18,854 Z070 6,622 6,192 4,234 41,972 15,5067
63045 2,951 2,673 677 523 121 6,945 214201
5981
l fl
11 1,693
1,693 914 547 110

12,8408
2,407-2
6551

28,3475
4,8276
1,2532

9,6Q4 19 61
1,120 2 4k
200 0

50,610 22,719 10,290 6,409 6,S26 4,366 50,610 18,525-2

15,903-1

34,425-3

10,925 2 ii

5,939 3,940
Public Schools .......................................................................................................... 21,150 17,844 38,994 17,430 6,569 5,116
639 466
88
Provisional Schools ................ ....................................................................................3,311 3,199 6,51.0 2,752 2,555 120
113
16
Half-time Schools .......................................................................................................916 915 1,831 938 644
Totals ........................................25,377 21,958 47,835 21,130 9,768 5,875 6,518 4,044
Jvyr, 1675.

SEPTEMBER, 1875.

-

Public Schools .................................................................... .................... .. .................22,270 19,111
3,205 3,213
Provisional Schools .....................................................
870
.... . ....... ........ .... ........ ........... ..... 817
Half-time Schools ........................................................................................................
Totals ..........................................26,292 23,194
DEcEMBER, 1875.
Public Schools ......... ...... . ...... .. ................... .................. .... ............................................22,577 19,385
Provisional Schools ....................................................... .... ..........................................3,488 3,467
Ilahitime Schools ........- ......................................................................823870
ToMIs ....................................... 20,88923,722

0
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APPENDIX B.
AnnnsNcE of Children at the Public Schools, as certified by the Public Seliool Boards, for the Quarter ending 31st December, 1875, or
for the last Quarter of that year during which the Schools were in operation.
Number of Children on 18c1L.

jtce.

i6xpendttiorc from Public }'uudp.

tocal Contributions.

Namoof School.

—

.s

Aberdeen ..........................2331

Abor3IassLyu ....................2603

Adolong ..........................7160
Adeloi.gCm,3ag ..............21
23
AoIclong,3;pper ..............17 21
Albionrarti .....................s6 42
Albury ........................... i8 158
Aldavilla ..........................22 i8
Alotonville .......................29 12
AloamIlyCreek .................33 22
Appin .............................2726
Araltoen ......................... ''598
Ara[ueu.T:ppor .................2828
Ara[ucn,Wcst .................53 49
Arinidifi,, ......................... 129 87
.ksl,Oeld

..........................32

20

Mondale ..........................17 1 6
1BII 4 UjI .............................3327
Balonaixo ......................... 402 313
BaIranatci .......................4636

E-P,a,,0Cjl

I

54131827
9]27...

Z.

C

4

10

16

2r43i'4
9000
143
9233
5700
131
15
52342494720746
939
I
135
288
49 38' 6
153
921910
4
38 19! 19......
r6 138 294
72 0 0
983939 14
6434 333 759 13250
343 1531 27 77 55 31 1354 1154 2308 431 0 0
40330
6
I
142
118 26'
10200
41
13
6 iS 6
031 146
277
6o,o 0
3
21'
55 iS
134 344
204108
7 10 iS
532429........
163 197 6
9200
21393763221
2794668146229736
4627 13
143206
350
Sr
00
3
3
III
5450
8
377 307 684 135100
216 134 30 23 25
4 899 56-5 1465 263 5 5
52
22
36
22 •4
1
147
371
117186
3
432024...
179
111 291
9978
9...

39

3

593216
s6... 18
16' 34•
10200
725 253' 70 205 92 95 2564 1873 4437 614 6 3
523734
6
231'
23-6
536
10200
4
37:4
6
222
55115
jo'S
23'
4
3
4329
1
11
2
cçq 16 -2 321 6380
3l 313
32
W6
104
22'
9000
3
305
23:
116
2486168
as
3 16.......23
95 0 0
59 iS
117
347
458 '163[ 14 35 202 54 1898 1444 3342 381 5 0
382511
2 ............
17'
103
273
6600
8
2
10311 7
45 25
23'4
273
307
9
1539023216

fr,a3,i

13"i

Total.

tc

tc '1

li! ho
g,,.8

on

£d.

Lcd.

3492126195
2 10 3 .............
,e86
14.140
103226
29,00
8
2701460730 16020 39662
5

oi6 9

01010

5 17 1

9

1

8

1

Sco
,o8

17

01310

5g6

2140277211134
3944
2 5 0 ...................2520 3

312016134868

6036

321 16 0
2140
1000..............
13193
39154
33118
170................
2980
100................
154155
1,06...........
5060
143 19

0

Soon

586
706............69186
'5
9 23 00............233 3 3
0 18,o
443150182100
118 6
381
35142
5154
186 ...................3509
17 II II
Sly 0 3 1 7 10 5019 5 9

174155
I
233177
1,015 16 8

1006

18535
1,0318 I
13i8 4
2248,0

45985
132166
217176
521 9 5
797 110
14463
13893

2,042 2 10
273710
50002500
94 13 0
250.................1737
76105
o,Sio
1761500
15 i6
965,o
209 .......
140123
48116
0,38 .......
7114
Bin
2 011 .......
146 4 I
54 3 2
13 17 0
10 II 0 uS 14 8
498 8 II 1,024 17 7
,6
25026165
2516 12190
1 0 0 ............
4373
Bog' ................................86S
266'230'3126'5169.189
7162
.. ---------------t15126
29375
BoIIun2or ------------------------- -2124
1312
i6
8
28-7 20200
143 142
2131 ........
1:5177
9..
2146
!ieIIiroroliivcr .................35 30
6 10 26
6
20'
22'3
323
9212 I
01710
158121
4,.,.
27200
37 12 2
Ji,notor,Icor .......................3118
3921
96 3... 107
8616 9 iS' 86016168............370
72 18-9
146 14 6
Bergnlk ..........................20
10380
49 12 27 13
127 184
311
1710
29
212109
7
...
7500
301411
lerkoloy ..........................2421
6
45 35 17.-170
ITS
239129
347 ,o9oo 2171 700..............22158
flerrima ..........................4243
8
4323338661 10783 613 1400200341058 61 13o
222161
50 20
7
4
Ililoalong ..........................30 28
58 2542
I
I8'9
392
80134
29•3
201
400 ...............
12146
341111
I4inoIa ------ .................... --1410
24
1)
6
6.,,
103
5070304 ............
Si iS's
,
20150
8334
3
13islIop1l5rido .................3509
54 23 2 7
267 13•3 40'
90001810
1:55 4176
11538
4
271410
ISlackIlango ....................19 21
40
30
2
144
6900
--------04'
9
0330
8373
3
5
13143
29'3
Blaney .............................2925
5121
61017
223
113
436 20200
256 -------37101 141067
Btoweo'ing .......................19 14
33 22 21 ............143 117 26'
75100
1109
100
.......
12979
'
4170
ISineogumtiat .................2114
3637.3
20000
8'
117
19'2
276
2
330
iog8 11602
13O"gabri ..........................1619
3524
55
9'S 04'434'2
995032111500......
147235
3236
Bozoibala ..........................84 6~
'4687 28 13 10
633 436 105g 15400 552 ...........
8
127123
286
iloolong ..........................23
21
22
18
112
7300 '22710
43...
109 22':
----1110-1051310
3
2350
ISooral -----------------------------2418
4220,38 1
301
138339 10 10 8
:6g ...........
3866 146310
Bolany .............................4738
8340 ,o'rS 88344262606252712140 ...........
22131
6620
Botany Jtoad ................... 136 110
246
8 05 36 82 953 74'S 179-1216 0 0
13
500 24 6
223 3 11
3
4
37 17 3
Ilonrkc .............................36
24
So
46 14.........
231
107
33-3 1551110 .........
'5317 936181'
99140
33526
Jlonrlco.otreet ................... 349 302
6 0 174 33 50 136, 265 2383 2007 439'
513 10 7 14 4 8
60 0 0
614 3 M 1,00 18 8
liowenfels......................... 27 31
45
S 26 :0 8
138 203 340
0269
110010134
568 3518,0
14457
90 0 0
lloovIingALIeyl'oint---------- 27 27
2
9110 0
54 25 14 13
197
,8
119 5
2 4 0 .........
042 2 5
377
46 9 0
Ilowna ............................ 1517
321310
88 128 21.6
0105
zi6o..........
7.1 100
20131
9
9797
lsowning ......................... 2017
.. ...
....12713023-6
38,6193. ...
7800 ......................
qSrG
1816
loowra ............................ 2614
40
2...
174
co'S 293300
341 1200..........
3 23 12
5136
53 16 7
33o,n-aI ... - ..... --...--- ......----- 3937
7635462011 257242499 9632 2 14 8
5001110300
I6754
47668
Braidwor.o3 -------........ ------- 5738
52710
43 255 689 17915 6366 11963412101468 9054
3361:3
9349
lSranol000lIilI .................. 3520
5641 9
252
126 37-8 10200 1175 '60..
.........3470 139105
3
3
Irloxton ...................... 3627
6
381 910
524•2
12709
21•3
3110
672452000
262021
4448
45';
,nrowarriaa .......................24 15
3
3921
iS ... ..,
38002342
1 16.1
2 4 19 9
463 311
73 24'
33 0 034200
ilrodie',PIolns ... --- ...........II 17
28 21..,
2,..
136 232
9'
2142
Soc.................
20378
5
38
o6
6
56
13
0
J000kenhack -----------------------23 30
5--- ...----33 ... 134 28'
304 105 610
308 7
........................34 8 8
24314 I
ll000ghtouPreek ..............33 43
78 42 29
2...
225 0 8
48'
153 9 7
3098 ............................4412 6
204 1 9
5
llroilghtonvillago -----------:325
4819
8...
1...
18-220'8
1084
1361310
65o
39'
105 13 0
42
1
7
6
lirnre{Iale..........................1919
38
914
78... 12214044 3200 0136 .............................7120
4056
Iloolli ...............................
96 34121926
435'
550
22546
3355 345 700 13621, 225
8,,6 o
IlooltiNorth ---------------------- -1011
21
85 8'3, 170
...........................................15126
61236
4 9
5
3.
liuu,laro':t ...................... 31
71
40
4520
373 533 10342 21110 ...........................44156
219
1511,6
5
l3noetvwsolla ------------------- -1117
28
31410
9120
2135
2
60029176
7140
g'4 15'_ 24'S
13875
Ilurkertile ...................... 21! 14
iSo
90
270
7110 0 ---------------------------- --3214 6
.....
204 4 6
3
4
linrrior ---------------------------- -3523
38381010
10'9150'7'9300
298
iioG ------------------------30160 12266
Iloorrowa -------------------------- 3213
I
23'4
4232
210
7831
10200
70300
22774
1 04
5470
liarwood ------------------------- 196 114
310 275
8o-6 2303 323 03 4
g'
273 8 0141 13 21
30
7 9 5
367 12 3 1,113 iS n
V
]lurrnndnlla ....................26 23
31 17
.. -------...
II ...
is'S 125 244 67 10 0
I 0 & ..........' -----------27 6 0
3
95 iS 0
('adoa ...................... - ....... --11114
2512
g...
Sq
94 i8'3j 34046 ........ 400....................IIG
73160
4...
(:anbevani. ...................33, 32
63 29 21 25 10 ...
24.9
----------------------------------230
735
II
0
178
491511
sn
49'9
Caoo,oleo, - ------------------------- 23 23
46' 11
z ...
16 iS i'8 135 293 20513 7
17 8
....................42 16 6
0 03 0
153 4 9
3
Caroopordown ------------------- lID
203
104
...
28
..........
0292
243
19
2911
30
Sy's
6
41
14
14
93
59'7
429 6 io
3
4...........16313
tilompoio ......................... 12
15
27
II
14
1
62100 0102
7'S 11-0 188
.....................
72115
,
9113
Cao.dolo ......................... 4123
643633.541 .............................99190
6
259
133
410
11400
21931
C'ao,00boI1
--------------------- 33
27
62 24 1019 9'
202
423
232
31011
383 ---------------------------- --1746
51138
('arangara ... .................. ..
'630
4610
240
30
126
366 9000
307 ..............................312200
124335
5
Carcoar, ......................... 3221
16
26
6
227
129
356130136
387 ..............................63170
197191
Cargo ............................ 4633
1.5
3:'320'4
527
7800
3147
--------- -----------6119631491415
79 39 38
1
Soo
('fF1120 ............................
81 3431932337250 58'z
356
288
4734
48657313434,58
26530
9
55104
C1s,,'llq ............................ 2517
4222
0. ..
210
138 349
15005 ....................19050
22 10 0
5750
Castlo-roagh .................. ... - 25.34 'g 6 17
1
188
10550
200
.......................
25'5
140139
5
343
3389
Cawdor............................ 4° 34
24320544811400244 -----------0100............32146
7443 1... 30...
149810
Cesinocic ......................... 2433
225392
571637...
137
723,8 1144 ...........7000............1524
9084
4...
f'l,atohnrv ...................... 13 18
sGoo
,. ------ -200................
33 I2} 8 13.........112 137 249
9917 7
2217 7A
Cloatawortlojda,od .......... 56 40
96
I
25
11 ...
232
63'S 26'o 0
1 7 9 ........................gt
21212 3
49
37'4
6
flareneoTown .................6043 10631718
241
341753
131198
ISio
22.6................6270k 1961603
Clcvolenot.etrcet ------------- 802 622 14341638 222 125 200 219 5o'6 4083 988 9 2,104 7 5 26 7 5
2.32012 8 2,54531 11
94 4 3
Coh,rgo ......................... 1021
930 .................
.........
2000
3.......6-3 147 210
311 27 11
0150
Collector ......................... 2422
4633 20...
13..
182371 353
78100
0384
704151
3600494367000
2533
Colyton ............................ 27 23
50
.................
---------I
14
iS
6
268
1041630
2159
20'
12587
7
377
171511
3
Conctoh,o:in ...................... 1524
43
6 2... ...
146 181 327
Sono.
3720)
iSjo
3 1 3 0 - ...... --- 150067100
Cooerwull ......................... 3744
813511 3622
303 573
10200
451 ................................73123i
5272
781275!
............................
Coolalo
168
2416
87
4300 ......................................... :ao6
----------1- 8
4
4
39
77 10 6
Coolar..............................75
19
6600
--- ......
0139
10243
34' 19 15............... 100 240 250
... ...... ------------15106
('oolangottt ................... iS 20
6
429
146
260
10200 ..........Son! ..,
---------o'
,isoo
3
............1800
971
('0001:1 ---------------------------- 51
46
8i 3 - ---------'52.1 4 023213 4 14413 6 1,032 4 3
6 339 293 63213118 0
3 25
7
4
Coonabarabraa ................ 27
4372
40
........... 200019114........... 4086
28463
3 12... 10'5 225 390 104 6

!l3andonCrovo .................1116
ljankstowu .......................3023
Isarraba ..........................1814
Barrington .......................19 '6
]Jatenoion',Bay .................39 :0
14athnrot ......................... 250 208
B2LI,nv .............................2414
13au1411o,mIlilI, ...............19 26

01410
1115

4

I
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APPENDIX B—continued.
Averav
Atteudar.

Number of Children on 11ollo.

Expenditure from Public Funds.

Local Contributions.

Nameof5rho)L

l

Tota

I

1

_F

£

d.3s,l.Lsdo.cLL x. d
£o.d.
Ltd.
Connamble .......................4o21
6i361g 1 5.
335 185 523 9000 3108 ...........................683 9 162135
('oranboug ....................242;
l....15'317'537'7 6600 liSle ............................1824
13082
53 25)
Coot,,00,un<Ira ....................33 21
291 3565 10
69510
5447 4
9 5285...................... 17173
3021
50 21,09 4 4
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17 21
002
1417 4
17 4
622.,.
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37150
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1615
41111
3,1 22
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42 28 7 6
133 144 277 69
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8
3511 3 107 03
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21512
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8
4211
134 61r
32 30
1i1,togF'orept
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13 2
78 6113 I.
34 22 3 8
9
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812
xe
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2130
3426
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3
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2473
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8220
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01512 2
4 5
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300..
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252421 3050 6
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Fai,y Meadow
312
01226
25
2651
526
1531411
301
14
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41
6
33 3
4
4
3
7t
Faibrook
S'g 145 234 Groo
381462500 1910 253156
3317233
1022
131 202 60200 2273
FerouoiouI,t
2
1000500
88209
1223
8 8
936
34
FishoryCr,,ek
146 164 31
7368 0234 21003450
1916 125266
23 72
44
43391 13
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93279270
7033
1677
433
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1.2
APPENDIX B—continued,
Somber of Ohildren on Rolls.

ALtOMSVOO.

}ixpendiLura fiom Public Fcn'3.

Local Cutri1utlo it.

TotaL
TrnIOf80IflOL
TO

£ F. 6
s. & £ s. 6. £ F. 6. 4 s. ci. X. a. 6.
£ s. a.
HeNo
2319
1000! ....................4396
355176
4239..........
3 142 129 27'I 10280
kenpsoy ..........................3947
20130
4324367691118130
86345
216
374 -----------7928
Kiam ............................ '68 97
'6 IclI 37 6r 6 ... 1104 60' 1714 323 0 7 10 5 3 .......... 233 18 0
67 310
Riuchelsorecic:................16 iS
97119 226
63210
90016134868
10870
321812
510
8184
2-.,
Icincumber .......................1511
.................
8319
103
176
6600
285
150
1484
2617...
6
73
s... 14! 148289
Marc.
8IOO
42161, 12556
4422
195 ...........
35...
7.,,
23
kirkeonnell ....................1729
8187?
4618
32'
150.................2137
11
6°°
lCogerah ..........................2726
10200
1180
38,0
3176
'8-5
36-1
142 14 4
5337
3
7
0 15 4
3
Kurrajong, South....
31 20
81 213 '95
i6 jo 0 .................
17 11 9
..........14 17
34 I 9
4
7
Laguns ........................... 25,6
221 131 331
86174
117613710368
i8,
135177
4734
3610
7........
LakoAlbort ....................2029
10750
122 174 296
138 . ............
4014
493117
8
6600
3
Lambion ......................... 332 373
791 7 1
645 315 15 81 88 338 2269 1918 4187 405 10 0 10 17 I 10 13 3.................... 364 6 g
LoneCovo .......................26 28
225 235 46
110016140
38010
1828 4
131
10200
5441
0 13 6
Lawoon'oCrselc .................1412
9316
114
100 ......................21116
2615
:L
58 172
70 10 0
9
Loicloharlit .......................
..666o
12646,.........5842538180'6153510
2195100188134413154300137
lAnlekilns .......................21 ,6
io8 12 5
i,'6 118 234
2217 7
8110 0 -3 410 ...............
37
s 21 11
Ll,nnore ..........................36 39
2011810
338100025o2269
75441412
114 27 8297 575 10716
5459
LittleRlver.......................27 31
168127
58 23 13 14
189 IT
409 13013
11010 ...............
3706
8
Liverpool ..........................49 39
239191
67123
88 54
o 31,,,
13 9 ........... 1500
34'7 277 62-4 15313 r
Liancleilo ..........................1121
80810
500500
1998 11,131
4234
105 io8 21'3
1197
8.........
Lochinyar .......................41 22
............
757125
9000
25150
8o6
63 36
31811
4
9 10
4 27'4 13'5 409
Lucknow ....................
212138
3742
330
9040
287 32'2 60-91061453123
794514713
Luildeuham ............ ... .....3129
16650
6047
2...
1139 ........43100. .... .......i6og
6 756 166322 1o506
5
31'Douald, Central ...........10
711 710
17 10........7 ...
818 0
65 142 10210 0
01910 ................
77
7
3t'Donald,Lowor ..............17
9362
2623
103
153
57117
28.0 ........2500............867
2
8...
9
5'
3
Mncquans Plain, ..............16 '8
231710 ,
24
173
132
11
516
6
15
.........
315
0
0
20
44
7 1 5 ................
Maillaud, Ea&t ................ '21 89
891 623 1514 255 3 3
210 98
48 49
128 9 4 832 10 71
7 0 6 20 15 6-419 3 0
ila,tland, West ................ 297 193
1,431
19 96
61418
0
5
101
490 226 25 55 131 52 2326 1313 3530 504 8 0 15 18 10 II 14
8 7 1 4
480
31858
Majorecroele...... ...... . ..... ..4642
80050
88423385
31-61272
88 15683
3175
810
illarigroveoreek ..............13
...................
6248
150
6
19...
.jRoO
0122
1176
19...........
127
5-6 18-3
Manly .............................6336
21892
22 -552510723275
0176
10820
340'
9945l817 16
Mardi .............................2335
40104
32140
6600
415 030314 4-9168
58341011
2104
3 130 209 34'
Slarengo .......................... S i6
1251570
8-i
154
10200
..................
2240
341912
71110
1
o
83
M'arkwell ..........................1522
77164
170..............8o6
37826
16'4 264
6600
:8
,0
10'
3
90109
Marine .............................iS 22
3019,.: 18
86 233
6600
0195 1600................7174
i'7
Marrickvlllo ............ ....... 729 III
479
50410
150 87 19
015
6
90'2
26219
2
1211
2
5223
UI
736
17
16s8
3
7
4
9
MarshalL Mount ............. 25 28
167 0 10
6 29
187 197 384 117 1$ 0
18
2 18 9 ..........................46 7 1
5
Marulan ........................ . 1615
3745
3122
12'
23'
6400
135 ..........................610
910.........II
Maryland ......................... 1031
276410
51 22 15
531041069 1700136140
53739
129 222 351
9
5.,
3fcantow}'iat ................... 1512
2301
171066 5
163
838'
181 ....................................4150
3IoilangIe......... ...... .......... 27 31
143126
51 47............2
1160 ...........71831010
2(7 40
2 129 213.342 102 00
.....................
i6
6 8
Meialndie ......................... 19 20
0
25
17•4
8
0
55
2
6
012
19
14.............9'4
8'
787' 6
39
ionx,
213054100
Merlinbola ...................... 39 20
37156
327
6315
2300
8 10. ... .....xô
39 11
16
..............
10775
Sleron ............................ 1514
460
20
16,40
111 105 Il'S
800
275
331
5
176113
Merriwa ......................... 34 32
661240
66100
269 274 545 106 42
I
3 17 0 .......
3
418110
MilIfleLd ......... . ............... iS 341
3002961036100
22711
522718
9415
ii'! 178 289
5 18 3
7.,
...........
109103
.Ui,,',,iibah ...................... 2427
170
15731
192 821 313
9000
41 29
6
6
2 15 4
Min,rti ............................65 6
igai8 3
130 21 1942 15 33 39'4 37'l 765 123136
343 0140................6s 66
MilcheIl'sCreek .................26 23' .49 20
200..................36175
14330
1
257
5 18
5 186 151 337 10200
..................
135
I II
0
Milchclls islaild ..............35 40'
15
0
1
401119
0
0
258
287
3
545
7
75 41 13 77
3
4
8613
Mittagong,Lower ...............85 171
.......
3228
6100
21123
8 00
i
127 129 256
s..,
9813
M'ittagong,Uppor ..............27211
2178
1160
..................
2177
87
158
254
7200
4931
io-6
3...
132410
3foama .............................35291
570100.........512!
6423 1319
77100
359
54 198 159 357
jIolii1llah ..........................69 63. 132 73 40
336 71!
0
123 2 6
406 522 728 153 9 6 23 12 11 Ioil 0
5
7
2921711
76134368
8096
Molong ..........................54321
854127
5)2129180245
517
3 35 '2 24'
6749
......................
478k
Monkeral ........................12131
62171
2519...
1
5
'g io8 xS
8831
20193
.\lorlklttoe .......................1532
27717
6600
1310 ...............
84 228
124
3
....................
97329
....................
3180
Ilorobringor
2410
24149
2014
8
6300
2
86 133
4
4'7
Mooroowoollen .................26 201
346
90 0 0 ........................2511 84 17511 6
46 2110232...
]'5 15'
81374
Morpoll! ......................... 71393
206101 2423 54
5108 1150371807768 146161
489'! 70131630 211 018
Sloaquitalsland ............. i8 79'
9000
191943 z66 I
072
13.9' 2f7
45
37 30............
3[ossVale ...................... 3023
53305183
1174 .....................48815168876
229-823
598 21332
SloontAdral, ................... 19 86
340............
14176
2397
1
45 133 28'
41 11 1
35 i6 18
3lountKeira ..................1 41 31
171171
72 13 32
17 70 33'g 23'
s6g 105166-347 .......................62160
..............
9338
2750
Mount3lncqsarie ..............1423
2270
249
118
3729
6600
310
109 14'
5
171073 6
3100111 TarIlI% .................79 26
2
37 9' 60 10 0
31(3 5 ......................27 6 3
39 iS45 2! 15
7 ,
Mountvictoria .................3035
0152
1100...............ss'ss6 136o7
55432'
1'
224729.1 47's} 7800
719 12 7
31uigee ...... ...................... 199 187
0
8
13!
15
0
29
0
336
17
25
14
1378
125153-8
356
345
,-7 19
97 118
I 269
84142
SIiiigoa ..........................1723
4734
........................3039
7 ............. 1513 i56 39 0! 5238
......................
115196
)IulgoaPorest .................24110
11200
500
8ig6
3415
1
1137
So 248
819
0
3101100j2116 ....................... ! 79
64 .........................6 . .............181,4 0
30 13
6 II
7116 ,8'G
I .,
93
713116
530.................3866
MLIIWIIOI ..........................14121
6381 0,1110
6............. 12'
870 290
35
1611311
stunImell .......................2' iS
7300'
13063100
21109
382
30
2... .,,
287•1
146
751
6 II 2
31u,nmoll,Eant ................ 4 15
32 14 15.........
173 102[ 217
57 35 .....................................'8 16 3
3lurrumbaternau ..............2
2155
200606
3212 ,A 123,636
19
18
So 32
123 145-268
c
39 10
£90 31!
Murrnn,nll ....................57. 53
330
76158
115 7612
253
21..8'
748 114 00
3710 9
L
MurwiIlu,nl,ali .................131 II
,,..,..,Ii 0 II...................410 9
86 173
23 0 0
23
6
6
67
3fucctecreek ...................2514
6.3l 18 4
370
9183
6600
126...................20189
402011 ... ..,,.,
121
742811
Muttonsl2alLs .................17 79
5300
2106
o,8 5 .............................
1 12,11
36
6 17
151 27'1
65 14 6
...................220
Myrtlerillo .......................7 ii
5200
11126
iS
I ............
43
83 '126
.............................
15939
296
60159
NarModera .......................2920
4942
6
1236 '89 397 105176
253
10613 4
510
Sarellan ..........................7723
40 37--I.-771311
275
lii3o
703 15
3
169030
Nan-abri ..........................2424
4831 151
139 248 33.7 118184100 ...................62:6
98r3
....................
Nelhgen ..........................25:2
6600
2110
4821...........217
32'
'5'
340...................1924
89175
Xeison'el'Iaini.................2421
64233
]8'4 14-6 33'
21810
1.-.
43337
3
1000400
Nerrlgundah ....................2888
9300!383
3189
461789
318'1 148 3251
141 17 0
7...
94519 3
27 3 6
503 881
N.we,,ntle ...................... 285 2:0
505 136
21j 8 7! 119 1 86'1 1237 .3748 32919 2 15 7 7
Xewcastln.South ............. 206155
563 66 35 4!' 35 18 1459 93'3 2402 37816 6. 810 9 1315 01147110151 6 8 251 1 0 1.85012 9
2600
NnwSheftlotd ....................3325
660
oJ
21920
8 10 14
253
183
416
19
4
139
19 2
61 26
44
3
Yewtown ......................... 187 137
13400 C
23513 0 1,887 6 9
324 154
6 20 32 III 2729 655 814 30510 0' 6 3 9
1100550
.-.....73
8
1865
NorthSydlaey .................4536
10200!495
8125,,
819347276613
1!
0
7
Norwood ..........................2317
40191!
152
6...
4
9' 24'2 69164:2179 0190..................302211 10460
240137
Nowra .............................6640
107
31 321 32 74
8443269772173141' ....................6150...........6046
Nundle ..........................5249 101 28 2 33 6 5 599 40'I 80 131158131311 1737 63916 oog,8 0 7690 283701
6203
33001126
300550..........19129
O'Connell..........................2511 46 i6 149
18-4
5'3 337
01410 ..........
650..........52167 28835
OmegaRltreat .................37 22 .53 4
6 147...14 2:') 1166
375 12870
5002100
i66
11
49153
lInyblgamllab .................3238 &oiz 334210271 18'4 45'5 105161 2 19 9 ..........
512 511
12511
6 19 017548128 35193
Orange ............................ 131113 2137 2 34: 58 387283' 170'9
2051310
......................
149148
39147
Oswald .............. ............. 33:3 sG 5 7... 44... 783 12'g 312 217131 270
Oxleyleland ....................2331 592921,8 1.,. 16-222-939'I 375 ,o6 ......................17106 ilciS5
Paddinglon ...................... 473 320 733 363 97' 73 91 109 2569 207' 4939 697 10 3 14 10 10 ..........7 19 9........... 683 75 5 1.397 16
Palmer'sisland.................2925 54 7 23'22 2... 20' 13'9 33•9 5676
.........105221111134 22110 30403
Panbula ..........................2031 512817
6........12'g 19'5 32'4 Siou 21210 ...........6134368 3163 124190
PamdlngOround ..............9 9 18 5....... 13.,. 8-2 8'. i6-6 28100 31211 ..........................560 388,1
Parkes .............................41 46
61 5... 38... 27' 254 524 8700 21610 670101711123400 107341,448183
J'arkesbourno'....., ......14 34
8 to.,.
325...
9-8 120 218 7100 169 I 3 6!x6rg 7 7108 20140 1,8146
Panomatta...................... 208 162 370194 23 3! 55 671493108' 157'3 42596 967 ..........108150........... 3821794 926 810
Parramatta,South
35 25
37
4 7 II I 166 233 399 184,... .... ...... . 035 038 24........... '92 1 9. 31516 3

.

I

..

I'

1

11

6.1

13
13
APPENDIX B—continued.
A

Number of Children on Rolls.

. .—

3amoof School.

.

TI

C

l'arramatfa Junction
24 43
Paterson ..........................4536
l'eakohurst .......................301 27
led.................................3231
l't,elwon,l ..........................35 21
PolInaut]lills ....................43 44
l'o,s,lth ........................ 106 5
Perth ................................1922
l7oterborongh ....................35 28
l'lclou,Lower .... ................88 66
l'irtoii,Upp......................26 15
l'lpelaycrook .................25 22
Pitt-street, .......................123 88
Fiattsbolrg ...................... 156 153
Fonto ..............................814
l'ort[and,Lowor .................
it
l'ortMacçuarle .................4933
Prospect ..........................31 21
Pyramul ..........................2226
Pyrmoilt ......................... 134 105
Qacanboyan .................. 52 45
18191511 ............................ 36 21
ltalnbowitclIeh ................ 2733
Ramor:tle ......................... 32 27
RlvT,ionelqerrMe ............. 2 5 19
llodbank ......................... 3729
l{egeiitville ...................... 20 27
Richmond ...................... g6 39
iticIIInoiI(I, North ............ 34 35
llobertloit
25 21
ItolkLoy
3023
Rocky3iontIl
3933
ltocky]livcr
2731
ilootyllill
19 21
RoseVailcy
13 17
Ito,slyn
1613
Itouglut
30 15
ltoueoII,l1
423
Ryilal
37 33
Itydo
102 731
Ilyistone
3828
Saun,acTz .....................
_546
i4ctsl......
9 22
heveiioake
5042
Sheilliarbour
3754
S'incleton ....................... 105 106
SmiIhfleIsl
42 23
Srnich'sFlat
8 34
Solferino
2 5 38
SoixlhArm .........................
4
Soioihgate
3234
SprIng flat
20 25
SprineGrove
30 34
St.Alban'........................ 2424
St.l.aloai'rds
143 Ito
.St,Mary's
,13
St,onho1,o
4223
Stockton
78 871
Sirontilnl'ark
14 26
Suzarloal'...............
Snn,l!!erllnll
1728'
Milan-street
7350
Sualex-otreet, South
131 97
Swar.Croek
3726
'l'alonml,l
.21
TillIIbiLrllnht
40 52
Tai,,worth
59
Tantawanglo
1817
mi-ago
2313'
taralga............................ 2224!
1oro,e
34
13 12
i'e'a-ps,thwa,np
4!
releghorry
42 31!
5228
'fa,,lerIlutd
ilialaba
27 27
Thurgoona
39 39
35120
qinonco
41 32

H

zQ

.+24 )0e

,•

-

-8

'o'

2

a

C

Local Contributions.

Expenditure from Public FundL

1Ie

Mg,c

H

TotaL
0

to

£c.d.sd.LE.d
£s.d.
£s.d.6s.d
Lad.
I
F
46 I 0 109 II 3
66 23 13 2 20 4 178; 251 439 62 10 0 3 I 3 ....
4468
90291243230011140
17877
2326261597
81] 4711315 4
3113 7 10214 0
33 4 224 209
66 0 0 410 5
57 36 4
626]36.......226 238 464 10090 2157 2106...........3476 14037
01491345000
32320
1i6
2712121 2961614
6400
17
11-6
6 2328
236
3
9415 014 0 0 5415 0 31714 9
266 287 53.3 23015 6 3 9 3
87 30 20
37
2oI 139 5 17 40... 8,4 712 2536 190153 625 300283589968 183148 766 410
216810134 3447 1730$
41:27:
8 6125235 263 io58.1g3
23'j 205 442 90 00 46 5
63 i8 36 3 4
39 40 13310 5
1541112; 31 56... 525: 392 9I'7 17470 6193 2.2 43338 Gizxo 104.194 32835
...
1070 112136
660
6 iS'] 96 27 7 94100 1106
42 10: 19...
8 90 1561511
26....
k... 157 124 281 9400 3 621 100...........
71 4 0
162 '6 54 48310 ii4
210 106 7 30 25 41 788 z8 2306 244 4 4 3 6 1
172
24 6 1,361 25 3
6
0
0)03
10
0
19
II
21
12
1037
13
194'
267
10
63
195
4
319 39
5
388310873
6-7 9997164 68112 1710
229941
2064
37620
490110
128 135 263 900013136
3519
26
362254606129002146 400214 1 08 82133 22098
82 35 12 23 12
421010
470
149182
103
10200
523814 ......... 205 225 33
2426 12626
14217
312 10200 ..........
4829 i6; 3
24312104
56610 8%
239 6o 8 ,4i 19 20 071 727 160'S 25918 51 ....5850
7613 6 21712 4
36- 34-6 706 137 0 0 3 iS 10
97 63 19! 20 5
51113 198166
57 45 101 1 1..' 22•1 144 365 93123 ...........53130
Boo 400 311110 113171
157 i9'8 355 6600 453
602333: 4
37142 142129
22-6 16,3 387 102 00' 2187
58 29 13:13 3
10316 0
4114 2 254 0 4
19 148 33•8 10510.4 21921
43 12 2 1'
21100
8340
277 216493 6600 430 0100 110
66171134 4
29106 loGIC 3
0 140
7509
47 17 7 6 ix 6 157. 17.3: ar
56
2178
20
00
239
46322
8
202.8
6
175 8x 5 351 32
676 35711233
242 7 5
34 5
239 205. 464 147 0 0
93 23
69. 59 ...
5 5
1110020100
26
52
812
279
310
15I
2022
15'y
221
30'91
46
3
200500
2873 126220
431311 224 320'g 9'S 307 9149
1800
3340 15734
72 3104018 128-1 229 51' 10200 3194
7233642 1446 244112
13 3.., 16-3 17-8 34I 10500 292
s8
2100212262
2892 35437
1441 149 2931
9.83
39 30: 9'
i8io 9
8508
14 a... 123 234 357 64200 0 14 5 256
30
300
7139
61232
12 9 207 236
50295
2912 5
3
131
711
312
17
8
203
286
90
37
i6
-20]
45
7] 3... 17'1 14'4 315 5146 46229 11002000
2910041061154
4939
2100900
39
16
9
12869
175 449 7800
70 '039'
153172 379222
2 69 16: 821 549 13r 221290 3261
174 87..84170 18863
6631132 20...' 257 197 45420100 193
15102589943044 162324 24458
19 2-IT 29' 45'
66
7236141
72232
734
112 223 23'5 63200 1 19 10
41 9 20
20001000 3502 17379
31' 30'S 6i'5 10542 335
921136! 102'
68 6226 39198
220
92412711 7 5]25'6 36'2 628 119184 202
212 90 4 40 75 21794 79'51589 14594 7182 52664015028100 13230 449 13 0
6 292 15 5
2 5
53
6 32 19 3 3 9: 301 143 444 116 19
12r13
7824 310 17 8
76 4 15 10
62 25 14 23
IG 25'4 45
3714
...... 113' 185
89349
13115
49100
29'S
335
15
43
4106
30196
. 26
181 118 299 x6 90
7
387614438
3138
19519438910226
6629 61318...
23 2 6
8527
136 237 6215
9
45 21 15 472197
4366 262254
22-6 423 114100 41810
54 43
71145
11114
1111303 5918
3820 8.,
844189
2137 9 1,375
25821 7 8 2 3
253 172 4 34 37 26 944 706
4
1423
210
10'2
90000199
73173
3011893
4527 14319$
162 45'
6s 2243
9334 439
73103
27159
1651116 5:33 5 5 58'3 526 1029 3060 111911 386
2450
38 oln 47411 3
210 5
13
8' 103 378
42 24 3!
28161061
37
1882833737219043
548.9137
21100
400 1534 12934
1141203 31'7 10200
22
4529 4
8671I300166%
415 37' 68-518707 280
12382 4 13 14
3,508 2
239
94 3,905 23 94
225 133 351 14! 15 31 75!: 507 115'S 233 3 3 4 13 9
36008800 5o1610 238165
2197
24'6 14 '9 395
5333... 26•
0196
_856
113170
82
10
210
0
1371
249
37 19 7
28170 9190
8 59 19224
303: 303 6o6 92105 2202
50 32
8
10729
14
628 264
9 29520
136 82
31 5 328I 30
]
5 3 9 5
27206 13147
185 202100 242
3225 6 16
75.
180424208
30109
10709
245 6900
344
37129 1.6 5
2500
321084 139684
245162307 91160
45:31...' 77
5394 226145
95:32 13! 35 2' 2 437 22' 647 152270 381
95 9'9 19'7 60011 3 14 8 151006134 368 19169 109 24
6".
15 34 5...
750393414118 1523 12323
27 2
93 311 204 5700
7...
33194 248226
0132
79' 3F 4:'s'7--- 295249 544 1240
19169
63373. 406152
5:367,3350
4884 3220
804012
6500
22276
195127
6
12
642 440209
167
4
388 12 5
42'''
9104 2164
13
147
313
10200
16t
3
7
0
14
3...
54 43
6i8 9
104176 394123
30-8 30'4 5i'' 12330 1120
77, 29' 33, 5 5
42179 13435
64' 13' 17:1813 6•21-6 145 36'I 9000 258 ...
75002500
2964 27238
74 20' 1518 3... 326 211 517 229190 3174 ..
..
2
249 3
025
142
112
25'3
96
4
13.
4
37611 142176
31 4]21'
31'] 203364 0143 ...
411
197134:98168
36730
2030
223
206
27' 27
93
11112
52107
27] 17] 5 2 3.-'-] 102 9' 1921 39111 0176 .....
...
92808
726
22'g 7700 481 400.
311121..'
4'... 139 9
......
65
113
342
7!
2.37
639'
144
5
5
5
40
84
7719 7
21 4 7
34
26 2 134
25.21 5416 8 118 4 ......

..

....
..
....
...
...

......................
1 ,
.....................
..................
...................
ISilS .....
......................
.......................
, .....
...............
..............
..........................
...
il'j
........................
................................
1.....1T9
...............................
..........................
......
.................................
...................
II 1 ... !
....................
......................
....................
..........................
39
11
......................
......................
..................
8 ... 10 109i
...................
iss'
.......................
..........................
...........
oS'
s
l
..........................
................
g
...............:
.....................
....................
10
..........
.....................
5
........................
111
...................I iS I.
IflII..'
.....................
..................
1
Ii'
..........................
101
Si
.........................
6116011,..............................
...................
18...
......................
'711070 ............................
1114...
......................
]
.........................
1!
1
.....................
Thighs ...........................
............................
S. "1 10 11s 1
Tirsana ........................... 16
................
Tiranniacceek
11 16
0"' 'I"' 001
'roinago........................... 15 12
Tom',rong .......................1913
'I'ootejooli,......................... 41 41
: I
u-S
'l'osvrang ..........................0 il
10.........
'I'runkey

1

.............
...0

00
..
............
0 0 ....
...
............

zoG

Sg 0

..
...
...
11
0 11 ....
C
....
' ............
....
I............
7
....
.....
0
...
1100....
0100 0 0
0

......
BOo
.............
iS
0
10100
............
0...............
0
00
.........
....................
...........
............
0
i%
...
. ........... III 5
00
Solo 0 .........
0 10 II
0 0 11
43

636
37200 ................
68
..........................12
46 114
2
6
iS ,l
3 ,,.
3
3315 2
862310
2 6 3 23 8 0 .....
Tumbarilinba ................... 22 19'
411 27 2 ..........I 16-3 109 282
'45 4 3
540
0
0100
0
C
165.511
i,o16 18
3312
1145
i68
0
0
588
Tn,nut ............................ 72 701
141' 104 17 12
9 ...
4
5 557]
1200.....
2390
9346
6600
a56
'l'uron,Uppor ................... 2.123
4621 2 ...........i13 123 24-6
2226
91 13 8
3113 ........
63 135
66o0
Ijarbry ............................ 2812.302191 ..........72 i
...
3212
10561
297132439
6600 ...........200530..
Cliadulla ......................... 3417
5220103.14
32 620
163272
690 .........
tinoarra ......................... 48 47
6 307 317 62-4] 123894
94 45 1037112
91022000245100111CC
79106
6 116I0
36-1 322 68-4 148263
UT-lila ............................ 51 45
9631 32] i8 '5...
...........
........
'
3113
Brx3q
4900
2.......S'i
72.15'3'
i:ran't ............................ 1724
3112 iS]
3006
31111 . ............
9000
179
22-6
403
..........
123 12
Vary ...............................
544311
s9
3546
124114
..............
97300
32710 ..
153 13'
273
VioletDal.......... ...............25 20
1...
4528
4 12
193147
4367
192 ........24042 2C
314'-'
394 225 40'C 1051210
542314
Violetilill .......................2727
8o 23 0
\Vagg&'Wagga ................ 174 143
327 171 '91 67 6ü .1221 946 2167 40014 4 1211 5
9 0 0 010 6......... 55715 9
......
i666
7966
...........................
.
........
ut
299
300
.............................
8
'83
Wagra
381713
2915
36400
41111 ..........................5382
1053911
8 , 3...
15
16
41'
Woleha .............................32025436
9
2000
...........
56194
.........
19155
isi
64336-214750-911300
Wallahadah .......................4035
251180
400...................33123
297
821 14
Wallalong .......................2929
sS
&
9 214 234 468 111263
136 9 3
9!
......................................4 9 3
2
Wallerowang ...................24 17'
42
3 1 7'2 105 27•7 203 0 0
5 22
1583 220 C
25524
2331704
...........
16-9
89194
0244
........
152
107
13
W'allgrove ......................32 15
14110
37
I 10 0699 14 4100 0 C 306 17 8 1,374 23 9
Watliend ......................... 318 261
579 77 20 117 216 249 210-6 3496 3602 456 2 6 30 9 3
u 0j14013 4
7 6
23
o68
10300
...........
'2
326
8x'S
60
781
397
16 10
237j 57 II...
Waratab ......................... Sr
6
7

1 14 7

5

9

49

14
14
APPENDIX B --- conUmued.
Average
Attenaa;co.

Number of Children on tolls.

New of School

-

I

.....................
.................
.....................
15
..........................
.........................II
'Ysypo ..............................
....................
............................

Local Contributions.

I

2

0

Wnrialela ............................14 15
Warkwortb .................. ......14 25
Warren ..............................3131
Watcon-Ba......................39 25
Wattletlat........................3
28
Wellington ...................... 10 67
Wentwortl2 .......................4729
'%estbrook .......................20 19
3\hiteleock .......................1914
Wilbertrco ......................2221
Wileaunia ......................3340
\Vitlmni Street ................ 640 589
WilbamTown .................32 30
39111010 .............................2916
39'iuelover ..........................i4 x6
Mlitd10 .......................... 10397
Veingliam ......................... 8 26
1\olloml,i ......................... 3 27
V.olloneo,,g ......................
79 79
Wo3umTa,orIh ..............
71 7
Woiumla,Sonth ............. 3! 31
39oinbat ......................... 18' 32
Wondalg .......................16
6
3SoodfordDale .................16122
Woodforclhelgb ................ 30' 34
3%oodstock
\%oollaWoolla
26 19
Woilmarganla
23
Worragoc
21
Wyagri.............................1814
3\yrallal,
24
3
3
'Yarramianeli
2517
Young
108102

Expenditure from Public Funds.

0

99

(5

.

TotaL

ft
99.

1.

Lsd. £e.d..Cs.df.rnds.e1
Led.
Led.
2922
8...............102 107 229
1810 8 ..............1921
513 I
43 15 5
24t1
4937
3
137
279
io8
00
..........
1393 ¶3828
1
6
8'I
1249233 452 ¶0200
7
1199
3200119230 31311
64 24 20
20 315 ¶89 504 uSia 8 338 ...........
991
22216 I
67 43
00 ...
232 174 40 61 105 6
4
o ...........
1463911
3g 8 1
loS
26
23
14
¶75.
4 836 459 132 51 194 12 6
8 12 10
0
152 5 2
361 0 66
5
10
7642 I2191 2 31-8,16-5
16
39440005224251220030
449123
4'3F'3'
5
41
I ...
138 14278
39.34 ,.,
5251 ..........
23170
7521
331115 3112
311•
95 "°•8
7800 1 ...............
2122
1
4313116
24912127
65OO
4
2510
27081194
3863
¶25121
23
73 5oi8
5
23•1 461 1L1285 Sub
3006300030000
7056 2,11357
¶229 655' 1g6 142 128 iS 4226 4u17 8243 954 8 4 31 9
1349 13 3 ........ 11201 23 1 3,536 3 31
7
6:29 6 12 15..,
239
10410 0
162
42136 15195
400
439
5537116.......I 2 156 123 279 20300 ois 6 .............
1329 115193
3419113
173 101 213
65oo
2.1
448
1630 giSo
oGii 4
122160
24
29
1974S
61•8136•cu
103 122 1
283
710
5
812
2180
igsiu 6
49018 GA
64 36' ...
23
41 3 284 25'
322 0 0
017 3 1 0 0.........
17 19 7
444
1393610
41
Ge 3017
187 287 374 14741 4 13 3
51910
5001748
47157
227175
155 411 30 27 52 33 597 5641151 31017fl
6'o 6
20 o66 so
18211 576146
04
2
69
4. 8
65136
13166
59 ¶28
761° 0
Sq 31 19 ¶0
243 243 486
92 6 5
9
2 3 0
3517 0
¶30 6 5
So 23 19
8
2 I
''7 344 26'! 177 i6 II
3519 9
138,8 9
3
22
811 3
33'
5'' I8'I, 2200 Ieioo
¶453
56171
35
9
5 22" ......12•1 152 273, 100100 3410 1100
.."
321210
137 17 8
64 12
6 39
14
229
369;
10228 2
7
019
4914 9 164
8 4
4
812512
835! 1317,35-6573 142
1164
53186 .19716 8
131413
173. 14'
313 1241970
45
510
5317 2
24 7
30014 4
"6
4
4
38 26
13.1!
2[
132
65
13 5
29 14 9
86
2
42
20
13'& 127 253; 6500
1149
2216
8g16
3222,6'
15•2!20.6#5.8!
40310
143264
3261000
35
4
82! 155 23'7j
4 23
4
2125
115119
32 19 4
6................... 3! 3
6
33
6
30
53
7
3
4239
216-1
6-422-5
77378176
3592
134123
13201
208 92 3040 37
22202
514 24
9 757 7041471 262123 81911
501001

%

... 10 ...
11
I

1

.......................
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III

110 I 1 10. ........................ 1
00 0
99100
So 00 ,....,_
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APPENDIX C.'

APPENDIX C.

for the establishment of Public Schools received during the year 1875.
Clss:drea rcsttling in h
s l
rarets or Cuardine
p
a .
acud undertaking
Of
I Boys. Girls. TotaL CE.
ICC. l'res. Wrs.1otu,,5 Boys. Girls. Total. CE. B.C. Pros Wcs.10thn CE. ItO. Pres. Wcs. Gamete Total.
APPLICATIONS

-

lamao(I'lacc.

.

-

counoil'sdeeimion,

I

Miles.
Argyle East ..............................................
. 4 27 23 50 23 20 7
14
27 23 50 23 20 7
7 6 1
......... .Boll'sCrèck
41 32 73 38 3314 8
24 20 44 22 10 8 4
15
8 3 3 1
J3enerce ... ............... .............................. ...
. C
2& 33 59 17 29 4 4 5 26 33 59 17 29 4 4 5 6 9 1 2 1 19
i3lnektown ............................................. ......60 50 iiü(ao 26 4
19 10 I
30
47 42 89 61.25 3
Booligal ................................................. 50 25 18 4319 1011 3
10
16 12 28 32
6 8 2,
4 1 4 1
BorI(iclge..............................................7 28 31 59 20 32 4
1 14
3 26 28 5420 27 4... 3 4 8 1
Brundah .......................................
.
8 27 14 41 12
6 5 10 8 27 15 42 14
3 8 10 5 2 2 2 2 13
7
Bmisbanovailey ..................................... 10 17 25 42 ., 42 ..j ........22 26 48
48 ..............16
16
BroeklesbyWest .................................. 10202545 19
515
20 20- '45 19
17
6
515
6
711
4...
5
Broke .................... ................................ 2 38 27 6534 27 4
39. 28.67 34 28 5
12 7 1
20
Brought-onValo ..................................... 3 25 31 56 19
5 5 27
15 221 3-7 17
20
10
6 ..........4
Burrawang (Gardiner's Corner) ................... 2 81 89 110 113 24 22 . 3 8 44 50 94 60 10 13 3 8 19 I 2 5 1 2
29
Barraivang (near the Reserve) ........................64 64 128 Information not given
4 3 34
60
54
114
43
14
25
22
10
14
5
8
CassiUs ...................................................22 21 21 42 25 17 ...........21 21 42 25 11 ..........8 6
14
dool:omundra ..........................................15 25 25 50 30 121
15 40 32
... ... 2 2 12
4
4
25
4
4
8Cotta WnUa ...............................................3 34 27 61 6 24
5 4 14
21 10 25 19 44 1 16
17 10 1 4
CowTlat ..................................................3 95 80175 50 23
.186 419 11 ... 33 2
98
4
78
78
156
47
19
65
Cooynl .....................................................8 23 19 4215 20 . .....5 2 23119 42 15 20
5 2 6 8... 2 1 17
Dapto .....................................................3 52 37 89 35 35121... 3022 52 19 247 2
19
7 83 1
Daplo, East (Brown's) ..................................44 37 81 35 19 9 18
54 47 101 45 22 13 21
11 5 4 4
24
...............................................
Downside
5 27 31 58 35
7 8 8
38 41 79 49 1110 9
11 2 2 2
17
.........................................
Elizabethileld
8 17 17
11
11 14 25 7 8
3 2
2
7 10
10
7
Emu .................................................... 2101 88 189126
9 13 41
69 67136 87
39
4 441
26 1 111
EskBmilc .............................................. 2 41 41 82 33 2414 9 2 41 41 82 33 2414 9.213 8 4 4 2 33
Forestilill ........................................... 5 26 27 53 14 31 2... 6 36 39 75 17 ji 61
6 510 1
2 15
Frogmoor .............................................
19 15 31- 9 11.14
3 2
4
9
5k i 15 34 9 11
14
Gennantoa ...........................................- 9 21 17 38 , 6 19112 ... 1 17 21 38 6 1912
1,6 3 5
1 15
Gladitono .............................................. 24 40 26 . 66 Information not given
29 18 47 19
14 6 3 1 4
14
Goulburn North ..................................... 2
Information not given
119 I 92 211 109 34 16 19 33 40 9 6 9 12
76
Giant'sCreck ........................................ 9 39 26 65 CS ............30 23 53 53 ......I
ii ..............11
Guildford .......... ...................... . .............
32 62 33 15
21
k 30
7 7 30 32 62 33 15 ., 7 7 13 4 ... 2 2
Harden ................................................. 0 22 23 45 21 20
..
4 2 3 ......1
6
4 17 12 29 9 16 ...'
Harstville .............................................. 3 52 52 104 70 19 211 2 52 52104 70 19 211 223 7 1 3 1 35
3amberoo ..............................................2 100 100 200 Information not given
83 100 183 96 40 29 ( 18
27 7 7 4
45
Jindalee ................................................ 11 2422 46
48 47... 3 22
7
19 1 7I1614 2422 46 19
jiG
................................

... .. ..

............

..j

..........

...

.......

Under eonsideraion.
Agreedto.
Do.
Do.
Declined.
Agroedto.
Under consideration.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Agrcedto.
Do.
Declined.
Agreedto.
Do.
Under consideration.
Agreedto.
Do.
Do.
Declined.
Agreedto.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Under consideration.
Do.
Agreedto.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.

-

APPENDIX C—co,atinued.
8
Name of l'iiee.

2

Children residing in the locality within 2 miles
4.4
RW

noysjoirivotai.j C.E.

Parents nrGtiardiansiandortnklng

Childrenpromires to attend.

R.C. I'reIiotbm1B.Y. lOirlajTotaLI C.B.

-

Council's docisln.

ItO. Foca Wes.ots...n C.B.E.O. tics. jwes.loti.tJ Total.

Muse.

20
20
40
24
1010
0
6
26
30
50
ItangarooBiver .......................................4
39
25
14
35
Infonnation not given.
25
60
Kimberley ...............................................7
36
17
19
21
4.3
30
9j 4
KsirrajongSouth ......................................4
22
11
15
26
10
21
12
2
4
3
Laurieton ................................................8
11
25
12
37
25
12
37
16
15
6
Micketarnulga ..........................................6
97
23
80 177
94 202
73
5 68 33
Milton ...................................................2 109
56
14 ..............30
26
56
42
Mogalla ...................................................
30
26
70
33
37
Information not given
Moruya ..................................................... 100 100 200
63
12
36
27
35
17
6
MountAdrali ..........................................3
17
18
31
2 ...
20
11
23
41
33
6 ...
MugwilI ..................................................4
18
33
32
16
22
42
10 ..............17
Mulgoa ....... ....................... ....................ft 20
589
Information not given. ....
.' ..... 427
New Lambton .........................................2
48
5
43 .........23
20
28
20
48
NewLine .............................................. 10
21
39
23
9 ...
2
5
18
NewWallsend ........................................
21
18
39
6
22
18
40
25
13
11 ... 14
6
18
43
Nowrnllill ............................. ................5
72
38.34
1319...
8
66
60126
86
Puterson ............................................. ...5
94
Pitt Town ..................................................Information not gixen.
66
37
29
Information not given.
Quirindi ................................................C
37
5...
4
21
16
10
8.
2
10
9
RoundSwamp ..........................................8
44
23
3
21
28
5637
12
4...
28
RouseHill .............................................2
57
...
623...
31
26
26
57
28
31
Saekvil[elteaeh .......................................2
33
07
25 13
1 4
34
32
65
27
33
Smitlitown .............................................7
26
2
17
9
9
2711
7
7...
SoutliArm .............................................3, 18
37
... 1530 ....21
16
23
50
5
27
Southgate;Lower .... ...................................6
26
66
0
14... 2912
40
25
64
39
Sprio,glIill .............................................4
54
97
15
32... 48
2
43
54
97
Springside.............................................. '5 4.3
70
49 14 12 ...
68
77 145
68
77 145
Vcgetablc Crecic ......................................32
58
25
75
45
20
6...
4
33
40.35
Wogra ..................................................15
27
3
3 ...
6
27
21
21
21
6
Walgett .......................................... ...... 100
85 182
80 60 100 40
97
Waverley (Sydney) .........................................220 160 380 100
IS 30
8 38 126 141 267
2 127 142 260 175
Wiekliam ..............................................
40
38
4 .....
22
18
18
20
40
Wi14'sMeadow .....................................
2t 20
61
30
31
61
24
7 17 13 ...
31
Wombah ..............................................
41 30
30
1510 ......
22.8
10
8
25
10
35
Wondaign ..............................................
28
6 ........
18
10
36
30
5
20
16
Woodhouselee ........................................
47
14 20
25
22
22
6
7 ...
Woodford Island .....................................
3
25
47

.

'

27
5,
8,
8
2
11 Agreedto.
1
Inforthation not given
14.
Information not given
Do.'
27
16
5
4 ......11
3
2
Do.
14
3
9
5
4,
6
1
1 1
Do.
16
6
6
2
15 Under consideration.
15
7
73
22
5 53 19 27
68 Agreedto.
9
2 22
8
42
14 ..........14
4 ............18
Do.
35
6 14 15'
10
21 Under consideration.
1
4
6
21
35
8 10
JO Agreedto.
1
7
27
2 ...
2 ... 10
12 Undereonsiderntion.
1 ...
1 ...
26
7 ...............8
6 ..............14 Agroedto.181
Information not given.
Information not given.
Do.
5
43 ..........1 12 ...........13 Declined.
2
13 Under consideration.
23
9
2
5
3
1
7
12
2
13
11 ... 13
4
3
3 ,,,
5
Do.
2
5 . ... ......27Agrecdto.
48
519 . ... .... ..20
53
Information not given
Information not given
Do.
10
42
3
1 ...
Do.
9 12
3 ... 12
3
19
27
5 ......
16
2
1 ......
Do.
5
2...
21
Do.
31
3
4... 17
1
6
1
2
19
Do.
28
,..
623 ....
10...
7...
3 ...
1
18 Under consideration.
25
25 13 ....4
6
8
3
3...
11 Agroedto.
11
2
6
4
1
7...
3...
6...
15
Do.
5
... 1517...
6
4
5... 13
3
25
Do.
1014 ... 3012
1
33
Do.
15
32... 48
2
711... 14
4
4 ...
59
70
49 14 12 ... 32 19
Do
..
1
17
Do.
32
24
2 ...
10
6
11 Declined. Case for Provisional School,
21
3
3
0
1 1
54 Under consideration.
24
1 19
6
61
1 71 22 10
0
4 1 2 14
106
Do.
175
18 30
8 30 78
8
14 Declined.
21
2
16
4 ...
6
6
2
4
4 ...
19 Under eos:sideration.
24
7 17 13 ...
9
3 ...
2 ... 8 Agreedto.
10
13
3
7 ...
8
28 ......
Do.
8 ..........
2 ..,
14 Under eonsfdnution.
14 20
1
5
6
7 ...
6

-

.

,

-

1,781

p
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APPENDIX I).
ATTENDANCE

of

Children at the Provisional School,, as certified by the Local Committees, for the Quarter ending aist December,
for the last Quarter of that year during which the Schools were in operation.

Number of CITildrert on Bells.

Nameqf School.

I

Average Attendance.

.6

Expenditure [rota Public Funds.

a

o

a

o

Local Contributloas

cE

.

I

s

.<.

1875, or

Total

I

........
Ls.d.Cs.d.Its.d)Lsd,Cs,d.s.d,
Lad
Antonlacreek ......................... 18 22 40 2.....
..... fl3
154267 6000 .................
19176
79176
Ashioni ................................. 131023203...............70
13 9 6,00
2101 ................
1346
75147
59
A,shlsIMId ..................... .......... iS 1331
713
2113
6284
2074834 ..........
1450
9
94
IlackOreok ........................... 10 17 27 17
6
51
126
277 380(1 ..................
18,493 561498
4
IsalelIllIls ................................1682414
117
21163
162 1168
531 ...............
s66
3
7...
45
Eamarang ................................7
gtô II
391111
1283500
0152 ..............
3169
4
49
79
Barge ..................................... II 132419
1229 ..............
10196
521211
i615 4008
5 ... ........ F
74
'4
Barratogarry, .............................1120 3T 1715
1441 76115
144
279 6000
277 ...............
3. 75
................... ..............9
918...
1 ..............74711453300 ......................
4100
SOø
Bartlett's ................................15 23 38 20 18' ............. 146
.................
225
351 25 0 0
14 i6 0
45 71!
5
ilarsveng................................. 181018...
282 ........... 154
......... ................ 2059
&
238 Soon
84
I8eeehweoel ............................... 2016369
515
132
7'8
22
5000
117 .................6195156103
7
ISeIlalvongarall ..........................i6 II 27
15
203
6 0 0
013 6 ................. 14 9 4
71 2 10
3
13•
73
9
8lellevite .................................. 14143312
6
Io6 '112
2114
600
18 ................. 2180
7898
Belt'sCreok ............................ 22163724
153
109
213'!
6000
24166
8841
5
5
3
377 .................
Belmont .................................. 131124
10
1
913
299 ................. 23180
83
21'3 5751
851310
4
lseral,angelo ............................ 17122912,
5
2044434
527 .................. 20913 69150
121
9
77
Bcrcltaiz ...................................14 17 31
31.............. 104
146
5000
2311 ....................14153
66193
25'
llettowynd ................................16 15 31
13
10
115
loS
2 12 3 ................... 1520
221 GooD
4
4
78 14 3
lsiloeia .....................................x6 173321
I
1
ii'S
8415
12'Ii 237 575 146 I ................... 22103
7
3
Jelaclegelter ................................7 10 17
17 ..............6'
0136 ....................7106
15'3 3600
4.440
'3
J81,LeIell,WI0 ............................... iS 2! 39 28
6
119
241
.......................... 2415 5
16
6, 0 0
8415 5
5
]llaekwail ............................... 26 103628 6
2
187
67
234 40120 .................
1309 52 12 9
]sobborah ............................... C 1524
24 ...........6
1824200
22'
401 .................... 10114
611
Boelalla .................................. 18405841 26 ... '...
I 176
53150234 .................... 2378
244
8160
42'
JlecrallliCreek ......................... 15
72217. ............ 118
'8
176 4500
Gg 33
1 19 9 .................... 19 56
Beniaelerry............................... i6 22 38
23 II
11910 .................... 15186
13'8
233 6o 00
77184
4
95
Icooligal ................................. 15 1025 14
2
2
114
2114 ..................... 37178
195 36150
8"
7760
7
lsotanylleads ......................... 14
.....................
722106
14'
52
1925300
140
1229
5669
5
Boxilielge ............................... 17 17 34
6 21! 4..,
146
269 6o 00 ..................
27100
3 123
8 7 10 0
JIriebano Vaucy ...................... 19 23 44
355 60 0 0 ..................
iS'S
1 19 0
6x 19 0
44............ 12 7
Brembin .................................. 11 17 28
88
144
23'2 6 00 ..................
1264
7764
4 lIE 12
..............
ilrook'speint ......................... 14
20
620
46
1364200 ..................
7004900
9
Browniewnill ........................181836 IC
31013
1
122
1966000
148 ..................... 1586
76132
74
Brnwn3l000taiu ...................... 14 13 27
an 00
S'S
19'
8 so
0 13 6 ..................... 24116
9 28.............. 102
lsryan'HOILp ............................ 19 20 39 11 22
14'S
IS'
134
1
3
.....................
3
3
3
3
3
Jiolga ......................................17 II 3827 11..............85
23322'
11011 ..................... x668
7301!
5534
Bn!li3t000tain ..................... II 17 28 19
815
2103 .....................
121
20958125
6
7372
9
Bundanoon ............................ 21 19402!
8
6 '53
222 ..................... 201310
136
289 6125
84195
5...
]sangendoru ............................ 16 II 27 26
I.............. 14'
7'2
212 5800 ..................
14160
72160
Bongonia ............................... 101121 4I7...............6',
1233300
64
i6i ......................9113
45 17 4
Ilurntyarde ............................ 14 10 24
2, 4 13
242 19 11 3 ..................
360
22173
84
58
5
Burragewaug ......................... 151126
26..............97
172
S000
''0
.....................
13783
74884
75
BurrowaFlats ..........................141529
4 ... .... ...... II'
115
235 Soon
452 ...................... 2186
8513 8
G'r
........................
Caergurio ...............................10 17 27 20
134
30134
36172
6310
7... ...
'3
Calabash .................................. 17
422 ... .......... 20'l
41
142 i6ob .........................
1196
916
17196
8
Caloola ...................................2114256
56
184 3700 .........................
1940
5540
.
9'4
II
231
Camixion ............................... 22113319
7620755005137
34968531
3...
...... ..........
in'S
25'4 .6213 9
013 6 .................
CantEen Haven ......................... 17 17 34 II
126
11 iS 6
7' 6
7 3 9
8
I
102
222
500 ..........................
C ailnoni,,........ . .... . ............... .... II 12 23 14
12'
1080
1580
Caeowtndra ............................ 13 15 Ill 19
2.......... inS
216 1500 0136 .................
108
11160
2796
7
163
CapelIwrrowIlul ................... 21
191 1500 ..........................486
11410
28
425
1986
722
1
Carrick ........................ ... ...... 132033
138
257 S000
21....................21183
8io5
3...
99
........................
102
,g'6 3700
Cayrell ......................................17 20 37 24
301410
54
4
9...
57 14 10
226 58 7 8 ...........................1616 0
Casino South .............................14 '4 2.3 II 16 ............. II'
ut
75 3 8
...
........
..
II'S
2000
...........................
151
9196
Cetilcart ...................................1823 41 1031
267
2929 6
19
2 119
.................
14 '3
1 4 1
14
Chain of lotids ......................... 19 25 45 19
6
85 9 7
*4 Soon
$ ...
II'
400
Clarendon ............................... 14
013 6 E .................2160
5198
38
1 9I4.3
796
ontarf ...................................8112017
87
153 2015441....................430
191511
3 .............66
I
187 17u0 3167 ....... ...........
,Coitldale ................................ 11112218
,896
2961
3i
97
9'
soon
32'
253 ..................20153
Coekh.,rnfliv'r ..................... 211539.30
8316
71 ........ 127
93
!
1 0 0 ..................2)13 6
Coldotream,Lower .................. 23 17 314
19'S Go o 0
3, II
"1 119
8i 13 6
9
7
1
2
64
481111
124
1 0 5 ..................
Celdstrea,ii, U..........................8 16 24 iS
158
iS 7 4
6713 8
5
23 ............. 127
205 5000
..................
78
3610
10110
731720
Congoift ...................................17 II ,S
..................2537
17 .............'9'
4300055
517
"590
CoeI,alreek ............................ 12
14'
5'
11'
363'.................
neniter ..................................16 14 30 i6 14
-'05
310
0
3391390255.4
9'S
710..., 97
2,26,00
II'S
3108 .................2530
'Cesmtinglin'ele .......................73183'
87138
7
7
I 15 1 .................
15':
,
..........................24 21 33 13 22 ..............9'
242 60 0 0
10 'S 2
Cerilan Iliver
72 13 3
8
1976000
135 .................
6 182
1063 8198
Urrorons ............................... 10 1828
139
4,,.,
01 ..................8196
913.720236000
rottacenila ............................... 222143
69171
'sF1 16
9'...'15
9'8
17199
Cevt'lrto ............................... 21244821
24'5 6000
U'7
1 14 3
80740
139
242 :4 0 0
Crawlorel I ...............................11 14 25
3 17'
5' ........ 10.3
4 8 .......................28 8 7
ii'S
915
214 58115
3911 ...................
C,Ian ........................................27143217
7
1559
7771
610 0 ...................II r6 10
148
(inrr$alI'4 ............................. 22 12 52 15 25317'112'7
275 32 0 0
5! 6 20
6 " I
to.
8 7 ........................
104
CLIttycultygang ...................... 12 13 25 10
204
16 11 43 75 0 oi
'
iG ..............66
Dairy ................................... 91020
230 2700 ........................511
3221
73
6
1185200
1112 .....................2340
3)aIIgelnI,g ................................91221
6
6
62
76252
9
13!
92
3)Irkt'lrII .. .............. .............. iS 14 32
023 58 7 8 ...........................1318 0
8
71
7 14 II
13
'
22
13
J1',eksS'ttinp .............................
6 8
3 ............
4 .....................................3 6 8
4 iS
21
089 .....................8223
11'7
2066000
Dinge('rsek ............................ 131124
6920
s
79
6
2. .......... '6
1
8,,,
2'
755 2251 ..................................
flirtySwInlp .............................6
.467
3105 ......................1260
Deyle'sCreek ............................ 19 17 36 21 15 .............Rg
z6 5200
66'S 6
8'F
102, 171 4520 0
316 1 ......................281 4
Dtlkl'sSprillgs ..........................0 17 iS
69
3 14 ... "
s I 5
9
2'
21311
132
227 6o 00
3500
21160 109 91!
Dungaree ............................... 15 13 33 16 25'...
9's
61711 .................... 321010
1764900
86
i)ungolvan .. ............ ................II 10 21 14
4
3
7789
g
6
131427
84
1542800
6
......................
47135
76611
Bin ........................................
9
sF
0 13
7'
24
5300
0136 ......................1709
130
II'
70143
tiinitVstltcy .............. ............. ..II 16 28
84
4 23...
621.13'
3046000 ...........................2027
174
8027
Bail's ..................................... 211445 2 7
TI
6, .............114
0752 ......................6100
91
20'$G000
6752
Erina ..................................... 15142923
0124 ........ ...... ........24,30
8
158 6300
Fer,,dale ........... ............. ..........II 14 25 15 10 ...............3
85 10 4
32 .................99
0191 .....................950
9'!
19''490 0
594'!
Fisher's Creek ........................ 162632
103
131
.....................
28
,,
016 0
916
ililygorakl'e\'alley ....................3 16 19 14 ......
5
9 0 0
.....................
...................
2010
22
3922
13'9
107
Go
no
17
34'S
28510
...............................
58
ca
Franl6ell
6...
6135
I Sio ......................10100
len'S 4900
601510
5
4
)',,liertnII ................................21 21 32 17
.......................113
18213800
69
................
dalgablia .................................. 14
''
o'6Io
3 17 1
899
187
....................9153
2 27
'5'S
8,
1315 1500
351910
(legn,l!along ............................ 13 1629
8'
131 1200
1 6,i .......................1080
5'!
231411
flin,iabroth...............................8 13 21
9 12 ..........
4
120 .......................696
6,5
I
29
2095900
13'
67116
ainninterra .............................42226
981411395870
205 .......................14127
7500
Clen7tnrrtsnn ......................... 13203311
7...
7: 8
6400 .............................. 36100
104
2
105
20
90100
Oo,tgulgon ............................... 14 16 3031
7i
3366000
1185 ...................... 29146
102
91132
....................... iS 14 32
5 27: ............ 134
(leodhiole
8244 8'6 ............ 13'
6'
19 1 1000 .
........
26
1416
.................... 4 16

i
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APPENDIX D—conihzucch
7curnberofchiidren on Boils.

ioameri ohooL

.

0
1

AverogeAttendance.l

Expenditure from Public Funds.

I

-

2

..

to 8

LocalContriboations

0
,,

jo-

•
Total.
'4'

.
38

L
2!8

!1

0

1

F

Led.
k5.l
Gnorangooia........................... 16 1 I 51222
iGog
82
gB
iS'
loon
2122
8
497
GllLwyck ............................... 2814301 20.20! .............. 136
as
5213
111
247 3248
145 .......................
18122
Ciral,bsnGulien ...................... 21 27
81 ...35..........
5631
III
89
11
....................... 66
49210
1
13
9
' ,
(Oroendalo ........................ ...... .......
6
22(2 3400 ..............................7280
71280
1fl14........... 145
GreenweliPojut ...................... IS
7698
125
2575900
28! .......................1517
5259
132
43
3
6reeford ...... ....................... ..... 15205625.20. ... .......Zr
2 395700 ...............................
129
2058
7758!
Guidford ............................... 13 14127:13
7721:
18$
600
1162 ........................igdo
677
4
4 xo'8
Gundy ......................................1315, 2q1...
23
132
9101k
5300
487 ....................... 31117
20 ............p'S
t3uunarvCreok ........................9
............
113
................................
0
19
30 0 0
91 is
44 7 0
54
59
5 7
Ourruniah ............................... 21 15.
52166
212
2344026
400 ........................7140
30 . ............12 2
IJarrioglnn ................................C ' 101918
2410
I
&
237 17148
11111 ...................... j 4145
77
841r2-oodleiand ...................... 27223920
108.15 7
41
133
IS'S
304 G000
411
2182 ........................
1I7
llawkesbury, Lower ................ 12 22 24 25
69 1310
12'
519
299 on a 0
313 4 .......................6 i 6
4
5 ...
Ilerdingyardureok ................ 22' 26 48: 20! 22
5213
20'4
26'?
37'! 2518 8
726 9 ..................... 1718 0
5 12
Iligb!i.ange ......... .................. . n
0236 1
8o:'.-..............94
rxGo
59196
152 43eo
s'5
lI,llasureek ............................ U
(10192
1684158 oiy6
1990
92016
75
4..............93
llosk,urtoi, ............................ 21
70175
t.........................75
2911
876
9'
Lowe'.' V"il'y ......................... 15 17, 32 17 23............. loS
3)13 6
204
212 3013 2
1 29 6 .......................61711
IlovelisCreok ................... ..... . 121312$
3231 .................95
5539
1944500 ................................1139
Iluon ..................................... 1318 31I
78133
427.............. 10'!
131.2325400089 ...................... 243(1
.lacqut.....................................
65i89
11 r ................... 116
982144900
243 .......................14146
.lanuung.................................. 141226610
841
2066000087 ...................... 17255
6ic'
4
93
Janularralt ............................. 4' 20
1190
323
2.145
78,323 Gnoo
oi8g .......................
'0203
3
5
Kanimbla ................................ii
8:
I
2890
.....................
21106
49106
710
36
n'S
9kayuga .................................. 15 161 31 10
8364
315 99
19461192
iio6 ...................... 28x58
24
93
li.eepit ..................................... 13 12• 35...
740
..............................240
203
226
500
25 .............. log
llcivinOrovo ........................... 22 10 31(15
6395
6'
223 6000
0136 ........................2,1512
23
IC'S
3
liumpeCrook ......................... 25 14 29 34 25.............. 1115
70511
112, 227 5900
159 ...................... 1002
1311 1 ...................3120
henl,icky ............................... 15 263! 19 II',
84023
2
105' 8112166)00
95214
1965410011248 .................. 3668
2I0'8
&d
14 122619
5,..'
himbrikl ...... ............................
53183
: 24j
TId
0124 ................... 10511
182 4300
24
5'
5
K'rkdalu .............................. 2:1032 21[fl ................ ''i 7u
231
8io,r, 1276 ................... 18213
78 19 8
211233
SroS
8
134
89
2234500
2119 ................... 14811
520
kohsn .....................................
6759
10
2.19500!485 .....................7174
209
3
1212!241 i
1411 212 5100
Lacjnai,c ................ . ...... ....... II 16: 27'15
7095
SI
02521 .................... 79135
8
4
lsgga,z ..................................1218.301017
62194
9'114•23'1 5592
219 ......................585
3
lagoon .................................. 13 l7j30 z6 I,.................93
3524
....................
''5'7 6300
1270
76 19 4
Lawrence ............................... 202043130
16180
s8is
138
797
7
335 4000
35
9
Low,, Ponds ........................... 14 11 251 14' 5
1508
2
201
107
6134
4121 ......................3853
94
5
Limestone Flat......... .................11 10 211 2' ...........29
6415 6
78
163 47 8 o ..................... 1 7 7 6
8'
Ilarquanoliains ......................17 18 35, 91 3
.................. 17 5 6
8015 I
23
112
10'
222 59 Q 0
4 9 7
1['Donaldltivor ...................... 161430231....,
76178
.....................
14152
217
226
06
600o
7•1'"
3Iajor'sl'iains ......................... 10 II 22 12
6318,0
Sr
141 3519 4
oiS 6 ...............I .......27 3 0
Si
6'
4
3fajura ..................................916125
21114
.....................
lIt1 49
209
384
69
1784700
71 18 8
Ilalmeelsury ............................13
791181
27 16
22150
6
21711
3'
28'
5500
...
95
Mandagory............................... 22 2335 21
1,
88
i6'
2500 ...................I ........81498 331498
3
77
llangrovo,Lowor.......................iS
I
......
4711
23
177
075
6
3I0
li-8
4100
3
7
59
10126
3tanton'sCreek
... ...... ...... .... 32336535:383
1542870300235 ............... 39461017 11
...
'33
Markdalo ................................10 13! 23 231 ............' 89
01
0
14
12
68
13
16
174
..............
12
0
42
2
21
94
Slaxton .................................. 1222:34 13,
27205
S[22
129'206 1900
4310 ................467
1
77
Merro,ideo ............................... 239322120
50142
1'
16'g
64
2332700358 ............... 1286
31'ichalago ............................... 1615131............I
82147
233 60oo
................. 19160
128
104
2187
3liddleAnaa ............... .. ........... ,6
71800
925
22
15
135
S'
6100 ...................... 11130
7
Middicorook ........................ . 1915341322......
.............. 23123
8637
2114
223
11 :8
2376200
--'
31,llamurra ............................ 17 15 32
13:
231 44103 ....................... 1603 Solo 6
23'
101
4 15
..................................... 13
Mo
719...
10
63
9
93
'59 4300 ........................ 1020 5320
!lloonanlsrook ......................... 2110301512
78710
63
235 5700
2710 .............. '..
1900
267
3
3loorfishLs ............................... 31 Ia 43 1523
15
204
9107
65
'Sq 12000
357
................... :7150
Morse ...................................... 13 18 31 195
.................. 4323 10626
68
Zr4
182 G000
310
54
31011011 ................................... 30919
................... 19186
48343
104 2700
727
41
63
4
7
lIo2utGeorge ......................... 14 13 27
2..,
22'
440
109
III
0136
....................3106
25
Mount Murray ......................... 12223417143
................... 1166
56118
83
ity6
1502.624378
5iountltivers ..........................81221713
16',
0136
............................6136
63
gS
Mount Tlioriey ......................... 14 14 28 27
I .................7
1o5
275 45 0 0 ........................... 14 4 6
59 4 6
MouniWius ............................ 15 15 32 23
64211
2
3
68
107
175 4300
01622 .................... 1560
4
Mudmelong ............................ 111930141.................92
7863
136
2286000323 .................... 1540
)lugw,ll ...................................18
92'..............
6ioo
23'
8'
500 ...................... .......aloo
Ilulgua 1101116 Mountain ...........9 12 21 12 ...................
139 36 n n
37 iS 11
''8
0 19 5 .....................0 17 6
8"
3iunlmell ................................. 20183823 3!)
2
4117
2364846
6246
119
............................. 1400
MLlndorama .............................915248
3090
2
141 2400
...............................6go
312
52
S'g
)[otbsiio' .................................. 34 17 5! 2433
1
173
23'!
4164 ..................... 1415 6
68928
3
39 43274
Myalil{iv,r .............................12 19131
40102
66
159 3416 0
I 1 .......................41210
6
5 20
93
Sambue,ea ................................17173419
2 142
I9'4 1800
45287
420
15'2
4117 ...................... 1470
Narra,igo ............................... 30
8i8 iS....................5
.......................
45104
104 28100
2194
1520
45
1'alivoilomo ......................... 28 24 51
40820
20
2
193
154
317 2500 ...........................15 820
3
SerIgia .................................. 201323
70116
327
82
II'
222 6000 ...........................ioz,6
5
3ewL,no ............................... 13812... 21...........99
...................... 12136
8n66
147 5600
1
48
Newport .................................. 2411262934
68241
2585700
129 .......................10124
8
78
Newrea .................................. 23142714553
In-I
787
103
2045600420 ...................... 1859
Newl4un ................................971 16
11911 ..................74 9
973600
454
3! 9
44'3
5'4
Newsica,! .............................. '6
752811
13
306
5600305
.
...........i6i86
7:2312'...
133
68
......
Nimilyi,eiio ............................ 21 1324
..................17290 6 311
24..............89
iS'
26
45288
9"
NortIlItocicI .............................. 27 15 16
297 4700 0236 ..................131411 61 85
7 ..............55 142
Enwendoc ............................... 10
6!z6
124 3600 aSh ...................10178.4767
8'1
4
43
()akdalo ..................... ............. II IS 2q IS, II . ....... ......4S
1io6 42 17 1
82
2373900
267 ..................
O28endalo ............................... 14121 26' 87...
264 3oo 133 ..................866
83
B.
4499
47
Obley .................................... 10 l020 17
44152
85
15'8 3300432 ....................7220
3
73
J'aiuoor'sOakoy .......................8 n 29, 9...
1
14'!
....................
1540
5223
63
78
3300
3183
9
Park. ....................... . ........ ...... ..
IT ...79310
5 00 1135 ......................
3...
3
1231136 3°J
93 131 214
Pejar ......................................15142910
.................9196 1 70192
2
1675900
1197
88
79
Pleasant Valley .......................9 101 19 i6
23 24 6
9'6
251 22 0 0 ........................2 14 6
3.............55
l'ortlandHoad. ..... ............... .... 33 8 II 23...
.....................
692810
813 3
8
156 Sono 157
91
59
Quipolly ....................... ......... . 10102020. ... ............o'6
.....................
6423
201
4'oO
0183
95
'°
QuirindiC1reok ......................... 26 12
71 713
8 19!
6
92
284 4I3 4 ...........................2214
93
Quorroboloag ...............
17 22 39 13 21...
78193
2936200
325 .....................i5xSzo
134
259
5
Raleigh .................................. 34
2564
158 1200 0 z6 ...................21110
51920
9.......... 222
37
]tcder,,und .............................. . 22
..........
0
...........................
27
104
71
6
63
175 54 0
91 211 4
99
9 6
Itnokvalo ............................... 17
871811
1.9
21711 .................. 2510
6133 4
fl'g
147 S000
5
5
9
180188 ......................................6 18• 24
..................
0241
1094
7036
146 114 59.00
4..............58
Ro'ociaei .................................. 1515301................ 201
126
227 31100
5154 ................... 13245078
Itunnymode .............................8
7i25 645
38184
13
1 .............
6159
6''
3100
7'
SaekvilleTtoach ...................... 17
32012...
ocGi,
...................... 6i
67387
11
16
13857257
5
3
Saggartiliold ......................... 1614130 921
2810 ..................... 1133 73211
xo'6
105
2126100
Sallebsiry ............................... 14
51413
9j23
3291 ......................325 4506
7'8
1973900
'"9
Saliy'sFIat ............................ 71229
'iS...............61340
7040
915'
5700 ........................I
Saumare,Pnnds ......................... 13 30
22127
919...
2
310
III
........................
92
203 1997
Sodgefiold ............................... 20929722.............. 272
37137
796
71
24'2 2400632 ...............I
Shaw'sCrook............................ 4812............ 9
...............
900
138 1138
52
82
3'
I00

°1"

.

Soo

.
..
.

cs

I

19
19
APPEND]X D—conllnued
$

Nuinlier of Children on hell.,.

Name of Lolicol.
6

Expenditure from 11u1,1ie Funds.

Atteodanee.

'5

TotaL

a

ES

I

Slx-mileswamp ......................
6 1
lIp
I
7
74
:
Springcreek ............................ 14 l&
103
,•
3
'i
Slnngfleld ................................ 2932 2012
..............8.3
8L.lulephs .............................13112
6: 19 ............. 102
.Stockyardcreok .......................91 12 2
..............82
13
Stonoldut ...................... .......... i
9!
25112
5 ... ...... '86
SuRarlolLf]h]l ............................ 2
10 25
99
4
S,LniiIoerliill .............................22
21)
................75
32
Totlagaudre ...........................14 13
10' 17............. IV
7i
Taugmaugarco ..........................6 12 18,
31 15..............
44
13
21 24
III 13............. 102
'Earle ......................................04143801
I 14
oS
...................................
'larriRal
12
9 II T2
9.............
49
Tl,ereaal'iirle ...... ............ ...... .... 33183126:5 ............
S 'S
S'iml,i'lhuuoio ......................... 12 13
9! w
6
3,
5
Toligarra.............................. .... 23
26
II'5
49
oil 29
9
PuektTucki .............................8
917
3.410
55
Tugranong ........................... 182230
2
27..H ....... 242
P,uisLalI .................... ............. ij
i
3.1
393'
...........................
q'oreocrr,;k
1014 24122
2.1
79
Twon,l .Ionelum ...................... 26
2
5;
S 181
5.
4
Two-mile !?roe'......................... 171229
712) ...
8-r
H'''-'Eynei;Iel .. ............ .......................12! 11 231 231 5
1
8'
3
\:gotab1oCrock ...................... 30! 30
2
13"
37
3
'SOn ........................................ 19:03 ...................
129
V ineyard ............................... 17 1
32
22
12*
94
VISIon'1 .................................. 19! 20!
021
39
iiI:s' ............ 139
\ValIgel.t .................................. 19
725 19
4 .........
3,
.................................
Walu"r
oH
or'S
! i
11I5
Wiiuilook --------------------------------5613!
4.8
41
Waudowerth -----------------------------5
ii 15 U
37
...j
Waugatiella ............... ...........-- 23 14
24 19
............6'
5
Warden .................................. 20 19 39 28 13!
2
124
WiLtonl,,o,l ..............................
15 13
39 35
20
71
4'
'WatL'aniolla .............................14 10
25 17
41
•2
II'
II
'Wauchope ------------------------------- 13 15 21
4
3 15
5'
9'
,SVaverli'y ... ..................... ......- 18173117
11.....,
97
\Vol,bL'rs Citok ------------------------- 19' 2.(
2
107
43 29, 22:
Wetangonn. ............................ 19 20!
S 22'
i2'2
3, II 22'
,W,'eWai. ------------------------------- :8173510 ,' I
11'
'Velarreang ............................ 13,1023
6
$
93
,Wen,,ubi................................IjQ'
4!
21
6
58!
fl
211
...........92;
41
!WorrlI,erni ............................... 02 13
25.2!
1W!a'iga ............. .... ......... .......
7013211 ..............23
Wingia .................................. 24
17
311
113'
5 103
Well1.....................................11312
223! ..............9'
2
WeIIcu,gI,ar ...........................I
:
17
8
...........
6'
W,,,nlmh .................................. 1712 29! 14
11
13'5'
4
WyhonePreok .......... ........... .... 1312: 15 13 .........

lsj

s

.1

5

Yarrungal, ...............................

1
17{

9

3I

':

1b

Ll Cootribuli025!

2 ...

95

12 ............ 1241

Led.
L&,].jtejLad.La&Lad
Ltd.
118 261011 .................
3518 3
9 7 4
22
84 6 9
59 0 0 ................ 35 6 9
220 , 6000
040 .....................3580
I2 0
216
3568
4338
206 ..................... i6 6
278.34 4 8
4117 5
314 5 .....................3 18 4
97
iSo 5400
740513
1896
94
364 .....................
146 4700
01211 ....................
111210
47
5959
142
2086000
69156
230 .....................7126
112
12'I Go 00
25293,88346
2153
92
300 0
119 2 .....................
15 6 6
47 5 8
16±
161200 ..................
22 19 4
666
59
104
212 Goon
8oi:io
177 .....................
1953
89
5 0 0 ..................
oxO i
SoS I
4'
1I'5
6738
1716000
148 .......................5190
11'
2
0
.......................
2 0 0
0
3240
os'S So 0 0 ....................
17
6
77 g 6
72
12
Sob
1237
1123 ........................4114
8-i
22'J Sioo
77010
156 ........................iS 14
15
237
2000
3070
4157 ........................$116
123
7758
1225878 .........................
18130
195
3016 9
5014 6
3 8 7 ....................... 15 9 2
1 87139%
65;T'73'3100
2000; ...... ......
163
q"
171 3300
5113!
1310 ....................0793
17,3
43178
357150016102 ..................... 1276
8'
109
3500 ..............................891 4392
109
203152 00
6$ 51
0101 ..................... 151411
141
253 GOoo
iA
21410 ......................603L 88i
107
1300
14130
0136 ......................029(1
34
:0'6 S000
1108 ............. ....... . 21106± 83121
8-62400045 ..................... 1400
3845
44
6-4
101 2300
1710 ..................... 2900! 48710
007
167 5100
11710 ......................9 86,8364
01334 62 0 0
1 23 0 ......................
1526 6
77 9 6
72
143 2300 ..............................1166
24166
89
199 Go 0 0
213 5 ..................... 17 2 3
7915 7
123
218
5$ 78 ..................... .........540' 63118
72
06-9 371011
184 ......................793.4786
141
248 Sa 0 0
1 15 8 ..................... 17 20 6
79 6 2
11'5
23'S 40 iS 8 .............................. ID 5 6
51 2 1
115
225 ($100
21C ....................... 1511
8375
8':
'754300 ............................... 29597759%
2o'6
1545300
01110' ......................13193
69112
10'3
19'5
8 00
..................... 13290
721310
21410
200 ..............................16
326
3
53
111
213 Gj 00
0138 ...................... 2182
821110
61
151 6000
74186
oIjS ...................... 2430
65
1r6
300
51137
3127 .......................8110
2276200
9'2
147 ...................... '23168
p 13
44
119
137
214

rc

3 11 9
72

S'p

16'7
213

6000

............................... 161g 0176190
01 614 7

50001167 ...................... 1412

APPENDIX E

APPENDIX B.
APrLI0ATI0NS

Number of Children iesiding in the kcahty within twa -

-

Name of Place.

for aid to Provisional School,, received during the year 1875.

C

Numr of Children piomisI to attend.

t Boys.
Mites
Bald Hills....................................3+ 18
Bnllington ....................................3 12
Banks' Meadow ...........................2+ 21
8
Bnradiuo ...................................30
46
i3nrtlett'sCan'p ...........................S
Brawlin ....................................8 15
Bndgsnrin ....................................9 12
22
Brisbane Valley ...........................6
Broken-shaft Creek ........................3
25
Brewn'sCreck ..............................6 18
38
Brttutlah ....................................7
Btyan'sOais............. ....................4 16
11
Buckley's Crossing .......................30
9
Bndgcntbotig .............................22
23
Bullinatyith .................................4
Barriti .......................................3 39
Buslty Park .................................6 10
23
Canshoon ....................................6
20
Campbell1s Creek ..........................22
Cannonbar ................................ 40 14
15
Canowindr ................................14
26
Catlicart ...................................10
Clarendon ....................................6
6
Clontarf ..................................... 19
7
ConiQale .................................. 18
Corce ........................................ 17 10
.............................
9
7
Cullen Bullen
Currajong ...................................2 17
11
Dick's Camp ............................... 30
20
licele.ston ...................................8
9
}:lizabethfiçld .............................7
lfohlTimber ................................7 15
23
ForestLodge .............................3
10
Fnhlerton ...................................6
12
Galgabba ...................................6
Goolnia ..................................... 18 16
Goorangoola ............................... 20
16
9
Groonwieli ................................3
IThIton (Allyn Itiver) ....................5
7
HerdingYardCroolc ................... 35 17

Girls.

TotaL

7
8
20
9
38
20
15
29
20
39
23
17
14
18
13
26
14
11
17
13
17
22
8
21
11
15
13
21
4
17
17
13
24
19
19
6
26
14
9
20 [

C.E.

RU.

Prep.'Ves. Hm

itndertskiog to scud Children
________________________________
' llresjWes. Other, GE. B.C. 1' t. key. (5thersTOtM
.

Boys.

2 6 . ..... 18
25 17
12
20
3 15 2
21
41 16
13 3 7 2
17 11
6 ........8
8
84
43 87 2 ... 2
28 . .......7
35
7
16 ....... 10
27
11
2
49 ....... 22
51
13
32 . ...... 14
45
22 5 1 3 18
26
67
22
61
14
0 17 9 12
15
32
25 4
3
25
19 ........ 12
6
9
8 4
27 15
23
23
6 7
36
29
65
5... 1219 14
10 ........... 10
24 14
22
21
3... 10
34
11
37 Information not given
9 . ........ 13
27 18
12
22
32
6 4
32 ......... 26
48 16
3 ...... 18
9
el
9
30
6 4
40
3 ......... 10
18 15
11
13 6
25
6
11
1 5 ... 3
7
20
17
20
1 512
38
15 ................. 11
15
17
37 Information not given
11
5 ... 16
26
6
14
23 6
28 ...
14
0 7 15
47 16
10
2 3 6
29 18
10
25
6
31
22
7 15 .. ......... 16
2... 6
9
44
36
3 ............9
23
20
7
4
6 7
16
67 7 5 17
37 12

Girls. j Tot et.
7
8
20
9
20
20
H
28
20
39
10
17
14
18
14
17
10
13
9
12
14
22
6
7
12
16
13
22
4
13
16
12
19
19
8
6
16
14
9
20

CE.

Cottncll, Decision

Agreed to temporarily.
7 1 2 .....10 Under
2 6
25 17
consideration.
7
1 5 1
20 3 15 2
13 3 7 2 5 4 2 2 1 14 Declined.
41 16
6 .........3 2 I .........5 Under consideration.
17 11
.....14 Agreed to.
16 .........7 7
26 12
24 .........1 7 .........S Declined—Case for Pnblio Sc]iool.
27 3
S Declined.
21 8 13 .........2 6 .........
Agreed to.
48 .........1 14 ....... 15 Under
50 2
considertition.
15
4 30 1
23 1
34 10
Do.
22 5 1 3 8 7 2 1 119 Witlidriawn.
5726
(3 4 7 8 2 2 2 3 1 10 Agrcedto. Pnblic School npplied for.
32 7
8
1 6 1
25 4
32 8
coitsiderat.ioti.
20 .........1 6 ..........7 Under
26 6
9 Agreed to conditionally.
1
8 4 .......
27 15
11
Do.
7 2 2
3723
7 7
2 110 Agreedto.
4... 7 2 6 1
3118
......4 Declined.
10 .........2 2
20 10
2
12 Agreedto.
3 ....10
9:1
8622
3 .........C 2 ..........S Declined.
20 17
to.
7 .........6 3 .........9 Agreed
25 18
Do.
6 .........8 2' ........ tO
2620
Do.
8 .........12
32 .........431313
4816
Do.
9
24 6 10 8
......
ii
Do.
6
2 ........S
1614
Do.
4 ........5 1' .........6 Agreed
2218
to condilionelly.
7
1 4 2
27 6 14 7
lTnlf-tisncScltoolnpplied for.
1 5 ... 3 3 1 1 ... 1 6 Wttadrnwn.
20 11
1 412 3 8.2 4 115 Agreedlo.
3919
5 Agreed to temporarily.
15 16 ............5 ..............
14 Under consideration.
7 2 5
2 12
30 16
7 Declined—Case for a Public School.
4
2 1
5 ... 14
26 7
6 Agreedto.
22 4 ...........S I
26
10 Declined.
8 2 ii..... 4 2 1 3
33 12
1
10 Agreedto.
7 1.1 ........
2 3 6
2918
Do.
5
1818 ............. 5 .1 ...........
Do.
S
22 7 15 ......... 3 5'
Do.
6 1 1 ........8
3 .....s
2517
9 Agreed to t.etiiporanly.
2L
3 ......... 7
23 20
7 Under eonstderation.
2 2 3
5 7
16 4
2 1SAgrecdto.
6 , 7 1 5 6 33
37 12
I

APPENDIX K—continued.
-

resding
in the localitywithin two
umberof Children
camo of Place.
Girls.

Total.

18
12
24
12
25
15
13
23
8
32

16
13
14
18
23
18
12
14
11
34

34
25
38
30
48
28
25
37
19
60

17
3
29
21
18
1
9
20
11
38

12
Manchester Square ......................
4
.......... .....
Maxtou .....................................
1].
6
Melrose ..... ................
.5
13
Mimes,, Park ............................ 10
16
Moonan ......................................
4
10
ilorven ..................................... 16
5
MountRivers .............................5
11
Mugwill ..................................
4
26
Mullengullenga ..........................6
20
Munni ......................................4
9
Nangus ......................................
11
NativeHo,ae .............................3
19
Rock Hill ..................................5
4
RyePark .................................. 144
25
Salisbury ..................................
17
6
Sedgefseld ..................................
25
4
Spring Bill ...............................
36
3*
Tara .........................................4
ii
14
Tarramia ...................................8
25
Timbribungie .............................35
16
Tooma ......................................5
TuekiTucki. ...............................
9
2*
11
Tunstall ...................................3
Tighe'sllill......................2
31
...............................ii
Wagg
ett...........................100
19
Wetangera...........................4
13
Woodford flay............................
4
Woodhill .................................3
15

11
14
11
11
11
H
15
15
12
11
14
17
14
14
12
11
29
10
15
14
6
8
25
19
10
7
15

23
25
24
27
21
19
26
44
32
20
25
36
18
39
29
36
65
21
29
39
22
37
36
50
21
26
28

22
8
10
1
5
6
12
38
27
12
18
22
10
4
2
10
23
9
13
14
13

Boys.

.S
Miles.
Hodge'soreek ............................
3}t
Huntingdon ....................................
Jacqua .....................................
5
Kameruka..................................
3*
KangarooFlat .............................
5
Keepit ..................................... 10
Lewis Ponds, Lower ...................
7
Lewis Pocids,Epper ....................3
Lunatic Reefs ............................ 40
Maequarie Pinins (l{ailwavSttion)
3

05

R.C. Frvi.PVes cJthrrstoys.

Girs

131
12
22 ..........12
.........21
.........
12
.........
17
.........
15
3
6
13
5
22
7
8
7
13
16

16
13
12
18
12
13
16
12
9
14

I

...

...

28

...

43

23
14
8
20
4
...
...

1,303 1,240 2,543 1,091

4
9
9
30
27
7
5
15

...

1
12
1 6
12
7
......
14
9
2
12
11
11
5
12
........
11
........26
.......
i3
3
5
9
1 6
11
5
3
6
19
S
4
12
32
419
1 422
17
26 ........
25
12
16 14
15
12 ......
13
12
4
13
187
18
4
2
1 2
16
312
2
9
13 ......
7
3
5 13
31
iS
.....13 .11
3 ..19
3
8
610
16
12
5 29
2
7
5
3
14
15
6
9
14
3
5

...

......

772 243 275

oC

NumberofChilden proniscd to atten.

11
13
101
6
11
7
15
15
10
11
14
17
14
9
12
15
6
8
14
11
6
8
15
19
10
7
12
8
19

T.W. CE.

j
IO. irewes

'S

J

L11

eounc,is Decision.
'e.
. un1otal
C.B. ItOirsWe

4L..J 9'Dcclined.
S
27 15 ........12
6
7 Under consideration.
1
3
22
26
3 ............7 Agreed to.
4
8 ......
3325
3 ............10 Agreed to conditionally.
9 .......
30 21
7
i
11 Agreed to.
4
7
19 ......
29 10
Do.
110 .......... 11
27 .....
28
1
2
1
10 Under consideration.
2
8 ......5
5
6
28 14
3
12 Agreed to.
2
1
5
6
5
7
34 17
1 ........5 Under consideration.
4
5
16 11
1
11 Declined. Public School formerly in
1
1
9
2
30 27
operation re-opened.
8 Under consideration.
1
1
7
23 22
1 1 1 2 l0Agreedto.
5
3
1 7
25
7
7
12
Do.
9 .......
3
14 ......
24 10
1 6 Agreed to conditionally.
1 4
15
2
18
1
Under
consideration.
5
1 1 Ji
22
5 H
6
5 A.grecdto.
1
1 3
9
5
19
5
Do,
16
8 .......
8
14 .......
26 12
12 Agreed to temporarily.
11 1 .......
41 35
3 .......
1 .......
6 Under consideration.
5
2 .......
23 21
9'Deelincd.
1..,
3
5...
5
9 ..
2012
33 Agreed to.
1 3
9
2518
1
6
21... 14
Do.
1 1
5
3
6... 10
3622
a
6 Under consideration.
3
iS 10
8
4
9 Agreecl to.
1
1 3
3
9
21
2
7
Do.
1 1 111... 14
1 422
29
2
Do.
2
9
2
5
24
7
40
9
6 Declined—Case for Public School.
2
2
2
9
21
5
7
8 Agrecd to.
12 .....
4
4 .....
21
9
9 Agreed to conditionally.
5
3
1
10
4
27 13
Do.
B
3
5
1
146
299
Do.
4
1.1 1 1 8
2
1 2
2213
4
5
1 8 Agreed to.
2
2
312
17
Do.
8
2210
12 ..... 5 ....
2
4 24 Declined.
9
1
5 13
8
15
3
50 14
3
5 Agreed to conditionally.
2
13
21
8
S Agrcedto.
1 1
6
2620
3
3
Do.
2...
8
3
610
1 2
28
4
S
4
9 Under consideration.
1 4
7
20
3
10
1
7.S Declined.
~~
3 24 ...
27

88 1,099 1,049 2,148 952

.

tcs

..

...

...

...

685

224

.

68 336 236

78

73

23 740

-

5*.

22
22
APflNDTX P.
AnEn.arcB of

Children at the alf-timc Schools, as certified by the Local Committees, for the Quarter enfting aist December,
the last Quarter of that year during which the Schools were in operation.
Number of Children on foul

Name-of SchooL

.00 0Aid

tA

Aiunge Attendance

Lxpenthture from 1:81: Fund:

.
.

°

30

185, or for

Local Contributions

C

—

TO

£scI.s.lLs.dad.tLlI.s.d.

£,.cI.

Adaminaby ........................ ..6xox6
412 ...........46
584 ...............85346137
79 1253300
AustralianjVarm ................... 17623 43... 16
trd
44 t6- 3300 0143 5209 ..............46543113
5326 ...............45054176
ItackOreek... ......................... 1041410 ........2
2
1074500
3
26
BarPoint .............................3110484...
449200600
2
301 129 1588
2253 30-88
28
JIogganBoggan .......................4 8 12 ... 12 ............3-6
38180
ozs 0 5100
67 103 32200
Iteloon...................................5
2
2100
26
24730
19
7 ...
26 17 10
45
7 ............
Ilelnioro .............................. 211334293... 3
218
137
Si
sod 0720130 ............... a6 4138
Br.inhooka ............................549 7
500 ..............4 369
42169
2 .............zt
63 3300
37
Berlcreek ............................ 11617143 .............73
01562184 ...........20196
3994
53 12624150
Bibbenluke .............................5
51010 .............2
330 ...........420 13120
850
3
5
flimlow ................................6
£100 ...........306
ibio643046 .............37
18
55 1300
lioconuoc .............................7
413 8
584 ...........33341117
TI
3 ...........33
55 3300
Bombay ............................... 12232513 6
........
9116
5698
40100
03511
193
103
7
5 12 3
9
Boolambayte ..........................71421138 ...........5
718 63 19 5
302
1575100 0179500 ..........
Jooro,Lower ..........................771483... 4
5226 ..........
993300
6199
45
5
49
ltoro,ljpper ......................... 11617413 ...........74
..........
5126
6904516
1183300
44
Brookfteld ...... .......................25761...........r
57955105
4668
03782184 ..........
6
5
Jtullacteelah ......................... 10818133 ........4
7196
1595100 0179500 .........
65
64 17 3
94
Burn ...................................61317 621 ...........4€
11130 61 07
4300
0147 5150 .........
84 13•
Burraglte .............................6
.........
5130
o
1
27
8-33055
40 14 3
3 9
3
4
3-6
4 5 10
Carwoola...... .................. ....... 1311 2421
468 38140
I
8-2
oso 3334 .........
2
8'
163
0 60
ChambereCreek ....................7613445
810
96o
2176 .........
4•2
762876
34
Chsrloyong .............................5221710 ........7
5126 .........
7181
1264500
91
58 10 7
3•3
cobar8o .............................. 3426402512
12116
5998
0136498 .........
71
135
207 41 15 0
3
CocbranesYlat ....................6
i6o 2133
410... 10 ...........4• ------ 73
2100 .........
Colo,Uppor ......................... 14112519 I ...
14210
70110
500 .........
114
9• I
205 5300
5
Columbo ............................... 15 1429 55 10
31140
58122
203 201 40100
01533 5323 .........
gCullonllullen ......................6133811 1
105 14 6
4 17 7
0 13 3
3... 3
4
444
CulingorCreek ......... ..... .... .....6
38380
13
4
9 ...........3-8
5
94 32100 0 18 0 5 10 0
CoirrausCroek .......................691569 ...........SI
¶395042
0239353 .........
7-8
5 111l4I2 I4 1
1)alryArin ...........................661275 ...........49
0150
2839
98162100
0189 .........
49
Dalegato ............................... 128106312
940
53121
83
4-8 131 38345 0138500 .........
Donnisl'Iat ..........................27945 ..........'9
03103603
06743...........
5
PlamondYatley ....................8
6z6o
71513
51
8646100
5794
4 ..........35
434 .........
Dongilingalong .......................5
5710
Sotr6
38... 2... 6
6-3 5100
0 188 350 .........
33
3
DurranOurrab ....................6 1, 23 14
4135 432411
.........
105
245 3300 116 500
7 ..........4
Eex11ilI .............................15032812 2... 4
5126
40128
8-5
8-6
17• 1 3500 0720230 .........
}arnngdon ......................... 17
324500 .........
Sgo 5904
72413101
117
41 15846100
51261
Foroolvalo ......................... '3 1013
182
iS .........
113
86
......................
444
ip
l3oxIow ..............................63 9
2153 3727
0803134 .........
36 ..........4225
6-73060
Ololimore ..............................411159 .......6
.........
5669
2-8
30-44650
0323500
496
75
GIenwlllrnn ......................... 19153422 5...
18143 63170
137
00€
2434568 01792184 .........
7
GoodGood .............................6512
75 ..........4-6
326
25310
s-s 1oo 18122 0292 2100 .........
Oundaroo,tpper......... ...........4
5176
42165
3300
01811 300 .........
6 1010 ............34
7
45
Oitodillton ...........................5
8r6 56130
3104100 .........
784306
49... 9 ..........44
34
Ijangingitoek .......................9103919 . ........... i
6166
2574631 1905100 .........
St
59 18 7
lltIroIeIsCrost .......................5
1100
5415
813 310 ..........41
115500 .........
68
309 46100
hayes ...................................34725 ..........3
3163
1163
5
7
btoskislon, North..... ............ ..7 16 33 38 5 ...........43
0 13 10 4 15 5 .........
3 iS 10
1V4
157 44 19 20
54 7 11
1ngIowoodhoro:t ................... 12131522 3 ...........7 2
880
5084
11045002100
97 1593300
Ielonclilat ...... ..... ..................61420,37 ...........4
114
354750367
42171 15323
Janatloltat ..........................802208 .............45
4230
420
204
2493300
500 ..........
,lorrabatgully .......................6
3254 37104
713... 13 ...........53
350 ..........
5€
109 32100
Johucon'ecreok ....................741115.5
469 44195
6,3
10734182
5146 ..........
9
Jones ...................................3
020
1183
3163
912.32 ...........3
IT
9
Jo,aot-tonOreek ......................491313 .............3
104 27100.062 516 ..........6294 39161l
74
tanidowne .............................7
410
31010
190
..........
5730
63
36
894530
5100
Larbert ............................... iG 62222 ............
13159 6010o,
029551262100
84
52
136 35
Larry'eFoint ....................61026
639
44139
3300
22
5100 ..........
43
5... 11
77
Limokains ............................ II 73836 .............79
5501
35225
2300
2059
5126
222
0 19 5
43
LittleForest ..........................134.4..........9
359 0
392376
2176 ...........44 0
3'
Longfeach ......................... 125173132
9383 501831
98
4314333003148660 ........
laotRiver .............................73017710 ..........4€
3243142
0139351 ........
7'8
53061 4013 61
Lowther ................................7
1036 60186!
61
1154500
..........
5350 ........
Malundi .................................
2106
2706
8... 8 ..........35
71300
1300 ........
35
MDonald'sPlnt ....................8 rn 18 6 .............53
7176
5753
01285150 ........
71 125 4300
M'Leanhtiver,tower... ...........6
3186
8 14 10
4500
.........
126
6
5573
4 ..........55
0
15
3
5
7_I
13
MLeaufiver,bpper ............. II 4 15 8 7 ...........8-8
5618i1
5 10 3
0 15 2 5 13 6 .........
38
ut 4500
42194
31aringlo .................................641046 .........
4194
793300
29
500 .........
5
Mirrannie .............................91323182 I I
5594917
58
ItO 0 10 0 .........
87
14_5 4200
Mountitaly ..........................661284 ..........41
3005111
4306 1104100 .........
10
59
31u11.ngullonga .....................1455.............'9
018035114
21
332200
3 13 4 .........
Newflristol ..........................7
54
0
52
76
55 13 1
'2-8 441910 013104155 .........
3 ..........
9 16 23
h.uhn-ygya .............................4711 9.2 ..........
6195 3592
10624150 02652184 .........
6-6
4
Olillat ................................951455 ..........77
11133 6283
32
109 4500
5150 .........
Oranmoir .............................91323 616 ..........5'
79641 46
io.........
83 13232100
l'eat'eforry ..........................5
2703005
71310 ......
41
2,
6-1 10.3 1589448200600
PeilcanCroek .......................459.9 ...........
44389
35350
ssg
..........
3350
3'
44
75
44048121
Power':Cornor............... ... ......7411415
8538146 0138500 ..........
33
54
Qiolailgo ................................491313 ............
27158
...................
19
gDzGIoo 18
7'
10118
Redbank ................................4713 8
750368 ..................
30
3 ...........
7'
Elehlandi ............................811197210
5-6
82
1383300 1335150 ............2964259
- ...............710
Bocknew ............................ 30414
4839
311 ............85
38 1233300 1 14 9 66o
Roosneath .............................961513... 1
4584660
9'43300 1104500 2200
31
63
541611
Sherwood .............................577139 ............39
8-85300 0187350
49
....... ........9134
Six-mileFlat ..........................8 8o6 214 ............65
3454261
II
3300117500 ........
53
Snaphook ............................ 1013231011 2
10
129
4939
3300
............
6•9
8-7
It
5200
Sparkc'aCreok .......................7
666394'
57232 ..............6-4
ioS 17100
061 s's .............
44
Spriugliere .............................8 to 18 17
............
37358
I
47
73 121 26200 158
StonyCreak ......................... 13112413 32 6
1954573
30'
70 14 3
9_5
5 10 0 ..............18 17 0
Sutton.................... .............. 6935333 7'
1193300 01811300 ...............47 041 511
4_5
74
Tareutta,Lower ................... 5
47133
914
310
913
3
'i
91
3236
...............
5
17
6
4
Tarcutta,Lepper ................... 8
7351................ 63
1233226
6
5176 ...............8 193 45293
Tarragandab .........................5611
31
5100 ................7106
4•1
714673
5979
53 2 1
Tathaua.............- -..................57 12
5140
47
1
52
85 35 15 0
3350 ............... 11140
34
Tomboyo................................7835 114
5.3
3055
06741
. .................4063999
'vS
Toonulil ................................7 4" ... ix ............ 48
28111
3140
8424711
3'S
Townuba .............................5
3 8 7 I ...
TreudonGrango ................... 12232599...

41

7 ......9

2'

76

6-1 1774
1535100

23127
2100 ................2153
0694312 ............... 37997378
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APPENDIX F—continued,
Number of Children on Rolls.

Average Attendance,

Rxpeuditure from Public Funds.

Local Contributions.

\ameof SchooL

Total
Al

I
l.zulerbauk .............................8 91712
2
52
VictoriaCreok .................... 12 141 26 13,8 3 3
6s
Wandoll' ............................ 21 92020
...........8-S
Yarde1livor ..................... ....
7 ..............76
Weorragubra ........................ 22 15 27 27 ................71
Watagoo.Crcek ...................... 6 5 ii
3 8 .............45
Whecucycreok .....................111012217 1
89
4
Wli000 ...................................7
411 ... 22 ......... 6
Willowlont .........................5 9 14
2
38
5
7
tVindolEuna ..........................5j2 7 ...............34
Wii2duelI ........................... 6612... 12 ........... 48
naeis}erry ....................6 511 4 5 2
52
WaII;inihaltivcr ....................6 13 18 20 6 2 .j
44
\Volburn ............................ 20132311 5
71
Wyncihalil ................................. 21 22 5 34141
pg
'\VleitirtonoValloy ................ 59 21 8 6 ............ 43
Yslbraitle ............................ 7
113 2 220
44

£s.d.Lsd.s.d 11 aeJ.s.4 Ls.d. £s.d.
s8 21
46500124500 ........
8i6 sg'8io
98 263 3100 069 4
....... 15199 71278
67 15241150 0236499 ..........5196 53279
6
141 34183
5146 ...........536 45163
lit
287 3300
500 ..............8170 46
41
8-6 16100
oi8 9
.............'00 2889
75 2655100
500 ...............708863088
24
843300 o6g5oo ................29540163
76 11413300
5136 2100
2146 43 18 0
6
2200
3 13 4 ................236 271620
953300 06goo ................23840203
47
36
383300 01435209 ............... 383 42231
83 226 330 O
5236 2100
31011 46245
96 1674200 110 0100 ............... 8048 5112 48
ni 15
3056
41510 ............... 7246 422520
84
227 28122 0192 3100 ............... 300 2514
44.88 3300 1125150 ...............
'478 407094

APPENDIX G.
ArrareArroNs

for the rs(aWishrnen of Half-time Schools, received during the year 1875.

I

Children residing in the Locality.
Noincof Place.

.

Parents or
Guardians etniortaking
to r.n1l I2Etllditii.

€bildren proneiset to attojid.

.

.

.

Couetcils elocislnn.

.4

!_
JloisChere ......... .......... .. .......... )3zo

6i6 9... 25 .10 GiG
g... 25.3... II... 6)Deellned—Casotor
a ProvIsional
r Sdiool.
208137 7••
4.1082877.. 4... 4... 11.7)
l)ryl'.iver ...............................
143524 7 4
11112221 7 4
I
I
1.81
4
6}Dccloeei
Coleobra ................................. .3( 971688 ..........
5
7 ..........23
.............................
Forest
1.13 9 22625 1 .......13922623
25 ............
lAcodt.
Cullenlsullcn ......................... 5...
5
35I3291oi
330
6.)
2[antingdon ............................ )
838 4.14
To
724 4... 10
7
1... 3
4)DecilflOd—f7alOfor
l
Saherox ................................. ) (20133327124
? Provisional
9514572
327........ 6) Schools.
r,lanelFlat ................................1 (s, 206 Ii
8
3272056
8
2
2... 5)
I...
7
Agrcsd to.
Iteelban.. ......... ............ .............) 1.6 915IO
........6915105 .........33......
5)
Muoni ..................................... 15
67136
52... 67136
52.3
27
6ltnacrwnsidcra
lCowpark ............................... 54
Jtion.
86148
42.,. 86148
424
2
Myalla ....... ............... ......... ...... ).. 641044
3641044
223 .... ........
4 1-Agreed tocon_
.Jennybrothers .........................5... g g 18 8
ditionally.
9 18 810 ...........3 4 ............j
.............................
learererry......
8
......
7
i
12 12
1201
IiarPohet
) (31215105 ........52717125 ..........37 ..........
4
Itollandsilains ...... ......... .....
6
7 6 13
6 13
6
2
7
3
.1-5
S 1-Agreedtoeon.
Tolograpleroint ........................3 (27 10 27 IS
delionally.
4 5 .......27 10 27 28 4 5
i 2
8)
Itynl'ark . ...... .... ................... ..) (23447 723
43..13I326 58310
233 5...11)33eclincd—Caiefor
14
Provisional
Everton ........................... ......... (631:72313 .............624201020 .............
43 ............. 75Sc120015.
TriangleFlat .............................
12k113 716 ..............781578 ............. 23 .............
c
5)
Agreod1o.
Dinmond Valloy ........................3
Information not given
Information not given
lnformationnot given.
Wleiostonovallcy ....................13. ( 73 61917 8 ......
13 61912
81 ..........4i 2 ..........6)
jAgreod to.
GoodGood ....................................206 r6z6 .........
1061516 ......
4
............2
2
Wilds 3leadow ...............................17 11 28 70 24
4 ......17 11 :8 10
a .......20
5
) l)rclined—l'ape for
3lountflrlc .. .......... ................ }... 106154, 1
5arublie&hool
9 120625 4 I I 9 I I II
Walerland ................................37

254 249 503 137

148

59

53

6 231 215 435 211 1127

52

o

6

72 42 20 24

2 150
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APPENDIX H.
REPORTS

of Inspectors upon Schools in the
Albury District.
Anuidale
Bathurst
Braidwood
Camden
Cuniberland
Goulburn
Graf ton
Maitland
lvludgce
Newcastle
Sydney
Yass
ALBURY DISTRICT.

INSPECTOR'S GENERAL

Rxron'r ron 1875.

I HAVE the honor to submit for the information of the Council of Education this General Report upon
the condition of the Public, Provisional, Half -time, and Certified Denominational Schools in the Albury
District for the year 1875.
During the year new schools were brought into operation at Booligal, Clareuden, Hopefield,
Morven, and Morebriner; final arrangements were made for the establishment of schools at :Bengowannah, Come, Downside, Forest Hill, Nangus Creek, Tooina, and Tarramia ; the Provisional Schools
at Germantoa (Ten-mile Creek), Mount Adrah, Urana, and Wondalga were converted into Public
Schools; and the necessary steps taken to re-open the Public School at Moulainein.
Owing to rcdnccd attendance, due partly to decrease of population and partly to local
differences, the Non-vested School at Eunonyhareenyah had to be closed in the early part of the year,
and there is little prospect of its being re-opened for some time, as on the occasion of my last visit to
the locality in July there were only eight children whoso attendance could be guaranteed.
As in previous years, the residents in newly-fonoed agricultural areas evinced a coimneudable
degree of interest in assisting to provide the means of education for these localities ; and wherever
fifteen or more children of the school ages may be found within a radius of two or three miles from
some common centre, there are few places in this district at which a school is not either in operation
or in course of erection. At present the chief impediment to educational progress is the delay that
occurs in the survey of lands selected, approved, and applied for as sites for vested schools. Until the
Council obtaios a legal title to these lands all action for the erection of the necessary buildings has to
be deferred ; and it soinethues happens that before the title is perfected the local promoters of the
schools have grown apathetic or become dissatisfied; and the children for whom they were primarily
intended have lost no inconsiderable portion of the time in which they could best acquire the training
and, instruction which these schools slumld have supplied. The inconvenience arising from the delay
here referred to is sograve as to make it worthy of consideration whether special arrangements could
not be made with the Survey Department to facilitate the acquisition of titles to sites for vested Public
Schools. It may be urged in support of such a course, that the liberal provision recently made for the
erection of school buildings would be enliauced if this matter of survey could be expedited.
In my General Report for 1874 attention was invited to the fact that the fulfilment of the
residence clause" of the Crown Lands A Inaction .A ct of ISO1 operated hi numerous cases against the
education of children in rural districts. It is true that the recent change in the Laud Laws has virtually abolished this incentive to ignorance, by depriving minors under sixteen of the right to select
but it has also rendered the education of conditional purchasers between the ages of five and fifteen
years more precarious, by reason of the very rigid supervision now exercised over those whose term of
residence is not yet completed. It is very undesirable that this legal hindrance to the work of lmopsilar
education should be longer coiltillued, and I venture to point out that it could be obviated by the
adoption of a regulation whereby a certificate of attendance at any school in the Colony Would be
accepted in lieu of residence from conditional purchasers between the ages of five and sixteen years.
The material state of the schools vested in the Council shows progressive improvement. Within
the year new buildings were opened at Wilcannia and Hopefield the schoolhouse at Balranald was
enlared ; a teacher's residence provided at Tninut and substantial improvements made to the school
premises at several places. Contracts were also accepted for the erection of school buildings at
Brueedale, Gerinanton, Jindera, Jerilderie, Morehringer, and Urana ; and steps taken to provide
similar aocouimodation at Dewnside, Forest Hill, Mount Adrali, Adeloug and Moaina. The result of
the efforts made to provide suitable accommodation and equipincut for the 'schools in this district may be
perhaps best shown by a comparison of the value of the property vested in the Council at the close of the
years 1870 and 1875. For the former year it was appraised at £1Sj 000, and for the latter at £22,000,
showina net increase in five years of £9,00. The charge of this property is not the least important
of the 'J.eaehers' duties, and it is gratifying to note that in it large majority of the schools the care with
which it is discharged merits unqualified praise; and in only one instance during the year was there
reason to suspect the want of reasonable oversight.
The supply of books, maps, and other educational appliances annually granted by the Council
was found sufficient for the requirements of nearly all the schools visited ; ançl, as regards the few in
which the stock of working materials was limited, the deficiency was title to isolated position and the
want of any regular means of carriage to the localities, In the distribothut of requisites for schools,
valuable assistance is yearly afforded inc by, the Teachers of the Public Schools at Albury, Adelong,
Deuiiquin, Gundagai, Tumut, Wagga Wagga, and WcntwOrth, who receive for, and forward to the
schools in their reseetive neighbonrhoods the supplies forwarded by the Council' agent at Sydney.
For the first five months of the year the attendance of pupils at every school in the district was more
or less affected by the prevalence of measles amjd other forms of juvenile sickness. An unusually cold,
rainy, and prolonged winter caused a reduction of the daily average in most of tIm country schools; and
towards the close of the September quarter those at some of the large centres of population had to be
closed for a time as a precautionary measure to prevent the spread of scarlatina. For the reasons here
specified the aggregate attendance ofpupils during the first six months was 10 per cent, less than the
number for the corresponding period of 1874; and for the September quarter 5 per cent, less ; but
with the return of more favourable weather the attendance rapidly increased, and the number of pupils
oil rolls for the closing quarter of the year exceeded that for ally previous period. Duo regard being
paid to the exceptional circumstances here indicated, it may be stated that the requirements of punctuality, order, attention, and the other conditions to a healthy and well regulated system of discipline
were as satisfactorily met as in previous years.
Inquiry as to the number of children residing within a reasonable distance of schools maintained
by the State, but not in attendance thereat nor otherwise receiving instruction, was carefully made,
and with very encouraging results. As compared with the returns for 1874, the number of absentees
for
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for the current year shows a considerable reduction, and gives ground for the belief that a healthy
growth of public opinion and a clearer perception of -parental ditty are influencing many of those who
heretofore withheld from their children the means of education placed at their disposal by the State.
It is scarcely necessary to point out that the causes which led to a reduced and an irregular
attendance of the pupils during the major part of the year must have had a corresponding effect upon
the work of instruction And this was found to be the ease more especially in grammar and geography.
In these subjects the number of pupils whose attainments ranged from fair to good was 10 per cont.
less than in the previous year. .[it reading and arithmetic the high degree of proficiency recorded for
1374 was ftdly sustained ; and in writing and dictation there was it slight improvement in favour of
1875. Viewed as a whole the results achieved may in the circumstances be accepted as satisfactory
evidence of educational progress, and of the competency and industry of the Teachers. A summary of
my special report upon each school is annexed.
EDMUND H. FLANNERY,
Inspector of Schools.
Inspector's Office, Albury, 21st January, 1876,

Al'tNEX A.
SUMMARY of Reports upon Public, Provisional, and ]Talf.time Schools, inspected during year 1875.
L—PUBLIC SCHOOLS.
Annoxce —Regular inspection, 3rd and 4th June.
Enrolled —Boys, 64; girls, 49; total, 113.
Prhsent —Boys, 39 ; girls, 32; total, 71.
This school is held in non-vested prcutises affording very inadequate accommodation: There is
a full supply of working cciaterials, and the general organisatioci is as good acircumstances permit.
A want of punctuality is the most noticeable defect in the discipline ; and the prevalence of measles
and whooping cough during the three months preceding the date of inspection causeil a considerable
reduction in the attendance, and seriously interfered with the work of instruction. The pupils' attainments, though not so high as for the previous year, show a fair approach to the requirements of the
standard.
Arosnoem Ceossixo —Regular inspection, 2nd June.
Enrolled —Boys, 18; girls, IS; total, 36.
Present :—Boys, 14; girls, 12; total, 26,
The material state of the school is good, and the premises are neatly kept. Five-sixths of the
children of the locality are enrolled and attend with reasonable regularity. The work of instruction
is conducted with zeal and industry, and the average proficiency of the pupils is tolerable.
ADELONO, UPPER —General inspection, 15th April.
Enrolled :Boys, 18 ; girls, 19 ; total, 37.
Present:—Boys, 6 ; girls, 6; total, 12.
On date of inspeetion'a majority of the pupils were suffering from measles, and others were
ahsent through fear of contagion. All the children in the locality are enrolled, and from the behaviour
and answering of those present at examination it may be assumed that the training and instruction
afforded by the school are reasonably judicious and profitable.
ALBanY (Primary) —Regular inspection, 10th, 11th, and 12th August.
Enrolled —Boys, 84; girls, 814 total, 165.
Present —Boys, 74; girls, 69; total, 143.
Recent improvements to the school buildings and playgrounds have rendered the material state
of the premises excellent. The general discipline is of fair worth, the work of instruction is duly
regulated. The results lange from fair to good, and the progress made since last inspection wan-ants
the formation of a "Fifth Class."
A,nnt'ny (infants) :—Regular inspection, 16th August.
Enrolled*:—Boys, 72; girls, 59; total, 131.
Present ;—Boys, 64; girls, 46; total, 110.
A neat and well ordered schoolroom, amply found in suitable educational appliances. The
routine admits of a judicious alternation of "lessons" and 'play," and the methods of teaching are
fairly intelligent. Thaverage proficiency of the children is up to standard.
BALEAXALD —Regular inspection, ]at November.
Enrolled —Boys, 45; girls, 33; total, 78.
Present :—Boys, 36; girls, 30; total, 66.
The schoolhouse has been enlarged since last inspection, and the accommodation is now adequate
and of fair qnahty. The attendance is unpunctual, and many of the pupils are stovcnly in dress
otherwise the discipline shows improvement and fair efficiency. The instruction is duly regulated;
the methods of teaching are tolerably skilful, and the pupils' attainments average moderate. A large
influx of new pupils and the recent promotions from class to class account in part for this limited
proficiency.
BArIMw —Regular inspection, 14th April.
Enrolled:—Boys, 24; girls, 17; total, 41. Present;—Boys, 17; girls, 15; total, 32.
The premises have recently been fenced, and the school buildings painted. Owing to the prevailing epidemic (measles) the attendance has for some time been partial; but the discipline is of fair
quality, and the results of instruetioa exceed tolerable.
BLACK RANGE —Regular inspection, 23rd July.
Enrolled —Boys, 13; girls, 16; total, 29.
Present;—Boys, 13 ; girls, 15; total, 28.
The premises are non-vested, unfenced, and deficient of out-buildings. The school is suitably
furnished and fairly organised. About two-thirds of the children in the locality are enrolled ; the
discipline is tolerably efleetive, and the instruction is productive of moderate results.

Bbowsutrem —General inspection, 22nd April.
Enrolled —Boys, 21; girls, 17; total, 38.
Present —Boys, 19 ; girls, 14; total, 33.
The schoolroom is small, and increased accommodation is much needed. Othenvise the organisation is judicious; the moral tone of the school pleasing, and the instruction profitable. The general
proficiency ranges from very fair to good.
Bowxa —Regular inspection, 4th August.
Enrolled ;—Boys, 16; girls, 18 ; total, 34.
Present :—Boys, 11; girls, 11 ; total, 22.
The schoolhouse is a wooden building of mean appearance and in bad repair. There is an ample
supply
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supply of furniture, and the internal arrangements
arrangements are reasonably judicious. The pupils are very
irregular in attendance, and their parents
to attach very little value to the school. The work of
instruction is profitable, and notwithstanding the many drawbacks to its success, the average attain.
meats rank as fair.
000LAc —Regular inspection, 17th May.
Enrolled :—Boys, 19; girls, 16 ; total, 35.
Present :—Boys, 13 ; girls, 12; total, 25.
A slab building roofed with shingles, fairly furnished, and fully provided with working materials.
Nme-tenths of the children in the locality are enrolled; the moral aspect of the school is pleasing; and
the results of instruction show a fair approach to the standard of proficiency.
DENILIQUIN —Regular inspection, 18th and 10th October.
Enrolled —Boys, 73 ; girls, 34; total, 107.
Present:—Boys, 71; girls, 33 ; total, 104.
The accommodation for pupils is rather limited ; in other respects the material state of the school
is 5ood. The discipline is lax, and the pupils' attainments range from moderate in the lower classes to
tolerable in the upper grades. The coniparatively meagre results of instruction are in part due to the
prevalence of scarlatina, through which the school had to be closed for a short period preceding the
date of examination.
EuwAunsTowur —Regular inspection, 1st June.
- Enrolled —Boys, 9; girls, 17; total, 26.
Present:—Boys, S ; girls, 13 ; total, 18.
The schoolhouse and residence need repairs, and the premises are unfenced. The school is
amply supplied with working materials, but the attendance, is partial and irregular. Reasonable
progress has been made since last inspection; and the actual proficiency of the pupils averages tolerable.
FoREsT VALE —General inspection, 13th December.
Enrolled —Boys, 20; girls, 7 ; total, 27.
Present —Boys, 17; girls, 6; total, 23.
A neat and well ordered schoolroom, amply found in the necessary working materials. All the
children in the locality are enrolled and attend regularly; the moral aspect of the school is pleasing;
the good progress is being made in the several subjects of instruction, and the actual proficiency of the
pupils avenges fair.

Gsiaawcrorr :—General inspection, 14th December.
Present —Boys, 13 ; girls, 17; total, 30.
Enrolled —Boys, 15 ; girls, 19 ; total, 34.
The premises in which the school is held temporarily are very unsuitable, but tenders for the
erection of vested hiuldings have been accepted. The attendance is, in general, regular, and punctual;
the discipline is effective; and good progress is being made in the work of instruction. The average
proficiency is fair.
Gocur —Regular inspection, 7th May.
Present:—Boys, 23; girls, 23; total, 46.
Enrolled :—Boys, 32; girls, 30; total, 62.
A spacious schoolroom, well furnished, and tastefully arranged. All the children in the locality
are enrolled, and attend regularly; the disciplinary arrangements are very good; the work of in.
struction is conducted with zeal and industry; very satisfactory progress has been made since last
inspection, and the general results may be estimated as very fair.
GnDAIAr—Regul,ar inspection, 10th and 11th May.
Enrolled —Boys, 47; girls, 48; total, 95. Present —Boys, 30; girls, 40; total, 70.
At dhte of inspection the premises needed repairs and improvements which have since been
effected. The general organisation is judicious, and the results of instruction show a fair approach to
the standard.
HAY —Regular inspection, 25th and 26th October.
Enrolled:—Boys, 60; girls, 40; total, 100. Present :—Boys, 38; girls, 26; total, 64.
A -weathershcd is needed. In other respects the material equipment is complete; the discipline
admits of favourable report; and, due regard being bad to the interruptions caused by bad weather
and the prevalence of juvenile sickness, the results of instruction are reasouably.satssfactory.
HowLoIcG —General inspection, 16th September.
Enrolled —Boys, 25 ; girls, 42; total, 67. Present —Boys, 20; girls, 40; total, 60.
The premises are unfenced, and the teacher's residence needs enlarging. There is an ample
supply of furnitre and working materials snitably arranged and tastefully kept. 90 per cent, of
the children in the locality are enrolled, and attend with very fair regularity; the moral condition of the school is healthy ; and the work of instruction realises fairly satisfactory results.
Iiorr.rntn —General inspection, 22nd Septemher.
Enrolled —Boys, 19; girls, 19; total, 38. Present —Boys, 15; girls, 19; total, 34.
A new school opened four months previous to (late of inspection. Its material state is excellent,
and there is a liberal supply of educational appliances. Wet, weather and bad roads have kept down the
average attendance during the winter month
s and as the great majority of the pupils have not, been
m the
at school for more than one quarter, the actual proficiency is small, but the progress made may
circumstnccs be regarded as fairly satisfactory.
JEaEELDnJE —General inspection, 8th October.
Enrolled —Boys, 30; girls, 13 ; total, 43. Present —Boys, 30; girls, 13; total, 43.
This school is held temporarily in non-vested premises affording very moderate accommodation.
The general organisation is as good as circumstances permit; the disciplinary arrangements are
judicious, the attendance is good, and the results of instruction fairly meet the requirements of the
standard of proficiency.
LAna ALnERT -i-General inspection, 24th June.
Enrolled :—Boys, 13; girls, 32; total,45. Present;—Boys,8; girls, 12; total, 20.
The material state of the school is good, the general discipline is effective, and the instruction is
based upon correct methods. The results average fair. The attendance on date of inspection was
unusually small, owing to the inclemency of thq weather.
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110AnA —Regular inspotion, 11th November.
Enrolled —Boys, 34 ; girls, 21; total, 6.1.
Present —Boys, 29 ; girls, 21 ; total, 50.
The premises are non-vested, and but ill adapted for school purposes, both is to accommodation
and equipment. Four-fifths of the children in the locality are enrolled; the attendance is reasonably
regular, and the moral tone of the school is pleasing. Fair progress has been made within the year in
most of the subjects of instruction, and the average proficiency shows a tolerable approach to the
standard.

Monp.njrixozn —General inspection, 15th September.
Enrolled —Boys, 16; girls, 17; total, 33.
Present :—Boys, 16; girls, 17; total, 33.
The school is held temporarily in a small but, badly furnished, and in every respect unsuitable
for educational purposes.'The ordinary attendance falls below 50 per cent, of the numbers on rolls,—
the chief cause being the negligence of parents. The few pupils who attend regularly evince fair
proficiency, but the average results of instruction are small.
MuitaNjANsylcA
G eneral inspection, 0th December.
Enrolled —Boys, 11; girls, 19; total, 31.
Present ;—Boys, 10; girls, 14; total, 24.
Repairs and improvements to the premises are much needed, but the internal organisation of the
school is fairly satisfactory. For a considerable portion of the year the attendance was partial and
irregular, but since the present teacher took charge a decided improvement has taken place in this
and all other features of the general management; and the present condition of the school may be
estimated as tolerable.
MULwA LA —Regular inspection, 2411 September.
Enrolldd —Boys, 15; girls, 15 ;total, 33.
Present:—Boys, 13; girls, IC; total, 29.
The premises are non-vested and need repair—but the supply of fnrnitnre and working materials
is suitable and sufficient. The discipline is judicious and effective ; the proficiency in rending and
writing is satisfactory, but in other subjects the results are meagre.
NAPANDERA —Regular inspection, 5th October.
Enrolled —Boys, 24; girls, 15 ; total, 39.
Present —Boys, 23 ; girls, 15; total, 38.
A spacious schoolroom fully provided with the necessary educational appliances. its organisation
is very unsatisfactory-_the floors, windows, and furniture showing many signs of rough usage and
neglect, The pupils are unpunctual, and many are negligent in dress; the lesson documents are
incomplete, and the results of instruction fall short of moderate.

TA-S'I'AILA —General inspection, 12th Novemnbu-r.
Enrolled —Boys, 12; girls, 13; total, 25.
Present —Boys, I I ; girls, 11; total, 22.
- The premises are unfenced, and need some minor improvements. The schoolroom is well
furnished, and its internal arrangements are excellent. In its various features the moral aspect of
the school is pleasing ; the instruction is duly regulated, and the results average fair. Tnun000xA —Regular inspection, 5th August.
Enrolled :—Boys, 40 ; girls, 38; total, 78.
Present :—Boys, 38; girls, 37; total, 75.
The premises present at' exceedingly neat and well-ordered appearance, and the general nrgariisation is judicious. All the children of the locality are under instruction; the discipline is highly
effective, and the moral tone of the school excellent. The work of instruction is prosecutod with zeal
and industry; substantial progress has been made since last inspection, and the general proficiency
ranges from good to very good.
TUMIIERUMISA —Regular inspection, 8th April.
Enrolled;—Boys, 20; girls, 19; total, 39.
Present —Boys, 19; girls, 18; total, 37.
The schoolroom is well furnished and fairly organised. Three-fourths of the children in the
locality are enrolled ; the attendance is irregular, and the pupils evince but little interest in their
work. The general proficiency ranges from moderate to tolerable.

Tcuicr —General inspection, 28th and 29th April.
Enrolled —Boys, 53; girls, 63 ; total, 116.
Present:—Boys, 41; girls, 39; total, 80.
A teacher's residence, lavatories, and weathersheds have recently been erected, and the material
state of the school now ranks as excellent- Owing to the prevalence of sickness the attendance on date
of inspection was unusually low, but the mural condition of the school is in other respects very
pleasing. The imsstnmction is duly regulated, and based upon intelligent methods. The results range
from fair to good, the average proficiency being very fair.
Usuxa —General inspection, 28th September.
Enrolled —Boys, 12; girls, 11; total, 23.
Present —Boys, 11; girls, 10; total, 21.
The school is held temporarily in non.vested premises, affording sufficient accommodation, but
of poor quality. Two.thirds of the children in the locality are under instruction. The general dis.
cipliae is passable; and the results of instruction approach to moderate.
WAO0A \VAOGA

(Boys):—Regular inspection, 22nd, 23rd, and 25th june.
Enrolled —165. Present :-138.
The accommodation is rather limited for the present attendance, but in other respects the material
state of the school is all that could he desired. In its various features the moral aspect of the school is
very pleasing; the instruction is duly regulated, and in its results the exceptionally high standard
attained for the previous year has been fully sustained. The general proficiency of the pupils warrants
the formation of a "fifth class" and the promotion of all except those in the lowest draft of the "first
class" to a higher grade of classification.
WAOOA WAOCA

(Girls) —Regular inspection, 21st and 22m1 June.
Enrolled —114.
Present '-35. The accommodation is adequate, and the general equipment of the school satisfactory. On the
whole the discipline is reasonably healthy; the methods of teaching range in kind and quality from
moderate to very fair, and the general proficiency is tolerable, in the higher classes very fair work is
being done.
WACEA —Regular inspection, I 6th December.
Enrolled —Boys, 23; girls, 15; total, 38.
Present :—Boys, 14; girls, 11; total, 25.
The schoolhouse is a slab building in fair repair, but indifferently organised. The attendance is
partial
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partial and irregular, and the general discipline lax. The methodsThf teaching are chiefly mechanical;
the instruction is not regulated, by the prescribed lesson documents, and the average proficiency of the
pupils is small.
WOOMABOAMA —Regular inspection, 10th December.
Present :—Boys, 10 ; girls, 6 ; total, 16.
Enrolled :—Boys, 23 ; girls, 15; total, M.
The school huildings arc suitable and suhstantial, hut need to be kept with greater neatness and
care. Five-sixths of the children in the locality are enrolled, but the quality of the attendance is poor.
The proficiency of the pupils in reading, writing, and grammar is fair, but in the remaining subjects
very moderate.
1I..-4?RO VISIONAL SCHOOLS.
Coon CREEK —General inspection, 27th May.
Present —Boys, 10; girls, 7 ; total, 17.
Enrolled —Boys, 17 ; girls, 7; total, 24.
A new schoolhouse, tolerably furnished, and fairly loused in working materials. Three-fourths
of the children in the locality are enrolled, and the government is mild but unsystematic. Moderate
progress has been made in reading and writing, but in other subjects the proficiency attained is very
small.
FERNDALE —Regular inspection, 17th April.
Present —Boys, 8 ; girls, 11; total, 19.
Enrolled :—Boys, 9 ; girls, 12; total, 21.
A suitable schoolroom, judiciously organised and neatly kept. The discipline is healthy, and
fair progress is being made in the leading subjects of instruction. The average proficiency exceeds
tolerable.
IbLLAS CREEK s—General inspection, 11th June.
Present :—Boys, 9; girls, 6 ; total, 15.
Enrolled —Boys, 11; girls, 6 ; total, 17.
The hut in which the school is tesnporarily held is in every way unsuitable ; but steps are being
taken to provide the necessary buildings, and it is expected that they will be ready at the close of the
year. With four exceptions, all the children in the locality, attend, and the general discipline is of very
fair worth. The instruction is well regulated, and the pupils' proficiency fairly satisfactory.
HUON —Regular inspection, 8th December.
Present —Boys, 4 ; girls, S total, 9.
Enrolled!—Boys, 13 ; girls, IS; total, 31.
Since last inspection the premises have received substantial repairs, and the material state of
the school is now reasonably good. All the children of school ages in the locality are enrolled, but
owing to harvesting operations the attendance on date of visit was unusually small. From the
answering of those present it may be inferred that the general results of instruction average moderate.
LACMAL4C —General inspection, 4th May.
Present —Boys, 11; girls, 13; total, 24.
Enrolled :—Boys, 12 ; girls, 14; total, 26.
The schoolroom is too small for the ordinary attendance, but in other respects its material state is
tolerable. Three-fourths of the children in the locality are enrolled and attend with fair regularity.
The general discipline is lax, and the results of instruction average indifferent.
MAJOR'S PbtTxs s—Regular inspection, 14th September.
Present —Boys, 5; girls, 9; total, 14.
Enrolled —Boys, 9; girls, 13; total, 22.
The general organisation of the school is fairly satisfactory, but the pupils are unpunctual and
irregular in attendance. In other respects the discipline is judicious. Fair progress is being made in
the mere important subjects of instruction, and the general proficiency of the pupils shows a tolerable '
approach to the requirements of the standard.
MOUNT ADTukII s—Regular inspection, 10th Juno.
Present —Boys, 13 ; girls, 6; total, 10.
Enrolled —Boys, 20; girls, 9; total, 29.
The schoolhouse is in fair repair and \vell furnished, but the general organisationis faulty. The
attendance is partial, and many of the pujnls are irregulnr. An injudicious classification obtains ; the
methods of teaching are mechanical; and the results avenge very moderate. A change of teachers
has since been effected, by which the condition of the school has been improved.
MORVEN s—C cneral inspection, 9th July.
Present —Boys, 7; girls, 6; total, 13.
Enrolled:—Boys, 9; girls, 9; total, 18.
An
excellent
schoolhouse,
but
partially
furnished
and indifferently organised. The attendance
is irregular; the general discipline lacks system ; the methods of teaching are obsolete, but applied
with fair industry; and the average proficiency of the pupils is very moderate.
WAIcD00K s—Regular inspection, 12th October.
Present —Boys, 6; girls, 6; total, 12.
Enrolled :—Boys, 6 ; girls, 6'; total, 12.
lent
by
one
of
the
members of committee, and fairly suitable for
This school is held in p
the pnrpose- Owing to the apathy
of parents, had roads, and other causes, the attendance ofpupils at
remises
this school has, since establishment in June, 1874, been much below the promised average; and there is
but little prospect of improvement in this respect. The work of instruction is duly regulated.; the
methods of teaching are suitable ; and the average proficiency is fairly up to standard.
WANGANnLLA. —Regular inspection, 21st October.
Present:—Boys, 8; girls; 12; total, 20.
Enrolled:—Boys, 8; girls, 14 ; total, 22.
The premises need fencing, but in other respects the material state and equipment of the school
rank as very fair, and its moral tone is pleasing. in reading, writing, and dictation, fair progress has
been made since last inspection; and in the remaining subjects the pupils' proficiency is moderate.
-

IVELARISOANC :—General inspection, 12th April.
Present —Boys, 8; girls, 13 ; total, 21.
Enrolled ;—Boys, 9 ; girls, 13; total, 22.
The schoolhouse is a new slab building, suitable in design and fairly furnished. About fourfifths of the children in the locality are enrolled, and regular in attendance; the general discipline is
tolerably effective; reasonahly good progress is being made in reading and writing, but the averge
proficiency in other subjects is very moderate.
WONDALGA s—General inspection, 16th April.
Present:—Boys, 11; girls, 4; total, 15.
Enrolled —Boys, 14; girls, 4; total, 18.
The schoolhouse is in tolerable repair and fairly equipped. Not tore than three-fifths of the
children in the locality are enrolled; the disciplinary arrangements are tolerably suitable. In the three
leading
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leading subjects of instruction the pupils' proficiency average moderate, but their answering in the
subjects prescribed by the standard was comparatively small.
EL—HALF—TIME SCROOL&
Tncu'rra, Lewxn —General inspection, 14th June.
Enrolled —Boys, 12; girls, 12 ; total, 24.
Present :—Boys, 9; girls, 11; total, 20.
A residence for the teacher has recently been provided, and the equipment of the schoolroom is
suitable. All the children in the locality are enrolled and regular in attendance; but in other
respects the discipline is weak. Due regard being paid to the recent influx of new pupils, the general
proficiency of the pupils may he considered as moderately satisfactory.
Taxcn'rrx, Urrxn :—Genth'al inspection, 15th JunO.
Enrolled —Boys, 11; girls, 7; total, 18.
Present —Boys, 11; girls, 6; total, 17.
The bark hut in which this school is held affords very poor accommodation and is unsuitably
furnished. All the children in the locality attend with fair regularity; and the avenge results of
instnsction approach to tolerable.
EDMUND H. PLA,NNERY,
Inspector's Office,
inspector of Schools.
Albury, 19th February3 1876.

ARMIDAJIE DISTRICT.
INspEcToR's General Report for the year 1875.
the carly part of the year the Armidale District was subdivided, and all schools on the coast
within the basins of the Rivers Hastings, Macleay; Nnmbuecra, Bellenger, Clarence, Richmond, and
Tweed were handed over to the supervision of inspector T. Dwyer, under the designation of the
Grafton District. At precnt the Arinidale District conipflses within its limits the whole of the
northern table-laud, and that portion of the western plains drained by the Rivers Nanioi, C-wydir, and
Macintyre—the schools on the first-nsaned river being added to, when those on the coast were withdrawn from, my district.
Within the limits last defined, there have been brought into operation during the year three
new Public Schools—Darralia, Dmidee, and Gunnedah ; and five new Provisional Schools—Bryan's
Gap, Herding Yard Creek, Keepit, Vegetable Creek, and Walgett. The Hall-time Schools at Killalee and Mcintyre Flat have been closed- during the year, owing to the paucity of attendance in the case of
the latter school, and the unsuitableness of the building provided for school purposes at Killalee, The
Half-time Schools on Sauniarea Creek have been closed, and their place is supplied by a good Public
School, securing in attendance of pupils more than double of that reached in the two Hall-time
Schools.
Altogether, forty-eight schools have been in eperatien during the whole or part of
1875, viz.
25 Public Schools.
21 Provisional Schools.
- 1 Chuich of England School.
1 Roman Catholic School.
-

in

48 Total.
All parts of the district in which schools were situated have been visited and six ordinary,
nineteen reguiar, and twenty general inspections have bce,, made. Nine schools did not receive full
inspection ; but, of these, four were opened after the date of my visit and consequent thereon, and the
remainder were not in operation when due, and visited, for inspection.
Speaking generally, it may be said that the educational wants of the district are very fairly
provided for. There are indeed some few localities when the establishment of Provisional Schools is
possible, but whore steps have not been taken by the residents for providing the ncccstary buildings
anti furniture, in the expectation that legislative enactment may relieve them from the necessity for
such expenditure. The condition of the school buildings arid general equipment have, in many
instances, materially improved. Provision has been made for the erection of first-class school premises
at Tamworth, Inverell, and Bingera and more or less extensive repairs and additions have been
effected at Barraba, Boggabri, Dundee, Maryland, Rocky River, Tenterfield, and Uralla. Viewed in
their educational aspect, the condition of the schools is not so good as, under favourable circumstances,
it should be ; the nverage proficiency in each class of school inspected being as follows
Public Schools -..... ---------------------Tolerahle to fair.
Provisional Schools --------------------- Modersste to tolerable.
Certified Denominational Schools... Tolerable to fair.
Of the schools inspected, 62 per cent, fell below the requirements of the standard 18 per cent met
the requirements, and 20 per cent, exceeded them. For the previous year the results were55 per cent, below the standard.
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Consideral,le allowance, however, should be made for the serious interruption to the attendance
occasioned by the prevalence of protracted epidemic sickness that charnctcriscd the earlier half of the
year. Marry schools n- crc closed for two nnd three weeks ; and the attendance at all schools in the
hstrict was injuriously affected for several months. Notwithstanding that the attainments of the pupils show a falling off as compared with those of last year, it is pleasing to observe general improvesnent in school discipline, and the better om-der and moral tone prevailmg nu a consequence. The
absence of a uniform system of school drill, referred to in former reports, is still, however, a serious
defect.
The Teachers as a body maintain a character for respectability and industry. A few cases have
occurred where the intemperate habits of the 'feae}ier have formed the subject of complaint to the
Council ; and, in two iustauc'es, dismissal has been the consequence. All Teachers due for examination
under the provisions of Article 7 of the Regulations were subjected to the ordeal, but only one (omit of
six) gained a higher classification. Three Teachers were promoted for good service, under Article 39 of
the Redations ; and all the Pupil Teachers in the district, except one, passed successful extumuatrons.
lIme character of the local supervision still leaves great room for unprovemncnt. In some cases,
eriodic Board moetings are held, and matters pertaining to the school discussed; but in no instance
Eas systematic visitation of the school been practised throughout the year. The Boards whose supervision leaves least room for complaint are those of the Public Schools at Bosvling Alley Point, Wen
Jnnes, inverell, Nundlc, Tamworth, and Uralla.
Summaries of reports on all schools examined during the year are appended.
J. D. BRADLEY,
Inspector of Schools, .Armidale District.
A11MJDALE
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ARMIDALE DISTRICT.
ANNEX A.
Summaries of Reports upon Public and Provisional Schools examined during the year 1875.
1.-PUBLIC SCHOOLS.
ARSnDA Lu (V.) -General inspection, 26th, 27th, 28th October.
Number enrolled -Boys, 119; girls, 82; total, 201. Number present -Boys, 99; girls, 71; total, 170.
I. Extensive and urgent repairs and additions to the premises are needed. The school is well
found in all necessary working appliances, and the general organisation is good.
The attendance has been seriously affected by sickness and change of teachers during the
year, but is now steadily increasing. The pupils attend with very fair regularity, and, with few
exceptions, are punctual. The discipline is healthy and shows improvement, more especially in the
points noted as defective at the last inspection. The moral tone of the school is very good.
All the prescribed subjects are taught, and, in addition, elementary Latin and Algebra are
included in the course of instruction for the Fourth Class. The lesson documents are carefully
compiled, and the teaching, as a whole, is marked by industry and intelligence. Except in the case of
the lowest class, the attention of the pupils is prompt and well sustained; and, otherwise, very fair
mental training is shown. The average proficiency is Jon' to very fair; and the results are by no
means unsatisfactory when allowance is made for the many hindrances to progress that have occurred
during the year.
BAnrunA (V.) -General inspection, 13th August.
Number enrolled -Boys, 14; girls, 14 ; total, 28.
Number present -Boys, 10; girls, 14 ; total, 24.
The playground is unfenced, and some iainor repairs to the building and furniture are needed.
The general organisation is tolerable.
The pupils, as a whole, are regular and punctual. In other respects the discipline is lax, and
the attention and mental training of the pupils defective.
Singing and drawing are not taught; otherwise the prescribed course of instruction is
followed. The methods, as far as observed and judged by results, are of tolerable merit. Rote work
appears to be too mnch relied upon. The average proficiency of the pupils rates at mod oats to tolerable.
BENDEMEuR (V.) -Regular inspection, 15th September.
Number enrolled -Boys, 21; girls, 20; total, 41.
Number present -Boys, 14; girls, 13; total, 27.
The premises are in reasonably good condition, but the schoolroom is small and badly shaped,
and prevents proper organisation. Under the circumstances, the arrangements made by the teacher are
fairly satisfactory.
School drill has not received sufficient attention, but the discipline is in most respects fair
and the appearance and general demeanour of the pupils are creditable.
The course of instruction is complete; the teaching earnest; and the methods, on the whole,
suitable, The average proficiency of the pupils exceeds tolerable.
B000Aun! (V.) :-General inspection, 28th September.
Number enrolled -Boys, 12; girls, 17; total, 29.
Number present -Boys, 12; girls, 16 total, 28.
1. Except that a weathershed is needed, the material condition and orgauisation leave little to
be desired.
Il. The attendance has fallen off considerably since last inspection, but the pupils carolled attend
with very fair regularity and punctuality. The discipline, as a whole, is very fairly effective.
All the prescribed subjects are taught, and the instruction is judiciously regulated. The
teacher shows an acquaintance with ood methods; but it is very doubtful that they have been diligently
applied, the average proficiency oft e pupils being but tolerable. Some irregularities in the conduct of
the teacher have seriously operated against the interests of the school.
BowLING Ar.nrv POINT (V.) -Regular inspection, 18th November.
Number enrolled :-Boys, 27; girls, 27; total, 54.
Number present -Boys, 27; girls, 16; total, 43.
The premises generally are in good condition and well kept, and the orgariisation is equally
satisfactory.
About 75 per cent, of the pupils enrolled attend regularly, and good punctuality is
secured. In other respects the resnits of the discipline continue to be very satisfactory-the attention
of the children being ready and well sustained, their appearance and demeanour pleasing, and mental
'training very fair. The moral tone of the school is very good.
The course of instruction comprises all the prescribed subjects, and is regulated with very
fair judgment. The methods are fair in themselves, and the teaching is energetic and painstaking.
The average proficiency of the pupils exceeds fair. Much credit is due to the teacher's wife for the
nature and extent of the assistance ren4ered by her.
BunDlE's Prsixs (N.V.) -Regular inspection, 6th July.
Number enrolled :-Boys, 5; girls, 7; total, 12.
Number prescnt:-Boys, 4; girls, 3; total, 7.
The premises are in very fair condition, but the schoolroom is not large enough for the
prospective requirements of the locality. The organisation is very fair under existing circumstances.
The attendance at and previous to, inspection shows a great diminution. This, in part, is
attributable to the prevalence of meailes, but the main cause is the unpopularity of the teacher. The
order is good, and the pupils are well behaved, obedient, and respectful. The government, however,
appears to have been clmaracterised by undue harshness.
All the prescribed subjects are taught, and the instruction is fairly regulated. The teaching
is marked by enery and fair skill, and the pupils are trained to habits of industry and self-reliance.
The average proficiency exceeds fair.
J3uarnann, (V. )-Regular inspection, 15th July.
Number enrolled -Boys, 18; girls, 25; total, 43. Number prescnt:-Boys, 18; girls, 20; total, 38.
The premises generally are in good condition and neatly kept. The enlargement of the
schoolroom is a pressing want.. The accommodation afforded is insufficient for the present nttendanee
of pupils, and there is every prospect of substantial increase in the enrolment. There is an
adequate supply of all necessary working appliances, and otherwise the organisation is good.
The discipline is sound, and the order and moral tone are good. More attention, however, to
drill is necessary.
3.
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3. The coarse of instruction is in accordance with the Standard," and the lesson documents are
framed with very fair skill, and appear to be duly observed. The teaching is energetic and pamstaking, and the mental training and average proficiency of the pupils are fair. The attainments,
though not quite equal to those of ]ast year, are not unsatisfactory when allowance is made for the
unfavourable circumstanees_epidenno sickness, and illness of teacher-that for some time back have
affected the school.
DuxunE (N.Y. ):-General inspection, 27th May.
Number enrolled:-Boys, 13; girls, 8; total, 21.
Number present:-Boys, 6; girls, 4; total, 10.
The school is conducted in temporary premises pending the completion of extensive repairs
to the proper schoolhouse. The furniture in use is sufficient in quantity, but generally speaking of
an unsuitable kind. The o5anisation is in other respects bad.
Nothing approaching to discipline is observable, and neither teacher nor pupils appear to have
any notioa of order. The condition of the school in this respect is as low as that of any I have
visited.
No documents have been framed by which to reenlnte the teaching, if what has been done
deserves to be called teaching; and the results are barey appreciable. On the commonest matters
arising out of the reading or other lessons, the pupils exhibit the most pitiable ignorance. The average
proficiency is bad.
(The services of the Teacher have been dispensed. with.)
GLEN Incus (V.):-General inspection, 16th and 1711 'Time.
Number enrolled -Boys, 76; girls, 62; total, 138. Number present:-Boys, 43; girls, 38; total, 81.
I. The school buildings are new and of an excellent description. Accommodation for boarders,
however, is desirable; and the Teachers residence reqnires enlargement accordingly. The school is
well found in working appliances, and otherwise the organisation is very good.
The attendance has been lower than usual of late on account of sickness. Ordmanly the
pupils are regular and punctual. The government is effective and the order and meral tone,good.
The course of instruction is complete and well regulated; the methods are suitable and
skilfully applied ; and the teaching is marked by earnestness and energy. In all the classes the
pupils are very attentive under examination, and exlubit evidence of careful mental training. The
average proficiency is fair to very fair. These results are creditable for the short time the school has
been in operation, and promise well for the future.

GncNEDAII (V.) -General inspection, 27th September.
Number enrolled:-Boys, 38; girls, 41; total, 79. Number present:-Boys, 31; girls, 33; total, 64.
The premises are of brick, well arranged, and new; but the schoolroom is too small for even
the present attendance, and ninny more pupils may be expected. In all points for which the teacher
is accountable the organisation is good.
The attendance is increasing daily, and the pupils are regular and punctual. In its other
effects the discipline is very satisfactory.
The school has only been in operation for about a month, consequently the absolnte attainments are but small. Good work has been done nevertbeless. The classification is correct, and the
lesson documents are well arranged and duly observed. The teaching is energetic and skilfuL The
average proficiency of the pupils is nearly toterabie.
L'rvl-mnLL (V.) -Regular inspection, 8th and 9th July.
Number eurolled:_]3oys, 41; girls, 43; total, 84. Number present:-Boys, 39; girls, 37; total, 76.
1. The schoolmour is much too small for the requirements of the place, but steps are in progress
for the erection of new and more commodious premises. The present buildings are in very fair repair
and well kept; and the garden and other surroundings are creditable to the teacher. There is an
adequate supply of apparatus an d books, and otherwise the organisation is very fair. 2. The attendance is just recovering from serious interruption occasioned by the prevalence of measles. Ordinarily,
however, it is much lower than might reasonably be expected in so large a town. As a rule, the children
are clean in appearance and wdli-bdliaved, but their attention under instruction is not sufficiently active.
3. All the prescribed subjects are taught, and the instruction is, on the whole, judiciously regulated. There is still no fourth class in the school, and its absence, together with the comparatively
low results reached in all but the second class under the assistant teacher, reflect great discredit on
the teacher. The reading throughout the school is very unsatisfactory, and there is evidence of a want
of thoroughness in the teaching, and an absence of proper mental training. The average proficiency of
the pupils is about tolerable-the attainments in third class being much below the requirements of the
Standard,"
Kutm.v's PL,UXS (V.) -General inspection, 17th May.
Number enrolled :-Boys, 10 ; girls, 12 ; total, 22.
Number present -Boys, 6; girls, 7; total, 13.
I. The buildings are in very fair repair, but need cleaning and painting. The condition of the
the schoolroom is dirty and untidy in the extreme. The orgnnisation, as far as the teacher is concerned, is very indifferent, and the state of the school records most unsatisfactory. 2. The attendance
has dwindled away since the appointment of the present teacher, who on account of his slovenly
habits and for other reasons is deservedly unpopular. The few pupils present at examination were
obedient and welh.bebaved, but this donbtless is the result of former training. 3. Nominally all the
prescnbed subjects are taught; but the instruction appears to have been haphazard and feeble. In
most subjects fairly satisfactory results were obtained at examination, but simply in consequence of
the thoroughness of the former teaching. The average proficiency is tolerable to fair.
(Consequent upon the report on this inspection the teacher's services were dispensed with.)

vLtnvtsmsu (V.) -General inspection, 3rd June.
Number enrolled '-Boys, 23; girls, 35; total, 58.
Number present:-Boys, 20; girls, So; total, 50.
1. The buildings are new and of a very fair description; but both schoolroom and teacher's
residence afford insufficient accommodation. The stock of books and apparatus is ample, and the
organisation otherwise is good. 2. The attendance is good both as regards regularity and punctuality;
and nearly every child in the locality of the school age is enrolled. The discipline is salutary but needs
to be mere precise, and the moral tone of the school is very fair, 3. All theprescribed subjects are
taught, and the instruction is fairly regulated. The methods are in general appropriate, and the
teaching is animated and fairly effeotive in most subjects. The average proficiency of the pupils exceeds
tolerable.
NAitmianan (V.) m-Regular inspection, 30th September.
Number enrolled -Boys, 21; girls, 22; total, 43.
Number present -Boys, 20 ; girls, 22; total, 42.
]. The premises are in the same conditior as when last inspected, but extensive repairs are about
to be effected. The furniture is sufficient and in good condition, and the same remark applies to the
books; but much of the apparatus-wall.taflete and pictures-has been so damaged by silverfish as to
be useless. 2, The attendance is small considering the population, but the pupils enrolled are regular
and
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and punctual. The discipline seems sound and effective—the general demeanour of the pupils and moral
tone being good. 3. The classification is in general correct, and the lesson documents are very fairly
arranged. The teaching seems energetic and careful, and the average proficiency of the pupils is fair.
Nuvni.E (V.) :—General inspection, 19th and 20th November.
Number present —Boys, 45; girls, 44; total, 89.
Number enrolled —Boys, 51; girls, 48; total, 99.
- 1. The premises generally speaking are in good coisdition, ])at do not afford sufficient accommodation for either pupils or teacher. A watcr-supply is also much required. There is an ample supply
of apparatus and books, and the general organisation, as far as circumstances admit, is very good.
2. About 90 per cent, of the school population attend, and a very satisfactory degree of regularity
and punctuality is secured. Jn other respects the discipline is equally effective ; and the order,
appearance, and demeanour of the pupils leave very little to be desired .3. The prescribed course of
instruction is followed, and the lesson documents are compiled with skill and neatness. The classification is correct, but general promotions are now necessary. The methods are appropriate, and appear
to be applied with vigour and earnestness, Under examination, the attention of the pupils in the first
clas , is very good; in the second, third, and fourth classes, excellent. The degree of mental
training evinced is very satisfactory also. The average proficiency of the pn pils exceeds very fair; and
as far as the teacher is accountable, the general condition and results are highly creditable.
Itocmcv ltivra (V.) —General inspection, 30tb August.
Number enrolled —Boys, 24; girls, 26; total, 50. Number present :—Bovs, 16; girls, 23; total, M.
I. Weather-shed, hat-room, and lavatory are not provided; otherwise the material condition
may be considered good. The shed is much needed, as the playground affords no shelter from sun or
ram. There is a sufficiency of furniture, apparatus, and books; and in other respects the organisatibn
is very fair. 2. The pupils attend punctually, and under favourable circumstances about three-fifths
of the number enrolled are regular in their attendance. The discipline generally is salutary, and the
order and moral tone are good. 3. All the prescribed subjects but singing are taught. The classification is in the innin correct, though at preseut the numbers preponderate unduly in the lowest class.
The methods of teaching are very fair in kind and general results—the average proficiency reaching

fair to very fair.
SIm5ThLnF2 (V.) :—General inspection, 0th September.
Number present —Boys, 12; girls; 20; total, 32.
Number enrolled —Boys, 21; girls, 33; total, 54.
I. TIm school buildings have been removed to a more central site, and with beneficial results.
A -water-supply is urgently needed. The schoolroom is commodious and suitable, and there is an
ample supply of furniture, apparatus, and books, In other respects the organisation is but tolei-able,
and. the condition of the school records is not satisfactory. 2. An increased attendance is secured, and
the degree of regularity and punctuality observed is creditable. The order is voi-y fair inmost respects,
but would he improved by the agency of school drill. 3. The classification is defective, and the
instruction is not reoiilated in sufficient accordance with the "Standard." The teaching is painstaking
and earnest, but the methods are not very suitable. The averageproficiency of the pupils is but little
above fad jft'ereet, but the school his been in operation for only a short period, and disadvantages have
been contended with since its opening.

TAMlvoiiTlT (V.) —General inspection, 5th and 8t1i November.
Number prcsentt—Boys, 64; girls, 35; total, 99.
Number enrolled:—Boys, 75; girls, 52; total, 127.
1. The school buildings are unfit for occupation, but the erection of new and suitable premises
on a better site have been provided for. The organisation is very fair under existing circumstances.
2. Die attendance has increased, but not more than one-third of the school population are enrolled.
About 75 per cent, of the pupils are regular in their attendance, and the degree of ponctuality secured
is good. The discipline his improved considerably, and the order and moral tone of the school are now
\-ery fair. - 3. The course of instruction is complete and judiciously regulated. The classification is
defective, but proper erganisation in this respect is prevented by the insufficiency and misuitabloness
of the accommodation. The methods are of very fair merit, and the teaching seems energetic; but
corresponding results are very difficult of attainment under existing circumstances. The average proficiency of the pupils is tokrable.
TENTERnELD (V.) :—llcgnlar inspection, 8th and 9th June.
Number enrolled:—Boys, 84; girls,80; total, 164. Number present —Boys, 71; girls,50; total, 121.
1. The spouting of the main building is very defective, and the whole of the external wood-work
needs painting. In other respects the material condition of the prenuses is reasonably good. There is
an adequate supply of furniture, apparatus, and books, and the organisation is good. 2. The attendance of the pupils is satisfactory as regards punctuality, and the degree of regularity secured is very
2. The course
order, and the moral tone of the school is very good.
fair. The discipline is of a high
of instruction is complete and judiciously regulated, and the classification of the pupils in general
correct. The methods of the principal teacher, as far as observed, are appropriate, and his teaching is
marked by zeal and energy. The assistant teacher is, however, not sufficiently animated, nor does lie
exercise sufficient vigilance over the actions of his class. The average proficiency of the pupils is fair,
and would have been higher but that very general promotions recently made have brought dowii the
standard of attainments.
TncelIA (NV. )—General inspection, 16th July.
Number present —Boys, 11; girls, 6; total, 17.
Number enrolled :—Boys, 14; girls, 16; total, 30.
I. The schoolroom is a weather-board building, large and comfortable, and well equipped with
all necessary appliances. The interior arrange m ents are neat, and the school property is well kept.
2. At present the attendance is low on account of measles ; but, under favourable circumstances, it is
not nearly so good as it should be in view of the population. The order, genei'ally speaking, is good,
though at times the younger pupils are somewhat unsteady and careless in, their answering. 3. Snigiiig
and needlework am-c omitted from the course of instruction ; the classification is appropriate, and the
lesson documents are compiled with fair judgment; the methods nrc fair, and the teaching appears to
e energetic and painstaking; the average proficiency is nearly fair.
UExrnA (V.) ;—General inspection, 1st and 2nd September.
Number enrolled :—Boys, 49; girls, 43; total, 92. Number present :—Boys, 41; girls, 39; total, SO.
1: Both schoolroom and residence have recently been e,ilerged, and they are now in excellent
condition and adequate to all rcquiremcots. The school is well found in working apphiasices, and otherwise the organisation is good. 2. A foIl and very fairly regular attendance is secured, and the degree of
punctuality is very satisfactory except in a few cases. The discipline is judicious, and the order and
moral tone very good. 3. The course of instruction is complete and well regulated. The classification
is, at present, rather low, but general promotions are about to be made- The teaching is earnest and
paiastnkiug, and the methods of the priocipal teacher are on the whole good; those of the pupil teacher
rate at tolerable to fair. The gencrnl proficiency of the pupils approaches very fair.
VIoLET
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VTOLF.P DALE (V.) -Regular inspection, 10111 September.
Numbeienrollcd :-'Boys, 21; girls 15; total, 36.
Number present -Boys, 10; girls, 10; total, 20.
1, The schoolroom presents rather a mean appearance, but affords fair accommodation for the
present attendance of pupils. There is a sufficiency of working appliances, and, as a whole, the organisa.
lion may be estainated at fair to very fair. 2. The attendance is low on account of sickness. Ordinarily
the dearcc of regularity and punctuality secured is very fair. The discipline is steadily improving, and
the or8er and moral tone are very fair. 3. All the prescribed subjee& but singing are taught. The ti,,ictoble and lesson plogranisnes arc carefully compiled, and the classification is in ti,e main correct. The
lessons given indies.to careful preparation on the part of the teacher, but his instruetios, has not sufficient
force and penetrativeness. The average profleipucy of the pupils rates at tolerable to/air.
WALcseA (V.) :-Gcneral inspection, 8th December.
Number enrolled :-Boys, 32; girls, 22; total, 54.
Number present:-Boys, 20; girls, 17 total, 46.
1. The buildings are in need of extensive repairs, and the fencing is dilapidated and useless. Bosh
are required for first class, and several of the snaps are old and incorrect. As far as the teacher is
aeeonsstable the organisation is good. 2. A very fair attendance of pupils is secured, and about 80 per
cent, arc regular. The discipline is correct on the whole, but possibly inclining to severity. The conduct
and appearance of the children nra creditable, and the moral tone is good. 3. AU the prescribed subjects
but singing are taught, and the instructional documents are compiled with very fair judgment. The
classification is in the main correct, but promotion from the lou- cr grades-is necessary. The teaching
seems to have been energetic and painstaking, and the methods, as far as oserved, are of very fair merit.
The average proficiency of the pupils exceeds/air.
WALLABADAII (NV.) -Regular inspection, 20th September.
Number enrolled -Boys, 33 girls, 28; total, 61.
Number presesst -Boys, 29; girls, 28; total, 57
I. Since last inspection the exterior of the building has been coated with wcatherboasds over the
slabs, and its appearance and comfort have been much improved thereby. There is a sufficiency of books
and apparatus, and the organisatiost is good. 'l'l,e defects and omissio,ss in the keeping of the school
records noted at the last inspection are not now observable. 2. The attendance is regular and punctual.
The discipline is healthy ; and the appearance and demeanour of the pupils, order, and moral tone, are
All the prescribed subjects are taught;, and the lesson documents are very creditably compiled.
The classification is judicious, the teaching vigorous, and tlte methods of a very fair order. 'The average
proficiency of the pupils is fleer/p fair, and would doubtless have been higher, but for the prevalence of
epidemic sickness.
11.-PROVISIONAL SOROOLS.
Asns'onD (W.V.) -General inspection, 23rd July.
Number enrolled -Boys, 13; girls, 11; total, 21..
Number present -Boys, 9; girls, 7; total, 16.
I. The building is fairly suitable, but needs repair. Desks and book'press are required, and the
stock ot' working nsate,'ials is insufficient and in had co,sdition. 2. The pupils are irregular and usspuns-ttsal
its their attendance and the discipline is not sufficiently cxaetiisg in these points. The gessesal order is
but moderate. 3. There is no "Standard of l'roflcieuey" in the school ; and, as a consequence, the
classification of the pupils and instructional arrangements generally sn-c very defective. Appropriate
methods of teaching are but, little understood ; and the instrnctiou is nminly mechanical. 'l'bo average
proficiency of the pupils is iadff'es-ent.
CAnROLL ('V.) -Regular inspection, Oth October.
Number enrolled -Boys, 12; girls, 11 ; total, 23,
Number present --Boys, 9; girls, 6; total, 15.
1. The building is good of its kind, and fairly equipped, but the organisation as offected by the
teacher is only moderate. 2. The attendance fluctuates eonsidcrably. The children are well behaved,
but, beyond this, have little ide,t of order, and tbeir power of attention is small. 3. All the prescribed
suhject,s but singing are taught, and the instruction is regulated by the usual documents. No opportn.
suty was afforded of observing the nietbiods employed, as tho teaches' was absent I Isrought illness ; but,
judged by
t resul s they are of a rather low urder. 'Ihe average proficiency of the pupils is
sery
moderate. Some allowance, however, should be made for the preponderance of new pupils on the day
of
exasuination.
Uocx.nestx Rtvsa (N.Y.) -Regular inspection, 15th Oetobes'.
Number enrolled -Boys, 17 girls, 12 ; total, 29.
Number present -Boys, 11 ; girls, 9 ; total, 20.
1. The building, ft,rniture, &c., are ss, tlleic,st for existing req uirensents, and the general organsa.
lion is t',,ir. Th,c attendan,'e has been very unsettled for seine tin, e past owing to the prevalence of
sick ness, b; it is daily ins p roving, The ci isci ph inc coot in ties Ca ti a factors-, and the cud cr is good for the
class of school. 3. 5' lie ci 'tss ihicat. i on is tole en blr correct, and the cci upi lat ion of the ls'sso a docn ,n e 'its
etl'eetect with fair j ttdg us en t. 'Ylsc sic t.h iods ai'e t1' eraisly appropriate, but (.1 so n's il t s of tile teaching ate
l,clo n' t lose of lest ye;! r, jirohsisbly. olviss
to tho interrnptioa to the at tei dance occasioned by sickness.
The average proficiency rates at moderate to tolerable.
DI;yOOWAN (N.Y.) -General inspection, 17th November.
Number enrolled -Boys, 31; girls, 10; total, 21. Number present :-Boys, 11; girls, 10; total, 21.
1. The bin ding is good of its kind, Is itt not cell traIls' sit acted, The furinture is suflicieni, in
qs ass t i tv b ,it tin su I a hI c. '1' Ii eso is a very fair su1s1jl y of bo,,k s and lip paint mis. i n other sospoets tIme
orgasuusitiou is moderate. 2. The pupils are regular and punctual in tln,ir ct,tesi;lanee, in its utlic'r
effects the discipline is tole,'al,lt'. 3. All the ordinary suhsjeuts but Si ngi ne are taught, and the inst rsution
is regulated by the usuat documents. The is, strt,etio,s seems enreftil, but tl,e teacher has but a hinsit,ed
acquaintance with appropriate methods. The pupils give very fair attention und,,r exansissatioss, and
their average proficiency is nbont sesoderete.
Es,aaroaE (N.Y.) -General inspection, 7t1b July.
Number enrolled -Boys, 7 ; girls, 8 ; total, 15.
Number present :-33oys, 6 ; girls, 7 ; total, 13.
1. The schoolhouse is a bask building, litrge, cleanly kept, and tolerably corn fortable. The school
stock is simple, but has been supplemented at the expense of tlso teacher. The fu,'niture is fairly suitable,
and etheru-ise lie orgasnsation is reasonably good. , 2. At the ti,sic of inspection ss,easles were very prevn'
heat, and the attendance was tlterelsy disni,sislsed. Ordinarily, however, the attendance is lower than it
slsould be. Of the pupils enrolled nearly all are regular and punctual ; and s-lie effects of the discipline
in otlser respects are in general satisfactory. Although tlsc order is not of a hnglt character, there is much
in tl,e appearance and deineanottr of the children pleasing to observe. 3. The lone's documents are
compiled with, ease and are fairly suitable ; and, though the methods ensployed are in themselves dcfec'
tive, the industry and carnestssess that Qlsaractrrise the tesehsing go far to compensate for the deficiency.
The average profis;iessey of the pupils rates at tolerable to fair.
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Grny MonargoN (V.) :-Regular inspection, 7th December.
Number present -Boys, 9 ; girls, 9; total, 18.
Number enrolled -Boys, 20; girls, 13; total, 33.
1. The slabs need closing, and a large number of the wiiidowtanes are broken. In other respects
the buildings are in good repair. Since last inspection suitable furniture has been provided, and the
organisation is now in essential points reasonably satisfactory. 2. The pupils enrolled attend with fair
regularity, but many parents neglect to send their children to school. The discipline has improved considerably, and the moral tone of the school is fair. Singing and drawing are not taught. The lesson
programmes are tolerably suitable, but the time-table is faulty. The teaching appears to have been
painstaking, and the avenge proficiency of the pupils is tolerable.
KENTUCKY (N.Y.) -Regular inspection, 31st August.
Number present -Boys, 6; girls, 6; total, 12.
Number enrolled -Boys, Ic girls, 16; total, 25.
1. The buildings are fairly adequate to present requirements, and there is a sufficiency of all necessary working appliances. 'The genOral organisatiuu, as far as the teacher is accountable, is tolerable. 2.
The attendance has been affected by sickness, and about half of the pupils were obseut from this cause
on the day of examination. The discipline and moral tone are fair. 3. Except as regards singing, the
prescribed course of instruction is followed. The lesson documents are fairly suitable and appear to be
ohserved. The methods are of tolerable merit, and the teaching pppears to have been careful and painstaking. The average proficiency of the pupils is tolerable.

Monax (N.Y.) -Regular inspection, 5th August.
Number enrolled -Boys, it; girls, 17 ; total, 28. Number present :-Bojs, 9; girls, 17; total, 26.
1. The school is st-ill conducted in the Wesleyan Chapel, and proper organisation and discipline are
obstructed by the presence of chapel furniture. The furniture proper to the school is not of a fit description and, altogether, the material part of the organisation is but indifferent. 2. The attendance is, in
general, regular and punctual. The discipline baa improved in some respects, but; the movements of the
pupils are still noisy and it-regular. The moral tone is fair. 3. The lesson guides are but moderately
suitable. The methods, as far as noted, are mainly mechanical, but the teaching seems to have been painstaking, and in some subjects reasonably satisfactory results are produced. The average proficiency is
moderate to tolerable.
QUIa1IND; CREEK (V.) -Regular inspection, 22nd September.
Number enrolled -Boys, 14; girls, 11; total, 26. Number present -Boys, 13; girls, 11; total, 24.
I. Except that the slabs need closing the condition of the building is very fair. Some alterations
to the furniture, suggested at the last inspection,
have been effected, and the material part of the organisa'
tiara is now reasonably- good. In other points, for which the teacher is accountable, the orgunisation is
but moderate. 2. The attendance has been interrupted by sickness and the death of the late teacher. The
general discipline is tolerable, and the order is better than formerly. 3. The classification is defective,
and no lesson programmes have been prepared. The teaching is painstaking but mechanical, and the
average proficiency of the pupils awry moderate.
Boex Van (N.Y.) -General inspection, 16th December,
Number present :-Boys, 17; girls, 5; total, 22.
Number enrolled -Boys, 17; girls, 6; total, 28.
1. The school building is of slabs, roofed with bark, and is tolerably suitable The furniture is of
good quality, but barely sufficient, and the supply of books and apparatus is fairly adeqnate to existing
rcqtnrements. 2. The pupils enrolled attend with very fair regularity and punctuality; but more than
one-third of the munber of children of the school age in the locahty do not attend the school, owing to
the indifference and ueglect of the parents. The general demeanour and conduct of the pupils are very
fair on the whole. The discipline, however, appears to be rather lax and indulgent. 3. Singing and
drawing are omitted from the course of instruction. The time-table and lesson programmes are of
tolerable merit and appear to be observed. The pupils give very fair attention under examination ; and
their average proficiency is tolerable.
Six.xunp Swsasp (NV.) -General inspection, 31st May.
Number present -Boys, 11; girls, 6; total, 17.
Number enrolled -Boys, 15; girls, 11; total, 26.
1. The school accommodation is at present very inadequate, and the organisation indifferent. 2.
The children attend with very fair regularity and punctuality ; but in other respects the results of the
discipline are not very satisfactory. S. Except as regards singing and drawing, instruction in the prescribed subjects is given ; but neither time-table nor lesson programmes 'have been prepared. The classification is faulty. The attention of the pupils under examination is unsteady, and their attainaaents are
low. The average proficiency is indifferent.
WAND5WOIaTH (N.Y.) -Regular inspection, 2nd Iuly.
Number present -Boys, 7 ; girls, 6 ; total, 13.
Number enrolled -Boys, 7 ; girls, 7 ; total, 14.
1. The premises are unfenced, but otherwise the material condition is reasonably good ; and the
supply of furniture, apparatus, and books is sufficientand suitable. The organisation, as far as the teacher
is accountable, is fair. 2. The attendance is regnlur and punctual, but the school population has decreased,
and it is with difficulty that an attendance sufficient to secure payment of the minimum salary is maintained. The children are obedient and well behaved, and the general order and moral tone are very fair.
3. Singing and drawing are not taught, but otherwise the prescribed course is followed. The classification
is tolerably judicious, and the lesson documents are suitable and apparently duly observed. The methods
are not of much merit in themselves, but the teaching is painstaking and produces/air results.
WEE Wsa (V.) :-R-egular inspection, 2nd October.
Number enrolled -Boys, 12; girls, 15 ; total, 27 Number present -Boys, 10; girls, 11 total, 21.
1. The premises are in good condition and suitable, but the playground needs fencing. There is a
sufficient supply of furniture, apparatus, and books; and otherwise the organisation is fair. 2. The attendance for a considerable time back has been interrupted by sickness. Ordinarily the pupils attend with
very fair regularity and punctuality. The order and moral tone of the school are very fair. 3. The
classification is tolerably judicious, and the lesson documents in general are suitable. 'l'lmo methods are
of tolerable merit, and the average proficiency of the pupils exceeds tolerable.
J. P. BRADLEY,
Inspector of Schools, Armidale District,
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BATMURST DISTRICT.
INSPEctOR'S

1.—AMOUNT

General Report for 1875.

AND DISTRIEIJTION OF

THE MEANS ON EDUCATION.

At the beginning of 1875, there were 120 schools or departments on the list for this district but
in the second quarter of the year, 30 of the schools then on the list were transferred to the Ynss
District." During the last three (3) years arrangement-s were made for bringing 60 additional schools
into operation in the district ; and at the curl of 1875 the number on the list was 114.
The existing schools are very fairly distribuled throughout the district, but there are still a few
localities in which the educational arrangeilients arc not satisfactory. In three places (Batlinrst, Orange,
and Sofala) there are too misily schools in existence ; and in twelve or thirteen localities ne" schools ore
still needed. The following list will show the localities for which schools have still to be provided—the
aggregate $chool population residing in such localities being abont 450:—
Name or description of locality
lUnd of School needed.
At Fuabalong—on the Laehlan River, 9 miles west of
Condobolin ...
...
......... A ProisionaI School is needed.
At Cedgillico Lake—iC miles south of Euabalong ...
Do.
At llnmbury—on Orange and l'arkes Road
Do.
At Gilcomundry—
do.
Do.
Oathe Orange and Forbes Road
Four Half-time Schools are needed.
In the locality between Toogong and Cargo ...
... A Provisional or a Public School is needed.
At Borenore—S miles west of Orange
... A Public School is needed.
At the Canobolas—near Orane
...
,
... A second Public School is needed.
At Lower Lewis Ponds and Ophir
... Two Half-time Schools are needed.
At Tori-ens—near 'Vittoria
... A Public School is needed.
At Brown's Ceek—near Blayney
Do.
At Muadurama—now township
.........
Do.
And in the locality between O'Connell and Brisbane
- -.
--Valley
- ----...
. -. flalUime Schools are needed.
During 1875 "Forms of Application" for the establishment of schools under the Council were
forwarded to the localities named in the foregoing list, and by the end of 1876 nearly all these localities
will, I think, be provided with schools.

IL—Coacnrproy or TUE EXISTiNG Senoots.
Since the data of my Inst Report the nmatcs-ial condition of a large number of the existing schools
has been improved. During 1875 arrangements were completed or were in progress, for the erection of
24 new buildings for Public Schools and it is likely that the whole of such buildings will be ready for
occupation before the close of 1876. During the greater part of 1875, 1 was unable, iJivough illness, to
uadcrtahje the work of inspecting schools. Under the circumstances the Council directed Mr. Inspector
O'Byrne, of Mudgee, and Mr. Jnspcetor Murray, of lass, to examine a large number of schools in my
district; and those geotlenmen have furnished their own separate reports upon the schools they examined.
The schools in Bathnrst mmd those in the western part of the district were examined by, Inc in the latter
part of the year. Of the schools so examined I cia able to report that in muost instances satisfactory
progress is being made. The Public School at Forbes, and the three departiuents of the Public School
(Non-vested) at Bathui-st, have greatly improved in numbers and efficiency since last inspection. The
Forbes school will soon need aa infants' department to accommodate its increased attendance. Bathiurst
requires superior vested school buildings, and I am glad to be able to report that satisfactory arrangements for the erection of such buildings have now been made. Statistics showing the estimated proJicieney of the schools examined by meal-c forworded separately, and the detailed statements for Public,
and Certified Denominational Schools will show the condition of each school visited.
The teachers in the district mire, as a body, conscientious, industrious, and painstaking in the discharge of their duties; and they appear to be earnestly endeavouring to improve both in attainments and
practical skill.
I cannot report that there is any marked improvement in the character of the supervision exercised by School Boards. In a few instances the Boards attend to their duties with care and regninrity;
but, speaking generally, the local supei-visioa exercised t]irouglaout the district is but moderately beneHeist in promoting the interests of education.
m.—pnoGBass .&ND FUTURE PROSPECTS OP TUE Scnoots.
Fairly satisfactory progress is, I think, being made in the existing schools throughout the district
and by the end of 1876, nearly every locality which has a school population of not less than 12 children
will probably be provided with the necessary means of education; but at the same time I am decidedly
of opinion that a very large number of the children in the district will still derive no advantage from the
means of education provided, unless the Legislature frame a law to render "school attendance" compulsory.
Batlaaa'ot, 161; March, 1076,

J. JIIJFFER,
inspector.
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ANNEX A.

bETAILtD STATEMNNT of the Condition of Schools inspettod in 1875.
i—PUBLIC SCHOOLS.
BAvisUnsT (Boys—,-N.V4 —Visited, 17th December, 1575. Regular inspection.
Number present —08.
1. The school is conducted in premises belonging to the Presbyterian denomination. The
hmaterial condition and. organisatiomi are only tolerable; but arrangements have nOI%- been made for
the erection of suitable vested buildings. The supply of requisites is sufficient. 2. The discipline is
good. 3. All the preaerilscd subjects are taught the classification is appropriate, and the teaetrnsg is
carried on with intelligence and earnestness. 4. The proficiesmey in the second and third classes is very
lair, and in the fourths class it is very good. (On the day of inspection 12 of the rcgulo;' pupils were
(lbsent.)

l3Avnntsv (Girls —NV.) —Visited, I dtio Decemnbcr. Regular inspection.
Number present :-05.
1. The material condition and organisation are fair. The supply of requisites is sufficient. 2. The
dsseihl]inois very satisfactory in at s-cspects. 3. The courso of instruction is that pmoscribot} ; and the
classification is very fairly appropriate. The methods are suitable, and they are applied with earnest
mndustry 4. The proficiency ranges from very fair to good.
Baruuasr
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BATBURS'r (Infants-N.Y.) -Visited, 12th December. Regular inspection.
Numbers present -Boys, 74; girls, GO ; total, 134.
i. 'rite new building is greatly needed for this department. Suitable infant-school arniigcnieiits
cannot be made in the premises now occupied. The department has a good supply of requisites.
2. The discipline is healthy. 3. The subjects of instruction are these prescribed ; the classification is
appropriate and the methods are suitable. 4. The-proficiency ranges from very fair to good.
CoxnoaoLnc (NV.) -Visited, 2nd December. Regular inspection.
Numbers present -Boys, 16; girls, 10 ; total, 35.
1. New vested buildings arc being erected for this school.' Thepresei't organisation is very unsatisfactory. 2. The pupils are very fairly regular, and they are clean and neat in appearance. In other
respects the discipline is defective. 3. The prescribed subjects are taught, drawing excepted. The
instruction is tolerably well regulated, but the methods are unsuitable and ineffective. 4. l'he proli.
eieney ranges from indifferent to moderate.
CARGo (N.V.) -Visited, 5th December. Regular inspection.
Numbers present -Boys, 29 girls, 29 ; total, 55.
I. Arrangements are being made for the erection of new vested buildinrs. The material
condition of the present building is indifferent, and, in other respects, it is unsuitat]e for school pur.
poses. The supplyof requisites is fairly satisfactory. 2. The discipline is in all respects fairly
effective. 3. Singing is onutted front the prescribed course. 'I'lse teaching is carried on with industry,
but the methods are only tolerably suitable. 4. The proficiency ranges from tolerable to fair.
Fcunss (V:) -Visited, 25t1h and 26th November. Regular inspection.
Numbers present -Boys, 57; girls, 40; total, 127.
I. Addifional furniture is needed, and the schoolroom should be whitewash 1. Arrangements
have been made for the erection of a teacher's residence and, for improvements to the school premises.
It is probable that all infants' department will shortly have to be organised. The supply of requisites
is fairly satisfactory. 2. The discipline is very fairly satisfactory, and the attendance at the school has
greatly increased since last inspection. 2. The prescribed subjects are taught with intelligence and
industry ; the lesson documents are carefully arranged ; and the classification is very fairly appro.
priate. 4. The proficiency is very fairly satisfactory.
anMAN HILL (V.) :-Visited, 9th December. General inspection.
Numbers present -Boys, 9; girls, 7 ; total, 16.
I. A supply of suitable furniture is needed ; the school-ground should he fenced, and the buildings
should be lined with boards or with lath and plaster. The supply of requisites is tolerably satisfactory
for the present attendance of pupils. 2. The discipline is good. 3. The prescribed subjects are taught
with intelligence and skill. 4. At the (late of inspection the school hod only been in operation a
month. There should be a larger attendance of pupils, but in other respects very satisfactory progress
is being made. There is a private B.C. school in the locality.
liL&iecm (V.) ;-Visited, 10th December. General inspection.
Numbers present -Boys, 6 ; girls 7 ; total, 13.
I. A porch, a lavatory, a tank, and a playshed are needed; and the schoel.ground should ho
divided for boys and girls. Arrangements have been made for enlarging and improving the teacher's
residence. 2. The pupils are only moderately regular, but in other respects the discipline is fair. Ott
the day of inspection a large number of the pupils had been kept at home to assist in harvest work,
&e. 3. The classification is fair, and the instruction is carefully regulated. The methods are only
moderately suitable, but they are applied with industry and painstaking. 4. The proficiency is.
tolerable.
Panscrs (NV.) :-Visited, 19th and 22nd November. Regular inspection.
Numbers present -Boys, 30; girls, 30; total, 60.
I. Since the date of inspection new, vested buildings have been completed and occupied.
2. The pupils are very irregular in their attendance, but in other respects the discipline may be considered as fairly satisfactory. .. All the prescribed subjects are taught, drawing excepted. The
classification is tolerably appropriate. 'The instruction is fairly well regulated, and it is carried on
with industry. , 4. The proficiency is about tolerable. (A new teacher has been appointed since the
date of inspection.)
RocKLEv (V.) :-Visited, 20th December. Regular inspection.
Numbers present -Boys, 24; girls, 11; total, 36.
I. The school buildings are only moderately suitable, andd they are in bad repair. A new site
has been obtained, and arrangements are being made for the erection of new buildings. The supply
of requisites is fairly satisfactory. 2. The pupils are tolerably regular. In other respects the discipline is fair. 3. The prescribed course of instruction is followed ; the lesson documents are tolerably
suitable; the classification is appropriate ; and the teaching is carried on with industry and fair skill.
4. The proficiency is about fair.
TRncxEv (NV.) -Visited (by Mit Alipass), 7th May. General inspection.
Numbers present :-Boys, 6 ; girls, 3 ; total, 9.
1. There is no playground ; otherwise the material condition and organisation are tolerable.
2. The attendance of pupils is munch siusdler than it should lie but in other respects the discipline is
fair. 2. The prescribed subjects are taught ; the ,metho,ls arc suitable and applied with industry.
4. The proficiency is fair. There are two (2) private schools (one B.C.) in the locality. (The Public.
School has been closed since the date of inspection.)
\Vsinr ben (N.Y.) :-Visit.ed 24th December. General inspection.
Numbers present -Boys, 16; girls, 13 ; total, 20.
1. New vested buildings are much needed for this school. Mr. M'Phillamy has promised to give a
suitable site for such buildings. There is a fair supply of school requisites. 2. When the river is
erossalde the pupils are very fairly regular and punctual in their attendance. In other respects the
discipline is good. 3. The prescribed subjects are taught (singing excepted) n'itlm intelligence and
industry. The classification is appropriate ; and the instruction is properly regulated. 4. The prohieieney is above fair.
1J. -PRO VISIONAL SCHOOLS.
CunmiAjosa (NV.) :-Visited, 23rd November. General inspection.
Numbers present -Boys, 16; girls, 14 ; total, 30.
I. The material condition and orgunisation are only moderately satisfactory. The supply of
requisites is sufficient. 2 The discipline is fair in all respects. 3. object lessons singgg, and
awing
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drawing si-c osnitteil from tim prescriliel course ; the instruction in the other subjects is carried on
with pamataking industry. 4. The proficiency ra nges it m indillerent to moderate.
(This school is only aided temporarily it will he closed if the new hnildings at Parkes-2 miles
distant—should he found suflicient for the accommodation of the children from both places.
MANDAGERV

(V.) Visited, 7th December. General inspection.
Nmnhcrs present —Boys, 4 ; girls, Ci; total, 10.
I. The building and furniture are (010rn5b suitable for a Provisional School. Whitewashing
and other improvements are needed. A few' First Books " and a supply of slate pencils are also
needed. 2. The discipline is tolerably satisfactory. During the week of my visit many, pupils were
kept at home to assist in harvest work ; the usual attendance is about 20. 3. Reading, writing, dietation, arithmetic, - grammar, geography, and object lessons are taught with painstaking industry.
4. The proficiency is moderate.
J. 1-JUFFER, Jnspeetor.

DrTAILED STATEMENT

of the Condition of Schools in the Bathurst District, exanuned during the
year 1575.

Bosvnxrai,s (V.) :—Rewdar inspection, 7th September.
Numbers enrolled —Boys, 25; girls, 28; total, 53.
Numbers present —Boys, 23; girls, 9; total, 32.
Now out-offices have just been completed. The walls want whitewashing, and some repairs are
required to the roof; otherwise the meterial condition is pretty good. A good supply of requisites and
furniture is found in the school. The discipline secures very fair order and attention. All the prescribed
subjects are taught except singing. The elnssification is correct, and the instruction is suitably
as-nnged_ The methods are not very skilful, but they are industriously applied. The results are
tolerable.
CARANQAItA (N.V. ) —General inspection, 16th September.
Numbers enrolled —Boys, 15; girls, 30; total, 45.
Numbers present —Boys, 13; girls, 22; total, 35.

The building was not originally designed for a school, and it has a patched-up appearance. It is
low, and the light and ventilation are imperfect. 'the residence is very small, and out-offices have yet
to be'provided. About two-thirds of the pupils are regular nearly all are clean and neat in person.
There is a sufficient supply of school requisites,—sonie defects were noticed in the records.
Fair order is maintained. the usual subjects for three classes are taught. A very large proportion of
the pupils were found in the first class, and it was oo much subdivided. The methods are suitable,
but more vigouz and thoroughness are required. The proficiency, measured by the two lower standards,
is tolerable.
Cooxn.wubr. (NV.) —Regular inspection, 27th August.
Numbers enrolled —Boys, 38; girls, 41; total, 79.
Numbers present —Boys, 26; girls, 29, total, 55.
The schooLhouse is a fine spacious stone building, intended to answer the double purpose of
church and school. The furniture has been constrnetc,i with the same ends in view, without very well
securiug either. The school is well supplied with working appliances. More than three-fourths of the
pupils are regular, and punctuality is pretty good. Cleanliness is fairly attended to. The discipline
secures very fair order and attention. The instruction is not well regulated—the same set of jutgriimmes being made to serve more than one quarter. The teaching is intelligent and earnest. The
proficiency is very fair.
Esnmcxmc (N.V.) :—Gcneral inspection, GUi September.
Numbers enrolled —Boys, 50; girls, 43; total, 93.
Numbers present —Boys, 20; girls, 26; total, 55.
This is a new wooden building designed as church and school. The accommodation is ample,
but the furniture is not of the most snital,le kind. Tlserç are sufficjeot school requisites—the discipline
is good. Two-thirds of the pupils are regula.r and, punctun. Owing to the backward state of the
pupils, singing mid drawing had not been introduced when the school was examined. The instruction
is very well regulated, the methods are snital,le, and the teaching is animated and effective. The proliciency is nearly tolerable. There were only two classes in the school, but it had been open only for
six weeks.
Eonir'roy (N.V.):—Regular inspection, 24th August.
Numbers enrolled —Boys, 28; girls, 20; total, 57.
Numbers present —Boys, 22; girls, 14; total,36.
The material condition is very indifferent, and a new vested school is required. The furniture is
good and sufficient. 'The school suaterials are adequate to present wants. 'the schoolroom was very
dirty, and had not been swept for sonic (lays. The pupils are rcasonal,ly clean, orderly, and attentive.
The mnarehimig in nuil out of school is not or,ierlv, but in all other respects the discipline is very fair.
The prescribed subjects are taught, and the imsstnietion is very well regulated. It is creditable to find
more than half the children iii the third class. The results are abuut tolerable.
Cuvoio (V.) —Rogislar inspection, 15th September.
Numbers enrolled —Boys, 25; girls, 20; total, 45.
Numbers present —Boys, 17; girls, 15; total, 32.
The premiscs are nearly new, and they are substantially built. The interior of the schoolroom
needs to be plastered. A kitelieji, a verandah, and a few other improvements are necessary to complete
the orgaoisat.ion. The records have been kept with gross negligence. The classification is pretty good,
and the methods are reasouably intelligeut—thoy should be more earnestly npplied. The proficiency
is between moderate and, tolerable.
Goixco Gui-En —General inspection, 24th September.
Numbers enrolled '—Boys, 29; girls, 25; total, 54.
Numbers present —Boys, 10; girls, is; total, 37.
This is it new wcatherhoard school ; it is in good condition so far as the waists have been slipplied, but there are several defects in the mnterial organisation. About three-fourths of the inspils
are reilar and punotsial. Cleanliness is satisfactory, and the tone of the school pretty good. The
escribel subjects are taught, and tIme instruction is well regulated. The singing is very creditable.
he proficiency exceeds moderate.

V

HuTm,Es- (V.) :—Regular inspection, 7th September.
Numbers enrolled —Btiys, 18; girls, 23; total, 41.
Numbers present —Boys, 14;girls, 19; total, 33.
¶I'Imc material conditiomi of this school is indifFerent, The residence is very unsnitable. The
school is fairly supplied with working materials. Nearly three-fourths of the enrolled pupils attend
regularly. The general discipline is between fair and very fair. TIme methods appear to be fairly
intelligent, but the results are somewhat disappointing. The average proficiency is barely tolerable.
HAKTL5Y
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liARTLEY Van (NV.) :—liegular inspection, 10th September.
Numbers enrolled :—Boys, 32; girls, 35; total, 67.
Numbers present —Boys, 20; girls 17; total, 37The schoolroom is built of slabs and roofed with bark. The building is used as a church; it is
well lighted, and ventilated. The furniture is good and sufficient. The premises and pupils were
very eleau and tidy. The instruction is well regulated, and the work of the school seems to be carried
on with industry and care. The results are between tolerable and fair,
bETS (NV.) —Ceneral inspection, 16th September.
Numbers present :—lloys, 25; girls, 15; total, 40.
Numbers enrolled —Boys, 37;,girls, 34; total, 71.
The schoolhouse is constructed of " wattle and daub" ; it is roofed with bark. The plasterin
on the iutside is falline off. The interior of the building is in fair repair. The residence is small an
had. The school is fairly supplied with working materials. The classification is appropriate and the
instruction properly regnlated. The methods are intelligent, and they are applied with reasouahle care.
The results are nearly fair.

Kneso (NV.) —Regular inspection, 23rd August.
Numbers enrolled —Boys, IS; girls, 15; total, 33.
Numbers presevd;—Boys, 14; girls, 7; total, 21.
A vested school in a more central position is very desirable. The whole premises have a
gloomy and dingy appearauee,—they used a thorougb renovation. A fair supply of fnrnitnre and
working materials is foinid in the school. The records are carelessly kept. Fair order is maintained
in the school, but the marching out is not good. Two-thirds of the pupils enrolled attend regularly,
but the enrolment ought to be larger. The prescribed subjects are taught, but the instniotionnl doeu.
meats should be compiled with greater care. The average proficiency is about tolerable.
LnmicILxs (V.) :—'Regular inspection, 19th August.
Numbers onrolled:—Boys, 20; girls, 18; total, 38.
Numbers preseut:—Boys, 15; girls, 13; total, 28.
So far as snpvlied, the material eomidition is very good. The most noticeable defect is the want of
a kitchen. The residence has.only three rooms, and that used for cooking smokes very much. The outoffices are not well kept. Several panes of glass have been broken in the schoolroom windows. The
class-room has been converted into a lumber-room. The prescribed subjects, singing excepted, are
taught, and the instruction is very well regulated. The general discipline is fair. The methods are
of tolerable worth, and they are applied with industry and care. The proficiency is between tolerable
and fair.
Luennow (NV.) —Regular inspection, 18th September.
Numbers present —Boys, IS; girls, 28; total, 46.
Numbers enrolled :—Boys, 32; girls, 41; total, 73.
The schoolroom is unsuitable in several respects. it is very fairly furnished, and the supply of
requisites is sufficient. - About five-sevenths of the pupils are regular and punctual. The general disei.
plhie is good. The prescribed subjects are taught. The methods are intelligent and earnestly applied.
The average proficiency approaches very fair.
\[oux-r Via-coma (N.Y.) —Regular inspection, 3rd September.
Numbers enrolled —Boys, 26; girls, 28 ; total, 54.
Numbers present r—Boys, 22; girls, 18; total, 40.
The material condition and organisation are indifferent. A new vested school is wanted. TIm
pupils are regular but not punctual. it is hard to improve this Ritter feature of the discipline, owing
to the scattered state of the population. I think the children hying in the vicinity of the school should
receive the full five hours' instruction. Cleanliness, order, and attention are fairly satisfactory. The
records are correct, but the books are not neatly kept. Except singing, the prescribed subjects
are taught. The methods should, be applied with more energy. The proficiency is nearly tolerable.
Onanen (V.) —Regular inspection, 20th and 21st September.
Numbers enrolled —Boys, 110; girls, 106; total, 216. Numbers present —Boys, 57; girls,. 88; total, 170.
The site, the schoolroom, and the residence are far too small to meet the requirements of a town
like Orange. The time has arrived for dividing the school into separate departments. So far as the
material condition has been provided, it is in a good state of preservation. The interior of the school should
be plastered, and the walls kept. free of dust. The school material, when not in use, should be more
methodically disposed of. Nearly four-fifths of the pupils are regular, and punctuality is satisfactory.
In addition to the usual subjects, the ruilinneuts of Euclid, Algebra, and Latin are taught. The diseiple, on the whole, is fair. The instruction is very fairly, regulated, and the work of the school is
conducted with earnestness. The attaimucuts are not so high as muigl?t be expected. The proficiency
is between tolerable and fair.
Rsorax (V.) —Regular inspection, 20th August.
Numbers enrolled —Boys, 32; girls, 32; total, 64.
Numbers present —Boys, 20; girls, 13; total, 32.
The schoolroom is a new one, but it is not a substantial building. There is no residence for the
teacher, and the grounds are uufeneod. The funutnre is suflicinut and good. The school is very well provided with working materials. About fivc.sevenths of the pupils are regular and punctual ; cleanliness is
satisfactory. The discipline seens'es fair order and attentidn. The prescribed subjects are taught, except
singing. Tue instruction is regulated by the usual doeumueuts. Tolerable skill and creditable industry
are shown in the methods and their application. The average proficiency is between moderate and
tolerable.
ltvnan (V.) :—Regular inspection, 26th August.
Numbers enrolled —Boys, 31 ; girls, 26 total, 57.
Numbers present —Boys, 10 ; girls, 14; total, 23.
Since last inspection the grounds have been fenced, but a supply of water has yet to be provided,
flat-pegs are wnntcd, and the floor of the porch should be repaired. There is no residence. Three-fifths of the
pupils attend regularly. Cleanliness is pretty good. The pupils are talkative and donot apply themselves
steadily to work. The prescribed subjects, singing excepted, are taught. The teaching should be more
earnest and thorough. The attainments, approach tolerable.
Smuuiw Gnots (NV.) —Regular inspection, 17th September.
Numbers enrolled :—Boys, 23, girls, 30; total, 53.
Numbers present:—Boys, 15; girls, 22; total, 37
The schoolroom is too small—it is in poor repair and otherwise unsuitable. It is well furnished
and properly supplied with school reqiusites. A good site has been secured for a vested building. The
pupils are very irregular and somewhat unpunetual. The discipline is very fair. Thc usual subjects are
taught. The instruction is well regulated, and the teaching is industrious. A very large proportion of
the children were found in the first class, but it was satisfactory to find that great nutentionimad been paid
to that'class. The average proficiency ranges between fair and very fair.
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WATTLE FLAT (V.) —Regular inspection, 17th August.
Numbers enrolled —Boys, 33; girls, 23; total, 56.
Numbers present —Boys, 22; girls, 17; total, 39.
The school is a substantial brick building, centrally situated, and affording good accommodation for
the number of pupils attending. The playground is unfenced, and tltore is no residence. The out-offices
should be kept in a better state. The school is suitably furnished. The prescribed subjects, except
singing, are taught. The instruction is properly regulated, and the methods are suitable, but they should
be more vigorously applied. The attainments exceed tolerable.
WnGnoN (V.):—Regular inspection, 18th August.
Numbers enrolled —Boys, 21; girls, 19; total, 40. Numbers present —Boys, 13; girls, 12; total, 25.
The material condition and organisation are very fair. The supply of books is sufficie,,t. The
records are badly kept. Two.tlnrds of the pupils attend regularly. The discipline is very fair. The proscribed subjects are taught. The methods are fairly intelligent. The teacher's manner in the school
is too boisterous. The average proficiency exceeds tolerable.
1VALLEaAWAG (NV.) —Regular inspection 26th August.
Numbers enrolled —Boys, 23 girls, 18 ; total, 41. Numbers present —Boys, 1.4; girls, 11; total, 25.
Ont-offlees have been built-, the Boor relsid, and new furniture provided since last inspection. The
residence is very small. The material condition is pretty good, so far as it has been supplied. Nearly
two-thirds of the pupils attend regularly. Cleanliness is fair. The instruetioa is regulated with tolerable
judgment. The methods are of fair worth, but they need to be applied with greater vigour and thoroughness. - The results approach tolerable.

II.—JIALF-TThIE SCHOOLS.
- ICmnnconr.tL (V.) —Regular inspection, 13th September.
Numbers enrolled —Boys, 11; girls, 16; total, 27.
Numbers prescnt—.Boys, 6; girls, 11; total, 17.
The material condition and organisation of this school are good; a few minor improvements are
required. Scarcely },alf the pupils attend regularly ; pnnetualsty is satisfactory. The general discipline
is very fair. The instruiou is well regulated, and the methods are of average merit. The profleicugy is
tolerable.
Lowrncim (V.) —Regular inspection, 8th September.
Numbers enrolled —Boys, 7; girls, S ; total, 15. Numbers present —Boys, 7 ; girls, 6 ; total, 13.
The material condition of this school is pretty good. It is well furnished and has a good supply of
requisites. The attendance is low and irregular. The instruction is well regulated, and tl,e methods are
of more than average merit ; l,owevcr, they do not appear to have been industriously applied. The proficiency on the two lower standards is tolerable.

I1I.—PROVISIONAL SCHOOLS.
ICAnmosri (N.y.) —Visited, 0th September.

Numbers enrolle,P—Boys,- 12 ; girls, 10 ; total, 22.
The morning of my visit had been showery, and when I reached the school I found it closed and
the teaelser absent. The material condition is bad. The records are very carelessly kept. Theattendance
has fallen very low. The school has been closed since my visit.
MInnsunnA (V.) —Visited, 17th August..
The school bad been closed a short time before my visit. The schoolroom and teacher's residence
are of very indifferent structure. A good deaZ of improvement is necessary to make the premises suitable. The furniture is sufficient, and the school has a fair supply of working materials.
Msansnumry (NV.) —Regular inspection, 1401 September.
Numbers enrolled —Boys, 13 ; girls, 11 ; total, 24.
Numbers present —Boys, 12 ; girls, 7; total, 19.
Tl,e schoolroom is unpretentious, but a comfortable little building. it is very fairly furnished, and
the supply of working materials is sufficient. Tl,ree-fourths of the pupils are regular. Cleanliness is very
satisfactory. Fair order is ]naintauled. The methods are not skilful, but they are industriously
applied. The results obtained on the two lower standards are nearly fair.
YAnnAS (NV.) —Regular inspection, 20th August.
Numbers carolled —Boys, 9; girls, 7; total, 16.
Numbers present —Boys, 5; girls, 6; total, 11.

The schoolroom is a pretty roomy, thatched building, used occasionally as a chard,. The furniture
and materials are sufficient. The nttendenee is very ssnnll. Punctuality requires more attention. The
pupils are fairly clean, orderly, and uttentive. The methods are very mechaniecl, and the results on the
two lower standards only moderate.

Dnnnn,

Statement of t-h&eonditioa of Public, Provisional, and NaIf-time Schools, inspected during
June, 1875.

Basnay :—Vifed, 19th june.
Regular inspection.
Enrolled —30.
Present —26.
The material condition is fair. The discipline is mild, firm, and effective. The classification is
suitable, and the attainments are good. Local supervision hardly oxists, in everything for which the
teacher can be held responsible the condition is good, and satisfactory progress has been made during the
year.
BUBKSVIflE :—Visited, 22nd june.
Regular inspection.
Enrolled —35.
Present —19.
The material condition is fair. The discipline is sound and healthy. The attainments for both
classes are a little over fair. The local supervision is merely nominal.
Cumeon
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Caneoxie —Visited, 23rd June.
Regular inspection.
Enrolled—GO.
Present :-45.
The material condition is at present only moderate. The discipline is good, and the classification
correct. The attainments are a little over fair. The local supervision is at present very slack.
Cowica :—Visited, 25th 3une
Regular inspection.
Present —53.
Enrolled —85.
The building and outfit are good. The discipline is sound and effective. The attainments are
very nearly good. Local supervision is merely nominal
EvANS PLAINS —Visited, 10th June.
Regular inspection.
Present —45.
Enrolled —60.
The material condition is very fair. The discipline is sound. The instruction is properly regulated,
and the classification is suitable. The attainments are a little in excess of fair. The Local Board hold no
meetings, and seem to consider their office as a sinecure.
•

FIVE ISLANDS —Visited, 15th June.
Regular inspection.
Present:-21.
Enrolled :-85.
The desks are good; in all other respoets the nsaterialcondition is of the worst possible description.
The discipline is tolerable. The proficiency of the pupils is as follows —First class, tolerable ; second,
between thdiffcrent and moderate; third, indifferent. There is no local supervision.
Mr. MAcQITAnIE —Visited, 5th June.
Regular inspection.
Present :-29.
Enrolled —47.
The material condition is indifferent; the discipline is bad. The instructional documents exhibit
but little skill in their compilation. The attainments are low.

11.—PROVISIONAL SCROOLS.
Cooarnsu Cmcmr —Visited, 4th and 5th June.
Regular inspection.
Present —28.
Enrolled —86.
The material condition is of a low type- The discipline is good. The instrup.tional doeu,nents are
carefully compiled. The attainments are as high as can be expected nuder all the circumstances of the
school. The niornl tone is good. The only man who takes any interest in the school is a Mr. Neal, who is
not a member of the Local Board.
Gnxonasssvowv —Visited, 14th ,Tune.
Regular inspection.
Ptesent:-15.
Enrolled —29.
The material condition is the worst possible. The classification is correct. The aU ainments are
nearly moderate. Nothing favourable can be said of the local supervision.
Nuvnonasia :—Visited, 2nd June.
Regular inspection.
Present —15.
Enrolled —36.
,The materi nl'eondition is very moderate The (Ii sci ph I no is In x, but the children are Clii itt. Thin
classification is tolerable, and the attainments the same. Correctly speaking, there is no local supervision.

llt.—ITALF-TIMli SCROOLS.
Taranoy GIIASCE :--Yi,ifc,l, 11th ,Tnne.
Regular inspection,
Present :-28.
Enrolled —34.
The us nteri:i I condition is bnd. The discipline is son,'d. The inst r' oLin n is hi irly skil fsil. TIe
attainments are over fair for the two classes. The lore) supervision is almost bnrri-n of good res,shts.
VICTORIA Cninssc —Visited, 11th June.
Regular inspection.
Prescut:-17.
Enrolled :-24.
The material condition is of the worst possible description. 'The discipline is fair and the ulassifiration is correct. The attainments are tolerable. The local supervision is of little or no practical utility.
The teacher has to collect the suomley required for any repairs and i/sen smtpeminees'd its erpeisditiisc.
J. H. MURRAY,
Inspector.

BRAIDWOOD DISTRICT.
INSPECTOR'S GENERAL REPORT FOR 1875.
In the Braidwood istrict 112 schools have been in operation this year. Four, however, not
h.xving sufficient pupils to maintain them, were only open for a short period, In June, 22 schools
were transferrod to the newly-forsnOd district of Yass. Twenty of these were folly examined befnre
the transfer, and an account of each of them will be found appended to this Report. Of the 86 schools
remaining,
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remaining, all were inspected except Begs, R. C. and Whinstone Valley and Good-Good, lIslE-Time.
The Bega school was without a teacher, when 1 visited it, and the other two'were not established,
iei 1 was in their neighbourhood. Altogether, 103 schools were regularly examined and reported on
g the year.
2. in 1876, eight or ten schools, in localities where a few people have lately taken up land, will
probably he opened, but as every place with anything like a settled population has already its school,
there is no scope for any considerable increase. of the 112 buildings used as schools, 35 belong to the
Council, 3 to the English Church. 10 to the Roman Catholic Church, and 64 to private
mdi viduals. The estimated value of the Council's property is about £12,000. In growing towimhips
extensive enlargements have been authorized, and in more than hail the vested, schools substantial
repairs have been effected or sanctioned. The work in connection with some of these will extessd over
portions of the coming year, but before the close of 1876 it may reasonably be expected that all the
vested schools in the district will be comfortable both for teachers and pupils.
The majority of the 64 buildings belonging to private persons are small slab rooms put up by
local subscription for temporary use as Provisional or Half-time Schools. In most cases no one can say
with any certainty that the population in their vicinity will be pennanent, or that the sites now considerc,l central will be so ultiniately. Schools of this kind are frequently closed on account of the
removal of parents ; and the Imildings, of course, the]' become useless for school purposes. Of the 64
non-vested schools referred to, I would not venture to predict that more than eleven will be wanted.
ustoa few years, in the positions they now occupy. The absorption of small selections and holdings
large estates, the gradual exhaustion of alluvial diggings, and the pretty general abandonment of
agrienitiu-o for grazing, are all ciulses that tend in this district to break up existing homes and to
disperse the small groups of fninilies by wInch these temporary schools have been used. While the
last, however, they are supplied with sufficient desks, hooks, slates, and other workins materials
to enable the teachers to bring up their scholars to the prescribed standard of proficiency; and
the expenditure in the way of salaries is, for the number taught, somewhat beyond that which is
authorized for full-sized Public Schools.
At the various inspections, about .9,000 chilIren were examined. Partly owing to the irregular
attendance produced in the early months of the year by measles and. whuoping cough, and partly to
the increasing demami for children's labour, the teaches-s as a body have fommd it extremely difficult to
snake customary headway with their pupils. The half-time have suffered more than the full-time
schools from these influences. Half-time pupils, as might be expected from the scarcity of population
that makes only a half-thee school possible, are more liable than children in townships to be called on
to assist their parents ; sual when one or two in a family are ill, extra labour is throt upon the rest,
and the attendance at school is theis not even quarter-time.
Though the 'it.'.
in the schools as aw-hole are slightly lower this year than last, it is but
justice to the teachers to state that the falling oft is in no way due to any slackness on their part, but
that it is entirely to be attributed
it, to the circumstances I have mentioned. Not a few teachers, indeed,
have worked with more than ordinary industry in the hope of counteracting by increased attention the
injurious results of irregularity.
Instruction in music atul drawing is omitted, in several schools, because the teachers themselves
have not the requisite knowledge to enable them to deal effectively with these subjects, but it is an
exceptional thing to find any other branch of the pi-escribed course unattemnpted. The 103 schools
inspected show that six Public, two Half-time, one Church of England, and two Roman Catholic Schools
exceeded the requirements of the standard that seventeen Public, thirteen Provisional, fifteen Halftime, two Church of England, and four Roman Catholic Schools reached the standard ; and that
three Public, thirteen Provisional, twenty-two Half-time, and three Roman Catholic Schools fell below
it.
The pupil:tenehers employed in the various schools have conducted themselves well, and no
complaints of any kind have been made respecting them. Several scholars have presented themselves
for examination as applicant pupil-teachers, and if them were opportusities of appointment this
number could at any time begreatly increased. There is no difficulty in obtaining suitable persons to
become teachers or pupil teachers the supply indeed exceeds the demand.
A statement as to the condition of each school inspected is appended hereto.
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Braidwood, 31st December, 1875.

J. C. MAYNARD,
Inspector, Braidwoed District.

ANNEX A.
Sunsrs.RrEs of Reports furuislseil on Public, Provisional, and Half-time Schools during the year 1875.
Throughout these Summaries the technical words used to indicate general proficiency have the
following relative values
I. Excellent.
G. Toles-ablo.
2. Very good.
7. Moderate.
a. Good.
S. Indiffereit.
'4. Very fair.
9. Bad.
5. Fair.
10. Failure.
1.—PUBLIC SCHOOLS.
AnaLumiN (Boys—V.) —Regular inspection, 25th and 26th May, 1875.
Enrolled, 64 ; present, 45.
- The material condition is good in all mespects. 2. The eluldi-cu are attentive and ct-deny,
and the government is finn and judicious. 3. The attainnients are satisfactory, and steady progress has
been made since last inspection. The mark for drawing is below the average, but that for all other
subjects is above. 'l'lie general proficiency is trig fidr.
AISALCES (Girls—V.) —Regular inspection, 27th May, 1875.
Enrolled, 43; present, 31.
1. The material condition is good. 2. Many of the pupils are still very irregular. The dis.
cipline is satisfactory.....'l'l,e whole course of study prescribed in tIme standard is taught. The mark
for reading, writing, and object lessons is above the average, but that for all other subjects is lielow,
Time general proficiency is between tok,-a&ie and job-.
ARALC]sy (Infants--V.) —Regular inspection, 28th May, 1875.
Enrolled —Boys, 25; girls, 28; total, 53.
Preseist —Boys, 16; girls, 12 total, 28.
I. The room is small, but in other respects the material condition is satisfactory. The junior
class is still somewhat isoisy and inattentive, but on the wisole the pupils are well managed. The mark
for reading,wi-iting, and dictation is above the average, and that for all other subjects nearly tip to
the average: The general proficiency is from,
Ais AL U S N
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AaAs,cvx, Wxsr (V.) -Regular inspection, aid June, 1875.
Present -Boys, 48 ; girls, 39 ; total, 87.
Enrolled -Boys, 63; girls, 54 ; total, 117.
1. The residence is small and uueonifortahle, but in other respects the buildings are suitable, and
there is a good. outfit of furniture awl anpa.ratus. 2. A hout ]ialf the pupils are regular ; they are
attentive. obedient and well under control. 3. The mark for reading, spelling, writing, dictation, and
arithmetic is above the average, that for geography, object lessons, and Scripture up to the average,
and that for grammar, singing, and drawing, below. The general proficiency is between fair and
very fair.
AnnuaN, Uri'vis (N..V.) -Regular inspection, 4th June, 1875.
Present -Boys, 16 ; girls, 24 ; total, 40.
Enrolled -Boys, 22; girls, 28; total, 50.
1. No change has taken place in the material condition of the school since last inspection.
2. When not prevented by sickness or had weather, the majority of the pupils are regular. More
decision and system woul'l be advisable in the discipline. 3.t)rthnary progress has been made during
the year. The mark for reading, writing, spelling, and dictation is above the avenge, but that for all
other subjects is below. The general proficiency is between tolereUe andfoht
ILvensiAx's liAr (V.) -Regular inspection, 16th July, 1875.
Present -Boys, 25; girls, 15; total, 40.
Enrolled -Boys, 27 ; girls, 16 ; t,,tal, 43.
I. The slabsof thenewbailding have shrunk, and the residenceis ineonsequcncevcryuneomfortahle.
The supply of fnmiture, apparatus, and materials is sufficient 2. The discipline is very fair. 3. The
mark for arithmetic is beyond the average ; that for reading, writing, and Scripture up to the average;
and that for other subjects below. The general proficiency is between tolerable and fair.
Bma; (V.) -Regular inspection, 10th and 13th August, 1.875.
Present --Boys, 60 ; girls, 51; total, Ill.
Enrolled -Boys, 75 ; girls, 65; total, 140.
I. Some slight repairs are needed in connection with the closets and the spouting, but on the
whole the material condition is good. 2. The children are not in all eases strictly attentive to their
teachers, and more system is needed in regard to small details of discipline. 3. The mark for reading,
spelling, grammar, dictatin, geography, smelt Scripture is above the average that for writing up to
the average; and that for arith,netie and object lessons below. The general proficiency is between
fair and ver,fisir.
BEitoALL (V.) :-Regnlar inspection, 2nd August, 1875.
Present -Boys, 16 ; girls, 19 ; total, 35.
Enrolled -Boys, 16 ; girls. 21; t)tal, 37.
1. A tank is required, and the resi,lenee needs repairing when these works are completed the
material condition will be good. 2. Some of the pupils show a tendency to copy, but the discipline in
other respects is satisfactory. 3. Substantial p1-ogress has been made by all the pupils since last
inspection.The mark for reading, spelling, writing, and dictation is far above the average ; that for
arithmetic, object lessons, and Scripture is up to the average ; and that for grammar, geography, and
drawing is below. The general proficiency is very fair.
Boasnana (V.) -Regular inspnctions, 25th and 26th February, 1375.
Present -Boys, 55 ; girls. 33; total, 88.
Enrolled -Boys, 69 ; girls, 43 ; total, 112.
I. Tenders have been accepted for the erection of a new school and for general repairs. 'these
inprovenionts will provide excellent aceommuodation for all the school children in the town. 2. The
discipline is satisfactory. a. The work is becoming more sound in its character, and there are mdi.
cations that the school will soon occupy a position in regard to attainments that it has never hitherto
done. The general proficiency isfoii.
BiuAlD\vooD (V.) -Regular inspection, 21st October, 1875.
Present:- Boys, 44; girls, .0.8; total, 72.
Enrolled -Boys, 55 girls, 31 ; total, SO.
I. The roof is ])all and new fences are needed, but in other respects the snaterizd condition is
The shark for drawing is below the average, but that
satisfactory. 2. The discipline is very fair. 3.1
for all other subjects is above. The general proficiency is between very fair and good.
CAxDELo(V.) -Regular inspection, 30th August, 1875.
Present -Boys, 36; girls, 25; total, 61.
Enrolled -Boys, 42 girls, 25 ; total, 67.
I. The brick walls are damp in wet woathe,'. A deep verandah round the building would keep
the walls dry and afford shelter to the children in summer. The school is well supplied with all
requisites. 2. The discipline on the whole is sound, 3. The mark for reading, spelling, writing,
dictation, singing, and drawing is above the average; that for object lessons and Scripture up to the
average ; and that for arithmetic, grammar, and geography below. The general proficiency is tetween
fair and very fair.
Coosia (V.) -Regular inspection, 9th and 10th February, 1875.
Present -Boys, 43; girls, 33 ; total, to.
Enrolled -Boys, 46; girls, 33 ; total 79.
I. When inspected, the school was undergoing extensive alterations and repairs ; when these
are completed the material condition will be very good. 2. The discipline is satisfactory. 3. In no
subject is the the beyond the average ; but in all, except grammar, dictation, and arithmetic, it is up
to the average. The general proficiency approaches fair.
lInux (V.) -Regular inspection, 26th August, 1875.
Present -Boys, 22; girls, 9 ; total, 31.
Enrolled :-Boys, 26; girls, 13 ; total, 39.
1. An additional room to the residence is needed the fences and spouting are out of repair, and
the roof requires to be re-slungled. The school is well fitted up with all requisites. 2. The discipline
is satisfactory in all respects. 3. The mark for singing and drawing is up to the average, and that for
all other subjects much beyond. The general proficiency is yoocl.
juMnAleuaunsxr (V.) -Regular inspection, 9th December, 1875.
Present :-Boys, 20; girls, 11; total, 31.
Enrolled :-Boys, 21; girls, 13; total, 34.
1. The building is in a good state of repair, and there is an ample supply of all requisites.
2. Under the present teacher the discipline has improved, and the government is firmer and more
energetic. 3. The attainments are still low, the general proficiency bemg (ol&able.
Kirina (N-V.) -Regular inspection, 26th July, 1875.
Present -Boys, 16 ; girls, 20; total, 36.
Enrolled -Boys, IS; girls, 21 ; total, 39.
1. No alteration has been made in regard to the nutenal condition of the school. 2. 'i'hie discipline is good. 3. Unusual progress has been made since last inspection. Except for arithmetic and
dictation, the mark for every subject is mccli above the average.

Linus
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LImE Rivan (V.) :-Begular inspection, 20th October, 1875.
Enrolled -Boys, 26; girls, 28; total, 54.
Present -Boys, 21 ; girls, 26; total, 50.
1. The slab walls have shrunk and re(luire to he tightened up, a now coiling is needed, and the
chimneys are out of repair. In other respects the material condition of the school is good. 2. The
ia're'nhirity during the 1Jt year has been excessive, The discipline is fair, 3. Ordinary progress
liasiecn sitado since last insj ,cctioii, The mark for reading and object leasmis is above the average
that for writing. thetation, grammar, and Scripltu-e up to the average ; and that for arithmetic, geography, and drawing below. The general proliciency is ,foir.
MAjor's CREEK (V.) -Regular inspection, 19th November, 1875.
Enrolled :-&ys, 39; girls, 35; total, 74.
Pressnt -Boys, 39 ; girls, 28 ; total, 67.
1. Since last inspection considerable repairs and alterations have been made, and the building
and outfit are now suitable. 2. The discipline has greatly improved and may be called good.
3. Sound substantial progress has been made during the year. Singing and drawing are not taught;
the mark for geography is below the average, but that for all other subjects is above. The general
proficiency is between fair anti very fair.
Msnzniscaa (V.) -General inspection, 23rd August, 1875.
Enrolled :--Boys, 23 ; girls, 25; total, 48.
Present -Boys, 12; girls, 16; total, 28.
1, This is a now school lately uinisheiL The residence is too small and the grounds need fencing,
lint in other respects the material condition is good, i?. Tljree.fcarti,s of the pnpils are regular.
The discipline has somewhst fallen off since last inspection .:.'i'he mark for writing is up to the
average, and that for all other subjects considerably above the avera're. The general proficiency is r(s'y
f'ab'. The present teacher has only been in charge it short time, ai?d is therefore not entitled to the
credit of this mark.
Monrrran (N-V.) -Rgular inspection, 4th October, 1875.
Enrolled -'Boys, 13; girls, 11; total, 24.
Present -Boys, 13; girls, 11; total, 24.
1. The building is in a fair state of repair And well sopplied with requisites. 2. The cl,ildreu
are ordinarily attentive, but there is a want of vigour and effectiveness in the general management.
The attainments are unsatisfactory. 'rite mark for every subject is below the average. The general
proficiency is l,etween moderate and tolerable.
NIILiJaRN (V.) :-General inspection, 14th July, 1875.
Enrolled -Boys, 23 ; girls, 14; total, 37:
Present -Boys, 20; girls, 13 ; total, 33.
1. The residence is too small, but in other respects the material condition is satisfactory.
TI to children are fairly attentive, quiet, and obedient, and. the government is finn and systematic.
The attainments are as usual very poor. The it
for reading and writng is up to the average,
but that for all other subjects is far below. 'The general proficiency is slightly beyond niodoate.

Nznn,ouxn,ur (N.y.) -General inspection, 4th August, 1875.
Enrolled :-]loys, 23; girls, 21; total, 44.
Present -Boys, 17; girls, 13; total, 35.
1. Additional desks and forums have been provided since last inspection, and the building is now
well supplied with all that is necessary. 2, The 'hicip!iiic on the whole is fair. 3. 'Under the present
teacher thQ instruction is more exact and sul,stantiai than it has hitherto been. Thin mark for reading,
spell lug, writing, and dictation is above the average that for arithmetic and object lessons is up to the
average; and that for ramnmar, geography, and Scripture slightly below. The general proficiency is
between jlU,' and very fair.
Panmmmaa (V.) -Regular inspection, 24th August, 1875.
Enrolled -Boys, 21; girls, 27; total, 48.
Present -Boys, 19 ; girls, 25; total, 44.
I. Since last inspection additional furniture has been provided, and the outfit is now sufficient.
The discipline has improved, and the government is firmer than it was. The mark for reading,
dictation, arithmetic, and grammar is above the average; that for writing and Scripture is up tothie
average ; and that for other subjects is below. The general proficiency is between fair and trig fair.
TAxTxvANcLo (V,) -Ileguiar inspection, 31st August, 1875.
Enrolled -Boys, 14; girls, 21; total, 35.
Present -Boys, 10; girls, 15; total, 25.
1, The' building is in a good state of repair.and is well supplied with furniture, apparatus, all([
n
mateals.
2. The discipline is good in every respect. 3. The progress made during the year,
especially by the younger pupils, has been both rapid and soinid. The mark for reading, spelling,
writmng dictation, arithmetic, and geography is 11111011 airnve the average, and that for other subjects is
well np to the average. The general proficiency is between rery fair and good.

WoLnraA, NonTu (V.) :-Eegnhr inspection, 16th August, 1875.
Enrolled -Boys, 9; girls, 8; total, 17.
Present -Boys, 11; girls, 6; total, 15.
1. The material condition is good, and the discipline is tolerable. 2. The population here has
so greatly decreased that there are now scarcely sufficient children left to maintain a half-time
Scho,,l. 3. 'The pupils passed a satisfactory examination in reading, gralninam', and dictation ; but the
inam-k for all other subjects was below the average. The general proficiency is between ntoderate anti
tob'nthlr.
WoumrLA, Sou-ris (V.) -Regular inspection, 17th August, 1875.
Enrolled -Boys, 27; girls, 25; total, 52,
Present -Boys, 23; girls, 22 ; total. 45.
- The building is in a good state of repair, and is well supplied with all requisites. 2. There
has been an nprovemnent in the regularity of attendance. The discipline is in till s-espeets good,
The mark for reading, spelling, writing, dictation, and object lessons is above the average; that for
singing ssnd grammar up to the average ; and that for arithmetic, geography, dm'awing, anti Scripture
ielow, 'l'lte general proficiency is between fiji' and verf/ [oh'.

If-PROVISIONAL SCHOOLS.
Bra's Cmmmm (N. .V.) .-lleguhar inspection, 3rd November, 1875.
Enrolled -Boys, 20; girls, 1.4; total, 34.
Present -Boys, 17; gii'hs, 13; total, 20.
1. The building 11111 the general outfit are bad, but arrangements have l,ecn made to erect a
new school.2. in the govermsmuemmt of the elder pupils there is a want of firmness, and the discipline
throughout is but moderate, 3. 'lime mark for reading, spellin, writing, and arithmetic is above the
average; that for graiinnar, geography, olsjcct lessons, singing, tIietation, drawing, and Scripture below.
The genei'aI proficiency is between to/e,'ablc andfem-ir.
Bmsrros YND
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Bnowvyn (N.-V.) :-Regular inspection, 1st June, 1876.
Enrolled :-floys, 15 ; girls, 12 ; total,' 27.
Present -Boys, 12; girls, 12; total, n4.
I. The building is suitable and well supplied with requisites. 2. The government is firm, and
the behaviour of the children satisfactory. 3. The mark for reading, spelling, writing, dictation, and
arithmetic is up to the average ; and that for grammar, georaplay, and singing below. The general
proficiency is between-moderwe and tolerable.
BODALLA (N.-V.) :-General inspection, 3rd August, 1875.
Enrolled :-Boys, 10; girls, 29 ; total, 48.
Present -Boys, 16 ; girls, 26 ; total, 42.
1. The schoolroom is somewhat small for the present large attendance, but it is comfortably
fitted up and amply stockcd with all requisites. The residence is good, and the whole place is neat
and well looked after. 2. A little more firmness is required in the goveriunent ; but thegeneral tone
of the school is healthy, and the children are respectful to their teacher and attentive to their st-ud,es.
3. Last year the attainments were very low, l,ut a great improvement has been made since then. The
mark for reading and writing is above the average ; that for dictation, grammar, and object lessons up
to the average; and that for other subjects below. The general proficiency approaches/air.
Enows MOUNTAIN (N.-V.) -Regular inspection, 3rd September, 1875.
Enrolled -Boys, 12; girls, 10; total, 22.
Present -Boys, 12; girls, 10; total, 22.
I. The building is in a satisfactory state, and is fairly well supplied with all necessaries. 2. The
children are attentive and in good order. The mark for reading, writing, dictation, and geography is
above the average; that for arithmetic and object lessons up to the average ; and that for grammar
below. The general proficiency is between fair and very fair,
Donnowoxa (N.-V.) :-Begnlar inspection, 23rd February, 1875.
Enrolled -Boys, 11; girls, 20; total, 31.
Present -Boys, 9; girls, 10', total, 28.
1. The material condition is satisfactory in all respects. 2. There is still a want of vigour and
determination in the government. The children are not made to learn whether they like to do so or not.
8. The mark for reading and writing is up to the average, but that for all other subjects is below. The
general proficiency is between moderate and tolerable.
DANGELONa (V.) -Regular inspection, 15th February, 1875.
Enrolled -Boys, 15 ; girls, 13; total, 28.
Present -Boys, 13 ; girls, 11 ; total, 24.
1. The school is in a good state of repair, and is well fitted up with all requisites. 2. There is not
much system in the discipline, but the pupils are tolerably attentive and orderly. 3. The attainments
are poor; the mark for every subject being below the average. The general proficiency is moderate.
Duxn's Srninas (N.-V.) -General inspection, 3rd March, 1875.
Enrolled :-Boys, 11 ; girls, 21; total, 32.
Present :-Boys, 11 ; girls, 18; total, 20.
1. This school has but recently been established. The building is too small, but it is not otherwise unsuitable. 2. At the date of inspection the school had been opened but a short time ; and as very
few of the children had before been under instruction, their attainments were of coarse very low.
GncxAnno'rnvns (N.-V.) -Regular inspection, 3rd March, 185.
Enrolled -Boys, 13 ; girls, 10 ; total, 23.
Present -Boys, 3; girls, 1; total, 10.
1. The building is reasonably good, and is fairly well supplied with requisites. 2. The discipline
in every respect is poor. 3. Writing is 1.aught with average success, and some progress has been made in
reading, but all other subjects have virtually been untaught. The general proficiency is small.
keAwnitA (N.-V.) -Regular inspection, 801 March, 1875.
Enrolled :-Boys, 15; girls, 11 total, 26.
Present -Boys, 10; girls, 11 ; total, 21.
1. The accommodation for the children is very defective, but there is no scarcity of ordinary requisites. 2; Last year the amount of talkimig permitted was excessive ; tIm is year there is far less of it, limit
in other respects the discipline is as unsystematic as eve!'. 3. Betiding, writing, and spclli mji are Inuglit
with average success, but the other subjects are not. The general proticieney is between iadiffhrent and
moderate,
MoQo (N.-V.) -Regular inspection, 19th July, 1875.
Enrolled -Boys, 12 ; girls, 7; total, 10.
Present -Boys, 12; girls, 7; total, 19.
1. The building is in a fair state of repair and is well supplied vvit It neeesss,'y 311 eri,,]s. 2. A bout
lmslf the pupils are regular. They are attentive, and oa the whole obedient; and orderly .3.'!'
The nuark
for reading, spelling, and writing is above the average; and that for all other subjects below, TIe general
proficiency is tolerable.
MUDMELONG (NV.) -Regular inspection, 31st May, 1875.
Enrolled -Boys, 13; girls, 16; total, 20.
Present -Boys, 13; girls, 14; total, 27.
1. The school is in a fair state of repair, mind is well supplied with furniture and ;vom-kiug ,naterirrls.
2. The discipline is fair. 3. The mark for writing and dictation is above the average, bit that for all
other subjects is below. The general proficiency is between tolerable and fair.
NERRICA (V.) :-Begidav inspection, 12th May, 1875.
Enrolled -Boys, 8; girls, 13; total, 21.
Present -Boys, 8 ; girls, 12 ; total, 20.
1. The building is in a fair state of repair, and is well supplied with furniture, apparatus, and
materials. 2. About half the pupils are regulas-. They are orderly and attentive. 3. The mark for
reading, writing, geography, and Scripture is up to the average ; that for object lessons and dictation
slightly below ; and that for grammar and arithmetic considerably below. The general proficiency is
tolerable.
NxwsvnD (V.) -General inspection, 23rd July, 1875.
Enrolled :-Boys, 16; girls, 11; total, 27.
Present -Beys, 11; girls, 9; total, 20.
1. Additional desks have been supplied since last inspection, and the inside of the room is now
clean and respectable. 2. Two-thirds of the pupils are regular, and the discipli-c is satisfactory. 3. All
the course prescribed in the standard is taught ; and tIme progress wider the present teacher has beea
both sound and rapid. The mark for every subject is well up to the average. The general proficiency
is fair.
NnnvvnELLn (N-V.) -General inspection, 17th February, 1875.
Enrolled -Boys, iS; girls, 12; total, 26.
Present -Boys, 12 t girls, 10 total, 23.
1. The schoolroom is large, and sufficiently well provided with furniture, apparatus, and working materials. 2. For the first time for many years this school is admirably governed. The discipline
is
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is good, but those of the pupils who have hitherto been spoiled by indulgence do not take kindly to
obedient and industrious habits. 3. Sound progress has been made under the 11esetit teacher. The
general proficiency isjith;
11,urnsunn (Vi) :-Gencral inspection, 15th July, 1875.
Enrolled -Boys, 7 ; girls, 7 ; total, 14.
Present -Boys, 7 ; girls, 6 ; total, 13.
1. The building is in a fair state of repair, and is sufficiently well supplied with working
materials. 2. The pupils are quiet, obedient, antI tolerably attentive to their studies. .3. The mark
for Scripture and dictation is above the average, and that for all other subjects below. The general
proficiency is between qnoderute and tolerable.

IJI.-HALF-TIME SCHOOLS.
ADAMINIBY (N-V.) -General inspection, 9th March, 1875.
Enrolled -Boys, I] ; girls, 13; total, 24.
Present -Boys, 6; girls, 8; total, 14.
1. The building is in a tolerable state of repair, and the supply of furniture, apparatus, and
working stock is suflicient. 2. The attendance is still very irregular. The discipline is good. 3. it
would be unrcasnnable to expect the children to know much, considering the few days during winch
they actually attend in it year. The mark for every subject is much below the average, the general
proficiency being between iiul?ffrt-nt and ntode,-ate.
BAcK Canex (N-V.) -Regular inspection, 12th November, 1875.
Present :-Boys, 10 ; girls, 3; total, 13.
Enrolled -Boys, JO; girls, 4; total, 14.
1. The building is in fair condition, and the outfit is satisfactory. 2. The discipline is sound.
3. This school is wos-ked with that at Charloyong, but the attainments of the pupils are not relatively
as high. The general proficiency is _/icir.
Bimtroosu (N.-V.) -Regular inspection, 2nd September, 1875.
Enrolled -Boys, 7 ; girls, 4; total, 11. . Present :-Boys, 4; girls, 4; total, S.
1. The building is sough, but it is sufficiently good for 1,resent requirements. 2. The children
lmvo made soiuewhkt better pt-ogress this year than last. The mark for writing, grammar, and
geography is UI) to the average, but that for reading, spelling, dictation, and arithmetic is much below.
The general proficiency is between modes-ate and toloal,le.
BTEIItNLUKE (N. V. :-flegular inspection, 1.0th February, 1875.
Enrolled -Boys, 5 ; girls, 5 ; total, 10.
Present -Boys, S ; girls, 5 ; total, 10.
1. This school is worked with that at Catheart, and in regard to attendauoe, discipline, and
attainments is in the same unsatisfactory condition.
BocorNoc (N.-V.) -General inspection, lith Mardi, 1875.
Present -Boys, 5 ; girls, 4; total, 0.
Enrolled :-Boys, 7 ; girls, S ; total, 12.
1. The material condition is reasonably good. 2. Five pupils have attended with ordinary
ngulai-ity, but the others have been very irregular. The behaviour of the children in school is good.
3. The attainments are low, the mark for every sul,jeet being coissidec-ably under the avenge. The
gmeral proficiency is between indfe,-ent and moderate.
Boarsav (N. -V.) -Regular inspection, With November, 1875.
Enrolled :-Boys, 12 ; girls, 12; total, 24.
Present Boys, 7; girls, 7 ; total, 14.
1. No isnprovement has been made in the matem-ial condition. 2. The discipline is fair: 3. The
mark for writing is up to the average, but that for all other subjects is slightly below. The general
proficiency is LoU-ruble.
Bone, TJpi'yms (N-V.) :-Regular inspection, 10th May, 1875.
Esirolled -Boys, 0 ; girls, 8 ; total, 17.
Present -Boys, 9; girls, 7; total, 16.
1. School is held in a clean, comfortable room, and the supply of all requisites is sufficient.
The discipline is very fair. 3. The ]uark for reading, spelling, writing, and dictation is above the
average, and that for all other subjects below. The general proficiency is tolerable.
Bone, Lowsu (N-V.) :-P.egtdar inspection, 12th May, 1875.
Enrolled -Boys, 7; girls, 7 ; total, 14.
Present -Boys, S ; girls, 7; total, 12.
1. The building isina fair state of repair, and is clean and well looked after. There is a sufficient
outfit of all requisites. 2. The heliavionr of the pupils is good. 3. The mark for writing is above the
average ; that for reading, spelling, dictation, gntmnsar, arithmetic, and geography sglitly below.
The general proficiency is teleroblr.
BC1BAGA-rE (V.) -Regular inspection, 27ili August, 1875.
Enrolled :-Boys, 6 ; girls, 3; total, 9,
Prese,st -Boys, 6 ; girls, 3,- total, 0.
1. The building is in a tolerable state of repair, and is asnply supplied with all requisites. 2.
There are not sufficient children new living iii the neighibomu-liood to maintain the minimnum average.
Under the present teacher the discipline has unproved, but the attainments are still very low.
CATmreAwt- (N-V.) :-Regnlar inspection, 19th February, 1875.
Enrolled :-Boys, 2 ; girls, 5 ; total, 7.
Present -Boys, 2 ; girls, S ; total, 7.
1. The selmoelrooin is not centrally placed, but it is eomnf ntably fitted up with all necessaries.
2. The attainments of the few children who attend are saodr-, t - Sii.ce the inspection the school has
been closed, and a Frovisiosial School has been ,opened in a more accesrihle position.
Conauco (V.) -Regular inspection, 6th August, 1875.
Present -Boys, 12; girls, 15 ; total, 27.
Enrolled -Boys, 13 ; girls, 16; total, 29.
1. For the existing attendance the school is too smuail, and the desks and forms are unsuitai,Ie.
There is a sufficient supply of apparatus and working itoek. 2. The govornnment is weak, but the
children are tolerably attentive. 1. The first clas, is almirably taught, but the other classes are not.
The mark for reading, writing. amid dictation is tip to the average, but that for all other subjects is
below. Thegeneral proficiency is between tolirable and jlsc.
CoI.ursno
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Conuaiao (N.-\7.) -Regular inspection, 15th November, 1875.
Enrolled :-Boys, 13; girls, 12 ; total, 25.
Present -Boys, 12; girls, 12 ; total, 24.
1. The material condition is satisfactory in all respects. 2. The pupils are attentive, orderly,
and obedient. 3. Steady pa-ogress has been made luring the year. The in
for reading, spelling,
wrttng, and dictation is above the average, and that for other ml rjeets sllifly below. 'I'Iie general
proficiency isjhir.
Csuna.nroxo (N-V.) -Regular inspection, 19th November, 1875.
Enrolled :-Boys, 5 ; girls, 12; total, 17.
Present -Boys, 4; girls, 11; total, 15.
I. The schoolroom is clean and comfortable, and is well fitted up with furniture, apparatus, and
materials. 2. The discipline is good. 3. The attainments are satisfactory, and solid progress has lieeit
made since last inspection. The general proficiency is very foir.
DELrOATE (N-V.) :-Rcgislar inspection, 22nd February, 1875.
Enrolled -Boys, 16; girls, 7 ; total, 23.
Present -Boys, 7; girls, 6; total, D.
1. No change has been made in the material condition since Inst inspection. 2. About half the
upils are regular. They are attentive ailS properlyerned.
gov 3. The mark for reading, spelling, and
Sictatinn is above the average; that for writing and arithmetic up to the average ; and that for other
subjects below. The general proficiency is between tolerable andfoir.
Brxsis' FLAT (N-V.) -Regular inspection, 13th May, 1875.
Enrolled -Boys, 3; girls, 11; total, 14. Present :-Boys, 3; girls, 11; total, 11.
1. The building is still very dilapidated and uncomfortable, but little is a reasonabl y grod supply
of requisites. 2. Dnrisg the year the irsugularity has been excessive, and very little proross his been
made. The mark for every snbjcet is below the average. 'I'he genes-al prcficienev is between Si i/-r Pitt
and vio'Je,-rrle.
-

DunnAN-DUBRA0H (N.-V.) -Regular inspection, 11th November, 1875.
Enrolled -Boys, 6; girls, 15; total, 21.
Present -Boys. 6; girls, 15; total, 21.
1. The building is in a tolerable state of repair, and is sufficiently well provided with requisites.
2. The government is weak and ineffective. 3. Owing to irregularity and to want of vigour in the
teaching the attainments are unsatisfactory, the mark for every subject being below the average. The
general proficiency is iiielijflrriit.
PnmrxonoN (N-V.) -Regular inspection, 17th November, 1875.
Enrolled -Boys, 17 girls, 7 Iota', 24. Present -Boys, 10; girls, 5; total, 15.
1. No change has been made in I he material condition since last inspection. 2. The discipline is
fair. 3. The progress made dnring the year is not satisfactory. The mark fee writing is up to the average,
but that for all other subjects is below. The general proficiency is between indifferent and moderate.
Guucnrnuoy (N-V.) -Regular inspection, 18th November, 1875.
Enrolled -Boys, Li girls, 3 ; total, 9
Present -Boys, 6 ; girls, 3 ; total, 9.
1. The building is in a fair state of repair, and is sufficiently well supplied with requisites. 2. The
discipline is very fair. 3. The attainments are satisfactory. 'i'he mark for reading, spelling, dictation,
arithmetic, and grammar is above, and that for other subjects below the average. 'J'hc general proficiency isfai,',
IIAIIOLD'S Onoss (N-V.) :-]tegu Cr inspection, 17th November, 1875.
Enrolled:-Be.",, 5 ; girls, 8; total, 13.
Present :-Boys, 3 ; girls, 8 ; total, 11.
1. The building is in a dilapidated state, but the supply of working materials is sufficient.
2. Most of the pnpils attend regularly, 8. 'l'his school is worked with that at Farringdon, and in regard
to discipline and attainments is in about the inane condition,
JELL&T JELLAT (N-V.) -Regular inspection, 12th August, 1875.
Enrolled -Dots, 6; girls, 11 ; total, 17.
Piesent -Boys, 4; girls, 8; total, 12.
1. The building is in a satisfactory condition, and the supply of furniture is sufficient. 2. This
school is worked with that at Warragubra, and in regard to discipline and attainments is in about the
same condition.
Lannsunp (N-V.) :-Ecgsslnr inspection, 13th December, 1875.
Enrolled -Boys, 16; girls, 6; total, 22-.
Present -Boys, 7 girls, 6; total, 13.
1. The schoolroom is large and suitable, dad is well fitted up with all necessaries. 2. The discipline
is fair. 3. The mark for writing is above the average, that, for reading and nritlnnetie 01) to the average,
and that for other subjects below-. The general proficiency is between tolerable and fair. LIME XILY$ (N.Y.) :-Regnlar inspection, 13th December, 1875.
Enrolled -Boys, 11; girls, 7; total: 18. - Present -Boys, 6; girls, 6; total, 3.2.
1. The schoolroom is comfortable, and pnrticnlnrlr clean. There is a sufficient supply of furniture,
apparatus, and working materials. 2. The pupils are attentive, orderly, and obedient. 3. On the whole,
the attainments are satisfactory. 'l'l'c mark fSr iv i'il.i rig and dictation is above the avenge,' that, for
reading and aritluaet.ic up to the average; and that for grainnmer, geography, and object. lessons below.
The general profk-iency is fair.
-

Tjnrny's P01ST (N-V.): -Regular inspection, 27th fuly, 1875.
Enrolled -Boys, 7; girls, 12 ; total, 19.
Present -Boys, 6; girls, 12; total. 18.
1. The building and the general out fit are the same t Ida year as Is et. 2-i Ire pis1iil S are regnul,, r,
and the discipline is satisfactory. 3. The mark for raiding mid spelling is above the areragi-, and t liii.
for other subjects below. The general proficiency is tolerable.
-

Msruccou,o (N. -V.) -Regular inspection, 1st September, 1 875.
Enrolled -Boys, 8; girls, 4; total, 12.
Present -Boys 7; girls, 4; total, I].
I. The building is suitable, and is fitted up dth all requisites. 2. The ,,lnldre,i are irregular,
and very little progress has been soatlo since last inspection. '1 lie general proficiency is ,,e-dn-n(,'.
OP,ANMEIR (N. -V.) -Regular inspection, 18th November, 1375.
-Enrolled -Boys, 9; girls, 13; total, 22,
l'rcsout -Boys, 7; girls, 9; total. IC.
1. The material condition is satisfactory in all respects. 2. The government is u-oak and
ineffective. 3. The attainments are very poor, the roam-k for every anbjoct being multi' iuel,,w the
average. The general proficiency is between small and -intl jflrent.
Powsnb
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Powun's ConsEi L (N-V.) :-Regular inspection, 24th February, 1875.
Enrolled -J)oys, 13; girls, 6; total, 18.
Present -Boys, 12; girls, 4; total, M.
I. The room is co'nfortah]y fitted up, and there isa good mpply of necessary stock. 2. The
majority of the pupils are extreniely irregular5 andsnitch of the teacher's labour is thorefore unproductive. The progress made by tIn regular attenlanin is satisfactory. The general proficiency is

tolerable,

Six-ama FLAT (V.) :-liegular inspection, 11th November, 1875.
Enrolled :-Boys, S ; girls, S ; total, 16.
Present -Boys, 8 girls, 7; total, 15.
1. The building is ,n,ieh out of repair, but it is well supplied with all necessaries, 3. This
school is worked with that at Durran-Durragh, and in regard to discipline and attain,nents is in the
Same conthtiosi.
Snuroon (N\T•) :-Regvlar inspection, 27th -July, 1875.
Enrolled -Boys, 9 ; girls, 13; total, 22
Present -Boys, 9; girls, 13; total, 22.
I. The schoolroom has been so,newhat unproved sinco last inspection, but the place is still very
rough. There is a sufficient supply of apparatus and working stock. 2. The children are attentive
and respectful to their teacher, but more firmness in the govesisment would he beneficial. 3. The
mark for reading and spelling is above the average, but that for all other subjects is below. The
general proficiency is tolerable.
Sroxv Cnnan (V) -Regular inspection, I ltls August, 1875.
Enrolled -Boys, 8; girls, 10 ; total, IS.
Present :-Boys, 8 ; girls, 10; total, 18.
l. The building is in a good state of repair, and is well supplied with furniture, apparatus, and
materials. 2. The discipline is goad. 3. The mark for every subject is below the average. The
general proficiency is tolerable.
TARisACANPA5I (N-V.) --regular inspection, 11th August, 1875.
Enrolled :-Boys, 5; girls, 7; total, 12.
Present -Boys, 4; girls, 5 ; total, 9.
1. The material condition is good, and the discipline is soun,l. 2. The mark f,,s' reading,
writing, and object lessons is up to the average, and that for ,,tlier ibjects below. The general proliciency is loensble.
Tonnovu (N-V.) :-Gene,-al inspection, 13th May, 1873.
Enrolled -Boys, 7; girls, 6; total M. - Present -Boys, 7 ; girls, 6; total, 13.
L The room is suitable, and is sufficiently well supplied with all requasies. 2. The discipline
is good in all respects. 3. Owing to sickness and irregularity the attainments are not is satisfactory
:is they were last year. The mark for dictation is beyond the, average ; that for readin", writing, and
dictation up to the average; and that for ari ihanetic and graimnuar below. The general proficiency is
tolerable.
WANDELLa (N.-V.) -Regular in
spection, 6th August, 1875.
Enrolled :-Boys, 10 ; girls, 7; total, 17.
l'rese,it :-Boys, 10 ; girls, 6; total, 16.
1. 'lie selioolroosn is in the same condition that it was last year, and answers all requirements
reasonably well. 2. The discipline is poor, the main defect being a wrtiit of (leterinination in t lie
governsnent .3.The attaiiunents are riot satisfactory. The amas'lc for every subject is below the
average. The general proficiency is nioderate.
WARRAGUDnA (N-V.) -Re;ular inspection, 12th August, 1875.
Enrolled -Boys, 9; girls, 9; total, IS.
Present f-Boys, 7; girls, 8; total, IS.
1. The building is in a fair state of repair, and is suflieiesstly well provided with all requisites.
2. Tue discipline is 1nose, an,' the go ver,isne,,t weak and ineffective. 3.Tlw attahuneuts are utLsatisfactory. The mark for geography is up to the average, but that for all other subjects is below. The
general proficiency is between srio'Jcrate and tcleroble.

WYNnILUI (V.) :-llcgnlar inspection, 2Sth August, 1875.
Enrolled :-Boys, S ; girls, S ; total, 13. Present -Boys, 3; girls, 6; total, 9.
I. The material eo,sdition is satisfactory. 2. A new teacher Isas lately taken charge. Under
loin the discipline is improving, a'nd the teaching is conducted with more system. The general pro.
ficicacy is saudi.
J. 0. MAYNARI),
Inspector, Braidivood District.

CAMDEN DISrRICT.
iXsrEcrosc',s General Beport for 1875
I flAys the honor to submit my General Report for the year 1876. The information contained tlserein
relates to the adequacy of the means of education in the. district as s'egards amount and distribution,
the material condition, orga,sisatio,s, and general discipline of the schools, the subjects and methods of
ismstnsetion, moral training, mid progre,s of the pupils in learning.
h's/tools Si C/ic District.

At the close of the year these were 101 schools in the District, attessdcd by 3,269 scholars. The
following statement show's the number of each class of schools in operation, and the attendance of
pupils
46 Public Schools, attended by 2,800 pupils; average for each School (30. il Provisional
,,
564 ,,
,,
26.
6 Ilnil-timsie
,,
106 ,,
,,
17.
13 Church of E,s"land
885
65.
12 l:ioman C,'athotie
,,
652'
54.
2 Freolmyterias,
108!
1 Wesieyan
51; ,,
,,
56.
The aggregate number of scholars at all the schools in the district in th
e year was 7,098. The average
ens-olmeat for tim year was 5,3-10, anil the avos-a'e attendance 3.560 ; but for the last quarter of tIme
year it was 3,659. h'ro1,l the inquiries I made throughout tIme district duriii'' say travels in the eou,-se
of the year. 1 fo,ui,l about 800 clulds-oss of the educable ages not attemsding sc%ool. All these children,
however, were not growing up wholly uncducate,l some had left school, and others were receiving
i,istr,metion at Ionic. 914 f,-eu pupils attended the schools in the year, but during the last qisarter
tiLero were only tiPS. 01 the 5.231 posiils enrollcd at the time of inspection, 4,024 were laeseat at
examination,
Distribecio;m
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Distribution of the Means of 1i&roetion.
As regards the ainousat and distribution of the means of education in the district, J an, of
apinion that with the exception of a few very spaisely.settled localities, the schools are fairly
distributed among the population but in several places the number is still in excess of the wants of
the people. In my Report for last year, I pointed out that at Camden, Liverpool, Wollongong,
Koggarab, and ,Janeroo there were three schools at each place and at Appin, Dapto, Bulb, Wilton,
Bankstown, Meneagle, Brownlow Hill, and Charcoal Creek there are two schools at each place anll
that one school in each of these localities would be quite sufficient. During the year much 1mm been
done to remedy this evil. At Wilton and Appin there is now only one school at each place, and at
Charcoal Creek and Bm'ownlow Hill arrangements are in progress for the establishment of .Puhhe
Schools. At Camphelltowa the Church of Emmglaimcl and Presbyterian Schools have been closed and a
Public School established. At Koggarah and ,Jamnberoo, Public Schools are in course of establishment.
At Ficton there were two Public Schools within a short distance of each other, and one school being
pple the other has been closed. There are still
sufficient to meet the educational wa,mts of theeo
remaining Camden, Lis'erpool, and Wollongong with three schools at each place, aml Huh, Dapto,
Bankstown, and Menangle, with two at each place. Seven schools would be sufficient to snppW the
macaims of education to all these localities, in considering this matter it should be remembered that in
many cases the Council of Education has nO power to reduce the number of schools, because the Public
Schools Act provides for the support of two, three, or four existing schools in the same locality solong
as tIne required average number of thirty scholars is maintained at each. it is to be hoped, however,
that fresh legislation may shortly enable the Council to close all unnecessary schools, thereby
econonmmsing the public Isuids and rendering the existing schools more efficient. ])uriis the year
applications were received by the Council for the establishment of Public Schools at h',ast Dapto,
Narellan, Brouglmton Vale, .Jamnberoo, Kammgaroo River, and Hurstville :.and for Provisioual Schools at
All these applications were entem'tained expecting
Woodhmmll, Forest Lodge, and Bullamyah.
'Voodhill and Forest Lodge, which were declined: being too near existing schools. Arrangements
are in progress for the erection of Public School buildings at Narellan, Kangaroo River, Brougliton
Vale, East Dapto, Jasuberoo, Koggarah, Aslmfielil, Cannon's Forest, Peakehmurst, Peterborough,
and Browmmlow Hill, and the buildings at 0-erringong are approaclmbig completion. In soiue
of these cases the selection and eonveyuee of the sites have caused much delay but, notwithstanding, great progress has been made in the district during the year. TIme public generally
are lucre alive than formerly to the necessity of a good education for their children, and time Resolution of
the Legislative Assembly, to the effect that all Public Schools are in fnture to l,e hiult wholly at the public
cost, has already domsc much to-promote popular education ansoag the peo1de, and 1 have no doubt but
in the course of a few years it will be instrumental in extending education throughout the length and
breadth of the Colony. With the exception of a few thinly settled localities, where Half -time Schools
could perhaps be maintained, I am not aware of any place in the Camndeu District where additional
schools are acquired at preseat.
Condition of the Schools vn.pecheJ
Of the 46 Public Schools, 30 are vested and 16 non-vested. Five of the vested buildings are of
stone, seven of brick, and ei"hteen of wood. \Vitla very few exceptions they are ingood repair, and
steps are now being taken r nmaking all necessary additions and isnprovenients. in almost every
instance there are suitable playgrounds, out.buildings, and a comfortable residence for the teacher;
but there are several schools where lavatories and playsheds have not yet been provided. Generally
speaking, the schoolrooms are well ventilated and clean. With two or three exceptions, the grounds are
fenced, and the supplies of furniture, apparatus, and books are sufficient. In the majority of the
localities where non-vested schools are in operation, measures have been taken for the erection of vested
buildings, and the material condition of the Public Schools is isnprovin° very rapidly. Of the 21
Provisional Schools, Mvo of the buildings are of brick and nineteen of wooa, and only, two of them are
held in churches. The majority of the buildings are in passable repair, and the supplies of apparatus
and books are sufficient, but the furniture is sonmetimncs of all unsuitable kind. The playgrounds are
often not enclosed, elosots are in several cases wanting, and generally there is no residence for the
teacher. The mine remarks apply to the iIall.time Schools. As regards the Denominational Schools,
four are held in churches, in many instances the Local Boards decline to make any further improvements until l'arliamnent has settled the education question. 'pine schools are, however, fairly furnished
and well supplied with apparatus and books, and the material condition of the majority of the Denominational Schools is fairly satisfactory.
As regards the discipline of the schools, the Council's nmles relative to cleanliness, order,
punctuality, regularity, and government of the scholars receive a considerable amount of attention in
most schools of all classes, but there arc many where the punctuality of attendance admits of inprovcmuent. In the majority of the schools the cleanliness of the pupils is very satisfactory. This is of great
impsirtance to the comsuunity, because it is so conducive to health and morality, in some schools,
however, the daily inspection of the scholars, is not sufficiently strict, and time late pupils are seldom
inspected before taking their seats. The general ride is, that every morning and afternoon the children
fall into parallel lines on the playgrounds before entering school, and tIm teachers satisfy themselves
by personal inspection that they are clean, their hair brushed, and their clothes clean and neat. The
teachers are i,ound not only to promote the health of their pupils, but to protect them as far as possible
from everything detrimental to it and should any of them be suffering from any of those infectious
diseases incidental to children, their parents or guardians are requestel to keep them at home until
perfectly cured. in onc.thir,l of the schools the order is good, ii, forty it is fair, and in the remainder it
is tolerable, with the exception of three where it is only moderate. Speaking generally, the government
of the schools is milul, moral suasion being the ruling principlc, hut I did not inspect any in which
corporal punisuent had been ivhmolly abandoned, neither did I hear of undue severity Isavisig been
practised by any teacher. Tbc average eun-oloseist of scholars in the district for the year was 5,340,
and the average attendance 3,560, being all attendance of 666 days per cent. In the Colony of
Queensland, where the paretits pay flu school fees,the average attendance if the scholars enrol led for
erceu t. The ts tal numniser of schsolams enrolled in the Colony of Victoria
the year 1874 was riO -S (lays p
for 1873 was 206,602, and the average attendance for the same person.l was 97,039, being all average
attendance of 47 lays pd- cent, On the 31st of August, 1874, the enrolnscut of cbild.ren in England
and \Valcs for the year ommdiug on that date was 2,497,602, and the average attendance for the sanse
as, attendance of 67 (lays per cent. Viscount Sandon stated in the House
perod was 1,678,589, being
of Cemmuons on 30th June, 1875, that be desired to see one-fifth of the whole population enrolled, and in
average attendance of cne.seventh, of the people. That would he in average daily attendance of nearly
75 per cent, of 4,700,000 children. ]it considering this matter it may be well to rcmngrnbem', that
population of Emsgland and
61 compulsory attendance is now the law for 43 leei cent, of the it
Willes, and for 80 per cent, of the whole borough population." The Tists adds, that such a result
simnmmld have been voluntarily attai ned ii, tIme course of four years affords very strong evidence that time
Legislature might without difficulty extend the same rule to tIme whole population." The whole
number of scholars who attemmded all the schools in the Camden District with ,n the year was 7,093, and
the average attendamseefor the year 3,560, lmeimmg a daily average attendance of 50 per cent. This shows a
smsmrull dees'easc for this year, which has been caused clmieflv, no doubt, lsy mneasles and scarlet fever
sihlhmctmng an many of time scholars. 'I'hj c im'regumlam'ity in the attemm,lascc of time pupils is much to be
regrettctl. because it is so yen' injurious in many ways. The progress of the regnlar scholars is
retarded, the work of the schools is hindered, the discipline is injuriously aUected, the teachers arc
discouraged
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discouraged in their efforts, and the public funds are largely wasted. The civilized nations of the
world are now beginning to see that it is better and cheaper to build schools and pay teachers than to
enlarge prisons and employ more policemen. There is little donbt but education lessens crime. It
appears that "In F. rauce, in the year 1868, one-half of the inhabitants could neither write nor read, and
that this half of the French people supplied 95 per cent, of the criminals convicted in the }ench
Courts. In the six New England States of America, only 7 per cent, of the inhabitants above text
years of age can neither write nor read, and this section of New England society furnishes 80 per cent.
of the New England criminals. The statistical facts connected with Bavaria show that pauperism and
enine diminish in proportion as schools increase." It is only a question of time. There is little doubt
but sooner or later the compulsory education of the young up to a certain standard must become law
in all civilized countries where the Government is sufficiently alive to the interests and welfare of the
people.
During the year I inspected and fully examined all the schools in the district, excepting four
small schools not in operation when I visited the localities and I made incidental visits to a large
number. I examined every child in every class., and noted the proficiency in the subjects prescribed.
'taking into consideratioll all matters of organisation, discipline, and instruction for which the teachers
are held responsible, the following statement will show the efficiency of the schools and the attainments of the scholars —Iii four schools the average proficiency of the 605 pupils present was good, in
twenty-live schools the 1,329 children examined passed very fairly, in forty schools the 1,218 scholars
present acquitted themselves fairly, in twenty-nine schools the attaiiunnnts of the 813 pupils present
were tolerable, and in three small schools the 45 clifidren in attendance showed only moderate progress
in learning. The efficiency of tile schools may be exhibited more concisely in the following fox-in
I School is very good,
3 Schools are good,
2.1
very fair,
40

fair,
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tolerable, and
moderate.
From this statement it can he easily shown that the average proficiency of all the schools is
fair. Upon reference to the abridged summaries of my reports hereunto appended, it may be observed
that the condition of nearly all the Public and Denominational Schools is fair or very fair, and
tolerable for the Provisional and Half-time.
QuAuncAnoxs OF THu TgAclsixns,
There were employed in the district at the close of the year one hundred principal teachers,
six assistants, and fourteen pupil teachers. They have nearly all received more or less training for the
work of tuition. They are classified as follows
1 First-class,
20 Second-class,
54 Third-class, and
25 Probationers.
The probationary teachers are all, with very few exceptions, employed in the Provisional and
Half-time Schools—where the average attendance of scholars is helow 25, and in some cases not more
than hall that number. Generally speaking, the teachers are industrious, anxious for improvement,
and painstaking in time performance of their duties. They are aware that their promotion depends
upon the condition of their schools—but the irregular attendance of the scholars is much against their
success. The lahours of a teacher arc very arduous, and if it be true that "mothers and schoolmasters
plant the seeds of nearly all the good and evil in the world," it must be admitted that the teacher's
office is one of great importance and responsibility. He should possess that which Carlyle declares to
be ''the essential element of genius—an immense capacity for taking trouble," for his office is no sinecure. Although theposition of the Public School teachers may not be all that they could wish, it is
rapidly improving, and the profession is now generally acknowledged to be as important as that of any
other public functionary. There is scarcely any position under the Coveraiment that leads more
directly to improve the social well-being of the community. ''As is the schoohnaster, so is tile school
—and a good school prevents erinle, adds to the security of property, and forms the character and
manners of the people.
6021,TCLUDUcG REMARKS.
New buildings, repairs, and additions are inprogress, and the material condition of the schools
is improving fast. 'the organisation, discipline, and instruction are more satisfactory, and the fnture
prospects of the schools are encouraging. Tile local supervision is in sonle cases beneficial—hut, with
regard to many schools, very little active interest is taken in school matters. The names of the free
scholars, and. the grounds of their admission free, are not regularly reported to the Council at the close
of the quarter. Seine of the superilnous schools have been closed, and the demand for better schoolhouses and better teachers is on the increase. I an) not aware of any place in the district where an
additional Public or Provisional School is required. Abridged summaries of my reports upon the schools
are appended.
isr M'1NTYR1,
Inspectors' Office—Sydney, 10th -January, 1876.
Inspector, Camden District.

SuarscAav of Reports for 1875
Tssa following remarks are abridged statememlts of my detailed reports upon the condition of the Public,
Provisional, and Half-time Schools inspected by Inc during the year 1875. TIme remarks chiefly relate
to the material condition and organisation of the schools, the general discipline and moral training, the
subjects and luctilods of instruction, and the progress of the pupils in learning.

PUBLIC SCHOOLS.
.Aa'm'n (V.):—Genoral inspectioml, 12th October.
Enrolled —Boys, 23 ; girls, 23 ; total, 46.
Present —Boys, 16; girls, 21; total, 37.
A hell has been supplied since the last inspection, but the buildings need painting and some
small repairs. The schoolroom is clean and well ventilated, and the scholars are punctual, clean,
orderly, and attentive. All the subjects of instruction prescribed are taught except smging, and the
teachers ni-s attentive to their duties. The average attendance of the pupils enrolled is about 72 days
per cent. There are six free scholars, It appears, upon inquiry, that them-c are about twenty
children of the school age in the locality not under instruction. 61 per cent, of the qyestions
asked at the examination were answ-ered, and the geiseral management of the school is fairly
satisfactory.
407-0
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Asununu (N.V.) —Regular inspection, 16th August.
Present —Boys, 23;girls, 20; total, 48.
Enrolled —Boy;, 26 ; girls, 23; total, 69.
The material condition of the school is had, but new buildings are in progress. The general
discipline and instruction are satisfactory. The average attendance of the scholars enrolled is about
62 lays per cent. There are only two free scholars, it appears that there are about eight children of
the educable ages in the neighbourhood not attending school. The pupils answered 70 per cent, of
the questions asked at the examination.
Avoynatu (V.) :—ltegular inspection, 3rd December.
Enrolled :—Boys, 27; girls, 15 ; total, 42.
Present —Boys, 18; girls, 15 ; total, 13.
A lavatory, it weathershed, and repairs to the buildings are required. The pupils are clean,
orderly, and attentive to their lessens, but not all sufficiently punctual. All the subjects of instruction
prescribed for the classes are taught except singing, and the methods of ttutiou are rntelhgent.
The average attendance of the children enrolled is 66 days per cent. There are twelve free scholars,
The teacher reports that there are seven children of the educable ages in the locality not under
instruction. About 70 per cent, of the questions asked at the examination were answered.
ALBION PARK (V.) —Regular inspection, 1st December.
Enrolled —Boys, 56 ; girls, 42 ; total, 93. Present —Boys, 43 girls, 34; total, 82.
The schoolroom is rather small, and some small repairs to the roof of the residence are required,
but otherwise the material condition of the school is good. The schoolroom is clean and well ventilated,
and the pupils are punctual, clear,, aird orderly. All the subjects of instruction prescribed for the
several classes are taulrt except singing, and the methods of tuition are intelligent The average
attendance of the pupils enrolled is about 68 per cent. There are fifteen free scholars. It appears
upon inquiry that there are no children of the educable ages in the neighbourhood growing up ntbout
school instruction. About 70 per cent. of the questions asked at tIre examination were answered.
Forty-six of the scholars have been promoted to fugher classes since the last inspection, and the general
management is very fair.

Barcxsrowrc (N.'r.) —General inspection, 3rd September.
Present —Boys, 16; girls, 15 ; total, 31.
Enrolled —Boys, 21; girls, 15; total, 36.
This school is held in temporary prenrnscs, and there is no lavatory or playshed, but otherwise
the material condition of the schitxd is reasonsbly good. The children are clean, orderly, and attentive,
and all the subjects prescribed for the several classes are taught, except surging. The average
attendance of the scholars enrolled is about 67 days per cent, 'there are eighteen free scholars. The
teacher reports that there are about thirteen children of the school age in the locality not under school
instruction. Sixteen of the pupils have been promoted to higher classes tiring the last year. 52 per
cent, of the questions asked at the examination were answered, and the ei:':zicncy of the school may
be estimated as tolerable.
BERKEsEY (V.) r—Ceneral inspection, 29th Ootober.
Present —Boys, 21; girls, 17 ; total, 38.
Enrolled —Boys, 23 ; girls, 21; total, 44.
The premises require repairs, and there is no lavatory or playsbed. The punctuality has been
improved, and the cleanliness, order, and attention of the pupils are satisfactory. All the subjects of
instruction prescribed for the several classes are taught, and the teaching is conducted with considerable
earnestness arid industry. The average attendance of the pupils enrolled is 66 days per cent. There
are four free scholars. The teacher reports that lie is not aware of airy children of the school age ur
the locality not attending school. About 60 per cent, of the questions asked at the examination were
answered, and the proficiency is fair.
BoonoNc (N.Y.) —General inspection, 18th March.
Present —Boys, 15 ; girls, 12 ; total, 28.
Enrolled —Boys, 24; girls, 23; total, 47.
A new residence for the teacher, a lavatory, a playshed, a lrook-press, and fencing are required.
The pupils are clean, nearly all punctual, arid tolerably orderly and attentive. Singing anti drawin"
are not taught. The msster has been only a short time in charge of the school, and the proficiency 11
the pupils may be chiefly attributed to the labours of the late teacher. The average attendance of the
children enrolled is 67 (lays per cent. There are no free scholars, and the teacher reports that there
are no children of the school age in the locality growing up without school instruction, 63 per cent.
of the questions asked at the examination were answered, and the average proficiency of the pupils
may be estimated as fair,
BRAThON HiLl. (V.) :—ltegular inspection, 25th November.
Present —Boys, 34; girls, 17; total, Si.
Enrolled —Boys, 35; girls, 20 ; total, 55.
A lavatory, a playshed, a water-tank, and another room to the residence are required, and the
buildings are in much need of prunting. The general discipline is satisfactory, and all the subjects (if
instruction prescribed for the several classes are taught except sinoing. The teaching is conducted
with indnstry and earnestness, and twenty-five of the pupils have°been promoted to higher classes
since the last inspection. The average attendance of the scholars enrolled is about 55 days per cent,
There are about 20 free pupils, but no children of the school age in the place not nrrnler instruction.
About 70 per cent of the questions asked at the examination were answered, and the attainments are
very fair,
hinouonrox CREEK (NV.) :—ltegular inspection, 10th March.
Present —Boys, 52 girls, 56 ; total, 108.
Enrolled —Boys, 62 ; girls, 66; total, 128.
A lavatory, a playshed, a class-room, and a bell are required ; the closets are in bad repair, and
the buildings are in much need of paiistnng. The pupils are not all punctual, but they are clean,
orderly, and attentive, All the subjects prescribed for the several classes are taught, and the teaching
is conducted with eoirsiderable skill and ability. The averac attendance of the scholars enrolled is
about 68 day's per cent. There are 20 free scholars; but it appears there are no children of the
educable ages in the mreiglrbonrheod not attending school. About 68 per cent, of the questions asked at
the examination were answered,
Thiorearonc VmLAon (V.) —Regular inspection, 26th February.
Present —Boys, 17; girls, 25 ; total, 42.
Enrolled :—Boys, 23 ; girls, 27; total, 50.
A playshed, a lavatory, a hell, and a kitchen have been supplied since the last inspection. A
class-room wonid be useful; but in all other respects the material condition of the school is good.
The children are clean, and very orderly and attentive. The schoolroom and fur'rritnrre are kept
heautif oily clean, and the general discipline is good. All the subjects of instruction prescribed for
the several classes are taught with skill and industry. The average attendance of the pupils enrolled
is
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is 80 days per cent. There are seven free pupils, and about ten children of the ethicabie ages in the
locality not attending school. 75 per cent, of the questions asked at the examination were answered,
and the general management of the school is satisfactory.
BUNDY\VALLA (V.) —Regular inspection, 11th March.
Enrolled :--Boys, 13,' girls, 14 ; total, 27.
Present --Boys, 12; girls, 13 ; total,

25.

A hell, a lavatory, and a iveathershed are required, and the buildings need painting. Measures
have been taken for snaking these iniprovesnents. The general discipline is fairly satisfactory, and all
the subjects of instruction prescribed for the several classes are taught. The average attendance of
the scholars enrolled is 75 days per cent. There are tlnrteen free pupils ; and six children of tlsesehool
age in the locality are not under school instruction. About 58 per cent, of the jjuestions asked at the
examination were answered, and the proficiency of the pupils may be estimated as nearly fair.
BULL! (V.) —Regular inspection, 22nd October.
Enrolled —Boys, 42; girls, 49 ; total, 91.
Present —Boys, 35 ; girls, 42; total, 77.
The buildings are in much need of painting, and a hivatory and a weathershed are required.
The pupils are clean, punctual, orderly, and attentive to their lessons All the subjects of instructk ii
prescribed by the Council are taught except singing, and the teaching is conducted with industry and
care. The average attendance of theyupils enrolled is about 70 days per cent. There are four free
scholars, and six children of the educable ages in the locality not attending school, Ahiort 75 per cent,
of the questions asked at the examination wc]'e answered. The avei'ago prolieieney is between very
fair and good.

Euns,i, Kou'rn (V.) :—llegniar inspection, 21st October.
Enrolled :—Boys, 10; girls, 11; total, 21.
Present --Boys, 10; girls, 10; total, 20.
A lavatory and a weatliershed are required, and the buildings are in much need of painting. TIe
population has not increased much during the past year. All the subjects of instruction pi'eseribeil ale
taught except singing, and the teaching is conducted with industry and care. 'Jhics'c are 110 ftc e
scholars, but there sue three children of the school age in the locality not attending school. About 70
per cent, of the questions asked at the examination were answered, and the proficiency of the pupils is
very fair.
C.&5lDly (V.) —Regular inspection, 30th July.
Enrolled —Boys, 20; girls, 24 ; total, 44.
Present —Boys, 18 ; girls, 14; total, 32.
The residence is too small, r.nd the whole of the buildings require to he reshingled. The chi]drrn
are not all punctual, but they are clean and orderly and att,mtive to their studies. All the prescril ed
asilije'ets are taught, and ten of the pupils have l,eeo promoted to higher classes luring the year. 'I'hIe
average atteiiilaiice of the pupils enrolle,i is (10 days per cent. There are two free schola,'s, and live
elol,lrcn of the school age in the locality not under nistruction. About 70 j'ei' cent, of the questions
asked at the examination were answered, and the athtinments of the pupils are very fair.

CAsnmw,tr. rA (V.) —Regular inspection, 17th March.
Enrolled —Boys, 40; girls, 34; total, 74.
Present —Boys, 28; girls, 28; total, 56.
Two additional rooms to the residence have been ereete,l chico the last inspection ; but a
lavatory, a tank, and a weathorshed are required, and the buildings will shortly reqeire painting and
reshiugling. The children are clean, orderly and attentive, and nearly all pumsetimid All the subjects
of instruction prescribed by the U,,uneil are taught, and the teaching is etmduete,l with consideral 'IC
skill and ability. The average attemnkinee of the scholars is 77 days per cent. There are eight free
scholars, and about ten eluldrdn of the educable ages in the locality not attending school. About 75
per Cont. of the questions asked at the examination were answered.
CAwnort (N. V.) —Regular inspection, 20th July.
Enrolled —Boys, 31; girls, 26; total, 57.
Present:—Boys, 26; girls, 20 ; total, 46.
This school is held in the Wesleyan chapel, and new buildings are required. A bell, a lavatory,
and a playshod are wanting, but otherwise the material condition of the school is good. The pupils are
all clean, very punctiml, orderly, and attentive to their studies. Singing is not taught, but forty.one
r,f the pupils have been promoted to loghier classes shico the last inspection, and tIme teaching is conducted with efficiency and success. 'The average attendance of the pupils enrolled is 65 days per cent.
There are 36 free scholars. The teacher reports that the IJirents of these children have not time means
to pay fees. It appears that there are twelve children of the school ages iii the locality riot under
instruction, 70 per cent, of the questions asked at the exaufivation were answered, and the general
management of the school is very fair.
CoonAxo.&'rr (N, V.) —li ogular inspection, 19th March.
Emo'olled —Boys, 2'2 ; girls, 20; total, 42. " Present —Boys,
6; girls, Il; total, 17,
A lavatory and it playshed are required, but, otherwise, the material condition of the school is
passable. The general discipline is effective ; but singing and drawing are not taught. The tcachiimmg
is conducted with attention and industry, and the methods of tuition are intelligent. The average
attendance ,,f the scholars is about 64 days per cent. There are loin free pupils. 63 per cent, of the
questions asked at tIme examination were answered, and the attainments of the scholars are fair.
Barro (N. V.) —Cleneral inspection, 27th Sep teinber.
Enrolled :—Boys, 17; girls, 15; total, 32.
Present —Boys, 17; girls, 16 total,32.
This school is held in temporary premises, but new himildines are in progress. The general
discipline is effective, and all the subjects of instruction proscribetf by the Council are taught with
intelligence. The average attendance of the scholars is 70 days per cent. There are no free pupils
lint there are about 20 children of the school ages in the locality not under instruction at the school
who should attend there. The children answered about 60 per cent. if the questions asked at the
examination, and the proficiency of the pupils is fair. The teacher has been only it short time in charge
of the school.
Painv MnAnow (V.)—Regular inspection, 8th Decenihser.
Enrolled —Boys, 38; girls, 38 ; total, 76.
Present —Boys, 25; girls, 29,' total, 54.
P!ayshmeds, lavatories, and new closets have been erected since the last inspection, and the
buildings painted. The material condition of the school is good. 'use pupils are clean and orderly,
attentive to their studies, and nearly all jnmneturd. All the prescribed subjects are taught, and forty
of the pupils have hsc'en promoted to higher classes during the year. The average atteiolasmce of tIme
pupils enrolled is 68 days per cent. There are fourteen free scholars, and about twenty children of the
school ages in the locality not attending school. 67 per cent, of the questions asked at the examination
were answered, and the attainnsents of the pupils are nearly very fair.
OLE VS WOOD
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C4nEnswoon (V.) :—Regidar inspection, 7th May.
Enrolled :—Boys, 14; girls, 15; total 29.
Present —Boys, 11; girls, 4; total 13.
The buildings need some small repairs. The general discipline is fairly satisfactory in most
respects. SinØng and drawing are not taught, but the instruction in the other branches is carried on
with zeal and industry. The average attendance of the pupils enrolled is 66 days per cent. 'There are
six free scholars. About 60 per cent, of the questions asked at the examination were answered, and
the proficiency of the pupils is fair.
GLENMORE (V.) —Regular inspection, 6th May.
Enrolled —Boys, 21; girls, 14; total, 35.
Present —Boys, 18 ; girls, 12 ; total, 30.
A playshed and a lavatory are required, and some small repairs to the roof of the building, but
otherwise the material couditinn of the school is good. The pupils are not all punctual, but they are
clean, tolerably orderly, and more attentive and industrious than formerly. All the subjects of instruction presenbed by the Council are taught with fair success. The average attendance of the pupils
is about 80 days per cent. There are six free scholars, but the teacher reports there are no children
of the educable ages in the neighbourhood not attending school. About 60 per cent, of the qu&tiuns
asked at the examination were answered, and the proficiency of the pupils may be estimated as fair.
JERIUnA (V.) —General inspection, 29th November.
Enrolled —Boys, 25 ; girls, 16; total, 41.
Present —Boys, 18; girls, 13; total, 31.
The premises require sundry repairs and improvements, which will shortly be made. The
pupils are not all punctual ; but they arc clean, orderly, and attentive to their lessons. All the pre.
scribed subjects are taught except singing, and the methods of tuition are intelligent. The average
of the pupils ern'ohled is 75 days per cent. There arc no free scholars ; but the, teacher
reports that there are about ten children of the educable ages in the locality not under instruction.
66
at per cent, of the questions asked at the examination were answered. The general management of
the school is fairly satisfactory.
Xraas,t (V.) —Regular inspection, 22nd November.
Enrolled —Boys, 166; girls, 95 ; total, 261.
Present —Boys, 117; girls, 68 ; total, 185.
Arrangements are in progress for the erection of a separate schoolroom for the younger children,
and for supplying a new water tank, a lavatory for the girls, and a playslsed for the boys. The general
discipline is satisfactory. LI addition to the ordinary subjects, the elder boys are well advanced in
the elements of Latin, algebra, and geometry. The teachers are all very industrious, and most
energetic in the performance of their duties. The school is managed with success and efliciency, and it
is highly beneficial to the district. Forty-two of the pupils have been prosooted to higher classes
during the year, and six of the boys and two of the girls have passed the University Public Exainina.
tion, There are eleven free scholars, and it is estimated that there may be about twenty.five children
of the school age in the town and vicinity not under school instruction. The 'writing and needlework
are excellent, and about 91 per cent, of the questions asked at the examination were answered. The
general management of the school is very good.
KANGARoo VALLEY (V,) :—General inspection, 23rd March.
Enrolled —Boys, 26; girls, 34 ; total, CO. • Present —Boys, 11; girls, 26; total, 37,
A lavatory and a wenthershed are required, and the buildings are in much need of painting.
The pupils are nearly all punctual. They are clean, orderly, and attentive to their lessons. All the
subjects of instruction prescribed are taught, except singing. The average attendance of the scholars
is 70 days per cent.ihere are six free scholars, but no children of the school age in the neighbour.
hood growing up -without instruction. About 50 per cent, of the questions asked at the examination
were answered, and the condition of the school may be estimated as tolerable.
- K00ARAII (NV.) —Regular inspection, 26th July.
Enrolled :—Boys, 22 ; girls, 24; total, 46.
Present :—Boys, 15; girls, 20 ; total, 35.
This school is held in temporary premises, but new buildings are in 'course of erection. The
pupils are clean, orderly, and nearly all punctual. All the subjects prescribed are taught with considerable industry and care. The averase attendance of the scholars is 66 days per cent. There are
two free scholars. It appears that 30 chslda'eu of the school age at this place are not under instruction.
About 60 per cent, of the questions asked at the examination were answered, and the condition of the
school is fairly efficient.
LIvERPooL (V.) :—Regular inspection, 9th September.
Enrolled —Boys, 53 ; girls, 47; total, 100.
Present —Boys, 35; girls, 29; total, 64.
A lavatory and a payshed arc in course of erection, and the building of the teacher's residence
will shortly be commenced. With these improvements the material requirements of the school n-ill be
complete. 'l'lte pupils are clean, orderly, and nearly all punctual. All the prescribed subjects are
taught, and 13 of the scholars have been promoted to higher classes since last inspection. The average
attendance of the pupils is about 65 per cent, There is only one free scholar, (iS per cent. of-the
questions asked at the examination were answered, and the proficiency of the pupils is between tolerable and fair.
2sLARssiALs. Mouxr (V.) —Regular inspection, 2nd December.
Present —Boys, 21; girls, 20; total, 41.
Enrolled —Boys, 25 ; girls, 2$; total, 53.
A lavatory, a bell, and a play-shed are requied, and the buildings need painting and reslnngling.
The scholars are clean, orderly, attentive, and nearly all punethal Singing is not taught, but the
methods of tuition are intelligent, and 39 of the pupils have been promnote.l to higher classes since the
last inspection. The average attendance of the scholars is 75 days per cent. There are no free
scholars ; but the teacher reports that there are about 50 children of the school age in the locality not
under school instruction. 70 per cent of the questions asked at the examination were answered, and
the proficiency of the pupils is very fair.
Mznoo (N. V.) —Regular inspection, 15th March.
Enrolled —Boys, 19 ; girls, 25 ; total, 44.
Present —Boys, 12; gü-ls, 15; total, 28.
This school is held in temporary premises, but Mr. B. Berry ha,s prontised to erect new buildings
in a more central position. The pupils are clean, orderly, and industrious. Singing and thawing are
not taught ; but the instruction in the other branches is carried on with considerable industry and
success. The proficiency in needlework is very satisfactory. The averace attendance of the pupils is
about 70 slays per cent. There are no free scholars, and it appears that m'll the children of the school
ages in the locality are under school instruction. 60 per cent, of the questions asked at the exainination were answered, and the proficiency of the pupils is fnir.
Id ENANOLE
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1\IENAN0LE (V.) —General inspection, 13th May.
Enrolled —Boys, 18; girls, 28 ; total, 46.
Present:—Boys, 14; girls, 21 total, 85.
A lavatory, a playshcd, and a kitchea are required ; but, otherwise, the material condition of
the school is good. The pupils are clean, orderly, attentive, and nearly all punctual. All the prescribed
suhjcOts are taught except singing, and the methods of tuition are iatelligcnt. The average attendance
of the pupils is 68 days per cent. There are twelve free scholars. The teacher reports that there are
about fifteen children of edueal,je ages in the neighbourhood not attending school. About 60 per cent.
of the questions asked at the examination were answered, and the attainments are fair.
Mons'i' ICamA (W.V.) —legulariospectiozr, 28th October.
Enrolled —Boys 41; girls, 31; total, 72.
Present —Boys, 33 ; girls, 27; total, 60.
The schoolroom and residence are of in inferior description ; but new, buildings are in progress.
The working materials are sufficient, and the general discipline is good. All the subjects of instruction
prcseril,cd are taught with industry, skill, and intelligonce. 'the average attendance of the pupils
enrolled is 66 days per cent. There are three free scholars, and five children of the educable ages in
the neighbourhood not under instruction. 70 per cent, of the questions asked at the examination were
answered, and the general nsauagemeiit of the school is very fair.
Mrncoa Foass'r (NV) :t.Regulnr inspection, 15th October.
Enrolled —Boys, 23,' girls, 9; total, 32.
Present —Boys, 17; girls, 0; total, 26.
This school is held it, temporary premises, but the School Board has been requested to furnish a
desoription of a suitable site available for new' buildings. The pupils are clean and tolerably, orderly,
but they are not all suffioiently punctual. Singing and drawing are not taught. The averago attend.
m ice of the pupils is 60 days per cent. There are tw'enty free scholars, and ab,,ut fifteen clnldren of the
school age in the place not under instruction. 55 per cent, of the questions asked at the examination were
answered, and the attainments of the pupils may be estimated as between tolerable and fair.
NKRELLAS (N. V.) —General inspection, 23rd April.
Enrolled —Boys, 10; girls, 15; total, 25. Present —Boys, 8; girls, 15; total, 23.
This school is held in temporary premises, but new buildings are in progress. The pupils are
punctual, clean, and orderly, and the general discipline is creditable ; singing is not taught. The
average attendance of the pupils is 60 days per cent. There are seven free scholars, but no children of
the school ago in the neighbourhood growing up without instruction. About 58 per cent, of the
questions asked at the examination were answered, and the attainments of the pupils are nearly fair.
OMEOA Rn'nnr (V.) —General inspection, 16th February.
Enrolled —Boys, 41; girls, 28; total, 60.
Present —Boys, 28; girls, 25; total, 52.
General repairs and additions to the buildings are required, and to be made so soon as workmen
can be secured. The general discipline is satisfactory. All the prescribed subjects are taught except
singing, and the teaching is conducted with industry and earnestness. The average attendance of the
pupils is 66 days per cent. There are twelve free scholars, and about (cii children of the educable ages in
the locality not under instruction. About 70 per cent, of the questions asked at the examination were
answered, and the condition of the school is very fair.
PEAKEIIUBWJ' (W.V.) —Regular inspebtion, 1st september.
Enrolled :—Boys, 26; girls, 28; total, 54.
Present —Boys, 20 ; girls, 21; total, 41.
This school is held in temporary premises, but new buildings are in progress. The pupils are
punctual, clean, and orderly, and attentive to their lessons. Singing and drawing are not taught; but
the instruction in the other branches is conducted with considerable earnestness and industry. The
avoracre attendance of the pupils is 70 days per ccitt. There are two free scholars, and fifteen cloldren of
the school age in the locality not under instructioa. About 60 per cent, of the questions asked at the
examination were answered, and the attairnocnfs of the pupils are fair.

Picox, Lownit (V.) —Regular inspection, 10th August.
Enrolled :—Boys, 82 ; girls, 64 ; total, 146.
Present —Boys, 70 ; girls, 52; total, 122.
Tho improvements noted in my last report are in progress, and the material condition of the school
isgood. The boys are well advanced in squad drill, and the general discipline is satfnetory, All the
subjects prescribed are taught, and the methods of tuition are initell igent and applied with zeal and
industry. The average attendance of the pupils is 60 days per cent. There are twenty free scholars.
The teacher is not aware of any children in the locality not attending school ; 80 per cent, of the c1ues•
tions asked at the examination were answered, and the general proficiency of the pupils is good.
Pserox, Urpnn (V.) —Regular inspection, 8th July.
Enrolled —Boys, 21; girls, 15; total, 36.
Present —Boys, 17; girls, 12; total, 29.
The buildings are in fair repair, and the working materials are sufficient. The general discipline is passable, and all the prcscrheil subjects arc taught with considerable efiieie,ioy. The average
attendance of the pupils is 54 days per cent. There are twelve lieu scholars, and about ten children
in the vicinity not under school instruction. About 70 per cent, of the questions asked at tho examnioalion were answered, and the attainments of the pupils are very fair. This school has been recently
closed, the school at Lower Pieton being sufficient to meet the educational wants of the district.
Picrnisnonouois (N.Y.) —C4eaeral inspection, 12th February.
Enrolled —Boys, 33 ; girls, 20; total, 53.
Present —Boys, 17; girls, 12 ; total, 29.
This school is held in temporary prwiuses, hut new buildings are in 1'ogi'oss. The pupils are
clean, orderly, attentive, and nearly all punctual. The small attendance was caused by measles
aillicting the children. All the subjects of instruction prescribed by tIme Council are taught except
singing, and the soetlmomls of tuition are intelligent. About 50 per cent, of the pupils are regular. There
is only one free scholar, and about twenty clnldrcu of the school age in the locality not tinder instructim,.
60 per cent, of the questions asked at the examination were answered, and (lie attainments of the
pupils are fair.
ROSE Vamtuy (V.) —Regular inspection, I 7th February.
Enrolled :—Boys, 17 ; girls, 21; total, 38.
Present —Boys, 12 ; girls, 14 ; total, 26.
A lavatory, a weathershed, new, closets, rouse fencing, and the painting of the buildings are much
needed. These improvements are to be made so soon as tIme workmen call liC secured, 'J.'he general
{hsciplme is satisfactory. All the prescribe'?. subjects aro taught, and thonetl,ods of tuition are intel.
ligent. The average attendance is 50 days ier cent. There are six free scholars, and three children of
the educable ages in the locality not attending school. 60 per cent, of the questions asked at the
examination were answered, and the attainments are fair.
SisnLLlssmsoun
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Smcamtnsoma (V.) —Regular inspection, 18th February.
Enrolled —Boys, 31; girli,.90 ; total, SI.
Present —Boys, 27; girls, 39 total, 65.
The material condition of this school is in all respects satisfactory. The pupils are clean, orileuly,
attentive, and nearly all punctual. All the subjects of instruction procril'cl for the several classes are
taught, and the teacher is inilustrious and attentive to his duty. The average attendance of the
scholars 1s70 days per cent. Therear e seven free pupils, mid abut 15 children of the school ages in the
vicinity not under instruction. About (iG per cent, of the questions asisel at the exauiiii,atiou) Were
answered.
'I'ooasjoox (N. Y.) :—ilegolar inspection, 22nd February.
Enrolled —Boys, 49; girls, 56; total, 103.
Present :—Boys, 38; girls, 43; total, SI.
The material condition of this school is now fairly satisfactory in most respects, but the facilities
for ventilation admit of some nnprovenient. The children arc clean and orderly, hut they Were not all
sufficiently punctual on the day of any visit. All the subjects of instruction proscribed by the Council are
taught, and the teaching is condueterl will, considerable skill and ability. The average attendance of
the scholars is 77 days per cent. There are seven free pupils and about fifteen children of the educable
ages in the neighbourhood not nuder instruction. About 63 per cent. of the questions asked at the
examination were answered.
Vroea'r Hn.i. (V.) :—Eegular inspection, 26th October.
Enrolled :—Boys, 23; girls, 26 ; total, 49.
Present :—Boys, 20 ; girls, 22; total, 12.
The material improvements recently made are well (lone: but a bell, a lavatory, and a water-tank
are still required. All the tiroseribeti nil 'jects are taught except singing an,l drawing, and the general
tisseipinie is satisfactory. The av erage atton,lanee of cholars
the s
is
diva icr cent. There arc threc
free pupils, and seven children of the school age in the lo ~ ilitY not ii utter instruction. Ah,out 6,31 per
cent, of the qocstions asked at the examination it crc a,usw-crcd, and the geucral maungeisiunt if the
school is fairly satisfactory.
\VsrBroosc (V.) —General inspection, 14th Outobes.
Enrolled —Boys, 29 ; girls, 15 ; total, 35.
Present —Boys, 17; girls, 14 ; total. 21.
The buildings need s,,me small re;,airs, hat the supply of working materials is an (lie] eat. 'li
pupils are not all sufficiently punctual,hunt they are tisleraldy clean and orderly. .'iinging is ,,ot tangh t.
lie average attendance of the pupils is 75 days per cent. There tie no free acliolain, but six 'I;l ins,,
of the e,ll: caMe ages in the i ieighibonrhood are a,, 1 us ides in utruc ton.
About hO pir c: ni. of the
questions asked at the examination
nation were answered, and the attn inn emits of t lie pupils are iii'.
\Vju
(V. ) —P. egush ar inspection, 1 ILl, l)ccc ml c'
Enrolled:—Boys, 29; girls, 20; total, 55.
Prescat ;—Loyi, 17; girls, 15; total. 22.
A lavatory, a playshcd, a water-tank, a bosk.press, a hell, gates. :n,d a .sn,ahl ver,,,s:hd, to th
rcs,'lenee are ieqnn'ed. 'thin general discn,lsu,c is fairly satisfactory, and all the hsrcseril cd sul icts are
taught except singing. The average
attendance of the pupils is 60 d
days parcent. '.l'lscse are tircli yfour free scholars, and. six children of the educable ages in the locality mint attending school. Aix,,,t 6.
pci' cent, of the questions asked at the examination were answered, and the attainnse,its S.' the pupi l s
are fair in most respects.
Woanoveoxo (Boys—V.) :—Gcnernl inspection, 27th September.
Enrolled —Boys, 4-6.
Present -Boys, iii.
to"
A lavatory and a weathershed
are veanting, lint they will shortly ho supplied ; and the front of
the buildings is to he pain . These improvements will make the material eonditio]s of the school
complete. The general disciplrnc is satisfactory, and nil the subjects of instruction prescribed
taught with skill and intelligence. '[lie average attendance is 64 'lays per cent. There sIre cereal free
scholars, and ten boys of the educable ages in the vicinity m:ot attendi]ig school. About 60 per cent.
of the questions asked at the examination were answered, and the proficiency of tIme pnpiis is fair.
-

-

WoiconooNo (Girls—V.) —itegular inspection, 1 Its August.
Enrolled :—Gim'ls, 47.
Present —Girls, 35.
A lavatory and a weathershed are still wanting, but otherwise the material condition of the
school is good. The pupils arc all punctual, clean, orderly, and industrious, and all the preseribeil
subjects are taught with, care and intelligence. The average attendance of the pupils is Of days per
cent. There are two free scholars, but no girls of the school age in the -town or vicinity not 'tiller
instruction. About 70 per cent, of the questions asked at the examination were answerud. Twentythree of the scholars have been promoted since the lest inspection, and the attainments are very fair.
iVoanoscooxo (Infants—V.) :—Oeneral inspection, 10th August.
Enrolled —Boys, 32; girls, 24; total, 56.
Present —Boys, 29; girls, 20 ; total, 49.
The insidewalls of the schoolroom have been whutmied, and the ve:utiiation and drainage of the
premises improved since the last inspection, bitt a lavatory and a playshed arc still wanting. All the
prescrihes.l subjects are taught with industry and. care, and thirty-two of the pupils have 1 ccii proiiiotci I
to higher classes during the year. The general discipline is good, and. the nianagenient has l,een much
improved under the present mistress. The average attendance of thc scholars ix 66- days 11cr cent.
There au-c oisly two free scholars, and the teacher is not aware of as,v eluldrct, of the school age i'm the
town or vicinity not nn,ter instruutiomm. 70 per ccitt. of the questions asked at the cxmnnination Were'
answered, and the pi-ofieiency is very fair.
Wonnwrocn (N.
—Regular inspection, 26th Noveml,ei-.
Enrolled —Boys, 43; girls, 36 ; total, 79.
Present —Boys, 38; girls, 28 ; total, fiG.
This school is held in temporary premises, but new buildings are in prngsess. The general 1 ir.ei;m.
line is satisfactory, and the teachers are industrions in the perforniamuce of their ,h,tius. All the p: -escrilt't
subjects are taught with skill and intelligence, and. thirty-three of the scholars ha "e been 1,i-oi,n,ted
since the last inspection. The average attendance is 63 days per cent. There are fonrtc-en free schoh:sra,
and the teacher reports that forty children of the tlueable ages in the sieighhourhiood tie ,iot nttei,di,,,
school. About 80 per cent, of the questions asked at the examination were answered, and the general
nianageinent may be estimated as good.

PROVISIONAL SCHOOLS.
BAaPENCAFIRY :—General inspection, 22nd March.

Enrolled —Boys, 15 ; girls, 14 ; total, 29.
Present —Boys, 1$ ; girls, ID; total, 23.
A bell alt,1 a cloak ale wanting, and the grounds need fencing, but otherwise the n,atcrial condition of thu school is passable. The general discipline is tolerable, and all the 1,rcserihe,1 subjects are
taught except dm'awing. The avei'agc attendance is 66 days per cent. There arc no free scholars ; but
the
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the teacher reports that eight children of the educable ages in the locality are not attending school.
About SI) per cent, of 'the questions asked at the examination ;\'cre answered, and the proficiency of
the pupils may be cutiinat-ed as tolerable.
Banco -(loners1 i]ssliection. 18th August.
Bin-oiled —Boys, 11; girls, 13 ; total, 24.
Present —Boys, 10; girls, 10; total, 20.
This school is held it, a very small wooden building. but a new schoolhouse is in course of erecthus. The pupils are tolerably clean and orderly, but not all punctual. Drawing and singing are not
taught, and the progress of the pupils in learning lia.s been much retanied recently by measles afihiethig
the children. The average attendance of the pupils is 63 days per emit. There are nine free
scholars ; and eight children of the school age
i h the locality are not under instruction. 50 per. cent, of
the questions asked at the examination were answered, and the atta'uuneiits of the pupils are tolerable.
BnJ,AwoxoanAj; —General inspection, 12th Mai'ch.
Enrolled —Boys, 12 girls, 9; total, 22.
Present —Boys, 13 ; girls, 9; total, 22.
The schoolroom is a neat weatherboard building, suitably furnished, and the grounds are fenced.
The general discipline is satisfaotory,and all the subjects preserihel by the Council are taught. The
tcaelung is conducted with attent'nn and care. The average attendance of the scholars enrolled is Sf)
per cent, There are six free pupils, and six children of the educable ages in the locality not
days instruction. 60 per ceut. of the questions asked at the examination were answered, and the
antler
proficiency of the pupils is fair.
BoslAnEnnv—Regular inspection, 16th March,
Enrolled --Boys, 10; girls, IS ; total, 25.
Present :--Boys, 7; girls, 13; total, 20.
A cotufortahle residence for the teacher and new desks have recently been provided ; but a
lavatory and it weathershed are still wanting. The general discipline is fairly satisfactory. All the
prescribed subjects are taught except singing and W aiving, and the teacher is industrious and attentive
to her duty. The average attendance of the scholars enrolled is 70 days per cont. There are two
free pupils, andthe teacher reports that seven children' of the school age in the locality are not under
instruction . SO per cent, of the •juestions asked at the isxamination were answered, and the attain.
ments of the pupils are tolerable.
Br.owxLow Hut, —Regular inspection, 26th August.
Enrolled —Boys, 16 ; girls, 15 ; total, 31.
Present —Boys, 16; girls, 18; total, 29.
Fencing has been erected soul repairs made to the building since my last visit, and the closets are
partly built. The residence, not being occupied iiy the teacher, is used for it lavatory and a playshed.
The children are clean, orderly, and attentive, and nfl punctual. Singing
ingiag asol drawing are not taught.
The average attendance is 66 lays per ccitt. There are twelve free scholars, but the teacher is not
aware of ally ehul,l rca of the school age in the locality growing UI) ii'itltout instruction. The attainments of the pupils are fair,
Beaeirr,ou:n :—General inspection, 80th April.
Enrolled —Boys, 12; girls. 9; total, 21.
Present —Boys, 0; girls, 9; total, IS.
This school ig held in a small woollen huilling. it needs two window's, and the roof requires
some repam,. A hell, a 1 suik-press, a clock, hat'pegs, and closets are wanting. The pupils are not all
ruetual, but they are tolerably clean and orderly. Singing and drawing are not taught. The average
attendance of the scholars is 52 days per cent. There are no free pupils, and only one girl of the
school age in the locality not u nder inruction.
st
The attainents
m of the pupils are tolerably satisfactory..
Baoos's Poix- r —General inspection, I 8th October,
Enrolled —Boys, 12 ; girls, 6 ; total, IS.
Present —Boys, 11; girls, 6 ; total, 17.
Fencing has been recently crested to encluse the school wound; but closets, a lavatory, a clock,
hat.pegs, and a table antI chair arc still wanting. The pupils are not all lumetual, but they are clean,
orderly, and tolerably attentive. All the subjects of i,,strection prescribed are taught except
needlework. The average attendance 'f the scholars is SO days per cent. There are ten free pupils,
and four eltildi-ert of the school age in the locality not uider instruction. The proficiency of the pupils
ni toleral Is, but the rccor,ls are not quite correct.
Bei,ia MoL'x'rsiy'.—Geiaoiul inspection, 21st October.
Enrolled --Boys, I I girls, 16; total, 27.
Present —Boys, 11; girls, 16; total, 27.
Fencing, closets, a playslicil, a lavatory, a hook-press, hat-pegs, a bell, and a fire-place in the
schoolro,,rn are re,juired ; but the stock of furnitui-e, apparatus, and books is sulhicient. The children
.are punctual, clean, and orderly. All the prescribed suhjccts are taught with fair success, About (iS
.er cent, of the schnlnrs are regular it, atten,lancc. There are thirteen free pupils. Twelve of the
scholars have been protected to higher classes during the year, and the attainments are fair,
Conneaux Earn :—Rcgular inspection, 27th October.
Enrolled —Boys, 10; girls, 20; total, 30.
Present:—Boys, 8 ; girls, 18; total, 26.
Fencing, closets, a playshied, a lavatory, a bell, a htook.press, and a kitchen are required ; but the
working tn,,tej'ials aresufllrie,,t. Singing, thawing, and needlework are not taught-; but the methods of
tuition have been iinprot'ed. About 75 per cent, of the pupils are regular and nearly all punctual, and
the ehennliness aisd o,-der tire more satisfactory since last inspection. There are nine free scholars, and
seven children of the school age in tIm locality not under instruction. 'l'lie proflciency of the pupils is
tolerable.
Moonputuns —Regular inspection, 31st August.
Enrolled —Boys, 27; girls, 13; total, 40.
Present —Bays, 16; girls, 8; total, 24.
This school is held in the Wosleyen chapel, and the material condition has been much improved
recently ; but a clock, a bell, a laveto,'y, and it lJ]svshlerl are still wanting. The general discipline is
ll,i,'ly cfk'etive, and all the prescribed subjects are taught except singing. 62 per cent, of the scholars
are regular in atl;endzn,ee, There no nine fri-c scl,olars but only four children of the educable ages in
I he locality not under instruction. The profit cnn of tl,e pupils is Thu.
NEW RuN —General inspection, 261-lu April,
Enrolled:—Boys, 13; gide, 8; total, 21.
Present —Boys, 12-, girls, S ; total, 20.
The ncterial condil.i,n of this school is rely unsatisfactory, and the ge n eral discipline needs much
itmiprovenmci,t.. Singing and dmw-i,,g are not taught. The average altendauce is about 50 days per cent-.
There are iii ne free pupils, and all the children of the educable ages in the locality are at tending school.
'J.'he ottaiansents of the scholars are tolerable.
Oaiwarnu —Regular inspection, 4th May.
Enrolled :—Boys, 11; girls, 16; total, 27.
Present —Boys, 11; girls, 16; total, 27.
The nmuterial condition of the scho
ol is unsatisfactom'y, and the children are not all suflieiently
punctual; but, otherwise, the general discipline and iust,-uetion are tolerably eflicieat. Singing and
drawing
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rawing are not taught. The average attendance of the scholars is 60 days per cent. There are twenty'
two free pupil, but no children of the school ago in the place not under instruction. The attainments
are tolerable,
SAGGAJ1T FInD —Regular inspection, 4th August.
Present —Boys, 12; girls, 11; total, 23.
Enrolled;—Boys, 13 ; girls, 13; total, 20.
A lavatory, a play-shod, a bell, and a clock are required. The pupils are clean, orderly, attentive
to their lessons, and nearly all punctual. Drawing is not taught. There are ten free scholars, and two
children of the educable ages in the, locality not receiving school instruction. The average attendance is
66 days per cent. The attainments of the pupils are tolerable,
Sr. Joan-n's :—General inspection, 29th April.
Present —Boys 9 girls, 8; total, 17.
Enrolled —Boys, 10; girls, 0 ; total, 10.
The material ondition of the school is unsatisfactory; but the general discipline is fairly effective.
All the prescribed subjects are taught, except singing and drawing., The average attendance of the pupils
enrolled is 75 days per cent. There is only one free scholar, and no children of the educable ages in the
place not attending school. About 50 per cent, of the questions asked at the examination were answered,
and the attainments are fair.
SUGAIU.OAF En&t—General inspection, 26th Juno.
Present —Boys, 14; girls, 6; total, 20.
Enrolled —Boys, 18; girls, 0 ; total, 27.
The material condition of this school is passable, and the supply of furniture, apparatus, and books
is sufficient. The pupils are elearh orderly, and attentive, and nearly all punctual. Singing and drawing
are not taught; but instruction is given in the other subjects prescribed with tolerable eflieiency. About
66 per cent, of the scholars attend regularly. There is only one free scholar, and all the children of the
educable ages in the neighbourhood are attending school. The attainments of the pupils are tolerable.
TirnairsA PAnic —Regular inspection, 26th August.
Present :—Boys, 4; girls, 11 ; total, 15.
Enrolled :—'Boys, 0; girls, 13; total, 22.
The material condition of this school is passable ; and the supply of furniture, apparatus, and
books is sufficient.. The discipline admits of some improvement, as regards cleanliness and punetualitw.
Sickness ulllietiog the children was the cause of the small attendance on the day of my visit. Singing
and drawing are not taught. There are fifteen free scholars, and five children of the educable ages in the
neighbourhood not attending school. About 61 per cent, of the scholars are regular in attendance. The
proficiency of the pupils is tolerable.
THE DAmY —Regular inspection, 27th August.
Present —Boys, 6 ; girls, 10; total, 16.
Enrolled :—Boys, 9; girls, 10; total, 19.
A lavatory, a playshed, windows for the schoolroom, a bonk.press, a bell, a clock, and roofing for
the closets are still required. The desks and forms are of a bad description, but the apparatus and books
are sufficient. The pupils are not all punctual, but. they are clean, orderly, and tolerably attentive.
Singing and drawing are not taught. There are nine free scholars, and all the children of the educable
ages in the locality are attending school. The proficiency of the pupils is tolerable.
ToNGAnnA a—Regular inspection, 30th November.
Present —Boys, 19; girls, 19 ; total, 38.
Enrolled :—Boys, 23; girls, 26; total, 49.
The schoolroom is rather small, but in fair repair, and the stock of furniture, apparatus, and books
is sufficient. The pupils are clean and orderly, and nearly all punctual. All the prescribed subjects are
taught., nnd fourteen of the scholars have been vromoted during the year, About 50 per cent. of the pupils
are regular in attendance. There are twenty-three free scholars, and seven children of the school ages in
the locality not under initruct.ion. About 56 per cent. of the questions asked at the examination were
answered.
WATTAMULLA —Regular inspection, 25th March.
Present —Boys, 16 ; girls, 12 ; total, 28.
Enrolled :—Boys, 10; girls, 18 ; total, 37.
A bell and a lavatory are still required, but the supply of furniture, apparatus, and books is sullioiont. The pupils are not all punctual, bat they are tolerably clean and orderly. Singing and drawing
are not taught, and grammar and geography are weak subjects. The school work is in some respects not
progressively arranged, but the teacher is apparently industrious. About 70 per cent, of the scholars
attend regularly. There are nl two free pupils. It appears there are fifteen children of the educable
ages in the place not attending school. About 46 per cent. of the questions asked at the examination were
answered, and the proficiency of the pupils is below tolerable.
Wnscoxni a—Regular inspection, 27th August.
Present :—Boys, 8; girls, 15 ; total, 23.
Enrolled —Boys, 9; girls, 18; total, 27.
A lavatory, a playshed, a bell, and a clock are required, bat the supply of furniture, apparatus, and
books is sufficient. Singing and drawing are not taught, but the general discipline is fairly, sahsfnctory.
There are fourteen free scholars. About 65 per cent, of the pupils are regular. There are only two chitdren of the school ago in the locality not under instruction. About 50 per cent, of the questions asked at
the examination were answered, and the proficiency of the pupils is tolerable.
WsnnmnRnI —General inspection, 9th July.
Present —Boys, 6 ; girls, 6; total, 12.
unrolled —Boys, 0 ; girls, 11; total, 20.
The material condition of this school is fairly satiafuetoi'. The pupils are clean and orderly, and
nearly all punctual. The average attendance of the children enrolled is about 80 days per cent. The
small niunber present u- as caused by sickness. There are four free scholars, and only two children of the
school age in the locality not under instruction. The average proficiency of the pupils is tolerable.

1LALFTJME SCHOOLS.
BELMonE —General inspection, 6th August.
Present:—Boys, 11 ; girls, 3; total, 10.
Enrolled —Boys, 20; girls, 11; total, 31.
The furniture, apparatus, and books are sufficient; but a lavatory, a bell, a playsbed, and a 'boohu
press are required. About 61 per cent, of the children enrolled are regular and punetunl. They are clean
and orderly, and the schoolruoin is well ventilated. Alt the prescribed subjects ne taught except singing,
and the teaching is conducted with industry and earisestuess. Then, nrc seven free scholars, but the
teacher is not au-are of os,v children of the school ages in the neighbourhood growiag aip w ithuut instruet,oh. The attainments of the pupils are fair.
1' flEX
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RSSEX HILL :—G-eneral inspection, OtIs August.
Enrolled :—Boys, 12; girls, 12; total, 24.
Present :—Boys, 7; girls, 10; total, 17.
A bell, a lavatory, a playshed, it book-press, a clock, and a map of the World are required; but
otherwise the material eo,sditiou of the school is reasonably good. About 66 per cent, of the scholars are
regular and punctual in attendance, and the), are clean, orderly, and attentive. Singing is not taught,
but the instruction in the other branches is well regulated. There are three free scholars, and seven cliiidrcn of the educable ages in the locality not attending school. The attainments of the scholars are fair.
Bm3lLow —Regular inspection, 28th April.
Enrolled :—&ys, 7; girls, 5; total, 12.
Present —Boys, 6; girls, 4; total, 10.
A lavatory, a closet, lint-pegs, a clock, a bell, a book-press, and windows for the schoolroom
are required ; but the furniture, apparatus, and hooks are sufficient. The avcraee attendance of the
scholars is 55 (lays per cent. They arc not all punctual, but clean and orderly, ana tolerably attentive.
S!]sging is not taught, and the teacher is wroiting in industry and, energy in the performance of his
duty. There are six free scholars, and four children of the educable ages in the locality not attending
school. The proficiency of the pupils is only moderate.
MALuDl —Regular inspection, 28th April.
Em-oiled —Boys, 4; girls, 4; total, S.
Present :—Boys, 3; girls, 4 ; total, 7.
W'inden-s for the schoolroom, a lavatory, a closet, hat-pegs, and a clock arc required ; but the
working materials are sufficient. The average attendance of the scholars unrolled is about 80 days per
cent. [hey are not all punctual, but tolerably clean and orderly. All the prescribed subjects are
taught except singing. The teaching is not conducted with sufficient industry and care, and the
progress of the pupils is slow and unsatisfactory. There are no free scholars,- but two children of the
educable ages in the locality are not ussder school instruction. The attaisunents of the pupils are
moderate. The teacher had given notice of his resignation at the (late of niy visit.

BEI,00y —General inspection, 27th April.
Enrolled —Boys, 5 ; girls, S ; total, 13.
Present —Boys, 4 ; girls, 7 ; total, 11.
A lavatory, a closet, a hook-press, and hat-pegs are required ; but the hooks and apparatus are
sufficient. The averare attendance of the scholars is 66 days per cent. They arc clean and orderly
and attentive to theirlessons. Singing is not taught, and the pupils do not read with sufficient ease
and fluency. There are seven free scholars, and six children of the educable ages in the neighbourhood
not attending school. The proficiency of the pupils is tolerable.
T00NULLI —General inspeetiss, 27th April.
Enrolled —Boys, 10; girls, 8; total, IS.
Present —Boys, 9; girls, 7; total, 16.
A lavatory, a book-press, hat-pegs, a bell, and aisother desk and form are required ; l,ut there is
in adequate supply of apparatus and books. The average attendance of the scholars is 66 days per
cent. They are punctual, clean, orderly, and attentive to their lessons. Singing is not taught, and
the pupils do not read with sullicioist ease and fluency. There arc iliac free scholars, but no children
of the school ages in the place growing up without instruction. The proficiency of the pupils is tolerable.
W. ld'INTYRE,
Inspector, Camden District.

CUMBERLAND DISTRICT.
iNSPECTOR'S GENERAL REPORT FOR 1875
At the end of the year 1874 eighty-seven schools were in operation in this district.. During 1875
five now Schools, viz., Burwood—Jisfants, Booty Hill and Yarrasnundi Public, and 'l3ar Point and
Peat's Feny, ]ialf-t'une, were ad,lcd to the list; and one school, viz., Pan-amatta Rm
oan Catholic, was
withdrawn from the sulscrvisiosl of the Council by its Local Board. There were thus ninety-two schools
open witlsm the year 1875, and at its close there were actually ninety-one schools belonging to the
district, as may be seen from the following enumeration of the different kinds thereof :—
Public Schools .............................................................. 44
Provisional Schools .........................................................12
Half-tune Schools ......................................... ...................6
Church of England Schools .............................................17
Ronian Catholic Schools ...................................................11
WesleyanSchool .........................................................
Totals ... ... ..............................

UI

During the year the Public Schools have mci-cased by seven, and the Half-time Schools by two;
the Provisional Schools have decs-cased by two, and each ol the lists of Church of England a,sd Bonsaii
Catholic Schools has bccsi diusiisislsed by one ; while Presbyteriasi Schools ha ve ceased to exist in the
district. In addition to the three new Pul,lic Schools above mentioned, the followmg four have
))een converted into Public Schools, viz. —Kurrajong South and Mnlgoa Provisional, Parramatta
Junction Presbyterian, and Rouse Hill Clsurcls of England. Arrangements had also been completed, at
the end of tlse year, for the cossversion of the South Greek and 'Pitt Town Church of Enshind Schools—
the former by purchase and the latter by tempoi-a' lease—with a view to tlseir amalgamation respectively
w,th the St. Nary's and Grono Park Public Schools. Steps have also bee,, taken at Black Town, Emu,
Guildford, and Sackvihhe Roach, for, the establishment of Public Schools to rejilace tIm existing schools
in these localities. TIm erection of new bnildings at Bauikham Hills, Five Dock, Lane Cove, Farm.
snatta South, Pitt Towsi, Ryde, and St. Alban's was sanctioned by the Council before the close of the
year. New premises are also needed at Castlerengls, ilaslem's Creek, Kellyville, Llandeilo, and Yarnmundi. At the majority of these latter places the principal obstacle to taking definite action is the
difliesslty experienced us obtaining suitable sites ; a]sd it seems desirable, therefore, that tlso Council
should hs-e l -(z coofei-,-ed on it to enable it to sce,1,-e sites in cases of difficulty. Various isnprovemeats have been projected or carried out in connection wstls the Public Schools at Dural, Hornsby,
Loschshsardt, Lower Portland, Luddenham, Lower M'.Donald, Nortls Richmond, Parramatta, Pennant
hills, T'en,-itli, Snsitl,tiold, Wahlgrove, and W9,,dsor. in fact, one of the most striking features of the
year, especially in the latter half of it, has been the zeal massifestod is, the discovery of material defects,
and unusual activity has prevailed in representing the necessity for repairs and isssprcvements. Now
that the ban-icr formerly presented by the requirement of a local quota toward the cost has been
removed, much improvement may he expected to take place in the material conditiosi of schools, but
the results will he more apparent hereafter than at pscsent. Of the forty-four Public Schools in the
district, twessty.five are vested and isissseteess no,,-',,ested, The material organisatien of a large majority
of the latter class is of very inferior quality. The most notable exception to this general statement is
the
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the Ilich 00111 Pulslsc School, the premises, so far as they o, being of superior eharactea It is very
desirable, however, that the conversion of this school into it vested one should take place without
delay, as its development is retarded by its present character.
All the schools in operation have been visited at least once during the year, and each one has
undea-gonc general or regular inspection, of whiel, it report has beets furnished to the Council. The
inspections have been searching and minute, and embraced a careful scrutiny of each school in regard
to its material condition, discipline, and instruction. Besides testing the results of the teaching by the
usual prescribed standard, acute attonipti has I,ucn made to estimate at its proper value the influence
of the school in it moral as well as educational aspect. 'J?hc spirit and demeanour manifested by the
el,ildrcit, their pow-er of sustained and vigorous application to work, and their general mental culture,
have been observed and noted, and a conclusion deduced from these data and, special circumstances of
the educative worth of such school. There were 4,093 lmPils present at the iimspecti mis.
The numbers enrolled, the averages and percentages of attendance for each quarter of 1874 and
1875 are shown, for the purpose of comparison, in the following table
1874.

1575.

Quarters.

-

lnrolme,,te. Averssgea

March ............... -....... -------- 5,804
June --- .......................--------- -5,780
Septomher
-----------------------------.48
December ................ -.......... -5,810

3,4205
3,6851
4,6143
40331

Percentages. Enrolments.
591 1
627
(iS'?
693

51 806
5,806
5,794
5,821

Averages.

Percentages

31 764'58
2,89529
2,906-0
4,00146

64S
670
674
68'7

A glance at this table will suffice to show that there has been scarcely any increase in the enrolment
during 1875, and the mean average percentage thereof is less than that for 1874—the former being
652 and the latter 67 - 0 per cent. The prevalence of sickness among children, from measles and
searlatina, is sufficient to accotumt for the lower average attendsnces and enrohnents of pupils, as
compared with 1874-. But after making lal-ge allowance for these exceptional causes, it is evident that
a wide margin of irregularity exists throoghout the district;. In feet, so uniform is the proportion between
the enrolment and attendance, that it seems almost a general law for the average to keep, with hub
variation from year to yeiir, at about two-thirds of the enaollcd numbers. Having called special attention
to this evil in previous reports, it seems unnecessary to expatiate on the subject in the present- one. it
allay suffice to rcitcral.e nay convietioa of the need of legislat ire interference i,, the matter. Nothing short
of a eotnpnlsory enactment u-ill ammect the necessities of the ease and the sooner it is grappled with, the
better will it be foe- the intelligence and prosperity of the Colony.
it was pointed out with some part ir,slarit-y, in the Report for 1.874, that amalgamations of existing
groups of schools might take place with advantage to the quality of the c,lucation, and at it saving of
expemssc to the State. At South Creek such it cosnbination was arranged to take place at the beginnhig of
1876, but at none of the other places has anytlung been done towards this eonaumnmation. it has to be
repeated, therefore, that at Burwood, Xui'ra ong, Lone Cove, Parra,-natta, Penritb, Petershani, Richmond,
Bo,,so Hill, l4vde, and Windsor the j enetion of Iwo or more schools would be beneficiaL in raising the
standard of instruction and rendering it less coslly to the State. With regard to Peterslaam, for example,
there are four schools connected with site loenlit;, whose highest aggregate enrol,nents and avenges for
any qoisrter during 1875 were respectively 409 and 261. For these schools the Council paid in salaries
alone time stun of about £560, while for one school in operation in the district, with an enrolmeemt of
nearly 400 elnldren, and an evortmgc of 260, the cost in selaries was about £450 for a t.enelnng staff equal
to the reqnirea,,e,,ts of the school tsp to a,, average of 300 pupils it thus appears that, vit.h a similar
school established at Pete,i-shain in lieu of time existing arrangements, there would be a saving in salaries
of over £100 per nassau,. Besides lime pecuniary gain, too, there would be the still more important
advantage secmmred to the locality, of greater eflieie,mey and a higher course of instruct-ion. It may be
stated, in fine, on this point, that the taremmt.y-eight schools in existence'in connection with the places above
eniamaerated enight be replaced by a dozen schools capable of fornishiug a better and higher education at
a cheaper vale.
With reference to the results of the examinations of schools, it may be stated eoaaeisely that aicarly
40 per cent- of sill schools were " all to" or "beyond the standard.'' 'lImit is a somewhat lower proficiency
than that obtained for 1874, wlmiehi was about 42 per cent. It would be wrong to attribute this apparent
fidling off to want of diligemscc or neglect on time part of the teachers, rather than to the effects of unusual
sickness during the year. It is sist-istactom-v to be able to bear testimony to the industry and faithful
discharge of dmsty by the teachers of this district as a body.
The l'ohlow-ing percentages will show, in a succinct form, the relative proficiency attained in-oil the
schools, in the oi'dnary subjects ,inderanentioned
Sobjecta

'

Reading ---------------\Vrit-ing------------------ I
Aritlametie ------------Grammar ----------------

Subjects.

ti°67 per coat.
74
33
,,
47
s,

43 per cent.
26
,,
,,
67

,,

Bad to
Tolerable.

0

Geography ------------- 64 per cent.

, Object Lessons ......... 60
Drawing --------------- I 73
Music ----- - ------------ I 69

,
,
"

56
40
27
31

ceaat.
11
11

It will be observed fm'ona this table that arithmetic and gnimmnar give the lowest percentages of
proficiency. Attem,tion is aseederl in the former subject to the attainment of greater speed and necurimey
in the simple rules; higher results would be obteijied in this, advaaacect redes, if a better foamaadation were
laid in than lower classes. Special sl.ress should be laid on auental arithmetic, the qnestions givema should
be of a more varied eharact,es', and typical ones more carefully explained, illustrated, mmd rendered faniihiam'
by practice. To improve the graannsar, more systematic os'ol lessons are neOessary, and more frequeaat
iltostratioma should be given on the black-hoard of peculiarities of idiom and the difficulties presented in
conncetioa therewith in parsing and syntnx. In the reading lessens much time is wasted by the eonseentive parsing of each word in a sentence, instead of the parsing of words selected 1-haroughoest the lesson
ou account of their difficulty. The t-eaehaer's tact and practical shill must be called into play in this
matter.
In eoiiclmasinn, it may be stated that the aaaaterial condition has been considerably improved during
the year, and steps taken for its flirt-her isnprovememst in 1876 ; that time amalgamsstion of various schools
indicated in the Report is desirable; and that the avengo profmeienty is absolutely less than that of 1874—
a fact, however, to he explained by time unusual prevalence of sickness among elmildren. To this fact, slso,
lalay be attributed the very small i,aercame in time carohanent, and, in part, the lo,v average atts,udanee for
the year ; but it is believed that the effect of the pem'manent eauses conducing to the great ira'egularity
thsa prevails can only be sucecssfolly grappled with by a compulsory enactment.
J. M'CREDJE,
Inspector, Cumberlaud District.
Susumsnlls
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SCMMARJES of Reports on Schools for 187.
PUBLTC SCHOOLS.

13ArLsuIAal flULS (N. V.) —General inspection, 24th September.
?ijsihers present —Boys, 15; girls, 17; total :32.
'fhoie is ito teacher's residence, and the schoolroom is only tolerably suitable ; steps have been
taken for the erection of new vested prennses. - The discipline is watchful and prompt, and the pupils
are fairly orderly and attentive. The teaching is industrious and energetic, and the results are nearly
toleralde, The present teacher has not been long In charge of the school.
lluitwooai (V.) —Regular inspection, 11th and 12th August.
Numbers present —Boys, 120 ; girls, 52 ; total, 172.
The school psennses are reasonably minniodnins and of admirable character. The school is
excellently appointed, and the property carefully kept. The organisation is unexceptionable. Agood
attcntla,,ee is secured. The pupils are regular, punctual, neat in appearance, subdued in demeanour,
toni. well-behaved. The government is genial but vigorous, and productive of excellent order. Tin
short, the discipline is all that could be desired. The course of instruction includes all tine subjects
usually taught In first-class Public Schools .11 is as-ranged with good j uhigmo]]t, and,uparted by
approved n,e.tiiods. The followi:ng
indicat
es
the class profi cie ncy -'Eu-it, very fair second, very fair
to good ; ti, ird, very fair to good ; fourth, good ; upper fourth, very good. The proficiency of tli
school as a whole roaches good.
When under examination the pupils arc attentive, quick, and
thoughtful.
l3tnov000 (Infants—V.) —General inspection. 11th August.
Numbers present —Boys, :37 girls, 22; total,-59.
The school prensises Irta cuinpleto, and the appointments and teaching appliances are good and
ample. The organisation is connect, The pupils ale for tlse most past regular and punctual in their
attendance. The government is elseerful anti effective. and the moral tone of the school is healthy.
'I'hc teaching, which coves-s all the sul,jccts prosenhed for infant schools, is reasonably educative. The
average prsficicncy ranges from fair to very fair.
(LksrLita,io,r (N.Y.) —Regular inspection, 24th March.
Numbers present —Boys, 18 ; girls, 22; total, 40.
The feruitu,'e is suitable, and there is it fair supply of teaching requisites; but otherwise the school,
in a material point of view, is in bad condition, New premises are sogently liceossasy, 'l'ltc governsnent secoros fair order and itteistion, and the teaching is careful and industrious, but wanting in
energy. The averacre proficiency ranges from tolerable to fair. The attendance has suffered front
floods and the prevaFonceof measles.
CoLvTon (V.) —Regular inspection, 17th March.
Numbers present —Boy 15; girls, 16; total, 31.
The premises require val-ious general sepairs, but the school is fairly furfsisl,ed and supplied with
teaching appliances
Time pupils are tolerabl-s' os-daily and attentive, hut not suflicienitly earnest and
vigorous in their application to work. The discipline wants energy; the teaclung is feeble ; and the
jesuIts are not satisfactory.
-

DunaL (N.Y.) —Regular inspection, I ]th November.
Nunabers present —Boys, 13; girls, 26; total, 41.
The school is niaterially in a fair state, end the records are comvcct. The pupils are tolerably
orderly and attentive, and the general discipline of the school is tolerably effective. 'l'iie teaclung is
industrious and tolerably effective, the average proficiency lieing tolerable.
Domrovna (N.V.) —Regular inspection, 26th October.
Numbers present :—lloys, 19; girls, 12; total, 31.
The position of the school is not central, but otlses-wise the material condition is fairly satisfac.
tory. Great irregularity prevails among tIne pupils, but the), u-c fairly orderly anti attentive. The
discipline is mild, but fairly finn and watchful. Greater asoination and energy would improve the
teaclsing, which is careful and systematic. The attainments range from tolerable to fair.

'Doxuas (V.) —Regular inspection, 21st and 22nd September.
Numbers present —Boys, 32; girls, 31; total, 62.
Sonic repairs are necessary, principally on account of the ravages of the whute ant, but otherwise
the material condition is good. The pupils are fairly orderly and attentive, and the discipline is nuld
hut defective in oaergy. When under examination the elnldren do not extol 'it so-Ilicient suental activity
and vigour in their application to work. Cas-efuhsess marks the teaolnng, but it is gi-eatly wanting in
point and force, and the average proficiency is about tolerable.
I"wr Doca (W.V.) —General inspection, 2nd December.
Numbers present :—Boys, 23; girls, 13 total, 41.
Thero is no teacher's residence, and time building is in need of repair ; but new premises will
shortly 1 ,e erected on a suitable site. The government is mild and wanting iii vigour, and the pupils
are tolerably self-reliant and accurate.The teebiug is industrious but weak in peuetrativc force, and
the results avelage from tolerable to fair.
Gitoxo PARK (N.Y.) ,—Geadral inspection, 18th June.
Numbers present --i3oys, 19; gi-ls, 0; total, 28.
There is no ,'esidenee, and the sclsoolroonn and oat-oflicos are constructed of slab and bark. It
is tolerably famished and fairly supplied with needful rerjni sites. Tim governnsoist is mild hut firm,
fair order and attention Icing its eahet. The teaching is industri, 'us hut lacks energy, and the
average proficiency is nearly fair.
flasLint's Gamma (NV.) :—iiegular inspection, 20th April,
Numbers present —Boys, 13 ; girls, 13 ; total, 26.
The general organisation is tolerable ; the discipline is mild, l,ut wanting in energy; and the
i instruction, is regulated with moderate skill. 'Ihe teaching is sno-keil by irolustry rather than by point
an' I rigour tIne pupils ,seed greater po 's-er of application to w,o-h ; antI the average attainusents range
from moderate to tolerable.
Hon-cssw
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Horrysny (V.) —Regular inspection, 5th May.
Numbers present —Boys, 21; girls, 14; total, 25.
The residence has been enlarged since last inspection, but a kitchen is still necessary ; and on
the whole the material condition is good. The government is effective in securing fair order and attention, and the pupils are fairly accurate under'examination. The teacinug is industrious and productive
of fair results.
Remus HILL (V.) —Regular inspection, 22nd. and 25th October.
Numbers present —Boys, 36 ; girls, 17; total, 53.
The material condition of the school is good, and the property is kept with care and neatness.
The pupils are fairly orderly and attentive, but they are only tolerably vigorous in the performlutco of
their work. Greater disciplinary power is necessary to resoedy this defect. Theteaching is industrious
but lacks penetrative force, and the average proficiency is from tolerable to fair.
(N.Y.) —Regular inspection, 25th June.
Numbers present :—l3oys, 12; girls, 15; total, 27.
There is no residence, and the schoolroom and outhouses are constructed of slab and bark. The
school is properly supplied with furniture. The erection of vested premises is desirable, but there
appears to be a difilcnity in obtaining a suitable site. The government is mild but fairly firm, and fair
order is maintained. The pupils are fairly attentive; the teaching is tolerably intelligent and careful
and the results reach an average of tolerable.
KFLLYvULS

LANE Oovn (N.Y.) r—Regnlar inspection, 7th May.
Numbers present s—Boys, 17; girls, IS; total, 35.
The material condition of the school is not satisfactory, but steps have been taken for the erection
of suitable vested premises. The government is effective. The pupils manifest very fair order and
attention, and their prevailing spirit and demeanour are pleasing. The teaching is earnest and
industrious, and produce-s fair results.
LEICIIIIAItDT (V.) —General inspection, 27th October.
Numbers present —Boys, 45 ; girls, 49; total, 94.
The schoolroom is too small, but steps have been taken to erect a classroom, and effect other
necessary improvements. The site is not central for the population of the locality. The government
is fairly effective, and the pupils are fairly self-reliant and accurate. The teaching is careful and
industrious, and the average proficiency is about fair.
LI.AxnEsuo (W.V.) —General inspection, 27th August.
Numbers present —Boys, 14; girls, 18 ; total, 32.
The material condition is tolerable for the character of the hnildings, which are of a rough bush
description. The government is fairly effective, and the pupils exlsibit fair order and attention. The
teaching is careful and fairly energetic, and the average proficiency is from tolerable to fair.
Lowrn l'oun4v.n - (V.) :—)legular inspection, 15th November.
Numbers present —Boys, 13;girls, 15 ; total, 28.
The ground is nnfenced ; no provision has been made for water on the premises ; and no urinal
has yet been erected. These, with other improvements to the premises, are necessary. Otherwise, the
material condition is very satisfactory, and ample provision is made for the educational requirements
of the locality. The discipline is effective in securing very fair order and attention ; and the pupils
manifest very fair accuracy in answering. The tcacluug is careful and intelligent, and the average
proficiency is nearly very fair.
LvDDmdIIAM (V.) —Regular inspection, 7th September.
Numbers present —Boys, 23;girls, 22 ; total, 45
A weathershed and lavatory nrc rcuisitc to complete the material equipment of the school. In
other respects the material organisation is good. The goveriunent is firm, and produces fair order and
very fair attention. The teaching is industrious and careful, and the average results are about fair.
MP0XALD, CENTRAL (V.) —Regular inspection. 17th November.
Numbers present —Boys, 7 girls, 7; total, 14.
The material condition is tolerably satisfactory. The government is only moderately effective
it wants vigonr and watchfulness. The pupils are weak in self-reliance, and only tolerably orderly or
attentive. Their answering indieatcs but moderate cultivation of the mental powers, and the teaching
lro average attainments arc moderate.
pears to h earnest and industrious but weak in effect. The
Y e attendance is snsall, and the school has now, therefore, been placed on the Pruvisioussl scale of
salary.
Mtoxaan, Lowvn (V.) —General inspection, 12th November.
Numbers present —Boys, 15 ; girls, 8 ; total, 23.
There is a fair supply of general appliances ; but the premises, especially the residence, need
repair and improvement, for which steps have been taken. 'The discipline is only moderately effective.
The pupils (in not answer well, especially in the highest class. They are tolerably orderly and attentive.
The teaching is weak in point and force, and the average proficiency is barely moderate. The
attendance at this school is not satisfactory.
IviuLook (W.V.) —Regular inspection, 31st August
Numbers present —Boys, 21; girls, IC ; total, 37.
The material condition is on the whole fairly satisfactory, and the records are concct. The
government is firm and watchful, and the pupils are fairly orderly and attentive. The classification is
marked by some irregularity., The teaching is painstaking, and the average proficiency is about fair.
NORTH lisenasoND (V.) —Regular inspection, 29th July.
Numbers present —Boys, 29 ; girls, 16 ; total, 45.
Steps are being taken for the erection of a kitchen and verandah to the residence, and weathersheds and a lavatory are also required to complete the equipment. Otherwise, tire material condition
is good. The government is mild, but fails to produce vigorons working habits in the pupils, The
classification is suitable in most respects. The pupils are only tolerably accurate under examination,
and they are wanting in mental life. The teaching is industrious but defective in energy, and the
average proficiency is about tolerable.
PARRAN Afl A
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PAnittsrA'na (infants—V.) —Regular inspection, 9th and 10th December.
Numbers present —Boys, 62; girls, 48 ; total, lit
Some few muor material improvements are necessary ; but, on the whole, the material condition
is reasonably satisfactory. The discipline is prompt and vigorous, and secures very good order. The
pupils are attentive, and their answering is quick and accurate. The teaching is of a highly educative
character ; and the proficiency ranges from fair to very good, the average being from very fair to good.
PaJritAMsrn—(Printary—V.) —Regular inspection, lath, 14th, and 15th December.
Numbers present —Boys, 88 ; girls, 55; total, 143.
There is no residence, and the playground is too small. With the exception of some few slight
repairs and improvements which are necessary, the material condition of the school is satisfactory.
fire discipline is effective in securing good order and attention. The teaching is earnest and marked
by energy and industry.. The average proficiency of the whole school is very fair.
PAnRAnArTA Juxw'row (NV.) —Regular inspection, 23rd Pebrusay.
Numbers present:—Boys, 12 ; girls, 16 ; total, 28.
The school building is in lair repS, and is tolerably furnished. About two'tiurds I the pupils
are regular, and they are tolerably orderly and attentive. The discipline is mild but fairly firm, and
the moral aspect is tolerable. The teaching is industrious but lacks force, and the average proficiency
is barely moderate.
P1tnnAskrra, SOUTh (N.Y.) —General inspection, 3rd December.
Numbers present :—Boys, 14 ; girls, ii; total, 23.
Ta its material aspect, so far as the buildings are concerned, the condition of the school is bad,
but new premises are in course of erection. The government seems fairly effective, and the pupils are
orderly and attentive. The teaching is intelligent and industrious, and the average
proflcieney.somewhat
exceeds fair. The attendance has, from various causes, much decreased, and is far from satisfactory.
PENNANT HILLS (V.) —Regular inspection, 23rd September.
Numbers present :—Boys, 35 ; girls, 36 ; total, 71.
When the repairs and improvements contracted for are accomplished, the school will be in good
material condition. The government is mild, but too slack ; and the children are fairly orderly and
attentive. The teaching is industrious, but not plied with sufficient energy. The average proficiency
is from tolerable to fair.
i'nyniiir (V.) —Regular inspection, 19th March.
Numbers present —Boys, 61; girls, 49; total, 110.
Weatheruhieds are requisite, but otherwise the material condition is good. The pupils are
orderly and attentive, and the government is vigorous and effective. The teaching is intellig,ent, and
conducted with zcitloos industry, and the results are reasonably satisfactory.
Paosrscr (V.) :—Regular inspection, 26th February.
Numbers present —Boys, 14; girls, 6 ; total, 20.
'J'lse residence needs enlargement, but otherwise the state of the premises is fair. The pupils
exhibit fair mncntal posser, ansi answer with very fair readiness and accuracy. The discipline is
healthy, the methods are suitable, and the teaching is animated and productive of results fairly satis.
fying the standard. Measles lowered tire attendance.
REGaNTyILLE (N, V.) —General inspection, 23rd March.
Numbers present —Boys, 5; girls, 20 total, 28.
The material condition of the school is only moderate ; but from As non-vested character little
can be lone for its nnprovemeiit. 'l'lre governnieat is mild but finn, and the pupils are tolerably
orderly and attentive. The teaching is careful and tolerably efibetive, and the average proficiency is
from moderate t,, tolerable.
RleHnoND (N. V.) —Itegnlar inspection, 3rd and 4th June.
Numbers prascnt —Boys, 71; girls, 65; total, lSG.
l"nerc is no residence, and the Qlassroom is too entaIl. A lavatory and svcatherslieds are also
reqniretl to complete tire equipment of the school. Otherwise, the material condition is decidedly good.
'l'Iie pupils are orderly and attentive, and the discipline is very good. The teaching is intelligent, and
conducted with industry and sustaiae,l energy. The following are the results —First and second
classes, very fair ; lower third, nearly very fair ; third, nearly good; fourth, good ; average
proficiency, Set)' fair to good.
Rsmmc (infants—V.) —Regular inspection, 11th October.
Numbers present —Boys, 29 ; girls, 21; total, 50.
The schoolroom is fairly equipped and supplied with needful requisites. The government is
watchful and firm, and the gel] eral spirit of the school is pleasing. The teaching is industrious and
energetic. and time average proficicmmcy a-caches nijont very fair,
ityox (Primary—V.) ---Regular inspection, 12th and 14th October.
Numbers present —Boys, 46 ; girls, 32 ; total, 78.
The school is fairly supplied with necessary materials and properly fornishred. New premises
are about to I.e erected of a more suitable character than the ohl ones, The government seems mild,
but fairly effective in securing order arid attention. 'l'iie teaching is industrious and careful, and the
average proficiency somewhat exceeds fair. The pupils manifest fair mental power and readiness in
answering.
Roorv HILL (V.) :—Gcneral inspection, 4tls March.
Numbers present —Boys, 13 ; girls, 14; total, 27.
Another room and a verandah arc neeied for the residence, but otherwise the material condition
is satisfactory. The discipline is genial and attains fair order, and the answering of the pupils is
tolerably accurate, The teaching is careful aad industrious, and the average proficiency is from
tolerable to fair. The half-caste population of the lomlity forms about one-half of the attendance.
SismineaD (V.) ;—ltegnlar inspection, 3rd August-.
Numbers present —Boys, 29; girls, 1,6; total, 45.
The erection of a veranmiah or weathcrshcds with a lavatory, and of new closets, are the principal wants of this school. The discipline secures good order and attention, and the pupils answer
with very fair accuracy. lire teaching is intelligent and animated, and the average attainments
approach very fair.
ST. A1,BANS
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Sr. ALBANS (N.Y.) :—Oeneral inspection, 16th November.
Numbers present —Boys, 23 ; girls, 13; total, 26.
New premises ale much and urgently needed to supersede the present very unsatisfactory state
.it things, and steps have now been taken for that purlinse. I I.e gllver]nnent is mild but firm and
tolcial ly sell-reliant
watchful, and succeeds in maintaining fair order and attention. The pupils
and accurate ; the teaching is careful, and the average proficiency is about tolerable.
Sr. MAcv's (XV.) —Regular inspection, 9th March.
Numbers present —Boys, 16 ; girls, 17 ; total, 33.
The material condition of th?s school is far from satisfactory. The discipline is fairly healthy,
and the pupils exhibit fair order and attention. The teaching is careful and industrious, but lacks
ammation. The average proficiency is about fair.
WnLunovp (V.) :—Rcilar inspection, 3th March.
Numbers present —Boys, 16 girls, 15 ; total, 31.
The resiience needs enlargement, bnt othenviac the material condition is satisfactory. The
discipline is iiriii and vigorous, and the prevailing spirit of the school is pleasing. The teaching is
earnest, animated, and productive of an average proliciency of from fair to vere' fair.
\VsDsox (Infants—V.) —Regnlar inspection, 11th June.
Numbers pescnt —Boys, 20; girls, 25 total, 51.
The schoolroom is quite toosmahl, but steps have been tihien to remedy this defect. Otherwise the
material condition is satisfitetory. The, discipline is mild but:f1rta and wak II lu I the pupils liro orderly
and attentive ; and the teaching is animated and intelligent. The average proficiency is from very fair to
good.
WlNDsoa (Primary—V.) —Regular inspection, 16th and 17th Tone.
Numbers present —Boys, 42 girls, 3); total. 81.
Ysrious imInvorements and additions are rcquired to the premises, for which action has been taken.
The discipline is firm and watchftmt, securing very fair order and sttent:on. The teaching is md ,st rious
and careful, and file average proficiency is about very fair.
.V.) —General inspection, 25bli May.
YrRnA3ruxrn
Numbers present —Boys, 17 girls, 12; total, 29.
The school is eond ucteci in the large mona of it building rent-eel by the Board. It is only toinr;mhly
nitablc, but is properly furnished. New vested premises are necessary. The discipline sec-ins firm a,,d
vigilant, and has established fair order and attention aniong the pupils, who are tolerably self-reliant and
occurate in der exa,nination. The teaching is marked by care and fair energy, and the average reaches
tolerable. The school has been only a short time in operation.

PflO VISIONAL SCHOOLS.
BAnnAac;oaY —B egular inspection, 4th November
Numbers present :—Boys, S ; girls, S ; total, 16.
The building is only moderately so table, and is too far removed from the families that support it.The furniture is clumsy and unsuitable. The government is mild, and the pupils nrc tolerably orderly
and attentive. The teaching is marked by care, but wants an natioa and energy. The average proficiency is from indifferent to moderate.
BLAcnvowzc —Regular inspection, 21th February.
Numbers present —Boys, 8; girls, 14; total, 22.
In its material aspect the school may be pronounced tolerable. The records need greater care and
attention. About three-fourths of the pupils are regular, but they are only n,oderately orderly and attentive. The government is too slack. The answering is only partial, nut is avant ing in promptness and
accuracy. The teaching is productive of poor results, i-lie avenge being front inditkreumt to modem-ate.
The population of the locality being suftieicut for a Public School, successful steps have been taken for the
erection of one.
Gxs€xnAt —Regular inspection, 2nd September.
Numbers present —Boys, 21; girls, 8; total, 29.
The buildings are constructed of slab, and are well anti cent rally situated. A separate residence of
three rooms is provided for the teacher. The government is mild but tolerably ellèctive, and secures
passable order and attention from the pupils. Tlto teaching is regulated by the usual-guides, and is I,ldLlstriotms and fairly careful. The average atthiulnents are about moderate.
Guraiwon 0 —Regular inspection, 3rd March.
Numbers present —Boys, U; p iris, (I ; total, lii.
The material condition is tolerable, and the records am-' correct. The government is ft-ebb-, and fliv
pupils exhibit but little self-reliance or accuracy. The teaching is defective in energy ,tnil imorniwlul
and the result-s are out satisfactory. The weather and measles lowered the attendance. This school is
about to be displaced by a Public one in the locality.
Ituare's Cait-su —Regular inspection, UtIt September.
Numbers present —Boys, 7; pit-Is, 7; total, 14.
On the whole, the material condition of this school is modei-ateiy satisfactory, and the reeor,ls
are properly kept. The discipline is mild but firm, and productive of fair order. The pupils Ire t.ols'rishily
attentive and accurate under examination, and the teaching sec-mi's industrious.. The iLc'rage profii-ieuev
is tolerable.
KumenAroNe, Scum —Regular inspection, 21st 1110).
Numbers present- —Boys, 18 girls. 17; total. ?The material condition of the school is only ni 0,1ti a to to fa r as lie 1,111,1 it ge art' -ni em 'u, but,
I-h ore is it fair sup P1Y of furniture and I end i ing ap1l in,, ri's. 'iii e gel i-el- it nil it. is c,,'l: h - it 'l cc ml It 0'
tolerably firm. The pupils nrc tolerably attentive. ocil Ilivir c-xnnii,,,ltiu,, gives (idly mutt-rate rriultc
This &ipol has singe become a I'tibhie one.
LowEll
-
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ITAWKESBURY

—Regular inspection, 5th November.

Numbers present —Boys, 12; girls, 10; total, 22.
in its material aspect the school is tolerably satisihetory. The pupils nmnifcst fair order and
attention as the result of the government, and they are tolerably accurato nuder examination. The
tcaolnng is painstaking, and the average proticieney is tolerable.
M'DoxAtD

Bavass —Regular inspection, 10th November.

Niunbors present —Boys, 14; girls, 0 ; total, 23.

The building requires repair, 311(1 more furniture is needed. The records are incompletein some.
respects. The pupils are not punctual, and the order and attention are small. The government is feeble.
The subjects of instruction are incomplete, and the teaching is neither careful nor systematic. The men-

la I progress of the pupils

211.0

little cultivated, and the at: si ,n,,ents are small. This school has suffered

from the illness of the teacher—since cleceosed.

MnooA

FOREST Moricrnac —Regnlar nlspeetdon, 8th Septeuiber.
Numbers present —Boys, 5; girls, 11 ; total, 16.

The material condition of this school is not satisfactory. The pupils are not generally pnnct mial,
and are only moderately orderly or attentive. The government is feeble; the methods indicate small
shill ; and the teaching is weak in intelligence, and of small penetrative power. The results are indifferent.
Nouvu beEs —Regular inspection, 24th August.
Numbers present —Boys, 7; girls, 10; total, 23.
The material condition is, on the whole, tolerable, 'I'he government seems tolerably effective, and
the pupils are' passably accnr,,te mid fairly attentive under examination. The teaching is marked by
industry, and is productive of tolerable results. PORTLAND

Hisn —Regular inspection, 26th August.
Numbers present —Boys, 7; girls, 6 ; total, 13.

In its material aspect this school is fairly satisfactory. The government is hot sufficiently
vigorous to secure good working habits in the pupils. who tie tolerably orderly and attentive. The
teaching is industrious, hut only moderately educative. The average proficiency is moderate.
Sacievi una .Uau 'as —Bo;uMr inspection, 26th August.
Numbers present —Boys, 4 girl, 1 total, 5.
The mates lid cola iti,ui is tolerably satisfactory. The government seems only moderately ofl'ee.
biis of small a] ucative power, and thte average hattainments of those present 'Yore about
tive, the teach g
iaditcrent. The small nun,bcr was uwing to the measles. Steps have - been taken to replace this
school by a l'ublic one in the locality.
Time \Ixsn'ann --Genes'al inspection, 21st 'June.
Numbers present —Boys, 14 ; girls, 12 ; total, 2t.
[lie Imillings need repair, antI Rome furniture is requisite, hut otherwise the school is fairly snp.
plied with teacluisg appliances. A tokrahaly pleamng spirit Prevails thrmighont the school, as time
result iii the discipline, nine Is is saUd I ut firm, The teach bag is marked by Lucius try, as! ci Ui e attftmmeats average Irons mocjcrate to tolerable.

'hALF-TIME SCHOOLS.
Ar'sl'nal.IAN

F.umi :—.ltegsmlar inspection, 12th November.

Nsts,,hers present —Boys, 7; girls, 4; total, H.
The school 1 nil cli sig is in 1 hail col iditiomi, all, I si oti img appears to have been done to it since last
inspection. The discipline is ,niid but tolerably firm, an,l the pupils are tolerably orderly, attentive,
and accurate in aaswering. The teaching is careful, and the results are about tolerable.
BAIL Poc...... -General inspection, :3rd November.

- Numbers present

Boys, 3 girls, JO ; total, 13.
The school is conducted ins tolerably suital,le cia1, building, aadis supplied with necessary working
sisaterials. The pupils arc fairly orderly aad attentive the govenimeut is mild but firm ; mid the
teacliimmg is careful and earnest. This average proficiency is nearly tolerable. The school was only in
operation a few months.
i'icsv's Fnnnv --General inspection, 3rd November.
Numbers present :—Boys, 4 ; girls, H; total, 10.
The sel,00lruo,n is si,ntaldo for the attendance, and is tolerably equipped. The govcrnnicn
secures fair order and attention, and the teaching is productive of tolerable results. This school is
worked with that at Bar l'oint.
IJi'nsse Cost' —Ilegniar inspection, 27th May.
Numbers present —Boys, 12 ; girls, 10 ; total, 22.
The chccset needs repair or replacing, but otherwise the material condition is fairly satisfactory.
The government is effective. The general spirit f the school is pleasisig, and the answering of the
I upil r, is qni ole and fairly acoll rate. 'The l;eaclsing is mark ccl by eaiergy, and. to oduces an average protieieaey somewhat exceeding fair.
W'imgcyev tnm:eR :—'Elgular inspection, 26th May.
Nunibers l'a'escnt —Boys, 7 girls, 7 ; total, 14.
The material eon,litii,m, needs improvement in various respects. The discipline is prompt and
vigorous, and secures orderly and attentive hahits on the past of the pupils, who are prompt nuad fairly
accurate in answering. The teaching is intelligent and energetic, and the attasemeats reach an
average of fully fair.
WrilFMAS(S

Funny :—Tts.gnlar inspection, 12th November.

Numbers present :—Boys, H ; girls, .5 ; total, ii.
The scloolr,,,,ns is suital,ie, anti is sulliciently funiisl,ecl for the attendance. The pupils nro
fairly orderly and attentive, an,) the government scums w:ttcl tnt anti tolerably tim,. The toachaing is
regulated and earuinl, and the average attaisuuents arc fully tolerable.
OOULBU.B
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C OULBI5RN DISTRICT.
iNSPECTOR'S

GENERAL Ezroit ion 1875.

L —MEANS OF. EDUCATION.
b sting the second quarter of the year, the western portion of the District, comprisin 24
schools, was attached to the newly fonned lass District. Leaving these schools out of account, there
s'ore in existence during the year 89 schools, viz., 37 l'iil,lsc, :30 Provisional, 10 i-ialf.time, and 12
Denominational. These include S schools that lapsed during the course of the year, viz.:—
Bamarang, Provisional—On account of the low attendance.
]3errellan, Provisional—On account of its proxi nity to Public schools.
Jacqna (Beefs), Provisional—On account of the low attendance.
Shaw's Creek, Provisional—On account of the low attendance.
Waterinnd, Provisional—On account of dilhculties in eornieetion with providmg school
premises.
ldullenguhlenga, Balf-time On account of low attesdanee
Wirniellasna, Half-time
Berrhna, Roman Catholic—On account of low attendance.
And 4 new schools, viz,:—
Fnllerton, Provisional.
.laequa (proper), Provisional.
laxton, Provisional.
Muttbilly, Provisional.
The closing of schools on account of low attendance was in most cases the result of families
leaving the localities—in one (Shaw's Creek), of the people objecting to the authorized scale of fees—
and inothcrs,
°
of local jealousies and disputes. At the beginning of 1576, Half.tinic Schools will conic
into operation at Mandemar and ,Tellore, and a Provisional School at Burrill, in the Llladulla District.
The Council has agreed to e4taish Public Schools at Woodhouseloe, Jen-ara (East Argyle), Nowra
Hill (Shoalhaven), Milton (Ulladulla), and BitrAwang; and, conditionally, at Rurrawang East and
Yarrunga. Applications have been received also for the estal,lishmnent of Public Schools at—
North Goulburn—At present supplied by a Denominational School.
Terrara—At present supplied by a Denominational School, and,
Cottawalla—At present supplied by a Provisional School:
And for new Provisional Schools at—
Manchester Square,
Muliengullenga, and
Yanalaw.
There is some reason to hope that the Pyree Public School will be reopened in new non,
vested premises early in 1876. There are several localities in which the means of education are
required, but have not yet been provided by the State. The .Ahercronshie, Murriinbah, Curroeela, and
l3unnaby are among them. In these places there is but little prospect of getting the people to take
the iniabory action required. Excepting that Ben'ima has now onlyone school, the unnecessary
supply of educational agency in the Inoro populous places, described in former reports, still exists.
Of the 80 schools mentioned, 82 were in existence at the end of the year, and 75 were in continuous
operation throughout the year, Twelve (12) of the remaining !l4 are those which either opened or
lapsed ilurilig the course of the year. This, only two (2) were kept closed for any time in consc
ienco of the dIfficulty of obtaining teachers. 'I'ltis is a great nnproventciLt oil firmer years, and is
e result of the scheme now in full operation for training teachers for small country schools. As the
nile requiring the appointments to Prosiisionnl Schools to be made through the Local Co,mmttees is to
be superseded, there should in future be no delay in filling vacancies.

N

IL—SCHOOL FE1S.
The sce.le of school fees mentioned in last year's Report is still in force, and has proved on the
whole bene6etal. In the outlying districts, however, it is not generall enred out. If the teachers
were to attempt to enforce it strictly, some of the parents would withdfaw their children all,1 the
schools would close. Shaw's Creek is a ease in point. Tho provision for admitting children free or at
a reduced rate does not meet the difficulty, as persons professing to be unable to pay in accordance
with the scale will not submit their cases for the consideration of the Local Committee or the Council—
they insist on paying what they please. This description applies to 18 schools, all sumll.
111.—INSPECTION. CONDITION OF THE SCHOOLS INSPECTED.
The Provisional Schools atShaw's Creek and Waterlaud, and the Roman Catholic Schoolat Beri'imna,
closed early in the year, before I had an opportunity of inspecting them; and the school at .Taequa (proper)
came into operation very late in the year. The remaining 85 schools in the district, and also 5 of those
transferred to the Yass District, or 00 in all, were fully inspected. Eighteen(18) out of the 85 inspected
schools in the district were found to exceed the requirements of the standard, 26 to he up to
the standard, and 41 to be below the standard. That is, 518 per cent, of the schools inspected
met the standard fairly. This is an increase of 8'8 per cent, on the results obtained in 1874. When
it is remembered that the schools have suffered severely through the prevalence of measles, this
proress nsay be considered fairly satisfactory. The Provisional and Jialf.ti,ne Schools still stand
relatively lowest, but the former are ilnpronng at a rate equal to that of the Public and Denominational Schools.
The great majority of the schools are not sufficiently large to require more than one teacher,
and the pupils leave at a comparatively early age. These eircumstallces are unfa'ourable to the
attainment of a high average stanclas-d of instruction. That reached is fairly commensurate with the
age and time at school of the pupils. Before any attempt can safely be made to raise it, a large and
more regular attendance of pupils mnst be secured.
In consequence of the alteration in the district, a detailed comparison with last year's results is
inpossible.
Of the character of the local surervision of the schools, little that is new can be said, The
recent change with regard to the defraymn of the cost of school buildings has relieved Public School
Boards of the most difficult of their duties. The good sense and general professional capacity of
teachers render extremely rare the necessity for Local Boards perfornihig several of the duties
specified in article 70 of the Council's Regulations in only a few isolated cases are they required to
inquIre into applications for gratuitous imlstnletioll and their own prIvate and business mJLirs give them,
as a nile, but little opportmsity of visiting the schools and inspecting the rceords,—tlnms, their
functions are practically almost narrowed down to signing documents. Speaking generally, it may be
saul that the members of the School Boards and Coinnuttees are the most suitable persons that can lie
wit.
JV.—SUMMARY. PROSPECTS.
The district has been reloced to workable hinnts. There are several localities where new
schools are required, most of which will in all pi'obal,iity be supplied (luring the coming year. The
schools in existence have made some advance in general efficiency, but nearly one-half still fail to
meet
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meet satisfactorily the standard by which the Coun'eil judges them. As a whole; the state of primary
education in the district is indicative of fair progress for the old year, and, augurs a eontinuaace of it
for the new.
I append susnrna-s-ies of the report-s on the schools inspected.
D. S. HICKS.
Inspector, C4oulbunt District.
Inspector's Office, Goulburn, 31st December, 1875.

Swnnaixs of Reports on Schools inspected during the Year 1875.
L—PIIBLIC SCHOOLS.
BanniasA (V.) —Regular inspection, 27th and 28th October.
Enrolled —Boys, 39; girls, 42; total, 81.
Present—Boys, 35; girls, 39; total, 71.
An additional room to the teacher's residence is badly vante,1, and the playground requires
levelling, in consequence mainly of the closing of the Denninational School the nunibers have
increased. The internal os-ganisation and general discipline are good. The instruction is properly
regulated, and produces fair results.
BOWBALL (\T) —Regular inspection, 22nd October.
Enrolled —Boys, 32 ; girls, 34; total, 66.
Present —Boys, 21; girls, 25 ; total, 46.
Suitable b:iUdias are 1,rovided, but the playground is much to. smaU. Several improvements
are required in the fitting up of the schooh-ooiu. Owing to an influx of new scholars the numbers are
high. This circumstance and others have unfavourably affected the discipline, which is only moderate,
and requires to be placed on a proper basis. The course of instruction is cosnpletc for a school of three
classes. The teaching is by modern methods, and produces results, averaging slightly above (thrable.
The teacher has been only a very short time in ehare, and the circumstances tinder which the
inspection took place were mtfavoural,lc for his 1,redeeessor.
Bususiss;, (N.Y.) —Regular inspection, 17th May.
Enrolled —Boys, 25; girls, 16; total, 41.
Present —Boys, 20; girls, ID; total, 30.
Some slight improvements in the premises have been effected, but the material organisation is
still sem-iously defective. The internal organisation and general discipline are folerabi' satisfactory.
The classification is too high. The results of the instruction are only little above m,derete. Consider.
ing all the disadrantages, the general results may be accounted tolerab/e.
CIIA'rsnussv (\7,) —Regular inspection, 18th August.
Enrolled —Boys, 12 ; girls, 13 total, 23.
Present —Boys, 8 ; girls, El; total, 21.
The material organisation is rcy good for the locality. The internal orgnnisation is correct in
the main, and the general discipline is svryfiei;. 'the school is three.class, and the instruction includes
all required subjects except singing. Its results are tolerable. The school has revived somewhat, and
is now in a state of efficiency approaching/ui,'.
CoLLrc'ross (N. V.) —Regular inspection, 22nd September.
Enrolled —Boys, 25; girls, 20 ; total, 48.
Present —Boys, 20; girls, 17; total, 27.
The material provisions are temporary, but unchanged. 'Various defects occur in the keeping of
the school records and documents. Prevalent sickness and bad weather have allected the attendance.
The discipline is hardy modes-ak—the result of a government confirmedly weak. The course of
instruction is incomplete, and the teaching inclines to be superficial, its results only slihtly exceed
modes-ole. Various unfavouralile circumstances have affectcd the general efficiency, which however,
after making all allowances, cannot be rated above modesote.
C5SOOBYAIi (V.) —Regular inspection, Ifl and 2nd June.
Enrolled :—Boys, 54; girls, 35; total, 89.
Present —Boys, 21; girls, 17; total, 38.
The material provisions remain unchanged, but measiu-cs are in progress for superseding them.
The erdin ary internal organisation and the general discipline are fair. The instruction includes all
required subjects up to a fourth-class standard, and is of fair range. Suitable arrangcments are made
for regulating and imparting it. its results are from tolerable tojis. The school was found in a state
of efficiency below jhb-, but was inspected under very unfavonrable cii-c,unstaasces ; it \s'ns not in its
normal state, no !nastcr being in charge.
Ci,00scwsua (V.) —Regular inspection, 8th September.
Enrolled :—Boys, 23 ; girls, 22 total, 47.
Present —Boys, 22; girls, 16 ; total, 38.
The material orgaoisatiun is -rug good. The p emises are not kept with sufficient neatness and
order. The general discipline has greatly deterio,atcd, and is now barely ,siode,'ae. Suitable instruc.
tiosini anangosneists arc in force, but the teaching is far front l,ein 'v satislactorily effective. Its results
fall helow to/eveS/c. The school has declined in both numbers aul efficiency. The temporary closing
of the school prior to the present teacher's appointment, and the prevalence of measles, account for
this only in past. The general management is both loose and weak.
Cu K ISAWANO (V.) :—Rcgular inspection, 23rd and 24th September.
Enrolled —Boys, 59; girls, 49 ; total, 108.
Present —Boys, 4(3 ; girls, 32; total, 78.
Additions to the p-ines are wanted. The ijternal orgiusisati am and general discipline
good. The instruction is of full lange, is propes-ly regulated, and is carried on by approved methods.
TIre state of the first class, taught by the assistant, is only suoderofi- that of the second, third, and
fourth, taught by the mastem, exceeds -rery fir/v.
ELTNO Fomesi' (V.) :—llcgnlar inspection, 29th October.
Enrolled :—Boys, .12 ; girls, 20 ; total, 32.
Present —Boys, 12 girls, 19 ; total, 31.
The material provisions meet existing requirements jhirly. Internally, the school is properly
organised. The general discipline is Jab. The instruction is generally suitable, properly regulated,
and. sncthocieally imparted. its results are tofe,'oblrj. The school is in a state of efficiency from to/creOle to/sb-. The results compare favourably with last year's.
Gounnumtc (lloyr.—V.) :—Regular inspection, 23rd to 20th Novemlseq'.
Enrolled —103.
Present —86.
The material organisalion is unchanged, various improvements in it are required. The internal
orgnaiisation is very jr/Er, and the general discij,line flood oil the whole. 'I'he instruction includes tlso
same subjects as formerly, but the standard is lower. 'J,ere is a felling oil' in the proficiency of tho
fourth
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fourth class, but the average general proficiency is from very fith' to good. In consequence of a decline
in the numbers the teaching stall has been reduced, and several changes oil. the staff have been caused
by resignations. - The general management might, with advantage, be more far-reaching and minute.
Gocasrumix G isas—V.) —Regular inSpection, 17 lb. 1 8th, asid 19th November,
Enrolled —95.
Present —72.
The material provisions are very fairly satisfactory. The internal organisation is good; the
general disciinc, sery good. The instruction is suitable ira kind, is imparted by the most approved
methods, arid produães results approaching very fair on the average. Under Into peculiar eirensnstrrnces
(known to tim Council), the results should be regarded as a basis für progrcss rather than a measure of
past success.
Gouuuurrx (INFANTs—V.) :—Bcgnlar inspection, 15th and 16th November.
Enrolled —Boys, 110; girls, 92; total, 202.
Present —Boys, 87; girls, 72; total, 159.
The accommodation is limited, eonsiderinv the large and increasing attendance. Tire general
-internal organisntion is good. The general discipline is very fair. The instruction includes all required
subjects. is properly regulated, and is imparted by suitable methods, It produces rery fair results.
The second class is relatively weak. The school is in a health arid progressive state.
GULLEN (V.) —Regular inspection, 19th April.
EnroUci —Boys, 8; girls, 23; total, 31.
Prasesmt:—Boyr, 8; girls. 10; total, 27.
A teacher's residence. shreds, and lavatory would complete tire material orgarsisation. Tire
general internal appearance of the premises is not indicative of order and t;'ste, The school records are
in only a edemaS/v satisfactory state . Suitable general arrangc]nentsnre is' force for the regulation of
the instruction, tlro results of which a1sproaeh tolerable. The discipline also is tot nobly satisfactory.
On the wlrole, a. slight irnprovcrnesrt has takers place ill the general eilieieney of the school, which may
now be rated nearly ttlerable.
Gusxnm (V.) :—Rcgnlar inspection, lOtla and 11th Augnst.
Present —Boys. 40; girls, 49; total. 98.
Enrolled —Boys, 66; girls, 52 ; total. 108.
TIme material orgassisationr may ire considerenl good. The internal orgnrsisnntions and general
disciplineare reo'g good. and the moral tone is high. The teaching is skilfully and successfirily carried
discipline
on, and produces good results, The school is ably eosd uet.ed, and is isr a good state of efficiency.
KaxoAnoox (NV.) :--Itegulnn' inspection, 911 Mmcli.
Enrolled :—Boys, 22 ; girls, 23; total, 46.
I'nasenit —Boys, 21; girls, 17 ; total, 38.
The fenrees are broken down in lImes. The school brrihlings renrraimr i rr the condition last
reported. The clock is out of eider. N nor detects cheer irr tire lesson registerand ;rdmmrission register.
'fire discipline is quad tlrroughionrt. Suitable general arrangenserrts are in three fir tire management of
the sohool. Singing excepted. all subjects prescribed for a tlrree-elass school are trcugh t. The pupils'
profieoncy is fr-urn tolsrable tofanr.
iCaxcAjoex, WaST (V.) :—Rogulam' inspection, IJth Marelr.
Enrolled :—Boys, 28; girls, 19; total, IT.
Present —Boys, 24; girls, it; total, 38.
Late improvements have rendered the material condition sati-factory. Some lnnproa-cnnent is
observable in respect of the rcgnsiar-ity of tire pupils' atterrdarsee. imirt wet w'eatlrcr and the denrand for
el r ii Iror n's lube rr still nifoet it. The pupils are clean, nr rannerl n', nh d i ri fair order ; but as regards
school drill and the hahit of self-reliance the government might well be more exacting. A fourth class
has huen jrrermsaturely formed, and the classification is rather It igi r tlrronglrorrt. All reqrrired srsijccts
are tacrghrt. 'fire average general proficiency is nearly tol erable. Too mnircir has been attempted; tirere
is a want of tlrirroughuess in the work.
MARuLAN (NV.) —Regular inspection, 19th July.
Enrolled —Boys, IS; girls, 1.5; total, 33.
Present —Boys. 10; girls, 15; total, 2.5.
'l'lre material organisatirmn and condition are unsatisfactory. The records are irmeonrplete. The
general discipline is only moderate. • The pupils are properly classified, and tatrglrt all required subjects
except si rrgrrsg anddrawirrg. 'Fire instructiosral results are between moderate and tolerable. The school
is in a ,aodrrotc state of efficiency.
Mtrracoxc, Lowe,: (V.) :—Regular inspection, 19th October.
Enrolled :—Boys, 15; girls, IT, total,2.
Present :—Boys, 16; girls, 17. total, 32.
Very good premises are provided, but it few mninom relrairs are wanted. The internal orgnrrisatiors
is fair. 'l'lse general disci jrlirre is tolerably satisfactory. The instruction is tolerolily well regrrlatod, is
of a gerrem'ally sr:itahle chanucter. arid is imparted by approved methods. its results are tolerable. The
present teacher has reorganised arrd irnpsvor1 the school. It is msow ins a tolerable state of efhieiemiey
but, coresidering all thksge, the value of the teacher's work exceeds that mark.
31 nAGONC, LPrEnt (V.) —Regular inspection, pith Marcir.
Enrolled :—Boys, 25; girls, 16; total, 41.
Present —Boys, IT; girls, 14; total, 31.
The windows are in want of s'epairs. A few itraecslraeics occur in the records, and somrre of tIre
reqrrrrerl avail documents arc not in their places, The general discipline is s'ery shiv. The ohrrssifleatiosm
(three 'ehnss) of the prrimiis and the regulation of the inmstrrret ion are appropriate. Modern methods are
practised, but with only partial effect. The teaching lacks thororsgimness. its results ossly slight ly
exceed moderate.

Moor.00wea-itsx (V.) :—Regniar irispeetiomi, 9th Nr,verrsirer.
Enrolled —Boys, 9.5; girls, 20; tutal,46.
l'rescnt:—Boys, 21; girls, IS; total, 39,
\i inns' m'epairs to the seitr,r,l-lr ouse Rio reqrnircd. The internal orgorrisation is fairly satisfmtctrrry.
1' ire generalI diseipl lie eanrrrot lo meted Is iglse r ti ran moderate, 'I'm o instruction is gels erahly Sn it aM e in'
kind, amid pm'odrnces results l'romn moderate to tolerable. Tire last year has lseenn one of severe trial to the
school. Tir is being taken into acemrnt, thegemsemal eonditioms andresults, as far as the teacher car, be
d s'
helcspomssilmk',
may hue rirted nearly tolerable
Mess VALE (V.) :—Rcgirlar inspection, 26th, Fehruam'y.
Enrolled: —Boys,'2.5; girls, 23; total, 60.
Present —Boys, 11; girls, 12; total, 23.
No alteratiors in the material conditiomm. The internal organisation amid gerrem-al discipline are
good. Itesnrlts approaehirmg fith' have bee,, pn'odmmecd by the instructions, ,vhrichs in eludes all subjects
reqnnred inc it tlnr'ec.elass school except sinrgimrg. The prcvalemrcc of' mnreaslcs n,ffceted the nttemsdamiec and
proficiency of the pupils.
Mtjsimmea.c
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MOMMELL (V.) :—Regular inspection, 23rd April.
Enrolled:—Boys. 12; girls, 18; total, 80.
Present :—Boys, 9; girls, 11; total. 20.
The material condition remains unchanged. More care is necessary in the keeping of the schoolroom and school records. In other respects the orgonisation is satisfactory. The pupils ale well
disciplined, and are very attentive to nistnietion. The teaching produces fair results.
MusnieLt, EAST (N.V.):—llegular inspection, 16th April.
Enrolled :—Boys, 14; girls, 15; total, 29,
Present:—Boys, 12', girls, 13; total, 25.
The material provisions rnny be regarded as tolerably sufFicient for existing requirements. The
internal. organisation is correct in the main. The discipline is fair, and is likely to improve. The
tesehing is iatelligent, and is likely to prove efi'eetive. The range of the pupils' attainsiicitts is low at
present, and the aetnal proficiency is below tolerable. The teacher has not been long in charge.
l\IYnTr.EvI lix (V.) —Regular inspection, 19th August.
Enrolled:—Boys, 7; girls, 8; total, 15.
Present:—Boys, 7; girls, 8; total, 15.
The material provisions are more than adequate to existing requirements. There is no pi'ospcct
of the numbers increasing. The internal organisation and general discipline arc fair. The instruction
has somewhat improved in character, and produces tolerable results.
NEW SisErrixaD (N.Y.) —Rogular inspection, 20th October.
Enrolled :—Boys, 31; girls, 26; total, 57.
Present —Boys, 21; girls, 23; total, 47.
The material provisions are iincliaiived and .sinsatisfirotorv. The internal organisation and the
general discipline are tolerable. The i'lstrnctiul
is snperlicial. It produces tolerable + results. The school
as a whole is below the requirements of the locality.
Nonwoon (N.Y.) —Regular inspection, 16th September.
Enrolled —Boys, 24; girls, 17; total, 41.
Present:—Boys, 19; girls, 11; total, 33.
Sevemi improvements are required to the premises. The internal organisation is correct in the
main. The general discipline is about fair. 'I'Iie instruction is of complete range, is properly iegultutd,
and produces results from tolerable to/air. Scripture is a weak branch.
NowaA (V.) —Regular inspection, 10th and 11th May.
Enrolled :—Boys, 61; girls, 34; total, 95.
Pre1ent —Boys, 45; gIlls. 24; total, 69.
The material organisotion is fair. The general internal organisation is satisfiietlirv. The
general discipline is very fair. Excepting that the teaching power is not cmi itably rUst ii hinted, the
general instructional arrangements are satisfactory. The eonrse of instruction is nearly Co,iipietc for a
school of four classes. The results of the teaching are beticn tolerable and fair on tile averog'
The
proficiency is lowest in the upper classes. Higher general efficiency might reasonably be expected.
PAIUIESBOURNE (V.) —Regular inspection, 22nd April.
Enrolled —Boys, 12; girls, 10; total, 97.
Present —Boys, 11; girls, 14; total, 23.
The material condition is satisfactory. The organisation and general discipline are good, 'J.'ho
work or instruction is carried on with system and success. 'I'he pupils have niads satisfactory progress.
'l'hic general results approach good, and are creditable to the teacher.
RonnarsoN (V.) :—RcgnlLr inspection, 1.6th March.
Enrolled —Boys, 17; girls, 21; total, 89.
Present —Boys, I 5; girls, 13; total, 28.
A few minor improvements, in addition to those in progress, will render the material condition
satisfactory. 'Ike general internal organisation is good. Various causes have ciimhined to reduce the
numbers. The pupils aro well disciplined. The instruction includes all prescribed snitleets up to a
third.c]ass standard, is well chosen, and of fall range. its results all round are very fair.
flosaxy (V.) :—Regular inspection, 31st August.
Enrolled :—Boys. 13; girls, 10; total, 28.
Present:—EoyslB; girls, 9; total, 22.
The material provisions are I ilha' adequate to the requirements, but minor repairs are required.
The records are defectively kept; otherwise, the internal organisation is fair. The general discipline is
fair. Recent iiiterriiptioiis to the school business have interfered with the instruction, the results of
which are little above tolera ble.
'I'AitAGo (N.Y.) —Regular inspection, 2nd August.
Enrolled :—Boys, 19 ; girls, 11; total, 83.
Present:—Boys, 18; girls, 14; total, 82.
The material organisatio]) is now as good as is possible in a Inulding designed for elinreli
purposes. The internal organisation and general discipline are good. The instruction is jndicionslyregulated, and produces results from fair to very fair on the average. 'I'lie school is in 'a healthy and
progressive state.

Tanat,ca (V.) —Regular inspection, 24th August,
Enrolled —Boys, 17; girls, 21; total. 38.
Present —Boys, 15; girls, 15; total, 30.
Stops kayo been taken to render the material organisation satisfactory. The removal of families
from the locality, and other causes beyond the teacher's control, have affected the attendance. The
internal organisatiou and general deipline are very fair, Tim c instructional arra I igoluerits generally are
fairly appropriate, and tho teaching has been productive of fair results so far. The teacher has not been
long in charge.
Tnutacya (N. V.) —Regular inspection, 4th August.
Enrolled:—Boys, 21; girls, 11; total 22.
Present —Boys, 19; girls, 11; total, 30.
Material provisions may be regarded as meeting existing requirements ,faJs'ly. The general
internal or anisation and discipline arefair. The instruction is on the whole properly regulated, and
is now pro uctive of fair results. The school has improved, and is in a fair state of efficiency.
T0MEIZ0NC (NV.) —Regular inspection, 18th May.
Enrolled —Boys, 11; girls, 9; total, 20.
Present :—Boys, 11; girls, 3; total, 19.
The material condition is fair, andsteps have been taken to snake it quite satisfactory. The
internal organisation is correct on the whole. At present the enrolment includes only a minority, of
the children in the locality. The general discipline is saoelasv,/e it requires to be placert on a proper
basis. There are three classes ; and the instruction includes all subjects required for these except
singing, but is of very narrow range, and has not well developed the pupils' powers. Viewed as a
whole, the school can be regarded as at present meeting the educational wants of the locality hut
imitljThi'eiitiy,

sudjTirenthI, but there is reason to hope for improvement. The teacher hha been but a very short time
in charge, and circumstances connected with the removal of his predecessor have been unfavourable
to bins.
TownAicr. (NM) :—Regular inspection, 5th August.
Present :—Boys,- 21; girls, 15; total, 36.
Enrolled :—Boys, 22; girls, 19 ; total, 41.
Material condition but moderate. Internal organisation and general discipline far. Instruction mtelligently and earnestly carried on, with results exceeding fair.
ThLADCLLA (N.V.) :—Gaeral inspection, 28th May.
Present —Boys, 18 ; girls, 8; total, 26.
Enrolled —Boys, 36; girls, 15; total, 51.
The building is a good and suitable one, but its furniture and fittings are unadapted to school
purposes. The teacher has made (oleraby suitable general arrangements for conducting the school
business. The general discipline is about fair. Omissions from the prescribed course of instruction
occur, and the teaching is but partially effective. its results are tolerable.

W0RRAGEE (N.Y.) —Regular inspection, 12th May.
Present —Boys, iS; girls, 1!; total, 30.
Enrolled —Boys, 23; girls, 13; total, 36.
School is still conducted in temporary premises, tolerably suitable as a makeshift. The internal
organisation and general discipline are fair. Suitable instructional arrangements are in force. The
results of examination exceedfiuir. Local jealousies still militate against the success of the school. As
far as the teacher can be held accountable, the general condition and results arc Jhir.
1L—PJtOVISIONAL SCHOOLS.
—Begular inspection, 4th June.
Present —Boys, 6 ; girls, 4; total 10.
Enrolled —Boys, 7; girls, 13 ; total, 20.
TIme material provisions are reasonably sufficient. Internally the. school is correctly organised
in the main. The general discipline is only moderate. Sintable instructional arrangements arc in force,
but time results of examination are barely moderate. The school has declined in both numbers and
efficiency, and, is in a ps-ccarious state. It meets the requirements of the locality but indifferently.
BAMARANG

Bannin,aamr —Regular inspection, 13th May.
Present —Boys, 17; girls, is; total, 33.
Enrolled —Boys, 17; girls, 17; total, 34.
The material condition remains unchanged. A few minor improvements would snake it .f,ilr.
The internal organisation and general discipline are fair. The instruction is faithfully attended to,
and its results are fair.
Busnsxoomc —Regular inspection, 4th November.
Enrolled s_Boys, 20 ; girls, 19; total, 39.
Present i—Boys, 16; girls, 15; total, 31.
Material organisation unchanged. In view of the enrolment it must he considered unsatisfactory, inasmuch as thers ought to be a properly organised Public School. The arrangements for the
conduct of the general business are fair. The general discipline is tolerable. The matter of instn,c.
tion is barely up to standard requirements. The results of the instruction are about tolerable.
BUN00NIA —Rcgnlar inspection, 22nd July.
Enrolled —Boys, 16 ; girls, 9; total, 25. Present —Boys, 12; girls, 9 ; total, 21.
Material condition, very moderate. Internal organisation and general discipline, moderate. The
classification is defective, but the other instructional arrangements are tolerably suitable in the abstract.
The matter of the instruction is poor in quality, and some of it unsuitable in kind. The teaching is
superficial and ineffective. The results of the instruction are only indfliresst.

BunnaQowAira —Regular inspection, 3rd November.
Present —Boys, 1 ; girls, ii; total, 22.
Enrolled —Boys, 14; girls, 11; total, 25.
The material provisions meet existing requirements moderatey. The internal organisation is
en oderate, faulty classification being the most serious defect. The general discipline is tolerable on the
v.-hMe. The instruction is of iucomplctc compass and rather poor quality. its results are moderate.
Cannien :—ltegular inspection, 21st July.
Enrolled —Boys. 11; girls, 20; total, 31.
Present —Boys, 11; girls, 18 ; total, 29.
The material condition is4eir, and the internal organisation satisfactory on the whole. The
general interior aspect of the premises is pleasing. The general discipline is good. The pupils are
trained to habits of attention, industry, and thought. Their attainments are between tolerable and
fair. Prevalence of sickness seriously interfered with the school work for some time previous to time
inspection.
Coxoona —General inspection, 25th May.
Enrolled —Boys, 19; girls, 9; total, 28.
Present —iloys, 19 ; girls, 9; total, 29.
The premises may be regarded as suitable, as a temporary provision. Internally, the school is
correctly organised. The general discipline is good, and the prevailing spirit healthy. The course of
instruction is nearly complete, and the teaching produces reigju is- results.
CorrAvALr.s:—Rcgnlar inspection, 7th September.
Enrolled —Boys, 19; girls, 21; total, 40.
Present —Boys, 15 ; girls, 17 ; total, 32.
The material provisions are fairly sufficient for present requirements. The internal organisahomi is fair. 'lime general discipline is nmoderoee, and is the weak point of the school. The instruction
is properly regulated, and produces results in excess of tolerable.
}'RANXnnLD —Regular inspection, 9th August.
Enrolled —Boys, 26; girls, 21; total, 47.
Present —Boys, 19 ; girls, 15; total, 34. The material provisions an fairly adequate to the requirements. Time internal organisation and
general discipline are rery fair, and the moral tone is healthy. The instruction is zealously and profitably imparted. Its results all round exceed fan-. A short time will determine the possibility of
continuing the school after the completion of the railway works.
FuLraRroN —General inspection, 2nd September.
Enrolled —Boys, 11; girls, 22 ; total, 33.
Present —Boys, $ ; girls, 17; total, 25.
As a temporary provision, the material organisatica is moderotel,, suitable. The internal organi.
sation is defective in several important particulars. The general discipline and moral tone are moderate.
The instruction is of incomplete course and rathem' narrow range its results are barely moderate.
The school has been recently reopened after a long lapse.
GP.EENWELL
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GREEN\VELL POINT —Regular inspection, 14th May.
Enrolled :—Boys, 21; girls, 13; total, 34.
Present —Boys, 17; girls, 10; total, 27.
The material prov1sioss meet the requirements fairly well. The internal organisation is satisfactory on the whole. The discipline is about fair, and would be higher if the government were
administered more vigorously. The pnpils are divided into three classes, and taught all required
subjects. Their attainments and proficiency have declined, however. The latter is now only from
moderate to tolerable.
G,YRIWNIIAII —Regular inspection, 20th April.
Enrolled. —No record.
Present —Boys, 6 ; girls, 9 ; total, 15.
Repairs now in progress will render the material orgamsation tolerably satisfactory fur the
locality. The keeping of the
and of the records, the internal organisation, and the attainments of the pupils all clearly indicate serious neglect of duty en the part of the teacher. As far as
she is concerned the results are bad throughout.

11mw RANOFi —Regular inspection, 26th October.
Enrolled —Boys, 12; girls, 8 ; total, 20.
Present —Boys, 12; girls, 7; total, 19.
The material condition is as last reported. 'l'lie general discipline is tolerable, internal organisa.
tion barely so. The teaching produces tolerable, results.
JACQUA (Reefs) —Regular inspection, 27th July.
Enrolled —Boys, 6; girls, 6; total, 12.
Present —Boy, 1 ; girls, 5 ; total, G.
The material organisation meets existing requirements. The internal erganisation and general
discipline are fair. The course of instruction is complete, and tolerablq suitable arrange,nents ale in
force for regulating it. The teaching has improved, and now produces results from ,,zoderate to
tolerable, in consequence solely of the decline of the gold fields, the numbers have become exceedingly
'low, and there is but a poor prospect of their rising again.
.JANNVNG :--Regular inspection, 21st May.
Enrolled —Boys, 15 ; girls, 13; total, 25.
Present —Boys, 13; girls, 12; total, 25.
The condition of the schoolhouse is tolerable. Jnternally the school is well organised. The
general discipline is good. Satisfactory instructional arrangements arc in force, and the school business
is systematically and successfully carried on. The results of the instruction approach reryfiuir.
JANU0 AnnAls —Regular inspection, 27th May.
Enrolled —'-Boys, 16; girls, 9; total, 25.
Present —Boys, 16; girls, 8 ; total, 24.
'l'lie material provisions meet the requirements very ,foirly. The general discipline is barely
tolerable at the best. The instruction omits singing and drawing, is rather narrow, and produces
moderate (barely) results. This last is in part attributable to the defective olnasifleation of the pupils
and regulation of the instruction.
KIRSCDA I.E —General inspection, 27th September.
Enrolled —Boys, 20 ; girls, 9; total, 29.
Present —Boys, 20; girls, 0; total, 29.
School is now held in a neat stone building, erected to serve the double purpose of school and
chmcl,. On the whole; the requirements are tolerably well suet by the material provisions. The
internal organisation and general discipline are very fair, and the prevailing spirit is healthy. Suitable
instructional arrangements are in force. The teaching is suitable and, effective. Its results are from
fair to very fair.
LAC0AN —Regular hispoctioir, 3rd September.
Enrolled —Boys, 14; girls, 20 ; total, 34.
Present —Boys, 12; girls, 15 ; total, 27.
Material provisions, inadequate and nnsatisfaetory. Internal organisation, tolerable. General
discipline and moral tone, ?ndifji'rere. 'J'olerohly suitable instructional arrangesnents have been made,
but the teaching is unsystematic and unskilful. The results of the instruction are little above indjfferent.
MAXTOr —General inspection, 12th N
. ovember.
Enrolled —Boys, 11; girls, 21; total, 32.1 Present —Boys, 10; girls, 20; total, :30.
'J'lns school will in all probability be eventually superseded by a properlyorganised PublieSel,00l in
a ccii! ml posil.ion ; ,,,e,cn while the school is carried on in a small log and ba,'k structure, very poorly
in rnished, and destitute of external appoint snents. Defects occur in some of the records. 'l'hse general
dkei di,,e is tolerable. The pupIs are opproprint ely di rider! into two classes, all subjects required for
nh cli are duly provided for with tolerab/e judgment. The general proficiency is moderate in both classes.
Mrnnn Ansi :—Eegulnr inspection, 5th October.
Enrolled —Boys, 1 ; girls, 9; total, 24.
Present :—I3oys, 13; girls, 9; total, 22.
In new of the circumstances and prospects of tle school, the material provisions may be considered
ssodera/ely satisfael;ory. The internal om-gnoisat ion and the general discipline are ven;feir. The instroclion is properly regulated and systematically and intelligently carried on. It produces results averaging
fm'o,n toleralie to fair.
Mecca' Mumur —R.egolar inspection, 10th March.
Enrolled —Boys, 15 ; girls, 22; total, 37.
Present —Boys, 14; girls, 20; total, 34.
To render it sufficiently large for the attendance, the whole building, which now comprises school.
room and t,eael,es"s residence, shauld be thrown into one loom. The school stock is short in some itq,ns.
N 'morel's bl,,,sks nrc left in lho records. The discipline is fair. A suitable two-class di vision of the
pupils ol,tains. The course of instruction is complete, and the matter generally suitable and of satisfactory
range. 'Ylte results are fm'onsfair to very fair.
Muanexar —Regular inspection, 16th April.
Enrolled —Nm, record.
Present:—Boys, 7; girls, 3; total, 10.
A. flu rlv suitable building has been provided, wInch is also used as a church. The schoolhouse is
tolerably well ftsi',i ished and stocked - I m,tevr,ullv the school is in sims utterly disorganised condition. The
nt te,sda,ic-e is declining. No change for the better is to be observed in the discipline, wInds ,s but, ,eede,ete
at the best.. The pupils snnke no progress in attainments. The school has considerably deteriorated in
posit of elhieienrs' 'TIme results as a whole can only be rated at bed.
MUTIBILLY —General inspection, 21st April.
Enrolled —Bore, 18; girls, 15; total, 33.
Present:—Boys, 12; girls, 10; total, 22.
The mnotem-lal provi sions ale tolerably satisfactory. The internal organisation is correct in the main,
butrequires change in some minor detnils. 'use discipline is promising, and has nlrendy effected good
resnits. The instruction is regulated with tolerable judgment, and is imparted by approved methnds. It
produces tolerable s-emits. The school has but recently been elablisheJ.
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Prsan —fleguler inspection, 14th September.
Present. —Boys, 0; girls, 13; total, 22.
Enrolled :—Boys, 16; girls, 17; total, 33.
Recent improvements render the material condition moderately satisfactory. The general discipline
is about tolerable. The instruction is fairly suitable in kind and quality, properly regulated, and carried
on by modern methods. Its results exceed tolerable.
Rrounornro —Regular inspection, 6th September.
Present —Boys, 13; girls, 8; total, 21.
Enrolled —Boys, 13 ; girls, 9; total, 22.
The material provisions meet the requirements snoderately well. The internal orzarisation is
tolerable. The general discipline is barely moderate. The instruction is of imperfect compas-', and its
results are only vioderate.
TARL0 —Regular inspection, 17th August.
Present —Boys, 14; girs, 12; total, SB.
Enrolled —Boys, 14; girls, 12; total, 26.
internal
organisationfair
nader the circumstances. General diseip.
Material condition very had.
linefair. Instruction of rallier narrow range, tolerably well regulated, and productive of tolerable results.
YARnunA —Regular inspection, 18th Marc!.
Preseat —Boys, 16; girs, 10; total, 26.
Enrolled —Boys, 16; girls, 12; total, 28.
No change in the material condition since last inspection. Internally the school is well organized,
and the whole property is carefully and neatly kept. Peculiar circumstances cou,,ected with the character
of the locality render the aiaii,tenanee of the numbers somewhat uncertain. The discipline is good
throughout. The classification (two-class) is judicious, and suitable arrangements are made and carried
out for the teaching of all the required subjects except singing and drawing. The general proficiency
approaches very fair in both classes.

II1.—IIALF-TJME SOlD OLS.
Loxo REACH —Regular inspection, 24th February.
Present —Boys, 5 ; girls, 2 ; totsl, 7.
Enrolled —Boys, 13; girls, 6; total, 21.
One n'lditioual clock has been provided. TIse room is rallier small. The internal organisation is
very jair. Measles broke out in the locality It few days prior to the inspection and much affected the
attendance. All the third-class pupils were kept away. Ordinarily the attendance is regular and fairly
punctual. The general discipline may be ratcclfair. The results of the instruction are tolerable in the
fsr4 class, and moderate intlsc second.
Eocu.vxnw —Regular inspection, 24th February.
Present —Boys, 11; girls, 5; total, 16.
Enrolled —Boys, 16; girls, 7; total, 23.
The premises have been improved, and are now in a satisfactory state. The discipline is fair.
S,,itable general arrangements are in force. The matter of instruction is wauthig in substance, and the
methods lack thoroughness in their application. The average proficiency is below tolerable.
MULLENGULLESuA —Regular inspection, 28th July.
Present —Bo5', 1 ; girls, 4; total, 5.
Enrolled —Boy, 1; girls, 4; total, 5.
The material provisions are fairly satisfactory. Both teacher and pupils are unpunctual. As a
whole the discipline is barely tolerable. The pupils are classified with tolerable appropriateness, but
the i nstruction is defectively regulated. Except in the more mechnnical exercises, the results of
examination are very low—all ro,nsd, they average below moderate. The school has seriously declined.
in numbers, and is in a very precarious state.
WINDnrLAa5A :—Regular inspection, 28th July.
Present :—Boys, 5; girls, 2; total, 7.
Enrolled —Boys, 15; girls, 2 ; total, 7.
The school is conducted in makc.shift premises—moderately suitable as such. Both teneher and
upils are unpnnctual. The general discipline is below moderate. The pupils are properly classified.
pThe teaching is poor in quality, and comparatively ba,wen of results. The general proficiency of the
pupils is moderate, but they are generally spiritless and low in intelligence. The school has declined
in both numbers and efficiency. The general results are only iisdllj'ere,st.

Nxw BRISTOL —Regular inspection, 19th May.
Present :—Boys, 3; girls, 8; total, 11.
Enrolled —Boys, 7; girls, 9; total, 16,
Organisatioh, satisfactory, generally; general discipline, fair. The instruction includes all
required subjects except singing, and produces fair (nearly) results. The school is in a fair state of
cdl eieiiey.
NonTli Husaissox —Regular inspection, 20th May.
Present —Boys, 5; girls, 10; total, 15.
Enrolled —Boys, 7 ; girls, 10; total, 17:
Repairs to the premises are wanted. The internal organisation is satisfactory, and the general
discipline tolerably so. The instruction includes all required subjects except singing, and is faithfully
atteudcd to ; its results exceed tolerable.
QnALioo —Regular inspection, 20th July.
Present —Boys, 2; girls, 9; total, 11.
Enrolled —Boys, 4; girls, 9; total, 13.
Material condition of the premises, moderate; internal organisation and general discipline, fair.
The instruction tends to he individual, and is of incomplete compass ; its results slightly exceed
moderate.
SI'RINOFIELD —Regular inspection, 3rd August.
Present —Boys, 4; girls, 8; total, 12.
Enrolld —Boys, 7 ; girls, 10; total, 17.
Material provisions, very fair. internal organisatioa and general discipline, fair. The results
of the instruction average about tolerable. General efficiency, tolerable.

ltIowkxos —Regular inspection, 25th August.
Present —Boys, 5 ; girls, 8; total, 13.
Enrolled; —Boys, 7 ; girls, 10 ; total, 17.
The material condition has been much improved, and now meets requirements satisfactorily.
Some of the records are defectively kept; otherwise, the internal organisation is fair. The general
discipline is very fair. The instruction is methodically imparted, though not regulated by all the
required guides; its results exceed tolerable.
LBRA1TU
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YP.sIUZAITII —Regular inspection, 26th August.
Enrolled —Boys, 7; girls, 7; total, 14.
Present —Boys, 5; girls, 4; total, 9.
The material condition is seriously defective. Some of the records are defectively kept, and
lesson programmes are wanted. The general ebsciplisse is -s-cry foir, and the moral tone healthy. The
pupils are properly classified. The teaching produces fair results.
B. S. HICKS,
Inspector, Goulburn District

G-RAFTON DISTRICT.
lxsrsicToa's General Report for 1375.

ON taking charge of this District, in June, 1875, I found the following schools in operation,

Viz..

37 Public Schools, of 38 Departments,
15 Provisional Schools,
4 Half-time Schools, and
11 Denominational Schools,—
in all 113 Schools and Departments.
During the second half of the year teachers were appointed to the Need River schools—
Munvilluinbab Public and Tweed Junction Provisional ; a N on-vested Public School was opened at
South Ann ; and Provisional Schools were established at Coaldale, 'l'nnstall, and Tucki-'l'ucki. The
Provisional School at Raleigh was dosed on the 26th March last, that at Nainbueca on the 1st October
the teachers in each ease having resigned.
'l'hero were in operation at the close of the year thirty-nine Public Schools and Departments,
eighteen Provisional, four I-Tall-time, and six Denominational—making a total of sixty-seven Schools
and Departments, of which sixty-two were fully inspected aeeordisisg to the general form.
'lime Public Schools at Bowra and Murwillujnbah were dosed at the time of my visit; the Public
School at South Ann and the Provisional Schools at Tnnstalh and 'l'ncki-Tueki were not in operation
suthcientiy early in the year to be inspected.
Thirty-four Public Schools, eleven Provisional, four Hall-time, and six Denominational, have
been in operation for the whole year; five Public and eight Provisional, for only a port-son of that
period.
'New Public Schools have been erected during the year at Tiranisia Creek and Woodbura ; and
new premises are in prowess at Strontian Park.
An-angeincnts for the erection of new and suitable Public Schools in the undennentioned places
arc now complete, viz.
Bowra,
Grnfton, a new Infant Department,
Gladstone,
Kempsey,
Grafton South,
Lower Southgate.
Tenders for the erection of a new R. C. School at C rafton have been adtertised in the looal press.
New Pullic Schools are needed at—
Ennis,
Namnbueor,
Ifarwood Island,
Seven Oaks,
Lawrence,
Wardell
- Although the circumstances of each of the following localities warrant the establisthneimt of
Provional
si Schools the]'ein, they are at present without any menus of instruction, viz.
l3elmoi-e, Upper,
Rawdon island,
Runtindon,
Smith's Creek,
Mountain View,
Telegraph Point.
Suitable buildings have been already provided at lluntingdon and Telegraph Point,
in the ease of the remaining places, new, schoolrooms are being erected by the people, so that I
hope to see, in - a short time, six additional Provisional Schools in operation, and upwards of one
isousdred children thought tsnsler instruction.
Applications for the establishment of Hall-time Schools at Rolland's Plains and Telegraph
Point, and at Iinnti gdon and Sanerox, were fully issquircd into.
The Council decided to open such schools in the two first-named places ; but, owing to the
removal of several families from Holland's Plains in December, no children of school age remained in
that locality, and the necessity for establishing a school there no longer existed. An application to aid
a Provisional School at Cornhury l'nrk, near Telegraph Point, is under consideration.
With reference to the application from Huntisigdon and Sanerox, it was found on inquiry that
the cii-cumstances of each warranted the opening of full-time schools.
The Council has agreed to recognize a Provisional School at lluntiugdosi ; and a new and more
central schoolroom is in course of erection on Rawdou Isla-nd---close to Sancrox—which the promoters
expect to see similarly r000guized.
At the Mneleay, Warn bueea, Belleuger, Clarence, and Tweel River Heads are isolated groups of
children who never have had all opportunity of nttending school.
I trust to be able to make arrnngements before long by which they may in some measure receive
the benefits of the Public Schools Act.
The following table shows the distribution of the schools among the centres of population:—
Schools.

Centres of l'opulatioms,

I'nbtie. l'mv, [ SIP.

Twecdlliver -------------------------------------1
1
Riclunond------------------------------------ - -- 3
5
............ -.......................-13
Clarence
7
Bellinger --------------------------------------- 2
.,.
Nanmbueea -- .................................. ---1
-- ilnelesy ----------------------------------- --- -8-...
Ifast-iugs --- ................................... ---1
4
Camden Haven ---------------------------------------1
Totals ------------------------ Pa
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Weg.

Tel-ni.
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--
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..

2
15

2

28

...
...

2
1
13

...
..

1

...
-.

-..

..

...
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..

-1

1
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When provision shalt have been made for the instruction of the children in the localities cited its
educationally destitute, us for us I can judge there will be little room for further school extension in this
district,- at least for some time.
In
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In a few places the number of schools in operation is in excess of the requirements, and might be
advantageously reduced.
The nuihbor ot pupils enrolled for the whole year is 4,5115 and the average atteudanco 2,3635, or
a little over 52 per cent, of the gross enrolment.
The very unfavoarable weather experienced in the first quarter of the year all over the district,
and the prevalence of the measles throughout the whol,e year, account to a certain extent for the low' per.
cent-age of attendance.
The saddest fact I have to record in connection with this report is, that there are at least 600
children of school age living within a two-mile radius of existing schools that never attend thereat. Those
children are growing up in the most lamentable ignorance.
Tho reasons assigned by parents for depriving their offspring of the advantages of early and regular
instruction are so trivial and selfish that I shall not cut nierate then, here. The only valid excuse I hero
heard is the necessity for utilizing children's labour at certain seasons. But surely a child 7 or 10 years
old call (to as much work before and after school hours and oa Saturdays as ought to be required of him.
Legislative notion alone can in my opinion put a stop to such a deplurable state of tlungs and satisfactorily deal with the important but vexed question of securing the benefits of primary education to all
the children of tile land.
Of the thirty'nisie Public Schools in operation on the 31st December, thirty'four are Vested and
five Noa-vested, viz., Boa-rn, Solferino, South Arm, Stroiitian Park, and Rninornie.
The vested buildings arc nearly all centrally situated, and, except in the case of two, securely fenced
and provided with but-offices.
As regards their material eonditio,i it may be stated that about 80 per cent, rank from fair to good,
the renlainder being tolerably satisfactory. Only a few, however, have complete external equipments,
including weather-sheds and lavatories.
Repairs and additions have been effected to the following schools during the year, viz. —Aldaville,
Alunuly Creek, Belmore River, Grafton, G-undurimba, ICcnspsey (CE.), S,nitll's Flat.
Time Provisional Schools are all wooden structures. In time case of two, (Iso grounds are fenced ; in
that of eleven, there are no out-olilees.
The material condition of the Half-time Schools is tolerable ; but except it Sherwood all external
appointments are wanting.
Five of the Denominational Schools are built of wood one—Xempsey Presbyterian—is a brick
edifice. Their material state is tolerable; two are without playgrounds, and at Kenapsey G.E., no owtoffices have yet been erected.
The supply of furniture, apparatus, and books in the greater number of schools fairly meets their
several requirements, except in tIle case of the undermnentioned, in which the desk aeco,nuiodation is
inadequate, viz. :—Xenpsey Pros., ]Cemnpsey OR, Palmer's Islund Pub., Frederickton CE., Seven Oaks
Pith., Sumnlerlancl Pub., Rainbow- Reach Pub., Rocky Mouth Pub. In the Provisional and jIalf'ti,ne
Schools the furniture is of the roughest description but improvement in this feature of their urgmmnisation
is perceptible. As a rule the teachers carefully look after the Council's property, no instance of waste or
carelessness having come nuder my notice.
In regard to discipline, the espcdt of many schools ispleasing, mitch having been done to make the
pupils regular and punctual, clean and Ileat, obedient and cheerful. The character of the attendance,
however, is unsatisfactory in the case of sixteen Public, three Provisional, and three Denominational
Schools, in which barely two-tiurds of the number enrolled atte,ld with pleasing regularity. Increased
effort on the part of the teachers of these schools is imperative to secure a Inglier percentage of regular
pupils.
The order of many schools affords little room for praise, loose lllarehliilg and noisy class-movements
being common characteristics. With those schools in which drill is effeeti rely taught, and whose teachers
insist on having tIle different alovenlents performed with precision, no fault can be found. But where
teachers are careless, or themselves noisy, or satisfied with having (lungs Ilalf-done, the order is defect-ire,
and consequently the attention of the pupils partial and fitful. I look forward to marked improvement
in the order of the schools duriag the present year.
The course of instruction is complete in the ease of seventeen Public, two Provisional, and two
Denominational Schools. In the others, either singing, drawing, or sewing is omitted from the prescribed
range of subjects.
Of the sixty-two schools inspected, thirty-three, or 53 per cent., were below the standard fourteen,
or 23 per cent., were up to its requirements, and fifteen, or 24 per cent., exceeded them. Lastyear
about 65 per cent, were below the standard, 17 per cent, were up to, nnd 28 per cent, exceeded its
reqturenieot. Thus, although the regularity of attendance throughout the yenr has been niatai'isdly
affected by sickness nmld other causes, there has been 110 retrogressi011 in the proficiency of the schools.
The roeeaey of my appointment to this district precludes mc from offering any extended rcnmeirks
on the question of educational progress or (lie reve,'se, or fm'o,n instituting eosnpas-isous based on hlnt
results. In a few schools 1 found reading well taught, the pupils e]lnneiating disti ,sctly and reading with
ease and intelligence. Oral spelling is practised ii, all the schools. I observed that '' phrase-spelling was
51 roe only by teachers recently from tIle trainimlg establishment.
Of the 2,430 pupils ex,mnlimled in rending, 65 percent, ranked f rom fair to good 36 per cent, as
tolerable, and 9 per cent. did badly.
In writing 204 passed as good ; 1,314 Its fair; 535 its tolerable, and only ii, were below tolerable.
The writing lesson is it mecha,,ical operation in nearly all schools, no illustrations as to tl,e principle of
formation of the letters being practised. In a few- schools the books were dirty and seribblcd over, 0,1,1
evidently isldiealed a want of supervision on the teachers' part-. Dietatioml is taught in mill the schools
of the district- with varying success. Wl,erc teaehei-s are -zealous and vigilant, the best results, of eon rse,
were met with ; and steps were taken for the t1,o,'os,gk eorrectioml of the snis.spcltwords—thie maul business
of the lesson, but often the part wholly neglected.. In selmeols conducted by easily-satisfied pel'sOmls time
nverago number of errors was high, amid copying by no means uneom,nOml.
Arithlsnef.ie is a weak subject in the ninjority of schools, partly owi ,,g to the inexpei'ienee of
teachers, and partly to their w'amlt of i1mgem1uit iu framing questiomla. J have lilet with children
pi'etending to do Proportion amId Practice, utterl' fail ii Conmposmud Subtraction. Out of 1,873 pnpils
examined 72 obtained the snark good ; 709 did fairly; 580 tolerably, and the reesnislder did only
moderately.
Crasnniar is not apopnlar subject. Inn few small Provisional Schools the results were i,ldifl'ereat
in such schools a lesson on this subject is almost a waste of time. The teaching, however, is fairly
effective as regards pavsiemg and analysis, in the greater number of schools. But it is only in very few,
that this knowledge is practically applied to the oorrectiou of faulty expressions iii speaking and
writing. Geography is taught with a fair degm- ee of success- More frequent ,'evisioms and in ilmerca.sed
use of the blackboard are recomnnlendcd. In this subject 103 ramlked no good, (illS as fair, 218 dm,l
tolerably well, and 182 naoderately. Scriptnrc lessons were used by 475 children ; the answering
evidenced a fair knowledge of the principal events read of. Object lessons are given in all the schools
and to almost all the pupils. In the hands of inexperiemlced and careless teachers such lessons are
productive of little "end . Some poplmlar text book is procured, a lesson is enlled fi'onm it, perhaps (In
ensue straslge a,aimat and children who are iroh,ab1y unable to point out differences botweemi cattle asmel
peculiarities" of this un]cnowsi eroatus'o. 1 have
hi, c-sea receive a lecture on tIme "qualities ' and
islvaruibiy advised teachmea's to bcgima at home when selecting oh ject lessons for their different classes. 1
take it to be a siga of skill and Industry on a teacher's part when 1 find Ilisu able to give a s-eally
effective object lesson. Drawing is taught in the majority of schools with reasonable measure of
slice esS
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success. 1,014 children were taught sinoing. On the whole singing is popular, and has exercised a
beneficial influence on all schools that niJe any appreciable progress with the sulijeet. Instruction is
ven in Euclid and Algebra in four Public Schools, viz., (.mftosi, Kempscy, Swan Creek, and Ulmarra.
ths is also taught in the last-nasued school. Needlework received its due share of attention throughout the year.
As a body the teachers are a respectable and in iistelligent class ; all received my suggestions
euurteously, and with in evident intention of giving then, effect. Of their attainments and studious
habits :1 mu not in a position to speak with confidence. However, I know that at the present tiiute there
are on the Clarence River several teachers engaged inpreptiviaLthemselves by regular study for exalliulalion. These yOung mdi arc all candidates for admission to the second class. I regret the fesvms ci the
number, for it is of the greatest importinsee that there sltotihl be among our teachers men of superior
nlsihties and attainineuts. The value of such men is not to be measured by the excellence of their
schools, nor even by the benefits their example confess on the schools in their vicinity. Their influence
is felt through the entire staff—they leaven the whole mass they make tii e suffice of teacher
respectable and respected ; and their success not only attracts young stien of promise to ilic servicel but
stimulates thesu to devote all their energies to their work. While concurring in the propriety of
taking the teacher's efficiency in his school into account in determiiming his fitness for promotion, I
would Isohl out every facility for undergoing examination to the young men in the profession desirous
of raising their classification rather by Snell "leans than seeking it under good service clauses or special
regulations.
Of the local supervision I cannot speak very highly. In the greater number of schools it is
merely of a nominal character. 'I'lse most efficient Boards are those in connection with the undermisentioned schools, viz. —Aldavilla, Alnisuty Creek, Couper, Graftun, Port Naeq untie, Solferino,
Swan Creek, and ljhnarra.
Briefly sumnmarisiug the foregoing remarks, it will be seems that the prospects of primary education in tIns district are hopefssl ; several isew Public Schools of a superior character have been erected
during the year, and for the building of many more arrangeneuts are complete. The material
condition of a number of schools has been improve'1 ; and the means of instruction have been extended
to malay remote districts. But the character of the attendance is not as satisfactory as it should be
and notwithstanding the Council's efforts to provide for the instruction of the risinggeneration, owing
to the carelessness and selfishness of some parents, a very large number of children seldom or never go
to school it all. The teachers have, on the whole, done honest work. I hope to be able to speak
favourably of their studious habits and their desire to iimsprovc in Practical skill, as my kisoicledgc of
theist increases.
Summaries of the reports on the schools inspected are transmitted hercwitls.

t

Inspector's Office,
Cs'afton, 31st January, 1876.

'

T. I) WYER,
Isaspeetor of Schools.
Crafton District,

Sua[seAnv of Reports upon Public Schools inspected in 185.
AnnavrLtA (V.) --General inspection, 10th December.
Numbers enrolled :—floys, 22 ; girls, 18; total, 40.
Numbers present—Boys, 18; girls, 12; total, 30.
1. The premises are in good condition, and neatly kept. An additional room to the teacher's
resirlenee as being creel ed. rIlie school is veIl baud in furniture and appliances. 2. The pupils i.t.t end
111TIct.uly, but only oocthird are regular. In other respects the discipline is fairly satisfactory.
3. Except singing, all the prescribed subjects are taught. The classification is appropriate; and the
instruction is properly regulated. The .methods are modern but the teaehiiig is wanting in energy and
thoroughness. The average proficiency is from tolerable to fair.
ALSTOXYILLE (V.) —General inspection, 22nd July.
Numbers enrolled —Boys, 22; girls; 26; total, 43.
Numbers present :—Boys, 13; girls, 17; total, 30.
1. This is a new school. The gronuds are unfenced and but psrt.ially cleared. There is no pro'
Tisionfor is supply of good water. The school is adequately found iii fornitnre and educational
requisites. 2. Three-fourths of the pupils are regolar, and nearly all punctual. The gorernment is firm,
and the tone of the school tolerably satisfactory. 3. Singing is omitted from the course of instruction,
which is otherwise complete. The classification is suitable ; but the instruction is not folly regulated.
The methods are of fair worth; and the tcaelnog is ressonnbly successful. The average proficiency exceeds
tolerable.
Annrxr Unrest (V.) —General inspection, 7th.Oetobor.
Numbers enrolled —Boys, 30; girls, 20 ; total, 50.
Numbers present —Boys, 28; girls, 18; total, 46.
1. Improvements to the material condition are in progress. The school is moply found in all
requisites ; and the organisation is very fair. 2. The attendance is marked by pn setuelity and regularity,
except in tIme case of the elder pupils. The order of the first-class admits of considcrnble iniproveinent.
2. All the prescribed subjects are taught. The classification is suitable ; the instruction is regulated with
care and neat.ness ; the methods nrc of fair worth ; and the teaching is reasonably effective. The average
proficiency is from tolerable to fair.
BAnLIxA (V.) —General inspection, 28th. July.
Numbers enrolled —Boys, 30; girls, 23 ; total, 53.
Numbers present —Boys, 28 ; girls, 23; total, 51.
1. The building is old, and considerably damaged by the white ants. Except that another black.
board is needed, the stock of appliances is sufficient. The general aspect is tolcrubtmy satisfactory.
2. Three-fourths of the pupils att,em,d regularly and punctually. Whispering prevails among the younger
children, and a habit of calculating audibly throughout the school. The distribution of the school
muatersals occasions too mitch noise. 3. Except eimsging, the course of instruction is complete. The pupils
are correctly classified ; the instruction is rogulated with tolerable judgment and care the methods are
of average merit:. The general proficiency is fair (nearly).
BSLLtYGEmS (V.) :—Oeneral inspection, 2nd November.
Numbers enrolled —Boys, 20; girls, 22; total, 44. Numbers present —Boys, 13; girls, 17; total, 30.
I.. The material condition is good; but the accommodation is inadequate. The organisation is, on
the whole, satisfactory. 2. Five-ssinths of the pupils are regular; all attend puncteully. The discipline,
In other respects, is fairly efFective, 3. The course of instruction cnmbrnrcs sill tie required subjects
except ssmmgicg. The pupils are suitably elassiflesl ; the lesson documents are drawn imp with fair skill
the methods are suitable ; and the teaching is reasonably successful. The pupils answer with self-reliance
and thosmghtfnlesess. The average proficiency is fair.
BELMORE
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Bnaronn Rrvr.n (V.) -General inspection, 29th November.
Numbers enrolled -Boys, 36; girls, 20; total, 56. Numbers present -Boys, 25 girls, 16; total, di.
I. The premises have been lately paintd, and present a neat and cheerful aspect. The material
condition is good. The school is well organised, and adequately found in furniture and appliances.
2- Three-fifths of the pupils attend regularly. The punel ualil.y is very satisfactory. The olnldren are
clean, orderly, and attentive. S. Shiging is omitted front the course of instruction, which is otherwise
complete. A soitn.ble classification obtaisis. The lessen doeun,en l.s are carefully constructed. 'l'ise
methods are modern and reasonably effective. The teaching needs to be marked by increased thoroughness. The average proficiency is from tolerablo to fair.
OASIYO (V.) -General inspection, 17th JulyNumbers enrolled :-Boys, 34-; girls, 27; total, 61. Numbers present -Boys, 30 ; girls, 26; total, 56.
1. A weather-shed is needed ; and the teacher's residence is but po.rtia)ly lined. Otherwise, the
material condition is satisfactory, and the organisat.ion good. 2. Five-sevenths of the pupils are
regular all attend very punctually. Under the present teacher, the discipline has improved, and
secures a healthy moral tone. S. The course of instruction is complete, except as regards needlework.
The classification is suitable, and the instruction properly regulated - Under examination the pupils are
subdued, but answer isidistisietly. For their ages the range of attniosssents :is Jew, for, which the present
teacher is not responsible. 'l'he average proficiency is from toicrable to fair. As far as the teacher is
responsible, the general condition is satisfactory.
CifA'rs\vonTIL ISLAND (V.) -General inspection, 24th August,
Numbers enrolled :-Boys, 51; girls, 35; total, 36. Numbers present :-Boys, 39;girls, 30; total; 60.
I. Painting and sonic minor repairs are needed. The supply of furniture and working materials
is ample. The property is neatly ke,jt, and the general aspect is pleasing. 2. Osily 10 per Calif. of time
number enrolled attend regularly. the punctuality is very good. The children are neat, respectful,
and, in the upper classes, attentive. The government needs to be more exacting in matters of detail.
3. All the prescribed subjects are taught. The pupils are suitably classified ; the instruction is fully
regulated ; the methods are of modern east ; the average proficiency exceeds fair.
Oonxai (V.) -General inspection, 27th July,

- Numbers enrolled -:-Boys 22 ; girls,dS; total, 40. Numbers present -Boys, 20; girls, 15 ; total, 35.
1. Repairs to the verandah and the roof of the teacher's residence are needed, otherwise the
material condition is satisfactory. There is a full supply of all requisites. 2. Three-fourths of the
pupils attend regularly and punctually. The other features of the discipline are equally satisfactoi-y.
:i. All the prescribed subjects are taught. The pupils are well classified ; the instructional doci.nncnts
are skilfully drawn isp the methods :i,-e iutelhigent ; and the teaching is marked by industry and
care. The pupils of the first and thir,1 classes answer with eonauiondable accuracy. The average
proficiency is fair (nearly).
Cow can (V.) :-Geueral inspection, 24th September.
Numbers enrolled -Boys, 33 girls, 31; total, 64. Numbers present -Boys, 15; girls, H; total, 29.
1. A portion of the fence has been accidentally burnt down, 'I'hse aImed needs flooring. The
grounds are covered with tall weeds, which give alluutidy appearance to the premises. The school is
asnply pro'iied with furniture and books. Tv,o a,] ditional snaps are needed. 2. Two-thirds of the
pupils are regular in attendance ; tIme percentage of punctual scholars is much higher. Those present
are neat respectful, and attentive. 3. h'iuiging and needlework are omitted frr,m the course of instruction.'the pupils are snitahly classified ; the instruction is regulated with skill and neatness, and
imparted by modern and cffcetivc methods. The average proficiency is from fair to very fair.
EUnOKA (V.) -General inspection, 7th December.
Numbers enrolled -Boys, 24; girls, 22; total, 46. Numbers lireseut -Boys, 23; girls, 22 ; total, 45.
I. 'J2lie premises neal painting. An a'lditional water-eluset is urgoutly required ; and the roof
of the teachers residence is in disrepair. The whole Property is kept with marked neatness. The
school is well found in all the requisite appliances. 2. The pupils are regular and very punctual. In
other respects the discipline is satisfactory. 3. Except silmging the instruetmon is cf full range. The
patoIs are judiciously classified, and the instruction is well regulated. Modern .all reasonably
successful methods are pm'actiserl. The average protieiancy is from fair to very fair.
Faaxssoexr (V.) -General inspection, 1st November.
Numbers enrolled -Boys, 13; girls, 21; total, 34. Numbers present -Boys, 12; girls, 19; total, 31.
1. The school is favourably situated, in good condition, and well organised. 2. Two-thirds of
the pupils are rearular, imsit- the majority, are nuptinctiial. Those prcaeist are clean and fairly attentive.
lhe govesismuent is wanting in finaness. 3. Singing excepted, the ornate of instructionis complete.
Tic clacsifieatiou is suitable, but the instruction is smut fully regsslated. The methods are of all
elementary character. The teacher is industrious but inexpersenced. The average proficiency is front
moderate to tolerable.
Gr.xvrox (Primary_V.) -General inspection, 21st, 25th, and 26th October.
Numbers present :-lioys, 101 ; girls, 74; total, 175.
.
Numnbersenrolled;-Buys, 132; girls, 35; total, 217
- The material couhition is very good, but the accommodation is insufficient. The oigamsatieu
is very satisfactory. 2. Nine-thirteenthas of the number of pupils enrolled attess,l regularly and lmummctnally. Nearly all are sscat, attentive, nil" in good order. Sonic fourth-class 1103's, however, indulge in
too much wliispes'istg. The moral tone is satisfactory. - The course of instruction cml 'races all the
prescribed subjects. In additiu.i, instruction in Euclid, Algebra, and Mapping is given to the fourth
class. Modern and reasonably effective mueth,,cls are practisel. The following is the 1mrufidieney of the
diflereat classes -First, fair + ; lovrer second, fair to very fair; upper secoud, very fair (nearly)
tbir,l, very fair + ; fourth, good.. Candidates far the Senior and Junior University Examninations
passed successfully front this school on the late occasion.
Gr.,c rroy (Infant--V.) :-General inspection, -20th and 21st October.
Numbers enrolled -Boys, 71; girls, 65; total, 136. Numbers present:-Boys, 65; girls, 56; total, 121.
I. The 1,remises are in - very good condition, but the accommodation is far too limited for
present requirements, and the ventilation is defective. The organisatioa is as complete as ciremnstammees will permssst. 2. Two-thirds of the pupils are regular ; a larger number attend punctually.
Cleanliness is a marked feature of the discipline. Many children are restless mind inattentive. The
,,rder was injuriously affected by the prevalence of the measles in August and September. 3. No subject
of instruction proper to an infant school is omitted. Modern, suitable, and very fairly effective
mnetlieds are used, The average proficiency is fair (nearly.)
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(icyndutsira (V.) -General inspection, 23rd Ju13-.
Nnsol,ers enrolled --Boys, 21; girls, 22 ; total, 43. Numbers present -Boys, 18; girls, 14; total, 32.
I. The school has a far oorahle situation, is amply 1tovided with fin-ni bin-c and itlIllalatlis, and is
well organised. 2. Four 1if his of the pupils are regular and punctual. "he iiiajority are cleat' aiol
tolerably orderly. The government is mild, and the mcml tone reasonably healthy. 3. The course of
irstreetion is colilpiete. The classification is suitable the instruction is fi.illy and neatly regulated.
Under examination the pupils are subdued. Some exlnbita fair degree of self.relianee, but imiany are
thy and inert. The average proficiency is tolerable (nearly).
K msupsnv (V.) :- -General inspection, 23rd, 24th, and 25th November.
Numbers enrolled: -Boys, 30; girls, 47; total, 86. Numbers present -Boys, 36; girls, 41; total, 77.
- The huildings are ol,l, shabby-lookuig, and in disrepair. The aeeoniinpdatinn afforded. is far
too limited. The ol-ganisatiun under existing esreumjsstances is faii-. 2. Three-fourths of the punls
attend regularly ; nearly all are punctual. The majority are neat, and, except in the first class,
orderly and, attentive. The goveriunent secures a healthy moral tone :3. All the subj ects laid
down in the staumlard al- c taught. Instruction in the elements of Euclid and Algebra is given to tIme
fourth class. The classilicatiojm is suitable, and the instruction well regulated. 'I'lse methods arc
illodern, and the teaching is zealously conducted. The average proficiency exceeds fair.
KJNCISET,A OSiLEX (V.) -General inspection, 3rd December.
Numbers enrolled -Boys, 16; girls, 16; total, :32. Numbers present -Boys, 12; girls, 14; total, 26.
- The buildissg is a substantial structure of sawn slabs, and is it, good repair. The play-ground
has been cleared of a luxuriant growth of weeds, and a portion fenced off for a garden. The organ.
isation is satisfactory. 2. Barely two-thirds of the pupils enrolled attend regularly; the majority
are punctual. 'the moral tono is healthy. - 3. All the prescribed subject-s are taught. ''lie children
are suitably classified, and time instruction is well regulated. Modern methods are used. The average
prof'seicllcy is fair.

L,vsonu (V.) -General inspection, 10th Tidy.
Numbers enrolled ---Boys, 28; girls, 29 total, 57. Numbers present:-Boys, 28 ; girls, 28; total, 56.
.1. Wcather-sllecls al- c needed, and tile prenises require 1iaintuig. Otherwise the inatesial condition is satisfactory, and time school is well found in apphauecs. 2. Four-fifths of the pupils attend
regularly ; tlleir piutetuality is still bettor. 'Ihi sc present are neat, cheerful, and in fair order. The
tone of the school- is reasonably sat isfactorc 3. The course of instruction is complete. The classification is judicious, and the instruction is skilfully regulated. The methoils are modern, and the
teaching is diligutitly prosecuted. The average proficiency is fair (nearly). Under the present teacher
the school has increased its efficiency and popularity.
Pa untie's Tsn,xs, (V.) :-Gcneral inspection, 21st August.
Numbers enrolled -Boys, 30 ; girls, 24 ; total, 54. Numbers present -Boys, 24;girls, 14 ; total 38.
1. The fence is broken in places. A kitchen for the teacher's residence is needed. The desk
accommodation is wholly inadequate. In other respects the material condition is satisfactory, iuil tIme
rganisntion very fair. 2. Sevuss.elcvçntlms of the pupils attend regularly and nearly all punctually,
:rliosc present are neat, respectful, orderly, and attentiva The tone of the school is healthy.:;. -Sinumg
35 0111 itted frOlothe course of instruction, which is ethenvise complete.
'kite pnitils are clnesm tic,
correctly the instruction is regulated with neatness and skill; the methods are isitelligent, and of
nn',-e than average merit; and the teaching is energetic and effective. Under examination tIle pupils
yield a ready attention, and answer with spirit and accnraey. The avenge proficiency is very fair
(nearly).
Ponr MAcI1UASUE (V.) --General inspection, 8th and I ith November.
Numbers enrolled:-Boys, 49; girls, 33; total, 82. Nuinliers present -Boys, 36; girls, 28 ; total, 64.
The prcmaiscs are in very fair condition. Proximity to the sea accounts for the dampness and
discolouration of the eastern walls. The school is well found in Lii 'niture amid apparatns, but the
stock of books is insufficient. 2. Three-fourths of the pupils are regular and punctual. Those present
arc neat, respectful, and very fairly attentive. Stricter supcn'ision is iinperatii'e in the playground.
The tone of time schord is "easosmably Isealthy 3. The course of instruction is complete. The classmtication is suitable. The instructional documents are drawn up with fair skill. Modern methods arc
used ; and the teaching is reasonably chleotivc. The avenge prohieicncy approaches fair.
lt,sixnow REact 1 (V.) -General inspection, 2nd December.
Numbers enrolled --Boys, 26 ; girls, :33 total, 5. Numbers present -Boys, 21; girls, 27; total, 48.
- The site is neither healthy nor pleasant. 'l'lm e prenuscs are only iii tolerable repair, Ii tvimmg
su Itered considerable injum'y by the late flood. 'the supply of fnruitnrc, anparatus, and books is insufficient. 2. Two-thirds of the pupils arc regular, the' greater number are punctual. Nearly all arc
clean, tolerably qinet, and attentive. The dise:pline has imiiprovod. 3. Singing and sewing are
omitted from the prescribcml course of instruction. The classification and occupation are f,sirlv satis.
factory. The methods arc of tolerable worth and the teaching is id
nustrious,lm
iit wanting in
thiorouginiess. The school has improved since last i nspection. The average proficiency is tolerable.
Ba ison Eu-: IN. V.) -General inspection, 25th Septendser.
Numbers enrolled -Boys, :30 girls, 20; total, 50. Numbers present --Boys, 24:; girls, IS; total, 39.
1. The promises are in very fair rcpaii-. Addbional desk accommodation is needed. The school
is well fuinirl in apparatus and books. 2. Nine-thirtee,sths of the pupils attend regularly, a higher
proportion 1 icing punctual. '[lie pupils al-c deals, rcspoctful, ordcrli-. aud attentive. The go vcrnui ci it
is .1 ndieious, and the toime of the scimo,d healthy. 3. Siuing excepted, the course of instruction is Coinplete. 'l'ise classification is oor,-ect, and the instruction is Will regulated. The niethods are iuo,lcrn
and the teaching is zealoes and effective. The aveinge prohicieney is from fair to very fair.
Rocscv Momrrsr (V.) - General inspection, 26th August.
Numbers enrolled : -Boys, 41; girls, NI; total, 72. Numbers present -Boys, 33; girls, 24 ; total, 57.
1. An additional watercinset is needed, and the desk accommodation is insnflieient. The school
is plcasniitiv situated, and very fairly organised. 2. Two-thirds of the ptsJu1s arc regular, and nearly
all 1muuotiud. 'l'l,osc prcsciit are tolerably neat, orderly, and attes;tive. The govcl-nmemmt to lie effective
naust be firmer. 3. Except si,mgln
g , sm!l tIme presei-i lic,l subjects are taught. 'flme pupils ale pi'opei-ly
classified, and time instruction is full)' regmsl:mted. The nmethods are nmodorn, the average proficiency is
from fair to very tab-.
Oaus (V.) --General inspection, 30111 November.
Numbers ciirollcd -Boys, 50; girls, 12; total, 92. Numbers present:- Boys, 42; girls, 33; total, SO.
- The premmsos arc eli, and present a ]nean and dissgy flipCarnmmcc. The accommodation is
altogether
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aliogether insufficient, anti the supply of furniture, apparatus, and books is inadequate. 2. Two-thirds
of the pupils are regular and three-fourths punctual. Several children-mostly new scholars, are
untdy, restless, al)1 indisposed to work. The majority, however, are clean, industrious, and attentive. In other respects the discipline is reanably effective. 3. All the prescribed subjects are taught.
The pupils are classified with 1iassable judgment, and the instruction is regulated by the usual guides.
Methods of ordinary value are in use. The average profieieacy is fair (nearly).
SoLrERINo (N.Y.) -General inspection, 10th October.
Numbers enrolled :.-Boys, 14; girls, 27; total, 41. Numbers present -Boys, 12; girls, 16; total, 28.
- The out-offices are in disrepair; otherwise, the material state is very fair. The furinturo is
unsuitable and not properly arranged. The supply of working appliances is sufficient. 2. Threeare tolerably neat, but noisy and indisfourths of the pupils are regular and punctual. '.Ihe of
posed to work. The government is feeble. 3. Drawing and sewing are onutted from the course of
instruction. The pupils are mutably classified. 'l'he methods are only of moderate worth and
effectiveness. The average proficiency is moderate.
SOOTIEGATE (V.) -General inspection, 23rd October.
Numbers enrolled -Boys, 25 ; girls, 30; total, 53. Numbers present -Boys, 13; girls, 14 ; total, 27.
1. The site is low and subject to floods. the material condition and the oiganisation are fairly
satisfactory. 2. Five.seventbs of the pupils attend regularly and nearly all punctually. Measles re,lueed
the munliers on the day of inspection. The children are clean and attentive. Other features of the
discipline are satisfactory. 3. .xcept singing, the course of instruction is complete. The classification
is correct, and the instruction regulated with fair skill. The methods are effective-more of thorough
energetic applieatii in than of absolute worth. Un,lcr examination the pupils answer with care. 'l'heir
distinct utterance deserve special notice. The average proficieuey exceeds fair.

Slum's FLAT (V.) -General inspection, 14th October.
Numbers enrolled :-Boys, 19,- girls, 28 ; total, 47. Numbers present -Boys, 12 ; girt, 25 total, 37.
1. Improvements are in progress, which, vlien completed, will render the material condition
satisfactory. New desks are also being made. An additional black-board is reiuired and the stock of
hooks is isailequate. 2. Two.tliirds of the pupils are regular anti punctual. The discipline in other
respects is very satisfactory. 3. All the prescribed subjects are taught. The classification is correct
and the instiuction is regulated with skill and marked neatness. Modern, suitable, and effective
methods are rractised. The average proficiency exceeds fair.
SrnoxTIAN Pxnx (N.Y.) -General inspection, 27th October.
Numbers em-oiled -Boys, 13 ; girls, 25 ; total, 38. Numbers present -Boys, 7; girls, 15 ; total, 22.
I. The premises al-c old, small, and totally unfit for school purposes. The furniture is unsuitable,
and for want of room improperly airaiiged. 2. Three-fourths of the pupils attend regularly all are
poimetual. The low attendance on the clay of inspection was owing to the measles. Those present are
qsnet, clean, and attentive. The moral tone is healthy. .3. All the prescribed subjects are taught.
The pupils are properly classified ; and the instruction is regulated with fair skill. The methods are
imiodeni ; and the teaching is industrious and fairly effective. The average proficiency is fair (nearly).
SEMMERLANu (V.): -General inspection, 1st Dcceuiber.
Numbers enrolled -Boys, 17; girls, 28; total, 45. Numbers present -Boys, 14; girls, 23,- total, 37'
- 1. The premises are old and in disrepair, but present it tolerably decent extem-ior. New out.
ollices an d additional desks are required. lIce resijience is too small for tIm present teacher's family.
The supply of apparatus and hooks meets the requirements. 9. 'l'hree-fiiths of the pupils are regular
and punctual. Thegovermunent a]md tomme of tIme school show improvement since last inspection. Except
singing, the course of instruction is complete. 'She pupils are properly classified ; the lesson docuosents
are drawn op with tolerable skill and neatness. The methods are of average worth, and the teaching
is now conducted with increased zeal and success. The average proficiency is from tolerable to fair.

Swax Crmmtmcn (V.) -General inspection, 6th October.
Numbers enrolled ;-Boys,34 ; girls, 21; total, 55. Numbers present: -Boys, 26 ; girls, 19 ; total, 45.
I. Except that the v'oo,l-work needs painting, the material condition is very good. The school
is fully equipped, and time whole prnperty is neatly kept. 2. Four-li fths of the pupils are regular and
punctual. TIme majority are neat, respectful in desneanour, and attentive. The goveriumnent is firm,
The cool-se of instruction is eoomplete. The classification is
cmi,t secures a health y non-al tone .3.1'
suitalie ; and the instruction is neatly and skilfully regulated. The methods are modern and effective.
The average proficiency is front fair to very faim.
Tam,00sm,E (V.) -General inspection, 23rul August.
Numul,ersenrolied -Boys, 19; girls, 21 total, 40. Numbers present -Boys, 14; girls, 21 ; total, 35.
1. The school is favourably situated, and well found in appliances. The organisation is satisfactory. TIme ycoperty is neatly kept. °. Three-fifths of the pupils attend regularly the punctuality is lesss atisfaetor3- The pupils are clean, respectful, and in fair order. 3- The prescribed
range of subjects is taught. The eluldremi are correctly classified and time instruction is well
m-egulnted, and imn1marted by reasonably effective methods. The average proficiency is from tolerable to
fair.
'I'] m:UANxLI 011550< (N.Y.) -General inspection, 20th July.
Nmunbcrs emirollemi -Boys, 13 girls, 16 ; total, 29. Numbers present:-Boys, 11; girls, I I ; total, 22.
- The school ri hell in temporary premises. The furniture is unsuitable, but simlhciesit in
and
c1 iiautity Additional umaps and hooks are required. 2, Two-thinls of time pupils are regular
punctual. The majority arc-clean and i-cspeetfnl. They yield it passive attemition, but 'are very shy.
l:lmo t,,m,e of the school is only moderately healthy. 3. Singing is omitted from the course of inmmtrneti, mm, which is otherwise complete. The classification is tolerably suitable. There are no lesson
ml,,cunmemit.s. TIme methods are of moderate worth ; and the teaching is wanting in energy. Under
The
exainimmatiomm the pupils are subdued, but answer neither with self-reliance nor animation.
average proficiency is barely moderate.
UlMAnnA (V.) -General inspection, 20th September.
Numbers enrolled -Boys- 43 ; girls, 35 ; total, 7$. Numbers present :-Boys, 29 ; girls, 27; total, 56.
- The premises are old asm,l unsuitable. TIme-re is neither weather-shed nor lavatory. The site
is too small, The nrganisation is as perfect as circumstances will permit. 2. 'J'Emree-fourths of the
mmpilmmare regular; all attend punctually. Those present are neat, attentive, and in fair order. The
Niscililimie in Other respects is satisfactory. 3. In addition to the prescribed range Of subjects,
instruction in E,o:lid, Algebra, ;omdLatin is given to the fourth class. The pupils are suitably clnssilied, and the instruction is judiciously i-egulated. Modern methods are used; and the teaching is
marked by earnestness and industry. The average proficiency is very fair-f.
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Woonroan DAJ.0 (V.) -General inspection, 28th September.
Nuninhers enrolled -Boys, 12 girls, 1.7 ; total, 27. Numbers present;- -Boys, 12 ; girls, 14 ; total, 26.
The premises need painting and minor repairs. The aceonunorlation is in excess of the rcquiremente. The school is amply fonn,l in all requisites. The property is vel1 l;el , and the gelmral
aspect is pleasing. 2. Seveu.tenths of the jtrfirils are regular an, I 'ill litluctItal. The governllient IS
reasonably effective. 3. The pupils are el assilied with judgment, and the instruction is regulated with
fair skill. The methods are of average merit and the teaching is pamstaki mg -exceeds fair,
Woomiront, Linen (V. ):-General inspection, 211th September.
Numbers enrolled -Boys, 20-; girls, 26; total, 411. Numbers present:- Boys, 19 girls, 26 total, 43.
1. The premises need painting. Weather-sheds and additional desks are also re'juired. The
property is well kept. 2. Two-thirds of the pupils attend regularly, all punctually. A hnl,mt of
whispering prevails throughout the school. The government is somewhat lax. 3. The subjects of
instruction accord with the presesibed course. The pupils are properly classified ; and the instruction
is regulated with passable judgnsemmt. The methods arc snitaide and tolerably effective. The average
proficiency is fair.
WvP.4LLLn (V.) -General inspection, 2Ctlm July.
Numbers enrolled -Boys, 18; girls, 21; total, 34. Numbers present:-Boys, 12; girls, 13 ; total, 30.
I. The grounds arc unfenced, the premises need painting, andmany of the windows glazing.
The school is well fonud in all necessary appliances. 2. Three-fifths of the pupils are regular; the
puuetuahty is more satisfactory. Nearly all are neat, orderly, and respectful in demeanour. The tone
of the scho,,l is tolerable. BK ecdlcwork anti singing are not taught, ,,t,herwise the mange of instruction
is complete. The classification is correct, and the iusttuction is reasonably well rcgulatetL The
methods in-c intelligent ; but time teaching lacks vi'our and thoroughne
ss. The pupils manifest a
becomg
m demeanour under examination; but, except in the third class, answer with neither self-reliance
nor thoughtfulness. The average proficiency is from tolerable to fair.

PROVISIONAL SCHOOL&
Br.ucmiw'oon -C eueral inspection, 18th November.
Numbers enrolled -Boys, 19 ; girls, 16 ; total, 34. Numbers present:-Boys, 13 girls, 9; total, 24.
1. The grounds are unfenced; and there are no out-offices. The school-room does not afford
adequate aceommiloollation. 2. Five-eighths of the pupils are regular and punctual. Those prescat are
clean, quiet but listless, and in the flu-st class, inattentive. The govem-mu cut is lax. Except sewing,
all the prescribed subjects arc taught. The pupils are not suitably elassific,.I. The methods are
elementary; and the teaching is mechanical and lacks vigoum. The average proficiency is mm 'del-ate.
ilgoarnmx :-Ueueral inspection, 18th November.
Numbers cnrolled:-Boys, ii; girls, ii ; total, 28. Numbers present-Boys, ii; girls, .17 ; total, 28.
I. 'ihe building is centrally situated, in fair condition, and sufiicienthy oomumiodious. There are
no out-offices. The supply of apparatus is inadequate. 2. Four.fiftl,s of the pupils attend regularly,
and all punctually. The majority are clean, quiet, orderly, amni fairly attentive. 'J'hw' lisciplinie
generally is tolerably satisfactory. 3. Singing, drawing, and needlework are omitted from the course
of instruction. The classification is suitable. The methods am-c elementary, but the teaching is painstaking and reasonably successful, The average proficiency is tolerable.
CAMDEN J{.vvzx -General inspection, 10th November.
Numbers enrolled -Boys, 17; girls, 17; total, U. Numbers prcseut:-Boys, 13; girls, 16; total, 31.
The grounds are unfenced,
I. The schoolroom is a substantial slab stnmctore, in good repair.
and there are no out-offices. The supply of furniture is insnlhieieimt, that of books and apparatus iusadequate. 2. Three-fifths of the pupils attend regularly, the majority punctually. The pupils are
clean, respectful, tolerably attentive, but lull. The government is lax. 3. Except simmiging an,l drawil'g, the e,nim-se of instruction is complete. The classification is suitable, The methods are elementary,
amid the teaching is tolerably effective. The average proficiency is from moderate to tolerable.

Cssmxo Souvur -General inspection, 16th August.
Nunmbers enrolled :-'Boys, 14 ; girls, 15; total, 29.
Numbers present -Boys, 14; girls, 13; total, 27.
The premises are unfenced, and not centrally situate,l. The supply of furniture and appliances
is insuflicient. 2. k'ive.seventlss of the pupils attend regularly ; the punctuality is less satisfactory.
The children nrc "cry clean, but noisy, inattentive, and rude. The government is feeble, a. All the
prescribed sul'jects, except drawing, al-c taught. The classification is tolerably correct ; the immstrmmctiomi is not skilfully reiilated. The methods are of small merit ; but the teacher works hard, and is
anxious to imnprove. 'Ihe average proficiency is n,oderate+.
Coam,paan m-Cemseral inspection, 14th October.
Numbers enrolled :-Boys, ii; girls, 11; total, 22.
Numbers present:-Boys, 10; girls, 9; total, 19.
1. The material condition is not satisfactory. The furniture though rough is tolerably suitable, and is sufficient for the present attcmtdance. 2. The pupils are regular and pu,ietnal. (inc-half
of the umuusber present are clean ,and all quiet but very dull. The goverolnei't is lax. 3. Sirigimug,
li-awing, and needlework are omm, itted from the course of instruction. The classification is tolerably
suitable. The methods are of alt elementary character, but the teaehnsg is jiaimstaking.. 'l'hmcaverage
proficiency is from immdiffercstt to moderate .-.
Com,nsTnuasr, LOwER -(i eneral inspection, 23rd September.
Numbers enrolled -Boys, 13; girls, 14; total, 27.
Numbers preseist -Boys, 11; girls, 14; total, 25.
1. There are no out-offices. The furniture is unsuitable, amid the supply of appas'atmms and books
insufficient. 2. Three.four-tlss of the pupils attend regularly and punctually. 'l'hmosc present are clean,
quiet, tolerably orderly, and attentive .3. Singing, drawing, and needlework arc ommtte,l from the
course of instruction, The classification is suitable, and the instruction is propem'ly reguhite'i. The
methods are elementary, but vigorously conducted. The average proficiency is from tolerable to fair.
Counsrxsar, UPPER-General inspection, 22mmd September.
Numbers iresent -Boys, 8; girls, 19 total, 20.
Numbers enrolled ;-Boys, 9; girls, 17; total, 26.
I. The nmaterial condition is very fair ; and the school is well found in all needful appliances. 2.
Nine-thirteenths of the pupils are regular; all attend punctually. The discipline is tolerably satisfactory.
3. Singing excepted, the course of instruction is comnplete. The imtstruet.ion is carefully regulated.
The methods are of tolerable merit and effect. The average proficiency is tolerable.
Eyxis:-.
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Exyis -General inspection, 13th lovember.
Nirnilsers present -Boys, 16; girls, 22; total, 78.
Nuiul,ers enrullod -Boys, 17; girls, 24; total, 41.
1. The schoolroom is in tolerable repair ; but too small for present requirements, and inadequately
supplied with furniture and working matenals. 2. The discipline is satisfactory. 3. Needlework
excepted, the e,,nrse of instruction is that presenheci. The classification is suitable and the instruction fully regnlatetL The methods are modern and zealously applied. The average proficiency
approaches fair.
HAnw000 ISLAND -General inspection, 20th August.
Numbers enrolled -Boys, 18; girls, 26; total, 44.
Numbers.presentr-Boys, 11; girls, 19; total, M.
The premises are unfenced ; the out-offices are unsuitable and in disrepair. Ad,htonal desks
are needed. 2. Three-fourths of the pupils are regular and pntetual. The majority are very tidy
,and, except in the first class, in fair order. 2. All the prescribed subjects are taught. There are too
nmmty pupils in the first class. The instruction is regulated with passallo judgment. Tie methods are
mechanical, but the teachhig is painstaking. The average proficiency approaches fair.
LawreNcE -General inspection, 25th September.
Numbcrspresent --Boys, IS; girls, 20; total, 35.
Numbers enrolled:-Boys, 16; girls, 20; total, 36.
I. There are no out-offices the grounds are unfenced; and the building is in a dangerous state of
disrepair. 2. Three-fourths of the pupils are regular ; nearly all attend punctually. in other respects
the discipline is tolerable. 3. Except singing, all the prescribed subjects are taught. The classification is correct ; and the instruction is regulated. with: fair skill. The methods are modern and
reasonably effective. The average proficiency is fair.
TweED JuNcTION -General inspection, 9th August.
Numbers present -Boys, 12; girls, 11; total, 2.3.
Numbers enrolled -Boys, 15; girls, ii; total, 20.
I. The schoolroom is a slab structure, in fair repair, but imsutifable and insufficiently furnished
and supplied with appliances. 2. Three-fourths of the pupils attend regularly all are pznictual.
Those present are tolerably clean, but rule and indisposed to work. The discipline in other respects
is only moderately satisfactory. 3. Except singing ond drawing, the course of instruction is complete.
There are no lesson guides. The methods are elemeatary. The average proficiency is moderate -i-.

Tvxunai,n -General inspection, 30th September.
Numbers present -Boys. 9; girls, 10; total, 19.
Numbers enrolled -Boys, 9; girls,i1 ; total, 20.
1. The material condition is satisfactory ; and the furniture is not properly arranged. 2. Threefourths of the pupils attend regularly and punctually. Those present are clean,obc,lment, but
w
are omitted from the
inclin ed to talk. The government is feeble. .. Singing, drawing, and seing
coin-sc of instruction. The pupils are suitably classified. The methods are of moderate worth.
The teacher is a very old man. The average proficiency is moderate +. WAnnac -General inspection, 28th July.
Numbers enrolled -Boys, 17; girls, 18; total, 35. Numbers present -]l'ys, 13; girls, lo; total, 23.
1. 'Jim c premises al-c in tolerable repair; there are no out-offices ; the groin Is ,to i umfemicod ; aimt
the organisation is only moderately satisfactory, 2. Three-fourths of time pupils atu regular and
pnimetnal. In other respects the discipline is tolerably effective. 3. All the prescribed subjects am-tm
taught-singing by ear only. The classification is suitable; the instruction is not regulated so the
usual way. The methods are of tolerable merit and eflhet.
Wauemsorr -Geueral inspection, lath November.
Numbers enrolled -Boys, 12; girls, 16; total, 28. Numbers present -Boys, U; girls, 15; total, 24.
I. Omit-offices and a verondahi to the schoolroom are imeeduth The supply of furniture and
appliances is adequate. 2. Tvo-tlnrds of the pupils are regular; but only one-ti mmrd tic punctual. The
majority are clean and fairly attentive. The government is lar. 3. Except singing olld drawing, nil
the prescribed subjects Ire taught. The pupils are correctly classified; and time instruction is ii elI
regulated. The methods are elementary ; and the teaching is eamnest and reasonably successful. 'J'hie
average proficiency exceeds tolerable.
WOLLONOSAR -General inspection, 21st July.
Numbers present :-Boys, 9 ; girls, 7; total It,.
Numbers enrolled -Boys, 9 ; girls, 7; total, 16.
1. The material state is satisfactory; but the supply of foi-nitsire and requisites is insuflicient.
2. Nine-tenths of the pupils attend regularly and punctually. The majority are clean, respectful,
but very shy. 8. Except singil ig a-nd drawing, the coin-sc of instruction is complete. The classification is suitable. The methods arc tolerably intelligent and earnestly applied. 'I lie averigo
proficiency is tolerable.
Woemnam i -General inspection, 25th August.
Numbers enroliod -Boys, 17 ; girls, 12; total, 29. Numbers present -Boys, 10; girls, 5; total, 15.
T'rovision for it supply of water is needed ; and the preunses require painting; otherwise fun
material condition is very fair. The supply of apparatus is insufficient. N inc-fbi rtcenths Of the pupils
are regular ; nearly all attend punctually. In other respects the discipline, is luisntisfactoty.8.S mu mgi ng
and needlework are omitted from time prescribed course of instruction. The classification is faulty and
the instruction is regulated only with tolerable skill. The methods nrc mechirinical, and not energetically
applied. The average proficiency is hardy moderate.

HALF-TIME SCHOOLS.
Doxnrsoaaos-a -Gene]-al inspection, 8th Decembem'.
Numbers present -iloys, S ; girls, 3 ; total, S.
Numbers eurolle,l -Boys, 5 ; gills, 3 ; total, S.
1. The luenmes are centrally situated and in good repair. The supply of furniture, apparatus,
andbooks is adequate. 2. Three-fourths f the pupils are regular, and all attend punctually. The
children are neat, orderly, and very attentive. The discipline is very satisfactory. 3. Except siniug,
all the prescribed subjects ai'e taught. The classification is suitable ; the mstrmmetimn is enretuhly
rcgulateml. Appropriate still effective methods are practisoul. TIme average proficiency is from fair
to very fair.
Pnt.mcnx OlmumIK :-Cioneral inspection, 2nd August.
Numbers present -Boys, 2 ; girls, S ; total. 7.
Numbers enrolled-Boys, 2 ; girls, 5 ; total, 7.
1. The buildin', is it small slab stnmcture. All external appointments are wanting. The furniture is unsuitable and insufficient, and the supply of appliances inadequate. 2. Nearly all the p°v 1
are
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are regular and punctual. Other features of the discipline are on]y moderately satisfactory. 3.
Sirging, drawing, and needlework are omit-ted from the course of instruction. 'The usual losson.
guides si-c wanting. The methods are of moderate worth ; but the teacher seems industrious and
anxiuus to learn. The average prolicienoy is barely moderate.
Sn asuwoou —General inspection, 8th December.
Numbers enrolled —Boys, is girls, 7; total, 12.
Numbers present Boys, 5 ; girls, C; total, 11.
1. The schoolroom is in very fair repair, and well found in all the requisite appliances, 2. Fourfrftlrs of the pupils are regular. All attend punctually. The discipline is vem-y satisfactory. 3. Except
singing, the course of instruction is of lull range. The pupils are suitably classifierl ; the instruction
is judiciously regulated. Tire methods are modern, and the teaching thorough and successful. The
average proficiency is very fair. This school is worked in conjunction with Dondingalong.
TA'rrnu, —General iespection, 2nd August.
Numbers enrolled —Boys, 6; girls, 8; total. 11,
Numbers present —Boys, 6; girls, 7; total, 13.
1. The grounds are unfenced; there are no out-offices. The supply of furniture and appliances
is insufficient, and the records are incomplete. 2. Five-sixths ofithe pupils are regular and 1irmctual.
The government is feeble. 3. Singing and needlework are onutted from the prescribed course. The
instruction is not well regulated. The nrethods are of moderate worth. Tire average proficiency is
from moderate to tolerblc. This school is worked with Pelican Creek,

MAITLAND DISTRICT.
LwsrEcTon's General Report upon Schools for 1875.
As regards the adequacy of the macann of education, the Maitiand District is in a reasonably satisfactory condition. There are now comparatively few centres of population where schools, Public or
Denu]m,inational, are not established or in course of establishment. There are, however, places here
and there, c-specially in out of the way mountainous districts, where families are so few and far apart
as to preclude the possibility of readily groupin-r their children in tens or twelves for Half-time Sc-I soul
instruction ; and how such children are to be et?ueated isa matter for further legislation, and one that
is sin-rounded by alsaost insuperable difficulties. Half-time Schools in general do not inc-ct with tire
public favour they mel-it, and the cstablislrnicnt of Provisional Schools is not infrequently riolayed by
tlrc inability or difficulty of people providing the requisite school prcmsrises and furniture, by occasional
difficulties in, securing the services of suitable teachers, and by the operation of that not very popular
regulation which virtually excludes small districts, even thoso permanently settled, from participatrg
in the funds provided for the erection of Public Schools. The Imoplo of such districts are generally
free selectors or tenant farroers, many of whrorn are too poor to defray the full cost of providoig and
furnishing small schools- Among such people in particular, and indeed throughout the district, the
recent rcsolntioiu of the Legislative Assembly, to tIre effect that local aid towards the cost of ereetina
Public Schools is no longer to be exacted, meets with general approval and it is confidently expcctea
that the benefits of such a policy will he extenderl to 1ennamsemrtly settled districts in need
of small schools of which it cannot be nflirme,i with certamty that they will ultimately heeonie
Public Schools. Speaking generally, the. schools of the district are well distributed,
there beimr" two cases only where the prescribed school areas of operation overlap each
other and tus give rise to undesirable competitions for numbers, as well as afford usu-easonable parents
too much soope for interfering w-itl, teachers in the performance of their preserilied dnties. There are
still several places, however,—Morpeth, Maitland, Loehinvar, Sineleton, and Muswellhrook,— where
the number of schools is in excess ; her such excess is gradually disappearing before the steadily
increasing enlightenment of parents as to the superior arlvantagcs of lam'ge schools as regards the eoncentration of teaching power, and the consequent imps-ovesneats in tire mange of instruetion—imu the
quality of the teaching, discipline, and supervisiomm—and in the general progress of their children.
At the closa of the year 1874, there were 78 schools or 82 school ilepartmnents in operation
since u-hen the following changes ciii imoje-ovemnents in the amousit amni distribution if tire meamrs of
c,lucation lma'-e oeeumrcrL Public Schools have been opened at Greta and Paterson, amid Provisional
Schools at Waverley, ilouchehl Brook, Sedgeflehi, (loorangoola, nud Mount Rivers ; the Vcrc Provisional School and the infant Department of the Singleton Public School have been reopened the
certilicates of the Morpeth CE., the West Maitland (St. Paul's) G.E., and the Phmwnix Pork B.C.
Schools have been witlmcb-au-m, ; Falbrook P. has fallen to the rank of it Provisional School ; and aid to
1elitr-ees Ps-ov. has been rleelimre,t because its pronioters persisted in employing in incompetent teacimer-.
espectnng tire closilig of the above-namned Dcsn,,snimratiosmal Schoi,ls, it may be proper to athirmo that the
with, irawal of their certificates has been rmttlser all educational gait than otlrersvise ; for it has had the
simple yet highly beneficial effect of transferring the scholars of langrrislming and ill-conditioned schools
to neighbouring ones in higher states of efficiency, mrmateria, muomal, and intellectual, it is proper to
mention, also, that in ad,htioru to the changes and improvements already riesemibed, effom'ts have been
made to establish schools in the few renmainimrg cemrtres of population needimrg them ; and it is highly
1,m'olx,hle that such schoolsu-ill be brought into oper-atorri during the forthcoming lralf-ycar, viz,, at
(liant's Creek, Bridgman or Upper Falhrcrok, Eccicstun, Moonan, Rock Hill, and Halton or Ballington—
applications for which are now under consideration. An ap1dicaomu for a Public School at Broke has
also been comrsidered. of which it may be remarked that the children "naranteed to attend smrclr school
are those now attending the local C. E. school. 'lime new Public School buildings of Scone will lie m-eady
for irecirpation in a mnorrtir or two. It is also highly pm-obahie that a Public School will soon be cstablislrcrl at Muswellbrook, ac-tiom, in which direction has been taker, by persons dissatisfied with, the
edsmeatiom,al conditions of the town, notwithstanding it is provided already with, two Certified Denommrinational Schools, attending which, however. there is a large percentage of other derromrrimratimors.
During the year 90 school departarents have been in operation, all of wInds have beeir visited,
.and 88 of which are now (December, 1875) existing, viz. —Public, 34; Provisional, 28 ; Half-time, 6
Church of .Knglauud, 10; mimI Roman Catholic, 10. Eighty-four (84) of these have received full in.
spectioiss, General or Regular, according to the requirements of prescm-ibed rules, and many of them
have been incidentally inspected when practicmrblc. It should also be noted that the results of antIs
mmmspectuons have been moasnmerl by the usual high standards of efficiemscy—mnatcrial, disciplinary, and
intellectual—in which two latter particulars such stanriards ore within the reach of teachers of real
ability, spirited energy, and sterling thoroughness of character.
The material condition of the schools in general continues to improve, and is of reasonably very
ftmr merit, eonsiderinrg that two-thirds of the scirool properties are not vested in the Council. Most of
them are sufliemently commodious for the available children of school age, and are provided with, reasonably adequate smmpplics of furniture and othem- educational appliarrces ; but the majority of thein are
still more or less in need of such mrecessary requisites as water-tank, lavatory, bell, or weather-shred, and
a few Provisional Schools are still in need of additional furniture of one kind or another—but
chiefly
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chiefly desks, book-pressm and clocks. Several school buildings, Public and Provisiojial, have been
repaired and made more comfortable, and action has been taken, not only to repair others, but also to
provide the Public Schools of Bishop's ilridgc, Gosforth, Cessnock, Loelunvar, Paterson, Muswell
Creek, and Murrurondi, with new and superior school pressures ; and those of Singleton, Hinton,
M.aitland, and Ilorpeth, with additional accosnissodation. Estimating the diffes'en,t classes of schools,
in point of their material condition and organisation, they stand thus —Public Schools, very fair
Provisional Schools, tolerable Half-thue Schools, tolerable ; and Denominational Schools, very fair.
Aecordin" to tiue School lieturns annual and quarterly, the total enrolsnents of scholars during
tlp year have leen 7,158 ; the average quarterly enrolinents, 5,366; and the average weekly
attendances, 3,317. Now, in comparing those numbers with those of last year, there are found to be in
the first two particulars increases of 1 I and 44 per cent, respectively; and in the last particular, the
very small decrease of I-I lOths per cent. These isseroases may be accounted for in three ways—the
increase in the nntnher of seluuols, the prolonged enrolment of scholars, and the admission of
strangers; and the decrease is due to the occurrence of unusually high floods in March, to the prevalence of epidemics, and indirectly to the present drought. These phenomena have also injuriously
affected the reenlar attendance of scholars for last year the centesirnal rate of regularity was 65,
whereas it is only 61 this year. Again, comparing the average weekly attendances with the total amnsual
enrolinents, there arc found to be no less than 3,841 children whose attendance may possibly have
been only one day in each quarter, in order to justify their enrolment. Such a view of the ease is
doubtless an extreme one, but it is nevertheless clear that, exclusive of those children who never enter
a school, there is an esuorsnons number of children who must derive but a small fleeting benefit from
the large smns of money expended yearly to promote their advancement in virtue and intelligence, it
is clear also that if New South Wales desires to prove herself wise and prudent, she must insist upoa
her yonmmg olius attending the schools that have cost her so snuch money, trouble, and anxiety to
provide.
The state of the attendance, as exhibited on the days of inspection, and as compared with the
previous two years' results, is as follows
1811

1874.

1975,

64 Increase, 60 per cent.
Public Schools inspected ........................40
60
2-2
20 Decrease, 281 per cent.
Denominational Schools inspected ............28
2,524 increase, (iS per cent.
2,139
Public School children examined .. .......... 3,458
1,179 Decrease, 31 J per cent.
1,381
Denominational School children examined 1,722
The disciplinary condition of the schools is, on the whole, their best feature, and may be regarded
as reasonably satisfactory in point of tone, intelligence, and efficiency. in about two-thirds of the
schools, chiefly Public, the condition ranks from the stassdard mark, fair, to very good ; in two or
three oases only is it radically faulty and censurable ; and in the rest, most of which are small
i'rovisiomsnl Schools conducted by untrained teachers in the receipt of small salaries, it is healthy and
promising, but one or two degrees below the standard requirements as regards punctuality, neatness,
and cleanliness of appearances, details of order and regularity, the demeanour and conduct of the
pupils, the quality of the goversonent, and the pen-ading spirit of the school. In about forty schools,
the efficiency and tone of the discipline is one or two degrees higher than what is expected of the
teachers in ternis of their grades of classification, and in four or five instances only is it below the
pm'escrihed requirements.
The character of the instruction is in general less satisfactory than that of the discipline in
point of intelligence, progress, and efficiency, the results of the examinations in the majority of the
schools (69) being one or two degrees below the prescribed standard, requirements. This defect is
Irlainly attributable to the irregsilnr attendance of the scholars and to the untrained condition and inadequate competency of the teachers of the small Provisional Schools It also arIses more or less
from a lack of thorouglmess, vigour, and ilnprcssiveluess in the teaching ; from the lax supervision of
tite classes silenty at work ; and front the infrequency and partial efficiency of the examinations, oral
and silent. It is gratifying to observe, however, that there are few eases in which the defect can
clearly be traced to the apathy, indolence, or wilful negligence of the teachers, it should be noted, also,
that in 9L14ths of the, schools the efficiency of the instruction is tip to or above what is required of the
teachers to produce in accordance with their grades of classification, and that in the rest (5-14ths)it is not
commensurate with such grades, owing partly to wcll.marked irregularities in the attendance, and to the
recent enrolment of scholars, but mainly to feebleness or lack of skill in the teaching. In the majority
of the schools the prescribed subjects are taught, the classification of the pupils is judicious, and the
lesson documents mu- c reasonably well framed and observed. In one-fifth of them sineing, drawing,
and object lessosss are more or less neglected—the promotions from class to class advance slowly, and
the time-tables and programmes of lessons are rendered next to useless by their lax observance. One
remsiarkable feature of the schools in this district, is the almost entire absence of fourth classes, there
being but five instances in which the attendances are so large as to render it expedient and possible to
form such classes, appoint additional teachers, improve the quality of the instruction, and extend the
corn-se of studies to one or nsore of tlsese subjects—Geometry, Algebra, Mensuration, Latin, and Military
Drill. This feature is one that blemishes the reputation of our school system, that causes elsier scholars
to be drafted from the school to the workshop too early, and that ouglst, therefore, to be wiped away
l'y the concentration of children into large schools when practicable.
The efficiency of the teaclsissg in the various subjects of instruction may be inferred from the
following ceatesisnal estimate of the numbers who socceeded in reaching and passing the prescribed
stassdar,ls of proficiency —Latin, 90 ; Sewing, 88; Geometry, 87; Algebra, 82; Writing, 76; Mensuratiois, 64 Drawing. 61 ; Scripture, 501; Reading, 47 ; Object Lessons, 42 Music, 49 Geography,
37; (4ranuuar, 321 ; Dictation, 31; Aritlnnetic, 2.1, But in the comparison of these numbers, it is
necessary to remnemnber that the pupils learning the extra subjects, Latin, Geometry, Algebra, and Mensuration, fonn but a smnrsli fractional part (3 per cent) of those instructed in the ordinary subjects, and
that the fonner subjects receive more attention than the latter do as home lessons. It is also expedient
to invite particular attention to the fact that the least satisfactory subjects of the instruction in regard
to results are Aritlunctic, Spelling, and Composition, notwithstanding the higlsly important influence
wlsieh, a knowledge of them exercises in fitting yoong people to meet effectively the exigencies of social
life. Classifying the schools, and estimating their instelleetual condition according as they reach, pass,
or fail to nseet the prescribed standard of requirements, they stand thus
Public.
Denominational.
Up to the standard .................................3
Above
...
...13
If)
Below ,,
48
..
These numbers are an improvement on those of last year, and also an indication of progress in the
Public Schools particularly. It is necessary to observe, also, that among the schools ranked below the
standard are some that have approached it nearer this year than last, and there is reason to believe
that, but for the prevalence of sickness nnd partial floods, the condition of the schools would have appeared to far better advantage.
The teachers are on the whole respectable, trustworthy, and attentive to their duties. Among
them are several who perftsrsss their work with plcasimsg zeal, painstak'nmg, and superior ability. Time
majority produce results eosmnensorate with their grades of classification, and the remaining small
minority fail to inert existing requirements in censequcnce of their deficiencies in vigonr, intelligence,
and ambition. Tire teachers of tire Provisional Schools continue to render tlse cOusstry reasonably useful
service, and it is plcasimsg to obserc how most of them strive to maintain respectability ofappearaisee
notwithstanding the inadequacy of their incomes.
The
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The local supervision has improved but little during the year. In it, few instances it is active
and beneficial, fairly to in about one-half of the schools, and unsatisfactory iii the rest. In most of the
Denominatiunal Schools it is confined to the clergy, many of whom maniftat a pleasing interest in the
well-benig of their schools.
Summing up. The number of schools is steadily increasing, and is close upon satisfying the
educational exigencies of the district; but the attendance is comparatively very low and irregular.
The material condition and orgamsation are also steadily improving, and on the whole reasonably
satisfactory. In tire-thirds of the schools the discipline is sound, intelligent. and improved, and in the
rest insufficiently vigilant, exacting, and beneficial. The efficiency of the instruction, however, is less
satisfactory, and is below the p]-cscrihed standards in 139-841hs of the schools; but it is a littler better
than it was last year, and is on the whole tolerably satisfactory.
Summaries of reports upon the schools inspected during the year arc annexed hereto.
J. S. JONES,
Inspector,
)[aitland District.
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East Maitland, 8.1-70.

StrasasAn? of Reports upon 7ublie Schools inspected in 1875.
AnEe.DzuN (N-V.) -Regular inspection, 80th August.
Numbers enrolled -Boys, IS; girls, 21; total, 42.
Numbers present -Boys, 9 ; girls, 10: total, 19.
- School held in a church material nrganisation moderate ; ivator-ta uk, lavatory, veat1ier-slied,
and better furniture needed; stock of apparatus adequate general aspect bare and untidy. 2. Coefficient of regular attendance 7-10tlis ; punctualit3-, fair; goveraincut, mild and fairly intelligent; fair
order and diligence maintained; timc.tahle not strictly observed; scltoulrooma and scholars not sufficiently neat and clean. 3. Prescribed subjects taught except singing and Rowing; instruction fairly
well regulated; teaching fairly skilful and painstaking. 4. Average proficiency of pupils tolerable to
fair.
ABanGr,AssLyx (V.) -Regular inspection, 20th May.
Numbers enrolled:-l3oys, 25; girls, 15; total, 40.
Numbers present -Boys, 14 ; girls, 12; total, 26.
1. Material organisation, moderate; aspect dingy; sundry repairs, bell, lavatory, and additional
furniture needed ; school records tolerable. 2. Attendance decreased, inmpunetunl, and irregular; discipline feeble and moderately satisfactory. Li. Prescribed subjects professedly taught; gramluau'
geography, object lessons, and Scripture lessons neglected lesson documents not strictly followed;
teaching feeble and moderately skilful. 4. Average proficiency and progress of pupils unsatisfactory.
Ess]Iop's Runner, (N.;V.) -Regular inspection, 2811, J1y.
Numbers enrolled :-Bdys, 29; girls, 20; total, 49.
Numbers present -Boys, 22; girls, 15; total, 37.
1. Material organisation defective; new school premnises and furniture needed and about to be provided ; supply of apparatus tolerable ; school records in arrears and not accurately kept. School fees not
regularly paid. 2. Punctuality of attendance very fair; rate of regularity, 23rds. ; discipline healthy,
improved, and fair. 3. Prescribed subjects taught except siagi]Ig ; lesson doeunuents of fair merit; classification low in point of age ; teaching, tolerably skilful, and improved in vigour and industry. 4. Average
proficiency of pupils, from tolerable to fair.
Biwaxiox (V.) -Incidental inspection, 30th April.
1. Sundry repas, lavatory, and weather-shed needed; material organisation and internal appointment,s are good. General aspect respectable. 2. Punctuality of attendance very fair; rate of regularity,
2-3rds. ; government healthy and intelligent; conduct and appearance of scholars reasonably satisfactory
very fair order and diligence maintaiued.
Moral tone pleasing.
3. Usual examination of pupils
omitted for lack of opportunity.
BR0XENBA0K (V.) -Regular inspection, 15th April.
Numbers enrolled -Boys, 25; girls, 33; total, 58.
Numbers present -Boys, 17; girls, 22; total, 39.
1. Weather-shied, larat.o,-y, and ttmuk needed; material orgauisat.ioa otherwise satisfactory. 2.
Attendance im,ereased and tolerably punctual; rate of regularity o,mlv 3-9t hs ; government sound and
intelligent; very fair order ulciul ained ; pleasing attention given to neatness and cleanliness of appram-amices.
Mo,',, I tone rely fair. .3. Singing net taught; course of instruction otherwise corn pleto and well l'egolated ; classification appropriate ; leaching earnest and very fairly skilful. 4. Arerugo proficiency of
pu
pilsne,,rlv fair. Answering not adequately regular and spirited.
CAMPSrE (V.) -Incidental inspection, 26th February.
Tim is school was visiterl for the usual regular inspection, but because of very wet weather and the consepleat low attendance there was no examination of tIme five pupils present..
1. A bell, water.t smik, and lavatory needed; material orgnuiisation otherwise sat isfart.o,'v, and
a pprar;snecs , teat and clean. 2. Attendance very low and irregular, Owing to spru'seness of
lp ulat ien.
School fees low aud badly paid. 3. Lesson decuments of very fair merit, and eolm,'se of instruction
appau'eaml ly coiupl.et.c.
Cmissxoc (N-V.) -Regular inspect ion, IStli A ugi st.,
Numbers enrolled -Boys, 27; girls, 35; total, 65.
Numbers present :-Bo)'s, 20; girls, 10; total, 89.
I. Material ergar n sat,i on u esati sfaet ely ; school -1,0 usc- too Sm sli mid , heel t,r,d , en' srI eul )nTlai,04
and turn i turn urgently need ccl ; SUllply ot' we-k i ig mi atcria Is tolerable. 2. A (ti-u d ui re in creased,
I olorab lv
puuctua I, md tsro-t,turds regular; goverisniant fairly
)' intelligent; pupils fairly well-behaved and orderly,
tolerably neat and rIca a, deficient in culture and zeal ; schoolwork deIi.-ie,,t; i,, vigoni-. 3. Pm-escri bed
subjects taught except singing I ime-tahle incunpiete ; pm'ogrnmmos of lessons, nil ; olassiticatiom,, fair;
teaching tolerably intelligent but feeble in point of rigour and ellieies,ey. 4. Average proficiency of pupils
moderate.
Dmsonu (V.) -Regular inspection, 13th May.
Numbers enrolled -Boys, 43 ; girls, 41; total, 77.
Numbers present -Boys, 28 ; girls, 35 ; total, 63.
1. Repairs to temmchier'e residence, water-tank, lavatory, weat.lmer'slmcd, and playground fence needed
material orgauiisa.t iuu otlmera'isesatisfaetors-. 2. Attendance increased, apparently punctual but irregular
gorernmemmt healthy arid effective ; appearances neat and clean ; pupils orderly mmmd wehl'bcltavcd bi,t, not
sutlicicntly sm nat amid sir tire. Mu rat tomie good in gemicra I. 3. Cosm rso of inst rim ci io ii cmli plet e a mid thi i'd class i-ammge ; lesson doi-s, is: e,its s,imuble, but. .:lissificat ivii low and ot.hem'uie defem -lii'e. 'l'i'aeliiitg earliest.,
]s.imratakimig, s,sd iit.elli.'ent, ; ndilil.iomsal alimuatiot, tush at;i,i,I.i,,,, toex:mmisimmmtioas needed. 4. Average
proficiency of pupils fair. Weak subjects of instruction dictation am'ithumctic, and geography.
Ernioxa
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ELIn0NG (V.) -Regular inspection, 16th April.
Numbers present -Boys, 10; girls, 22; total : 32'
Numbers enrolled -Boys, 11; girls, 23; tOtQ,I, 34.
1. Material organisation moderate; repairs, additional furniture, w-atrr'tank, lavatory, bell, and
weathcr'sl,ed needed. General aspect clean but humble. 2. Attendance low, uii1ltiiietiIal, and irregular
government tolerably intelligent but not sufficiently exact ing and deteriniiied ; pupils tulerab! orderly
and well-behaved, but. only moderately zealous and diligent. Moral tone barely tolerable. 3. Course
of instruction complete, of tbird'elass range, and tolerably well regulated ; Icaclti ng ens-nest. md patusehnig,
4. Average protit-:eitcv of pupils moderate and
but out,' inoderaloly skilful, stimulating, and impressive.
improved. Dictation, moderate; arithmetic, grammar, and geography, tndtlirent,
FISMYRY CREEK (V.) :-Eegular inspection, hilt May.
Numbers present -Boys, 1.6; girls, 12; total, 28.
Numbers enrolled -Boys, 17; girls, 14; total, 31.
- Material organi sation fair; repairs, water, lavatory, awl a few articles of furniture needed school
records very thirty well kept. 2. Attendance decreased and irrgtdar lit fairly punctual ; go.verii n nit
tolerably intelligent; appearance reasonably neat and clean : pupils liii ely ,,rdetiv and ivell-heliavetl,
but deficient in smartness, vivacity, and self-reliance. Moral to] a toler,, tale md promising. o. Course
o I' instruction coin pl etc and tin rd-class ran go ; lesson doemnesits of lair atierit ; teach tag cit 1150 St.
diligent, will tolerably vigorons and sleil lid. Eam
xutatiotis p:iilly effective, 4. Average proficiency
of pupils moderate ; present teacher but recently appointed.
GosFoRva (V.) -Regular inspection, 29lla July.
Numbers enrolled -Boys, 23; girls, 27; total, 55. Nombeis present -Boys, 15; girls, is; total, 30.
1. Schoolroom too small for three classes; teacher's residence inferior; ivater-tank : lavatory,
weatliei'-slieri, and repairs needed ; furniture superior and fairly snllieient. 2. Attendance increased,
punctual, and tolerably regular; govermneut sound and intelligent: order good ; pupils diligent and well.
behaved rind Ihirly, intelligent; moral tone very fair a nil pruni ising. 3. Course Or instruction eo,t plate,
of tlurd'elass range, and appropriately regulated. N ethods of fair merit; I caching zealons and laantaking ; progress of p ipils reasonably satisfactory. 3. Average proficiency of pupils improved and fair.
GRETA (V.) -General inspection, 14th June,
Numbers enrolled -Boys, 90; girls. 115; total, 214. Nuinberspreseut -Boys, 73; girls, 59; total, 13!.
1. Accommodation very inadequate. necessitating the lure of an additional schoolroom; materiel
ornnisation otherwise superior and satisfactor. 2. Attendance considerably increased; punctuality
very thur ; rate of regularity only 114-I Oiths : government healthy and intelligent; order reasonably,
siit:sf.tctory ; genera I demeanour nail conduct of pupils very thui'. Moral tone sound and reasonably
satislhetory .8. Course of instruction complete, of thud-class range, and well regulated; elassiticati on
nd ieicus ; methods of fair average merit; teaching zealous and liautstak in g. 4. A' erige proficiency
of lJ;ilils lenin modratc to tolerable; seliqal but recently ope:ted-teaeiier therct'o,'e not respoiisiblc for
low results.

iflavox (V.) -Regular inslteetioii, 11 tli and 1211. May.
Numbers enrolled :-Boys, 58; girls,46 ; total, 106. Numbers present :-Boys. 51 ; girls, 40; total, 1)1,
1. Material condition au d organisatiou good; class-i'ooii.. lavatory, and addition:,l ottt-olliee
needed ; general aspect restectable. 2. Attendance well mM ntained-two-tlt rd s t:liercof punctual anti
leg n tar ; gove rio itent soon d and e ll'eeti ye ; a ppeauoi ces ilen t nitl el e:ui; ord er good ; generall cond net
and tleuicaait:ii' of pupils creditable. Moral tone good. 8. Prescribed subjects taught except singing
instruction well regulated ; teaching zealous, lutinst:lIeiig, unit skilful ; progress of pupils satisfactory.
1. A v erage profit ioaey of pupils good ; eii'itlnaetic and gi':nninar fair.
LAGUNA (V. ) :-Iiogttlar inspection, 22u ci April.
Numbers enrolled -Boys, 25; girls, 18; total, 46. Nonabers present -Boys, 28; girls, 18; total, 46.
1. Material condition and organisation improved and fair 'at' poiutnients adequate ; general
aspect clean and comfortal,le. Flower garden pleasing. 2. Attendance increased and Ihirly regular
and liii netual ; go 'ei'nme at healt liv, sit i dv intelligent, and stin to tat ni g ; it ptsea ran ct's clean and a-esteetable ; nay fair order maintainett ; pupils reasonably well 'behaved but not sufficiently smart and
retire. 3. Conrae of instruction complete, of ttnrd-elass range, and fairly well regulated; teaching
earnest and tolerably sJe tint ; examinations instilliciciatly frequent and etThetive ; twine lessons tèeble
1. Average proficiency of pupils tolerable to fair. Dictation and singing moderate.
Locimisyan (N-V.) -Regular inspection, 4th t August.
Numbers enrolled -Boys, 39; girls, 21; total, 63. Numbers present -Boys, 28; girls, 13; total, 41
Si titation and material ehai'aeter of the school defeetiv-e, new school premises needed; supply of
apliar,itus adequate bell, lavatory, and book-press needed; condition of school reords umasntisfnctory
iii terioi' aspect n,at idy. 2. Attendastcc increased but unptuietual and irregnlar ; government lax and
feeble; neatness and cleanliness of appeara mice laxly observed ; class naoveineuts disorderly ; playground
supervision neglected. Moral tone umisatislhetory and uiminipi'oved. 3. Prescribed snbieci s professedly taught; lesson dociunents laxly observed ; classification low and sin settled ; teaching feeble and
desultory. I. Average progress and proficiency of pupils moderate. Arithmetic, geography, object
lessons, indilTeremtt.
EAsT MAITLAND (V.) -Regular nispection, 2nd to 5th November.
Numbers enrolled-Boys, 118; girls, 93; total, 208. Numbers present -Boys, 89; girls, 69; total, 117.
1. Material condition and orgamaisation improved and i't:nsou:tl i1' satisfaetot'v ; lavatory and
add i not it] water.taete needed ; school well found in apparo his and tom-mi i tore. Y. Attendance steadily
inereasimmg - average rate of regularity (133-2(16 dis)- injuriously allbeteil by sickness ; prectilitity Very
goodgovem-muent mild, sound, and dfibetivo ; appearances neat and clean: very good order moa,mtta:ned
genei'al conduct and elemneaumtr of pupils reasonably satislhotory. N oral tone very good. 3. Course of
iii s tr trot ion coin pl etc of 6 imu'th -elvis range anti wellregtdated -Ceo i net n' Al gel' ra, Latin, \J eusurati oja,
and Military UnIt inelnded ; classification fair; teaching zealous, paiiistatkutg, and .skil rm,l. 4. Average
laruficetmY of pupils good.
WE ST 1\rAinAwn (Boys-V.) -Regular inspection, 23rd to 26th November.

Number enrolled -Boys, 208.
Number tiesent -Boys, 208.
1. 'iVeallser-slied now provided; material organisation complete and superior; cleanliness and core
of propert y ottly partially satisfactory; school records incomplete. 2. Attendance puuetnal, but decreased;
rate of re.zulurity 2-3rds ; government intdlligcntbut not; sulticiently strict and vigilant; svas]nug arrangelitenis and playground snpervisicn defective; moral tone very fair. 3. Course of instruction complete, of
foum'tli-clnss range and well regnlated-Geomelry, Algebra, Latin, Mensuration, and Militmu'y l)ritt
included; teaching zealous, painstaking, and skilful ; steady progress made by pupils. 4. Average
proficiency of pupils good. Singing arrangements defective.
WEST
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Wasr MASTLaD (Girls-V.) -Regular inspection, 16th to 19th November.
Nnauber enrolled -Girls, 12.3.
Number present -Girls, 06.
1. \Veather.sl,eul flow provided; small closet for brooms, &-e., needed; material organisation of
superior character, and working materials ample. 2. Attendance slowly increasuig ; punctuality good
into of regularity 64Otlis ; government firm and intelligent; playground occasionally untidy; appearances
otherwise neat and clean; pupils orderly and well-behaved, zealous and diligent; moral tone sound and
very good in general .3. Course of instruction complete, well regulated, and of fourth-class range ; OccitPILLIOn of pupils well maintained teaching zealous, painstaking, and skilful; progress of pupils reasonably
satisfactory. 4. Average proficiency of pupils good.
WEST MAITLAND

(Infants-V.) :-Eegular inspection, 19th, 22nd November.
Numbers enrolled -Boys, 86 girls, 61; total, 150. Numbers present -Boys, 64; girls, 42 ; total 100.
1. A ccoininodation and supply of fnrnit,n-o inadequate ; new inflint schoolroom needed ; supply of
apparatus appropriato and ample. 2. Attendance steadily increasing and very fairly punctual; rate of
regularity only 88-151, injuriously affected by epidemics ; government mild, sonnd, and intelligent; good
orrl or nia,nlained ; conduct and appearance of pupils pleasing ; moral tone healthy and pleasing.
Course of instruction appropriale and well regulated ; elassifieationj udicions ; teaching zealous, stini nlating, and intelligent ; management of lower divisions soniewhat weak ; progress of pupils reasonably
satisfactory. 4. Average proficiency of pupils very fair.
MrLtrTnuw (V.) -General inspection, 19th April.
_Nitmbei-s enrolled-Boys, 19; girls, 25; total, 41. Numbers present -Boys, 13 ; girls, 20; total, 38.
- 1. 31s terinl condition and organ isa! jolt much improved by the purr-linac of sel,00lhouse, teacl,e?s
residence, and spacious phaygi-onnd ; supply of furniture and apparatus adequate; water-tank, lavatory
and bell needed. 2. Attendance decreased by sickness and not satisfactorily regular and punctual ; population scattered, roads bad; govel-nnient i inproved, firm, and very fairly intelligent order and cleanliness
of appearance very Iii ir ; conduct and demeanour of pupils improved and fair. ill oral tune hieallli-.uirt
very fair. 3Prest,rje4 subjects taught except singing ; occupation judiciously regulated t:eaelnnr
ml mated and fn.i -ly iutelligi-nt ; progress of pupils reasonably satisfactory. 4. Average proficiency of
pupils improved and faii-.
Itlourani (Y) :--Regnlar inspection, 21st, 23rd; 25th, 29th October.
N!mmborsenrohlcd;_Boys,108 ; girls, SO; total,197. Numbersproscat;-Boys, 85; girls, 67; lot-al, 152.
I. Add itio,ial neeonl niodation, lavato,-v, weather-shed, and te:tolu r's residence needed and abont to
110 provided; auate,-ial organ isat in,, otherwise satisfactory ; general aspect respect able. 2. Attendance
Iu,ercased 20 per cent. ; punctuality good ; rat-c of regularity (129-189th,$), iljnriom!slv nffected by sickness;
govern In out iii ild, so,,, id and effect ire ; popils clean, el,eerfn I, orderly, and well-be bared, but snmcwl nit
deficient in -zeal and smartness. Moral tone good and promising. .3. Course of instri,etion complete,
well-regulated, and of iburthi-class range occupat ion of pupils well s,ustained ; first; class too laigc for the
nuin-agc,nent of a pupil teaehor ; teaelnng zealous, painstakiu,g, and int;olligent ;
pi-ogreseing
favourably. 4-. Average proficiency of pupils (ruin very fair to good, reduced by i,,flox of now scl,olars.
Muamr,uux,,r (V.) -Regular inspection, 28th, 29th September.
Numbers enrolled -Boys, 43 ; girls, 48 ; total, 91. Numbers present -Buys, 31 girls, 42; total, 76.
Sd ,00l pren i ses old, ill-planned, d ilnpid uted , and ii nsuitabl a ; new buildings, f,i ru i t,,,e, and
oIlier appal itments about to be provided ; supply of working materials adequate; general aspect diicreditable ; school records well k- ept. 2. Attendance in execs, of umccooimodatio,, ; pond oahity insatisf,tetoi-y ; i-ate of regiulu ,-it' low (66-1 l2ths) ; go cern uncut earnest and fairly intelligent, bat not- snllicie,,l-ly
striel, and vigilant in the lower - classes, and enfeebled by the defective arganisal.ioa moral tone from
tolerable to fair. .3. Prescu-ibed subjects taught except singing ; occupation of lower divisions nisnffieiently
i-egulnr and vigorous ; teaching earnest and tolerably skilful teaching staff inadequate. 4. Average proficiency of pupils tolerable; dictation; arithmetic, and sewing, indifferent.
Mtswxat CnEEic (N-V.)-Regular inspetion, 31st August.
Numbers enrolled -Boys, 30 ; gil-Is, l ; total, 47. Numbers present -Boys, 23 ; girls, 14; total, 37.
1. Mate,-ial oiganisa lion anorlei-ato , non- sel,00l promises needed, also lavatory, ont-oflices, watertank, wcui.tl,er-slued, and bell ; supply of working materials adequate; general aspect, inferior. 2. Attendance steadily maim- tamed, tolerably punctual, but irregular (yearly rate 25-52 ida) ; government mild and
tolerably mt eli ig(oat and ex,n-l.in g ; pupils tolerably cleat,,, orderly, and diligent ; moral to ic lien It hy and
tolerably satisfactory. 3. Course of instruction complete, of third-class I-tinge, and tolerably well regulated ; classification fair teaelnng earnest and painstnk-i og but only moderately intelligent and profitable.
' pupils moderate + ; aritbmet.ic, grammar, and geogi-aphy indifferent.
Average proficiency of
OswALu) (N-V.) -Regular inspection, 1601 August.
Numbers enrolled -Boys, 27; girls, 19; total, 46. Numbers present -Boys, 12; girls, II; total, 23.
1. Seho,,l-house old, too small, ill-ventilated, and unsuitable ; exterior appointments inadequate
desks unsuitable ; supply of apparatus fairly sutli cient. General aspect of inferior a,erit. 2. Attendalice low and irregular ; governaaeaat very fairly intelligent, but not sufficiently imvigoratiiug and
exacting; appearances neat and clean ; pupils fairly orderly and well-behaveul, but not it'iequatcly
zealous, diligent, amid painstaking. Moral tone fair in geueral. 3. Course of instm-uctieun coniplate, of
tlnni-elass range, said iutelliuently regulated ; time-table not strictly ohser,'l ; teaching tolerably
skilful-not sufficiently stinn3ating. ilnpi-casive, amatl profitable. 4. Average progress and, proficiency
of pupils barely tolerable and little unproved. Dictation, arit}anaetie, grammar, geogm-nplty, and
Scripture lessons moderate.
- h?Amn,soy (N. -'VI) -General inspection, 11th Juaae.
Numbers enrolled -Boys, 30; girls, 35 total, 65. Numbers present-Boys, 24 girls, 26; total, 50.
I. Seluoolrooni rentc,l, and fair-I3' suital,le-, su jAy of furniturç inferior in ml uaiitit-y and quality
tvorkiiag materials suitable and sufficient. New prennacs and appointments needed. 2. Attendance inereasiiag and vary fiirly punctual, rate of regularity -4ths ; govermianent healthy and intelligent ; pupils
-clean, o,-,lerlv, and wsmll-bcl,tved; sehoolroon, ovem-crowded wi tI, extraneous furnitin-e; ,lisinissal of pupils
jaither irregular; moral tone very fair in general. 3. Prescribed subjects taught, except tingimg amid
Scripture lessons ; classification judicious ; lesson - documents of very fair inca-it ; teaehnng zealous,
painstaking, and very fairly skilful. 4. Average proficiency of pupils ,n,,elerata to tolerable school
but recently opened.
ltou;umn-r (V.) -Regular inspection, 7th December.
Numbers enrolled -Boys, 30; girls, 15; total, 45. Numbers present -Boys, 15; girls, 11; total, 26.
I. Paintiiiig of school promises macesled ; naatemial eon,lition and organisation otherwise good
schoolrooms soanewhat dirty and untidy ; sel,00l recoi-ds eam-elessly kept. 2. Attendance mather low, in
consequence
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consequence of sickness and harvesting rate of iegulari* 7-lOths ; government fairly intelligent
pupi fairly orderly and, well-behaved, but insufficiently clean, smart, and active ; disciplinary details
somewhat neglected; moral tone retrograded and tolerable. 3. Prescribed subjects taught, except
iinging ; tune -table not regularly observed ; programmes of lessons imperfect ; teaching tolerably
satisfactory. 4. Average proficiency of pupils
intelligent and painstaking; progress of pupils to
tolerable; grammar, geography, object-lessons, and Scripture lessons moderate.
SxxoLarros (Primary-V.) :_Lltegular inspection, 15th and 16th June.
Numbers enrolled -Boys, 54; girls, 45; total, 90. Numbers present --Boys, 38 ; girls, 30; total, 68.
1. Material condition and organisation good ; schooh-000m too small ; lavatory needed ; general
aspect clean and respectable. New schoolroom about to he provided. 2. Attendance considerably
mncreasel and punctual ; rate of regularity 2-3rds ; government sound, strict, and effective ; appenrinices
neat and clean ; pupils orderly, well.behaved, and more spirited, and painstaking in their work ; moral
tone improved, promising, and good. 3. Course of instruction complete, of fourth-class range, and well
regulated ; occupation of pupils well sustained teaching spirited, painstaking, and skilful ; progress
of pupils reasonably satisfactory. 4. Average proficiency of pupils from fair to very fair.
SrxeLE'rox (Infants-V.) -Regular inspection, 16th June,
Numbers enrolled. -Boys, 37; girls, 33; total, 70. Numbers present :-Boys, 24; girls, 25 ; total, 49.
1. Accommodation and supply of furniture not sufficient for the attendance ; material organisation otherwise good. 2. Attendance steadily increasing, reasonably puiietual, and fairly regular
government mild and intelligent; appearances clean and respectable good order maintained ; appear.
anee and demeanour of pupils pleasing; moral tone sound and satisfactorS'. 3. Course of histruetion
complete and appropriate; occupation of pupils well sustaissed; teaching intelligent and, pleasingly
zealous, painstaking, and animated. 4. Average proficiency and progress of pupils very fair.
NB-The aggregate attendance of these two departments is now 26 times greater than it was
last year.
Sraiiuorn (V.) -Regular inspection, 16th and 19th February.
Numbers enrolled -Boys, 46 girls, 22; total, 68. Numbers present.:-Boys, 34; girls, 24 ; total, 58.
1. School prenuses old slab structures ; selioolroomntolerably suitable; teacher's residence dilapi.
dated and unfit for habitation; supply of working materials aduate ;lavatory and weather-shed needed.
2. Attendance steadily maintained and punctual, rate of regularity 48-G7ths; government sound
and active; appearances neat and clean; conduct and demeanour of pupils reasonably very fair; moral
tone healthy and very, fair. a Course of instniction complete except singing, of third-class range,
and well regulated ; methods of very fair merit and applied with pleasing energy ; progress of pupils
reasonably satisfactory. 4. Average proficiency of pupils very fair and improved.
SrGARLOAF (V.) -Regular inspection, 14th April.
Numbers enrolled:-Boys, 21; girls, 20; total, 41. Numbers present:-Boys, 14; girls, 14; total, 28.
1. Material condition mu', and supply of furniture and apparatus adequate; teacher's rcsidonec
of inferior merit lavatory, svater-tank, and weather-shed needed; school records somewhat defective.
2. Attendance reduced by withdrawals to neighbouring school ; punctuality very fair; rate of regulusity
2-3rds ; government healthy, firm, and very fairly effective ; appearances clean and respectable ; pupils
orderly and well-behaved, but deficient in energy, painstaking, and mental culture. Course of instruction complete. of thud-class range, and fairly well regulatod occupation of pupils feeble; teaching
fairly ineolligoeut but insuffieient]y impressive and e.xaniinatory. 4. Average proficiency of pupils
barely tolerable.
VACY (N-V.) -Regular inspection, 23rd February.
Numbers enrolled -Boys, 21; girls., 23; total, 41. Numbers present -Boys, 13; girls, 18; total, 31.
I. School premises, lnnn'ble slab structures, tolerably commodious but otherwise uns,nthble ; new
b,mildings and appointments needed ; supply of apparatus fair, but o14 and worn. 2. Attendance not
sitisfactoril)' regular and punctual ; wire toot-bridge over Ally' Brook necdcd ; government fairly ii, telligent but not sufficiently spirited and exacting ; appearances not sufficiently elctus and tiuly ; mornl tene
tolerable. 3. Course of ills' ruetion eoinplc'te. except siui ging : cla.qsifieatiun low and depressed ; lesson
li,ui,u,u,entm tolerable, but not strictic' observed tcnohiitg e:,i'u,est And tolerably skillu,l_ mutt sufficjeuut.lv
impre4sivo, a jim11 and. iii ii exam i natory ; progress of the pupils slow. 4. Arc,';, ge ;,rofi ciency of p p i Is
barely tolerable', glans Wi am', a ri t Ii netic, a, id geeg mph v mu ode rate W,s,.uai.oxe. (V.) -Regular inspection, 3rd Juno.
Numbers enrolled -Bays, 24 ; girls, 30; total, 54. Numbers present :-ll''ys, 21; girls, 29 ; total, 60.
1. Sundry repairs ncr dod. a] sit lava tory and weather-sb cii ; i out eritu I in"ani'afion aii,i iiIiPOi mitin cuts otl 'or lv ke sat is it: tars'. klan era I asper t- res p,ctabk' - 2. A tten do ice well maintai n ed a lid pu lie-'
tim ml -7-I Ithis regal 'r g ,veru'incat healthy au'i cfketivc ; nrder uniformnlv good; demneanour ansI conduct
OfInillils sat i :fi,etot y; moral tine good. 8. Couu'sc if instruction complete, of slurd-class range, and
well rei I fated ; obeupa ti,,,t of pi I p i Is well surta neil; teachin g', a so otis, painstaking and intelligent.
4 Average proficiency amid p tigress of pupils vei'y fair,
\V ,sn!cwomtTmr (V.) -Regular inspection, 16th July
.Numbers enrolled -Bays, 17; girls, 18; tctal, 35. Numbers present -Boys, 13; gim'ls, 17; total, 80.
1. Sundry repairs and additions needed : material organisation and appoinfinents otherwise of
superior merit general aspect respectable school reoo,rls inaccurate, 2. Attendance i'rduceil by local
rcmnovals punctual h' not satisthetory hell needed; rate of i'cguiarity 31 -tOtlis ; govornmnont healthy
cm-gy ; moral tone rely
aiim' intelligent; pupils clean, orderly, and well-behaved -wanting in spirited cn
fu,'. 3. Pu'escu'i bed subjects laugh t, and of tlurd- class range; lesion documents appropriate ; classificatint, very thir teaching earmmest, spirited, and very fairly intelligent.. 4. Average proficiency of pupils
tolerable -F; dicta' ion mnodcr,ttc.
\VoLnonmse (V.) :-Regular inspection, 15th and 19th April.
Numbers enrolled :-lloys,85; girls, 27; total, 62 Numbers present -Boys, 31; girls, 26; total, 57.
I. 3fatrial condition clean and comnfortahle ; mnntcrial organisation and appointments goon
lavatory needed: flower garulcu pleasing. 2. Attendance reduced by labour mnarket and local removals;
Govennnant mild, vigilant. and rifective ; appearances neat and clean ; conduct and bearing of pupils
satish'aetory ; moral to,se sound, and very good. 3. Course of instruction complete except singing, of
third-class riumgc, and well regmtlatcd ; teaching earnest, painstals log, and intelligent. I. Auswering, mogress, and average proficiency of pupils of very fair macnt.
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Sc;rMAn' of Reports upon PriovisloNsi. ScHooLs inspected in 1875.
flAr.nAiriE CBEeX (N_v.) :-Rogular inspection, 16th September.
Numbers enrolled :-Boys, 10 girls, 10; total, 25.
N,miljors present:- Bop 12; girls, 5 ; total, 17.
1. Material eanditi n and appoiritnients fair and improved general aspect clean and comfortable;
school records incomplete., and class-roll 'entries inaccurate. 2. Attendance fairly punctual-rate of
regularity apparently 19-24ths ; government in ild and fairly intelligent-not exaeti]sg and invigorating
enough irs regard to class-work ; ;rppeanaoce and demeanour of pupils fairly rcspeetable-lreluw the
standard in point of animation and culture generally. 3. Course of instruction complete, and of thirdclass range ; lesson documents of tolerable mont, lint not strictly observed ; classification tolerable
teaching moderately skilful, stimulating, and profitable. 4. Average proficiency of pupils moderate;
grammar and geography indilferen I'; dictation and arithmetic small.
BELLEVUE (N-V.) -Regular inspection, SUe October.
Numbers enrolled -Boys, 14; girls, 12; total, 26. Numbers present;-Boys, 11; girls, 10; total, 21,
I. Schoolhouse suitable; teacher's residence tolerably so; additional furniture needed; general
aspect tolerably satislketomy. 2. Attendance tolerably punctual; late of rc-alarity 5-6tbs; government healthy and tolerably iutellient ; pupils tolerably clean, orderly, and wel.hehaved ; school work
rather feeble moral tan tolerable . 8. Course of instruction complete, of third-class range, and
tolerably well regalutted classification judicious ; teach ing earnest and tolerably intelligent, but too
stift and feeblu. 4. Average proficiency of pupils barely tolerable.
I3uLoA (N-V.) -1legular inspection, 1-5th July.
Numbers enrolled -Boys, 11; girls, 1-5; total, 26.
Numbers present:-Boys, 0; girls, 14 total, 23.
1. Sundry repairs, and additional furniture, and water tank needed; schoolroom coommodinus and
substantial, but dingy and ill-ventilated ; supply of school requisites tolerably sufficient. Class-roll
entries unsatisfactory.
2. Attendance well sustained; rate - of regularity, 3-4ths ; punctuality
smioderatc, because of the diffleolty of crossing the riven'; government healthy and fair ; appearance.
demacauour, and conduct of pupils fair; moral tone fair and promising. 3,Prescrihcd subjects taught
except singing and sewing ; lesson documents and classification of tolerable merit; teaching, empirical, promising, tolerably vigorous, and intelligent. 4. Average proficiency of pupils tolerable
geography moderate.
CAERGURI.E (N.-V.) -Regular inspection, 25th February.
Nuuibers enrolled -Boys, 14; girls, 16; total, 30. Numbers present:-Boys, ii; girls, 1.3; total, 24,
1. Schoolhouse commodious and suitable; teacher's residence improved, and tolerably suitable
stock of furniture and other requisites tolerably sufficient; desks badly arranged ; school fees low and
fairly paid. Attendance well maintained and tolerably punctual ; rate of regularity, 22-32uds; rivercrossings impediments ; government mild and tolerably intelligent; appearances neat and clean
demeanour ond conduct of pupils tolerable; performance of class-work feeble and unsatisfactory;
moral tone feeble and moderate. :3. Course of instruction professedly complete except in singing and
sewing ; secondary subjects neglected ; instruction ill s'egulatcd ; classification indefinite ; teaching
desultory feeble and unsatisfactory. 4. Average proficiency of pupils indifferent. 'I'eacher since
dismissed.
COAx (N.-V.) -Regular inspection, 14th October.
Numbers enrolled -Boys. 11; girls, 13; total, 27. Numbers present :-Boys, 12 ; girls, 12; total, 24.
1. Schoolroom too small ; -teacher's residence enlnrud, and tolerably suitable supply of farnisuture fair ; working materials inadequate; class roll entries unsatisfactory ; other records ill arrears.
2. Attendance wulC ma intaiued, supplemented by leigh ma school ; punetmmlity fair; rate of regularity,
2-3rds ; appearances neat tand clean fair order snaintained ; pupils reasonobly well-helmved, but dull
and awkward msioretl tone barely tolerable, 3. Prescribed subjects taught except singing and se;vtng
indifferent attention givers to secondary subjects ; lesson documents of inferior merit; register of lessens
cerelessly kept; teaching tolerably skilful, but desultory and feeble. 4. Average proficiency, progress,
and nienml culture of pupils barely moderate. Dictation and arithmetic small.
DoyLe's Coxaic (N-V.) :-Itegular inspection, 22nd July.
Numbers enrolled -Boys, 10; girls, 17; total, 89. Nu:ubers present -Boys, ii; girls, 13; total, 24.
1. School-house ill ventilated and inadequately furnished supply of working materials tolerably
sufficient; organisation tolerable, 2. Two-thirds of pupils regular and tolerably punctual. Eleven
e!ulclz-eu of school ago i's nen-atteudanee ; government mild and tolerably intelli ettt -not sufficiently
sti]nulatiig and exaeti ug ill regard to class -work. 3. Ce, rae of instruction eomprcte except In singing
and drawing, of third-class range, and tolerably well regulated ; teaching earnest, painstaking, and
nsodcr:ttel -?' skilful; exam nations mitt sufficiently frequent and effective. 4. Av erage proficiency and
nfl ntal culture of pupils moderate. Arithmetic and grammar indifferent.
Fa,.nneetc (V.) :-Regmslar inspection, 3rd September.
Numbers present -Boys. 9; girls, 14; total, 23.
Numbers enrolled -Boys, 11; girls, 18; total, 20.
1. Material condition improved and fair; supply of furniture and apparatus tolerably sufficient;
general aspect improved, and fairly respectable. 2. Attendance, tolerably punctual; rate of regularity.
2 )-27tlms ; government tolerably fir-in and intelligent ; order, cleanliness of appearances, and conduct of
pupils, of tolerable merit moral toue healthy. B. Prescribed subjects taught except singing ; lesson
documents, of fair merit; classification, tlsreethld and appropriate ; teaching earnest and tolerably
vigorous arid intelligent. 4. Average proficiency of pupils tolerable.
Aritlunetie, grammar,
geogr'apis v, moderate.
Coou.tescoor.a (N-V.).
Not visited for want of upportuuity. School but recently opened.
C riasrea]) (N-V.) :-Regrmlar inspection, 24th February.
Numbers crsrled -Boys, is; girls, 18; total, 23. Numbers present:-Boys, 8; girls, 10; total, 18.
I, Schoolhouse suitable ; teacher's residence comfortable ; supply of school requisites fair;
arrangement of desks objectionable ; general aspect clean and respectable. 2. Attendance injuriously
atlbeted fry river fm-esliets arid field operations, tolerably punctual; rate of regularity, 2-3rds ; govern.
nmcrit rmnld arid fairly ell'eetive ; appearances very neat and clean; pupils well-behaved end tolerably
orderly moral tone healthy and fitir. 3. Prescribed subjects taught except singing; secondary subjects rather neglected lesson documents of tolerable merit but not strictly observed; classification,
judicious and threefold ; teaching earnest and tolerably intelligent, not sufficiently oral arid examiuntory. 1. Average proficiency of pupils moderate +.
Howe's VALLtY (V.) -Regular inspection, 3rd December.
Numbers enrolled -Boys, 15 girls, 17; total, 32.
Numbers present -Boys, 9; girls, 10 i total, 19.
1- Sundry repair's needed ; sebool'house rather small ; teacher's residence tolerably suitable
supply of furniture and apparatus tolerably adequate ; school records not strictly accurate. 2. Attendance
increased
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increased and tolerably punctual, 3-4ths regular ; government empirical and moderately intelligent; class
movemeuts irregular ; pupils tolerably well-behaved but deliejeut in animation and diligence. Moral
tone barely tolerable, 3. Course of instruction of seennd'e.lass range and tolerably icell regulated ; sniging
and sewing lint! taught ; teaching mechanical and moderately effective; examinations feeble. 4. Average
proficiency and mental culture of pupils moderate and promising. Teacher but recently appointed.
KAYUGk (N-V.) -Regular inspection, 2nd September.
Numbers enrolled -Boys, 15 ; girls, 18 ; total, 33. . Numbers present :-Be),., S girls, 9 ; total, 17.

1. School-house drafty, otherwis.e suitable and improved ; supply of furniture and apparatus fairly
sufficient ; water-tank needed ; general aspect tolerably respectable 2. Attendance well maintained aiut
tolerably ptusetual, 2-3rds regular; government. mild and tolerably e1Feeive ; pupils tolerably clean and
well-behaved ; school-work performed with moderate vigour,.industry, dad precision ; moral tone feeble.
3. Course of instruction elementary and of second-class range ; grammar, geography, and object, lessons
neglected ; classification nioderatclv intelligent, lesson documents carelessly observed teaching feeble and
mechanical ; mental training of pupils inadequate. 4. Average proficiency and progress of pupils barely
moderate.
ltxocxiix (N-V.) -Regular inspection, 19th February.
Numbers enrolled --Boys, 13 ; girls, 13 ; total, 26.
Numbers present -Boys, 8 girls, 2 total, 10,
1. School-house and teacher's residence reasonably suitable; supply of furniture adequate-of
apparatus, tolerable ; general aspect clean and fair. 2. Attendance temporarily r,'duecd by removals to
ncighhouriog schools one half of pupils regular and tolerably punctual government healthy and
tolerably intelligent ; neatness and cleanliness of appearances very fair ; pupils docile and well-behavcd,
but deficient in smartness and vigour moral tone healthy and tolerable. 3. Prescribed subjects taught
except drawing ; lesson documents, moderate-not strictly observed ; teaching earnest, painstaking, and
moderately intelligent. 4.. Averageproficiency and progress of pupils moderate.
Tsr CDDLE Caran (N-V.) -Regoher inspection, 12th October.
Numbers enrolled -toys, 19; girls, 1$; total, 31.
Numbers present :--Boys, 13; girls, 11 total, 24.
1. Material condition satisfactory ; supply of furniture and apparatus tolerable ; book-press and
water-tank needed aspect clean and respectable. 2. Attendance well maiataincd and punctual ; rate of
regularity, 24-36tlss ; government healthy and efl'oJtivc ; pupils clean, orderly, and well-behaved ; moral
tone souud and very fair. 3. Course of instruction complete except singing, of third-class range, fisarly
well-regulated ; teaching zealous, painstaking, and tolerably intelligent ; progress of pupils reasonably
satisfactory. 4. Average proficiency of pupils tolerable +
MooNAar BiaooK (N-V.) -Regular inspection, 6th October.
Numbers enrolled -Boys, 16; girls, 5 ; total 21.
Numbers present -Boys, 12 ; girls, 4 ; total, 16.
1. Material condition insproved ; school premises tolerably suitable and well furnished ; desks masuitable in design and arrangement; internal aspect clean and tidy. 2. Attendance well mnai,st.ained and
tolerably punctual, rate of regularity 2'737ths ; government, tolerably firm and intelligent; pupils clean and
well-behaved, but, insufficiently smart and notice-, moral tone tolerable. 3. Course of instruction cicsnentary mad inperfect ly regnlated ; indifferent utt cntiun given to grammar, geography, and object lessons
singing and sewing not taught; classification indefinite, teaching empirical and feeble, but earnest and
painstaking. 4.Average proficiency and mental enitnre of pupils moderate. '
MOUNT Itivins (N-V.) -Regular inspection, 10th December.
Numbers enrolled -Boys, S ; girls, 12 total, 20.
Numbers present -Boys, S ; girls, 9,' total, 17.
1. School-house small and unsuitable, and poorly furnished better building about to he provided
school requisites not delivered-six weeks delayed on t lie road ; school records moderately well kept.
2. Attendance tolerably regular and punctual; eleven elnidren in non-attendance; government empirical and moderately intelligent ; order and cleanliness and' industry moderate ; moral tone feeble and
moderate. 3. Subjects of instruction reading, writing, spelling, and arithmetic; no lesson documents
classification indefinite ; teaching earnest and promising, but feeble and meehaiueal. 4. Average proficiency of pupils very low. School but recently recognized as a Provisional School.
lh[0t714T Ta[ouLEy (N-V.) :-Regsalar inspection, 21st July.
Numbers enrolled :-Boys, 14-i girls, 13 ; total, 27.
Numbers present :-Boys, 10; girls, 13; total, 23.
1. 1-Tat-pegs, book-press, and water-tank needed material condition and organisation otherwise
fur. 2. One-li LI f of tlu en steudonce regular and tolerably punctual government asild mid fairly intelligent
appearances clesiti and respectable pupils tolerably orderly and diligent; school operations not sufficiently regular; moral tone tolerable. 3. Course of instruction incomplete, elementary, and imperfectly
regulated ; no progm-amanes of lessons ; time-table not strictly observed; teaching apparosstly earnest, but
only moderately vigos'ous and intelligent. 4-. Average proficiency and progress of pupils moderate.

MOUNT WILTS ( N-V.) -Regular inspection, lit-Is August.
Numbers enrolled -Boys, 11; girls, 11 ; total, 22.
Numbers present -Boys, 3 girls, I ; total, 10.
1. School-house clean and suitable ; book-press, hat-pegs, water-tank, and better osit-otlices needed
supply of desks, seats, and working materials adequate ,' school records sonsen-hat iusssccumte. 2. Attendance low and irregular ; school frequently closed without authority ; government healthy and fair
pupils clean, docile, and well-behaved, but feeble in mental energy ; moral tone tolerable. 3. Prescribed subjects taught, except singisig lesson doesuaeuts and classification fair ; teaching animated,
painstaking, and I oleu-ably intelligent ; progress of pupils reasonably satisfactory. 4. Average proficiency
of pupils moderate to tolerable,
PARK (N-V.) :-Regular inspection, 28th September.
Numbers enrolled :-Boys,13 ; girls, 1.9; total, 33. Numbers present;-Boys, U; girls, 17; total, 28.
1. Water-tank, book-press, and refitting of the schsoole'oons flooring-beards and desks needed
supply of appliances tolerably sufficient; aspect i-espectable. 2. Attendance well maintai,ied moderately
punctual ; 2-3rds regular ; government ,nild and I.uterably effective ; pupils fairly clean and well-behaved
class arrangesneists imperfect ; moral tone healthy and tolerable, 3. Prescribed subjects taught, except
singimiv ; classification twofold and tolerably judicious ; oceupatiosa moderately- well regulated ; teaching
earnest and diligent, empirical, and moderately skilful examinations infrequent. 4. Average proficiency
of pupils moderate; ai-iths,nelie, grammar, geography, indifferent.

QuossaoaeLoxa (N-V.) :-Regolar inspection, 16th April.
Numbers enrolled -Boys, 9 ; - girls, 14; total, 23.
Numbers present -Boys, 8; girls, 11; total, 19
1. Material organisation reasonably tolerable; windows need glazing; aspect neat and clean. 2.
Two-tI,irds of attendance regular aid fairly punctual ; governmeaat mild, and tolerably intelligent;pupils
docile, welt-behaved, and tolerably industrious and painstaking ; moral tone reasonably satisfactory.
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3. Course of instruction elementary and tolerably well-regulated ; grammar, geography, and object lessons
almost ignored ; teaching earnest and moderately intelligent. 4. Average proficiency of pupils tolerable
writing and sewing very fair.
liovenunt l3itoon (N-V.) -General inspection, 4th October.
Numbers onroiled -Boys, 12-, girls, 16 total, 28.
Numbers present -Boys, 10 ; girls, 14; total, 21..
1. School held in a temporary church; material condition satisfactory ; supply of furniture
adequate-of working materials tolerably .suflieienc; general aspect respectable ; water-tank anrl oftt-oflli-cs
needed. 2. Seven-ninth5 of the attendance regular and punctual ; goveniiiieiit nuild and fairly intelligent ; ii ppearanees smat and clean ; pupils docile and Well-behaved, but (Ii Iii dent and i ,,'I l'i anita ; mon I
tone so in id, pro n i sing, and fair. 3. Se iv ing and sin gil g ii ot tang lit ; eon Iso of' in structio,, of-I Ic rWi se
complete, of second class range, and reasonably well-regulated ; leaching earnest, dill igont, and tolerably
nitelligent. 4. Average proficiency of pupils barely moderate. School but recently opened.
Sr.Dc [WI Kl.D (V.) -General inspection, 8th December.
Numbers enrolled -Boys, 20; girls, 9; total, 29.
Numbers present -Boys, 15; girls, 4; total, 19.

1. School-house suitable and reasonably well furnished ; su1pply of working ansi ferials adequate
aspect neat and clean ; water-tank needed. 2. Attendance fairly phnetnal ; i-ate of regularity 2?-29ths
gorernnient mild and fairly intelligent; appearances clean and respectable ; fair order maintained ; pupils
docile and well-behaved, but insu fuel en tly Stuart and active ; moral tone lien] thy and pro ansi ii g. 3Course of instruction complete, except singing, so s-ing, and Scriptnre lessons, of third-class range, and
regulated burly; teaching earnest, painstakiug, and tolerably intelligent;. 4. Average proficiency of pupils
moderate -i- - School but recently opened.
STooxyno Cnnx N.-V.) -Regular inspection, 2Qtla April.
Numbers enrolled -Boys. 10; girls, 12; total, 22. .Numbers present -Boys, 9; girls, 12; total, 21.
- Selsoohlaunse inferior and in need of repair ; furnitnrc insufficient and unsuitable ; supply of
working materials adequate ; general aspect indifferently satisfactory. 2. Sit-seventl is of attendance
regulni-, but; very ainpun etual ; government lax and ,noderat ely intelligent pupils tolerably clean mid
avdll-behavcd, but only moderately diligent, painstaking, and active moral tone feeble and moderate.
3. Dictation, singing, drawing, object lessons, and sewing not taught; course of instruction otherwise
eoniplete and elementary ; lesson clocunaents mxlv observed ; classification of tolerable merit teaching
tolerably earnest, but feeble and nseehanicai. 4. Average proficiency of pupils indifferent.. School but
recently opened.
SniManHums. (N-V.):-Regular inspection, 24th Febnaafy.
Numbers enrolled H Boys, 14: girls. 21; total, .35. Numbers present:-Boys, 13 ; girls, 17; total, 30.
- 1. Water-tank and a,lditionai desks needed, material nrgauaisation otherwise reasonably
satisfactory, aspect clean and eonifortal,le. 2. .Attenda,seo wpll ,nai,atai,aed, not satisfaetnm-ily punctual,
rate of rgularity 2-3rds ; wire foot-bridge across the Isrook needed and practicable; government
naild, healthy, and tolerably intelligent ; pupils clean, docile, and.
a
fairly well-belsave,i, but not
adequately Stuart and self-reliant; moral toiae improved and tolerable. 3. Course of instruction coinplete and tolerably well regulated for three classes; methods of moderate merit; teaelnng earnest, an'].
fairly painsta
-3--kiaag,.and vigorous; seeosadary subjects feebly treated. 4. Average proficiency of pupils,
moderate , and unproved.
Vitna (N. V ):-Regular inspection, 13th July.
Numbers enrolled:-Boys, 14; girls, 9,- total, 23. Numbers present:-Boys, 10; girls, 5; total, 15.
I. Schoolroom commodious, but drafty and inadeqnately furnished; water-tank, glazed
Winklows, laat.pegs, and book.pa-ess needed ; daily opeuiaag of school nnpanaetnal ; teacher's residence
S miles oft 2. Atten,lrenee low and irregulaa, tolerably punctual, eonti,i,aaaaee of school doubtful
government tolerably intelligent, but not firm and exacting enough ; appearances tolerably ,seat and
clean ; iuiipi1s docile but iimsulliciently interested and painstaking in their work. 3. Course of instnactio,a iinpe,-feet amsut elementary time-table laxly observed ; programmes of lessons mint provideil
teaching tolerably aninsateel and paimastaking, but feeble and empirical. 4. Average proficiency of
pupils indifferent. School but recently reopened..
\\'avu,a,ssv (N-V.) --General inspection, 7th October.
Numbei-s enrolled -Boys, 16: gim-ls, 12; total, 29. Numbers present -Boys, 12; gills, 8; total, 20.
I. Water-tank, out-offices, and additional desks needed ; material enaditinum and appointments
otherwise faiily satisfactory. 2.,t{ate of regular atten,lamico 21 -2lthis; punctuality fair; disc:plinau-v tone
and cosiditiumi of school tolerable andpromising. 3. Course of instruction, eloseiemataiy, of secon,i
class a'ange, and moderately well regulated lesson doe,mmemats laxly observed ; teaching eanaest,
'liligent, and moderately skilful. 4. Aa?erage proficiency of pupils indifferent.. School inoperation
five months,
Warsns Cm-:asc (N-V.) :-Regadar inspection, 18th February.
Numbers enrolled :-Boys, 1); girls, 21; total, 32. Numbers present -Boys, 11: girls, IS; total, 29.
I. School buRdine used as a temporary chapel ; material organisatinn and appoimatments
tolerable ; water-tank anJ hat.pegs needed ; aspect clean and respectable. 2. Attemadance increased
and tolerably punctual, i-ate of regularity 21-32msil ; goverenuont healthy,
s timulating, and fairly ivatelligent: pnpils docile and fairly well-behaved ; moral tomse healthy and fair. 3. Course of instruction
complete, of second-class range, and fairly 'veil regulated ; classification low in point of age ; teaching
aniimaated and tolerably intelligent and promising
4, Average proficiency of paipils tolerable;
writing very fair; arithmmaetic and geography moderate.
W1r4:E-< (V.) :-Ilegular inspection, 27th September.
Numbers enrolled --Boys, 1:3 ; girls, 15; total, 25. Nn,nh,crs present -Boys, 9 ; girls, 11; total, 20.
I. W'ater-tank, hat-pegs, and book-press needed ; material condition and ouganisation othenvise
satisfactory ; general aspect clean and tolerably respecta] ple. 2. Two-thirds of attendance regular and
tolerably lunmetsal ; govermncnt healthy and intelligent pupils fairly orderly aasd well-behavcd,
deficient in mental vigour ; moral tone healthy an' I 'fair. 3. Prescribed subjects tanglat except
Scripture lessons ; object lesso,ms not m-egularly given ; methods of moderate merit ; teaching earnest
and tolerably profitable. 4. Average proficiency of pupils nmodcratc -3--. Reading and wntmng fair.
wrynoyCS (K-V.) :-Regular inspection, h:5thm October.
Numbers enrolled -Boys, 10; girls, 12; total, 22. Numbers present -Boys, 4 ; girls, 2 a total, 6.
I. !'laterial condition and nrganisatioea reasonably satisfactory; water-tank and clock needed
geaaeral aspect clean and ennafortahle. 2. Attendance temporarily reduced by the prevalence of
measles; rate of regularity 19-29th ; government sound and fairly effective ; iuiils clean, ,iocile, and
well -behaved ; moral tomse faii- . :3. .Miugisag not taugiut ; third-class course of instnictiu,n otbacrwi,se
observed aaid fairly well regulated ; teaching diligesmt, paiamstakiiug, and tolerably skilfn). 4. Average
proficiency of pupils tolerable aud unproved. Writimsg good ; grammar and geography mmso,lca-ato.
HALF-TIME

HALF-TIME SCHOOLS.
W'ATAOON CREEK -Regular inspection, 23rd April.
Numbers present -Boys, 7; girl9,5; total, H'.
Numbers enrolled -Boys, 7; girls, 6; total, 12.
1. Material condition tolerable; supply of furniture inadequate ; stock of books and apparatus
tolerable; water-tank, clock, and additional furniture needed; school records carclessly kept. 2.
Attendance tolerably punctual and regular ; government tolerably intelligent ; order and conduct of
children tolerable; moral tone tolerable. 3. Course of instruction complete except in singing aiid
Scripture ; occupation moderately well regulated ; teaching moderately skilful and painstaking. 4.
Average proficiency of pupils moderate; writing nearly fair ; arithmetic indifferent.
DAn1Y ARM -Visited; 23rd April.
TEIS school was visited, but not fully inspected because of the non-attendance of scholars.
1. Material condition' and organisation unsatisfactoi7. 2. Attendance irregular ; neatness and
cleanliness of appearances unsatisfactory.
JUNCTION Cnna -Regular inspection, 13th October.
Numbers present ;-Boys, 4; girls, 7; total, 11.
Numbers enrolled -Boys, 4; girls, 0 ; total, 13.
1. Material condition tolerable; supply of school requisites reasonably sufficient.. 2. Attendance
reasonably regular and punctual; government intelligent; order and demeanour of pupils fairly satisfactory ; moral tone fair. 3. Prescribed subjects taught ; occupation of pupils tolerably well regulated;
teaching painstaking, and tolerably skilful. 4. Average proficiency moderate to tolerable.
SPARES'S CRESS -Regular inspection, 13th October.
Numbers present -Boys, 7 ; girls, 5; total, 12.

Numbers enrolled -Boys, 7; girls, 5 ; total, 12.

1. Material organisation and supply of books and apparatus tolerable. 2. Attendance reasonably
regular nod punctual ; government intelligent ; appearances neat and clean ; order nnd conduct of pupils
fair ; moral tone healthy and fair- 3. Course of instruction complete, of third-class range, 'and tolerably
well regulated; teaching painstaking and tolerably intelligent. 4. Average proficiency of psipfls . barely
tolerable.
MERANNIE CREEL :-Regular iospeetion, 0th December.
Number present 1-Boys, 7 ; girls, 7; total, 14.
Numbers enrolled -Boys, 0; girls, 13; total, 22
1. The material condition and orgnniation are tolerably satisfactory. 2. Discipline mild, healthy,
and Ilearly fair in efficiency. 3. Course of instruction complete, except singing ; occupation of pupils fairly
well regulated ; teaching tolerably skilful. 4. Average proficiency of pupils tolerable ; writing very
fair ; grammar moderate.
M'oonavxx -Regular inspection, 0th December.
Numbers present -Boys, 5 ; girls, 10; total, 15.
Numbers enrolled --Boys, 10; girls, 13; total, 23.
1. Material condition reasonably satisfacto6l, and supply of books and apparatus adequate ; watertank needed. 2. Diseiplioe mild, healthy, and fairly effective. 3. Prescribed subjects taught, except
singing ; occupation tolerably well regulated ; teaching earnest and tolerably intelligent. 4. Average
prelciency, of pupils tolerable and improved.

MIlD GEE DISTRICT.
Inspector's General Report upoa the condition of the Schools for the Year 1876.
I STATE the honor to submit, for the information of the Council, my Report on the state and progress of education in the Primary Schools of this district during thd year 1576.
At the beginning of the year, the list of schools under my supervision consisted of 42 Public, 17
Provisional, 2 Half-time, 3 Church of England, and 4 Roman Catholic Schools-maleing a total of CS.
Of these the Public Schools at Gnnnednh, Boggahri, and Narrahri, and the Provisional Schools at
Carroll and Wee \\'aa, were transferred to the Armidale District, thus leaving 62 schools under my
At the eisd of the first quarter in the year. the certificate was withidrawi, from the C.E.
supervisiou.
chooi, Cassilis, and Inter ist the year a Public School was opened in that tnwnsh p. 'l'lse school ,st
Coolals was transferred from the list of Provisional to that of Public Schools. The new school ot
Brewer, i'm was also completed and opened about the middle of the rear. Provisional Schools we)',,
opened at Camboon, Can" us,1,er, 13 anulin e, Dick's Camp, G eeln,a, and Ti mu nI Ju ngi e. 'A ppl i tie ti one for
and Round Swan p. At
- the estal,lisl ,uient of Public Schools were received from Cooval,
these places it has been decided to build schools. Applications for tid to Prnvisi,,na I Schools were
dccl iied at Boogle Creek, near l)uhho, and a.t Rocky Glen, near Coonahai'ralernn. 'il, use appli rat ito is
were refu sod 1,eeau Se of the small n umber of children in the locay. Ali ap li cat ii if for a itt to a I',',,visional School at Eurundery is still under consideration, it will thus he seen, that during the year, 2
new Public and 6 Provisional Schools were brought into operation- tl,,t in three other places sffietivu
stops have been taken to estnhlish Public Schools- that 1 Denominations] School was clusesl-t list a Id
was declined to two Provisional Schools-and that one application is still raider rensideratiou. 'hi in
school district now consists of 42 Public, 20 Provisional, 2 Half-time. 2 Climcli of England. and 4
Roman Catholic Schools-making a total of 70.
Although 86 schools in the Bathnrst District were assigned to 'no for examination vet, owing
to the year being genernlly favourable for travelling, I was utile to visit every school in the N ndgee
District, and to subject them all to the Regular Inspection, will, tie exception of siX- sine of which wns
closed d urhsg the whole year, and the others were onl I' brought under t lie Con n p.11's suliervision in the
last snout!, of the year. Several incidental inspect ions were made during the vt-or.
From the facts above stated, it will appear that a thir amount of success has sittended the
Council's efforts to meet the educational wants of the people scattered over this remote rlist,iet. It, is
gratifying to find schools spririgi ug up is, mans' localities whcs-e afew years sgti such a thing was not
dreamt ot''The eos,tinuod desire for the acquisition of land which has manifested itself during the last
few \'cars has tended greatly to scatter the population; and, were it not for the operation of the Public
Schools Act many thousands of children would grow up wholly uneducated. it is not necessary that I
should dwelt on the baneful results this, under such circumstances, would arise to the State, nor that I
should point out the blessings that may be expected from the ready ditlusiou of the.mneans of education.
It is sufficient to state the fact, that wherever a, few families have settled down and can collect twelve or
fifteen children, the Council seeks out and follows these pioneers of settlement with a school of one kind
or other. Even where ten children can be mustered at each of two points, within it reasonaluie distance,
- thieve the children can oistain education by moeaus of Half-tine Schools. It is to he regretted that these
latter schools, owing to prejudice against them nnd ignorance of tlseir utility, are by no macalms 50
pujsular as they ought to be.
Although many of the solmool-hsouses in rural and remote phiecs are very indifferent structures,
yet wherever the buildings are vested in the Council ever)' effort consistent with reasonable ceolsoilly is
i,tutde
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made to render the material condition and organisation suitable to the wants of the locality. Speaking
generally, a good deal has been done in tire course of the year to make the appearance of schools more
attractive, and their material condition more comfortable. This remark applies prineipslly to the Public,
and in a less degree to the Provisional, Schools vested in the Council of Education. Little improvement
has been effected to the Nomt-vested Public and Provisional Schools. 1 have always thought that these
schools should he built on public lands. There are Inamy reasons wily this should be the ease. l'hose
who have paid any attention to the matter must have noticed that the vested schools are usually mirth
better structures than those buit on private sites. in this district, wherever a now school is to he
built, t endeavour to secure a site on Crown Lands; but, owing to two causes, my efforts have not
always been successful. It is a very common thing for tire denomination numerically strongest in any
locality to urgauise for the erection of a building to do double duty as choreh and school. There are
many obvious objections to this procedure. The denominations in the minority are always dissatisfied
the school is regarded as denominational in character, and it receives but a cold and languishing support
from all save the denomination in whose intorest it has been established. Besides, the law does not
allow the Council to spend a sixponco nit improving the material condition of such schools; and hence,
when improvements, however urgent, are asked for, they can only be effected by tire tardy and uncertain
efforts of the inhahitants. Therefore, in lion-vested schools of every kind, we frequently find the material
organisation very imperfect—often no residence, no outoffleos, no fences, 110 water'sirpply, arid the furniture scanty and unsuitable. As might be expected, it is more difficult to keep schools of this description
inn constant operation, because the poor accommodation irrrinmees the teachers to he on the constant lookout for change. No doubt, in the more settled districts a number of these non-vested schools was inevitable, as springing out ofa former state of things; but in nearly every place in this inspeetoral district—
towns excepted—good and suitable sites can be got on Crown Lands, and there can be no excuse for
establishing these semi-denominational schools. In previous reports I urged the irecessity of having the
surveyors instructed to reserve sites for schools as they proceed with their surveys of tire different localities. These gentlemen have great opportunities of judging when centres of population will settle, and
It would entail little additional ti-cable to survey sites and thus have them to ]land wirer. required. The
ostahlislrment of schools urgently needed have ill many irrstances been delayed more than a year, in consequence of tile Council not being ablo to get the land surveyed and transferred. As a ease in point, I
would refer to Cauiboon, near Ryistone. Within the last five or six years the land in that locality has
all been free-selected. There are over thirty children in the immediate neighbourhood and a school is
irareli wanted. In October, 1874, I convened a meeting of tire inhahitanth, and it was decided fro apply
for a school. A site was given and half the cost of the proposed buildings subscribed locally, but up to
the present time (February, 1870) we have been unable to get the land surveyed. Of course thepeople
are quite disgusted with the delay, and it is idle to speculate when the matter will be settled. All this
delay could have been obviated if the site had bee,, reserved when the farms were surveyed.
I venture to refer to another matter in connection with school grounds which I think worthy, of
attention. In places where there is abundance of Crown Lands, I cannot see why the school area should
he limited to 2 acres. It appears to me that these areas ought to be enlarged to 20 or even 40
acres- In the first place, a paddock would be provided for the horses of the children who have too far
to walk to school. In many places children would go 5 and 6 miles to school if their horses could
be secured during school hours. Hundreds of children would thus attend who now get no education
whatever. Besides, the inteutioll of the Lands Act is to settle people on the waste lands, and to have
them utilized. I thirth it would be an advantage to allow the minimum area of selection to each school,
where it can be conveniently done. The condition of residence is certain to be fulfilled, and I cannot see
wiry the schoolmaster should not have a patch of land, to the cultivation of which his spare hours and
those of his children might be devoted. As being intimately eoanected with this matter, I would
respectfully urge the advisableness of grantillg a small bom]s to every teacher who cultivates a neat
gardeem, and keeps his school and its surroundings a pattern of order and cleanliness. A couple of
hundred pounds expended in this way would be money ivell speat. In some other countries this system
of bonuses has been resorted to with very beneficial results, owing to the emulation it causes amongst
teachers. The educative influence of a well-cultivated garden ml the minds of young persons is so
obvious that I need say nothing in s'spport of the proposal. Irrdeed, I believe the wider question of
agricultural schools will on long occupy a place in the consideration of the Education Dcpartnrent.
The next point I beg to rel'er to, in connection with the schools of the district, is the question of
fees. 'fire total amount of fees paid during the year was £3,443 12s. Gd, The amount paid by the
Council in teachers salaries was £5,872. The average attendance for the year was 2,545. It will thus
ire seen that every child in average attendance paid fees at the rate of £1 7s. OR. whilst the
Council paid in salaries at the rate of £2 Os- Id. per head..' The total number of free children
entered on the books in course of the year was only 395, or about 7 per cent, of the whole
number of children whose names appeared on the books. This shows an improvemerrt in
the matter of fees. lain sure that a larger amount could he got if the teachers adopted more system in
collecting their accoum,ts. It is very rarely I hear parents eomplaimung of having to pay, a trifle for the
education of their children; and I ala hound to say that the cry for free education, as fr.r as I can judge.
has not arisen from any unwillingness on the part of parents to pay the small fee chrinrged. In my opinion,
it will be a mistake to abolish fees. I believe people will value odrmcatioa less when they have to make
no direct paysnemlt for it, It is a fact known to every 0110 engaged in teaching, that free scholars are less regular than those who pay. Besides, no alan is improved by having the family responsibilities lie is
able to discharge put afly from him. What can be more equitable than that those who receive direct
benefits from schools should make some direct payment for the advantages they receive? Parents who
can afford it orsglrt to be required to contribute something towards the cost of educating their children,
whilst the Government should allow a capitation fee to the teachers for pupils whose parents cannot
pay. If such a regulation existed, the non-paying prmpiis would be Tegar-dod by teachers as a desirable
class in the schools. I. lennow the proposal to pay salaries wholly from the state coffers is popular with
teachers, but it is open to question virether the school-work will be so carefully done when their
etnoluments are independent of parents. In addition to these considerations, it must be borne in mind
that up to the present time more than one-third of the cost of the department has been met by fees. Is
it 'vise to give up such a respectable item of reveumre because the country happens to be prosperous at
present? It sounds very well to talk about free education; but many of those who now clamour for it;
will be amtmonrgst the first to raise a cry against the expensiveness of the department. The proposal to
appoiirt teachers as cnl]ectors of fees to be paid into the Consolidated Revenue, is open to two very
strong objections. Ii, the first place, little will he paid; and in the next, the cost and trouble of
effectively checking the accuracy of the returns will be very great. Without eastnng an imputation on
teachers, I ann of opinion it is morally wrong to expose noedy men to the constant temptation that will
arise in the collection of these petty accounts. I cannot see how any effective plea can be devised for
testing the accuracy of the returns that must be furnishrcd.
Exceptine for the prevalence of measles, the year was generally favourable for school attendance.
'faleing the u,mmben-s for the December quarter as a fair basis of calculafioti, I find that in Public, 662
per cent., in Provisional, 72-5 per cont., and in Denominational Schools, 646 per cent, of the numbers
enrolled attended regularly. I am somewhat sitrpriscd to Ibid the Provisional Schools staud'uig highest
in this respect. Indeed, I expected a contrary result. 'There is one thing certain, however—that many
children are ircvcr setit to school from one year's end to the other. This arises either firom carelessness
of parents, or, as in many itistauces, from schools being too distant for the children to walk. It is to he
hoped that seine plan will soon he devised by which the blessings of education may be brought home to
the hundreds of children scattered on the stations. Even where schools are established, some alteration
an the law is required. Let anyone ride into a country township between 10 and 12 o'clock hr the
morning, and he cannot fail to be struck with the number of children he will observe loitering about.
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I believe the only way of coping with the evil is by a compulsory law. Free education is usually
regarded as a corollary from compulsory education; but if the propositions are closely examined, it will
be found that they do not bear that relation to each other. A man is compelled to feed, clothe, and
house his children, and nobody complains that it is tyranuy. Each year primary education is made
more attractive, and is brought prominently before the notice of the public, yct through avarce or indifference on the part of parents, the cflorts of the state to diffuse education is rendei'ed in some measure
abortive. From inquiries made, I am led to believe that not more than 44 per cent, of the elnldren
between the ages oft and i4 will be found in the schools of this district on any given day. Every year
hundreds of children reach manhood, and are expected to discharge the duties of citizenship intelligently,
although their minds are darkened by the ignorance of infancy. In view of these indisputable facts, is it
not idle to assert, as many di', that with the increasing attractions of modern education, and with the
spread of enlightenment, our schools will be full without having recourse to compulsion
The progress made in the various subjects of instruction is indicated by the Table of
Proficiency already placed before the Council, and the general condition and state of attainments, in
each school, as measnred by the standards, are givea in the Detailed Statement appended. On the
standard for reading, iaoliiding spelling, meaning of words, and explanation of the subject matter. 52 per
cent, passed very creditably. The proficiency in writing, including dictation, may be regarded as very
satisfactory, 613 per cent. having passed well. In arithmetic, the answering was not nearly so good.
About lOper cent. passed a satisfactory examination, and 275 per cent, exhibited a tolerable acquaintance with the work prescribed for them. In grammar, 46'3 per cent, passed a fair or good examination;
whilst the answering in geography was better,-54'4 per cent, having been well up to the requirements
of the standard. With regard to the other subjects of instruction, there is nothing special to be
remarked; they are taught with va'-ying success in different schools, according as the teachers are
iatelligent and enthusiastic. It may be stated generally, that the requirements of the standard have
been fairly met in all schools, savo in a few small and unimportant ones conducted by untrained
teachers. The rudiments of Geometry, Algebra, and Latin are taught in five or six of the best-conducted
schools. It is encnuraging to find that Provisional Schools are conducted better than they were some
years ago. This arises from thejodicious arrangements recently made by the Council for traiiiing the
teachers before their appointment. I am glad to be able to revert that I found little diffienity in
supplying teachers for small schools during the year.
The general body of teachers in this d'ist,'ict have' shown themselves earnest and intelligent in the
disehargc,of their duties. Very few complaints of misconduct or neglect have been received. The
number of pupil teachers employed is steadily increasing. It is only fair to say that these young persons do a great deal of hard work in the schools, and, as a nile, do it well. I think the salaries of pupil
teachers, especially females, should be increased. A nurse-girl of fourteen or fifteen years of age
receives better pay—and has her board and lodging to boot—than a female pupil teacher. I think £18
per year far too little for any girl competent to discharge the duties of pupil teacher.
In fine, the year has been favourable for school work, and a fair amount of progress has been
made throughout the district,
G. O'BYRNE,
Inspector, Mudgee District.
Daruno Statement of the condition of Schools in the Mudgee District examined during the year 1875.
I.—PUBLIC SCIIOOLS.
BonaxE (N-V.) :—Regu]ar inspection, 16th and 17th November.
Numbers enrolled :—Bcys, 35; girls. 22; total, 57. Numbers present ;—Boys, 28; girls, 8; total. .31.
The room in which the school is now held is wholly unsuitable; a new school is an absolute
necessity. The supply of furniture and working materials is sufficient. Owing to the prevalence of
measles, and to the unsuitable accommodation, the attendance was low and irregular in the latter part
of the year. Cleanliness is satisfactory, and the discipline very fair. The prescribed subjects am
intelligently taught. The average proficiency approaches fair.
Bnxwanrnx& (V.) —General inspection, 18th and 19th November,
Numbers enrolled :—Bcys, 24; girls, 14; total, 88. Numbers present :—Boys, 16; girls, 9; total, 25.
This school is a new brick building, in excellent condition, well funnshed, and suitably supplied
with working materials. As regards cleanliness and order, it is in a very creditable condition. The
classification is suitable, and the instruction well regulated. The methods are of fair merit, and the
work is conducted with energy and zeal. At present there are only two classes in the school, the
average proficiency of which is moderate. The school has been iii operation only three months.
BURaUNDULLA (N..V.) :—Regular inspection, 1st June.
Numbers enrolled :—'lloys, 18; girls, 14; total, 32. Numbers present :—'lioys, 14; girls, 12; total, 26.
The school is held in the church; the presence of the pews gives the room a crowded appearance,
and interferes with tire organisaticn. In other respects the material condition is very fair. There is a
good supply of hooks and apparatus. Cleanliness is satisfactory. The general discipline is not good,
the government being weak. The instruction is not well regulated, nor the methods skilful. Greater
vigour and thoroughness in teaching is necessary. The proficiency is scarcely moderate.
Casenis (N-V.) :—Visited, 24th June,
This school was closed at the time of my visit. It had previously been a C. B. Denominational
School, but the required attendance could not be inaiataiaed. It was converted into a Public School
during the second quarter of the year. The number of pupils now enrolled is 42. The Council has
decided to build a vested school in this town,
CooNAaAaaAnaAN (V.) —Regular inspection, 29th and 30th November.
Numbers enrolled;—Bnys, 26 ; girls, 43; total, 69. Numbers present —Boys, 20; girls, 33; total, 53.
The material condition is very fair. The school is well furnished, but indifferently supplied
with working materials. The discipline is rather lax, and, as aconsequence, the order is not good.
The records are carelessly kept. The methods are - suitable, but they do not appear to be earnestly
applied. Satisfactory progress has not been made during the year. The average proficiency is nearly
tolerable.
000NAMaLE (V) —Regular inspection, 26th November.
Numbers enrolled :—Boys, 38; girls, 21; total, 69. Numbers present —Boys. 33; girls, 18 ; total, 51.
The school is centrally situated, but the site is subject to floods, and it has consequently been
decided to build new premises on lngher ground. The school has been repaired and painted by the
teacher; the material condition may now be regarded as very fair. A flower garden has also been
fonaed, which very much improves the appearance of the place. The discipline secures very fair order;
the instruction is properly regulated, and the classification is correct. The methods are of average
merit, and the results produced are nearly fair.
Cooras (N-V.) ;—Jtegular inspection, 19th June.
Numbers enrolled :—Boys, 18; girls, 10; total, 28.
Numbers present '—Boys, 10; girls, 7; total, 17.
The material condition is the same as reported in previous years—it is fair. Three-fourths of the
pupils are regular and punctual. The discipline is, as a whole, fair. The prescribed subjects are taught
and the instruction is properly regulated. The methods show fair intelligence, and the attainments are
between tolerable and fair. Caunnea
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CRUDDiE (V.) ;—Regular inspection, 22nd March.
Numbers present.—Boys, 23; girls, 22; total, 45. Numbers present:—Boys, 13; girls, 14; total, 27.
The defects in the material condition adverted to in last year's Report still exist, but effective
stops are being taken to have them remedied. Cleanliness is satisfactory. The discipline secures fair
order and attention. Want of punctuality and regularity marks the attendance, but yet these features
of the discipline are not so unsatisfactory as they were last year. All the prescribed subjects are
attempted. The instruction is regulated by the usual documents. The teaching is not skilful, but it is
industrious. The results produced exceed moderate.

Cuoosooxc, (N-V.) —Regular inspection, 2nd August.
Numbers enrolled —Boys, 18 ; girls, 13; total, 31.
Numbers present —Boys, 13; girls, 8; total, 21.
The school is conducted in the church. The building affords very fair accommodation ; it is not
well furnished, but the supply of working materials is adequate to the ivants of the school. The discipline is effective, and the tone of the school pleasing. The instruction is fairly regulated, and the
teaching is careful. Only the standards for two classes have been applied, and the proficiency on these
is nearly tolerable.
0OLLEBONE (N-V.) —Regular inspection, 16th June.
Numbers enrolled —Boys, 22; girls, 21; total, 43.
Numbers present:—Boys, 7 ; girls, 13; total, 20.
This school was closed for a considerable time, and it had not long been re-opened when it was
examined. A smnll house has been built as a residence. The windows are very much broken, the walls
nned to be repaired, and new elr,sets are hadly wanted. The furniture is old and badly made; the whole
material condition is very indifferent. About three-fifths of the pupils are regular and punctual. Cleanliness, order, and attention al's tolerable. The instruction is carefully regulated, and the teaching i
painstaking. The methods, however, are not skilful, and the attainments are little better than indifferent.
Duane (v.) —Regular inspection, 1st, Zud, and 3rd November.
Numbers enrolled :—Boys, 77 ; girls, 62; total, 139. Numbers present —Boys, 71; girls, 47; total, 118.
'The grounds have been fenced, new sheds erected, and other improvements made since last year.
When time works in course of construction are finished, the material organisatioa will be excellent, More
than three-fifths of the pupils Steend regularly, and punctuality is satisfactory. The discipline does
not secure prompt and willing obedience, and there is evidence of the governing power being weak.
The pupils are pretty well classified, and the instruction is intelligently arranged. The methods are
suitable and earnestly applied, but the results are not so high as lnight reasonably be expected. The
average proficiency is barely tolerable.
('roonalen (N-V.) —Regular inspection, 28th April.
Numbers enrolled —Boys, 20; girls, 26; total, 46.
Numbers present —Boys, 14; girls, 18; total, 32.
Out-offices have been provided since last inspection. The schoolroom, which is in fair repair, is
commodious and pretty well adapted for the purpose. It is scantily furnished, and fairly found in
working appliances. The pupils are irregular and unpuuctusl. 'The discipline is looso and ineffective.
The methods are of only moderate skill, and they are weakly applied. The proficiency is between
indifferent and moderate.
Ouncoso (Boys—V.) ;—ltegular Inspection, 21st July.
Number enrolled ;—Boys, 62.
Number present :—Boys. 53.
Materially considered the. school is in excellent condition. The whole organisation is good, and
the premises are well kept. Three-fourths of the enrolled pupils are regular and punctual. Notwithstanding that good schools are 1111w provided, yet many enildren on these "diggings" never enter them.
The prescribed subjects are intelligently taught. The instruction is prnperly regulated, and the work is
carried on with fair zeal. The average proficiency is fair.
Guncoso (Girls—V.) —Regular inspection, 20th July.
Number enrolled :—Girls, 53.
Number present —Girls, 41.
The material condition and organisation of this school are very good. Cleanliness is also good.
The attendance has fallen off considerably during the year. This in a great measure is owing to the
failing of the 'diggings." 'l'hie discipline and tone of the school are satisfactory. The prescribed
subjects am-c taught, and the instruction is well regulated. The methods are fairly suitable, and
industriously applied. The average proficiency is fair.
Gurooxa (infants—V.) —Regular inspection, 22nd July.
Numbers enrolled —Boys, 31; girls. 18; total, 52. Numbers present :_LBoys, 32; girls, 17; total, 49.
The school is in good condition, well furnished, and liroPerly supplied with working appliances.
About 8-13ths of the pupils are regular and punctual. Cleanliness, order, and attention are good.
All the subjects prescribed for an infant school are taught. The classification is appropriate, and
the instrueiion intelligently regulated. The methods are good and earnestly applied. The proficiency ranges from fair to very fair.
GUNPAU-ANG (V.) —Regular inspection, 16th April.
Numbers enrolled —Boys, 10; girls, 26; total, 36.
Numbers present:—Boys, 9; girls, 15; total, 24.
The school is new, in excellent condition, and well found in appliances for teaching. The
reside]Iee has been put in repair, and the whole material condition may be regarded as very good. The
pupils are very irregular, and punctuality needs to be enforced with a firmer hand. Fair order is maintamed. The instruction is carefully regulated, and the classification is pretty good. The teaching appears
pain-taking, but from want of thoroughness, the attainments are not up to the standard. The proficiency
as scarcely tolerable.
UARGRAVES (V.) —Regular inspection, 9th March.
Numbers enrolled: —Boys, 27; girls 36; total, 65.
Numbers present —Boys, 21 ; girls, 29; total, 60.
To render the organisetion complete, a lavatory and play-shods crc required. In other respects
the material condition is very good. 'the school is well furnished with all appliances for teaching.
About 5-Gtl,s of the pupils are in regular attendance. The discipline is good, and the tone of the
school satisfactory. Some carelessness was observed in the mode of keeping the school records. The
olassifloation aiid methods are suitable. The proficiency exceeds tolerable in the first class, and is nearly
very fair in the second and third classes.
HJLT Egs, (Boys—V.) :—Regular inspection, 16th and 16th March.
Number enrolled :—Boys, 99.
Number present —Boys, 72.
Sheds have been erected, and substantial improvements made to the material condition during
the year. The organisation is now very good. The school is well equipped with working appliances.
About 5-7ths of the pupils arc regular and punctual. The discipline is very good. The school
is worked with intelligence, zeal, and suece$s. The average proficiency exceeds fair. There is a very
good fourth class in this school.
Rena END
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(Girls—V.) —Regular inspection, lath and 17th March.
Number present —Girls, 55.
Number enrolled. —Girls, 73.
In material condition and organisation this school is similar to theboys'. The pupils attend with
fair regularity. The discipline secures good order and attention. The prescribed subjects are taught.
The pupils are well classiFied, and appropriate methods are used. The average proficiency is fair.
HILL END

Hren END (Infants—V.) :—Rogular inspection, 18th March.
Numbers present —Boys, 22; girls, 34; total, 56.
Numbers enrolled :—Boys, 43; girls, 52; total, 9:1
It would be an advantage to have a few' desks placed in this department. The condition and
organisation are good. Oily about •1-7tlis of the pupils attend. regularly. Cleanliness, order, and
attention are very fair. The subjects for infant schools are taught. The work of tire school is
sensibly arranged. The methods are appropriate, and a fair amount of earnestness marics the teaching.
The proficiency ranges from moderate to fair.
ThreaD (N-V.) —Regular inspection, 11th February:
Numbers present —Boys, 23; girls. 12; total 85.
Numbers enrolled —Boys, 26; girls, .20; total, 46.
The school is very badly situated. The condition and organisation are very indifferent. A now
school in a suitable position is badly wanted. The pupils are tolerably regular and punctual ; cleanliness is pretty well attended to. The discipline has improved, and very, fair order is maintained. Except
singing, the .prescribed subjects are taught. The instruction is fairly regulated; the teaching is
industrious. but it is slow and wanting in thoroughness. The average proficiency exceeds moderate.
Inosnanas (V.) —Regular inspection, 28th April.
Numbers enrolled —Boys, 24; girls, 17; total, 41 Numbers present —Boys, 21; girls, 14; total, 35.
The grounds used to ha properly fenced, and the buildings painted. . In other respects tire pre-rniscs are in good condition, and they are, well supplied with all reqiusites for teaching. The Prevalence
of rnoaslcs caused the attendance to be low and irregular about the time of examination, The pupils
are clean, punctual, and orderly. 'The usual subjects are taught, and the instruction, is very well
regulated, The methods are appropriate and industriously applied. The proficiency is fair.
LAwSON'S CREEK (N..V.)—Regular inspection, 1.6th July.
Numbers present —Boys. 7; girls, 9; total, 16.
Numbers enrolled :—Boys. 11; girls, 9; total. 20.
The school-house is a very inferior one, and there it no residence for the teacher. The furniture
and appliances are snffieieat for the present requirements. Thopupils arc very irregular and nnpunetual
the attendance has been very small during the greater part of the year. 'The discipline secures fair
order. The instruction embraces the prescribed subjects, except singing. The methods are tolerably
intelligent, but they, have not been applied with vigour or success. The proficiency, measured by the
two lower standards, is nearly tolerable.
MERREWA (V.);—Itegular inspection, 22nd June.
Numbers present —Boys, 27; girls. 27; total, 54.
Numbers enrolled —Boys, 3.5; girls, 33; total, 68.
The schoolroom, teacher's residence, and the whole premises are in a wretchedly dilapidated
condition, and successful teaching in such a place is almost an imporsibility. Eleven.thirteenths of the
pupils are regular and punctual. Cleanliness is fair. The discipline seems fair order in the hinher
classes, but the first class is not so well controlled. Nearly half the pupils arc in the first class, and the
services of a pupil teacher are much needed in tire, lower portion of the school. The instruction is very
well regulated, and the teaching is intelligent and painstaking. More vigolir. however, in the npplieation of the methods is desirable. The proficiency approaches fair.

Monm,LSH (N..V.) —Regular inspection, 27th May.
Numbers enrolled —Boys, 92; girls, 63; total, 155. Numbers present —Boys, 53; girls, 31; total, 84.
At the time of examination the school was held in a church ; the building was too small for the
attendance, but a considerable falling off has taken place since. The school is fairly furnished, and has
a tolerable supply of working materials. The pupils are not suficiently regular—they are tolerably
clean and tidy. The discipline secures very vair order and attention. The instruction is fairly regulated, and the methods are suitable. The proficiency ranges from moderate to tolerable. Many of the
children it examinatioa were new to school.
Monoao (V.) —Regular inspection, 27th April.
Numbers enrolled —Boys, 39; girls, 29; total, 68. Numbers present —Boys, 33 ; girls, 2'2; total, 55.
The material condition of this school has been improved, and may now be regarded as fair; it is
well furnished and has a good supply of working materials. Theprescribed subjects are taught, and
the work of the school is well arranged. The discipline is good, and the tone of the school very satisfactory. The methods are appropriate, and they are applied with zeal and effect. The average proficiency is very fair.
MUDGEE (Boys—V.) —Regular inspection, 7th and 8th June.
Number present —Boys, 55.
Number enrolled :—Boys, 73.
The material condition is the same as reported in previous years. A new school suitable to the
requirements of the town will shortly be built. The pupils are regular, punctual, clean, and orderly.
The classification is good; the methods are suitable and earnestly, applied. Greater thoroughness and
success marks the teaching than in previous years. The average proficiency exceeds very fair.
Munoax (Girls—V.) —Regular inspection, 6th and 7th April.
Number present —Girls, 55.
Number enrolled —Girls, 70.
The schoolroom is very unsuitable, but it new one will shortly be provided. The attendance, is
regular and punctual. The girls, as a rule, are extremely clean and neat in person; their demeanour in
the school is very creditable. The course of instruction embraces the usual subjects. The classification
is good, and the work is conducted with well sustained vigorir. Most of the fourth class girls did very
well in arithmetic. The average proficiency exceeds fair.
MUDGEE (Infants—V.) —Regular inspection, 6th April.
Numbers enrolled :—Boys, SC; girls. 87; total, 173. Numbers present :—Boys,53; girls, 62; total, 115.
The room is far too small for the attendance, and it the end of the year it was found necessary to
occupy two rooms belonging to the teaoher's residence. The school is poorly equipped for an infant
department. The pupils attend with fair regularity; they are generally clean and neat in dress. The
discipline is effective. The usual subjects are taught. Approved methods are used. The school is
worked with energy and very fair success. The proficiency ranges from fair to very fair.

Pepucear Caaza (V.) :—Regular inspection, .31st May.
Numbers present '—Boys, 15; girls. 10; total, 25.
Numbers enrolled :—Boys, 36; girls, 20; total, 56.
This is a very neat and comfortable school-house and residence. The grounds and all the
surroundings are well kept, 'i'heattcndance was Inwin consequence of sickness in the neighbourhood when
the school was examined. Punctuality is not satisfactory. The discipline is very fair. Singing is riot
taught. the instruction is well regulated and the methods are of average merit. The proficiency exceeds
PONTO
tolerable.
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PONTO (V.) :—Rcgular inspection, 10th May.
Numbers present —Boys, 6; girls, 8; total, 14.
Numbers enrolled —Boys, 14; girls, 14; total, 28.
In material condition and organisation the school is in the Basic state as last year. The attendance has not been so good, owing to a growing desire to have a school on the other side of the
Iviacquarie River. As a ride, parents are very unwilling that their children should run the risk of
crossing the liver to and front school. The prevalence of measles also lowered the attendance at the
time of examination. All the prescribed subjects have a place in the school routine. The instruction
is regulated by the usual documents. The methods ale of tolerable worth, hut the teaching should be
more energetic. The proficiency is nearly tolerable.

Pvnaarus. (V.) —Regular inspection, 10th March.
Numbers present :—Boys, IC; girls, 17; total, 33.
Numbers enrolled:—Boys, 20; girls, 25; total, 48.
The material condition and organisation are very unsatisfactory. There ore no out-offices, and
the grounds are unfenced. A new school is required at this place. The records are carelessly kept.
The discipline secures fair order, but the pupils are shy mid evince little powerof thought. The instrue.
ties is not regulated in accordance with the Council's regulations. The school has not been efficiently
worked, and the attainments arc unsatisfactory. The proficiency is between indifferent and moderate.
RYLSTONE (V.) —Regular inspection, 10th February,
Numbers present —Boys, 30; girls, 23; total, 53.
Numbers enrolled —Boys, 37; girls, 26; total, 63.
The schoolroom and the teacher's residence are too small. Lavatories and a weather-shed, are also
required. The internal organisation is vervfair. The pupils attend with fair regularity and punctuality.
Cleanliness is also satisfactory, and the tone of the school pretty good. The records show a'
creditable number of promotions during the year. The classification is pretty good, and the instruction
is regulated in the prescribed way. The methods are of fair merit, but they are applied too discursively
—more thoroughness is wanted. The a-vagc proficiency approaches tolerable. The services of a
pupil teacher are required.
SPItING FLAT (V.) —Regular inspection, 26th May.
Numbers enrolled:—Boys, 23; girls, 24; total, 47. Numbers present —Boys, 10 ; girls, 11; total, 21.
The material condition pd organisation are pretty good. The innterials for working the school
are suflicicat. The records are badly kept, and the instruction is not regulated in accordance with the
Council's directions. The teacher has been generally negligent. Singing is rut taught. 'lie pupils
attend with tolerable regularity. The discipline secures fair order, but the pupils have no self-reliance.
The proficiency exceeds iudifferent.

TnseAaooaA (V.) —Regular inspection, 11th and 12th March.
Numbers enrolled:—Boys, 42; girls, 41; total, 83, Numbers present :—Boys, 28; girls, 24; total, 62.
The grounds have been securely fenced, and other improvements effected. The condition and
organisation are now very fair. Cleanliness is harelv tolerable. Regularity and punctuality are reasonably
satisfactory. 'l'lie instruction is very carefully regulated, and the teaching is tolerably skilful. The
average proficiency is about tolerable. Some addition to the teaching staff is needed.
Tuaox, TJprsa (1.) —Regular inspection, 23rd end 24th February.
Numbers enrolled:—Boys, 26; girls, 24; total, 50. Numbers present —Boys, 25; girls, 20; total, 45.
This school is in good material condition, and it is fairly, organised. Both the premises and
children were clean and tidy. There is enough material for working the school. The records arc
correct and well kept. Nearly four-fifths of the pupils attend regularly. The discipline secures pretty
good order. The methods arc not skilful, but they are applied with care. The proficiency approaches
tolerable.
Ilaauitv (N..V.) —Regular inspection, 18th June.
Numbers present —Boys, 2; girls, 4; total, 6.
Numbers enrolled :—Boys, 21; girls, 15; total, 36.
Although I exnmincd the school on a fine day, yet in consequence of'tIie hoggy state of the
locality surrounding, very few of the children could attend. A hetter site has been obtained, and a now
school is in course of erection. All the preserihed subjects, exccpt singiar, are taught. The instruction
is properly regulated, and the teaching is industrious but spiritless. Writing is well taught. The
proficiency of the few pupils examined ranged from tolerable to fair.
'\\TAnaEN (V.) :—Regular inspection, 11th November.
Numbers enrolled :—Boys, 30; girls, :30; total, 60. Numbers present :—Bovs, 24; girls, 23; total, 47.
A verandah has been put round the school, vhiels answers well for a weather-shed, and gives the
building a neat appearance. The schoolroom is rather narrow, but inother respects it is suitable and
in good repair, The pupils are regular, punct'sal, clean, and orderly. The prescribed sill jects, except
singing, are taught. Eke instruction is fairly regulated, and the teaching is painstaking though not
very skilful. The average proficiency is tolerable.
Wsunixcrox (V.) :—Regultr inspection, 19th and 20th April.
Numbers enrolled :—Boys, 52; girls, 60; total, 132. Numbers present —Boys, 76; girls, 42 ; total, 118.
The schoolronsn has been enlarged and play-sheds provided. in point of accommodation and
furnishing, the school is in excellent condition. The discipline is effective in every particular. and the
school sustains a high character for efficiency. Owing to the increasing attendance an additional
pupil teacher is required.
\VILB5RTaEE (V.) —Regular inspection, 28th May,
Numbers enrolled —Boys, 20; girls, IS; total, 38. Numbers present :—Boys, 13; girls, 13; total, 26.
The grounds have been fenced and a dam made since last inspection. The material condition is
good, and the accommodation afforded in the school is equal to the wants of the locality. About S-Sths
of the pupils are regular. Punctuality and cleanliness need increased attention. Singing is not
taught, and drawing is only taken up occasionally. The instruction is regulated by the usual documents. The methods are fairly intelligent, but they aced to be more earnestly applied, 'the proficiency
is seareely moderate.
\Vn,'nEnn (V.) :—Regular inspection, 8th March.
Numbers enrolled —Boys, 21; girls, 22; total, 43. Numbers present—Boys, 14: girls. 12; total, 2G.
Some repairs are needed to the windows and roof of the building. The playground is coven'd
over with a thick scrub. A supply of water is needed. The pupils are neither regular nor punctual;
they arc tolerably clean. Fair order is maintained, but the pupils have very little self-reliance. The
methods are unskilful, and have produced only very indifferent results.
Ii.—
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II.-PJtOVISIONAL SCHOOLS.
CannooN (N-V.) :—General inspection, 16th December.
Numbers enrolled :—Boy,22; girls, U; total, 33. Numbers present —Boys. S girls, 6; total, 11.
This school was opened during the year. It is conduetod in -a slab but, roofed with bark. The
floor is not boarded. It is moderately supplied with furniture and working materials. The records are
properly kept, but the instructional documents are not well understood. Very fair order is maintained.
The pupils are divided into too many classes. The methods are not skilful, and the results are small.
Writiug is very fairly tanght.
Coonnaa (N.Y.) —Regular inspection, 30th July.
Nuinliers enrolled —Boys. 13; girls, 10; total, 23. Numbers present —Boys, 12; girls, 7; total, 19.
The roof and the floor have been repaired since last inspection. The schoolroom is now
tolerably comfortable. The furniture is short in supply and of bad quality. The working materials
are sufficient. Much more system js observed in the management of the school than formerly. The
methods are not skilful, but they are applied with care. The results of the examination are between
moderate and tolerable.
DUNGAREE (N-V.) —Regular inspection, 8th February.
Numbers enrolled :—Boys, 9; girls. 15; total. 24. Numbers present —Boys; 8; girls. 9 ; total, 17.
A new residence has been provided for the teacher, but the scljool.house remaIns in the same condition---it is indifferent for the purpose. The furniture and book supply are sufficient. There are only
two classes in the school, but this division is suited to the present attainments. The instruction is
carefully regulated, and the work of the school is carried on with untiring industry. The teacher has
not much experience, but by attention to his datics lie produces creditable results. The proficiency on
the two lower standards is nearly fair.
Goxoocoas (N.-V.) :—Regular inspection, 1.5th November.
Numbers enrolled :—Boys, 14; girls, 16; total, 31. Numbers present —Boys, 11 ; girls, 10 ; total', 21.
'the school is now held in an old but, at the rear of a poblic-bouse. it is wholly unsnitaljle. A
new school is required in this township. and steps have been taken to provide it. There is a fair supply
of school materials. The pupils are fairly regular and punctual. The classification is not judicious,
and I found it difficult to apply the Councils standards, Singing and drawing are not attempted. The
teacher does his best to discharge his duties properly, but the results produced are little better than
indifferent.
Guanv (N.-V.) —Regular inspection, 3rd May.
Numbers enrolled :—Boys, 12; girls, 16; total. 28. Numbers present —Boys, 5; girls, 15; total, 23.
The school-house is a neat little building in very good repair, and affording ample accommodation
for the present requirements of the locality. The pupils are fairly clean and orderly. The classification
is not good, nor is the instruction well regulated. The teaching should accord more closely with the
standards. The methods are too discursive, and greater thoroughness is needed. The proficiency
ranges I rmn indifferent to moderate.
LIMESTONE FLAT (N.-V ):—Regular inspection, 3rd August.
Numbers enrolled —Boys. 12; girls, 11; total, 23. Numbers present —Boys, II; girls, 7 total, 18.
The roof of the building wants tnending, and the cracks between the slabs should be closed, The
furniture is scanty and badly suede. The pupils are fairly clean, orderly, and attentive. On the whole,
the discipline is reasonably satisfactory. 'Elm instruction is properly regulated. The methods al-c not
skilful, but by industry they produce fair results. Only the two lower standards were applied.

Mamramcnna (N.-V.) :—Regular inspection, 14th May.
Numbers present :—Boys, 18; girls. 9; total, 27.
Numbers enrolled :—Boys, 22; girls, 9; tstal, 31.
The schoolroom and teachers residence are in a very dilapidated condition. The school is
tolerably well supplied with furniture and working materials. The pupils are regular and punctual,
and in other respects the discipline it effective. The classification is appm'opriate, and the instruction
well regulated. The methods are intelligent and energetically applied. The attainments are between
fair and very fair.
NARICANGO (N-V.) —Regular inspection, 31st A.ugnst.
Numbers present :—Boys,7 ; girls, 4; total, 11.
Numbers enrolled —Boys, 10; girls, 6 ; total, 16.
The general organisation and discipline are fairly satisfactory. The attendance is small, and
there are only two classes in the school. The pupils nra clean and well-behaved. The results ef the
examination are tolerable on the two lower standards.
NEWECA (N.Y.) —Regular inspection, 28th April.
Numbers present:—Boys, 8; girls. 7; total, 15.
Nmnliors enrolled —Boys, 15; girls, 14; total, 29.
Tire school was eondneted in a most wretched old hark hut,'which afforded very slight protection
either from rain or sun, more than half the roof having rotted away. A new school has since been built
by the inhabitants. The pupils are tolerably regular and punctual. Except singing, the prescribed
subjects are taught. The instruction is fairly regulated. The teaching is industrious, and therneibods
are reasonably intelligent. At the time of inspectiop the school had only been a few months in
operation, and the proficiency scarcely reached moderate.

Onuey (N-V.) —Regular inspection, 30th April.
Numbers present:—Boys, ii; girls. 6 ; total, 17.
Numbers enrolled:—Boys. 11 ; girls. 8; total, 19.
The school is held in the church used by the different Protestant denominations. The building is
com,nm,dious and suitable, but poorly furnished. The supply of working materials is insufficient.
Regularity and punctuality have improved during the year. Fair order is maintained. The instruction
is not properly regulated, and the teaching is unskilful and ineffective. TIre proficiency is little better
than indifferent.
SaLT'S FLAT (11.-V.) :—Regular inspection, 11th March.
Numbers enrolled :-.—Boys, 14 ; girls, 14; total, 28. Numbers present —Boys, 13; girls, I I ; total, 24.
The material condition of this school is tolerable. It is fairly supplied with working materials.
A fair proportion of the pupils attond regularly and punctually. Cleanliness requires more care. The
eonrse of instruction is fairly regulated, and it embraces the prescribed subjects. The teaching is of
fair skill, and it is industriously applied. The proficiency or' the three standards ranged between
moderate and tolerable.
Seniscrasca (N-V.) —Regular inspection, 17th June,
Numbers enrolled —Boys, 16; girls, 22 ; totahMB. Numbers present:—Boys, 10; girls, 12; total. 22.
The floor has been bearded, a fire.place built, the roof lined with calico, and the walls white-washed
since last examination. The premises are now in fair condition. The discipline secures very fair order.
Cleanliness of the pupils should receive more attentioa. The instruction is fairly regulated, but the
lessons are not registered. 'rime metlio is are of tolerable merit, but they are not applied with sufficient
spirit to produce satisfactory results. The proficiency scarcely reaches niodorate.
Tan
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TAn (N-V.) —Regular inspection, 4th August.
Numbers enrolled —Boys, 12; girls, 13 ; total, 25.
Numbers prrsent —Boys, 9 ; girls, S ; total. 17.
The people have built a new school at this place; it is substantial and fairly suitable. The
attendance is neither regular nor punctual. The teacher has no idea of discipline, and conscqneiitly the order is very bad. The seventeen children present were divided into seven classes, and I found it
really impossible to apply the standards when testing the attainments. I estimate the proficiency as
small.
TUBEE Onaun ( N-V.) —Regular inspection, 21st June.
Numbers enrolled —Boys, 10; girls, 16; total, 26.
Numbers present —Boys, 8; girls, 12; total, 20.
In size, material condition, and furnish lug, this school-house is thirly suitable for the requlu etnents
of the locality. Nearly ô-Gths of the enrolled pupils are regular and punctual. Except singing, the
prescribed suijects are taught. The tliseipliuie secures fair order and attention. The teacher is
inexperienced, but earnest and industrious. The proficiency exceeds moderate.
WOLLAB (N-V.) —Regular inspection, 18th flecember.
Numbers enrolled :—Boys,13 ; girls, 12 ; total, 25.
Numbers present —Boys, 6; girls, 4; total, 10.
The schoolroom is a very good one, but it is indifibrently fur,ushed. Since last inspection, outoffices have been provided, and workhag materials supplied. Owing to harvesting and other casuses,
the attendance was very low on the day of examination. The discipline is moderate. 'The classification
is too ,ninnte, and the instruction is badly arranged. The methods are naeelaanieal, but the teaching is
painstaking, The proficiency is very indifferent.
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IlL—HALF-TIME SCHOOLS.
Bra, Cursa (N-V.) —Regular inspection, 29th Oetolaor.
Numbers enrolled —Boys, 11; gii-ls, 6; total, 17.
Numbers present —Boys, 9; girls, 6; total, 16.
Out-offices have not yet been provided. Ja other respects the material condition is fair. The school
is pretty-well supplied with working materials. A good proportion of the pupils attend regularly
Cleanliness, order, and attention are very fair. The presci-ibed subjects, excepting drawing, are taught.
The methods are modern, and the results approach tolerable.
NUBRIOLYX (N.-V.) —Regular inspection, 29th October.
Numbers enrolled :—Boys, 4; girls, 7; total, 11.
Numbers present —Boys, 3; girls, 5; total, S.
Although some improvements have been made to the school-house, yet the condition and organi-cation are indifferent; A promise has been given that some necessary improvements will be made. The
pupils attend regularly. The methods are pretty good, and the teaelaing is painstaking, The proficiency
on two standards approaches t4lerable.
G. O'BYR.NE,
Mudgee, 19th January, 1816.
Inspector, Mudgee District.

NEWCASTLE DISTRICT.
General Report for the year 1875.
During the year 1875 ten new schools were opened, of which one was Public and one Denouuuivaa.
tional, five were Provisional, and three Half-time; two Half-time Sclaeols were converted into a Public
and Provisional School respectively. Infant departments were opened in connection with the Plaitsburg Public and Newcastle Roman Catholic School; and the Public School at Parading Ground was
reopened. Tanigal and Wyong Creek Provisional, and John's River Half-time were closed--the two
latter only tenaporarily; and the certificate was withdrawn from the Church of England School at
Gosford. At the close of the year the number of schools in existence was 104, viz., fifty-six Public,
sixteen Provisional, sixteen Half-time, nine Church of England, and seven Roman Catholic.
Since the abolition by the Council of the condition heretofore observed in granting nid for
building Public Schools, viz., that one
of the cost should be raised by the local promoters and
committees, and the substitution instead of a nile providing for their complete erection entirely at the
public expense, very great impetus and cnconragemcet have been given to the establishment of these
schools; considerable improvements have been already effected in some existing ones; and Operations
on a much higher and more extensive scale than any hitherto carried on are likely to be demanded for
some time to come, in order to provide adequately for growing requirements, to remove present defects.
and reader the educntional machinery of the couistry commensurate, as far ,s possilale. with that very
liberal expenditure authorized by Parliament fuar extending and perfecting its actioo and influence.
Already new buildings are either authorized or in process of ejection at Clarence Town, Gosford,
New Lambton, Laurieton, and Wyong Creek; ext ensive improvements are to be effected in other
places; and numerous applications, on the subject of building and repairs, may be expected during the
current year. Under such circumstances—the scant of a school being the only condition requisite to
insure its establishment—there need be no serious apprehension that may locality will be neglected,
provided its inhabitants will only take the troulale of making known their reqlairements.
The number of schools inspected last year was eighty-eight; the number not inspected, sixteen
and the reasons for the non-inspection of these schools may be stated as follows: six were closed when I
was visiting in their respective neighhourhuoods; in one the teacher land not been recogniaed by the
Council; in two I found no attendance, owing to sickness in one ease and rails in the other; and seven
were not inspected for want of time.
At the daft's of inspection, 6,408 children of school age were enrolled, and of these 4,844, or nearly
76 per cent., were present at examination. Considering that early in the year many portions of the
district were visited by a disastrous flood, to which succeeded at various intervals diseases specially
affecting the children, and almost entirely omptyin , sometimes for weeks togetlacr, many, schools, the
proportion of pupils in actual attendance compare with the enrolment may not be regarded as unsatisfactory. Besides reducing the attendance, these causes, as a mattei- of course, but especially the sickness,
materially retarded the progress of the sohobsu-s, and exercised a very depressing infineace on the
efficiency and usefulness of the schools.
Most of the material defects peinted out in last year's Report have been either removed or are soon
likely to be; and the material character of the schools of the district evinced, in the past year. a decidedly
upward tendency, while the tvants of individual localities were met with all available despatels. At
the present time there are only about six really unsuitable and badly appointed schools in the whole
district; and the avcu-agc worth of all, in a material point of view, may be estimated as about very fair.
As regards their moral tone also the schools examined are very fair. Respecting their value and
utility in the actual work of instruction, as judged by the results of examination, there is, as a whole, no
advance on the estimate given for the preceding year, which was from tolerable to fair; but this is an
average by no means insiguaificant for so large a number of eases, and especially when viewed in coinparison with the difficulties and hindrances already mentioned,
Judging
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Judging from the substantial encouragement given to teachers by the revised regulations, in the
shape of increased salaries, as well as from their own natural desire to maintain or enhance their
successes, or correct and improve their misdirected or ineffectual efforts, it may be nsserted with some
confidence that the future prospects of ninny-indeed I might say of most-schools in this district soc
fairly encouraging, and that under ordinarily favourable conditions, both external and internal, the next
annual report will have to record a higher and more general progress.
Detailed statements showing the condition of the schools examined are appended as usual.
WM. DWYER,
Newcastle, 27th January, 1876.
Inspector.
DETAILED Statement showing the condition of the i'ublie, Provisional, and Half-time Schools
inspected in 1876, as regardsI. Their material condition.
't'hcir moral character.
The subjects and methods of instruction.
The proficiency of the pupils.

PUBLIC SCHOOLS.
l3AxDox Gimovu -General inspection, 20th September.

Present at examination -Boys, 15; girls, 14; total, 32.
1. The cndition of the schoolroom, and (lie supply of furniture and apparatus may be considered
fair hut the kitchen, out-offices, and fencing need partial renewal, 2. The moral tone of the school is
good. 3. The subjects are fairly suitable and properly arranged ; the methods intelligent, careful, and
effective. 4. The average proficiency is about fair.
BARRINGToN :-Regular inspection, 3rd December.
Present at examination :-Boys, 11; girls, 11; total, 22.
I. The buildings are unsuitable, in bad repair, and only of a temporary character; but the
schoolroom is tolerably well organised. 2. The rliseipline is fairly intelligent and effective; and the
moral tone very fair. 3. The subjects are reasonably apprepriatc,aad arranged with tolerable care and
skill; the methods are tolerably intelligent and effective. 4. the average proficiency approaches
tolerable.
BLUE Gcst FLAT -Regular inspection, 4th June.
Present at examination :-Boys, 15; girls, S ; total, 23.
1. The accommodation is sufficient; but the buildings, though fairly suitable, are not of a substantial character, nor thoroughly weatherproof. The schoolroom is well provided with requisites, and,
as awliolo, effectively organised. 2. Except that the cliildremm are irregular, the moral tone of the
school is very fair. 3. The classification is suitable; and the occupation appropriate and arranged with
satisfactory care and skill. The instruction is fairly intelligent, earnest, and, tinder the circumstances,
passably effective. 4. The average proficiency is tolerable; and, the general character of the school
fair.
BoostAn -Regular inspection, 13th October.
Present at examination -Boys, 20; girls, 16; total, 36.
I. The premises nrc suitable and well kept and the school is effectively organised. 2. The moral
tone of the school is good. 3. The subjects are appropriate and suitably arranged ; the instruction is
fairly intelligent, energetic, and effective. 4. The average proficiency is nearly fair, and the general
character of the school very fair.
CLARENCE TowN -General inspection, 8th and 9th September. -

Present at examination ;-Boys, 42; girls, 34; total, 76.
1. The premises continue unsuitable and in very bad condition; but new ones are about to be
erected. Under the circumstances, the organisation of the school is reasonably effective. 2. The
general order and moral tone of the school are good. 3. The subjects agree with the standard, and are
properly arranged; the instruction is intelligent, skilful, and effective. 4. The average proficiency is
very fair; and, the general character of the school good.
Coonaxaoxo :-Goneral inspection, 31st May.
Present at examination -Boys, IS; girls, 25; total, 43.
I. The building is fairly suitable and in good condition, but negligently kept. The arrangement
of fnrniture, apparatus, and books, and the general organisation are unsatisfactory. 2. The moral tone
of the school is tolerable, 3. The occupation is partially and confusedly arranged, but, as far as it goes,
in accordance with the standard. The instruction is awkward and poorly effective. 4. The average
proficiency is little more than indifferent.
CUN0LETOWN :-Ceneral inspection, 27th October.
Present at examination -Boys, 24; girls, 25; total, 49.
1. Extensive repairs and improvements are needed and'authorised. The schoolroom is suitable
and well organised. 2. The moral tone of the school is very fair... The subjects are appropriate and
fairly arranged; the methods reasonably intelligent, skilful, and effective. 4. The average proficiency
is fair.
Cnoici :-Regular inspection, 19th Noven her.
Present at examination -Boys, 25; girls, 33; total, 68.
1. The premises have undergone extensive repairs, are now very much improved, and fairly
adequate to the requirements of the place. The school is well provided with furniture and appliances.
2. The moral tone of the school is good. 3. The subjects are suitable and properly arranged; the
methods intelligent, earnest, and effective. 4. The average proficiency is nearly very fair.

Caoocs Runt -Regular inspection, 24th September.
Present at examination -Boys, 8; girls, 9; total, 17.
I. The general condition of the premises is satisfactory ; and the school is fairly organised.
2. The moral tone of the school is very fair. 2. Except singing, the prescribed subjects are taught.,
and arranged with fair care and skill. The instruction is passably intelligent, earnest, and painstaking.
4. The average proficiency is nearly very fair.
Dncoo CREEK -Regular inspection, 11th November.
Present at examination -Boys, 16; girls, 13; total, 29.
I. Except the teacher's house, the premises are fairly suitable, carefully preserved in good condition, and sufficient for the wants of the place; and the school is intelligently and skilfully organised.
2. The moral tone of the school is good. 3. The prescribed subjects are taught and properly arranged;
and the instruction is painstaking, judicious, and effective. 4. The average proficiency is nearly fair.
DUMARESQ
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DunAnraQ ISLAND -Regular inspection, 3rd November.
Present at examination :-Boys, 14; girls, 16; total, 30.
1. Except as regards the supply of water, the premises are 110w in fair condition ; and the school
is well provided with furniture and appliances. 2. The moral tone of the school is good. 3. The subjects are appropriate and siritairly arranged; the methods fairly intelligent, skilful, and effective.
4. The average proficiency exceeds fair.
Duyeoo -Regular inspection, 17th September.
Present at examination -Boys, 25; girls, 15 ; total, 40.
1. The condition of the main buildings is good ; and the organisation of the school reasonably
effective. New furniture is, however, needed. 2. The moral tone of the school is good. 3. The
subjects are suitable, and in general well arranged ; the instruction is intelligent, earnest, and reasonably skilful. 4. The average proficiency is nearly very fair.
Gxixsci Gmxi -General inspection, 15th November.
Present at examination -Boys, 15; girls, 11; total, 26.
1. The premises are in very good condition, suitable, and well appointed; and the orpuisation
of the school is very good. 2. '[lie moral tone of the school is fair. 3. The subjects are suitable and
fairly arranged; the methods reasonably intelligent and passably effective. 4. The average proficiency
is nearly tolerable.
Gospoap -Regular inspection, 5th June.
Present at examination -Boys, 25; girls, 31; total, 56.
1. The schoolroom is much too small, in bad repair, and very poorly organised. The erection of
new premises has been authorized. 2. The moral tone of the school is very fair. 3. Exce2t singing
and drawing, the prescribed subjects are taught, and fairly arranged in the requisite guides. The
instruction is intelligent, earnest., and effective. 4. The avenge proficiency and general character of the
school is very fair.
UhixijAM -General inspection, 13th August.
Present at examination -Boys, 11; girls, 14 ; total, 25.
I. The premises are only passably suitable and in moderate repair, but eesstral and convenient
for a portion of the district ; the organisatioa of the school is tolerable. 2. The moral tone of the
school is very fair. 3. Scripture lessons are omitted from the instruction, which otherwise accords
with the standard. The methods are fairly skilful, intelligent, and effective. 4. The average pro.
ficiency exceds fair.
HASSILTON (Primary) -Regular inspection, 10th to 12th August.
Present at examination -Boys, 65 ; girls, 46; total, Ill.
The premises are suitable and, in very good condition, but uaprovided with a lavatory orplay.
shed. The furniture and appliances are abundant and effectively arranged. 2. The moral tone of the
school is good. 3. Drawing, singing, needlework, and elementary geometry are added to the ordinary
subjects ; and all are regulated with care and reasonable judgment. The methods are intelligent and
skilfully applied. 4. The average proficiency is very fair; and the general character of the school,
good.
HAMI];rON (Infant) -Regular inspection, 12th August.
Present at. examination -Boys, 50; girls, 50; total, 109.
I. The room is small, badly ventilated, and wholly unsuitable; and the organisation of the
school is very defective. 2. The moral tone of the school is very fair. 3. The occupation is suitable
and properly regulated ; the instruction skilful and fairly effective. 4. The average proficiency exceeds
fair; and the general character of the' school is very fair.
RANBURY (Primary) :-Regular inspection, 11th to 13th May.
Present at examination -Boys, 65; girls, 62; total, 127.
1. The premises are suitable, in very good condition, and fully provided with furniture and
appliancos. 2. The moral tone of the school is good. 3. The classification is correct; the occupation
is suitable, and arranged with suitable care and judgment. The methods are of fair average merit is
witnessed, but not satisfactorily effective. 4. Tho average proficiency is a little over tolerable.
HAinuxy ('Infant) -Regular inspection, 14th May.
Present at examination :-Boys, 69; girls, 57 total, 126.
1. The accommodation is unsuitable, being only a portion of the main room cut off by a wooden
partition. The orgarasation is fairly effective, but the teaching power insufficient. 2. The moral tone
of the school is good. 3. TIre classification and occrrpation are satisfactory; the instruction is intelligent,
jirdieious,and fairly effective. 4. The average proficiency is fair.
RIxcunBr.a -General inpectiorr. 1111i June.
Present at examination :-hloys, 12; girls, 14; total. 26.
I. The premises are in good condition, and fairly suitable, and the school is effectively organised.
2. The moral tone if the school is fair. .3. The subjects are fairly appropriate and judiciously anungr'd
the methods ar-c intelligent reasonably judicious, and effective, 4. The average proficiency exceeds
tolerable.
LAsmvoy (Primary) :-General inspection, 20th to 22nd July.
Present at examination -Boys, 107 ; girls, 107 total, 214.
1. The accommodation is inadequate, and the light and ventilntion are defective; but the premises
are, is a whole, in good condition, And the school is well organised. 2. The habits of the children are
to Some extent noisy and their mariners disagreeable; but, viewed as a ushole, the moral tone of the
school may, lie considered good. 3. The subjects are suitable, and the methods fairly intelligent and
skilfrrl. 4. The average proficiency exceeds Shim', and the general character of the school is very fair.
LAMISTON (Infant) -General inspection, 7th July.
Present at examination -Boys, 98; girls, 83; total, 181.
1. As a whole, tiro material condition of the school is good. 2. The moral tone of the school is
very fair. 3. The instruction is fairly intelligent, vigorous, and effective. 4. The average proficiency is
nearly tolerable. Promotions arnountinrg to 75 per rent, of the numbers enrolled had been mode only a
short tune prior to the examination.
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Mswoaova CREEK :-General inspection, 21st June.
Present at examination -Boys. 1$; girls, 6; total, 21.
1. The premises are in all respects tolerable, and the organisation of the school is fair. 2. The
moral tone of the school is very fair 3. The subjects are appropriateand tolerably well arranged:
the methods are moderately intelligent, painstaking, and effective. 4. The average proficiency and
general character of the school arc about tolerable.
1WARLEE:-Regular inspection, 12th November.
Present at examination :-Boys, 13; girls, 10; total. 23.
]. The premises are suitable, sufficient, and well appointed, and the organisation of the school is
satisfactory in all respects. 2. The moral tone of the school is fair. .3. The ordinary subjects only are
taught, but they are fairly suited to the capacities of the children, and arranged with reasonable care
and skill. The methods are earnest, fairly intelligent, and judicious. 4. The average proficiency is fair.
3],kEK'WELL :-Ilcgular inspection, 14th October.
Present at examination -Boys, 13: girls, 13: total, 26.
I. The building is much too small, in bad condition, badly lighted and ventilated, but provided
with a moderate stock of furniture and apparatus. The ground is unfenced and without the necessary
buildings. The erection of new premises is authorised. 2. The moral tone of the school is fair. S.
Except singing and drawing, the prescribed subjects are taught and arranged in the requisite guides
with passable care and skill. The methods are tolerably intelligent and effective. 4. The average
proficiency is nearly tolerable.
MINIMBAH -General inspection, 22nd October.
Present at examination -Boys, 20; girls, 12; total, 32.
1. The building is new, fairly suitable, and reasonably well provided with furniture and appliances, but the ground is not enclosed nor provided with the requisite out-offices. 2. The moral tone of
the school is very fair. & The subjects are fairly suitable and properly arranged; the methods are
reasonably intelligent, earnest, and effective. 4. The average proficiency exceeds tolerable.
3lirenetCs IsLAND :-Regulnr inspection, 22nd November.
Present at examination -Boys, 24; girls, 25 total, 49.
1. Extensive repairs and improvements we required; but the premises, as a whole, are in fair
condition, and reasonably adequate to present wants. The school is effectively organised. 2. The
discipline is unsystematic, injudicious, and of poor effect; and the children are addicted to awkward and
disagreeable habits. 3. The classification is too minute; the occupation accords with the standard,
except as regards singing and drawing, wInch are omitted; the lessonguides are carelessly prepared;
and the instruction is, in general, feeble and indifferently profitable. 4. The average proficiency slightly
exceeds moderate.
MoaKeaAI :-Regular inspection, 8th December.
Present at examination -Boys, 10; girls, 12; total, 22.
1. The premises are old, dilapidated, and unsuitable, and the organisation of the school is
indifferent. 2. The moral tone of the school is fair. 3. Except singing the prescribed subjects are
taught, and arranged with passable care and skill. The instruction, regarded as a whole, is of-tolerable
value. 4. The average proficiency exceeds tolerable.
Mosqmro IsLAxr) -Regular inspection, 26th August.
Present at examination -Boys, 15; girls, 16; total, 31.
1. The buildings are in good condition and fairly suitable. The organisation is reasonably
effective. 2. The moral tone of the school is fair. 3. Singing and drawing are not taught; but, otherwise, the subjects accord with the standard, and are suitably arranged. The instruction is fairly
appropriate and skilful. 4. The average proficiency is fair.
NELsoN's PLAIX5 -General inspection, 29th April.
Present at examination -Boys, 16 girls, 14; total, 30.
I. The situation is low, and traces of the late flood were abundantly evident in the schoolroom,
the appearance of which was very neglected and cheerless. The furniture is old, and the general organisation unsatisfactory. 2. The moral tone of the school is fair. 3. The subjects taught do not fully accord
with the standard, nor we they subject to any arrangement worth mentioning. The instruction wants
energy and proper direction. 4. The average proficiency is nearly tolerable.
NEwoasrue (Primary) :-Regnlar inspection, 27th to 30th July.
Present at examination -Boys, 131 ; girls, 78; total, 209.
1. Important repairs and improvements are needed; but the main buildings are in good condition,
and the organisatioa of the school is effective. 2. The moral tone of the school is very good. 3. The
course of instruction accords with the standard; and comprises, moreover, drawing, singing, elementary
geometry, algebra, and mensurationall suitably arranged and taught with intelligence, skill, and
effect. 4. The average proficiency is very fair, and the general character of the school very good.
NEWCASTLE (Infant) -Regular inspection, 3rd August.
Present at examination -Boys, 96; girls, 74; total, 170.
1. The schoolroom is suitable, and reasonably well provided with furniture and appliances.
2. The moral tone of the school is very good. 3. The subjects are appropriate and suitably arranged;
the methods are earnest, fairly judicious, and effective. 4. The average proficiency is nearly very fair;
and the general character of the school good.
NEwCA5rLE, Scum :-Regular inspection, 21st to 27th April.
Present at examination :-Boys, 142; girls, 99; total, 241.
1. The building is unsuitable and in bad condition, but organised as effectively as circumstances
permit. A new school of two departments has since been erected. 2. Allowing for the inconveniences
of the room, the moral tone of the school is very fair. 3. The subjects are suitable and properly
arranged; elementary Latin and geometry, drawing and vocal music are taught. The methods are in
general earnest, intelligent, and well applied. 4. The average proficiency is nearly very fair; and the
general character of the school nearly good.
ONynloAmsan :-Regular inspection, 25th August.
Present at examination -Boys, 27; girls, 15; total, 42.
1. The building is fairly suitable, and reasonably well provided with the more essential articles
of furniture and apparatus. The playground is without shade or lavatory. 2. Most of the pupils are
fairly clean, attentive, well-conducted, and orderly. 3. The instruction accords, for the most part, with
the standard, and is arranged with tolerable care and skill; the methods are intelligent, reasonably
judicious, and effective. 4. The average proficiency and general character of the school are about fair.
OXLET
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OxLEv J5LAND :-Gcneral inspection, 4th November.
Present at examination -Boys, 13; girls, 20; total, 33.
1. The schoolroom is old and unsubstantial, but well and cleanly kept, and tolerably well organised.
Thepremises as a whole are in fair condition. 2. The moral tone of the school is good. 3. The
instruction is appropriate and intelligently arranged; and the teaching is careful and reasonably
effective. 4. The average proficiency exceeds tolerable.
PLArrsnuBG (Prinian) -General inspection, 4th and 5th August.
Present at examination -Boys, 55; girls, 61; total,'lOG.
1. The premises are new and suitable, but not quite completed in certain particulars. The school
is effectively organised. 2. The moral tone of the school is very fair. 3. The subjects are suitable, and
properly arranged ; the methods reasonably skilful, earnest, and effective. 4. The average proficiency
exceeds fair, and the general character of the school is very fair.
PLAJ'sntrRG (Infant) -General inspection, 5th August.
Present at examination :-Bove, 64; girls, 52; total, 116.
1. The room is too small for the requirements ; and the necessary furniture was not, but has I
believe since been, provided. At the time of inspection the organisation was unsatisfactory. 2. The
moral tone of the school is fair. 3. The subjects are appropriate and suitably arranged; the methods
fairly skilful and effective. 4. The average proficiency exceeds fair, and the general character of the
school is very fair.
RAYMOND TERRAOJJ :-Gcneral inspection, 28th April.
Present at examination:-Besy , 20 ; girls, 15 ; total, 35.
1. The premises are unfinishcd, and still in the hands of the contractor, but occupied under
pressure of circumstances. At present the organisation is tolerable. 2. The moral tone of the school is
very fair. 3. Except singing, the prescribed subjects arc taught and properly arranged. The methods
are modern and of fair merit. 4. The average proficiency is nearly fair; and the general character of the
school fair.
REJBANK -Regular inspection, 5th November.
Present at examination -Boys, 26; girls, 18; total, 44.
1. The site is unsuitable; the schoolroom old, and in poor repair, but clean and passably presentable.
Light and ventilation are defective ; but the organisation is moderate as a whole. 2. The order and
moral tone are fair, 3. Singing is not taught, but otherwise the subjects accord with the standard and
are regulated with passable skill. The methods are reasonably intelligent and effective. 4. The avenge
proficiency exceeds tolerable.
SEAIanI -Regular inspection, 3rd September.
Present at examination -Boys, 14; girls, 12; total, 26.
1. The premises are in fair condition, and sufficient for the wants of the place. The furniture is
old and indifferently suitable ; but the general organisation is tolerable. 2. The moral tone of the school
is fair. 3. Except singing and drawing. the prescribed subjects are taught; and the lesson guides are
fairly suitable and well constructed. The teaching is earnest and tolerably effective. 4. The average
proficiency approaches tolerable.
STocxr'oN -General inspection, 15th December.
Present at examination -Boys, 50; girls, 53; total, 103.
1. The building is reasonably sufficient, suitable, and in good condition; but the ground is not
enclosed, and there is no lavatory or playshed. The general organisation is fair. 2. The moral tone of
the school is very fair. 3. The subjects are fairly appropriate, and suitably arranged ; and the methods
possess commendable energy and skill. J. The average proficiency is tolerable. The school was only
about three months in operation.
TAaax -Regular inspection, 24th and 25th November.
Present at examination -Boys, 42; girls, 19 ; total, 61.
1. Gates and a better fence are needed in front, and the fences all round are in want of repair.
The buildings are substantial and suitable, and the schoolroom fairly organized. 2. The habits. anaaners,
and demeanour of some of the boys are unsatisfactory; but the general moral tone of the school may be
considered fair. 3. All the subjects prescribed are not taught, nor is the construction of the lesson guides
in strict conformity with the classification and general routine. The teaching in itself is intelligent,
appropriate, and fairly skilful, but judged by results not satisfactorily effective. 4. The average proficiency is about fair.
Tr.LEGnmnr -Regular inspection, 7th December.
Present at examination -Boys, 11 ; girls, 16; total, 27.
1. Since last inspection the school has been lined and paiatcd, and is now in very fair condition,
suitable, and reasonably well organised. Owing to the prevalence of sickness the attendance was small.
2. The moral tone of the school is very fair. 3. The classification and occupation are fairly suitable; the
-lesson guides constructed with care and passable skill. The instruction is careful and moderately effective.
4. The average proficiency is nearly tolerable,
'I'HALABA -Regular inspection, 25th Scptcaeber.
Present at examination -Boys, 19; girls, 21 total, 40.
1. The buildings are of inferior character, in poor repair, unsuitable, and indifferently furnished
and organised. 2. The moral tone of the school is indifferent. 8. Except singing, the prescribed subjects are taught, and arranged with passable care and skill. The methods are iatelligeat in the abstract,
but very deficient in energy and skilful application. 4. The average proficiency is about moderate.
T5N0NEE ;-Regular inspection, 26th November.
Present at examination -Boys, 36; girls, 27; total, 63.
1. The premises are suitable, in good condition, and sufficient for present wants. rmprovements
were in process of execution, which, when complete, will leave little room for complaint as regards the
material character of the establishment. 2. Viewed as a whole, the moral tone of the school may be
considered good. 3. Except smaging, the prescribed subjects are taught and suitably arranged. The
instruction is intelligent, skilful, and effective. 4. The average proficiency is very fair.
WALLSEND (Primary) -Regular inspection, 19th to 24th March.
Present at examination -Boys, 131 ; girls, 74; total, 205.
1. The accommodation is insufficient-a defect since removed-but otherwise the premises are in
excellent condition, adequately furnished, and very' thoroughly organised. 2. The moral tone of the
school is excellent, 8. The classification and occupation are appropriate; the instruction is judicious,
well applied, and effective. Singing, drawing, elementnry Latin, geometry, and algebra are added to
the ordinary subjects. 4. The average proficiency is very fair, and the gcnera'l character of the school
may be estimated as from good to very good.
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WALLSEND (Infant) -Regular insplction, 24th March. Present at examination -Boys, 45; girls, 50; total, 95.
1. The accommodation is ntteily inadequate, and in consequence the organisatton of the school
is cramped and defective. A new and capacioUs loom has hcen.since erected. 2. The moral tone of the
school is good. 3. The subjects are appropriate, bitt not fu]]y and explicitly arranged; the methods arc
earnest and fairly effective. 4. The average proficiency exceeds tolerable. Most of the children were
only after recovering from measles.
- IVARAnH -General inspection, 25th February.
Present at examination -Boys, 42: girls, 24; total, 66.
1. The buildings are new, suitable, and provided with all essential requisites; the organisalion is
appropriate and effective. 2: The moral tone of the school is only moderate. 3. The subjects sic suit.
able and passably arranged; the methods are wanting in energy and judicious application. 4. The
average proficiency is only moderate.
WINGIIAM
Eegu]ar inspection. 9th November.
Present at examination :-Boys, 28; girls, 16; total. 44.
J. The premises are unsuitable and awkwardly situated, but in tolerable repair; the school is
fairly organised. 2. The moral tone of the schodl is very fair. 3. The classification and occupation
are 3udicious. the subjects are properly arranged, and 'the methods rue fairly intelligent and skilful,
4. The average proficiency exceeds fair.

\V00LLA WoosLA -General inspection, 8th November.
Present at examination -Boys, 21; girls, 16; total, 37.
1. The schoolroom is new, suitable, and well organised; but. the teacher's residence is very old,
insufficient, and in bad repair. 2. The moral tone of the school is 000d. 3. The subjects are appropriate
and suitably arranged; the methods reasonably skilful and intelligent. 4. The average proficiency
varies from tolerable to fair; and the general character of the school is fair.

PROVISIONAL SCTIOOLS.
Dixoo CanER -Regular inspection, 10th November.
Present at examination -Boys, 10; girls, 5; total, 15.
1. The condition and organisation of the school are barely moderate; and its general usefulness is
of very small value. 2. The moral tone is tolrable 3. The more important subjects are professedly
taught and passably arranged; but the methods are very mechanical and ineffective. 4. The average
proficiency is very indifferent.
Enixa -Regular inspection, 9th June.
Present at examination -Boys, 13; girls, 14; total, 27.
1. The building is in passable condition; but the furniture is unsuitable and of a rough description.
The general organisation is tolerable. 2. The moral tone of the school is fair, 3. The occupation is fairly
appropriate and moderately well arranged; the methods are of tolerable value. 4. The aversge proficiency
exceeds moderate.
XELVrN GROVE -General inspection, 29th November.
Present at examination -Boys, 19; girls 8; total, 27.
1. The schoolroom is substantial and passably suitable, but not well lighted and aired. The general
organisation is moderate. 2. The moral tone is tolerable. 3. The subjects are fairly appropriate and
passably arranged; the methods are reasonably intelligent and effective. 4. The average proficiency is
nearly tolerable.
XiMnRuscI -General inspection, Both November.
Present at examination -Boys, 7; girls, 13; total, 20.
1. The schooltonm is tolerable as to condition, accommodation, and brganisatinn. 2. The moral
tone of the school is moderate; 3. The classification is injudicious; and the occupation badly arranged
but suitable in character. The instruction is very mechanical and of poor value. 4. The average proficiency is indifferent,
Lowan MANGROVE -Regular inspection, 19th June.
Present at examination -Boys, 10; girls, 3 ; total, 13.
1. The building is very old, leaky, and uncomfortable; the furniture is rough and indifferently
suitable; and the organisation, as a whole, is unsatisfactory. 2. The moral tone of the school is indifferent.
The subjects are passably suitable and moderately arranged; the methods are mechanical and ineffective.
The average proficiency is very indifferent.
Myan Revan :-General inspection, 15th October.
Present at examivation:-Boys, 9; girls, 11; total, 20.
1. The schoolroom is in tolerable condition, and provided with a moderate stock of furniture,
apparatus, and books; but the ground is unfenced and unprovided with out-offices. 2. The moral tone of
the school is very fair. 3. The subjects are fairly appropriate and arranged with reasonable care and
shillS ; the methods are fairly judicious and effective. 4. The average proficiency is fair.
Nxwpoxr -Regular inspection, 2nd June.
Present at examination -Boys, 16; girls, 13; total, 29.
1. The state of the building, and the organisation of the school are tolerable. 2. The moral tone
of the school is fair. 3. The classification is fairly judicious; the occupation reasonably suitable and
passably arranged; the instruction is mechanical, but earnest and pninstaking. 4. The avenge proficiency
is nearly tolerable.
OAKRNDALE -General inspection, 10th September.
Present at examination -Boys, 11; girls, 8; total, 19.
1. 'The condition of the room, and the stock of furniture, apparatus, and books are, in all respects,
reasonable; and the general organisatinn is fair. 2. The pupils are attentive, well-conducted, and orderly.
3. The subjects are fairly suitable and passably regulated; the methods fairly energetic and careful. 4.
The average proficiency is fair.
SALIsirnaev -General inspection, 22nd September.
Present at examination -Boys, 14; girls, 9; total, 23.
1. The building is unsuitable in every respect, and very poorly organised. 2. Under the circumstances, the moral tone is tolerable. 3. The sul'jects are fairly suitable, but not fully and skilfully
arranged the methods are mechanical, but tolerably earnest. 4. The average proficiency is indifferent.
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HALF-TIME SCHOOLS.
BooLAMaAvrE -Regular inspection, 18th October.
Present at examination -Boys, 5; girls, 12; total, 17.
1. The condition of the premises and the organisation of the school are in all respects tolerable.
The moral tone of the school is fairS The organisatiore is fairly suitable. and well arranged; the
instruction intelligent in itself but wanting zeal and energy. 4. The avenge proficiency exceeds
moderate.
BU1,LADELAH -Regular inspection. 18th October.
Present at examination .-l3oys, 9 girls, 7; total, 16.
1. The schoolroom and its general equipment are tolerable. 2. The moral tone of tIre school is
fair. 3. The occupation is fairly judicious, and passably arranged ; the instruction intelligent, but
without satisfactory energy and care. 1. The average proficiency exceeds tolerable.
GraNwassIAM -Regular inspection, 13th September.
Present at examination -Boys, 10; girls, 9; total, 19.
1. The buildings are now in fair condition, and the school is pretty well organised. 2. The moral
tope of the school is very fair.,. The subjects are suitable, and arranged with reasonable care and
skill; the instruction is fairly intelligent, active, and interesting. 4. The average proficiency is
nearly fair.
GLENMORE :-Regnlar inspection, 21st September.
Present at examination -Boys, :3; girls, 7; total, 10.
1. The building is unsuitable and in bad condition, and the orgaisisation is only indifferent. 2.
The moral tone of the school is tolerable. 3. The subjects are suitable, and regulated with tolerable
skill and care ; the instruction is in all respects passable. 4. The average proficiency is tolerable.
HANGING Rocx -General inspection, 29th October.
Present at examination -Boys, 8; girls, 10; total, 18.
1. The condition and organisation of the room are tolerable. 2 The moral tone of the school is
very fair. 3. The subjects are appropriate, and suitably regulated; the methods, fairly intelligent
and effective. 4. The average proficiency is very lair,
IsLAND FLAT -General inspection, 22nd Jnne.
Present at examination -Boys. 5; girls, 13; total, 18.
1. The building is old and unsubstantial, but moderately suitable, and provided with a moderate
stock of furniture, apparatus, and books. 2. 'l'lie moral tone of the school is tolerable. 3: The subjects
are fairly appropriate, but not fully arranged; the methods are moderately intelligent and effective. 4.
The average proficiency exceeds tolerable.
JoetIssos's Caatic -General inspection, ttb December.
Present at examination :-Boys, 7; girls, 4; total, 11.
1. The condition and the orgnnisation of the school are tolerable. 2. The moral tone of the
school is fair, 3. The sulsjects are suitable and fairly arranged the methods intelligent and reasonably
skilful. 4. The average proficiency exceeds moderate.
LAND500wNE -Regular inspection, 29th October.
Present at examination -Boys, 7 ; girls. 3 ; total. 10.
I. The liusldeng.as in fair pndition, reasonably, suitable, and pasably well provided with furniture and appliances. 2, 'l'he moral tone of the school is very fair. 3. Except singing and drawing,
!lsc prescribed subjects aro taught and suitably arranged ; the instruction is intelligent and fairly
judicious. 4. The average proficiency varies from fair to very fair.
M'LCAN RIVER, LOWER :-Rcgular inspection. Will October.
Present at examination -Boys, 5 ; girls, 8; total, 13.
1. 'The building and organisation are tolerable. 2. The moral tone of the school is very fair.
The subjects are appropriate and fairly regulated; the methods are reasonably skilful said effective.
The average proficiency is fair.
M'Lrax Riven, Upi'en : -Regular inspection, 20th October.
Present at examination -Boys, 11; girls. 4; total, 15.
The premises are of a rude characte,', in a wild situation, but answer tolerably well under the
circumstances.The organisatiun of the school is passable. 2. The government of the school is intelligent, the discipline effective, and the nreler very fair. 3. The sul'jeets are suitable, carefully arranged,
and skilfully taught, 4. The average proficiency is fair.
UNnraaANsr -Regular inspection, 21st September.
Present at examination -Boys, 7; girls, 9 ; total, 16.
1. The building is tolerable in all respects ; and the general orgnnisntion of the school moderate.
2. The moral tone of the school is fair. 3. The subjects are fairly suitable and passably arranged ; the
instruction is tolerably earnest and painstaking. 4. The average proficiency is nearly fair.
lVoiionn,s. Rev -General inspection, 25th October.
Present at examination :- Boys, 6 ; girls, 10; total, 16.
1, The building is new, seibstantisel, nod fairly suitable ; the stock of furniture and appliances
reasonnble ; and the organisation fair. 2. The moral tone of the school is fair. 3. The subjects are
fairly appropriate and arranged with passable cose and skill; the methods are reasonably careful and
intelligent. 4. The average proficiency exceeds moderate.
WILLOW PoINT -Regular inspection, 26th October.
Present at examination :-Bovs, 5 girls, 9 ; total, 14.
1. The building is a very indifi'erent one, and the pins'ground destitute of shade, water, or out.
offices. Altogether the state of the premises is very unsntiM'aetorv ; but repairs are promised. The furniture and orgnnisation are moderate. 2. The moral tone of the school is very fair. 3. 1 lie subjects are
fairly appropriate and tolerably well arranged ; but the lesson guides are not suspended, owing to the
exposed condition of the room. The methods are passably careful, but wnnt energy and experience.
4. The average proficiency exceeds tolerable.

WAnD'S Rivan -General inspection, 4th December.
Present at. examination -Boys, 8; girls, 6; total, 14.
1. The room is reasonably suitable and in good condition ; and the general orgammatson, fair.
2. Most of the pupihi are regular and pusictnal, clean, attentive, and orderly. 3, The subjects urn suitable
and properly arranged ; the methods intelligent., fairly skilful, and effective. 4. The proficiency varies
from tolerable to fair.
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SYDNEY DISTIIIOT.
INspzcToaas' Report upon the condition of Public, Provisional, and Certified Denominational Schools
for the year 1875.
Tilinnis new schools have been opened during the year, namely, Marrickvile Inflento, Biocla Provisional,
and Clontarf Provisional. One department—Parramatta-street R.C. Boys'—has been closed. The number
of schools or departments in operation is 110. These are divided as follows
Public........................................................................39
Provisional........... ...................................................... S
Church of England .........................................................35
Romnn Catholic ............................................................24
Presbyterian.............................. .................................. ...S
Wesleyan.....................................................................5
Hebrew........................................................................1
These schools, if properly distributed and in some instances reorganised, would in all probability
-fairly meet the educational wants of the district for some time to come. Some localities are provided
with a superabundance of schools, other places have none. The following may be instanced where Public
Schools are needed: —Lower Woolloomooloo, Haymarket, Tiltinso, Darlington, Balmain East., Balmain
West, Double Bay, Darlinghurst, \Vaverley
The great. obstacle to the establishment of schools in this district lies in the difficulty of procuring
smnteble sites. We think, however, that if the Council were to appropriate a stun of mrniey for this purpose, much of the difficulty might be ovcrcome. It appears to us also desirable, for various reasons, that
no unnecessary delay shall occur in the purchase of suitable sites. The 39 existing Public Schools aflbrd
accommodation for 6,000 pupils ; the number in actsm,tl attendance is 9,820; and this number would be
much increased were Public Schools available in all centres of population. At the lnwest calculation,
therefore, Public Schools are required at once to accommodate 3,800 children. The schools at Botany
Road (Waterloo), Newtown, Surry Hills, Pyrmont, and St. Leonards, are conducted in non-vested
premises. They are literally crammed with children; the accommodation is for the most part of a
wretched character, and the work of education is carried on amid serious drawbacks. Indeed many of
the other schools of the city are overcrowded ; lavatories, weather-sheds, hat-rooms, and lobbies are
utilized for teaching purposes ; the atmosphere in these is close and stifling ; and thus serious injui7 is
being daily done to the health of hundreds of children.
All the schools in the district were.fully inspected during the year and incidentally visited as often
as opportunities offered. The number of incidental inspections effected, however, was less than in any
previous year. This arose from occasional changes in the inspectoral staff', and the consequent intorrtsptions
to the regular work of inspection.
Substantial additions or improvement-s have been mesade to the following schools since last report:—
Devonshire-street, Williansstroet, Balmain CE., St. Andrew's CE., St. Philip's C.F.
With few exceptions, all the schools are suitalily furnished and reasonably well organised. There
is no marked deficiency of educational appliances, but many of time articles supplied by the Council's
agent are of very inferior quality. Cuniplaissts from teachers on this score are well nigh generAl.
In two or three instances a reismissuess was observed in the keeping of the school records, and a
tendency to allow the 'Punishment Book "to fall into disu'c
the average enrol,nent of pupils for the year slightly exceeds 20,000, and the average attendance
12,500. Compared with previous years. there is thus a serious falling off in the regularity. This is
mainly, if not altogether. due to the large amount of juveisile sickness that has prevailed throughout
the year.
Under ordinarily favourable circumstances, the attendance is marked by fair regularity at the
-same time it is proper to state there is ground for improvement in this featur'- of school discipline. In
about nine-tenths of the schools, the pupils attend with very fair pnuetuality In the remainder they
are more or less addicted to lateness. In almost every ii,stance, however, where unpunetuality prevails,
the cause is largely attributable to the indifference or negligence of the teacher.
The means for ensuring cleanliness among the pupils are becoming more complete year by year.
To all the loading schools proper lavatories have been attached, and in sicarly all the remainder different
kinds of suhstitutes are used. Military drill is taught with more or less success in most of the schools
of the district, In addition to two drill instructors, who are specially employed for the purpose, a large
number of teachers are fully competent to teach drill. The results arising from this instruction are
beneficial in a high degree. The school movements are pet-formed in a precise, orderly manner; the
pupils are trained to yield a prompt obedieuee and to exhibit a quiet, respectful demeanour. It is worthy
of remark that where this drill is most efficiently carried on, the other features of the discipline are
torrespondingly improved, and the necessity for corporal punishment sensibly diminished.
The government in four-fifths of the schools is mild and judicious, and the order in about the same
number of a satisfactory character.
The general discipline has much improved, and may be estimated as very fair.
A few instances excepted, reasonable judgnmeut is shown in the classification of the pupils. It
were well, however, if a higlser standard were generally aimed at. The number of schools in which a
fourth tiers exists is 17, ennsisting of Il Public and U Denominational, In 5 schools only—all Public—
is to be found a fifth near. B is not creditable to any teacher in charge of a school to which it large
infants department is atsached not to be able to maintain a higher class than a third.
In about five-sixths of the schools the instruction is well arran ad and systematized; In the
remaining sixth, the lesson documents regulating it are poorly compiled. easouable effort is, however,
made in all to remsder the teaelung progressive and effective. The methods in use are appropflatc.
-usually based on intelligent prissciples, and applied with earnestness. industry, and skill, In two or
three cases they savour of empiricism, but they are not the less diligently or faithfully applied. Rote
leaa-ning is little practised, text-books are all but ignored the teaching is for the most part vita nec
accompanied by a liberal use of the black-board. But good methods are of little avail where defective
disoipline prevails. It is rarely, if ever, the ease, that at teacher whose power of governing is small
proves capable of producing anything but very meagre results. Failing to secure or maintain the
pupils' attention, he makes no lasting impressions on their minds, and his lessons become little better
than waste talk. Fortunately, the number of teaelssns's of this stamp is rapidly dimniaislsing.
Of the subjects of instruction - reading. object lessons. Scripture lessons, trigonometry, and
needlework are tanglst well: writing. grammar, geography, drawing, music. geumetry. algebra,
t dic ation and arithmetic, fairly. Compared with similar
mensuration, and Latin, very fairly
estimates given in last year's Report. decided improvement is discernible. This improvement is most
marked in grammar. trigonometry, algebra, mensuration, and Latin.
The examinations held during the year were partly oral and partly written. More than ordusaq
attention was devoted to dictation and comupositioss, and the results obtained in these subjects, nithoufl
not quite satisfactory, are a great advance upon those of previous years. With regard to arithmetic,
it may be observed that the standards applied are considered high. and are seldom met hi the case of
girls' schools. This will explain, in part, why the results in this subject are usually lower than those
obtained in other branches. - It is satisfactory, however, to be able to stato that the methods employed
in the teaching of arithuttie are rapidly becoming more rational and more effective.
Viewing
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Viewing the condition of the several classes of schools, we find six Public Schools below, nine
up to, and twenty-one above the standard, Of Provisional Schools, two are below, and one up to the
standard: while of Denominational Schools, fifteen are below, twenty-nine lip to, and twenty above the
standard. Last year, the number of Public Schools below and above the standard were seven and
sixteen respectively, as against six and twenty-one this year. In the ease of Denominational Schools,
the improvement is en-n more marked; for while in 1814, the number of schools below and above the
standards were twentyflve and eight respectively, this year these numbers have altered to fifteen and
twenty. Substantial progress has, therefore, been mide since laat report.
Of the schools above the standard, the following deserve to be specially mentioned for marked
efficiency —Fort-street Boys', Fort-streetGirls', Cleveland-street Boys', Cleveland-street Girls',Clcveinodstreet Infants', William-street Girls', William-street Infants' in the first class: and Darlinghorst C. E.,
St. James' C. E. Girls', Double Bay C. E. Infants', and Waverley Presbyterian, in the second class.
The teachers of the district are a hard-working, intelligent, and respectable body of persons. All
have been trained for their office. A large proportion of those filling the more important positions have
graduated from the rank of pupil-teacher, and having been originally selected from their possessing
natnral aptitude for teaching, are now among the most efficient teachers in the service. Of the rest, several
are below the requirements of metropolitan schools, while others are neither studious nor improving. Few
among them voluntarily offer themselves for examination, and this may be taken as an indication of
insufficient earnestness and enthusiasm. The pupil-teachers continue to render valuable service. Many
of them are of far greater use than assistants; with few exeoptions they are studious, diligent, and
anxions to please. It is a point warthy of consideration, that the number of applicants for the office is
rapidly becoming less, and their character deteriorating. This may be due to the superior attractions
offered by other kinds of employment, but the matter is nevertheless one that requires to be carefully
weighed.
We are inclined to think that the scale of remuneration is too low, especially for pupil-teachers of
the fourth elan. It is unreasonable to expect that youths Who can obtain £50 per annum to start with
in other Government departments will seek to become pupil-teachers at £30, more especially when the
preliniinaa'y examination prescribed for the latter is not less difficult than that laid down for the Civil Service,
Local supervision of schools remains unchanged. In n few it is active and beneficial ; in the great
majorit' it nominally exists. We are iucliued to beliove that, in the Sydney District at lenet, local supervision of Public Schools might be harmlessly dispensed with.
As pointed out in previous reports, free schools require to be established in the chief centres of
population, to meet the wants of a large number of children at present running about the streets.' These
are for the most part the offspring of drunken or vicious parents, and are growing up in ignorance and vice.
Unless brought under the healthy influence of a good school, they are likely to become pests to society,
and to add considerably to the expense of Government. Such schools will have to be conducted somewhat
differently to our present Public Schools ; the discipline in particular would have to be less strict and
exacting.
Another want in connection with our educational system is the establishment of several infants
schools. Sites sufficiently large for these might be obtained in the more populous parts of the city, where
it would be difficult, if not impossiblo, to secure a more complete school organisation. These schools
would be found useful auxiliaries to those already in existence, and meet the necessities of a large number
of children at present attending no school.
Reviewing the work of the year, it is satisfactory to be able to report that in all essentials of school
management good progress has been made. The organisation has inips'oved, the discipline is healthy, and
the work of t.enehing is carried on in an earnest and efficient manner.
The improvement in the condition of both Public and Denominational Schools is marked and decided.
Inspectors' Office,
LDWW JOUNSON, 'I
22nd December, 1875,
JAMES W. ALLPASSJ Inspectors.

ANNEX.
Statement 01 the condition of Public and Provisional Schools in the Sydney District, visited
during the year 1875.
The remarks under head 1 relate to the material condition of schools ; under 2, to their moral
character; 3, to the subjects and methods of instruction; 4, to the proficiency of the pupils.

DETAILED

PUBLIC SCHOOLS.
(Primary—V.) :—General inspection, 13th, 14th, 15th, 16th April.
Numbers present —Boys, 214; girls, 133; total, 347.
1. The schoolroom is utterly insufficient to accommodate the present attendance. Two additional
schoolrooms for the girls and infants are nrgently needed. The closets are badly situated—too small, and
otherwise objeetiouablo. Tlsere is an abnodaace of suitable educational appliances. The records are
correctly and neatly kept. 2- About four-fifths of the pupils attend regularly. They are also punctual,
cleanly, well-behaved, and in excellent order. The government is firm and effective, and the moral tone
high. 3. The course of instruction accords with that prescribed, and is well regulated. The methods are
modern, and applied with energy, intelligence, and effect. 4. The proficiency of the classes may be
exhibited thus —First, barely tolerable; second, tolerable to fair; upper second, fair to very fair; third,
very fair; fourth, very fair; fifth, good. The average ranges from fair to very fair. The school is in a
good state of efficiency.
EALMAIN

(Infants'—V.) :—ltegular inspection, 20th April.
umhcr present :—lloys, 79; girls, 85; total, 164.
1. The school is conducted partly in a class-room and pae-tly in an old shed. Neither building
is capable of accommodating more than one half of the pupils at present packed therein. The atmosphere
in both rooms is foul and stifling. There is a sufficiency of woiking materials, but writing has to be
taught under disadvantages, there being no room for desks. 2.For a long time past the attendance
hacbeen greatly reduced by the prevailing epidemics. it is fast becoming more settled and nssnlcrous.
Ordinarily, the pupils are regular, punctual, clean, and in fair order. 3. The usual infants' school course
is followed. Fair jndgruent is shown in the compilation of the lesson documents. The methods are
modern, and applied with said and painstaking. 4. The following are the results of examination:—
First class, barely tolerable second, tolerable to fair; third, fair. All things considered, very fair work
has been done, and the school is in a fair state of efficiency.
BAL3IAm

Borkerr (V.) :—Regular inspection, 23rd Augwst.
Numbers present —Boys, 35; girls, 26; total, 61.
I. '.The premises are good but ill-kept; the school is amply furnished and properly organised.
2. Very fair order is maintained, and the pupils are reasonably industrious. The attendance is undesirably low for the locality, but the teacher is in no way responsible for the causes. 8. The hmghest
class is a third, and the prescribed course of instruction is observed, 4. The proficiency of the pupils
ranges between fair and very fair,
Bovaxy

lO
104.
Botseir ROAD (NV.) -Regular inspection, 28th April.
Numbers present :-Boys, 95; girls, 81; total, 176.
1. The school continues to be conducted in what was the Congregatioirnl chapel this is
altogeiher too small for the purpose and occupies a bad site. It is provided with as much furniture as
its limited area will admit, There is a good supply, of working materials. The records are neatly kept.
9. The attendance has largely increased, the school being literally crammed with cluldren; they are
fairly regular, punctual, clean, and well-behaved. Good order is maintained, in the circumstances.
The government is mild, but reasonably firm, and very fairly effective .3. The instruction is of full
range, up to the requirements of a third class, is wcll.regulated, and imparted with earnestness, energy,
and very fair ability. 4. 'l'lie position of each class, in respect to proficiency, is as follows -First,
good; upper first, good; second, good third, very fair to good. Very satisfactory work has been done
within the year.
BouassE.sTenat (floys'-N.V.):--liegnlar inspection, 9th, 10th, 11th February.
Number present :-133.
1. The interior of the schoolroom needs reeolouring, and more suitable forms require to be provided; otherwise, the school is reasonably well organised, in the circumstances. 2. The attendance
is marked by tolerable regularity; it is injuriously affected by, the prevailing epidemic. The pupils
are very unpunctual and in bad order. Examination is in the circumstances irksome, laborious, and
unsatisfactory. .3. Fair provision is made for systematizing the teaclong. All the prescribed branches
are taught, and the methods are in the main of modern cast. 4. The proficiency of the classes is as
follows c-First, fair; second, very fair; third, tolerable; fourth, tolerable-the average lying between
tolerable and fair.
BooaxE-svaarr (Girls'N.V.) c-Regular inspection, 10th, 11th February.
Number present :-123.
1. As stated in former reports, the premises in which this school is held are defective in matters
for which there is no remedy-the more noticeable are the absence of a proper playground, and of a
weathershed; the out-offices also are very undesirably, situated. In a general sense, the organisation
is unexceptional. 2. 'l'lie government is effective in a marked degree, and a good moral tone pervades
the school. 3. In most respects the instruction is effective, and in range includes all the suhjeets
prèscrihed for a school having a fourth class. 4. The results of the examination places the general
proficiency between fair and very fair.
Bousoca-5TREET (Infants-NV.) -Regular inspection, 9th February.
Numbers present -Boys, 112; girls, 69; total, 181.
1. TIe0 premises are small and but tolerably suited to their uses. What has been said in the
report on the girls' school, respecting material defects, applies to this department. Therc is cii ample
supply of working appliances, and the school is in the circumstances satisfactorily organised. 2. lIce
children are under good discipline. 3. The full infants' course of instruction is fo'llowcd-the methods
employed are suited to the capacities of young children. 4. The proficiency rauges between fair and
very fair.
Cserrmiavowx (Primara---V.) -General inspection, 25th February.
Numbers present -Boys, 40; girls, 20; total, 69.
1. The condition of the school-house is good, but the teacher's residence is in a bad state of repair
of teaching appliances the stock is ample the furniture, however, does not meet the wants of the school;
the records are neatly kept, and the general organisation of the school is good. 2. The discipline is
about fair, its weak feature being an undue leniency. The attendance Its, been for some time affected by
the prevalent sickness. 3. The pupils are educated in an intelligent manner; and inclusive of that required
for a fourth class, the instruction is of full range. 4. The general proficiency averages fair, or an the several
classes as follows -Second, very fair; third, moderate to tolerable ; fourth, fair to very fair.
CAMPEBDOWN (Jnfants-V.) -Regular inspection, 25th February.
Numbers present -Boys, 23; girls, 17; total, 40.
1. The schoolroom needs to be partitioned off from the primary department, and provided with
gallery and desks; there is a very fair supply of other educational appliances; the premises are carefully
kept. 2. The small attendance is due to tIme prevalence of measles ; under ordinary circumstances about
sevcn-ninths of the pupils attend regularly; the punctuality is fair, and the cleanhness and order are
good. 3. The course of instruction is that laid down for infants' schools ; the teachmg is animated,
earnest, and vigorous. 4. The proficiency is very fair.
-Regular inspection, 10th, 13th, 14th, 15th, 16111, and 21st June.
Number present, 334.
1. In all respects the material stale of this school is thoroughly good, and an effective organisation
obtains. 2. The moral tone of the school is good, and the pupils are under excellent discipline. 3. The
school course includes the subjects proscribed for to department having a fifth class. 4. The position of
the several classes in point of efficiency is as fullou's -First, very fair-f; second, good ; upper second, good;
third, good to very good ; upper third, good; fourth, tolerable; fifth, good to very good.
CLEVELAND-STREET (Girls-V.) -Regular inspection, 81.1,, 91-li, 10th, 14th, 15th, and 16th June.
Number present, 307.
1. The schoolroom is suitable, in very good repair, and clenly kept ; it is abundantly provided
with, excellent furniture and apparatus ; in all other respects the organisation is reasonably complete. 2.
Bad weather and sickness have temporarily reduced the attendance; the pupils are fairly regular and
punctual, modest and respectful in demeanour, and extremely arch-behaved ; the government comhnmes
firmness with mildness, is judiciously administered, and secures excellent order ; the moral aspeet of the
school is pleasing, and calculated to irirpress favourably. 3. A judicious classification obtains; the instruction is of full range, well devised, and imparted by appropriate methods ; the teaching is characterized by
energy, diligence, and thmorooglincss. 4. The following is the proficiency of the several classes -First,
fair to very fair; second, very fair+ ; upper second, good; third, very fair; upper third, good; fourth,
good; fifth, very good. Both teachers and pupil-teachers work with enthusiasm and success.
CLEVELAND-sTEEn (Infants-V) -Regular inspection, 8th and 9th June.
Numbers present -Boys, 304; girls, 209; total, 513.
1. A class-i-oem is urgently nended ; in other respects the school premises are thoroughly good. An
effective organisalioa obtains. 2. The children are under excellent control, and their appearance is
pleasing, 3. The full infants' school course has been taught in an effective manner. 4. The position of
tIme severnl classes is as follou's -First, very fair-f-; second, good ; upper second, very fair to good; third,
good ; upper third, good to very good; fourth,- good (nearly ; fifth, good to very good. The head class
is more than ordinarily proficient in arithmetic.
DsyomrannaE.
CLEVEaAND-STEEET ( Boys-V.)
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DsvoNsnInr.-sncr.Er (N-V.) —Regular inspection, 23rd March.
Numbers present —Boys, 62; girls, 38; total, 100.
1. Since last inspection a class-room has been erected; thero is a very fair supply of suitable
furniture and apparatus, and a sufficiency of other educational appliances. 2. Measles and the nearness
of the Easter holidays were said to have reduced the attendance considerably ; ordinarily, however, the
pupils attend irregularly ; they are tolerably punctual, clean, and fairly behaved ; the government is mild
but somewhat deficient in firmness; the general discipline has however improved, and may be regarded as
healthy. 3. All the prescribed subjects are taught up to the requirements of a third class; the instruction
is fairly regulated for the second and third classes, but badly for the first; the methods are modern in
character, but need to be applied with greater earnestness and vigour. 4. The proficiency of the several
classes may be described thus —First, moderate ; upper first, tolernble+ ; second, fair to very fair ; third,
tolerable to fair—the average lies between tolerable and fair.
FORT-sTREET (Boys—V.) —Regular inspection, 14th, 15th, 16th, 17th, 20th, 21st, 22nd, 23rd, 24th,
27th, and 28th September.
Number present, 435.
1. The schoolroom is in verygood repair, well-designed, and excellently appointed. In all points
of practical organisation there is little room for iinprovonient. 2. From various causes the attendance
was less than usual on the days of examination. In general the pupils attend with fair regularity.
The punctuality is also commendable. The remaining features of tho discipline are not less satisfactory.
The government is vigorous and effective. Excellent order is maintained, and the, moral tone of the
school is all that could be desired. 3. The course of instruction includes the subjects prescribed for a
school of the kind, together with plane trigonometry. It is regulated by the usual lesson documents,
which are well arranged. The methods are modern and applied with energy, intelligence, and skill.
4. The following is the proficiency of the several classes —First, very fair ; second, very fair to good
tipper second, good (nearly) ; third, good to very good ; upper third, very rod +; fourth, good to
very good; upper fourth, good; fifth, excellent. The range, of examination was unusually wide,
and the tests applied searching in a high degree. Notwithstanding, it is satisfactory to be able to
report that the pupils evinced a lull and intelligent acquaintance with the subjects of examination, and
demonstrated by their answering that the teaching is of a thoroughly educative charaeter. The school
sustains its reputation for marked efficiency.
FORT-sTREET (Girls—V.) —Regular inspection, 7th, 8th, 9th, 13th, 14th, 15th, and 16th September.
Nmnber present, 376.
I. The schoolroom is well planned, commodious, and in good i'epair. It is liberally found in
educational appliances. All necessary out-buildings are provided. That part of the erganisation for
which the teacher is responsible is excellent. 2. A very fair attendance is maintained. it is marked
by reafonable regularity. The pupils are also punctual, neat and becoming in appearance, modest and
respectful in demeanour, and well.behaved. The government is genial but sufficiently firm, and effects
very good order and a pleasing moral tone. 3. The instruction is of full range up to the requirements
of a fifth class, arranged with good judgment, and imparted with vigour, earnestness, and skill. 4.
The following is the proficiency of the several classes —First, tolerable; second, very fair; upper
second, very fair; tlnrd, good ; Tipper tlurd, good; fourth, tolerable to fair; upper fourth, very
good + ; fifth, very good --. The school is in a creditable state of efficiency. Marked improvement is
visible in the teaching of arithmetic, composition, and dictation.
Fonr-svsncn'r (Infants—V.) —Regular inspection, 7th, 8th, and 9th September.
Numbers present —Boys, 1.83 ; girls, 153 ; total, 336.
1. The school buildings are good and well furnished. The organisation is very good. 2. Bxoepting
when sickness interferes, the average attendance is three-fourths of the number enrolled. 3. The
course of instruction is of full range, and the methods of instruction employed are suited to ohildrea at
tender age. 4. The proficiency in the several classes ranges from fair to good.
Gs,Enn (Primary—V.) —Regular inspection, 8th, 90, and 12th July.
Numbers present —Boys, 89 ; girls, 58; total, 147.
1. Theseschool premises are thoroughly good, and the schoolroom is well appointed and organised.
2. The discipline is on the whole effective. S. The instruction, which includes the branches expected
of a school having a fourth class, is judiciously regulated, and imparted with earnestness and vigour.
4. The proficiency of the pupils averages fair, or in the several classes as follows —First, fair (nearly)
second, fair -3. ; upper second, fair -I- ; third, fair; fourth, fair.
GLEEs (Infants—V.) —General inspection, 22nd, June.
Numbers present —Boys, 84; girls, 65; total, 149.
I. The schoolroom, a new one, is of thoroughly good character. The school is amply supplied
with material, and is excellently organised. 2. The discipline is very good, and the moraL tone of the
school healthy. 3. The full infants' school course is observed. The instruction is modern and mnethodical in cast, thoroughly suited to the capacities of the ohildren, and effective in results. 4. The
average proficiency lies between good and very good.
-

Msrcn' (V.) —Regular inspection, 3rd March.
Numbers present —Boys, 34; girls, 13,- total, 47.
I. An additional lavatory is required for the use of the boys, and something needs to be done to
improve the closet accommodation. With these exceptions, the school buildings are in very fair repair,
and furnished with a snfficiency of educational appliances. 2. Bad weather and the measles have combined to reduce the attendance. Ordinarily it is about two-thirds of the number enrolled. The, pupils
are reasonably punctual, clean, and in fair order. The government is mild, but somewhat deficient in
vigour and fii'mncss. The moral tone is healthy. 3. All the prescribed subjects are taught, Scripture
excepted. The instruction is regulated by the usual documents, which are drawn up with tolerable
judgment. The methods are of modern type, and are applied with fair earnestness and industry. 4.
The proficiency of each of the classes is fair. The pupils ire attentive under examination, but the
answering is deficient in spirit and intelligence.
MAnmcKviLLr, (Primary—V.) :—Regular inspection, 16th August.
Numbers present :—Boys, 52; girls, 32; total, 84.
1. Excepting that it is much too narrow, the school-house is in good condition, and its appointsnouts are satisfactory. A. sound and effective organisation ,jbtains. 2. The discipline effects gocd
order, and the pupils are very fairly industrious and self-reliant. 3. The instruction is judiciously
regulated, and covers the subjects prescribed for a school having a fourth class. 4. in point of pro'
ficieney the classes stand thus —Second, fair to very fair; third, very fair; fourth, very fair.
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l%IAginezvlLLE (Infants-V.) -General inspection, 16th August.

Numbers present -Boys, 53; girls. 41; total, 94.
1. The schoolroom is substantially built, very roomy, admirably ventilated, and well provided with
suitable infants' school appliances. 2. The attendsisiec is good and rapidly increasing. It is markod by
fair regularity. The pupils are also punctual, neat in appearance, and very fairly conducted. The
government is mild, but needs to be characterized by greater vivacity- The prevailing tone of the
school is healthy. S. Excepting Scripture, all the prescribed subjects are tauflt. A fair effort has been
made to systematise the teaching. The methods are appropriate and applied with earnestness and
diligence. 4. The following is the proficiency of the several classes -First, fair (nearly); second,
fair; third, fair.
NEWTOn (Primary-N.- V.) :- -Regular inspection, 24th Eebruary.
Numbers present :L_Boys, 53; girls, 38; total, 96.
1. The site is much too limited. The schoolroom is a good one, is very fairly arranged, fairly
furnished, and properly organised. 2. The attendance on the day of inspection was low, and it has of
late been so owing to prevalent sickness among children. The pupils are very inattentive, and the discipline is in other respects but fairly effective. 3. The highest class is a fourth, and for such a school
the course of instruction is of full range. 4. The average proficiency does not exceed tolerable.
NF.SVTOwN (Jnfants'-N.-V.) -General inspection. 24th February.
Numbers present :-Boys, 47; girls, 29; total, 76.
1. The schoolroom is so small that proper or desirable osganisation is impossible. There is an
insufficiency of apparatus and books, but this will soon be remedied. The schoolroom is clean and its
appointments are neatly arranged. 2. For some time past the attendance has been extremely jew,
caused by the prevalence of measles- The numbers at present are grndually improvinç Ordinarily, the
pupils attend regularly and punctually. They are also clean and well dressed. The government is
mild, but vigorous and effective. 3. The usual routine of infants' schools is observed. The methods are
suitable, intelligent, and effective. 4.' The average proficiency ranks between fair and very fair. The
teacher has been but recently appointed, and is doing good work.
NoRTH SYDNEY (N.Y.) -General inspection, 8th July.
Numbers present -Boys, 32 ; girls, 23; total, 55.
1.
The
school-house
is
too small and in bad repair. There is neither play-shed nor lavatory, and the
water-closets are in a disgraceful state. The teacher's residence is in bad order, not rain-proof, and
very unhealthy: There is a soflicieney of educational appliances; and the whole property is, so far as the
teacher is concerned, carefully preserved. 2. A very fair attendance is maintained, The pupils are
tolerably regular, fairly punctual, and well behaved. The government is mild, but reasonably firm and
effective. Very fair order is secured, and the general cliseiphnc of the school is healthy. 3. Fair judgment is evinced in the classification. All the prescribed subjects are taught; the instruction ii reasonS
ably well arranged, and imparted by approved methods. 4. The following is the proficiency of the several
classes -First, tolerable to fair; second, fair to very fair; third, fair -.
PAnnrxoToN (Boys-V.) -Regular inspection, 5th and 6th June.
Number present -173.
1. The school premises are complete, in excellent condition, and well kept. The organisation in its
several features is good. 2. Excellent order is maintained, and the moral tone of the school is healthy.
3. The methods of instruction evidence intelligent care, and all the prescribed subjects are included in the
course. 4. The gones'al proficiency avenges as follows -First, moderate to tolerable; second, very fair +;
upper second, very fair; third, very fair + ; fourth, very fair to good.
(Girls-V.) -Regular inspection, 1st and 3rd June.
Number present :-119.
1. The schoolroom is an excellent structure, in very good repair, and suitably furnished. The school
stock is sufficient and in good order; considerable painsis taken with the records, and the organisation,
as a whole, may be pronounced very good. 2. Sickness has for some time past lessened the attend.
ance. 'l'lse pupils are punctual, have a neat and cheerful appearance, and evince a modest and fairly
subdued demeanour. Were a little more vigour infused into the government, the discipline would in all
likelihood be unexceptionably good. 3. Lsttle exception can be taken to the school routine. Good
judgment marks the arrangement of the lcsso]ss; the teaching is methodical and painstaking, although
somewhat deficient in life and penetrative force. 4. The following is the proficiency of the several
classes :-First, very fair to good; second, very fair + ; third, fair; fourth, very fair. The school
improves in efficiency.
PAODINGTON

(Tnfants-V) :-Eegnlar inspection, 2nd June,
Numbers present -Boys, 117; girls, fIB; total, 216.
1. The school-house is in very good repair, very fairly suitable, and well found in all requisite
appliances. The records are correctly kopt. 2, A good attendance is maintained, and it is marked by
very fair regularity. The pupils are also punctual, neat and cleanly in person, and well-behaved. The
government is judicious and promotive of very good order and a healthy moral tone. 3. The usunl
infants' school course is observed. The instruction is regulated with very good judgment. and applied
with vigour, vivacity, and effort. 4. The proficiency of the several classes is as follows -First, very
fair to good; second, very fair to good; third, good. The school is in a good state of effioieney.
PADDINOTON

Parr-sTREET (Primary-N.-V.) -General inspection, 13th May.
Numbers present :-Boys, 34; girls, 25; total, 59.
1. There is no playground ; otherwise, the condition of the school premises is satisfactory. 2. Four.
fifths of the pupils enrolled are regular and punctual, and nearly all are clean in person. The order
and attention rank as fair. The government is wantiig in strictnoss and firmness. 3. The course
of instruction prescribed for a school having a third class is followed. 4. The average proficiency is
but tolerable.
(Infants-N-V.) -Regular inspection, 13th May.
Numbers present -Boys, 36; girls, 24; total, 60.
1. The school is conducted in a portion of the primary department. There is no room for desks.
The supply o teaching appliances is ample. 2. The attendance is marked by irregularity; the pupils
are also but moderatoly punctual. Owing to the large amount of restlessness which prevails the order is
unsatisfactory. The government needs to be more vigilant and effective, a. 'there are two classes, and
the instruction is, in consequence, of limited range. It is regulated with tolerable judgment. The
methods are modern, but need to be applied with increased vigour and efficiency. 4. The following are
the results of examination -First class, tolerable; second, moderate. The pupils are inattentive, and
appear to make little progress in learning.
PriaMon
PITT-5TBEET
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PYRM0NT (Primary-N_V.) :-Oeneral inspection, 13th na4 14th July.
Numbers present -Boys, 60; girls, Si; total, 91.
1. The site is rocky, uneven, and very limited in extent The school-house is in a bad state of
repair, its appointments arc to a considerable extent of inferior kind, and the room is so crowded that
there is not more than 1 foot of space between the tiers of desks and scarcely 3 feet in front
of the classes. As indicated, the property dues nut belong to the Council, and there is no present
remedy for the stated defects. In the circumstances, the organisation could not he better. 2. The pupils
are orderly, attentive, and industrious, and as a whole the discipline is excellent in its influences. 3. In
addition to the subjects prescribed jor a school whose highest class is a fourth, the course of instruction
includes elementary Latin mid Algebra. 4. 'l'he average proficiency slightly exceeds good. The estimate
of the teacher's work, as a whole, is very good.
PYEsioxv(Infants -N.y -Regular inspection, 14th July.
Numbers present :-Boys, 46; girls, 60; total, 96.
1. This department of the school is taught in a room of very limited size. As stated in the report
on the primary school the premises are ill-conditioned and unsuitable. The organisation is correct.
2. The children are reasonably orderly, and the tone of the school is healthy. 3. The full infants'
school course is followed. 4. The results of the examination a an-First class, very fair; second, very
fair to good; third, good (nearly).
Sr. LEnNARS5 (N-V.) -Regular inspection, 11th May.
Numbers predent -Boys, 91 ; girls, 74; total, 165.
1. The school-house is a substantial structure in good repair, but the interior reqnires white.
washing. It is liberally supplied with suitable educational appliances. There is neither lavatory nor
playshed. 2. The attendance has largely increased mifier the present teacher. The pupils are regular,
punctual, clean, and well-conducted. Good order is maintained, and the government is judicious and
effective. 3. The instruction which is of full lange up to the requirements of a third class, is well
regulated. The methods aro appropriate and applied with earnestness, painstaking, and satisfactory
results. 4. The fillowing is the proficiency
f o
several classes :-l'irst. very fair; second, very fair;
third, fair -3.. The teacher has done good workthe
for the time he has been in charge.
-

Susssx.s I oEm' (N-V.) -Regular inspection, 22nd February.

Numbers present -Boys, 43; girls, 36; total, 79.
1. With the exception that it is lo\i'.pitclied. the schoolroom is a good one. The site is oh.
jcctionab]c, and the closets are badly placed. Vested premises in the imnniediate neighbourhood are in
course of erection. 'l'lse existing o]-ganisatio]i is ofsetisfactory cha,-acter. 2. Very fair order as maintained. and. with a few exceptions. the pupils are clean and well-behaved. 3. The subjects prescribed
for a school of three classes are taught. 4. The proficiency somewhat exceeds tolerable.
SussEx-sTREET, SOUTH

(N-v.) -Regular inspection, 27th April.
Numbers present :-lloys, 72; girls, 60; total, 132.
1. The building, a rented one, is commodious, and well lighted ar,d ventilated. The property is
carefully kept, and the organisation is very effective. 2. The government is charaeterised by mildness
and firmness, and the general tone of the school is satisfactory. 3. The course of instruction is of full
range: the methods of teaching are modern, and the whole business of the school is executed with
quietness, zeal, and energy. 4. The proficiency averages very fair +
TiMI'E (V.) -Regular inspection, 24th March.
Numbers present :-Boys, 28; girls, 14; total, 42.
I. The sehoolroomo is substanially built, well situated, and well furnished. There is in ample
supply of apparatus and books. The school records ale creditably kept. 2. Measles were very prevalent
in the district at the time of inspection, hence the comparatively small number of pupils present.
Usually, the average is about 5-StIts of the number enrolled. The pupils are punctual, clean, subdued in demeanour, and well-behaved. The government is mild, firm, and effective, and induces a
healthy moral tone, 8. The instruction is of full range up to the requirements of a third class, and is
judiciously regulated 'l'lie methods are of an approved kind, and are applied with vigour and much
painstaking. 4. The attainments of the several classes may he estimated tbus :-Fi,-st, fair; second,
fair to very fair; third, fair. The average exceeds fair.

Was'sox's Bay (N-V.) -General inspection, 184h March.
Numbers present: -Boys, 29; girls. 14 ; total, 43.
1. The school premises have been repaired by, the present teacher, who has expended both labour
and money to render them reasonably comfortable and inviting. This he has fairly succeeded in doing,
although a large portion of the fencing has yet to be made good. The school is fairly provided with
furniture and apparatus, but the supply of rending books is insufficient. 2. About five-sevenths of the
pupils attend regularly and with fair punctuality. 'lIme pupils are quietly behaved, and in very fair
order. 'lime government is mild, genial, and fairly effective. lIThe in
includes all the prescribed branches, Scripture lessons excepted. No satisfactory reason lies been given for the omission of
this subject. No reliable lessen documents have yet been compiled, and there is nothing to show that
the teaching has been of a systematic or progressive character. 4. The following is the proficioney of
the several cla.....
ses :-First, moderate ; second, moderate ; third, fair. 'J'he average approaches tolerable.
WmnnM-sTRxp,T (Girls-V.) :-Rognlnr inspection, 19th, 20th, and 25th May.
Number present :-254,
1. A fine commodious class-room and play-sheds hare been erected since the last inspection. 'The
school is liberally found in working appliances, and the orgauisation as a whole is very complete. 2. The
attendance is numerous and increasing. The pupils are regular, punctual, clean in person, modest in
demeanour, and well behaved, The government is mild, judicious, and effective. Very good order is
maintained, and the moral tone is excellent. 3. The instruction is of full range, and well regulated.
The methods are modern, and are applied with vigour, tact, and skill. 4. In point of efficiency the several
classes stand thus -Second class, fair to very fair tipper second, good (nearly)
third, very fair
upper third, very fair; fourth, good to very good. The pupils are attentive, self'reliant, and intelligent.
They answer with spirit, thoughitfuloess, and accuracy.
WatmM-sTasmsr (infants-V.) -Regular inspection, 171h, l8hh, and 19th May.
Numbers present :-Boys, 202; girls, 179 ; total, 381.
1. A new selmoelroomn for the use of the babies has been erected since the last inspection. It is
very fairly adapted to the purpose. Weather-sheds have also been provided. These buildings have improved
the accommodation. All necessary educational appliances are in use, and Chic organisation as a whole is
very complete. 2. The attendance is large and rapidly increasing. The pupils are reasonably regular,
punctual, neat in person, and in Tory good om'der. The government is judicious and effective, and the
tone
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tone of the school cheerful and healthy. 3. All the subjects forming the usual infants' school course are
taught. The instruction is well regulated and imparted in a vigorous, animated, and intelligent manner.
4. The proficiency of the several classes may be described thus —First, good; second, good; third, good
to very good ; fourth, good; fifth, good to very good. The school is in a very good state of efficiency,
and does credit to the teachers.
Boniy HEADS (P rev.) —General inspection, 25th March.
Numbers present —Boys, 15 ; girls, 4 ; total, 19.
1. The schoolroom is much too small. it is fairly found in suitable educational appliances. The
records are correctly kept. 2. 19-24ths of the pupils attend regularly. They are clean, punctual, and in
good order. The moral tone of the school is healthy. 3. All the prescribed branches are taught. The
instruction is properly regulated. The iuctlsods are modern and are diligently applied. 4. The following
isthe proficiency of the several classes :—First, fair ; second, fair to very fair; third, fair. The school is
in a fair state of efficiency.
Baozts (Prov.) —General inspection, flIt June.
Numbers present —Boys, 14; girls, 12 total, 26.
1. The site of the school is not a satisfactory one, but the premises are good, well furnished, and
fairly supplied with teaching appliances. As a whole, the organisatiun is of tolerablo worth. 2. A satisa nd pleasing in
factory attendance is secured. The pupils exhibit very fair punctuality, are tidy
appearance, but have small conneption of orderly behaviour. 3. Except singing all the prescribed
subjects are ineh,dcd in the school-course, but as yet the "all token is low. 4-. The proficiency of the
several classes is as follows —First, moderate to toleeablc ; second, moderate ; third, tolerable.
CnoxvAxr (Provisional School) —General inspection, 7th December.
Numbers present —Boys, S girls, 8 ; total, 16.
1. A portion of one of the buildings connected with the Clonterf pic-nie grouuds has been divided off
for school purposes. In itself the mout is soitable, and it is sufficiently supplied with furniture and
teaching appliances. For obvious reasons the site is oljectionable, but in the meanwhile no better can be
obtained. 2. The average attendance is thirteen of nineteen pupils enrolled. The children present at the
examination were clean, tidy, orderly, and well-behaved. The) were, however, but tolerably punctual.
The government appears mild and judicious. - 3. The classification is tolerably satisfactory, and the same
value attaches to the lesson documents. At present there are but two classes to these the prescribed
branches of instruction are taught. 4. The school has been in operation under the present teacher but a
few weeks. The examination was fairly satisfactory.

'lASS DISTRICT.
Jnspector's General Report upon Public, Provisional, Half-time, and Denominational Schools, for the
Year 1875.
There have been in operation in this district for the whole of the year nineteen Public, thirtycue Provisional, fonrtecn Half-tune. tIn-ce Church of England, and six Roman Catholic Schools.
During the year Public Schools were established at Elizabeth Yield and Froginoor. and a
Provisional School at M'igwill ; and arrangements are in progress for the establishnlent of Public Schools
at Murrumburrali. Walleudheen, Jindalce, Brawli,i, Snilthtown, Brnndah, and Yass. When Public
Schools have been ctablisl,cd at those places the northern and western parts of this district will be
fairly supplied with the menus of ed,mcation. I have not yet been able to visit the other parts of the
district, but in the alssenee of applications for the establishment of schools it may be presumed that the
means of education in those portions of the district are, for the present, fairly snflioieut.
'rhetotal number of pupils present in the va-io,ms schools examined by me since Inst lone was
1,240. And the examinations were conducted in such a way as to test the individual relations of all
those pupils to the standard if proficiency approved by the Council for the guidance of both teachers and
inspectors. In i-cadumg, somewhat less than a third of the number of pupils examined passed satisfactorily. In only a small number of schools examined were the pupils required by their teachers to
give the ineaetimmgs of the words occurring in their reading lessons. TIme vacant stare of the scholars
when required at the examination to give the meanings of words of common occurrence wes proof that
to them this was a aew exercise. Writing is louked upon by many teachers as an exercise in which
their pupils require h,,t little attention fom them, and although a somewhat greater number passed iii
writing than in reading. yet the number was much smaller than it should have been. Arithmetic The
manner of teaching this subject and the results produced are in a high degree unsatisfaeeoiy, both as
regards the practical utility of the knowledge acquired and the mode of acquiring it as a means of
intellectual development. 0-ramnutar: The remarks made above respecting arithmetic apply with
equally great force to grammar. Geography: The didactic method is that which is adopted in most
of the smaller schools in teaching geography, and small results have been produced by it. l\iany of
the pupils knew little or nothing about the uatnre and uses of a map, and were unable to lay it upon the
floor correctly in relation to the cardinal points. Rivers having a northern course vlmen traced upon
the map from their source to the sea were understood to run upill. This mistake was not discovered
until attention was directed to the course of the river or sti-cam in the locality. it should he understood that requiring pupils to commit to memory bare physical facts is not teaching geography.
Scripture lessons are only taught in the higher classes. I-lighter results were elicited by examination in
this subject than in any other. Singing: Three-fourths of the pupils examined were not learning to
sing at all. This is the more remarkable As no subject is of more value in an elementary school in
proportion to the small amount of time required to teach it. it produces a cheerful lively spirit that is
In vain looked for in schools where singing is not taught; so that, apart from its intrinsic value as a
source of high mental enjoyment, music should as all element in moral culture have a prominent place
in every school time-table.
Judging by the records of the last inspection the general proficiency of the schools examined
was as a whole loss than at the previous examination, This Nye, attrihnted to the large amount of
juvenile sickness and wet weather that prevailed during a great part of the year. Notwithstanding
those hindrances to pm-ogress, the following schools were found to be in a higher state of efficiency this
year than atlastinspeetion, viz.:—ThoPnblic Schools atBloyney, Carcoar, Gowra, Grenfell, Young, Murruinbateman, nad the B. C. School at Yass. The Public School at Young and the E.G. School at Yass
manifested a high degree of efficiency. 'ThE. C. School at Yass made this good progress in spite of
its wretched miserable muaterial condition.
'there is reason to hope that, with the removal of the hindrances to progress mentioned in the
preceding paragraph, much higher results may be expected at the examination of 1876.
J. H. MURRAY,
Inspector, Yass District.
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ANNEX.
Sussn.snws of Reports furnished during the second half of the year 1875, on Public, Provisional, and
Halltinie Schools.
PUBLIC.
BINAI.oxc —Visited, 3rd September, 1875. Regular inspection.
Enrolled —40,
Present :-24.
The schoolroom is in fair condition in all either respects the material condition is bad. The discipline is loose. The instruction is regulated with fair skill. The attainments are low. Local supervision hardly exists.
DOWNING —Visited, 1st November. Regular inspection.
Enrolled —35.
Present :-33.
The material condition is bad. The instruction is regulated with only moderate skill. The
attainments are low ; so also is the mental culture of the pupils. The local supervision is barren of
good results.
Buancwa :—Visited, 9th and 10th August. General inspection.
Enrolled :-45.
Present —35.
The material condition, with fev exceptions, is very good. The discipline is satisfactory. The
instruction is properly regulated; and the attainments, for the ages and classification of the pupils, are
fair. The local supervision is merely nominal.
000TAMUNDRA '—Visited, 9th September. General inspection.
Enrolled —34.
Present —28.
This school bad been in operation only a few weeks at the time of my visit, and as no systematic
instruction was hitherto available in tins township it was found almost impossible to examine the
scholars by the standard of schools under the Council. Everything in connection with the school at
present, however, gives promise of satisfactory results in the future.
CuNNixcams :—Visitcd, 3rd November. Regular inspection.
Enrolled —22.
Present :-19.
The material condition is fair; the discipline is mild but not firm. The instruction is carefully
regulated. The attainments are sonmewlmt low, especially in arithmetic. TIme spirit of the school is
wanting in life. The local supervision by Mr. Campbell is commendable.
GRENFELL —Visited, 7th December. Regular inspection.
Enrolled —82.
Present —60.
Excepting the want of a teacher's residence the material condition is good. The discipline is
soinad, the instruction well regulated, the attainments satisfactory, and the "hole spirit of the school
is pleasing. The ben1 supervision is intelligent, watchful, and encouraging to the teachers, and ni over)'
way benehcial.
GRL'NFELL (Infants) :—Visited, 3rd December. Regular inspection.
Enrolled—SO.
Present —64.
The material condition is good, the discipline soon ii, the instruction properly regulated. The
attainments are good, for the ages and classification of the children. This school is a pleasing example
of one of the best infant schools. The local supervision is active, beneficial, and intelligent,
Gesnauco --Visited, 22nd October, Regular inspection.
Enrolled —32.
Present —22.
A supply of water is urgently required ; with this tIme material supply is good. The discipline
is wanting in firmness. The instruction is regulated with only moderate skill, and time attainments are
low. The local supervision is anarked by lethargy.
HARDEN :—Visited, 5th November. Regular inspection.
Enrolled —26.
Present —22.
There is nothing at present belonging to the school, save the books, &e., supplied by the Council.
The discipline is fairly effective. 'l'hie instruction is regulated with fair judgment. The attainments
are tolerable. The local influence at (present is inactive, pending the erection of the school premises by.
the Council.
MurtnuanKrmtsrAx I—Visited. 17th August. General inspection.
Enrolled —27.
Present —24.
Tiao raaterial condition, excepting the teacher's residence, is good. The discipline is sound.
The attainments, all circumnstnnces considered. are satisfactory. The moral tone of the school is high.
The local supervision is little more than nominal, the members never meeting except when required by
the teacher.
TIrPEnAnv Grj,nv —Visited, 16th November. Regular inspection.
Enrolled —37.
Present —83.
The school is norm-vested. The material condition is bad. The discipline is faim', but riot strict.
The instruction is tolerably well regulated. The attainments arc nearly fair. 'l'hca'e as no local
supervision.
Wonnsr :—Visited, 22nd September. Regular inspection.
Enrolled —47.
Present —21.
The material condition, except in a few small matters, is excellent. The discipline is sound and
healthy. The instruction is prnperly regulat4d, Tim attainnmcnts are as hi gh as under the eircumnstances can be expected. The local supervision at present produces no good results.
YouNG :—Visited, 11th, 12th, and 15th November, Regular inspection.
Enrolled —107.
Present —77.
As respects the schoolroom, classroom, closets,' and school appliances, the material condition is
good. The instruction is Iroperly regulated. The classification is correct. The attainments are high:
Latin, Prench, Algebra, Geometry, are well taught to the extent professed by the pupils. The domestic
arrangements for the boarders are satisfactory. In reference to the material requirements of the school,
tue locaL supervision is apathetic, and requires an infusion of new life and energy.
YOUNG
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Yonre (Infants) -Visited, 30th September. Regular inspection.
Present :-80.
Enrolled -110.
The material condition, as far as the schoolroom and appliances are concerned, is good. The
discipline is sound. The instruction is properly regulated, and the attainments are satisfactory.
The whole aspect of the school is pleasing. 'J.'hc local supervision, as far as it goes, is beneficial.
11.-PROVISIONAL.
Cnnen :-Visited, 2nd June. Regular inspection.
Enrolled :-37.
Present:-20.
The material condition is of a very low type. 'The discipline secures quietness, but not att?n
tion to work. The instruction is unskilfully regulated. Local supervision can hardly he said to exist,
no meeting having been held for about two years. Two of the three members of the Local Board,
however, in response to my invitation, were present it the examination, and promised to see to the
tenure of the school site.
BACE

BARWANG -Visited, 4th November. Regular inspection.
Enrolled -28.
Present :-2f5.
The material condition is wretched. The discipline is healthy. The instruction is tolerably well
regulated, but omits singing, drawing, Scripture, and sewing. The attainments in the subjects that are
taught are tolerablo. The Incal supervision is not exercised with any good results to the school. £50
were raised by subscription for the erection of a Public School, and the promoters expended £40 of this
sum in constructing a slab and bark lint upon Crown Land, and then one of their number, in the
nauie of the teacher appointed, free-seketed 40 acres, including the site upon which the school
was erected. By this transaction the money contributed for a public benefit was devoted to a private
use, and the residents deprived of their fair share of the Ednttntion grant, which would have enabled
them to have their children's education erndueted in a decent, comfortable, and healthy building, instead
of in an unfloored badly-roofed slab and bark lint. situ-ste alongside a public road, and without any
closet accommodation of any hind whatever.
BoBBonAn -Visited, 2nd November, Regular inspection.
Present -20.
Enrolled -24.
The material condition is miserable. The discipline is strict but, harsh in tone. The instruction is
unskilfully regulated. The attainments are small, and the value of' the school maybe described as being
better than none. The Local Board have practically considered their duties ended by the erection of a
bare slab but and the appointment of an untrained teacher.
OnseE -Visited, 17th September. General inspection.
Present -12.
Enrolled -24.
Except the schoolroom itself the material condition is bead. The discipline is firm. The instruction is badly regulated. The methods are individual and unskilfuhly applied. The attainments are as
follows -First class, indifferent ; second class a little over small. The existence of the school in its
present condition and management gives no satisfaction to the people it is intended to benefit, and its
recognition by the Council prevents the people making an effort to obtain a good school.
TWO-MItE

I1I.-RALP-TIME.
BSGGAN BEGGAN -Visited, 7th September. Regular inspection.
Present -7.
Enrolled -9.
This school is taught in a rude slab lint, the propS'ty of Mr. Toolsey. The merest elements of
reading, writing, and arithmetic only nrc taught, and in these branches only small results are produced.
This school should be removed to the village of Beggan Beggnn about a mile from its present situation.
The local supervision produces no beneficial effects.
-Visited, 7th September. Regular inspection.
Present :-7.
Enrolled -12.
This school is taught in a slab lint, which, like that of Bcggan Beggan, is private property. Except
in position, everything stated above respecting the Beggan Begean school applies equally to this school.
Both these schools were injuriously affected by the late prevailing sickness nmong children.
CCLLINOAn

SUMMASIS
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of Reports furnished on Public, Provisional, and Halftime Schools, dnring the year 1875.

1.-PUBLIC SCHOOL.
QnslinErAx (N-V.) -Regular inspection, 20th April, 1875.
Present -Boys, 32; girls, 25; total,.60.
Enrolled -Boys, 34; girls, 32; total, 66.
1. No improvement has been made in the material condition of the school, but tenders have been
invited for the erection of new and suitable buildings. 2. The discipline is fair. 3. The mark for geography
and grammar is above the average; that for residing. ws'itirg, and Scripture up to the average; and
that for other subjects below. The general proficiency is/air.
11.-PRO VISIONAL SCROOLS,
BUiGENDOBE (N-V.) -Regular inspection, 4th May, 1875. Present --Boys, 14; girls, 8; total, 22.
Enrolled -Boys, 19; girls, 13; total, 32.
1. The material condition is satisfactory in all respects. 2. The pupils are attentive and wellbehaved, and the government is kind but reasonably firm. 3. The mark for reading, writing, spelling, and
dictation is above the average ; that for arithmetic and Scripture up to the average ; and that for other
subjects below. The general proficiency is/air.
G-INNINDEREA (N..V.) -General inspection, 27th April, 1875.
Enrolled -Boys, 5; girls, 20; total, 25, • Present -Boys, 5; girls, 16; total, 21.
- 1. A fireplace is much needed. Most of the. children come from a great dislance, and on cold wot
mormngs have no opportunity of drying and warming themselves. The school is well supplied with all
requisites. 2. The pupils are orderly and attentive. 3. The mark for dictation and singing is up to the
average, but that for all other subjects is below. The general proficiency is saoderete.
HosKncsvowN
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HOsxrNsTOwN (N-V.) -Regular inspection, 14th April, 1816.
Enrolled -Boys, 14; girls, 17; total, 31.
Present -Boys, 10; girls, 15; total, 25.
1. The building is in a fair state of repair and there is a sufficient outfit of furniture and working
materials. 2. Partly owing to irregularity and partly to the system of teaching, the attainments are poor.
Reading and dictation have been taught with tolerable efficiency, but the mark for all other subjects is
much below the average. The general condition is indiffhrent.
Marcus (N-V.) -General inspection, 16th April, 1875.
Enrolled -Boys, 7; girls, 14 ;,total, 21.
Present -Boys, 6; girls, 11; total, 17.
1. This is a newly established school. The building is substantial and is well fitted up with furniture and working materials.1 2. The discipline is good in all respects, and the attendance of the children
is exceptionally regular. 3. During the short time the children have been under instruction they have
made sound and rapid progress. The general proficiency is between/air and very/air.
Mjcunnsco (N-V.) -General inspection, 5th February, 1875.
Enrolled -Boys, 19; girls, 10; total, 29.
Present :-Boys, 15; girls, 6; total, 21.
1. The material condition is satisfactory in all respects. 2. The children are quiet but apathetic.
3. The characteristic of the whole school is want of thoroughness. Nothing has been mastered. The
mark for grammar is up to the average, but that for all other subjects is much below. The general proficiency is moderate.
NEW Lnra (N-V.) -Regular inspection, 6th May, 1875.
Enrolled -Boys, 19; girls, S ; total, 27.
Present -Boys, 19; girls, I ; total, 26.
1. The schoolroom is comfortable and the ootfit is satisfactory. 2. The.discipline is good. 3.
During the year the children have made rapid progress. The mark for reading, spelling, writing,
grammar, and geography is above, and that for the other subjects close up to, the average. The general
proficiency is between fair and very fair.
Xonn (Fell Timber) N.-V. :-Gencral inspection, 29th April, 1875.
Enrolled -Boys, 13; girls, 11; total, 24.
Present -Boys, 10; girls, 9; total, 19.
1. This is a newly established school. The building is small, but it answers all present requirements reasonably well. 2. The pupils are attentive, obedient, and quiet. 3. Having been but two
moaths under instruction their attainments are necessarily low.
Roses (N. -V.) :-ltegular inspection, 14th April, 1875.
Enrolled -Boys, 7; girls, 13; total, 20.
Present -Boys, 7; girls, 13; total, 20.
1. The building is somewhat small, but in other respects it is suitable. There is a sufficient
supply of furniture, apparatus, and materials. 2. The discipline is fair. 3. The attainments are satisfactory andgood provess has been made since last inspection. The mark for grammar, geography,
reading, spelling, writing, and dictation is above the average, and that for arithmetic and object lesaoas
up to the average. The general proficiency is between fair and very fair.
SToNE BUT (N. -V.) :-Regular inspection, 28th April, 1875.
Enrolled -Boys, 10; girls, 14; total, 24.
Present -Boys, 10; girls, 14; total, 24.
1. The schoolroom is in a good state of repair, and is well supplied with all requisites. 2. The
disoipline is satisfactory. 3. The mark for reading, spelling, and writing is for beyond the average,
and that for arithmctic is below. All other subjects are practically not taught. This omission briags
down the general proficiency to tolerable.
Tuonnaxoso (N. -V.) -General inspection, 21st April, 1875.
Enrolled -Boys, 15; girls, 17; total, 32.
Present :-Boys, 14 ; girls, 17 ; total, 31.
1. The building is too small, and the accommodation for the teacher is altogether inadequate.
There are sufficient desks and forms, and the supply of apparatus and materials is fair. 2. The pupils
are obedient and attentive, but they are sluggish and appear to take but little interest in their work.
Their attainments are unsatisfactory, the general proficiency being ladWhrent.
IVKTANOERA. (V.) :-C enerai inspection, 27th April, 1875.
Enrolled -Boys, 13 ; girls, 14; total, 27.
Present -Boys, 13; girls, 14; total, 27.
I. This is a new slab building, and it the time of inspection had only been opened a few days.
All the pupils were examined, but none were able to do more than read easy books and write simple
copies.

II1.-UALF-TIMt SCHOOLS.
Canwoons (N-V.) -Regular inspection, 15th April, 1875.
Enrolled -Boys, 13; girls, 15; total, 28.
Present -Boys, 13; girls, 15,- total, 28.
I. The school requires to be better lighted, and to have more suitable sitting and writing accommodation provided. 2. At the date of iaspeetiou the present teacher had only been a short time in
charge, and cannot be held responsible for the children's attainments. The mark for every subject is
below the average, the general proficiency being isidi/Tercnt.
FotLow (N. -V.) :-liegular inspection, 15th April, 1875.
Enrolled -Boys, 5; girls, 4; total, 9.
Present -Boys, 5; girls, 4; total, 9.
I. The schoolmorn is suitable, and is supplied with sufficient furniture and working materials.
2. The attainments of the children are low. This school is worked with that at Canvoola, and in
regard to proficiency is in the same condition.
licanawoon PoREsr (V.) -Regular inspection, 5th May, 1875.
Enrolled:-Boys, 11; girls, 11; total, 22.
Present:-Boys, 8; girls, 9; total, 17.
I. Since last inspection the school has been removed to a more central position. The present
building is rough, but it is well fitted up with desks and materials. 2. This school is worked with
that at Rossneath, and in regard to discipline and attainments is in the same condition.
Ronsrcpara
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RossirvATir (V.) —Regular inspection, 3rd May, 1.875.
Enrolled —Boys, 10; girls, 5 ; total, 15.
Present —Boys, 6 ; girls, 2; total, 8.
I. The building is in a fair state of repair, and is well supplied with all requisites. 2. The
discipline is tolerable. 3. The attahunents are low. For no subject are the attafiunents up to the
average. The general proficiency is moderate. The small attendance on the day of inspection was
caused by wet weather.
M'D0NAI,D's FLAT (N.Y.) —General inspection, 4th February, 1875.
Enrolled :—Boys, 7; girls, 7 ; total, 14.
Present —Boys, 3 ; girls, 7; total, 10.
1. Since last inspection the school has been removed to a more central position. The present
room is tolerably suitable. The furniture is rough but sufficient, and there is a satisfactory supply of
apparatus and working stock. 2. The discipline is good in all respects, and the children are regular in
their attendance. 3. Sound and rapid progress has been made. The mark for rending, spelling,
writing, and dictation is above, and that for other subjects well up to the average. The general proficiency is roy fair.
J. C. MAYNARD,
Inspector, Braidweod District

YASS DISTRICT.
SussMAnns of Reports on Schools inspected by the Inspector of. the Goulburn District, during the
year 1875.
1.—PUBLIC SCHOOL.
Dxxiii :—Regular inspection, 19th February.
Enrolled —Boys, 13; girls, 9; total, 22.
Present —Boys. 13; girls. 9; total, 22.
The material previsions are suitable and sufficient for present requirements. The internal
organisation is good, and the discipline very good. The course of instruction includes all subjects
required by a fourth.elnss standard. The pupils' general proficiency exceeds fair. In consequence of
the removal of families from the locality the numbers have been lowered, and the continuance of the
school is rendered doubtful.

lI—PROVISIONAL SCHOOLS.
MARKDAI.E —Regular inspection, 15th February.
Enrolled —Boys. 13; girls, IC; total, 23.
Present :—Boys, 11; girls, 9; total, 20.
The schoolroom line been floored since last inspection. Fencing and a water-supply are wanted.
The records are in a very defective state, and several of the required wall documents are not in their
places. Nearly all the children In the locality belong to the school, and attend with very fair regularity. They sre unpunetual. however, and are generally slow and dull. The instruction is net based
on the Council's requirements and is confined to reading, writing, and arithmetic. Writing is the only
branch in which results worthy of the name have been produced. The general proficiency is indifferent
in the first class, and small in the second.
WALxaa :—llegulnr inspection, 17th February.
Enrolled:—Boys, 14; girls, 16; total, 30.
Present —Boys, 13; girls, 16; total, 29.
The premises have been improved, and are now fairly suitable. Some minor errors occur in the
records. As a whole the discipline is fair. The pupils are divided with tolerable appropriateness into
two classes, and all subjects required for these (singing by ear) are taught. The results of examination
average nesrly fair.
-

IlL—HALF-TIME SCHOOLS.
CuanaN's CIIEaK —Regular inspection, 16th February.
Enrolled :—Boys, 9 girls, 8; total, 17.
Present :—l3oys, 8; girls, 6; total, 14.
Three new good desks have been provided. The general internal organisation is good. Lately,
the attendance has been affected by measles. In the main features the discipline is good. The pupils
are prnperly classified. All required subjects are provided for, and the teaching is suitable. The
average genoral'jrofieieney exceeds fair.
Lost Rivan —Regular inspection, 16th February.
Enrolled:—Boys, 5; girls, 12; total, 17.
Present :—l3oys, 4; girls, 5; total, 9.
Three now and suitable desks and forms have been provided. The internal organisation is
good. Measles has affected the attendance. The general discipline is good. The eliarnoter of the
instruction is the same as at Cunran's Creek (q.v.) Its results are between tolerable and fair.
P. S. lUCKS,
Inspector, Goulburn District.
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APPENDIX I.
RECEIPTS and DISBVBSEMflcTS of the Council of Education,
ij

BEUETPTS.

from

1st January to 31st Deccmber, 1875.

DISBURSEMENTS

£

£

s. d.
GENEnAL MANAGEMEIcT
8. d.
To Balance from '874 ....................873 8 xi By Salaries
and allowances .....................
Amount received from Trea.
7 8
,,
Repairs,
rent, and furniture.., ............... 5.389
80
16
1
sury on aesount of Vote for
binding, printing, and stationery
760
17
1875..................................... E8o,000 0 0 ,,,, Book,,
8
Miscellaneous expenses:
To Church and School Estates
Advertising and Lelegrmos ii
Revenue.. ............. ............... niBS
g
Clerical aid and labour ...... 186 a34 9
Furniture, fuel, and light... 29 II 0
Solicitor's Costs
.............
..... .......
7 1
Travelling
expense,
..... 43
2o 15
Sundry small expenses ......6 10 63
348 3 3
7,079 3 8
INS SECTION,
Satariee and allOwance, .............. . .......7,693 10 4
Rent and furniture .................................264 8 Ir
Books, printing, and stationery ..............200 12 5
Travelling expenses................................;xo3 8 0
Forage allowances ................................
ISo 0 0
Miscellaneous expenses ...........................
Sundry "naIl expenses .......................47 al 5
10,573 aS I
l'ISAININO .DEl'ARTMENT.
Salaries and allowances ......... .................3,153 ID 9
liepairs and furniture ......... ... ..............It IS 0
.1100k,, printing, and statione ry ..............6g
iS 4
Miscellaneous expenses ...........................
Sundry snialt expenses ......................
3 5 It
3,348 II 0
Pucric Scsoos.
Salaries and allowances ............... ... ... .....57,411 3 0
Bsaildi,ige, repairs, rout, and furniture 28,765 1 9
Books, printing, and stationery ..............
1,805 2 3
Tras'elIi, Ig expenses ............................... 1,552
12
3liscollaueoos expenses:—
Forage allowanets ............ 10 0 0
Architect's com,nission
270 16 2
SolIcItor's coets ...... ... ... ......230 g 6
Sundry small expenses
63 19 7
-- 575 5 3
89,710 4 2
ScHooLs
Salaries and sllosvnenees ........................ 11,842 10 5
flepairs and furniture ..........................
88 o 0
Books, printing, and stationery ..............444
13
Travelling expenses ................................
5 I 0
3liscellaneons expenses ..........................
Sundry small expenses .......................7 iS o
13,328 1 10
SOnOots.
Salaries and allowances ......... ............... 3,900 5 10
Repairs and furniture ..........................27 0
Books, prineling, and stationery.................68 17 3
Travelling expenses
49 8 2
Forage allowances
417 7
lt[leoellancee,s L'XiItOets
undry enssall expenses
4,462
2
CERTIFIED
Causes
Exoi,A,eo
Salaries and nllosvauccs .................... 12,991 15
Repairs and fsu'nitnro
5a9 3 3
lloolts,Ire'utlng. and stationery
ravellinen expenses................................332 3 44
acellaneotes expeseres
undry small expenses
13,912 3
Cxarxrrno DtNoIslxApeoicsL
Casnetic ScHooLs,
Salaries and allowances ...
11,344 9 3
Itepairs and furniture
343
Books, prInting, end stationery
330 3
ravelling expenses
355 3
scellaneous expens. ..........
undry ..all expenses
13,033 6 4
Cnne,s FEED Dtxoslnra'rrowAL PRESnYTEaIAN
....
SCHOOLS.
Salaries and allowances...................
894 6
liepairs end furniture
90
Books, printing, and stationery
s6
6
ravrllingexpenses
scellaneous pensea
undry sneall expenses
68
CEarlyirs Dxyosnnrc,t,oysn WEsE,svxx
Sci,eots.
alaries and altowaces ......
1,244
8
itepaire and furniture
80 g 7
Books, printing, and stationery
37
ravelling expenses
6 6
Miscellaneous expenses
undry small oxpcnses
1,364 13
Csavirin, Dsx055locar,oNaL
Seisoon.
Salaries and allowa,ntes .....................
i68
Repairs and furniture
hook,, printing, and stationery
9
'ravelling expenses .............
4
eeclla,senun expenses
S undry small expenses
1741410
Text-books.............................................
'6
7
lt.schonl
3
alance
37,093 8
183,059 16 8
181039 16 8
11
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Council of Education Office,
29th March, 1876.
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.
0
...................................
...............................
0
...........................
........................
- IS
DENOIIINATSONAL
OF
ScHooLs.
.....
3
.........................
.............. 1
60
.........................
.......................
2
I1OMAN
... ... ... ... ....... ....
.........................
.............. 00 1I
................................
ci
. ........ ........
........................
....
.............................
0o 02
..................
cx ..............................................
............................
.........................
1,000
.................... iS
..............................
............. IS S
................................
a
..........................
.......................
3
IIELEIET .......
.........................
...................a 0 10
..........................
.......................
- iS
..........................................
................................................ s 6
£1
JOHN M. GIBSON,
Accountant.
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APPENDIX I—co,gtintscd.
STATEMENT showing the position of the Council's Account on 31st December, 1875.

Cx.

De

£ e.,1.
Led
27,093 8
By Balance per Balance.sheet ......................
To Pledges made on account of buildings
during 1175, and outstanding on
25,165 27 10
December ........ ......... .........................
Balance.............................
..
..
.......... .......1,936 10 7
£
£ 7092 65
1,926 10 7
Balance.
...................
.
............
...
......
..£
By
B. & 0. B.

Council of ]Mucation Office,
29th March, 1876.

Sydney Thomas Richards, Govonunent Printer.—lITO.
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TUE COUNCIL OF EDUCATION

TO

lBS EXCELLENCY TUB GOVERNOR,

SVBMtTTG

REPORT UPON DENOM1IIATIONAL SCHOOLS FOR 1.875.

To His Excellency Sn HERCuLES GEORGE Ronrr Ronncsoy, Knight Grand Cross of the Most Distinguished Order of Saint Michael and Saint George, Governor-in-Chief of the Colotiy of New South
Wales and its Dependencies, and Vice-Admiral of the same.
May it pease your Excellency,
We have the honor, in compliance with the requirements of the Public Schools Act, to submit
this our Ninth Annual Report upon the condition of Certified Denominational Schools, being that for the
year 1875.
At the close of the year, 191 Certified Denominational Schools were in operation, being thirteen
less than in 1874. 01 the 204 schools existing in the latter year, certificates were withdrawn from the
undermentioned
Bishops Bridge
Cassius
Gundagai South
Narellan
Paterson
Clarence Town
Double Bay
Nerrigundah
Dapto

Church of England.
)
)
- Roman Catholic.
)
- Presbyterian.

Besides these, Rouse Hill (Church of England) and Parramatta Junction (Presbyterian) were
converted into Public Schools at the request of their respective Boards; and the Wesleyan and Presbyterian Schools at West Maitland were voluntarily discontinued by their promoters on the opening of
the Public School in that town, The names of all the foregoing schools are consequently omitted from
the Return of Certified Denominational Schools. Certificates were also withdrawn from the schools
enumerated below, for the reasons specified, in 1875:—
Gosford, C.E.
Morpeth, C.E.
Appin, B.C.
Bargo, R. C.

c

Small attendance.

West Maitland (St. Paul's), C.E.—Dilapidatcd condition of the school buildings.
Berrima, B.C.
Parramatta, B.C. } Certificates voluntarily surrendered.
As the schools included in this list were in operation under the Council during portion of 1875,
they will be found in the Return.
In the revision of the Regulations, of which mention is made in the Report upon Public Schools, a
question connected with the withdrawal of Certificates occupied the attention of the Council.
It is provided by the Public Schools Act (section 28) that no certificate shall be withdrawn from a
Denominational School so long as there shall be in "regular attendance" at such school not less than
thirty children. The meaning of the phrase "regular attendance," however, is not defined in the Act, and
it was necessary therefore for the Council itself to construe it. Finally, after much consideration, the
Council thought it desirable to place that construction on record—attaching to the words such a definite
signification as would, while ensuring uniformity of decision, enable the supporters of Denominational
Schools to seo the precise condition under which certificates are legally liable to with4rawal. The result
is embodied in the 20th and 21st Regulations, which will be found to supply an inflexible, and therefore
impartial, rule, by which schools of every denomination can be judged.
Two

Appeneixs.

1W
4
Asndix F.

Appendix C.
Appendix B.

Two applications for certificates were received during the year—Platt.sburg, Roman Catholic, and
Stockton, Church of England. The former was granted, but as the necessary arrangements for bringing
it under the Council's supervision could not be made in 1875, it has not been included in the Return of
Schools in operation in that year. The application from Stockton was declined, but the school has since
been organized as a Public School.
in this Report, as in those furnished in previous years an account of the general condition of
Denominational Schools is comprised in the remarks upon Pub]ic Schools. The usual detailed reports
upon the several schools are appended. A summary of information as to the number of pupils enrolled,
and ni average attendance, and the amount pmd lop school lees, may be found in the annexed Return.
Prom the Church and School Estates Revenue the uudermentioncd sums were appropriated to the
different classes of Certified Denominational Schools
£ s. d.
... 555 1 1
Church of England
...
...
...
...
... 381 7 0
Roman Catholic ...
...
...
...
...
Presbyterian
...
...
...
...
...
... 118 18 S
Wesleyan ...
...
...
...
...
...
... 87 10 7
1,093 3 10
We suhthit this our Report upon the Certified Denominational Schools, for the year ending 31st
December, 1875; and in testimony thereof we have caused our corporate seal to be affixed hereto, this
twenty-ninth day of March, one thousand eight hundred and seventy-six.

W.

wu1nxcs,

Secretary.

(G.s.)
.

J. SMITH, President.
W. A. DUNCAN.
) S. C. BROWN.
çALPREJ) STEPHEN.

APPENDIX A.
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APPENDIX A.
AnF.NDANCE of Children at the Denominational Schools, as certified by the Local Boards, for the Quarter ending 31st December, 1875, o
f or the last Quarter of that yoar during which the Schools wei o in operation.
cumber of Childilla on Bolts.

XameofSchooI.

'.

Average Attdodan.l

Expenditure from l'uldle Funds.

E'

Local Contributions

't
•

-e

Total.

-j

''

Sc
i

E

'

'

OIIIJJ9CIL OF ENGLAND SCHOOLS.
£s.&l.d..c,d iC 1,ct,.,jLau.s
A,l,fie[d

.....................................5o4688

1624 437
254 127 281 203
25
7 1055
llaU(urat ..................................... 123 111
234 233
(0
10
7 844
BralIwood ................................443(7567...4
2,.. '
6295
Broke ........................................
34:55039182
215
B ur.haa,n ..................................1731 53231210
8
134
Ilo,rrawang ..................................30 40 70
6
14
6 215
5

lsaln,a,r, ....................................

lourwood ..................................... .
47

62
10
311
28 14............Io'7
8877
0
55 3
4392
3
3
('aIlpbelltown ............................19 06
I ,,,
20
154
35 24
ClIOIhl,I'rIL .....................................32
22
167
44 30
7.........
7
('icoiterhury ..................................
13
36
I
33
2
5:1
4
4 205
(7oIleJlill ...................................42357746
351,,,
28'I
5,
':lorot Cl,o,rol, ............................303 ,(
336
ig'
58 5o1
Cobb,ty.........................................oa 15 490
...........
43
213
43
Corolla .........................................4035 7541 1221
259
fliipto ........................................ 4032 73 3910
617
C1l,ralnnt*a ..................................
(7n,,ld,5, ....................................15

34

Ii

27

42

292
Darlioghuret ...............................173 100 273 2(9
18 23 2253
2
13
fun,,,1 ...................................... 2437 6e 42 19.............
173
Double Bay ...... ..... ......... ............. 133' 123 256 173
6
1
19
936
Dui,gog .....................................26
28' 44
38
6. ...........107
Emu ............................................27,14 4031
2
1
172
7,.,
.l3,nfleld ........................................ 42 48 go 5418
124257
3

Freder,ckto,s ................................44 38 2
17
317
53
9
)'oxOround ................................332548
j
8
27'I
g
4211118 ........................................726013287
517
20251'!
flooford ......................................12 16 36
........
75
Goulburn .....................................80
87
6 17 24
54 1
'474
Cyoulburn7.ortl, .........................37387537
61413:37
3
Iloolilein ...... ............. ................ .

383674:6

031.,

151

19'9
717
17'1

238
i6'

143
201

29'5
214

97
17'7
107
25'9
'1 91
232
304
248

G6'
:61

8O'
132

94
317

:47
107
41'S
10'9

286
21'5
234

e.d.

63'5l43092211
..............9027123304
195'S IjG
7 6 8 2 ...................:495 5 49' 15 2
i5', 282774 957
55(17.....
55118 Sag ios3

46'300636

386......... ... ... .......7735286075

353922584111,26...............251(5,34(8
3(9 S6000 2(37 ,,,
.................
3(33 120510
453 104 8 9 3 14 10..............
29 12 8
237 iS 3
3(2 '04(53
275...............
694 5 1767 i3
302
rn 0
0 19 2
IS 0 0
23 1 0 3
9919 5
6r5135185834($o1500
87170:4939
25
74 30 0 ...................
28 iS 6 103
6
34'4 93 2 7 205 2
33 8 1 129 510
322
941911 ...............10 0 0
38 6 0 143 $11
500
54' 102001138
6244180180
34' 285 3 8 8 5 a.................
0 Ia
702
6
344 7968 203146.............33186 115 910
463 005081 085...............
4616 15380
54' 103 2 0272.....................40183 (4875
zgz'8 303 ig 4 6 9 0.....................263
9 0 573 17 4
43478003001 3 .................
363611 119 111
1731 279 8 11
3 05 0............
236 15 gI 509 19 lj
328

7800

:66

goon

5749000
s'8 104 1820
33'S 5500

.............
27138
1109150.500
3676
1195174 ...............68310
1 13 9......
to
...........
56 6
230124 05196
3336
0

146i.
03433
151107
172 2 4
108190
22160

92913800 ..........................8360
184
6100 ...........................
1230
830
76' '8316 8 325 6....................... 1391810 33221 0
45'3 90003 ............................3622149109
................

485832000085400
5
20146
199:n
.l'aonberoo ...................................34336; 33
104
23
203
43390001861 .......2000
5246161130
Jtrry'sl'lalns ...............................3.1271
4013................155.133
286
7200300......................
38236 11 3136
l[.'lipscy ....................................3329
6:17
249
214
3 10,.,
463 93140 (195 ........3300 "'fl
3445 163,710
Kurraiongxorth......................... 30120.5041
2
1
2184
14'S
93601101.........1000
4
33'
3459413911(4
L,vcr1,00l .................................... 6544109105
1
4926'
153160 51741761500
3'"
75'
673,1
24339
...............................
1rdgtor,:st
22
20
43 38
1
2
2
139
ii'B
25710200 ......................
3260 13460
.\Fac,uariollover ........................
24
215
1 8'
34 12
41'
90 00
55
2 8 21 5 0
9
.............
3700
13014
1
'I
lIaitZa,,d}2,st ............................ 75481123113
2
8,
50'
16',
76115318751...........1000
7703 245100
SfoItlautl3S'1'lt(St.31u'v7) ..........60 38 93 76
17,
1
21'!
13013 2
4
21220.....................6323 2
3681
577
igi8
I
21o,tlaod 3'est (St. 12,12 'c) ...........5' Ig
104
3ot (3 0 0 .................
54 54' ................2
17 2 8
4 2 8
M.iller;Foraot ..................... ... .....32'
18
14'
22'
133
9615
33' 55: 26
7
0 ...................
455
3711
6 13466
310r1,etIl ......................................$
1" .........'
5:10
2'4
14
48 25100 ......................455
SI,'ruya ....................................344417$ 39
62 22
27'
625130002 ...........
355
3o0o
695223(164
3luolgee .....................................119103H124155
41910
5641 718 156'2jzsoj73e........"000
12814048718
Muse(oImok ...............................761 (OI' 137 128 ,
oil 8
868 33 (00 2 19
5o'j
33
14911 6
gS 15,0 284'S 6
Newcastle (CliristOI,urcl,) .......... 132 119' 250 153
36 11 16 92
72'5
164.5 2,6 3 8
5
(0
0
20217 3
4
0
........
S
433 5 4
Noweaatle'(St.Joho'o) ................42
84 74
2
558 g6 00 ............................6769 16369
i
4
3
2871 r,7'1
Newtown .....................................'32: uS 236 109'
59': 1433 23611 10 Il
7 11' 12 74'!
i ........................188 0 83 436 0
7
I'a'lsIi',gton..................................54 27:8
56
(1
8
4/510865 uS,, ........................591010 t59,8 74
7
4 334' 14'1
2
l'arrm((otoa ................................. 12178200 15!
81 7 31
3' 8,13
47'4 1307 172 1 8 6 .......... :10 0 0 ,.,
141 8 0
329
7
)'arran,',Lttaxnrth .......................8659.14580
9(1836
2
6'
4710571541:4409....... ' 1000
142762
31193
I"errsl,l,'otI1L.str,eL ......................... 3221 134 348 486
13242(211'S
152S 3631 344 9 4 11 8 6
447 9
7 3
J5'IuilIltlIiltl .............................39331 S
8
134'1S'542'g1o5171..18I...... '300
g,.,
530415523
l'elersl,anu ................................. 9174059206
9(1
306:513361162196003166. ...... ., ...............137133 32789
4
l'lttTuwu ................................'2g
5
075
49 4,
2.967300151. ......
2183,00144
lyr,o,ont .....................................158 1111 280 176
6 (3.3 I 727 175'2 '96 2 0
4 8
8........................115 iM i,4 417 7 73
3(lL0dtl'2'1k .................................57 42!9, Go 12 fl
1
277
6171000022, ........
934''
.1000
....,
851883000 9
Jlavnio,,dT,'rracu ......... .............. .
r
1631 205
'
3; Sg
45813200:410..........................50144
3 03
1 55192
lillIif,'rn ........................................ 171412 3431
275'
285011 8126..........................22215 5575 M10
4 1717 4' 16691108
ltirlum,,,d ................................. 41 37 73
rI I
2.13
3.04
2(8
313 (105150290
... ... ,1500
100236224176
11,.............................................
4' 17'13'26'7
St
'9'7'''i...
61(18111 '18
500
83702(0167
514,14 51714/tI
7.i6133 1.))
903(5000553........................9061 345124
Scv'nIIil ...................................5, ,c, 44 ....................Or' 12'
31'I
ltoo
2410142
...........32143
..............................8'
1 14133
186o 57
2...'
5391: ,r'8
509(2,000233.......1000
,,
7081 202(34
SoI,,ta .......................................4
105) 3 .................30'
lozoo 116118170500
77
377
38151
134191
*,tiil,I'retk .....................................l 68.i50 14
15'
440 1 1300 6193.......................479618689
4 ......27'(
4tAri,l .....................................II'
g,u,qz
853
35.9 142.2 '921>4719.......
............. ,
5
SLJan ....................................263' 1.131 453 374 2120 18 39 172\I 137,4 387 44) 1 0 6162 .......................
4(01512
857 1310
titLe ,u,,r,l, ...............................os 31l127 III
6
o"514323 ............................... 2091834253,178
4
3 6';so'o
81, ..........................................138.13(259163
23
165
9:67.7 1 '6)7133396145
1000
221083471311
St.l'i,HIip'a .................................*3 s77
607 3° 6.j 41 47 27r9 148.': 52(1 553 2 g zsao s......................
12 onso s 21
titmud ..................................... 22214534...
100
...........36184
3449033132,,,,,
1781 i6'6
13149
Snrryfliva ............................. 164036300.237 12 13 23 23 2094
637 2050 201 610 6298.......I .............. 1661510
68 24
S'uttoo,Fnreet...............................47348(5116
1,.,
3,21
0
227
54910200353......
2000
6317
188610
Tarnworth ..................................8
,o
6
si6
294
81' 1 4717 9 45 84(0 o6u 19 6
soz3'e
119fl 6
337285
TereIra .........................................2645 72 34
2
3T'5
4'88 103135 359............00
9 27.3
6314 7817713 9
Triulty ........................................ 164 1 6 310 281
91'J
3 13 14
9 1(5'!
2'j6'3 299 0 5 813 ....................... 283 6
0 203
tpper Boarloibs ......... ...... ........ .I 21
25
46. 11
117
8
05 I 7
17'q
30'S
5 12
2 31'........................20 910
11715 3
485095156...
238
211
53910J532
5181 29
374........................5059158163
WatorI,,o ..................................... 147
6 79. 35 1054
930
1983 I6I 19 2
liii~ 148 295 328
7
25 0 0
2(812 9
5 19 4
501 11 33
Ovaverley .....................................
631298...I 132',
413
403
82813100495...................... 14613914335
Sl',Iberlooco ..................................49 55104 90
10,,,
346
6919364 350 ........................83156 16277
3
343
Windsor .....................................575911503
1'
432
5422
37379253153478
1300
8017935408
Woilongoag ...................................70
55125 103 ...
8 4.4
871246(311
5
368 ...... iQOC
9
377
124156
3441721
WoocIvilLe ...................................35225533
815
23(4065
1195 .......................3126135111
38210200
7
'8'00000l,a .................................. 38
3! 59 30 :6 2'
22'
iS'S
4(3(0200
1 44 .......................47120
3...
250264
74
14
21
2
97
9
458 100 517291 38 g'S 910............... iSo 233649(1
69 M3
317
Young ........................................ 44327664
6
1
1
154
172
42612500
3
31121600............... 5503 19911

I ()
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APPENDIX A:onthzued.
Wilnibor of Children on Rolls.

AvorageAttendanco.

Expenditure fmol Public Funds. Loc3lContribut9ona

U

Nameof School,

oH 5

b

I

r

.

ROMAN CATHOLIC SCHOOLS.

£ s. il. £ s. LI. £ s. £ o. d. £ s. LI. £

c.

LI.

s. LI.

£

.6

8o , xr 189
00.............
Ade3ong ......................................404585111 74-'.j .........234 265 49I94 911127 4
6 262 810
922 16413 4 ......................... 217
.&Ibury ........................................ 130 ... 130 I' 129............9T2
716 44970
3o'I
353001541100
................
28'
20.........
Appin .........................................9 H
700016485
26'
9' 90200 ...... 3135 ................4739418S61
3o'
Araluen .. ................ ......................
271 229 50' 120423152'5700................5022
Armidalo ......................................4 241182 617sF ........1.'
5414617 5
j...I
56'5
........
Balmain .........712
s6's,
..76... 76-I
95 32jI I1& ......................
.................8120 60:77
Barge ........................................161127819.............12'S
79 20549200 1S;27C
2 54 7 21 635 12 0
.....................
13
1
0
II
369
21
338'4
1391.
2993
1I.Lll,Urlt ..................................... 189 248. 4,..... 437............
31180 'o66
Begs! ........................................... 372663 351 2 6.
255 z.3 414121136450300................
...............1687 70157
5470
errlrna ......................................7 916 ills!
.... ... .....7'S 14
21 50................35175 108.27
2'6 6710
194 33 '2
landford ................................. 37 5592 19 73j... ...
1 Si, 11 ..................... 13810 3 33612 4
469. 471 9-t' 18920 °!'°
l3rindweod .................................. 70 691 739 16- 1201 3 ...
334 8600
1 200 ...............41 o6 23906
liungenelora ... .................. .......... 2312! 82
7
.............213 18',
3
604 legriS 59 .................81744 1081411
]Sorrowa ..................................... 45' 37
4 75
3 3271
ii 6
,6't 26' So 9 21 2 13 I' ................35 8 6 i08
£aln,natta....................................4 43
6
35
9709
iS'S 30466n02296'2 ............26163 233157
Camden .................... . ................ 09949''
49 ............. irS 302
72:9
445.090
644161295
Oampbolltown ............................ 51545 05 15 77 1'"
8 342
4 4% 192 0 71
129..............369 392 76'' 123 16 3 ............................52
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APPENDIX A—continued.
Number of Children on hulls.

c.

Namoofbthool.

Avougo Attendance] Expenditure from l'uldic Funds. Leral Centributton

—
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2
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£ eu. £s.& L s.d.
s.d.L S.
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APPENDIX B.
APPLIcATIoNs for Cerlificates to Denominational Schools, received during the year 1875.
Number of Children
Number of Children
residing in the Locality.
d,nch ic In. sen
premiod to attend.
Children.

Cotmoil's Decision.

Name of Puce.
d
O
krnR1l,cI

m

N

tH

mila
I'iatt,liuru (ll.C.) ..................49 46 95 3 92 ... ....... 49 47 96 3 93 ..........1 35......36 Uranted.
Stocon
kt (CE.) ..................71 74145 I
66 8:
1o21[.. 9' 41 3j 7 ... 2 53 Declined.
9 18; 3
'8F'
l 4338 71
Im I:o24o'1 m,'tS 3 0111$ 529244111 103

APPENDIX C.
INSPEcTORS' Reports upon Certified Denominational Schools inspected in 1875
I
Aanmer D;nucr.
GIIAVTON DIsTiller.
AJC3UDALE Dssntjot.
I
MAITLAND Dxsrncr.
.BATIIVIIST DISTRICT.
MtJSGEIII DISTRICT.
I
ilnAmwooD DISTRICT.
?iEWGASTLE Dl%RICT.
I
CA3IImN DISTRICT.
Srmcn DISTRICT.
CU3IBIIICTAxI) Drsriuicr.
I
Ysss DISTRICT.
GouuIenN DIstRIcT.
I

ALBURY DISTRICT.
SunrARr of Reports upon the Certified Denominational Schools inspected in 1875.
Ansxoxa (R-.C.) —General inspection, 7th Jane.
Enrolled —Boys, 38 ; girls, 37; total, 75.
Present —Boys, 23 ; girls, 26; total, 40.
A wenthershed and lavatory are needed, otherwise the material equipment of the school is reasonon data
ably
good, and the whole premises are neatly kept. Owing to the prevalence of sickness the attendance
of inspection was much below the average. The general discipline is Vigorous, the instruletioll
duly regulated, and the average proficiency is tolerable. The present teacher has been but a short time in
charge.
Axpnty (B.C.) —Regular inspection, 2451h and 27th July.
Enrolled —Boys, 87.
Present —Boys, 81.
Since last inspection the premises have been fenced. The material state of the school is in other
respects good, and the general organization sntisfaetory. The discipline is fairly effective; the work of
instruction duly regulated ; and the average results show a fair approach to the requirements of the
standard.
ConowA (CE.) —Regular inspection, 20th September.
Enrolled :—Boys, 41; girls, 32 ; total, 73.
Present —Boys, 30 1 girls, 24; total, 541
The school buildings need painting and general repairs—a lavatory and weathershed have yet to be
provided. So the as the teacher can be held responsible, the general organization is commendable, and the
grounds present an exceedingly neat appearance. ihree.fonrths of the children of the locality not in
attendance at private sr.hools are enrolled, but the attendance is irregular and the discipline weak. The
teaching is painstaking and the pnpils' attainments average tolerable.
Jud uoica

122
F:'
Ji-moxu (B.C..) -Regular anspoetioll, 18th May.
Liirolled --Boys, 22 ; girls, 21; total, 43.

Present -Boys, 13; girls, 18; total, 31.

'Iii ci school ho use is in good repair, fni i Ii furnhlIed, a nil j nil i cionsly organized. lhreeilourt us of
the clii I' I ron in the local ily arc eu roiled, and the zOtendance is rra so, ally rrgti Ia r. Otlic-rwire the d iseipline is ve ry effective and the moral tone of Ilni srlui,ol ln'nitlu', in the several sculjeets of instruction
substantial progress has bee,, iciade since List inspection, and the generul praficieney ranges from very fair
to good.
icaa- r (R.C.) -General inspection, 30th April.
Enrolled -Boys, 30 ; girls, 30; total, 110.

Present -Boys, 22 ; girls, 21; total, 43.

'II is school is no iv cond n clod in the On 1.11 olk ciiairel , a roomy bull cling in fair repair and tolerably
equipped for school purposes. Three-fun rIbs of, the pupils attend regularly, and the requirements of good
j'1 i o work of inst ritct,ion is prosecuted with zeal and industry, and the results
discipline liv e Ia irly
show a tolerable approach to the requivenicants of the standard.
EDMUND II. ELANNERY,
Inspector of Schools.

-

ARMIDALE DiSTRICT.
bu.unnev of 1.leports upon Certified Denon,ioational Schools examined during the year 1875
L-CIIURtJlI OF ENGLAND.
T.&3woRTJI (G.E.) -Regular inspection, 15th and 16th November.

Number enrolled -Boys, 60 ; girls, 48 ; total, 117.

Number present -Boys, 60; girls, 38; total, 08

1. Smeo last inspection important repairs and additions have been effected, and the material condition and general organi.ition of the school ,naynowhe considered good. 2. The attendance has increased,
and is, under licconrable cir,:uinst:uees, marked by very fair regularity, and but few of the pupils are
uimptunetiiul. 'file discipline is effective, and the on er has improved sensibly since the ordinary inspection in
April last. The moral tone of the school is good. 3. The course of instruction is complete and vell
regulated, and Latin is taught to the senior pupils. The method, employed are in general appropriate,
and the teaching is diligent and pninstakiug. 'ilie resulk, however, are not proportionately good ; but
great allowance must he nsade for the many disadvantages contended with during the year. The average
proficiency of the pupils is near/p/air.
11.-ROMAN CATHOLIC.
AR3IIDALE

(i.e.) -Goneral inspection, 8th September.

Number enrolled -Boys, 38 girls, 36; total, 74. Number present -Boys, 30 ; girls, 22 ; total, 52.
1. The buildin's continne in very fair condition, and the supply of furniture, apparatns, and
books is s,iflIeient anS suitable. 2. The attend,nteo of pupils is fair as regards regularity and punctuality. The order is good except in the ease of the younger pupils ; and the moral tone of the school
is very fair. 3. The course of instruction is complete, ama the classification made with fair judgment.
¶h.'he methods of the prmcipal teacher are fair-of the pupil-teacher moderate to tolerable. The pupils
give very fair attention under examination, and show tolerable rne,.tal training. The average pro.
tieiency is tolerable to/air.
J. D. BRADLEY,
Jmispeetor of Schools,
Armidale District.

BATITURST DISTRICT.
Drnrbao statement of the condition of Schools inspected in 1875.
CERTiFIED DENOMiNATIONAL SCHOOLS.
Bxrnvssr (B.C-Boys) -Visited, 15th December.
Number present -96.
Regular inspection.
1. A new floor has been laid in the schooh-oo,n. A lavatory and a playshed are needed to coinImlete the organization. The supply of requisites is very fairly satisfactory. 2. The pupils are regular
and punctual ; and in other respects the discipline is good. 3. All the prescribed subjects are tangh
shmging excepted. The lesson docu]nents arc carefully arranged. The methods are suitable, and they
are applied with earnestness. . 4. The proficiency in 1st class is tolerable, in 2nd and 3rd classes very
fair, and in the 4th class very fair to good.
B.&riTuutsr (B.C-Girls) -Visitor], 14th December.
Number present -84.
Regular inspection.
I. The arrangement of the desks is misamitable. In other respects the organization is satisfactory.
The school is well supplied with requisites. 2. The discipline is healthy, and the prevailing sp]]'it of
the school is pleasing. 3. The prescribed course of instruction is followed ; the classification is appropriate ; and the school work is carried on with intelligence and zeal. 4. The proficiency ranges from
very fair to good.
BATHURST (ILC.-Jnfants) -Visited, 13th December.
Numbers present -Boys, 4-8 ; girls, 107 total, 155.
II egubur inspection.
1. The material condition and organization are the same as in 1573 and 1874. The supply of
2. The discipline is healthy. 3. The instruction is properly
awjnisites is very fairly satisfactory.
regulated. 'The methods are very fairly snitable, nail they are applied with painstaking industry.
4. The proficiency in the first class is mu-, and in the secont and third classes it ranges from very fair
to good.
J. BUFFEt,
jilspector.
DENOM1NATIONAI2
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DENOMINATIONAL SCHOOLS.
SOseAi.A (CE.) -Regular inspection, 16th August.
Numbers enrolled :slloys, 30; girls, 6; total, 26. Numbers present -Boys, 28 ; girls, 4 ; total, 32
The schoolroom is a conunoclious building, well lighted, and prop&y ventilated. The residence
is in a very dilapidated condition, and the feucee are falling down. The school is well furnished, and
possessed (If a good supply, of working materials. About five-sixths of the enrolled pupils attenil
regularly. Cleanliness, order, and attention are satisfactory. The classification is suitable, and the
instruction is carefully regulated. The teaching needs snore vigolit. The attainments are only
moderate.
SOFAI.A (.RC.) :-ltcgulur inspection, 16th August.
Numbers enrolled -Boys, .32; girls, 33; total, 63. Numbers; present -Boys, 20; girls, 21; total, 41.
The fencing of the playbround should 1 e completed, and the out-offices removed to a more
suitable poaition. The interior of the school a ants white-washing. About thrce.fourths of the pupils
are regular and Imiletual. Talking is class should be disallowed ; in other respects the discipline is
fair. The prescribed subjects as-c taught, and the instruction in regulated by the usual doc,unents.
The methods are of tolerable worth, and appear to be industriously aldpliOiI. The proficiency is nearly
tolerable.
G. OTYRNE,
24;l r'
.
.
inspector, Miidgee District.

131.-ATD\VOOD DISTRICT.
SV3ISTAIUES of Reports furnished on Certified Denominational Schools, during the year 1875.
1.-CH1JECIT OF ENGLAND SCHOOLS.
BnAsnwooD :-ilegilar inspection, 221ld October, 1875.
Enrolled -Boys, 39 ; girls, 21; total, 60.
Present -Boys, 35 ; girls, 19; total, 54.
I. The material condition of the school is satisfactory, 2. The discipline is very fair. 3. Singing
is not taught. The mark for drawing is below the average, that for arithmetic is all to the average,
and that for all other subjects is above. The general proficiency is between very fair and good.
Mosat,vA -Regular inspection, 20th July, 1875.
Enrolled -Boys, .13 ; girls, 48; total, SI.
Present -Boys, 25; girls, 35 ; total, 60.
1. The material condition is satisfactory in all respects. 2. '[here is room for considerable
improvement in the discipline ; the younger pupils are particularly inattentive and disorderly. 8. The
niark for rending, writing, dictation-, and arithmetic is above the average, and that for other subjects
slightly below. The general proficiency is fair.

11.-ROMAN CATHOLIC SCHOOLS.
-

Ass m.isecc -Regular inspection, 2nd June, 1875.
F,nrolled:-l3oys, 56 ; girls, 48; total, 104.
Present:-Boys, 38; girls, 31; total, 69.
1. 'I'hse material condition is time same this year as last. 2. The children are attentive, respectful
to their teacher, and well under control. 2. The mark for reading, spelling, writing, dictation,
grammar, and geogra1dsy is above the average, that for arithmetic is up to the average, rued that for
object lessons and singing is below. The general proficiency is between fair and very fair.
BnAnswooD:-Regular inspection, 27th and 28th October, 1875.
Enrolled: -Boys, 67; girls, 68; total, 130.
l'resent:-Boys, 51; girls, 54 ; total, 105.
I. The material condition is satisfactory in all respects, and the discipline is sound. 2. Singing
and drawimç are not taught, but the mac-k for all other subjects is above the average. The general
proficiency 15 between ve):e'fittr and good.
Coons :-Oenernl inspection, 11th February, 1875.
Enrolled:-Boys, .13 ; girls, 26; total, 59. Present:-Boys, 23; girls, 19 ; total, 42.
I. The luildin is shiald v andlilapidated, and theme is a want of respectability and comfort
.-.1) vat the whole place. 2.A hur(t one-third of the pupils ore regular. 'limo discipline is fair. 3. The
a la:mmmncnt sine l,,w, and 11e whole apisit of the school is ckressing. The mark for reading is satis.
I iclory, but that for all other subjects is below the average. Since the inspection a better schoolroom
l,a bcol pr.cvidcd, acid a fresh teacher has been placed in charge.
JnsnArcram;Ns::-Rcgulal- inspection, 19th October, 1875.
Enrolled:-Boys, 35; girls, 40; total, 73.
Present -Boys, 33; girls, 31; total, 64.
1. The building is a comfortless edd place, but it is sufficiently well provided with furniture,
a mlmarstu ', anti n,atcrsnls. 2. 'l'lse discipline is satisfactory in all respects. 3. The new teacher is eondieting the school with energy and judgmcnh The mark for dictation and arithmetic is up to the
a;eragc, and that for all other subjects above. The general proficiency is between fair antI very fair.
MossuvA (Boys) -General inspection, 22nd July, 1875.
Enrolled, 45.
Present, 43.
1. 'i'licre is almndunce of accommodation in this school, and, except theta few more hat-pegs are
nveled, the general on silt is srtisfactoi-y. 2. The discipline is tolerable. 3. The attainments are low,
a': d little progress has been nmsnie since laat inspection. The average proficiency is betwean moderate
and tolerable.
Mono vs (Girhs) s-Regular inspecti' n, 21st July, 1875.
Enrolled, 50.
Present, 46,
1, Blinds nrc needed for the windows on the north side of the building, but in other respects
the material condition is satisfactory. 2. The pupils are still too irregular in their attendance. The
discipline is sound. s. The attainroents of the lower division of Class I are scarcely up to the standard,
but time condition of al l the other classes is lnghlr creditable to the teacher. The mark for reading,
spelhng, writing, dictation, grammar, gecg-aphsy, and olijeet lessons is above the average, and that for
arithmetic and drawing up to the average. 'flsc general ralieiency is very fair.
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RrimsnAtt—RcgnIar inspection, 4th November, 1875.
Present:—Boys, 18; girls, 22; total, 40.
Enrolled:—Boys, 31; girls, 30; total, 61.
1. The school is now held in the new building. There is no fireplace, but in other respects it is
very suitable. There is an adequato suppiy of furniture and working stock. 2. The discipline is good.
3. Its attainments are satisfactory, and substantial progress has been made since last inspection.
Thawing and singing are not taught The mark for arithmetic is slightly below the average, but that
for all other subjects is above. tihe general proficiency is between/air and vesy fair.
3. C. MAYNARD,
Inspector, Braidwood District.

CAMDEN DISTRICT.
CERTJFJED DENOMINATIONAL SC1IOOLS
SurM&nv of Reports for 1875
Pun following remarks are abridged statements of my detailed reports upon the condition of the
Denominational Schnols]inspected by me during the year 1875. The remarks chiefly relate to the
material condition and organization of the schools, the general discipline and moral training, the subjects
and methods of instruction, and the progress of the pupils in learning.
OTURGII OF ENGLANDSO1IOOLS.
Asnrnis.n —Regular inspection, 24th August.
Enrolle(L—Boys, 56; girls, 27; total, 83. Fresestt:—Boys, 47; girls, 24; total, 71.
Playsheds and lavatories are required and there is no residence for the teacher, but the supply
of furniture, apparatus, and books is sufficient About 53 per cent. of the children enrolled, are
regular, but they are not all punctual. There are proper facilities for ventilation, and drill instruction
is given to the boys. The pupils are clean and orderly. All the prescribed subjects are taught, but
only nine of the pupils have been promoted to higher classes during the year. There are no free
scholars, and the teacher is not aware of any G.E. children of the educable ages in the locality not at
school. About 70 per cent, of thequestions asked at the examination were answered, and the pr)fieScy is very fair.
CAasmix —Regular inspection, 27th July.
Enrolled —Boys, 49; girls, 20; total, 78. Present —Boys, 44; girls, 26; tobl, 71.
Lvatoi'ies and playsheds are needed, and the walls of the classroom and porch of the residence
repnre to be rebuilt. The closets should he painted. About 66 per cent, of the acliolard are regular
and punctual, and the general discipline is satisfactory. All the prescribed subjects are taught with
industry and care. There are five free scholars, but the teacher is not aware of any C.E. children of
the educable ages in the town or vicinity not under school instruction. About 70 per cent, of the
questions asked at the examination were answered, and the attainments of the scholar,f may be estimated as very fair.
Cnn'nrw.'roww —General inspection, 21st June.
Enrolled:—l3oys, 21; girls, 15; total, 36. Present:—Boys, 11; girls, 6; total, 17.
Lavatories and playsheds are wanting, but otherwise the material condition of the school is
passable. The children are clean and orderly and tolerably attentive, but not all punctual. All the
subjects of instruction prescribed by the Council are taught. The average attendance of scholars is
75 days per cent. There are four free scholars and about thirty G.E. children of the school age in the
town and vicinity not under instruction. About 51 per cent, of the questions asked at the examination
were answered, and the proficiency of the pupils is tolerable.
Caxnnnufiv:—Regular inspection, 10th September.
Enrolled :—Boys,37; girls/24f'totnl, 61. Present;—Boys, 27; girls, 12; total, 39.
Arrangements have been made for cementing the walls, repairing the roof, and the painting of
the schoolroom. The supply of furniture, apparatus, and books is sufficient. About 64 per cent of
the scholars are regular and nearly all punctual. They are clean, orderly, and attentive, and the
schoolroom is well ventilated. All the subjects of instruction prescribed are taught, and the teaching
is conducted with eo,ssiderahle industry and earnestness. There are seven free scholars and ten children
of the school age in the locality net_under instruction. The attainments of the pupils are fair.
Dapro :—Regular inspection, 3rd December.
EnroUed—i3oys,'4O; girls, 32; total, 72. Present :—Boys, 25; girls, 27; total, 62.
A clock and hat.pegs have been supplied since the last inspection, but a playshed, lavatories, a
kitchen, and the painting of the buildings are still much needed. The supply of apparatus and books
is sufficient. 71 per cent, of the scholars are regular, and nearly all punctual. They are clean, orderly,
and attentive, and the schoolroom is well ventilated. All the subjects prescribed are taught except
siliging, and themethods of tuition are intelligent. Thirty.nine of the pupils have been promoted to
higher classes during the year. There are nine free scholars. The teacher is not 'aware of any children
of the school age in the locality not under instruction. The attainments of the pupils are very fair.
ENrInD:—Regnlar inspection, 17th September.
Enrollcd;—Boys, 46; girls, 43; total, 89. F Present—Boys, 32; girls, 28; total, 60.
The material condition of this school is satisfactory, and the apparatus and books are sufficient.
The average attendance of the scholars is 64 days per cent., but they are not all punctual. they are
clean, but rather restless and talkative. All the subjects prescribed by the Council arc taught. There
are 110 free scholars; but ten children of the school age in the locality are not under instruction.
Twenty.three of the pupils have been promoted to higher classes during the year, and - the proficiency
is tolerable.
Foxonouxu —Regular inspection, 24th February.
Enrolled:—Boys, 33; girls, 11; total, 44. Present:—Boys, 1$; girls, 8; total, 26.
A lavatory and a playshcd are still required, but the working materials are sufficient. About
70 per cent, of the scholars are regular and nearly all punctual. They are clean, orderly, and
attentive. Singing will drawing are not taught, but the instruction in the other branches is properly
regulated. There are no free pupils, but ten children of the educable ages in the locality are not
atcnding school. The attainments of the scholars are tolerable.
JAzelsEnoo
ifjawe.ua
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JARBEROO :—Geneml inspection, 0th February;
Enrolled :_Boys, 26; girls, 30; Mal, 56. Present —Boys, 25; girls, 28; total, 53.
A lavatory and a playshed are wanting, and the buildings are in much need of painting. The
general discipline is satisfactory. All the subjects prescribed are taught, and the methods of tuition
are intelligent, and apphed with industry and carsiestnesn The average attendance is 57 days per cent.
There are seven free pupils and four G.E. children of the educable ages in the locality not under
instruction. The attainments of the scholars are very fair. This school will be cIed when the Public
School in course of ereotiou has been completed.

Livanpoor.—Regular inspection, 8th September.
Enrolled :—Boys, 58; girls, 39 ; total, 97. Present —Boys, 49; girls, 32; total, 81.
A bell, a lavatory, a playshed, and a new residence for the teacher are required, but the stock
of apparatus and books is sufficient. About 64 per cent, of the scholars are regular, and nearly all
punctual. i'lioy are orderly, clean, and attentive, and the boys are well advanced in squad drill. All
the subjects of instruction prescribed by the Council are taught, and twenty-five of the scholars have
been promoted to higher classes during the year. There are six free scholars, and about fourteen G.E.
children of the school age in the town and vicinity not under instruction. The proficiency of the
scholars is very fair.
Lonn's Poiinsr —Regular inspection, 12th December.
Enrolled —Boys, 22; girls, 20; total, 42. Present :--Boys, 6; girls, 4 ; total, 10.
This school is held in the English Church, and it is to be closed when the Public School in
course of establishment has been opened. About 75 per cent, of the scholars are regular, and nearly
all punctual. The small attendance on the day of my visit was caused by scarlet fever aillieting the
children. All the prescribed subjects are taught. There is only one free scholar, andabout twenty.
live children of the school ages In the neighbourhood not under instruction. The proficiency of the
pupils is fair.
MAUAPJE Rivnn —Regular inspection, 30th Noveniber.
Enrolled :—Boys, 31; girls, 24; total, 55. Present —Boys, 25; girls, 20; total, 4.
A lavatory, a playshed, a bell, hat-pegs, and another closet are required, and the buildings are
in much need of painting. The supply of apparatus and books is sufficient. About 70 per cent, of the
scholars are regular, and nearly all punctual. They are clean, orderly, and industrious, and the schoolroosu is well ventilatcil. All the subjects of instruction prescribed by the Council are taught. There
are five free pupils, and about fifteen children of the schoola e in the locality not under instruction.
The proficiency of the pupils is above fair,
W0LWNe0NO

—Regular inspection, 22nd September.
Enrolled —Boys, 64 ; girls, 46; total, 110. Present:—Boys, 55 ; girls, 44; total, 99.
A lavatory, a playshed, and a bell are still required ; but the supply of furniture, apparatus,
and books is sufficient. About 70 per cent, of the scholars enrolled are regular, and nearly all puuctual.
They are clean, orderly, and attentive. All the subjects of instruction prescribed by, the Council are
taught with skifi and ability, and forty-four of the pupils have been promoted to higher classes during
the year. There are six free scholars, but it appears there are no G.E. children of the school ago in
the town or vicinity not under school instruction. The attainments of the scholars are good.
Woosoxa —Regular inspection, 20th October.
Enrolled —Boys, 32; girls, 30; total, 62. Present —Boys, 22 ; girls, 21; total, 43.
The material condition of this school is unsatisfactory. The buildings and fences need repairs,
and a lavatory, a playshed, and a bell are required. About 56 per cent, of the scholars are regular,
and nearly all punctual. They are clean, and tolerably orderly and attentive. All the prescribed
subjects are taught except singing. There are three free scholars, and about seven children of the
edu.i,ble ages in the place not attending school. About 56 per cent, of the questions asked at the
examination were answered, and the proficiency of the pupils is between tolerable and fair.
ROMAN CATHOLIC SCHOOLS.
C.umr2c —Regular inspection, 28th July.
turolled m—floys, 15; girls, 26 ; total, 41.
Present:—Boys, 15; girls, 25 ; total, 40.
The material condition of this school is not satisfactory. The residence is unfit for occupation,
the closets need repairs, and lavatories are re,1nired, but the furniture, apparatus, and books are
sufficient. The average attendance of the pupils is about 56 days per cent. They are unpunetimal,
but tolenbly clean and orderly. The schoolroom is clean, and well ventilated. All the subjects of
instruction prescribed are taught, and twelve of the pupils have been-promoted to higher classes since
the last inspection. There are five free pupils, and ten Roman Catholic children of the school ages in
the town and vicinity not under instruction. The attainments of the scholars are nearly tolerable.
CANPBELLTOwK —Regular inspection, 3rd Augnsh
Enrolled :—Boys, 50; girls, 39; total, 88.
Present —Boys, 46; girls, 32; total, 78.
The material condition of the school is reasonably good, and the general discipline is satisfactory.
The furniture is not of modern construction, but the supply of apparatus and books is sufficient. All
the prescribed subjects are taught, and tweuty.two of the pupils have been promoted during the year.
The average attendance of the children om'ollcd is 64 (lays per cent. There are no free scholars,
and the teacher is not aware of any itonman Catholic children of the school age in the town and vicinity
not under instruction. 75per cent, of the questions asked at the examination were answered, and the
proficiency of the pupils is between very fair and gpod.
CHARcoAL CREEn :—Regnlar inspection, 24th September.
Enrolled —Boys, 49 ; girls, 22 ; total, 81.
Present —Boys, 36 ; girls, 30; total, 66.
A residence for the teacher, a lavatory, a bell, and a playshed are required ; but the supply of
furniture, apparatus, and books is sufficient. The general discipline is passable in most respects, but
singing is not taught. The average attendance of tIme pupils is 72 days per cent.
There are
ten free scholars, but the teacher is not aware of any Roman Catholic children of the educable ages in
the locality not attending school.
(I) per cent, of the questions asked at the examination were
answered, and the attainments of the pupils are fair.

Dar'ro —Regular inspection, 7th December.
EnoHed —Boys, 24; girls, 19; total, 43.
Present :—Boys, 21; girls, 15; total, 26.
A playshcd and lavatories have been supplied since the last tspectiou, but a water tank and a
kitchen for the teacher are very much needed. The supply of furniture, apparatus, and books is
sufficient,
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sufficient, ant the government and general discipline of the school are satisfactory. tiinging is not
taught. There are eight free pupils, and about seven children of the educable ages in tile neighbourThe avenge attendance of the scholars ii 72 days per cent.
hood not attending school.
Sixteen of the pupils have been promoted to higher classes during tile year. The teaching is conducted with industry and earnestness, and 70 per cent, of the questions asked at the examinatioii were
answered.
Iitisnrowx —Regular inspection, 2nd September.
Present —Boys, 17; girls, 13; total 30.
Enrolled :—Boys, 29; girls, 24; total 53.
This school is held in the Roman Catholic Chapel, and the material condition is passable. About
52 per cent. of the scholars enrolled are regular, and nearly all punctual ; they me clean, and
tolerably orderly and attentive. All the prescribed subjects are taught except singing. There are
twenty.three free scholars, and about twelve children of the educable ages in the neighbourhood not
under instruction. About 53 per cent, of the questions asked at the examination were answered, and
the proficiency of the pupils is above tolerable.
JAsuninoo —Regular inspection, 10th February.
Present —Boys, 19; girls, 21; total, 40.
Enrolled —Boys, 24; girls, 25; total, 49.
A lavatory, a playshed, and hat-pegs are reqnired, but otherwise the nnterial condition of the
school is reasonably gooi. The pupils are clean and orderly, but they are not all punctual. About
There are only two free scholars, and about
50 per cent, of the scholars are regular in attendance.
ten children of the educable ages in the neighbourhood not attending school. All the prescribed
subjects are taught, and the attainments of the scholars are fair.
Ln'nni'oos, :—Pognlar inspection, 7th September.
Present —Boys, 25 ; girls, 25; total, 50.
Enrolled —Boys, 27; girls, 33 ; total, W.
A lavatory is required, and the buildings are in much need of painting but othenvise the
material condition of the school is reasonably good. The pupils are clean, orderly, and tolerably
attentive, and the boys are well advanced in squad drillI. The average' attendance is 75 days
per cent. Singing is not taught, but sixteen of the scholars have been promoted to higher classes
during the year. There are fourteen free scholars, and sixteen Reman Gathohe children of the school
age in the locality not under instruction. The attainments of the pupils arc fair.
ENANGL} :—Regulnr inspection, 19th May.
Present —Boys, 20; girls, 15 ; total, 35.
Enrolled —Boys, 28; girls, 10 ; total, 47.
A lavatory and a tveat.hershed have been recently eopplied, and the material condition of the
school is fairly satisfactory. About 70 per cent, of the scholars enrolled are regular, and nearly
all punctual. They are clean, orderly, and attentive to their lessons, Singing and drawing are not
taught. There are no free scholars, and the teacher reports that he is not aware of any Roman
Catholic children of the educable ages in the neighbourhood not attending school, About 60 per
cent, of the questions asked at the examination were answered, and the attainments of the pupils
are fair.
Tan Oaxs —General inspection, 5th May.
- Em-oiled —Boys, 16; girls, 28 ; total, 44. Present —Boys, 8; girls, 20; total, 28.
This school is held in a small wooden building, but arrangements are in progress for the erection
of a new school-house. The pupils are clean, orderly, and attentive. All the prescribed subjects are
taught. The average attendance of the scholars enrolled is 68 days per cent. There are nine free
pupils, but the teacher is not aware of any children of the school age in theplace not under instroc.
tion. 53 per cent, of the questions asked at the examnirlation were answered, and the proficiency of
the pupils is above tolerable.
Boon PorsT —Regidar inspection, 26th July.
Enrolled —Boys, 16 ; girls, 23; total, 30. Present —Boys, 7 ; girls, 7; total, 14.
A residence for the teacher, a lavatory, a playsiled, and some repairs to the schoolroom floor are
needed. The supply of furniture, apparatus, and hooks is suflicient. About 66 per cent, of the
scholars are regular in atten,lanee, but the general discipline is lax. All the prescribed subjects are
taught. There are two free scholars, and eight children of the school ages in the neighbourilood
not under instruction. The attainments of the pupils are tolerable.
SPANIARDs' HILL —General inspection, 20th May.
Edrolled :—Boys, 30; girls, 17; total, 47. Present :—Boys, 20 ; girls, 15; total, 35.
The school grounds have been recently fenced ; and a playsised and lavatory are in conrse of
erection. With these iniprovemnents the material condition of the school will be passable. The pupils
are clean and orderly, but they are not all punctual. Singing is not taught. The average attendance
of the scholars emuolied is 67 days per cent. There are no free pupils, and no children of the educable
ages in the locality growing up without school instruction. The progress of the pupils in learning is
tolerable.
WettoNooxo —Regular inspection, 9th August.
Enrolled :—Boys, 49; girls, 11; total, 60. Present:—Boys, 36; girls, 9; total, 45.
A weathershed, a lavatory, and repairs to the teacher's residence are still wanting, and the
sehoilroomn ii in much need of pninting. The working materials are sufficient. The children are
clean, orderly, and attentive, and all the prescribed subjects are taught except singing. The avenge
attendance of the pupils enrolled is 70 days per cent. There are fonr free scholars, but no children of
the educable ages in the town or vicinity not under school instruction, 63 per cent, of the questions
asked at the examination were answered, and the ptofieieney of the scholars is above fair,

PRESBYTERIAN SCHOOLS.
CsrsneoAi, CREEK —Regular inspection, 23rd September.
Enrolled :-.-Boys, 21.; girls, 28 ; total, 40.
Present i—Boys, 15; girls, 15; total, 30
A playshed and lavatory are in cdiu'se of 'erection, and a hell will be snpplied shortly. With
these isnprovcments the material eo,l,litiorl of the school will he passable. The pupils are clean and
orderly, but not all punctual. All the subjects prescribed are taught with considerable attention
and industry, and eighteen of the scholars have been promoted to higher classes during the year. The
average attendance of the pupils is 64 days per cent. 'l'herc are no free scholars and no children of
the school age in tile locality not under instruction. 'l'ile attainments of the pupils are fair. The
small attendance on the day of inspection was caused by sickness afflicting the children.
C.UIPBSLLTOWR
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CMsnsELLTowN —General inspection, 22nd J,nse.
Enrolled —Boys, 38 ; girls, 21; total, 59.
Present :—Boys, 29; girls, 7; total, 36.
The material condition of the school needs some improvements, but the general discipline is
good, and the management has been much improved under the present master. Al! the proscribed
subjects are taught with efficiency. About 67 per cent, of the scholars enrolled are regular. There are
no free scholars, and only five Presbyterian children of the school agc in the town and vicinity not
under instruction. 63 per cent, of the questions asked at the examination were answered, and the
attainments of scholars are above fair., The small attendauce on the day of inspection was caused
by sickness afflicting the children. This school will be closed when the Public $ehool in course of
erection has been conipleted.

MESLEYAN SCHOOL.
Rocav POINT —Regular inspection, 13th August.
Enrolled :—Boys, 23; girls, 31; totalb4. Present :—Boys, 17; girls, 20; total, 37.
There is no residence for the teacher, lavatory, bell, or playslsed, but a porch has been built
and the schoolroom repaired since the last inspection. The working materials are sufficient; but the
schoolroom and maps are in a very dusty and ncglected condition. The pupils are clean, and the order
and, attention are passable. Singing is not taught. The average attendance of the pupils is 61 days
per cent. There are six free scholars, and about ten children of the educable ages in the locality not
under instruction. The proficiency of the pupils may be estimated as tolerable.
W. M 'INTYRE,
Inspector, Camden District.

CUMBERLAND DISTRICT.
Snmam:vuws of Reports on Denominational_Schools for 1875.
CHURCH OF ENGLAND SCHOOLS.
Bumuvoon —Regular inspection, 22nd April.
Numbers present —Boys, 20 ; girls, 17; total, 37.
Certain rdpairs and improvements have bee,, effected on the premises since last inspection. The
organisaticu may be pronounced fairly satisfactory. Mildness but firmness characterises the govern.
ment; the pupils are orderly and attentive, and the general spirit of the school is pleasing. The instruction is properly regulated.; the teaching is careful and industrious, and the average proficiency very fair.
CAnRAMATTA :—flegular inspection, 3rd. September.
Numbers present —Boys, 13; girls, 15 ; total, 28.
In its material aspect the school is tolerably satisfactory, but the site is not centraj for the bulk
of the population of the locality. The discipline is tolerable, and secures passable order and attention.
Under examination the pupils are tolerably accurate and manifest moderate self-reliance. IVant of
power marks the teaching, which is only of moderate utility. The attainments range from moderate to
tolerable.
Canan HILL —Regular inspection, 10th November.
Numbers present —Boys, 20; girls, 31; total, 51.
Since last inspection the residence has been enlarged and other improvements effected on the
premises. Reasonable accuracy is exhibitedby the pupils when under examination, and the discipline
secures very fair order and attention. The teaching is earnest and productive of results averaging
nearly very fair.
Coiusrvv :—Rogular inspection, 3rd September.
Numbers present —Boys, 24; girls, 12 ; total, 36.
The material condition of this school may he pronounced fairly satisfactory. The general
discipline is tolerably effective in the maintenance of order and attention. The answering of the pupils
is tolerably self-reliant and accurate, the teaching is industrioUs but wanting in force, and the average
proficiency is from moderate to tolerable.
Rain —Regular inspection, 22nd March.
Numbers present —Boys, 26 ; girls, 12 ; total, 38.
There is a fair supply of necessary working materials, but the premises need painting and
repairs. The discipline is tolerably effective, and the pupils show passssble self-reliance and accuracy
under examination. The teaching is industrious but wanting in penetrative force, and the average
proficiency is tolerable,
KunriajoyG NoRm —Regular inspection, 20th May.
Numbers present :-.-Boys, 19 ; girls, 13 ; total, 32.
The residence needs improvement, but otherwise the material condition is fair. The pupils are
isirly orderly and tolerably attentive. The govermnent is mild, but lacks vigonr. Though painstaking, greater power is needed to make the teaching impressive. The average proficiency is nearly
tolerable.
PARRAMATrA :—Regular inspection, 8th and 9th December.
Numbers present :—Boys, 72 ; girls, 42 ; total, 114.
In its material aspect the condition of the school is satisfactory. The discipline is effective in
securing very fair order and attention. When under examination the pupils manifest fair mental
activity, and answer with reasonable promptness and accuracy. Intelligence and energy characterise
the teaching, and the average proficiency is from fair to very fair.
PAnnAMAnA TS0RTIE —Regular inspection, 6th and 7th December.
Numbers present:—Boys, 66; girls, 45; total, 111.
The material condition of the school is, on the whole, satisfactory. The discipline is mild but
finn and vigilant, and has secured orderly and attentive habits on the part of the pupils, who exhibit
considerable self-reliance and very fair accuracy under examination, The teaching is marked by
aniinatioa and energy, and the average proficiency is nearly very fair.
PENNANT HILLS —Regular inspection, 22nd September.
Numbers present —Boys, 24; girls, 22; total, 46.
Various repairs and improvements are required to the residence, but the schoolroom is in good
condition. Greater enery is needed in the government of the pupils, who are fairly orderly and
attentive. The teaching is earnest and careful, but lacks vigour. The average proficiency is nearly
tolerable.
Pr'EnsuAM

FETERSHMJ :—General

inspection :-28th and 29th October.
Numbers present :—Boys, 62; girls, 63; total, 125.
There is no residence fec' the teacher, but other-wise the material condition is fairly satisfactory.
The government seems mild but fairly firm, and produces fair order and attention on the part of the
pupils. The teaching appears to he industrious and fairly careful, but needs greater vagour and point.
The average attainments are nearly fair,
Purr TOWN :—Regular inspection :-22nd June.
Numbers present —Boys, 11; girls, 11; total, 22.
The schoolroom needs colouring and some repairs. The records are not kept with neatness, and
are incorrect in some respects. The discipline is lax, and the order and attention are indifferent. The
teaching lacks point, and is not tested by vigorous questioning. Only indifierent results are obtained,
and the general state and spirit of the school are far from pleasing.
PJcimioND —Regular inspection, -2nd June.
Numbers present :—Boys, 33; girls, 26; total, 59.
The schoolroom is commodious and suitable, and the residence has undergone some repairs since
last inspection. The material condition is good on the whole as regards the schoolroom and its
appliances. The classification is faulty in some respects for a school under one teacher. The governinent is productive of fair order and attention. The teaching is industrious; and the average pro.
ficieney ranges from tolerable to fair.

RousE HILL :—Regular inspection, 24th June.
Numbers present —Boys, 23; girls, 21; total, 44.
Since last inspection the schoolroom has been put into a state of repair, and some new furniture
has been added to the stock. The gotersunent is fairly effective, and the pupils manifest tolerable selfreliance and accuracy under examination. Care and industry distinguish the teaching, but it IS
defective in point and energy; and the attainments average tolerable. This school has smee been
converted into a Public one.
RYan —Regular inspection, 13th October.
Numbers present —Boys, 42 ; girls, 20; total, 71.
The material condition is good, and the records are neatly and correctly kept. Fair efficiency
characterises the discipline; and the pupils under examination evince fair readiness and accuracy. The
teaching is marked by industry and care rather than by energy, and is productive of fair results.
Ssvsx Hinne :—Regular inspection, 25th February.
Numbers present —Boys, 20 ; girls, 12 total, 32.
The material condition is fair; the discipline needs greater energy and watchfulness ; and the
instruction requires more careful regulation. The regularity is of an average character. But little
mental activity is exhibited, by the pupils ; and the teaching fails to educe results beyond moderate.
Soutri CESEX —Regular inspection, 16th and 17th March.
Numbers present —Boys, 39; girls, 30; total, 69.
One of the closets needs replacing, and the residence requires repair. The government is fairly
effective; and the pupils manifest fair self.relianec and accuracy. Energy and industry mark the
teaching, and the attainments range from tolerable to fair. Action has been taken for the purchase of
the premises and the amalgamation of this with St. Mary's Public School.
Winnunroacs:—Regular inspection, 25th August.
Numbers present —Boys, 21; girls, 37; total, 58.
The material condition of the school is on the whole fair. The government is genial, but needs
greater power inensuring vigorous application to work. The pupils are fairly orderly and attentive.
The methods are suitable, but the teaching needs greater thoroughness. The average proficiency is
about tolerable.
W7isnson —Regular inspection, 10th June.
Numbers present :—Boys, 31; girls, 29; total, 60.
The schoolroom is in fair order, but the residence is in need of repair. The school is fairly
supphed with teaching requisites. The government is mild, and secures fair order and attention. The
teaching is industrious, and the average proficiency somewhat exceeds tolerable. Greater power of
application on the part of the pupils, and more promptness and accuracy are desirable in order to
obtain satisfactory results.

ROMAN CATHOLIC SCHOOLS.
CABn,uanA —Regular inspection, 10th September.
Numbers present :—Boys, 14; girls, -13; total, '27.
The schoolroom has just been put into a state of repair, -which the character of the building—
slab with bark roof—necessitates at periodical tunes. The government needs greater energy and
vigilance to repress copying and promptmg. The pupils are far from punctual, and only tolerably
orderly and attentive. The teaching is industrious, but productive of only moderate results.
Coxeonn —Regular inspection, 11th March.
Numbers present —Boys, 28; girls, 11; total, 39.
The material condition is now fairly satisfactory. The records are neatly and correctly kept.
The discipline is mild but wanting in energy, and the pupils are tolerably attentive. The teaching
seems industrious, but is not marked by rigour. The average proficiency is about tolerable.
KuminAjoxo :—Regular inspection, 19th May.
Numbers present —Boys, is; girls, 17; total, 35.
The material condition is, on the whole, only tolerable. The government needs greater energy
and watchfulness, and the pupils are only tolerably orderly and attentive. The methods are not of an
educative character, the teaching wants intelligence and penetrative force, and the attainments only
reach moderate.
Lsiw
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LANE COVE :—Regular inspection, 6th May.
Numbers present :—Boys, 15 girls, 0; total, 24,
The general or in
is not satisfactory, and the records are not well kept in some respects
The government is lax, and fails to produce orderly or attentive habits. The answering of the pupils is
far from quick or accurate, and their mental powers seem little exercised. The teaching is but little
educative, and is productive of barely indifierent results.
Nnsox :—Regular inspection, 2.3rd July.
Numbers present —Boys, 17 ; girls, 16; total, 33.
The material condition is tolerable. The government is only moderately effective. The classification is irregular in some respects. The pupils are only moderately orderly or attentive. The
methods are indifferent, the teaching is wanting in intelligence and energy; and the attainments are
from indifferent to moderate.
I'AnRAMAUA :—Regular inspection, 27th April.
Numbers present —Boys, 30; girls, 15; total, 45.
No improvement has been effected on the material organisation since last inspection. The
discipline is fairly healthy; the instruction is properly guided ; and the pupils are fairly self-reliant.
The teaching is industrious and intelligent; and the average proficiency is about tolerable. Through
the action of those connected with the school, the attendance had been much diminished at the date of
inspection, and some time afterwards the school was withdrawn from under the supervision of the
Council.
Panrru —Begnlar inspection, 10th March.
Numbers present —Boys, 32; girls, 21; total, 53.
Various improvements are necessary to render the material condition of the premises satisfactory,
and there is no residence. The overnment is nuld but lax, and the pupils are only tolerably selfreliant and accurate. The teaching is industrious but wanting in onergy, and the average proficiency
is about tolerable.
PErERSHAM :—Regular inspection, 21st April.
Numbers present —Boys, IS; girls, 8; total, 26.
The schoolroom is suitable, but the residence is too small and not of a comfortable character.
About three-fifths of the pupils are regular. The government is mild and secures tolerable order and.
attention. The teaching is industrious, but defective in point and vigour ; the pupils do not exhibit
sufficient animation or accuracy in their answering, and the average proficiency is about tolerable.
Ricunon —Regular inspection, 1st June.
Numbers present :—Boys, 23; girls, 37; total, 60.
The school is conducted in the church, and is fairly equipped with teaching appliances. There
is a small residence, but it is damp and uncomfortable. Steps are being taken, however, for the erection
of a new one. 'The general spirit of the school is pleasing, and the government commands fair order and
attention. The teaching is industrious and, careful, and the attainments are fairly satisfactory.
PniE :—Regular inspection, 14th October.
Numbers present —Boys, 24; girls, 20; total, 44.
The schoolroom is too small, and, on the whole, the material condition is only tolerable. - The
government is prompt and vigorous, and the pupils are orderly and attentive. The teaching is
energetic, the children exhibit very fair readiness and accuracy in answering, and the average proficiency
approaches very fair.
VaLA MARIA —Regular inspection, 15th October.
Numbers present —Boys, 25; girls, 33; total, 58.
The stock, of appliances and the general material condition are fairly satisfactory. The discipline
maintains orderly and attentive habits in the pupils, who answer with spirit and very fair accuracy.
The teaching is energetic and painstaking, and the average proficiency is nearly very fair.
WiNDsoit :--Regular inspection, 9th June.
Numbers present :—Boys, 44 ; girls, 34 ; total, 78.
The schoolroom is suitable and fairly found in necessary appliances, but the residence is too
small. The government is judicious, and ensures fair order and attention. The teaching is careful
and industrious, and the average proficiency is about fair. The general spirit of the school is pleasing.
WESLEYAN SCHOOL.

C.4snnnAomr :—Regular inspection, 25th March.
Numbers present —Boys, 32; girls, 18; total, 50.
There is no residence, but otherwise the material condition is fairly satisfactory. The pupils
are tolerably orderly and fairly attentive, and the general discipline is tolerably effective. Earnestness
and industry mark the teaching, but it fails in point and force. The results reach from tolerable to fair.

GOULBURN DISTRICT.
SUMMABIm of Reports on Denominational Schools, for 1875.
1.—CHURCH OF ENGLA1TD SCHOOLS.

BunnAwAxo —Regular inspection, 16th March.
Enrolled :—Boys, 15; girls, 22; total, 37.
Present :—Boys, 2; girls, C; total, S.
A well has been sunk; but hat.-pegs, a fireplace in the schoolroom, a lavatory, and repairs to the
verandah of the teacher's residence are badly wanted. Minor omissions occur in some of the records.
The prevalence of measles has greatly interfered with the numbers for some time past. Ordinarily they
are very low in comparison to the whole populat4on. There were not sufficient pupils present at the
inspection to jUstify a final estimate of the discipline and the value of the instruction. Suitable
instructional arrangements have been made. The methods have not changed in character; tkey have
produced results in the children examined ranging from moderate to tolerable throughout.
Couauuns :—ltegular inspection, 9th, 10th, and 11th February.
EnroUed —Boys, lU; girls, 60; total, 171.
Present —Boys, 94; girls, 43; total, 137.
The premises are in the same dilapidated state already reported. The teacher makes the best
general arrangements lie can under the circumstances. The discipline is good, the only defect bping
the want of a thorough school drill. The classification is judicious. The course of instruction is complete, elemcntnry algebra being an extra. Teaching is carried on with vigour, system, and thoroughsiess.
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ness. General promotions were made shortly before the inspection, and, several of the most advanced.
pupils left the school. The pupils are attentive, and evince a/air degree of effort and mental culture.
The general proficiency isjhir in the first class, and rises through the successive classes to nearly good
in the fourth—average, nearly very fair.
NonTu COULnUJtN :—Piegular inspection, 8th February.
Present —Boys, 17; girls, 17; total, 34.
Enrolled :—Boys, 31; girls, 21; total, 52.
, the material organisation. The internal organisation is satisfactory under the
No changematerial
circumstances. The attendance is fairly numerous, regular, and. punctual. The general discipline has
gradually unproved tinder the present teazher, and is now rsvp fair. Singing and drawing are omitted
from the course of instruction. In the other branches the proficiency avenges from moderate to tolerable.

SUTTON Fonrsr —Regular inspection, 2nd November.
Present —Boys, 32; girls, 29; total, 61.
Enrolled —Boys, 44; girls, 32; total, 76.
Recent improvements have rendered the material condition very fair. The internal organisation
and general discipline are good. The instruction is properly regulated and methodically imparted. It
is tolerably suitable in kind, and produces results averaging from tolerable tofair. The school is in a
fair state of efficiency.
Txrnnsna —Regular inspection, 5th and. 6th May.
Present :—Boys, 25; girls, 33; total, 58.
Enrolled.:—Boys, 25; girls, 44; total, 69.
Several impnrtant material improvements are required. The teaching power is barely sufficient;
otherwise the organisation is fair. The general discipline fails below tolerable. A want of composure
among the pupils is observable, and some of the elder ones are inclined to be petty and forward in their
conduct. The classification is too high, and is not well adapted to the circumstances of the school.
The results of the instruction are below tolerable.
11.—ROMAN CATHOLIC SCHOOLS.
Ci ouLnunN (Boys) ;—Regular inspection, 13th and 14th July.
Present :-59.
Enrolled —63.
The general normal organisation may he considered very fair. The discipline exeeedsfair on the
whole. Singing is taugbt by an unreeognised teacher, and all other required subjects, up to a third
class standard, by the regular teachers. The results of the instruction are fair. The first class is
much the weakest. At the time of inspection, and for some time previous, the school was suffering
from the disadvantage of a temporary diminution of the teaching staff.
CouLnunsc (Girls and Infants) —Regular inspection, 21st to 25th June.
Present :—Boys, 26; girls, ill; total, 137.
Enrolled —Boys, 37; girls, 140; total, 177.
The material condition is very good. The recognised teaching power is insufficient, but an
unusually large staff of teachers composed of persons unknown and irresponsible to the Council is
employci The discipline of thegirls' branch is very good; of the infants', fair. The pupils are
jsidciously classified, and are carefnlly instroeted in all requirad subjects up to a fourth class standard.
In the girls' branch the results of examination exceed very/air; in the infants' .they are fair.
Denominational peculiarities are not confined to the hour set apart for special religioer instruction, but
are so incorporated with the general rontine and business as to render the conduct of the school
I
essentially Roman Catholic.
MrrrAooeo :—Regular inspection, 21st October.
Present:—Boys, 15; girls, 12; total, 27.
Enrolled:—Boys, 17; girls, 13; total, 30.
The material organisation is unchanged—it is very imperfect. The attendance has again fallen
below the required minimum, and there is no reasonable prospect of keeping up an average of thirty.
The school is still conducted is a Public School. On the whole the discipline is/air, The elassifi.
cation of the pupils and the regulation of the instruction are defective. The results of the instruction
are about/air.
TARAIGA :—Regular inspection, 26th August.
Present —Boys, 30; girls, 21; total, 51.
Enrolled. —Boys, 35; girls, 25; total, 60.
The material provisions are tolerably satisfactory. The internal organisation, the general
discipline, and the character and results of the instruction all rank about tolerable. The school has
mereased in numbers.
ULLanULLA —Regular inspection, 26th May.
Ern'olled:—Boys, 29; girls, 25; total, 54 .Presctt:—i3oys, 23; girls, 21; total, 44.
Some ituprovensents to the premises are required. The internal organisation is is good an
circumstances will allow. The general discipline is very good. The instruction inclisdes all required
subjects except singing, is of satisfactory range, is Iroperiy regulated, and produces results approaching
good.
IlL—PRESBYTERIAN SCHOOL.
Smonnavnx :—Ilegular inspection, 6th and 7th May.
Prosent :—Boys, 46; girls, 24; total, 70.
Enrolled :—Boys, 57; girls, 27; total, 84.
The material provisions meet existing requirements but moderately. The internal organisation
and general discipline are very good. Singing excepted, all required subjects up to a fourth class
standard are taught, and elementary I irtin and algebra are added. The instruction is of WE range,
and is imparted carefully and. skilfully. The attainments of the pupils avenge very fair. In
consequence of the increased attendance a pupil teacher has been appointed.
D. S. HICKS,
Inspector, Goulburn District.

GI1AFTON DISTRICT.
CERTII'IRD DENOMiNATIONAL SCHOOLS.
SueucAnrns of Reports on the Certified. Denominational Schools inspected in 1875.
Cauu' a CEESK (Wesleyan) —General inspection, 11th October.
Numbers enrolled —Boys, 18; girls, 23; total, 41. Numberspresent —Boys, .15 ; girls, 18 total, 33.
I. Painting is needed, and an additional tank is required. The school has a sufficient stock of
all requisites. 2. Five.eighths attend roguarly; all are punctual. The children are eleau, quiet, but
listless, tolerably orderly and attentive. The government is lax. 3. The course of instruction is
complete. The pupils are suitably classified; the instruction is regulated with tolerable skill. The
methods are of toles able merit, and produce results ranging from moderate to tolerable.
FitEnmuonTox
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FREDZRTCRTON (G.E.) -General inspection, 10th December.
Numbers enrolled :-Boys, 44; girls, 38; total, 82. Numbers present :-Boys, 24; girls, 23 ;total, 47.
I. The premises are old and in tolerable repair. The supply of apparatus and books is insufficient. 2. Two-thirds of the pupils are regular; with the exception of four, all attend punctually. Of
those present, a jew are untidy and several unsteady. The government is wanting in vigour. 3. The
corn-se of instruction is that prescribed. The lesson documents are drawn up with fair skill and neatness. The methods are modern; but the teaching, to be effective, must be prosecuted with increased
energy and perseverance. The average proficiency is from tolerable to fair. The school shows
improvement since last inspection in April.
Gutvrox (fl-C.) :-General inspection, 19th October.
Numbers enrolled -Boys, 58; girls, 58 (total, 116, Numbers present :-Boys, .10; girls, 26; total, 56.
1. The building is old and shabby-looking from without. The appearance inside is better. The
furniture is neither suitable nor sufficient, and the supply of apparatus is scarcely adeftuate. 2. Threefifths of the pupils attend regularly and punctually. Sickness reduced the numbers on the day of
inspection. Those present are for the most part neat. Whispering is prevalent throughout the
school. The government is wanting in firmness and energy. 2. Singing excepted, all the prescribed
subjects arc taught. The olassificatio]I is suitable ; the lesson guides are drawn up with fair skill.
The methods are modern and applied with tolerable zeal. The average proficiency is from tolerable
to fair.
Knarrsrw (G.E.) :-General inspection, 26th November.
Numbers enrolled :-Boys, 30; girls, 29; total, 50. Numbers present :-Boys, 25; girls, 24; total, 49.
I. There are no out-offices, otherwise the material condition is fair. Three additional desks are
needed. 2. Two-thirds are regular; a larger proportion attend punctually. Thegovernment is lax,
and the tone of the school only tolerably satisfactory. 3. Singing is omitted from the course
of instruction, which is othenvisc complete. Thu classification is suitable, and the instruction is carefully regulated. Modern methods arc practised, but the teaching is wanting in zeal and thoronghncss.
Under examination the pupils are subdued, but answer neither with sprightliness nor thoughtful
accuracy. The average proficiency is nearly tolerable.
Knxpsnv (Pres.) :-G eneral inspection, 24th and 25th November.
Numbers enrolled -Boys, 40; girls, 40 ; total, 80. Numbers present :-Boys, 31; girls, 33; total, 64.
Another water-closet is needed, and a&litional desks are required. The premises are neatly
kept, and the general aspect is pleasing. 2. Three-fourths attend regularly, and all punctually. The
order in the ease of the second and third classes is fair, and has improved since last inspection. 2.
Except singing, the range of instruction is complete ; the classification is still too minute, but improvemeat is evident ; the instruction is properly and neatly regulated. The methods have immved, and
the teaching is vigorously conducted. The average of proficiency is fair (nearly).
ULMARRA (Wes.) :-General inspection, 21st September.
Numbers enrolled -Boys, 23; girls, 18; total, 41. Numbers present -Boys, 16; girls, 13; total, 29.
1. There is no playground, and very little shelter from the sun. The schoolroom is in good
repair and well found in appliances. The furniture is unsuitable. 2. Nine-feurteenths are regular
hud punctual. The majority are clean and, except among the younger pupils, tolerably attentive; but
their demeanour is not as respectful as it should be. The government is lax. l All the prescribed
subjects, except singing, are taught. The classification is suitable, and the instruction tolerably well
regulated. 'l'he methods are of moderate worth, and the teaching is not vigorously prosecuted. The
average proficiency is from tolerable to fair.
-

MAITLAND DISItTOT.
SUMMAnY of Reports upon Certified Denominational Schools inspected in 1875.
L-CJIUItCH OF ENGLAND SCROOLS.
Buoxn :-Regular inspection, 14th -Tuly.
I. School held in a church. Material condition and organisation water tank, lavatory, and
weathershed not provided ; school records, fair; old school records, thoughtlessly destroyed. 2. Fiveninths of attendance regular and reasonably punctual ; government tolerably intelligent but menu.
ciently firm and exacting ; pupils not sufficiently orderly mid attentive to their work; supervision of
playground lax; moral tone, tolerable and unimproved. 3. Prescribed subjects taught, except singing,
of third-class range, and tolerably well regulated ; teaching earnest and tolerably intelligent, but not
sufficiently impressive and profitable. - 4. Average proficiency of pupils, moderate + ; drawing,
tolerable + ; arithmetic and grmnmar, indifferent.
BUcHANAN -Regular inspection, 13th April.
Numbers enrolled

-Boys, 20; girls, 20; total, 40. Numbers present :-Boys, 15; girls 17; total, 22.

1. School-house commodious, clean, and suitable; supply of furniture and apparatus, very
fair; water tank, lavatory, weathershed, and bookpross needed. 2. Punctuality of attendance, fair;
rate of regularity, 20-53rds; government, healthy and intelligunt; pupils clean, docile, andwell beluavod,deficient in mental vigour; moral tone, reasonably very fair. 3. Prescribed subjects taught, except
singing; classification and lesson documents of fair merit; teaching animated, painstaking, and
tolerably intelligent; examinations, insufliciently frequent and effective. 4. Average proficiency of
pupils, tolerable + ; writing, very fair; geography, moderate.
Dzzcsuax :-Regular inspection, 15th September.
Numbers enrolled

-Boys, 30; girls, 27; total, 57. Numbers present:-Boys, 14; girls, 16; total, 30.

1. Ventilation of schoolroom imperfect; lavatory and weatbersised needed; material condition
and organisation very fair ; aspect clean and respectable; elms roll entries of attendance very
unsatisfactory. 2. Attendance irregular and tolerably punctual ; pupils clean, docile, and tolerably
orderly, diligent, and painstaking ; moral to
tolerahle,-too much whispering acid copying. 3.
Course of instruction complete, of third-class range, and fairly well regulated; teaching earnest, painstaking, and tolerably skilful ; examinations not sufficiently frequent and efibetive. 4. Avenge proficiency of pupils, moderate to tolerable ; anthmctic and granmular, indifferent; writing, very fair.
Junny's PMncs :-Regular inspection, 23rd July.
Numbers enrolled

-Boys, 33; girls, 24 ; total, 57. Niunbers present -Boys, 28; girls,18 ; total, 46.

I. School held in a church ; material condition tolerable; supply of furniture and other requisites
very fair; lavatory, weathershoci, and repairs to windows needed; general aspect not adequately clean
and tidy. 2. Two-thirds of attendance regular and punctual ; pupils clean, docile, and very fairly well
406-C
behaved;
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behaved ; performance of school work not sufficiently vigorous, quiet, and orderly; moral tone fair.
3. Prescribed subjects taught except singing; classification three-fold and fair; instruction tolerably
well regulated; teaching earnest, painstakin", and tolerably intelligent-requires tobe more stunulatin
and impressive. 4. Average proficiency ? pupils tolerable; writing very fair; arithmetic an
geography moderate.
EAST MAITLAND :-llegnlar inspection, I ith and 12th March.
Numbers enrolled -Boys, 78; girls, 56; total, 134. Numbers present :-l3oys, 51; girls, 48; total, 99.
I. Lavatory, water-tank, weatheished, and additional out-offices needed; material condition and
organisation othenvise satisfuctory. 2. Attendance is well maintained-punctuality very fair-rate of
regularity 7-lOths; government mild and fairly intelligent, but not satisfactorily vigilant and determined in the suppression of whispering, listlessness, and copying, especially in the upper classes;
appearances very fairly neat and clean; school work performed with inadejnate quietness, precision, and
vigonr. Moral tone tolerable. 3. Course of instruction complete; classification faulty; lesson documents very fair; silent lessons not adequately supervised; teaching zealous and tolerahly intelligentinsufficiently impressive and examinatory. 4. Average proficiency of pupils barely tolerable; writing
very fair; arithmetic and grammar moderate.
WrEST M.uTLAicn (St. Mary's) -Regular inspection, 18th March.
Numbers enrolled :-Boys, 65; girls, 41; total, 106. Numbers present -Boys, 33; girls, 24; total, 57.
1, Lavatory and colouring of schoolroom walls needed, condition of out-offices very unsatisfactory ; material condition and organisation otherwise satisfactory; school records well kept. 2. Attend.
ance increased and very fairly punctual-rate of regularity 7-12ths ; government mild and intelligent;
very fair order maintained; pupils docile and fairly well-behaved--not adequately zealous and attentive to their work; moral tone fair in gcncral. 3. Course of instruction complete ; lesson documents
very fair; classification rather low ; teaching earnest, diligent, and tolerably effective. 4. Average
proficiency of pupils moderate to tolerable ; writing fair ; arithmetic indifferent.

WaiT MAITLANI) (St. Paul's).
This school had deteriorated so much in numbers and material condition that its certificate was
withdrawn in the early part of the year.
MORPETII :-Iecidental inspection, 8th February.
Numbers present
Numbers enrolled -10.
1. Material condition and appointments satisfactory. 2. Attendance very low-only ten during
the four weeks ending 6th February. The average attendance for the year and half-year ending 26th
December, 1874, were 21 and .17 ,8 respectively; and in consequence of such reduced attendance the
certificate of the school was withdrawn on the 81st March of this year.

MuiwliLLanoox -Regular inspection, 25th and 26th August.
Numbers enrolled -Boys, 64; girls, 47; total, Ill. Numbers present:-Boys, 42; girls, 86; total, 78.
1. Schoolhouse commodious and tolerably suitable, but old and within the reach of floods;
lavatory and weathershed needed: supply of school requisites adequate. 2. Attendance pretty well
maintained and reasonably punctual-rate of regularity 2-3rds; government healthy and very
fairly effective ; pupils clean and cheerful ; moral tone very fair- 8. Course of instruction complete,
singing excepted; lesson doeinnents very fair ; classification rather low in oint of age; methods of
fair merit ; teaching zealous and vigorous, but not equally impressive and profitable. 4. Average pro:
fieieney of pupils nearly fair; writing, drawing, and sewing very fair; dictation and arithmetic
moderate.
Scoya -Regular inspection, 8th and 13th September.
Numbers enrolled -Boys, 59; girls, 56; total, 115. Numbers present:-Eoys, 45; girls, .38; total, 83.
. Weatherslied needed ; material organisation and supply of requisites satisfactory. General
aspect clean and respectable. 2. Attendance fairly punctual-2-3rds regular; government mild
and fairly intelligent; appearances neat and cleati; pupils fairly orderly and well-behaved, not sufficiently thoughtfnl and painstaking ; lower division too talkative and nosteady; moral tone about fair.
3. Course of instruction complete and of third class range; l esson documents and classification very fair;
teaching zealous and spirited-not sufficiently impressive and profitable. 4. Average proficiency of
pupils tolerable; writing and sewing very fair; grammar, geography, and arithmetic moderate.
SnoLmrroic:-Regular inspection, 18th and 21st Juno.
Numbers present:-Boys, 87; girls, 14; total, 51.
Numbers enrolled:-Boys, 61; girls, 26; total, 87.
1. Lavatory, book-press, and reeolonring of schoolroom walls needed; material condition and
organisation otherwise good. 2. Attendance considerably decreased-twenty children enrolled not in
actual attendance, seventeen of thens attending other schools ; punctuality very fair; rate of regularity
2-3rds; government very fairly iatelligeet-not adequately watchfnl and strict; class moveineats,
playground supervision, and general conduct of pupils partially satisfactory; moral tone barely fair
3. Course of instruction for three classes complete; lesson documents very fair; classification faulty
teaching earnest and tolerably effective; occupation of silent classes not adequately enforced; answering
of pupils feeble. 4. Average proficiency ofpupils moderate to tolerable ; writing and drawing fair;
arithmetic, dictation, grammar, and geography moderate.
WoonvitLE -Regular inspection, 23rd March.
Numbers enrolled -Boys, 26; girls, 21; total, 47. Numbers present :-Boys, 18; girls, 13 ; total, 81.
1. Schoolproperty flooded and damaged in the early part of March; lavatory and weathcrshed
needed ; material organisation otherwise very fair. 2. Attendance of children partially secured; rate
of regularity only 28-45ths ; government mild and fairly intelligent-not uniformly strict and watchful;
general character of pupils tolerable ; moral tone tolerable. Results of incidental inspection partially
satisfactory. 3. Course of instruction for three classes complete and fairly well regulated; revision of
time-table needed; teaching earnest, diligent, and tolerably effective; examinations not sufficiently
frequent and patient. 4. Average proficiency of pupils barely tolerable; writing, fair; arithmetic,
indifferent.
11.-ROMAN CATHOLIC SCHOOLS.
BLANDFOIII, :-Regular inspection, 9th October.
Numbers enrolled :-&ys, 26 ; girls, 47 ; total, 73. Numbers present :-Iloys, 22 ; girls, 36; total, 58.
I. Schoolroom large enough, better ventilation and additional furniture needed ; clock useless;
bell, lavatory, water-tank, and weatherslicd not provided; material organization fail-; general aspect
tolerably clean and respectable, 2. Attendance increased and fairly punctual ; rate of regularity 0111)'
48-S2nds;government healthy and tolerably effective; schoolroom not sufficiently neat and clean; pupils
fairly well-behavedot
--n satisfactorily cheerful, active, and painstaking; moral tone tolerable.
3.
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.3. Course of instruction complete for three classes; time-table of moderate merit ; programmes of
lessons not strictly followed; teaching tolerably skilful and energetic; lower divisions and examinations
in need of greater attention. Progress of pupils not satisfactory. 4. Average proficiency of pupils
moderate; sewing, very fair; dictation arithmetic, grammar, object lessons, indifferent.
LOcirinvait -Regular inspection, 4th and 5th August,
Numbers enrolled -Boys, 22; girls, 27; total, 49. Numbers present ;-Boys, 19 ; girls, 22; total, 41.
1. Material organisation objectionable ; school held in a church ; supply of furniture adequate
but clumsy ; supply of apparatus adequate ; lavatory and weatherslied needed. 2. Six-tenths of the
attendance regular and moderately punctual ; school irregularly closed on twenty-three occasions
government healthy and fairly effective; pupils reasonably clean and well heliaved; school work not
vigorous enough ; moral tone about fair. 3. Prescribed subjects taught, except singing and drawing
classificatien threefold and fair, lesson documents tolerable; teaching zealous, and tolerably intelligent
and effective; examination inadequate. 4. Average proficiency of pupils between moderate and
tolerable (419) ; object lessons fair; arithmetic indifferent.
EAST MArYLAND -General inspection, 9th and 10th March.
Numbers enrolled -Boys, 66; girls, 53; total, 119. Numbers present :-Boys, 42; girls, 37 ; total, 70.
1. School now conducted as a mixed school of one department, instead of two as before; school.
room commodious and adequately appointed; ventilation imperfect; school records partially satisfactory. 2. Two-thirds of attendance regular-punctuality very lair; govermnent mild and tolerably
effective; playground supervision lax; pupils fairly dean, orderly, and well behaved-not adequately
diligent and painstaking; resnits of incidental inspection partially satisfactory; moral tone tolerable.
Prescribed subjects for three classes taught, except drawing; leSsen documents and classification
tolerable; teaching earnest and tolerably painstaking-not adequately oral, stimulating, and examina.
tory. 4. Average proficiency and progress of pupils moderate ; writing, fair; arithmetic, grammar,
geography, indifibrent.

Was-i MAIrrcn (Boys) -General inspection, 6th, 7th, and 8th April.
Numbers enrolled -Boys, 89.
Numbers present ;-Boys, SO.
1. School premises plain, commodious, and substantial; material organisation of superiormerit;
bell needed. 2. Attendance considerably decreased by removals to a private school; rate of regularity
2-3rds ; discipline feeble, retrograde, and larely tolerable ; moral tone partially satisfactory ; results of
incidental inspections partially satisfactory. 3. Prescribed subjects for three classes taught, except
singing; instruction in military drill given ; lesson (locn,neuts very fair; classification faulty ; teaching
zealous and very fairly intelligent, but inadequately effective because of feebleness in the discipline;
pupils not sufliciently diligent and painstaking ; occupation of silent classes feebly enforced.
Avenge proficiency of pupils between moderate and tolerable.
WE.ST MAITLAND (Girls) :-liegnlar inspection, 26th and 31st May, and 1st June.
Numbers enrolled -C-irIs, ion.
Nuinl,ers present -girls, 76.
1. Larger playground, lavatory, bell, and hat-room needed ; schoolroom commodious, well
lighted, and admirably neat and clean; organisation very fair. 2. Attendance steadily maintained,
but not satisfactorily pnmictual; i-ate of regularity 84-I l7tbs-too low for the teaching staff; government
mild and intelligent, not uniformly strict and vigilant ; dismissal of pupils insufficiently quiet and
orderly ; animation and self-reliance mnanifcste,l by pupils inndequate ; moral tone healthy and fair.
3. Course of instruction complete for four classes, and tolerably well regulated ; tune-table needs
revising; teaching zealous and painstaking, but not snflieiently stimulating and impressive in the
low-er classes; progress of pupils partially satisfactory. 4. Average proficiency of pupils -Second class,
moderate; upper second, moderate to tolerable; third class, moderate to tolerable ; feuth class, fair.
w}sT MAlI-LAN]) (Infants) -Regular inspection, 2nd June.

Numbers enrolled :-Boys, 50; girls, 58; total, 114. Numbers present -Boys, 33; girls, 39; total, 72.
- Material condition good; schoolroom clean, airy, and commodious ; appointments of schoolroom adequate; playgroimd too s,n,dl ; bit-room too dark and narrow; bell and lavatory needed. 2.
Attendance well inauitaincd and tolerably regular, but unpunctunlgovernment mild and fairly
intelligent, not adequately strict vigilant, and effective in the suppression of idleness and disorder
class movements and playground supervision partially satisfactory ; moral tone tolerable. 3. Course
of instruction appropriate and fairly well regulated ; teaching zealous, animated, and tolerably intelligent-too partial in its effects; answering of pupils too feeble. 4. Average proficiency of pupils barely
tolerable.
Morn-Em-n -Regular inspection, 22nd March.
Numbers enrolled ;-Boys, 47; girls, 44; total, W. Numbers present:-Boys, 35; girls, 24; total, 59.
I. Lavatory, weathershed, and recolouring of the sehoolro,,rn walls needed ; material urganisation and supply of school requisites satisfactory. 2. Attendance reasonably punctual and tolerably
regular; government vigorous and very fairly intelligent, not resolute enough in enfereing diligence 'and
pamstaking; appearances respectable ; moral tone fair. 3. Course of instruction complete, of third
class range, and very fairly well regulated; teaching earnest, diligent, and fairly intelligent-not
equally impressive and profitable ; additional attention to examinations and silent lessons needed. 4.
Average proficiency of pupils tolerable ; wi-iting and drawing, very fair ; arithmetic, grammar, and
geography, moderate.
MuswzLLBnoox -Regular inspection, 27th August.
.Nunjl,crs carolled ---Boys, 44; girls, 30; total, 74. Numbers present ;-.Boys, 39; girls, 23 ; total, 62.
I. Weatlmcrshed and lavatory needed ; material condition, aspect, and orenisation satisfactory.
2. Attendance well nmaintained and tolerably punctual ; i-ate of regularity 42-,3rds ; 3-8ths of other
in
denomations;
government healthy and intelligent; pupils clean, orderly, and very fairly well-behaved;
moral tone very fair and promismig. 3. Course of instruction of third class range, singing omitted
occupation of pupils very fairly well regislated ; teaching zealous and very fairly intelligent ; more
attention to lower divisions needed; employment of mo,utors irregular. 4. Average proficiency of
pupils, fair; writing and drawing, very fair; arithmetic, moderate.
Pno-;rcix PARK;-Regular inspection, lath May.
Numbers enrolled :-Boys, 14; girls, 14; total, 28. Numbers present -Boys, 12 ; girls, ii; total, 23.
1. Site low and affected by floods; schoolroom small, ill-ventilated, and tolerably well furnished;
sujiply of working materials tolerable; organisation moderate. 2. Attendance low and in-egular, and
school fees low and badly paid ; government moderately effective; moral tone moderate. 3. Pi-escribed
subjects for two classes taught, except singing ;occupation of pupils feeble and moderately well
regulated; teaching moderately skilful. 4. Average prolicieney of pupils indifferent.
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SINGLET0N:—Regular inspection, 22nd and 23rd June.
Numbers emolled:—Boys, 69; girls, 74; total, 142. Numbers present:—Boys, 30; girls, 47; total, 86,
I. Material condition, aspect, and organisation good. 2. Attendance well maintained and very
fairly punctual; rate of regularity 2-3rds ; government healthy and very fairly intelligent ; class movements quiet and orderly in the upper divisions, not adequately so in the lower; pupils clean, docile, and
well-behaved, not sufficiently smart, diligent, and painstaking ; moral tone fair. 3. Prescribed subjects
taught, except singing ; lesson documents appropriate; classification still too minute; teaching earnest
and diligent not adequately impressive, intelligent, and profitable in the lower classes. 4. Avenge
proficiency of pupils barely tolerable,
J. S. JONES,
Inspector, Maitland District.

MUDGEE DISTRICT.
t
DET4UUm Statement of the condition of Denominational Schools in the Mudgee District, exanuned
during the year 1875.

I.—crnsnC)H OF ENGLAND SCHOOLS.
Mrjnonii (Primary) —Rogular inspection, 12th, 13th, and 14th July.
Numbers enrolled:—Boys, 4.8; girls, 33; total, 82. Numbers present:—Boys, 45; girls, 20; total, 74.
The material condition and organisation are good. The defects are want of playshed and
lavatory. The discipline is of a very lugh order, and the tone of the school is exceedingly good. The
usual subjects for four classes are taught. The methods are good, and they are applied with energy
and suocess. The average proficieney.is very fair.
Munc.na (Infants)—Regular inspoetion, 14th June.
Numbers enrolled —Boys, 83,- girls, 55; total, 138. Numbers present :—Boys, 57; girls, 32; total, 89.
The school has been newly boarded, the walls whitewashed, a good ga]lery and suitable furniture
provided during the year. A shed has also been erected. The organisation is now suitable for the
efficient working of the school. About seven-twelfths of the pupils attend regularly. Little fault can
be found with the punctuality, raid cleanliness is satisfactory. The order maintained in the upper
classes is fair, whilst in the lower class the discipline is ineffective. The instruction is pretty well
rulated, but the records are loosely kept. The methods evince tolorable skill, but they should be
applied with more oarnestuess. The average proficiency is between indifferent and moderate.
11.-110MAN CAThOLIC SCHOOLS.
GUL00NG (N.Y.) :—Regular inspection, 19th and 20th July.Numbers enrolled:—Boys, 61; girls, 61; total, 122. Numbers present —Boys, 53 ;girls, 56; total, 190.
The schoolroom is commodious and in very fair repair. A gallery and additional furniture have
been provided during the year. The school is well found in working appliances. Sonic defects were
noticed in the mode of keeping the school records. About three-fourths of the pupils attend regularly.
Punctuality is not satisfactory. The pupils are fairly orderly and attentive. The methods are
tolerable. The proficiency is between tolerable and fair in the first and second classes, and moderate
in the third class.
HILL Rim (N.Y.) —Regular inspection, 19th March.
Numbers enrolled —Boys, 45; girls, 47 ; total, 92. Numbers present :—Boys, 21; girls, 25; total, 46.
Lavatories and playsheds have still to be provided. The furniture is not well designed nor is it
well arranged. The attendance is irregular, and it has decreased a good deal during tIme year.
Cleanliness should receive more attention. The pupils do not yield prompt and united attention. As
a whole, the discipline is weak. Except sining, the prescribed subjects are taught. The methods
are tolerable, but they ought to he applied with greater vigour. The proficiency is moderate.
Muvonr. (N.Y.) —Regular inspection, 13th and 15th December.
Numbers enrolled :—Boys, 83; girls, 12; total; 95. Numbers present :—Boys, 57; girls, 9 ; total, 66.
Owing to the opening of a Convent School nearly all the girls were removed at the beginning of
the year. This circumstance will account for the marked falling off in the attendance. The material
condition of the school is good ; it is well furnished, and properly supplied with working materials.
Thu disciplme is good. The pupils workvigorously, and display a verycreditableamonntofself.reliancc.
The methods are good, and applied with energy and zeal. The proficiency ranges from very fair to
good.
WTnLLixc.Toim (N.Y.) —liegnlar inspection, 21st April.
Numbers enrolled —Boys, 24; girls, 30; total, 54. Numbers present —Boys, 22; girls, 24; total, 46.
Since last inspection the school has been removed to the church. The accommodation is good,
but the internal organisation is not so satisfactory. A new school is in course of erection. About
scvcn-ninths of the pupils are regular and punctual. Cleanliness, order, and attention are fairly, satisfactory. The instruction is n-elI regulated, and the methods are intelligent and applied with fair
industry. The school has improved in attendance and efficiency under the present teacher. The
proficiency exceeds tolerable.
0, 0' IVY RNE.
inspector, Mudgee District.
Mudgce, 19/1/76.

NEWCASTLE DISTRICT.
DETAILED Statement showing the condition of the Certified Denominational Scheols inspected in 1875,
as regards1. Their material condition.
2. Their moral character.
The subjects and methods of instrnction.
The proficiency of the pupils.
Duircoc (G.E.) —Regnlar inspection, 16th September.
Present at examination —Boys, 21; girls, 14; total, 35.
I. The premises are in fair condition ; and, the general organisatioa of the school is reasonably
effective. 2. The moral tone of the school is fair. 3. The subjects are suitable and tolerably well
arranged; the methods are mechanical but passably careful. 4. The average proficiency slightly
oxceelsmoderate.
KINcVLmEn

21.
KIiicOMRER (B. C.) :-Regular inspection, 10th June.
Present at examination -Boys, 9; girls, 10; total, 19.
1. The schoolroom is small, awkward awl unsuitable ii' shape, but in moderate repair and very
pleasantly situated. The furniture is clumsy and badly arranged, and the general organisation defective.
The children are fairly regular, punctual, clean, and orderly. 3. Object lessons, singmg, and drawing
an not taught, otherwise the subjects accord with the stamlard, but are not regulated by, any guide.
The methods are of small value. 4. The avenge proficiency and general character of the school are
about moderate.
LAisuroy (TiC.) : -encral inspection, 23rd and 24th February.
Present at examination -Boys, 59; girls, 49 ; total, 108.
1. The building is in good condition and fairly suitable, the stock of furniture is not quite
sufficient, but the general organisation is reasonably effective. 2. The moral tone of the school is fair.
The subjects arc appropriate and fairly arranged ; the methods intelligent, earnest, and reasonably
effective, 4. The average proficiency exceeds tolerable; and the general character of the school is fair.
MILLER'S Fomarr (G.E.) :-Gcneral inspection, Will lyecember.
Present at examination -Boys, 20; girls, 20; total, 40.
1. The premises arc reasonably suitable and sufficient, and the school is tolerably well organised.
2. The moral tone of the school is fair. 3. Except singing the prescribed subjects are taught and
arranged with passable care. Judged by results, the instruction appears to want energy and judgment,
but, as witnessed, evinces considerable 1,auis. 4. The average proficiency is slightly in excess of
moderate.
Mianan's Foans'r (B. C.) -General inspection, 30th ApriL
Present at examination -Boys, 22 ; girls, 16; total, 38.
1. The school is in tolerable condition, passably sufficient and suitable, though awkward in
shape, and provided with a reasonable supply of furniture and appliances. 2. The moral tone of the
school is very fair. 3. The subjects are appropriate and fairly regulated; the ,nethods intelligent,
skilful, and effective. 4. The average proficiency and general character of the school are very fair.
NEWCASTLE

(CR-Christ Church) -Regular inspection, 10th to 16th March.
Present at examination -Boys, 91; girls, (32; total, 153.
1. The premises are fairly suitable, sufficient, in good condition, and well provided with furniture and other requisites. The general organisation is effective. 2. The moral tone of the school is
very good. 3. The instruction is alpropnatc and well arranged, intelligent, reasonably iinprossivc,
and effectual. 4. The average' proficiency varies from tolerable to fair, and the general character of
the school is nearly very fair.
Nswc,ssvi.0 (CR-St. John's) :-Bcgular inspection, 30th August
Present at examination -Boys, 24 ; girls, 26 ; total, 50.
1. The buildings are in good condition, and the schoolroom is fairly provided with furniture,
apparatus, and hooks. 2. The discipline is weak, and the moral tone only tolerable. 3. The classifi.
cation is low; the occupation is fairly suitable, and arranged with passable care and skill ; the
instruction evinces increased carefulness, but wants energy and judgment. 4. The average proficiency
is tolerable to fair, and the general character of the school may be considered above fair.
NEWCASTLE

(]LC.-Boys) :-Oeneral inspection, 8th and 9th March.
Present at examination -Boys, 94.
1. The schoolroom is suitable, in good condition, fairly furnished, and in general effectively
organised.2. The moral tone of the school is good. 3. The instruction is suitable and properly
arranged, intelligent, fairly judicious, and effective. 4. The average proficiency is from fair to very
fair, and the general character of the school is very fair.
NEWCASTLE

(R.C.-Girla) -Regular inspection, 18th to 20th August.
Present at examination -Girls, 107.
1. The accommodation is reasonably sufficient and suitable; the schoolroom well provided with
furniture, apparatus, and books ; and the general organisation satisfactory. 2. The order and moral
tone of the school are very good. 3. The classification is correct ; the occupation suitable and well
arranged; drawing and vocal music arc added to the ordinary subjects. The instruction is very i,iteIligent, judicious, and effective, 4. The average proficiency is nearly very fair, and the general character
of the school good.
Nuwc,srnu (R.C.-Infahts) :-Gencral inspection, 17th August.
Present at examination -Boys, 62; girls, 77; total, 139.
I. The accommodation is insufficient for present wants, but the preimses arc well situated, and in
good condition; and the school is fairly organised. 2. The moral tone of the school is fair. 3. The
occupation is appropriate as a whole; the instruction is earnest, intelligent, and reasonalily effective.
The average proficiency is nearly fair, and the general character of the school is very fair.
I1AYMOND TERRACE (CE.) -Regular isispection, 218t May.
Prosont at examination -Boys, 27; girls, 23; total, 50.
1. The condition of the premises and the organisation of the school are in all rospects fairly
satisfactory. 2. The moral tone of the school is very fair. 3. The classification and occupation are
suitable the instruction wants energy and innpressiveness, but it is properly arranged and intelligently
imparted. 4. The average proficiency slightly exceeds tolerable.
RAyMoND TERRACE (B.C.) --Regular inspection, Will May.
Present at examination :-Boys, 20; girls, 22; total, 42.
I. The buildings are old and in bait repair, but cleanly kept and under the circumstances
passably effective. The general organisation is tolerable. 2. The discipline shows improvement ; and
the moral tone of the school is very fair. 3. The classification and occupation are fairly appropriate
the lessonguides are prepared with care and passable skill ; the instruction is ismechaimical, but careful
and tolerably effective. 4. The average proficiency is tolerable.
STROUD (C.L) -Regular inspection, 6th December.
Present at examination -Boys, 18 ; girls, 16; total, 34.
1. In essential respects the premises are in gnod condition, and the schoolroom is very suitable
and fairly organised. The discipline is weak ; and the children are, for the most part, noisy, talkative
and unsteady. 3. The classification and occupation are fair, and the lesson guides passable; but
the instruction is wanting in energy and skilful direction. 4. The average proficiency is nearly
moderate.
Urrsa
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(G.E.) -Regular inspection, 23rd September.
Present at examination s-Boys, iS ; girls, 21; total, 36.
1. Since last inspection the sehoolràom and teacher's residence have been materially repaired,
and are now in fair condition. The school furniture continues unsuitable; but, as a whole, the orgarnsat-ion may be considered tolerable. 2. The order and moral tone are fair. 3. The occupation is
suitable and arranged in the requisite guides; the instruction is moderately intelligent ann earnest,
but wanting in judgment and skilful chrection. 4. The average proficiency is a little over tolerable.
UrPER BENDOLBA

WALLSEND (G.E.) -Regular inspection, 24th August.
Present at examination s-Boys, 26; girls, 21; total, 47.
I. The building wants cleansing and renovation, but is essentially in fair condition and provinlcd
with the requisite furniture and appliances. 2. The pupils are clean, attentive, well behaved and
orderly. 3. The occupation is suitable and properly arranged; the instruction is intelligent, vigorous,
and well applied. 4. The average proficiency exceeds very fair.

SYDNEY DISTRICT.
DETAILED

statement of the condition of Certified Denominational Schools in the Sydney District,
inspected during the year 1875.

Tits remarks under head 1 relate to the material condition of schools; under 2, to their moral
character; 3, to the subjects and methods of instruction; 4, to the proficiency of the pupils.
BALNAIN (G.E.) -Regular inspection, 5th May.
Numbers present -Boys, 05; girls, 68; total, 163.
I. Since last inspection a fine schoolroom 60 ft. by 30 ft. has been erected, it is provided with
furniture of a tolerable quality. There is a good sup$y of apparatus and hooks. It is in contemplation to build weathersheds at an early date. 2. Rainy weather has temporarily reduced the attendance. Ordinarily, about three-fourths of the pupils attend regularly. Little exception can be taken
to their cleanliness or punctnality. Very fair order is maintained, and the pupils' behaviour is respectful and fairly subdued. The government is slightly wanting in vigour, but is otherwise judicious.
3. The instruction includes all subjects for a school having a fourth class. it is regulated with very fair
ability. The methods are modem, and applied with earnestness and diligence. 4. The proficiency of
the several classes is as follows -First, fair second, tolerable; upper second, tolerable + ; third,
fair+; fourth, fair, nearly. The average attainments are fair, nearly.

(E.G.) t-Rcgular inspection, 23rd August
Number present :-Boys, 48.
1. There is no proper playground; the closets are on a piece of ground separated from the
school premises, and there are no lavatories. The school is provided with suitable appliances, and the
property is fairly kept. 2. The attendance is improving. The pupils are fairly regular and punctual,
tolerably neat in appearance, and in very fair order. The government is mild and effective, and the
moral tone healthy. 3. All the prescribed subjects are embraced 'within the course of instruction,
which is regulated with fair judgment. The methods are appropriate and appear to be applied with
earnestness and painstaking. 4. The proficiency of the several classes is as follows -First, tolerable
second, tolerable; third, fair-the average being tolerable +.
BALMAIN

(Wesleyan) -Regular inspection, 4th May.
Numbers present -Boys, 12; girls, 13; total, 25.
I. The school has not a supply of water, and there is no weathershed for the children. In other
respects the material condition of the school is satisfactory. 2. The pupils are very irregular in
attendance, owing to their being in maay cases employed in the market gardens around. They arc
tolerably crderl1, but they are inattentive and very dull. 3. There are but two classes, a first and a
second. Their instruction is unskilful and ineffective. 4., The proficiency of the pupils examined lies
between indifferent and moderate.
BOTANY

(it C.) -Regular inspection, 10th May.
Numbers present -Boys, 27; girls, 27; total, 54.
I. At the time of the inspection the general condition of the premises was had ; the organisation
was also very defective. 2. Many of the pupils were unpunctual, and also dirty in appearance. Inattention and disorder were prevailing features. 3. A three.class course of instruction was followed, but
the teaching lacked life and vigonr. 4. The proficiency of the school averaged between indifferent and
moderate.
CAMPERDOWN

CIIIPPE1ThALE

(Wesleyan) :-Regular inspection, 12th October.

Numbers present :-Boys, 105; girls, 93; total, 198.
1. The premises are good, the rooms being spacious, well.arranged, and amply found in appliances. The organisation is good. 2. The pupils are very fairly psmctual and becomingly dressed, but
many of them are persistently indolent and noisy, and in one or two instances rudely behaved.
Without doubt the normal condition of the discipline is one of marked laxity. 3. The highest class
is a third, and to that entent the course of instruction is of full range. There is no doubt that the
lmsmess of the school is earnestly prosecuted, but the intentions arc frustrated by the defective discipline. 4. The average proficiency in the primary classes does not exceed tolerable. The infants' class
is satisfactorily taught. The school as a whole stands thus -First or infants' class, fair to very fair;
second, moderate upper second, fair; third, tolerable.
CuBIST

Cmiunex (Primary) -Regular inspection, 5th August.

Numbers present -Boys, 131 ; girls, 61; total, 192.
I. This school is in material condition good, and the organisation is correct. 2. Excepting the
class under the head teacher's immediate control, and which is taught in a separate room, the school is
a very disorderly one. 3. Geometry is not included in the course, otherwise the subjectsprescribed
for a school having a fourth class are taught. The instruction is regulated by the usual guides, but it
is feeble and ineffective in many respects. 4. The proficiency of the classes is as follows :-.Firet,
moderate;, second, tolerable; third, indifferent ; fourth, tolerable.
Cuimist Cnuimcmr
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CHRIST Cinrncn (Infants) -Regular inspection, 3rd and 4th August.
Numbers present -Boys, 61; girls, 53 ; total, 114.
I. The schoolroom is suitable, in good repair, and well furnished; all necessary out-buildings
are provided. 2. The attendance is about stationary; it is marked by tolerable regularity. The pupils
are also fairly punctual, clean in person, and in fair order. 3. AlL the required branches are taught.
The instruction is well regulated and based on appropriate methods. 4. in point of proficiency the
school classes stand thus -First, fair; second, very fair; third, fair to very fair.
COOK'S RavEti (CE.) -Regular inspection, 27th October.
Numbers present:-Boys, 54; girls, 50; total, 104.
I. The schoolroom is spacious, well furnished, and amply supplied with material. The organisation is sound. 2. The pupils are clean and tidy, and on the whole orderly. The moral tone of the
school is healthy. S. The teaching evidences method and energy in its treatment. 4. The highest
class is a third. The avenge proficiency in the several classes reaches very fair nearly.
COOK'S Ennui (CE-infants) :-Regular inspection, 27th October.
Numbers present:-Boys, 43; girls, 41; total, 84.
.1. The inside of the schoolroom needs re-colouring, and the clock to be repaired. Otherwise the
school is reasonably well found in working material, and the organisation may be described as very
fair. 2. About three.fourths of the pupils attend regularly. They are a]so reasonably punctual and very
well behaved. The government is judicious, an productive of good order and a cheerful healthy tone.
The usual infants' school course is followed. The methods are suitable and applied with diligence
and earnestness. 4. The proficiency of the classes is as follow's -First, fair-f- ; second, fair; third,
very fair.
COOK'S RIVER (R.C.) :-Regular inspection, 20th May.
Numbers present :-Boys, 14; girls, 19; total, 33.
1. This school is held in a wing of the Roman Catholic church building. The fences are in bad
condition, and the lavatory is a make-shift shed reared against the closet. The organisation is of fair
worth. 2. Of late the attendance has been seriously affected by the prevalent sickness among children
The discipline is lax. 3. Professedly the instruction deals with the subjects prescribed for a school of
three classes, but the methods are of infenor type. 4. The proficiency of the pupils is very indifferent1
DAaLuOHURST (CE.) :-Regular inspection, 26th May.
Numbers present :-Boys, 55; girls, 27; total, 82.
1. The building (a stone structure) affords sufficient accommodation, and is in good repair.
There is a proper supply of furniture, apparatus, and books, and the organisation is of correct
character. 2. About three-fourths of the pupils are reasonably regular and punctual in attendance,
and also neat and well-behaved. The govcnunent is firm and effective, and the tone of the school
pleasing. 3. The subjects of instruction are in accordance with the prescribed standard. The
methods are modern, and are applied with energy and tact, and time teaching is characterised by zeal
mind perseverance. 4. The proheieney is as follows -First class, very fair; second, very fair to good;
third, good, nearly.
DAaLrNoiluRsi' (C.E.-Infants) -Regular inspection, 26th May.
Members present -Boys, 54; girls, 23, total, 77.
1. The schoolroom is a superior struetum-e, in' excellent repair, and well furnished. The supply of
necessary apparatus is sufficient. The records are correctly kept. 2. infantile sickness has of late
interfered with the attendance, which is ordinarily of a fairly regular character. The pupils are punctual, neat in person, and well behaved. The government is judicious, and the order very fair. 3. The
course of instruction accords with that prescribed for infants'- schools. The lesson documents are
properly devised, and the methods are suitable and painstakingly applied. 4. The proficiency of the
several classes may be described tItus ;-First, very fair; second, very fair; third, very fair +.
Dounj,u Btv (C. B.) :-Regular inspection, 19th October.
Numbers present:-Boys, 40; girls, 44; total, 84.
I. As a whole the premises are good and well kept. The schoolroom is airy, well lighted, sufficiently furnished, and well found in material. An effective organisation obtains. 2. The pupils are
reasonably regular and punctual in attendance. The discipline is good, and the tone of the school
healthy. 3. The instruction, which is methodical in design, has been carefully and earnestly treated.
The classes stand thus in point of proficiency -First, fair; second, fair to very fair; third, fair to
very fair.
Dounsi flax (CR-Infants) :-Regular inspection, 19th October.
Numbers present :-Boys, 65; girls, 51; total, 116.
1. Fair accommodation is provided for the pupils in attendance, but the room occupied by the
babies is badly ventilated. All necessary furniture is provided. 2. The attendance has largely
increased. The pupils are fairly regular, reasonably punctual, neat in appearance, and well behaved.
The government is judicious and effective. Good order is maintained .3. All the subjects embraced
within the usual infants' school course are taught. The instruction is well arranged, and imparted by
appropriate methods. 4. The following is the proficiency of the several classes -First, good; second,
good 4-; third, good 4-. The present teacher is doing creditable work.
ERsmimi1E.sTmtxT (Presbyterian) :-Regular inspection, 2nd September.
Numbers present -Boys, 32; girls, 29; total, 61.
1. The schoolroom, which is over a store, is a good one, and is well furnished. The area of the
whole property is of considerable extent,- but, with the exception of a jilecc of land msasunng about
20 feet by IS feet and intended as a playground, the site is so occupied by business places that proper
recreation cannot be afferded to the pupils of the school. The organisation is of passable worth. 2.
As a rule most of the pupils attend with fair regularity. They are reasonably punctual, and with few
exceptions are tidily dressed. The government is lax, and the order is as a result very unsatisfactory.
3. By far the greater number of the pupils in attendance were mere infants. The prescribed subjects of
instruction are included in the course, but the range taken is low, and in cast and tone the school falls
below the average of those in the Sydney district. 4. The results in the several classes are as
follow :-First, moderate to tolerable; second and third, tolerable.
GLEna (C.E) :-Eegular inspection, 4th August.
Numbers present :-Boys, 52; girls, 36 ; total, 88.
1. The material condition of this school remains very unsatisfactory. It has neither a proper
supply of water nor a weathershed for the children. The interior of the schoolroom requires
cleansing, and the furniture is both insufficient and unsuitable. The pupils arc faultily classified,
otherwise the organisation is of passable worth. 2. The children are pleasing in appearance, very
fairly punctual, and their attendance is reasonably regular. The government is lax and ineffective.
Subjects prescribed for a school having a third class are taught, but not in a very effective manner.
The proficiency in the several classes averages between moderate and tolerable.
HAYMARKET.
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RAYMAIIKET (B. C-Boys) :-]Ttcgnlar inspection, 28th July.
Number present ;-1 20.
I. On the whole, the material condition of the school is good, and it is satisfactorily organised.
In most respects the discipline is good. 3. Inclusive of the subjects prescribed for a school having
a fourth class, the instruction is of full range. 4. Omitting the lower second class, which has been
defectively taught, the proficiency ranges bctwcen very fair and good. The lower second class is about
tolerable.
TILE NEphEw Scnoon -Regular ntspcctson, lath February.
Numbers present :-Boys, 22; girls, 15; total, 37.
I. The room in which the school is taught is a good one and its appliances arc sufficient. The
school records have been disgracefully kept, and the whole organisation is very faulty. 2. The children
were fairly well.hehaved during the lexammations, but seen under ordinary conditions the school is a
disorderly one. 3. In the prescribed subjects of instruction the range taken is very low. 4 Accepting
what has been attempted, the proficiency of the classes stands thus -First, fair to very fair; second,
fair; third, tolerable.
KENT-STrEET Norm (11.0.-Boys) -Regular inspection, 26th October.
Number present-ill.
1. The schoolroom is in good repair, well lighted and ventilated, and very fairly found in
suitable educational appliances. Necessary out-buildings have been erected, and the whole property
is properly kept. Except that the punishnient 1)00k" has been allowed to fall into disuse, the records
are in a satisfactory state. 2. A respectable attendance is maintained in the face of an active local
opposition. The pupils are fairly regular and punctual, clean in appearance, and well conducted. The
government is genial but finn, and secures good order. 3. The prescribed course of instruction for a
school of three classes is observed. Fair judgment is shown in the classification; the in?thods are
appropriate, and applied with earnestness, energy, and very fair ability. 4. The following is the
proficiency of the several classes -First, good (nearly); second, good; third, very fair. The average
lies between very fair and good.
Kaxm.sriinnr Nouru (11.0.-Girls) -Regular inspection, 26th October.
Number present :-lO1.
1. The building is suitable and in proper condition, but its site is not a good one. The proper
out-offices are provided, and the school is well found in furniture and appliances. The organisation is
effective. 2. The children attend with reasonable regulariky. They are punctual, clean, orderly, and
well-behaved. The moral tone of the school is healthy. The instruction is methodically and carefully
prosecuted. 4. The highest class is a third. The proficiency of the school averages very fair.
Knyr-smnps,r Sou'ru (11.0.-Boys) :-ilegular inspection, 20th July.
Number present :-76.
I. With the exception that the school has neither playground not, weathershed, the premises
are suitable and good. The schoolroom is properly furinslied and supplied with material. The school
is effectively orpnised. 2. Very good order is maintained, and the moral tone of the school is healthy.
The instruction is vigorous and searching in its application, and embraces all prescribed subjects.
The proficiency is as follows -First class, very fair +; second, very fair to good; third, very fair;
fourth, very fair to good.
KENT.smEn:r Souru (11.0.-Girls and Infants) -Regular inspection, 13th July.
Numbers present -Boys, 31; girls, 83; total, 114.
I. The school is conducted in a church. 'l'hso building is a good and commodious one, but
occupies a very small area. There is 110 playground, only a more side entrance. 'jim furniture is of a
makeslnft character-constructed to meet the wants of both church and school. The apparatus and
books are sufficient in quantity and in very fair order. 2. The attendance is improving, and may be
considered fair in the circumstances. The pupils are tolerably regular, fairly punctual, but only
moderately clean. Some improvement may be ex-peeterl in the last matter when the lavatory has been
provided with towels. Very fair order is maintained, but the government would appear to be deficient
in suavity. 3. All the prescribed branches are taught, up to the requirements of a third class ; the
instruction is properly arranged, and imparted by modern methods. 4. The following is the proficiency
of the several classes -Lower first, fair to very fair ; first, fair; second, very fair ; third, fair-.
NEWTOwN (0.11.) -Regular inspection, 10th and 11th November.
Numbers present -Boys, 46; girls, 34; total, 80.
I. A proper lavatory and a weathershed have yet to be provided, otherwise the school premises
are good and properly appointed; The several features of the organisation are correct. 2. Under
ordinary circumstances a good attendance is seèured. The pupils are tidy, cheerful, and on the whole
orderly, but the discipline fails to overcome indolence. .. The highest class is a third, and the course
of instruction is in accordance. The teaching has been honestly and patiently prosecul, but the pupils
in many instances are extremely indolent. 4. The proficiency averages slightly above fair in each of
the classes.
1 NEwrowN (C. B. -Infants) -Regular inspection, 11th November.
Numbers present :-Boys, 19 ; girls, 35 ; total, 54.,
I. The premises arc very fairly conditioned. The schoolroom is suitably furaished and passahmly
organised. 2. During the vast three weeks the attendance has, through infantile sickness, been some
twenty lower than usual. lime children are of pleasing appearance, but theyrcquire to be subject&l to
a more enlivening mode of treatment. 3. The pupils are arranged in two classes, and so far the infants'
school course is observed. 4. The proficiency averages slightly above moderate.
Nmavrowx (itO. )-C eneral inspection, 2nd September.
Numbers present :-Boys, 51; girls, 44 ; total, 05.
1. The school is conducted in a room below the itO. church. Good accommodation is aIforde,h,
and the school is very fairly appointed. 2. Except as regards punctuality the discipline is satisfactory.
The pupils attend with tolerable regularity, are clean in appearance, quiet and respectful in demeanour
and well conducted. 3. The prescribed school course is followed. The pupils are intelligently
classified, the instruction is fairly arranged, and imparted with earnestness and painstaking. 4. The
following is the proficiency of the classes -First, fair; second, tolerable + ; third, fair, nearly. The
avenge ramsges from tolerable to far. The present teacher has but recently been appointed.
NEw'rowx (Wesleyafl) -Regular inspection, 3rd November.
Numbers present -Boys, 72 ; girls, 71; total, 143.
1. The schoolroom is comuniodious, very fairly ventilated, and in good repair. Its internal
appointments are sufficient nnd suitable and properly arranged. Excepting a weathershed, all
necessary
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necessary outbuildings have been provided. 2. About seven-nintlis of the pupils attend regularly
they are also reasonably punctual, neat iii appearance, and very fairly behaved. The govcrmnent is mild,
and although somewhat deficient in vigour, is productive of very fair order. 3. The instruction is of full
range uv to the requirements of a third class, is regulated by the usual documents, and imparted by
propnate methods. The teaching
s i marked by earnestness, paiistakmg, and very fair ability. 4.
e following is the proficiency of the several classes -First, fair ; second, fair to very fair ; upper
second, very fair ; third, very fair, nearly. 'I'he average lies between fair and very fair.
Paunjyarox (C, B.) -Regular inspection, 30th August.
Numbers present -Boys, 33 ; girls, 16 total, 49.
I. Substantially the school building is a good one, but the fences and windows are broken, and
the latter especially are in a very discreditable state. The school has not a supply of water. 2. The
attendance fluctuates greatly ; ordinarily it avenges four.sevenths of the enrolment. The children
present were pleasing in appearance and were fairly orderly. 3. The subjects prescribed for a school
having third class are taught with energy and suitable method, but progress is greatly hindered by the
irregularity of the attendance. 4. The proficiency reaches tolerable +.
:I'AnnIyoTox (B.C.) -Regular inspection, 12th February.
Numbers present -Boys, 9q. girls, 35; total, 64.
I. The schoolroom is commodious, well.lighted, and very fairly furnished. The playground is
properly fenced, and the ont.offlces are now of satisfactory character. The organisation is of passable
worth. 2. Under the recently appointed teacher the discipline has become more effective. .3. Up to
the requirements of a third class the lesson guides bear upon the prescribed subjects, but the range
taken in each branch of instruction is low. The ability to think has been feebly developed in the
pupils, and the results of the instruction correspond. 4. The average proficiency does not exceed
moderate.
P,tnnAseArrA.s-i'nxsir (CE.) licgular inspection, 9th and 1001 August.
Numbers present :-Boys, 119; girls, 86; total, 205.
I. The sc]iool premises are in good repair, and well adapted to to
purposes. There is a
sufficiency of working material; All necessary out-buildings are provided ; the organisation as a whole
may be pronounced guod. 2. The school is numerously attended, and with very fair regularity; the
pupils are also punctual, clean, and in good order; judeinent and tact characterise the government
the moral atmosphere of the school is healthy. 3. All time prescribed subjects are taught; the instrue.
tiun is arranged with "cry fair ability, and imparted with earnestness, vigour, and painstaking. 4. TIme
proficiency of the several classes may be described thus :-First, foir second, very fair to good thurd,
lair; fourth,, very fair. 'l'he average appm-oaches very fair.
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PAr.nnsAnA-sTnEn' (CE. Infants) -Regular inspection, 9th August.
Numbers present :-Boys. 90; girls, CS ; total, 158.
I. The condition of the premises is satisfactory, and the organisation of the school correct. 2. A
good attendance is secured ; the children are very fairly punctual ; they are tidily dressed, and are
well behaved .3. The instruction is of the full infants' school range, and time methods employed are
reasonably educative. 4. The average proficiency slightly exceeds tolerable.
PARRAS5ATTA.rl-nErr (B.C-Boys) -Regular inspection. 22nd and 23rd April.
Numnbef present :-92.
1. The fences need repair, and the out.offlce accommodation is insufficient; the schoolroom is of
good size, but it is not well lighted; so far as the circumstances pennit, the school is fairly organised.
2. The government is effective, and the tone of the school pleasing. 3. In addition to the ordinary
subjects elementary Latin and algebra have been introduced in the fourth class. 4. The average pro.
ficiency is fair nearly.
PA5iRAMASTASTOEET (ll.C.-C:im-ls) -Regular inspection, 21st and 22nd April.
Number present -55.
1. The schoolroom is in a dilapidated state; nearly all the windows are broken, and the interior
presents a dingy, uninviting appearance. There isa sufficiency of working material, and the records
are correctly kept. 2. The falling oft in the attendance is attributable to the prevalence of measles,
and is considered to be but temporary. Many of the pupils attend irregularly, and their punctuality
is not more satisfactory. The other features of the discipline have improved. \Temy fair order is main.
taiied, and time government has apparently improved in firmness and vigour. 3. All the prescribed
branches are taught up to the requirements of a third class. The instruction is very fairly regulated,
and nnparted by tolcmnbly suitable methods. 4. The proficiency of the several classes is shown thus
First, fair to very fair; second, very fair; third, barely tolerable. The average is about fair.
PAnnASIATrA.smErr (B.C. -infants) -Regular inspection, 21st April.
Numbers present -Boys, 46; girls, 57; total, 103.
I. The school is conducted in time girls' schoolroom. There are few proper appliances for infants'
school teaehung, and the orgattisation is very defective. ft is proper to state, however, thht the teacher
is in no way responsible for this. 2. Of late the attendance has been ntuclm reduced by the prevalence
of measles. The numbers are gradually improving. The pupils are but tolerably regular and punctual;
they are, however, fairly clean and in very fair order. The government is ,nild and judicious .3.'Ihe
usual infants' school course is followed as closely as possible. The instruction is well arranged, and
imparted by suitable methods. 4. The proficiency of each of the classes is very fair ; the school is in
a fair state of efficiency, but the range of instruction is low.
Pvnimoir (Cl'.) -Regular inspection, 12th May.
Ictunbers present :-Boys, 104; girls, 60; total, 164.
1. The building isagood one, but in other respects the material condition of the school is only
moderate. The general organisation is of fair worth. 2. The pupils are clean, fairly orderly and
attentive, and on the whole re?ular and punctual in attendance. Tim government nu
is ld, but sinnting
in fin,mess and decision. 3. The prescribed subjects are taught wit t care and method. The highest
class is a third. 4. The avenge class of proficiency is fair.
PvmciioxT (B.C.) :-Ceueral inspection, 8th February.
Numbers present :-Boys, 48 ; girls, 36 total, 84.
1. \Vitlm the exception of the state of the lavatory.shed the school premises are in a satisfactory
condition. 'I'he womk of the school has been unfairly apportioned-the assistant having charge of some
sixty.flve pupils, and the head teacher but jmneteeu. 2. The children are under healthy and effective
discipline. 3. All the subjects prescribed for a school of three classes are included in the course.
4. The proficiency as a whole munches fair nearly.*
i(sn.....Thie sehoal ass reexsmined in the month of November. The Select, in the orgaoimatlon were remnedkd, nail
the proflelemmey Of the vias,e, ranched very fair.
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Ensnwicx (C. E.) ;-Regular inspection, 2nd Novbmber.
Numbers present:-Boys, 38; girls, 30; total, 65.
1. The school has neither lavatory nor playshed, otherwise the premises are good and the
appointments suitable. The organisation is of fair worth. 2. Ordinarily the attendance reaches threefourths of the enrolment. The pupils are clean, reasonably orderly, and well-behaved. 3. The
The teaching is careful but not
instruction is that prescribed for a school having a third class.
remarkably skilful. 4. The proficiency ranges between tolerable and fair.
REnTERS (C. B.) :-Regular inspection, 3rd and 4th August.

Numbers present:-Boys, 90; girls, 45; total, 135.
1. The material condition of this school is good, and it is fairly organised. There is no lack of
working material, and all necessary out-buildings are provided 2. The discipline is very fair. The
pupils attend with fair punctuality and regularity, are reasonably subdued in demeanour and well
behaved. 3. MI the prescribed subjects are taught up to the rsquirements of a third class ; the
instruction is fairly regulated and imparted by modern methods. 4. The following is the proficiency of
the several classes -First, fair ; second, fair; upper second, fair; third, tolerable. The average
ranges from tolerable to fair.
REDFERN (G.E-Infants) -Regular inspection, 3rd August.

Numbers present :-Boys, 90; girls, 58; total, 148.
1. The schoolroom is commodious, in good repair, and very fairly found in necessary appliances.
The material state of the school is therefore satisfactory. 2. A fair attendance is maintained. The
upils attend with tolerable reçulnrity, are fairly punctual, reasonably clean, and very fairly
aved. The government is mild, fairly judicious, and effects very fair order. 3. The course of
instruction is that prescribed, is fairly devised, and imparted by tolerably suitable methods. 4. The
proficiency of the classes may be described thus -First, fair; second, fair nearly ; third, fair
nearly.
Sr. Asoxaw's (G.E.) -Regular inspection, 11th October.
Numbers present:-Boys, 42 girls, 22; total, 64.
1. A weathershed has been provided since last inspection, and the playground is about to be
drained. When the latter work shall have been done, the material state of the school will be very good.
2. Only about eirtthirteenths of the pupils attend regularly. They are fairly punctual, and clean
in appearance. Their conduct is far from satisfactory. The elder pupils are mallen, perverse, and
disobedient. The government is feeble and ineffective 3. In some instances the classification is
injudicious. Tim prescribed course of instruction is followed. The methods are of modera east, but
fail through bad discipline to produce adequate results. 4. The proficiency of the several classes is as
follows -First, moderate ; second, moderate to tolerable; third, tolerable to fair-the average being
barely tolerable,
ST. Asonnw's (G.E-Infants) -Regular inspection, 11th October.
Numbers present:-Boys, 51; girls, 45 ; total, 90.
I. The material condition of the school is satisfactory; it is well organised and the records are
properly kept. 2. The attendance is of fitful character, this is attributed to neglect and indifference
on the part of the pupils. On thcFwhole the children are clean, tidy, and punctual. The discipline is
very fairly effective. 3. A full ranged course of instruction is followed, and the methods are well
suited to the capacities of the children. 4. The average proficiency reaches very fair.
ST. JAMES'S (C.E.-Boys) -Regular inspection, 25th August.
Number present -109.
1. The schoolroom is a good one, and the whole material aspect of the department is highly
satisfactory. 2. The pupils attend with reasonable regularity; they are punctual, orderly, and industrious. 3. The instruction is educative in its methods. It includes all the subjects prescribed for a
school having a fourth class. 4. The average proficiency reaches very fair, nearly. The results in the
fourth class are good.
ST. J4nrs's (G.E. -Girls) -Regular inspection, 24th August.
Number present :-81.
1. The school is pleasingly situated, airy, well furnished, and in good repair. All necessary
out-buildings are provided. 2. Fully three-fourths of the pupils attend regularly. Their punctuality is
also satisfactory. They are neat in appearance, modest and subdued in demeanour, and well behaved.
The government is mild but thin, and secures an excellent moral tone. 3. The instruction includes all
essential branches, is regulated with good judgment, and imparted by skilful methods. 4. The followis the proficiency of the several classes -First, very fair ; second, very fair to good ; third good +.
school is in a good state of efficiency, and reflects credit on the teacher.
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ST. Jtma&s (G.E-Infants) -Regular inspection, 24th August.
Numbers present :-Boys, 87 ; girls, 97 ; total, 154.
I. The school premises nrc good, The schoolroom is spacious and well furnished. 2. A satisfactory attendance is secured, but the children are wanting in habits of punctuality, and they are far
from being attentive when under instruction. 3. The teaching 1,ears upon all the subjects prescribed
for infants' schools. 4. The average proficiency reaches fair.
Sr. LEoNasims (G.E.) -Regular inspection, 26th August.
Numbers present :-Boys, 58; girls, 13; total, 71I. The schoolhouse is fairly suitable, in good repair, and provided with a auffieioncy of working
material. The school is satisfactorily organised. 2. About five-sevenths of the pupils attend regularly.
They are also reasonably punctual and clean. The government is mild, but firm and effective. Good
order is maintained, and the moral aspect of the school is pleasing. 3. Fair judgment is shown in the
classification of the pupils; the instruction is judiciously ammnged, and imparted with earnestness and
diligence. The proficiency of the several classes is as follows -First, very fair; second, very fair+
third, very fan-.
ST. LEONARDS (HG.) -Regular inspection, 16th February.
Numbers present;-Boys, 47; girls, 22; total, 69.
I. Viewed materially the school is in a fairly satisfactory state. It is reasonably well appointed,
and all necessary out-buildings are provided. The organisntion in general may be described as fair.
2. The attendance in much smaller than usual, owing to the prevalence of measles. Ordinarily the
pupils attend with fair regularity; they are punctual, clean, and quietly behaved. 'The government
is mild, but tolerably flu-rn, and productive of very fair order. 3. There is a tendency to subdivide the
classes
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classes unnecessarily. The instruction accords with the prescribed course, is arranged with fair
ability, and imparted with earnestness and a fair degree of skill. 4. The following is the proficiency
of the several classes -First, fair ; second, fair; third, tolerable. After making due allowance for all
drawbacks, fair work has been done. The school was examined again in November, and found in a
state of efficiency approaching good.
Sr. MARY'S (ItC.--Boys) -General inspection, 26th and 27th July.
Number present, 103.
1. The schoolroom is spacious and, in a general sense, is in goodrepair. The furniture is old
and very unsuitable. In other respects the school is well found in appliances. The external requirements are a lavatory and a playshed. The school is satisfactorily organised. 2. The discipline
promises to be effective, but it present its influences are not abiding, and it is difficult to secure the
attention of the children. The present teacher has had charge of the school but a very short time.
At present the discipline has in nnfavourable aspcct. 3. The instruction hears upon all matters laid
down for a school of three classes. 4. The proficiency of the pupils is about fair.
Sr. Maity's (E.G-Girls) :-Rcgular inspection, 26th and 27th July.
Number present, 122,
1. The school buildings are in good repair and well adapted to teaching purposes. Except that
the desks are old and cumbersome, the furniture is suitable. There is a sufficiency of other working
material. 2. The attendance is marked by much irregularity. The pupils are also unpunctual; they
are reasonably clean in person; in conduct and demeanour they are not sufficiently subdued. The
government would need to be more finn and vigilant. The order approaches fair. .3. All the prescnbed subjects are taught; the instruction is regulated by passable judgment, and imparted by
tolerably suitable methods. 4. The following is the proficiency of the several classes :-First, tolerable; second, fair to very fair ; third, moderate to tolerable fourth, fair. The average reaches
tolerable +.
Sr. Maav's (R.C.-Inf ants) -Regular inspection, 26th May.
Numbers present -Boys, 67; girls, 64; total, 131.
I. The schoolroom is fairly suitable, but the gallery is too steep, and the desks are of cumbrous
construction. The other furniture is of a less exceptionable kind. There is a sufficiency of apparatus.
A fair attendance is niaintamed, but it is marked by much irregularity. With few exceptions the
pupils are tolerably clean in person; in demeanour they are boisterous. Tolerable order is only
secured at the expenditure of much labour. The government is deficient in tact and firmness. S. The
course of instruction includes the prescribed branches, geography excepted; it is regulated by
moderate judgment and imparted by passable methods. 4. The following are the results of examina.
tion :-First class, tolerable; second, fair; third, fair. The average lies between tolerable and fair.
Sr. PHILIP'S (G.E-Boys) -Regular inspection, 17th and 18th August.
NumI,cr present, 134,
1. The school premises are good, and the several features of the organisation sound. 2. The
attendance is uniformly good, and on the whole the children are punctual. The pupils are effeotively
controlled; they are orderly, well-behaved, and industrious. The moral tone of the school is healthy.
The highest class is a fourth. In addition to the prescribed branches, elementary Latin is meludod
in the course of instruction. The teaching is based on modern methods, and these are applied with
intelligent care. 4. The proficiency in the several classes ranges between very fair and good.
Si'. l'uiu's (CR-Girls) -General inspection, 17th and 18th August.
Number present, 141.
1. Since last inspection the school has been enlarged to double its width it is now very commodious and extremely well ventilated; its immediate proximity to the road is a serious drawback,
All necessary out.huildings have been provided. The whole premises are in ood order and well kept.
There is a sufficiency of working material, and the school is very fairly organised. 2. The attendance
has largely increased. The pupils are fairly regular and punctual, clean in person, modest and
respeeul in demeanour, and very fairly behaved. The government is mild, but reasonably firm, and
effects a healthy moral tone. 3. Fair judgment is shown in the classification. The instruction is of
full range, fairly systematised, and imparted by appropriate methods. 4. The following is the proficiency of the several classes -First, fair, nearly; second, very fair; third, very fair; fourth, fair.
The average is fair +.
St. Pxiuir's (C. E.-Infants) Regular inspection, 18th and 19th August.
Numbers present -Boys, 201; girls, 117; total, 318.
1. The schoolroom is an excellent one, and the organisation is very satisfactory. 2. The attendance is large and increasing; reasonable punctuality is secured, and very fair order is mamtainod.
3. The course includes all the subjects of instruction prescribed for infants' schools. The teaching is
based on methods suited to infantile minds, and is prosecuted with earnestness and pamstaking.
The average proficiency of the classes reaches fair +.
Sunny HILLS (C. F.): Regular inspection, 1st September.
Numbers present -Boys, 59; girls, 39; total, 98.
1. The school premises are well-conditioned, but somewhat small. The furniture and working
appliances are both suitable and ample. A proper organisation obtains. 2. The attendance is about
three-fourths of those enrolled. The children are very fairly punctual, becomingly dressed, and very
fairly orderly and industrious. 3. The highest class is a third, and so far the course of instruction is
of full range. The teaching is appropriately regulated and painstakingly prosecuted. 4. The proficiency of the pupils stands between fair and very fair.
SUnnY HILLS (CR-Infants) -General inspection, 1st September.
Numbers present :-Boys, 47; girls, 63; total, 110.
I. The schoolroom is in very fair repair, and affords good accommodation; it is sufficiently
found in educational appliances. The organisation is of fair worth. 2. The school is tolerably well
attended. The pupils are fairlypunctual and regular, most in appearance, and well-conducted. The
government is mild and very fairly effective. 3. All essential branches are taught. The instruction
is fairly arranged, and imparted with earnestness and zeal. 4. The following is the proficiency of the
several classes :-First, very fair; second, fair to very fair; third, fair to very fair.
Sunny HILLS (ItC.-Boys) -Regular inspection,- 14th October.
Number present -149.
1. As stated in previous reports, the position of the school is very objectionable. The
claas.room into which some eighty infants are packed is badly lighted and ventilated. The oloset
accommodation
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aecommodationis altogether inadequate to the wants of so large a school. So far as circumstances
permit, the organisationis correct. 2. A good average attendance is securcd,but the punctuality is very
unsatisfactory. The order is good, and in most respects, the tone of the school is healthy. 3. The
highest class is a third, and so far the prescribed course of instruction is observed. 4. The average
proficiency of the pupils reaohcs very fair.
Sunirn linus (11.0.-Girls) -Regular inspection, 14th October.
Number present -DL
1. The school is still conducted in the room under the church. Owing to the presence of
massive stone pillars, proper organisation is impossible. The light is bad, and the ventilation but
passable. There is a fair supply of working material. 2. The pupils are tolerably regular and
punctual, with few exceptions clean'ofa they are fairly conducted. The government is mild but
fairly judicious, and promotive of a healthy moral tone. 3. All the prescribed. subjects are taught
up to the requirements of a third class. The instruction is properly regulated ; the methods are
appropriate and diligently applied. 4. The following is the proficiency of the several classes :-First,
fair; second, tolerable + ; third fair, The average approaches fair.
Sunny HILLS (Wesleyan) :-Regular inspection, 27th May.
Numbers present -Boys, 67; girls, 34; total, 101.
1. The schoolhouse man excellent building, commodious, airy, and well furnished. There is an
ample supply of apparatus and books. The whole property is well kept, and the school well organised.
Rainy weather considerably reduced the attendance. With few exceptions, the pupils arc reasonably
regular and punctual. They evince a modest; respectful demeanour, and are well behaved. The tone of
the school is cheerful and healthy. 3. Fair judgment is shown in the classification. The instruction is
of full range andproperly regulated. The methods are appropriate, and are applied with earnestness,
diligence, and skilL 4. The following is the proficiency of the several classes :-First, very fair
second, very fair + ; lower third, fair to very fair; upper third, very fair to good. Under examination the pupils exhibit a thoughtful attention, very fair intelligence, and a commendable desire to
acquit themselves well.
Sunny HILLS (Wesleyan-Infnnts) -Regular inspection, 27th May.
Numbers present -Boys, 37; girls, 30; total, 67.
I. The building is in good repair. It affords sufficient accommodation ; the sopply of working
material is ample; the whole property is well kept; and the organisation is seund. 2. Five-sevenths
of the pupils are regular and punctual. Those present are beeomiug in appearance and are fairly
orderly. 3. The regular infants' school course of instruction is observed. The methods are reasonably
skilful, and the teaching has been industriously prosecuted. 4. The pofioienoy ranges between fair
and very fair.
Tinynu' (G.E. )-Regular inspection, 26th April.
Numbers present -Boys, 59; girls, 50; total, 109.
1. The sehoohoons is a suitable one ; it is in very fair repair, and appropriately furnished. Fhe
general orgamsation is of correct character. 2. Al,out two-thirds of the pupils enrolled attend regularly
and punctually. The discipline is of fair worth. 3. Up to the requirements of a third class, the
course of instruction is of full range. The methods employed arc modern, and the teaching is prosccuted with energy. 4. The proficiency averages very fair, nearly.
(0.11.-Infants) -Regular inspection, 26th April.
Numbers present -Boys, 69; girls, 65; total, 134.
1. The schoolroom is in good repair, commodious, and suitably furnished; it is well provided
with proper working materials. The records are correctly kept. 2. A very fair attendance is maintained, but the pupils are rather irregular and but moderately punctual; they are, however, neat in
appearance, tolerably subdued, and fairly behaved. The government is mild and fairly effective.
The usual infants' school course is followed. Fair judgment is evinced in the classification of the
pupils and in the arrangement of the lesson documents. The methods are appropriate and painstakingly applied. 4. The attaisunents of the several classes may ])a stated thus ;-First, moderate;
second, fair; third, fair.
TRINITY

VIoronlA-SrnEEr (B.C-Girls) :-Regular inspection, 29th July.
Number present, 69.
1. The premises, funnture, and school appliances are thoroughly good. The erganisation is
effective, 2. The pupils are orderly and well behaved. The moral tone of the school is' excellent.
3. All the prescribed branches of instruction are treated in an intelligent and careful manner. 4. The
average proficiency approaches very fair. In the upper class it is good.
VIc'roRiA-sTssxEv (11.0.-Infants) :-Genernl inspection.
Numbers present -Boys, 77; girls, 54; total, 131.
1. Now and suitable desks are being providod, and it is not improbable that the construction of
the existing gallery will before long be also improved. The school is very fairly found in all needful
appliances, and its organisation is as good as could he expected in the circumstances. 2. A large
increase has been made to the attendance. The pupils are very fairly regular, fairly punctual, very
clean, and in very fair order. The government is mild, but sufficiontly firm and effective. 3. The
usual infants' school course is followed. The methods are appropriate, and applied with diligence,
earnestness, and sk-iU. 4. The following is the proficiency of the several classes -First, fair to very
fair; second, very fair to good; third, good. The average lies between very fair and good.
WATERLOO (G.E.) :- Regular inspection, 19th May.
Numbers present :-l3oys, 56 girls, 45 ; total, 101.
I. Excepting the condition of the fences and the want of weathcreh'cds, the material state of
the property is satisfactory. 2. On the whole, the pupils are regular and punctual in attendance,
clean, orderly, and attentive. The discipline is fairly effective, and the moral tone of the school
healthy. 3. The highest class is a third, and the course of instruction is in accordance with rule. The
teaching evidences care and skill. 4. The average proficiency i-caches very fair, nearly.
WATEuL00 (O.K-Infants) -Regular inspection, 18th May.
Numbers present -Boys, 53; girls, 46; total, 99.
1. In most respects the material state of the school is good. The organization is correct in its
details. 2. The pupils are regular andpunctual, and their conduct evidences that they are under healthy
control, 3. The usual infants' school course of instruction is observed. The methods are fairly
suocessful. 4. The average proficiency of the classes reaches fair.
WAmBno C
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WATEaoo (KG.) —Regular inspection, 23rd February.

Numbers present :—Boys, 65; girls, 39; total, 101.
1. This school is still conducted in a church the organisation is therefore to a large extent of
a makeshift character. There is a fair suppit of tolerably suitable furniture, and a sufficiency of apparatus. All necessary outbuildings are provided, but a lucre rigid supervision needs to be exercised
over them. 2. For some time past the attendance has been unfavourably affected by sickness. Ordinarily about five-sevenths of the pupils are regular. '.Che punctuality is susceptible of improvement. The
remaining features of the discipline are fairly satisfactory. 2. The instruction embraces the prescribed
subjects, is regulated with fair j udginent, and imparted with tolerable earnestness and ability. 4.
The attainments of the several classes may he described thus :-,—First, fair; second, fair to very fair;
upper second, moderate to tolerable ; third, tolerable.
\VAvmtLEv (G.E.) —Regular inspection, I 8th February.

Numbers present —Boys, 39 ; girls, 45; total, 84.
1. The material condition of the premises is good. The school is both well equipped and rganized. 2. In a general sense the government is effective. 3. The subjects prescribed for a school of
three classes are taught. The teaching lacks penetrativeness, and in some branches the range taken is
Jaw for the time the pupils have been under instruction. 4. The proficiency averages tolerable.
WAvamtumv (E.G.) —Regular inspection, 31st August.

Numbers present —Boys, 53; girls, 44; total, 07.
I. The school buildings are in very fair condition, and the organisation is of passalde worth. 2.
The pupils arc i-easonably regular in attendance ; they are on the whole punctual, tidily dressed, and
fairly orderly. 3. U1) to the requirements for a third class, the course of instruction is of full range.
The teaching evidences can and earnestness. 4- The average proficiency ranges between tolerable and
fair.
WAVERLEY (Presbyterian) —Regular inspection, 12th May.
Numbers present —Boys, 37; girls, 33 ; total, 70.
I. The schoolroom is a weatherboard building in fair repair ; it is tolerably suitable. The
furniture is sufficient in pmntity, but poor in quality. Of appaitus and books there is no lack. The
organisation is passable in the circumstances, but it is seriously hampered by limited playground
accommodation. 2. Four-fifths of the pupils attend regularly. The punctuality is also satisfactory.
The children are neat in person, modest and respectful in derneanou; and well behaved. The goveniinent is judicious and effects good order. 3. All the prescribed subjects are taught all to the requirements of a third class. The instruction is properly regulated and imparted with industry and skill.
4. The proficiency averages good. The pupils acquit themselves well under examination.
WooLnooaiooLoo (Presbyterian) —Regular inspection, 20th April.

Numbers present —Boys, 70; girls, 55 ; total, 125.
I. The schoolroom is in good repair, commodious, well lighted, and fairly ventilated; but the
site on which it stands is small, and interposes diflienities to properplayground orgaiusation. A room
under the main schoolroom has been utilized for teaching purposes, hut it is damp and unhealthy. in
this room a large class of infants is taught. The school is abundantly provided with suitable educational appliances. 2. Of late the attnndauee has been snuch interfered with by juvenile sickness. It
is fast recovering. Ordinarily the attendance is irregular, although masked by fair punctuality. The
pupils are neat in appearance, fairly subdued, and well behaved. The government has improved in
firmness and secures very fair order. ,. The course of instruction is complete up to the requirements
of a third class, is regulated with very fair ability, and hnparted by modern methods Of average merit.
4. The following is the proficiency of the several classes —First, very fair; second, very fair; upper
second, fair; third, very fair. The average attainments lie between fair and very fair.

YASS DISTRICT.
DETAILED Statement of the condition of Certified Denominational Schools in the Yass District,

inspected during the year 1575.
YASS (C,E.) :—Visited 19th, 26th, and 27th August. Regular inspection.

Enrolled, 135; present, 108.
The material condition, except in working appliances, is disgraceful, and no improvement is
expected. The discipline is sound and healthy. The instruction is properly regulated, and the attain.
mnents are satisfactory, except that this being a Denominational School the Council is precluded by
the eleventls olause of the Public Schools Act from introducing the general religious instruction contained in the Scripture Lessons, which fonii a part of the Public School curriculum and in order to
meet the constant and increasing c-my of the people llere for a Public School, the Denominational
character of the school is wholly abandoned in the actual working of the school, no religious instnlctioti of any kind being given; and this lack cannot he supplied by the visits of the religious teachers
of other Denominations as is allowed in Public Schools. The working spirit of the whole school is
pleasing. No local supervision exists. Judging from the results of last inspection, progressive influence
is manifest.
YOUNG (C. E.) :—Visited, 24til September. General inspection.
Enrolled, 50 ; present, 37.
The material condition is fah-. Tile discipline is sound. Tile attainments are low. The local
supervision is confined to the clergyman.
Bunnowa (KG.) —Visited, 10th will 11th August. General inspection.
Enrolled, 65 ; present, 55
The material condition is unsatisfactory, the discipline is healthy, and the instruction is now
properly regulated. The attainments are not up to the standard, but the signs of progress under the
present teacher are hopeful. The local supervision is active but net methodical,
GRENFELL (KG.) :—Visited 6th December. Regular inspection

Enrolled, 53; present, 58.

-

The material condition is, under the circumstances, as good as can reasonably he expected.
The discipline is good. The local supervision is confined to the Chairman, who resides 36 miles asvay.
lass
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YaM (11G.) —Visited 21st and 22nd August. General inspection.
Enrolled, 103; present, 70.
The material condition, upqn the whole, is moderate. The discipline lacks precision. The
regulation of the instruction needs improvement. The attainments are between tolerable and fair.
The local supervision is, to the extent it is exercised, beneficial.
(It. C.) —Visited 23rd and 24th September. Regular inspection.
Enrolled, 90; present, 54.
The material condition is, with a few exceptions, fair. The discipline is sound, and the in.
struction tolerably well regulated. The attainmeuth are low. The local supervision is confined to the
clergyman's visits and influence.
J. H. MURRAY, Inspector,
lass District
YoUNG

Susms.&nnis of Reports furnished on Certified Denominational Schools, during the year 1875.
1.—CHURCH OF ENGlAND SCHOOL.
CANBEREA :—Regular inspection, 26th April, 1875.

Enrolled —Boys, 22; girls, 22; total, 44. Present :—Boys, 12; girls, 14; total, 26.
1. Additional desks have been provided since last inspection, and the material condition is
now reasonably good. 2. About half the kupils are renilar. The government is land but sufficiently
firm, and the discipline throughout is fair. 3. The marli for writing, dictation, and geography is above
the average, that for reading up to the average, and that for other subjects below. The general proficiency is tolerable.

11.—ROMAN CATHOLIC SCHOOLS.
BUNOENDORE —Regular inspection, 4th May, 1875.

Enrolled —Boys, 24 ; girls, 12; total, 36. Present —Boys, 14; girls, 6; total, 20.
J. The building is in a satisfactory condition, and there is a sufficient supply of all requisits.
2. The childron are attentive, obedient, and well under control. 3. The mark for reading is up to the
average, but that for all other snbjeets is below. The general proficiency is toleraUe.
QUWqEEvAN —General inspection, 19th April, 1875.
Present —Boys, 24 ; girls, 14; total; 38.
Enrolled —Boys, 27 ; girls, 17; total, 44.
1. The building is suitable, and there is a satisfactory supplyof all requisites. 2. The children
are more regular in attendance than they were, and more punctual in the morning. The discipline has
improved in every respect, and is now fair. 3. The attainments are still unsatisfactory, the mark for
every subject being below the average. The general proficiency is between mockrate and tolerable.

J. C. MAYNARD, Inspector,
Braidwood District.

APPENDIX D.

APPENDIX B.
GENERAL ABSTRACT of lUtnms from Denominational Schools.
.

Number of Children on the Rolte,

Avenge Attendance.

jAmoamtof School

Quarter endingBoys.

Church of England Schools
Roman Catholic
do
Presbyterian
do
Wesleyan
do
Hebrew School

Girls.

j

Total.

C.E.

B.C.

Pres.

Wets.

Girin

Total.
£

s. d.

761
59
139
54
6

856
79
99
580
...

519 11,392
55 9,503
74
647
120 1,051
71
94

3,9441
3,146'4
2258
357'7
304

2,8451
2,6145
1777
2719
17'O

6,7892
5,760'9
403-5
6296
474

2,062 19 8*
1,370 6 6
120 19 *
102 3 114
8 7 4

9,298

1,019

1,614

839 22,687

7,7044

5,026-2

13,630 -6

3,754 16 11*

8,795
594
677 8,914
3121
57
2601
42
28
3

822
77
138
62
1

843
85
105
582
1

526 11,580
54 9,807
98
710
100 1,046
75
103

4,1569
3,2878
2537
3656
35-4

3,075-3
2,006 -8
1025
2877
196

7,232-2
6,1946
446'2
6533
55 10

2,359 17 10
1,687 12 24
148 15 8*
222 12 *
9 4 0

Totals ..... ...........................12,783 10,468 23,251 10,0721 9,610

1,100

1,616

853 23,251

8,099-4

6,481 t

14,581'3

4,428 2 1

845
51
138
49
1

871
81
121
577
...

535 11,814
53 0,817
96
719
128 1,055
69
105

4,4609
3,397-5 .
2893
3744
404

2,3566
3,115-4
193-3
3091 9
25-3

7,8175
6,512-9
4826
6841
65 -7

2,510 11 8*
1,761 2 10*
156 17 114
234 11 10*
14 3 6

Church of England Schools .................. .............................. ......................6,498
Romaa Catholic
do
.............................. . .......................................5,244
Presbyterian
......................................................................398
do
Wesleyan
.......................................................................580
do
Hebrew School
.......................................................................63
Church of England Schools ............................ .... ...... ............................... .6,617
Roman Catholic
do.
................... . ................................................ ..5,120
Presbyterian
.....................................................................425
do,
Wcsleyan
......................................................................576
do.
Hebrew School
......................................................................61
DEcEMBER, 1875

Boys.

598
8,605
44
50
1

4,997 11,392 8,658
4,375 91503
705
201
647
291
477 1,051
247
36
94 . 16

Totals...............................12,501 10,186 22,687

SEPTESmER, 1875.

Total.

I

MAROB, 1875

......................................... ........................... ...6,395
.................. ... .... . ............. . ... .. ..................... .....5,128
.......................................................................346
......................................................................574
...................................................................
58

9,917

JUNE, 1875.

Ohm-oh of En&and Schools
Roman Catholic
do
Presbyterian
do
Wesleyan
do
Hebrew School

Others.

5,082 11,580
4,563 9,807
312
710
466 1,046
45
108

5,197 11,814
4,697 9,817
294
719
479 1,055
44
105

8,895'
668
658 8,974
316
48
245
56
35
...

Totals...............................12,799 10,711 23,510 10,149
.....................................................................6,510
................................ . .................................... .5,177
......................................................................428
......................................................................585
......................................................................55

5,245 11,755
4,662 9,839
302
730
466 1,051
38
93

1,084 1,650881 23,510 8,562'5
7,0005 15,5630
{ °I
- ______ ______ ______
_________ _________

8,759
613
6771 8,965
335
62
264
55
27
1

Totals............................... 12,755 10,713 23,468 10,062

9,606

852
'56
126
53
...

050
88
121
573
7

1,087

1,739

4,677

7 10*

4,4325
3,5061
2018
3791
302

3,3641
3,1807
201 -7
3001
15'7

7,7966
6,686'8
8035
680-0
450

2,588
1,839
175
247
12

9 1
5 04
0 7
3 4.4
1 102

884 1
223468 8,649-9

7,0629

15,7128

4,862

9 04

581
53
86
106
58

1875.
NEW SOUTH WALES.

PUBLIC SCHOOLS ACT OF 1866.
(AMENDED REGULATIONS UNDER.)

Prcøcntcb to Parliament purftiant to 21ct 30 37ic. No. 22, Oct. 7.

Council of Education office,
The 29th day of November, 1875.
IN pursuance of the powers conferred on the Council of Education by the "Public Schools Act of 1866,"
the following Regulations have been framed and are hereby established, to take effect on the 1st day of
January next; and the Regulations made on the eighth day of March, 1869, are hereby from that date
repealed. In testimony whereof the Council has caused its Corporate Seal to be hereunto affixed, at
Sydney, the day and year first above written.
By order of the Council,
WM. WILKINS,
Secretary.
REGULATIOTS.
CoNDUCT OF BuSINESS.

1.—The Council shall meet for the transaction of business, unless otherwise ordered, on every
Monday, at 3 o'clock. Special Meetings also will be held at such other times as the :l?resident, in his
discretion, or on the requisition of two other Members of the Council, expressing the object of the Meeting,
may require.
2—Every Meeting of the Council, whether Ordinary or Special, shall be convened by Circular
siguel by the Secretary. Should any Meeting lapse for want of a Quorum, the Ihct shall be recorded in
the Minute Book, with the names of th0 Members present.
3.—At every meeting, the Secretary shall make a record of the proceedings, to be afterwards
entered in the Council's Minute Book. The Minutes so recorded shall be read over at the next subsequent
Meeting ; and after such corrections as may be found necessary, shall be signed by the President, or
Member acting in his stead.
4.—The order of business at each Meeting shall be arranged by the Secretary, subject to the
direction of the President ; and shall be clearly stated on a Business Paper, for the use of each Member.
5.—The President shall be entitled to vote on all questions as a Member; and, in the event of an
equality of votes, shall have a casting vote as President.
G.—In ease of inability to attend any Meeting, the President shall so inform the Secretary before
the hour of Meeting, and another Member shall be elected to the chair for that occasion.
7.—The President, or some Member acting for him at his request, shall attend at the office of the
Council, at least once weekly, to dispose of routine business, or any cases of urgency; and lie shall have
power thereupon to take such steps as may be considered necessary, submitting the mutter for the consideration of the Council at its next Meeting.
8.—It shall be the duty of the Secretary forthwith to report to the President, or to the Council, if
sitting, all acts of misconduct or irregularity on the part of any Officer, Clerk, or other person in the
service of the Council.
9.—The custody of the Council's Corporate Seal shall be in the President ; and all Conveyances or
Certificates, Diplomas, and other Writings ordered by the Council to be executed or issued, shall have
such Seal affixed thereto by the Secretary.
ELEcTION
-

Or

PREsIDENT.

10.—At the first Meeting in January in each year the Council shall proceed to the election of the
President who shall hold office until the election of his successor.
11.—In the event of the office becoming vncant in the course of the year by death, resignation, or
otherwise, the Council shall proceed, within one month, to the election of a President for the remainder of
the year.
100—A
12.—
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12.—The President shall be elected in the following manner :—(a.) The names of the Members
shall be printed on five cards, one of which, initialled by the Secretary, shall be by him enclosed in a
blank enVelope, t,nseaied, and delivered or sent to each Member, who shall erase all the names, except
that for which be votes, and return the card in the envelope, sealed, to the Secretary. (6.) On the day of
election, the Secretary shall produce the cards in the original envelopes, sealed; which shall be opened by
the President or other Chairman, and the Member having the largest number of votes shall be declared
elected. (e.) If any two Members be f'ound to have equal votes, the election shall be determined by lot,
to be then drawn by them.
EsnBLIsu1ncr AND OaosnzAnoN OP ScHooLs.

Classification of Schools.
13.—The Council will establish, maintain, or assist, four descriptions of Schools, namely:—
a) Public Schools; (6.) Provisional Schools; (e.) Half.Time Schools; and (1.) Denominational Schools.
Of these, the first class is for cases falling within Section 8 of the Public Schools Act, and the second for
cases embraced by Section 13 of that Act. Half-Time Schools are such as have been or may be established
under Section 12,—and Denominational Schools are such as have been or shall be Certified under Section
9 or 28 of the same Act.
Assistance to Schools.
14.—Where the site is yested in the Council, the necessary buildings for a Public School will be
erected, so far as the available funds admit, and the salaries of all necessary Teachers be paid by the
Council. In other cases, the Council's assistance will ordinarily be limited to the payment of Teachers'
salaries, and the supply of School Books and Apparatus.
Schools on Leased Land,
15r-Applicants for the establishment of a Public School, on land not vested in the Council, must
provide the requisite buildings, and execute a lease of the premises to the Council at a nominal rent.
Before accepting such lease, the Council will satisfy itself that the buildings are in good repair, sufficient
for the purpose, and suitably furnished.
2/0528 and dimensions.

10.—Plans for the erection of Public Schools will be supplied by the Council ; but plans locally
provided may be adopted, if submitted to the Council and approved of. No schoolroom ought to be less
than 10 feet in width, and 10 feet in.height'; and at least S square feet of floor should be allowed for each
child in ordinary attendance.
Provisional Schools.
17.—In applying for aid to a Provisional School, the Promoters must satisfy the Council that it is
reasonably required in the locality, that the building and furniture provided are suitable for the purpose,
and that an average attendance of at least fifteen children can be guaranteed.
-

Half-Time Schools.
18.—Half-Time Schools under Itinerant Teaclers may be established,, wherever twenty children of
the school age reside within an estimated radius of ten miles from a central point, and can be collected in
groups of not less than ten children in each.
Denominational Schools.
19.—Applicants for a Certificate to a Denominational School must provide a school-house sufficient
for the purpose, and suitably furnished. A Teacher may be nominated by them, but must be approved of
and appointed by the Council.
Withdrawal of Certificates.
20.—The Certificate will ordinarily be withdrawn from a Denominational School, should the
statutory number of children not be maintained. It may also be withdrawn should the building become
dilapidated, or otherwise unsuitable, or the supply of furniture become inadequate, or the Regulations of
the Council be infringed.
As to the term Statutory" 1%Tumber.
m
21.—The statutory number of children shall, within the meaning of the preceding Rule, be deeed
not to have been maintained, whenever less than thirty children on the average of the two previous
quarters shall have been in attendance—unless the deficiency be shown to have been the result of some
prevailing epidemic, or of floods, or other temporary impediment.
Inscription.
22.—In the case of every Public School, whether the property be vested in the Council or not, the
inscription PUBLIC ScHooL shall be conspicuously put up, and no other, on the outside of the building.
Uses of Public School Buildings.
23.—No use shall be made of any Public School building tending to cause contention—such as the
holding of political meetings, or brinaing into it political petitions or documents for signature. And no
such building shall be used as a place of Public Worship, unless built and kept in repair without au.l from
the Council :—nor in such case, if objected to in writing by one-fourth of the Parents of the Children
attending the School.
Grants of School Books, 'c.
24—Grants of School Books and apparatus will be made from time to time, as may be deemed
expedient, to Schools under supervision of the Council, in proportion to the average number of children in
attendance. A full supply will be granted to all Schools newly established.
Character
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Character of School Books,
25.—Such books only as are supplied or sanctioned by the Council shall be used in any School
for ordinary instruction.
Apparatus.
26.—The term Apparatus will include maps, diagrams, pictures, black-boards, easels, and ballframes.
Registers, 4c., to be kept.
27.—The undermentioned Registers and Forms shall be kept, according to directions supplied with
them, by every Teacher; (a) an Admission Register, (b) a Class Roll, (e) a Daily Report Book, (d) a
School Fee Accouutf Book, (e) a Lesson Register, (f) a Time-table, and 0) a Programme of Lessons for
each Class.
Returns.
28.—Quarterly and Annual Returns shall be furnished from every School. Each Quarterly Return
must be neatly made out in duplicate immediately after the close of the quarter; one copy to be furnished
to the Inspector, and the other retained by the Teacher as a record. No salary accruing at the end of
any quarter will be paid until such ]ieturii has been received by the Inspector, and certified to be correct.
The Annual Return must be forwarded, with the Quarterly Return, immediately after the close of the
December quarter.
Default in sending Returns.
29.—Negligence in compiling or sending Returns, or in keeping School Registers, will render a
Teacher liable to a fine, or, if repeated, to a loss of classification. Any Teacher guilty of fraudulently
making false entries in any Register or Return will be instantly dismissea.
Training of Teachers.
30.—Every Applicant for employment as a Teacher must undergo a course of training before being
permanently appointed, unless be shall have previously been trained in some recognized Training School.
He must sign an undertaking to accept such employment in any locality indicated by the Council.
Appointment and Dismissal,
31,—The appointment and dismissal of Teachers in all Schools under the Council's supervision
will rest solely with the Council; but, in Denominational Schools, subject to the provision contained in
Section 10 of the Public Schools Act.
General Qualifications.
82.—A.s a general rule, no person will be appointed as a Teacher unless be has been examined and
classified. In some eases a Teacher may be appointed provisionally who has not undergone examination;
but his appointment will not be ratified until his competency has been tested in that manner.
Bzaminati&n and Classficatiou.
33.—The attainments of Teachers will be tested by oral and written examinations, and their skill
in teaching by inspection of their Schools ; and according to such attainments and skill they will be
classified in the foljoving grades —The first or highest Class will have two grades, distinguished as Class
I, A and B; the second will also have two grades, distinguished as Class II, A and B; and the third will
have three grades, distinguished as Class III, A, B, and C—The relative degrees of ability requisite for
holding these Classifications, respectively, will be indicated by numbers ; of which the first Class, in its
two degrees, may be considered represented by 10 and 9 ; the second Class by S and 7; and the third by
0, 5, and 4.
Commencement of Dutj.
34.—When a Teacher is appointed to a School be must report to the Inspector of the District the
fact of arrival at his post, and the date of commencing duty.
Resignation of Teachers.
35.—Teachers are required to give not less than one month's notice of their iutended resignation.
which will take effect on the last day of the month indicated. Before receiving salary for the last month,
they must hand over to the local Board all School property belonging to the Council, and make out, in
duplicate, an inventory of the same—one copy, signed by two of the Board, to be forwarded to the Council,
the other to be retained by the Board.
Teachers' Occupations.
36.—Teachers in the service of the Council are prohibited from engaging in any occupation not
having a distinctly educational character, unless the sanction of the Council has been previously obtained.
Duties of Teachers.
87.—The duties of Teachers are the following:—
To observe faithfully the Regulations of the Council.
To carry out the suggestions of Inspectors to the best of their ability.
To teach according to
'in
the course of Secular instruction.
To maintain the Discip e prescribed in the Regulations.
To keep the School Records neatly, and to furnish Returns punctually.
To see that the undermentioned documents are kept posted in a conspicuous place in the Schoolroom, namely :—(a.) Regulations of the Council; (b.) Notice to Visitors ; (c.) Course of
Secular instruction; (d.) Time Table; (e.) Programme of Lessons; (f.) Names of Members
of the School Board; (g.) Scale of Fees.
To take charge of the School Buildings, and all property belonging to the Council, and to be
responsible for keeping the School premises in good order and tenantable repair; reasonable
wear and tear excepted.
To consult the Board, and receive their instructions, on all matters relating to the School,
not affecting its internal management.
Teachers'
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Teachers' Wives.
88.—In Schools containing female children, but no female Teacher, it will be the duty of the
Teacher's wife to be present at the assembling and dismissal of the pupils, and to take charge of the
discipline of the female children. Site is also required to teach needlework to the girls during at least
four hours in each week. In forming an estimate of the efficiency of Schools, the competency and
usefulness of Teachers' Wives, and the time they devote to school duties, will be taken into account.

Assistant Teachers.
-39--Assistant Teachers may be appointed to Schools in which the average daily attendance exceeds
seventy. They will be entitled to a proportion of the School fees, and such salary as shall be determined
by the Council. Assistants may be (a) persons who have served for three years at least as Pupil-Tea hers,
or, (b) persons who have been regularly trained in a Training institution. But no person will be perjuanently appointed an Assistant Teacher, unless examined and classified.

Pupil-Teachers.
40.—Pupil-Teachers may be employed, to serve for not less than three years, in any School in which
the average attendance has been not less than fifty for the three months preceding Provided that the
Teacher holds a classification not lower than Class TI, and that the School is adequately supplied with
furniture, books, and apparatus.
TEAdulults' EXAMINAnON, PnoMoTIoN,

AND

REanxxxnTIoN.

Subjects of .Examination.
41.—The subjects on which Teachers will be examined are divided into two classes— Ordinary and
Alternative; and are specified in the Appendix to these Rules marked A. The former class embraces
those elementary branches with which every Teacher must be acquainted. Reading, Writing, Arithmetic.
Grammar, Geography, and Knowledge of the School Books, are of this kind; to which must be added
the principles of School Management, and, if possible, the Rudiments of Mnsic and Linear Drawing.
The subjects styled Alternative are those in which an examination is entirely optional with the Teacher.

Alternative Subjects.
42.—The following are the Alternative Subjects in which Teachers may be examined —tatin
Mathematics; Natural Science; French; and German.

Applicants for Employment.
43.—By the word Teachers, in the two last preceding Rules, it is intended equally to include
Applicants for employment in that capacity, not previously examined. But no such Applicant will be
awarded a First Class Certificate, unless proved to be possessed of the requisite practical skill.

Asinual Examinations.
44—Examinations of Teachers will be held annually in each Inspector's District. Teachers who
desire to be examined, with a view to a higher Certificate, must apprise the Jnspector of their wish, and
furnish him with a list of the Alternative Subjects upon which they are prepared for examination.

Promotion by Examination.
45.—In order to obtain a First or Second Class Certificate, Teachers must pass an examination in
one or more of the Alternative Subjects mentioned in Rule 42, in addition to the ordinary snbjects. But
no Teacher will be admitted to examination, with a view to admission into a higher Class than that held by
Mirn, unless the Examiner certify that he possesses the necessary practical skill and efficiency.

Promotion for Good Service.
48—Teachers can only be promoted from one Class to another by examination. But in each ClasL
a Teacher may without examination be advanced to a higher grade for good service; that is to say, if his
School, in the last three years during which he has held the Classification, has increased in efficiency, if the
Inspector's reports throughout that period have been satisfactory, and the Report for the third year
indicates that the applicant's practical skill is equal to that required for the grade sought, according to the
scale specified in Rule 33, if the Local Board report favourably, and if his general conduct has merited the
Council's approval.

-

Promotion by Removal.

47.—Teachers desirous of being promoted to more important Schools must intimate their wishes to
the Inspector of the District, in writing. A list of such Teachers will be kept in the Council's office ; and.
except in special cases, promotions will be made in accordance with the principle of classification and
seniority.

Teachers' Salaries.
43.—The Salaries of Male Teachers in charge of Schools, other than Provisional, if married and
-assisted by their wives, will be according to the following scale:—
Class I, A. £1.50 per annum.
B. £144
Class II, A. £132
41
B. £120
11
Class III, A. £108
£102
£90
The Salaries of unmarried Male Teachers, married Teachers not assisted by their wives, and Female
Teachers in charge of Schools, will be £12 per annum less than the foregoing mates.

Reduction

Reduction for Small At/endànce
49.—The above rates will be liable to reduction in cases where the average attendance falls below
thirty, and the teacher is unable to satisfy the Council that this has arisen from causes beyond his control.
Teachers in Provisional Schools.
50--The pavthent of Teachers in Provisional Schools will be regulated by the average attendance,
according to the following scale :—
21 but under 25
... £6 per month.
18
21....... £5
15 ,,
,, 18
... £4
12 .,
.. 15
... £3
Disfribu/ion of i'cs.
51.—If there be more than one Teacher employed in a School, the fees will be distributed in such
proportions as the Council shall in each case direct. Pupil Teachers will not be entitled to any share in
fee 9.
.7!iodei Schools.
52.—Tn Model Schools special salaries may be awarded to the Teachers, at the discretion of the
Council.
Ails/tosses.
53.—Mistresses in charge of se1arate departments will be paid two-thirds of the salaries allotted to
their classification.
TRAINING Senoot.

Canes of Candidates.
54.—The Council will receive into the Training School, established in connection with the Sydney
Molel Public School, or in such other Training School as the Council may establish, three Classes of
Caniidatcs, namely: First Class—Pupil Teachers whose term of service has expired, and Teachers who
have already been trained elsewhere. Second Oia.vs.—Untrained Teachers who have been in ehargo of
Schools. Third Class—Persons entering the teaching profession for the first time.
Qudffications.
55.—Candidates must apply for admission in a form prescribed by the Council. They must, except
in the case of Pupil Teachers, be not less than twenty years of age, and, as a general rule, not more than
thirty; they must be free from any bodily infirmity likely to impair their usefulness as Teachers; and be
persons of active habits and unblemished reputation. They must also satisfy the Council as to thir
previous history, and undergo an examination in the subjects specified in the Appendix to these Rules
marked B.
Conditions of Admission.
56.—Before admission, every candidate must make a declaration that be intends in good faith to
follow the profession of a Teacher in Schools under the Council, and that he will accept a situation in any
District, as the Council may see fit-. He must also procure it guarantee from two responsible persons, that
the whole expense of his training in the School will be refunded if, from any cause whatever, be shall not
enter the service of the Council, or shall leave it in less than. a period to be agreed upon at the time of
such admission.
Term of Training.
57.—Entrance Examinations will be held half-yearly, in June and December; and the perioàs of
training will be six or twelve months, as may be found necessary.
Allowances 'luring Trai-ninq.
58.—The following allowances may be made to Students who satisfy the above-mentioned conditions,
and pass successfully the prescribed examinations :—To married couples, £7 per month to unmarried
persons, £5 per month. When the School is prepared to receive Students into residence, these allowances
may be withdrawn; boord and lodging being provided instead.
Course of Study.
59.—The course of studies in the School will include the subjects specified in the Appendix to these
Rules marked B.
Practical Training.
60.—The Students will be trained in the practical management of Schools by attendance at the
Model School, or such other School as the Council may determine.
Examinations.
61.—Oral examinations of the Students will be held monthly, to test their attention and progress
and written examinations will take place half-yearly, in June and December—when clasifieations will be
awarded according to attainments and teaching skill. The Council will not award to any Student- a higher
Certificate than Class II; and no Certificate will be given until the Inspector's Deport shows that the
Student is successful in the management of a school.
Female Candidates and Students.
62,—These Rules apply equally to the case of Female as of Male Candidates and Students.
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PIJPIL-TEACEERS.

Oonditions of Appointment.
03.—Candidates for the office of Pupil-Teacher must be not less than thirteen, nor more than sixteen
years of age, and free from any bodily infinnity likely to impair their usefulness. They must also pass an
examination in the subjects specified in the Appendix to these Rules marked B, Part 1.

Remuneration.
04.—The remuneration of Pupil-Teachers will consist partiy of instruction to be given by the
Teacher, for at least one hour on every school day, and partly in a yearly salary. But such salary will not
be paid unless the Teacher shall certir as to their efficiency and good conduct, nor unless they pass the
prescribed examinations in a satisfactory manner.

tjourse of Study.
05.—The subject of Study for Pupil-Teachers will be those specified in the Appendix marked B,
Part 2.
Govrnnarxxr or Scnoojs.

Public School Boards.
06.—The Council reserves to itself the power of controlling, through its Officers, the internal
management of Schools. But the Council, for other purposes, will avail itself of the assistance of Public
School Boards, whenever suitable persons are found to fill the office. The Council will not submit for
appointment to any such Board the name of any person whose habits are intemperate, or whose character
is in any respect exceptional.

Duties of Boards
67.—In addition to the powers conferred on such Boards by the Public Schools Act, the Council
entrusts to them the following duties:—(a) To make provision, as far as may be, for keeping the School
Buildings in repair- (1') To take care that they are not used for any improper purpose. (c) To see that a
sufficient quantity of suitable furnitnre and.apparatus is provided. (d) To take precautions forexeluding
from the School, during its ordinary business, all books not sanctioned by the Council. (e) To inspect
periodically the School Registers and Records, and countersign the Returns made to the Council. (3') To
see that the School is open on all the usual school days, and that the Teacher is present at his work.
(g) To observe whether the Teacher discharges his duties; to report his conduct to the Council vhenhe
is in fault; and to protect lum from vexatious complaints. (h) To suspend a Teacher from office, pending
the decision of the Council, upon reasonable evidence of gross irregularity or immoral conduct. (i) To
sign the Teacher's MonthlyAbstract of Salary, if they are of opinion that his duties have been duly
performed.

The like, and Board Afeetings.
68.—Every such Board, by its Honorary Secretary or Cbairman, will be the medium of communication with the Council on behalf of the School; and, as the Council trusts, will use every reasonable effort
to induce Parents to send their children there regularly—not withdrawing them at any time, except in
ease of necessity. Every Board should meet periodically, and especially in the last week of March, June,
September, and December, for the purposes specified in the preceding Rnle, and for conference generally
on matters connected with the School.

Exemption from School Fees.
69,—It will also be the duty of the Board to inquire into all applications for the gratuitous
instruction of children; and to see that no child be admitted free of charge, unless the inability of the
parent to pay school-fees be satisfactorily proved. The Board should, at the cad of each Quarter, report
to the Council the names of children so admitted, and the names and occupations of the parents, with the
grounds of exemption.

Other Local Boards.
70.—The Council will correspond with all other duly recognized Local Boards of Denominational
Schools, Provisional Schools, and Half-time Schools. It is hoped that the Boards of such Schools will
perform the same duties as are by these Rules entrusted to Public School Boards.

Inepeetoi-s of Schools.
71.—Inspectors, and other persons deputed by the Council to visit any School, will be furnished
with credentials under the Corporate Seal. Every Teacher is required to treat such persons with
deference to carry out their suggestions for the improvement of the School; and to obey their instructions in all matters relating to the Public Schools Act and the Regulations of the Council, The Local
Board, in each District visited, will of course afford them every assistance that may be required in the
execution of their duty.

Duties of In.pectors.
72—Inspectors are to enforce observance of the provisions of the Public Schools Act, and of the
Regulations ; but their decisions are suject to appeal to the Council. They are to examine into the
condition of Schools, and inquire into all matters which it may be expedient to report to the Council.
They are authorized to determine all questions of School management, and to take the teaching of a
Class or of the School into their own hands for a time, to show the Teacher how defective methods may
be improved.

Annual
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Annual Inspections.
78.—Once at least in the year every School in each Inspector's District shall be visited by him,
and the pupils be examined as to their proficiency in the several branches of instruction which are
prescribed by the Council. He will, as soon afterwards as may be practicable, send a Report thereupon
to the Council; together with such observations on the state of the School, generally, as shall appear to
him to be called for. The Local Board must be invited, to be present at such examination; and, for this
purpose, the Inspector will take care to give the Chairman, or Honorary Secretary, due notice of the
intended day of his visit.
Conduct of Inspectors.
74.—In their intercourse with Teachers, Inspectors should be guided by feelings of respect for the
Teachers oce, and of sympathy with his labours. They will exhibit towards Teachers every possible
courtesy ; treating them at all times with the consideration and kindness which the difficulties of their
positiDn demand.
Observation Book.
75.—The Inspector's remarks upon the state of a school visited by him will be entered, in the
Observation Book of the school; which as a record is to be carefully preserved. Entries therein are not
to be erased or altered.
ScRooD ROUTINE AND DxscrpLnIE.

Punctuality.
70—With a view to the proper training of their pupils, Teachers must conduct the operations of
their Schools with punctuality and regularity.
O7eanliness.
77.—Habits of personal neatness and cleanliness are to be encouraged among the pupils, not only
by precept but by the personal example of the Teachers; and, if necessary, may be enforced. Teachers
are also responsible for keeping the schoolrooms and furniture clean, and arranged in an orderly manner.
Order and Gonduct,
78.—Teachers are to instil into the minds of their pupils the necessity for habits of orderly and
modest behaviour, as well as of obedience to Teachers, and to the rules of the School. Pupils should also
be trained to exhibit respect for the property of others, whether public or private; to regard the feelings
of their fellows ; to be honest and truthful, diligent under instruction, and conscientious in the discharge
of every duty.
Government of Pupils.
79.—In the government of the pupils all degrading punishments are to be avoided. The Teacher's
discipline should be mild but firm, his manner kindly, his demeanour cheerful, and his language marked on
all occasions by strict propriety. While overlooking no offence, his aim should be to prevent the necessity
for punishment by effecting the improvement of the offender.
Corporal Punishment.
80.—Corporal punishment may be inflicted; but by the Principal Teacher only, or by an Assistant
with his approval. It should be restricted as much as possible to extrerne eases; and the Teacher must
keep a record of the time and place of punishment, its ainount and the nature of the offence.
Expulsion of Pupils.
81.—No pupil shall be expelled from any, School, unless by the direetiou or with the express concurrence of thd Local Board, in writing; subject in every case to appeal to the Council.
Suspension.
82.—A pupil may, nevertheless, for gross insolence, persistent disobedience, profanity, or immoral
conduct, be by the Teacher forthwith removed from the school: provided that, in every such case, the
matter shall be reported without delay to the Board; and, until its disposal by them, the pupil shall not
be readmitted.
Playground Supervision.
83.—The conduct of pupils in the playground must be carefully supervised by the Teacher; and be
must see that, in proceeding to School and returning from it, their behaviour is orderly.
&ligiozts Views of Pupils or Parents.
84.—Nothing must ever be said or done by any Teacher, in a pupil's hearing or presence, calculated
to offend the religious views of that pupil, or of any other in the School—or of the parents of any such
pupil.
Daily Routine.
85.—In all Schools maintained or aided by the Council, the Daily Routine shall be that specified
in the Appendix marked B: Provided that, by permission of the Local Board, the District Inspector, or
the Council, the time of assembling may be half an hour later than that so specified; in which case the
several times stated will be later in the same proportion.
Time
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Time-Table.
86.—The Time-Table to be observed in the Schools is the following :—except that, in cases within
the Proviso to the preceding Rule, the time in each instance will be half an hour later than that specified
From 9 to 10. Special Religious Instruction; or, in Public and Provisional Schools, when no
Religious Teacher is in attendance, Ordinary Instruction.
From 10 to 12. Ordinary Instruction.
From 12 to 180. Recess for (Tinner and re-assemjling.
From 130 to 330. Ordinary Instruction.
Special Religious instruction.
87.—Should the hour appropriated to Special Religious Instruction be in any case inconvenient,
the Council may sanction an alteration on sufficient cause being shown.
Vacation s and Holidays.
88.—The Vacations sanctioned by the Council are—three weeks at Christmas, and a fortnight at
Midwinter. The Holidays allowed, other than those occurring in Vacation, are—the Anniversary of the
Colony, and of the Queen's Birthday, Good Friday, and Easter Monday.
Teachers are to state on their Time-Tables these Vacations and Holidays.
Closing Schools.
89.—No School is to be closed upon any School day without the written direction of the Local
Board, who must satisfy themselves that circumstances warrant that step; and in no case for more than
one day, without the sanction of the District Inspector, or the Council.
infectious Diseases.
90.—The attendance of any pupil suffering from any contagious, offensive, or infections disease, may
be temporarily suspended by the Teacher. But he is, as soon as possible thereafter, to report the case to
the Local Board. The like action may be taken by a Board with any Teacher similarly suffering.
INSTR1TCTIOX IN Sciroots.
Course of Instruction.
- 91.—The course of Secular Instruction, as Ithe term isdefined in Section 30 of the Public Schools
Act, shall, for each class, be the course specificdj in the Appendix to these Rules marked C. But, in
Denominational Schools, it shall not be necessary to use the Scripture Lessmss there mentioned.
Provisional Schools.
92.—The last preceding Rule, with all others respecting Routine, Discipline, and Inspection, applies
equally to Provisional as to other Schools; it being the condition of the Council's continuance of aid to
any such School that it shall in all respects be conductcd as if it were a Public School.
Special Religious Instruction.
98.—During an hour of each day, indicated in the Time-table, children whose parents desire that
they should receive Special Relig ious Instruction from approv6d Religious Teachers of their respective
Coinmunions, may receive such instruction, so lhr as the Buildings- admit of distinct Classes being formed
for the purpose. Every Public 6chool should be so arranged as to admit of the formation of one such
Denominational Class at the least; and, if the simultaneous teaching of more than one be impracticable,
Classes of the different Denominations may be formed on different days of the week.
The like in Denominational Schools.
94.—In Denominational Schools, the occupation of the pupils during the hour allotted to Special
Religious Instruction is left entirely to the direction of the Local Board.
Denominational Books.
95.—The Teacher, in all Schools under the superintendence of the Council, shall see that the
religious books employed in the Denominational Classes are confined to the time and place of Denominational instruction, and not left in the way of children whose parents may object to them.
Methods of Teaching.
96.—Every Teacher is required to make himself acquainted with improved methods of teaching, and
to practise them in his school. And as the efficiency of Teachers will be judged of by the attainments as
well as the moral improvement of their pupils, results as well as the mode of instruction should be kept in
view.
Teacltingpoioer to be justly distributed.
97.—Teachers are to provide for the equitable distribution of their time through all the Classes
so that the instruction of no pupil shall be neglected.
Visirons.
Persons Visiting Schools.
98.—Visitors shall have access to every School maintained or aided by the Council, during the
hours of Secular Instruction—not to take part in the business, or interrnpt it; but, simply, to observe
how it is conducted.
Duty of Teachers to Visitors.
- 99.—Every Teacher is required to receive courteously Visitors seeking to inspect his School, to
afford them access to the schoolroom, and liberty to observe what books are in the hands of the children
or on the desks, what tablets are on the walls, and what is the method of teaching. But Teachers should
not permit any person to interrupt the business of the School, by asking questions of the children,
examining Classes, calling for papers, or in any way diverting attention from the usual business. 100.
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100.—The restriction expressed in the preceding Rule will, of course, not interfere with the
provision in Section 19 of the Public Schools Act, whereby access is afforded
purpose of communicating Special Religious Instruction; nor does it applyto Religious Teachers for the
to the visits of Local Boards,
or of Members of the Council of Education.
Visitors' Book.
l01.—Every Teacher is required to have the Visitors' Book lying upon his desk, in which
Visitors
may enter their names, and, if they think proper, any remarks. Teachers are by no means to erase or
alter any remark so made.

APPENDICES.
APPENDIX A.

Examination for Olas.cfication as Teacher.
For a Third Class con f/teats.
Grammar: Including Punctuation, Paraphrasing, Parsing, and Analysis of Sentences.
Geography : General and Descriptive.
Arithmetic : As far as Decimal Fractions and Square Root. Female Teachers—As
far as Proportion and Practice.
School .Llfanagc,nent : Including the Organization, Discipline, and Instruction of Schools.
School Books: The Reading Books from the First to the Fourth, inclnsivc.
Reading : Prose and Poetry front the Lesson Books.
Jf'riti,,q : Specimens of Copy-setting, in text, round and small hands.
Vocal Music and 'Linear Drawing.
Female Teachers: Needlework—Domestic Economy.
For a Second Class centj/leatc.
Grammar: Including Punctuation Paraphrasing, Composition, Parsing, Derivation, and Analysis of Sentences.
Geography: Physical and Descriptive.
Arithmetic : As far as Cube Root, Duodecisnals, and Elementary Mensuration.
Female Teachers—As far as Decimals.
Art of Teaching: The Organization, Discipline, and Instruction of Schools, in greater
detail.
School Rooks: The Series of Reading Books.
Reading: Prose and Poetry, from the Literary Class Book.
YVritinq: Specimens of Copy-setting in three hands, and of Letter-writing.
l'bcal if uric and -Linear Drct,cinq.
Female Teachers: Needlework—Domestic Economy.
Algebra : As far as, and inclusive of, Quadratic Equations, but omitting Surds.
Geometry.- The First, Second, and Third Books of Euclid's Elements.
Latin: Casar ; Do Bells Gailieo : Grammar. (In lieu of the two preceding Subjects.)
For Female Teachers: French: Grammar; Translation from an easy author.
.l1br a First Class Certificate.

Ordinary Subjects.
Oramsner: Punctuation, Paraphrasing, Parsing, Analysis of Sentences, Composition, Style, Derivation,, and Prosody.
Geoqs'a,phy: Physical, Political, and Commercial, with Popnlar Astronomy and Mathematical Geography.
Anit/unelic: The whole Theory and Practice as laid down in text-books in common use.
School Books: The whole of the Reading Series.
Reading: Prose and Poetry.
Writing: Specimens of Copy-setting and Letter.writing.
Vocal Music and Linear fl,,a,th,q
Female Teachers: Needlework_-Domestic Economy,
Principles of Teaching : Including a know-ledge of the mental faculties.

Engli-sh Literature.

Alte,'na lire Subjects.
Latin : Virgil or some anthor of equal difficulty: questions on Grammar.
French : Charles XII or seine work of equal difficulty Grammar.
German : Fouqué's L'ndiue or some work of equal diffleulfl-: Grammar.
Mathematics: Algebra, to Quadratic Equations, including Surds Geometry, Euclid, Books I, VI; Plane Trigonometry;
Nements of 3feeliuni,ys.
Nataral Science: Experimental Physics, Chemistry, Geology, Zoology, Botany, and Physiology.
NOTE—A C.Iae,lfieaflnn may ordinarily ho aepoired, notwithstanding failure In vocal

show th,,t

his failure

)Iusic and Linear Drawing, provided the Candidate can
resulted Item physical inability, or fra,a lisa impassibility of obtaining the necessary
instructIon.

APPENDII B—PART I.
Subjects of Study for Fipi/ Teachers.
Before Appoint. e,,.t— Candidates.
Reading: To read the "Fourth Reading Book" sanctioned by the Council with ease, fluency, and expression; to spell
well; and to understand the mean ing of the passane read.
nrriting :
To write from dictation, in a neat band, a simple prose narrative, with correct spelling and pnllctuation.
Arithmetic: To know the Arithmetical Tables, and to work the rnles as far as Vulgar Fractions.
Gron,,,,a,-: To parse and analyze correctly a passage taken from the Fourth Book.
Geography: To understand the Geographical Terms, to be acquainted with the Map of the World, and to have a knowledge of the Geography of Australia.
Drawing: As prescribed for a Fifth Class in the Course of Secular Instruction.
Vocal Maria: As prescribed for a Fifth Class in the Course of Secular Instruction.
Skill in Teaching : To touch a Junior Class in the presence of an Inspector.

100—B

PART II.

'5 .
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PART IT.
Class TV.
Reading: To read the "Fifth Reading Book" sanctioned by the Council with fluency and expression, give synonymous
words and phrases, and answer upon the subject matter; to repeat from memory fifty lines of poetry.
ook.
Writing: To write neatly and correctly from dictation, or from memory, a passage from the Fifth BookTo
work
questions
in
Decimal
Fractious.
Arithmetic:
Arithmetic :
Grammar: To parse and analyze a passage from the Fifth Reading Book.
Geography: The Geography of New, South Wales in detail, and Europe in aniline.
Drawing : More difficult subjects.
Vocal .flfnsic: Increased proficiency.
Algebra: To Least Common Multiple.
Geometry: Euclid, Book I, Prop. I to XXX.
Latin : Smith's " Priiscipia Latina," to Exercise XXIV tnclnsive.
French (for females) : Do Fins' "Grainmairo des Grammaires," to Exercise XXX inclusive,
Skill in Teaching : To discipline one of the lower classes and give a Reading Lesson.
Class ILL
Reading: To read the Fifth Book with improved intonation and expression; to paraphrase the sentences, and give the
derivation of pronnuent words.
Witi,'g: To write, in a neat and flowing hand, an abstract of an Object Lesson.
Arithmetic: To Square Root.
Grammar: Parsing of Difficult Sentences; with a good knowledge of Syntax and the Analysis of Sentences.
Geography : Australia, Great Britain and Ireland, in detail Asia in outline.
Drawing: More difficult subjects.
Vocal Mee.vc : Increased proficiency.
Algebra: Fractions and Simple Equations.
Geometry: Euclid, Book I, with easy deductions.
Latin: Smith's "Principia Latina," to Exercise XXXIII.
French (for frmales): " Grammaire des fi-rammaires," to Exercise LX.
Skill in Tact/sing: Management of the Second Class, and giving a Lesson on Elementary Geography or Grammar.
Class IL.
Ecadiig: A standard auth&r, with correct intonation and emphasis, paraphrasing, and derivation.
Writing: To write an account of the organization of the School, or of the methods of teaching adopted.
Arit/sn,ctic: To Cube Root.
Grammar: Increased skill in Parsing, and in the Analysis of Sentences.
Geography : Palestine, in detail; America, in outline.
Drawing: More difficult subjects.
Vocal Music: Increased proficiency.
Algebra: Simple Equations and Surds.
Geometry: Books I and IT, with easy Deductions.
Latin: Smil.h's " Frincipia Lntina," to Exercise XLVIII.
French (for females) : "Grammaire des Grammaires," to Exercise XC.
Skill in Teaching: Ability to discipline the Third Class, and give an Object Lesson.
Class I.
Reading: To read with ease and expression a standard author, and reproduce, either verbally or in writing, the
o
passa0 read.
Writing : To write an essay on some subject connected with the Art of Teaching.
Arithmetic: Applications of rules and principles.
Grammar : Prosody—Analysis of Sentences.
Geography: Physical Geography in detail—The World generally.
Drawing: More difficult subjects.
Vocal Music: Increased proficiency.
Algebra: Qnadrat.ie Equations.
Geometry: Books I and II, with Deductions.
Latin: Smith's "Prineipia Latina."
French for Females "Grammaire des Grammaires," to Exercise CXXXII.
Skill in Teaching: Increased skill in the ,nanagethent of Classes, and in giving Object Lessons.
No,z.—NeedIeworIC sad Domestic ]',eoncmy are to be taught to females In place Of Algebra and Geometry.
ATrEnitx

C.

First Class,
Reading: The "First Reading Book," sanctioned by the Council.
Writing : On slates, from cupies and monosyllables from dictation.
Arithmetic: Notation, to three places of figures—Simple Addition, on slates—Mental operations involving results not
higher than GO.
Object Lessons: Domestic Animals and Common Objects.
Singing: Simple Melodies by car, or by Tonic-Sol4a Method.
Second Class.
Reading: The " Second Reading Book," sanctioned by the Council.
Writing: On slates, from memory and dictation; in books, from copies.
Arithmetic: Notation—Simple Rules—Tables.
Grammar : The Parts of.Speech.
Geography: Local Geography—Uses of a Map—Definitions—New South Wales in outline.
Object Lessons: Domestic A nimals—Common Objects.
Singing: Simple Melodies by ear, or by Tonic-Sal-Ia Method.
Drawing: Simple Rectilineat Figures, on slates.
Third Class.
Reading: The "Third Reading Book," sanctioned by-the Council.
Writing: On paper, from copies; and on slates, from dictation.
Arithmetic: Compound Rules and Reduction—TIle easier Rules of Mental Arithmetic—Tables.
Gra,mmar:Parsing, Syntax, Analysis of Simple Sentences, and Elementary Composition.
Geography: Australia and New Zealand, in detail—Outlines of Europe.
Object Lessons : Common Minerals, Vegetables, and Animals—The simpler Manufacturing processes.
Singing: Fart Singing, Tonio-Sol4a Method.
Drawing: Fowles' Elementary Drawing Books, I, II, and III, or some equivalent books.
Scripture Lessons: Old and New Testaments, No. 1 of the Jrish Board of National Eduoation.

Fourth

11
Fourth Class.
Reading: The "Fourth Reading Book," sanctioned by the Council.
Writing: On paper, from copies and dictation.
Arithmetic: Proportion and Practice—Fractions—Mental Arithmetic.
Grammar: Etymology and Syntax, with Analysis of Sentouces--Coniposition.
Geography: Europe and Asia in detail—America in outline—Elements of Physical Geography.
Object Lessons: Natural history, Manufaotaircs, Elementary Mechanics; Science of 000nnon Things; The Mechanical
Powcrs.
Singing: Tonie-Sol-fa Method.
Drawing: Fowlas' Drawing Books, IV, V and VI, on paper.
Geometry: Definitions and Axioms; Euclid, Book I to proposition XVI.
&niptnre Lessons: Old and New Testaments, No.11 of the Irish Board of National Education.
Ii We Class.
.7/ceding: The "Fifth Reading Book," sanctioned by the Council.
Writing: On paper, plain and ornamental.
Arithmetic: Decimals—Roots —Mensuration
Grammar: Sntax—Prosody—Analysis of Sentences—Composition.
Geography: 'The World—Physical and Descriptive.
Object Lessons: Arts and Manufactures—Laws of health—Social Economy—Duties of a Citizen—Tue Laws—Experiille]]tal Physics.
Singing: Tonic-Sol-fa Method—Established Notation.
Drawing .- Perspective—Drawing from Models.
Geometrx: Euclid, Book I.
Algebra: To Simple Equations of two unknown quantities.
Latin : Smith's Prinoipia Latina.
Scripture Lessons: As in Fourth Class.
APPENDIX P.

Eaminatioa for admission to Training School.
Junon CLASS.
Reading: Fifth Class Reading Book adopted by the Council.
Writing : From dictation a passage from the sarno book.
Arithmetic : As far as Vulgar Fractions.
Grammar: Parsing and Analysis of a passage from the same School Reading Book.
Geography: Outlines of Europe, Asia, Africa, America, and Australia.
Vocal Music : Rudiments of the Touic.Sol.fa Method.
Linear Drawing: In outline from copies.
Sxgion CLASS.
Reading: A stnndard author.
Writing: From dictation a passage from the samo work.
G-rammar: Parsing and Analysis of a passage from the some book, with questions on Syntax.
Arithmetic: Vulgar and Decimal Fractions and Square Root.
Geography: The matter contained in any ordinary school work on the subject.
Vocal JWnsic : Rudiments of the Tonio-Sol-fa Method,
Linear Drawing: Outline from copies.
Mat/iensatics: Euclid, Books I and II; Algebra to Simple Equations.
Latin : Grammatical questions and easy translations.
French : Grammatical questions and easy translations.
(This subject Is to be taken by female candidates in ?Iacc of wathcmatics and Latin.)
('ourse of Study in Training School.
Osmsnrey Sunaucrs.'
Reading and Rtocntion, including Repetition/root memory.
Writing, plain and ornamental.
Arithmetic, theory and practice Mental Arithmetic.
Grammar and Composition.
Geography, physical and descriptive.
School Management.
School Books.
Vocal Music, Tonie.Sol.fa Method.
Linear Drawing.
Feb/ic Schools Act and Regulations.
Dome,,tic Eeononn,, and .lfeedleeaorlc, for female caudidates.
Drill and Gymnastics.
ALTERNATIVE SUDJEcTS.

Mathematics, Euclid, Books I to IV; Algebra to Quadratic Equations, including Surds; Elementary Mechanics.
Natural Science, Elements of Physics, Chemistry, and Physiology.
Rug/is/a Literainre.
Latin, for male emsdidatcs.
lde,,ch, for female caiididntcs,
History.
Apuxpix E.
DaQ11 Routine.
Morning.
At 84.5. Pupils to assemble in the Playground. All School materials to be prepared for lessons.
At 855. Pupils to be arranged in ranks, inspected as to cleanliness, and marched ilitsc School.
At 9. Lessons for Special Religious Instr',ctio,$) 10 commence; as noted in the Time Table prescribed by Rule 8(5.
At 10- 30. Recess for ten minutes, to be epnst in the playground by Pupils and Teachers.
At 1045. Lessons to be rrsunled necnrcl rig to the limc-1abie.
At 1155, Class Rc,ll to be called and marked.
At 12. The School to be disnussed for niid.day recess.
Afternoon.
Pro,n 12 to 120. Recess for dinner and recreation, nuder the superintendence of tile Teachers.
At 120. Pupils to reassemnble in the plswgrousid. School mntariais to be prepared for lessons.
At 1 25, Pupils to be arranged, inspected, n,,d marci,ed into School.
At 130. Lessons to recommnenee as noted in the Timctable.
At 325, The Roll to be ('ailed and marked.
At 330. The School to be disrc,issed.

[Od.]

Sydney

Thausas

Richards, Government h'riuter.-1675.
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1875.
LEGISLATIVE ASSEMBLY.
NEW SOUTH WALES.

EDUCATION.
(LIST OF DEN0!flNjpIoNsL SCIlOOLt)

Ordered by the Legislative Assembly to beprütted, 18 November, 1875.

RETURN to an Order made by the Honorable the Legislative Assembly of New
South Wales, dated 23 Juue, 1874, That therc be laid Upon the Table of this
House,—
"A nominal list of the Denominational Schools which have been certified
"by the Council of Education in each year since the 31st of December,
"1868."
(Air. Stewart)

ThE SEcnETsnr, CouNciL or EDUcATiON, to Th UNDER SLrcUETAItX-, DEPARTMENT
OP JUSTICL SYD
PUBLiC lisrEucTioN.
Council of Education Ofilco,
Sydney, 15 September, 1875.

SIR,

With reference to your letter, dated 27th June, 1874, No. 74-3,742, I am directed by the
Council of Education to transmit herewith, for the hifbrrnation of the I-Ionorable the Minister of Justice
and Public Instruction, the return respecting Denominational Schools therein asked for.
I have &c,,
W. WILKINS,
Secretary.
186O.'

?: f. No certificates were granted during thce y.enrs.

1872.)

1873, Four certificates were granted, viz.
Adelong, Roman Catholic.
Grenfell, Roman Catholic.
IIiiI End, Roman Catholic.
Petersham, Church of England.
1874, Two certificates were granted, viz.
Gulgong, Roman Catholic.
Lambtou, Roman Catholic.

16)

1875.
LEGISLATIVE ASSEMBLY.
NEW SOUTH WALES.

EDUCATION.
(CASE OF JEItEMJAII CRONIN.)

Ordered by the Lqqielative Aesembly to be printed, 18 November, 1875.

RETURN to an Order made by the ilonorable the Legislative Assembly of New
South Wales, dated 2 August, 1875, That there be laid upon the Table of this
House,-Copies of all Correspondence and Papers, in the possession of the Council
of Education, having reference to the dismissal of Mr. Jeremiah Cronin,
" late teacher of the Public School at Wilcaimia."

(Mr. Tf'isdo)i.)

6GfA
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TilE SEcRETARY, CouNciL

or

EDUCATION, to Tan UNDER SEcnaxAur, DEPARTMENT OP JUSTICE
AND Puntic INsinucijox.

Council of Education Office,
Sydney, 18 October, 1875.

SIR,

I am directed by the Council of Education to state, for the information of the Honorable the
Minister for Justice and Public Instruction, that the Council has had under consideration your letter of
the 5th August last, No. 95/5638, transmitting a copy of an Order from the Legislative Assembly, for the
production of "all Correspondence and Papers, 'in the possession of the Council of Education, having
reference to the dismissal of Mr. Jeremiah Cronin, late teacher of the Public School at Wilcannia."
In reply, 1 am to observe that, if the Council were to adhere to the literal wording of the above
order, there would be no corresuondeuce to produce, inasmuch as Mr. Cronin was not dismissed from the
position as teacher of the Public School at Wilcannia, but was merely removed from the temporary
appointment he held when the time arrived for making permanent arrangements for the conduct of the
school.
As it is assumed, however, that a mistake has been made in the wording of the motion, the
Council has instructed me to forward herewith copies of the Correspondence bearing on the subject of
Mr. Oronin's removal from the school named, in order that Mr. Docker may take such steps as he may
deem desirable in the matter.
I have, Le.,
W. WILKINS,
Secretary.

SCILEDULE

of Correspondence, relating to Wilcannia Public School, called for by the Legislative Assembly,
on 2nd August, 1875, on the motion of Mr. Wisdom.
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EDUCATION.
No. 1.
Mn, J. CRoNur to THE Sncnrnny, COUNCIL OF EDucATIoN.
Wilcannia Public School,
6 June, 1874.

Sin,

In reference to my letter of resignation addressed to you, under date let May, 1878, and your
acceptance of the same, dated 16th May, 1878, I have the honor to request your favourable reperusal of
those documents in connection with the following statement, with a view to my being appointed the Public
School teacher at Wilcannia.
I did not pass through the Insolvency Court, having paid my liabilities. My perplexity arose
in great measure owing to the informalitics of my solicitor.
I am now free, so far as pecuniary liabilities are concerned, and am in a fair position for
resuming the duties of a Public School teacher, assisted as I am now by the industry of my
wife.
8. That Mrs. Cronin, without soliciting aid from the Council of Education, conducted the school
at Menindie for fifteen weeks after my resignation, until the arrival of the present teacher,
rather than the young should go without tuition.
That now, entirely at the solicitation of many parents in Wilcannia and by the members
of the School Board, I am engaged in tcaching the children who attend the school in this
towm
That I was on the 15th May last appointed provisionally as teacher of the school here by the
Local School Board, pending the approval of the Council of Education, and that I have
conducted the school since the 18th of May, the attendance of pupils being over fifty.
My ability and fitness to teach are known to some extent by several of the Public School
Inspectors. I have through life taken a deep interest in the education of youth, and it
would not only be my duty, but my pride and study, to bring my school to a proper state of
efficiency under the rules and standard laid down by the Council of Education.
I have therefore the honor to respectfully apply for the appointment as teacher of the Public School
at 'WTilcannia.
Trusting that both myself and Mrs. Cronin may be retained under our awarded classification,—
I have, &e.,
JEREMIAH CRONIN.

No. 2.
Sin,

THE PUBLIc Scuoon ConhITTEE to TUE SECRETART, Coucrn or EDucAnoy.
Wilcannia, 12 June, 1874.

We have the honor to iuform you that a meeting has been convened here, on the 15th May
ultirno, for the purpose of taking into consideration the desirability of re-opening the Public School under
the care of Mr. Jeremiah Cronin, late teacher of Menindie.
It was resolved
That the school be given into the charges of Mr. T. Cronin and his wife. A suitable schoolroom
and teacher's residence has been reuted at 30s, per week, and Mr. Cronin commenced his duties on the
18th May.
We have the pleasure of stating that the average number of scholars reaches forty-five, which is
considerably above what it has been under the care of the former teacher.
At the time of the meeting and appointment of the teacher our Local Secretary was absent from
Wileannia.
We regret the delay in forwarding the advice of our action.
Yours obediently,
CHAS. NEAM VAUGHAN.
WM. HAYDEN.
ED. O'DONNELL.
President, 8/7/74.
Mr. Cronin may be appointed temporarily-5.S.

No.3.
THE SECirEnRY, COUNCIL OF EDUCATION, to THE INSPECTOR.

B.C., Inspector of Albury District. For advice.—W.W., 26/6/74.
B.C., Secretary.
Wilcannia P. Mr. Cronin's application for office of teacher in.
UNDEr ordinary circumstances I should deem it inexpedient to Advise Mr. Cronin's re-admission to the
Council's service, on the following grounds, viz.
Because of his eccentric mauner, which will always militate against his success as a teacher, and
Because f the want of due forethought and economy he has displayed in the management of
hi1 private affairs, whereby be was (during the time I knew him as teacher of the Menindie Public School)
in embarrassed circumstances, resulting in his arrest and imprisonment for debt. His release was due to
an act of kindness performed by one upon whom Mr. Cronin had no claim for consideration.
In
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in other respects he would no doubt be eliible for appointment; and should the Local Committee
at Wilcannia oiler a formal recommendation for Tis appointment, I would suggest that it be entertained.
To this end I beg to recomniend,—
That the Local Committee at Wilcannia be furnished with a copy of Mr. Cronin's application, and
be requested to state whether they are desirous of retaining his services,
ERR
3/7/74.

No. 4.
Tup SECRETARY, Corxca or EDUCATION, to ,Mn. J. Caoxix.
Council of Education Office,
Sydney, 10 July, 1874.

(74-12,491.)
Sin,

Me,sn. E. T.
N. Vaughai.
ODorniell,
Hatten; A.
Lewsley.

I have the honor, by direction of the Council of Education, to acquaint you that you have been
appointed teacher of the Public School at Wilcannia (temporarily), to be assisted in your duties by your
wife, in accordance with the provisions of Article 42 of the Regulations of the 8th March, 1809.
The Council has awarded you salary at the rate of LOG per annum, the rate attached to your
classification, to take effect from the date of your entry on duty.
Before entering upon your duties it will be necessary for you to exhibit this letter to the
Members of the Public School Committee, whose names are noted in the margin, in evidence of. youi
appointment by the Council.
I have, &c.,
W. WILKINS,
.
Secretary.

No.5.
TuE SECRETARY, COUNCTL OF EDUcATIoN, to MB. A. TEwsLtr.
Council of Education Office,
Sydney, 10 July, 1874.

(11-12,492.)
Sin,

I am directed fo acquaint you, for the information of the Public School Board, that the Council
of Education has appointed Mr. Jeremiah Cronin to be teacher of the Public School at Wilcannia (temporarily), to be assisted in his duties by his wife, in accordance with the provisions of Article 42 of the
Regulations of the 8th March, 1809.
The Council has awarded Mr. Cronin salary at the rate of LOG per annum, to take effect from
the date of entry upon duty.
Mr. Cronin has been instruethd, before entering upon his duties, to exhibit to you his letter of
appointment, in testimony of his official recognition by the Council.
I have, &c.,
-.
W WILKINS
Secretary.

No. 6.
TuE SECRETARY, CoUNCIL or EDucATIoN, to MR. C. N. Viuona.

Council of Education Office,
Sydney, 10 July, 1814,

(7.1/12,493.)

I am directed to acquaint you, for the information of the Public School Committee, that the
Council of Education has appointed Mr. Jeremiah Cronin to be teacher of the Public School at Wilcannia
(temporarily), to be assisted in his duties by his wife, in accordance with the provisions of Article 42 of
the Regulations of the 8th March, 1869.
The Council has awarded Mr. Cronin salary at the rate of LOG per annum, to take effect from
the date of his entry on duty.
Mr. Cronin has been instructed, before entering upon his duties, to exhibit to you his letter of
appointment, in testimony of his official recognition by the Council.
I have, &c.,
W. WILKINS,
Secretary.

No. 7.
Tnt SECRETARY, Couxcrr4 or EnuenioN, to Mn, I. C.aoNnc.
Council of Education Office,
Sydney, 10 July, 187-1.
Your letter of 0th June ultiino, applying for appointment.
iViri' reference to my letter of this date, in which it is notified that the Council has appointed you to act
iernporanly as teacher of the above school, I am to poiut out that this arrangement is intended to be pro.
vie jonal only, pending the appointment of a permanent teacher.
W. WILKINS,
Secretary.
(74)12,1-94.)

No. 8.

MEMORANDUM TO INSPECTOR.
(B.C. 74/12495)
Tuc Council has appointed Mr. Jeremiah Cronin temporary teacher of the Public School at Wilcannia,
with salary at the rate of £00 per annum from the day of the date of his entry on duty, provided his wife
perform the duties required by Article 42 of the Regulations.
This arrangement is intended to be proviezonal only, pending the appointment of a perthanent
teacher.
W. WILKINS,
Council of Education Office,
Secretary,
Sydney, 10 July, 1871.

Mn. T. Onoxiw to Tim SECRETARY, CouNciL or EDucArrow.
Public School, Wilcannia
23 July, 1874.
Sin,
I have the honor to acknowledge the rcceit of your letter and memorandum, dated 10th July
instant, appointing me temporarily and proviionafly as teacher of the Public School at Wilcannia, and in
reply 1 beg to submit the following for the consideration of the Council of Education.
In December, 1807, I resigned my office of teacher of the St. Francis School, Sydney, and in
November, 1868, 1 was appointed to the 3fenindie Public School, but was not on that occasion thrown
back on my then classification. My letter to you of the 0th June ultimo contained an application for
the appointment of myself and Mrs. Cronin to be teachers under our awarded classification, viz., Class
III, Section A. You will thereibre easily understand my amazement in now finding myself as a probationer, and why this reduction should have been made is incomprehensible to Inc. I am quite satisfied
to fulfil the office, pro tern., until the first class teacher of Greek, Latin, German, French, Music, and
other accomplishments, apparently required by at least one member of the School Committee, arrives but
in so remaining it must be nuder my awarded classification of 17th August, 1870.
By my last quarterly return you will notice that I have been fortunate enough in raising the
average attendance from twenty-six to over forty; that I have organized a good school, which is kept strictly
under the Regulations, and is giving general satisfaction. And perhaps you will now pardon inc for stating
that I have a wife and six children to support ; that provisions and clothing are 25 per cent, higher here
than in Sydney and that it will be incumbent upon me to adopt a more lucrative means of obtaining
a livelihood in the same vocation in this town, unless my classification is allowed on that scale which the
Council of Education once deemed me worthy of.
.1 have, &c.,
JE1tEMIA]I CItONIN,
President-10/7/75.

Allow salary of classification from let Septemnber.—J.S.

No. 10.
(74-17,290.)

Council of Education Office,
Sydney, 11 September, 1874.

MIxoRnfntM from the Secretary to Mr. J. Cronin, temporary teacher of the Public School at
Wilcannia.
Your letter of 23rd July, respecting salary.
TILE Council has consented to pay you salary at the rate of £102 per annum, as temporary teacher of the
above school, from 1st September instant, provided your wife perform the duties required of teachers'
wives by Article 42 of the Regulations.
W. WiLKINS,
Secretary.

No. 11.
Met. D. HAGENs to Paz SECItEtARY, COUNCIL OF Evucniox.
Wilcannia, 28 April, 1875.
S ER,
I have the pleasure of sending you, according to instructions from the members of the Local
Board of the Wilcannia Public School, a copy of the minutes of the first meeting, held on the 24th
April, 1875.
I have, &c.,
D. HAGENS,
Secretary.
A moeliig of the Local Board of the Public School in Wilcannia was held on the 24th April, 1875, at which nonmina'
lions of men,bers for new Board were read; those present; accepted their offices, their names being—
Messrs. Edward Smith Bouncy
John Chadwick \Vooro,
Charles scam Vaughan,
Edward O'Donnell,
Daniel Ungeus,

Arthur Tewsley.
Those not present being
Messrs. Edw,trd M—artin,
Edward Qui,,c.
Proposed

Proposed by Mr. Vaughan, seconded by Mr. Bonney, That Mr. Woore be appointed Chair,nan.—Carried.
Proposed by Mr. Bonney, seconded by Mr. O'Donnell, That Mr. Daniel flagons be Secretary.—Carried.
Proposed by Mr. flagens, seconded by Mr. Vaughan, That Mr. Wilhems tie Brun Brown be recommended as a memboa'
of the Board, rice Mr. J. Kennedy, deceased.—Carried.
Proposed, That regular meetings be held quarterly on the last Saturday of each quarter, dating from March 1875, by
Mr. Bonney, seconded by, Mr. Woore. Carried.
Proposed by Mr. O'Donnell, seconded by Mr. Hagens, That the new Public School buildings, &o., be taken over from
the contractor by the Board, on behalf of the Council of Education, according to instructions received by the Secretary, and
upon the recommendation of Messrs. Bonney, Woore, O'Donnell, Vaughan, and Tcwsley, who inspected the same. Carried.
Proposed by Mr. Bonney, seconded by Mr. O'Donnell, That the Secretary be requested to write to the Council of
Education, asking for the removal of the present schoolmaster (Mr. J. Cronin), as the school is not flourishing under the
management,, and many parents refusing to send their children to him.
Proposed by Mr. )Iagens, seconded by Mr. Tewsley, That the Secretary be instructed to write to the Council of Education, ashing for the appointment of a first-class married teacher, and the Local Board are prepared to guarantee fees for seventy
pupils at one shilling per week for a really able man. Carried.
JOHN C. WOOJtE,
Chairman,

No. 12.
THE SEenEnny, Conwm or EDUCATION, to THE INSPECTOR,
B.C—Inspector of Albury District.
with the Public School Board's desire, the Council has agreed to cancel Mr.
In
Cronin's temporary appointment assoon as the services of a suitable successor can be secured. Be good
enough, therefore, to state if you can arrange for the appointment of it qualified married teacher.
Urgent. 20/5/75.

No. 13.
THE INSPEcTOR to THE SECRETARY, CouNcIL or EnucinoN.

Wilcannia Pub. appointment of teacher to.
B.C. Secretary.—See my B.C. 75-130 of this day's date.—E.11.F.

No. 14.
Mn. P. HAGENS to THE Sncanrsny, CoUNCIL or EDUCATION.
Wilcannia, 28 April, 1875.
Sin,
I beg to inform you that I have been instructed by the Members of the Local Board of the
Wilcannia Public School to ask for the removal of the present schoolmaster, Mr. I. Cronin.
A charge directly cannot be laid against the schoolmaster, the same time he is not what a schoolmaster should be. The school is not flourishing under his management, and the majority of the parents
refuse to send their children to him.
You will admit it is of the greatest importnnce to have a proper teacher for the welfare of the
rising generation; for that reason the Local Board caine to the conclusion to ask for the removal of the
present schoolmaster.
I have, &e.,
B. HAGENS,
Secretary.
Provl. appointment may be cancelled as soon as another teacher can be
President, 13/5/15.
secured.—J.S.

No. 15.
Mn. Enwn. S. BoNNEt to TH-E SECRETARY, CouNCIL or EDUCATION.
Momba, River Darling,
New South Wales,
4 May, 1875.
SIR,

You would receive last mail a letter from the Secretary of the Local Committee, Wilcannia,
with copy of resolutions calling your urgent attention to the very small attendance at the 'Wileannia
Public School on account of the unfitness of the master ; the fact that not half the children attend speaks
for itself—at the same time the parents will not bring any stated charge against the master. If they
would put down in writing what they have told me I feel sure the man would not be allowed to stop a
day, but sooner than do that they keep the children away. Before I went to England I took great
interest in getting the school built on my return I had hoped to have found it doing well, instead of that
I find it a disgrace to the district.
My object in writing you is to ask you to do all you can towards getting us a good man. I have
promised to make up any moaey that may be deficient towards giving him a good salary. If the Council
of Education will send such a one we will be only too glad to help him.
Not more than thirty attend. I have not the least doubt a good man would get over eighty. There
are children on my own stations old enough to attend, but I am nnable to advise the parents to send them
until the school is in a more satisfactory state.
I remain, &e.,
EDWD. S. BONNEY.
No. I.G.

7
No. 16.
TEE SEcuanr, CouNcil OF EnucAnori, to MR. D. HAGENS.

(75,9088.)

Council of Education Office,
Sydney, 19 May, 1875.

I am directed by the Council of Education to acknowledge the receipt of your letters, dated
28th April instant, in which you request that Mr. Cronin may be removed from the charge of the Public
School at Wilcannia, and that a "first class married teacher" may be appointed to succeed him.
In reply, I am instructed to state that, as it appears from your letters that Mr. Cronin does not
condnct the school in a satisfactory manner, the Council will be prepared to cancel his temporary appointment as soon as the services of a suitable teacher can be secured.
I am to point out, however, that a " first class" teacher, in the sense of one holding the "first
or highest class certificate," would not be willing to accept appointment to a school such as that at Wilcannia. It is hoped, however, that arrangements will soon be effected whereby a qualified married teacher
may be provided for this school.
I have, &c.,
W. WILKINS,
Secretary.

No. 17.
LIE SECRETARY, Couiccm or EDucATIoN, to Mn. E. S. Eoirnty.

(75,9087.)

Council of Education Office,
Sydney, 23 May, 1875.

SIR,

With reference to your letter of 4th May instant, I am directed by the Council of Education
to acquaint you the Council has agreed to cancel Mr. Cronin's temporary appointment as teacher of the
Public School at Wilcannia, as soon as arrangements can be made in order to secure the services of a
qualified married teacher to succeed him.
I have, &e.,
W. WILKINS,
Secretary.

No. 18.
(75,9667.)
SIR,

Tna SEcEnnar, CouNcIl OF EDucATIoN, to Mn. B. HAGEN.
Council of Education Office,
Sydney, 1 June, 18è'5.

With reference to my letter, dated 20th May, ultitno, No. 75,9087, I am now directed by the
Council of Education to acquaint you that Mr. Edward MacDonnell has been appointed to take charge of
the Public School at Wileannia. He holds a certificate of classification, is recommended by the District
inspector, and proposes to be married before entering on duty, which he is expected to do on 1st August
next.
2. Mr. Cronin has accordingly been informed that his services as temporary teacher will terminate
upon the arrival of Mr. MacDonnell.
I have, &e.,
W. WILKINS,
Secretary.

No. 19.
MEMomaicDuM to Ixspxcrom.
(B.C. 75-9,666.) Wilcannia Pub. your B.C., No. 75/180, as to lwovision of a teacher for,
TUE Council has agreed to appoint Mr. B. MBonnell as teacher of the above school, on the terms men-

tioned in your B.C. No. 75/130.
Mr. Cronin has, therefore, been informed that his services as temporary teacher will terminate on
the arrival of Mr. M'Donnell.
W. WILKINS,
Council of Education Office,
Secretary.
Sydney, 1 June, 1875.

No. 20.
THE SEanETay, Cotrrcea or EDucATIoN, to

(75-9,691.)
SIR,

Mu. J. CRoni4
Council of Education Office,
Sydney, 1 June, 1875.

I am directed by the Council of Education to acquaint you that, in accordance with the request
of the Public School Board, the Council has decided to discontinue your services as temporary teacher of
the Public School at Wilcannia.
2. When, therefore, the newly appointed teacher, Mr. M'Donxtell, has arrived, which he is expected
to do on the let August next, payment of salary to you will cease.
I have, &c.,
W. WILKINS,
Secretary.
No. 21,

No. 21.
Mn. J. Cnoyjx to Tun SEdRwrAnY, COL'NCLL 01' Euccinrox,
Wilcannia Public School,
17 June, 1875.
SIB,

I am in receipt of your lette, No 75/9,691 dated 1st June instant, in which you are directed
to acquaint me that-in accordance with the request of the Public School Board, the Council has decided to
discontinue my services as teacher of the Public School at 1\Tilcannia as soon as Mr. M'Donnell arrives,
which he is expected to do on the 1st August next.
With reference to this notification, I beg very respectfully to state that it took me very much
by surprise, unaccompanied as it was by any further reasons than my removal is at the request of the
Public School Board.
The abruptness of my removal and niy virtual dismissal from the ofilce of teacher led me to read
once more carefully Article 30 of the ].tegulations, adopted, by the Council of Education on 8th March,
1569; and while no teacher under that Council can be found more obedient, nor more precise in carrying
out the duties incumbent upon lure, 1 did, and do now, feel somewhat hurt that my removal should have
been so decisive.
I have been not ignorant that from the first day of my appointmcnt as temporary teacher there
was a, prejudice in the minds of some against me ; and though I had friends in my favour, I endeavonred
to live down that prejudice by pursuing a course of conduct becoming in a tcacfier—not leaving myself
open to the reproach of any man, either for inattention, immorality, or bad associations. The surprise is
greater to me, therefore, because no member of the Public School Board ever visited my school, never
witnessed my manner of teaching, never complained to me; and to.day, on inquiring, a member of the said
Board assures me that lie attended every meeting but never dreamt anything being done prejudicial to my
y character or fitness was ever discussed within his
interest, and most assuredly. nothing against either m
hearing.
Under my temporary engagement, followed by it salary wider my classification, and in view of a
meeting of the Local School Board in November last, at which the District Inspector was present, it was
decided, as I was lcd to understand, that I was to be allowed a twelve mouths' trial in the new school, with
better school appliances, and I have no doubt one reason for such a decision was that under the then
existing undesirable arrangements I had increased the daily average attendance to 30 per cent.
0. Under these circumstances, whilst bowing to the decision of the Council of Education, I beg
respectfully to inquire whether I could not be appointed as teacher of another Public School ;and for the
necessary attainments I need only refer to the classification under which 1 have for maoy years received
salary.
I have, &c.,
JEREMIAH CRONIN,
Teacher.
No appointment to offer.—J.S.
President, 20/0/75.

No. 22.
RESIDENTS O1 \VILCA1cNL& to TILE CouNciL

or

EDucAnoN.

Wilcannia, 29 June, 1876.
GENTLEMEN,

We, the undersigned parents in Wilcannia, who send children to the Public School to be
taught by the present teachers, Mr. and Mrs. Oronin, and residents in the same township, having heard
with much regret of the Council's decision to dispense with their services at the end of July next, respectfully submit to your favourable consideration the following reasons against the conclusion at which you
have arrived
That no complaint against the present teachers has been made by those parents who send
children to school, the average daily attendance being, as we think, about forty, a greater average than
ever attended the local school under previous teachers.
That no complaint against the present teachers has been made by those parents who send
children to school; they have had no reason, as we believe, and have not complained to your Council.
That no Member of the School Board has visited the Public School during school hours, to enable
him to judge of the ability or otherwise of the present teaehmdrs to teach according to the Public Schools
Act and the Regulations thereunder, approved by His Excellency the Governor and Executive Council.
That it appears to be more reasonable to us that the question of fitness and of attainments of
teachers depends more on the official and responsible report of the Public Schools' Inspector of this
district than on the opinion of any particular member of the School Board, whose opinion may, perhaps,
be arrived at without due consideration, and probably from some hasty and inconsiderate sectarian
prejudice.
That it seems to ns to be unjust to displace Public School teachers or public servants, as it rule,
until they have been furnished with a copy of any accusation that may have been made against them, and
until their defences have been heard.
For these reasons, we beg respectfully that you will reconsider the decision at which you have
arrived, and cause such steps to be taken as will elicit further inquiries, in order that no injustice may be
done to the present Public School teachers who, we believe, are giving satisfaction to the great majority
of parents who send their children to school.
We beg to subscribe ourselves, &c.,
BARRY COPTER.
flTRUB HORACE PEEK, 2 children,
Property-holder.
B. BAIiDORTH, blacksmith.
Name,

ann.

Number of Children
sent to School.

Occupation.

S. J. Ferguson
WEeelwright (wife of Charles Mime)
.1
Priscilla Mike....................... .... ........... ...........Landowner
2 children.
Jane Murchiand ............ .................................. Landowner (widow)
3 children.
31. A. MEenna .............................................. Landowner
2 children.
her
Catherine x Michelburgh
Landowner
3 children.
mark
Elizabeth Peter
Temperance Hotel
4 children.
Tm
hoas Stone
Carpenter
. 4 children.
James Cunmierford
. Property holder
2 children.
. joiner
JollaRoss
.2 children
John Nugent
Wheelwright
3 children.
George Ilooloy
. Storeman
LukeGibney
Stereman
]ier
Ann x Willis
. Resident
4 children.
marIe
Fred. White .. .................. ......... ........ .. ......... Joiner ......................................................
Witliam A.therton ... .. ................. ..... ... .............Bookkeeper ................... .......................
.
Skerritt .... . ...........................................Wife
ofMr. Skerritt, bootnaker .. ............... 2 boys.
James Alton ............................................ ....... Journalist ...............................
Elizabeth Johnson ............ . .............................. Resident ....................................................
George Smith ....... ... ....................................... Team ster .................................................... 4 girls.
child.
hines Murphy ................................................. Carter ....................................................... 1
2 children.

..................................
.............................................
.................................................
........................... ...............
.....................................................
..............................................
...
......... .......................................
.................................... .............
..................... . ..........................
...

..................................................
......................................
.................................................
.................................................
................................ .........
...................................................
............................................
.......................................................
..................................
.. ..... .....
.. .................................................
...................................................
....................................................

5.— u rn,lLuoIs veunglug w no teacner are not included, as it was deemed better not to ask him to sign ts list,
and I am informed about 12 children have left the district since the present teacher commenced.
BARRY COTrER.

No. 23.
Mit. Bsiuty Conzn to THE SECREnBY, COUNCIL OF EnucinoN.
Wileannia., 30 June, 1875.

Sin,

Permit inc Please to forward to you, at the request of a deputation that waited upon me
yesterday, the accompanying letter, with a request that you will be kind enough to lay same before the
Council of Education.
I may perhaps be permitted to state from my personal knowledge of Mr. and Mrs Cronin, of their
diligence in duty and general assiduity as teachers, both in Menindie and especially in Wilcannia for many
years, the latter place nearly twelve months in a temporary school in premises partly occupied by myself.
I have noticed thoir attentiveness and beard expressions of satisfaction from parents.
Very faithfiilly yours,
BARRY COTTER.

No. 24.
THE SECRETABY, Couicca or EDUCATION, to Mn. I. CR0NIS.
(75-1,2207.)

Council of Education Office,
Sydney, 1 July, 1875.

SI;

I am directed by the Council of Education to acknowledge the receipt of your letter dated
17th ultimo, in which you inquire whether you could not be appointed as teacher of another Public
School.
2. In reply, I am instructed to aequamt you that there is no vacancy which offers an opportunity
for your employment as desired.
I have, &c.,

W. WILKINS,
Secretary.

No. 25.
TUE SECRETARY, Couwca orEDucAnoN, to Mn. BARRY COTTER.
(75-14,020.)

Council of Education Office,
Sydney, 22 July, 1875.

S n;

I am directed by the Council of Education to, acquaint you that the Council has had under
notice the communication forwarded with your letter, dated 30th june ultimo, from certain residents of
Wilcannia, requesting that, for various reasons therein specified, the Council will reconsider its decision
to dispense with the services of Mr. J. Cronin as teacher of the Public School at Wilcannia, at the
termination of the present month.
2. In reply, I am instructed to state that, having given full and careful consideration to the matter,
the Council sees no sufficient reason for departing from the decision already arrived at in regard to the
discontinuance of Mr. Cronin's services.
I have, &e.

W. WILKINS,
Secretary,
Sydney: Thomas Richards, Oorerouicot Jrioter.-1575,

ted]

GO—B

witness-S. Albury.

witness—
J. Allen.
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1875.
LEGISLAnVE ASSEMBLY.

NEW SOUTH WALES.

EIMTCATION.

(SITE FOR PUBLIC SCHOOL AT SERMAN'S FILL.)

Ordered by the Legislative Assembly to be printed, 18 November, 1875.

RETURN to an Address made by the Honorable the Legislative Assembly of New
South Wales, dated 27 July, 1875, That there be laid upon the Table of this
House,—
"Copies of all Letters and, other Papers that have passed between the
"Council of Education, the Government, and the persons interested, bearing
"on the grant of a piece of land for a Public School at German's Hill, and
"the proposal of the Council of Education to pay £50 to certain persons
"in reference to the land in question."
(Mr. B'uchanctn.)

TEE SECRETARY,

(75-6,973)

Couctt or

to

EDUCATIoN,
THE UNDER SECRETARY, DEPARTMENT OF
JUSTICE AND' PUBLIC INSTRUCTION.

Council of Education Office,
Sydney, 16 September, 1875.

Srn,
:

With refcrence to your letter of the 31st July last (No. 75-5,515), lam directed by the Council 2 April, 18r2to
of Education to transtnit herewith, for the information of the Honorable the Minister of Justice and , Augiat, 15
Public Instruction, copies of all letters and other papers that have passed between the Council, the
Government, and the persons interested, bearing on the grant of a piece of land for a Public School at
German's Hill, and the proposal of the Council to pay £50 to certain persons in regard to tIn land in
question.
I have, &c.,
W. WILKINS,
3 ecretary.

67—A
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EDUCATION.
-

No.1.

F. HOLARAN AND OT]EEs to TUE COUNCIL OP EDucAtioN,
German's Hill, 26 April, 1872.

GENTLEMEN,

We, the undersigned residents on the German's Hill, respectfully reqest the Council of
Education will be pleased to grant a salary to Miss M. Morony, who is at present engaged in teaching the
children. We are very poor, and we fear the teacher may not long remain if the Council of Education
long delays the granting of a salary. We propose to build a suitable house as soon as we hear from the
Council of Education. Our little ones sorely need the assistance of a teacher, and we t;lnnk we can
easily keep up the number required for a Provisional School.
Trusting that you will take our request into immediate consideration,
We remain, &c.,
Edward Holahan,
John Britt,
Patrick Walsh,
Michael Trefy,
Bernard M'JCeon,
John Carrol,
James Carrol,
John M'Keon,
Florence Sullivan,
William Doolan,
John Monogne,
Martin Donohue,
Daniel Press,
Mrs. Doolan,
James M'Lean,
William Astill,
Michael Noonan,
Michael Neil,
Michael Gough,
The number of children at present are eighteen.
Direct to Edward Holahan, German's Hill, near Dray.

Thomas Byrne,
JamesByrne,
Patrick Finneran,
John Thnneran,
John Lester,
.las. Gaspar,
William Wilson,
John Kel]y,
John Mitchell,
James Mitchell,
Michael Mitchell,
James Eagan,
Mrs. Kelly,
Edward Drew,
Martin Neil,
John Connolly,
Patrick M'Keon,
Paul Cullen,
Neil Gallagher.

-

No. 2.
MEssRs. M'KEON, WELd, & PREss to THE Couycit CT EDUCATION.
13 May, 1872.
GENTLEMEN,
We beg to request that you will grant assistance to the Provisional School established by us
at the German's Hill, in accordance with the 13th section of the Public Schools Act.
We submit the name of Miss Mary Moroney as teacher of the school, knowing her to be a person
of good moral character, and believing her to be competent to perform the required duties.
We have, &•c.,
BERNARD M'KEON.
PATRICK WELCH.
DANIEL PRESS.
INroRMAnor to be supplied .by applicants
Describe the position of the proposed school? Is healthy—on the crown of hill. Water close by.
What other schools, maintained or aided by the Council of Education, are within 2 miles of the site of the proposed
school? None.
If none are within 2 miles, what is the distance of the nearest school ? The Meadow is the nearest, 4 miles
about, from the proposed school. The distance to Orange is
Are there any Primary Schools not aided by the Council of Education within 2 miles of the proposed school? If
so, of what character and how attended P None.
State the number of children, from four to fourteen years of age, living within a radius of 2 miles of the site of the
proposed school, e.g.
Boys
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
... 13
Girls
...
...
,..
...
...
...
...
... 14

Religious Denominations
Chnreh of England
Roman Catholic ...
Prosbyterians
...
Wesleyans...
...
Others ...
,..

Total
...
...

... ... ... 27
,

..

...
...

Total

3
23
I
0
0

... ... ... ... 27
6.
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6. Describe the school buildings as regards—(I) material; (2) dimensions; (3) aeeommbdation afforded; (4) state of
repair?
FORM to be filled up by Teachers of proposed Provisional Schools.
if
marSd. Age.

Name.

Mary Moroney... Single

18

Ple where born.

Reiletous
Denonatiou.

I

Where trainet

I

Where employed,
and duHng what lenb of Urn;
as teacher in the Colony.

Goulburn .......... Roman Catholic.. Public School, Never was employed as teacher
Lucknow.
anywhere.
I3ERNAILI) M'XEON.
PATRICK WELCH.
DANIEL PRESS.

Asrnx to application for aid to a Provisional School.
We, the undersig'ned, parents or (guardians) of children residing within the lindernientiqued distances from the site of the
proposed Provisional Sehool at the German's Hill, hereby undertake that our children, whose names are inserted below,
shall attend the said school.
Distance
Age.
Name of Child.
from
SchooL
years.
miles
James' MLean ..........................1 mile Duncan .........................................13
Bernard M'Kcon ......................... 1} mile Margaret .....................................14
Anastasia .....................................12
Teresa ........................................10
Patrick ........................................8
6
Patrick Walch ............................ 400 yds. John WaIcli .................................
James ........................................ 4
Daniel Press ...............................t mile John Press .................................. 7
Joseph....................................... 5
Samli ........................................ 4
John x MICeon ......................... 2 miles Patrick ........................................9
James ........................................8
John' Britt ................................I mile Sarah Non ................................. 3
Rebecca .....................................7
Kate..........................................
Florence Sullivan ......................... 2 miles Mary Ellen ................................. 13
Julia............................................10
Joseph x Gasper ......................... 2 miles Mary Anne .................................. 14
Elicabeth ..................................... 10
John ...........................................8
Joseph.......................................
John xMitchell .......................2i miles Mary Anne ................................. 12
Michael ........................................8
Mrs. x Doolan ............................ 21 miles Mary Anne ......... ........................ .5
Robert x Wilson ......................... 2 miles Robert ....................................... 12
Charles ........................................ 10
George........................................ 5
Name of Parent or Ouaedian.
-

-

.

nesigious Denomination.
Presbyterian.
Roman Catholic.

.

-

.

.

Church of England.
Roman Catholic.
11
p

No. 8.
MEMORANDUM to ThE SECRETARY, CouNcu, OY EDUCATION.
The German's Hill: Application for aid to Provisional School at.
Wirn reference to this application, forwarded to me from the Council's Office on the 17th instant,
I WOUld beg to point out that I cannot visit and report upon the matter until after returning from
my present tour. The report thereon will therefore be necessarily delayed until some time in July.
The German's Hill is situatod on or near the road from Orange to Cargo. A school is needed
somewhere in that locality, but it may be a 9uestion whether a Public School may not be requisite. On
this, however, I cannot express an opinion without visiting.
The applicants say, "We propose building it suitable schoolhouse as soon as we hear from the
Council of Education." Would it not be well to acquaint them that "a suitable schoolhouse" must be
provided before the question of granting aid can be considered by the Council?
J. M'CR}:DIE,
Inspector, Bathurst District.
Binalong, 30 May, 1872.
Address given —Mr. Ed. Tiolahan, The German's Hill, near Orange.
Names of applicants —Messrs. B. M'Keon, Patrick Welch, Daniel Press.
(B.C., 72-817.)

No.4.
SECRETARY, CouNcIL or EDUcATIoN, to Mn. 11 HOLAII.kN.
Council of Education Office,
(72-6,030.)
Sydney, 7 June, 1872.
Sin,
Referring to the formal application for aid to a Provisional School at the German's Hill, I am
directed by the Council of Education to acquaint you that the Council will not be in a position to arrive
at a decision in the matter until the Inspector has had an opportunity of visiting the locality.
I have, &c.,
W. WILKINS,
Secretary.
No.5.
TEE
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No. 5.
Mnioznwni to

Dispzrcr.

THE INSPEcTon OF ScHooLs, BATHnST

(B.C., 72-6,031.)
The German's Hill: Your B.C., No. 72-817, dated 30th ultimo.
Tnt applicants for the school have been informod that no decision can be arrived at untiL the receipt of
yourreport.
33c good enough to furnish your report as soon as practicable.
W. WILKINS,
Council of Education Offlce,
Secretary
Sydney, 7 Jusic, 1872.

No. 6.
Mn. B. M'Kzoiq to THE COUNCIL OF EDUCATION.
Orange, 11 June, 1872.

Sip,

I beg to make application for the grant of 1 acre of ].and at the foot of German's Hill,
Naninia, near Orange, for the purpose of erecting a building to be used as a Proviiona1 School under the
Council of Education.
I am, &e.,
BERNARD MflON.
B.C., Inspector of Bathurst Distriet.—W.W., 18/0/72.
B.C., Secretary,—The proposed site appears to be central, and is in other respects suitable. I
would beg to recommend that two (2) acres be applied for as a site for a Public School. The following is
the description :-2 acres of ground at German's Hill, Cargo Road ; bounded on one side by Michael
Teefy's free selection on another by the Cargo Road ; and on the third side by a stream known as.
Press's Creelr.—J. MCRErnE, Inspector, Bathurst District, 13/7/72.

Mn. B. M'KEON to

No. 7.
Tnt COUNCIL

OF

EDUcATIoN.

Orange, 3 July, 1872.
GENTLEMEN,
We beg to request that you will grant assistance to the Provisional School established by us at
German Hill, in accordance with the 13th section of the Public Schools Act.
We submit the name of Mary Morony as teacher of the school, knowing her to be a persou of good
moral character, and believing her to be competent to perfbrm the required duties.
We have, &c.,
BERNARD M'KEON.
INP0RMAFION to be supplied by applicants
Describe the position of the proposed school P It is Mtnated in a very healthy place—bigh ground, and well watered.
What other schools, maintained or sided by the Council of Education, are within 2 miles of the site of the
proposed school? None.
If ,,one are within 2 miles, what is the distance of the nearest school? No school within 4 miles of it.
Are there any Primary Schools, not aided by the Council of Education, within 2 miles of the proposed school? .11
so, of what character, and how attended P None.
State the riumbtr of children, from four to fourteen years of age, living within a radius of 2 miles of the site of the
proposed school, e.g.
Boys
...
...
...
...
... 15
Girls
...
...
...
.,.
...
... 13
lotal
Religious Denominations
Church of England
Boman Catholic
Pfesbyterisns
Wesleya,,s ...
...
Others
.

.,

28
5
20
a
... 0

,
.........
...
...

o

Total ... .., ......... ... 28
Describe the school buildings as regsrds—(1) material; (2) dimensions (3) accommodation afforded ; (4) state of
repair? Sawed tinibcr—.30 ft. by lOft. Will efl'ord accommodation for one person only. Fonr windows and fire-place;
boarded floor.
FoaM to be filled up by teachers of vr000sed Previsional Schools.
Name.

msea.

Age.

Mary Morony ..j Single..

18

liars when born.
Goulburn

Religion,
Denomination.

When

traioei

I

Where employed,
and during whM length of time,
as teacher In the Colony.

Roman Cnthohe.. Public
School,' Never employed as teacher
Luelenow.
anywhere in the Colony.
J

PATRICK WALSH,
BERNARD MXEON.
DANIEL PRESS.
ANNEX

'7f
ANNEX to application for aid to a Provisional School.
We, (he undersigned parents or (guardians) of children residing within the undermentioned distances from the site of the
hereby undertake that our children, whose names are inserted bclow,
proposed Provisional School at
shalt attend the said school.
Dwance
- -.
Religious Denomination.
Ag,.
Name of Child.
from
Name of Parent orDuardian.
School.
miles
Bernard x MKeon .......................1
John x MEcon ..........................2
John x Britt ................................
*
Daniel x Press .............................
Patrick rWalsh ............ ..............*
Florence x Sullivan .......................2
Joseph x Gaspar ..........................2
Michael x Mitchell .......................2
John x MLean ..........................
Joseph x Beaver .................... ..... 1*
James x Leveston ......................

2

years.
Margaret ..................................... 13 Roman Catholic.
Anastasia ..................................... 12
Teresa ........................................ 10
James.........................................8
Patrick ....................................... 10
James.........................................8
Sarah ........................................... 3-3
Nor........................................... 108
Rebceca ........................................
Kate............................................6
John .. ................ ... .......................S Church of England.
Joseph .........................................6
John ............................................7 Roman Catholic.
James.........................................5
Julia ............................................8
Mary Ellen ..................... ............. 10
Henry ........................................ 12
Joseph........................................ 10
Elizabeth ......................................S
John ........................................... 10
Michael .........................................S
Patrick.........................................6
Duncan .........................................9 Presbyterian.
Henry.........................................6
Jane ........................................... 12 Church of England.
Annio........................................ 8
Joseph........................................ 6
Jane ........................ ................... S Presbyterian.
11

No. 8.
or ScuooLs, BATUURST DISTRICT.
MEMORANDUM to TUE
Council of Education Office,
Sydney, 6 July, 1872.
To be returned with the reply written on it when necessary.
German Hill Application for aid to a Provisional School.
FOR your inquiry and report. It is presumed that this is merely a renewal of the application which was
referred to you on the 17th May last.
W. WILKINS,
'
- Secretary.
This is merely a renewal of the application of the 13th May last, to the report on which I would
beg to refer for information.—J. M'OEEDIE, Insp., Bath, Dist., 13/7/72.
IicSPECTOE

3rd July, 1872.

ilth May, len.

No.9.
MEMORAZCDUM to THE INSPECTOR OP ScHooLs, BATHPBST DIsTRIcT.
Council of Education Office,
Sydney, 17 May, 1872.
To be returned with the reply written on it when necessary.
The German's Hill Application for aid to a Provisional School.
FOR your inquiry and report.
R. E. WEBSTER,
- Pro Secretary.
Upon visiting German's Hill on the 11th instant I found six children present. About sixteen
were said to be the usual attendance, but it is not possible that such a number could be properly taught
in the but in which I found the school conducted. This hut is it the residence of Mr. B. MKeon, and
is utterly unsuitable for a schoolroom.
The population should be sufficient to warrant the establishment of a Public School, but in the
absence of cnmpulsory attendance it is doubtful if the necessary average for a Public School could be
maintained, and it may be as well to test the matter by granting aid to the school as a Provisional one.
As noon as a site has been sqcured, the erection of a suitable schoolroom will be proceeded with.
A separate report on the matter of the site is herewith forwarded.
I do not think the proposed teacher should be aided unless on probation. She is young, untried,
has but slender attainments, and seems to possess only indifferent natural aptitude for the work.
I would beg to recommend that aid be promised as soon as a suitable building has been erected
and provided with furniture, and the necessary outhouses on the site for which application is proposed to
be made. Herewith is a list of school materials, &c.
J. M'CREDIII, Insp., Bath. Dist.
Bathurst, 13 July, 1872.
No. 10.
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No. 10:
INron\rATIoN to be supplied by Inspectors when reporting upon applications for aid to Pfovisi onal Schools
Proposed Provisional School at German's Hill.
Who are the persons signing the application as promoters of the school P State their occupations and
respective religious denominations? Bernard M'Keon, fhrmer, B.C.; Patrick 'W'elch, fanner, R.C.
Daniel Press, farmer, C.E.
Are they suitable persons to act as a local committee? I only saw Mr. B. M'Xeon ; the others were
from home. Mr. Press is said to be unable to sign his name, and is therefore unsuitable. Mr. M'Keon is
a decent man of his class, but is little fitted to superviec a school.
8. Is the information supplied by the applicants correct as regards the distance of other schools P Yes;
it is about 5 miles from the Canoblas Public School.
Is the information supplied respecting the number of children living within 2 miles of the proposed
school correct? No. Under query 5 of" Information to be supplied by Applicants," the number of
children guaranteed in the annex to attend the school is given—not the number in the locality. From
notes taken at the time of my visit I find that there are 40 children fit for school within 2 miles, and 53
(if not more) within 3 miles of the proposed school. The large majority are Roman Catholics.
is the number of children residing within a rcasonab]c distance of the proposed school insufficient to
warrant the establishment of a Public ScMol (Public Schools Act, sec. 8)? No ; they Are sufficient if
anything like regularity of attendance could be depended upon ; but this, from the character of the
country, the scattered population, and the class of people, cannot be relied upon.
State the number of children expected to attend the school, distinguishing males and females
Boys, 14; girls, 13 total, 27. These are guaranteed to attend.
What do you consider will be the average attendance of pupils P Probably over 20, when a suitable
schoolroom is built.
S. Is the district likely to be permanently inhabited P 'Yes, the people around are all free selectors.
9. Describe the school buildings as regards—(I) materials; (2) dimensions ; (3) accommodation afforded
(4) state of repair? There is no school building yet erected, but I am informed that about thirty pounds
(30) have been collected to build it and provide furniture. When I visited, on the 11th instant, I found
Miss Moroney with six (6) children (all, except one, M'lCeon's) at Mr. Bernard M'Keon's. These six
children were being taught in a little hut, about 9 feet square, the walls of which were barely
) (6 six feet
in height. It was unfloored, and without chimney, window, or furniture, except a small form. it is
totally unsuitable for teaching.
10. Has sufficient school furniture been provided P If not, will the local committee engage to provide it?
(a) None. (b) Yes, Mr. B. M'Keon says.
11. State what information you have obtained relative to the teacher's character and qualifications :—
Miss Moroney's father lives at Lucknow, the Public School at which place she formerly attended. So far
asl can gather from information received at that place, she bears a good character. Answers to the
printed questions are delayed on account of the want of testimonials, which she is to obtain and forward
to me. So far as I had time to test her qualifications, they are of an indifferent character, and I should
not recommend her to be aided unless on probation.
12, Are the local committee aware that all Provisional Schools must be conducted as Public Schools? Yes.
13. In addition to the matters before mentioned, state any other circumstances within your knowledge
connected with the application, which you may consider material for the information of the Council.

No. 1]
Tun SECRETARY, CouNCIL OP EDUCATION, to THE PRncCIPAL UicDER SECRETARY.
(72/7,832.)
Council of Education Office,
Sydney, 16 July, 1872.
Sin,
I am directed by the Council of Education to request that an application may be made to the
Honorable the Minister for Lands for a grant of the undermentioned portion of' land for Public School
purposes, viz.
2 acres at German's Hill, Cargo Road, bounded on one side by Michael Teefy's free selection—on
another by the Cargo Road; and on the third side by a stream known as Press's Creek.
I have, Le.,
W. WILKINS,
Secretary.

No. 12.
Trn Sscnzrny, COUNCIL or Eouc.knog, to Mu. B. M'Kuorc,
(72/7,833.)
Sin,

Council of Education Office,
Sydney, 16 July, 1872,

In reply to your letter of the 11th ultimo, I am directed by the Council of Education to
acquaint you that the Council has now made application to the Government for a grant of 2 acres of land
for school purposes at German's Hill,
2. A further communication will be made to you when the decision of the Government has been
notified to the Council.
I have, &c.,
W. WILKINS,
Secretary.
No .

J7e

No. 13.
MEMORAtDUM to THE INSpEcToR OF Senoots, BATIIURST DISTRICT.
(B.C., 72/8,043.)
The German's Hill: Your report upon application for aid to a Provisional School.
YOUR report is not complete, as you have failed to furnish the information regarding the teacher referred
to in my circular memorandum No. 72)4,370, dated 25th April last, to which your attention is invited.
Papers herewith returned for completion of report.
W. \V1L3tiL\,

Secretary.

Council of Education Office,
Sydney, 22 July, 1872.

No14.
INspEcron's Report upon Mary Morony, applicant for the office of teacher in the Provisional School at
German Hill, 11th July, 1812.
1. Apparent age 2—About 18. 2. Married or otherwise?— Single. 3. Personal appearance
Rather slovenly. 4. Constitution ?—J{ealthy. 5. Bodily infirmities P—None. 0. Apparent character?—
Steady and industrious, but not apparently possessing much energy. 7. Reputation as evinced by testimonials P—Good. S. Estimated value of testimonials P—Good as to character. One testimonial (Mr.
Flanagan's) expresses the opinion that "she will make a good teacher," from his knowledge of her in the
Roman Catholic school, Orange, for six months. This opinion is, I think, of considerable value. 0 Ability
to read and write P—Reading fair; writing moderate. 10. Popular estimate of applicant's character in
the locality? - it. Inspector's general opinion of applicant? 1. As to information P—Moderate.
II. As to intelligence P—Tolerable. III. As to industry P—Fair. 1V. As to carefulness and discretion P—Tolerable. V. As to aptitude for teaching P—Indifferent, judging from what I saw of her teaching
at German Hill, but from the small number present, and the miserable surroundings of the school, she
djd not appear to advantage. It was a cold rainy day, and the but miserably damp, so that both teacher
and children (0) were shivering with cold. VI. If recommended for appointment?
Inspector's Office, Bathurst,
21 July, 1872.

No. 15.
MEMORaNDUM to Tun SECRETARY, Couxcin or EDUcATIoN.
German's Hill: Information required from teacher.
(B.C., 72/1,089)
It will be observed that in this document, hereto appenJed, nnder " Present condition," there are two
blank spaces,—Miss Moroney not having any testimonials, and being unable to name referees.
The testimonials, now obtained and forwarded, supply for the most part therein the information
n,n,Lfp.ii

J. M'CREDIE,
Inspector, Bathurst District.

Bathurst, 24th July, 1872.

No. 16.
INFORMATION REQUIRED FROM APPLIc&NTS FOR TUE OFFICE OF TiacUER TN PRovISIoNAL SCHOOLS.

l'ast History.
How long have you resided in New South \Vales? Eighteen years.
How has your time been occupied during this period P Going to school fourteen years.
If you have resided in other countries, state how your time has been employed since you were
iS years of age? Never been out of New Sonth Wales.

.Prcgent Condition.
State your reasons for quitting your last situation? I have never been in any situation.
What is your present means of subsistence P Teaching.
Give a list of the testimonials as to moral character you have produced? have none at present,
but will try to obtain some.
What opportunities of knowing you intimately have those had who now sign your testimonia ls?
State explicitly opposite the names of your referees how long each has known you, and at what
time they last saw you.
Mention your pecuniary circumstances, whether solvent or otherwise P—Solvent.
If you are a member of any Christian Church, state the Pastor's name, how long he has known
you, and whether he has given you a certificate of character? Roman Catholic—Pastor's name, Father
Walsh, having known me for seven months, and given'me a certificate of character.

Previous expenen CC 18 1acl'inq.
If you have ever been engaged in teaching, state explicitly where, how long, and under what
circumstances? Teaching school for one month. It being private at German Hill.
Has your last employer given you any testimonial—If so, append it? - Never been in any employment before.
Have you ever been trained as a teacher—If so, state the particulars? Never been trained.
If you have not, state what evidcnces of aptitude for teaching you can adduce? have always been
If
engaged as monitor in school.
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If you have abandoned teaching, state your reasons for so doing? Teaching school since I first
opened at German 11111.
State what you think the moral qualifications of a teacher should be—for instance, as regards
industry, conscientiousness, uprightness, temperance? Should be able to sew and do all kinds of fancy
work; should bear a good character and be very temperate; should be able to keep good order in school,
and show the pupils a good example.
Education.

Enumerate the particulars of your early education ? Have been going to private schools for three
years, and learnt all that the person engaged in teaching could teach. Have been going chiefly to the
Lucknow Public School.
What works have you studied more recently? Gleig's Grammar; parsing and analysis; Wilkins'
Geography of New South Wales; Irish National School Books, third and fourth ; object lessons on tea!,
coffee, sugar. &e.
How are your evenings at present spent? Sewing.,
if ever in a Court of Law, state under what circumstances. I have never been in a Court of Law.
MARY MORONY,
11th July, 1872.
This ferns was filled tip in my presence and under my supervision.—J. M'C., 11/7/72.

No. 17.
31EM0RAtcDUM to THE SECRETARY, Couiccrt OF EDuCATIoN.
(B.C., 72-1,090.)
The German's Hill: Your B.C., No. 72-8,043.
3ixss Moroney's statement and my report were delayed on account of her inabilits' to fwnish any
testimonials. In the case of Condobolin Provisional School Teacher's papers, I was censured for forwarding them without the necessary testimonials, and told that it would have been better to have retained them
until I could furnish the Council with full and definite information, and since, I have acted accordingly,
In the absence of any definite instructions on this point, I should have thought myself not doing
my duty in withholding the general report on the application, because of the absence of the part relating
specially to the teacher. In future, however, I shall act as it appears is desirable, whatever delay may
take place in consequence.
J. M'CREDIE,
Bathurst, 24th July, 1872.
Inspector, Bathurst District.

No. 18.
TILE SECRETARY, COUNCIL OF EDUCATION, to MR. B. M'KE0N.

(No. 72-8,229.)

Council of Education Office,
Sydney, 25 July, 1872.

SIR,

I am directed by the Council of Education to acquaint you that the Council has had under
consideration the formal application for aid to a Provisional School at German's Hill, dated the 13th May
last.
2. In reply, I am instructed to acquaint you that the Council will be prepared to deal favourably
with the application on receiving information that a suitable building has been erected, and provided with
furniture and the necessary onthouses, on the site for which application has been made to the Government.
1 have, &c.,
W. WILKINS,
Secretary.

No, 19.
APPLTCATION FOR AID TO A. PRovxsxoNn SCHOOL AT GEI1nN HILL.
Orange, 23 ApriL, 1873.
We beg to request that you will grant assistance to the Provisional School established by us at
German Hill, in accordance with the 13th section of the Public Schools Act.
We submit the name of Susan Mara as teacher of the school, knowing her to be a person of good
moral character, and believing her to be competent to perform the required duties.
We have, &c.,
BERNARD M'KEON,
PATRICK WELCH.
DAMEL PRESS.

07—B

INFORMLTEO(
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INroltanvioN to be supplied by applicants.
Describe the position of the proposed school P Built on rising ground, near water.
What other schools, maintained or aided by the Council of Educatson, are within 2 miles of the site of the proposed
school? None.
If none we within 2 miles, what is the distance of the nearest school P 6 miles.
Are there any Primary Schools, not aided by the Council of Education, within 2 miles of the proposed school? If
so, of what character, and how attended? There are none nearer than 6 miles.
State the number of children, from four to fourteen years of age, living within a radius of 2 miles of the site of the
proposed school, 5, g.
Boys
......... 26
29
Girls
...............
...... 55

Total ...
Religious Denominations
Church' of England
Roman Catholic ......
Presbyterians
Wesleyans ......
Others

............... 10
42
3
0
0
..,
55

Describe the school buildings as rogards—(l) material; (2) dimensions ; (3) accommodation afForded; (4) state
of repair.
FoRM to be flied up by teacher of proposed Provisional School.
ann.
Susan Men

I

marHed.

Place where born.

A.

Religions
DeaonaUon.

Where trained.

I
Where employed,
and dnring what length of time, I
as taacher, in the Colony.
I
(

I

Un- 1 19 ps.] Yetholmc,N.S.W.I Roman Catholic.] Untrabed ......... Sally's flat, Tambaroora Road,1
for the tent of 10 months.
married1
I

I

I

SUSAN MAltA.
Ax<nr to application/or aid to a Provisional School.
WE, the undersigned, parents (or gnardians) of children residing within the undcnnentioncd distances from the site of the

proposed Provisional School at German Hill, hereby undertake that our children, whose names an inserted below, shall
attend the said school.
Name of Parent or Guardian,

Distance
front
School.

his
miles
James x M'Leau .........................
mark.
Joseph Gersbach .........................
1

Name of Child.

Age.

years.
.
William M'Lean ............................9

2
Mary Gersbaeh ............................
Joseph Gcrsbaeh ...........................
.
9
John Gersbach..............................
. ,Tohn Holahan ...............................6
.
Edward Holalsan ..........................
Patrick Welch ..............................John Welch ..................................7
James Welch ...............................S
Mid. Mitchell ...............................S
John Mitchell ............................
Mary Mitchell ...............................
2
Robert Wilson ............................... 12
Robert Wilson ........................... ..
Charles Wilson ............................ 10
.
George Wilson.. ............................ .5
. lionora Britt ............................... 10
John Britt .................................
..
.
Rebecca Britt .............................S
Cathari,se Britt .............................6
Jane Britt.................... .................
Jane Astell ......... ....................... .S
George Astell ............................ 3
Edmund Man .............................
. Alice Mara ................................. .4
3
Michael Hftnlcv ...........................Mary Henley .............................. .S
Margaret M'Kcon ..........................15
Bernard M'Keon ........................ .
Nusdatid MKeoa ......................... 13
Theresa M'Reon ............................9
James M']ieon .................. ............ .7
Eli zabeth Mlieon .........................5
Mary E. Sullivan ............................ 11
Florence Sullivan ......................... 2
Julia Sullivan ...............................9
Mary Jane Livingston .................. 11
Jaes
m Livingston ......................... 2
Henry Livingston .........................9
Susan Livingston ...........................
Martin Donohoc ........................... James Donohoe ............................ 10
Kate Mitchell .. ............................. 14
Michael Mitchell., ...................... . 2
Michael Mitchell ........................... 12
Isabella Mitchell ............................ 10
Patrick Mitchell ............................S
John Mitchell ................................6
Patrick Mteon ............................ 10
2
John MXcon ............................
James M'Keon ..............................
9
.. 6
Margaret M'Keon ........................
S
Basil. Press ................................ John Press ..................................
Jane Press ..................................
6
4
S. Press ........................................

Religion, Denomlaatloo.

Presbyterian.
Roman Catholic.

Church of England.
Roman Catholic.

11
13

Roman Catholic.

Church of England.
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No. 20.
MEMORANDUM to LNSPECTOR OF SCHOOLS, BATRUEST DISTRICT.

(73-5,097.)
German's Hill Application for aid to it Provisional School.
Poit your inquiry and report. The probable attendance appears to warrant the establishment of a Public
School.
B. F. WEBSTER,
Council of Education Office,
pro Secretary.
Sydney, 30 April, 1873.

No. 21.
MEMORANDUM to TUE SECRErART, CoUNCIL

or

EDUCATJON.

German Hill: Annexed application for aid to a Provisional School,
GERMAN Hill is a free selectors' settlement, situated about 7 miles from Orange, 17 from Cargo, and about

5 miles from the Public School at Canobolas.
2, There are not fewer than seventy children of it school age in the locality, but many of these are
kept almost constantly at work on the farms, and heilce the number to attend a school will not, for the
present, be over forty; and probably it will not exceed thirty-five.
A rough schoolhouse has been erected by the residents on a 2-acre site of Crown land, granted
(or promised) to the Council for school purposes. The Local Committee promise that if the Council will
at present grant aid to the school as a Provisional one, sufficient furniture shall be provided, suitable outoffices shall be erected, the land shall be fenced, and further, that as soon as practicable they will take the
necessary steps to establish the school as a vested Public School.
There are at present thirty-one pupils enrolled in the school, and the average attendance is
twenty. The teacher, Susan Mara, is a young person of excellent character, and she has fair aptitude for
teaching. She has also had some experience under the Council in having, during ten months of last year,
had charge of the Provisional School at Sally's Flat.
Recommendation.
I would recommend that the school be aided as a Provisional one up to the end of the current
year, upon condition that the Local Committee engage that they will then make an earnest effort to
establish it as a vested Public School.
HTJFFER,
Inspector.
Young, 9J6/73.

No. 22.
LNroimrsnoN to be supplied by Inspectors when reporting upon applications for aid to Provisional Schools

Proposed Provisional School at German Hill
Who are the persons sining the application as promoters of the school P State their occupations and
respective religious denominations? Mr. Bernard MKeon, free selector, B.C. ; Mr. Patrick Welch, free
selector, B.C. I'ifr. Daniel Press, free selector, CE.
Are they suitable persons to act as a Local Committee? Yes.
Is the information supplied by the applicants correct as regards the distance of other schools? Not
exactly. The applicants state that the nearest existing school (Canobolas) is 6 miles distaat, whereas it
or 5 miles.
is only
Is the information supplied respecting the number of children living within 2 miles of the proposed
school correct? The number is larger than the applicants have stated. As nearly as I could ascertain,
there are seventy children of a school age in the locality, viz., forty boys and thirty girls.
Is the number of children residing within a reasonable distance of the proposed school insufficient to
warrant the establishment of a Public School (Public Sc/wok Act, es-c. 8) P No. The number ought to
be sufficient, with tolerably regular attendance, to give it minimum average of forty.
State the number of children expected to attend the school, distinguishing males and females? At
present forty-one are expected, viz., 10 boys, 22 girls. Boys over 10 or 11 years old are kept much at
work on the farms.
What do you consider will e the average attendance of pnpils? If aid be granted in average attendance of from twenty to twenty-five will at present be obtained. The average attendance. since Miss Mara
opened the school in the current year has been about twenty.
S. Is the district likely to be permanently inhabited? Yes.
Describe the school buildings as regards—(1) materials ; (2) dimensions; (3) accommodation afforded;
(4) state of repair? (1.) Slab walls, with interstices plastered, bark reof, and boarded floor. (2.) The
whole building is 30 ft. x 16 ft. x 8 ft. Of this S ft. x 16 ft. are partitioned off for a teacher's bedroom.
(3.) From thirty-five to forty pupils can be accommodated. (4.) The building is new, but the floor has
notet been properly nailed down.
as sufficient school furniture been provided? If not, will the Local Committee engage to provide it.)
Sufficient furniture has not yet been provided; but the Local Committee have materials ready, and they
will engage to provide the furniture required.
11.
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State what information you have obtained relative to the tcacher's charactei and qualifications? The
teacher, Susan 1l:[ara, is a person of excellent character. She attended the Kirkconncll Public School for
nearly 12 years, and was afterwards for about 9 months in a private school in Sydney. During 10 months
of 1872 she was teacher of the Provisional School at Sally's Flat, and she has had charge of her present
school since January in the current year. She has fair aptitude for teaching, and her attainments are
telerable.
Are the Local Committee aware that all Provisional Schools must be conducted as Public Schools?
Yes and they promise that if the school be now aided as a Provisional one, they will, as soon as practicable,
take steps to have it converted into a vested Public School.
In addition to the matters before mentioned, state any other circumstances within your knowledge
connected with the application, which you may consider material for the information of the Council? The
schoolhouse at German Hill is erected on a site which has been promised, if not granted (to the Council,
I bclicve), for a school. The number of children in the locality ought to be sufficient to warrant the
establishment of a Public School; at present, however, the attendance is not sufficient. The attendance of
forty-one children has been promised, but the present enrolment is only thirty-one, and the average
attendance twenty. If aid be granted to the school as a Provisional one up to the end of the current year,
I think it is probable the attendance will increase, and that at the beginning of next year the establishment
of a Public School will be practicable.
J. HUPPER,
Inspector.

No. 23.
Tnt SEctEnlir, OouNca or EDUcATIoN, to Mrss Suaas MAn.
Council of Education Office,
Sydney, 18 June, 1873.
MADAM,
I am directed by the Council of Education to acquaint you that the Council has agreed to
astoauendaaec. recognize you as Teacher of the Provisional School at German's Hill, and has granted you salary at the
rate of £48 per annum, payable from 1st June instant, on condition that a daily average attendance of not
fewer than twenty pupils be maintained.
I allit further desired to forward herewith, for your guidance in the discharge of your duties as
teacher, copy of the Public Schools Act and Regulations of 8th March, 1869. The Provisional School
under your charge should be conducted in all respects as a Public School, especially in the matter of
religious instruction, and any departure from this course will render it liable to the immediate withdrawal
of the aid afforded by the Council. The various documents by which the instruction is regulated should
also receive your careful attention, and copies of the standard of proficiency, time-table, and programmes
of lessons are accordingly transmitted to you with this letter.
A stock of registers, books, and other requisites for the use of the school, will be furnished to
you by the Council's agent, and will be placed in your charge.
A sufficient number of returns for the current year is also supplied to you, together with salary
abstracts. The circular now forwarded, describing the manner in which these vouchers should be furnished,
will afford you information on this point.
I have, &c.,
W. WILKINS,
Secretary.

S. also Circular

No. 24.
Thx SECRETARY, CouNciL or EDUCATION, to Mn. B. MKE0N.
Council of Education Office,
(73-7,382.)
Sydney, 18 June, 1873.
SiB,
I have the honor by direction of the Council of Education, to acquaint you that having considered the application dated 23rd April last, for aid to the Provisional School at German Hill, the Council
porariiy. has granted salary to the teacher, Miss Susan Mara, at the rate of £48 per annum, to take effect from the
See .ceprate 1st June instant. This sum has been fixed by the Council on the understanding that twenty pupils will be in
letter,
regular attendance at the school. The Council has also granted a supply of books and other school
requisites, which will be forwarded in due course.
2. 1 am ñirther instructed by the Council to transmit herewith for your information and guidance
copy of the Public Schools Act and Regulations of 8th March, 1869, and to point out that the Provisional
School at German Hill should be conducted in all respects as a Public School. The necessary directions
on this head will be issued to the teacher.
]. have, &c.,
W. WILKINS,
Secretary.

No. 25.
31nionxDuzx TO Miss SUSAN MAn.
Public Schools Act and Regulations: Declaration as to observance of.
As a condition to payment of salary accruing to you as teacher of the above school, it will be necessary
for you to sign the accompanying form of declaration in the presence of a respectable witness, who should,
if possible, be a Magistrate, and whose signature should also be attached. When duly signed, this
document should be returned to me.
W. WILKINS,
Secretary.
Council of Education Office,
Sydney, 18 June, 1873.
(73-7,383.)

No. 26.
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No. 26.
MnonAwnM to

TUE

DcsPEcrols or SáIIOOLS, BATITUEST DISTRICT.

(78-7,384.)

German's Hill: Provisional.
Tim Council has recognized Miss Susan Mara as teacher of the Provisional School at German's 1111!,
temporarily, and has awarded her a salary at the rate of £48 per annum, payable from the 1st June
instant, on condition that not fewer than twenty pupils be in regular attendance.
W. WILKINS,
Council of Education Office,
Secretary.
Sydney, 18 June, 1873.

No. 27.
TILE

SECRETARY, CoUNcIL or EDUCATIoN, to Mn. B. M'KE0N,
Council of Education Office,
Sydney, 18 June, 1873.

(73-7,385.)
Sin,

Adverting to my letter of even date herewith, informing you that the Council of Education
had granted aid to the Provisional School at German Hill, I am further directed by the Council to intimate
that such aid is temporary, and will be continued to the end of the year only, by which time the Locak
Committee ought to have matured arrangements for the establishment of a vested Public School, ar
pointed out by the Inspector.
I have, &e.,
W. WILKINS,
Secretary.

No. 28.
MR. B. M'KEoxc to TUE SECRETARY, COUNCIL
5mB,

OP

EnucArmoic.
German Hill, Orange,
15 December, 1873.

I ant in receipt of your letter of the Sth December, in which you state that the aid granted
to the Provisional School at the German ETiII by the Council of Eduëation will terminate on the 31st
instant, and asking whet}ier arrangements have been matured for the establishment of it Public School
in the locality.
In reply, I beg to say that no new arraugemenl.s have been matured for the establishment of a
Public School in this locality ; in fact, the committee look upon any such arrangement as sinply absurd.
The building which has been erected with such difficulty without any aid from the Council is suflicient in
their Opiuio
u
in every respect to satisfy the needs of the locality, and they are of opinion also that the
teacher could do no more for the children if a Public School were established than she does now for theut
in the present Provisional School.
If the Council of Education, however, desire to erect a Public School they will, of course be
thankful, but they think it would be the merest folly to throw down the presenthuilding erected with such
difficulty and expense only a few months ago, and which they think is equttl, if not superior, to many
Public School buildings in the district ; they, are satisfied with the school and the instruction imparted by
the present teacher, and failing to see how she could impart it superior education if a Public School were
erected, they respectfully submit that it would be injudicious to mnetdle with the present arrangements.
I have, &e.,
BERNARD M'KEON.

No. 29.
MEMORANDUM to TILE INSPECTOR OP SCHOOLS, ]JAT1IUIIST DISTRICT.
(Extremely urgent.)
(73-17,522.)
German's Hill: Mr. B. M'Keon's letter, dated 15th instant.
P0R.your perusal and further report.
In your report of the 0th June last you stated as follows —The Local Committee promise that if
the Council will at present grant aid to the school as it Provisional one, sufficient furniture shall be
provided, suitable outofflees shall be erected, the land shall be fenced and further, that as soon as
practicable they will take the necessary steps to establish the school as a vested Public School." You also
recommended "that the school be aided as a Provisional School up to the end of the current year, upon
condition that the local committee engage that they will then make an earnest effort to establish it as a
vested Public School."
When aid was granted by the Council, the committee were told that it would be continued to the
end of the current year only, by which time arrangements for the establishment of a Public School ought
to be matured.
You will observe that the committee now repudiate the promise they made to you.
Council of Education Office,
Sydney, 24 December, 1873.

W. WILKINS,
Secretary.
No. 30.
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No. 30.
MnIonnwUM to THE SECRETARY, COUNCIL OF EDUCATION.
German Hill: Mr. B. M'Keon's annexed letter and your B.C. No. 73-17,522.
TUERE are eighty children between the ages of four and fourteen years residing wit/tin a 3-miles radius of
the German Hill Provisional School; the establishment of a Public School with an average attendance of,
at least, 50 pupils, ought therefore to be practicale.
During the time the Provisional School has been aided by the Council the number of pupils
enrolled for it has been about forty, and only for the last two quarters the average attendance has been
twenty.eight. About forty of the school population in the locality have not yet been enrolled for school
attendance.
I am of opinion that at the time the Local Committee promised they would take the necessary
steps to establish the school as a vested Public School, they intended to keep their promise, and I also
think they would have kept it had they not been otherwise i;i/iu.cnced with regard to the matter. The
lettersigned by Mr. WKeon does not appear to have been written by him.
The school-building now used is erected on Government land, which has, I think, been conveyed to
the Council. With a little improvement the building would do very well for temporary use as a Public
School-building, and the teacher now in charge is fairly well qualified for her work.
I would advise that the Committee be informed that, as the German Hill locality has a school
pop ulation of eighty children, they cannot under the Council's Regulations obtain aid for any other than a

Public School.

On Friday last, the 19th instant, I visited the German Hill Provisional School for the annual
inspection, but I found it had been closed on the 18th instant for the 'Xmas vacation.
J. KUTFER,
Inspector.

No. 31.
Miss S. MAn to Tin COUNCIL OF EDUCATION.
Provisional School, German Hill, Orange,
17 January, 1874.
GENTLEMEN,
I beg most respectfully to make application to you for appointment to the office of teacher in
this school, in the event of its being made a Public School.
I have, &c.,
SUSAN NAItA.
B.C., Inspector of Bathurst District for your advice.—W.W,, 21/1/74.

No. 32.
THE INSPECTOR, BATRURSI DISTRICT, to Tin SECRETARY, COUNCIL or EDUCATION.
I BELIEVE Miss Mara to be industrious and trustworthy, and she has fair aptitude for the work of teaching. I am of opinion that it would be advisable to appoint her to a Public School at German Hill.
J. HUFFE1%,
Inspector.
31/1/74.

No. 33.
(No. 74.1,081,)
Sin,

Poem Ciad

THE SECEETaY, COUNCIL OF EDUCATION, to MB. B. M'KE0N.
Counuil of Education Office,
Sydney, 23 January, 1874.

I am directed by the Council of Education to acquaint you, that the Council has had under
consideration your letter of the 15th ultimo. wherein you state that no arrangements have been made by
the Local School Committee at Geran's
Hill for the establishment of a Public School, and that in fact
m
the Committee look upon any such arrangement as simply absurd.
In reply, I am instructed to express regret that you should have thought fit to write in such
terms to the Council. You are reniinded that the Committee, in Julie last, promised the Inspector that
they would take the necessary steps to establish the School as a Public School. On the faith of that the
Council granted aid to a Provisional School from the 1st June last, on the condition that by the end of
the year the Committee would have taken steps to carry out their promise; when appealed to by the
Council to fulfil it;, they reply to the effect that not only have they taken no steps to carry out their
promise but they consider it would be "absurd" to do so. By the 8th section of the Public Schools
Act, a Public School "may be established in any locality where after due inquiry the Council shall be
satisfied that there are at least twenty-five children who will regularly attend such school on its establishment." The average attendance at the school at German's Hill has exceeded twenty-five, and there are
over eighty children in the district fit for school. The district is therefore not remote and ththly populated;
and consequently the Council cannot legally grant aid to a Provisional School under the 13th section. of
the Public Schools Act.
Such being the ease, the school in question can be aided only as a Public School, and to prevent
the immediate withdrawal of the Council's aid, the Committee must cause the accompanying form of
application for a Public School to be properly filled up under each separate heading, duly signed and
.
4•
returned to this office.
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I am further to point out that when the school has been established as a Public School the
Council will be in a position to grant pecuniary aid towards such improvements to the premises as may be
deemed necessary by the Inspector, and that the teacher will be entitled to receive a higher shiary.
Will you be good enough to reply at your earliest convenience to this communication.
I have, &c.,
W. WILKINS,
Secretary.

No. 34.
MnIOEAIcDUM to Miss SusAY MARA.
(No. 74-1,682.)
I AM to point out to you that by the contemplated conversion of the school under your charge into a Public
School, your position as a teacher would be much improved, inasmuch as you would be entitled to receive
higher salary, and would be afforded an opportunity of undergoing examination with a view to gaining a
classification.
W. WILKINS,
Council of Education Office,
Secretary.
Sydney, 23 January, 1874.

No. 35.
TEE LOCAL CoMMInn to TEE SECEETART, COUNCIL OF EDEcATION.
German Hill,
2 February, 1874.

Sm,

We are in receipt of your communication of the 23rd ultimo, in which you express regret that
we, the members of the Local Committee, should have thought fit to write in the terms that we did to the
Council of Education. We beg to say, in reply, that we are sorry to discover that the Council should have
found matter for regret in the very simple and certainly sensible and truthful remarks, that we esteemed
it our duty to make in our last. We beg to say moreover that we think the Council must be in error
regarding a supposcd promise given to the District Inspector in June last, 1873, relative to the conversion
of the Provisional School into it Public one. We have no recollection of ever making to your Inspector any
such promise; on the contrary, we were all of one.mind, that if we succeeded in erecting a buildiog suitable
for a Provisional School we should be extremely thankful and contented, more especially as we are of opmion
now that though possibly there may be eighty children fit for school in the district, yet as the Council
will see by last returns not even one-fourth of that number frequent the school, the monthly average being
about 19. In either case if it were lawful for the Council of Education to grant a provisional salary then
to the teacher when her average attendance was more than 25, it can hardly be lawful to give her now,
without classification, a Public School salary, with an average attendance of only 19, the law requiring an
attendance of at least 25 cluldren for a Public School. 'Without in any-way seeking or desiring to interfere
with the Council's Regulations, we cannot help thinking that the Council seek to deprive us, without any
reasonable ground on their part, and with strong reasons against on our part, of a sure means of educating
our little ones. We think (we may be wrong) that a Public School would never be supported in this
locality, and if a Provisional School satisfies the persons concerned, who pay their taxes as others do, we
respectfully submit that the Council ought not to iuterfere with the prcscntari'angeinent, which has worked
to the satisfaction of the people generally, and as we are"led to believe to the satisfaction of the Council
represcntative. With regard to the 4th paragraph we merely wish to say that having accomplished so
much without aid from the Council, we respectfully submit that we onght not to be deprived of pecuniary
assistance for the necessary improvements to the present substantial building, simply
on the grotmd of its
not being called a Public School.
Believing the Council will see the justice of our few remarks, and that they will not permit any
such detrimental change as proposed in your last letter to be made. Signed on behalf of the Local
Committee,
We have, &c.,
BB1tNLED MKEON.

No. 36.
to TEE INSPEcT0E or Sc)TOoLs, BATHUEST Drsnucp.
(74/2,202.)
German's Hill: Mr. B. M'Kcon's letter, objecting to proposed conversion into a Public School.
FOR, your perusal and further report.
W. 'WILKINS,
Council of Education Office,
Secretary.
Sydney, 6 February, 1814.

No. 37.
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No. 37.
MEMORAXDUM to Tui SECRETARY, COUNCIL or EDUCATION.
German's Hill: Mr. B. McKeons letter, dated 2nd inst., your B.C., No. 74-2,202.
Eon seven (7) months of last year (from 1st June to 31st December) the school at German's Hill was
aided as a Provisional School.
At the time aid was granted to the school the average attendance of pupils was 21. In the first
month after receiving aid the school had an enrolment of 32, and an average attendance of 22 and for
the last six months of 1873 the enrolment was 40, and the average attendance 285. When 1 visited the
locality in May, 1873, for inquiry relative to the school, the Local Committee distinctly promised me that
they would take steps to establish a Public School in the locality if the Council would grant temporary
aid to a Provisional School, and when temporary aid was afterwards granted by the Council the conimittee
were informed of the condition npon which such aid would be given.
The annexed letter (signed by Mr. MKeon) has evjdently been written by a person who would,
under any circumstances, object to a Public School being established at German Hill.
The following are the facts connected with this matter—
Thee are SO children of a school age in the locality.
The Local Committee obtained temporary aid to a Provisional School by promising that they
would take action for the establishment of a Public School.
(a.) The average attendance in the Provisional School for the last six months of 1873 was 285,
i. a, 35 above the minimum for a Public School.
J. HUFFER,
Inspector.

No. 38.
(74-2,061.)

TuE SECRETARY, CouNciL or EDUCATION, to Mn. B. M'KEON.
Council of Education,
Sydney, 13 February, 1874,

Sin,

I am directed by the Council of Education to acquaint you that the Council has had under
consideration your letter of the 2nd instant, again objecting to the proposed conversion of the Provisional
School at German's Hill into a Public School.
2. In reply, 1 am instructed to state that the Council, having made further inquiry into the circuin'
stances of the case, sees no reason to depart from the decision already arrived at, and made known to you
in my letter of the 23rd ultimo. Therefore, inasmuch as, for the reasons explained in that communication,
the Council cannot legally continue aid to the school, it will be withdrawn at the termination of the
current month (February), and the teacher has been informed accordingly,
I have, &c.,
W. WILKINS,
Secretary.

No. 39.
(74-2,060.)

TilE SECRETARY, CoUNcIL or EDUCATION, to Miss Susni MAn.
Council of Education Office,
Sydney, 13 February, 1874.

MADAM,
I am directed by the Council of Education to invite your attention to the following statement
as to certain portions of the Public Schools Act affecting Provisional Schools, and especially that at
German's Hill, under your charge.
By section 8 of that Act it is provided that a Public School may be established in any locality
where, after due inquiry, the Council shall be satisfied that there are at least twenty-five children who will
regularly attend such school on its establishment. Further, section 13, which relates to Provisional schools,
provides that in remote and thinly-populated districts, where no Public School may exist," the Council
may grant assistance to other schools established by private persons under Regulations to be framed by
such Council.
The average attendance at the Provisional School at German's'Hill during the past quarter has
been 283, that is 3 in excess of the number required in terms of the Act for the establishment of a Public
School. Such being the case, a school of that kind ought, in compliance with the terms of the Act, to be
established at German's Hill. It is clear also, from the number of children attending, that the district in
which the school is situated is not remote and thinly populated, and as such is not a locality in which, by
the provisions of section 13, a Provisional School can legally be aided. Moreover, the district is not one
in which no Public School may exist, the number of children in actual attendance being sufficient to meet
the requirements of section S.
Therefore, on these two grounds, viz.,—(l) that the district is not remote and thinly populated,
and (2) that it is not one in which no Public School may exist, the Council is precluded from continuing
aid to the Provisional School at German's Hill; and as the aid hitherto afforded cannot legally be continued, I am instructed to give you notice that it will cease at the termination of the current month
(February). after which date you must look for remuneration to the persons by whom you were appointed.
The blank forms necessary to be filled up by you on leaving the school are herewith enclosed.
I have, &e.,
W. WILKINS,
Secretary.
No. 40.
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No. 40.
MnIonANnuM

to

THE INSPECTOR OF SCHOOLS, BATRUEST DISTRICT.

(74-2,662.)

Council of Education Office,
Sydney, 13 February, 1874.
German Hill : Your memo., dated 7th instant.
AID will be withdrawn from the Provisional School at the above place at the end of the current month, the
attendance being sufficient to warrant the establishment of a Public School.
The reaaons why aid is to be discontinued have been fully explained to the Local Committee and
the teacher.
W. WILKINS,
Secretary.

No. 41
TEE UNDER SECRETARY, DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE AND Puntic INsTRUcTIoN,
Couyca OF EDUCATION.

(74-1,126.)

to THE

SECRETARY,

Department of Justice and Public Instruction,
Sydney, 25 February, 1874.

SIR,

In reply to your letter of 17th January last, and previous correspondence respecting application,for a grant of land at German's 1-Iill, Cargo Road, for Public School purposes, I am directed by the
Minister of Justice and Public Instruction to inform you that a communication has been received from the
Lands Department, intimating that this matter is under reference to Mr. Licensed. Surveyor Machattie,
whose attention will be drawn thereto.
I have, &e.,
W. E. PLUNKETT,
Under Secretary.

No. 42.
to THE SECRETARY, Courcin OF EDUCATION.
German's Hill: Respecting a proposed school site.
I BELIEVE the Council made application in 1872 for a grant of land for a school site at German's Hill,
near Orange. The residents belonging to the different religious denominations in the locality afterwards
erected a building on the land, and it was used for a Provisional School during a part of 1873. At the
beginning of the current year the provisional aid was withdrawn by the Council, because the residents (or
rather the Local Committee) would not take the necessary steps for the establishment of a Public School
for the large school population (80) in the locality.
Having recently heard that those residents who prevented the establishment of a Public School
for the locality are now taking action to endeavour to induce the Government to refuse to grant the land
to the Council for school purposes, I deem it my duty to bring the matter under the Council's notice.
If the Council could obtain a grant of the site I believe there would be no difficulty in estab.
,lishing a Public School. There is now no other available land in the locality suitable for a Public School
site.
J. HUFFER,
2 4/11/74.
Inspector.
MEMORANDUM

No. 43.
TEE SECRETARY,

Concni or

EDUCATION,

to

THE UNDER SECRETARY, DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE AND
PUBLIC INSTRUCTION.

(74-23,067.)

Council of Education Office,
Sydney, 27 November, 1874.

Sin,

Referring to your letter of 25th February, 1874, respecting the application of the Council of
Education for a grant of land at German's Hill, I am directed by the Council to transmit herewith copy
of a report recently received from the District Inspector on the subject; and to state that in view of the
representation therein contained, the Council will be glad if the Honorable the Minister of Justice and
Public Instruction will have the goodness to cause the early attention of the Government to be invited to
the matter, it being of great importance that the land should be granted for a school site.
I have, &c.,
E. JOHNSON,
(for Secretary.)

No. 44.
MEMORANDUM

to TEE

INS1'EcTon

or

SduooLs, BATEURST DISTRICT.

German's Hill: Land granted for Public School purposes at.
(75-3,330.)
A cor of the tracing showing the land granted by the Government for Public School purposes at the
above place is herewith enclosed for your information. Be good enough to advise the Council as to the
proper steps to be taken to assume possession of the school buildings.
.
W. WILKINS,
Council of Education Office,
Secretary.
Sydney, 18 February, 1875,
67—C

No. 45.

isp
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No. 45.
TUE UNDER SECRETARY, DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE AND PUBLIC INSTRUCTION, to SEdnsnirv, CoUNcIL
OF EDUCATION.
(75/1,051.)

Department of Justice and Public Instruction,
Sydney, 15 February, 1875.

SIR,

With reference to your letter of the 27th November last (74/23,007), I am directed by the
Minister of Justice and Public instruction to state, for the information of the Council of Education, that
a communication has been received from the Department of Lands, intimating that the Secretary for Lands
has approved of the appropriation, for Public School puposes, of 2 acres of land at German's Hill, as a
site for a Public School, a tracing of which is enclosed.
I have, &e.,
W. E. PLUNKETT,
Under Secretary.

No. 46.
MEMORANDUM to THE LNSPEcT0R or SdilooLs, BATUUItST Dxsriucr,

(75/3,330.)

German's Hill: Land granted for Public School purposes at.
A copy of the tracing, showing the land granted by the Government for Public School purposes at the
above place, is herewith enclosed for your information. Be good enough to advise the Council as to the
proper steps to be taken to assume possession of the school buildings.
W. WILKINS,
Council of Education Office,
Secretary.
Sydney, IS February, 1875.

No. 47.
MEMORANDUM to THE SEcrnAST, COUNcIL or EDUcATION.
German's Hill: Laud granted for Public School purposes at. Your B.C., No. 75.3,330, dated 18th
February last.
Papers handed to me for report returned herewith.
Copy of letter addressed by me to the Rev. P. J. Walsh.
WITH reference to the above, I have to report that I visited German's Hill onFriday, the 21st instant.
Having verified the land and schoolhouse thereon, with the conditions on the tracing handed me by
the Council, I presented myself at the schoolhouse, and found that it was occupied by certain ladies—nuns
of a religious order in connection with the Roman Catholic Church.
in reply to my inquiries the sister, who presented herself at the door, stated that she thought that
the school was not under the Council of Education, and that the attendance at the school fluctuated
between twenty-live and sixty.
In reply to my statement that the property belonged to the Council of Education, the sister said
that she knew nothing about it.
I afterwards visited It Mr. Daniel Press, who assisted in erecting the school, and who was one of a
committee that had collected the money for its erection as a Provisional School, and I informed him that
I claimed the school land, and all that was erected on it, in the name of the Council of Education; and I
gave him to understand that it was incumbent on him, as one who was aware that the schoolhouse was
built for a Public School, to see that the original building, and the one (a kitchen) that baa been recently
erected on the land, were not removed. Mr. Press promised me that be would see to it, and be informed
me that he- and others would take steps to induce the Council to send them It teacher at once. On my
return to Orange I addressed the Roman Catholic clergyman of the parish, the Rev. T. J. Walsh, relative
to the occupancy of the schoolhouse at German's Hill by ladies who were members of a religious order,
and were not under the Council's supervision. To my communication I have received no reply, but j: may
reasonably assume that some. sort of information will be sent to the Council. it now devolves upon me
to advise the Council in terms of its memorandum, and I beg to recommend that a teacher be appointed
to the school forthwith, who should be directed to seek the assistance of the local committee—Messrs.
Daniel Press, Patrick Welsh, and Bernard MEwen—should entry on the school premises be resisted. I
would further recommend that, in deference to the religious views of the majority of the residents, a
member of the Roman Catholic Church be appointed as teacher.
J. W. AILPASS,
Inspector of Schools.
Bathurst, 20/5/75.

No. 48.
THE INsPEcToR or ScHooLs, BATIIURST DISTRICT, to THE Rxv. T. Wnsn.
"Royal Hotel," Orange,
21 May, 1875.
REVEREND SIR,
I have been requested by the Council of Education to advise them respecting the course they
should take to assume possession of the land at Fern Creek, German's Hill, which has been conveyed to
the Council of Education for Public School puiposcs.
T
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I have this day made it my business to visit the site, and I find that the premises thereon are
occupied by teachers not under the Council's control, and as these teachers are Sisters of a Religious Order,
belonging to the Roman Catholic Church, it has occurred to me that I might ascertain from you with
whom the Council of Education should communicate respecting the removal of those ladies from the
premises in question.
As I am leaving Orange on Monday (the 24th), any reply you may be pleased to give may be
addressed to inc at the Royal ilotel," Bathurat.
I
J. W. ALLPASS,
Inspector of Schools.

No. 49.
TEE SECRETARY, COUNCIL

OF

(No. 75-9,850.)

EDUCAT[ON, to Mn. P. Pauss.
Council of Education Office,
Sydney, 3 June, 1875.

Sin,
I am directed by the Council of Education to repiest that you will be good enough to state
when the Lneal School Committee at German's Hill will be in a position to give up possession to the
Council of the buildings erected on the land granted by the Government for Public School purposes.
2. I am further to state that the Council is prepared to appoint a teacher to the school as soon as
the buildings referred to are available.
I have, &c.,
W. WILKINS,
Secretary.

No. 50.
Mg. P. Pituss to THE SECRETARY, COUNCIL

OF

EDUcATIoN.
German's Hill, near Orange,
.19 June, 1875.

Sin,
I have to acknowledge the receipt of your letter of the 3rd instant (No. 75-9,859.)
In reply I beg to say that yesterday the other members of the Local Committee, Messrs. Bernard
M'Keon and Patrick Welsh, met at my house. After reading your letter and considering the matter,
they refused to give up possession of the buildings unless the Council paid for the buildings.
I i.ltogether dissented, and hope the Council will take steps to let the people of the neighbourhood
have the benefit of a Public School. There are at the present time thirty-three children of Protestant
parents between the ages of four and fourteen, within 2 miles of the school, as well as it large number of
Roman Catholic Children.
DANIEL PRESS.

No. 51.
(No. 75-12,124.)

-

TUE SECRETARY, COUNCIL or EDUcATIoN, to Mn. D. Pauss.
Council of Education Office,
Sydney, 29 June, 1875.

Sru,
Referring to your letter, dated the 10th instant, intimating that Messrs. Walsh and M'Keon
refuse to give uppossession of the school buildings at German's Hill to the Council of Education, I am
directed to state that the Council has decided to take possession of the land granted to it by the Crown,
together with the buildings erected thereon, forthwith.
2. 1 am to add, that Messrs. Walsh and M'Keon have been informed accordingly.
I have, &e..
W. WILKINS,
Secretary.

TUE SECRETARY, COUNCIL
(No. 75-12,121.)
Sin,

No. 52.
OF

EDUCATION, to Mn. B. M'KE0N.
Council of Education Office,
Sydney, 30 June, 1875.

Having been informed that you refuse to give up possession of the Provisional School.
buildings at German's Hill, the Council of Education has directed me to acquaint you that the Council
claims the premises in virtue of a grant of the land from the Crown.
2. I am therefore instructed to call upon you to give up possession of the premises peaceably; and
to state that the Council intends to enter into possession of them forthwith.
I have, &e.,
W. WILKINS,
Secretary.
No. 53.
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No. 53.
THE SECEITARY, Comccrn OF EDUCATION, to Mn. P. WELSn.
(No. 75-12,122.)

Council of Education Office,
Sydney, 30 June, 1875.

SIR,

Having been informed that you refuse to give up possession of the Provisional Schoolbuildings at German's liii], the Council of Education has directed me to acquaint you that the Council
claims the premises in virtue of a grant of the land from the Crown.
2. 1 am therefore instructA to call upon you to give up possession of the premises peaceably and
to state that the Council intends to enter into possession of them forthwith.
I have, &c.,
W. WILKINS,
Secretary.

No. 54.
(B.C., No. 75-12,123.)
MEMORAISDVM to THE INSPECTOR OF SCHOOLS, BATRUEST DISTRIcT.
German's Hill: Land grant-ed for Public School purposes at.
IN reference to the above matter, I am to invite your attention to my memorandum of the 18th February
last (No. 75-3,330), inquiring as to the proper steps to be taken to assume possession of the Schoolbuildings erected on the Council's land. As no communication has been received at this office from you
on the subject, will you be good enough to report with the least possible delay.
W. WILKINS,
Council of Education Office,
Secretary.
Sydney, 30 June, 1875.

No. 55.
M. J. C. M'LAcHiAx to H. L. Nnsow, E5Q., M.L.A.
Orange, 7 July, 1875.
Dwi NELsON,
Father Walsh has just called on me with reference to a matter which I understand has
already been under your notice, and he scmns to be very anxious about the affair.
It appears that a number of his people some time ago erected a building which he has been using
for church purposes, and which had also been used for a school.
One of his congregation (Mr. PMrick Welsh), who was also a member of the School Committee,
has just received a letter from Mr. Wilkins, of which I enclose you it copy herewith.
This has taken Father Walsh by surprise, as he understood from a letter which lie received from
you some time ago that the matter was all right, and that an application which had been made for it grant
of the land in question to his church had been allowed.
He cannot understand how a grant of the land to the Council of Education can have issued as
stated in Mr. Wilkins' letter.
They never built or assisted in building the church, and it does seen) most unjust that the land and
buildings should be given to them and taken from the persons who are fairly entitled to them.
I enclose herewith a memo. of description of the land. Father Walsh would feel obliged if you
would kindly ascertain without delay how the matter stands, especially as to whether the land has been
granted—and, if so, on what representation it was obtained.
Also, whether Father Walsh and his people can get a grant of the land, and if not, whether under
the cireunistances the Government would not grant compensation for the loss they have sustained in
erecting a building for the Council of Education.
Hoping that you are well, and that I shall hcar from you as soon as possible,
I remain, &c.,
.JNO. CHAS. M'LACHLAN.

No. 56.
THE SECRETARY, COUNCIL OF E1WCATION, to H. L. NELsoN, E5Q., M.L.A.

52

io.

Council of Education Office,
(No. 75-13,375.)
Sydney, 15 July, 1875.
Sm,
With reference to the letter addressed to you by Mr. J. C. M'Lachlan on 7th instant, I am
dirceted by the Council of Education to acquaint you that, in view of the circumstances of the case, the
Council has resolved to offer the Local Committee at German's Hill the sun of £52 lOs. for the
building they have erected on the Council's school site at that place.
2. I am further to state that the Committee have been informed of the Council's resolution, and
asked if they agree to accept the Council's terms.
I have, &c.,
W. WILKINS,
Secretary.
No.57.
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No. 57.
THE SECRETARY,

ConciL

OP EnucATIoN, to Mn. P. WEL5u.

(No. 75-13,376.)

Council of Education Office,
Sydney, 15 July, 1875.

Sin,
I am directed by the Council of Education to acquaint you that the Council has had under
consideration a letter addressed to Mr. Nelson, M.L.A., by Mr. J. C. M'Lachlan, in which be invites
attention to certain matters in connection with the School premises at German's Hill.
1 am furthcr to state that, in view of the statements contained in that letter and also of the
circumstances of the ease, the Council has resolved to offer the Local Committee the sum of £52 lOs. £52 los.
for the building which they have erected on the Council's site.
The Council would be glad to be informed whether the Committee agree to accept these terms.
I have, &c.,
w: WILKINS,
Secretary.

No. 58.
THE SECRETARY, Courcit or EnucinoN, to

(No. 75-13,459.)

Mu. D. Punss.
Council of Education Office,
Sydney, 15 July, 1875.

Sn,
I am directed by the Council of Education to acquaint you that the Council has.had under
consideration a letter addressed to Mr. Nelson, M.L.A., by Mr. J. C. MLachlan, in which he invites
attention to certain matters in connection with the school premises at Gennan's Hill.
In view of the statements contained in that letter, and of the circumstances of the case, the
Council has resolved to offer the Local Committee the sum of £52 lOs. for the building which they esz los.
have erected on the Council's site.
The Council would be glad to be informed whether the Committee agree to these terms.
I have, &c.,
W. WILKINS,
Secretary.

No. 59.
Mu. B. M'Knox.
Council of Education Office,
Sydney, 15 July, 1875.

TEE SECRETARY, COUNCIL OP EDUCATION, to

(No. 75-13,460.)
Sin,

I am directed to acquaint you that the Council of Education has had under consideration a
letter addressed to Mr. H. Nelson, M,L..A., by Mr. J. C. MLachlan, in which he invites attention to
certain matters in connection with the school premises at German's Hill.
In view of the statement contained in that letter, and also of the circumstances of the case the
Council has resolved to offer the Local Committee the sum of £52 lOs. (fifty.two pounds ten shillings)
for the building which they have erected ou the Council's site.
The Council would be glad to be informed whether the Committee agree to accept these terms.
1. have, &c.,
W. WILKINS,
Secretary.

No. GO.
MEM0RMmUM to TilE SECRETARY, COUNCIL 01' EDUcATIoN.

German Hill: Respecting site granted to the Council for Public School purposes at. Your B.C., No.
75/12,123 and No. 75-3,330.
THEsite granted for a Public School at German Hill has on it a rough wooden building, which was erected
from funds contributed by residents (of different religious denominations) for providing school premises.
It was in such building that the German Hill Provisional School was carried on under the Council up to
February, 1874; and the school requisites then granted by and still belonging to the Council remain in
the building.
At present the premises are occupied for school purposes by ladies of a religious order" in
connection with tile R. C. Church. As, however, no persons have a right to occupy the premises without
the Council's permission, I would suggest that the Local Committee of the late Provisional School be
informed that the land and buildings are now the Council's property, and that they are required for
Public School purposes. The Council should also be requested to notify to the persons now residing on
the premises that they are on the Council's property, and that therefore it is necessary they should vacate
the premises.
Should no answer be returned to the Council's communication, or should the persons now occupying
the premises refuse to vacate them when requested to do so, I am of opinion that the Council should
obtain possession of the property by legal proceedings.
Until I received your B.C., No. 75/12,123, I understood that Mr. Inspector Allpass had attended
to this matter during his recent visit to the locality.
J. HUFFER,
Inspector.
No. Cl.
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No. 61.
Mn. Pnnss to THE SECRETARY, C0UNCU. or EDCCATION
German Hill, near Orange,
16 July, 1875.
SIR,
Having been informed that the school buildings erected here were paid for by Roman Catholic
subscriptions only, I beg to state that the following Protestant persons subscribed, and that they did so
understanding that it was for a Public Provisional School:—
S. Robinson, 5s.
Henry Pfess, lOs.
9. Geo. Antill, lOs.
Thomas Press, lOs.
10. Isaac Astill, lOs.
John Stubbard, lOsi
11. Win.Job, 55.
Canohoks.
Uanoholas.
James Stubbard, lOs.
12. Fas. M'Lean, 20s.
Wm. Astill, lOs.
13. Daniel Press, 20s.
Wm. Cautall, 5s.
Thos. Cantril, 5s.
I have not the lists, and cannot remember any more names, though I feel conadent that several other
Protestant persons gave small sums.
As one of the Local Board, I can safely say that there was no mistake when the land was applied
for. I state this because I have been told that it was a mistake on the part of the Board in applying for
the land for a school instead of on behalf of the Roman Catholic Church.
If you think it necessary, I will get the other Protestant inhabitants to corroborate these facts.
Hoping that you will speedily send us a teacher,
I am, &c.,
DANIEL PRESS.

No. 62.
THE Rnv. F B. Borcn to THE SECRETARY, Cocycin OF EDUCATION.
Parsonage, Orange,
17 July, 1875.
DEAR Sin,
I should thel obliged if you would represent to the Council the necessity of re-opening the
school at German's Hill.
Although the Roman Catholic children, who form the majority, may not attend, there will be
sufficient Protestant children within a radius of 2 miles to keep up a Provisional School.
I would suggest, however, that you send a Roman Catholic master of tact, and then no doubt one
good strong school would be formed.
I am, &c.,
F. B. BOYCE.

No. 63.
(No. 75-13,809.)

THE SECRETARY, COticCI.L OF EDUCATION, to Mn. D. PRESS.
Council of Education Office,
Sydney, 20 July, 1875.

Sin,

In acknowledging the receipt of your letter, dated the 16th instant, submitting names of Protestants who contribnted towards the cost of the erection of the school-buildings at German's Hill, I am
directed by the Council of Education to refer you to my letter of the 15th instant, stating that the Council
is prepared to grant a sum of £52 lOs. to the Local School Committee as the value of the buildings
erected on the school site.
2. It is now competent for you to arrange for the refund of the subscriptions towards the cost of
the buildings, or of a proportionate part of them, should the subscribers so desire.
- I have, &c.,
W. WILKINS,
Secretary.

No. 64.
THE REV. F. B. BoycE to TuE SECRETARY, Couscsn OF EnUcrEroN.
Parsonage, Orange,
20 July, 1875.
Sin,

As one much interested in the school at German's Hill, near here, I wish to make a few remarks
with reference to a statement made in the Legislative Assembly by Mr. Nelson, to the eflèct that the
Protestant portion of the communil;y only subscribed about £5 towards the buildings.
it should be borne in mind that liv. Press could not send down all the names because he did not
know them. The contract price of the buildings, not including doors, windows, and flooring, was only
£22. A. large part of the money was raised by a well attended tea-meeting, at which all sections were
represented. From 'this it would appear the Protestant interest in the building at that time was perhaps
nearly one half.
Irnprovcments
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Improvements were made afterwards at the expense of all ; for instance, a closet was built
costing £6.
When the Provisional School was closed, and the buildings seized and occupied by the Roman
Catholics, other improvements were made I think then at their sole cost. The total value of the buildings
now is no doubt about £52 lOs., the sum offered.
Some Protestants gave labour—Mr. Press, for instance, mainly cleared the land of fallen and
grubbed up timber.
I consider the Protestants should have at least £15 of the compensation offered handed to them
in payment for their share in the cost of erecting and improving the buildings.
1 beg however to remark that in view of all the circumstances of the case, I can see no real ground
for any payment being made to any one. I feel sure the school was erected on the understanding that it
was to be a Provisional one--non.sectarian—and to be the property of the Council of Education. It was
311 time handed over to the Council, and why should it pay for its own property?
As I have not been in the district more than six months I cannot speak from my own knowledge
my opinion is formed by the many facts which parties have brought under my notice.
I am, &e.,
F. B. BOYCE.

No. 65.
TUE REV.

F.

B. Bores to THE SECRETARY, CouNciL or EDUcATIoN.

Parsonage, Orange, 27 July, 1873.
DEAR Sin,
Referring to the matter of the German's Hill School, I should esteem it a fiwour if you would
inform me on what grounds the Roman Catholics claim the buildings. The people here are anxious to
reply fully to any statements that may have been made, but cannot (10 50 until they know what those
Matements are.
Referring to another school in this district, that at Broken Shaft Creek, not yet opened, it has been
reported to me that'it is intended to put the Sisters of CIarity"in shortly. I trust that the Council
will see that the transfer of the ground is duly completed, and take what steps it can to open a Provisional
School.
I am, &e,,
F. B. BOYCE.

No. 66.
Mn. G. A5nLL to LIE SEcEE'rAnr, Corxcrt or EDUCTIOY.
Cargo RoM, near German's Hill,
Orange, 27 July, 1875.
Sin,
As I have been informed that an attempt is being made by the Roman Catholics to claim aiut
keep the school buildings at German's Hill, I n.s a subicriber, and having children who ought to go to the
school, hope the Council will resist a claim so unjust.
I was the contractor for the building, with another, John Stibbard, and know all the circumstances
from the conunencernent. It was built as a Provisional School, to be placed under the Council—to be
entirely non-sectarian.
I never heard that Father Walsh had anything to do with the school, or had anything to do with
the matter, until Bernard ii'Ewcn happened to call on him to ask him to fill UI) S form for it Public
School from that time religious matters were introduced. The Provisional Siliool had up to that time
been open about six months.
I am, &c..
GEORGE WILLIAM ASTILL.

No. 67.
MESSRS. B. M'KEON AND WELCH to THE SECRETARY, CoUNcIL or EDUCATION.
German Hill,
Orange, 27 July, ibiS.
SIR,
We have the honor to acknowledge the recept of your letter of the 15th July, 1875 (No.
75-13,460), referring to the school premises at German Hill, and in which you state that the Council has
resolved to offer the Local Committee the sum of £52 lOs. for the building erected at German Hill by us.
In reply, we have the honor to say, that we have resolved to accept the terms offered by the
Council, and that we will be prepared to give possession of the building on receipt of the compensation
money from the Council (52 lOs.), and that we have authorized Mr. H. L. Nelson, M.L.A.,to receive on
our behalf this sum of £52 lOs. as compensation money.
We have, &c.,
BERNARD M'KEON.
PATRICK WELCH.

No. 63.
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No. 6.
Mr. D. Puuss to TdE SECRETARY, COUNCIL OP EDUCATION.
German's Hill, near Orange,
28 July, 1876.

Sn,
In reply to your letter of the 15th instant (No. 75-13,459), I beg to say that I saw one of the
ot]i6r members of the Local Committee—Patrick Welsh—who read your letter offering the £52 lOs., and
who said that 'he could see from that letter that the Council had nothing to do with the land." He
would give me no satisfaction about the refusal or acceptance of the £52 lOs. The other committeeman—
Bernard MEwen—would not attend, though requested.
Personally, I should be willing to accept the offer, provided a fair share of the mouey-25, or even
less—was given to the Protestant portion of the community; but as the Roman Catholics are so bent on
having the land and buildings I have no hope of your offer being accepted.
I would remark that, as regards the money raised for building the school, much was gathered by a
tea-meeting, at which all parties attended, both Protestants and Roman Catholics, and my wife helped
largely in providing the eatables. No clergymen attended. It was looked upon as a common affair, and
at that time there was no idea that any claim would ever be made by any Roman Catholic for the land and
buildings. The first time religion was introduced at all was when the question of turning the Provisional
School into a Public School was mooted. It arose in this way —Mr. B. M'Ewen took the forms of application to The Roman Catholic Denominational schoolmaster in Orange, and asked him to fill them up. lie
seilt him to Father Walsh, who told him to go home and mind his own business. Father Walsh from that
time took an interest in the affairs, and not before, and, directly he could, put in the Sisters of Charit5,
who now occupy the buildings. Mr. M'Ewen told me this. The three members of the Local Committee
were quite willing to have the Provisional School turned into a Public one until Father Walsh interfered.
I am, Sic.,
DANIEL PRESS,

No. 69.
THE SucarrAny, Conca OP EDUCATION, to Mu, B. M'K.EoN.
Council of Education Office,
Sydney, 29 July, 1875.

(75-14,608.)

I am directed by the Council of Education to acknowledge the receipt of your letter, dated the
27th instant, signed also by, Mr. Patrick Welsh, in which you, as individuals, agree to accept the offer of
£52 lOs. for the building erected on the Council's land at German's Hill.
In reply, I am to state that the Council requires to be furnished with a written acceptance of its
offer by the Local School Committee, and that it is necessary that Mr. Press's signature be affixed to such
acceptance.
I am to add that the Council claims possession of the property 'altogether, irrespective of any
payment for the buildings erect.ea on the land.
I have, Sic.,
W. WILKINS,
Secretary.

No. 70.
THE SECRETARY, CouNcIL or EDUCATION, to THE Rzv. P. Borcu.
Council of Education Offire,
Sydney, 6 August, 1875.

(75-15,220.)

Ruv. Sin,
In acknowledging the receipt of your letter, dated 30th July last, I am directed by the Council
of Education to refer you to my communication of this date, in reply to your letter of 27th nitimo,
respecting the school buildings at German's Hill.
2: I am further to observe that, in view of all the circumstances of the case, and of the possibility
of losing the site entirely, the Council doomed it advisable to make an offer to the Local School Committee
for the building erected by them upon the land granted for Public School purposes.
I have, Sic.,
W. WILKINS,
Secretary.

No. 71,
Tnp SECRETARY, CoUNcIL or EDUCATION, to Thu Ruv. F. BOYCE.
(75-15,221.)

Council of Education Office,
Sydney, 6 August, 1875.

Buy. Sin,
I am directed by the Council of Education to acknowledge the receipt of your letter, dated
27th July last, in which you request to be informed on what grounds the Roman Catholics claim the buildings erected upon the Public School site at German's Hill.
2.
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2. In reply, I am to invite your attention to the statement made by Mr. Nelson, in the Legislative
Assembly, on the 27th July ultimo, and reported in the Sydney Morning herald of the fbllowing day, bearing
upon this subject. You wi]l perceive that Mr. Nelson's statement, containing, in additionto a prcci.c of
the facts known to the Council, an opinion given by the Honorable the Minister for Lands, in the following words—" If the Roman Catholic inhabitants ofhe place erected the building, I think the Council of
Education should agree to compensate them for the taking of the building. If the Council decline to do
this, I may consider it my duty to resume the land, and aFterwards grant the Council a lessor other area,
excluding the site upon which the building in question is erected." Your attention is also invited to Mr.
Surveyor Fisher's rcport, quoted by Mr. Nelson.
I
I have, &c.,
W. WILKINS,
Secretary.

No. 72.
TIER

SECRETARY,

Couxcit or EDUcATIoN, to Mn. G. W. ASTILTJ.

(75-15,222.)

Council of Education Office,
Sydney, 6 August, 1,1,7.5.

SIR,

I am directed by the Council of Education to acknowledge the rcceipt of your letter, dated
27th July ultimo, in reference to the school buildings at German's 11111, and to acquaint you, in reply,
that the Council hopes to be in a position shortly to re-open the school at that place.
I have, &c.,
W. WILKINS.
Secretary.

No. 73.
TUE

SECRETARY,

COUNCIL OF Epucirroy, to MR.

(75-15,223.)

P.

PRESS.

Council, of Education Office,
Sydney, 6 August, 1875.

Sn,

I am directed by the Council of Education to acknowledge the receipt of your letter, dated
28th July last, in reply to my communication of the 15th ultimo (No. 75-13,459), in which you are informed
of the Council's willingness to pay the sum of £52 lOs. to the local School Committee, as the value of the
buildings erected by them upon the site granted to the Council for Public School purposes at German's
2. I am now to state that, being anxious to settle the matter to the satisfaction of all persons
intercsted, the Council requests that you will be good enough to intimate if you desire to make any
remarks in addition to those contained in your letter of 28th ultimo.
I have, &c.,
IV. WILKINS,
Secretary.

No. 74.
Tnt

SECRETARY,

(75-15,224.)

COUNCIL

OF EDUCATION,

to THE ilEY. F. B. Boict.
Council of Education Office,
Sydney, 6 August, 1875.

Rnv. Sia,
In reply to your letter, dated 17th July ultimo, I am directed by the Council of Education to
acquaint you that it is the intention of the Council to re-open the school at German's Hill as a iub}ic
School as soon as the necessary arrangements for that purpqse can be effected.
I have, &c.,
W. WILKINS,
Secretary.

Sydney: Thomas Ricbardt, Government Frinter.—I575.
It. 3d.]
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1875-6.

LEGISLATIvE ASSEMBLY.

YEW SOUTH WALES.

EDUCATION.
(APPLICATIONS FOR PUBLIC SCIIOOL&)

Ordered by the Legielative Assernb4' to be printed, 9 February, 1876.

RETURN to an Order made by the Honorable the Legislative Assembly of New
South Wales, dated 11th January, 1876, That there be laid upon the Table
of this House a Return showing,(1,) What applications for a Public School were under the consideration
" of the Council of Eftucation on the 26th of April- last.

11

(2.) Which of these applications were granted, and which rejected.
"(3.) W]iat applications have been received since that date.
(4.) Which of these have been granted, which rejected, and which are
still under consideration."

(Mr. Buchanan)
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EDUCATION.

APPLIcATIoNS for Public Schools which were under the consideration of the Council of Education on
the 26th April, 1875.
Doughboy Hollow
Jindaiee
Moruya
Mulgon

Round Swamp
Wallendbeen
Wild's Meadow
Wondalga.

AppTIcATxoNs for Public Schools under the consideration of the Council of Education on the 26th
April, 1575, which have been granted.
Donghboy Hollow
Jindalee
Mul goa

Round Swamp
Wallendbeen
Woithalga.

The application for a Public School at Wild's Meadow has been declined, and that for Moruva is
still under consideration.

(:3.) AppLicAtioNs for Public Schools received by the Council of Education since 20th April, 1875.
Bell's Creek
Beneree (Lumpy Swamp)
Blaektown
Booligai
Box Ridge
Brisbane Valley
Broeldesby West
Broke
Broughton Vale
Brnndah Creek
Burravang (Gardener's Corner)
Burrawang (near the Rcserve)
Cassius
Cooyal
Cotta Walla
Cow Flat
Dapto
Dapto East (Brown's)
Downside
Elizabethfield
Emu
Esk Bank
Forest Hill
Froginoor
Gannon's Forest
Giant's Creek
Gladstone
&oulburn North
'Guildford
Jamberoo
Jerrard (East Argyle)
Kangaroo River

Kiinberlev
Kurrajong South
Laurieton (Peach Orchard)
Micketatnulga (Three-mile Flat)
Milton
Mogalla
Mount Adrah
1\fugwell
Murrumburrah
New La2nbton
New Line
New Wallsead
Nowra Hill
Pitt Tow'ii
Quirindi
Rouse Hill
Saekville Reach
SmiI.htown (Seven Miles)
South Arm
Soul hgate Lower
Spring Hill
Spring Side
Vegetable Creek
Wa.gra
\Valgett
Waverley
\Vi dc ha ni
Wombah
Mroo dford Island, Lower
Woodhouselce
Yarrunga
Yass,

(4.)
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4.) APPLICATIONS for Public Schools received by the Council of Education, since 26th April, 1875, which

have been granted.
Bell's Creek
Kangaroo River
Beneree (Lump), Swamp)
Kimberley
Blacktown
.
Kurrajong South
Box Ridge
Laurieton (Peach Orchard)
Broug}iton Vale
Milton
Burrawang (Gardener's Corner)
Mogalla
Cassius
Mount A.clrah
Cooyal
Murrumburrak
Cow Flat
New Lambtou
Dapto
Nowra liii!
Downsidc
Pitt Town
E!izabethfleld
Quirindi
Etnu
Rouse Hill
Esk Bank
Sackvillc Reach
Forest Hi]]
South Arm
Frogtnoor
Southgate Lower
Gannon's Forest
Spring 11111
Gladstone
Spring Side
Guildfbrd
Vegetable Creek
Ja.mberoo
Wagra
Jerrard (East Argyle)
Woodhouselec.
AIYpLJC.yrIocs for Public Schools received by the Council of Education since 26th April, 1875, which have
been declined.
Booliga]
New Lthe
Burrawang (near the Reserve)
Walgett.
Dajto East (Brown's)
APPLIC&TIONS for Public Schools received by the Council of Education since 20th April,

still under consideration.
Brisbane Valley
New Wallsend
Brockleshy AN,
Sinithtown (Seven Miles)
llroke
Waverley
Brundah Creek
Wickbmu
Cotta \\T1,,
\%rombah
Giant's Creek
Woodford Island, Lower
Goulburn North
Yarriuiga
Mieketamulga (Three.mile Flat)
ia ss.
Mugwell

[3d.]

Sydocy:

Thomas

Richards, Government Printer.-1576.

1875, which are
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LEGISLATIVE ASSEMBLY.
YEW SOTJTII WALES.

EDUCATION.
(ESTABLISII3IENT OF PUBLIC SCHOOL AT WAVERLEY_CORRESPONDENCE)

Ordered by the LeqieThtive Asgemidy to beprhtted, 1 .ilEarcle, 1876.

RETURN to an Order made by the Honorable the Legislative Assembly of New
South Wales, dated 16 December, 1875, That there belaid upon the Table of
this House,Copies of all Correspondence with the Council of Education, having
reference to the establishment of a Public School at Waverley."

(lfr. Sutherland)

SCREDUIJE,

NO.

I. Mayor of the Borough of Waverley to Council of Education, applying for establishment of a Public School at that TAO K
place, with annexures. 10 June, 1875 .......................................................... ...................... ..............
2. Secretary, Council of Education, to Mayor of Waverley, ackl]owledging No. 1.
2
15 lone, 1875 ........................... 5
2. Memorandum from Secretary to Inspector, Sydney District.,
and
his
report
thereon,
with
enclosure
....................
Plan of Locality (oppe,sdeci) ............................................................................................................. 5
Minute M Council of Education on No. 1. 5 July, 1575 ..........................................................................
Secretary, Council of Education, to Mayor of Waverley, further respecting No. 1. 12 July, 1875 ........................
Memorandum from Secretary to Inspector, respecting No. 3. 12 July, 1875 ................................................ C
6
Mayor of Waverley to Secretary, Council of Edoeation, in reply to No. 6-Minutes thereon. 10 August, 1875
Minute of Council of Education. 17 August, 1875 ................................................................................... 7
10, Memorandum of Secretary to Inspector, with reference to No. il.
7
10 August, 1575 ... ........... .......... .................. 7
11. Inspector to Secretary, in reply to No. 10. 21 August
.....................................................................
1875
12. Minute of Council of Education. 6 September, 1875. ... ...... ....... ........... ....... ....... ........ .... .......................... 7
Secretary, Council of Education, to Mayor, Waverley, in reply to No. S. 10 September, 1875 .................... .... . .. 8
8
Council Clerk, Waverley to Secretary, requesting, on behalf of the Mayor, a Chairman
of the Local Public School
Co,mi
n ttce, fin interview with Council of Education. 14 October, 1875
................................................... 8
13. Minute of Council of Education on No. 14. 18 October, 18Th .....................................................................
Secretary, Council of Education, to Council Clerk, Waverley, in reply to No. 14. 21 October, 1875..................... 8
Minute of Council of Education respecting No. 16.
November, 1875 .........................................................., 8
18. Secretary, Council of Education, to Mayor, Waverley,1 further
8
respecting No. 16,
13 November, 1875.................. 9
19. Mayor of Waverley to Minister of Justice and Public
Instruction,
applying
for
an
interview
in
connection
with
proposed Public School at that place-Minutes thereon.
and 14 December, 1875 .................................... 9
20. Under Secretary of Justice, &c., to Mayor, Waverley, in replyII to
No. 19. 13 December, 1875 ...........................
9
21
Mayor of Waverley to Minister of Justice and Public Instruction, further respecting application of the inhabitants
of Waverley for a Public School at that place, with cnclosttre-Minute thereon.
21 December, 1875......
22. Under Secretary of Justice, he., to Secretary, Council of Education, forwarding No.1721and
for report. 22 December, 9
1875 .......................................................................................................................
23. Secretary, Council of Education, to Under Secretary of Justice, he., in reply to No. 22-Minute thereon. 10
1 February, 1876 ................................................................................................................
10
24. Under Secretary of Justice, he., to Mayor of Waverley, in reply to No.21, forwarding copy of No. 23.
8 February,
1876 ...........................................................................................................................
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EDUCATION.
No. 1.
(A.)
Application for the Establishment of a Public School at Waverley Post Town, Waverley.
TILE MAYOR OF THE BOROUGH OF WAYERLEY to THE COUNCIL or EDUCATLON.

10 Time, 1875.
GENTLEMEN,

We, the undersigned residents at Waverley, request that you will be pleased to establish a
Public School at that place, under the provisions of the " Public Schools Act of 1806,"
We have, &c.,
Local Committee,—Phe Borough Council, Waverley,
per 3011W MACPHERSOY,
Mayor.
information to be supplied by Local COmmittee

Describe the position of the proposed school? Near the Borough Chambers.
What other schools, maintained or aided by the Council of Education, are within 2 miles of
the site of the proposed school? Episcopalian, Presbyterian, and Roman Catholic.
8. If none arc within 2 miles, what is the distance of the nearest school?
Are there any primary schools, not aided by the Council of Education, within 2 miles of the
proposcd school? If so of what character, and how attended? Preparatory school for boys conducted
by Miss flail with average attendance of 40.
State the number of children, from four to fourteen years of age, living within a radius of 2
miles .of the site of the proposed school, e.g.,—
... 220
...
...
...
...
...
Boys, about
... 160
Girls, ,,
...
...
...
...
...
Total
Religious Denominations
Church of England, about
Roman Catholic
,,
Presbyterians
,,
Wesleyans
,,
Others
,.

...

...

•..

... 880

...
...
...
..
...

...
...
..
...
...

..
...
...
...
...

... 100
... 80
... 60
... 100
... 40

Total .... ... ... ... ... 380
Give a technical description of the proposed site, according to the dimensions and bearii7gs of
its boundaries by survey. If possible annex a plan of the ground?
By whom is the site granted, and on what terms? No site granted, but plenty land available in
a central and.elevated position, near the Council Chambers, at about £100 per acre.
S. Is a right-of.way to the site secured?
Is the ground level or otherwise? Level,
What is the nature of the ground upon which the building is to rest? Is it of a rocky, ciayey,
or sandy character? How drained? How affected by floods F Sandy and well drained.
Of which of the following materials are the proposed buildings to be constructed?
Hewn masonry.
Rubble.
Brick? Brick.
Studs and weatherboards.
Sawn or split slabs.
Are thesc materials suitable in all respects ? Yes.
18. Of what materials are the public or best buildings in the neighbourhood constructed? Stone
and brick.
What is the cost of' building stone, and of what description?
Ashlar or rubble? About lOs. per perch.
Of bricks, per I .000? £3 5s.
Of stone or shell lime, per bushel? From lGd. to lSd.—or per ton—stone lime, 70s.
State the price of hardwood, cedar, and pine, per 100 feet, and of shingles, per 1,0001? Hard.
wood 15s., cedar SOs., pine 254., shingles (113 inches) SOs., per 1,000.
What timber in the locality is most suitable for shingles and flooring boards? What is the
usual length of the shingles ? There is no suitable wood in the locality; shingles, 16 inches.
Do the rates mentioned include carriage to the school site? If not, state cost of carriage?
Yes.
What is the current rate of wages paid in the district to workmen employed in building?
Stonemasons, per diem, lb. bricklayers, per diem, us. plasterers, per diem, lOs. ; shinglers, per diem,
lOs. ; labourers, per diem, is. Gd.
Is there a natural supply of water, or will a tank or well be required F If a well at what depth
will water be obtained F A well. Water can be found at a depth of 10 or 12 feet.
State the quantity and quality of fencing required, and the cost per rod ? Quantity according
to size of ground. Cost ; fencing 6 feet palings, per rod, 20s.
Add any other circumstances deemed desirable for the information of the Council.
[Enclosure.]
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Annex to Application for establishment of a Public School at Waverley.
WE the undersigned Parents (or Guardians) of children residing within the undermentioned distances
from the site of the proposed Public Sehool at Waverley,
herundertake that our children, whose
eby
names are inserted below, shall attend the said school.
Name of Parent or Guardian.
(To be written by iiimselt.)

Name of child.

William R. Gullick .............................. Arthur Ransoanc ....................
Amy Lilian ...........................
Percy Albert...........................
William Cary ........................................ Josephine .............................
Emma................................
Victoria Roams .....................
MaryAnn .............................
Edwin Alfred .......................
John Tl]omos .......................
Walter Stanley .......................
Pauline hove .......................
HarryLoole ........................................ Frances M . ...........................
Rachel................................
Harry.................................
her
Margaret ............................
Susan + Windsor—(witness, John Wiley) Jessie ...................................
mark
J. MOninness ........................ ............. Kate ...................................
A. Maudo .............................
R. Alexander .......................
William Piedy ............................ .........J. M. Itiedy ..........................
Joseph................................
George Barker .................................... William................................
George Ilowarth .................................. Isabella Jane .......................
Elizabeth Ann .......................
George Thylor .......................
his
Thos. + Longhton—(witness, John Wiley) John Wm............................
mark
I Alice Florence ........................
1115
George ................................
Wm. + Boyce—(witness,John Wiley) ....... James .................................
mark
William ................................
SimonCarroll ....................................... Kate ....................................
R.osana .................................
Cbristophor ..........................
his
J. + Vmneent—(witness, John Wiley)
John..................................
mark
flessie ................................
her
Maria................................
Maria + Bronnan—(witoess, John Wiley) John...................................
mark
Ellen Mary ..........................
Mary Stubbs
Annie...................................
Clara...................................
Charlotte .............................
E. H. Hartley .................................... Robert................................
Theodoria .............................
Adelaide .............................
Thos. Brooker....................................... Lillian ................................
Edwin................................
his
Geo. + White—(witness, John Wiley)
mark -

P

his
M. + Quinn—(witness, John Wiley) ......
mark

Willian, Evans .................................
Flora Macdonald ..............................
John Maephorsos. ..............................

John Jag. Eaton, pro John

\1. Spring .......................................

Age.

7
44
2
14
12
9
7
7
5
3
1
10
8
7
5
8
10
4
3
4
2
2
7
5
3
10
6
4
13
10
10
6
4

Religious Denomination.

I Church of England.
Wesleyan.

Roman Catholic.

Church of England.
Unita'rian.

Church of England.

Roman Catholic.

13
S
39
13
LI
8
7
5
8
5
2
6
4

I Wesleyan.

11
9
7

Wesleyan.

Church of England.
11

Wesleyan.
Co n gregation a I.
Church of England.
11

0

13
11
10
5,
3

7

39
3*
15
13
12
9
6
S
4
2
12
10
8
6
5
3
13
10
7
2

Roman Catholic.

Church of England.
11

Presbyterian,
Wesleyan.

Church of England.
.3

Wesleyan.

2O4
4
Name of Child.

ltcligions Denomination.

Age.

B. C. Dawson .............. ..........................Jane ......................................14
Alice ......................................10
Minnie............................ ......S
Arthur..................................5
.
Leslie..................................3
2
Mary W. Rossbach .............................. . William ...............................
Frederick ................................10
Alice. ............................... ....S
Edwin ..................................5
.
B. Vickery ........................................... George ..................................9
2
Thos. W. Watkin ..................................Ettie .....................................
10
Charles ..................................
7
Chas. K. Moore ......................................Minnie Hew .............................
Arthur Moore .........................11
lln. Henderson ...................................... John Henderson ....................... 7
B. M. Henderson ........................6
Chas. A. B. Henderson ..................4
Alex. L. Henderson .....................3
Herbert Rh. Henderson ..................2
Richard Watkins .................................. Et.tie Watkins ..............................7
J. H. Newman ..................................... Wilfred ....................................6
Clyda .........................................4
Mabel.......................................2
Elsie ..........................................1
Liewellin Baglin .................................... . Francis ..................... .................fl
Henry ......................................9
Charles Gray ...................... ................ Robert Gray ................................7
Thomas ......................................5
Alexander ...................................2
William J. Allen ........ ........................... Minnie ......................................6
Elsie Jane ...................................4
Wm. Bell ...................................2
AmyEliza ......................................
James Kelly ........................................ Emma Jean .............................5
Alf. James .............................
Isabella Mary ..........................2
Thos. J. Bone .........................................Matilda ...................................14
Richard ...................................7
A. Rinill .............................................. John ......................................2
1°
Benjamin Kinuieky ............................... Mary Jane .......................... .
William J.............................
13
11
Benjamin ...............................
9
Esther..................................
7
Elizabeth ...............................
John Henry ............................
5
JamesThoinas .........................
3
7
Martha Bowers ............ ........................ . Thomas ..................................
John..................................
5
Allen.........................................2
Alfred Donning ..................................... Alfred .....................................21
William .....................................15
Emma......................................16
Sarah........................................13
Elizabeth ..................................11
Alice.........................................S
Florence ...................................6
John.........................................3
John Cameron ..................................... W. J.....................................11
John Madden........................................ "William ..................................12
James .....................................0
,Tulia .........................................6
DanielMadden .................... ................. Mary ........................................11
MaryRobinson ..................................... Mary ........................................10
J. If. Bennett ....................................... . William.. ............ .........................10
Francis ......................................S
Vivian.....................................6
John Procter ........................................ Mary inn ..................................13
Andrew .....................................11
Thomas ......................................9
Charle' ......................................6
John if. Baglin ..................................... Bose ........................................16
Rvclene .....................................1 3
Harry ......................................9
01ff.........................................0
John laud ................................2
John Pottic ........................................ Herbert ....................................12
Harold......................................9
Stuart......................................8
Elsie.........................................6
Lucy...................................
William
Frederick Arnold Smee ............................ Frederick..................................
................................9
Barry....................................7
Reginald .................................5
William ....................................4
Eleanor ................................2
James Rowe ........................................ G. Rowe ...............................
12
Ruth.....................................
10
Herbert ................................
4
Arthur ..................................

leyau

\\Tes

Congregational.
11

Wesleyan.
11

Church of England.

\Vesleyan.
Congregational.

Church of England.

Congregational.

Church of England.

Roman Catholic,
11

Wosleyan.

Church of England.

Roman Catholic.

\%esleyan.
Epmsoopalsan.
Roman Catholic.

Church of England.

Congregational.

Church of Enalam.d.

Wesleyan.

2O!

Name of Parent or G,eardian,
(To be written by himself.)

Name of Child.

.

Age.

Joseph R. Humbley .............................. Visneira .................................. 12
.May....................................
G. Hummerston ................ .... ............ . Mary .....................................
10
ThOdt.....................................9
.
itl audo .................................
John Corbett ............................... . ......... Theophihes ............................
1
Benjamin ...............................
9
Caleb........................ .............
S
Amos....................................
Sarah Elizabeth ......................
5
Sydney ..................................
2
John Doffing ........................................ Mary ....................................
10
Robert................................
Theresa ..................................
4
James..................................
2

I

iteligious Denominajiso.

Chnrdh of England.

are Warns a raclus 05 1. anile.

No. 2.
TuF SECRCTABY, COUNCIL OF EDuCATIoN, to Tirt MAYOR OF WAVERLE!.
Council of Education Office,
Sydney, 15 June, 1875.

SIn,

I am directed by the Council of Education to acquaint you that your formal application for
the establishment of a Public School at Waverley is now under consideratioi, and that it further corn.
munication respecting it will be addressed to you -is soon its the Council has arrived at a decision thereon.
I have, &c.,
W. WILKINS,
Secretary.

No. 3.
MEM0IUNDUM from LIE SECRETARY, CourccIL or EDUCATI0X, TO TILE INSPECTOR OF Scimoons,
SYDNEY DISYRICT.
.

Council of Education Office,
Sydney, 15 June, 1875.
Waverley: Application for a Public School at.
FOR your report and inquiry.
C

W. WILKINS,
Secretary.
I HAfl visited Waverley and made careful inquiry respecting this application.
It will be observed that the local committee offer no local contribution in aid of the erection of a
school. The school site will also have to be purchased by the Council. I append a place which indicates
three satisfactory school sites.
Mr. leend's land contains rather more than 1 acre of this I have not been able to learn the
price. Mr. O'Brien's land measures 100 square Ict; his price is 200 guineas.
Mr. Flood's land will be sold on 12th July instant by Messrs. Fichardson and Mrcnch. The
two allotments fronting to an unnamed street at its junction with Paul.street is in every respect the
more desirable site of the three, as it: would be central to pupils coming from upper \Voollahra and from
Bondi. A school there vih1 be sufficiently remote from R.andwick, and will not interfere with its prospects
for it
school. The Mayor of Waverley states that lie is of opinion that Mr. Flood's land will fetch 20s.
or 25s. per foot. With reference to the prices of land Mr. Macpherson also states that he finds be has
understated the price of land in the application. In analysing the names of children contained in the
annex I find that nearly fbi-tv are more infants, and 140 are of the prescribed school ages. Some (more
than twenty) of the forty wfso are below the school age are not more than two years of age, and I am of
opinion that they should not be counted in the probable attendance. Analysing the remaining lOt) names,
forty-four are between the ages of three and five, and the remainder between six and fifteen years.
I beg to commend the application to the Council's consideration. If school-buildings are erected
I would suggest that they provide for a primary department, capable, with a class-room, of accommodating
120 pupils, and an infant's room for say eighty yeast.
J. W. ALLPASS.
Enclosure

Queñee to be answered by Inspectors wizen rapor/ing vpon applications for aid in the establishment of Public
Schools. (A.)

Where is the school to be situated? A.t Waverley,
WThat is the nearest I'ost Town—mention its distance P Waverley has it post office.
8. Have you inspected the proposed site? Is it suitable? Yes. It is suitable.
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Is the proposed site the property of the public, or of a private individual. In the latter case
and can be
is the owner willing to convey the site to the Council? it is the property of
purchased at
What schools are in the neighbourhood? Three: The Certified CE., the Certified RU., and
the Certified Presbyterian School. There, is also a private school for boys.
Do a majority of the residents favour the establishment of a Public School P I am informed
that such is the ease,
Who are the local committee? State their profbssions or occupations, and religious denominations? The local committee is the Borough Council. The members are—Mr. John MPhersoa, ironmonger, \Vesleyan; Mr. Charles Kelso'Moore, draper, Wesleyan; Mr. William Henderson, draper, CE.;
I1r. John Hubert Newman, photographer, Cong. ; Mr. Stephen Dixon, soap manufacturer, Baptist; Mr.
Richard Watkin, builder, Wesleyan; Mr. Llewellyn Baglia, builder, C.E.
S. Have they chosen one of their number to act as secretary, and another as treasurer? John
M'Pherson, Req., secretary.
What is the population of the school district? . About 1,500.
is the district likely to be permanently inhabited? Yes.
State the gross and average number of children expected to attend the school, distinguishing
males and females.
Probable average.
Of the school age...

...

...

...

...

Children under four years: Males, 26; females, 12

... Males '71
Females 73

Males 40
Females 50

144

Total 00

...

... 38

182
State any information you may have received relative to the circumstances of the people likely
to require the school? Many of the parents are business men engaged in the city; others are labourers.

No. 4.
PLAN OF LocALITY.

(Vide p. 12.)

No. 5.
Mnnrs OF THE Conceit or EDUCATION, at a meeting held on 50 July, 1875.
Waverley: Read an application dated 10th June, for the establishment of a Public School; also the
Inspector's report thereon.
The Council resolved that the applicants be informed that the case is not regarded S urgent
a nd that it will be considered when a site has been secured.

No. 6.
(75-13,078.)

THE SEcRErARY, COUNCIL OP EDUCATION, to THE MAYOR OF WAnBLEY.
Council of Education Office,
Sydney, 12 July, 1875.

Sni,

I am directed by the Council of Education to acquaint you that the Council has had under
consideration an application dated 10th June ultimo, signed by yourself on behalf of the Borough Council
of Waverley, for the establishment of a Public School at that place.
In reply I am to state that having caused inquiry to be made into the circumstances of the case,
the Council does not regard it as an urgent one, and has therefore deferred its decision until a suitable
'
site for the school buildings has been secured.
When, therefore, the local committee notify to this office that a suitable site has been secured,
the Council will be prepared to again take the application into consideration.
I have, &c.,
W. WILKINS,
Secretary.

No. 7
MEM0B.A'xDtmt from THE Sscnsnur, COUNCIL OF EDUCATION, to THE iNspEctoR or ScHooLs, SnNn
DisTincT.
Council of Education Office,
Sydney, 12 July, 1875.
Waverley: Application for a Public School—your report on.
Mn. MAcmunsoN has been informed that the Council does not regard the matter as urgent; but that,
when the local committee notify to this office that a suitable site has been secured, the appplication will
again be considered by the Council.
W. WILKINS,
Secretary.
No.8.
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No.8.
LIE MAYOR or WAVERLEY to THE SEcREnnr, Corncca or Enuc&'rIoN.
Borough Chambers,
Waverley, 10 August, 1875.
Sm,
Referring to your letter of 12th July (No. 75/13,078), respecting an application sent to you by
the Borough Council of Waverley for the establishment of a Public School at this place, I have the honor
to state, for the information of the Council of Education, that the demand for land has increased so much
and the price advanced in this suburb the past few weeks that the local committee has had great difficulty
in getting an offer of a suitable site.
There is now, however, a block of laud (with a frontage of 120 feet and a depth of 160 feet) in the
market, which the committee consider every way suitable for the purpose; it is in the most central position
in Waverley and fronts two streets, and the price is 40/- (forty shillings) per foot ; another site is offered
not more suitable, but the price is -80/- per foot.
The committee would therefore respectfully urge upon the Council of Education the desirability of
securing the land referred to without delay ; it is now in the bands of the auctioneers (Messrs. Threlkeld
& Co.) for sale, and if the opportunity of securing it is allowed to pass it is a question whether a suitable
site can be secured at any price.
I enclose a plan showing block referred to, marked A.
I have, &c.,
JOHN MACPHERSON,
Mayor.
Urgent—B.C., Inspector of Sydney Pistriet,—Is the proposed site suitable and the price reason.
able P—J.IS1., for See., 12/8/75.
The site is a very suitable one and the price is reasonable.—J.W.A, 13/8/75.
Since writing the above I have been informed that lots 2, 3, and 4 can be obtained at the same
price. They are more suitable for building even than lots 5, 6, and 7, and I would recommend that they
be purchased.—J.W.A., 14/8/75.

No. 9.
COUNCIL'S MiNUTE UPON LETTER No. 75.12,906.
17/8/75.
TEE Council resolved that the Inspector should be instructed to inspect the Presbyterian School premises

at Waverley, with a view to report as to the eligibility of the site for Public School purposes, espeemlly
as regards centrality and ground rent.

No. 10.
M.EMonninnt from TUE SEcRETARY, Couxcir OP EDUCATION, to THE TrcsPEcToR OF SchooLs, SYDNEY
DJsnzIcT.

Waverley: Question of Public School site.
Council of Education Office,
Sydney, 19 August, 1875.
THE Council desires that as early as practicable you will inspect the Presbyterian School premises
at Waverley, with a view to report as to the eligibility of the site for Public School purposes, especially as
regards centrality and ground rent.
W. WILKINS,
Secretary.
(12,906. B.C., No. 75-16,124.)

No. 11.
MnioimnwuM from Tiui INsPEcToR or ScnooLs, SYDNEY DmTBIcT, to THE SEcRETARY, CouNcit 01
EDuCATIoN.
Waverley: Question of Public School site at.
Sydney, 21 August, 1875.
(Your B.C., No. 75-16,124.)
T.mni site of the Presbyterian School premises is not central to the population, and measuring but about 30
feet by 160 feet it does not afford sufficient space for school purposes.
The Rev. Mr. 1\ilne states that about fifteen years of a. ninety-nine years.lease have expned that
the ground rent does not exceed £6 per annum ; and that the adjacent allotments can be obtained but at
what rate of rental he does not know. The school-house standing on the land is a wooden building, and
for thcse premises the Council will be expected to pay £160.
Keeping in view the perishable nature of these buildings, and the fact that at no distant date propel'
school premises must be erected at Waverley; that such should be decidedly central to the population
that a freehold site is infinitely preferable to one of a leasehold character, and that whereas it may in a
short time be very difficult to obtain a site—a suitable one can now be bought—I would strongly advise
the Council not to purchase the premises offered.
For the sum expected by the Presbyterian Church authorities a proper freehold can be obtained,
and this effected, the existing schools at Waverley could be continued until the Council deems it advisable
to build.
- T. W. ALLPASS,
Inspector of Schools.
No. 12.
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No. 12.
CouNciL's MINUTE UPON LETTEk No. 75-12,906,

0 September, 1875.
TuE Council resolved that the site herein mentioned is objectionable on account of its dampness ; and
that as the case is not urgent, the purchase be declined; and that the applicants be informed that in such
eases it is expected that sites will be provided free of expense to the Council.

No. 13.
(75-18,119.)
SIR,

THE SECRETARY, COUNCIL or EDUCATION, to Tui MxroR or WAYERLEY.
Council of Education Office,
Sydney, 10 September, 1875.

I am directed by the Council of Education to acquaint you that the Council has under considevation your letter dated 10th ultitno, suggestillg that the Council should purchase certain laud at
Waverley as a site for the proposed Public School at that place.
In reply I am instructed to state that the Council is of Opinion that the land referred to is objectionable on account of its dampness, and therefore deems it inexpedient, as the question of establishing
the school is not urgent, to purchase it.
I am also to acquaint you that in cases where the Council will bear the whole cost of the erection
of school buildings the Council expects that a site will be provided free of expense to it.
I have, &c.,
W. WILKINS,
Secretary.

No. 14.

SIR,

THE COUNCIL CLERK, WAVEBLEY, to THE SECRETARY, COUNCIL OF EDUCATION.
Borough Chambers, Waverley,
14 October, 1875.

Referring to your letter No. 15-18,119, I am requested by the Mayor, as Chairman of Local
Committee of proposed Public School at Waverley, to ask if the "Council of Education" would grant ,In
interview to the committee; if so, will you have the goodness to appoint a time for that purpose?
I have, &c.,
JOHN WILEY,
Council Clerk.

No. 15.
EXTRAcT FROM MINUTES OF THE COUNCIL OF EDUCATION,
At a meeting held on the 18th October, 1875,
Waverley: Read a letter from Mr.J. Wiley, dated 14th October, requesting an interview on behalf of
the local committee of the proposed Public School.
The Council agreed to receive the deputation on Monday next, the 25th October, at 4 o'clock l).1n.

No. 16.
THE SECRETARY, COUNCIL OF EDUCATION, to TuE CouNcIt CLERK, WAYERLEY.
(75-20,899.)
Council of Education,
Sydney, 21 October, 1875.
SIR,
In reply to your letter of the 14th instant, lam directed by the Council of Education to state
that the Council will be prepared to receive a deputation from the local committee of the proposed Public
School at Waverley, at this office, on Monday next, the 25th idem, at 4 o'clock p.m.
I have, &c.,
W. WILKINS,
Secretary.

No. 17.
COUNcIL'S MINUTE UPON LETTER No. 75-16,723.
1 November, 1875.
THE President reported to the Council that a deputation had waited upon the Council on 25th October
last, for the purpose of urging the erection of Public School buildings at Waverley.

No. 18.
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No. 18.
THE SECRETARY, CouNciL OF EDUCATION, to THE MAYOR OP WAVERLEY.
Council of Education Office,
Sydney, 13 November, 1875.

Sin,

The President haviuu reported to the Council of Education that a deputation had waited upon
the Council on Monday, the 25tt ultimo, for the pui'pose of urging the erection of Public School buildings
at Waverley, I am now directed to state that if the Local School Committee will at once cause a suitable
site to be provided free of expense, the Council will place Waverley on the list of plares where Public
School buildings are urgently needed, and instruct its architect to proceed with the preparation of the
necessary plans.
I have, &c.,
W. WILKINS,
Secretary.

No. 19:

Sin,

TIlE MATOR, 1VAYERLRY, to TUE MINISTER Or JUSTICE AND PUBLIC INSTRUcTIoN,
Borough Chambers,
Waverley, 11 December, 1875.

The inhabitants of Waverley having appointed a deputation to wait upon the Honorable the
Minister of Justice and Public Ins&uction, for the purpose of bringing before him certain matters connected with the proposed Public School in that place, I have the honor to aák that you would be pleased
to grant an interview to the deputhtion and fix a time when it would be convenient for you to receive it.
I have, &e.,
JOHN MACPIIERSON,
Mayor.
Appoint Friday, the 17th instant, at 11 o'clock.—J.D., 14/ 12/75.

No. 20.
TILE UNDER SEcRETARY, DEPARTMENT OP Jusuxcx AND PUBLIC INSTRUCTION, to TBE MAYoR OP
\VAVEELEY.
Department of Justice and Public Instruction,
.
15 December, 1875.
Referring to your letter of 11th instant, in which you meation that a deputation of the
inhabitants of Waverley desire an interview with. the Minister of Justice and Public instruction on
the subject of the proposed Public School in that locality, and asking when it would be convenient to
receive the deputation, I am directed to inform you that Mr. Docrkewill be happy to receive the deputation on Friday next at fl o'clock am.
I have, &c.,
W. B. PLUNKETT,
Under Secretary.
Sin,

No. 21.
Put Miron or WAYERLEY to THE MINISTER OP JUSTICE AND PUBLIC INsTRUCTION.
Sin,

Borough Chambers,
Waverley, 17 December, 1875.

I have the honor to inforin you, that some nine months ago the inhabitants of this borough,
through the "Municipal Council," petitioned the "Council of Education" to provide the necessarypreinises
and establish a Public School in this locality. An attendance of about 200 children was guaranteed.
After correspondence, both with reference to the urgency of the case and the provision of a site, the
Council courteously agreed to receive a deputation. The deputation-accordingly waited at the office of the
Council, but no quorum being present, the Uon. Dr. Smith and. Mr. Duncan, who were present, heard
what the deputation had to say, and reported the same subsequently to a full meeting of the Council. As
the result we received a letter (a copy of which I have the honor to enclose), in whièh the Council express
their willingness to place Waverley on the list of. places in which schools are urgently required, and to
instruct their architect to prepare plans, if the residents will provide a site. With respect to this demand
of a site at private cost we beg to urge1st. The Council have not, nor ever had, any legal authority to demand sites at private expense,
as a condition of building Public Schools.
Regulation No. 2, under the head of school administration, required private contribution to school
buildings, but we respectfully submit that school sites are not school buildings.
2nd. On the motion of Mr. Parkes, on the 20th April last, the Assembly, by a unanimous resolution, declared its opinion "that so much of regulation No. 2, under the head of school
administration, as required the contribution from private sources of one-third of the cost of
erecting and furnishing school buildings, ought not in future to be enforced."
As this was the only requisition, the Act, or the rcgulntions under the Act, gave the Council
power to make, the 4ssembly by saying such requisition ought not to be enforced clearly 6nunciated the
opinion that no requisition should be made on private resources, and that the whole cost of providing
school.
290—B
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school premises should come out of the public fund; hence this demand of a site from us, in clear opposition to the will of the Assembly, the proper guardian of the national purse We cannot think it right
for a depatment of the Public Service to pursue a• policy in direct antagonism to the declared will of the
Assembly.
:3rd. In asking a site from Waverley, while they purchase sites for other places, the Council
appear to us to exercise an unjust partiality against people who contribute equally with
others to the general revenue.
We do not complain that sites should be purchased for such places as Balmaiu and Sussex-street,
but what we desire is equal treatment.
4th. The Council admit that there would be urgent need for a school at Waverley if a site were
provided at private cost. We submit that if the need be not urgent without the site, the
provision of a. site would not make it so. By saying the case would be treated as urgent
if a site were rovided the Council do practically admit the case to be already urgent, and
therefore they should establish a school.
In clause 6 ofthe Public Schools Act of 1860," we read that "the Council of Education" shall in
all matters be subject to the like control by the Governor and Executive Council as any other department
of the Public Service. Thus it would appear that the Governor and the Executive Council have authority
over the Council of Education.
Therefore we respectfully petition you as Minister of Justice and Public Instruction either to
induce the Council of Education as early as possible to purchase a site, and erect it Public School at
Waverley, or that you will represent oar case to the Governor and Executive Council.
3 have, &c.,
JOHN MACPHERSON,
Mayor, Borough of Waverley.
[Enclosure]
The Secretary, Council of Education, to The Mayor, Waverley.
Council of Education Office,
Sydney, 13 November, 1875.
Sir,
The President having reported to the Counèil of Eduëation that a deputation had waited upon
the Council on Monday, the 25th ult-imo, for the purpose of urging the erection of Public School buildinas
at 'Waverley, Jam now directed to state that if the Local School Committee will at once cause a suitab'!e
site to be provided, free of expense, the Council will place Waverley on the list of places where Public
School buildings are urgently required, and instruct its architect to proceed with the preparation of the
necessary plans.
I have, &c.,
W. WILKINS,
Secretary.
The Council of Education.—.T.D., 21 Dec., 1875.

No. 22.
THE UNDER SECEITAItY, DEPART.[ENT OP JUsTICE AND PUBLIC INsTEucrioN, to TILE SEcRErar,
CouNciL or EDVCATION.

Department of Justice and Public Instruction,
Sydney, 22 December, 1875.
Sin,
17 Dee., 15Th.

. In transmitting to you the accompanying copy of communication received from the Mayor of
the Borough of Waverley, having reference to the purchase of a site and erection of a Public School
thereon at that place, I am directed by the Minister of Justice and Public Instruction to request that you
will have the goodness to invite the Council of Education to favour with such observations thereon as
may appear to them desirable.
I have, &c.,
W. E. PLTJNKEPP,
Under, Secretary.

No. 28.
Tn SECEETABY, Couicca OP EDUCATION, to Thn UNDER SECEETARY, DEnBnsEwr OF JUsTICE AND
PUBLIC INsTRUcTIoN.

Council of Education Office,
Sydney, 1 February, 1870.

Sn,

The Council of Education directs me to acknowledge the receipt of your letter dated the 22nd
December last, in which you convey the request of the Minister of Justice and Public Instruction that
the Council will make such observations as may appear to the Board to be desirable upon a communication
from the Mayor of Waverley, of which you enclose a copy, respecting the suggested purchase of a site in
that Borough, and the erection of a Public School thereon.
2. In the communication thus referred to the Council the Board is distinctly charged with having
pursued a policy antagonistic to the declared will of the Assembly, and in dealing with the Waverley
application contrasted with certain others, is alleged to have been guilty of partiality and injustice. It
will not be expected that the Council should do more in reference to imputations of this character than
simply call the attention of the Government to them.
3.

21!
ill
The facts affecting the Waverley case are those which I am now to state: There have been
established in that township for many year? the following schools, all certified under the Council of Education, periodically inspected by its dfliceis, mid 1IJ) to this day inworking order and reported eTheicncy.
First, the Church of England School, having on its loll for the quarter preceding the date of the Mayor's
letter, 146 children ; secondly, the Roman Catholic, having 141 enrolled ; thirdly, the Presbyterian school,
with 105 ; making a total of :302. Now. tIre number of chfldren of school age resident within 2 miles of
the Borough Chamb vs near to wliit.lt sire Public School wasproposed to be erected, is represented by the
applicants themselves as being about :380. 'I'his may be taken to be it thir estimate, one indeed rather
under the truth; but it' so. every educoble child included in that radius (the three Denominational schools
being within it) was already at tire time of the Mayor's application an enrolled pupil, and consequently
receiving, or in a position to receive, the sortie elementary instruction which the applicants professed to

desire,

lu point of thct it has been ascertained that all these children, with a few exceptions, were and
are so enrolled. The Mayor states in his letter that an attendance at the proposed school was guaranteed
of about 200 children. The exact number guaranteed was 182 ; but of these there were 38 mere infants,
and of the remaining 141, no less than 118 attended (or were enrolled in) the three certified schools
mentioned ; twelve went to the Paddington school; and thirteen to neighbouring private schools.
The Inspector, in his last report to the Council, puts the number of infants at 25 only ; this
would raise the number of school children to 157. But nine have left the district, or gone to work since
the application was sent; in July live children appeared to be at no school, and for these, if required,
there are the means of instruction at hand.
G. Up to the 10th day of June last, the state of education in the district being that which is here
described, there had arisen no ronipl:iint, no suggestion in any quarter that a. new school was required.
When therefore so closely following the Assembly's resolution of the 20th April, the Council, already
overburthened by applications for buildings, for improvements, and for repairs exclusively at the Public
cost, found itself asked to undertake so serious an outlay at Waverley as that not of merely erecting a
large Public School but purchasing a site on which to place it, the Board thought it a duty to consider
whether there were not cases much more urgent. Accordingly on 5th July, after it careful review of the
circumstances, and bearing in mind that there were places in which no schools existed but sites had been
provided, or the inhabitants were willing to l).resent them, the Council decided that the case was not an
urgent one, and deferred compliance until a site should have been secured. On the 12th July the Mayor
was officially so informed.
The Council of Education, I am instructed to observe, although perhaps in strictness bound by
its existing regulations which had the force of law until altered, has never hesitated to give effect to the
Assembly's resolution; but the desire to share speedily in the proffered gift, it desire not always justified
by the educational want, has certainly unduly multiplied applicatious of this nature. The Council,
therefore, was soon compelled to form two separate lists, one of preferential or urgent, and the other of
secondary orpostponed claims; and to place applications in one or the other 4ass according to the
circumstances. If in any instance, other things being equal, the Council has placed in the former a case
actually of less necessity, but in which the parties prove the sincerity of their representation by contributions
in money or in kind, the object as well as the effect has been to save the Public money, leaving a greater
surplus for cases of unquestionable need.
It was on this principle that the Council acted in the matter of the Waverley application.
Whenever it becomes known that the Council is a probable purchaser in any locality, or intends to
build a school there, the price asked for land rises inordinately. Thus on the 10th August the Mayor,
who had in June sanctioned it representation that an acre could be obtained for £100, tells the Council
that prices had greatly advanced within the past few weeks, lie adds that a site which be recommends,
of 120 feet by 160, would cost £240. And in answer to this the Mayor was informed on the 10th of
September (an examination of the ground having in the meantime been directed by the Council) that the
obtaining of a site was expected in cases of this kind free of expense to the Council.
The simple question is whether in so deciding the Council of Education was under the circumstances justified, or in other words, was right, in its view of the case or not. The Council never refused
compliance with the application. The intimation amouuted to this, that the Board declined to erect a
school not urgently required, and also purchase a site for it, in preference to and for a time to the exclusion
of other claims more deserving ; but on the principle explained the Council agreed to place the Waverley
case on their preferential list, if the applicants would themselves so far assist as to procure it suitable site
for the building. After an interview between certain of the members of the Municipality and of this
Board the Council, on the 11th November, directed the Mayor to be so apprised.
The exact nature of the course proposed, and its effect, if adopted finally by the Council, wore
points discussed and explained at that interview. Instead of postponing its decision, or declining to
sanction the application at all, the Council, in accordance with its previous intimation, agreed to erect the
school at an earlier date than some others. The condition thus imposed on applicants whose case was not
urgent, was at least in aid of those other cases from which the amount contributed would otherwise be
taken. All this must have been understood by the gentlemen who attended the meeting. The Council
regrets therefore that it should have been thought becoming to take advantage of an expression in' my
letter to the Mayor of the 13th November, by endeavouring to make it appear that the Council regarded
the Waverley case as urgent or not urgent, according as the applicants should or should not accept
that condition.
I have, &c.,
W. WILKINS,
Secretary.
Inform the Mayor of Waverley of the observations of the Council of Education.—.T.D., 5/2/70.

No. 24.

2112
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No. 24.
THF. UNDER SEcRET&RY, DErARninir OF JUSTICE MD PUBLIC I4snuer1oN, to TUE MAYoR OF WAVERIET.
Department of Justice and Public Instruction,
Sydney, S Februait 1870.
Sin,
Referring to your letter of 1.7th December last, respecting the site for a Public School at
Waverley, applied for by the BorolLgh Council at that place, I am directed by the Minister of Justice
and Public Instruction to inform you that a report has been received from the Council of Education On
the snbeet, a copy of which is forwarded for your information.
I have, &c.,
W. B. PLUNKEfl,
Under Secretary.

[One plan.]

Sy&raey:

Thomas R$obard, Ooyern.,ent Prlater.—I8Tt

_______

7
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1875-6.

LEGISLATIVE ASSEMBLY.

NEW SOUTH WALES.

EDUCATION.
(COREESPONnENCE BETWEEN DR. BADHAM AND THE COUNCIL.)

Ordered by the Legislative Assembly to be printed, 11 April, 1876.

RETURN to an Order of the Honorable the Legislative Assembly of New South
Wales, dated 10th March, 1876, That there be laid upon the Table of this
House,—
"Copies of all Correspondence between Dr. IBadham and the Council of
"Education, on the question of Public Education."
(Afr. Dibbs)

Tun

I

SECRETARY TO THE CoUNcIL OF EDUCATION to THE UNDER SECRETARY OF JUSTICE AND PUB
. Lb
INSTRUCTION.

Council of Education Office,
Sydney, 17 March, 1.876.

Sin,

In reply to your letter of the 14th March instant. No. 76/ 2036, transmitting an order of the Legislative
Assembly for the production of copies of all correspondence between Dr. Badharn and the Council of Education on
the question of Public Education, I am directed by the Council to state, for the information of the Honorable the
Minister of Justice and Public Instruction, that on searching the registers of this office for the past nine years, no
record can be found either of the receipt of any communication from Dr. Bndham or of the despatch of any letter
to him on the subject of Public Education.
I have, .&c.,
W. WILKINS,
Secretary.
Dn.

BADHAM

to

THE UNDER SECRETARY OF JUSTICE AND PUBLIC INSTRUCTiON.

Sydney, March 28th.

Sin,

It is probably already well known by the gentlemen referred to in your letter of March 22nd that no
correspondence has taken place between the Council of Education and myself.
The observations which I have had to make on the quality of education in primary schools have beon made
in three different ways. I. I have spoken repeatedly to Dr. Smith for severn1 years past upon this subject, and
indeed, it was the refusal of that gentleman to interfere with the Inspectors, conveyed to me at our last conversation, which decided me upon taking the step of addressing a letter to the Colonial Secretary, which letter was read
in the Legislative Assembly. I have also on several occasions urged this matter upon the Hon. Thomas Bolt, and
called the attention of Mr. Duncan to the subject, as also of another gentleman who ],as long ceased to be a member of the Council. II. In conjunction with the other Examiners of the University, I have, in reports of the public
Examinations of the years 1871, 73, 75, expressed myself very sfrongly on the defective tkaebin& of Englishin the
Public Schools. Ill...held the same language when examined before Captain Onslows Committee, with regard
to the Civil Service. Moreover, my allusions to this topic in addressing public meetings, and the comments made
on a speech of mine by the Editors of a "Journal of Education," which was conducted by members of the staff of
officers employed by the Council of Education, cannot but have made it notorious to any one who cared ever so
little for the subject, that I was altogether dissatisfied with the Council for leaving the choice of books and method
to their subordinates.
If some inembeTs of the Council were unacquainted with these facts, and never thought it worth their while
to inspect the school books used, they must have trusted to their colleagues; and this reliance of one upon another,
and the Ignorance arising therefrom, are, in my opinion, as strong an argument as can be alleged against the
efficiency of a Board, however well constituted.
I have, &e.,
CHARLES BADHAM.

[3d.]
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1875-6.
LEGISLATIVE ASSEMBLY.

NEW SOUTH WALES.

EDUCATION.
(APPLICATIONS FOE THE ESTABLISHMENT OF A PUBLIC SCHOOL AT EAST DAPTO.)

Ordered by the Legislative Asseml4j to he printed, 9 May, 1876.

RETURN to an Order of the Honorable the Legislative Assembly of New, South
Wales, dated 28 January, 1876, That there be laid upon the Table of this
House,"Copies of all Documents in the possession of the Council of Education
"relating to applications for a Public School at East Dapto, in the years
1874 and 1875."
(Mr. Bucluuzan)

SCHEDULE.
NO.

I. J. Brown to Council of Education (also enclosure dated 5/1/75). 11/1/75. Secretary to Inspector. 13/1p5.
Inspector to Secretary. 16/1/75
........................
2. J. Brown to Council of Education. 11/1/75
...
...
...
3. Secretary to T. Brown. 30/1/75
...
...
......
.,
4. J. Brown to Council. 12/2/75
.......
,,..
..
...
...
...
5. Application for a Public School, from It. J. Marshall and seven others (also annex) 12/2/75
.,
.,
6. Secretary to J. Brown. 19/2/75
...
......
...
...
I. B. J. Marshall to Secretary. 17/3/75. Secretary to Inspector. 20/3/75. Inspector to Secretary. 13/4/75
S. Secretary to Inspector. 22/4/75
..................
9. Inspector to Secretary (also map). 1/5/75
...............
,.,
...
10. Application for a Public School from J. Brown (also annex). 1/5/75 ...
...
11, J. Brown to Council. 1/5/75
...
...
...
...
...
...
12. Secretary to J. Brown. 5/5/75
13. Secretary to.Inspector. 5/5/75. Inspector to Secretary. 11/5/75
......
...
14. Secretary to Inspector. 18/5/75. Inspector to Secretary (also enclosure). 17/6/75
.........
15. Secretary to J. Brown. 24/6/75
............
,..
...
16. Application for Public School from K. M'Kenzie and two others (also annex). 22/5/75
...
17. Secretary to K. M'Kenzie. 28/5/75 ............
...
...
..
.,
...
...
18. Secretary to Inspector. 28/5/75. Inspector to Secretary (also enclosure). 17/6/75 .........
19. Gazette notice from Secretary. 22/6/75 ...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
20. Secretary to K. M'Kenzie. 22/6/75
................ -.
..
21. Secretary to Inspector. 22/6/75
.........
...
...
...
...
22. Secretary to K. M'Kenzie. 9/7/75
...
.
23. Secretary to Inspector. 9/7/75
.....................
,
24. Secretary to K. M'Kenzie. 9/7/75
...................
...
541-A

3
3

a
4
4
5
6
6
7
7
9
10
10
10
11
11
13
13

14,
14
14
15
15
15

2If
2
PAGE.

NO

25. W. Wilson to Council. 28/5/75 Secretary to Inspector. 216/75. Inspector to Secretary. 4/6/75
26. Secretary to W. Wilson. 9/6/75 ...
...
...
...
...
...
... . ,..
...
27. B. Abbott to Secretary. 28/5/75 Secretary to Inspector. 3/6/75. Inspector to Secretary. 4/6/75
.........
28. Secretary to B. Abbott. 9/6/75
...
...
.
...
...
29. J. Graham to Secretary. 1/6... ...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
.........
...
30. Secretary to Inspector. 3/6/75 Inspector to Secretary. 10/6/75
...
31. Secrctary to J. Graham. 14/6/75
. ...
...
...
32. J. Brown to Secretary. 5/6/75
...
.........
...
...
.........
.....
83. Secretary to J. Brown. 17/6/75
...
...
...
...
W. Brown and eight others to Council. 9/6/75. Secretary to Inspector. 10/6/75.. Inspector to Secretary. 17/6/75
...
P. O'Reilly to Secretary. 14/6/75
.
...
...
......
...
...
...
...
...
...
36. B. J. Marshall to Secretary. 21/6/75
...............
37. Petition from C. How and twenty-two others (received 25/6/75). Undated
......
,..
...
...
38. J. Graham to Secretary. 26/6/75 ...
...
39. W. Brown and nme others to Council. 6/7/75 ..................
40. Secretary to Inspector. 15/7/75 Inspector to Secretary. 19/7/15 ...
...
...
............
41. Inspector to Secretary. 19/7/75
...
...
42. W. Brown and twenty-four others to Council. 16/7/75. Secretary to Inspector. 17/7/75. Inspector to Secretary.
..............
19/7/75
.........
...
48. Secretary toW. Brown. 22/7/75 ..................
.................................
44. Secretary to Inspector. 2217/75
...
45. R. J. Marshall to Secretary. 14/7/75. Secretary to Inspector. 17/7/75. Inspector to Secretary. 17/7/75
.
...
...
46. Secretary to B. J. Marshall. 28/7/75
............
.....
47. Secretary to Inspector. 23/7/75
............
48. B. J. Marshall to Secretary (also enclosure, dated 27/7/75). 28/7/75 ...
Secretary
to
B.
J.
Marshall.
2/8/75
...
49.
...............
50. W. S. Thompson and nine others to Council (also enclosures A and B). 10/9/75
..........
M. Secretary to Inspector. 16/9/75
.........
Inspector to Secretary. 18/9/75
...
..................
Secretary to W. S. Thompson. 8/8/75
.54. W. S. Thompson to Secretary. 22/8/75. Secretary to Inspector. 28/8/75 Inspector to Secretary. 11/11/75
55. Secretary to W. S. Thompson. 24/11/75 ......
46. Secretary to Inspector. 24/11/75 .................................

I

15
15
16
16
16
17
17
17
17
17
18
16
18
19
19
20
20
20

21
21
21
22
22

22
23
23
25
25
25
26
27

27
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EDUCATION.
No.1.
MB.

.T.

BR0W1I to ThE CoUNcIL or EDucAtioN.

Dapto, 11 January, 1875.
GENTLEMEN,
I have the honor to inform you that at a meeting of the Committee appointed to take the
necessary steps to establish a Public School at East Dapto, I was directed to write to you, requesting to
know if you would be pleased to appoint a teacher to the present school until such time as the Committee
can see what is to be done respecting a Public School.
I have also been directed to bring under your notice the enclosed memo, from the Trustees of the
Certified Presbyterian Denominational School at East Dapto, offering to lease that school to you on your
own terms.
I have, &c.,
JOHN BROWN,
Hon. Sec. to the Committee.
[Enckrure.]

WE, the Trustees of the East Dapto Oct. Pros. Denom. School, do hereby give our consent to the leasing of the said school to

the Council of Education, and to do so upon their own terms.
Jan. 5, 1875.

ALEX. M'XENZTE,
GEORGE MPHAIL.

Joax A. SmAn—Witncss.

Inadmissible. Act on Inspector's suggestion..—A.S.
Inspector of Camden District. For advice.—W.W., B.C., 13/1/75.

-

B.C., Secretary, No. 75/40.—The C.E. and B.C. Schools at Dapto are sufficient to meet the
educational wants of the place at present, so that thp application is not in any respect of an urgent
nature. To open the Public School in the Presbyterian Church before the usual initiatory steps have been
taken would be illegal and objectionable, because the residents would then make no effort for a length of
time to establish a Public Vested School. When the necessary arrangements have been made to erect
Vested Public School buildings it will be soon enough to consider the necessity for opening the school in
temporary premises. The residents at Dapto should make their applicatica on the usual printed form,
which should be supplied to Mr. Brown.—W.M., 16/1/75.

No. 2.
Mn. I BRown to THE Counca

OF

EDUCATION.

Dapto, 11 January, 1875.
GENTLEMEN,
I have the honor to inform you that, at a Public Meeting of the inhabitants of Dapto, a
Committee was appointed to take such steps as may be necessary to establish a Public School at East
Dapto, and an offer of 1 acre of land as a site for the proposed school has been made by Mr. John Brown,
of Dapto, which has been approved of by the Committee.
T beg to know whether you will kindly supply the Committee with the necessary forms to make
the application for the proposed school.
I have, &c.,
JOHN BROWN,
Hon. Sec. of the Committee.

No. 3.
Tnz SECEETAItY, Coinccni or EDUCATION, to Mn. J. Bnown.

No. 75,2002.

Council of Education Office,
Sydney, 30 January, 1875.

Sin,
I am directed by the Council of Education to acknowledge the receipt of your letter dated
11th January, instant, in which you inquire if the Council will be pleased to appoint a teacher to the
present school at Dapto, until such time as the Committee can see what is to be done respecting a Public
School.
In reply, I am instructed to state that the Council deems it inexpedient at present to adopt the
course suggested by the Local Committee. When, however, the necessary arrangements have been made
for the erection of Vested, Public School buildings, the Council will be prepared to consider the question
of opening a Public School in temporary premises.
The requisite printed form is transmitted herewith, in order that application may be made for
the establishment of a Public School.
I have, &c.,
W. WILKINS,
Secretary.
No. 4.

-

21k

No. 4.
Mn. J. BROWN

TO THE

COUNCIL

OF

EDUCmON.
Dapto, 12 February, 1875.

GENTLEMEN,
In accordance with your letter of the 13th ultimo, 587, No. 75,1 now have the honor to enclose
the necessary application, ifiled up in due form, for a temporary Public School at East Dapto.
1 have, &c.,
JOHN BROWN,
I
Hon. Sec. of the Committee.

No. 5.
B.
Applicatio* for the cstablishmcnt of a Public School at East .Dqpto.
Mn, B. J. MARSHALL AND

0TIJEB9 to TEE COUNCIL OF

EDUCATION.
Dapto, 12 February, 1875.

GnriTLncn,
We, the undersigned resideiits at Dapto, reftuest that you will be pleased to establish a Public
School at that place, under the provisions of the "Public Schools Act of 1866."
For this purpose we have provided the requisite, buildings, as hereafter described; and we are prepared to execute a lease of these premises for a term of five years at a nominal rent.
We have, &c.,
IROBERT J. MARSHALL.
W1LLL&M SMITH THOMPSON.
DAVID PAINE.
Local Committee . - DUNCAN M'RAE.
GEORGE M'PTTAIL.
I WILLIAM BROWN.
I JOHN C&LDWELL.
LJOHN BOVA1tD.

Information to be snpplicd by Local Committee
Describe the position of the proposed school. Situate on the cast side of the main road to
Kiama, near the Dapto Post Office, and being the building that was recently occupied as a Certified
Presbyterian Denominational School, together with the cottage containing three rooms and also a kitchen.
What other schools, maintained or aided by the Council of Education, are within 2 miles of
the site of the proposed school P None.
If none are within 2 miles, what is the distance of the nearest school? Between 2 and 3
miles.
Are there any primary schools, not aided by the Council of Education, within 2 miles of the
proposed school. If so, of what character, and how attended? None.
State the number of children, from 4 to 14 years of age, living within a radius of 2 miles of
the site of the proposed school, e.g. ... 41
Boys ...
...
...
...
..
... 25
Girls...
...
...
...
..
... 1
One boy, CE., 16 years of age ..
Total

...

...

...

Religious Denominations:—
Church of England
Roman Catholic
Presbyterian
Total

... 67
... 26
... 25
... 16

...

..

...

... 67

Particulars relating to the proposed Public School at East .Dapto.
Furniture.

Building.
size and Material!
ofScbool nuiiding.jIrt whose possession.

Brick-30 x x.

I Number
of rooms
—One.
Size of rooms—
30 IC 15.

Tenure.

Desks and Torsos.

Alex. 3PKeozlo and Trust
properly 6 deska 9 feet long.
George M'Pbail
as T'resbyteriau 12 forms,
as Trustees.
Church
and 2 black-board,.
Schosi.
-

Appar,tns.

Number of Pupils In actual attendance,
or expected to aLien5.
ltoye. !o1r

A number of books 43
and eome maps,
&c., an inventory
of which baa already been sent In
to the Council of!
Eucation
d
by Be
Locat Board.

25

Total.C.E.Iit.C.[Pres. Total.

6

26

25

,6

67

Annex
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Annex to Applkation for the Establishn1cnt of a Public School at East Dapto.
WE the undersigned Parents (or Guardians) of children residing within the undermentioned distances

from the site of the proposed Public School at East Dapto, hereby undertake that our children, whose
names are inserted below, shall attend the said school.
Name of Parent or Guardian.

DiAnuce
from School.

Na. of Child.

Age.

Miles.
Henry Harris ................................................. .William .........................
13
Francis .........................
]1
Chades ..........................9
Mary Ann ..................... ..
7
Sarah .............................
5
Frederick .......................4
William Wilson ................................................Mary .............................7
John.............................5
Isabella ..........................13
John M'Keily ............................................... John .............................13
Margaret .......................12
Thomas ..........................10
Eleane ..........................8
David .............................
o
Edward..........................4
Kennoth Mackenzie ........................................ .Jane Thompson ..............12
Michael F]anngan ............................................ Mary Ann .......................
S
George ..........................6
..
\sral ter
4
JohnNunan ..................................................Francis .........................
14
Matthew ......................
13
Conrad Heininger ............................................George A........................S
Mary............................
10
Martha ..........................6
John.............................4
James Caldwell ........................................ ...... . W. Caldwell .................. ..
5
his
J. Csldwell ....................4
Timothy x O'llrien—(Witness, P. M'Eae) ........... Thomas ........................
12
mark
.
Mary........... ..... . .......... .9
Timothy ......................6
George Brown .............................................John ............................7
Elizabeth ......................5
Duncan M'ltae .............................................Ann ........................... .
3
Catherine Reid .................12
Euphema ......................
10
Margaret Cameron
8
William John .................5
John Caldwdll ..........................................1
William ......................
14
1
John ............................
11
1
Mary Simpson .................6
John Hewitt ................................................Susan .............................
6
her
Helen x Simpson—(WiteessB.J. Marshal])
14
Charles .........................
10
mark
Daniel ..........................8
his
John x Mowley—(Witness, B. J. Marahall)
14
Frederick .......................9
mark
Sydney ..........................7
Arthur ..........................5
William Keelloher .......................................2
William ........................ .
11
Timothy .......................10
Hannah ..........................8
Honors ..........................5
Thomas Williams .......................................15
Eva ...........................
16
Edward .........................
14
Richard ........................ .
12
Elizabeth .......................7
EvanR. Evans ..............................................Eustace ..........................7
his
Alfred ..........................6
4lco. x lTampton—(Witnoss, B. J.Marshall)
Francis Con ................... .
S
13
mark
Robert N. Marshall ........................................Arthur .........................
14
A. ]3ovard ...........................................
it
Rebecca Jane ................S
W. L. Musgrave .................................... .1
Eliza Love ...................
11
.John ............................
9
Florence .......................7
William Brown ............................................... William .........................
11
James .........................
9
Arthur .........................
7
Edward .........................
5
Alfred ........................
4

Tat
SIR,

SECRETARY, COuNCIL

No. 6.
or EDUCATION,

Iteligious Denomination.

Church of England.

Roman Catholic.

Church of England.
Roman Catholic.

Presbyterian.
11

Roman Catholic.
Presbyterian.

Church of England.
Roman Catholic.
11

Church of England.
Roman Catholic.

Church of England. a

Roman Catholic.
Church of England.
Presbyterian.
Church of England.

to MR. J. Buowic.
Council of Education Office,
Sydney, 19 February, 1875.

I am directed by the Council of Education to acknowledge the receipt of your letter of the
12th instant, transmitting an application for the establishment of a Public School at East Dapto, to be
conducted in a building to be leased to the Council for five years.
2

I
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2, In reply, I am to state that the form on which the application is made is not applicable to the
circumstances of the case, inasmuch asit is understood that a Vthted Public School is to be established.
Will you therefore be good enough to fill up and return to this Office the form A., forwarded in my letter of
the 30th ultitno, No. 75/2,002, when the Council will take further action in the matter. As you were
informed in that letter, the Council will consider the question of opening the school in temporary premises
when the necessary arrangements have been made for the erection of Vested Public School buildings.
I have, &c.,
W. WILKINS,
Secretary.

No. 7.
MB. R. J. MA.BSuALL to THE SECRETARY, COUNCIL

OP

EDUCATiON.

Daisy Bank, Dapto,
17 March, 1875.
SIB,
Since the withdrawal of the certificate from the Presbyterian Denominational School, East
Dapto, a public meeting was convened of the inhabitants, for the purpose of establishing a Public School.
At this meeting the site offered by Mr. John Brown not being approved of by all parties at the meeting,
it was moved by the Rev. J. H. Jkwsell, "That this meeting stand adjourned for a fortnight, until a better
site may be determined upon." This not meeting Mr. Brown's views, or the party acting in concert with
him, the motion in consequence was lost. A working Committee was then appointed, of which I was a
member. At the first meeting of the Committee, it was moved, "That Mr. P. H. Osborne be written to,
requesting him to give two acres of land for the site of a Public School." This motion was also lost, in
consequence of Mr. Brown's party not liking it. 1. determined, therefore, not to let Mr. Brown have all
his own way, so I therefore wrote to Mr. P. H. Osborne, and obtained an answer granting two acres for
the purpose as requested. The site given by Mr. Osborne adjoins the main road, about two hundred yards
from the old Presbyterian Denominational School now closed, three miles from the Avondale P. School,
about the same distance from the Church of England School, and about two miles from the Roman Catholic
School, West Dapto. Mr. Brown's site is about four miles and a half from the Avondale P. School,
and scarcely two miles from the Church of England School, and one from the Roman Catholic School,
West Dapto. As regards situation, being more central and convenient generally, and less liable to come
into injurious competition with the other schools, the site offered by Mr. Osborne is by ihr a better one than
Mr. Brown's. Mr. Brown's is only one acre of land, Mr. Osborne's is two acres. Mr. Brown's donation
of £25 I hold not being at all equivalent to Mr. Osborne's additional acre. Some correspondence has
already taken place between l\l:r. Brown as Secretary to the Committee before mentioned; my object
in writing is to acquaint the Council of Education of the fact that we have the offer of another and a
more eligible site for a Public School than the one offered by Mr. Brown. It would have been useless to
have asked Mr. Brown to do it—I therefore have to request that all matters with reference to the establishing of a Public School at East Dapto may be held in abeyance for some time, until the respective
merits of the two sites may be determined. The local Inspector could very soon do it.
I am, &c.,
ROBERT J. MARSHALL.
B.C—Inspector of Camden District, for your perusal and report.—W.W., 20/3/75.
B.C. No. 75/234.—I have inspected the land proposed by Mr. Marshall as a site for the proposed
Public School at Dapto. 1 am of opinion it is in all respects suitable for the purpose, but I am not prepared to advise the Council finally on the subject. A public meeting of the residents must be held to
determine the matter._%\T.M'., 13/4/75.
Let a tracing be prepared showing the existing schools and proposed sites. The inhabitants of the
district, assembled in public meeting, should state their views to the Council.—J.S., 16/4/75.

MEMORANDUM from Pus SECRETARY, COUNCIL OP EDUCATION, to THE bsPEcron or Scuooi1s,
C&MnEN DIstincT.
Dapto, East: Question of site for a Public School at—Your B.C., No. 75/234.
Papers herewith,
Tobereturnod.

WILL you be good enough to prepare a tracing showing the existing schools at the above place, and the
proposed site for a Public School. When the tracing is completed and furnished by you, the inhabitants
of the district, assembled in public meeting, will be requested by the Council to state their views in the
matter.
W. WILKINS,
Council of Education Office,
Secretary.
22 April, 1875.

No. 9.
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No. 9.
MEMOBANDUM

from

TirE

Isrrcron or Scnoos,

CAMDEN Dispnicp,
COUNCIL OF EDUcATIoN.

to

THE SECRETARY OF THE

Dapto, East: Question of Public School site—Your B.C. No. 75/7,172.
Burragorang, 1 May, 1875.
I ENCLOSE a tracing,* as requested, showing the positions of the existing schools at West Dapto. As
regards the proposed sites, i. am of opinion Osborne's is the most suitable, for the following reasons
There are 2 acres.
There must shortly be a Public School at Charcoal Creek, and Brown's site is too near.
There must also be a Public School for West Dapto, near the Church of England School, and
Brown's site is too near.
Osborne's site is to accommodate the settlers in the directions of Avondale, Marshall Mount,
Albion Park, and Brown's site.
W. MINTYRE,
Inspector, Camden District.

No. 10.
Application for the eelablishment of a Public School at Brown's, East .Dapto.
MR.

J.

BROWN

to

THE CouNciL

or

EDUCATION.

Dapto, 1 May, 1875.

GENTLEMEN,

We, the undersigned rcsidents at Dapto, request that you will be pleased to establish a Public
School at that place, under the provisions of the "Public Schools Act of 1866," the total cost of which
we estimate to be £800.
For the Local Committee,
JOHN BROWN,
lion. Secretary of the Committee.
Inforrnatwn to be supplied by .Lecal Committee.

Describe the position of the proposed school. The site of the proposed school is situate at
Brown's, East Dapto, on the Main South Coast Road.
What other schools, maintained or aided by the Council of Education, are within two miles of
the site of the proposed school P The Roman Catholic Denominational School at West Dapto.
If none are within 2 miles, what is the distance of the nearest school?
Are there any primary schools, not aided by the Council of Education, within 2 miles of the
proposed school ?—If so, of what character, and how attended P None.
State the number of children, from four to fourteen years of age, living within a radius of 2
miles of the site of the proposed school, e.g.
Boys...
...
...
...
...
...
... 44
Girls...
...
...
...
...
...
... 37
Total ... ... ... ... 81
Religious Denominations:
Church of England ...
Roman Catholic ...
Presbyterians
...
Wesleyans ...
...
Others
.:.
...

...
...
...
...
...

...
...
...
..
...

...
...
...
...
...

... 35
... 19
... 9
... 18
.. 0

Total ... ... ... ... 81
There are '101 children on the list in all, of whom 45 are Church of England, 21 Wesleyans, 13
Presbyterians, and 22 Roman Catholics.
Give a technical description of the proposed site, according to the dimensions and bearings of
its boundaries by survey. If possible, annex a plan of the ground.
Byivhom is the site granted, and on what terms? The site is granted by Mr. John Brown.
S. Is a right.of-way to the site secured? It is partly bounded by the Main South Coast Road.
Is the ground level or otherwise? It is well sitnated for building purposes.
'What is the nature of the ground upon which the building is to rest? Is it of it rocky, clayey,
or sandy character P How drained? How affected by floods? It is of a rocky character, well drained,
on high ground, not affected by any floods.
Of which of the following materials are the proposed buildings to be constructed
Hewn masonry.
Rubble.
Brick.
Studs and weatherboar<ls.
Sawn or split slabs?
The buildings might be constructed either of brick or studs and weatherboards, hardwood.
Are these materials suitable in all respects? Either of the above would be suitable, but brick
would be the most suitable.
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18. Of what materials are the public or best buildings in the neighbourhood constructed? The
best buildings in the neighbourhood are constructed of brick. NearJy all the buildings at Brown's are
constructed of brick.
What is the cost of building stone, and of what description?
Ashlar or rubble?
Of bricks, per 1,000?
Of shell-lime, per bushel? About lOd. per bushel, delivered.
State theprice of hardwood, cedar, and pine, per 100 feet, and of shibgles, per 1,000.
Hardwood, about iSs. to 20s. per 100 feet—delivered.
Cedar, about 25s. to SOs. per 100 feet—delivered.
10. What timber in the locality is most suitable for shingles and flooring-boards? 'What is the
usual length of the shingles? Shingles are usually 16 inches long; the best are black butt or peppermint.
Stringybark flooring-boards are the best; sawn timber is scarce in the locality.
Do the rates mentioned include carriage to the school site? If not, state cost of carriage.
What is the current rate of wages paid in the district to workmen employed in building?
10. Is there a natural supply of water, or will a tank or well be required? If a well, at what depth
will water be obtained? A tank will be required.
State the quantity and quality of fencing required, and the cost per rod.. A three-railed fence
of hardwood split timber would cost about Os. per rod.
Add anyther
o circumstances deemed desirable for the information of the Council? Bricks
could be made on Mr. Brown's land, close to the proposed site, and would cost about 45s. to SOs. per
1,000, delivered.

Annex to Application for establi.slthncnt of a Public School at Brown's, East .Dapto, to be erected on a
site ofered to the Council by Mr. J. Brown.

Wi the undersigned Parents (or Guardians) of children residing within the undermentioned distances

from the site of the proposed Public School at Brown's, East Dapto, hereby undertake that our
children, whose names are inserted below, shall attend the said school.
IName of Parent or Guardian.

Distance
from

his
Robert x Abbott-.i.-(witness, John Brown)
mark

1iles,

George Brown ....................................

1

his
William x Wilson—(witness, John Brown)
mark

I

Henry Harris .........................................

1-

James P. Griffin ......................................
Henry Giles Irvin ...................................

1

. B. Haney ........................................

it

T

School.

1

Age.

Religious Denomination.

Church of Engand.
John ............................ 12
Martha ....................... ... Ii
James ...........................8
Frederick ........................7
Elizabeth ........................5
Richard.. .........................1
Presbyterian.
Jerniet Mary ..................9
John Sutherland ...............7
Elizabeth Laskie ...............5
Annie Maria .................. ...a
Mary Ann ........................1
Isabella .......................... 14
Mary ..............................6
John..............................4
Rebecca ...........................8
Annie ............................1
Church of England.
Francis .......................... 14
Charles .......................... 12
Mary Ann ....................... 10
Sarah ............................8
Frederick ......................0
Albert .........................4
Elizabeth ......................2
Isabella ......................... . 4
Jane ............................ 12
Wesleyan.
Maude ......................... 12
Muinie ......................... 10
Gerdhoue ......................
9
Frank .........................
9
Verene ...........................6 '
Alexander ........................5
Amy ..............................3
Hester ...........................1
Church of England.
Arthur .......................... 13
Ferey..............................S
9
Thomas ...........................9
Dclix ............................ '
7
Elizabeth ...................... 12
John............................ 10
Florence .......................
William ......................... 14.
Presbyterian.
John.............................0
Mary Simpson .................6
William ...................... 10
Church of England.
James .........................
S
Arthur .........................
6
Edward .........................
S
Alfred .........................
8
Bertra .........................
2
11

1

William L. Musgrave .............................
John Caldweu ......................................
William Brown .....................................

Name of Child.

1

DIstance
from

Name of Parent or Guardian,

School.

Miles.
1

Edward Gibson

.....................................

Jacob Dennips

.... ..................................
t

Peter Ryan ...........................................

1

Thoma Clifford x (Witness, John Caldwell)

It

John Uewitt ....................................... .
his
John x M'Kcrby—(Witness, John Caldwell)
mark

.1

..................................

2

William Lindsay

2

..................................... 1
Andrew Bell ........................................*
Robert M'Paul .....................................
.*
John Newman

his
Timothy x O'Brien-( Witness, John Caidwell)
mark.

James Gorrik ........................................

William Connally ..................................

4
2

+

Name of Child.

_J

Age.

John ............................. 12
Edward.... ........... ........ .. 11
Susan Cather ..................9
Mary Ann ........................7
Eliza Gean .....................5
Sarah Ann .....................3
Margaret ........................1
Sarah ..............................9
George ...........................7
Mary .............................
Emily ..........................3
14
Margaret .. ....................
12
Peter ............................
10
Sarah........................... .
James .........................8
.
John............................6
Augusta ......................4
Ellen ............................2
3
Patrick .........................
11
Abraham ......................
Joseph .........................
.8
Edwin .........................5
James .........................2
Louisa .........................6

Religious Denominat,on,

Wesleynn.

Church of England.

Roman Catholic.

Church of England.

Margaret .....................
Roman Catholic.
11
Thomas .........................9
.
Ellen... .........................7
David .........................5
Edward........................ .4
Elizabeth ......................2
John ...........................
4
Church of England.
13
Edward.........................
Sarah Ann ...................
12
W. Lindsay ...................
10
Isnbclla Lindsay .............8
.
John Lindsay ................5
2
Jane Lindsay ................
Roman Catholic.
Fras
nci .........................
2
Matthew ......................
11
Mary Kate ...................2
Church of England.
Mary Jane ...................3
Margaret ......................2
Rebecca.........................1
Thomas .........................
Roman Catholic.
.0
Mary ...........................
Timothy ......................6
Susannah .....................
Wesieyan.
. .S
.4
James .........................
13
Mary ............................
1].
Jane ............................
10
Isabella .........................
4,
Margaret Reid ................
9

No. 11.
Mn. J. BROWN to THE COUNCIL or EDUCATION.
Dapto East., 1 May, 1875.
GENTLEMEN,
I have the honor to inform you that, at a meeting of the East Dapto Public School Committee,
held at the Council Chambers, Dapto, yesterday, I was instructed to forward to you the enclosed form of
application for the establishment of a Public School at Brown's, East Dapto, signed by twenty-three
parents and guardians, representing 101 children, eighty-one of whom are from 4 to 14 years of age.
I'am also directed to state that, owing to a resolution of Parliament, recently passed, it is understood that the Government will in future provide for the erection of all Public School buildings without
the assistance of private individuals by subscription.
The Committee have therefore considered it unnecessary to fill in that part of the form which relates
to local subscription.
I am further instructed to call your attention to the urgent necessity of having the proposcd school
erected, and to request that you will be pleased, at your earliest convenience, to take such steps as you
may deem to be the most expedient to have the necessary buildings erected.
I have, &e.,

JOHN BROWN;
Hon. Secretary.

541—B
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No. 12.
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No. 12.

SIR,

THE SEcRETARY, ConcciL or EDUCATION, to Ma. J. BROWN.
Council of Education Office,
Sydney, 5 May, 1875.

I am directed by the Council of Education to acquaint you that your formal application for the
establishment of a Public School at Brown's, East Dapto, is now under consideration, and that a further
communication respecting it will be addressed to you as soon as the Council has arrived at a decision
thereon.
I have, &c.,
W. WILKINS,
Secretary.

No. 13.
MEM0RARDUM from THE SEcnETABY, Conica or EnucAnoN, to THE INsPEcToR or SCHOOLS, CaLDErr
Disrnicp.
Brown's, East Dapto Application for a Public School at.
Foa your report.
W. WILKINS,
Secretary.
B.C., Secretary (No. 75-345),—
I beg to inquire if it is necessary, as hitherto, that a Local Committee should be nominated in
connection with applications for schools when the buildings are to be erected wholly at the public cost.
For various reasons, I think that applications for the erection of school buildings should, as far as practi.
cable, be signed by at least one member of each religious denomination in the locality, and by not less than
three persons.
Council of Education Office,
W. M'INTYRE,
Sydney, 5 May, 1875.
Inspector of Camden District,
11/5/75.
I see no reason for changing the practice at present.—J.S.

No. 14.

I

MEM0EAnIÜM from THE SECRETARY, Couiccjj or EDucATIoN, to THE bSPECTOR or Scuoots,
CAMDEN DISTRICT.
(No. 75/8,922.)
Brown's, East Dapto: Application for a Public School at—Your B.C. No. 75/345.
FOR your report. In reply to the inpliry contained in your memorandum, I am to state that the Council
sees no reason for changrng the practice at present in regard to the signing of formal applications for new
schools.
Council of Education Office,
W. WILKINS,
Sydney, 18 May, 1875.
Secretary.
B.C., Secretary (No. 75/465),—
In considering this application, it is necessary to remember that Public Schools are required at
Charcoal Creek and at Dapto West, and as Brown's is only about a mile and a half distant, a school there
is not required. The majority of the children promised to attend a school at Brown's can more conveniently
attend the schools at Charcoal Creek and West Dapto. Mr. Brown has no children of his own to educate,
and the few children belonging to his tenants can easily attend the Public School on Osborne's site.
I convened a public meeting of the inhabitants of Dapto, on the 26th May last, to consider this
matter, when it was decided that the selection of the site should be left to the Council. (See extracts
from local newspaper appended.)
Recommendation :—I cannot advise the establishment of a school at Brown's, because it is too near
the Public Schools required at Charcoal Creek and West Dapto.
W. M'INTYBE,
Sydney, 17 June, 1875.
Inspector.
(No. 75/4.60.)

(Pub! ielwd in " 17.lawarra Mercury" of 25 May, 1875.)
Public School, Dapto.
I nEnEnt request a meeting of the inhabitants of Dapto, on Wednesday next, the 26h inst., at 3 p.m., at
Brown's Hotel," to consider matters relative to the proposed Public School. I shall be present to hear
the representations of the people.
W. MINTYIIE,
Inspector of Schools.
(Extract from" Illawarra Mercury" of 28 May, 1875.)
"DnTo.—A public meeting was held in the Council Chamber, Dapto, last Wednesday afternoon, respecting
the proposed establishment of a Public School in that neighbourhood. The meeting was tolerably well
attended, and was presided over by Mr. B. J. Marshall. After a lengthy discussion respecting the eligi.
bility of the site offered for such school by Mr. John Brown and that offered by Mr. P. H. Osborne,
further south, along the main road; a resolution was moved to the effect that Mr. Brown's site be
accepted. Ou this an amendment was moved and carried by a slight majority, to the effect that the matter
of deciding the site for the proposed sêhool on left in the hands of the Council of Education. Mr.
M'Intyre, the Inspector for Schools, was present at the ineehng, noting all that was put forward by the
parties interested in the proposed school."
No. 15.
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No. 15.

Tnz Sxcntnn,

COUNCIL OP

EDUCATION, to Mx. J. BROWN.

Council of Education Once,
Sydney, 24i June, 1875.

(No. 75/11,701.)
SIn,

I am directed to acquaint you that the Council of Education has had under notice the formal
application, dated the 1st nitirno, for the establishment of a Public School at Brown's, East Dapto.
2. In reply, I am to state that the Council, having caused careflil inquiries to be made into the
circumstances of the case, has decided to decline the application, on the ground that the site of the proposed
school is too near the existing schools at Charcoal Creek and West Dapto. Moreover, it appears that the
majority of the children whose parents promised that they shall attend the school applied for can more
conveniently attend the schools at those places.
I have, &c.,
W. WILKINS,
Secretary.

No. 16.
APPLIcATTON FOR

PUBLIc SchooL.

Dapto, 22 May, 1875.
To the Council of Education,—
GENTLEMEN,

We, the undersigned residents at Dapto, request. that you will be pleased to establish it
Public School at that place, under the provisions of the "Public Schools Act of 1806," and we hereby engage
to raise, by local subscriptions, the sum of £
, for the erection of school-houso, teacher's residence,
out-buildings, and fences, for providing furniture and apparatus, and for other necessary purposes, the
total cost of which we estimate to be £600. We further submit the following as the names of persons by
whom payment of the sum of £
will be guaranteed, viz.
We have, &c.,
(KENNETH M&CKENZIE.
Local Committee JOHN BOVARD.
(DUNCAN M'RAE.

lhformation to be supplied by Local Gammittee.
Describe theposition of the proposed school. Fronting the main road from Wollongong to
Kiama and Shoalhaven.
What other schools, maintained or aidcdby the Council of Education, are within 2 miles of the
site of the proposed school? None.
If none are within 2 miles, what is the distance of the nearest school? 3 miles.
Are there any primary schools, not aided by the Council of Education, within two miles of the
proposed school? If so, of what character, and how attended? None,
State the number of children, from 4 to 14 years of ago, living within a radius of 2 miles of
the site of the proposed school, e.g. Eighty-nine.
Boys ...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
52
Girls ...
...
...
...
...
...
..
...
37
Total .,.
Religious Denominations:—
Church of England
Roman Catholic
Presbyterians...
..Wesleyans

... 89

35

as

12
7
Total

...

... - 89

Give a technical description of the proposed site, according to the dimensions and bearings of us
boundaries by survey. If possible, annex a plan of the ground. Bounded on the west by
the main road through the district; on the north by land of Mr. P. H. Osborne; on the east
by the same land; on the south by land of Mrs. Burgess.
Osborne.

-

C

—

LI
1-41

1

0I

2 acres.

Ic,
I to
11-

-

H

CI
7,-

I'c

Main road running north and south.

12

By whom is the site granted, and on what terms? Mr. P. H. Osborne, for ever.
Is a right.of.way to the site secured? Secured.
Is the ground level or otherwise? A gentle rise from the main road.
What is the nature of the ground upon which the building is to rest? Is it of a rocky, claycy,
or sandy character? How drained? How affected by floods P A clayey soil, resting upon
rock ; drains itself; not affected by floods in any manner.
Of which of the following materials are the proposed buildings to be constructed:—
Hewn masonry.
Rubble.
Brick, Of bricks, with stone foundation, roughly hewn or dressed with the hammer.
Studs and weatherboards.
Sawn or split slabs.
Are these materials suitable in all respects? Suitable.
Of what materials are the public or best buildings in the neighbourhood constructed? Some of
bricks—some of weatherboards.
What is the cost of building-stone, and of what description? Cannot be properly ascertained;
must employ men by the day to quarry it in the neighbourhood; stone is of good description.
A'shlar or rubble?
Of bricks, per 1,000? £3 per M.
Of stone or shell-lime, per bushel? is. per bushel.
State the price of hardwood, cedar, and pine, per 100 feet, and of shingles, per 1,000? Hardwood, lOs. per 100 feet; cedar, 25s.; no pine to be had; shingles, £1 per M.
What timber in the locality is most suitable for shingles and flooring-boards ? What is the
usual length of the shingles? Stringy-bark, woolly butt, peppermint; usual length of shingles,
10 inches.
Do the rates mentioned include carriage to the school site? If not, state cost of carnage?
Carriage included.
What is the current rate of wages paidin the district to workmen employed in building? About
£3 per week.
Is there a natural supply of water, or will a tank or well be required? If a well, at what depth
will water be obtained? A tank will be required.
State the quantity and quality of fencing required, and the cost per rod? About 40 rods of
threc.rail fencing will be required; the land is already fenced on two sides with a new threerail hardwood fence. Os. per rod.
Add any other circumstances deemed desirable for the information of the Council. The Local
Committee think it more desirable, and more consistent with true economy in the end, to have
a substantial brick building, which will be more durable, and less liable to destruction by fir!,
than a wooden one, and hope the sum asked for may not be deemed excessive by the Council
of Education.
ROBERT J. MARSHALL,
Hon. Sec.

Annea' to Application for establishment of a Fwbuic &lwol at Dqpto.
WE the undersigned Parents (or Guardians) of children residing within the undermentioned distances

from the site of the proposed Public School at Dapto, hereby undertake that our children, whose
names are inserted below, shaU attend the said school.
Distance
from
School.

Name of Parent or Guardian,
•

Evan R. Evans ....................................

Miles.

Namo of C%ild.

Age.

liustace .........................7
Alfred .........................6
•
Minnie .........................4,
John Mewley ....................................
2
Arthur .........................
5
Frederick ......................
10
Sydney.........................7
Elizabeth ......................4
Thomas Williams ..................................
if
Edward ......................
14
Richard ......................
12
.S
Elizabeth ......................
William Kclleher ..................................
ii
2
William .......................
'iNmothy ......................
10
Hannal-. ......................S
Honora ......................
...
5
Robertj. Marshall .............. .... .............k
....... Arthur .........................
.5
John Nunan ...................................... . -.
Francis .........................
15
Matthew ......................
14
Comnn Reiniongor ................................. Mary ............................
ii
GeorgeOtam ................
9
I
Martha .........................7
John ........................ ....
4
Duncan M'Rae ....................................
Ann ............................
1
.4
catherine Reid
12
Euphemia ...................
10
Margaret Cameron
S
WilliamJehn ................
5
2

Religions Denomination.

Protestant.
Church of England.
11

Protestant.
Church of England.
Protestant.
Church of England.
11

Roman Catholic.

I

Church of England.
Roman Catholic.

PresbyteSn.
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ranie of Parent or Guardian,

Distance

Miter..
Alex. J3ovard .........................................1
Kenneth MKenzie ................................+
George Hampton ...................................+
James J)uloy .........................................1
Benjamin Prior .......... . ...........................
i
Mark ilowel ........................................
Henry Laney ........................................

11
14

Charles Simpson ..................................
John MXinley ....................................

2

Richard Dawes .....................................
Isaac Cooper ........................................

Name of Child.

from
School.

14

2
1

Age.

Rebecca Jane .................S
Jane Thompson ............. 12
Francis Coo' ................... 13
Lucy ............................
11
Charley ......... .................
8
Henry ..........................6
Frank .............................
4
Minnie ........................... 12
Lissic Spore ......................9
Edward Henderson
4
Alexander ......................S
Mary .............................. 13
Catherine ........................ 10
Lizzie ............................8
Agnes .................... ..... - 6
Charles ......................... 10
Daniel ........................ ..
a
Margaret .. .................. . 11
Thomas .........................
9
Ellen ............................
7
David...........................
5
Edward ....... . ..............a
George ..........................6
Caleb ..........................4
Michaol Cooper ............. 14
Charles Cooper
5

-

Religious Denomination.
Presbyterian.
Roman Catholic.
Church of England.

Roman Catholic.

Wesleyan Methodist.
Roman Catholic,
11

No. 17.
THE SECEETnY, Cauiica
(No. 75/9,510,)
Sin,

OF

EDUCATION, to MR. K. M'KENZIE.
Council of Education Office,
Sydney, 28 May, 1875.

I am directed by the Council of Education to acquaint you that your formal application for signed also by
the establishment of a- Public School at Dapto is now under consideration, and that a further communication
respecting it will be addresse.d to you as soon as the Council has arrived at a decision thereon.
flR.e.
I have, &c.,
W. WILKINS,
Secretary.

No. 18.
froin THE SECRETARY, Conceit OF &UCATION, to THE INSPEcToR OF SCHOOLS, CAMDEN
DTSTRICT.
B.C., No. 75/9,511.
Dapto: Application for a Public School at.
REFERRED for your inquiry and report.
W. WILKINS,
Council of Education Office,
Secretary.
Sydney, 28 May, 1875.
MEMORKNDUM

B.C., Secretary (No: 75/403),—
Dapto is a postal village on the Main South Road, 8 miles south from Wollongong. There are
two Denominational Schools at West Dapto. The proposed school is to supply the means of education
to the settlers at East Dapto. The urgent necessity for this school has arisen in consequence of the
Council having withdrawn the certificate from the Presbyterian School in December last. The gross
attendance of scholars will be about 50, and the average between 30 and 40. A Public School will be
much better attended than the Pres. School. The site is offered by P. H. Osborne, Esq., free of cost.
It contains 2 acres, and is suitable in all respects it is central, being about 3 miles from the Public
School at Avondale, about 3 miles from the proposed Public School at Charcoal Creek, and about 2* miles
from the proposed Public School at West Dapto.
I am of opinion that the buildings should be of brick with freestone dressing.
The schoolroom should be sufficient in size to accommodate fifty scholars, and the residence should
consist of JIve rooms, with a kitchen and storeroom.
Recomrnandatioa :—I am of opinion that this application should be entertained.
W. M'INTYRE,
Sydney, 17 June, 1875.
Inspector.
Qeitirs

22k

Q.unnxns to be answered by Inspectors when reporting upon applications for aid in the establishment of Public Schools. (A.)
When is the school to be situated? Dapto.
What is the nearest post town? Mention its distance? Dapto.
Have you inspected the proposed site? Is it suitable? I have inspected the site. It is suitable.
is the proposed site the property of the public, or of a private individual? In the latter case is the owner willing to
convey the site to the Council? It is the property of Mr. P. H. Osborne, and be is willing to convoy the land to Lite Council.
What schools are in the neighbourhood? Dapto G.E. and R.C. Schools.
Do a majority of the residents favour the establishment of a Public SehodI? They do.
Who are the Local Committee P State their prnfessions, or occupations and religious denominations? Kenneth
Mackenzie, Pres., storekeeper, John Bovard, Pros., farmer, Duncan M'R.ae, Pros., wheelwright.
S. Have they chosen one of their number to act as Secretary and another as Treasurer? Mr. Kenneth Mackenzie is
Secretary.
5
0. What is the population of the School District? About 150 persons.
Is the district likely to be permanently inhabited? de is.
State the gross and average number of children expected to attend the school, distinguishing males and females?
Estimated attendanee-26 males and 26 females ; estimated average-17 mules and 18 females.
State any information you may have received relative to the circumstances of the people likely to require the
school. The people are all in comfortable circumstances.
What amount of local subscription has been raised, or is likely to be raised, towards the erection of the school
buildings? None.
Has the amount subscribed been remitted to the Secretary, as rquired by Article 6 of the flegulations P No
subscriptions have been raised.
15. If not, are you of opinion that the Council may rely updn the guarantee offered P The applicants do not intend to
raise any local contributions. Have the Local Committee considered the llccessity for fencing and out-buildings in estimating the expense of the
school buildingi? Yes.
How is it proposed to keep the building in repair ? This question was not considered.
Have you given the Local Committee any information as to the articles of furniture usually deemed indispensahle
to the proper conduct of the school; and will they be pruvided? I have not considered it necessary to give any information
on these matters.
In addition to the matters above referred to, state any other circumstances within your knowledge connected with
the application, which you may consider material for the information of the Council. The certificate of the Presbyterian
School at Dapto having been withdrawn on the 31st December, 1574, a school is required. The site contains an area of 2
acres, and it is suitable in all respects. It is central, being about 3 miles from the Public School at A-vondalc, nearly 3 from
the proposed Public School at Charcoal Creek, and about 2} miles from the proposed Public School at West Dapto.
W. M'INTYRE,
Sydney, 17 June, 1875.
Inspector.

No. 19.
Council of Education Office,
Sydney, 22 June, 1875,

NEW PUBLIC ScHooL.
It is hereby notified; for genecal'information, in accordance with the provisions of the 24th section of the
"Public Schools Act of 1800," that an application has been received at this Office for the establishment of a
Public School at Dapto.

By other of the Council of Education,
W. WILKINS,

-

Secretary.

No. 20.
THE SECEETARZ, COUNCIL OF EDUCATION, to Mn. K. M'KENZIE.
Council of Education Office
Sydney, 22 June, 1875.

-

Sin,

-

Referring to the formal application, dated 22nd ultimo, for the establishment of a Public
School at Dapto, I am directed by the Council of Education to state that the Council sees no objection
to the proposal. Notice of the application has therefore been sent for publication in the Government
Gazette, in accordance with the requirements of the 24th section of the " Public Schools Act of 180G."
2. A further communication will be made to you when the necessary notice has been published.
-

I have, &c.,
W. WILKINS,
Secretary,

No. 21.
MEMORANDUM from THE SECEErARY, COUNCIL OF EDuc.vrxoN, to THE INsnCroR OP SCHOOLS, CAMDEN
DIsTnIcr.
Dapto: Application for a Public School, Osborne's site.
NorIcE of the application for the establishment of a Public School at the above place has now been sent
for publication in the Governrncut Gazette, in accordance with the provisions of the 24th section of the
Public Schools Act.
Council of Education Office,
W. WILKINS,
Sydney, 22nd June, 1875.
Secretary,

No. 22.

41'
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No. 22.
THE Skcnnnnr, COUNCIL OF EDUCATIOK, to MR. K. M'KENZIE.
Council of Education Office,
Sydney, 9 July, 1875.
Sin,
Establishment of a Public School.
With reference to the letter from this office, dated 22nd May last, in which you were informed
that notice of the application for the establishment of a Public School at Dapto had been sent for pub..
licatioñ in the Government Oaette, I am now directed by the Council of Education to acquaint you that
notice of the proposal having been duly inserted in that publication, and no objection thereto having been
notified to the Council, the Council has finally resolved to establish the school as a Public School, and to
recognize the gentlemen signing the application as the Local Committee.
I have, &c.,
W. WILKINS,
Secretary.

No. 23.
l\fnxoRszcnuM from THE SECRETARY, CODNCIL OF EDUCATION, to THE INSPEcToR OF SCROOLS,
Cnrnn DISTRICT.
Dapto: Application for a Public School.
Tui Council has now finally resolved to establish a Public School at the above place.
Council of Education Office,
W. WILKINS,
Sydney, 9 July, 1875.
Secretary.

No. 24.
THE SECRETARY, COVNCIL or EDUCATION, to Mu. K. M'Knzrr.
Council of Education Office,
Siu,
Sydney, 9 July, 1875.
In continuation of my letter of even date herewith, informing you that the Council of Education has resolved to establish a Public School at Dapto, I am directed by the Council to request that you
will be good enough to forward to this Office the deeds relating to the title, together with a description
(surveyor's), of the land offered by TiEr. P. H. Osborne, in order that the Council's solicitors may be
instructed to prepare a transfer of the same to the Council.
2. A plan and specification of the proposed school buildings will be prepared by the architect, and
transmitted to you in due course, with a view to the Local School Committee procuring tenders for the
works.
I have, &c.,
W. WILKINS,
Secretary.

No. 25.
Mu. W. WILSON to THE Couca or EDUCATION.
Brown's, Dapto, 28 May, 1875.
I have been informed that an application, sent to your Council for a Public School at East
Dapto, on a site at Daisy Bank, offered by P. H. Osborne,Esq., contains the names of myself and children.
Should such be the case, I beg to state they have been placed there without my knowledge or consent, or
that of my wife, as I am in favour of the site for a Public School offered by Mr. John Brown, at Brown's,
East Dapto.
I have, &c.,
his
WILLIAM + WILSON.
Witness—Jomc CnDWEU,.
mark.
B.C., Secretary,—Mr. Wilson has been misinformed. His name is not among the applicants for a
Public School on Osborne's sitc._WT.M., 4/5/75.
B.C., Inspector, Camden District—For your inquiry and report in connection with former papen
transmitted to you as above.—W.W., 2/6/75.
B.C., Secretary,—See my B.C., inadvertently written on the other side.—W.M., 4/6/75.

No. 26.

SIB,

-

THE SECRETARY, ConwIL or EDUCATION, to Mu. W. WILSON.
Council of Education Office,
Sydney, 9 J,une, 1875.

Referring to your letter of the 28th ultimo, stating that you have been informed that your
name has been added to an application for a Public School on a site offered by P. H. Osborne, Esq., at
Dapto East, I am directed by the Council of Education to acquaint you that your name is not among the
applicants for a Public School on the site mentioned.
I have, &c.,
W. WILKINS,
Secretary.
No. 27.

23C)
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No. 27.
MB. R. ABBOTT to ThE COUNCIL OP EDUCATION.
Brown's, Dapto, 28 May, 1875.
GENTLEMEN,

I have been informed that my name and the names of my children have been put down in an
application for a Public School at East Dapto, on a site offered by Mr. P. H. Osborne. I beg to state that,
should such be the ease, it has been done without my knowledge or Consent, OF that of my wife, as I am in
favour of the site offered by Mr. John Brown, at Brown's, East Dapto.
I have, &e.,
his
ROBERT + ABBOTT.
mark.
Witness—Gno. WM. Bitows.
B.C., Inspector, Camden District, —For your inquiry and report in connection with former papers
transmitted to you.—W.W., 3/6/75.
B.C., Secretary,—Mr. Abbott has been misinformed. His name is not among the applicants for
a Public School on Osborne's site.—W.M., 446/75.

No. 28.
ThE

Szcray, Comicit

OP EDUCATION, to Mu. it ABBOTT.
Council of Education Office,
Sydney, 9 June, 1875.

SIB,

Referring to your letter of the 28th ultimo, stating that you have been informed that your
name has been added to an application for a Public School on a site offered by P. H. Osborne, Esq., at
Dapto East, I am directed by the Council of Education to acquaint you that your name is not among the
applicants for a Public School on the site mentioned.
I have, &C.,
W. WILKINS,
Secretary.

No. 29.
Mu.. J. GEAHAM, SEN., to ThE SECuETAIVY, CoUNCIL OP EDUCATION.
Avondail, Dapto, 1 June, 1875.

Sn,

As I have been these twenty years a hard strugler in suport of education in this locality and
elsewhere, I take liberty to make a few remarks on the preposed Publick School in Dapto.
First, the sight offered by Mr. Osborn is too near both Avondale and Marshalmount Publick Schools.
The distance is only about two and a half miles from Avondale P. School. I think in a thinley populated
district Publick Schools should be not much less than four miles apart, unless a range of mountain divides
them. If the Dapto school is put on Mr. Osborn's site it will take away eight childer from the Avondale
school, as it will then be nearer to them as soon as the Dapto school is opened, or will be opened.
We have at prsant lost two families that had each of them large families of childer at the Avondail
school, and no childer is coming to fill their place, and if we were to lose eight childer more by having the
Dapto school to near us our school would be sew reduced that perhaps the Board would not be willing to
support a good teacher. You might ask me why I am sew auncious about these schools, and to this I will
answer I have been the only one that set about asking my friends and nebours to establish the National
Education in the locality, thoe all my own childer was educated at the time.
And both these schools cost me great labour and thought, and besides when I take a view of the
account, I see the Avondale school cost me £35 and some odds, and the Marshalmount school something
more than £15 fifteen pounds, sew that is something better than fifty pounds in the whole, and besides the
please they want to bild on is only a few rods from where the Presbyterian School was, that was closed for
the want of peoples some time ago, and if you build on the sight Mr. Osborn is given you will have to keep
the three schools still in Dapto.
But if you build on the other site Mr. Brown is givina, the B. C. school will soon disappear, and
one other school will onley be needed. The Church of EnglQ school is, I think, in a place, will sute for
the other school that will be required to sarve Dapto.
When two Publick Schools is near other there is no tacher able to please every one, and the least
offense will cause them to lave the one and guy to the other one.
And now I will spake plean, the onley reason I can see for putting the school on Mr. Osborn's sight
is to keep it sew far from B. C. school that it will not be ingered. I could say more on the last subject but
perhaps it is not nessarey at presant.
Perhaps I should tell you that a great change came while we were building the Avondail School,
and the people that subscribed to assist to pay our one.third was not able, and the consiquence was, H. H.
Osborn, Esq., had to pay, insted of £50 he promised, be had to pay £100, and I thirty-five instead of
£10 I promised.
I have, &c.,
JOHN GRAHAM, SEN.

No. 30.
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No. 30.
MEMORANDUM from THE SrcnEnny, COUNCIL or EDUCATION, to THE INSPECTOR OF SCHOOLS,
CAMDEN Th:snncr.
Dapto East: John Graham's letter respecting proposed Public School at.
For your inquiry and rcport, in coullectioll with former papers transmitted to you.
Council of Education Office,
W. WILKINS,
Sydney, 3rd June, 1875.
Secretary.
B. C. Secretary (No. 75-439),—
A Public School at Dapto will not in any way injuriously affect the Public School at Avondale,
which is about 3 miles distant. I shall carefully Lear in mind the matter of Mr. Graham's letter when
reporting upon the proposed school at Dapto.—W. M'INTYBE, Inspector, 10/6/75.

THE SECRETARY, COUNCIL

No. 31.
OP EDUCATION, to Mn. J. GRAHAM, SEN.
Council of Education Office,
Sydney, 14 June, 1875.

SIR

I am directed by the Council of Education to acknowledge the receipt of your letter of the
1st instant, respecting the proposed Public School at East Dapto, and disapprovthg of the site offered by
Mr. Osborne,
In reply, I am to state that the Council having caused iuquiries to be made into the circumstances
of the Case, has instructed me to inform you that a Public School at Dapto will not in any way injuriously
affect the Public School at Avondale, which is about 3 miles distant.
I am to add that the representation contained in your communication respecting the proposed
site of the Public School at Dapto will be carefully borne in mind when the Council is in a position to
consider the matter.
I have, &c.,
W. WILKINS,
Secretary.

No. 32
MR. J. Bnowy to THE COUNCIL or EDUCATION.
Dapto, 5 June, 1875.
GENTLEMEN,
I have the honor, by direction of the East Dapto Public School Committee, to state that at the
meeting of the inhabitants of Dapto, convened by Mr. W. M'Intyre, the Inspector of Schools, it was
stated by that gentleman that some nine or ten or perhaps a dozen persons had signed both applications,
viz., one for the site offered by Mr. John Brown, and the other for the site offered by Mr. P. H. Osborne.
I have been directed to ask if you will kindiy favour the Committee with a list of the names of
persons who have signed both applications.
I have, &c.,
JOHN BROWN,
Hon. Secretary.
Decline—It seems a matter of no consequence.—J.S.

No. 33,
OF EDUCATION, to MB. J. Baowr.

THE SEcRETARY, COUNCIL

Council of Education Office,
Sydney, 17 June, 1875.

Sut,

Referring to your letter of the 5th instant, requesting to be furnished with the names of
persons who have signed both applications for the establishment for a Public School at Dapto East,—I am
directed by the Council of Education to state that the Council deems it inexpedient to accede to the
request contained in your communication.
I have, &c.,
W. WILKINS,
Secretary.

No. 34.
W. BROWN AND OTHERS to THE COUNCIL or EDUCATION.
GENTLEMEN,

Dapto, 9 June, 1875.

With reference to a Public School meeting called by Mr. W. M'Intyre, the Inspector of Schools,
on Wcdnes'day, the 26th ultimo, at 3 o'clock, p.m., and held at the Council Chambers, Dapto, to consider
matters relative to the proposed Public School,—we the undersigned beg to state that we were prevented
541—C
from

IL]
from attending the meeting in consequence of the short notice and inconveiiient hour at which the meeting
was called.
We further beg to state that we are in favour of the site offered by Mr. John Brown, at Brown's,
East Dapto.
We have, &c.,
WILLIAM BROWN.
EDWARD GIBSON.
JOHN HEWITT.
ROBERT M'PAUL.
J. B. HARVEY.
WILLIAM LINDSAY.
WILLIAM CONNOLLY.
his
WILLIAM + WiLSON.
mark.
Witness—GEORGE WILLIAM Bnowri.
his
THOMAS + CLIFFORD.
mark.
Witness—GEORGE Watin BROWN,
B.C., Inspector, Camden District,—For your inquiry and report in connection with former papers
B.C., Secretary, No. 75/467.
transmitted to you.—'W'.W., 10/6/75.
As six of the persons who sign this letter reside nearer to other schools than Brown's, I suppose it may be taken for granted that they signed more to oblige Mr. Brown than to serve their own
convenience.—W.M., 17/6/75.

No. 35.
Mn. P. OREnLY to THE SECRETARY, COUNCIL or Enucinox.
Dapto, 14 June.
SIR,
As regards the proposed Public School at Mr. Brown's, I beg most respectfully that the
Council of Education delay their decision as to the proposed site, until a petition, which is being got up by
the inhabitants of Charcoal Creek and West Dapto, reaches the Council's Office.
I remain, &c.,
PATRICK O'REILLY.

No. 36.
Mn. R. J. MARSHALL to THE SECRErARY, COUNCIL

OT

EDUCATION.
Dapto, 21 June, 1575.

SIR,
Mr. M'Into sent word to me to let him know the distance between the two proposed sites
for a Public School at Dapto, and as I am not certain of Mr. M'Intyre's address, I therefore write to you,
as the matter will eventually, I presume, come before the Council of Education. The exact distance is 20
yards over a mile and a quarter. I ascertained it by counting the telegraph posts.
I am, &c.,
ROBERT J. MARSHALL.

No. 37.
(Received, 25th June, 1875.)
PETITION FROM C. How AND OTHERS to THE COUNCIL OF EDUcATION.
GENT LEMIN,
We the undersigned inhabitants of Dapto and Charcoal Creek most respectfully beg to acquaint
the Council of Education that the proposed school at Brown's would not meet the educational wants of
these localities, but would in some measure injure the usefulness and efficiency of the schools in these
places.
That when legislation renders it necessary, West Dapto and Charcoal Creek are the proper places
for Public Schools, and they will not in any way interfere with the proposed school at Osborne's.
We therefore pray the Council of Education will not establish a school at Brown's.
John M'Kinley.
George Hampton.
Charles How.
William M. Kinley.
Phillip Spettigue.
William Rogan, senior.
'Thomas Joliffe.
Michael O'Neil.
Robert M'CIoy.
John Sweeney.
Mathew 11am.
William Kelleher.
Duncan M'Rae.
John Dowd.
John Nunan.
John Mewley.
Joseph Mareen.
Conran Heininger.
James Duley.
Patrick O'Rielly.
Henry Leaheney.
John Moran,
William Rogan, junior.
No.38.
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No. 38.

Sm,

Mm, J. GRAnnt to TUE SECRETARY, CouNcIL or EnucArroy.
Avondale, Dapto,
28 .Tune, 1875.

I beg to acknowledge the receipt of your letter of the 14th inst., relating to the proposed
P. School at East Dapto, assuring me that it will not materially injure Avondale P. School by being on the
site offered by Mr. Osborne, the distance being 3 miles. Suppose the distance to be 3 miles, which I and
others doubb, from Avondale P. School to Mr. Osborne's site, still it will be 4 of a mile or nearer than
Avondale to eight of the pupils who are attending school for two years past in Avondale; and it will be
quite as near to two or three other families, as Avondale is the farthest that any of these has come to.
Avondale school is not more than 2 miles, but if they get a school nearer no blame to them to take it. I
fear schools will never be so plenty in New South Wales that some will not have to go to them 2 miles on
a public road.
Avondale is enclosed by a range of mountains in close proximity on all sides but Papto, and hence
the necessity for leaving 4 miles between the said schools. And I also may tell you that Mr. H. Osborne
has taken a few of the farms that were formerly let to tenants into his own hands, and if one of the
tenants wishes to leave his next neighbour is taking his farm, so the population is decreasing, and likely to
decrease.
The number of children for the school rolls in Avondale after this quarter will be about thirty-eight;
and if eight of these get Dapto 1. or + of a mile nearer, and if twelve others get it as near with a better
road, I do not see how Avondale can escape injury.
The old Presbyterian school in East Dapto could not be so much injury to Avondale Public School
as a Public School will, for all the parents, as far as I can judge, preferred the Public School to a DenominatiQnal one. Mr. Osborne's run extends along the road, with the exception of a few plots to within a
shdrt space of the site offered by Mr. Brown; and there is no reason for choosing the spot shown to the
Inspector, but the selfishness of Mr. Marshall and one or two others who wish to have the school at their
own doors, and the wish of others to keep it away from the Denominational School in West Dapto.
I believe Mr. Brown's site is the best for the good of the public in that locality; but if the school
was built as near Mr. Brown's site as Mr. Osborne's run will admit it might answer the same end, as I
think there is not more than about I of a mile distance between them. I think Mr. Osborne will not
refuse to give the site any place on the run, and all the differ it will make to the Board will be the few
trees that would be to cut down and clear off, and there is only few on it.
I have been under the impression this few yeArs past that the Board was wishful to do away with
small Denominational Schools as soon as the opportunity would answer. You have it now in your power
to do a little in that way. If you build the schoolhouse where it will be most usefnl, then the public money
will be spent to most advantage.
I heard there was a petition sent you from the Denominational School, Dapto, and I also heard
that it was brought to the Chapel on Sunday, and .when there it was sure to get names to it. I may tell
you that I have no interest but the good of the public at large, and will leave the whole affair in your
hands. If you have any question to ask me, I will answer it truly, according to my judgment.
I have, &e.,
JOHN GRAHAM.
Read.—W.M., 19/7/75.

No. 39.
Mn. W. Bzowrc

AND

OTUERS to TnE CoUNCIL OF EDUtATIOL

Dapto, 6 July, 1875,
GENTLEMEN,

We, the undersigned, members of the East Dapto Public School Committee, have the honor to
acknowledge the receipt of your letter of the 24th ultimo, and to state that we have learned with regret
that you have not approved of the site at Brown's, as it is, in our opinion, and in the opinion of a large
majority of the public, the most eligible site.
We beg to call your attention to the fact that the application we sent in for a Public School at
Brown's is signed by 23 parents and guardians, representing 101 children, 79 of which are Protestants and
22 Roman Catholics; and the refusal of the application for a Public School at Brown's is virtual]y to
compel this large number of Protestant children to be educated at the Roman Catholic School at West
Dapto and Charcoal Creek, the schools to which these children are directed in the latter part of your letter
as being the most convenient for the majority of -them to attend.
We fcel assured, however, that it is not your intention to inflict so grievous a wrong on these people,
and we therefore most respcctfully beg to ask the favour of your kindness to reconsider the matter; and
we also beg to request that a person other than the present School Inspector may be specially sent to view
the two sites, and collect such other information concerning the same as may be necessary to guide you in
determining which site is the most eligible for the proposed school.
We are induced to make this request from the fact that we are so thoroughly impressed with the
preference of the site at Brown's to that at Mr. Osborne's that we are led to believe that the information
you obtained is not so reliable as it ought to be in guiding you to decide rightly between the two sites ; and
from circum stances that have come under our notice, we are of opinion that this most eligible situation for
a Public School has not been fairly and impartially laid before you.
We also beg to bring under your notice the fact that the site at Brown's has not been pointed out
to the Inspector of Schools, and we consider it to be most extraordinary that that ofileer has not applied
to any member of the Committee or the Honorary Secretary for information respecting this site.
,We
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We therefore, in justice to all parties, beg most respectfully to urge upon you the necessity of a
reconsideration of the matter and the appointment of a person specially to report on the two sites.
We have; &e.,
WILLIAM BROWN.
JOHN CALDWELL.
EDWARD GIBSON.
H. G. rEVIN.
HENRY HARRIS.
ROBERT MPAIJL.
J. F. GRIFFIN.
W. S. THOMPSON.
W. L. MUSGRAVE.
DAVID PAINE,

No. 40.
MEM0nN3)oM from THE SECRETARY, CoUNcIL or EDucAtIoN, to THE INSPECTOR or SCHOOLS, CAXDEN
Dxsrnicr.
617/71

Brown's, East Dapto: Local Committee's letter, requesting re-consideration of application for a Public
School.
FOR your report. Urgent.
Council of Education Office,
W. WILKINS,
Sydney, 15 July, 1875.
Secretary.
B.C., Secretary (No. 75/618),—My report is appended.—W. M'INTYRE, Inspector, Camden
District, 19/7/75.

No. 41.
MEM01LxrWUM of THE INSPECTOR OF SCHOOLS, CAXDEN DISTRICT, to THE SECRETARY, COUNCIL OF
EDUCATION.
Sydney, 19 July, 1875.
Brown's, Dapto: Local Committee's letter dated 6 July, 1875.
I CAN assure the Council that I have given the matter more care and attention than Mr. Brown and his
friends desire, and I know the positions of the sites in question perhaps too well. Brown's site was pointed
out to me by Mr. Brown long before the application was made. Nearly all the persons who sign this
letter, and the twenty.three parents and guardians who signed the application for the school at Brown's,
reside nearer to Charcoal Creek, West Dapto, and Mr. Osborne's estate, than Brown's. Mr. David Paine,
for example, who signs this document, resides more than 3 miles from Brown's, and informed me that be
could not send his children to a school there; so it is with nearly all the others. If these persons are so very
anxious for a Public School is it not singular that they do not ask for one near their homes, at Charcoal
Creek or West Dapto, and not at Brown's P If Brown's is such a central place for a school, is it not
remarkable that in this old settlement a school has not been established there long ago P The Protestant
children need not attend the Roman Catholic schools named, because there are two Certified Denominational Schools of other denominations (Church of England and Presbyterian) in the localities, and the
proposed Public School at Dapto is only 1 mile and a quarter from Brown's. It appears to be forgotten
that it is proposed, when necessary, to establish Public Schools at West Dapto and Charcoal Creek, where
the population is concentrated, and for this very reason a Public School is not necessary at Brown's.
Brown's site is not central to the majority of the iuhabitants. I have consulted many intelligent persons
relative to this matter, including Magistrates of the territory, old residents in the neighbourhood, and
Members of Parliament, and they concur in this view.
It is very possible that a Public School at Brown's would increase the value of his property, be
instrumental in getting a post office at Brown's, for which he is and has been so very anxious, and bring
some business to a store and an inn; but these are not matters of such vital importance to the public as
to necessitate the building of a Public School where it is not required. In justice to the public I cannot
advise the Council to alter the decision in the matter, because a school at Brown's would be too near the
Public Schools required at Charcoal Creek and West Dapto. (See tracing furnished, showing the relative
positions of the schools and sites in question. See also memo. on memorial.)
W. M'INTYRE,
Inspector, Camden District.

No. 42.
W. Baon AND OTHERS to THE CoUNcIL or EDUCAtIoN.
The Memorial of the undersigned parents or guardians of children, residing at Dapto,—
RE5PECTYULIT Snowipu
That an application was made to your Council for a Public School to be erected on a site
offcred by Mr. John Brown, at Brown's, East Dapto, which your memorialists regret to learn has not been
approved of, but that another site, offered by Mr. P. H. Osborne, near to the Certified Presbyterian School,
which was closed a few months bank, has been accepted by your Council and that at Brown's disapproved
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of, on the ground that it is too near to the schools at West Dapto and Charcoal Creek, and that the children
of your memorialists can more conveniently attend those schools
Your memorialists most respectfully beg to state that your Council must have been misinformed
as to the residences ut some of your memorialists, inasmuch as that the site at Brown's is the most
central and consequeiutiv the most convenient for the majority of the children to attend.
That a Public School erected on the site offered by Mr. Osborne could not be attended by a large
majority of the children who require a school, and your memorialists are borne out in this statement from
the fact that the certified Presbyterian School now closed in the same locality was carried on to all intents
and purposes as a Public School, but notwithstanding this fact it was closed for want of attendance after
dragging out a lingering existence for a long time, thus showing that a Public School erected in that
locality must of necessity share the same fate.
That to erect a Public School on the site offered by Mr. Osborne would be to deprive a large
majority of the children of the benefit of school accommodation, or to compel a large number of your
memorialists to send their children to schools in which they have no faith.
Your memorialists therefore most respectfully pray that your Council will reconsider the matter
and erect a Public School on the site at Brown's ; and your memorialists, as in duty bound, will ever pray.
William Brown.
Mark Howell.
his
Edward Gibson.
John B. Harvey.
Thomas + O'Brien.
Daniel M'Coullough.
Napoleon Hurry.
mark.
William Miller.
his
J. Arthur Hewitt,
James Piper.
William + Wilson.
Peter Ryan.
W. S. Thompson.
mark.
Christopher Clynch.
H. U. Irvine
Robert M'Paul.
his
J. F. Griffin.
William Connolly.
Robert + Abbott.
Joseph Taylor.
William L. Musgrave.
mark.
John Caidwell.
Andrew Bell.
Henry Harris.
George Brown.
Dapto, 16 July, 1875.
B.C., Inspector of Camden District.—W.W., 17/7/75.
B.C., Secretary (No. 75,610),—
With regard to this memorial, I have to state that the Council has been carefully and correctly
informed as to this matter. The site at Brown's is not central for the majority of the inhabitants at Dapto.
The Public School on Mr. Osborne's site will supply education to a large number of children who could not
attend school at Brown's, and all the children at Brown's can conveniently attend the school at Osborne's.
If the persons who sign this memorial had to contribute towards the erection of a school at Brown's
there would be very few signatures attached thereto. There are too many schools already near Brown's.
I cannot therefore advise the Council to alter the decision in this case. (See petition against the proposed
school at Brown's) .—W.M., 19/7/75.

No. 43.
THE SECRETARY, COUNCIL
Sm,

OP

EDuCATION, to Mn. W. BRowlq.
Council of Education Office,
Sydney, 22 July, 1875.

I am directed by the Council of Education to acquaint you that the Council has had under
notice two petitions, dated respectively 6th and 16th instant, from certain residents of Dapto, in which it is
requested that the Council will reconsider its decision with regard to the establishment of a Public School
at that place.
2. In reply, I am instructed to state that the Council is of opinion that no sufficient causo has
been shown in these petitions for establishing the school on Mr. Brown's site at East Dapto in preference
to that of Mr. Osborne. The Council therefore has resolved to adhere to its former decision in the matter,
which was communicated to Mr. John Brown in a letter dated 24th ultimo.
I have, &c.,
W. WILKINS,
Secretary.

No. 44.
MEMORARDUM from THE SEcnTny, ComwrL or EDUCATION, to THE INSPEcTOR or SdilooLs,
CAMDEN DISTRICT.
Dapto (Brown's) Petitions requesting reconsideration of decision as to establishment of Public School—
Your memo, of 10th instant.
THE Council has resolved to adhere to its former decision to establish the Public School on the site given
by Mr. Osborne, no sufficient cause for a change having been shown by the Petitioners.
Council of Education Office,
W. WILKINS,
Sydney, 22 July, 1875.
Secretary.

No. 45.
Sin,

Mn. B. J. MARSHALL, to THE SECRETARY, Conca or EDUcATIoN.
Dapto, 14 July, 1875.

As the Council of Education has now finally decided upon establishing a Public School at
Dapto upon the site granted by Mr. P. H. Osborne, it has occurred to the Local Committee, a considerable
number of children in the neighbdurhood being at present unprovided with school instruction, except at
an inconvenient distance, that the old Presbyterian school premises, convenient to the intended site,.
might be made available as a• temporary Public School while the new one is in building. There are all the
appliances
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appliances suitable for a school upon the spot lying idle, school furniture, books, &c., the premises are in
good repair, teacher's residence included, and the trustees of the premises have no objection to the proposed
use of the school. I have, therefore, to reqLiest that a teacher may be appointed, as it will confer a great
bon upon at least thirty children that are obliged now to stay at home for The want of a school, and a
considerable number now going to other schools will attend if the temporary school is opened.
I am, &c.,
ROBERT .1. MARSHALL,
Hon. Sec., Dapto Public School Local Committee.
B.C. Inspector of Camden District, for advicc.—W.W., 17)7/75.
13....Secretary (No. 75-607),—As the Council has finally, resolved to establish a Public School at
Dapto, I see no objection to the school now being opened in temporary premises at once. There are from
thirty to forty children in the locality growing up without education. The Presbyterian Church is
suitable for school purposes, and there is a residence for the teacher. The furniture is not of a suitable
kind, but there is a supply of apparatus and books. I am of opinion it would be beneficial to the public
if the school were opened and carried on in the premises offered until the new buildings are ready for
occupation.—W.M., 17/7/75.
-

No. 46.
THE SECRETARY, Couiccm

EDUCATION, to ME. B. J. MAnSIIAT1L.
Council of Education Office,
Sydney, 23 July, 1875.
Sin,
I am directed by the Council of Education to acquaint you that the Council has had under
consideration your letter of 14th instant, requesting that the Public School at Dapto may be opened in
the old Presbyterian School premises, pending the erection of the Public School buildings on the site given
by Mr. Osborne.
2. In reply, I am to state that the Council has agreed to open the school in the premises mentioned,
provided the Local Committee furnish written evidence that the proprietors thereof have no objection to
such a course. A teacher will be appointed as early as practicable after the receipt of such evidence.
I have, &c.,
W. WILKINS,
Secretary.
OP

No. 47.
MEMORIIcDUM from THE SECRETARY, Couwa

OF EDUCATION, to THE INSPECTOR OF SCHOOLS, CAMDzic
DISTRICT.
Dapto: Your B.C. on Mr. Marshall's letter, requesting opening of school in old Presbyterian School
premises.
THE Council has agreed to open the school in the premises mentioned, pending the erection of Public
School buildings on the site given by Mr. Osborne, provided the Local Committee furnish written evidence
that the prorietors of the premises have no objection to such a course.
Council of Education Office,
W. WILKINS,
Sydney, 23 July, 1875.
Secretary.

No. 48.
Mn. B. J. MARSHALL to THE SECRETARY, COUNCIL

OP

EDUCATION.
Dapto, 28 July, 1875.

SIR,
In compliance with directions contained in your letter of the 23rd instant, I hereby furnish
the Council of Education with the written sanction of the Trustees of the Presbyterian School premises
to the temporary use of the school, pending the erection and completion of the new Public School, with
the proviso of its being used as a place of worship on Sundays. I may observe that it was always used as
such when a Certified Denominational School, and trust that the evidence produced may be deemed
satisfactory.
I have, &c.,
ROBERT J. MARSHALL,
Hon. Sec., P.S.L.C.
[Enclosure.]
Wollongong, 27 July, 1875.
to certify, that we have no objection to the schoolroom at East Dapto (formerly the Certified Presbyterian Denomi
national School) being used by the Council of Education until such times as the new Public School, about to be erected there,
be completed. With this proviso, that the schoolroom be open to the Minister of the-Presbyterian Church for the purpose of
holding religious service during the Sabbath•day.
JOHN A. STUART, Minister.
GEORGE M'PIIAIL.
In verification of the above, we the undersigned members
of the Local Committee hereby attach our signs tines,.—

Trns is

KENNETh MACKENZIE.

Jonx 130VARD.
DCNcAY M'Rs.
,.

Iqo. 49
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No. 49.
Put SECItErABY, CouNcm or EDUcAtIoN, to Mn. R. J. MnsunL.
Council of Education Office,
Sydney, 2 August, 1875.
I am directed by the Council of Education to acknowledge the receipt of your letter, dated
28th ulthno, forwarding the written consent of the Trustees of the old Presbyterian School premises at
Dapto to the temporary use of those premises by the Council, pending the erection of the proposed Public
School buildings at that place.
A teacher will be appointed as soon as possible.
I have, &e.,
W. WILKINS,
Secretary.

No. 50.
W. ThoMrsow AND OTBJLBS to Tnt Couicen or EDUCATIOS.
GENTLEMEN,

Dapto, 10 SEptember, 1875.

We, the undersigned members of the East Daptb Public School Committee, beg most respectfully again to bring under your notice the site for a Public School at Brown's. There are 113 children
residing within a radius of 1 mile of this site, as shown by the list attached hereto, marked A, whilst there
are thirty children only residing within a radius of 1 mile of the site on Mr. Osborne's land. (See list
attached hereto, marked B.)
With these facts before us we again beg most respectfully to ask ,you to reconsider the matter, and
should you decide on erecting a school on the site at Brown's, a temporary school could be opened at once
in the "Dapto Steam Mills," the use of which for the purpose has been kindiy offered to us by Mr. John
Brown, together with the cottage attached thereto as a teacher's residence.
If a temporary school were opened at this mill we would guarantee that not less than sixty children,
of the ages from 4 to 12 years, would. at once attend, that is, in the course of a week from the time the
temporary school is opened.
We are therefore of opinion that we would not be doing our duty as the Committee appointed at a
public meeting, were we to allow the matter to pass over without again most respectfully asking you to
reconsider the matter, and send a person specially to report for yo
urinformation on the facts of the case.
We are induced to ask you to Bend a person specially to report because we are desirous that the
facts may be fairly and impartially laid before you without prejudice.
We beg to bring under your notice that a meeting of the inhabitants was called by Mr. M'Intyre,
the Inspector of Schools, and held at Dapto on Wednesday, the 26th May last, to consider matters relative
to the proposed school; the advertisement calling such appeared in the Illawarra Mcrcur,pj newspaper on
the day previous, which was not sufficient notice for the inhabitants of this locality to know of the intended
meeting; and as there was an important cattle sale at West Dapto on the same day a large number of
persons were prevented from attending who would otherwise have been present. The hour for which the
meeting was called, 3 o'clock, p.m., was also most inconvenient.
The Inspector attended at the place of meeting in company with the Rev. P. O'Rielly, the Roman
Catholic priest of West Dapto. The two arrived together in the priest's buggy, the Inspector being the
guest of the priest during the time of his stay at Dapto, and at all times when he visits this district he makes
the priest's house his home. Previous to the hour of the meeting the priest and Mr. I%Tlntyrc together
called in the Rev. J. H. Row-sell, Church of England minister, at the parsonage, Dapto, and as these two
clergymen are opposed to a school being erected on the site at Brown's, it appeared to us to be strange that
the Inspector should be with them at the parsonage previous to the meeting. Mr. R. J. Marshall was voted
to the chair, and the meeting was conducted in a most extraordinary way. The Inspector was very
offensive in his manner and remarks to some of our Committee and others who were in favour of the site
at Brown's.
When Mr. Irvine, a member of our Committee, was addressing the meeting, he was contradicted in
a most offensive manner by Mr. M'Intyre as to the distance of his residence from the schools at Charcoal.
A. motion approving of the site at Brown's was moved, but an amendment to the effect that it be
left to the Council of Education to decide as to the site was moved by one of the opposite party; and on
the motion about to be put to the meeting, Mr. M'Intyre stated that every person who voted must put
his name on the back of the resolution. As other motions had been decided at the meeting by a show of
hands in the usual way it appeared to us that this now mode of voting insisted on by the Inspector was
objectionable, as there were several persons belonging to the Roman Catholic Church present who were in
favour of the site at Brown's, whilst the priest, who is opposed to the site, was also present, and sitting on
the right of the Chairman.
Mr. MIntyre objected to several persons present voting who were in favour of the site at Brown's.
Mr. Paine, a member of our Committee, was one of those objected to; and amongst other questions he was
offensively asked by the Inspector, "what Church he belonged to 2" We must say that we were not
previously aware that it is necessary, before voting for a site for a Public School, a person should publicly
make known to the Inspector the Church to which he belongs. Mr. Paine, however, answered that he
belonged to a Christian Church.
At the meeting seventeen persons present signed in favour of the site at Brown's, and sixteen in
favour of leaving to the Council of Education to decide; but in order to carry the amendment in favour of
the Council, the Chairman added to the list the name of a person who was absent, and struck one of those
off who had signed for the site at Brown's; thus by this singular movement he arrived at the conclusion
that the amendment in favour of leaving it to the Council of Education to decide was carried by a majonty
of one, and declared accordingly.
We
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We also beg to inform you that the Inspector has not applied to any member of our Committee to
have the site at Brown's pointed out to him, whilst, on the other hand he has inspected the site on Mr.
Osborne's land.
We therefore feel that we have reasonable grounds for again asking you to reconsider the matter,
and we trust you will take the same into your favourable consideration.
We have, &c.,
W. S. THOMPSON.
JOHN CALOWELL.
HENRY HARRIS.
HENRY GILES IRVINE.'
J. F. GRIFFIN.
EDWARD GIBSON.
DAVI]) PAINE.
ROBERT M'PAUL.
WILLIAM BROWN.
WILLIAM L. MtJSGRAVE.

A
List of the names of persons, shornng the number of children residing at Dapto within a radius of 1 mile of the site for
a proposed Public School at Brown's, East Dapto.
Religion.

I

Name,

I

Na.

Children.

of

113
77 Protestants.

35 Roman

LIST

B.
of the names of persons, showing the numbei of children residing at Dapto,within a radius of I mile of the site for
the proposed Public School on P. H. Osborne s lands.
Name.

I

Religion.

I

-

John Nondu ....................................................... Roman Catholic .................................
Conrad Heininger .. .............................................,,
,,
GeorgeRempton ..................................................
,,
John M'Kinlay ........................... ......................
Rev. S. U. Lowsell .... ......................................... Church of England ..............................
Johnliowitt............................................................,,
..............................
Wm L. Moagravo ............................................. ......,,
B. J. Marshall .................................................
John Caidwell ................................. .................. Presbyterian .......................................
,,
D M'Rao ............................................. ............
A Bovard ....................................................................................................
,,
K MKenzio.......................................................
.

.

.

.

..

.

.

-

No. of

Children.
2
4
1
6
2
1
3
1
3
5
1
1
So

Memo—iS of the children above could as conveniently attend the schoál at the site at Brown's, but 11 of them could
very much more conveniently attend at Brown's, viz. :—Musgravo 3, Caldwell 3, and M'Rae 5.

No. 51.
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No. 51.
MEsronsNDimj from THE SECRETARY, CoucIL or EDUCATION, to Tin: INSPECTOR or ScnooLs, CAMDEN
Disnicr
(B.C. No. 75/18,377.)
(Urgent.)
Dapto: Mr. S. Thompson's letter requesting reconsideration of application for a Public School on Brown's
Signetalso by
site, and complaining of your conduct.
nine other,.
FOR your perusal and report. Be good enough to furnish your report in time for the Council's meeting
on Monday next.
Council of Education Office,
W. WILKINS,
Sydney, 16 September, 1873.
Secretary.
B.C., Secretary (No. 73/752),—My report is enclosed.—W. M'Ixrrnr, Inspector. 10,1.9175,

No. 52.
MEijo]UXDUM from INSPECTOR or Scl[ooLs, CAMDEN Disv.njcr, to Sxcnarar, Conica or EDUCATION.
No. 75/751.
Dapto: Mn V. S. Thompson's letter, dated 10th September, 1875.
TIIERE is no new phase of this case now advanced not already considered, but there are some snisrepresenta.
tions calculated to mislead the Council. I understand this letter has been prepared by l\ir.J. Brown,
who is very anxious to have his estate improved by the erection of a Public School at East Dapto ; but
very properly he refrains from signing the document. ile, however, gets Mr. 'W. S. Thompson to sign it
for him. Mr. Thompson resides about 2 miles from Brown's ; he is a young unmarried man ; his name
was not attached to thd formal application, and he cau have no interest in the matter beyond obliging
Mr. Brown with his signature. As regards the other signatures, they are all but one 1:he names of
persons who reside nearer the existing schools than Brown's. Mr. D. Paine, who has not signed the formal
application, resides more than 3 miles from Brown's ; and he informed me that lie could not send his
children to a school there. From this analysis of the signatures, I have no doubt the Council can see that
the applicants have no valid reasons for asking for a school at Brown's. I
Mr. Thompson states there are 113 children residing within 1 mile of Brown's, it is not
necessary for me to say anything in refutation of this gross misrepresentation. Upon reference to the formal
application for the school, the annex shows and the parents are the witnesses that there are only sixteen
children of the school ages within 1 mile of Brown's. Nearly all the 113 children referred to reside at
and near 'West Dapto and Charcoal Creek, and attend the Denominational Schools there. Mr. Thompson
admits there are thirty children within 1 mile of Osborne's site ; and I say there are thirty more within a
radius of another mile, making it total of sixty children, a sufficient number to support a Public School.
The school at Ol'nrne'. does not interfere much with any of the existing schools, and it brings education
within the reach of many poor families whose children could not travel to Brown's.
It is very possible, as Mr. Thompson states, that a number of children would attend a school at
Brown's, but as these children would be removed from the four Denominational Schools convenient,
ininring their usefulness, making them less efficient than at present., I consider a school at Brown's
decidedly objectionable. I cannot advise the multiplication of snmll schools by placing a.fifth school in a
situation where it is not required. The facts are that two schools properly placed at West Dapto and
Charcoal Creek would fully meet the educational wants of the locality. I am of opinion that it is by no
means advisable to destroy the usefulness of Denominational Schools until it may be found necessary to
replace them with Public Schools. There is no need for a school at Brown's, because there are two schools
too many in the immediate neighbourhood already. Old residents of the place, the Editor of the local
newspaper, Magistrates of the territory, and the Member of Parliament for the district, all concur with
me in this view.
As regards my conduct in this matter I must say a few words in conclusion. I considered it my
duty to call on the clergyman of the place 1 did request the persons who voted for the sites to put their
names on the backs of the resolutions, and 1 think it wa.s a very good idea. I asked Mr. Irvine how far
he resided from Charcoal Creek, and Mr. Paine how for lie resided up the mountain beyond the Church
of England School, and if lie could send his children to School at Brown's. I wanted information on these
points, but I did not ask his religion. 1 make it a matter of duty to be careful never to be ofibusive to
any one, and by doing so I. generally secure respect from others. I can assure the Council I have taken
great pains over this matter I have carefully considered every phase of the case; I have advised the
Council honestly and faithfully to the best of my ability, and I very much regret that the Council's time
and mine should be taken up with a matter that has already been so carefully considered. I cannot advise
the Council to alter its decision in this case, and I beg to bring under the Council's nQMce tIme petition
hereunto appended against the school at Brown's.
Sydney,
W. M'INTYltE,
18 September, 1875.
Inspector, Camden District,

No. 53.
(75/19,003.)
SIB,

Tim SECRETARY, CoUNcIL or EDUCATION, to Mn. W. S. TnoipsoN.
Council of Education Office,
Sydney, 8 October, 1875.

I have the honor to acquaint you that the Council of Education has had under consideration
your letter of the 10th September last, requesting that the question of the site for a Public School at
Dapto may be reconsidered, and also complaining of the conduct of the Inspector, Mr. iWlntyre. The
541—B
grounds
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groniids upon which the Council is asked to reverse the decision already arived at in this matter are,—
i
1st. That 113 children reside within a radius of 1 mile of the site at Brown's. 2nd. That, if t school were
opened at that place, sixty children would be in attendance within a week. It does not appear that the
allegations respecting Mr. M'Intyre afibet in any way the question as to the relative superiority of the
sites proposed.
In reply, the Council directs me to point out that in the formal application for a school the
number of children residing within a mile of the site at Brown's, and guaranteed to attend the school, if
established at that place, is eighteen only. If there be, as you represent, 113 children of the school age
within the same limits, the parents must have had some substantial reason for ivithboldmtztheir names
from the application. It may be probable that sixty children would attend a school at Brown's, but it
appears to be certain also that a large majority of these would he withdrawn from the other schools already
existing in the locality. The reasons advanced by you in favour of a change of site do not therefore seem
to the Council to warrant compliance with that request; and it may further be remarked that the considerations which induced the Council to prefer the, site chosen retain the same force as when the original
decision was arrived at.
As the Council fails to perceive that any useful purpose would be served by sending a person
specially to report upon the facts of the case, I am to acquaint you that the Council deems it inexpedient
to take that step.
I have, &c.,
W. WILKINS,
Secretary.

No. 54.
ME. W. S. ThoMPsoN to THE SECLErABY, COUNCIL

or EDUCATION.
Dapto, 22 October, 1875.

GENTLEME,

No. 76/10,906.

We Mve the honor to acknowledge the receipt of your letter of the 8th instant, in which you
amile of the site
state that, "in the formal application for a school, the number of children residing within
at Brown's, and guaranteed to attend the school, if established at that place, is eighteen only."
If by this statement you refer to the application for a school we forwarded to you on the 1st of May
last we most respectfully beg to state that you are in error, as by referring to that application you will
nd that twenty-three parents and guardians have signed, representing 101 children, forty-three of whom
are entered as residing 1 mile from the site, thirteen a half-mile, thirteen a quarter of a mile, and six an
eighth of a mile, making seventy-five children guaranteed, residing at a distance of 1 mile and under, and of
this number fifty-nine are from four to fourteen years of age.
You will therefore observe that your remarks with reference "to the parents of the 113 children
(named in our letter of the 10th September) having some substantial reasons for withholding their names
from the application," are fully answered (at least so far as relates to seventy-five of the children) by the
corrections to which we have drawn your attention as to the number of children named in the application
residing within a mile of the site at Brown's.
With reference to the probability of sixty children attending a school at Brown's, we beg to remind
you that we have already guaranteed that number to attend within a week of the ages of from four to
twelve years; and as to a large majority of them being withdrawn from the other schools already in existence
in the locality, we are sure that if those existing schools are as conveniently situated and as acceptable to
the parents of the children as a Public Schçol at Brown's would be, no children would he withdrawn from
them; but your remarks on this point apply more effectually to the temporary Public School recently
opened at the Presbyterian building, near the site on Mr. Osborne's land, as some of the children attending
that temporary school have been withdrawn from the Public Schools at Marshall Mount and Avondale,
without whom a sufficient number of children would not be in attendance to give it an existence.
We regret that you do not consider the reasons we have advanced are sufficient for a change of
site, as we are of opinion that the proper place for a school is where the largest number of children reside,
and this we have shown beyond all doubt to be the site at Brown's. The erection of it Public School on
Mr. Osborne's site cannot be regarded otherwise than a serious mistake; and although tenders have been
invited for the erection of a school on that site, we yet entertain a hope that you will take a more favourable view of the reasons we have from time to time advanced in support of the application for It Public
School on the site at Brown's, and cause the school to be erected on that most eligible situation.
We have, Sic.,
W. S. THOMPSON,
(For the Committee).
luspector of Camden District, 28 October, 1875.—W.W., B.C., Secretary, No. '15,885.
In Mr. Thompson's letter, dated 10th September last, he stated that there are 113 children within a
mile of Brown's. In this communication he has reduced the number to thirty-two within that distance, and
I have no doubt that upon further iaquiry he wiU find that the Council is quite correct in the statement
that in the formal application for the school at Brown's the number of children guaranteed to attend
within a mile is only eighteen. During my recent visit to W'ollongong I ascertained that the Council has
been well advised in this matter. The new school at Osborne's has withdrawn no children from other
schools, excepting three who reside nearer Dapto than Marshall Mount, but every effort is used by Mr. Brown
and his supporters to prevent children from attending that school. I have no doubt however but it will be
well attended when this matter has been finally settled. I had a conversation with Mr. W. S. Thoinpsoii
on this subject on Monday last. He said lie was very glad that Mr. Brown's application was not entertained, as he (Mr. Brown) had no object in view but to increase the value of his property, and that he (Mr.
Thompson) merely supported Brown because he had promised to do so. Mr. Thompson said he concurred
in my opinion, that the proper places for new schools were West Dapto, Charcoal Creek, and Osborne's.
I thick I need not say more to prove that nobody is much interested in a school at Brown's excepting
Mr.
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Mr. John Brown. The settlers at Charcoal Creek are now making arrangements for the establishment of
a Public School there, instead of the Presbyterian and Roman Catholic schools at that place. That
is
what I expected the people there would dp, and under the circumstances 1 cannot advise the Council to
alter the decision on the application for a school at Brown's.
W. M'INTYRE,
Inspector, Camden District.

PUBLTC ScHooL FOR CIIAJLCOAL.
Sydney, 11 November, 1875.
TirE undersigned hereby call a public inceing, to be holden at the "Farmer's ilotel," on Wednesday. the
17th November instant;, at 730 p.m., for the purpose of considering and determining upon the desirability
of taking the necessary steps to have, a Public School established at Charcoal.
Henry James.
William James.
George Graham.
George Lindsay.
John Jolliffe.
Abraham Denniss.
George M'Paul, senr.

Thomas Keys.
Bernard Sweeney.
Robert Fackender.
it. M'Paul, juor.
Thomas II. Lindsay.
Thomas Clifford, scnr.

Extract from "lilawarra Mercary" newspaper.—\V .M.

No. 55.
Pun SECRETARY, COUNCIL OF EDUCATION, to Mn. W. S. TnoMPsoN.
Council of Education Office,
Sydney, 24 November, 1875.
SIR,
I am directed to acquaint you that the Council of Education has had under notice your letter,
dated 22nd ultimo, further respecting the CoLneil's refusal to establish a Public School at Dapto East
(Brown's), together with the Inspector's report thereon.
2. In reply, I am to state that the Council, hanng again reviewed the circumstances of the case,
has resolved to adhere to the decision already arrived at in the matter, and communicated to you in my
letter of the 8th ultimo, No. 75/19,906.
1 have, &c.,
W. WILKINS,
Secretary.

No. 56.
MEMOEA.NDUM from Tns SECRETAn, COUNCIL OF EDUCATION, to Pun Iwsrzcron OP ScnoeLs, Cnimni
DIsTRIcT.
Dapto East (Brown's) Your B.C., No. 75/585.
Tnp. Council has resolved to adhere to the decision already arrived at with reference to the establishment
of a Public School at the above place.
W. WiLE I NM,
Council of Education Office,
Secretary.
Sydney, 24 November, 1875.

One lrti.:

Sydney

[is. 6d.]

Thomas niehmard, Government l'rinter.-187.
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1875-6.
LBGISLATrVE

ASSEgBLT.

NEW SOUTH WALES.

EDUCATION.
(NUMBER OF CHILDREN ON SCHOOL ROLLS.)

Ordered by the Legislative Assembly to be printed, 18 July, 1876.

RETURN (in part) to an Order of the Honorable the Legislative Assembly
of New South Wales, dated 25th April, 1876, That there be laid upon the
Table of this House, a Return showing,—
"The number of Children of the different ages on the Rolls of each of
the Schools under the Council of Education for the first quarter of the
present year."
(Mr. W. H. Suttor.)
t.

THE SEcRARy, COUNCIL OP EDUCATIoN, to ThE UNDER SECRETARY FOR .JUSTIcE AND PUBLIC
INSTRUCTION.
Council of Education Office,
Sydney, 12 July, 1876,
Sin,
With reference to your B.C. memorandum of the 7th instant, and to my reply thereto, I am Soc Votn, &c.,
.
directed by the Council of Education to state that, from the returns from the Schools under the Council's 10
supervision already received, it appears that the numbers of pupils of the different ages who were
entered on the rolls of such Schools during the first quarter of the current year were as shown hereunder:3 but under 4 years.................. 1,885
5 ,................... 4,777
4
,;
6,. ..................6,944
7 .. .......... ........ 8,849
6
7
8 ,......... . ......... 8,544
,,
9 ,...... . ... . ........ 8,565
8
9
10 .. .................. 8,164
10
11 ,. .................. 8,159
,, 12 ,. .................. 6,940
11
12
13 ,. .................. 5,974
13
,, 14 ,. ... . .............. 4,053
14
15 ,. .................. 2,180

15 but under 16 years .................. 1,103
16
17 ,....................215
17
18,...................76
,, 19,...................26
18
19
20 ,...................5
20
21 ,...................3
21
22 ,...................2
22
23 ,...................1
23
24 ,...................1
75,966
I have, &c.,
W. WILKINS,
Secretary.

3d.)
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1875-6.

LEGISLATIVE ASSEMBLY.
NEW SOUTH WALES.

PUBLIC SCHOOLS ACT AMENDMENT BILL.
(PETITION—MAYOR AND ALDERMEN OF THE EOROUGR COUNCIL OF GRAFTON.)

Ordered by the Leyi8lative Aesembty to be printed, 3 Marelt, 1876.

To the Honorable the Legislative Assembly of New South Wales, in Parliament assembled.
The Petition of the undersigned Mayor and Aldermen of the Borough Council of the city of
Grafton,—
}IUMBLY SIIOIVETH

That your Petitioners have learned that it is the intention of the Government to introduce a
measure for the purpose of amending the ?ublic Schools Act of 1800.
That your Petitioners are fully impressed with the importance of making ample provision for the
promotion of elementary instruction by the establishment of schools in the more thinly populated portions
of the Colony, and would look upon any measure introduced for such purpose with great favour.
At the same time, your Petitioners would desire to point out the establishment of colleges, grammar
or higher class schools in all the principal cities of the Colony, into which children may enter and be
educated thereat, and thence after matriculation in the University of Sydney, free of cost.
Your Petitionets would therefore humbly pray that, in the amendment of the present system of
public instruction, such provision be made, and that the city of Grafton be appointed as one of the cities
in which such college or grammar school be established.
And your Petitioners, as in duty bound, will ever pray.
S. W. OHAPMLN,
Mayor.
For and on behalf of the Grafton Borough Council.

[Sd.J
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1875-B.
LEGISLAnVE ASSEnLT.
NEW SOUTH WALES.

PUBLIC SCHOOLS ACT AMENDMENT BILL.
(PETITION OF INHABITANTS OF HYDE AND HUNTER'S HILL.)

Ordered by the Legislative Assembly to be printed, 15 March, 1876.

To the Honorable the Speaker and the Members of the Legislative Assembly of New South Wales, in
Parliament assembled.
The Petition of the undersigned Liliabitanta of the Municipalities of Rydc and Hunter's Hill and the
vicinity,—
JIUÜOLY SHOWETH AS FOLLOWS

Ydur Petitioners have heard with concern that a Bill to amend the Public Schools Act of 1866
has been introduced into your Honorable House, and that the amendment proposed is a still further restriction upon your Petitioners' peilorinance of that part of their religion as Christians which enjoins upon them
to instruct their children in the love and service of Almighty God their Creator and Redeeinei-, and in their
duty to their neighbour and to the Civil Authorities consequent thereupon.
Such of your Petitioners as have migrated to this Colony from other Countries did so in the firLn
belief that they were coming to a free Country, where they would not only not be hindered in the practice of
their religion, but would be protected in the free exercise thereof. Nevertheless, for ten years past, under
the operation of the present law, your Petitioners have laboured under the disadvantage of being unable to
secure for their children the services of State-paid teachers of their own creed, except upon building the
school-houses at their own expense, and afterwards submitting to have their children instructed by the same
method and from the same boob as those used in the Public Secular Schools. And now it is still further
proposed to exclude a large number of the Smaller Denominational Schools from State support, and to prohibit such State support to any new ones in the future.
Your Petitioners hold the practice of their religion to be dearer than life itself, and consequently,
even though they are mostly poor persons of the labouring class, they would feel compelled, after having first
contributed, by payment of taxes, their quota towards the support of the schools wholly maintained out of
the State Iteasury, to maintain again, at their own private charges, both the schools proposed to be now
deprived of State-aid, and those that may become necessary in the future.
Wherefore, your Petitioners humbly pray that your Honorable House will not sanction any further
infringement upon that civil and religious liberty which your Petitioners had reckoned to be secured to them
on their coming to this Colony.
And your Petitioners, as in duty hound, will over pray.
[Here follow 152 bignatwres.]

[Sd.]
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1875-6.

LEGISJATrVE ASSEMBLY.
NEW SOUTH WALES.

PUBLIC SC1100LS ACT AMENDME1\T BILL.
(PETITION OF MAYOR AND ALDERMEN OF ORANGE.)

Ordered by the Legislative Assembly to be printed, 28 March, 1876.

To the Honorable the House of Legislative Assembly of New South Wales.
The Petition of the Mayor and Aldermen of the Borough of Orange,—
RESPECTFULLY SilowEru
That your Petitioners, whilst acknowledgiog the importance of making ample provision for the
promotion of elementary instruction by the establishment of schools throughout the Colony, are deeply
impressed with the necessity which exists that provision shoul4 be made for imparting a higher class of
education than that afforded under the present Public School system.
Your Petitioners would respectfully submit that the facilities which are afforded to the residents
of the metropolis to secure this are placed beyond the reach of the majority of country residents, and that
whilst contributing to the support of such institutions as the Sydney Grammar School, they are precluded
from availing themselves of any advantage which might thereby be secured.
That, in the absence of such establishments in country towns, a large portion of the youth of the
Colony is precluded from attaining that high standard of education which otherwise might be secured.
That your Petitioners are aware that a measure has been introduced by the Government of the Colony,
and which has passed its second reading, and referred to Committee, for the purpose of amending the
Public Schools Act of 1866.
Your Petitioners would therefore pray that your 1-lonorable House would see fit to introduce into
the said Bill such clause or clauses as your Petitioners desire, to secure the establishment of Grammar
Schools in Orange and towns of equal importance in the Colony, in which the youth of both sexes may
receive instruction in the higher branches of education than those included in the Public School curriculum,
and may after a due course of study be eligible to enter the University of Sydney, there to continue their
studies free of costs if desired.
And your Petitioners, as in duty bound, will ever pray.
JOSEPH WINDRED,
Mayor of Orange.

(L.s.)
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1875-6.
LEGISLATIVE ASSEnLY.
NEW SOUTU WALES.

PUBLIC SCHOOLS ACT AMENDMENT BILL.
(PETITION OF MAYOR AND ALDERMEN OF YASS.)

Ordered by tke Legtilative -4ssemb?y to be rinted, 21 Jttne, 1876.

To the Honorable the House of Legislative Assembly of New South Wales.
The Petition of the Mayor and Aldermen of the Municipal District of Yass,.—
RESPECTFULLY SUOWETH

That your Petitioners, whilst acknowledging the importance of making ample provision for the

promotion of elementary instruction by the establishment of schools throughout the Colony, are deply
impressed with the necessity which exists that provision should be made for imparting a higher class of
education than that afforded under the present Public School system.
Your Petitioners would rcspcctfully submit that the facilities which are afforded to the residents
of the metropolis to secure this are placed beyond the reach of the majority of country residents, and that
whilst contributing towards the support of such institutions as the Sydney Grammar School, they are
precluded from availing themselves of any advantage which might thereby be secured.
That, in the absence of such establishments in country towns, a large portion of the youth of the
Colony is precluded from attaining that high standard of education which otherwise might be secured.
That your Petitioners are aware that a measure has been introduced by the Government of the
Colony, for the purpose of amending the Public Schools Act of 1866.
Your Petitioners would therefore pray that your Honorable House would see fit to introduce into
the said Bill such clause or clauses as your Petitioners desire, to secure the establishment of Grammar
Schools in Yass and towns of equal importance in the Colony, in which the youth of both sexes may
receive instruction in the higher branches of education than those included in the Public School curriculum,
and may after a due course of study be eligible to enter the University of Sydney, there to continue their
studies free of costs if desired.
And your Petitioners, as in duty bound, will ever pray, &c.
H. J. SAMPSON,
Mayor,
For and on behalf of the Council for the Municipal District of Yaas.
Dated this 1st day of June, 1876.

[3d.]
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1875-6.

NEW SOUTH WALES

UNIVERSITY OF SYDNEY.
(1t]!PORT FOR

].875.)

10rctittcb to JatTiaiucut, putuant to Act of Thuorporation, 14 lYle, jfto. 31.

.REFOR1' of the University of S'ydney,for the year ended 31st December, 1875.
In accordance with the provisions of the Act of Incorporation, 14 Victoria No. 31, the Senate
Las the honor to submit for the information of the Governor and Executive Council a report of its proceedings during the year 1875.
Twenty-two students were admitted to Matriculation. Two undergraduates from other Universities were admitted "ad eundem statum," and were allowed exemption from attendance on lectures after
special examination, as provided by the By-laws.
Three hundred and sixty-two candidates presented themselves for the Public Examinations in
Michaelinas Term. The report of the Examiners on the result, together with the list of Honors and other
matter connected therewith, is appended (A).
The successful candidates for Scholarships were—" Cooper" (for proficiency in Classics), P.
Butler; "Barker" (for proficiency in Mathematics),. B. Barif and 0. B. Forster, øq "Deas-Thomson"
(for proficiency in Physical Science, T. Butler for "general proficiency"—" Lithgow"—B. Allen
"University," W. Russell, G. itenwick, W. H. Wilkinson, L. Whitfeld; "Levey," J. D. S. M'Lardy.
At the Examination for B.A. the following Honors were obtained :Classics
1st class—T. Butler
2nd class—it. Roger.
1 Prize (University).
C. Forster
5
Mathematics1st class—E. Barf
2nd class—Ihalton.
1 Prize (University).
C. B. Forster) (Prof. Pell's Medal.)
Physics1st class—T. Butler
1Prize (University).
J. Carruthers 3
The " Belinore" Medal (for Chemistry, with especial reference to Agriculture), 0. O'Brien,
Professor Smith's prizes (for Physics at the class examinations), C. Maher.
The following candidates passed for B.A. in Miehaelmas Term (the names are , in order of
merit)
Classics.
Mathematics.
'Physics.
B. Barif,
- Lord,
0. O'Brien.
J. Ihalton. J g.
B. Roger,
J. Carruthers,
T. M. Kendall,
B. Nathan,)
B. Waugh,
G. Lord,
E. Nathan,
0. O'Brien,
T. M. Kendall,
- Waugh.
S. The Degrees conferred during the year were as follows
M.D.—C. Taylor, M.B.
M.A.—W. M. Thompson, B.A., R. P. Fring, B.A., H. J Kent, B,A., A. G. Gibbes, B.A., A.
Back-house, B.A., P. P. Rutledge, B.A., D. Fisher, B....A. T. lunes Liddell, B.A., J.
Thompson, B.A., M.Clune, B.A., 'W. A. Manning, B.A.
B.A.—J. Oliver, IS. Chisholm, G. E. R. Jones, J. J. M. Beatty, H. F. Barton, A., Dawson, W. Lee.
LL.B.-3. J. M. Beatty.
9. The task of remodelling 'the By-laws has engaged the attention of a sub-committee for some
time. To enable the Senate to deal with certain important matters which required immediate lcgislation,
a short series of By-laws was submitted to the Government for approval, and having received official assent
was at once brought into operation (a copy is appended—B). These laws provide in the main for a change
of the academic year and of the times of the Examinations, ivhich have been adjusted so as to secure a
greater continuity of study and a longer course of instruction. Other matters of detail respecting
discipline are also dealt with. The Senate hope to submit a complete code for approval at an early period.
488—A
10.
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Vacancies were caused in the Senate by the death of the Honorable William Munnings Arnold,
and by the absence of Mr. Francis L. S. Merewether from the Colony. A Convocation was liolden on
the 15th May, at which Mr. William Macleay, F.L.S., was elected to fill the seat of Mr. Arnold, and, at a
second Convocation, holden on the 1st of December, Henry C. Russell, Esq., BA., F.R.A.S., was elected
to fill Mr. Merewether's seat.
The Senate has much pleasure in notifyingthefollowing munificent donations to the University:1. £2,000 from the Honorable John }"razer, M.L.C., represented by Queensland Government debentures,
for the endowment of two Bursaries, under conditions similar to those of the Maurice Alexander Bursary,
to be called the "John Ewan Fraser" and "Ernest Manson Fraser" Bursaries, in memory of his deceased
sons. 2. £1,000 from Mrs. Burdekin, to found a Bursary, under conditions similar to the foregoing.
3. £1,000 from Mrs. Hunter Baillie, represented by ten N.S.W. Government debentures of £100 each,
under similar conditions. 4. £2,000 from Mr. Fitzwilhiam Wentworth, for the foundation of two Bursaries
in memory of his late father, and to be called after him the "William Charles Wentworth Bursaries."
The Senate has received from the executor of the late Edward Dalton, Esquire, a notification
that the sum of £10,000 or thereabouts has been bequeathed after the death of his wife to the University
—such amount to be appropriated for the foundation of Scholarships in memory of the late Professor
Woolley, for the cultivation of such branches of knowledge as he chiefly inculcated.
In accordance with the provisions of the Act, plans for laying out the grounds and for the subsoil drainage of the land were submitted for the approval of the Senate by the Directors of the Prince
Alfred Hospital. They were approved, subject to the condition that whatever system of sewerage should
be ultimately adopted, proper precautions s'hould be takea to preserve the purity of the water in the creek.
An account of the receipts and disbursements of the University, duly certified by the Auditor,
is appended (C).
This Report was adopted at a duly convencd meeting of the Senate, held on the Tht March,
11UGH KENNEDY,
Registrar.

APPENDIX A.

UNIVERSITY OP SYDNEY.—EY-LAWS.
Funnxo EXAMINATIONs.
Two Public Examinations shall be held every year; the one to be called the Junior Public Examination, and
the other to be called the Senior Public Examination, and shall be open to all candidates, male or fomsle, who may present
themselves.
The Public Examinations shall be held at such times and at such places as the Senate may from time to time
appoint.
109. The subjects of the Junior Public Examinations shall be the English Language and Literature, history, Gcograpliy,
the Latin, Greek, Freud,, and German Languages, Arithmetic, Algebra, Geometry, and such other branches of learning a, the
Senate may from time to time determine.
The subjects of the Senior l'ublic Examination shall be those mentioned in the foregoing section, together with
Trigonometry, Conic Sections, Natural Philosophy, Ohemistry, Experimental Physics, and Geology.
Every candidate who alkalI pass either of these Examinations, or such portions of either of them as may be
required by the Rules or Orders of the Senate in force for the time being, shall receive a certificate to that cued;, specifying
the subjects in which he shall have passed, and signed by the Dean of the Faculty of Arts and by the Registrar.
No person shall be admitted to either of the Public Examinations until he shall have paid such fees as may be
required by the Rules or Orders of the Senate in force for the time being.
The Professors and Assistant Professors not engaged in tuition, exe.pt publicly within the University, together
with such other persons as the Senate may from time to time appoint, shall form a Board for conducting the Public Exainina'
tieas and of this Board the Dean of the Faculty of Arts, or, in his absence, the Professor next in seniority, shall be Ohai,'inan.
At the conclusion of each Examination the Board shall transmit to the Senate a report of the result, signed by the
Chairman and at least one other member.
Subject to these By-laws, the Public Examinations shall be conducted nceording to such Rules or Orders as the
Senate may from time to time establish.
DmncTIoNs FOR OONDUOIINO Tan PflLic EXAMINATIONS,
The Public Examinations shall be held annually at the University, in the month of November, commencing on the
first Monday in that month.
The fee for admission to the Junior Public Examinations shall be £2, and to the Senior Public Examinations La.
Candidatcs holding certificates of having passed the Junior Public Examination shall be admitted to the Senior Public Exausi.
nation upon payment of an additional fee of £1.
A candidate holding a certificate of having passed the Junior Examination, and being a candidate for matriculation,
shall be admitted to any snbseqne"t Junior Examination in any of the sections in which lie has not already passed, without
the payment of any additional fee and in case of his passin in any such sections he shall receive a certificate to that effect.
The saute rule shall apply to candidates holding certificates
having passed the Senior Examination but no such candidate
shall he allowed to compete for honors in any section in which he has already passed. These exemptions shall extend to one
additional examination only.
Candidates who shall have failed to pass the Examination may be admitted to any subsequent Examination without
the payinentof any additional fee, but this exemption shall not extend to more than two Examinations.
In addition to the regular Examination in November, the Board of Examiners are authorized, at their discretion, to
hold Junior Public Examinations in Sydney at such other times as they may consider desirable, provided that not more than
one such Examination shall be held in the same term.
No candidate shall be admitted to either of the Public Examinations, unless he shall have notified to the Registrar
his intention to become a candidate, specifying the subjects in which he elects to be exanuned, and shall have paid to the
Registrar the required fee, fourteen days before the commencement of the Examination.
The Examination shall be conducted by means of written or printed papers and vi,,4 race, at the discretion of the
Examiners.
Public Examinations may be held at any place within the Colony, where a person, approved by the Senate, can be
fouad to conduct the Examination; provided always that the aggregate amount of fees paid by candidates at any such place
shall be sufficient to defray the expenses of such Examination.

of
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local Examinations, as provided for in clause 8, shall be field at the same time as those at the Uni,ersit.y, and shall
be conducted as follows
(cc) Copies of the papers to be set at the Public Examinations at the University, together with such additional papers
as the absenco of s-ird mccc Examination may render necessary, shall be transmitted under sl to the person
appointed by 1110 Senate to eondnet the local Examinations.
(4) Candidates sh all write out answers to the questions set, in the presence of the person appointed to conduct the
Examination, or of some person deputed by him, and in accordance with such detailed instructions as may be
furnished by the Chairman of the Board.of Examiners.
(c) The written answers shall be transmitted to the Board of Examiners, who shall examine tlsem and report thereon
to the Senate.
(I) The person conducting the local Examination shall receive such remuneration for his services as the Senate may
in each case determine.
The Senate may, at their discretion, send an Examiner or Examiners to conduct the local Examinations at any place
within the Colony.
Jnixon ExA3xnATroxe.
The subjects for the Junior Public Examinations shall be those comprised in the following sections:—
Section 1
Writing from dictation.
The rudiments of English Grammar. The first four rules of Arithmetic—simple and compound, and the Rule of Three.
Geography.
The outlines of English History since the Conquest; that is, the succession of Sovereigns, and the chief events of each
reign.
All candidates will be required to pass in this section.
Section 11.
Engtisk.—Languege, Grammar, and Composition,
Book recommended :-,.Lathsm's smaller Grammar.
Section LII.
Latin—Passages for translation from Ocesar'e Commentaries, B. I. Easy passage for translation from some other Latin

antisor. Short sentences for translation into Latin. Questions on historical and other allusions, and parsing.
Section IV.
Mathematics.—Arithmnetie, Euclid, B. 1, Algebra to simple equations, without surds,
Section V
Atathen,atics.—Enclid, B. II, excepting Props., 8, 9, 10, and B. III. Algebra to proportion, including quadratic cquae
tiolis of one or two unknown quantities and surds.
Section Vi.
English History—Prom the Norman Conquest to the Accession of Queen Victoria. An acquaintance with Dr. Ssnitif a
smaller History of England, or any similar work, will be sufilcient to enable a candidate to pass in this section.
Section VII.
Geograph.--Physical features and political divisions.
Section TILL
Frend.—Passages for translation from Voltaire's Life of Charles XII, B. I and II, with a further examination similar
to that in Latin.
Section M.
German—Passages for translation from Lessing's Fables, with a further examination similar to that in Latin.
Section I.
Greek—Passages for translation from Xenophon, Anabasis, B. I, with a further examination similar to that in Latin.
Every candidate, in addition to section 1, will be required to pass in two at least of the remaining sections, of winch osso at
flT, \', or Vii!.
least must be 11, III, IV, or V; and in the case of female candidates, II, III,
Snyron EXAMINATIOr.
The subjects for the Senior Public Examination shall be those comprised, in the following sections
Section I.
The same as for the Junior Examination. All candidates will be required to pass this section, except those who hold
certificates of having passed the Junior Examination.
Section IL
English—Grammar, analysis, and composition. Book recommended :—Latham's smaller Grammar.
Section III.
Latin.—Pnssages for translation from Livy, B. XXI, and Homes, Odes, B. III. Questions on l,istoriesl and other

allusions, and grammar. Passages for translation from other Latin works. A passage of English for translation into Latin
prose.
Section IV.
Ariticemetic and Algebra, including logarithms. A satisfactory knowledge of arithmetic and of algebra to the binomial
theorem inolusive, shall entitle a candidato to pass in this section.
Section V.
Geometrtj.—Eue., B. I, B. II, Propos. 1-7, 11-14 ; B. III, B. IV, Propos. 1-9, 16; B. V, Definitions; B. VI,
Propos. 1-3, 4-16, 19-21, 23, 33; B. XI, Prop. 1-21. A satisfactory knowledge of the portions required of books I-IV shall
entitle a candidate to pass in this section.
Section VI.
History—Political and Constitutional History of England, from the Norman Conquest to the Accession of Queen
V,ctoria.
Section VIL
Gco.qraphy.—Pohtical, Physical, and Commercial.
Section VEIL
Ft'nnc.h.—Passmigee for translation from Guizot's Ristoire de Is Revolution d'Angloterre, and Raciae's Athalie, wit-h &

further examination similar to that in Latin.
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Section IL
Gernsan.—Passiiges for translation from Schiller's Thirty Years' War, B. II and III, with a further examination similar
to that in Latin.
Section X.
Greek—Passages for translation from the ba of Euripides, with a further examination similar to that in latin.
Section XI.
Mathematics—Trigonometry, Analytical Geometry, Elementary Mechanics. A satisfactory knowledge of either of
these three subjects shall entitle a candidate to pass in this section. Books recommended :—Trigono,netry, Todhunter's larger
work Analytical Geometry, Todhunter's ; Mlechaaies, Parkinson',.
Section XLI.
Chesnidry.—Inorganio Chemistry, Organic Chemistry. A satisfactory knowledge of Inorganic Chemistry shall entitle
a candidate to pass in this section.
Section XIII
Geology—General description and classification of rocks. Distribution of organic remains.
Every senior candidate, in addition to Section I, will be required to pass in two at least of the remaining sections, of
which one at least shall be H, III, IV, X, or XI; and in the case of female candidates, II, III, IV, VIII, N, or
XI, but no candidate will be examined in more than six sections in addition to the first.
The names of those candidates who shall pass the junior examination shall be arranged alphabetically.
14: The names of those candidates who pass the senior examination shall be arranged in classes, the names in each
class being arranged alphabetically. Separate lists shall be made of those who may specially distinguish themselves in either
of the following divisions —English Language and History, and Geography; Classics; Mathematics, including Mechanics
Modern Languages; Experimental Physics and Geology; nnd in these lists the names shall be arranged in classes and in order
of merit.
1. After the name of each candidate in the above lists shall be added the school or other educational estoblishment if
any) from which he comes to attend the Examination, and thin name of his schoolmaster or tutor.
A separate account shall be kept of all receipts and disbursements on account of the Public Examinations.
The tees shall be collected by the Registrar, and paid into the general fund of the University, nod shall be appropriated in the first plaec to the payment of all expenses incurred, including printing, stationery, and fees paid to Examiners,
other than the Professors and Assistant Professors. The residue, if any, shall be appropriated amongst the subjects of
examination in proportion to the number of candidates for examination in each, the portions so appropriated to be divided
amongst the Professors and Assistant Professors who shall have examined in those subjects respectively.
CivIL

Sunviox EnMrNATJoy,

-

Colonial Secretary's Office,
Sydney, 6 October, 1871.
His Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the Executive Council, and in accordance with all Address of the Legislative
Assembly of the 17th February last, directs it to be notified for general information, that from and after the 1st proxinso, all
rsons seeking appointment to a clerical office in the Public Service of the Colony must produce a certificate signed by the
gean of the Faculty of Arts and by the Registrar of the Sydney University, sisowing that they barn passed a satisfactory
examination in Section 1 of the subjects appointed by the University, of Sydney for the Public Examinations held by the
University, viz.
Reading aloud a passage from some standard English author.
Writing from dictation.
The rudiments of English Grammar.
The first four rules of Arithmetic, simple and compound, and the rule of Three.
Geography.
The outlines of English History since the Conquest—that is, the succession of Sovereigns, and the chief events of
each reign.
JOHN ROBERTSON.
DlnEr;rjoxa TO CANDIDATES Yea THE Punaje EXAIIINATIONS.
[Osedidates
read these Rules carefully and to observe, them strictly. They are further required to takonotlec that, In tl,eerent.of any
vlelatiaaare
ef directed
tha Rulestorepeeting
tim mode of sanding up their papers, by emission to fix the rIght number, or 055cc
raise, their work will at be
looked over until after the doclaratio4 of the result of the Esa,niaatlan, nor
will their name, appear in the published lists.]
No books or manuscripts allowed to be brought into the Examination Room, or into the bnildingwhere the Examination is held.
No communication, by word or otherwise, between candidates, or with any one, except the person presiding and the
attendants, is allowed during the Examination.
We candidate to leave his p'laec during the Examination without permission; but if ho wishes to leave the room, or to
communicate with the person presiding. he may. stand up ; and, in the event of his being allowed to retire for any necessary
purpose, he shall remain under sufficient supervision during his absence.
Any candidate violating any of the above regulations is liable to be immediately expellod from the Examination Room.
Each candidate is directed—
To write upna lea/f'sheets of foolscap paper, and sspon one side only..
To lay his papers, when finished, close beside him, with the face dososzseards. Any candidate violating this rule, and
so enabling his work to be seen by his neighbour, will be liable to be considered as conniving at copying.
To place his distinctive sunnher (which will be privately eonsmnunicated to each candidate before the Examination) at
the head of every paper which he sends up.
To attach to each answer the letter corresponding with the question and szothisq else.
To write on the outside of his papers, when folded up, the name of the subject, his distinctive number, and the
loiter
S. J. or P., according as he is a candidate for the Senior, the Juniur, or the Preliminary Examinations.
No candidate to write upon his papers his name or initials, or anything else whatever, except the answers to the questions,
and what is directed by these Regulations.
Candidates are forbiriden to communioate to a',g one the numbers by which they sire distinguished, until the result of
the Eiantinatioa has been publicly declared.
In answer to the mathematical questions, the whole of the work must be sent up. No marks will be given for
answers
only.
IxsTaucxJoNs TO PERSONS APPOINTED TO coNDucT PuisLlo EXAJIINATIONS IN COUNTRY pLAcns.
The person conducting the Examination, or some responsible person appointed by him to remain in the room with the
candidates during the whole time of the Examination.
Arrangements to be made so that in case a candidate is allowed to leave the room for any necessary purpose, there may
be security that he remain under sufficient supervision during his absence.
The seal of the eavelope containing the Examination Paper for the day to be broken at the appointed hour, aid in the
presence of the candidates. This regulation is reco,nmendod particularly to the notice of those whom it concerns, inasthueh
Be any deviation from this rule will render the Examinations throughout the Colony null and void.
The printed passages furnished for dictation to be read slowly to the candidates by the person presiding, at any
eonvonient time during the first day's Examination.
Before readin;for dktstioe, the passage to be read to the candidates inorder that they may understand its mneaaang.

At
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At the conclusion of the dictatios, the candidates to be allowed a fe w minutes to
read over and correet what they have
written.
author In
; the Civil Servico Examination, the candidates are required to read aloud a short passage from some standard English
and the person presiding is requested to transmit to the Examiners his opinion of their performance.
The attention of the parson presiding is particularly directed to the rule which provides that candidates when they have
finished their papers shall turn thorn with thoJ'aca downwards.
At the conclusion of each day's Examination, the answers sent in by the candidates to be transmitted by post, as a book
parcel, to the Chairman of the Board of Examiners, University.
All persons conducting the Examination to furnish while
foolscap paper and other necessary stationery, and to provide
for sufficient table aeeommodatioa, so that the candidates may be kept; at a reasonable distance from one another. Alphabetical
arrangement to be observed, except in the ease of members of the same family, who must not be allowed to sit together.
All expenses for telegrams, postage, stationery, hire of tables, &c., to be charged to the University.
except the attendant, or the assistants of the person presiding to be allowed access to the Examination Boom
during No
the persons
Examination.
A eopy of this paper to be posted up in the Examination Room.
A

PEW

HINTS

CANI)rDATES PIMPARRiG FOR THE juyroa PUBLIC
EtS3arNATIOX i Sncxaoiq IT.
Tax subjects pertaining to this section on which questions will be asked may be classed under four heads: 1. Parsing—In
isasning the parts of speech, the candidate is not bound to use the same words as are to be J'o;md in Dr. Latlianfs (lramsnar.
Any words employed in other grammars will equally satisfy the Examiners. For instance, if in parsing the sentence ''Seeing is
believing," lie were to call the first or the last word it participle, this would be marked aq
a blunde,', but he would be free to
call it a participal noun, or an infinitive, or by any other name
which showed that he did not confound it with a participle.
in like manner, there are certain words which appear in sonic grammars as adverbs and in others as eoujusletious ; here, also,
it would not be imputed as a fault to the candidate if ho followed one grammar rather than another, but it will save the
stndcnt's time to understand that, neither in parsing, nor in answering any other question,the
ordinary divisions of the noun
know the classes of adjectives, or adverbs, or eonjnnetions as given in eertaha grammars ; will it be necessary for him to
substantive and the verb are the only ones which will be required of him. With regard to the moods, it will care a student
much trouble if he treated the so.ealled conditional and subjunctive moods as merely artificial uses of the potential, but;, if lie
has been taught otherwise, he can answer as lie has been taught, without fear of its being imputed to him as a fault. The
errors against which he has to guard, under the head of parsing, will appeal' inthe following examples
: —'When like used
s,s all adverb, and he calls it an adjective, when down is
used as a preposition and lie calls it H, adverb, or when lie treatsis such
words as that, far, or half, or chore,
etc., otherwise than he is warrauted by the sentence it, which this oeeu.rs, or when he confnunds the past tense with the past participle, or calls a neuter verb active, or vice versa,
governs or what is governed.
or when lie fails to detect what
U. A
knowledge of the meaning of words. It is obvious that no student can be eatitled to pass in the English section
if he is unable to give a fair explanation of words in common use, or of such as are found in the rending books, or in anther,
suited to his age. The endeavour of the Examiners has been to select a number of words, not with the hope that they will all
be answered, but with the oxpeetation that every diligent student will be able to expinia a Ibis' proportion of them. The
Examiners have met with answers which showed that the candidate had confounded ambquove with
elicit
with illicit, deprecate with, depreciate, valid with
amphibious or ambitious,
take thio elisnsnts of ; to invalidate, to snake strong; in-eatid, peramount with parainosmr. To eliminate was interpreted to
to den ounce, as to renounce ; to castrate as to
imprecate, as to implicate.
refresh the nerves; to
A hundred other instances might be added, but these will suffice to put the student on his guard.
It, is reported that some candidates have wasted their time in reiLding up the dictionary, as a preparation for answering this
class of questions. The only preparation that is of the least valne for such n purpose, is to mark carefully what is heard or
read,
and to acquire a definite conception of its meaning. Withont attention and thought, nothing can be learnt that is worth
the
learning.
TO

Emology.
It would be unfair to expect that the buys who come from schools where neither French nor Latin is
taught 111.
should
ho able to
give the derivation of English words wInch are borrowed from those languages. Nevertheless, as there
is snore thai, one manual of etymology iutendcd expressly for the use of schools of the above description, and as this branch of
knowledge ought to be encouraged, the Examiners will set questions which involve a knowledge of a few of the most obvious
Latin roots from which English words in evesy.day use are derived. On that part of etymology which traces the connection
between one English word and another, it is reasonablo to expect that candidates should be able to give satisfactory
answers.
IV. Analysis. Many schemes are published in books of education according to which tIre learner is expected to place in
certain squares, arranged for the purpose, the extension, or limitations of the principal subject, or of the predicate, or of the
object, and other contrivances are adopted in order to separate Il50
principal sentence from. its subordinate sentences, or to
distinguish subordinate from co-ordinate clauses. The Examiuers, in setting
senteneesfor annlysis, require noperfor,nances of this
kind.
Their only drift is to ascertain whether the candidate can dislinguish the subject from the predicate, or, in other words,
the thing of which the writer or speaker is thinking from that which be has to tell us coucerning it. For example, if a
candidate is asked to analyse the following sentence ;
"It is hotter to trust in the Lord than to have any confidence is, princes U'
all that the questioner cares to ascertain is, whether the candidate has suthieieaatly exercised his common sense, and thereby
acquired a sufficient reliance upon it, to reason thus: "Something (A) is said to be better than something else (B); I have
onlyto find (A) my subject, and whatever is affirmed of it is (B) my predicate." If this is done in two or three instances, the
Examiners will give as full marks for this
species of answers ae for any of a more elaborate kind.
It is not expected that ever
y candidate should nequit himself equally well in these four divisions careful parsing, and
a fair asnouat of proficiency in II and III, or II and IV, of tlte subjects nbove enumerated, will be sufficient for passing
with credit. The advice of the Examiners on this, and on all other subjects, is one that every teacher has to repeat eon.
tiaually to his pupils. it is laziness not to exercise your memory, it is worse laziness to burden your memory in order to savo
yourself the trouble of understanding and reflecting on what you learn. Half the battle in an examination is courage, and
courage never fails him who has mastered his subjects by thought.
REPORT OF TUE EXAMINERS FOR 1875.
University, 1 March, 18 S,
Tax Public Examiners have tiso honor to subnnt their report on the Examioations held in Michaelmas
3112
Term.
candidates presented themselves, among whom they were 51 senior snales, PS senior females, 237 junior males, and
60 junior females.
The followissg towns were constituted local centres, viz,-.-As'nsidalc Grnfton, Young, Mudgee, Bathurst, West Mnitland
Emma, Shoalbaven, Goulburn, Gunning, lumut, Isiss, Albnry, Sisigleton.
Upon passing in review tlse papes's sent up by the candidates in different sections, the Examiners have on the whole
reason to be satisfied with the results, and think that they are justified in drawing favourable conclusions as to the education
of the Colony but this remark does not apply to the French language, in which very few candidates eit;her male or female
came up to the standard required. Mauy seem to have trusted entirely to the translation of the subjects prescribed ; but it,
has been a rule with, tlse Examiners in this and all other languages not to make into account the marks due for translation unless
a certain proportion of marks has been gained in the questions intended to test their grainnsatical knowledge
; for the
purpose of ascertaining the amount of such knowledge, the candidates have not been required to repeat the roles
to he
observed in given eases, but simple sentences in English, have been given for translation, and it hisis been loft to the
candidate to see what rules are involved and to follow them aceorhiugly. Any one who knows Isow enminon it is for
schoolboys to repeat grammatical rules with the greatest accuracy and to violate t:hcm in thu very next exercise that they
perform, will see that this is the only method of testing real attainments, and that the prospect of a ll
of
this kind is a great means of counteracting the natural t;endency of students to chsarge their memoriesexamination
to the utmost
possibhe extent, rather than give themselycs the trouble of tlussking. The 'English section presents the tmsame results as the
Examiners have adverted to on previous oeeasions. A knowledge of the meaning and right use of words is certainly one of
the practical results of English teachung which the Colony would have
a right towhich
expect from its Public Schools ; and in comparison with this it will regard the minute and subtle analysis of sentences—in
& saateaee is divided into clauses with
various
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various technical names, and each clause is ranged under seven or more heads—as a, cruel waste of teachers' and pupils' time.
Your Examiners regret to say that, while the answers of the candidates showed that much time had been bestowod, though
not very successfully, upon this barren counterfeit of scientific grammar, the lcnowledge of the English language itself, of its
etymologies and modes of fqrmation, was surprisingly weak and scanty; so that, had it not been for the parsing—which was
upon the whole creditably done—many candidates would have been rqjected for insufficient marks. The Examiners believe that
this evil is mainly due to the position of the Public Schoolmasters, who would fain to teach in a more rational method, but
are afraid to displease their Inspectors, whom they suppose to be strongly in favour of this kind of teaching. Whether this
supposition be correct or not the Examiners have no-means of ascertaining but they submit that the Senate of the University
would not be oxeoeding its duty if it brought the knowledge of this serious evil under the notice of the Council of Education,
in the hope that that body will either undeceive the teachers if they are wrong, or protect thetn if they are right.
In the meantime, the Examiners recommend that a few practical hints for the use of teachers and pupils on the naturo
and scope of the English examination should be appended to the Maanal and to the copy of the By-laws and Regulations
about to be published. That the Senate may have an opportunity of judging of the nature of the analysis above alluded to,
Sentences," P. Gardiner, Sydney, 1573,pp.
the Examiners desiro to submit for its inspection certain extracts. "Analysis of
and
70.
51 and 67, and lsforell's Grammar, pp. 25
the candidates for examination in Natural Science, though but few in number, have evinced a marked improvement
and their work testifies that a better system of teaching obtains in the schools.
M. B. PELL,
oHARLES BADUAM,
ARCHIBALD L1VERSIDGE,
)
IliJGII KENNEDY,
PUBLIC EXAMIflPIONS
IN the following lists the numbers after the candidates' names represent the following subjects, viz.
TI. English Language.
Latin.
Arithmetic and Algebra.
(ForJuniors.) Easy Mathematics. (For Seniors.)
(For Juniors.) Higher Mathematics. (For Seniors) Euclid.
History of England.
Geography.
French.
IL German.
Greek.
(a) Trigonometry. (b) Analytical Geometry. (c) Mechanics.
Chemistry.
Geology.
SENIORS.
General Proficiency.
(The names are in o(phabcal order in the c?asse&)
Finer Caase.

Mc, XII.
* Allen, Reginald Charles (Sydney Grammar School), IT, ru, IV, V, VII, VIII, X, Ma, Mb,
XIe, XII.
f Moore, William Lyttle (Sydney Grammar School), II, [II, IV, V, VI, VIII, X, Me, Mb,
SnooND Cxaau.
Bohrsmann, Christian (Sydney Grammar School), IT, III, V, X, XII.
Brown, Samuel (Sydney Grammar School), Ill, VII, I, Xi; XIb, XI; XII.
Bneknell, Walter Adrian (Mr. Rinloeli), TI, IV, V, VII, XIa, Mc.
M nnie Martha Mr. Fdche), IT, VI, VU, fliT.
Feve,Fin
a k Edgar (Mr. Sly), TI, III, IV, VII, VIII, X.
tch
Fosbery, Eusthce Edmund (Mr. Bowyer), JI, III, IV, V, VII, X, Ma,
Viokery, Joseph (Sydney Grammar School), V, VII, X, XIa, XII.
Tusnu CLASS.
Blair, Edward (Mr. Frnzer, West Maitland), IV, VII.
Bradley Joseph (Fort-street School), II, IV, V, VII, XIa.
Brennan, Francis (St. Patrick's College, Gonlburn), II, IV, V, VI, VII.
Buchanan, Arthur Semerville (Fort-street School), IV, V.
Cameron, Annie Eliza (Mrs. Tail), II, VII, Viii.
Campbell, Mary Louise Thérse (Belmore College), VI, VII, VIII.
Casey, Frederick Arthur (Fort.street School), II, IV, V.
Coghlan, Frederick Albert (Fort-skeet School), IT, IV, VI.
Coleman, George Patrick, (St. Stanislaus' College, Bathurst), II, IV, V, VIII, I.
Cohen, John Jacob (Dr. Sly), II, TV, V, VII, XIa.
Cotterhill, George (West Maitland Public School), IV, V, VII.
Crane, Arthur William (Sydney Grammar School), II, IV, V, VI, VII.
Cummings, John Joseph (St. Stanislaus' College, Bathurat), IT, IV, V, VI.
Davies, John James (Grafton Public School), IT, IV, VII.
Dwyer, Patrick Vincent (St. Stanislaus' College, Bethurst), II, Jil, IV, V.
Edwards, Martin Montague (St. Patrick's Coll4c, Gonlbnrn), IT, IV, VI, VII.
Fletcher, Arthur ].'olglase(Newington College). II, III, IV, V, VI, VII.
Fletcher, Joseph Alfred (Newington College), VI, VIII, X.
Foster, Thomas Chichester James (Camden College), II, III, VII, X.
Gilles, James (private), IT, III, IV, V, VII.
Jiorgan, Mary (Mrs. Macintosh), VI, VII. VIII.
Hughes, Ethel Maddo (Ladies' College), VII, VIII.
James, Henry (West Maitland Public School), II, IV, V, VII.
Jones, Adolphus Percy (West Maitland Public School), II, IV, VII.
,Tones, Alfred (West Maitland Public School), 1V, V, VII.
Rout, Annie Emma (Bclmore College), VI, VII, VIII.
Kent, Alice (Belmore College), II, V, VII, VIII.
Mnnn, Herbert (Fort-street School), IT, VII.
Mayne, William Macintosh (St. Stanislaus' College, Bathnrst), II, VI, VII.
Moore, Samuel John if. (Dr. Sly), II, III, VI, VII, X.
O'Dwyer, James Edmund (Fort.strect School), II, IV, V.
Perry, Ada (Ladies' College), II, VII, VIII.
Piddington, Albert Bathnrst (Goulburn Public School), II, IV.
Rnbie, Ignatius Joseph (St. Stanislaus' College, Bathnrst), IT, UI, V, VIII, X.
Schultz, Charles (Balmain Public School), II, IV, V, Vil.
Trivett, John Burt (Camden College), II, IV, V, V1I.
University prize of £20 anti

I apetisi pr,zO vi
medal.
"J ahn rairfax" ps-ice of £2,

aJU, 5LV1'J

Distinguished
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Distinguished in—the names are in order of snarl!—.

Moore, W. Lyttle
Allen, Reginald Charles

ENGLZSII.
Class I.
Gillies, James
Evcritt, Minnie Martha -

Class II
Coleman, George Patrick
Trivett, John Burt
Fosbery, Eustace E.
Crane, Arthur William
Fletcher, Frank Edgar
Cohen, John Jacob
}

Allen, Reginald Charles
Moore, W. Lyttle

Moore, Samuel .1. B.
Edwards, Martin Montague 5 eq.
Dwyer, Patrick Vincent

Crass ics.
Class I.
Bohramann, Christian

Class IL
Brown, Samuel

Rubic, Ignatius Joseph

MoDumq LLYGUAGES.
Class IL
Coleman, George Patrick
Everitt, Minnie Martha
MATThWATICB.

Class I.
Allen, Reginald C.
Moore, William L.
Cohen, John J.
Baffley, Joseph
Brennan, Francis
)
Fosbery, Eustace E.
arj.
James, Henry
)

Bucknell, Walter A.
Brown, Samuel.
Class II.
O'Dwyer, James Ii.
Trivett, John B.
Casey,
A.
Crane, Arthur
Arthur W.
Cotterill, George
Pnrsxcs.

Class I.
Moore, William Lyttle.
Vickery, Joseph
Brown, Samuel

Class U.
Bohrsrnann, Christian.

JUNIORS.
Bealo, Priscilla (mama Public School), V, VI.
Begbie, James Montague (Sydney Grammar School), U, III, IV, VI, VU.
Blake, Vincent J. (St. Patrick's College, Goulburn, V, VII.
Blonifleld, Valentine John (King's School), II, III, IV, V, VI, VII.
]lowerman, Frank Sydney (All Saint& School, Batliurat), IV, V, VI, VII.
Brown, William James (St. Clement's School, Yass), 11, IV, VII.
Burnett, William D. (Public School, Young), 11, IV, V VI, VII.
Byrne, James (St. Patrick's College, Goulburn), IV, VI.
Campbell, David Francis (Mr. Bowyor), IT, IV, V, VII.
Campbell Archibald Hugh (King's School), IV, VI.
Campbell, John (William-street Public School), IV, VI.
Casper.on, Edward (Purnut Public School), IV, VI, VII.

Caswol, Charles Henry (Goulburn High School), II, IV, VT, VII.
Catt, Henry Charles (Bathuret Public School, IV, VI, VII).
Charlton William Apcdaile (Fort-street School) IV,, V.
Clapin, Alfred BTarnctt (Sydney Grammar School), ii, IV, VII.
Clarke, Francis, (St Stanislaus' College, Bathurat) II, VI, VII.
Cook, George Eburah (Dr. Sly), ill, VI.
Cooke, Johfi Taylor (Sydney Grammar School), IV, VII,
Colby, James (iCiama Public School), V.
John Ch arles (St. Stanislnus College, Batliuret), IT, IV.
Crundwell Emily (Gunning Public School), IV, VII.
Cullen, Daniel (St. Patrick College, Goulburn), II, IflT, IV, V, VI.
Daly, John Eugene (St. Stanislaiis' College, BaIl,urst), ]V, VI, VII.
Dalton, Gerald Thomas Aloysaus (St. Stanilaus' College, Bathurat), IT, VI, VII, X.
Dawson, John Charles (Fort-street School), IV, V, Vi.
I)elarue, Victor Albert Valentine (Sydney Grammar School), IV, VI, Vii.
Dillon, Thomas (St. Patrick's College, Goulburn), IV, VI.
Dinning, Christopher (Kiania Public School), V, VJ.
Dixon, Grace Mary (Misses Rardie), IT, VI, VII.
Donaldson, Robert Riddle (Grafton Public School), IT, IV.
Dowling, Peter John (Fort-street School), II, IV, V, VII,
Doyle, Herbert C. K. (Public School West Maitlaud), IT, VII.
Drake, Isnbella (Fort-street School), IT, VI, VII.
Duolser, Theophilus John Newington College), II, IV, VI, VII.
Dusnphy, Michael Joseph (St. Stanisla.us' College, Bntlmrst), II, IV, Vii.
Earl, Arthur (Presbyterian Denominational School, Shoalhaven), IV, VII.
Ellison, Charles Edwin (Camden College), IT, IV, VI, VII.
Elpsinstone, James Fraser (Sydney Grammar School),
IV, V.
Fiston, Lucy lane (Gunning Public School), IV, VII.
Feoz, Arthur H. IT. M. (King's School), III, IV, V, VI, VU..
Fewings, Joseph George (Fort-street School), II, IV, V, VT!.
Finlason, Donald Bain (Kiama Public School), III.
Fitzgerald, James Grin (St. Clement'e School, lass), IV, VI, VII.
Plan ftgan
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Flanagan, Fliza (Mr. Macintosh), II, VI, VII.
Fletcher Charles Robert (Dr. Sly), IV, "vi, Vii.
Foord, Edward Elam (Tnmut Public School), IV, VI, VII.
13'oott, George William (King's School), III, IV, V, VI.
Forsyth, George James (Fort-street School), IT, VII.
Poster, Edward Pakenham (Camden College) II, VI, VII,
Fullerton, Janet Christina (Miss Baxter), 3.1, VI.
G'arvin, William Charles (Sydney Grammar School), IT, VII.
Gill, Alfred (St. Philip's Denominational School), 11, IV, VI, VII.
Gordon, William Thomas (Byde Public School), 1.1, IV, VI, VII.
Goilet, Mario H. G. E. (Ladies' College), IT, VI. VII, VIII.
Graham, Margaret Iaabel (Ladies' College), II, Vr, 'VII, VI IT.
Grainger, Frank (Mr. F. H. Hole, II, IV, VI, VII.
v II.
* Hall, Anna, Farnsworth (Burwood Public School), 1V, 1v, VI, 1
Halliday, Frank Ashbnry (Bathurst Public School), IT, VI, VII.
ilaliday George Clifton (Bathnrst Public School), it, 1V, V, VI, VIE.
Hart, Asl,er (St. Clc,ncnt's School, Yass), II. IV, VII.
Hayles, Edith Gertrude ('.Vollongong Public School), II, VI, VII.
Herborn, Otto Albert (Sydney Grammar School) IT, lV, Vii.
Hill, John Allen (Gunning Public School), V, VT.
Hill, Fannie (Lady Murray), 11, VI, VII, Viii.
Hill, George Henry Charles (A. Taylor, Mudgee), VI. VII.
Rime, Emily Gertrude (Miss Martin), IT, VI.
Horniman, David Ewen (K J. Jlorniman), IT, III, VI, VII.
Irving, Sydney Richmond (King's School), IT, VI.
Jacobs, Vickers (Sydney Grammar School), II, VI.
Kippax, Edwin (Sydney Grammar School), II, 1V, 'VI, VII.
Latta, George Josepb (Sydney Grammar School), 11, III, IV, V, VI, Vii.
Lawson, Arthur Alexander (King's School), II, IV.
Lee, George Leo,iard (Annidale Grama,ar School), II, HI. IV, VI, VII.
tLloyd, Charles John (King's School), 11, 111, JV, V, Vi, VII, X.
Loveridge, Alfred (Sydney Grammar School), II, IV, if.
Mackins, James (St. Patrick's College, Goulburn), IV, V, VI, VU.
Macready, Henry William (Sydney Grammar School), II, III, IV, Vi.
Maddocks, Frederick William (Sydney Grammar Sclsool), II, VII.
Malla,n, Lawrence George (Arnildale Gramn,ar School), IT, Ill, IV, V 'VI, VII.
Marshall, Alexander (West Maitland Public School), 1V, VI, VII.
Martin, Alfred Henry (Mr. Bowyer), Ill, IV, VI, VII.
Maybury,Percy Frederick (Goulburn High School), IV, VI.
Milford, Herman Godfrey (Sydney Grammar School), III, VI.
Moore, David Cooper (Sydney Grammar School), II, UI, IV.
Moxham, Charles (Sydney Grammar School), IV.
Mudge, Parmenas Pearce (Albory Grammar School), U, IV.
Murray, David Hislop (Fort'strcet School), II, LV, V, Vii.
Murray, Frederick Stephenson Fort.strcet School), II, IV, V, VII.
Myers, Elizabeth (Belmore College), VI, VIII.
M'Larcn, Walter ('Inmat Public School), IT, TV, VI, VII.
M'Lelland, Hugh Dsivson (Presbyterian School, Shoalhavcn), IT, IV, V, VI, VII.
Nathan, Amy Eliza (Ladies' College), It, VII.
Newthan, Charles (Gunning Public School), IV, VII.
Nott, Sydney Philip (Sydney Grammar School), IT, VI.
O'Donnell, Benjamin (St. Patrick's College, Goulburn), Ill.
Owen, Henry Percy, (Sydney Grammar School), III.
Oxioy, Henry Molcsworth (Sydney Grammar School), U, III, IV, V, VII.
Paige, 'William (Fort.strect School), II, IV, V, VI, VII.
Paterson, Edward Favence (Sydney Grammar School), II, IV, VI.
Paxton, Elizabeth Bennett (I,adies College), U, VII, VIII.
Parser, Marian }iliza (Miss BayEs), IT, 1V, 'Vt, VII.
Reeve, Henry (Dr. Sly), II, IV, V, VI.
Reid, Alexander Coughraoc (Kiama Public School), IV, V, VI.
tRennic, George Edward (Sydney Grammar School), 11,111, IV, V, VI, VII, X.
Rcnnic, Grace Malcolm (Miss Baxter), III, TV, VII.
Robberds, John Earnest (A.rmidale Grammar School), Ii, III, TV, VI, VII.
Boss 'Thomas H. (Mr. Frnzcr, West Maitland), 11, 1V, v, Vu.
Ross, Vernon Percy (Bur'vood Public School), IV, VI, VII.
Rudd, Henry (Guaning Public School), IV, VII.
Russell, James (Sydney Grammar School), II, III, IV, VI,
Ryan, Michael J. (St. Patrick's College, Goulburn), 111, VI.
Samuel, Lydia (Lady Murray), 1.1, VJII.
Selkirk, William (Mr. F. IT. Hole), IT, III, IV, VI, VII:
Solman, Henry Charles (Burwood Public School), U, IV, V, VI, VII.
Sl,aw, .All'rcd, Moss (Botany'strect Denominational School), IT, IV, VI.
51mw, Malcolm (Newinglon College), IT, IT, VI, VII.
Short, George Robert (Kiame. Public School), II, IV, VI, VII.
Slonian, Thomas Biddulph U. (All Saints' College, Bathurst), IT, III.
Small, Herbert Henry (Ryde Public School), IV, VII.
Smith, Archibald (Gunning Public School), V, VI.
Smith Wallace Arabia (King's School), 1.1, III, IV.
Solomo,,, Hannah (Lad), Murray), IT, Vi, VII.
Somerville, George Bennett (Windsor Public School), IT, IV, VI, VII.
Sullivan, Reginald (Mr. Clarke, Mudgee), V, VI.
Tanner, Alfred (All Saints' College, Bathurst), IT, UI, IV.
'J'awyer. Mary Anne (Mrs. Armstrong, Young), II, IT
Taylor, Arthur Welleslcy Williamstreet Public School), II, IV, VI.
Taylor, 'Walter (West Maitland Public School), lV, V.
TonIc, William Henry (Windsor Public School), II, TV, VI, 'VII.
Thompson, Eva (ladies College), 11, VI, VII, VIII.
Thompson, Harold Clarke (Sydney Grammar School), IV, V, VI, VII.
Thomson, Tames Ambrose (Kiama Public School), II, III, IV, V, VI.
Thorpe, Frederick Ashley (W'illiam.street Pnbhc School), IV, VI, VII.
Traill, Cecil Grahame (King's School ), II,
Viekery, Elizabeth (Ladies College), II, VI, VII, VIII.
Wade, Charles (All Saints' College, Jlathurat), II, III, IV, VII.
Wakeford, Mary Eliza (Kiama Public School), IV, VI, VII.
S

"John Fairfax" prize ot £10.

t UniversIty prize of gie.

t i'roxi,ae aecessit, spoclal prize of La, given by Prott'ssor I'tII.
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Walsh, Thomas Massey, (Fort-street School) 1V, V. VI, VII.
Watkins, Rebecca (Miss Baxter), 11, VI, VII, VIII,
Webb, Sydney \Vihia,u (Itisllsurst Public School), IF. IV, V VI, VII.
Webster, GeorgeFrederick (Fort'street. School), TV, V VII.
Williams, Vivian William (private), 11,111, 1Y. VI VI], IX,
Wilkinson, Frederick ]inita,n (King's School), IV, Vfl.
Wuelfiug, Frederick Willizun (St. Clement's School, Yssss), IT, 1V, VT, VII,
Wilson, William I3aldridge (Gusiniug Public School), IV, Vi. VII.
Wood,varjl, W tsr Mnttl ew (C wining l'uI,l ic SrI cool), 1 V, Vi, VII.
Walford, Sydney Ruidle (Kiug's School), IV, VI.
Warden Charles Forfar (Newiugton College), IV, VI, 'VI I,
The successful candidates were educated as under:—
,JJULIL.y-

Sydney Grammar School ,,,
.,.
...
...
,,,...
Fort.strcet School ...
..,,,,...
..,
...
William.ctrept Public School
,
...
...
Mr. 13ovver
...
......
...
...
--Mr. ilorIlinan
,..
..,
.,.
...
...
...
...
Dr.Slv
...
...
...
...
...
...
I3otanv'st,roet DenominatioTml School
...
St. FIllip's DenosuinationsI School
.........
.
Camden College
.............
Mr. Macintosh
,,,
Privat .......,
..
?eiugton College
Ilurwoorl Public School
.
Mr. F. 11. lIck, Eurwood
Ityde Public School
king's School
...
Lady Murray
Ladies College
...
Iielinr,re College ..,
,
Misses Hardic
Miss Martin
lilies Baxter
...
,.,
,
Miss Baylis..,
...
Bathurst-All Saints' College
............,
..,
St. Stssnislsus' College .........
Public School
,
.,
Yass—St. Clen,ent's School ..,
..,
Wollongong-.Public School
Kiama—Public School ..,
..........
Ounning—Public School
.........
Mudgee—
A.Taylor
W. Clarke "
Arinidale—Grainmar School
..,
..,
G-onlhurn—
High School
...
St. Patrick's College
West Mailland- Public School
...
.,
,
.,,
Mr. Pazer ...
...
,.,
Alhury—Gi'smni:sr School
.:
Tunnit—Public School ...
,,
,,
,,,
Shonlhaven—Presliytoriau School
Windsor—Public School
,
Grafloo—Public School
.........
,
Yoiug—M rs. As' istroug
.
..
..
..
..
Ooulburn—Public School
13a1,nein—Ptsblie. School
.,,
Sydney—Mrs. rialt
Youug-1'Liblic School ...
,

I

Juniors. Seniors. Total,
23
6
29
11
6
17
3
0
3
-2
1
3
.. .
1
0
1
3
6
1
0
1
.
1
0
1
2
2
4
1
1
2
1
1
2
3
2
5
:i
0
. a
2
0
2
2
0
2
H
o
11
3
0
3
(1
2
S
1
3
4
1
0
1
...
3
0
3
1
0
1

..,

.

4

0

5

ö

4
4
1
8
8

0
0
0
0
0

4
10
4
4
1
8
8

1

0

1,

3

0

3

2
7

0
2

2
9

4
1
0
0
0
0
1
0
1
1
1
0

7
2
1
3
2
2
2
1
1
1
1
1

3
1
1
..,
3
2
2
1.
..
1
0
0
0
...1

PUBLIC EXAMINATION PAPERS.
ESGLISK—SEcTION IJr'.JLINIOJjS.
ThursOy, lvbrcsnbe,' 4th, 9.4 can., to 121 pen

(a) Analyse (lie following sentences
(A) The half of my goods I give to the poor.
(ii) \Vhat I will not, that I cannot do.
(c) I t is a poor excuse to say I forgot it.
(b) Pn rsc tie words in italics iu the following sentences
(.) Seeinq is belie,'inq.
(a) He spells teach worse than ho did a year ago.
(c)
" As when the sun, new
Looks through the ho,'izontat misty air,
S/coca of his beams, or from behind the moon,
In dim eclipse, dhrcs(rous twilight sheds
O'er ha/f' tIe nations."
riddle.

(e) Write clown the etymology of the following words —Elbow, thosoughily, brand, thrift, amazement, sore, lissom,
(d) Give instances where the noun and the verb difFcr in one or more of the same particulars, as CIte following:—

Present (noun) and present (verb).
Use (noun) and use (verb).
(c) Advice (noun) and advise (verb.)
(e) Bough of a tree, bow a salotation, bows of a ship show that all these contain one and the sante idea and
mention other words belonging to the same root as these.

488—B

Current
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Current means several things, but there is the same idea in each. Civil has two ptincipal meanings; but in both of
these there is the same primary idea. Show this clearly.
Explain the meaning of the following words, and give the etymology wherever you know it :—To eliminate, To
disseminate, Cullusion, Alternation, To vindicate, Rudiment, Supplement.
Express the following thoughts in a paraphrase of your own
"If I am traduced by tongues which neither know
My faculties nor person, yet will be
The chronicler of my doings—let me say,
"Tis but the fate of place, and the rough brake
That virtue must go through. We must not stint
Our necessary actions, in the fear
To cope malicious censurers; which ever,
As ravenous fishes, do a vessel follow
That is new trimm'd ; but benefit no fitrther
Than vaialy longing."
LATIN—SEOTION 111.—SENIORS.

Zsesday, November 2nd. 91 g.m. to 124p.m.
A. Translate into Latin—
i. I do not know from what author you learnt these things, but I have no doubt that you will find you have
been deceived.
B. I hear that he has been pat on his trial for theft, but I believe he will be acquitted.
c. if Csusar is a better general than Scipio, he must necessarily be thought a better one than any other of the
Romans.
D. If the Roman writers had understood the Etrusean language, weshould have learnt ninny things about
Rome ithelf which are now buried in oblivion.
B. I value the philosophy of Plato more than that of Cicero, because the former spent his life in investigating
the truth, the letter his hours of leisure in adorning this or that subject.
v. All men are agreed that Pompey's frieads would have used victory piuch more harshly than Cmsar did after
he became the master of the world.
o. There was nothing which impelled me more to recommend this law than the calamities which I saw must
follow, if a scarcity shnuld come upon us unawares.
B. Turn the following sentence into the oratio obliqua
Cur indignaasini earn sortem quni omnibus communis orit? Ego eadein patiar qurn yes tantopere forinidatis proinde
date operam ut quem in xc gerenda semper adjuvistis eundom in calamitate perfereuda, quoniam ita ])is plaeuit
innitemini.
C. Translate into Eeglish a psssage.
LAm—SnenoN 3—Jnrienv.

Tuesday, November 2nd. 94 am, to 121 p.m
Write down the genders of amnis, cardo, decor, fides, gnrges, imago, mensis, pestis, ros, sal, tribunal, vallis.
Give the perfect and supine of—ardeo, caveo, divido, fmdo, mordeo, pungo, rodo, subdo, voIle, verto.
Translate into Latin
a. I will go into the country to see my friends.
B. Two thousand men were sent out of the camp.
c. We enjoy a most beautiful harbour.
If he were a good citizen he would obey the laws.
r.. lie who flatters the rich hnpes that others will not see why he does it.
P. in huilding the city, Romulus took into account a larger multitude than was likely to dwell in the city dllrs]Ig
his lifetime.
G. Did you never hear why he pretended to value the farm so highly P and did you not suspect that be was
enticing others to oiler him a great sum of money for it?
It. To think that I should be accused of broken faith!
P. Translate into English a passage.
AIUTIIMETIO AND ALGEnRA—SECTION 4—SENIOUS,

Wednesday, November 3rd. 9 am, to 121 p.55
What is the rule for the addition of vulgar fractions
Add together—
t&

Find the amount, at cosnponnd interest, of £430 in three years, fit 4 per cent.
Gold being worth £3 173. 10}d. per ounce, find the weight. uf the sovereign as a dcei,irsl of an ounce, correct to
two places.
Write down the expansion of (a + 6 + ejZ.
J. Deduce from the above the value ot'2 + x - 3a) + (2 - x +3a')1.
Simplify—

&+ax+i

ds_ox+w
a+s
2ab e

6
U. yr
a - + a + 6 - a'— 6 +

1. /125 a3 6
JS + V18 ± V50
V 3,/81 a4 6 3
Solve the equations—
8t .5- 19
4a,+3
7a' - 29
9
5—i2'
Ia
3x2 - 22x + 7 = 0
N.&—
ax + x-2a + 2 = 0
O.Ife
e e
T;
a+C -I- e
a
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State and prove the formula for finding the sum of an arithmetical progression.
The ftrst term of an arithmetical progression is 3, and the sixth term is 28 ; find the third term.
Expand (a2 —ceii)7.
Write down the general logarithmic formulcu by which maltipliontion and division can be effected,
Giveta log. 2 = 30103, log. 3 =47112, find the logkrithms of—
/3

J4
V. 36x81x436.
V.
MATRUATICS—SEOTION 4—JUNIOUS)

Wednesday, .Nove,n&er 3rd. Oj can, to 121 pen.
A. Find the value of ,the of ths of 41 acres; and reduce the result to square yards.
13. What are the wages of 36 men for? months, if the wages of 50 men for 12 months amount to £11090?
C. Find the simple interest upon £530 179. Gd. for 11 years, at 5 per cent.
1). Expross 00625 of an acre in square inches.
E. Find the value of—
(a' - cii + h2) (a' + cii + ii') - (a' - - ciii) a2 - ii2 + cii) when a = 2 and 6 = - 3
P. Divide—
a4 ' 4x' + Br' - 16r + 16 by x' + 4
G. Find the least common multiple of
a'ls',(c_ii)' and & +5'.
Solve the equations—
II.
n—I
Sn — S
125
7f2r-17.
I.
S. If the angles at the base of a triangle are equal, show that the sides opposite to them are equal.
Show that straight lines drawn from the extremities of the base of an isosceles triangle to points in the opposite
sides, equally distant from the vertex, are equal.
If the squares on two of the sides of a triangle taken together are equal to the square on the remaining side, show
that one of the angles is a right angle.
14. Show that the square described on the straight line drawn from one of the angular points of a given square to the
middle point of one of the opposite sides is greater by one fourth than the given square.

-ir - -y

GEoMarnr—SneT,oy V.—Smisons.
Wednesday, Novenz5er 3rd. 210 5p.m.
respect. A. Show that triangles which have three sides of the one equal to those of the other, each to each, are equal in every
B. Show that the straight lines joining the middle points of the sides of a parallelogram form a parallelogram.
C. If F Q It be a triangle, of which all the angles are acute, and P S perpendicular to the base, show the square on
P it, together with twice the rectangle contained by Q S and Q K, is equal to the squares on F and Q K.
Q
D. Divide a square into three equal parts by straight lisle, drawn from the middle point of one of the sides.
F. Prove that any straight line drawn from the extremity of a diameter, and not at right angles to it, cuts the circle.
F. Two straight line, joining the oxtrenuties of equal and parallel chords in a circle are diameters.
G. Find three points in the oircumferenee of a circle such that the line, joining them may form a triangle equiangular
to a given triangle.
II. If four straight lines be proportional, show that the rectangle contained by the means is equal to that contained by
the extremes.
I. Describe two equilateral triangles whom arena shall have to one another the ratio of 9 16.
S. Show that straight lines perpendicular to the same plane are parallel to one another.
MATHEMATICS—SEOveOY V.—.JuNtoszs.
Wednesday, 3'venther 3rd. 2 to Sp.m.
If a straight line be divided into any two parts, show that the rectangles contained by the wholn line and each of the
two parts are together equal to the square of the whole line.
Describe a square equal to a given parallelogram.
In the same circle show that angles at the circumference standing on the same are are equal.
Ti from an external point two tangents be drawn to a circle, show that the line bisecting the nngle between theni
passes lbrollgh the centre.
Simplify—
It.
x IOG xE xylä
/a_ii

CTh
&+aii +&j (a—b)
G.Sotve the eqoations—
xri 1 - . =
Ii. 4z2
4.v80
1. x 2 +y2 =50)
.
ni/
7%
jge
2e-3b 2c—Sd
show that -- = IJ
(1
2a 4. 36
2e .. 3d
The sum of tile squares of two numbers is 100, and their ratio is 3 4, find the numbers.
Solve the equations-

v

- 3cr ± 2& - ab - 6' = 0

-

FnExcif—Sjicrrw, VITT.—Saxroas.

Tuesday, ZsTot,em 6cr 2nd, 2 pta. to 4 pen.

A rpranslnte into French—
A. however great your loss may have items, nsine has not been less.
is, I should hover have suspected that he ,vould have ahsaurloned his friends.
C. have you not irnarci enough of it, or must I paint to you all the nusfortunes that followed?
ii. Does it; not seem to von thint, lie goes too oft en to the play?
is . .1 recognised s-hose ladies, for I had seen 5 hein the day before yesterday.
a'. I beg you not to think of it any more
0. The more we speak of it the less we, understand each other.
it. I kept them at, home for fear they should learn the illness of their father.
Writ.e down the past subjunctive and the past participle of—flésoudre, Fondre, Mett,rc, Aequ6rir, Meudre, J'omndre,
Mdire, Coneevoir, Conolure, Paraitre.
Translate into English.
FRENCH
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FRENCR—SEOTION VflT.—Juyrons.

Tue,rdop, November 2nd, 2 psi. to 41 p.m.
A. Translate into French—A white flower, A cold night., A long story, A sweet dream, The third part.
B. Write down the present indicative and the present and past subjunctive of—Instruire, Tenir, Mourir, Mangr, Flairs,
&oire, and Craindre.
C. Translate into French—
A Have they wounded themselves?
is. Those who told you so are wrong.
0. \Vhat has lie tol(I you
n. Are not the apples which lie sent you larger than ours?
E. I gavethem to you, I did not lend them to you.
P. Translate into English a passage.
B. Translate into English a passage.
(Either all U, or half D and all E must be attemptcd.)
Gaxaa—Sacrroy X,—JvNxous.
(a) Write dosvri the Greek for—A better master. Of a wiser woman. To a greater soul. The fewest men. To the
true fathers. To the great lions. To more than forty dogs.
(b) Write down the first person singular of the future and aorist of all existing voices of &rolilwpi, 's,ers9ps,
'eraOs'boww, 'e,tbów, eip&, sdAAw, etvw, Ør(pw, (pw.
(c) Translate into Greek—
A. She says that she is his mother.
D. I know that, I am no worse than the others.
c. lie did not know what they would say.
as. They asked him where his brother was.
B. Do asot say who I am, or where I corns from.
r. Let us depart, that nobody may see us.
CL They fled, that they might not be taken.
(d) Translate into English a passage.
(c) Translate into English a passage.

APPENDIX B.
UNIVERSITY CF SYDNEY:

Br-LAws ADOPTED BY THE Saysvg AT THE Mo&tietr MIEVUIG ON MR 19T SEPT1MnEB, 1875,
Att By-laws heretofore in force notwithstanding the following By-laws, shall be and are hereby declared to be By-laws of the
University of Sydney, and all By-laws heretofore in force, so far as they are contradictory or repugnant to the following Bylaws hereby enacted, are repealed.
XYf.—Tenns.
The Academic year shall contain three Terms, that is to say
TRINITY TERM—Commencing on the first Monday in June, and terminating with the last Saturday in August.
Mmcmi &Em,hrAs TEEM—Commencing on the first Monday in October, and terminating with the third Saturday in
December.
JJXNT TsmM—Comnmencing on the flrsttIonday in March, and terminating with the third Saturday in May.
Candidates for matriculation must make application to the Registrar before the commencement of Trinity Term.
The matriculation examination shall take place during the first fortnight of Trinity Term, commencing on the
second (lay of that Term, but the Examiners, in special eases, with the sanction of the Chancdlloc or Vice-Chancellor, are
authorised to hold such examinations at such other times as may be deemed expedient.
Lectures shall commence on the first day of Term, excepting in the first or Trinity Term, when they shall commence
on the Monday after the cnnclusion of the matriculation and other examinations hereinafter provided for.
Clause 15, Chapter XIII, of the By-laws is hereby repealed, and in lieu thereof it is enacted that candidates for
degrees shall during their first year attend the University lectures on the following subjects:—
Greek, except when exempted under clause 47, Chapter XIII. of the By-laws.
Latin.
Mathematics.
Chemistry or Experimental Physics.
C. Candidates for degrees during their second year shall attend the following lectures
Greek, except when exempted as aforesaid.
Latin.
Mathematics and Natural Philosophy.
Chemistry or Experimental Physics, for two Terms.
Geology and Mineralogy, for one Term.
7. Lectures shall be given during the third year on the following subjects
Classics.
Matl,en,aties : on the additional subjects required for honors.
Practical Chemistry, Mineralogy, and Geology.
S. The yearly examination shall be held during the first fortnight of Trinity Term.
9. The final examination for the degree of BA. shall take place once a year, during the first fortnight of Trinity Term.
10. Clause 42, Chapter XIII, of the By-laws is hereby repealed, and in lieu thereof it is enacted that to obtain the
degree of B.A. candidates shall attend lectures and pass satisfactory examinations in two at least of the following schools
Classical—The Greek and Latin Languages, and Ancient History.
Mathematical—Mathenmatics and Natural Philosophy.
Natural Sciences—Chemistry and Experimental Physics, Practical Chemistry, Geology, and Mineralogy.
11. Candidates who pass the second yearly examination in the mat.lsemal-ieal school shall not be required to pass any
further examination in that school. Those who fail to pass shall be required again to attend the second year course of lectures,
ansi to pass the next succeeding yearly examination in that school.
1.2. The proTisions of the last clause shall apply also to the Natural Science school.
Candidates who shall have obtained at least a second-class place at the second yearly examination in the Classical
School may elect to be exempted from further attendance upon Lectures, and from further examination in that School.
Provided always that any Candidate so exempted shall during the ensuing year be required either to attend the third year
Course of lectures and to pass the consequent Examination in the Matheniatical School, or to attend the third year Course of
Lectures and to pass the consequent Examination in Natural Science.
Any Candidate who at the second yearly Examination exhibits a marked proficiency in either of the three Schools,
may on the recommendation of the Examiners be allowed to attend Lectures during his third year and to be examined in that
School only.
There shall be a Yearly Examination for the Degree of M.A. during Lent Term, or at such other times as the
Examiners, with the sanction of the Chancellor or Vice-Chancellor, may appoint.
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The Examination for Scholarships shall be concurrent with the Matriculation and Yearly Examinations, additional
papers and questions being set whore required.
To prevent serious inconvenience to the present Under-graduate menibere of the University, and to those who
may be hereafter admitted ad
cundcnn to the saute status as those members, in the years 1875, 1876, and 1877, the examination
for the Degree of B.A. shall he held as ]ieretoforo at the end of Michaelm,as Tern., and the subjects of the Yearly Examination
shall he those upon which Lectures shall has-o been given since the preceding Yearly Examination, except that in the
Mathematical School, the Second Yearly Examination shall he in those subjects which are required for the ordinary Degree of
B.A. and that Scholars of the first and second years shall continue to hold theii Seholarsiups until the next succeeding
Scholarship Framinatiori and that third year Scholars hereafter elected shall receive the full year's eniohunient, ii, all cases.
Any person at present an Undergraduate member of the University, or hereafter admitted as aforesaid, who at the,
end of his first or second year, according to the By-laws heretofore in force, shall signify to the Registrar in writing that he
hon(ejide intends to leave the University, and that it is of importance to mm to receive the Certificates under Chapter
XI1I,
Clauses 26, 27, may claim to be and shall be examined in the subjects upon which Lectures shall have heema given since the last
Yearly Examinationat the end of Michnelinas Term, or at such convenient time afterwards as the Examiners may
appoint,
and if he pass the Examinations shall receive his Certificates accordingly.
Full and complete Tables of Lectures and subjects of Examination shall be printed in the Calendars, and posted at
the University from time to time.
A journal shall be kept by the Registrar, in which he shall keep a daily record of the Lectures delivered by each
Professor, the number of Students present, and also the names of the Students reported by the Professor to be absent. This
joornal to be laid on the table at the Monthly Meetings of the Senate.
University.Uudergraduates shall appear in Academical costume when attending Lectures, and on all public occasions in the
(it) 22. The concluding paraqraph, commencing with the words "Essery
Candidate in addition", of Clause 13 of the
General Regulatso,,s Public Examinations is hereby repealed, and in lieu thereof it is
hereby enacted that—Every Candidate is,
addition to Section Is/salt be required to pass in two at least
of the remaininq Sections of which, in the case of male Candidates,
one at least shall be Ii; III, IT', or Y and in the case of female Candidates,
one at least shall be II , III, 1P F, or VIII.
(23.) The cone!udinq paragraph of Clause 14
the General Regulations Public Examinations, commencing with the
words "Every Senior Candidate in addijjo", i-s herebyofrepealed,
and in lieu thereof it is hereby enacted that—Every Senior Candidate in addition to Section 1 shall be required
to pass in two at least of the remaininq Sections of which, in the ease of male Candidates, one at least shall hell, III, IF, I, or xi; and in the case of female Candidates II, III, IV, VIII, I, or 27.
23. Nothing in these By-laws shall affect Clauses 17 and 18 of Chapter XIII of the By-laws.

APPENDIX C.
UNIVERSITY OP SYDNEY.
SrAnhsnln2 of Receipts and Expenditure durina the Year 11;
Receipts.

Expenditure.

£ sd.
neecived by balance in Commercial Bank, on 1st January, 1875 ... ---- --755 11
£ ad,
for Salarie,, Cliare,, Improvement of Grounds, Apparatus, 4,e. 6,113
from Onverameat—Annoal Endowment..................... ....... 6,000 0 07 Paid
1 10
,, Repair, of Building---------------------------------------------------------lecture Fees, after paying Professors' shares ............. 193 8 9
186
University Scholarships ---------------------------------------------------- 212 100 o7
D'greo and other Fees ............ ............ ---------------------- 173 0 0
,, A Debenture lot Lithgow Scholarship ............................... ioo 0 0
l'asturngs........ ....................................................... 100 U 0
,,
for wrentwor th Fellowship .............. ............ . me o 0
,,
Interest on Debentures and Otentsofproperties helen1,,
,,
for Peas-Thomson Scholarship ....................
..
ing to Private Foundation,:—
100 0 0
,,
the
following
sum
co of Private Foundations :
s on acunt
Lithgow Scholarship ................. £67 10 0
Lithgow
...................
............
Scholarship.....
s.w
10 6
l'rofe,,nr l'ell, Medal .................. 10 0 0
professor
Poll's 51 edsi................................. 10 0
0. 'V. Alien Scholarship............... if, 0 0
Levey Scholarship ..................................
. . .. 35 0 0
Levy Scholarship ........................ 45 0 U
Dens-Thence,, Scholarship (stipend an d i .m
Deas-Themson Scholarship ......... 92 10 4
provemont
of
prop
erty)
.....................
... 269 18
Wentworth Fellowship --------------- 32 10 0
Wsntworth Fellowship ------------------------------ 9 10 06
Nicholson Medal ........................ 10 0 0
Cooper
Scholarship
.................................
... 6711 1
Cooper Seltelarehip .....................
Barker Scholarship .................................... 45
Barker Scholarship -- ................... 115 5 3
Bolmnsw
Medal
..........................................
0 0
Wentevorth Prize Medal --------------- 10 0 0
Fairfax Prize .................. ........................... 15
Belmore Medal ........................... 15 0 0
10 0
Salting Exhibition ........................... ......... 20 0 0
Fairfax l'rize .............................. 30 0
Maurice Alexander Baroary........................ 20 8 9
Halting Exhibiuon ....................... 0 0
Maurice Alexander Bursary ..........50 0 a
-- 552 0 7
-- 613 0 10 Balance in Commercial Bank, 31st Pccemher, 1875 ..........................
530 8 2

.

£6,968j2

PUBLIC

£6,868 1 2

Examination Fees' Account for 1875

£ 5, d.
Deceives! front Candidate, for Exalnination ..................................891 3 0

Pales Examiner, and Expenses connected with Examinations..........

u. PAUA1(,
Auditor.

--

Unarm KENN EDY,
Regisirar.

Sydn,t)' : Tj,osnae II iciaanIs, Goreroneci, I. Printer—iS 7').

4S6—C

£ a. d,
591 3 0

WILLIAM CLARK,
A crountant,
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NEW SOUTH WALES.

UNIVERSITY OF SYDNEY.
(BY-LAWS.)

10tctntsb to $atliament, in putuancc at the

of Ilncorporation, 14 lJict. 1%o. 31, %et. 21.

BY-LAWS OF THE UNIVERSITY.
[Passed by the Senate on the 2nd day of February, and assented to by the Governor and the Executive Council on 28th
February, 1876.]
All By-lines heretofore passed by the Senate, and now in force, are hereby repealed, and in lieu thereoy, the
following By-/cisc shall be, and are hereby declared to be, the ZJy-iaws under which the University of
Sydney shall henceforth be qoverned: Provided always, that nothinq herein contained shall be deemed to
revive any By-law previously rcpcaled, or to prejudice any matter already done, or commenced, under any
By-law hitherto in force.
CIIANCELLOR.

The election to the office of Chancellor shall take place at a duly convened meeting of the Senate
to be held in Lent Term.
The Chancellor shall be elected for a period of three years (except as hereinafter provided) to
be computed from the date of election, but shall be eligible for re-election,
In the event of the office of Chancellor becoming vacant by death, resignation, or otherwise,
before the expiration of the full term of office herein prescribed, the election of a successor shall be proceeded with at the next ensuing regular meeting of the Senate ; and the Chancellor so appointed shall
hold office until the Lent Term next after the expiration of three years from the date of such election.
VICE-CR&NCELLOR.

The election of the Vice-Chancellor shall take place at a duly convened meeting of the Senate,
to be held in Leht Term, except as in cases otherwise provided for by the Act of Incorporation.
SENATE.

Meetings and Rules of Procedure.
The Senate shall meet on the first Wednesday in every month, or on the nearest convenient day,
shonid such first Wednesday be a Public Holiday, and may adjourn from time to time to conclude any
unfinished business.
C. At any time in the interval between such monthly meetings, it shall be competent for the Chancellor, or, in his absence, the Vice-Chancellor, in any case of emergency, to call a special meeting of the
Senate, to be held as soon as conveniently may be, for the consideration of any business which he may
wish to submit to them.
7. Upon the written requisition of any three members, the Chancellor, or, in his absence, the ViceChancellor, or in the absence of both, the Registrar, shall convene a special meeting of the Senate, to be
held as soon as conveniently may be after the expiration of seven days from the receipt of such requisition.
S. Except in any case of emergency, as aforesaid, no motion initiating a subject for discussion shall
be made but in pursuance of notice given at least seven days previously ; and every such notice shall be
entered in a book, to be kept by the Registrar for that purpose.
0. The Registrar shall issue to each member of the Senate a summons, with a written specification
of the various matters to be considered at the next meeting of the Senate, whether such meeting be an
ordinary or a special one; and such summons, except in any case of emergency as aforesaid, shall be issued
at least three dys previously to such meeting.
In the event of a qiorum of the Senate not being present at any monthly or other meeting,
vithin half an hour after the hour appointed, the meeting shall lapse, but the members then present may
adjourn the meeting to any convenient future day, of which at least three days notice shall be given by
the Registrar in the usual manner.
All the proceedings of the Senate shall be entered in a journal ; and, at the opening of each
meeting, the minutes of the preceding meeting shall be read and confirmed, and the signature of the
Chairman then presiding shall be attached thereto.
If any Fellow shall, without leave from the Senate, be absent from their meetings for six
consecutive calendar months, his fellowship shall ipeo facto become vacant.
345—
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Elec/ioqt to vacancies.

13. At the first meeting of the Senate, after the occurrence of a vacancy among the Fellows, a day
shall be fixed for a Convocation for the election of a successor, such day to be within sixty days from the
date of such Senate meeting, and to be announced at least thirty days previously to such Convocation, by
notice posted at the University, and by advertisement in one or more of the daily newspapers Provided that no Convocation for the election of a Fellow be held during the month of Jinuary.
14. No person shall be eligible for election to fill any vacancy among the Fellows unless his name
shall have been communicated to the Registrar by some *l egally qualified voter at least ten dear days
before the time of Convocation and it shall be the duty of that officer to cause the name of such person,
and the fact of his candidature to be forthwith advertised in one or more of the daily papers published in
Sydney, and to be posted in a conspicuous
place in the University for eight clear days at least before such
'
Convocation.
15. The Convocation for the election of a Fellow shall be held in the University, and shall be presided over in the same manner as if it were a meeting of the Senate. Every candidate submitted for
election must be proposed and seconded by legally qualified voters. If one candidate only be so proposed
and seconded, then such candidate shall be declared by the President to be duly elected, but if more than
one candidate be so proposed and seconded, an election shall be made by ballot. Before proceeding to
such ballot, two members of Convocation shall be chosen by the me,nbers present to act as scrutineers,
and such scrutineers shall report the result of the ballot to the President, who shall declare the candidate
having the majority, of votes to be duly elected and in the event of an equality of votes, the election
'
shall be decided by the casting vote of the President.
16. At the time fixed for Convocation for the election of a Fellow, the Registrar shall prepare
for the President's use a complete list of all persons entitled to vote under the provisions of the law, and
a copy of such list shall be posted in a conspicuous place in the University for two days at least before
the time of Convocation.
17. None but legally qualified voters shall be allowed to be present during the taking of a poll.

.Ex.qfficio .11fcmbere.
(24 Victoria, No. 13.)

18. The Senior Professor of classics, the Senior Professor of Mathematics, and the Senior Professor
of Chemistry and Experimental Physics, shall be cx officio members of the Senate, under the provisions of
the "Sydney University Incorporation Act Amendment Act of 1861."
Supnuon Orricuss.
(24 Victoria, No. 13.)

19. The Registrar is hereby declared to be a Superior Officer of the University, entitled to the
rights and privileges conferred by the " Sydney University Incorporation Act Amendment Act of 1861."
20. The Solicitor to the University is hereby declared to be a Superior Officer of the University,
entitled to the rights and privileges conferred by the "Sydney University Incorporation Act Amendment
Act of 1861."
REGISTRAB.
21. The Registrar shall keep all necessary records of the Proceedings of the University, conduct
all necessary correspondence, and keep such registers and books of account as may1be required.
22. All fees, fines, or other sums received by the Registrar in his capacity as such, shall be paid
into the Bank of the University, in order that the same may be applied, accounted for and audited in
such manner as the Senate may from time to time appoint.
Sni OF THE UyIvEnsIn.
23. The Seal of the University shall be placed in the charge of the Chancellor or Vice-Chancellor,
and Registrar, and shall not be.afflxed to any document except by order of the Senate.
PACULTIILS.

24. There shall be three Faculties in the University, viz.
Arts.
Law.
2. Medicine.
LmmATI0N OF TIlE TITLE or Pnorrsson.
The
Title
of
Professor
shall be distinctive of those Public Teachers in the University upon
25.
whom the Senate shall have conferred that title; and no person in or belonging to the University, or any
College within it, shall be recognized as Professor, without the express authority of the Senate.
PEocTolna BeARD.
26. The Chancellor, the 19cc-Chancellor, the Senior Professor of Classics, the Senior Professor of
Mathematics, and the Senior Professor of Chemistry and Experimental Physics, shall form a Board, to be
called the "Proctorial Board," to which shall be confided the duty of enforcing the observance of order
on the part of the Undergraduates of the University. This Board shall make such regulations as it may
deem expedient for the maintenance of discipline amongst the Undergraduates, and shall have the power
of inflicting, or authorizing to be inflicted, all such academic punishments as are sanctioned by the present
usage of British Universities, including fines to an amount not exceeding five pounds (5) for any one
offence Provided, however, that the Board shall not proceed to the expulsion of any Undergraduate, or
to his suspension for a period exceeding one Term, without the express authority of the Senate.
27. No question shall be decided at any meeting of this Board unless three Members at the least
shall be present.
28.
and Fxaminers
* The legally qualified voters are Fellows of the Senate for the time beisg, Professors, Public Teachers,
of the University,
Incorporated
Colleges
within
the
University,
Superior
Officers
of
the
University,
Principals
in the Schools of
declared to be such by By-law, and Graduates who shall have taken any or either of the degrees of MA., LL.D., or M.D., in
this University.
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28. At meetings of this Board, the Chair shall be occupied by the Chancellor, or in his absence
by the Vice-Chancellor, or in the absence of both, by the Dean of the Faculty of Arts; and in the event
of an equality of votes at any meeting, the Chairman shall have a casting vote. At meetings of this
Board, the Registrar of the University shall attend and record the proceedings, and it shall be his duty to
collect all fines imposed by or under the authority of, the Board. It shall be the duty of the Registrar to
convene the Board, on the requisition of any one of its members, at such time, within seven days from the
date of the requisition, as may be directed by the Chancellor, or in his absence by the Vice-Chancellor,
on whom it shall be incumbent to give such direction on the Registrar's application. In the event of
the absence of the Chancellor and Vice-Chancellor, the time of meeting shall be fixed by the Dean of the
Faculty of Arts.
Boinu or STUDIES.
29, The Chancellor, the Vice-Chancellor, and the Professors of the three several Faculties shall
form a Board, to be called the Board of Studies, for the consideration of all general questions relating to
the studies of the University, which may be referred to them by the Senate.
Dxixs or FACUITIE$.
A Dean for each of the Faculties in the University shall be elected by the Senate from time to
time for a term of three years.
In the event of the office of Dean becoming vacant, by death, resignation, or otherwise, before
the expiration of the full term of office herein prescribed, the election of a successor shall be proceeded
with at the next ensuing regular meeting of the Senate; and the Dean so appointed shall hold office until
the first regular meeting of the Senate in the Term next after the expiration of three years from the date
of such election.
TEnts.
The Academic Year shall contain three Terms, that is to say
TitINrry TERM—Commencing on the first Monday in June, and terminating with the last
Saturday in August.
MIcnAELas TERM—Commencing on the first Monday in October, and terminating with the
third Saturday in December.
Lxn Tnrt.—Commencing on the first Monday in March, and terminating with the third.
Saturday in May.
FACULTY OF ARTS.
Subjects of Studi1
Professors and Lecturers, appointed by, the Senate, shall give instruction in the following
snbjecte
Greek Language and Literature.
Latin Language and Literature.
Ancient History.
Mathematics.
Natural Philosophy.
Chemistry.
Experimental Physics.
Geology,
Mineralogy.
Board of Rxaminers
The Professors in the Faculty of Arts, together with such other persons as may from time to
time be appointed by the Senate, shall form a Board of Examiners for conducting the Examinations in the
Faculty of Arts; and of this Board the Dean of the Faculty, or, in his absence, the Professor next in
seniority, shall be Chairman.
The Board of Examiners shall, from time to time, and in accordance with the provisions of the
By-laws for the time being, frame rules, and appoint times and places for the several Examinations in the
Faculty of Arts.
At the conclusion of each Examination the Board shall transmit to the Senate a report of the
result, signed by the Chairman and by at least two other members.
.Afatrieu-iation
Candidates for Matriculation must make application to the Registrar before the commencement
of Trinity Term,
The Matriculation Examination shall take place during the first fortnight of Trinity Term,
commencing on the second day of that Term, but the Examiners, in special cases, with the sanction of
the Chancellor or Vice-Chancellor, are authorized to hold such Examinations at such other times as
may be deemed expedient.
The examinatiou shall be conducted by means of written or printed papers; but the Examiners
shall not be precluded from putting vivd voce questions.
The names of Candidates who have passed the Matriculation Examination shall be arranged
alphabetically; but it shall be competent to the Examiners to place in a separate class the names of these
who may have specially distinguished themselves.
Students who shall have passed the Matriculation Examination, and shall have paid a fee of
Two Pounds to the Registrar, may be admitted by the Senate as Members of the University.
The Examination for Matriculation shall be in the following subjects
The Greek and Latin Languages,
English Grammar and Composition.
*Elemcntary Chemistry, Physics, or Geology.
Arithmetic.
Algebra, to simble equations, inclusive.
Geometry, first book of Euclid.
Leetura.
Text-booke--Seienoo Primers published by Macmillan & Co.
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Lee/uses.

4.3. Lectures shall commence on the first day of Term, excepting in the first or Trinity Term, in
which they shall commence on the Monday after the conclusion of the Matriculation and other Examinations hereinafter provided for.
41. Lectures of an hour each shall be given by the Professors in Classics, Mathematics, and Natural
Science, at such times, and in such order as the Senate may, from time to time, direct.
45. Before the admission of a student to any course of Lectures, he shall pay to the Registrar of
the University such fee as shall have been appointed by the Senate.
46. Full and coniplete tables of Lectures and subjects of Examinations shall be printed in the
Calendars and posted at the University from time to time.
47. Candidates for Degrees shall during their first year attend the University Lectures on the
following subjects
Greek, except when exempted under clause 2.
Latin.
Mathematics.
Chemistry or Experimental Physics.
48. Candidates for Degrees shall during their second year attend the following Lectures
Greek, except when exempted as aforesaid.
Latin.
Mathematics and. Natural Philosophy.
Chemistry or Experimental Physics, for two Terms.
Geology, for one Term.
49. Lectures shall be given during the third year on the following subjects
Classics.
Mathematics: on the additional subjects required for Honors.
Practical Chemistry, Geology, and Mineralogy.
Exemption from Lectures.
50. Any Undergraduate not holding a Scholarship in the University, nor being a Member of a College
established under the provisions of the Act 18 Victoria, No. 37, may be exempted from attendance upon
any or all of the above-named Lectures, upon producing evidence which shall satisfy the Senate that there
are sufficient reasons for such exemption: Provided that no such exemption shall be granted for more
than one year at any one time.
51. Any person may be exempted from attendance upon the University Lectures, under section 50
of the By-laws who shall satisfy the Senate that he is prevented from attending by the necessities of his
position Provided always that no application for such exemption shall be entertained until the applicant
shall have passed the Matriculation Examination, and the Examiners shall have specially certified to the
Senate that his abilities and attainments are such as to enable him in their opinion, taking into consideration all the circumstances of the case, to keep up with the usual course of study at the University without
attendance upon Lectures. Undergraduates admitted ad eusdem s/alum, and who are not required to pass
the matriculation examination, shall nevertheless be required to pass a special examination to be certified
by the Examiners as above, before obtaining exemption from attendance upon Lectures,
Ycar?y Zxamisza/ions.
52. The Yearly examinations shall be held during the first fortuight of Trinity Term, and no Undergraduate shall absent himself therefrom except under medical certificate.
53. The Undergraduaies of the first and second year shall be examined in the subjects of the
Undergraduate course upon which Lectures have been given during the year.
54. No Undergraduate not exempted under section 51 from attendance upon Lectures shall be
admitted to these examinations who, without sufficient cause, shall have absented himself more than three
times during any one Term from any prescribed course of Lectures.
55. Every Undergraduate exempted from attendance upon Lectures under section 51 shall, before
being admitted to any yearly examination, pay to the Registrar a fee of two pounds. If any such candidate fail to pass the examination, the fee shall not be returned to him, but he may be admitted again to
examination without the payment of any additional fee.
56. Candidates who pass .the second yearly examination in the Mathematical School shall not be
required to paS any further examination in that School. Those who fail to pass shall be required again
to attend the second year course of Lectures, and to pass the next succeeding yearly examination in that
School.
57. The provisions of the last clause shall apply also to the Natural Science School.
58. Candidates who shall have obtained at least a second-class place at the second yearly examination in the Classical School may elect to be exempted from further attendance upon Lectures, and from
further examination in that School: Provided always that any candidate so exempted shall during the
ensuing year be required either to attend the third year course of Lectures and to pass the consequent
examination in the Mathematical School, or to attend the third year course of Lectures and to pass the
consequent examination in Natural Science.
59. After examination, the names of the Undergraduates shall be arranged in classes, and in order
of merit.
60. Prize Books, stamped with the University Arms, shall be given to each student who shall be
placed in the first class in each year.
61. Such Undergraduates as absent themselves from the examinations, except under medical certificate, or fail to pass them in a satisfactory manner, shall, at the discretion of the Senate on the report of
the Examiners, be required to keep additional terms before proceeding to the B.A. Degree.
62. Undergraduates who shall have passed the yearly examinations shall receive certificates to that
effect, signed by the Dean of the Faculty of Arts and by the Registrar.
Aim Sion

5
Advuesion ad eundern eta/urn.
63. Undergraduates who have kept Terms at other Universities may, at the discretion of the
Senate, be admitted ad eundem eta/urn in this University, without examination Provided always that they
shall give to the Registrar, to be submitted to the Senate, sufficient evidence of their alleged statue and
cf good conduct.
Bachelor of Arts.
04. The examination for the degree of B.A. shall take place once a year, at the beginning of
Trinity term.
65. No candidate shall be admitted to this examination unless lie produce a certificate from the
Dean of the Faculty of Arts of having complied with the regulations. This certificate shall be transmitted to the Registrar before the day appointed for the commencement of the examination.
66, The fee for the degree of B.A. shall be three pounds. No candidate shall be admitted to the
examination unless he have previously paid this fee to the Registrar. If a candidate fail to pass the
examination, the fee shall not be returned to him but he shall be admissible to any subsequent examination for the same degree without the payment of an additional fee.
67. The examination shall be conducted, in the first instance, by means of printed papers ; and at
the termination of such examination, each candidate shall undergo a viva voce examination, if the
Examiners think fit.
68. To obtain the degree of BA., candidates shall pass satisfactory examinations in two at least
of the following schools
Classical—The Greek and Latin Languages, and Ancient History.
Mathematical—Mathematics and Natural Philosophy,
Natural Science—Chemistry, Experimental Physics, Practical Chemistry, Geologr, and
Mineralogy.
69. All persons who have passed the ordinary examination for B.A. shall be admissible for Honors
in the Classical, Mathematical, and Natural Science Schools.
70. The candidates in each School shall be arranged in classes, and the first class in order of merit.
71. The most distinguished candidate for honors in each of the aforesaid Schools shall, if he
possess sufficient merit, receive a prize of Ten Pounds.
.Ezrernption fron Greek.
72. Any candidate for matriculation, or candidate for the degree of B.A., shall, on application to
the Senate, be exempted from examination in Greek at any of the examinations provided for in these
By-laws, and from attendance on lectures in that subject; but any person so exempted shall be required
to show a greater proficiency, in Latin, and no such candidate shall be eligible for any scholarship for
general proficiency nor for classical honors at the examination for the degree of B.A. Undergraduates so
exempted shall be required during their third year to attend lectures in Latin, Mathematics, and Natural
Science, and to pass the examination for the degree of B.A. in those subjects.
Alas tsr of Arts.
73. There shall be a yearly examination for the degree of MA. during Lent Term, or at such other
times as the Examiners, with the sanction of the Chancellor or Vice-Chancellor, may appoint.
74. Every candidate for this degree must have previously obtained the degree of BA., and two
years must have elapsed since the time of his examination for such degree. He will also be required
to furnish evidence of having completed his twenty-first year.
75. The fee for the degree of M.A. shall be £3. No candidate shall be admitted to the examination
unless he have previously paid this fee to the Registrar. If a candidate fail to pass the examination, the
fee shall not he returned to him; but lie shall be admissible to any subsequent examination for the same.
degree, without the payment of an additional fee.
76. Candidates for the degree of MA, shall elect to be examined in one or more of the following
branches of knowledge
Classical Philology and History.
Mathematics and Natural Philosophy.
Logic: Moral, Mental, and Political Philosophy.
Natural Science.
The candidate most distinguished in each branch at the examination shall, if he possess sufficient merit,
receive a Gold Medal.
77. The Senate may, at their discretion, admit to examination, for the degree of Master of Arts,
any person who shall have obtained, at least two years previously, the degree of Bachelor of Arts, or
equivalent first degree in Arts, in any other University approved by the Senate. Every candidate for
ad,nission under this By-law must make application in writing to the Registrar, and supply satisfactory
evidence of his qualification as aforesaid; and that lie is a person of good fame and character; and, upon
the approval of his application, shall pay to the Registrar a fee of Five Pounds. Every candidate, before
he is admitted to his degree, shall be required to furnish evidence of having completed his twenty-first
year.
Scholarships.
78. In addition to such Scholarships as time Senate may from time to time determine to award, the
Foundation Scholarships, tenable for one year, shall be awarded, after examination, in the following
manner, namely
To Undergraduates of the first year—
For general proficiency—The Levy Scholarelrip.
To Undergraduates of the second year
For general proficiency—The L4tl,goio Sehoiarehip, founded in 1804.
To
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To Undergraduates of the third year
For proficiency in Classics—the Cooper Scholarship, founded in 1857.
For proficiency in Mathematics and Natural Philosophy—The Baricer Scholarship, founded
in 1853.
For proficiency in Chemistry and Experimental Physics—The fleas Thomson Scholarship:
founded in 1854.
79. None of the above scholarships shall be awarded except to such candidates as exhibit a degree
of proficiency which shall be satisfactory to the Examiners.
SO. The examination for scholarships shall be concurrent with the Matriculation and Yearly
Examinations, additional papers and questions being set where required.
FACULTY OF LAWS.
Bachelor of Laws.
Until Professorships are established, there shall be a Board of Examiners appointed by the
Senate to test the qualifications of candidates desirous of obtaining a degree in Laws. The examination for
the degree of LL.B shall take place at such times as the Examiners, with the sanction of the Chancellor
or Vice-Chancellor, may appoint.
Every candidate for the degree of LL.B. shall lodge with the Registrar satisfactory evidence of
having taken the degree of BA., or some equivalent degree, at least one year previously, in this or in some
other University approved by the Senate. Every such candidate shall also furnish satisfactory evidence
that he is a person of good fame and character, and that he has completed his twenty-first year.
The fee for the degree of LL.B shall be Ten Pounds. No candidate shall be admitted to the
examination unless he have previously paid this fee to the Registrar. If the candidate fail to pass this
examination, the fee shall not be returned to him, but he shall be admissible to any subsequent examination for the same degree without the payment of an additional fee.
Candidates for the degree of LL.B shall be examined in the following subjects :Roman, Civil and International Law.
Constitutional History, and Constitutional Law of England.
General Law of England.
Doctor of Laws. The degree of LL.D shall not be conferred until after the expiration of seven academic years
from the granting of the LL.B degree. Every candidate shall be required to pass an examination in
the Civil Law in the original Latin, with especial reference to such particular works as the Examiners
may from time to time determine. The fee for the degree of LL.D shall be Ten Pounds sterling.
80. The Senate shall have power to admit to examination for the degree of LL.D any person who
shall have obtained, at least two years previously, the degree of LL.B, at any other University approved
by the Senate, and who shall also have obtained the degree of Bachelor of Arts, or an equivalent first
degree in Arts, at any such University, or shall pass an examination similar to that prescribed for the
degree of Bachelor of Arts in this University. Every candidate for admission, under this By.law must
make application in writing to the Registrar, and supply satisfactory evidence of his 9ualifieations as
aforesaid; and that he is a person of good fame and character; and upon the approval of his application
he shall pay to the Registrar a fee of Two Pounds for the entry of his name in the University Books, in
addition to the prescribed fee for his degree.
Ficux.n or Minicrxs.
Bachelor of Medicine
§7. A Professor, appointed by the Senate, shall give Lectures in Chemistry.
88. Until other Profbssorships in the Faculty of Medicine be constituted in the University, there
shall be a Board of Examiners, appointed by the Senate, to test the qualifications of candidates who may
apply for Medical Degrees, to he granted in accordance with the provisions contained in the Act of
Incorporation.
$9. Such candidates must lodge with the Registrar of the University satisfactory evidence of having
taken the degree of BA., or some equivalent degree, in this or in some other University approved by the
Senate. Candidates who have not taken such degree must pass an examination similar to that prescribed
for the B.A. degree in this University.
The Candidate must also furnish evidence that lie is of good fame and character, that he is not
under twenty-one years of age, and that he has diligently pursued a course of medical studies extending
over a period of four years, at some Medical School approved of by the Senate. His certificates must
show that he has attended the following eight classes, each for a course of six months—Anatomy, Pnctieal
Anatomy, Physiology, Chemistry, Materia Medica, Surgery, Practice of Medicine, Midwifery ; and the
following five classes each for a course of three months—Botany, Practical Chemistry, Medical Jurisprudence, Clinical Medicine, and Clinical Surgery also, that lie has atteaded for eighteen months the
medical and surgical practice of a Hospital containing not fewer than eighty beds; and that he has been
engnged for six months in compounding and dispensing medicines.
Medical or Surgical Diplomas from regularly constituted Examining Boards in Europe or
America may, at the discretion of the Senate, be accepted as equivalent to the whole or part of the abovementioned certificates.
As soon as the required documents have been declared satisfactory to the Senate, the Registrar
shall notify to the candidate the day on which his examination will commence.
Before being admitted to examination, the candidate must deposit with the Registrar a fee of
Ten Pounds, which will not be returned in the event of the candidate not passing the examination; but
such candidate may be admitted to any future examination without any further charge.
Upon compliance with the above regulations, and on the report of the Examiners that the
caudidate has passed a satisfactory professional examination, the Senate shall confer upon mm the degree
of M.B.
floe/or
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Doctor of Medicine.
05. The degree of M.D. shall not be conferred until after the expiration of two academic years
from the granting of the MB. degree.
90. The candidate must produce evidence that, after having obtained the degree of MB., he has
spent two years in hospital practice, or three years in practice, either private or in the public service. He
shall also be required to produce a certificate from-the Superintendent of a public Lunatic Asylum of
diligent attendance at such Asylum for three mouths, such attendance being either before or after his
obtaining the degree of M.B. Further, he shall be required to prepare and defend, a thesis on some
medical subject, to be selected by himself; such thesis shall be in the Latin or English language, and, if
approved by the Senate, on the report of the Board of Examiners, may be printed; and he shall be
required to pass all examination in Psychological Medicine, provided he has not previously passed such an
examination in proceeding to the degree of M.B.
97. The fee for the degree of M.D. shall be Ten Pounds.
05. The Senate shall have power to admit to examination for the degree of Doctor of Medicine
any person who shall have obtained, at least two years previously, the degree of Bachelor of Medicine or
some corresponding first degree in Medicine at any other University approved by the Senate. Every
candidate for admission under this By-law must make application in writing to the Registrar, and supply
satisfhctory evidence of his qualifications as aforesaid, and, also that he is a person of good fame and
character. Upon the approval of his application, he shall pay to the Registrar a fee of Two Pounds for
the entry of his name in the University Books, in addition to th6 prescribed fee for his degree. Before
the granting of the degree, every passed candidate will be required to furnish evidence of having completed his twenty-third year.
REGIsTER OF GItADUATES.
09. A. Register of the Graduates of the University shall be kept.by the Registrar in such manner
as the Senate shall from time to time direct ; and such Registef shall be conclusive evidence that any
person whose name shall appear thereon as holding the degree of Master of Arts, Doctor of Laws, or
Doctor of Medicine, at the time of his claiming to vote at a Convocation for the election of a Fellow of
the Senate, is so entitled to vote; and that any person whose name shall not appear thereon, at the time
of his claiming to vote in Convocation, is not so entitled to vote.
SUBSTITUTES

FOR

Orricxns.

Any act required by the By-laws to be performed by any officer of the University may, during
the absence or other incapacity of such officer, unless otherwise provided, be performed by a person
appointbd by the Senate to act in his place.
ACAJ.Emc COSTUME AYB DIscIpLncE.
The Academic Costume shall be: for—
The Chancellor and the Vice-Chancellor—a robe and cap similar to those worn by the Chancellor
of the University of Oxford. in undress, the silk gown worn by other Members of the
Senate—black velvet cap, and gold tassel.
A Member of the Senate—the habit of his degree, or a black silk gown (of the description
worn by civilians holding degrees from Oxford and Cambridge), with tippet of scarlet
cloth edged with white fur, and lined with blue silk,—black velvet trencher cap.
Doctor of Laws or Medicine—the gown worn by Graduates of the same rank in the University
of Oxford,—hood of scarlet cloth lined with blue silk,—black cloth trencher cap.
Master of Arts—thQ ordinary Master's gown of Oxford or Cambridge, of silk or bombazine,
with black silk hood lined with blue silk,—black cloth trencher cap.
Bachelor of Laws or Medicine—the black gown worn by civilians in Oxford or Cambridge holding
degrees, with hood of blue silk lined with white fur,—black cloth trencher cap.
An Officer not being a Graduate—a black silk gown of the description worn by civilians not
holding degrees,—blaek cloth trencher cap.
Bachelor of Arts—a plain black stuff gown, with hood similar to that worn by the B.A. at
Cambridge,—black cloth trencher cap.
Undergraduate—a plain black stuff gown,—black cloth trencher cap.
Scholar—the same gown, with a velvet bar on the sleeve,—black cloth trencher cap.
Members of the University shall, on all public occasions when convened for academic purposes,
appear in their academic costume.
ioa. The Undergraduates shall appear in academic costume when attending lectures, and on all
public occasions in the University ; and whenever they meet the Fellows, Professor,, or other supenor
officers of the University, shall respectfully salute them.
lOu. A journal shall be kept by the Registrar, in which he shall keep a daily record of the lectures
delivered by each Professor, the number of stndents present, and also the names of the students reported
by the Professor to be absent. This journal to be laid on the table at the monthly meetings of the
Senate.
N0N-M.&TjncuLArEn STuDExrs.

105. Any person desirous of attending University Lectures may do so without matriculation,
upon payment of such fees as the Senate may from time to time direct.
PUBLIC EXAMINATIONS.
100. Two Public Examinations shall be held every year; the one to be called the Junior Public
Examination, and the other to be called the Senior Public Examination, and shall be open to all candidates,
male or female, who may present themselves.
107. The Public Examinations shall be held at such times and at such places as the Senate may
from time to time appoint.

los.

27c

105. The subjects of the Junior Public Examinations shall be the Rnglish Language and Literature,
History, Geography, the Latin, Greek, French, and Germall Languages, Arithmetic, Algebra, Geometry,
and such other branches of learning as the Senate may from time to time determine.
The subjects of the Senior Public Exaniination shall be those mentioned in the foregoing
seetion,together with Trigonometry, Collie Sections, Natural Philosophy, Chemistry, Experimental Physics,
and Geology.
Every candidate who shall pass either of these examinations, or such portions of either of
them as may be required by the Rules or Orders of the Senate in force for the time being, shall receive a
Certificate to that effect, specifying the subjects in which lie shall have passed, and signed by the Beau of
the Faculty of Arts and by the Registrar.
No person shall be admitted to either of the Public Examinations until lie shall have paid
such fees as may be required by the Rules or Orders of the Senate in force for the time being.
The Professors and Assistant Professors not engaged in tuition, except publicly within the
University, together with such other persons as the Senate may from time to time appoint, shall form a
Board for conducting the Public Examinations; and of this Board the Bean of the Faculty of Arts, or,
in his absence, the Professor next in seniority, shall be Chairman.
At the conclusion of each examination, the Board shall transmit to the Senate a report of the
result, signed by the Chairmau and at least one other member.
Subject to these By-laws, the Public Examinations shall be conducted according to such Rules
or Orders as the Senate may from time to time establish.

Sydney: Thomas Richards, VoTernmeot i'riater.—iSiG.
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lJttøtntEb

to 1athamcnt, purøuant to act of

)htcorporation, 14 tIle.

JTho. 31.

(Passed by the Senate on the 3rd May, and confirmed by the Governor and ixecative council on 29th May, 1876.)

To prevent serious inconvenience to the present Undergraduate members of the University, and to those
who may be hereafter admitted ad eundem to the same status as those members, in the years 1876 and
1877, the examination for the Degree of B.A. shall be held as heretofore at the end of Michaelmas Term,
and the subjects of the Yearly Examination shall be those upon which Lectures shall have been given since
the preceding Yearly Examination, except that in the Mathematical School, the Second Yearly Examination
shall be in those subjects which are required for the ordinary Degree of BA.; and that Scholars of the
first and second years shall continue to hold their Scholarships until the next succeeding Scholarship Examination; and that third-year Scholars hereafter elected shall receive the fall year's emolument in all cases.
Any person at present an Undergraduate member of the University, or hereafter admitted as
iforesaid, who at the end of his first or second year, shall signify to the Registrar in writing that be bond fide
intends to leave the University, and that it is of importance to him to receive the Certificate under Clause
62, may claim to be and shall be examined in the subjects upon which Lectures shall have been given since
the last Yearly Examination at the end of Michaelmas Term, or at such convenient time afterwards as the
Examiners may appoint, and if be pass the Examinations shall receive his Certificate accordingly.

[3d,)
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(INFORMATION RELATIVE TO SUBJECTS TAUGHT IN.)

Ordered by the Leyi8lative Assembly to be printed, 17 March, 1876.

I.—Sunyxcis flTj&flT
1, The Greek and Latin Languages.
Ancient History.
Mathematics.
Natural Philosophy.
Theoretical Chemistry.

IN THE

I

11.—CouRsE

UNrygasiry OF Srnyxy.
6. Experimental Physics.
7. Practical Chemistry.
S. Geology,
9. Mineralogy.

or

STUDY.

let year.

Classics and Ancient History.
Mathematics.
Theoretical Chemistry, or Experimental Physics.
2nd year.

Classics and Ancient History.
Mathematics.
Natural Philosophy.
Theoretical Chemistry, or Experimental Physics.
Geology.
Mineralogy.
3rd year.

Classics and Ancient History.
Mathematics,
Practical Chemistry.
Geology.
Mineralogy.
or

LEcTURES 01VEN
1st year.
2nd year

Professor of Classics .................. .*j45
Mathematics .............145
Chemistry, &c.......... .145
Geology......................•
Mineralogy

.

*

Practical Chemistry

n

PRoFESSORS
3rd year,

145
145

145
145

30

36

tilo

{

20
33

Of one hour each.

i

Of to hours each.
Of three hours each.

Exclusiv, of lectures given by the Assistant Professor of Classics to students who require additional help
t Two years taken together.

Su3rnzy.
Classics................................................
Mathematics ..........................................
Chemistry and Experimental Physics............
Natural Science .................................... ...

435
435
145
187

Total 1,202 hours.
The Examinations occupy a fortnight of the year, during which time lectures are suspended.
[3d.]
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Iffirz%znttb to 1athamsnt, puruant to Act of ifutotporaticn, 18 IJictorfa,

THE SECRETARY TO TUE ThusrEEs, SYDNEY GBAIIMAIZ SdllooL, to THE Mwxsrxn or Jusrict
AND'
PUBLIC INSTRUCTION.

Sydney Grammar School,
5 June, 1876.

SIR,

I have the honor, by direction of the Trustees of the Sydney Grammar School, to transmit to
you, for the purpose of being laid before the Parliament, the following Report of their proceedings and the
progress of the School during the year 1875.
At a meeting of the Trustees, held on the 4th January, Professor Pell was unanimously re-elected
Chairman of the Board for the current year
At the February meeting the Trustees unanimously re-elected the Honorable George Allen ViceChairman of the Board. At this meeting a letter was received from the Head Master, announcing the
resignation of Mr. Bathhouse and Mr. Woltige, and informing the Trustees that he had, by their authority,
proceeded to Melbourne, and had secured the services of Mr. C. H. Francis, of Brasenose College,
Oxford, as successor to Mr. Woirige, also enclosing an application from Mr. Edwin Bean, B.A. of Trinity
College, Oxford, and recommending his appointment as successor to Mr. Backhouse. The Head Master
reported to the meeting that there were 375 pupils in attendance, and that if more were admitted,
additional accommodation would be required; also, informing the Trustees that the three scholarships
obtainable at the Matriculation Examination of the University have, for a second time, been won by the
pupils of the Grammar School.
At the adjourned June Meeting, the Head Master reported that the School accommodation is barely
sufficient for the number of pupils.
Authority was given to the Chairman and Head Master to appoint an additional Assistant Master,
at a salary at the rate of £200 per aun.um ; and it was decided that the office of Lecturer of Latin should
be abolishcd. It was also decided that the accounts should be audited half-yearly.
The propriety of increasing the School accommodation was considered, and it was arranged that the
number of pupils should be limited to 400.
At a Meeting of the Trustees held on the 9th August, a Report was read fro the Head Master,
dated 2nd August, stating that, in order to carry out their instructions that the number of pupils should
be limited to 400, he was compelled to reject about fifteen of the applicants for admission, and that he
had admitted those whose proficiency, relatively to their age, seemed most satisfactory. That he had acted
upon their resolution of the 14th June, authorizing the appointment of an additional Master, and had provisionally appointed Mr. Alfred de Lisle Hammond, scholar of Christ's College, Cambridge. The Trustees
approved of Mr. Alfred de Lisle Hammond's appointment.
At the November Meeting, a request from Mr. Edwin Bean that he might be recognized as Second
Classical Master was acceded to.
TheTrustees have much pleasure in reporting that they are quite satisfied with the state of
discipline and efficiency of the School.
The number of pupils in attendance during the year averaged 392f, being an increase of 76+ over
the previous year, and the maximum yearly average since the foundation of the Institution.
The account of the whole income and expenditure of the School during the year will be found in
the annexed Appelidix.
I have, &c.,
W. H. CATLETT,
Secretary.'
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APPENDIX.
BEanie of the Sydney Grammar School for the Year 1875.

Remarks.

Total.

Salaries. AUowaneee.

tames.

office.

£ a & £ e. di £ e.0 06 1,384£ a6 0
I
Welgali ..............500 0 0 50 0 684
head Master ................................Albert Byothessa
492 0 0 942 0 0
..400 0 0
Mathematical Master ... .................Edward l'ratt... ........................
300 0 0 600 0 0
..........................300 0 0 . ....
ClassleslMaster ......... ................JedwinWhitfsld
211 18 4
13 4
Bean ................................241
Second Classical Master. ..............iidwin
300 0 0
Hawkins ...........300 0 0 . .....
Assistant Master ......................... Henry Spendlove
25 0 0
.
.....
23
0
0
Backheuse..............
Paxton
Alfred
Do. do..........................
300
00
Lawrence Stephenson ....................300 0 0 .......
.
Do. do. ........................
260
00
100
0
0
2600
htdward Henry flenflio .................
.
Do. do. ........................
200
0
H3'. Chas. Lennox Anders..............200 0 0 ..............166 0 0
Do. do. ......... ...... ......... .Charles
Henry Francis .................151 0 0 ...............
Do. do. ......................... John Ferry..
r........... 141 13 4
...... ............... .....141 136 84 ................
Do. do. ......................... Alfred de Lisle.......
83 0 6
83
Do. do. ......................... Rev. William Hammond
60 10 8
2
10
0
55
6
3
Ilillyar
....................
Lecturcr, in Latin ......................... Charles John Fache... .................. ..200 0 0 50 0 0
00
210
English Master ................ .... ....... .A. P. Woiriga .............................12 10 0 ....
12 10 0
Assistant do.. ..... ......................
0 0
200
0 0 ....
Carl Johan Nelson .......................200
Writing Master ..................... .........lean
60 13 4
CrayOn .......................66 18 4 ....
French Master ...... ..................... JosephPierre
100 0 0
Fowles .............................100 0 0 ....
Drawing Master .........................
150 0 0
Janitor and Drill Sergeant ...........Sebastian lodge ..........................100 0 (5 50 0 0
Secretary and Accountant to William henry Catleit .................83 6 S 62 0 4
135 7 0
Trustees..................................
£ 3,11710 0 21410 4 1.6760015.608 0 4

Residence allowed.
Resigned.

Office abolished.

Residence allowed.

W. U. CATLETT,

Audited,—JAnEs C. TAnoB,
Accountant,
29 January, 1876.

Secretary,
4 January, 1876.

RETURN of the Receipts and Disbursements of the Sydney Grammar School for the Year 18705

.

-------------------

Amount.

Receipts.

Disbursements.

Amount.

Led.
Lad.1
Lad.
3,717 10 0
Salaries...............................................1,676
To Balance from 1874............................................144 2 11 By
..
,, Capitation Poes paid to 3astars .. ....... 214 100 04
0 0
Endowment ............... ..................... 1,600
,, Allowances .........................................
0 0
School Foss from Pupil' ...................... 5,202
5,608 0 4
0
Interest from fixed Deposits ................ 36 17
10 11
................... ..... ... ................117
17 6 ,, Stslionery
_______ - 6,738
0
Printing ............................................Il46 149 0
850 0 0
Deposit Accounts .............................. I
Advertisement' . ..................... .............
179 18,11
3710 0
Pri,es ..................................................1210
0
KnosPrises .........................................
60 0 0
268 8 8
Repairs andimprovementsto Buildings 268 8 3
Petty expenses................. . ....................709 07 05
Insurance ...........................................
7976
DepoeltA0000nt .................................................850 150 06
......................697
Balance in Bank .... ..... ..................
S 7,730 0 5
7,733 0 5
Audited,—JAMES Cl. Isnon,
Accountant,
29 January, 1876.

W. H. cnL:ETT,
Secretary,
4 January, 1870.

BErurne of the Sydney Grammar School for the Year 1875.
Number of Masters:—

Thirteen engaged for their whole time;
Three engaged for particular lessons.
Firstquarter ...................................................................................................... 375
Secondquarter ................................................................................................... 397
Thirdquarter...................................................................................................... 403
Fourthquarter ................................................................................................... 396
Average of the year ............................................................................................. 392f
W. U. CATLEIT,
Secretary,
4 January, 1870.

Sydney: Thomas Richards, Qoy.rnmsn( Printcr.-1876.
[3d.]
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Ordered by the Leqislative AseernUg to beprined, 17 March, 1876.

Tiiu subjects taught are—
In the 1 Vth Form—English Language, English History, Geography, French and Latin Grammar,
Composition and Translation, Greek Grammar and Comnosition, Mensuration, Physics, Arithmetic,
Algebra, Euclid.
In the Yth Form—English Language, English History, Geography (Political and Physical).
French, Latin, and Greek Grammar, Composition and Translation, Mensuration, Physics, Arithmetic,
Algebra, Euclid.
In the VIth Form—English Language, History, Comparative Geography, French, Latin, and
Greek Composition and Translation, Arithmetic, Algebra., Euclid, TrigOnometry, Conic Sections,
Mechanics.
The Text-books used are—
in the lYth Forni—Latham's English Grammar, Milton's "Comus," Berkley's History of England,
Hughes' Classbook of Modern Geography, Robertson's French Grammar, Charlcs Xli ..Dr. Smith's
Smaller Latin Grammar, Thue's Latin Syntax, Cmsar, Dr. Smith's Smaller French Grammar, Todhnnter's
Mensuration, Balfour Stewart's Physics, Colenso's Arithmetic, Colenso or Todhunter's Algebra, Euclid.
In the Vth Form—Latham's English Grammar, Seeley and Abbott's English Lessons for English
People, Shakspeare, Beckley's History of Euglknd, Hughes' Classboolc of Modern Geography, Hughes'
Physical Geography, Robertson's French Grammar, Charles XII, Easy Latin 'Authors, Dr. Smith's
Student's Latin Grammar, Dine's Latin Syntax, Curtin's Student's Greek Grammar, Arnold's Greek
Prose Composition, Xenophon, Todhunter's Mensuration, Colenso's Arithmetic, Colenso or Todhunter's
Algebra, Euclid.
In the VIth Form—Seeley and Abbott's English Lessons for English People, Sliakspeare, C. Ritter's
Comparative Geography, Rocrtson's French Grammar.
Latin authors (have been reading during the quarter Virgil, Horace). Dr. Smith's Student's
Latin Grammar, Dr, Abbott's Latin Prose, Through English Idiom, Curtin's Student's Greek Grammar.
Greek authors (have been reading during quarter Homer, Odyssey, Aschylus, Agamemnon).
Colonso's Arithmetic, Colenso or Todhnuter's Algebra., Euclid, Todhunter's Trigonometry and Conic
Sections.

[31.]
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(REPORT FROM TRUSTEES, FOR 1875.)

4rr%nttcb to jDartIantcnt bp QThmmanb.

Tnn TRUSTEES OP TIlE FREE PUBLIC Lunar, SYDNEY, to THE MINISTER OP JUSTICE AND
PUBLIC INSTRUCTION.
SIR,

Sydney, 11 February, 1873.

I have the honor to transmit to you the Fifth Annual Report of the Trustees of the Free
Public Library for the year 1875.
Since the institution was first opened to the public, ou the 30th of September, 1861:, the work, of
checking the number of the books and ascertaining their condition has from time to time been performed
by the officers under great disadvantages ; for they were expected to carry out this important duty while
the Library was still open to the puklic, so that their daily duties were not suspended, and every addition
to the number of the books made their work more laborious. When therefore it was found at the
beginning of this year that the bound volumes had increased to 26,380, and that the total number of
books, including 1,412 pamphlets, amounted to 27,822, the Trustees thought fit to close the institution for
the 2nd and 3rd of January, so that the condition of every book might be inspected and the actual
contents of the Library be compared with the entries in the records.
The result of the enumeration and individual checking of the volumes has exceeded the most
sanguine expectations of the Trustees the only bound volumes missing being the tenth volume of Wilson's
"Tales of the Borders," value is., taken from the Library on the 1.5th May and the third volume of
Dickens's Oliver Twist," value 3d., taken from the Library in December. The portrait of Mr. Parkcs,
M.L.A., was alsà torn out of his Poems, in the month of January. During the year a few other volumes
have been taken away, but they have been invariably returned soon after. Some have been tacitly
replaced after a reward had been offered for the detection of the offending parties; others have been
brought back by persons who had found them in public places, and who had no motive for restoring them
except the sense of public duty. A few leaves are missing from pans of the unbound periodicals, but
this is rather to be ascribed to accident than to mischief or dishonesty. It would be impossible to
cheek losses of this kind except by specially appointing two persons to issue and receive periodicals ; but
the Trustees tbink that it would be bad economy to recommend such a measure for the prevention of a
loss which is in itself trifling and cau be replaced at little cost. While the Trustees regard the results
thus obtained as highly creditable to the Colony, they likewise consider them as in a great measure due
to the system of record and check adopted by the Librarian, and to the great judgment and zeal which
that officer has bestowed upon the institution ever since its commencement. The vigilance of the staff
has also been the means of controlling and preventing an abuse which, if not early checked, would 50011
increase to a serious evil: whenever they have seen a tendency to use books roughly or carelessly, they
have pointed out the impropriety of such a course, and in most cases (as will readi]y bebelieved by those
who are acquainted with the public of Sydney) a single remonstrance has sufficed.
Although two days were sufficient at the beginning of this year for the inspection and counting
of the contents of the Library, the Trustees fear that in 1877 the performance of this work will make it
necessary for them to close the institution to the public for a still longer time.
By a reference to Appendix A. it will be seen that the institution was open to the public on 303
days, and that the total average number of volumes used in that period was 152,105, giving a daily average
of 502 volumes, or an increase of 47 volumes for each day upon the reading of last year. The number of
signatures (63,990) attached to the visitors' sheet also shows an increase on last year, and gives an average
of 221 daily. The Library has been increased during the year by 1,271 volumes, including 151 volumes of
donations; and there is now a large shipment of books on the way out, already purchased with the amount
sanctioned by the Parliament for 1875.
270—
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The value of the Library having largely increased through the additions which have from time to
time been made to it, the Trustees thought it desirable to bring under your notice the necessity for
effecting an insurance ; and, acting upon your authority for payment of the money, they have effected,
from the 2nd April last, an insurance 021 the books against fire in the undermentioned Off ces, viz.
... £2,500
Sydney Insurance Company
...
...
...
..
...
2,500
United Insurance Company
..
...
...
...
...
...
...
2,500
Victoria Insurance Company ...
...
...
...
...
Standard Fire and Marine Insurance Company of New Zealand ...
2,500
it will be advisable to increase this amount again next year, the value of the books being flow
estimated at £18,000.
In July last a deputation was appointed by the Board to bring under your notice a suggestion to
establish a Lending Branch in connection with the institution. The same deputation took occasion to
remind you of the unsuitableness of the present building, both as regards its position and accommodation; and their further experience warrants them in again inviting your attention to the necessity
for it new building being commenced with as little delay as possible. The present Library is inconveniently
situated, badly ventilated, and much too small for the number of students attending it.
An amount having been set down in the Estimates for 1876, now before the Parliament, for the
establishment of a Lending Branch,—the Trustees on further consideration of the matter found that
at a trifling cost the apartments under the Library, at the north end of the building, could be converted
into a commodious and suitable room fbr this purpose; and, with a view to economy, they withdrew their
recommendation to rent a house in another part of the city. By this change not only will a considerable
saving in the expenditure of money be effected, but the initiation of the system will be more immediately
under the control of the Trustees, and under the direct supervision of the Librarian. In addition to
these advantages a large -amount of shelf-room, now much needed for the storage of new books, will be
provided.
The alterations have already been commenced, under the direction of the Colonial Architect, and
the work will probably be completed and the room ready for use by the end of May.
The Trustees have prepared such regulations and forms as they believe to be necessary and suitable
for properly conducting the Lending Branch. These will be submitted for your approval at an early
date.
As the Trustees cannot recommend that any of the books be taken for issue from the Reference
Library, except a few duplicates, and the English Specifications of Patents, it is proposed to purchase
about 2,000 volumes to commence with; and the Trustees have prepared a list of useful and suitable books,
for transmission to their agents in London so soon as the proposed Lending Library shall have received
the sanction of the Parliament; but as it will be necessary to prepare and print catalogues, and to make
other arrangements for the proper issuing of the books, it will probably be late in the year before the
Branch can be opened to the public.
The Specifications of Patents presented by the Patent Commissioners of Great Britain have not
yet been placed in the Library beyond the year 1861, because the Trustees have no funds at their disposal
for the work of casing the volumes and arranging them according to dates but as there is it sum of money
on the Supplementary Estimates now before the Parliament, steps will be taken by the Government
Printer to proceed with the work so soon as the money sball be granted, and it is then proposed to
remove the Patents to the Lending Department, for issue to the public.
A Catalogue of the Reference Librarycontaining all the books received up to the 31st December,
1871, was printed and issued in the year 1872. The number of volumes at that date was about 20,000;
but no supplement has been issued since then ; and the Trustees have directed a supplementary catalogue
to be prepared of books received from 1st January, 1872, to 31st December, 1875, which will contani
nearly 8,000 additional volumes. These will be entered under the authors ; and an inventory of the whole
Library, arranged under subjects and titles, with a general index, will be printed at the same time. The
manuscripts are now in the hands of the Government Printer, and as soon as lie can complete the work it
will be issued to the public.
I have, &c.,
CT{flLES BADHAM,
Chairman.
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RETURN of the number of Volumes in the Library on the 31st December, 1875,-showing additions
during the year, with average number of Books of each Division used by Readers, and replaced on
the shelves by the Attendants.

1essea

Number of Number o' Average
ilooks
Book,
number at
on Slat
00 31st I
flks used
December. December, during
1815
1814.
ISle.

Synopi, of ArrangemenL

Daily I Number Number of
average of days Signatures
of Books on to the obtMned
used
PuNk during the
Year.

-

1 to 4

Natural Philosophy, Science
and the Ails ............... .......

2,056

S to 7

h istory, Chronology, Antiqimities, and Mythology ............

2209

S to 10

Biography and Oorrcspondcncej, 1,662

11 to 17

Geography, Topography, Voy.
I ages and Travels, and Atlases.I

2,100

I

2,225

i

K

14,817 I

2,300

9,090

1,713

4,848

*31198

12,726
38,784

18

Periodical and Serial Literature

*5,135
4,222 1

19 to 23

Jurisprudence ......................

i,ns

•i,00

4,242

1.269

I Poetry and Drama ................

1,293

6,606

656

*657

3,939

27 to 29

02,440

9,393

Works of Reference and Phi-i
lology .............................I

2,010

•1,529

18,786

36 and 37 Prose Fiction ...................... 1,353

1,364

25,149

Great Britian
3,161
3,161
America .............*66
N. S. Wales
*5

3,636

.

Patents

502

303

1
tZ

Misceflanoous Literature and
Collected Works, ineIuding
Greek, Latin, and Foreign
Literature .... ....................2,634

30 to 33

-

I

24 and 25 Theology, Moral and Mentsll
Philosophy, and Education ,J
26

A

I
0

I

cil
cc

Duplicates ...........................540
Unbound Books ......................380
25,175

26,380

Pamphlets ..........................1,376

1,442

26,551

27,822

J
152,106

152,106

* Some transferred.

APPENDIX B.
AnaANanrEST of the Books in the Free Public Library, Sydney.
THE presses of the Library are numbered in oonseeutive order-the divisions to which the books belong
being specified on the top thereof. The shelves of the presses are lettered with the alphabet, and the
books upon the shelf of every press are numbered from I upwards, Every book bears a small label with
the number of the press, letter of the shelf, and its number on the shelf.
Au inventory is provided for each division, arranged according to subjects, with authors added-cross
references being glean to books cont:aining information apportaining to the same division but necessarily
placed in a different compartment. Tue books so referred to are shown in the volume column by a
eypher.
Guide to find a Poo/e.
If a reader wants "The Early Years of H.R.H. the Prince Consort," (by Lieut.-Gen. C. Grey), he
will find the work under " Biography," in press 8, shelf A, book 12. In the general Catalogue of Authors,
under ALBERT, find also under cnn.

APPENDIX C.
List or Ors'xonns
Trustees

The Rev. Charles Badliam, PD., Professor of Classics and Logic in the University of Sydney (G/zeis'nsa;s).
The Rev. W. B. Clarke, M.A.
Sir William Macarthur, Rat-.
The Ronorablo W. B. DaIley, M.L.C.
William Macleay, Esq.
W. A. Duncan, Esq.
The honorable Robert Owen, M.L.C.
The Rev. T. D. Lang, D.D.
W. J. Stephens, Esq., M.A.
John Stewart, Esq.
Librarian :-Rnbert Cooper Walker.
Ass istaat Librarians :- D, R. hawley; Edward O'Brien.
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APPENDIX P.
LIST of Donations
From the Trustees of the Boston Public Library.
Auditors' Accounts, City of Boston.
20 vols , Svo.
Answer to John A. Lowell, Svo.
Inaugural Addresses. 8vo.
- Report on the Census, 1845, Sro.
Board of Trade Reports. 14 vols., Svo.
Bunker Hill Monument. Svo.
Copley's l'ieturb of King Charles I. 8vo.
Coehituate Water Board Reports. Svo,
Reports on Inland Fisheries. Svo.
Discussions on the Constitution. Svo.
Abstract of the Census, 1860-4865. 2
vols., Svo.
Boston Public Library; Catalogues, &e.,
&e, 65 parts, Svo.
From W. H. F. Brown, Esq. Census of New
Zealand, 1874.
From Joha J. Calvert, Esq. Journal of the Legislative Council. Vol 24, 1874, fol.
From B. S. Cannon, Esq. The History of England, in a tabular form.
From the Cobden Club. Eastiat's Essays on
Political Economy. tZnio.
Report of Proceedings at the Dinner of
the C.C. 121no.
Cobden Clnb Essays. Svo.
From the Honorable Geoffrey Eagar. The Australian Almanac, 1565 to 1869, and 1871 to 1873.
l2mo.
-- Industry and Commerce relieved. By
P. A. BolL Svo. Pamphlet.
--Sydney tmversity Calendar for 1557.
8vo.
--The Literary News, 183748. 4to.
The Politician, 1851. Svo.
-- Financial Stafoment. Speech of the
lion. G. Eagar. Svo. Pamphlet,
From B. T. Ford, Rag. history of Marine Arehitecture. 3 vols., 4to.
'
From A. Heathmerington, Esq. The Mining Indus.
tries of Nova-Scotia. Svo. Pamphlet.
From J. R. lTouldin, Esq. Australian Tales, by
"Old Boomerang.' Sm.
-- Australian Capers, by ,, Old Boomerang."
Svo.
-- Rural and City Life, by "Old Boomerang." Svo.
From Stephen IV, Jones, Esq. Votes and Proceedings of the Legislative Assembly, 1873-14.
From J. de Bosch Romper, Esq. Staatkundig en
Stnatliuishoudkundig Jaarboekje, 1873-74. 2
vols. Sco.
Prom Robert Kay, Esq. Annual Report of the
South Australian Institute, 1874-75.
From the Liverpool Free Public Library. Annual
Report for the year 1874.
From F. P. Labillibre, Esq. The Permanent Unity
of the Empire. Svo. Pamphlet.
From the Rev. J. D. Lang, D.D. Brief Notes of
the New Steam Postal Route. Svo. Pamphlet..
Historical and Statistical Account of
New South Wales. 2 mIs., Svo.
The Fatal Mistake. Svo. Pamphlet.
From the Honorable Joha Lucas. - Mines and
Mineral Statistics of Now South Wales. Svo.
From the Melbourne Public Library. Reports of
the Trustees, 1870 to 1815.
Catalogue of Donations. Roy. Svo.
From the Manchester Geological Society. Transactions. Vol. 13, parts 6 to 10.
From Mr. Joseph Yoble. The Peerage of Scotland. Fol.
From Edward Nat-han, Erg. Address to the Unaversity Debating Society, by Dr. RadIum.
From the New Zealand Government. The Official
Handbook of New Zealand. Svo.
From the New Zealand Institute. Transactions
and Proceedings. Vol. 1, Svo.
From R. S. Newall, Esq. Photograph of his large
Telescope.
From Prince Alfred Hospital Board. Deseriptaon
of the proposed Building.
From C. Poppenhagen, Esq. Northern Agricultural Association Pamphlet.
From the Plailadelpina and Melbourne Exhibition
Commission. Six views of the Buildings for the
International Exhibition.

luring the year 1815.
From the Philadelphia and Melbourne Exhibition
Commission. Newspapers published in New
South Wales 1 vol., fol.
From Coleman Plullips,Esq. British Colonization
and British Commerce. Svo. Pamphlet.
From the Queensland Government. The Acts of
- Parliament of Queensland, Session 1, 187445.
Report from the Joint Parliamentary
Library Committee, 1875.
From B. Quaritch, Esq. General Catalogue of
Books, 1674.
From the Honorable Jolna Robertson. Photographs of Aboriginal Natives. 12 plates.
Canadian Parliamentary Companion for
1875. I2mno.
From the Royal Society, New South Wales. Trans.
actions for the years 1872 to 1874. 3 vols., Svo.
From Joha Rae, .Esq., A.M. Gleanings from any
Scrap-book. 3 vols., Svo.
From G. H. Reid, Esq. Five Free Trade Essays.
Roy. Svo.
From C. Rollcston, Esq. Report of the Tnastees
of the Public Library, Melbourne.
From Thomas Rielsnrds,Esq. Australian Orchids,
by B. D. Fitzgerald. Part 1, fol.
The Statute Index, New South Wales,
by Alex. Oliver, Esq. fol.
Forged a Life Drama, by A. Murray.
Svo. Pamphlet,
South Wales Letters of Registration
of Inventions. 4 vols., fol.
From Edward Reeve, Esq, The Southern Euphrosync. 4to.
Grammar of the Pure and Mixed East
Indian Dialects.
From George Ranken, Esq. The Squatting System
of Australia, by Capricornus."
From H. C- Russell, Esq. Directions for eolleting
and preserving Insects, by A. S Packard. Svo.
Pamphlet.
Tillreg til Aarboger for Nordisk Oldkyadighed. Sm. Pamphlet.
-- Mdmoires de Ia Societe Royale des Antiquaires du Nord. Svo. Pamphlet.
Physique Sociale, par Ad. Quetelet.
Rev., Svo.
Anthropomnetrie, par Ad. Quetelet. 8vo.
Kei,n's Illnstrated Guide to the Museum
of Models. 12mo.
--Journal of the Transactions of the
Victorian Institute.
From Charles Robinson, Esq. New South Wales,
the oldest and richest of the Australian
Colonies. 8vo. Pamphlet.
From the Sydney Mechanics' School of Arts.
Report for 1874.
From Dr.' K. Schomburgk. Report on the Progress, &c., of Government Plantations.
From the South Australian Government. Proceedings of Parliament, and Papers for 1874. 3
vols., fol.
From Mercantile Library Association, San Francisco. Annual Report, 1874.
From Sir Alfred Stephen, CE., X.C.M.G. The
County Families of the U,iited Kingdom.
From John Stewart, Esq. Four mmumnbers of the
Sydney Gazette, 1807-S.
From Thmnns Twining, Esq. Technical Trairumig.
Svo.
From Sir R. Deas-Tlmomson, C-B., K.C.M.G.
Chancellor's Address to the Sydney Unirersity.
From the Tas,nanian Government. Journal of the
Legislative Conucil. Vol. 20.
-- The Acts of Parliament of Tnsnmam,ia.
Vol. 5, pnrt G.
From the 'J'ransraal Society. A Guide for Agriculturists and Capitalists. Svo. Pamphlet.
From the Victorian Government. Votes and Pm.
ecedings of the Legislative Assembly. 3 vols.,
Sro.
From the Rev- James Walker. Curioi,s Results,
by the Rev. J. Legge. Svo. Pamphlet.
From the Rev. J. F. Tenison Woods, F.CS., &c.
On the Gen,ms " Fenostella." 8vo. Pamphlet.
On the Fresh-water Shells of Tasmania.
Svo. Pamphlet.
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APPENDIX E.
List of Books added to the Library, due ing the year 1875.
The beaks marked 5 are lonatians.
Anderson's America.
'Charnock's Marine Architecture.
All the Year Round. Vols. 10, 11.
Chatterton: a Story of the Year 1770.
Athenreum, The, 1873, 1874.
Old Itosnaneero del.
Albert. La Littdrature Française.
Chalmers Life of.
Adams's Memoirs.
Carter's University of Cambridge.
Alberl; Prince
Life of, by Martin.
Curwen's Sorrow and Song.
*Ameriea Slate of the Finances.
Currency Lad, for 1832-33.
Anithe, 1'; Seieeitiflqne et Industrirlle, 1873.
Chronicles and Memorials of Great Britaro. 136vols.
Anntc, l' Odographique, 1873.
Critic, The. Vol. 1.
Anliqsiitntes Celt-o--Normanniem.
Dawkin's Cave-hunting.
Aekermann's History of the University of Oxford. Dublin University Magazine. Vole. 82, 83.
Annales des Mines. 4-5 vole.
Dublin Review. Vols. 21, 22, ITS,
Arndt. and Earner. Biogrophien.
Drmnmond's Works,
Asehnm's Selsoolnaastep.
Diefeubach's Gloesarium Latino-Germanieum.
Annual Register, 1873, 1874.
'Duncass's Account of Dc Quir's Memorial,
Art Journal. Vol. 12.
Delepierre. Supereheries Littdraircs.
Armstrong's Organic Chemistry.
Douglas's Telegraph Construction.
American Association. Proceedings, 1873.
Davis' Anatolica.
Anl.hropology. Notes nod Qoeries on.
Day's 0-ovinda Smimanta.
'Australasian. 1861, 65, and 1870 to 1875.
Dublin University Calendar, 1875.
'Atlas, The. 1831-32.
Dow-den's Sliakspero.
Annual Rceor,l of Science and Industry for 1871- Dan sees's Railways in India.
1874.
Dc Riceis Fiji.
Almanach do Gotha, 1875.
Downing's Practical Construction.
Allies' Formation of Christendom.
Drnmsnon,l's Large Game.
Australian Churchman, 1867-76
Darwin's i,isectivorous Plants.
Architect, 1874.
Dawson's Dawn of Life.
Annals and Magazine of Natural History. Vols. Elze's Essays on Shakespeare.
13 and 14.
Edinburgh Review. Vols. 138, 139.
American Journal of Science. Vole. 7 and 8.
Erlaeh's Volkslieder.
Axo,r's Mechanic's Friend.
English Catalogue of Books, for 1872-73.
Alexander the First Life of.
Erasmus's Select Colloquies.
Evenine News. Vol. unIv to December. 1874
Baker's Ismalia.
Empire The. Vol.
1875.
Butlers Lectures.
'Evening Post, February to December, 1674.
Bathgatc's Colonial Experiences.
Engineer, The, 1874.
Blaekwood's Edinburgh Magazine, Vole. 114,115. Fiske's Cosnaio Philosophy.
British Quarterly Review. Vols. 58, 59.
Forbes's Transit of Venus.
Builder. Vol. 31.
Fortnighfly Review. Vols. 14 & 15.
Berkeley's Aleiphron.
Frazer's Magazine. Vols. 1, 5, 7, & 8, 9, N .S.
Bares. Littdratnre Centemporainc.
Fosbroke's Foreign Topography.
Bend's Handbook.
Figuier. L'Anneé Seientiflque.
Blount's Fragments Antiquitatis.
Figuier's Day after Death.
Bryciges' Peers of Englaad.
Frey's Histology.
Barante. Dues dc Bourgogae.
Faraday's History of a Candle.
Beeehor's Conflict of Ages.
Frothisigharn's Rise of the Republic.
Bibliotheca Ileberiana.
Freeman's Old English History.
'Bigges' Report on Agriculture.
Folengo. Opus Merlini Cocaii.
'Brooks' Answer to Pamphlet.
Fraser and Dewar's Origin of Creation.
'Boston Public Library Catalogue.
'Foreign Office List, 1875.
Bird's Hawaiian Arclupela o.
'Fenton's Aboriginal Inhabitants.
Browning's Aristophanes' pology.
Field's Grammar of Colouring.
Brush's Mineralogy.
Jurton's Syria.
Butlers Akim.Foe.
Fowler's Medical Voesibulary.
Brown's Hydrology.
Freeman's Jdurnal, 1872-75.
Buckland's Logbook.
Fegg's Arabistan.
'Boston Public Library- Catalogues and Bulletin.
Forbes's Two Years in Fiji.
Baths's Memorial.
Green's English People.
Buckton's Health in the House.
Gladstone's Vatican Decrees.
Burton's Ultima Thulo.
Gentleman's Magazine. Vols. 11, 12, N.S.
Bieknell's Village Builder.
Graphic, Tire. Vols. 8, 9.
Barkhardt's Arabia.
Gould's Introduction to Birds of Australia.
Brittori and Brayley's Berks and Buekingham.
Galton's Englishmen of Science.
Bohn's Pottery.
Grahaa,n's Lectures.
British Association Reports for 1870 to 1874.
Grose's Antiquities of Scotland.
Brand's Forest Flora.
Geseiiius's Hebrew and English Lexicon.
Bastian's Evolution.
Good Words. Vol. for 1873.
Black's Michael Angelo.
O-oodeve's Mechanics.
Byzantinae Historise. 48 vole.
Griflit,hs's Bibliotheca Anglo'Poeticn.
Baneroft's Native Races.
Goselmteht e der Wissensehaften.
Blackburne's Life.
Grimm's Essays.
Baxhey's Spain.
Geikie's Great Ice Age.
Bastiat's Essays.
CGoul burn Herald and Obroniele, 1860.
'Decker's Men of Victoria.
Gironer, The, 1827.
Comte's Positive Polity.
Gardiner's History of England.
Cunningham's Life.
0-othaisehes Taselienbuels, 1875.
Cannon's Tabular History of England.
'Geogl,cgan's Silk in India.
'Cobden Club Essays.
'Colonial Office List, 1875.
Gordon's Last Letters from Egypt.
*Canad inn Pnrliarnentai'y Companion, 1875.
Guhl and Koner's Greeks and Romans.
Cambridge University Calendar, 1575.
Ceologisehen Reiehsanstalt, 1874.
Cnrlyle's Kings of Norway.
Gladstone', Rome, &c.
Camden Society's Publication,, 113-114.
Galeries Historiques.
Cortius' Greek Etymology?
Graham's Stair Annals,
Cabinet of Portraits.
/
Hiihner's Ramble round the World.
Chenu, Encyelopódic. 14 vole.
Jiittell', Resources of California.
Cornhi,l Magazine. Vols. 28, 29.
Iroulding's Australian Capers.
Centomporory Review. Vols. 22, 23.
Rural and City Life.
Chambers's Journal. Vol. for 1873.
Australian Tales.
Cunningham's Survey of India.
Hansard's Parliamentary Debates. Vole. 216 to 223.
Cennini's Treatise on Painting.
Hakluyt Society Publications, 1873-74.
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E-continued.

LIST of Books added to the Library, &o.-coa(insced.
Hall's San and Earth.
llartwig's Aerial \Yorld.
Hamilton's Campi Phiegrisi.
Boylyn's Help to English Histôry.
Home's Biblical Bibliography.
Humboldt's Cosmos,
bare's Tour in Ireland.
Reams's Thomis Sprotti Chronica.
llogg's Jacobite Relies.
ilellwald's Culturgesebichte.
Bunt's Essays,
Holland's Fragmentary Papers.
Hogg's Life of Allan Cunningham.
Harrison's Order and Progress.
Bill's Australia.
Ruth'sMarriage of Nenr Kin.
•
Harvey's Cositas Espaflolas.
llelmholtz's Sensations of Tone.
Hunt's Merchant's Magazine.
Hart on the Violin.
Illustrated London News. Vols. 63, 64.
Iron. Vole. 2, 3.
Indims Army List, 1874-75.
Jngleby's Shakespeare's Centurie of Prayse.
lllustrated Sydney News, 1853-63 & 1873-74.
Indian Antiquary. Voh. 2, 3.
India. Past Days in India,
Irvinç Annals of Our Time.
Joger s German Composers.
Johustone's Antiq uitates Celto.Normanniere.
Jeffrey of Monmouth's British History.
Jackson's Philosophy.
Jcaft'reson's Book about the Table.
Joiuville, Ilistoire do Saint Louis.
Jerrold's Life of Napoleon III.
Jagor's Phillipines.
James's Transatlantic Sketches.
Jackson's Hydraulic Manual. .
Jevon's Money and Exchange.
Kings Cluster of Lives.
Kudriaffsky's Japan.
Homer, Fine Biographic.
King's Collrge Calendar. Vol. 1874-75.
Kinglake's Crimea, Vol. 5.
Xinahan's Valleys.
'Jientish Gazette, 1798.
Lewis's Lifeboat.
Lowell's Firc'side Travels,
-Poetical Works.
Among my Books.
My Study Windows.
Lockyer's Astronomy.
Lindsay's Coinage of Scotland.
Lamarek, Animaux sans Vertèbres.
Lobseheids English and Chinese Dictionary,
Clunese and English Dictionary.
Lyson's Beliqniss Britannica
-- Roman Antiquities.
Livingstone's Last 3 ournals.
Lardner's Animal Physics.
Laeki ngton's Confessions.
Labillardière. Norio Hollandima Plantarwn.
Ledwich's Ireland.
Lenoir's Musée des Monnunens Franl?ais.
Linde's Gesehiehle des Schachspiels.
'Lindt's Aboriginal Natives.
Lcsssng's Laocoon.
Lubbock's British Wild Flowers.
Lewes' Life and Mind.
Lorinser's John Knox.
Legge's Life and Works of Mensius.
Lineole,'s Inaugural Address,
Lawson's New Guinea,
Low's British Catalogue of Books,
Lnng's New South Wales.
Letters from China and Japan.
Litcrarisches Ccntralblntt. Vol. 1574.
Lewes' Actors and Acting.
'Literary News, 1837-38.
Lloyd's Age of Pericles.
Mill's Essays on Religion.
Dissert-ntions and Discussions.
Mnlliall's River Plate Republics.
Marriott's Political Economy.
Morley on Compromises.
Mirza Clsdfv's Naehlasse.
Macmillan's Magazine. Vol. 28.
Mainibourg, Croisades.
3iaetzner's English Grammar.
Maliaffv's Social Life in Greece.
Masson's Chattorton.
.
Martin's Prince Consort.

Maelcod's Lackington's Confessions.
Merian's Todten Tantz.
3ledieorom Grascorum. 28 volt
Mielmel Angelo's Life and Labours.
Mayer's Art of Pottery.
Motlierwell's Ninstrelsy.
Maine's Lectures.
Morning Herald, 1819.
MoIPs Map of the World.
Macerie's Scottish Church.
Mdlii' St.. Helena.
Maclagan's Bill Forts.
Menecis' Life and Works,
'Melbouine Public Library ; Catalogue of Donations.
*Massaehusetts Abstract of the Census.
*
Discussions on the Constitution.
Macready's Reminiscences.
Michelet's Summary of Modern History.
5Morgan's Parliamentary Companion.
Nalleson's Native States of India.
Nolière's Dramatic Works.
Merivale's ilist-ory of Rome.
Maclise's Norman Conquest.
Melbonree Directory for 1875.
Macdonald, Flora; Life of.
Morant's Game Preservers.
*Mines and Mineral Statistics,
3l'ayhew's London Labour.
*New. South Wales. Votes and Proceedings, 18731874.
Photographs of Aboriginal
Natives.
Journal of Legislative Council,
.
1874,
Reports of Cases; Supreme
.
Court, 1575.
Meteorological Observations,
1870-73.
Specimens of Newspapers.
Letters of Registration.
Newman's Historical Sketches.
Notes and Queries. 1873, 1874.
North American Review, yols. 117, 118.
Nicholson's Autobiography.
Nasmyth's The Moon.
Notes and Queries on Anthropology.
Nordhoff'a Communistic Societies.
*New Zealand. 011icial Handbook.
--- Transactions N. Z. Institute.
---- Census of 1874.
OrdinaneesoftheLegislativeCouneil.
Statistics.
Appendix to Journals,
Directory for 1875-76.
Netlierlands, Staatknndig. 1873-74.
Noble's National Finance.
Nature, Vole. 9, 10.
Nadal's London Social Life.
Notes on Building Construction.
New Quarterly Magazine. Vol. 1.
Napier's Man out of Dyeing.
New Reformation. By 'iTljeodorns.
'Orientalists Report of Congress.
Oxford University Calendar, 1874.
Otte's Scandinavian History.
'Prince Alfred Hospital, Sydney ; description of.
Punch. Vols. 65, 66.
. Pirnnesi Opere.
Palmographical Society Publications.
Proctor's Transits of Venus.
Paris, Cosnte dc Guerre Civile.
Pilkin"ton's Dictionary of Painters.
Punch s Twenty Almanacs, 1842-61.
Prescott's Plnlip the Second.
Pryinie's Parliamentary Writs.
Parker's University of Cambridge.
Ai'ehwology of Rome.
Polloek's Macready's Reminiscences.
Public Opinion. Vol. 27.
Peterman's G-eographisehe Mittheilungen, 1873-74.
Phonetic Journal, Vol. 33.
P,'otestant Standard. Vols. 5,6.
Quarterly Review. Vols, 135, 136.
Quatre Fils Aymou.
Quarterly Journal of Science. Vol. 4.
'Quetelet. Physique 8ociale Ant.hroponsétne.
'Queensland Acts of Parliament,
'Quaritch's General Catalogue of Books.
Reference Catalogue of Current Literatoi'e, 1874.
Reynard the Fox, by Arnold,
Rousselet, Linde des Rajahe.
'Richardson's Report.
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LIST of Books added to the Library, &e.—eontinued.
Ranke's Werke.
Syntonds' Renaissance in Italy.
'
Revue des deux Mondes. Vels. 2-7,
Scientific American, 1874.
Revue des Questions Huatoriques. Vols. 15,16.
Soutlsall's Recent Origin of Man.
R.uddiman's Life.
Shelton's Mechamc's Outdo.
Rogers's Poetical Works.
Stair Annals.
Rae's Westward by Rail.
Snrgenunt's Notes on Climate.
Rees's Brecknock and Caorsnarthcn,
'Twining's Technical Tra.i tong.
Royal Society of London. Transactions. 'Vol. 1
Titoroton's Nottingliamshirc.
Redhouse J. W. Diary of the Shah,
Tredgold's Carpentry, and Atlas.
Reich's Studien,
Tyadall's Electrical Phenomena.
Russell's Recolloetious.
Notes on Light.
Ray Society Publications. 39 vols.
Trials of Despard and others.
Rambosson's Astronomy.
Text Books of Science. 4 vols.
tR.eport of the Commission of Agrioulture, U.S.
Thorpe's Chemical Analysis.
* Royal Society of New South Wales. Transactio
Thorpe's and Mnii"s Chemical Analysis.
*Rao's Gleanings.
Townsend's Florida.
Rawlinson's England and Russia.
Tyrwhitt's Sketching Club.
*Rejd's Free Trade Essays.
'limes The, for 1798.
fieport on Railways in India.
'Tasmania. ,Touraals.
*Repor t on Euphrates Railway.
Acts.
Rough Notes in Syria.
Traiisaotious, Social Science Associoton.
Rae's Land of the North Wind.
Thornton's Indian Public Works.
Rambles in Istria.
Tennyson's Queen Mary.
Rogers's Protests of the Lords.
Tooko's ilistory of Prices.
Rapsr's Practice of Navigation.
Thackerayana..
Ramsey's Essays and Papers:
Travis' Efl'ectual Reform.
Spottiswoode's Polarizatioc of Light.
United Service Magazine, 187344.
Strauss' Life and Writings.
United States Agricultural Reports, 1872.
5Scotland, Peerage of,
Unseen Universe, The.
Sycluey Directory for 1575.
Verrill's Invertebrate Animals.
Stukeley's Itiiies',triinn Curiosuni.
'Victoria Votes and Proceedings, 1874.
Simrock's Deutschen Volksbdeher.
'Vogel's Official handbook.
Schmidt's Doctrine of Descent.
Vogel's Chemistry of Light.
Schmidt's Characterbilder.
Voltaire's Philosophical Dictionary.
Soberer's Vortriige.
Wood's Insects Abroad.
Schleielser's Comparasive Grammar.
- Out of Doors.
Suttu Nipath.
Westminster Review. Vols. 44, 45.
Spinoza's Life.
Willis' Benedict do Spinoza.
Seneca. Ouv,'es CompThtes.
WahI's Land of the Czar.
Shelton's Poetical Works.
Wright's Feudal Manuals.
Swinburno's Poems.
"Webster's Royal Red Book, 1875.
Savarainbos ilistoire.
Woinhold's Experimental Physics.
Sprotti Ohronica.
*Warner's Abstract.
Smith's Essays.
Wightwicic's Hints.
Stuart's Mary Queen of Scots.
Warburton's Journey.
Sweet's English Sounds.
Walford's County Families.
Shah of Persia's Diary
Williams' Indian Wisdom.
Stuart and Ca'ofton's Gypsies.
WI1 itney'5_0r?wlt of Lassgnnge.
Sidgwick's Ethics.
Sniitls's Assyriais Discoveries.
"WItness, The. 1874.
"Sydney M,ul, 1873 to 1875.
Watts' Dictionary of Chemistry.
5South Anstralia, Papers for 1874.
Watts' Snioland.
Acts of Parliament, 1875.
Wood's Yachting Cruise.
Sehliensann's Tray.
Wright's Early inhabitants.
Shakspcnre; a Critical Study.
Wise & Co.'s Directory of New Zealand.
\srilsons Abode of Snow,
Sydney Morning Herald, 1874.
"Statistical Abstract, 1856 to 1870.
Wagstafl'o's Human Osteology.
Stephen's Comnientarios.
Year Book of Facts, 1874.
Sands & M'Dougall's Melbourne Directory, 1875.
Zeller's Life of Strauss.
Scott's Poems.
Zoological Society, London Transactions, Le.
Swsuburne's Essays,
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Lisp of Periodicals receivd by each Monthly3Iail.
Animal World.
Annales des Mines.
Annals and Magazine of Natural
History.
Architect. Army List.,
Art Journal.
All the Year Round.
Athenmum.
Atti Della Societa Italiana.
Blackwood's Magazine.
Botanical Magazine.
Builder.
British Quarterly Review.
Chemical Society's Journal.
Cornhill Magazine.
Contemporary Review.
Chambers's Journal.
Comptes R-endus des S6ances do
l'Acadómio des Sciences,
Colonies. (A donation.)
Dublin University Magazine.
Dublin Review.
Edinburgh Review.
Englishwoman's Review. (A
donation.)

Engineer.
Fortnightiy Review.
Fraser's Magazine.
Gentleman's Magazine
Geological Magazine.
Good \\ror ds
Gardener.
Gardener's Magazine.
Gardeners' Chronicle.
Graphic.
Illustrated London News.
Indian Antiquary.
Iron,
Journal des Economist.cs.
Journal of Education.
Journal of the Royal Asint]e
Society.
Literariseb es Centralblatt.
Mechanics' Magazine (now Iron).
Macmillan's Magazine.
Month.
Mail.
Nautical Magazine.
Nature.
New Quarterly Magazine.
North British Agriculturalist.

Notes and Queries.
Navy List.
North American Review.
Punch.
Public Opinion.
Philosophical Magazine.
Pictorial World.
Peterinann's Geogrnphisehe
Mittheilungen.
Phonetic Journal.
Popular Science Monthl.
Quarterly Journal of the GeologiC
ca1 Society.
Quarterly Review.
Quarterly Journal of Science.
Quarterly Journal of Education.
Revue des Questions Ilistoriques.
Revue des Deux Moudes.
Siuiman's American Journal.
Scientific American.
United Service Magazine.
Verlsandlungen der k. k. Reicbs
ant talt.
Veterinarian.
Weitminster Review.
Woman's Journal.

Sydney: Thomas Richards, Covcrnnent Printer.-1876.
(Gd.]
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LEGISLATIVE ASSEMBLY.

NEW SOUTH WALES.

EDUCATION.
(RETURN RES1'ECTING MECHANICS SCHOOLS OF ARTS AND FREE PUBLIC LIBRARIES)

Ordered by the Legislative Assembly to hepi'inted, 10 February, 1876.

RETURN to an Order made by the Honorable the Legislative Assembly of New
South Wales, dated 3 August, 1875, That there be laid upon the Table of this
House, a Return of the number of Mechanics' Schools of Art in New 'South
Wales for the year 1874, showing for each Institution respectively,-.—
The amount of subsidy voted, and paid by the Government.
The number of members.
The total amount of receipts from subscriptions, &c.
The number of volumes in the Library, and the number of works
"issued.
The number of works of fiction.
The names of any evening classes, the number of pupils, and the
fees charged.
The number of lectures delivered in connection with it.
The number of mechanics and apprentices who were members.
The amount of yeai.iy subseription.
"(10.) The estimated value of the property of the Institution.
(11.) The names of the Committee of Maiagement.
The number of volumes added to the Library, distinguishing novels.
The' total, amount voted towards building Schools of Art since the
introduction of Responsible Govermnent.
(14.) The total amount of subsidy for same period.
" (15.) The total number of reports respecting Schools of Art, under the
'Public Charities Inspection Act' since it came into operation.
Also, a Return showing the number of Free Libraries established under
"the Municipalities Act, the number of volumes in each such library, and
the average monthly attendance of readers in each case, for the last six
months."
11
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MECHANICS' SCHOOLS
RETURIS cf the number of Mechanics' Schools of Arts in New South Wales,
Amount of
Amount of Total amount Number Number umtcr$
Subsidy voted Subsidy paid Number of Receipts Volume,
Wki Works

NAme of Institution.

Government

Albury School of Arts ...........

Ltd
75 0 0

Aralucn Mechanics' Institute .......

75 0 0

Goveniment. -

Nmbrof

Fees
charged.

Nit

Nil

Subscription. Library. issued. Fiction.

Led
43

Led.
Ga 9 3

5c4

136

78

Defnuct.)

-.
Nil

-

Armidnie Literary Institute

75 0 0

19 25 0

Nil

Nil

69

107 0 6

v,600

1,100

950

Nil

40

117 5 0

459

60

63

Nil

Nil

Nil

gS

264 I 3

782

2,c 40

194

Nil

Nil

Nil

324

211 0 0

43

9,300

941

Nil

Nil

Nil

Nit -

NIl

161

Nil

Ballina School of Arts ........... 8 0 0

flalinain School of Arts ...........75 0 0

Do.

Working Men's Institute

...

38 0 0

Bathurat School of Arts...........75 0 0
500 0 0
Do. for building Hail
11o. farther sum ...........25 0 0
36 is 6
Do. deficiency, 1871-13
Begs School of Arts

50 0 0
376 52 7

-

34 7 0

...........75 0 0

................73

t45 8 5

700

1,255

500

Nil

38 0 0

5

5 0 0

280

190

550

Nil

Bellaml,i and Dnlli School of Arts

-

-.......................

Berrima School of Arts ........... 8 0 0 ........................

I
. 0 0
Braidwood Literary Institute .......75

75 0 0

.25

275 16 0

z,236

3$55

722

Nil

Nit

Nil

...

38 0 0

59

11 10 0

450

125

170

Nil

Nit

Nil

Bo,nbala School of Arts and lieuhan ics'
Institute,

50 0 0

gs

8

a o

836

44
weekly

82

Nil

Nil

Nit

Bony
ta School of Arts and Meohanlcs'
Institute.

75 0 0

45

aGo 15 7

416

167

85

Nil

Nil

Nil

burke Meehsthca' Institute ...

75 0 0

69

159 19 2

352

Go

259

Nil

Nit

Nil

39

95 0 5

570

400

504

Nil

Nit

Nil

46

72 0 0

246

No ac-

i35

Nil

Nil

Nil

Branaton 3fechanigs' Institute

'...

Bowling Alley Point School of Arts ...

38

a a

(Defunct.)
Burwood School of Arts ...................

200 0 0

(Defu nrt.)

Camden School of Arts ............... ......

S 0 0

Csrcoar School of Arts ......................

36 o 0

36 0 0

count
kept.

our
e.i .

.-1

OF ARTS.
for the year 1874, showing for each Institution respectively
Numberof Number
B- ma
lturee Mechanics!
Amount of value of the
delivered
;;
of the
siection who were Suls,eript,omis.
InStItutIon.
with it. lien, bert.

Ii

3

£

s.d.

0 10 0

£
st
5,700 0 0

Namro of Committee of llunsgoment.

•
N. F. Lockhart Esq., Jr., President; S. F. Blackniece, ]isq., Vice-President; 0. Bay, Esq., 11. L.A.,
Treasurer; S. hi slilge, Req., lion. Secretary. Corn mittce:—lheevrs. Thumbs, Pahsie, 31'Lenn,n, Aftleek Skintt,,r, Ihiggins, hlooktas, 0 lear, Dwyer,
l)ignaia,Flannesy, and Blacichock.

Total amount
Nusib11
Nsimbcr
voted towards
of lieports
of Volumes
building
respeethjag
to flded
Schs of Art ,
Schools of Art
brary,
since the, oisuicidy°Rn
under
distiTiguishing. Introiucelon 5 me hieiao . the i'ubltc
11ovels.
of lir.sponsiblo
C,ovornmtnt.
losseclinnAct

Nil.

£

s.a.

£

ati.
Nil

(Institution defunct).

Nil

35

0 6 0

700 o o

John Moore, P. B. Fitzgerald, Robert Drew, W. 14 of winch
Drew, las, P. Salmon, mo. Bliss, Ii. J. Geldard.
142 are
noveLs.

Nil

Not in existence in 1874.

Nil

33

0 13 0

2.750 o o

M,or P. I. Jaqne,, Chairman; I. H. Cronin, Trensurer; IV. MWons,elt, Sscret,Lrv. P. It. Alt, 3,
Booth, 3f.hA.. l5 redk. hiarpur, Henry Perdriau,
lames Shoobert, Frederick Troutori, W. Watson,
lILA,, M. Fitepatricic, MbA.

Nil,

86

1 o0

540 0 0

B. It. Crimeron, I'residssat; Is. Ifackinley. VicePresident I. F. Itead, 11'. Set nIce, A. 0. Brown,
P. harvey, It. Ileehis, .1. Head. junr., W Madden,
Ce. Chitdgey, W. Ferry, A. OlIve, Cl. Orchard. IV,
Al' conchs, Hon. Secretory; C. lfo,eissan, lien.
Treasurer.

Nil

it

iso

i o o

8,roo o o

Messrs. J. Rutherford, C. ,T'. Morgan, 11'. F. liassetl., -563 novels.
J. A. Warlc, W. C. ]iclk, .1. L. Alexander, C.
Pinnoek, It. Bruce, A. Forbes, J. Stack. J. T.
AtkIns, 0. Turner, T. C. WInce, C. L. Cawze,
It. If. Ilipelsy, If. 31. M'Girr, 0.11. McDougall.

Nil

Nil

9

1 0 0

;joo o o

Be- Shicle, President; I. Davi5 Vico-Prosictent
.1. nawlh5O5I, Treasurer: C. liarrioou, Secretary.
Messrs. J. Iserne, 0. Weihy, II, Walker. C. Oath,
3. Heady, R. Ritchie, Be. Evershcd, hI. J. l'edea.

Nil

Nil

Nit

0

ja o

y

0 0

)Lnsrs. is. F. Levey, Jr. Fry, J. Crane, eenr, II.
Wailace, .1. Anderson.

Nil

no, of velilehs
2w, are
novels.
Nil

'

Not in existence In 1874.

C,

Nil

l'll

'6

s 0

0

2,500 0 0

2

3

0 8 0

470 0 0

8

42

1 0 0

1,256 8 7

43

0 lo

40

1 00

0

Nil

5'.

0

-

'-I

2

0

Ce

B. Moddrelh, J.P., President: R. K. Oilham, Vice. s6,, of which
President; G. P. Ilodd, Treasurer. J. A. Bison,
140 are
Thos, liogg, IV. J. iiernc, C. Kautcman, ii. L.
novels.
Nathan, It. Llewellyn, J. llusgra-ve.

Nil

A. Russell, 1. Baylis, S. Harris, IV. Keen. W. Culten.
l.A. 'Polled,, L. Ilockoff, .1. C. Those, -Tvnspleton,
-Bright, A. hialyen, M. Hodges.

Nil

Nil

J. Bonclier, Esq., hf.A., President ; 3). M. Myers, 400. of which
Vico-l'reel,leut. A, .1. Joseph, J. J). Stnfforcl,
io are
J. M. Jlennet, 3. I'., N. ltogarth, II. Hayes, .T.P.
novels.
B. Jonas, J. Cameron, J. G. Se'otr, H, Whyte,
F. IV. L'vans, J. 1,.Josephson, I. It. Ashworth.
J. Cities, 3.1', If. V. M. Cooke, 3 P., II. M.lo
.eo1.hi.
.1.1', 3. W. Thorne, Treasurer; C. L. Cussadie,
Secrerary.

Nil

723 0 0

IV. Ste.hens. l'resident IV, Westentt, Vice-Preci.
dent; T. long, Vlce-I'rosiden I.; J. linear, Seer'.
enr'; J. Su,itls, l'rcasnrer. Messrs. T. Corry,.1.
CalcIwell, .1. 110w, A. Geddes, A.C;eddes, junr.,
P.0 pence, 3. Parker, S. S. Bittere. S. More ton.

17

Nil

0 0

L G. Basely, President; Rev. I, C. Bravey, and P.
J.
MacAlistsr,
Vics.t'residents. Messrs. G. L. Good,
\Vhitehorn.....1. Connolty, lIon. Secretary,
and A. F. Bawtree, lion. Treasurer.
(Institution defunct).

103

Nil

Iwi

(Institution defunct).

13

3r

1 0 0

1,200 0 0

z o 0

do o a

IV. IT. Thomson, W. Burreth, G. Laieman, Charles 14, ofis'lnchio
Stewart, F. Ferguson, C W. Garling.
are novels.
W. Badcook, B. S. IV. North, J. 0. Dodd, El. C.
North, B. IT. Boyle.

v,e.—sueo,auiuense or annual ensishly Vjr samo period voted ...... £43,136 i6 7
11 amount of annual subsidy fir Cane period j ad. ...... 12,083 13 10

Nil

29i

r
Name of Institution.

Amount of Amount of
Total aniount sssser1Nan, r Nunof or N
Subsidy voted Subsidy paid Nume: of Receipts vo?umcs
Works aiynt,?ng
Government. Government.
Subscriptions. Libral.).. Issued. Fiction.
£

s.d.

Casino School of Arts ...........................75

0 0

Corowa School of Arts .......................150

0 0

Deoiliquin School of Arts .................20)

0 0

£

s.d.

£

51

0 0

Heat Maitland School of Arts ..............75

0 0

Froderickton School of Arts .................8 o o
Forbec School of Arts ..........................75 0

charged.

s.d.

215 17 3

513

340

353 Debating class 19 average

Nil

....... ..................iSa

Penman School of Arts ...................................So
Building Fund... Icc 0 0
Do.
do.
III
Dubbo Mechanics' Instituto ......... ........73 0 0
Building Pond... 300 0 0
Do.
do.
0
300

Dungog School of Arts .......................50

Number of

19 6 is

iS 8 9

0

109

203

0 11

300

3,000

746

50 0

1,200

43
weakly.

220

14 5

607

570

66

92 10

0

1,534

1,50)

33

69 6 6

25)

5

49 5 6

Nil

Nil

Nil

Dobating class

Nil

Nit

Nil

Nil

Nil

'00

342

565 Debating class r averege

Nil

250

32

Nil

Nit

Nil

614

846

oo

Nil

Nil

Nil

Nil

Nil

Nit

6

Li is, per qr.

Glen jones School of Arts ................75

0 0

Goulburn School of Arts ...................75

0 0

55 18 10

157

223 19 9

2,548

4,886

425

0 0

44

133

113 2 6

1,

3,069

1,870

330

142

Nil

Nil

Nil

So Per
wools.

600

Nil

Nil

Nil

.
Oration School of Arts ......................75
Further sum
Do.
25
do.

Gr.fell
rc School of Arts ......................5

Hamilton School of Arts

nightly

,

28

27 12

0

310

47 05 6

38

95 15

0

1,000

7 26 a

26

15 12

0

Boo

4,000

4-

Nil

Nil

fl l

0 0

40

34

0 10

400

358

205

Nit

Nil

Nil

100 0 0

40

''5 6 10

240

Gao

140

Nil

Nit

Nit

15

Nit

0 0

Gulgong School of Arts ......................500 0 0
Building Fund 200 0
Be,
do.
Gundagai Literary Institute .......75. 0 0
untnwang School of Arts

0 0

0 0

150

73

0 0

58

39 9 11

412

442

163

1

Invereli School of Arts ...........75

0 0

60

70

0 0

500

400

300

Nil

Nil

Nit

0

So

46

3 0

r,cto

1,800

750

Nit

Nil

Na

soo 0 0

43

328 II 3

350

780

196

Nil

iSil

Nil

Uluton School of Arts

...........

Kiasna School of Arts...... ....S
CDefu not)
Lambton Mechanics' and Miners'
Institute,

Iferriwn Mechanics' and Miner?
justitute.

38

0

0

29;

a
.
NumherolNumheroI
E1st,mat
Lectures MeclianiesI
delivere d andAis. Ac:cf
rro1mrty
can_
of LI
neetiota who were Subseript,ons. Institution,
with It, Members.
£

ad.

£

Names of Committee of Management,

,o

10

Nil

10 o

4

Nil

Adults ice. &
6gt under iS.

4

24

3

16
12

a

0 02 0

I

0 0

1 0 0

41

1411

5

s.d.

£

ad.
Institution not in operation.

x o o

Total Amount
N timber
voted towards
of Reports
Number
building
respecting
of Volumes
Total Amount
Sol?:ls of :
Art
.rt of Subsidy for b'ehooiaf
ce
rider
to
ctary,
distinguishing lntrreinetiou Santo ported. the Public
Novels.
of Responsible
Charities
Inspection Act
Government.
£

Nil

950 0 0

C. Levin, President .1, 31. Langer, Vice-President 502, of whit],
Messrs. Johnson, Thagont, IL Levin, Swleidlehurst, 528cc novels
Squires, Simpson, and Carriugton.

:98 0 0

Institution not In operation.

283 0 11

Messrs. G. Ross, G. Nicholson, lireelit, W. Purvis, A.
Munro, M. Murphy, T. Hewitt, H. Brecbt, T.
BaIger, L. Siddons.

s.d.
Nil

Nil

Nil

Nil

s,00 o o

Messrs. W. Is. Tibbits, 3.?., PresIdent t 0. II. Taylor, 400, ooe.tI,lrd
J. 0. Norton, P.M. and W. N. Morgan, Vice, of which are
novels.
Presidents T. A. 'I'omp.cou, 3.1',. Treasurer G.
Barrett, Seerets,; Messra .1K Nec, 11.0. (Irier.
son, B. A. Mitchell, N. Muller, C. T. Burfott, 0.
Yosoog, It. J. Goodisson, A. M'Callunu, GB. Pitt.
hardinge, T. Frauiey, E. N. Blaokett, B. Benham.

Nil

200 0 0

0ev. J. Wash, Messrs. John Wade, ii. M'Cormack, 67,35 ofwhicb
31. Gordon, Joae1,h Abbott, J. E. Bobertseu. axe novels.
John Robson, John Lloyd, I. P Collier, Edward
Marsh, F Wilie, and Boy. J. Joliustone.

Nil

2,500 0 0

B. Sparke, l'resident ; .1. Ewing: VIce-President t Jr. 8, ofwliich 60
Cunningham, Treasurer, D. I. Ellis, Secretary; are novels.
Messrs. If. 11, buns, P. Evans, C. Atkinson, A.
S. Cullum, K Ewing, 0. T. Cl,ambers, 11. Bailey.
'ST. Kelly, W. Caine, and IL Galloway.

Nil

300 0 0

Messrs. B.31' DooslI, President ; John Lancaster,
Vice.l'resident ; l'eter Haunts, John flibland.

Nil

200 0 0

Messrs. Henry U. hoot, Chas. SL Baker, W. Brooks, 69. of which 9
A. S. lsurne, F. Morrow, John IsoeHe, Stephen axu novels.
Freeman, James Fraser, James Stephenson,
Robert Stirling, and George Thomson.

Nil

Institution not in operation

Nil

300 0 0

£r for gentle. 3,501 0 o
,nen and Ice.
for iadies
and youths.

Rev. flea,, Soworhy, I'resident; J. P. Cannon, Vice.
President; A. Anderson, Treasurer, F. S. Cohen,
Secretary, Captain Dignam, C. Golleepis,, H. Lord,
5. Alexander, J. hlorn,J. Trencry, John Emanuel,
R. Buckley, It. Elder, Dr. Davidson, P. ,Ayling,
P. F. Shelley. .

Nil

Nil

Nil
s'.
,.

Messrs. J. Page, President; F. layton, Treasurer; J. 70,300f which
P. Mullios, and P. Page, VIce-Presidents; S. S. aro,novels.
Smith, lion. Secretary; T.G. Crouch, T. S. Hewett,
C. S. Mansfield, W. Gill, ii. Gill, 3. H. Chapman,
J. O'Keofe, J. Brewohili, B. W. Alllnghan, J.
James, W. H. Graham.

S

Ce

Nil

elf

1 00

050 0 0

Messrs. A. Is. Easton, I. C. Ryall, B. H. Stack, Jr.
flynn, and J. Ilali.

1 0 0

200 0 0

Messrs. S. F. Plunlistt, 'IV'. H. Arrowemith,31. O'NeIl, 6i, of which
James Davoren, B. U. Banett, John M'Lachlan,
400 are
11, A. Swan.
novels.

Nil

-

Nil

i68

Nil

25
mechanics

Nil

Nil

52 0

150 0 0

Messrs. A. C. L. Rose, President I. B. Elswortl,y, £20 worth, of
Vice-President; B. C. Lewingteu, Treasurer; W. which £8
Scott, Secretary; It. M'Kiliop, J. Macklos, C. C. worth are
Maloney, N. Baner, M. Walker, J. Conard.
novels.

Nil

6

as

22 0

So 0 to

Mesers. If Rouse, S. B. Ilarpor, G. P. Darhy, W. B, 88, of which
Baroett, 5. Barlow, H. Howltt,J. Shaw, J. Bowlin, 59 are novels
F. Hodges, S. Lye, B. Nooy, and A. S. Hamilton.

Nil

Nil

3

0 13 0

380 0 0

Messrs. George Donald Robert Sienpeon, Harris iSo, of which
Renrney, 'William Henry Milion, James Mitchell.
zoo are
John Dunn, ,eol,n N,,rtl,, John JINaughton,
novels.
esur., and William Mitchell.

po iS o

Messrs. W. M. Christian, 0. lAng, 0. O'Sullivan, A, x, of which 9
Searles, .T. C. Bcattie J. Stuart, It. Digby, H. are novels.
Stubbs, J. Morris, W. tc1,bc,,s, J. Burgess.

Nil

Messrs. W. It. Drake. C. Moore, P. J. Mahoney, G.
Dick, N. Piumlcy, J. En,,,es. B. W. Crouch, W.
Swaosoo, 0, Woods, J. Donaldson, F. A. Barton.

Nil

Nil.

83

Nil

Nil

ii o
nudJuuiors5f.
2 a o

500 . o Q

5°

.

Nil

Institution defunct.

Nil

Nil

13 0

500 0 0

Messer,.T.Croudace,President }'rancleiiind,narsh,, i35,ofwl,ichpo
Vico.i'resulo,st; John )iFadyen, Secretary; are novels.
Matthew lillean. Assistant do. hioburt Cairns,
Treasurer ; Messrs. Edniond Doherty, George
M'Jtean, flohert M'Biane, Hugh Murdork, Thome,
lic,nnei,,gs, William Bell, George Wright, Isaac
Morgao,iticharcl Wnrd, William harrison.

Nil

Nil

4

0 x6 0

500 0 .0

Messrs. J. B. isottington. log. Cooper las. White, 50, ofwhie.h 45
Win. Nelson, John Roper, John Vhite, C. 3. are novels.
Gallagher, Willinan Gallagher, All.. M'ilae,
Edward O'Keeffs, and B. Blake.

Nil

29k

I Amount of
Amount of
Total amount Number xumberN0b0t
of
Subsidy voted Subsidy paid Namber of
r 3t5 Volumes
Vk Works incisIng
Govcniuicnt. Government. Lea Cr.. SubscrIptions. J4bn
issued.

Name of Institution.

Milton School of Arts
lb. furthorsurn

...

...

... ..

...........

£

s.d.

s

o o

1500

£

ad.

15

0

0

chaFees
rge'l

Nil

Nil

eeL

£

80

Nsmleor of

91 8 o

310

80

130

Nil

513
I

'

3looaro School of Arts ...

...

...... °

(Not in operation)

Morpeth School of Arts..........

75 o

0

Mudgee School of Arts ..........

75

0

0

3Furrssrondi School of
- Mechanics' Institute,

20

0 0

Arts

and

3tuscicbnook School of Arts .......

48

29

765

......

233

0

3.517

77347

1,328

11 0

Nil

Nil

Nil

0 0

294

9 9 5

75

saG 6 3

450

425

230

Debating
anOnce a
cls
Aortalght.

Nil

Nil

35 13 7

80

1

51 10 6

DD5

685

428

Nil

Nil

Nil

75

326 9

Elocution & 28 attending No fee for
debating
nines and
class; zs.
classes: sirs in ationding 35cr In. for
night school, ecliooL
school.

100

0

0

25

0

0

74

73 13 8

342

22

228

Nil

Nil

Nil

Newcastle School of Arts.......73
.

397

310 6 3

1,523

4,652

6i6

Nil

Nil

Nil

10

6o

870

125

Nil

Nil

Nil

0

0

1,132

675

396

Nil

Nil

Nil

9 15

0

620

364

300

Nil

Nil

Nil

Nightly.

s6

Drbatlng
class once a
fortnight.

Nil

Yon-momhrrs
Sd. admission

Narrabrl Mechanics' Institute,..'

Do.

... 1

fsonther sum

North Willoughby School of Arts
D o.

0

0

75

0

0

25

0 0

Building Fund

8 13 3

59

o

8o

22 3

0

0

175 0
500 0

0

1w 0

0

500

l'arransatia School of Arts ................

150

0

0

Paterson School of Arts ...................

38

0

n

33

38

0

0

39

76

1

7

400

250

115

0

0

45

26

0 0

430

120

250

34

53 2 5

792

300

225

Nil

Nil

Nil

61

48 12

0

1,800

200

700

Nil

Nil

Nil

49

43 8

ii

620

625

300

Nil

Nil

Nil

Orasigeseiiool of Arts and Sfccl,anica'
Do.

Building Fund ...................

l'ctcrshant Working ifcus' Institute

Qucaisboyan literary Institute

Raymond Terrace School of Arts

}

75

0
0

flydc School of Arts ... ... .. ......... ........
75

0

°

St. leonords School of Arts

0 0

Scone Schrol of Arts .........................
no.
Building Fund ...................
Do.
Further ruin, 1873 ...............

100 0 0
0 0
100 0 0

300

31. per qr.

0 0

Richmond School of Arts ..................75 0
Do.
Building Fund ... ............... .... 100 0

73

1,620

0 0

133 29

0
100 1 0

29'
7
Numberof Numl,ernl
Lectures Mechanics
deswrcd as
,,c'e tirni
with, it.

atoel
ibe
Property
o 1,

tmount of
Yearly
Subr
ad, 0 were
Me:nb lrs.
£

a

S

it.

£

0 to o

Number
of Voltare,
Names of Committee of 3lanngemot,

-

tht ry
distinguishing introduction same perod.
the Public
.Novels.
of Responsible
CharIties
Government.
Inspection Act

ad.

e,500 0 0

Fotal Annomit
2umb,r
voted towards
of Jleerts
building
Total Amouest respecting
Schools of Art of Subsidy Scboc,l,of Art

£

ad.

£

sd:

Messrs. F. Hall, President; W. Viek ant J. V. 35.ofwblcl, 52
Warebas,,, Vice-Presidents; Thos. Mitchell, Trea- alt novels.
surer; F, Seon, be, Secretary: TIsod, Garrad, W.
Millard, B. Kennedy, Rev, hint thieron, J, Croft,
John Carrad, John Miller, James Warden.

Nil

Institution not in Operation.

2

23

2

152

27

Nil

Nil

3

Nit

52 0

GenIi £s,and
ladles and
youtlss, 'Os.

0 10 6

4

7

0

30

0

0

&essrs, R. Wisdosr., h1.L.A., President: B. Sin,, Vice- 38, of winch34
President; C. F. Taylor, Treasurer; IL L. P.- are novels.
lEaSing, W. Wilkinson, J. Keating, 3. Smithj
F. 1. Tate, 3. N. 31e[klejohn. ', H. hlaycion, P.
lintler, W. Stacey, P. M,sffltt, C. Wakely, S. Liug,
T. 31. Jones, Secretary.
-

5,000

0 0

The lien. G. 11. Cox, President; The Rev. Canon 571. of which
Gunther. list. A. 31'Ewen, N. P. Bayley, A. E. ao3arcfiction.
Thomas, Esq., Vlee.h'residei, Cs; Treasurer. If, it.
Todh,unter Seeretarvt D. Cnss,n : 11ev. J.
C'Doeeovau, Dr. Howling, Messrs. Lester, Bar.
hog, Scott, Evans, heroine, hCellett, Clark,
Sullivan, Nardin, Lane, and Dart.

IpaO 0 0

Messrs. P. hr. New,na,,, President,:0, F. Brodie
and J. L. Tehl,ott, Vice-PresIdents; 31r. W.
P. James, Treasurer; Mr. C. Field, Secretary
Messrs .3.5, Arnett, Walter Jaque,, George
Grehan, C. B. Street, A. Brodie O'hiujjohn, E.
Phillips, 11ev. 31, 3radaen.

Messrs. F. White, President; W. Bowman, Vice 344, of which
l'resieles,t ; J. W. heulnl,hriee, 'rreasurer ; 1).221 are
Stafford, Secretary; Robertson, Denshtre, Foley. novels.
Yagees, Laing, Cole, Clendining, Bussefl, Can,p.
bell, hodges, Luscombe.

Males £1 and
females sos.

Messrs. J. C. Williams, Presidel,t; Cuss. Culli,,s
Vlco.President ; 0. Williams, Secretory; J, H.
]hatlard, Treasurer; Messrs. A. W. East, A. Geld.
man, 1),. Lepervanelme, J. Coleman, 0, Barnes, L.
Malone, W. it. Mosely, J. C. hunt.

aoo o

0 7 6

0

5:cOu 0 0

450 0 0
-

£e adults, & 1,755 0 0
sos. feales,
nm

Nil

-

48

Gents iGs. & s,do(i 0 0
ladies so,.

I 0 0

51

1,200

Nil

Nil

Nil

Slessre. H. J. Brown, President; The;. Brooks, Vice. 228, of which
President; F. S. Macdermott. Treasurer; G. 3). is4aronovelt
Skardon, Secretary: John Ad,, John (;,sodsir, D
Miller, A. Aslier, las, henderson, W. Palmer,
J. Crier, W. M. LnImsg, Ja.4. Rodgers, 0. W. Gilbert,
,Jas. 3fae'ara, Henry Stokes.
Messrs .3. It. Cl. P. }'freneh, E. Stack, J. Bryson, G.
liryson, .1. Sa,mdsy, It, Fersye],, B. Campbell, 3.
Ciiehrist, J. C. Ludowlci, It. 3derig, and B.
M'Clcllas,d.

Nil

Nil

Messrs 3. C, M'Lachl,tn, President, C. Cooper, Vice.
l'resi,leot, T. P. holland;, Treasurer, S. Thomas,
' Secretary, 3mw, Dale, if. Casey, J. Croagh, J. £
Grant, J. Gras,iek.

Nil

1

Nil
-

0
'5

545

Nil

Tnititotion not in opentie.

Nil

IC

1 0 0

550 0 0

Messrs. Michael Lann,ler, Saunders, ]'resieleut; Pre.
deride Cann, Vics.l'resldent ; James Cann, Trea.
surer ; SI epl,en Stanbrldge, Secretary ; Joseph
\Vakely, William Tucker, John Tacker.

Nil

so

s 00

500 0 0

Messrs. J'igott, Lewis, Williams, Young, Merriok,
Ireland, and M'Deid.
na

12

14

0 10

0

65

0 0

Messrs. John Gals, l'resident; Dr. Morton, J.P,, Vice.
President; W. G. O'Neill, Treasurer; Secretary,
W. Brown;). Ileslop. F. \l'ittingtom,, C. J. Jones,
H. Liver, W. Cantle, W. T. Hohiand,

Nil

Nil

Nil

Inititution not in Operation.

g

0 50 0

1,103

o o

Messrs. 0. Bowman, President; William Woolls Vice.
l'r,,idcne.: James Cameron, Secretary; henry
Turner, Treasurer; W, P. lloll,orrow, Tomkins,
Crisfermi, Sullivan, lt'Kenzla, Cobcroft,

Nit

institution not in Operation.

2

Nil

6

1 0 0

2,000 0 0

Messrs. 'SF, Tunks, President ; Ii. II. Bligim, Secretary ; too, of which
J. W. Guise, Treasurer; F. A. Wilson, Alexander 66 are novels.
Budge, E. If. Sayers, IS!. H. Mackenzie, J. 0.
Burney.

0 50 0

1,230 0 0

Messrs. W. A. Dumasvsq, President; T Cook, Rev, 3,
Slrnw, Vieo-l'resiehenes ; X.F. Asser, Rev.), Aylimsg,
B. Broughton, J. Dedde, .1.H,Lnrahau, S. Hellwood, B. B. Cragg, Williams, Johnston, .3 as. Little,
J. T. Wilshire.

Nil

Nil

3011)

Amount of

icame of Institution.

Amount of
SnboiOy paid
Government Goyrroment.
Lg.d.

Sydney Mechanics' School of Arts

200

0 0

£

-

Total amoun Number Number Number
of
of Receipts V,,ltoraeo
wko \orks
Suboerlptoons. Library. issued. Fiction.

£

s.d.

200 0 0

21017

1,115

Shoalhavon School of Arts .................75
(defunct.)

0

Singleton Mechanics' Institute

115

0 0

'5

0 0

Strand School of Arts .......................38

0 0

6

24

Tamworth Mechanics' Institute
Do,Additione, Cc.

31
75

0 0
0 0

49

29

Tumut Literary Institute ......... .......Go
(defunct.)

0 0

Ulladulla School of Arts ....................38
(defunct.)

0 0

Utmarra School of Arts.....................
(defuoot,)

38

0 0

Wallsend School of Arts ...................75

0 0

Wagga Wagga Mechanics' Institute ...

0

Spring Groan School of Arts ............
(not in operation.)

38

W'aratah School of Art,......................20
(toot in operation.)
West Maitland School of Arts .............75
Building Fund
Do.
200

Wiodsor

0

167

lkb.tiag GIn, 84 membes,
Aochi [reLoad 02 pupllo
dnoeigg situ
Olechogiei.l b. 23 do.
3I,..lioelnsoe, 10 do.
15 do.
I French do.
3C.thrm,tiraldo 04 do.
yoleo
II do.
2,428 Pliono5r.phy 20 do.
Writlog and 3 do.
Arithmetic, Ce.
Eloe,ilioo,
8 do
Gro,atlior,tod
Co!OpO.ioiofl.
Ladle.
b
rtoaingb
do.
I
Si,.gbog slag, 20 do.

cb'&

to. peru.
12,. Ia.
11,. U. per or.
free
21,. per ilmol,).
Its. per, qr.
free.
lts.per qr.
lcnperqr.
IN. per or.
Pig, per qr.
2,. U. per qr.

0

2440

3,038

902

Nil

Nil

Nil

0 0

11239

sagS

559

Nil

Nil

Nil

450

357

110

Nil

Nil

Nil

270 4

-

14

0 6

11

0

..................
._ .............

103

190

0 0

310

547

90

Debating
class only.

130

128

0 0

633

1,350

280

Nil

281

300 5

4

3.836

6,308

1,317

DiscussIon
elMs.

68

79 II 9

950

300

330

Nil

6

Go

42 12

2

2,286

781

249

1780

50

2000

200

383

70

218 14

3

1,128

93

9713

0

70

8

0 0

0 00
0

00

................

75

o

a

... ............. .. ......................400b

Tan Mechanics' Institute ................75

00

Young School ofArts .........................75
Do. Building Fund .........................300
350
Do. Purchase of Site

00 00
00

......................

6 17,000 57,650

Nmbrof

...... —.............

Nil

Nil

Nil

Nil

0 0

73

Wyrs.11sh

02

Ch,vn0ing

n

School of Arts ......................

Wollosigong School of Arts

s.d.

any tJ

5 7 6

xx IS

500
250

00 00

Tree

Nil

2111

Nil

Nil

Nil

63

)fo,tuallmprovement
Society.

Nil

Nil

3.957

Gao

Nil

Nil

Nil

54

17

2111

Nil

Nil

30!

Numberot
Lectures
delivered
in eonnection
with It,

Numberoil
9echanlos1 Amount of
cod ApYearly
prentice. J
whower, ascription,,
liembere.

Estimated
value of the
Properly
of the
Institution.

J

Amount
liumber
voted towards
of Iteports
of Volumes
building
Total
respecting
added
Schools of Art
Amount
Schools of Art
to Library,
since the of Subsidy for
under
distinguishing Introduction same period,
the l'oblio
Novels,
of Responsible
Charitis,
Government.
tnspeetionAet.

Names of Cesennsittce of Management,

t

Led.

£e.d.

Led.

I
Nil

613

I

0 0

15,000

-

Led,

Messrs. W. C. Windayer, President; Vice-Presidents. 679, of which
leon. J. Sutherland, ISP., J. MacIntosh, MI'.,!: ig are novels.
Wearne, W. M. Aloionon; Treasurer, J. Fowles
I
crick Bridges, Roiward Bowling, 3. C. Fisher,
John 3toriug, Rdwa
Cram, 3. S. Patonon,
LtD., R. 11. Itennie, 0, Sly, TeL.]l., 3. B. Sly, LL.D.,I
N. Selfe, Rev. Dr. Stanley, Rev. A. W. Webb.

Nil

Institution defunct.

6 and q
reading,.

40

Lz edults, and 3,500 0 0
coo, youths
under iS.

Rev. J. S. WhIte, M.A., LtD., Dr. Glennie, Vice. 330, of which
President, Percy Waddy Treasurer; J. Wright, 102 are novels.
Secretary Mesere. Oouid,
'
Mountain Dane,, J.
Browns, 3.1'., Moon, M'Namara, Quinn, Dixon,
Coghian, Deiton, Jarman, Magoire, Munro,

Ni

Institution not in Operation.

5

,

XII

21

o 5o

350 a o

23

o 12 0

1,yo o o

Messrs. R. C. Iferewether, President Place. Lamen, 28, of which
Vice-President; George Ogden, Treasurer James 15 are novels.
3f'rntyre, Secretary Rev. A. Obaw, Messrs. S.
Skillman, J. M'Intyre, J. Gossip, R. Ilinton, £
MNeill, J. Harrison, E. Livingston, C. M'Ree,
P. Street, J. Wright, P. Barnes.

Nil

Messrs. 3. Garland, President ; Rev. 3'. Armstrong,
Vice-President G. F. Finch, Treasurer; W. D.
Cuekall, Secretary, Cha., Grace, J. W. Gosling,
i 3. Luther, J. Patterson, D. Sincleir, M. Burke, W.
Smart, B. EL Lewis, 0. Cochran, 0. Muggleton,
W. F. Tribe, 3. Britton,
Institution defunct

Nil

Institution detunet.

Institution defuoot.

..

.

o

0

I

Nil

IQ

o to 0

I

I

0

Messrs. J. V. Benson, President; M. Willis, and W. 122, of which
Barnes, Vice-president,; Alex. Ross, Secretary; n are novels.
Thomses Fryar, Treasurer; W. Rushton, 0.
Marries, J. MeLon, G. Wells, J. Griereon, W.
Humphrey, C. MelvIlle, R. Clarke, J. Reynolds,
G. Grey, Ii. B. Clarke,

500 0 0

Messrs. H. B. Fitrhardinge, President' C. H. Hardy,
and P. Nixon, Vic-Presldents; Galand, Tempest,
Shaw, Edred, and Beottly, ltackiauon,'Wilitams,
Riggall, tough, and Dluett, W. Scott (Treasurer),
C. Ovendso (Secretary).

1,500 0 0

-

40

Nil

Nil

Institution not in operation.

2

.........

3

25

NIl

-

8

0 12 0

0 10

u

5,500 0 0

Messrs. G. Colqohsnn,President; B. ltaet,Viee.Presi. 67, of which
dent; R. Craeknsit, Treasurer; W. II. Bird, Score- 89 are novels.
tary;W.T. harrison, C. F. SoIling, 3. M,Canty,I.A.
Hoane, R. Ewen,, 3.3. Riley, J. FolIford, junIor,
C. Ripper, P. Logan, L. Marks, W. Craekaell,
S. Pritchard.

Nil

1,000

Messrs. Robert Dick, Itiehard Ridge, WilliamIi
Baytey, William Dean, William Primrose, Samuel
Edgerton, John Selkirk, James Dick, Rev. 3, P.
Cullen, Nicholas Nuegent, Thos., Boston, James B.
Johnston.

1tL

o o

1 0

0

0

65 0 o

o 0

3500 0 0

2

12

0 50

3

14

I

5,650 o o

I
I

I

Nh

77

I

2

0

200 0

0
I

23 3—B

-

Messrs. C. T. Smith, President John G. Beggar, 51, of which
Treasurer; John Beggar, Secretary : Messrs. A. iS are novel,.
A. Purner, Percy Owen, Dr. Lyons, A. Campbell,
Dr. Thomas, G. II. Bailey.

Nil

Messrs. Joha Keep, Thomas Brandon, Arthur Smrell, 69, of which
William Argue, Tloomaa Bustace, Charles Robson, 25 are novels.
D. P. M'l'herson,James Breckenridge.

Nil

lleeors. A, Campbell, President; Thomas, Barbar
Viee.Precldent; A. W. l'rimer, Treasurer; G.
Lawson, Secretary: C. C. FutU, 3. N. Frost, W. F.
Williamson, E. Yates, B. A. Icaton, L. A. Windeyer, T. Coils, Jas. Jones, 11.3. Sampson,
P.
Ritchie, F, .1, Brown, It. C. Macintosh.
Meseros. \V. .1. Watson, l'reeideist ; ,r. H. Walli,, Vir
President; A, Robinson, Treasurer;; John Rstseell,
Secretary; Messrs. A. Cohen, S. Bell, 0. Richardeon, W. Fletcher, T. J. Coleman.

Nit

Nil

10
RETURN showing the number of Free Libraries established under the Municipalities Act of 1867 ; the number
of Volumes in each such Library; and the average monthly attendance of readers in each case for
the last sir months.
Nos.

Name of Library.

No. of Volumes.

...
472 ...
...
...
...
...
1,650 ...
.,.
...
...
Books purchased not yet available.
...
1346 ...
...
...
...
Not yet in operation.
...
429 ,..
...
...
...
...
480 ...
...
...
...
...
1,057 ...
...
...
...
...
1,245 ...
...
...
...
...
2,793 ...
...
...
...
...
735 ...
...
...
...
Money not yet expended.
...
530 ...
...
...
...
...
400 ...
...
...
...
...
1,050 ..
...
...
...
30 Books purchased—Government
Grant, not available till 15 Novem.
her, 1875.
Not yet in operation.
...
... 485
...
...
...
...

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16

Albury ...
...
Arinidale ...
...
Broughton Creek...
Camperdown
...
Central Illawarra...
Gerringong...
Inverell ...
...
Jamberoo ...
..,
Kiama
...
...
Newtown ...
...
Nowra
...
,..
North IlJawarra ...
Numba(Shoalhaven)
Parramatta
...
...
Sbellharbour
Ulladulla ...
...

17
18

Wollongong
Wagga Wagga

Average attendance of reader, for past sir months.

S daily.
26 daily.

14 daily.
881 (for 6 months.)
8 daily.
703 (for 6 months.)
do
874
20 daily.
1,080 books issued—no attendance.
403 books distributed—no attendance.
Not yet open to the public.
112 (for 6 months.)

Sydney: Thomas Richard,, Government Printer—iSIS.

S daily.

1875-C.
LEGISLATIVE ASSEMBLY.
NEW SOUTH WALES.

AUSTRALIAN MUSEUM.
(REPORT FROM TRUSTEES, FOR 185.)

Ordered by the Legislative Assembly to be printed, 1 June, 1876, A.M.

REPORT OF THE TRUSTEES OF THE AUSTRALIAN MUSEUM, FOR THE YEAR ENDING
31si DECEMBER, 1875.
To His ExcELtEiccy TUE GovERyon-m- CijIEF.
1. The Trustees of the Australian Museum have the honor to submit to your Excellency this
their twenty.second Annual Report,
The Museum has been open to the public daily (Sundays excepted) during the past year, and
has been visited by 62,888 persons. (Appendix 3.)
Correspondence has been maintained with Foreign Scientific Institutions, and satisfactory
arrangements made for exchanges of specimens of Natural History.
The Trustees consider it of the utmost importance that a Collector of specimens of Natural
History should be appointed, for the purpose of rendering more complete the present collection of Australian
Genera, and for providing a stock of duplicate specimens for exchange with other Museums, and they
have therefore (by letter of March 7th) requested the Minister of Justice and Public Instruction to place
on the Estimates for that purpose the suni of £250.
The list of donations which is appended shows an increase in the number of contributors over
those of the previous year. (Appendix 5.)
The First Part of the Catalogue of Australian Birds, containing a descriptive list of the
Australian Diurnal Accipitres in the Museum Collection has been prepared by the Curator, Mr. B. P.
Ramsay, and published at the Government Printing Office, by authority of the Minister of Justice and
Public Instruction.
Two Taxidermists have been occupied during the year in preserving, mounting, and remounting
specimens, and in keeping in order the extensive collection now in the Museum.
S. Two vacancies at the Board have occurred during the year, by rcason of the absence for more
than six months of Dr. Fortescue and H. C. Russell, Esq., BA., and the same have been filled up by the
election of Commander Stackhouse, R.N., and the re.election of Mr. Russell on his return to the Colony.
On the 7th, 8th, and 9th September, the motion for a new trial in the ease Kreft versus 11111
was argued in the Supreme Court, The Chief .Tustiee refused to sit, on the ground that he was one of
the official Trustees of the Institution, and the application was therefore argued beforeMr, Justice Hargravc
and Mr. Justice Faucett, Mr. Justice llargrave delivered a judgment, in which he supported Mr. Justice
Cheeke's ruling, to the effect that the Trustees had no power to dismiss Mr. Krcftt and Mr. Justice
Faucett ruled entirely the other way. The Court being divided, the result is that the verdict for £250,
delivered on the trial before Mr. Justice Cheeke, remains unimpeachecl. The amount in question
being under £500, the Trustees had no right of appeal to the Privy Council, or of obtaining a stay of
procedure, without a special application to the Appeal Court, and they were therefore compelled to pay
the amount recovered, -which, together with costs on both sides, amoruited to the total sum of £761. lOs. ld.
As the Trustees felt that they had done all that could be reasonably expected of them to
protect the interests of the Iustitntion, they did not feel themselves called upon to prosecute an appeal
to Her Majesty in Privy Council, but in orderto enable the Government of the Colony to do so, they wrote
to the Minister of Justice and Public Instruction the letter of which a copy is appended.
(Appendix 7.)
The Appendices contain the following:—
No. 1. An Abstract of the Receipts and Payments of the Trustees on' behalf of the Museum
for the year ending December 31st, 1875.
No. 2. A list of the Books purchased during the year.
No 3. A tabulated Statement of the number of Visitors for each month.
No. 4. Particnlars of work done by the Taxidermists.
No, 5. List of Donations.
No. 6. Specimens forwarded to Foreign Institutions for exchange.
No. 7. Letter of date September 15th, 1275, addressed to the Honorable the Minister of
Justice and Public Instruction.
The Trustees have the honor to submit this their Report for the year 1875, and in testimony
thereof have caused their corporate seal to be hereunto affixed, this 31st day of May, 1875.
A. W. SCOTT,M.A.,
Chairman.
618—A
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APPENDIX No. 1.
Enact SIIEJCT of the Trustees of the Australian Museum for theycar ending December 31, 1875

I

£ s. U.
£ s. U. Dec.'31, 1875—
1875
Jan. 1... To balance forward ............. 139 7' 11 By salaries ....................................... ....... . .... I 1,002 1 0
Colonial Treasurer. .........250 0 0 ,, books ....................................................... 66 0 6
4...
11
stationery, printing, and photographic materials .1 11 16 6
250 0 0
April 1...,,,,
purchase of specimens..................................
94 0
250 0 0
July 1...,,,,
Aug.18... ,, .,,
.... 427156. farnitnre .................................................... 1800
chemicals .................................................... 45 6 1
41 13 4
Sep. 1...,,,,
90 0
200 0 0 ,, ironmofigery and ironwork ............................
29...,.,,
timber .......................................................9 14 11
250 0 0
Oct. 1...,,,
fuel ...........................................................715 6
4118 4
41 13 4 ,, petty cash and postage ...................................59 0 0
Nov. 1...,,,,
law cxpensea—KreIFt v. Bill .............................761 19 1
41 13 4
Dec. 1...,,,,
-.
,, 31 ....... Debit balance .................65 0 10
£1,99917 7
£1,999 17 7

OHAS. ROBINSON,
Secretary.
APPENDIX No. 2.
BOOKS ADDED TO TIIE MUSEUM LIBRARY DURING THE YEAR 1575
Annals and Magazine of Natural history.
Atheneum.
Jeonica.
Nature.
Philosophical Magazine.
Transactions of the Entomological Society.
Journal of the Linnean Society.
The Ibis.
B. PIERSON RAMSAY,
Curator.
APPENDIX No. 3.
THE Museum was opened for 311 days, with an average attendance of 20221 per diem, as foilows
Jannary.......................................
February................ ..... ..................
March ..........................................
April................ ..........................
May.............................................
June.............................................
July.............................................
August... .......................................
September ....................................
October................... ....................
November ....................................
December ....................................

Days

Visitors.

26
24
26
26
26
26
27
26
26
26
26
26

6,460
........................
3,856
........................
6,945
........................
7,485
........................
4384
......................
........................
5,018
... ......... ......... ...4,932
4,367
........................
4,481
..................... ...
4,695
........................
5368
........................
5,891
........................

311

62,888
B. PIERSON RAMSAY,
Curator.

APPENDIX No. 4
PARTICULARS of work done by the Taxidermists.
1 Seal (Steeorhynchus lptonyx).
25 Mammals mounted.
2 Dugoogs (Halicore australia).
,,
skinned.
6
1 Whale (Ko,qiagrcy).
,,
renjonnted from old collection.
20
1 Dolphin (Delplsinus .cp.).
22 Birds mounted.
2 Dogs (domestic breeds).
65 ,, remouated from old collection.
1 Kangaroo (Osphranter rqfi's).
182 ,. skinned.
1 Tiger (Fells regalts).
8 Fishes mounted, including a large Sunfish
1.Rymoa (if. sin eta).
(Orthagoriscus), nov. sp.
1 Harpactes sp.
2 Reptiles. .
1 Nasua sp.
3 Crustaceans mounted.
1 Proeyou lot.or.
I Tragulos javanieus.
SKELETONS PREPARED AND MOUNTED.
1 Reindeer (1?enplfcr tarandns).
1 Parrot (Flatycercus p çrsonal us).
1 Llama (Auclsenia llama).
1 Seal (Stenorhyeehes leptonyx), large specimen.
1 Merino Earn (Oris Mspaeica).
1 Dolphin (Tereio cata/ania), large.
1 Dog-faeed Baboon (Uynoeeplealus batouim).
2 Whales (Kogiaqrayi).
1 Monkey (Macaces 5g.).
2 Native Beats (/'hascolaratos cinerees).
(Troglodytes .siger).
1 Monkey (Semnopitlsccns ap.).
1 ,,
1. Canis oceidentulis.
1 Cat (Pet is dotnesliea)..
1 Rerpestes sp.
1 Pelican (Felicanus conspicitlatus).
SKELETONS REMOUNTED.
1 Thylaeinc (Thylacinus cynocsphalus).
1 Seal (Fleece vitulina).

STERNA OF BITEDS.
114 Specimens prepared.
E. PIERSON RAMSAY,
Curator.
APPENDIX No. 5.

3or
3
APPENDIX No. 5.
LIST OP DONATIONS.
MAMMALS.
PRESENTRD BY
Three skulls of Natives of New Caledonja ................................................... Dr. A. Roberts,
The skull of an Aboriginal from Port Stephens ................... .......................... Mi's, Glover.
'Two skulls of Natives, from Fiji and Tonga ........... ........................................ D. A. Corrie, H.M.S. "Pearl."
A Monkey (Semnopit/tecus vp.) ..................................................................
A young Leopard (Lcopardvs vwrow) .....................................................................
) Chas. Moore, Esq., F.L.S. Botanic
A Nnsua (hasna monarclsw) .......................................................................
Gardens, Sydney.
Six Flying-foxes (Firropsis poliocephalus) ...................................................... ) B. S. Hill, Esq, J.P., C.M.Z.S.
A Bat (&otop/,ilus vigrogriseus) ................. ... .... .......................................
A large Bat (Rhynoiophuis sp. nov.)
lB. Pierson Ramsay, F.L.S., &e.
The Skull of a Lion (Leo barbarus; ......................
.... ................ Mrs. Robinson,
A Flying Mouse—Opossum (Acrobates pygmea) ............................................
..... . ........ ....
Mr. G. Streatfield.
A Flying 0posso111 (Fe/auth-ta taquauoides) ........... .... ................................... Mastor J. Ii'indlater,
A Woolly Opossum (Fhalenyista laniginosa.) ................................................
Mr. A. Fathers.
A Striped Opossum (Daetglopsela trrvsrgata) ............................................... (Mr. J. Montgomery, of Cardwell,
queensland.
A Ring•tailed Opossum (Phalamgista ianiginosa) .......................................... 1.
Mr. G. M'Colley.
A Cook's Opossum (Fh.alav,qista cooki) (in spirits) ......................................... Mrs.
Glover.
A young Kangaroo (Macropes majo,') ......................................................... Claas. Moore, Esq., F.L.S,, Botanic
AKangaroo, young ( Maci'opus major) ...... .................................................
Gardens, Sydney.
,J
A. Wallaby, young, from the pouch ..............................................................
Mrs. mover.
Two skulls of Halmatnrus rufleollis ............................................................ Dr. J. 0. Cox.,F.L.S.
Two specimens of a new genus of Rat-kangaroo (Hypsiprimnodoa nose/ta/us)
E. Pierson Rainsay, F.L.S.
A Bandicoot (Ferameles nasa/a) .................................................................. Ron. S. D. Gordon.
A Bandicoot ( l'erameks nasata) .................................... ........
...................... Mrs. Glover.
A Native Cat (Dasunrus vicerinus) ...............................................................
Mr. H. Williams.
AnAnteohinus sp. P ................................................................................. Mr.
J. Unwin.
The skeleton of a large Seal (Stenorlrynchus ltonyx) .................................... Mr. J. A. Thorpe.
Alive Seal (Zr! op/ins sp. ) ........................................................................
Mr. M'Leod.
The skull of a Porpoise (Dc/p/tires sp.) ... .............. .... .................................
D. A. Corrie H.M.S. "Pearl."
The skull of a Killer (Orea capesisis) ...... .... ........ . ......... . ............. .................
The skull of a Dolphin (Dc/p/anus sp.) ......................................................... ' Mrs Robinson.
The mandibles of a small sp. of Orea ......................................................... Mr. J. Smith.
--,
-- - stem t' o- small
anu rare species
Ot Sperm Whale (.Enphgsetes ep.?)
probably new ........................ ............... .......... ................................... Dr. J. C. Cox, F.L.S.
The lower jILW of the above (Rep/i i/5e/es 'p.?) ................................................ Mr. ileaton.
The tooth of an aged male Mesoplodon (M. !ayardi) ....................................... Mr. J. Holland.
The skeleton of a large Dolphin (Pure-jo catatoeiu) .......................................... Dr. J. C. Cox., F.L.S.
A Black Rat (Mae. sp.) ............... ..... ..................................... .................. Hon. H. D. Gordon.
A Water Rat (ffsjdromys le.ucogaster) .......... ............................................... C. Windeyer, Esq.
A Water Rat, (liydromyjs leueogczster) ......................................................... Hon. H. D. Gordon.
A White Mouse (hEws musce,les')
"5 o:i.... it--,-Seven specimnen of Mus musenlus ...........................................................
One specimen of a Mus sp..................................................................
. ... .
One Rat (fifes sp.) ................................................................................. Mis. Glover.
ASpiny Echidna (E. his/it) ...................................................................
An Ormthorhynehus (0. asratseus) ............................................................... I Chas, Moore, Esq., F.L.S., Botanic
1.
Gardens, Sydney.
Oil from a Gray's Whale P (Kogia sp.) .........................................................Mr. Heaton.
BIRDS.

A Straw'necked This (Geroaticmis spin ice//is) ................................................
AHeron (Jrerodias pac,fiea) ....................................................................
A Fijian Parrot (Fiat qrerc us persona/us) ......................................................
A young E'uu (Dromaius nora.ho!hndia) ...................................................
A young Lyrebird (Meaurr super/ta) ........................................................
A Plieasaiat (Euploco ni-es siyct/eemerus) .........................................................
A Tori-es Strait Pigeon (G'arpophaga spiorrhoa) .............................................
ASea'eagle (lialiaclus leucogastar) ............................................................
A Fruit Pigeon ( C'arpophaga ep.) ..............................................................
A Night Heron (3tyctii-orax caladonicus) .....................................................
A young Black Swa,i (yqeus atratus) ........................................................
A White Swan (C'gynn.c olor) .....................................................................
A Peacock Phensa,,t (Folyplectro,e chiv,quis) ...................................................
A Lctter'wiogeil Kite (E!anu.s script us) ......................................................
A Port; Phillip Lyi'e.bird (Menura victoriw) ...................................................
A White &os.hawk (As/er nova.hoUandim)...................................................
ACrow (Uorrus castro/is) ........................................................................
AGrab a (Po(liceps ga/ads) .......................................................................
A Whit0 Qos.ljasvk (Asisi' nova.ho(/aedia) ...................................................
A Crested Hawk (flare subcr is/ate) ............................................................
A blnck'slso,,hdered Kite (Elanva axillaris) ...................................................

Mr. S. A. Wilson.
Mr. Bndd.
Master Robert Pearce.
Dr. J. C. Cor., F.L.S.

Chas. Moore, Esq., F.L.S., Botanic
Gardens, Sydney.

Mr. H. Neweombe.
Mr. K. Brondbent.
Major P. L. Shepherd.
Mr. J. A. Thorpe.
Mr. A. Newton.
Mr. G. B. 51mw.
Mr. J. A. Thorpe.
Mr. B. Johnstone.
Mr. J. A. Thorpe.
Mrs. Fething.
Mr. l{ardstall'.
Mr. J. Blaxland,junr.
Mr. W. Baldwin.
Mr. H. Newton.
Mr. I. Clarke.
Master Tost,
B. S. 1-Till, Esq., J.P., &.

Two specimens of Ohithonicola euninia .........................................................
Two A,mstrahian Grebes (Podieeps cut/re/is)
A Bittern (flntoroidesjfas,ico/ljs) ...............................................................
A boobook Owl (A//ieee 600boo/i) ...............................................................
APcI-rd (Prior arid.) ...............................................................................
A black Cockatoo (Calvptorkyrsaleusfunerees) ................................................
A blac'k'!.}molmjclered Kite (Elena: es-i/loris) ...................................................
A Cormorant (Phalacrocorax car/to ides) ......................................................
A green'hneked Oriole (Orioles viridis) .........................................................
A small '.I'i-ichoglossns ( 7'. pasillus) .......................
'if,-. al..,-.Two Spiiiehills74cart/tor/,ynch,,s tenuirosti-is)

................................................

A Silver.eye (Zos/erops crsrwlescens) ............................................................
A Flycairher (.Ehipidura al-biscapa) ............................................................. Mr. H. Williams.
AThrush ( Uollarj,,jncfa harmonica) ............................................................
A Wattled honey-Eater (Ant/too/arc carunculata) ..........................................
ACormorant (.PAalaerocorax carboides) ...................................................... Mr. Test.
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BIBDS—eowUtwed.

PBB$BYTED BY

G. King, Beg.
A Golden Plover (Charadrius lonqipes) .........................................................1 Dr I C Cox
A Swamp Cuckoo (Cent ropus gIn-el bus) ......................................................... 5
A Powerful Owl (llies-rzcoglaur sfrenuns) ...................................................... 3. Blatland, junr., Esq.
A Silver Pheasant (Euptoeomus nyclhemesus) ................................................ 3. M'George, Esq.
A Golden Pheasant (Chrusolophvs pick) ....................... ............................... Oharles Moore, Esq., Botanic Gardens.
A white-tailed Toucan (Toecus sp.) .................................. ..........................Lieut Nowel, RN., H.M.S. "Sandfly."
An Emu-wren ( Stipilvius ,nalechnrrs) ......................................................... Mr. J. W. RoLhwell.
A Californian Quail (C'aliipepla callifors,ica) .................................... ............ Mr. Pier.
A Fruitpigeon (Treron ? sp.) ..................................................................... Dr. A. Corrie, H.M.S. "Pearl."
Two Tonysiptera sylvia ...........................................................................1 Mr. J. A Thorpe.
A Thickhead (Perle ycephala ruflrentris) ...................................................... j
A Tliickhead (Pachycephairt yntluralis) ......................................................... Inspector Robert Johostone, Queensland.
A Ground Parrot (Psephotus Tsa-matorhous)

Two Bee-eaters (Jtterops o,naius) ...............................................................

One Tnnvsipt.era sylvia .......................................... ..................... ............... .Mr. J. A. Thorpe.
Two Craspedophora magnifies ..................................................................... )
A Parrot from New Guinea (Ec/ectus polyehlorus) ........................ ............. ..... Dr. A. Corric, H.M.S. "Pear)."

AEurystomus (E. eronirostris)..................................................................

A Bendrochelidon mystnceus ...................................................................... Licut. iteudell, H.M.S. " Beagle."

A Cardinal Parrot (Dosnecella cardinal ssj .....................................................

A Megapodius sp. from "Savo" ..................................................................
A Finch (Es/re/dc belle) ... ........................................................................ Mr. J. Ahwcll.
A black-backed Gull (Laruspue?Jkivv) .......................................................... Mr. J. Cannon.
A letter-winged Kite (Elauns scriptus) .........................................................
NESTS AND EGGS OF BIRDS.
Nest and two Eggs of the Swallow Dicveuan (Dicanen hirundinaceem) .................. Mr. J. A. Thorpe.
The Egg of a species of Cliionis from Kerguellan's Land ................................. 1 Mr. Wharton Cox.
Two Eggs of the smaller blue Jay (Grcsiiralus snentelis) .................................... 5
Two Eggs of the Coach-whip Bird (l'vophodes erepiians) ................................. Ralph Hargraves, Beg.
Two Eggs of a species of Kiwi (Apl.ery.r vp.) from New Zealand ........................Mr. Westgarth.
Four Eggs of a new species of Megapodius, from the Island of Savo," Solomons)
Group .................................... ..........................................................rAeatt. Rendell, TI.MS. "Beagle."
The Nest and Egg of a species of Sun-bird (Arachu echt /ire sp.), from New Georgia...)
prSRES.
A rare Fish (Monecanlhns eonvexirostris) ......................... ................. ......... ...
A Scapereh ? (Plectropone sp.) ........................ ..........................................
Cestracion philippi, Egg of ......................... .. ............... ..............................
An Eel (Ala race aeestralis) ............ ..................... ...... ................. ................
A Horned Box-fish (Ostracion eorisnlus) .. ................... . ................................

Dr. X. C. Cox, F.L.S.
W. IT. Stephens, MA.
Mr. J. Pearce.
Messrs. Kenedy and Newton.
Dr. J. 0. Cox, F.L.S.

A rare Fish (Afonoeenlrisjoponicus) ............................................................ )

'l'cventy-iive small Fish ............................................................................. . Mrs. Clover.
A small Electric Rn (Hypnoe subniyrnm ...................................................... )
The rostrum of a large Saw.flsh (Pristis sp-) ............... ... ........................... .. Mr. C. Muller.
Two specimens of a large Trigger-fish (iIonoeanthns hippocrepis) ................ ........ Sir James Murtin.
A Toad-fish (Teirodon viryala) .............. .................................................... Dr. A. Corrie, H.M.S. " Pearl."
A Fish (P/alas leira) ... ...... ..................................................................... Inspector Seymour.
A rare species of Sole (Synaplura sp.) ......................................................... .1. W. Durgin, Esq.
A rare sp. of Chmtodon .............................................................................. Mr. TIsos. Parker.
A Sawflsh (Pristioplsorus cm-alas) ............................................................ \V. H. Hargraves, Esq.
A sp. of Saurus ....................................................................................... 1Mr. Wni. Burgess.
A Red-fish (Rn-yr offinss) ........................................................................
An Ostrneiou (0. renardi) .............................. .......................................... B. Kirchner, Esq.
Portion of the inner skin of a King-fish (R/ce-ate niqs-a) .................. ............... Dr. Phifi'er.
A new Fish (Yeseus Johnslonei) type specimen of 9 ..... .................................. B. P. itamsay, F.L.S.
A Fish (Crisliceps ens/re/is) ................................................ ..................... ,1. G. Hay, hsq.
An Albicore (&o,aber sp) ........................................................................ F. S. Hill, Esq., C.M.Z.S.
The jaw of a large Shark (Crossorlsinus barbatus) .......................................... Mr. T. Holland.
A rare species of Sole (So/ca sp.) ............................................................... P. J. C. Cox, F.L.S.
A Rock-fish (Labrieihthqe q'.) .......................................... ............... ........... Mr. I. Smith.
A collection of seventeen species of Port Jackson Fish .................................... Dr. J. C. Cox, F.L.S.
A Diodon (Dieotqlichthyspssuctatuln.n) .......................................................... Mr. I. A. Thorpe.
Threo species of Monacanthus ..................................................................... .5
Two Eels (Anquilla sp.) .......................................................................... )
A Cat-fish (Plolossus sp.) ........................ ................................................... .Mrs. Glover.
A Rock-rod (Seieoena sp.) ........................................................................ .3
A rare species of Fish (1iqlida) ............................................................... Pr. J. C. Cox, L.L.S.
A new species of Tetrodon, allied to T. reticu/aris .......................................... B. P. Ramsay, F.L.S.
Fonr specimens—two species of Rook-fish (Lebriahihys sp.) .............................. Mr. I. A. Thorpe.
A Bog-fish (Silnrn.v / sp.) ... ........................................................................ Mr. Corbatt.
Aspecies of Carp .................................................................................... Mr. 3. A. Thorpe.
Two Soles sp (Pardac/rirus sp.) ..................................................................
OneSygnathus sp ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- I
Two Leather-jackets (Ateuteres q'.) ................. .. ......................................... -Dr. X. C. Cox, F.L.S.
One Saurus snyops ................................................................................... I
_4. fine specimen of a Sun-fish, new species? (Orlhagorisaus vp.) ........................
Six

Yellow-tail (Carans declivis) .......................................... ....................... .)

Six Roekfish (Julida) ................................ .............................................. .Mr. 3. A. Thorpe.
OneSerbIa sp. .......................................................................................

Two

Red-bream (l'agrus nssicolor)

... ............................................................

Three young of a species of Flying-fish (Exocatus) ......... .............................. Inspctor Seymour.
An Electric Ray (BIpssos subniyruns) . ................................... ......................K X. Cox, Lsq., M.L.C.
A Box-fish (Ostroeion fornesini) ............................................... ................... Mr. I. Sealet.
Two Eels (Anquillcs sp.) --------------------------------------------------------------------------- F. S. Hill, Esq., C.M.Z.S.
ABlork Pock-coil ....................................................................................

A Rork-fish (Labrichthzjs vp.)

.....................................................................

A Red-bream (Payrus ai color) .................................................................
A Black-bream (Ckrs,sophrys sp.) ................................................................Dr. J. 0. Cox, F.L.S.

A Leather-jacket (Mouacanthus hippocrepis) ...................................................

A Flounder (Pseudorhombes russelli)
An Aulopus purpurissatus .......................................................................
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REPTILES.
A Frog (Litoria arsrea)
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• Mrs. Glover.

SNAXES AND LIZARDS.
Four Stinizes (Diemenia. 'F-) .................. ...... ................................................ II. Bradley, Esq.
A Diamond Snake (Moretia q'iIotes) ............................................................ Mr. J. Kuhn.
An Aniphishwna (?ipFt1ops ruppeili) ............................................................ 1st. J. Ritchie.
A Diamond Snake (Aforelia iilotcs) ............................................................ Mr. Al. Norrio.
One Hoplocephalus variegatus ..................................... .. ..............................
One,,
ep... ........... .................................................................) n. Bradley, Esq.
A Whip Snake (D. reticulaea) ..................................................................... Mrs. Glover.
A Turtle-headed Sea-snake (Enujdoceplialus tuberculatus) ................................. Lieu t-. Nowell, H.M.S. "Sandfly."
An Ampbisbmna (Typlilops sp.) .................................................................. 5. J. Calvert, Esq
A Carpet Snake (AibreI.ia variegate) ............................................................ Dr. J. C. Cox, F. L.S.
A Snake from India (Trisneresures I sp.) ...................................................... Mr. M'Cann.
A Black Snake (Fscudechisporpkqriacus) ................................................... Mr. Williams.
A Brown Snake, young (Hoplocepluthcs curt us) ................................................ B. Vernon, Esq.
A Blind Snake (fIsphlops ruppetii) ............................................................... Messrs. Pagan Bros.
A Ringed Snake
aunulosa) ......................................................... Mr. G. lialloran.
A Black-bellied Snake (HilochaIus signet us) ............................................. F thill, Esq.
A Black-headed Snake (Aspidiotes seelenocephalws) .......................................... Mr. B. H. Row.
A Black Snake (Escudecitis porphyriacus) ...................................................... Mr. Alfred Parsons.
A Ringed Sen-snake (Flat SUItS scu ales) ...................................................... Mr. H. Kirchner.
Two Carpet Snakes (Morelic varieqate) ......................................................... Mr. Henderson.
A Blind Snake ( Typhiops rsTpelIi) ............................................................... Mr. J. Kline.
A Ringed Snake ( Vermicella aennlosa) ......................................................... Mr. J. Flaherty.
A Whip Snake(Diernenia reticulate) ........................................................... Mr. Warren.
Two l'ythons (Enggrus &riboni .............................................................. Mr. B. Kirchner.
Three specimens of a species of Typhlops, from Fiji ....................................... Mr. J. Johnstone.
A new species of floploceplmlus .................................................................. 3. Penzer.
A Snake (Typhlops ruppett() ..................................................................... His Honor Judge Josephson.
A Green Treesnake (Dendroplsispuuetatulaj ................................................ E. S. Hill, Esq., 01125.
A Lizard (P4yllurus platsmrus) .. .................. ............... .......... .................... lion- J. Buchanan, M.L.A.
ALizard (Hinuta sp.) ..................................... ......................................... Mrs. Glover,
A Wimite's Lizard (Hinula svhite with two toils ............................................. M r. J. 0-reer.
A Slow.wormn or Grass Lizard (Fygopus sp.) ................................................ 5. L. King, Jtsq.
A Lace Lizard (Hydrosaurus sp.) ... ............................................................ Lient. Nowell, H.M.S. "Sandily."
A skin of a large Lizurd (Hqd,osaurmcs varies) ..................... ........................ Mr- 0 Thornber.
A Lnce Lizard, from Solomon Islands (Afonito;-? sp.) ..................... .................. Dr. A. MKinlay, H.M.S. "Nympho,'
A Grass Lizard (Jqgopus tepidopod its) ......................................................... Mr. Burgess.
A Gecko (Phyllurusptaturus) .................................................................. 0. Thornton, Esq.
A Lizard (Hi,mula wit lid) .......................................................................... Mr. Alfred Parsons.
An Am,strmilian Crocodile (Crocodiles biporcatuis) ............................................. Mr. Dalhnnty.
Two Lizards front time New Hebrides (Hinula- sp.) .......................................... Br. A. Corric, U.M.S. "Pearl."
An Austnmlian Crocodile ( Crocoditus bisorcatus) ............................................. Tl,os. Cook, Esq.
A Lizard (Tropidotisnta sp.) .................................................................. Br. J. C. Ce; F.ILS,
A Gecko frumn Fiji (P/n,iltu,-us -'i') ................................................................
A Rock Lizard (irae/mydosoerus sp) ............................................................ Mr Charles Pearce.

)

SHELLS OF MOLLUSCOUS ANIMALS.
Type specimens of the foUowing new shells:2 Piipina angasi.................................................................................
1
,, inaeleayi ..........................................................................
1 Liotia angasi ................................................................................. Mr. ,Tohn Brazier.
a Bithinia hyalina ..............................................................................
4 Helicina sophi ..............................................................................
C species-300 specimens of Australiaa Land Shells ....................................... .1 Mr. Henderson, Richmond River.
A small collection of Shells fron, the sea-shore near Hobart Town ..................... M r. H. Williams.
The Nidns of a Molluseous animal .................................... ........................... Dr. J. C. Ccx.
2 Oyprua sp. (four specimens) ......... . ........................................... . ...... ........ Muster B. Pearce.
12 Trigonias (1 larnarcl-i) .......................................................................
1 Magas otimingi .................................................................................... ) Mr. G. Worringlon.
2 Scala philippinarum .............................................................................. 3
2 Natiea filosa ......................................................................................
1 Cyprwa un,bilieatus ..............................................................................
2 ,,
hicolor ....................................................................................
2 ,,
flaveola
1 ,,
enput-anguis
8 Cluthurella reticosa
1
,,
,,
Tar. ..................................... ...................................
2 Conus rntellns ....................................................................................
2 Strutlmiolaria seutuLata alba ------------------------------------------------------------------- Dr. J. C. Ce; F.LS.
1 Volmi vola
2 Chionc anstralis
2 Asnphiparus brevis -----------------------------------------------------------------------------2
,,
bmila ................................................................................
2 Olivells. leucozona ................................................................................
4 Scala pinlippmarnm ..............................................................................
4 Daphnella Lyiunreformis --------- ---- - ------------ ---- -------------------------- - ---------------+
2 Drillia oweni .......................
2 specimens of the rare Cyprma subviridis ...................................................
1 Cvprua sp. nov. front Torrcs Sti-aits ...................................................... Mr. J. liobson.
3 vllntn zebn ............................ ... ................. . .................. .... . ......... ... Mrs. Clover.
A hammer-headed oyster (Malt cu' dour) ....... .... .... ........... ....... . .......... .... Mrs. J. Walker.
A small collection of shells from Port Stephens ......... ................................. lIrs. Glover.
2 Calliste rotnlaris...............................................................................
2
,, retila ............... . ........ ............................... ..................................2
fmirnala .. ..................... ................................. . ............................
H. Harg
Esq.
4 Pectunenlns grayl ............... . .............................. .................................. W.H.raves,
wit-li Myochama anomoides ......................................................
2 Trigonella eontraria ..............................................................................

SHELLS OF MOLLUSCOUS ANIMALS—continued.
FRE8Er(TED BY
2 Desinia sculpta
2 Mactra sp. ............ ........... ...............................................................
2 Chiono ep. .............. ..........................................................................
2 Cassis pyrum ... ........................................................... ....................... .W. H. Hargraves, Esq.
2 Volluta marmorata ...........................................................................
1
,, magnifica ..............................................................................
2 Unio orassidens .................................................................................
3 ,, obliquus ....................................................................................
2
oornotus ................................................................................
1 ,, ligamentarius ..........................................................................
4 ,, luteolus ....................................................................................
2
lievissinsus ................................................................................
2
cbcnene ....................................................................................
2
anadontoides
3
trigonus
3 ,, compressus .............................................................................
2 ,, eonfertns .................................................................................
3
olipsie
3 ,, zig-zag, var. donaciformis ............................................................
3 ,, metanever ................................................................................
1 ,, elegans ...................................................................................
3 ,, asperimus ................................................................................
4
sceuris ....................................................................................
4 ,, nodulatus ................................................................................
1 Anodon decora ................................................................................
5
incertus .................................................................................
1
dunlopiana ..........................................................................
3
californicus ...........................................................................
1
origouensis ...........................................................................
17 (Maryaritina) complanata .................................. . ........................... .......
3 Machmm paluta .................................................................................
5 Macoma nasuta .................................................................................
4 Mya bemphilci .................................................................................
100 Mytilus glomeratus ...........................................................................
6
,,
edulis ...................................................................................
3 Plaounanoniia cepio ..........................................................................
1 Ostrea visgina .......................... . .........................................................
1
apP ......................................................................................

1

,,

,,2

4 Cardium corbis ................................................................................
Two species of small Cyolas (many) ......................................................
4 Pholas pacifica (in spirits) ..................................................................

10

,,

,,

. ........... . ........ ........................................................... Mr. A. W. Crawford, Osldands, San

A collection of 9 species of Physa ...... . ..................... . .... ........................ .
10 Lyrnnma Sj).. .................................................................. ..................
Tioplaxsubcarinata ...........................................................................
- 2 Auculotus prurosus ...........................................................................
Five species of Planorbis (many specimens) .............................................
17 Purpurca erispata ..............................................................................
3
,,
,,
var. fr. Oregon .........................................................
50
,, scapicola ..............................................................................
Nation
3
lemissii .................................................................................
40 Cerithium tnniatum ..........................................................................
8
,,
ap.? from Oregon ...............................................................
30 Litorina seut.uiaria ..............................................................................
12
,, sp.? ....................................................................................

S,, sp.P ...................................................................................
I Chlorstoma furiebrata ........................................................................
30 Fiom tigula ...................................................................................
80 Nerita sp........................................................................................
30 Aemna sp. ................. . ...................................... . ..............................
6 Oliva nolandi ....................................................................................
4
peruriana ................................................................................
30 0-aryta sp. P
4 ,,
sp.' ...................................................................................
Acolleetion of twenty.four species of Land Shells, including—
Helixthyroides .................................................................................
(Hyalina) ligcra .......................................................................
solitaria... ...... ...................................................... . ...................
cooperi ...................................................................................
tridentats. .................................................................................
alternata ................................................................................
arrosa ....................................................................................
alleobris ................................................................................
reticulata .................................................................................
elevata ...................................................................................
nsult,ilincaea ......................................., ......................................
townscndiaiia ...........................................................................
traskii ....................................................................................
stsiatella .................. .. ................ ............................................. J

Francisco.

arborca, and others.
in all 100 species.
A collection of 39 species, 55 specimens of Sea Shells from Torres Strait-s............
A collection of 0 species, 32 specimens from the Solomon Islands &c ................... .Lieutenant Rendell, H.M.S. "Beagle.
Two pinna sp. from i ow Georgia .....
15 Ammonia Imvie ...................................................................................
8 Helix incei .........................................................................................
2 Helix lessoni .......................................................................................
6 Cyprma moneta ....................................... ................................. ......... .Mr. Johnston and Mr. Parkill.
2 Turritella ap .......................................................... ............... ............ ..
2 Imbricaria conira ................................................................................
10 Ancillaria P ip. ..... .. ... . .............................................. ...........................
20 Oliva carnoola ....................................................................................
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SHELLS OF MOLLUSCOUS ANIMALS—continued.
PRuSE?iTED BY
2 Shells (IVatica sii.) .............................................................................. M. P. L. Mitehell.
1 Planorbis ap........................................................................................
5 Molania sp........................................................................................
9 Cyelas sp...........................................................................................
1 Uniosp..............................................................................................
5 Helix sp. .............................................. .......................... ............... ... bMr. I. Richardson.
6 ,, ep. ................................. . ........................... .............................. I
5 ,, sp...........................................................................................
2
?sp..........................................................................................
5 Cyclostoma sp....................................................................................
10 tJyprma of sp....................................................................................
2 Murex ..............................................................................................
2 Teliina .............................................................................................
2 Nerita ................................................................................................
2 Helix bipartite ....................................................................................
2 ,, mcci ............................................................................................ Mr. J.
2 Mitra episeopalis .................................................................................
2 Strombus ..........................................................................................
2 Conus................................................................................................
2OIiva................................................................................................
2 Malea pomum ....................................................................................
A Sen Slug (Aplysia .sp.) ........................................................................... Mr. Chas. Forest.
An Octopus ............................................ ................ ................................. s. S. Corraze & Spice.
ALoligo ................................................................................................
4 specimens of Octopus sp...................................................................... Mrs Glover.
CIRRIPEDIA.
A cluster of Barnacles (Lepas anat/'era) ...................................................... Dr. T. C. Cox, F.L.S.
...................................................... Dr. A. Corrie, H.M.S. "Pear!."
n
.............. ............................... ........ Mr. Martin.
..
COLE0PPERA.
4 Beetdes (H3,totrnpes) ........................................................................... Dr. X. C. Cox, F.L.S.
A King Beetle (Lanipriina rutilàns) ........................ .................................... Mr. J. Nobbs.
BBeetles (.fldotrupes) ............................................................................ Mr. Wm. Johnston.
4 Burosti p ....................................................... ........................... ..
4 Sehuzorhma sp ..................................................................................... ILieut. Rendell, H.M.S. Beagle."
BEMIPTERA, ORTHOPIERA, NEUROPrERA.
1 Locusta sp. from the New Hebrides .........................................................
1 Dr. A. Corrie.
1.0 Seutellera sp.
,,
APhasma (Ext atoslonia tiera.tusn) .. ..... .............. .......................................... -Christian, Esq.
Two Phasma ip. (Ext atostorssa ti oration) ...................................................... Mr. Douglas Oskes.
A Dragon-ily (Libelttsla sp.) ................... ..... ................................................ Mr. A. Spencer.
LEPIDOPTERA.
A Moth (Sphinx iuetseosa)........................................................................ Mr. A. Spencer.
37 specimens, 11 species Lepidoptera from Newcastle....................................... Mr. Gross.
ORUSTACEA.
ACray-fish (l'andcslne? sp.) ..................................................................... Inspector Seymour.
35 specimens of small Crabs, &c. (Pagurus, Thalamiteu, 4c) ........................... frs, Glover.
AHermit-crab ................ ................................................................. ......
Asmall docapod Crustacean ..................................................................... .Mr. G. Worrington.
ARA0llNID..
ASpider (M9a1e u,.) ..................................... .... .....................................
I. Daintree, Esq.
A Spider (JDpiera sp.) ... ............. ...................... ........................................ Mr. Warren.
A Spider's Nest and Eggs, found at sea ......................................................... Mr. G. Packer,
ECHINODERMATA.
Criaoidea.
A Cromatula .......................................................................................... Mr. G. Worrington.
.................................................................................... Dr. J. C. Cox, F.L.S.
Astoroidea.
AStar-fish (Arteries sp.) ....................................................... ........ ...... ...... Mrs. Glover.
Three specimens of a sp. Star-fish (Asterias sp.) ............................................. Mr. G. Worringt.on.
Eehinoidea.
ASpat angus .......................................................................................... Mr. G. Worrington.
Errantia.
Two Sea Centipedes (CThatopteruesp.) ......................................................... Dr. 3.0. Cox, F.L.S.
Ilolothuroidea.
A llolothuria sp. from S.S. Isles .................................................................. F. S. Hill, Esq., C.M.Z.S.
Polypi, Zoophites, &e.
A Penatula (Sareoptilus ,qrandir) ...............................................................
Lord, Esq.

Two Penatulm (Sorroptilusgrandis) ............................................................

)
A qolleot ion of 20 varieties of Sponges ..........................................................
Mr. G. Worrington.
Three species of Zoophites (.Po/gzoa) ........................................................
FOSSIL REMAINS.
Molar tooth of a Diprotodon ...................... ...............
.............
......... ..........
lj. Rvrie, Esq., Burwood.
Lower incisors of a species of Macropes ......................................................
Valves of two foseil seeds (Pen.tune sp.) ...................................................... Mr. W. Beanett.
GEOLOGICAL SPECIMENS.
Minerals, Rocks, &e., and Fossils.
Obsidian, from New Britain ..................................................................... . ..-.
i F. Schmidt.
Ball of Clay and 1,-o,istone from New Guinea ................................................
Samples of Copper from the Walleroo Mines, South Australia ........................... 1
Samplesof Lead .................................................................................... Dr. A. Corrie H.M.S. "Pearl."
Large specimens of Cley, with Dendritic markings, from Whru, county Rodaey ,, D. B. Reid, Esq.
Tin, from the Palmer River ...................................... . ------- ... .................. ..... Mr. 3, Grummo.
Coal from seam at Bundaberg ............... ................................................... Mr. R. Lamond.
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GEOLOGICAL SPECIMENS-continued.
PRESENTED BY
Minerals, Rocks, &c., and Fossils-continued.
Specimens of Lode Tin, from Snowy River
.)
Copper Carbonate from Boinballa ............................................................... ;0. 0. Orchard, Peg.
Green Carbonate Copper ........................................................................... Mr. Solomon Uren,
15 fossil Shells from Shoathaven .................................................................. Mr. J. Smith.
2 specimens of Coal plants ...... .............. . .... . ............................................... Mr. J. Holland, sen.
50 specimens fossil Corals, &c., froin limestone rocks near Yass ... ..................... The Rev. W. H. Yarringlon, Yass.
A large Ammonite, and slab containing Bellemnites and Shark's Teeth, &c., from
Yamba, near Rockhampton ......... ......................................................... j R. N. Dell, Esq., Queensland.
Three specimens Shells (Spirjfer r,p.) ............................................................ Hon. John Fairfax.
Tinfrom Warwtek .................................................................................... 1
Antimony, Coppers, Agate, Obsidian, Mica-schist .............................................. '- 0. Thoa-nbcr.
Copper Ore, and Lead with Iron Pyrites, from Merimbla ................................. Mr. Specimens of Tin ore ........................................................ . ..................... Mr.'Peppercorn.
Specimens of Lead, Tin, Copper Ores, and Agate, &e ........................................ Mr. Wm. Jaeger.
BOTAMCAL SPECIMENS.
"Native bread" a fungus (Mylitta ez,st•ralis), ploughed up at ICangaloon ............... Messrs. Uawken & Vance.
Two "Vegetable Caterpillars" a species of àtngus (Cordiceps robertsiO ............... Julian E. Salomons, Esq.
BOOKS Ai'W PAPERS, U.
Flora Sylvatica. Pt. xxvi .......... ........ ......................................................
APortrait of Lord Nelson at ten years of age ................................................
A paper on the genus Fenestella (by I. P. T. Woods, F.L.S., &c., &e.) ...............
A paper on the Fresh-water Shells of Tasmania, by the samo author ..................
Proceedins of the Royal Society of Tasmania, 1374 .......................................
Fitzgerald s Australian Orchids ................................ ..................................
ETHNOGRAPHICAL SPECIMENS, COINS, &e.
Figure of an Aboriginal's hand on sandstone, from Cave near Mudgeo..................
An oval Chinese copper Coin .....................................................................
A brick from the Great Wall of China .........................................................
A Boomerang:......
........................................................ ...........................
A collection of samples of Cloths made by various Tribes in the South Sea Islands,
collected in 1770 by Captain Cook ... . .....................................................
A Cartridge fro,n the b,Ltt.lc field of Sevastopol .............................................
A Necklace of human teeth from the Solomon Islands ....................................
A Torch of Candle-nuts (Alc,,tes-cs triloba) ............ ............... . .......................
A stone Hatchet from Wilton .................................... .................................
A Harpoon, and poi-t.ion of the teredo-bored planking of the ship " Niantic" excamtvd in the city of San Francisco ........... ................................................
Bronze Medal struck in honor of Lord Nelson's victories .................................
A Ten-dollar Note issued during the late American War .................................

The lion. Colonial Secretary.
w. a Murray, Esq.
Rev. Mort Hobart.
The Hon. the Colonial Secretary.
Dr. J. C. Cox, F.L.S.
Mr. P. Jones.
Mr. George Roberts.
Mr. Charles Muller.
T. Augustus Forbes Leith, Esq.
Captnin H. Fox.
Mr. H. Heil.
Lio,,t. Rendell, lLM.S. "Beagle"
Mr. J. Henry.
Mr. J. Crawford.
W. G. Murray, Esq.
Mr. John Pull.

E. PIERSON RAMSAY,
Curator.
APPENDIX No. 0.
Exchange No. 1, May 1875.
Sent to Europe for the Royal Museum, Brussels, through Messrs. Montefiore, Josepl, & Co., Sydney.
Mark,
No. of speet,ae,i,.
No. 2. Astur novu hollandia, 3' .............................. 1
approximans 9 .................................1
4. Elanus axillaris ¶ .................................... 2
5. Ilirundo frontalis 3 ................................... 1
6. Lagenoplastcs nriel 3 2 ..............................2
7. Merops ornatus 3' ....................................... 1
8. Eurystonins pacificus 3 2 ........................... 2
9. Dacelo leacliii 3' ....................................... 1
10. Halcyon pyrrhopygius 3' ..........................1 1
11. Pardalotus me]auoccphalus 3' ..................... 1
12. Strepera anaphonensis 2 ...........................1
13. Pachyeephala gutl.uralis 3 9 ................... 2
14. Gerygone albogularis 3' 2 ...........................2
15. Malurus degas's 3' .................................... 1
16.,, cailainus 3' .................................1
pulcheriasus 3' .............................. 1
17.,,
18. Chthonicola sagittata 3' 9 ........................... 2
19. Est.relda (Poephila) cinel.a 2 ........................1
oceulea 2 ....................................120.,,
21.
modcsta 3' ................................ 1
22. Donacola (Estrelda) cnstaneoihornx 9 ............I
23. Scriculus melinus 2 .................................1
24'. Mimeta viridis 3' 3' ................................. 2
25. Spheeotheres marillaris 9 ...........................1
,,
flavivcnt,ris 9 ........................ 1
26.
27. Meliornis longirostris 3 .............................. 1
,,
nova, hollandise 3' 2 .....................2
28.
,,
sericea 3' 2 .................................2
29.
S
.30. Ptilutis aurieorsnis 3' 9 .............................. 2
31.,, chrysops 3 9 ..............................2

-

NO. of spccime".
Mark.
No. 32. Plilotis lewinii 3 ................................. 1
33.
,, plumulus 2 .............................. 1
1
34. Ant hecliicra (Ancl?.obia) lunulata 3'
36. Pl,ilemon cit.rcognlaris 3' ........................ 1
37. J)ic,uu,n hirundinaecum 3' ........................ 1
33. Zosterops ca-nlescens 3' ........................ 1
39. Sittella leucoptera 3' .............................. 1
40. Cucnlus pallidus 3' ................................. 1
41.
,, llabclliformis 3 ........................... 1
42. Laniprococoyx basilis 3 ........................... 1
43.
,,
plagostls 3 ........................ 1
4t. Endynamis ilindersii 3' ........................... 1
45. Centropus pliasianus 3' 9 ........................ 2
46. Calyptorhynehus slellotus 3' 9 ............... 2
47. Platycercus ieterotis 3' ........................... 1
45.
,,
pileatus 3 ........................... 1
49. Enphcnsa bonrkii 3 .............................. 1
50. Trichoglossus chlorolcpidotus 9 9 ............ 2
51.
,,
austrnlis 3 2 ..................... 2
52. Lopholaimns antarct,icns 3 ..................... 1
53. Lobivai,cllus lobotus 3' .......................... 1
54. Parra gallinacsa 2 ................................ 1
55. Phalacrocorex varius 3' ........................... 1
56. Halcyon macicayi 3' .............................. 1
57. Serieornis a, agnirostris 3' ........................ 1
,,
frontalis 3' .............................. 1
58.
59.
,,
snaculatns 3' ..........................
60. Epthiannra albifrons 3 ........................ 1

58 species
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E. PIERSON ItAMSAY,
Curator.
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APPENDIX No. 7.

APPENDIX No. 7.
Copy of letter forwarded to the Minister for Justice and Public Instruction, in reference to the verdict in the case
Klein r. Hill,
The Australian Musesuu,
Sydney, 15 September, 1875.
Sir,
I am requested by the Trustees of the Australian Museu]n to invite your attention to the correspondence which
took place between the Museum and your department in the month of October, 1874, in reference to the defence of the
action Krefft versus Hill, and to inform you of the result.
I may be permitted to renrinrlyou that, on the 20th August, 1574, Nr. Gerard Krefft, the then Curator and Secretary
of the Museum, was dismissed Dy the Board from his office, and that that fact was reported to the Honorable the Minister
for Justice and Public Instruction, by a letter from the Acting Secretary, dated on the same day.
Mr. Krefft having refused to quit the Museum buildings, a letter was written by the Acting Secretary to the Under
Secretary to your department on the 8th September, 1874, transmitting a resolution of the 'rnistees to the effect that an
immediate application be made to the Minister of Justice to authorize tIm police to give effect to the decision of the Board
by remonng Mr. Krefft from tine Museum buildings. To that letter a reply was received on the 14th of September, 1874,
from the Under Secretary to your department, intimating that the services of the police could not i authorized for the
purposes desired by the Tnsstees, and that the Government did not feel called upon to assume the responsibility of gving
effect to a decision to which they, had been no party. in consequence of the refusal of the assistance of the police, the
Board had no alternative but to employ a bailiff for the purpose of ejecting Mr. Krefft from the premises.
in order to prevent any mnrecessary violence, Mr. Edward S. 11111 was requested by the Board to be present when
Mr. Krefft was removed. On the 24th September, 1874, Mr. Krefft was removed from the premises by the bailiff appointed
by the Board, in the presence and with the concurrence of Mr. Edward Hill.
Mr. Krefft therefore brought an action against Mr. Hill personally, and the result of the proceedings hi this form
was that all inquiry into the conduct of Mr. Krefft, and of the causes which led to his dismissal, were necessarily excluded.
On the 2nd October, 1874, the H'ororahle the Minister of Justice was requested by letter from the Trustees to direct
the Crown Solicitor to defend the action on the part of the Trustees, seeing that any verdict which might be recovered
by the plaintiff would have to be satisfied out of the endowment, or in default levy might be made by the Sireriff upon the
public property committed to the care of the 'l.'rustees. Ott the 7th October, 1874, the Trustees were infonned by letter
from the Under Secretary of your department, that lie was directed by the Minister for Justice to state that the action
appeared to be against Mr. Hill, and not against the Trustees in their corporate capacity, and that neither the endowment
nor the joshlic property coninutted to the care of the Trustees could be rendered available for any verdict which rmØrt be
recoven,d in the aetiom To that letter the Trustees replied on the 28th October. that they inferred that the Minister
declined to direct the Crown Solicitor to defend the action, and pointed out that the Minister of Justice and Public lnstnrction did not appear to be acquainted with tIre fact that Mr. Hill acted on the occasion in question on behalf and by the
instructions of the Trustees in their corporate capacity. To this communication no reply was received, and the Board
therefore instriacted their own solicitor to defend the action and the same came on for trial on the 13th, 16th, 17th, and
18th of November, 1874, before 7\1r. Justice Cheeke and a Jury of font.
Mr. Cheeke ruled that Mr. Kreflt was a superior ollicer under Govcnnmnent, aod that therefore, under the 27th ehiuse
of the Constitution. Act, no one had power to remove him but the Governor, with the advice of the Executive Council.
Under this rvlin the Jury found a verdict for the plaintiff in the sum of £250.
A rule nis for a new trial, on the ground, among others, of misdirection, was obtained from the Supreme Court, and
the same easne on for argument on the 7th, 8th, and 9th September, 1875. His Honor the Chief Justice being, by virtue
of his office, a Trnstee of the Museum, declined to sit on the hearing of the motion for a new trial, And consequently it was
heard before their Honors All. Jnstice Hargrave and Mr. Justice FiLueett alone.
immediately on the close of the argument Mr. Justice l{arg'ave pronounced his judgment, entirely upholding sir.
Justice Chieeke's ruling, and refusia a new trial but tue jssd"mnent of Mr. Justice Faucett was in favour of a new trial
being granted. The result of the difference is that the rnoti,'n br a new trial has failed, and that the verdictwill stand.
As the amount of the verdict is under £5, the liefendant cannot appeal, except by making a special application to
the Pt-ivy Council for leave to do so. The plaintiff therefore cannot be restrained from enforcing the verdict which lie has
obtained, and it is possible that in the course of the present month the Board of Trustees will be called upon to pay £250
for the verdict, and a further sun, of about £150 for time taxed costs of the plaintiff.
It is necessary here to state that Mr. Hill, in being present at the expulsion of Mr. Krefft, acted on behalf of the
Board generally, and did not in any may exceed his authority. The Board guaranteed hum against any verdict which
might lie obtained against him. Tire costs of the defendant for the first trial have therefore been paid by the Board, and
they will be called upon to poy a further sian, amounting probably to £1, to cover the defendant's costs of moving for a
new trial.
The Trustees feel that, under all the circumstances of the ease, they have done the utmost that can be expected of
them for the defence of the property entrusted to their custody and as the amount which will be immediately payable in
satisfaction of the verdict and costs will be inevitably lost, they feel themselves precluded from takiug any steps for
prosecuting an appeal to the Queen in Council. As, however, in consequence of the failure of tIre Trustees to obtain a new
trial, Mr. Justice Cireeke's ruling is at present undisturbed, and Mr. Krefft may therefore claim to be still Curator, and
Inns' possilmly demnand payment of his salary till dismissed by the Governnment, the Board feel bound to report the present
positsomr of the institution at the earliest possible moment, in order that the ],aw Officers of the Crown may advise whether
It is necessary for the Government to take any steps in tire matter.
It is scarcely necessary for roe to point out that the opirmions of the Crown Law' Officers under the various flovenrmnents of the Colony, including Sir James Martin when Attorney General, and now Cinef Justice of the Supreme Court,
and the Hon. William Bede Dailey, presently Attorney General, have been invariably given in favour of the 'I'nrstoes of
the \Iuseumn having the sole power of appointing and removing their Curator, notwnthstandurg the supposed conflict of the
37th section of the Constitution Act mith the Museum Act.
'
I may further state, that the course which the Board adopted in dealing with Mr. Kreff% was so adopted at reliance
on the opinions before nremrtioned and the Trustees considered that they were entitled to rely confidently on those
inions, because aithougir the eo]nplete control of thelilusenin property was vested in them, they were in fact only
17
'Trustees for the Colony generally, and in administering the affairs of the institution they were virtually, though not legally,
nothing more than unpaid officers of the Govermnent.
The endowment of the Muscurn is, as you must be well aware, very far from sufficient to enable the Trustees to
make it an institution in any way worthy of the Colony and the results of the late action will be that the funds will be
encroached upon to such .111 extent as to make it almost necessary to close the Museuma to the Vublic, mdess some further
assistance be given to the Trustees. It is therefore hoped that the Coverninent may see their way to give some further
assistance, to emrable the Museum to tide over its present extraordinary and unforeseen difficulties,
I have, &c.,
A. W SCOTT,
Chainnan.

Sydney Thoas
m milomiards, Government Printer—isle.
[9d.]
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LEGISLAnvE ASSEMBLY.

NEW SOUTH WALES.

AUSTRATJAN MUSEUM.
(COIUtESPONDB2cCE, IIiCLUDLNG POLICE REPORTS, RESPECTING ROBBERY OF GOLD SPECIMENS THEREFROM, IN DECEflYR, 1873.)

Or&red by the Legislative Assembly to be pritzted, 15 Avgwet, 1876.

RETURN to an Order of the Honorable the Legislative Assembly of New South
Wales, dated 4 July, 1876, That there be laid upon the Table of this House,—
"Copies of all Police Reports having reference to the reported theft of
Gold specimens from the Sydney Museum, in the early part of 1874."
(Aft. Driver)

SCHEDULE,
PAGE.

NO

I. Curator of Australian Museum to the Honorable Colonial Secretary, rcuesting that reward for information respecting
robbery of gold specimens from institution be offered; minute thereon. 6 February, 1874 ............ ............... 2
Report of Inspector aeneral of Police, with enclosure, upon subject. 16 February, 1874 ................................. 2
Acting Under Secretary, Colonial Secretary's Department, to Curator of Australian Museum, in reply to No. 1.
17 February, 1874 ........................................................................................................................2
Curator of Australian Museum to Acting Under Secretary, Colonial Secretary's Department, in reply to No. 3.
21 February, 1874 ............ ............................................................ ............ ..... ............... ................ 2
Further report of Inspector General of Police; minute thereon. 26 February, 1874 .......................................3
Under Secretary of austiee to Curator of Australian Museum, in reply to No. 4. 6 March, 1874 ........................3
Curator of Australian Museum to Acting Under Secretary, Colonial Secretary's Office, with enclosure, in reply to
No. 6. 10 March, 1876 ..................................................................................................................3
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AUSTRALIAN MUSEUM.
No. 1.
THE CIrnAron, AUSTRALIAN MUSEUM, to THE HONORABLE ThE CoLoNIAL SEcRETARY.

Australian Museum,
Sydney, 6 February, 1874.
I am directed by the Trustees of the Australian Museum to request that you will be pleased
to offer £50 (fifty pounds) reward for such information as will lead to the conviction of the offender,
together with a free pardon to an accomplice not being the actual thief, who robbed the Museum of about
70 pounds sterling worth of gold specimens on or about the 23rd December, 1873, between the hours or
twelve and five o'clock.
I have, &c.,
GERARD KREFFT,
Secretary and Cator.
Inspector Geueral for report—H.P., 11/2/74.

No. 2.
THE INSPEcTOR Guqna OP POLICE to TirE PRncIPAL UyixE SEcRETARY.

Police Department, Inspector General's Office,
Sydney, 13 February, 1874.
THIS appears to be a case in which a reward should be offered. A draft notice is submitted herewith for
the approval of the Honorable the Colonial Secretary, and for publication in the Government and Police
Gazettes and fifty posters.
JNO. McLERIE,
Inspector General of Police.
-

£50 approved—H.P., 16/2/74.

I

(Draft Notice.)
£50 BEwARI,.

WHEREAS on or about the 23rd December last, a number of valuable crystallized quartz and gold specimens were stolen from

the Australian Museum, Sydney, the property of the Trustees Notice is hereby given, that a reward of fifty pounds will be
paid. by Government for such information as shall lead to the apprehension and conviction of the guilty person or persons.
In addition to the above reward His Excellency the Governor will be advised to extend a free pardon to any accomplice, not
being the person who actually stole the specimens, who shall first give such required information.

No. 3.
ACTING UnER SECRETARY, COLONIAL SEcRETAWY's DEPARTMENT, to CURATOR, AUSTRLLTA2 MUSEUM.

Colonial Secretary's Office,
Sydney, 17 February, 1874.
SIR.

In reply to your letter of the 6th itstaut, I am dirocted by the Colonial Secretary to state, for
the information of the Trustees of the Australian Museum, that a notice has been published in this day's
Government Gazette, offering a reward of £50 and it free pardon to any accomplice not being the actual
offender, for such information as will lead to the apprehension and conviction of the person or persons
who, on or about the 23rd December last, robbed the Museum of gold specimens of the value of about
£70.
I have, &c.,
For the Under Secretary,
W. GOODMAN.

No. 4.
CURATOR, AUSTRALIAc Museum, to ACTING UNDER ScTARY, OLONI

wL'
nr.
nEw
Australian Museum,
Sydney, 21 February, 1.874.

SlIt,

P

I have the honor to acknowledge the receipt of your letter of the 17th instant, informing the
Trustees that a Notice has been published in the Government Gazette offering £50 reward and a free
pardon to any accomplice, not being the actual offender, for such information as will lead to the apprehension and conviction of the person who, on or about the 23rd December last, robbed the Museum of
gold specimens of the value of £70. In reply, I beg to point out to you that the specimens lost consisted
of about 15 ounces of "gold crystals" without any quartz. chiefly nuggets of from oz. to 4•or 5 oss.
in weight, the. rest being composed of S samples of common alluvial gold of oz, each sample. The gold
was contained in three bottles with glass.stoppers, having a ring inside the stopper, short and thick in
make in the foot and shoulder,—bottles which are solely imported for Museum purposes, and only by the
Trustees. These three bottles contained the crystallized gold.
The

'S
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The common alluvial old was exhibited in woodon boxes, made of Maryboroughpine, the size of
Seidlltz-powder boxes, with washing-stuff at the bottom, covered by a piece of glass on which rested the
gold, and this again was closed by a glass fitting into a groove.
I consider it necessary to mention this, because the description of the gold as consisting of crystallized quartz and gold" may lead people astray. I also think that a description of the bottles should be
added, as they may have been retained by the thief or carelessly diposed of, and these bottles may yet assist
in tracing the robber.
I have, &c.,
GERARD KREFFT,
Curator and Secretary.

No. 5.
TUE INsPEcToR GENERAL or Poiscr to TUE -Pismcipa UNDER SECRETARY.
Police Department, Inspector General's Office,
Sydney, 25 February, 1.874.
EVERY possible inquiry has been made by the Detectivo Police for the gold stolen from the Museum, as
described by the Curator, also for the bottles and boxes which contained the same, but up to the present
time no clue has been obtained to lead to the discovery of the offenders or the recovery of the gold.
JNO. McLE1tIE,
I.G.P.
The Under Secretary, Law Department, for the information of the Minister of Justice, &c.,—B.C.,
20th Feb., /74.—For the U.S., W.G.

ThE UirnxB SECRETARY, DEPARTM.ENT or JrsncE AND Puntic INsinuerloN, to Tin OURA'roE,
AUSTRALtAN MusEuM.
Department of Justice and Public Instruction,
6 March, 1876.
SIB,

With reference to your letter of 21st February last to the Under Secretary of the Colonial
Secretary's Department, respecting specimens of gold, &c., stolen from the Museum, I am directed by the
Minister of Justice and Public Instruction to inform you that the matter was referred to the Inspector
General of Police, who reports that every possible inquiry has been made by the Detective Police for the
gold, also for the bottles and boxes which contained same, but up to the present time no clue has been
obtained to lead to the discovery of the offenders or the recovery of the gold.
1 have, &c.,
W. E. PLUNKETT,
Under Secretary,

No. 7.
THE CURATOR, AUSTKaTAN MUSEUM, to TUE UNDER SEcRErntr, DEPARTMENr or 3USTIcE AND
Pu:ttrnc INSTRUCTION.
Australian Museum,
Sydney, 10 March, 1874.
SIB,

I have the honor to acknowledge the receipt of your letter of March 6th, informing me that
no clue has been obtained.to lead to the discovery of the offenders who stole certain gold specimens from
the Museum, nor has the gold itself been recovered. .1 regret very much to hear that the gold or the
persons who stole it cannot be found, and I take this opportunity to forward a statement by Messrs.
H. Buckland and Walter Beavis (dated 24 December), to the effect that they did not notice the gold
specimens exhibited and mentioned in the eatalogue,* as nearly all the men in the Trustees' employ are •Usozs.or
Jdç* CoLt
ready to swear that the gold was safe in the case on Wednesday evening the 24th of December. This
testimony by two highly respectable young men, one of whom is a Public School teacher, will I hope,
have due weight with the Honorable the Minister for .Tustice and Education, and assist to refute some of
the awful charges brthight against me by these unprincipled men employed by the Trustees of this
institution.
I have, &c.,
GERARD ICREFET,
-.
Curator and Secretary.
[E'zcloswre.]
At Mt Kre(rt's request, we beg to state that when we visited the Museum on Wednesday afternoon, 24th instant, we did not
notice the gold specimens mentioned in the catalogue.
U. BUCTCLAND.
WILTER BEAVIS.
Msssns. Buck-land and Beavis ststed to we when I produced bottles similar to those which contained the Itiandra gold with
the blue tissue paper inside of them on which the gold rested, and exhibited these bottles in the position in which I hey were
when I last saw them, on Tuesday (23rd) morning, that they were certain the space in the second gold ease was as empty
as it is now. Messrs. Bueklaad and Beavis purchased a Nineralogical Catalogue, and paid special attention to the gold
collection.
GERARD XREFWT.
31 December, /73.
Sydney: Thomas Richards, Government Printer—isiS.
[3d.]
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THE SYDNEY CITY AND SUBURBAN SEWAGE AND HEALTH BOARD.

FOTJRTII PROGRESS REPORT.
To the Honorable the Colouial Secretary,—
Sni,
1. We have the honor in this our Fourth Progress Report to inform you,
that whilst the Board have been engaged upon matters of more general importance
and more difficult to deal with, as requiring in some cases Legislative interference,
a Committee appointed on the 25th May last have been inquiring into the best means
of removing some of the more flagrant nuisances in connection with the Glehe Island
Ahattoirs. 'J'hey were directed especially to report as to the best means of disposing
of the blood which at present is discharged into t]ie harbour. Many other important
matters however have been forced upon their attention, some of which require further
inquiry and consideration, and some from various causes cannot be immediately
dealt with. Upon those thçrefore we cannot report at present.
The Report of the Committee, with the evidence which they obtained,
together with some additional evidence taken before the Board, is appended.
There are some evils in connection with the Aba.ttoirs of avery flagrant
kind, to which attention has been repeatedly drawn, and which, as it now appears,
may be so easily, quickly, and effectually removed, that it is really extraordinary that
they should have been so long tolerated. The object of this Report is to draw your
attention to those evils in particular, and foremost amongst them are those connected with
'I'iiE DiSPOSAl1 01' i'IIE Bioou.
It is well known to those conversant with these subjects, though perhaps not
generally known, that blood in a putrid state is many times more offensive than any
other kind of animal matter, even in its most disgusting forms. This is practically
jihistra.ted as follows :Wbilst the matter dredged up from the mouths of the various
Sydney sewers has been used in reclaiming land at. the Botanical Gardens and Blackwattle Swamp without creating any particular nuisance, and what comes from the
mouth of the Tank Stream, the foulest of all, is welcome at the Gardens as a
valuable manure, the matter dredged up near Giebe Island where the blood is
discharged was found so intolerably offensive as to be rejected with disgust both fi.'om
Blaekwattle Swamp and the Gardens. The wide spread abominations arising from
tim discharge of the blood into the waters of the harbour are well known to the
inhabitants of the neighbourhood, and are described in the evidence of Mr. Chapman,
of Mr. Mansfield, and of others, which will be found appended to our Second Progress
Report.
Eventually, no doubt, the blood and other refuse will in some way be
utihized ; but any scheme for carrying out such an object would involve considerable
expense and much delay, it is obvious that the consideration of any such scheme
should be deferred until the much vexed quesion whether the Abattoirs are to be
allowed to remain at Glebe Island is finally determined ; and upon this we are
not yet si.ifiicientiy informed to justify us in. expressing a. positive opinion.
0. For the present the blood of each animal, as it is slaughtered, should be
received at once, as recommended by the Committee, into a vessel provided for the
purpose, and be transferred to a properly prepared vehicle for its immediate removal.
It appears from the evidence that these operations would not require the services of
more than three additional labourers. When slaughtering is not in operation, they
might

might be usefully employed in keeping the whole establishment in a more thoroughly
cleanly state. One, or at the most two vehicles would be required to remove the
blood, as there is a suitable place of deposit, the property of the Government,
within a short distance from the Abattoirs. A labourer would be required to prepare
trenches, and to bury the blood, so as to prevent any local nuisance. This of
course would require supervision, and we therefore recommend that an additional
Assistant Inspector should be employcd, whose services on other accounts, it is quite
clear from the evidence, are urgently required. It. appears then that this,which is
is one of the grossest sources of pollution of the harbour of Port Jackson, may be
removed at a trifling expense within a few weeks.
TUE SUPPLY OP WATER.

-

7. The evidence shows that the only supply of fresh water is that collected
from the roofs in tanks, whose total storage capacity is 7,200 gallons. This cannot
be considered as more than a good supply for a large private establishment, and it is
all that is available for watering the cattle, for washing the carcases, and for other
purposes. It is not surprising then that the supply generally fails, that the floors
are always washed with salt water to the great detriment, it is said, of the stone
work ; that the meat is washed with salt water conta bated with putrid blood;
that the cattle are always on a scant allowance of water, and that frequently in dry
weather they are allowed to remain forty-eight hours, sometimes more, entirely
without water. We hardly know which to insist upon most strongly,—the cruelty
to the animals who must before slaughtering be tortured with. thirst, or the danger of
supplying the inhabitants of Sydney with the flesh of animals slaughtered in such a
feverish and unwholesome condition.
S. This want of water may be easily and promptly removed, as appears by a
Report dated October, 1873, forming Appenthx No. 3 to that of our Committee.
We recommend—
(L) That the City water be at once laid on to the Island, so that the
existing tanks may be kept full.
That arrangements be made for keeping the aa.um.a.is supplied with a
si:tffieient quauti.tv or water.
That the lugli-leel tank, mentioned in the above Report, be completed
as soon as possible, and filled from the City main, it is estimated that
this tank will contain three months' supply in case it should be found
necessary to cut off the City water. Salt water might, if necessary,
during a long drought, be used for washing the floors. We do not
therefore quite see the necessity of the additional works recommended
in the Report of October, 1873, for increasing the water supply. At
all events their further consideration may be deferred until it has been
determined whether the Abattoirs are to remain in their present position during any lengthened penod.
TilE DISPOSAL OF TilE OFFAL.

0. The offal under existing arrangements is the property of the butchers, and
they are bound to remove it. It is chiefly used in feeding pigs, mostly, we believe, in
the immediate neighbourhood of the Abattoirs, giving rise to the gross nuisances in the
Municipality of Leichhardt, described in the evidence attached to our Second Progress
Report. We are informed that wider the existing law if properly enforced, these
nuisances, when occurring within the boundaries of a Municipality, may be greatly
mitigated, but not entirely removed. In order to place the Government in a position
to put an end to these nuisances, we recommend that in future leases of the
slaughter-houses and in the regulations it be provided that all the offal, blood, and
other refuse shall be the property of the Government. The total quantity is so small,
and the value attached to it appears so trifling (Appendix 1), that it may be either
taken to a distance or be otherwise thsposed of without creating any nuisance, at a
moderate cost.
TIrE FLOORING.

10. We quite concur in the opinion of the Committee that with so porous a
material as Sydney sandstone the floors can never be kept clean. As the Colonial
Architect is confident that asphalt would form a suitable flooring, we recommend
that a sufficient quantity of that material for laying the floors and for keeping them
in repair be procured as soon as possible.
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FILTE1UNG TANKS.

We concur in the recommendation of the Committee that after the blood
has been otherwise disposed of, the water used in washin.g the meat and the floors
be filtered before being discharged into the harbour, according to a plan which has
not been exactly described to us, but which the Colonial Architect considers efficient.
This would hardly seem to be of much use whilst so many other sources of contamination exist independently of the Abattoirs. The expense however will not be
great, and it will, afford the opportunity of iñaking an experiment on a rather large
scale of a process of filtration which, if it proves ecient, may be applied in many
other places.
In conclusion we beg to inform you that since the date of our last Progress
Report our inquiries have been directed chiefly to the state of the sewers, with the
object of ascertaining, in accordance with your instructions, whether anything can be
clone within the next few months to mitigate the evils which have long existed in
connection with the sewers, especially at their mouths ; and it seems to us certain,
and must be obvious to any one having any knowledge of the sulject, that no
comprehensive scheme for effectually removing these evils can possibly be carried
out for several years to conic, and that any such effective scheme will involve a very
large expenditum. The temporary expedients even which we havein contdmplation,
cannot be dehintely recommended without much eonsiderat:ion, and if adopted will
require considerable oi.ttlav.

Board .Room,
S1jdney, 251k Auguü, 1875.

-

31 . B. PELL,
Chairman.
.
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MINUTES OF EVIDENCE
TA]tEN BEIrOJiE

THE SYDNEY CITY AND SUBURBAN SEWAGE AND
HEALTH BOARD.
TUESDAY 10 AUGU8J. 1.875.

3ffircnnt
liox. J. B. WILSON,
CHAS. WATT, ESQ.,
P. BELL, ESQ.,

I

W. C. BENNETT. ESQ.,
E. 0. MO1tIARn, ESQ,,
Dn. ALLEYNE.

it B. FELL, ESQ., B.A., IN THE GuAm.
The Chairman of No. 3 Committee (Dr. Alleyne) brought rip his Report on the Glebe Island
Abattoirs,—
The Report having been read,—
James Barnet, Esq., Colonial Architect, was further examined
Chairman.] You are aware, I think, of the plan suggested as a temporary expedient to remedy the y
nuisance existing at the Glebe Island Abattoir—to remove the blood in carts, and to bury it? Yes.
sq.
I presume that to carry out that plan would not involve any serious expenditure? No, I think not;
there were some 300 casks provided for that purpose, which have been on the, Island for the last three or 10 Aug., 1876.
fourjears.
'Wooden casks? Yes.
Adapted for catching the blood? No, for transporting it.
You proposed then that it should be received in other vessels in the first place, and removed in these
casks P Yes, provision was made for receiving the blood in iron reservoirs.
C. Were those reservoirs provided P No, the system was never carried out.
Would any great expense be incurred in providing those reservoirs? No, they were to be simply
galvanized iron.
S. Were they to be portable? Yes, so that two men could lift them and empty them into the casks,
which were to stand on a platform.
And the casks were to be placed in a cart? Yes—a cart specially constructed for the purpose.
And you think that no considerable expense would be attached to the carrying out of this arrange.
ment? No; the casks, I dare say, are considerably out of condition by this time, as they have been in
stock for three or four years.
Still you think that altogether the plan could be carried out without any considerable expenditure?
Oh, yes.
You do not think there would be any diThculty in bringing it into operatioll in a short time? No;
of course the labour will be required, and a strict adherence to rules.
It is suggestcd by the Committee in the report you have just heard read that it is desirable to re-pave
the slaughter.houses with some durable non-absorbing rock ;—is it possible to do that P Yes, they might
of course be paved with granite—there is plenty of it, but that would make it very expensive, or with
asphalte if it could be had.
Would that involve any considerable expense? I don't think asphalte is to be got in Sydney at the
Present time.
Then the recommendation could not be carried out? Well, it would take time to procure the asphalte.
10. Could not flags of some kind be obtained which would answer the purpose P No ; we tried flags, but
they did not answer.
What do they use now P Sandstone pitching, which answers very well ; but some of it wants
renewing, as it has been used for three or four years. I should prefer asphalte, if it could be obtained, but
I don't think it can.
Mr. Moriarty.] Would not concrete answer? No; we tried that in one of the houses—concrete and
cement—but it was found not to answer. In killing the cattle in the pithing-pound they stick a piece of
wood or iron in the floor as a prop, and they would not be able to do that with a concrete floor. We had
to take it up and lay down planks.
Chairman.] Does not the sandstone used at present absorb the blood and other foul matter? No, the
blood does not get to it; it only gets into the pithing-pound ; the fat houses outside the pithing-pound
are laid with cement; the blood runs from the pithing-pound into the receptacles provided for it.
Could not some arrangement be made to obviate the difficulty of supporting the carcases, by placing
iron rods or something of that kind on the cement floors? I don't think so; the carcases lie all ways, and
the men put props under them, and stick them into the wood.
But I think the Report of the Committee refers to the general flooring of the slaughter-houses—to the
whole place; and that is laid now, you say, with sandstone ;—do you think that is sufficient? I should
like to see it covered with asphalte.
The general flooring of the place P Yes.
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J. Barnet, 23. Would not that be an expensive undertaking P Not very expensive, but I don't think aspinulte can
Eoq.
be obtained in Sydney at present. Of course it is only a question of tune to import it. Granite would be
the best, but it is very difficult stone to work. I may say that the pithing-pounds are laid with 2-in.
10 Aug., 1875. planks, and one or two of them are in a bad state and want renewing, and I intend to renew them with
concrete below ,And plankina above, the same as a ship's deck. No other plan answers so well, as othenvise
the rats get in and unciernLie the floor. The mutton-houses were all laid with cement, and it answered
very well, but one or two of them are out of repair.
Dr. Alie.yne.] During our last visit to the Abattoir, just as we were leaving, Mr. Playfair called our
attention to a place in which lie was slaughtering pigs, the flooring of which was certainly excessively
broken and full of blood and dirt; that appeared to have been laid with cement or asphaito, or something
of the kind? With cement-there is no asphalte there.
It was broken up a good deal ;-what is the state of the flooring on the mutton side of the Abattoiri'
I cannot say, as I have not inspected it lately. I was there yesterday, but I did not go into the muttonhouses. The floors of those houses were laid with cement; but that was three or four years ago, amino
matter what material is used it will want renewing. I think asphalte would be the best now.
20. Chairman.] (in account, I suppose, of its presciiling an impervious surface? it is not so brittle.
Mr. Wa/f.] The paviiw in one of the mutton-houses was certainly very bad-on the left ]and as you
go in F Yes, 1 noticed that one yesterday-that will be repaired; we propose to take the watertaps outside.
Do you think it is possible to keep these mutton-houses clean with such floors as they have at present?
No ; that particular house certainly could not.
Does that arise from the fact that it is out of repair, or from the natarc of the flooring? It has got
out of repair, I think ; there seems to be rats tinder it.
Chairman.] Should you be prepaTed, considering the possibility of the Abattoir being removed from its
present position altogether, to recommend the Government to go to the expense of relayuig these floors
on an entirely new system ? I think they ought to be kept in repair at aaiy rate.
But you are not prepared to recommend any large expenditure in renewuig the floors upon an
improved system? Not if it is intended to remove the buildings.
$2. But, taking things as they are, with the possibility of the Abattoir being removed? Certainly, I
should recommend their being renewed.
33. On a better plan with asphalte flooring? Covered with asphalte.
3. Mr. Wff.] Would not wooden blocks steeped in tar answer the purpose? I don't think they would
be as good as the present floors.
Chairman.] Now, in respect to the supply of water appended to the Report of the Committee, there is
a Report from yourself, Dr. Alleyne, and Captain llixson, dated 1878, recommending some improvements
in the water supply there ;-was it contemplated that the supply should be sufficient, not only to water
the cattle and to wash the meat, but also to wash out the premises? Yes; salt water was not U be used
afterwards.
You don't think it is desirable to use salt water to wash out the buildings? No, it is the salt water
that causes these buildings to decay.
Would yu
o recommend that this supply should be made ifIhe .A.battoirs were only likely to remain
there for a few years P Yes, I would certainly recommend it to be done at once.
You would use fresh water for all purposes? For all purposes.
It would be a comparatively inexpensive matter to furnish a supply of water for watering the cattle
and washing the meat? I think you will find an estimate of the expense in the Report you referred to.
The total expense is given but it is not divided; I suppose the great bulk of the water is used for
washing the floors? Well, there would not be such a quantity used if the blood were removed as it is
proposed.
At the time thatReport was made it appears that there was a sum of money-4,000-voted ;-is that
still available for the purpose? Yes.
Was it placed on the Estimates this year? It was on the Loan Bill, I believe.
It is still available then? Yes.
And you do not see any reason since the date of your former Report to alter your opinion that these
measures should be carried out? No, I certainly think they should be carried out.
In such case do you recommend that the refuse water, the blood having been otherwise disposed of,
should be filtered before passing into the harbour F Yes, the water used for washimmg down the houses, for
waslung the carcascs, and so on.
You have some particular plan I bchievo for filtering the water, have you not P Simnple filtration is all
that is required; the water would go through a succession of filters.
'Would the filtration be downwards? Downwards and horizontal.
Ordinary filters, through charcoal? Yes,
You un~erstand that we are not going into the whole question of slaughtcm'ing. We are merely
recommending to the Government steps which may be taken (luring the next six months or so. 'Would it
take long, supposing the money is available, and time order is given, to make these tanks? i: suppose about
three or four months.
52 And, with time exception of renewing time flooring, the arrammuement could be carried out in a very short
time? Yes, in a few weeks,
SI. But the construction of these tanks for storm" water would take some time 1oner? Yes,
1suppose the work could be carried out promjtly ;-it would not be one job, and you would be able to
get water enough for watering the cattle in a very short time? Yes. I dare say we could get some water
from the Corporation at once, and the tank supply could be obtained afterwards.
And you think it would be desirable to incur this expense even if the Abattoirs were to be removed? Yes,
because even if a new Abattoir were decided upon it would take some years before it was completed.
51. Dr. Afleyne.] I presume that the filtration referred to in your Report was calculated to remove not
only matters offensive to time senses but to remove organic matter? I think so ; it would make the water
comparatively pure.
55. Mr. Watt.] Do you think one of the proposed pneumatic carts would answer as well as the casks for
removing the blood? These casks were not intended for the same purpese. The idea at that time was
that the market gardeners would come and take the blood away and return the empty casks; but for the
purpose for which you repiim'e it, any receptacie such as you have at time various gaols and asylums for
night.soml would answer-they are made of wrought iron.
56.
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6. Chairman.] Are they hermetically sealed? They are covered with a propei covering. I should say a J. flarnet,
cart of that description for each house would be sufficient.
Lsq.
Would you require a cart for each house to convey the blood a mile and a half P Yes, I think so. The
10 Aug., 1875.
men would expect a cart to be waiting for them.
We were under the impression that a couple of carts would be sufficient P No; because then you
would have to take the receiving tanks some distance and from place to place. if it were put into casks
they would be headed up.
Would not wooden casks become very offensive after a time? I suppose there is some method of
cleaning them by steaming. The iron receivers become offensive unless they are kept clean.
430. Mr. Bennett.] Does this £1,000, which has been voted, include asphaite for the flooring P Oh no;
there are plenl:y of moans available for repairs to the Abattoir ivithont that.
61. Then if asphalte were recommended it would have to be provided out of a separate fund? Yes, I
think there would be no difficulty about that.
82. How long would it take to put it down? That would depend upon the difficulty in getting the asphalte.
We had some once before from New Caledonia, which was imported by the French G-overnrnent. I am
expecting a quantity now for the new buildings at the top of this street; we might use that and get some
more out.
63. How soon do you expect to receive it F 1 cannot say. The contractor Caine to me mouths ago with a
sample but I don't think it is come yet.
61. Hoiz. J. B, W'ilson.] Do you know exactly how much money voted for the Abattoir is now available P
Yes ; the Abattoir vote was taken in 1.873—Water supply for Abattoir, Glebe island, £4,000, and in 1874
a further sum of £2,000 was voted, making altogether £6,000, the whole of which is available at present.

H. G. Alleyne, Esq., M.D., examined in his place

65. £iairnwn.] I understand that your Committee have visited the Garryoweu Estate lately? Yes.

ii •€ Alleyne
86. And you found on Government land, at a short distance from the Abattoir, a place which you consider Esq., M.D.
entirely suitable for burying the blood? Yes, I think it is very well suited as a temporary resource; there
is sufficient depth of soil, and a sufficient area to answer the purpose for a considerable time.
10 Aug., iSiS.
You recommend that the blood should be received into receptacles provided for it direct from the neck
of the animal P I do certainly.
Is there any provision of that sort at present? No.
Where does it flow to now? It flows from the animal on to the stone floor, and it is then swept into
a concavity in the surfii.ce of the floor.
I understand then you recommend that it shall be received in portable vessels at once, without goin g
on to the floor, and that these vessels be emptied into the casks or cyl
inders in which it is to be eventually
removed? Yes; the reason we recommend this is because the floors of the slaughter.houses are all
sandstone, which is a very absorbent material, and it is impossible to keep them dean and sweet if the
blood is allowed to flow over them.
And you still think, in spite of what Mr. Barnet has said, that this sandstone, from being an absorbent
material, is unsuitable for the purpose? I think so—no doubt of it.
But the evil would be much mitigated, in your opinion, if the blood were made to flow into receptacles,
as you propose, instead of on to the floor? Yes.
Chairman to Mr. Bell.] Would there be any difficulty on the part of the City Council in supplying
one or two million gallons of water in the year for the use of the Abattoir? None at all.
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Six,
The Committee appointed to examine into and to report upon the state of the Abattoirs at
Olebe Island have agreed to the following Report:We paid a visit to the establishment, as a preliminary to our inquiry, with the view of ascertaining
what steps had been taken to remedy the evils which have for years been complained of by the people
living in the neighbourhood, and were told by the officer in charge that no attempt had been made to
improve the arrangements for the removal of nuisances since the inspection made by a Board appointed
by t;he Government to examine into and report on the subject in 1873. (Tide Appendix No. 3.)
We found too that the extent of the nuisances more especially complained of had by no means
been exaggerated as, on the day of our visit, blood was flowing in fufl stream into the harbour, and in
sufficient quantity to discolour the water of the bay for some distance from the land. There was also
abundant evidence that much of it was left by the retreating tide to putrify on the adjacent shores.
This, with the addition of the great accumulation of the contents of the stomachs and intestines of
slaughtered animals stored at the rear of the premises, must at once be admitted to be a fertile source of
disease, as well as an offence to the senses.
The establishment was not in other respects in that cicanly state which should be insisted on, from
the deficiency, we were told, of labour to do the necessary work. The want of a sufficient supply of fresh
water also was very evident.
As the many objections to the location of Abattoirs in the midst of a dense population, and other
matters connected with the supply of butcher's meat to the metropolis and suburbs, will probably engage
the attention of the Board at another stage of its inquiry, we shall here refer only to those evils existing
at Glebe Island which may be at once mitigated or entirely removed; and chief of these is the almost
daily discharge from the Abattoirs into the harbour of a large quantity of blood, the pernicious effect of
which on the public health cannot be over-estimated.
We learn from the evidence of Mr. Sutton and the lion. Saul Samuel, that the blood from
slaughter-houses may be dealt with in such a manner as not only to render it innocuous and inoffensivc,
but to convert it into a profitable article of commerce; and Mr. Oatley, Inspector of Glebe Island
Abattoirs, Mr. Jagers, Assistant Inspector, and Mr. Baruet, the Colonial Architect, incline to the same
view. Mr. Samuel further proposes that not only the blood but the offal, and all that may be called
11
waste products from the Abattoirs," should be similarly utilized, as the operation could not be a commercial success with such a small quantity of material as the blood alone would supply; and his proposal
would secure the additional advantage of putting an end to the present highly objectionable practice of
disposing of the greatest portion of the offal and its contents by using it as food for pigs.
Both Mr. Samuel and Mr. Sutton are of opinion that no one will be found to undertake to relieve
the public of the nuisances caused by the slaughtering of stock at Globe Island Abattoirs by the methods
they respectively suggest, unless the Government give pecuniary and other aid and we do not think that
the extent to which they propose that assistance should be given is excessive, considering the great benefit
that would be derived by the enterprise being carried to a successful issue. But to bring into operation
any process of converting the blood and other abominations of slaughter-houses into a marketable article,
buildings must be erected, machinory procured, works constructed, and alterations made in the conditions
of existing leases of the houses, which would involve much loss of time, while the evil to be removed is
urgent and demands immediate action.
C. Intimately connected with the state of cleanlinessM the Abattoir with the health and well-being
of ,the stock waiting for slaughter, and the consequent quality of the meat sent to the market, is the supply
of
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of fresh water to the establishment, and the present scarcity should no longer be tolerated. All that can
be had at present for all purposes is the small quantity that can be collected from the roofs in a few 300gallou tanks, and the assistant inspector statcs that in dry weather there is positively no fresh water to use
for any purpose whatever although it is urgently required for watering the cattle and washing the carcases.
'I. With the view therefore of providing a temporary but immediate remedy for the most prominent
evils arising from the Abattoir at Glebe Island, we recommend,1st. That in order to prevent the pollution of the water of the harbour and to maintain the
slaughter-houses in a sufficiently cleanly state, rules Nos. 15 and 10 of the Orders and
Regulations issued by the Government, copy of which we append, be strictly enforced.
(FM5 Appendtr No. 2.)
2nd. That a few acres of land in the neighbourhood of Glebe Island be at once procured by
renting it or otherwise, to which the blood and other filth may be removed and buried; and
that, as the evidence of Dr. Joseph states, a small portion of the Callan Park Estate is
at present available for such purpose, steps should be taken to secure the temporary use of it
3rd. That the blood should no longer be washed into the drain leading to the water, but that it
should be received into vessels as it flows from the neck of the animals and placed in barrels
or tanks provided for its reception, and be at once carted awy with all ether waste to the
place of final deposit.
4th. That for the more effectually preventing the contamination of the harbour, the water used
for washing the houses and carcases should be passed through filter tanks, as suggested by
the Colonial Architect allowing only clean and inoderous liquid, free from organic matter,
to escape.
5th. That the slaughter-houses, and the passages leading to them, be without delay re-paved with
some durable non-absorbing stone, as in their present state cleanliness is impossible.
Gus. That as the plan suggested in the report to the Government in October, 1873, to which we
have previously referred (ride Appendix Ye. 3), seems to point to the most ready source of
obtaining a supply of fresh water, the Government be urged to give the subject their immediate attention.
8. In conclusion, as it is evident that the stock kept in the pens are at present subject to much
preventible suffering from want of the supply of water necessary to their health, we urge that it should
be the special duty of some officer connected with the establishment to see that this want is duly attended to.
Sydney, 30 July, 1875.

H. G ALLEYNE,
Chairman of Committee.
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Evidence taken before No. 3 Committee.

FRIDAY, 4 JUfl 1875.
ljrrøcnt
F. BELL, EsQ.
I
H. G. ALLEYNE, ESQ., M.D., IN TUE CrnUR.
C. WATT, Esq.,

Mr. Frederick Oatley, Inspector of Glehe Island Abattoirs, called in and examined
Chairman.] We wish to ask you a few questions, Mr. Oatley, and first of all we should like to know Mr.P. Oatley.
the number of animals slaughtered at the Glebe Island Abattoirs, of all kinds, including oxen, sheep pigs,
and all other animals? I have made out a return for you, for the year 1874, or the cattle, calvos, sheep, 4 June, 1876.
and pigs slaughtered at the Abattoirs, which I will read-cattle, 38,810; calves, 591 ; sheep, 257,481
pigs, 17,285 and, I think, about 12 lambs, during the year.
The blood belonging to these animals is at presen C thrownaway, is it not ;-it is not claimed as the
property of the proprietors of the animals? No; sometimes they make use of a small quantity of it for
black puddings, or for some purpose of that kind, but the rest of it runs away into the Bay.
No claim is raised by the owners of the animals as to their right to sell it? No.
What is done with the intestines of the animals-the offal? That is carriod away to the premises of
certain people who keep pigs.
Who takes it away;-do the owners of the cattle claim it as their property P Yes; some of them
dispose of it on the spot, and others cart it away.
0. But supposing you were to attempt to take it away yourself, in order to got rid of it, would they be
likely to make a claim to be paid for it? Yes, I dare say they would; they would ask perhaps 4s. or 5s.
for the refuse of a bullock.
7. Then it bulongs to thorn as a right? Oh yes, decidedly.
S. Is it always taken away? Yes.
Either by the owners of the cattle, or by some persons to whom they have sold it? Yes ; it is taken
away each day.
Is that the ease also with the heads and the feet? Yes, it is all removed daily-the head and feet.
Every part belonging to the animal? Yes.
And every part belonging to the animal is the property of the person bringing the animal to be
slaughtered? Yes, the carcase butchers, or the owners of the stock.
At present, if I nnderstand you aright, they have not got customers for all this ofthl? No, not at all
times, and then they have to give it away. I am now speaking of the carcase butchers. There is a class
of men who come to us, who perhaps bring a single calf or lamb to be slaughtered. Well in that case the
Government remove the offal ; they pay so much a week to have it taken away.
Then the Government favour these persons in that way, because they can have no more right to
leave the offal than the other men? Well, I recommended the Government to do so. You could hardly
expect a person who brought-say a calf or a sucking pig, to take the offal back to his shop. it is done
with the view of giving the retail butchers every opportunity; but it is always removed daily.
There is nothing then of this debris from stock of any kind killed there, that we could claim from
the owners? No what is called the pluck, such as the heart, liver, and so on, they sell.
But there is nothing the Government could claim as their property? No, not at present. The
owners of the cattle are bound, under present regulations, to remove this stuff daily, dispose of it as they
may-they are bound to get it away daily.
They did not seem to have got it all away the day we were there? Well, they are allowed till 6
o'clock to clear it away, and they do it chiefly in the afternoon.
Have you sufficient attendants there for keeping the place clean? Yes. I think we could do with
another labourer; in faet I am going to suggest to the Government that they should give me another.
Then, I presume, you cannot keep the place clean without an additional labourer? Not as clean an
I could wish, but another man, I think, would be quite sufficient. Since your visit to the Island I had an
additional one allowed me, and I think I could do with another.
Then with another you think the place could be kept absolutely clean? Yes; all that is necessary
could be done.
But I mean as clean as human hands could make it? Yes. I think it could be kept as clean as
possible, as it could be washed over with an additional hand.
Mr. Bell.] Do you know, Mr. Oatley, what becomes eventually of the offal? Well, I think they
take it some half a mile away from the Island to some piggeries that is the principal use they make of it.
Is any of it taken to the glue manufactories there? They take the trotters there, I believe.
21. Because I have frequently seen dray loads going down with what appeared to be offal shaking about
in the drays ? That would be the intestines. I know the persons you speak of; they take the heads and
feet.
25. But the offal principally goes to feed pigs a little way above? Yes, that is where most of it goes
to. Frequently they take it away.over Cook's River to feed pigs. It is not eon6ned to one person.
20. 3fr. Watt.] Do you think the butchers remove this offal nuder compulsion, or do they make a profit
out of it? I think they make a profit out of it.
*239_A [No. 3.]
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Mr.E. Ostley, 21. So that if any proposition were made to deal with it otherwise than through their hands, the Sydney
,A
butchers would claim some compensation, and affinn their right to it? I think so-no doubt of it.
4 June, 1875. 28. Have you ever had to compel the Sydney butchers to remove it? Oh, yes; and to fine them also for
not removing it.
Has that been done at all recently? Not recently.
Is the work on the Island-the slaughtering-increasing with any great rapidity? It is increasing,
but not to a very great extent.
Do you know of any circumstances which should cause it to decrease to any considerable extent?
No, only when there is a scarcity of cattle. Last year the cattle were very scarce.
82. You know of no other private arrangements which are likely to produce that result? No.
Could you form any opinion as to the bulk of blood to be dealt with per week in any system of
treating it for manurial purposes? I could not exactly, without calculating what amount each animal
would yield, but I will supply that information.
Even if the blood were removed and treated for manurial purposes, there would still be some blood
and water to be disposed of in some way? Yes.
There is it large quantity of fiecal matter also from the animals. Is that also removed regularly P
Oh, yes. The Government remove that from every part of the place, and it is then disposed of to market
gardeners. Sometimes a little of it remains; we term it dung.
That is excrement? Yes.
You say a little of it remains sometimes. Is that allowed to remain for any length of time? Yes,
until they come for it-until it is sold.
38. And you say the Government remove it? The Government do not remove it themselves; it is sold to
persons who take it away. Sometimes there is a rush for it, and at other times there will be a lull. But
1 never find any offensive smell from it.
89. Have you any power to compel persons having it contract to remove it? There is no contract; it is
sold at so much a ton to any person who likes to come for it.
Then it is a mere chance whether anyone comes for it or not? Yes.
During a period of stormy weather does not this stuff accumulate? Oh, yes, it would then sometimes. The roads would be bad for three or four days perhaps and they would not come for it.
Don't you think it would be in improvement to have some regular contract so as to be able to
compel persons to remove it? Yes; and I dare say there are persons who would take it away for
nothing, and it would be a good way of disposing of it; at present it is sold for one shilling a ton.
Then there are no matters of any kind that you know of which are not readily removed? None sir,
only this dung, which may remain a little longer at times.
Oliairrnat] Have you a sufficient supply of fresh water? No; we want fresh water very badly.
Do you want it to a very great extent? Yes; we want it for washing the stock, cleannig the carts,
and other matters, for which salt water is not fit.
Have any steps been taken to increase the supply? Not up to the present time; but the Government are about to construct reservoirs, for which a sum of money has been voted.
Have you any water-closets or privies on the premises? Yes; there are four closets-two double
closets.
Those are privies not water.elosets? Yes.
How are the contents disposed of P Well that goes into the bay as well; it falls into a sewer below,
and is carried away with the blood.
It falls into the same sewer which takes away the blood? Yes.
How many people are generally employed or living there from day to day? I should say about sixty
people.
I mean including the officials and people whom the butchers send out? Including them there would
be seventy or eighty.
Has there ever been any epidemic iliness there? Never, We have always had the best of health
on the Island-men, women, and children as well. Strange to say when people have been sick around us,
at Balmain for instance we have had no sickness on the Island ; I have frequently noticed that.
'Wenld you be able' to make an estimate for the last twelve nionths, of the monthly quantity, of blood
from all classes of animals; and of offal and everything that is taken away by the butchers to the butchers'
shops? Oh yes, I could do that. In fact there W very little of the intestines that are taken to the
butchers' shops, excepting the heart and liver. (Vido Appendix No. 1.)
Have any complaints been made by any persons in the neighbouring mnnicipalities, or in the
neighbourhood of the Abattoir, as to its being a nuisance? Yes; I have heard several complaints of that
kind personally and through the papers.
What do they complain of principally? Of a nuisance.
But what do they complain of-do they indicate the nature of the nuisance? They complain of the
blood going into the harbour.
Do they complain of the smell of the Abattoir being offensive? I have not heard complaints of
that; I believe most of the offensive smell complained of comes from the Blackwattle Swamp and the
adjacent piggeries.
Do they complain of being made unhealthy by it? I have heard that spoken of casually. I may say
that the person employed by Mr. Barnet, the Colonial Architect, to deodorise the blood from the Glebe
Abattoir, has made some very successful experiments with it. He mixes the blood with peat charcoal,
and dries it on the open rocks. That has been done now for two years, and it is perfectly good. I have
seen it myself. I would strongly recommend the Committee to examine Mr. Sutton, as he will be able to
give you some valuable information on the subject.
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TUESDAY 8 JUfl 1875.
MEETIYG OP No. 8 C0MMInEE.
Puørnt
C. WATT, ESQ.,
P. BELL, Esq.,
I
H. G. ALLEYNE, E5Q., M.D.
Mr. William Henry Sutton called in and examined
60. Ulrnirmtni.] With reference to a proposition made by you, Mr. Sutton, to the Government, to deal Mr. W. H.
with the blood to be obtained from the animals slaughtered at the Glebe Island Abattoir, the Committee Sutton.
will be glad if you will suggest how you intend to proceed with it afterwards, in order to make a profit out
of it, and the means you possess of doing so. The reason we ask you for this information is that unless 8 June, 1875.
you can show its that there is a fair chance of your being able to dispose of it at & profit, it would be
simply impossible for you to carry out any contract which you might make with the Government? I run
fully prepared to explain my views to the Committee. I do not expect to dispose of it in the Colony,
but to export it to England. The value of manure generally is little understood in this Colony, and therefore I should not look for any sale for it out here; but the value of blood as a manure has been calenated
by a French chemist to be nearly equal to that of the best Peruvian guano. Now the table on which this
gentleman, M. Bracounot, bases his calculations, shows that the value of the best Peruvian guano, compared with the value of 100 tons of stable manure, is 3°.0 and the value of pure dried blood 3°.2, so that
supposing Peruvian guano to be about £14 per ton,—which is below the selling price, for it is very scarce
now, and indeed it is almost impossible to get it,—the value of dried blood would be £13 lOs., or somewhere
thereabouts. The calculation is easily made, but I have not reckoned it exactly.
01. £13 lOs. per ton P Yes, that would be about the value, supposing the Peruvian guano to be worth
about £14 or £15 per ton.
Have you ever been engaged in preparing this product? No sir; I have stated in the memorial
which I sent to the Government the molive which first induced me to go into the matter. It was in consequence of a conversation I had with Mr. Sutherland.
At present then you have no mercantile connection in England or elsewhere which would enable
you to carry out the undertaking with a prospect of success? No, none at all. It strikes me that the
way this undertaking could be best carried out would be to get 50 or 60 tons of the blood prepared and
ship it Home. Then you could have the manure analyzed by Professor Voeekler, and of course it would
sell, perhaps by auction, or in such a way as the agent employed might think fit, according to the value
be might place upon it,
Where do you propose the buildings to which you refer in your memorial to the Government should
be erected. You propose that the Government should go to the expense of erecting certaill buildings
necessary for these operations ;—where do you propose that this establishment, should be? There is
plenty of ground immediately adjoining the Abattoir, so that the buildings could be close to it. You
probably know the place I mean. There is a level piece of ground at the back of the Abattoir, which
would answer admirably, and allow the conveyance of the product by punt either to Sydney or on shipboard, if it were exported direct.
05. Do you remember how long it is since AT. Braconnot made this statement as to the comparative
value of l:liese manures? No ; but I will tell you where it can be found—that is the table itself. In the
last edition of the Encyclopedia Britannica, under tIme head of" Agricultural Chemistry," there is a table in
which it is compared with 100 tons of stable manure. That is the standard from which he ealcu]ates the
value of the manure. The stable manure would be 100 and the proportionate number for the value of
Peruvian guano would be 3 ; that is 3 tons of Peruvian guano would be equal to 100 tons of stable manure,
and 3* tons of dried blood would be of similar value. He estimates the value of the manure according
to the amount of nitrogen contained in it.
00. Mr. Bell.] Have you any scheme for pumping up the blood into cisterns, or otherwise to make use
of it in this process? I propose in that memorial that the Government should form a system of drainage,
distinct from the present system, but not doing away with it—a separate system of drainage, to convey the
blood to a certain point, of course near the Abattoir buildings. The system that I should propose is one
which I may say wan designed by Mr. Jagers, the Assistant Inspector at Glebe Island, If you wish I will
explain to you roughly what my ideas are of this drainage.
Mr. Watt.] Do you add anytlnng to the blood in drying it? Yes.
Do es the substance you add increase by its own property the manurial value of the blood? Not
at all; it is merely a substance to absorb, and partially, I may say, to deodorise. The more correct term
for it would be an antiseptic, It is a substance well known it is simply pulverised peal;.
is it charcoal peat? No, it is simply pulverised peat, and that, when thoroughly dried, is quite as
efficacious as charcoal.
Have you any objection to state to the Committee the proportion you would have to use for this
purpose? Well, I cannot state absolutely, because that would be perhaps a matter for experiment, but
I should say about 5 per cent., compared with the amount of dried blood, not liquid blood—that is to say,
every 100 Its. of the dried blood would contain about 5 ft's., there or thereabouts, of the substance which is
put in with it.
Do you propose to deal with any other residuary matters from the Abattoir besides the blood?
Well, when I first went into the matter I was placed in communication with the Inspector of the Globe
island Abattoir, and lie told me there was nothing else to deal with except the blood—that all the other
refuse materials were taken oft' the premises daily and conveyed away, some to one place and some to
another, and converted to different uses.
Then you do not propose to deal with any other materials ? I would do so if required.
Do you know whether in any other parts of the world the process of treating the blood in a manner
similar to that which you have described is carried on P I do not know ; I have seen nothing of the kind
at all events.
Have you any knowledge, Mr. Sutton, as to the value of this product—dried blood—other than that
which you have obtained from N'. Braconnot's statement? Yes, I have proceeded upon the amount of
albumen
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albumen and fibrine contained in it. I believe it contains—that is the general aceeptation—a sufficient
quantity of fibrine and albumen to yield about 15 per cent, of nitrogen, which is equivalent, as you are
aware, to about 17 or 18 per cent, of ammonia.
8 June1 1876. 75 1-tare you any idea a.s to the amount which it would be requisite to lay out in order to carry on the
operations you describe at the Glebe Island Abattoir? Do you mean the working expenses or the amount
necessary to erect the plant?
I mean for the plant? The sum I have mentioned in that paper includes the plant which would be
required, supposiug the blood only were dealt with. The estimate I give was £1,000 for the building and
plant; and £65 a month the the working expenses. That was my estimate; 1 did not make any inquiries
as to the actual cost.
And you think your product would realize about £14 per ton in London? Of course that has to be
tried; it is a matter of experiment. I give that as the absolute value of it; that is what I imagine would
be its value if analyzed. ]. am speaking now of pure blood, without any admixture.
Chainnan.] We are obliged to you, Mm'. Sutton, for your evidence, and if you wish to add anything to
?:
it in the form of an appendix, you will have an opportunity of doing so.
Sutton.

APPENDIX.
Ir reference to my being able to dispose of the product at a profit, so as to carry out any contract I might
make with the Government, the following recent facts relative to the supply and consumption of Peruvian
guano may assist the Board in cowing to a decision on this point:: The infurnial:ion is obtained from
Rutchinson's Two Tears in Peru" and may be relied on, as it is derived from official sources, Mr. B.
having discharged the duties of British Consul during his residence there. The supply of guano from the
Chinca islands was exhausted in 1871. The quantity remaining on other islands off the coast of Peru in
ovcrnber, 1872, was estimated at 2,000,000 (two million) tons ; and a deposit on the Mainland, about 91
miles front Callao. at 1,000,000 (one million) ; giving a total of 3,000,000 tons for future supply. TI a
amount of consignments to Europe during the year 1871, wits 303,726 tons, of which 111,456 tons were
absorbed by Great Britain alone. The amount of exports and consignments in progress of supply during
the year 1872, up to :31st August, was 471,737 tours. At this rate, in a few years the supply of guano
from Peru will beexha.usted. It needs but little foresight to anticipate that as the supply of guano
decreases the value of manures as substitutes for it will be enhanced, and the demand become more urgent.
I submit there would be little difficulty in disposing of (comparatively) so small a quantity of a really
valuable manure, as about 400 tons yearly, where the annual consumption of Peruvian guano is over
111,000 tons, and that of artificial manures perhaps much greater. I may here remark on the plan I
would suggest for carrying out the commercial part of the design: Some mercantile house in Sydney should
be employed as agent for exportation and sale of the manure. It should be authorized to pay the proceeds
as they accrue into the Treasury, and to furnish an account sales" of each transaction in tiuplicate—one
for the guidance of that department and the other for myself—so as to afford no pretext for collusion. I
need scarcely observe, that official interference with the trade transactions should be as slight as possible,
in order to promote the success of the project. When the repayments to the Treasury have been made in
full of course the direction of commercial matters would revert to me; and the Government would be
saved all further trouble but that of inspection to secure the work being carried out efficiently.
And next, as to the value of dry blood as a manure: I look upoa the tabular values assigned to
manures by M. Bracounot as approxi nations only, yet sufficiently accurate for my purpose, and as affording
an easy method of comparison; and I considered also that his name would carry some weight with it. All
the chemical authorities I have consulted assign about 80 per cent. of organic and 20 per cent, of inorganic
matter in dry blood. The organic matters cons:ist almost entirely of albumen and fibrine ; the inorganic of
various salts. The alburninous matters (including the fibrine) are capable of yielding about 15 per cent, of
nitrogen, equivalent to about 18 per cent, of ammonia; and the inorganic salts are all necessary to the
perfect development of plants. The purest samples of Peruvian guano which have been analyzed do not
yield more than 17 per cent, of ammonia, so that I am not 11w wrong in assigning to dry blood a commercial
value not much inferior to the former. The quantity of pulverised peat mixed with the blood would of
course proportionally detract from its value asa manure; but this I should endeavour to reduce to its
minimum in practice, and I do not think it would exceed the quantity mentioned in my examination in
chief.
With regard to the treatment of the blood, I may say it depends as much on the process of mnanipnlation employed as on the materials mixed with it; and if it be required to deal with the solid residuary
matters at the Abattoir, meelranical aid would be necessary, and consequently there would be an addition
to the cost of the plant.
In conclusion, I beg respectfully to submit that, although I may be considered over-sanguimme in my
anticipations of the result, yet sufficient evidence has been afforded that the Government, having absolute
control over the financial arrangement in the earlier stages of the undertaking, will possess a guarantee that
may cover any advances required to carry it on (1 mean monthly payments ibr working expenses), and at
the same time receive a fair return of 10 per cent. per annum on their permanent outlay.

The Honorable Saul Samuel, M.L.C., examined:—
The Ron. 79, Chairman.] The Committee have been informed, Mr. Samuel, that you have a great deal of
S.Sarnuel, knowledge, or a consider-able amount of information at all events, as to the manner in which the blood
and offal, and all the debris from abatteirs, are disposed of in other countries advantageously, and without
mount of information on the subject-, but 1 have
a
8 June, 1875. loss? I cannot say that 1 am in possession of a large
been in communication with some friends in the United States, and I know that there the blood and offal
are utilized as fertilising agents, and tlrrit machinery is used for this purpose to a great extent, and that it
is employed profitably, and I know of no reason why the same thrng should not be done here. 1 have,
I may say, been in eommnnicatioa with Messrs. Elliott Brothers, of Sydney, who are disposed to go in to
the matter; but the difficulty they experience is that the outlay would be large, and they are not quite
clear that a market for the product would be found. To enter upon an enterprise of this sort a
considerable capital would be required if anything like an efficient plan is to be carried out. I do not
know
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know whether I am correct in my estimate of the number of bullocks and sheep slaughtered at the G-lebe The Hon.
Island Abattoir; but if so, the blood alone would not produce a very large quantity of dry manure,— S.Sainucl,
that is, a payi 11r quantity, suitab]e as a. fertiliser. I am infbrmed that the number of bullocks slaughtered
weekly at the Glebe Abattoir is 800, and the number of sheep 4,500. Each bullock would yield about 5
gallons of blood, and 13 sheep would give the same quantity, which would give in all 5,750 gallons, equal8 June, 1875.
to 57,500 lbs., or about 250 tons of dried blood in the year.
80. 213'. Watt.] It reduces about four-fifths, I believe? Yes, that is about what I calculate. Well,
that is worth in England about £0 per tell. Taking the same value here, that would only give £1,500 a
year, realized from the blood alone. You will see, therefore, that that alone is not a very tempting investinent for a capitalist, and that it would be scarcely worth his while to take the matter in hand unless there
was a probability of getting the whole or a portion of. the offal as well. The oflid might be utilised as
well by means of the machinery I have referred to, the particulars of which lam not at liherlyto disclose.
I can only say it is successfully used in the United States, though I cannot state the details of the process.
I know it is in operation.
Si. Do you know whether this process is mentioned in the &ient j./Yc American ? 1 cannot say, because
I have not seen the Scicntj/lc American, but if' you can tell me what patent is referred to I Call tell you.
This is a patent which has proved very profitable, but without the permission of the parties 1 represent
I do not feel at liberty to mention it. I am, however, as i have stated, in communication with Messrs.
Eliott Brothers, who are prepared to take the matter up under certain conditions. Of course persons
embarking in an undertaking of this sort, with the intention of carrying it out in good faith, would require
some assistance from the Government. They could not be expected to take in hand a project which is
entirely an experunent so fbi as this market is concerned, for the success of the process, though sufficiently proved elsewhere, is so far an experiment here that a market has to be created for it, and unless they
received some aidfrom the Government—even if they succeeded in finding a market for it—the demand
for some time would be so limited that the remuneration would not be sufficient to induce capitalists to
incur the heavy outlay necessary to bring the scheme into operation. They would therefore expect to
be assisted in some way. I may mention that some time ago the Government 1,laeed upon the estimates
a sum of money for deodorising waste products at the Glebo Island Abattoirs; and I think if money could
be applied in assisting persons other than the Government to do this, who would take the matter into
their own hands, it would be desirable, because the Government could hardly undertake such a work as
this, and would probably be unable to dispose of the product so advantageously as a business firm. They
would also have a difficulty in finding a market for it, and it is not the sort of undertaking in which
a Government should embark.
Uhairn,a.n.] Have you any idea what the cost of the necessary plant would be—would it be of an
expensive character P I would notsuggest that the Government should aid the projectors of such an undertaking by the erection of buildings, but that their assistance should be contingent upon success. If any
persons undertook the matter, and succeeded in utilising all the waste products from the Glebe Island
Abattoir, then, I think, the Government might give them a certain sum per annum for (say) three years or
for some fixed period, and a right to the blood and ofibl for a long period, say fourteen years. I would also
suggest that the Government should give the use of such land as might be required for the purpose. I
think if the Government gave them £1,000 per annum for three years, contingent upon the success of the
undertaking, it might induce some persons to take the matter in hand. , I mention £1,000, but I have not
made any calculation as to the amount that might be deemed ihir. I think it should be about that, looking
to the fact that for the first three years there would be great difficulties to contend with in an enterprise of
this kind, inrolving extensive works and considerable risk. Of course the parties who made this arrangement
with the Government would have to be bound under heavy penalties to erect suitable machinery and
buildings for the purpose of carrying out their undertaking, and then if they succeeded at the end of a
year they would be entitled to this bounty or bonus.
To be paid only in the event of success P Only in the event of success.
2fr. Watt] And on the understanding that they did not create a nuisance P Well, I imagine that
although there would, of course, be a certain amount of disagreeable odour, it would be much less than
you expect.
O/mairman.] But would there be any necessity to have decomposed matter lying about? No, I
imaine that it would all be got rid of. The appliances should be sufficiently extensive to get rid of it all,
so tTat no blood or offal would accumulate.
80. .Mh Watt.] That would be done daily? Yes. That is where the assistance would be required.
The works would have to be on an extensive scale. Any one could put up it smnal plant for more
experimental purposes, but what I suppose would be required would be plant and machinery sufficient to
dispose of the whole of the waste products ; otherwise, if only a portion of them was suffei'ed to remain,
the nuisance would still exist.
87. chairman.] You think it would be necessary that the persons who entered into a business of this kind
should have not only the blood but the whole of the offal—everything in fad:, excepting the meat? Well,
I think it would be desirable that they should have a right to it, but a difficulty presents itself to me with
regard to that part of the question—there are a large number ofpigs fed at the Glebe Abattoir, are there not?
SB. No ; the, offal is taken away and sold to different people? I think it would be desirable to secure
the offal if possible, because the blood alone would only yield about 200 tons of dried material duruig
the whole year, and that would be a smuall quantity to export and to supply our own market as well. The
great object would be to create a market for the product, and while that was being (lone a loss would be
sustoined. In short, I don't think you would find many personswho would takethe matter in hand without
other.
receiving help in some form
or. I know that has been the objection which liaspresenteditself to every
one who has considered the subject, and I have spoken to several persons competent tojudge about it. The risk
is too great, even supposing the Government were to give the blood and the offal.I know that Messrs.
Eliott Brothers applied to the Government for it. and I don't think they have received any reply as yet
that the Government have not come to any decision about it. I am quite certain thatno one would undertake
the erection of such extensive plant as would be necessary without: some further inducement than the
profits likely to accrue from operations of this kind it is altogether too uncertain.
89, Mr. Watt.] Do you know the date of Messrs. Eliott's application to the Government? I do not.
Some guarantee would be necessary, I am convinced, to pursuade persons in this country to embark in
such a business; there is no great disposition here to use fértilisers, and we must therefore look elsewhere
90.
for a market, or else we must create one here.
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The lion. 90. Can you give us a rough idea of the probable cost of the plant and machinery? I am sorry I
S. Samuel1 cannot tell you. I had some calculations sent to inc but they are mislaid.
M.L.C.
91. Do you think £5,000 would be about the amount? I should not like to say exactly; I should
think from £3,000 to £5,000—probably not less than £5,000—supposin g the works to be sufficiently
8 June, 1875. extensive to get rid of all the blood and offal and then the Government would have to give a piece of
land for the purpose'which would make no difference to them as there is sufficient to spare on the Island.
Mr. lie/Il The offal, under present arrangements, belongs to the carease butchers? I believe it
does but an arrangement might be made to secure it to the Government in the conditions of the leases.
Chairman.] Are you acquainted with any parties in Sydney who would take this matter in hand
atdommence in a very short time? Messrs. Elliott Brothers seem disposed to take it up I have had a
'onversation with them on the subject.
Aft. Bell.] Would a product be made from the offal? Yes, the machinery I spoke of would reduce
it to a fine powder.
The offal as well as the blood? Yes, everything, except the bones. If the representations made
to me be correct it completely pulverises the whole of the waste material.
In order to be sold afterwards as manure? Yes.
Mr. Watt.] Would not such manure be very much improved by the addition of some proportion of
boue-dust? Yes, I think if the bones were ground and mixed with the manure it would be improved
but that might be combined with the other process. The bones might be purchased—I suppose they belong
to the butchers—and ground at the same establishment. That would involve a bone-mill of course, and
they might be mixed together. I believe they do that in America, from what I have heard of the process.
I am told that in Boston, where this machinery is used, it is a completo success.
Mr. Bell.] But there they have an outlet for the sale of the manure? Yes, that would be the great
difficulty here. Any person undertaking the same thing in this Colony would require some encouragement
from the Government, until be could create a market for his produce. Now dry blood is worth in England
£6 or £7 a ton—that is the price they can export it for. But as we should have to find a market fbr ours
outside the Colony, we should have to export it at a lower price.
Mr. Watt.] That is blood which has been dried without the addition to it of any other substance?
Without the addition of anything else—simply dried blood. I am not speaking of the value of manure as
exported from England, but merely the value of dried blood. Of course, if you mixed bones with it you
would increase its value, but you would also increase its cost.
It would increase its value in one way, and decrease it in another? It might. There would be the
öxpense of grinding the bones, but that would not be much.
Chairman.] Have you everseen the works you describe in operation? No, but I have seen plans
of them.
With regard to the smell arising from the works, would that be a serious objection? No, I think
not. It is all done in a huge iron cylinder, and therefore there is not likely to be any nuisance arising
from it.
Mr. Watt.] Everything would be burned, 1 suppose? Yes. Everything is reduced to dry powder,
and therefore there is nothing left to create a nuisance. Compared with the disagreeable results from the
decomposing matter on the Island now, it would be very trifling.
A proposition has been made to the Government to dry the blood from the Glebe Island Abattoir
in shallow vessels, in the ordinary way;—do you think that would be an ellicacious way of dealing with it,
from what you know of the matter? I am quite certain it would not. The extent of the vessels alone
would be something enormous, and the results would be very slight; it would never do. The plan I spoke
of is quite different. Unfortunately the certificates of result of trials I had are rnislaid, or 1 could have
shown you its advantages. The most satisfactory results have been obtained from it, and 1 am quite certain
it would succeed. There is no difficulty about it, except the one great difficulty of finding a market for
the produce. If it were not for that I should have no hesitation in going into it myself, and I should feel
confident of success. Considering the large outlay necessary to start such a scheme, and that it is an
object to the Government to find some means of disposing of the refuse which accumulates at the Abattoir,
I think some aid should be given to the persons who initiate the undertaking, while they, on the other
hand, should give ample guarantee of their good faith and ability, to carry it out.
Mr. Bell.] Do you think you would be able to find a• market for this proict? I think it would
be possible to find a market for it in the Mauritius, and perhaps in Java and Ceylon ; but it would take
time. We should have to induce people to try it, and while we were doing this there would be a loss
instead of profit, unless the Government give some aid to the projectors of the undertaking, who took upon
themselves the risk of the experiment. I do not know that a market could be fhnad in those places, but
there might be, and a trial could be made. I need not tell you that there is a limited demand for manure
at present. By and by the demand will probably increase. They will be requiring it in Queensland for
their sugar plantations as soon as the new soil becomes worn out a little. But that is all in the future—
there is no market for it there now.
1.06. Will you think the matter over, and if any farther suggestions should occur to you, perhaps you
will add them as an appendix to your evidence? I will give you any further information which may occur
to uie with pleasure.
-

FRIDAY, 11 JUfl 1875.
MEnaING or No. 3 COMMITTEE.
lJkcscnt
P. BELL, Esq.
CHAS. WATT, Esq,
I

H. G. ATJLEYNE, Esq., M.D., IN TUE CHAnt.
James Barnet, Esq., Colonial Architect, called in and examined
JamesBanet, 107. Chairman.] The Committee are aware that you have paid considerable attention to the subject of
Esq.
supplying a sufficiency of water for all purposes, not only for watering the cattle slaughtered at the
r-1-Abattoir but water used for other purposes, such as washing and cleansing the carcasses and so on and
llJune,18Th. that you have also directed your attention to the mode of purifying such water as may have been used
for
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ismes
for such purposes, before it is disehared into the harbour. We shall Be glad of any information you can
give us on the subject.. What you propose to do in reference to the Abattoir on Globe Island? With Barnet, Fsq.
regard to the water supply, it would of course be obtained from the roofs and from the city main—that
was the intention. The water from the roof and the higher surface of the Island outside the Abattoir WasJune,18i&.
to be collected in underground tanks, and pumped into an upper tank and supplied by gravitation, it
would be supplemented by the city water.
108. You are satisfied that sufficient water could be obtained from those two sources? Oh, yes.
100. Suffiment for all necessary purposes P Yes. It was in October, 1873, I think, that our report was
made. It is in the Treasury, I believe.
Yes; but there is nothing in it as to the mode in which you propose to do it P Do you mean the
mode of obtaining the water P
The mode of obtaining it by making tanks? I think the report states that the water shall be
collected in underground tanks and pumped up by windmills into ,in upper tank, and supplemented by
city water; I think it also specified the number of gallons.
How do you propose to deal with the water used for the purpose of cleansing the place, in order that
no impurities may be carried with it into the harbour? That was to be done by filtration the blood was
to be deodorised, and the oHM, which is the property of the butchers, was to be cleared out daily, if I
recollect aright; and the only remaining substance was the water used for cleansing the Abattoir, which
was to be passed through a filter and purified before it went into the Bay.
WTould that be a very expensive process? Oh no—very inexpensive.
Can you give us a rough idea of the cost of making such a. filter? I cannot say what it would cost
to make, but it could not be very expensive. I see that this process is adopted in France and England.
It is in operation here in fact, and has been for the last two years. You ca-n see a filter of this kind at the
School of Industry.
Does it answer your expectations? I think so; I have heard no complaints about it. Certainly I
have not seen it for the last eight or nine months.
What are the impurities which have to be taken from the water at the School of Industry? There
is the fiecal matter from fifty children, and the house drainage water, and so on.
After being subjected to this treatment where does the water go to—into the Parramatta River P
No, it goes into the street gutters.
Do you know what the regulations are for conducting operations at the Glebe Island Abattoir. I
have a copy of the Act, but I find there is no Schedule of Regulations attached to it P There are printed
regulations, I believe, which the officers at the Abattoir will be able to explain to you; I do not know
what they are myself.
110. I wanted to know whether the offal belongs absolutely to the butchers or owners of the cattle, or
whether they are allowed to take it away merely because they will not take the trouble to make use
of it P According to the regulations I believe the offal is the property of the butchers. If I recollect
right that was stated in the regulations. Then all we have to deal with is the blood, which might be made
very valuable, there is no doubt of it. They are utilizing it in some way in Chicago at the present time,
and they use all the offal as well. Mr. .Tagers will be able to tell you something about that.
You have no personal knowledge of the mode in which this material is treated and disposed of for
commercial purposes at Chicago, have you? No, none whatever, but I believe they do it. We made an
experiment of that kind here ; we deodorised some of the blood from the Abatcoir, and it succeeded very
well.
Mr. BoiL] You said that the fiecal matter and house drainage passed through the filter at the School
of Industry? Yes.
Can you give us any idea of the construction of that filter P It is vertical and horizontal, and composed of various substances.
The upper portion of it has to be cleaned out very frequently, I suppose? Yes, it is cleaned out
periodically. It has been in operation now for two years—two years last month.
12, And all the liquid goes away apparently clear? Yes, it has no smell or color. Of course the filter
will require renewing ; it is a mere experiment, and I do not know how long it will last.
But it quite comes up to your expectations? Yes, I have heard no complaints of it, but, as I said
before, I have not seen it for the last nine months.
Jill'. Watt.] Is it proposed in your plan, Mr. Barnet, to wash down the Abattoir with salt water or
with fresh water? I do not know.
Because that would influence the quantity of water required? You do not want so much water; it
is a mistake to suppose that so much water is wanted.
It is wanted to wash the carcasses with? The fresh water which would be required to washthe carcasses
with would all go into these tanks and be filtered, and the offal would be carted away.
120. What do you think would be the cost of laying on water by the main P It is laid down to the bridge
on the Island side now, and we had a contract for laying it to l'yrmont, but the Corporation refused to
give the water, and the matter fell through that is in the report.
How was it proposed to carry the water across the Glebe Island Bridge P I believe there was to be
a tap on the city side, and couplings to connect the pipes when it was turned en. There was to be a
large tank provided on the Island in ease of anything happening to these pipes.
Then the Glebe Island Bridge is a drawbridge P Yes, a swing bridge; and there was to be a
large tank on the top of the hill, to be filled from this source. A.t that time the people of Balmaiu were
anxious to have the main continued to i3almnain—the Mayer, I believe, called to see me about it—and the
pipes were aeth
- ally laid down from the bridge to the Abattoir—a four.ineh main—and the whole of the
pipes were on the ground. But the contractor, I think, failed, and they were either taken away or sold
for his creditors.
Do you think a filter of such a simple character as that you have referred to would be sufficiently
effeclive for the purification of the water from the Glebe Island Abattoir? The water used there
would not contain much blood; it should drain off in a proper direction. When a beast is killed the blood
ought to flow into proper receptacles instead of into the drains, as it does at present ; but that is only
temporary.
133, I thought that perhaps it might be desirable to add a small quantity of some substance, such as
sulphate of alumina, to the water itself used, for the purpose of washing out the Abattoir, to make it more
soluble,
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soluble, so that no foul or sanguineous fluid should enter the harbour at all? Yes, that could be done.
Barnet, Bs. Of course the regulations for the conduct of The Abattoir must be strictly enforced to make them work
11 June, 1875. well at all.
You mentioned that the water from this Industrial School, after filtration, was discharged into the
gutters P Yes.
Where do those gutters drain into? Into the harbour at itusheutter's Bay.

Mr. Joseph Jagers, Assistant Inspector, Glebe Island Abattoir, called in and examined
Mr. 3. Jagers. 130. Chairman.] Will you tell us what are the rules and regulations, approved by the Governor and
Executive Oouncil, for carrying out the Act of Parliament relating to the Abattoir at Globe island? I
U June1 1876. have not a copy of them with me. I could not lay my hand upon one unfortunately but if you require
,my particulars with regard to the offal, or anything of that kind, I can give them.
Do you know what the regulations are with respect to the offal—as to whom it belongs? It is
supposed to belong to the party occupying the house.
Occupying what house? The slaughter-house.
Do you mean occupying the house at that particular time? Yes. We give them a house for their
special use. Some of them are leaseholders, and they have the exclusive right to certain buildings.
Where are these buildings? I am speaking of the row of buildings which form the slaughterhouses.
You call the places in which the beasts are killed, houses? Yes, slaughter-houses.
1.42. These houses then, as you call them, are let to different tenants, some of whom may only require
them for a day or a week, and others for six weeks at a time? 'There is no term of occupation fixed; they
are put all for sale once a year—six beef-houses and six mutton-houses. All the beef.houses are rented,
but only three of the mutton-houses are let.
143. For how long are they let? For twelve months.
141. Then the man who leases it house has the exclusive right to that house for twelve months ? Yes
and the other butchers who do not rent houses—the retail butchers—make use of one of the other houses
whenever they want to kill, which are reserved from leae. There are twenty-four houses altogethci.
The butchers who slaighter regularly are left in undisturbed possession. Some of them have occupied the
same houses for months.
145. The))half of the slaughter-houses are not let? No, they are reserved for the retail butchers.
140. Is the accommodation for slaughtering, in respect to the room and number of houses, sufficient?
Yes. To give you an idea of how much work call be done, I may tell you that only yesterday there were
thirtysix bullocks brought to one of the leased houses. The men commenced slaughtering at 7 o'clock
in the morning, and the whole of the beasts were slaughtered and dressed by 4 o'clock.
Do you recollect what the regulations say as to the proprietorship of the blood? There is nothing
said about it.
Are you quite sure P Yes. Nothing beyond the offal.
14.9. What do you call the offal? The intestines.
150. Is anything said about the contents of the intestines? The dung. There is nothing said about that.
The butchers are allowed to empty the intestines, and we cart the stuff away with our own carts and
horses.
1.51. Do you think that is a good plan ;—have you a sufficient staff to remove this stuff? We have
to remove it for the purpose of cle,auliucss, and put it in a place by itself, until it is fetched away for
manure.
Don't you think it would be an improvement, as far as cleanliness was concerned, if the butchers were
compelled to take away the contents of the intestines as well ? No, I am afraid it would operate
unfavourably on the slaughtering altogether.
Don't you think it is much worse to have this dung accumulate, when you have no staff to take it
away from the premises, and have to depend upon market gardeners to remove it? 'Well, it is the best
mode we could think of of dealing with the difficulty; when I entei-ed the service, a little over eight years
ago, all the contents of the stomach were thrown into the drains.
Why was that practice done away with—were the regulations different in those days? Yes, they
were different then; the alterations were made when I entered the service, under Sii James Martin (then
Mr. Martin), who was head of the Government. The object of the alterations was to prevent all
blood and other matters froingoing into the drains. That was the key-note of the great outlay at that
time. The branch drains leading from the houses to the main sewer was much larger then, and allowed
these contents to pass, and they were all taken up, and smaller drains put down, to allow nothing but the
blood to go into the gutter.
'Were the regulations for carrying out these alterations approved by the Governor and Council? ?co,
the real intention of Sir James Martin was never carried out, and there were no regulations made The
whole matter dropped, and the blood was allowed to go through the drain, and everything went on in the
usual way, with the exception that the contents of the stomachs were not allowed to go into the drains.
We then provided for removing them in another way. ilaviog a man and horse and cart we took it from
the slaughter-houses and stored it up in a place by itself for the convenience of market gardeners.
It appeared to us the other day, when we visited the place, that it was very undesirable to have so
much of this refuse remaining on the premises ;—docs this quantity accumulate because you store it up for
the use of the gardeners? Our arrangements for the storing up of this stomach matter are very unsatisfactory.
I ask you whether it accumulates because you store it up for the market gardeners, or because you
have no staff to remove it yourself? All the material that is emptied from the stomach is taken away
and put in one place.
But my question is Why is this storing done? Is it done that you may give the stuff to the market
gardeners, or because you have not a sufficient staff to keep the place clean P Before this was done the
market gardeners used to come and take it away, and it was allowed to lie about for a day or two. But it
was found better to take it and store it in one place, where they could come and remove it when they
.
wanted
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wanted it. Before that it was left just where it was emptied from the stomach, and that was found very Mr. J. Sager!.
inconvenient.
159. Do you think that is the best arrafigement that could be made? I think it is the best we could adopt 11 June 1575
at present, unless the removal is thrown upon the owners of the beasts.
100. You are quite sure there is nothing in the regulations in reference to this matter? I do not think so;
I will forward a copy of the regulations.
lot. You are very short of water I believe for watering the cattle, washing the carcasses, and for other
necessary purposes at the slaughter-house? The only supply we have is salt water.
For everything? For everything.
You do not mean to say that you give the cattle salt water to drink? We get some water for them
from the tank occasionally. Every provision is made for the water; we simply want the water itself.
161. Then the cattle must be sometimes cruelly distressed for water, as it appears to be only a were chance
whether they get it or not? Yes,
How often are cattle kept there as a general rule before they are slaughtered P I think not longer
than 48 hours.
But they may be kept there a good deal longer? No, I don't think they are kept longer than 48
hours.
167. I suppose they are sometimes kept there the whole of a Sunday? Very seldom; they are sometimes,
but not often.
109. Don't you think that when these cattle have been driven a very long way from the interior during
hot summer weather, even 43 hours is a long time for them to be without water, and that it must be very
distressing to them? Very much so.
Have you ever had any experience in what may be called veterinary surgery? No, except such as
ordinary persons among cattle and horses would have—no professional knowledge.
Don't you think such a state of things in which an animal is debarred from a necessary and healthy
supply of water must necessarily have the effect of deteriorating the flesh P No doubt of it.
AD. Bell.) Have you any idea what those tanks contain which are supplied with fresh water from the
roof? Yes, about 300 gallons.
Is that the total quantity of water? That is the quantity from each house.
I suppose in dry weather that soon runs out? Yes, very soon—it is used for washing the carcasses,
Then in dry weather there is positivel1 no water for some time P Positively no water. I may say
that with regard to leaving the cattle without water in hot weather we can generally find a few buckets
when they want it. One of the last things I say to the men, if I know a beast is going to be left, is, give
that beast a drop of water. Sometimes a bullock has been very unruly and troublesome to get in, and
they don't care about letting him out again.
17.5. Aft. Watt.] is there any one on the Island whose duty it is to see that the cattle are watered, or is it
merely left to chance? There is no one.who is charged with that duty.
Is there any inspection made of the cattle slaughtered at the Glebe Island Abattoir with reference to
their state of health? 'Well, they, come under my observation. I am up the first thing in the morning—
at 7 o'clock during the winter months--inspecting and taking the brands of the cattle; and then, as I have
time during the day from my other duties I pass in and out through the slaughter-houses, keeping an eye
upon the carcasses hung up.
Have you any powers in reference to diseased cattle? Oh yea, we have power to condemn them
and to have them removed from the place. We deface the carcasses in such cases by scoring them with
a knife, and see that they are taken away in the offal cart.
Do such cases occur frequently? Not very frequently.
Do you remember when the last ease occurred P Some three months ago we had a beast cut down;
it had an enlarged spleen ; in fact the beast, when it was brought in, was dying of diseased spleen, of what
is commonly called the Cumberland disease. Of course when I saw it I knew at once what was the
matter with it, and from the manuvres that went on 1 was convinced the butcherswere quito aware of it;
in fact I had cautioned them about it. A bullock diseased in this way presents uninistakeable symptoms
of the disease while it is being bled.
it is impossible for you to make this inspection carefully in connection with your other duties?
Impossible. I will just run over my other duties: I commence in the morning at 0 o'clock in the summer, and 7 o'clock in the winter. I reckon all the cattle in the various yards and take their brands. I
have all the accounts to keep, and I keep all the books in connection with all the animals coming to the
Island. I make out all the receipts in the proper books and collect all the revenue derivable from fees.
I take account of all the spleens daily, and take note of all meat that has to be condemned and defaced.
In the evening I note the number of beasts that have been killed, and I expect so many splecus.
Chairman.] Do you depend entirely upon seeing the spleen of the animal killed to form your
diagnosis? Not in every ease.
But it appears to me from what you have stated that you merely take a cursory uiew of the animals
as they stand in the pens? Only such a cursory view as I can take in numbering them and taking their
brands. When we get a fresh brand, or a fresh lot of cattle, I am more watchful than at other times, and
then I watch when one of these animals is killed, as the condition of one of them will tell pretty well what
the others are. I give them such inspection as I can.
Aft. Watt.] Still this diseased meat may be sold to the butchers; you don't burn it? No, we only
condemn it and send it away in the offal carts after it has been scored and defaced.
Now with reference to the sheep what do you do? 'Well, the only thing in the way of disease
would be fluke, and it is very rarely there is fluke and according to our regulations we are not to regard
that as a disease, because the meat may, be very choice. I should like to make a statement about the very
subject you have been asking me about—the supervision of the animals received: It is my opinion that
there should be an officer with a professional status wholly devoted to the inspection of all animals
slaughtered, particularly the careases slaughtered in that establishment, as food for the public. That is my
opinion, and I am glad to have an opportunity of placing it on record.
His duty would include the inspection of sheep as well as cattle I suppose? Yes, his whole and sole
duty should consist in that, so that the public might have the highest guarantee against diseased animals
being slaughtered and sold as food.
e 239—B [No. 3.]
186.
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Mr. J. .Jagcrs. 186. Mr, Bell.] Are there many pigs slaughtered at the Abattoir? About an average, of 400 weekly.

<-'—' 187. There are numbers slaughtered in the suburbs that never come there, are there not? Yes, larre

II June, 1875. numbers.

188. Mr. Walt.] Are you aware of the use to which the offal and refuse from the Abattoir is put? To
feed pigs.
189, Is that the ease almost exclusively, as far as you know? Yes; there is a portion of it I am aware
used in making manure, but the greater portion of it goes to feed pigs.

MONDAY, 21 TUNE, 1875.
Wuøcnt :—
Cubs. WATT, ESQ.,

F. BELL, Esq.

H. G. ALLI3YNE, IESQ., M.D.,

IN THE OjiAlit.

Mr. Frederick Oatley, Inspector, Glebe Island Abattoir, called in and further examined
chairman.]
We have been furnished with a copy of the Orders and Regulations in force at the Glebo
190.
ii..
F. Oat]uy. Island Abattoir ;—are those orders and regulations saaetioned by the Governor and Executive Council?
Yes
21 J,ioe. 1575. 1.91. When did they come into force? On the first of this year. These are amended orders and
regulations.
The 13th regulation states that sheep and cattle will not be permitted to remain in the Abattoir-pens
for more that forty-eight hours from the time they are brought in ;—is that rule strictly adhered to ?
Oh yes.
Are they never left in longer than that? No—very seldom they are generally slaughtered and taken
away the day they come in. The sheep are generally taken out to graze and to water.
If they are kept in longer than forty-eight hours they get no water to drink? Not at present; only
at times when there is water in the houses, which does not last very long; as a general rule they have not.
195, The 14th rule states that no person shall expose diseased meat, or refuse or neglect to remove such
diseased meat when ordered to do so by you or your assistant. 'What steps are taken to ascertain whether
the meat is diseased or not ? Well, in the first instance when my assistant gets on the rails of the cattleheypens to inspect the cattle he observes directly whether any of them are ill or sickly; and then after they
are slaughtered the melts or spleens of the animals are hung up in the slaughter-house for inspection, and
these are examined.
1.96. Is your assistant competent to express an opinion on the health of the animals? I think so; be has
had many years experience among cattle before he was appointed to his present office; he has been among
cattle driven from stations in the country, and I should think he was in every way qualified to give an
opinion.
Is the examination of time spleen the sole test of the health of the animal? Yes, that and the
examination of the lungs for pleuro-pneomonia.
Are the animals examined before they pass into the cattle-pens or while they are being slaughtered ?
After they are slaughtered and dressed.
And the lungs are inspected as well P Yes, the lungs and the spleen—more particularly the spleen.
And when you detect by the carease that the animal is diseased, what is your mode of procedure?
We immediately score and scarify it and disfigure it so that it cannot possibly be sold to the butchers, and
then it is taken away in the offal cart to be boiled down.
Do you know as a fact that these carcases are sent to the boiling-down establishmente? Yes ; they
are put into the offal carts and taken away at once.
Do you frequently have these unhealthy animals brought to the Abattoir? Not frequently. A
month or two ago it was much worse in that respect than it is at present.
What becomes of the unhealthy, cattle before they arrive at the Glebe Island Abattoir—how are
they disposed of P I am not aware that the unhealthy cattle are selected from the others ; they are all
sold indiscriminately at the different sale-yards at least I should imagine so. They are driven down from
the station in a mob without any distincion being made between the healthy and unhealthy animals.
201. The 15th regulation provides that all blood, filth, and offal shall be removed, and the slaughter-house
thoroughly cleansed by the lessee, to the satisfaction of the Inspector or Assistant Inspector, daily. Now,
when we were there the other day, there was a good deal of what 1 call filth lying about, such as the
contents of the intestines and other matters ; the blood we saw going into the harboum'. What 1. wish to
know is to what extent is this regulation carried out, and why was the filth we saw the day we visited the
Abattoir allowed to accumulate P That clause is inoperative as far as the disposal of what we call manure
is cencerned. That used formerly to pass through a large pipe under the floor, down the main sewer, and
into the harbour, with the blood. The G overnmnent at that time intended to have the blood dcodoriscd if
practicable, and they made alterations in the drainage of the houses, Be that it would not permit of the
manure passing away to the harbour. Since then we have collected it, and shot it down in the place
where you saw it, in order to dispose of it to the market gardeners the blood runs into the bay as it did
formerly.
But this rule (15th) says distinctly that all such filth must be removed by the lessee or person occupying the slaughter-honse ;—don't you think it would be proper to call the attention of the Government to
the fact that it is allowed to remain on the premises? Yes, I think so; but as I observed before, since the
alteration was made in the drainage the panneh stuff cannot be carried away with the blood into the bay,
and that clause is inoperative.
Will you explain why you have not compelled the lessees to carry out this clause in its integrity?
The Government take charge of this stuff themselves, and the lessees take away the offal.
But I presume these orders and regulations are the only instructions you have to go by, and they
siw positively "All blood, filth, and offal shall be removed, and each slaughter-house thoroughly cleansed by
the lessee or person oecupyinq the same"? It would not be possible for the carease butchers to do that, and
the Government have taken the matter into their own hands.
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But as these orders and regulations came in force iess than six months ago, do you not think it would
Mr.
be prudent for you to report to the Government at once that this regulation is not carried out? Yes, I F. OatIc.
intend to do so.
The Government, so far from taking the duty upon themselves, state here distinctly that ti shall fill 21 Jui,e, 187,.
upon the lessees? Yes, but still the Government have done it themsolves ever since the alterations in the
drainage were made. They remove the manure daily from the back of the premises to the dung pit for
the market gardeners to take away.
But they had not removed it when we were there? Yes; there was none at the back of the premises
where the paunehes are emptied. The Government move it from there to the dung pit, where you saw it.
have you reported to the Government that the lessees do not remove it themselves? Yes, I have
done so, some six years ago.
Have you done so since these orders and regulations came in force—I mean remove it from the
establishment altogether, and not merely from one place to another? No, I have not.
Were these rules embodied in former regulations? Yes; that clause was precisely the same in the
old regulations.
21.4. When you speak of removing this matter, you mean that it is merely taken out of the compartment
where the animal is killed, and deposited at the rear of the slaughter-house, where we saw it? Yes.
Do you consider that is the removal which is implied by this 15th section of the Regulations? I
think so as regards the dung. It is evident that the Government lay claim to it, because they sell it for
one shilling a tell to the market gardeners.
Clause No. 18 provides that no hide, carcass, or spleen of any horned cattle, not having been previously inspected, shall be removed until it has been inspected by you or your assistant ;—is that regulation strictly adhered to?Yes, by me and my assistant.
The next clause, No. 19, states that no meat shall be blown in any slaughtcr.house, and if any, meat
be found blown, the owner shall be lioble ;—is that attended to very strictly? Oh yes, sir. That is a most
filthy practice to blow filthy human breath into the meat.
218, Well then, clause 22 says that all hides, skins, heads, feet, and offal shall be removed from the Abattoirs
only by the road at the rear of the buildings —is that rule strictly adhered to? No, not at present; we
permitted them 'to take the offal away by the front road, wlule the other was being repaired—it was in such
a filthy state they could not get out by it.
Did not we see a lot of trotters piled up there? Yes, but that was a thing which I have never
noticed before.
It is certainly a very bad practice? Yes, it is not allowed at all, There are some people who clean
the trotters and send them to the butchers' for sale, andthey have been rather neglectful amid allowed
them to remain for a day or two, and during my absence and that of Mr. Jagers they cast them over the
bank; that is how they came there. But the trotters sell readily.
It appears to me that these regulations are calculated to keep the place thoroughly clean, and to
make it perfectly inoffensive if they were properly carried out. Have yon any difficulty in that respect—
do you require any assistance to enable you to carry these out strictly? No, except that we require
another man, and 'I have applied to the Government for one.
Are the proprietors of the animals which are killed in what we termed the leased honses subjected to
any fees? Yes, 3d. per head for horned cattle.
223, Is that in addition to the £175 per annum? Yes, in addition to the rental.
221. Then the butchers who slaughter in the other houses are only subject to certain fees per head, without any rentnl? .Tust so.
Can you tell us the whole income received from the Glebe Island Abattoir? Yes, the revenue from
the Abattoir oud Glebe Island Bridge for 1874 was £3,996 2s. lOd., and the expenditure, exclusive of
repairs to the roads leading to the Bridge and Abattoir, and the repairs to the Abattoir and Bridge, was
£1,070. I have also, at the request of the Secretary, prepared a statement showing the nature of these
outside slaughtcr-h ouss within the police district of Sydney, which I will now read:—' The number is
eleven other than the Glebe Island Abattoir, and they are situated at Cook's River, Petershamn, Canterbury, Five Dock, and Honiebmish. These places the police attend for the purpose of inepeeting the brands
of cattle intended for slaughter, but I am informed they do not examine the carcases to ascertain their
fitness or otherwise for human food; in fact anything like a proper inspection is rendered impossible by
the slaughter-houses being scattered over so large an area, unless an inspector is present at each place
during the time of slaughtering. This matter I brought under the notice of the Government during the
adininiflration of Sir James Martin, and a Bill was about to be introduced to meet the ease, when his
Ministry went out of office, and the matter has since remained in abeyance. At the places above enumerated there are large numnbem-s of cattle and sheep slaughtered, which I consider ought, for the safety and
protection of the public, to undergo the same supervision as that exercised at the Glebe Island Abattoir.
I consider it desirable that these slaughter-houses, instead of being scattered as at present, should be confined to one locality, and at a distance of not less than six miles from the city boundary, and by this means
one inspector would be enabled to effectually discharge the duties that would devolve upon hint,
JTft. Watt.] Can you tell us the number of cattle and sheep slaughtered at all these places—the total
nnmber? That lam not prepared to give you; it must be a large number.
Can you give us a rough estimate of the number? Well, I should think about 200 head of cattle
and about 500 sheep.
Chairman.] In your statement of the revenue and expenditure of the Glebe Island Abattoir does
the item of £1,070 for expenditure include salaries and wages? Yes.
Mr. Watt.] And the removal of the dung and other expenses of that kind? Yes, it includes everything, except repairs to the roads and bridge.
Rent and everything? Yes; rent, fees, and every-thing. I have given the whole income and
expenditure of the Abattoir.
Mr. Bell.] Who inspects the cattle after they are cleaned and hung up—your assistant or yourself?
He and myself.
He inspects the brands, does he not? Yes, and the earcases also; in fact be occupies nearly his
whole time in that Way.
But you examine them also yourself? Yes.
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234. With regard to taking away the dead animals—is it not possible for these condemned carcases to be
Mr.
F. Oatley. washed and cleaned afterwards and exposed for sale? it is just possible; but they are so scarified and
rA_m disfigured that I don't think there is any fear of it.
21 june, 1875. 235. Aft. Watt.] They might be cut up for sausages? I don't think so ; the law is too strict for that.
I don't think there need be any apprehension of that.
Mr. Bell.] What is the law in that respect? They give two years imprisonment for it.
For what? For exposing for sale diseased meat. There was no law of the kind in force at all when
I took office, and it was in consequence of my reports to the Government that a very stringent law was
passed.
AIr. Watt.] Do you think the inspection now enforced at Gleb Island in respect to the health of
the cattle previous to their being slaughtered is sufficient? I think so, judging from my own experience—
twenty-six years ago in May last—and I have had some 25,000 or 30,000 beasts every year to inspect.
What I wish to ascertain by that question is, whether your duties and these of your assistant are so
numerous as to prevent you from giving the cattle what you consider proper and sufficient inspection?
1 don't think so. I think Ave have plenty of time. My assstant gives nearly all his time to it.
Then you think that, as a matter of fact, the butchers, knowing the inspection to which they are
subjected, are not likely to bring any diseased cattle to your establishment? No, they leave them behind
rather than bring them on; they leave them behind to see if they will get well or not.
Have you heard of any particular eases in which cattle on the road have been otherwise disposed of?
I have heard butchers say that they have drafted cattle on the road and disposed of them to persons at
some other slaughtering establishment where there was no inspection—but that is only hearsay. With
regard to the difficulty in ascertaining whether cattle are diseased, I may say that I have been used to them
so long that I can detect a diseased animal at once, but of course I can say nothing about the outside
slaughter.houses. I certainly think something should be done to protect the public in connection with
these places.
Uhairman.] Are there any regulations which apply to the other slaughter-houses of which you have
spoken, similar to these which are printed for the guidance of the officers of the Glebe Island Abattoir?
I don't think so, and I think it is very necessary that there should be, most decidedly. They are just as
necessary in the one ease as the other.
What steps, in your opinion, should be taken to render the Abattoirs at Glebe Island more efficient
and less a nuisance than they are at present? Well, the first thing I would advise should be done would
be to deodorise the blood ; that is a most important thing. I think it should be preserved and utilized in
some way; that is a matter which I think the Government should consider and take in hand. Then fresh
water is very much required for watering the cattle—that should be supplied as soon as possible. They
could get as much water as they chose for that purpose from the roofs of the houses.
Don't you want water for washing the meat also? Yes, for washing the carcasses and also for the
carts and other things about the place.
245, 'W'ould it not be advisable also to give the men engaged in this work greater facilities for cleanliness?
I think if a place were fenced off in the bay where they might go and bathe it would be the best thing that
could be done.
24.0. Mr. Watt.] Would they bathe in cold weather? Oh; I think so.
Have you seeu any cause for complaint in reference to the cloths which are used to cover the meat?
Yes, the regulation which refers to them and to the carts in which the meat is carried away was inserted at
my suggestion; in fact all the regulations were the result of my suggestions, as I found out what was
necessary from time to time. They want a different sort of cart for the meat.
With reference to clause 31 have you any reason to complain of the butchers for non.eompliance
with the instructions you give them from time to time? Sometimes when they do not comply with the
regulations to my satisfaction I call their attention to that clause, and threateu to summon them.

WEDSESDAY, 30 J'UYE, 1875.
3tt%C1tt
P. BELL, E5Q.
I
H. G. ALLEYNE, ESQ,, M.D., IN TILE Grunt.
CUAS. WATT, E5Q.,

Thomas Morgan Joseph, Esq., Assistant Medical Officer, G-ladesville Acylum, Sled in and examined :. M. Joseph, 249. Ohairman.] Having in view the temporary disposal of the blood from animals slaughtered at the
Glebe Island Abattoirs, otherwise than by allowing it to run off into the harbour, the Committee wish to
Lsq.
k now if any objection, and if so, what objection, exists to the proposal to dispose of it for the present by
Park Lstate? I know of no objection, with the exception of
30J'tine,1875.
some
it on portion of the Callan .
burying
want of room; that, I think, would be the difficulty.
Bow much land do you think could be placed at our disposal for that purpose if the proposition
were entertained? I all, not much of a judge of land; but I should think an acre or two perhaps. It
has been enclosed by the Balmain Municipality—the portion that would be available for the disposal of
blood there.
Are they snaking use of it all? No, they are only using a very small portion of it.
What extent of ground do you think is enclosed altogether? 1 should say from 1 to 2 acres, as near
as I can judge.
Are you any judge of area? No, I am not, at all.
Have you let the ground to the Babnain Municipality? No, they have simply been allowed to
deposit their night-soil there. They asked for permission to do so, and Dr. Manning gave it to them.
Do you know how far the Callan Park Estate is from Balmain? No, I really caunot say. I have
never been from Callan Park to Balmain, by land; I always go by water.
250. Is it eonterminous to the Balinaiu Municipality? That I cannot say.
257. Do you know of any other land in that locabty which would be suitable for the purpose? No,
except that there seems to be a good deal of unused land on the boundaries of Callan Park. From the
258.
high ground in the Park you can see a good deal of waste land.
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Have you been on the piece of land you refer to, yourself? No, I have not.
Then you are unable to speak as to its quality? Yes.
Is the unused land adjoining it private property, do you know? I do not ; it is not enclosed,
how often do you go to Callan Park ;-are you in the habit of going there frequently? Yes, eve"y 30June, lSeo.
fortnight or three weeks, or perhaps every month.
Do you go anywhere in the immediate neighbourhood of that portion of it which is used by the
Balinain municipal authorities? Yes, I have been to see it once.
Did you observe anything offensive arising from it P No, I did not, but they have not carried out
their contract as they should have done; they have not covered the soil properly, and they have dug their
pits too near to a little creek there, on purpose to let some of the matter run away. I went there to see
whether there was any effluvia arising from it, but there was none.
Notwithstanding this neglect in covering the soil properly there was no nuisance in any respect?
No, I did not perceive any unpleasant efiluvia at all, and I think, that with carefully dug pits, if they are
properly covered, that sort of night-soil may be deposited there for the present, without any nuisance to
the neighbourhood. Of course when the buildings are up they will be much closer than any houses
there now.
265. Do you know whether the water in the creek to which you have referred is used for drinking water?
o, certainly not.
Where does it run to? Into the Iron Cove, about 100 or 150 yards below the place where the
night-soil is deposited.
What is the nature of the soil on the Callan Park estate? It is gravelly for the most part-ironstone gravel.
268. Ferruginous clay? No, it is not clay so much as gravel; but in the lowest portion of the land I think
there is a mixture of clay with it.
209. Are you aware of the depth of this gravelly soil? Do you mean in that portion of it where they
are depositing this night-soil, or generally?
Generally? I cannot say, but I know that rocks crop up pretty frequently.
What depth are the holes in which the soil is deposited? They are supposed to be 6 feet deep, but,
as I said before, the contract is not being carried out as it ought to be.
Do you know what depth of earth they put over the night-soil? I do not know ; but it was understood that they were to cover it so that it should be dry-that is in dry weather of course.
That was the agreement you made with them? Yes.
Was the agreement in writing? I do not know whether it was in writing or verbal. I fancy Dr.
Manning made a verbal arrangement with them.
Is the soil deposited there the contents of earth-closets or of cesspits also? What I saw was from
eesspits-ordinary fluid night-soil.
Was your agreement with the l3almain Municipality that they should deposit only the stuff from
earth-closets, or the stuff from cesspits as well as earth-closets P I do not know I was not present when
the agreement was made, and the little I know of it I learned in conversation with Dr. Manning.
But notwithstanding wlutt you have seen of this eesspit matter there was no offensive efiluviuni from
it in your opinion? Not in my opinion and I reported to that effect to the Colonial Secretary.
)I&. Bell.] What is the extent of land in the estate? I think it is between 100 and 107 acres.
Have you a plan, or have you seen it plan of it ? Yes.
With the new buildings which are to be erected on it? Yes. I know very nearly where they are to
be erected-on a ridge that runs nearly through the estate, from south-east to north-west.
Do you think we could get a copy of that plan at the Surveyor General's (3111cc or elsewhere? Yes,
I am almost sure you could, because they surveyed recently and took levels, with the view of putting
buildings upon it.
AIr. Watt..] Is the ground level or not? No; if it were level there would be a much larger area
suitable for your purpose-that t the difficulty.
Chairman.] But you think that at all events there would be 1 or 2 acres of suitable land to be
disposed of? Yes, I think about that. There is this piece of level ground where they are depositing the
night-soil, and then there is a lull, and you would have to go down it long way on the other side of it to
find another level spot, and that would be too Ihr. The only suitable piece of ground is the piece I have
mentioned.
Mr. Frederick Oatley, Inspector, G-lebe Island Abattoir, called in and further examined
281. Chairman.] In the original plan of the Abattoir at Glebe Island, was there not some arrangement Mr. F. Oatlev.
for receiving the blood ? No, not that I am aware of.
285. Not in the slaughter-houses? No. There was then a drain fomed to let it run off into the 30 .lune, 1873.
harbour.*
280. Was that in the original plan? Yes.
287. Was it intended in the original plan that the blood should go into the harbour P Yes, in the
original plan there was a drain uncicr the floors of the slaughtcr-houses, which took the blood into the
sew-er.
288. I think I saw some shallow basins when we visited the Island? Yes, they have boon added since.
289. There are receptacles for the blood now then? Yes.
290. Would they be sufficient to contain all the blood which comes from the slaughtered animals P Oh,
no; they are only intended to hold it small portion of it10 gallons or so-to receive the blood from each
fall.
211. Only sufficient to hold the blood of one animal? About three.
Would there beny difficulty in making these receptacles of sufficient size to hold the blood of five
or even ten animals P No, it would be very easy to enlarge them.
It would not be very expensive to do that? Oh, no.
291. And it would not require much time to enlarge these reservoirs? No, I don't think it would take
long to make the necessary alterations, and to have the pans any sizeyou require.
205,
receive
the
blood
from
the
sewer,
which
was
let
to
two
difl',jrent
Noix (on rerision) -There was a large stone tank to
persons, but they failed to remove the eautruts as per agreement, in each case, and the use of the tank was abandoned.
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OaLlcy. 295. It might be done in fact in two or three days? Yes.
r290. How many animals are generally driven in at one time to the slaughter-yards? Sometimis five or
30June, 1370. six, and sometimes two or three.
Seldom more than five, I suppose? No, not so many; generally not more than three.
Now, supposing it was arranged that the blood from those animals should be taken away in vessels
placed in these reservoirs, instead of being allowed to run into the harbour, what additional labour do you
think such an arrangement would entail? I should say two extra men would be sufficient, or three at the
outside.
You think two or three would be sufficient to take it away rapidly P Yes, as soon as the pans were
full.
And before other cattle were brought into the yard to be killed? Yes.
Would two men be able to carry that quantity of blood easily? Oh: yes, I think so; there might be
a small tramway formed if necessary.
You think that additional amount of labour would be sufficient to remove the blood from all the
slaughter.houses, taking one after the other? I think three men would be sufficient to do it.
I presume that if the blood were collected in that way it would be necessary to remove it daily?
Yes, I think so, more particularly in the summer time.
301. Mr. Bell.] What time does it take to clear away the animals which have been killed, before fresh
animals are brought in for slaughter? I should say about an hour, dressing and all.
305. Then that would give ample time for the three men to pass from one slanghter.house to another?
Yes, I think so.
300. Was it intended originally that the blood should be taken away in these vessels? I think not; it is
only since the recent alterations were made that this has been thought of.
Have you ever suggested that this should be done F No, but I have once or twice brought under
the notice of the Government the necessity of doing something to prevent the blood from going into the
harbour.
Do you know whether there is a good road from the Abattoir to the Garryowen Estate? Yes, I
think so.
What is about the distance? I should not take it to be more than a mile or a mile and a-half at the
furthest.
And do you think one horse and dray would be sufficient to carry all the blood away? I think so.
811. Daily? Yes, daily.
I presume this horse and dray would be able to make several trips between the Abattoir and the
Garryowen Estate? No doubt of it. it is not more than a mile or a mile and a.half.
You have been to that estate yourself? Oh, yes.
Do you know any Government land near there? I am not aware of any Government land thereabouts.
We heard it stated that there was some Government land there-a common, or something of that
kind? I think the piece of land you referred to would be on the Partamatta River, opposite Five Dock,
and not near the Abattoir; at least I am not aware of any Government land there.
310. How many loads of blood do you think there would be daily? I should think about half-a.dozeu
loads would take it all away; some days, of course, they kill more than others.
chairman.] Do you know of any suitable land there that could be had at a rental? I think there
are plenty of lots that could be leased for this purpose. There is plenty of vacant land there of which no
use is made, and I should think the owners would gladly let it.
Mr. Walt.] Would the blood run into the harbour if no water were used to wash it down the
sewer? No, it would stop and choke up the sewer and there rot; it could not be done without water to
flush the sewer.
1fr. Bell.] Is there easy communication from one slanghter.honse to another? Yes ; you have to
go up one lane about twenty or thirty yards and down the next-that woul4 be the only delay.
Could not a tramway be laid down from one house to the other, going through the fence? Yes,
that might be arranged, but you would require to have secure gates to keep the cattle from getting out;
then it would be only a few feet from one house to the other.
Uhairman.] Would not that tramway interfere with the cattle going in and out? Yes, but they
could be closed while the cattle were being killed.
.322. Mr. Bell.] You stated in your former evidence that you had applied to the Government for
additional assistance ;-have you obtained that assistance? No, it was only put on the Estimates for 1876.
How many men did you ask for? Only one.
Would that man be sufficient with another to enable you to carry out the arrangement we have been
discussing? No, we should require two or three men independently of that one. I should like to mention,
in suppoi't of my previous suggestions in ieIrence to licensed slaughter-houses in the police district of
Sydney, that since my appointment as Inspector I have condemned several hundreds of carcases of beef
and mutton; and on one occasion, at Parramatta, I obtained a warrant from the Police Magistrate to
seize and destroy a flock of sheep infected with catarrh, which at the time were being slaughtered and
dressed in that locality, and some of which had been sent by rail to Sydney. I have also frequently taken
proceedings and obtained convictions against several butchers for exposing for sale diseased and blown
earcases.
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C. WATT, ESQ.,
F. BELL, Esq.
I
H. U. ALLEYNE, FSQ., M.D., IN THE CHAIR.
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James Barnet, Esq., Colonial Architect, called in and examined

325. Chairman.] Would there be any difficulty in making a reservoir in each of the slaughter-houses at Jas. Barnet,

Fiq.
the Glebe Island Abattoir, sufficient for the reception of the blood of from three to five head of oxen, or their
equivalent in sheep, with the view of removing it immediately? That has already been done; it was done
about eight years ago ; stone receptacles were constructed from which the blood was to be put into casks 2 July, 1575
and sold. There were also upwards of 300 casks provided, which are there yet. I have recommended the
Government to sell them, because the house they were in has tumbled down.
826. It would, of course, be necessary, to have some kind of vessels provided to fit into these receptacles,
which could be taken up in order to carry the blood away? That was all contemplated; there were to be
square galvanized iron vessels, which two men could liftand empty into the casks and take away; there is a
placeprovided for the casks.
827, Some of the members of our Board were of opinion that it would, perhaps, facilitate the removal of
the blood, if a tramway were constructed at the back of the slaughter-houses? I hardly think that could
be done ; at one time I entertained the idea of removing the blood by pneumatic power.
From these receptacles in which it is caught? Yes.
Don't you think the blood would soon coagniate, being a sticky substance? I don't think so, but
that was only an idea I had at the time; it has ncver been acted upon. The plan which wasproposed was
very simple--anybody could work it.
There would be no difficulty, in your opinion, in carrying out an inexpensive mode of removing the
blood from these receptacles, either by the hydraulic process you have referred to or in some other way P
Of course it could be done by mere hand labour; there would be no difficulty whatever about it. It was
all provided for, but the arrangement fell through in consequence of the Corporation not giving us the
water.
We want to avoid mixing watc will, it? Yes, I am aware of that. The whole scheme fell through
for want of water. It was proposed to have 365 casks, 300 of which were provided, and should be there
now, properly hooped and all.
If I understand you these receptacles are in the slau ghter-ho uses now? Yes, they are there now,
and there is a drain there through each of these receptacles which leads into a main drain ; but that was
only to be used for the purpose of washing the place out, not for carrying off the blood. The square galvanized iron tanks were to fit into these receptacles with a handle on each side, so that two men could
take them up and empty them iuto the casks. There was a proper stand made for the casks. I reported
upon this arraneincnt and showed how it could be done; that was eight years ago.
Mr. Wattj These tanks would be easily moved by two mcii P Oh, without any difficulty at all.
After each fall? Yes. I suppose there would not be more thass three beasts killed at a time but
even so it would be easy to remove the tank when it was full and substitute an empty one for it. There
were 300 casks provided, and last week it was reported to me that the home they were in had tumbled
down, and I recommended the Government to sell the casks unless they were going to use them in some
other way.
Aft. Bell.] It has been suggested that a tramway should be made alongside the slaughter-houses so
that these iron tanks could be lifted upon it and conveyed away easily ;—do you think that would be an
improvement? 'Well, you would have to go through the various houses, but I don't think that is necessary, because there is a stand oul:sido for the casks, and it is easy enough to take them away. The idea at
that time was, of course, to sell the blood to the proprietors of vineyards and market gardeners. It was
thought they would take it awat and bring back the empty casks. Since then it has been in contemplation
to deodorise the blood on the premises by drying it with charcoal and dry clay, and other processes; there
have been lots of schemes in fact; some of them have been pretty successful, and, I believe, there is now
an offer to the Government to deal with it, which has been standing over for some years.
But if we determined to take away the blood daily—as soon is the cart could be filled with it, and
place it in the ground at once, could this cart get close enough to the back of the slaughter-house to
receive the contents of these iron tanks P Yes, the cart could go right up to each house.
There is a cart-way there P Yes.
M. That would not interfere with the cattle which were being slaughtered? No the arrangement is
that there is a place where a man can slip through from one house to another, but it would not do to have
it open for carts to go through, as the bullocks would knock it to pieces.
330. chairman.] Do you know anything of the Garryowen Estate? Yes.
is there any public land or reserved land about there? No.
AIr. Bell.] 'Would there be sufficient land on the Garryowcn Estate—say S or 10 acres—available
for the disposal of this blood? No I believe some of it has been used lately for depositing night-soil.
342, It would fertilize the land P Yes, but it would not do where there was any bnilding going on.
343. Chairman.] There must be plenty of land about there which the owners are not making any use of?
Yes, there is plenty of unoccupied land and also unenclosed.
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No. 1.
RETURN showing the quantity of the Blood and Offal from the animals slaughtered at the Glebe island Abattoirs, during the

year ended 31 December, 1874:—
Elood-241,309 gals. Of this 10,400 gals. is disposed of for tradepurposes to the butchers: The balance being 230,990 gals.,
which at present passes into Johnston's Bay.
Offal from the animals slaughtered during the same period, free from fat or excrement is, 1,232 tons 1 cwt. 110 lbs.
Of this 97 tons 4 cwt. 45 lbs. is disposed of to the butchers for trade purposes : The balance, being 1134 tons it cwt. 62 lbs.,
is taken to piggories and other places at the expense of the butchers.
'the trotters, slseeps' heads, &o., are readily disposed of to glue ,nanufaeturers.
The sheep carcasc butchers are willing to give up the sheep offal without any consideration.
The beef earease butchers will probably require some little compensation for giving up their right to the offal,
FRED. OAPLPJY,
Inspector.

No. 2.
Punno AisAnosass, Garax ISLAND.

Orders and Regulations.
The .Abattoir shall be opened daily (Sundays excepted) for the dcspateh of business, from the 1st October to the 31st
March, from the hours of 5 o'clock am, to 7 o'clock p.m. (except on Mondays and Saturdays, on which days the Abattoir will
be opened from 2 o'clock am, to 7 o'clock p.m.), and from the 1st April to the 30th September, from 6 o'clock am, to 6 o'clock
p.m. (Fridays excepted, on which day the Abattoir will be open from 6 o'clock am, to 7 o'clock p.m.) ; and no slaughtering of
cattle will be permitted during any other hour or day than the days and hours above-mentioned. Pigs, however, may be
slaughtered and dressed at the Abattoir during the whole of Friday nights, between the let November and the 1st March, in
any year. During Sunday it will be permitted to drive in and yard cattle.
The slaughter-houses shall, with the exception of six beef and six mutton slaughter-houses, be retained in the hands
of the Government for the use of persons slaughtering therein.
8. Six beef and six mutton slougleter-honses shall be submit ted to public competition, by louse, at an upset price of
£175 per annum for time beef, and £110 per minuet for the mutton, slaughter-houses.
An inspection fee of threepenea per head shall be charged upon every head of cattle slaughtered in the leased houses.
Parties desirous of using the slaughter-houses reserved by the Government shall be permitted to do so on payment
of the following fees:5. (1.
For every ox, cow, bull, heifer or steer (ine]oding an inspeetiws fee of 3d.) ...............1 0
For every calf (including an inspection fee) ......................................................0 6
For every sheep or lamb ................................................................................0 1
For every ]send of swine .................................................................................0 6
No person or persons shall slaughter or attempt to slaughter in any of the reserved houses, without the sanction of
the Inspector or Assistant Inspector of Abattoirs.
All fees shall be paid to the Inspector or Assistant Inspector of Abattoirs on demand, jwlio. shall pay the same into
the Colonial Treasury under such directions as he or they shall from time to time receive from the Secretary for Finance and
Trade.
S. Printed receipts shall be demanded by and given to all parties paying any fees.
9. The hours during which cattle sun-v be driven in and yarded for slaughter, shall be from 5 am, to 8 a-rn- between the
15t October end 31st March and from 6 am, to half-past S am. between the 1st April and 30th September in each year; and
cattle shall in all cases be inspected before slaughter. Mileh eon's and stall-fed cattle nsny be di'ivcn in between the hours of 2
and 4 p.m.
10. In all eases n-hero cattle are brought to the Abattoirs in carts to be killed or dressed, notice shall be given to the
Inspector or Assistant Inspector before such cattle are killed or dressed, and the hours for killing and dressing the same shall
be from 9 am. to 4 p.m.
11. Should any cattle die while in time cattle-pens connected with the slaughter-houses, the owner of the same or person
occupying the cattle-pen at such time shall immediately remove the same from the Island and destroy such cattle,
12. All animals on which fees are chargeable, shall be reported to the Inspector or Assistant Inspector of Abattoirs, at
his office without delny, and the fees paid furtliwith,
13. Sheep and cattle will not be permitted to remain in the Abatfoir-pens for more than forty-eight hours from the time
of being brought in.
14. No person or persons using any of the slaughter-houses shall expose for sale diseased meat, and no such person shall
refuse or sseghect to at once remove and destroy any diseased enrense or carcases of cattle, when ordered to do so by the
Inspector or Assistant Inspector of the Abattoirs.
15- All blood, fifth, and offal shall be removed, and each slaughter-house be thoroughly cleansed by the lessee or person
occupying the same, to the satisfaction of the Inspector or Assistant, Inspector of Abattoirs, daily, before 6 p.m.
The premises attached to and the roadways in front and rear of each slaughitcr-lsouse shall be kept cleats by the
lessee or person occupying or using the same, to the satisfoetion of the Inspector or Assistant Inspector of Abattoirs.
The lessees of Abattoirs in wInds sheep or pigs may be slaughtered, shall furnish to tlse Inspector or Assistant
Inspector, at their respective ofliee, a monthly return of all such animals as shall have been slaughtered at such Abattoirs, on
or before the 4th day of each month.
No hide, carcass, or spleen of any horned cattle (not having been previously inspected), shall be removed from any
slnnglmter-liouse until sifter the same has been inspected by the Inspector or Assistant Inspector of Abattoirs.
No meat shall be blown in any slaughter-house; and if any meat be found blown in any slaughter-house the owner
of such meat shall be held to be the person liable.
No person or persons shall yard or attompt to yard at the reserved beef or mutton slaughter-houses any animal
without the sanction of the Inspector or Assistant Inspector of the Abattoirs.
Cattle as they are brought in for slaughter shall be kept separate from those already in the yards until the brands
of those so brought in shall have been inspected.
All hides, skins, heads, feet, and offal shall be removed from the Abattoirs only by way of the road at time rear of
the buildings.
The hours fixed for driving animals into the pens of the reserved mutton slaughter-houses shall be from 6 am, to
o p.m. between the I at October and 31st March in each year; and between the 1st April and 30th September the hours shall
be from 7 am, to 4 p.m. in each year.
21.. It is strictly prohibited to place candles or lights of any description upon or against the walls, or upon or against
any portion of the woodwork of the Abattoirs or stables, or any other building or buildings in connection therewith; and the
lessee or person occupying the Abattoir or stable wl,ero such prohibited candle or light is found will be held responsible for
the same.
25.
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In eases where water is found running to waste in any Abattoir, the lessee or occupant will be held responsible for
such waste.
Gambling is prohibited on Globe Island.
Any person wilfully or negligently causing injury to any Government property of any description whatever on Globe
Island will be held responsible for the caine.
The Inspector or Assistant Inspector, or any other ollicer connected with the Globe Island Abattoir, may at ally
time enter to -view any of the slaughter•houses connected with the Abattoir, whether leased or otherwise ; and no person or
persons shall obstruct., molest, or assail with abusive language either the Inspector, Assistant Inspector, or any other officer
connected with the Abattoir, while in the execution of his or their official duties.
It shall be competent for the Inspector of the Abattoir at any time, should any person or persons occupYing any of
the houses reserved by the Government be found breaking or continuing to break any one or more of the regulations made
concerning the Public Abattoirs at Globe Island, to refuse to allow such person or persons to use any of the houses reserved
by the Government.
80. The owner or person in charge of any cart or vehicle used for the transmission of meat from the Abattoir shall keep
the same and the awnings used thcrewit]m, in cleanly and proper condition, to the satisfaction of the Inspector or Assistant
Inspector of the Abattoir. The Inspector may, when lie considers it necessan-, order any of the carts or vehicles used as
aforesaid to be properly painted, and any such cart or vclnclo shall not be used for the transmission of meat from the Abattoir
until such order shall have been complied with to his satisfaction,
31. Any person or persons offending against any of the orders and regulations contained in paragraphs 1, 6, 7, 0, 10, II,
12, 13, 14, 15, 16,17, 18, 19, 20, 21, 22, 23, 24, 25, 26, 27, 23, 20, 30, shall for each and every ofibuce forfeit and pay a sum
not exceeding five pounds, nor less than twenty shillings.

Sydney, 29 October, 1873.
Sir,
In accordance with the instructions contained in your letter of 18th August., requesting our advice and suggestions
sss to the improvement of the present state of the Glebe Island Abattoir, more particularly on three poieits, which appear to be
of the greatest urgency, namely
1st. The best incmnis of obtaiaing a copious supply of fresh water.
2nd. A practical mode of deodorising or otherwise disposing of the blood and offal,
3rd. Efileicat arrangements for preventing the drainage from the Abattoir passing into the harbour.
Having visited the Island and inspected the Abattoir, with this object in view, we do ourselves the honor to submit the
following Report
In regard to the first-named requirement, that of water supply, we were informed by Mr. Oatley, the Inspector, that
the daily consumption of salt water was 12,500 gallons, and a small supply of fresh water that was obtained from the root and
stored in each hoase in iron tanks at this rate, about 4,000,000 gallons of water would be required per annum.
We would therefore suggest that the rain water that falls on the roofs of the buildings, and on the surface of the ground
outside the Abattoir, should be collected in underground tanks, and from thence pumped by actien of the wind to a large
tank (now partially excavated) on the highest part of the Island; from thence it should be distributed by gravitation to the
buildings as required.
It is estimated that 14 million gallons annually would be obtained in this manner. To carry out this plan a low-level
receiving tank, to hold * million gallons, will be required, and the tank on the hill, partially constructed, must be enlarged to
hold 14 million gallons. This will leave 2k million gallons to be provided, which we would suggest should be applied for from
the Corporation, who by their letter of 17th September, 1867, offered to furnish a supply at 29. 6d. per thousand gallons ; that
rate would nmake the cost of the quantity needed £312 lOs. per annum.
The large tank when full will afford a supply for tlsc establishment for three months, and would consequently suffice,
without any other source of supply, for a drought of that duration.
With regard to the second point, raised in reference to disposing of the blood and offal At present the blood is allowed
to ruu through the drains into the harbour; this, we would suggest, should be prevented, and the blood caught in receptacles
provided for that purpose; be put in casks and sold for manure, or be deodorised by a process proposed to its by a Mr. Sutton
of mixing the blood with pulverized clay, so as to forna a portable article, and a valuable manure which would no doubt third a
ready market. He has proposed to take the whole of the blood for tea years, upon condition that the Government find him
£500 capital to start with. We do not approve of this, but would recommend that a trial should be made by the Government
of deodorising by means of dry clay or earth, and that the necessary buildings and operations be provided for the purpose.
We have no doubt as to the success of this methud for deodorising the matter, and that it amy be made to pay by per centage
on proceeds, or otherwise, to parties to undertake the sale of the product.
The offal is the property of tt,o bt,t.ehmers, afid according to the regulations should be removed daily ; to prevent nuisance
from this source, all that is needed is the strict enforcement of these regulations, and that tIme Abattoir be kept perfectly clear
of offal and paunels matter, by daily removal and the thorough cleansing of the promises be properly al-tended to.
As to the third point—for preventing drainage from passing into the harbour—when the blood is removed the slushmug
water on] y will von into the bay. With regard to this, we would suggest that it be passed through simple jilter tanks, allowing
only clean and inodorous liquid to escape, which would not be a n,usnnce. The drains should be flushed daily.
With regard to the mode of slaughtering and the mesas provided for that purpose, we have notlung to suggest, but we
are of opinion that greater cleanliness tlmrooghout the establishment is much needed, and the regulations for that purpose
should be strictly enforced; and we would recommend that additional assistance should be placed at the disposal of the inspector,
with all proper appliances and materials for that purpose, as recommended by the Colonial Arclaiteet's letter of 2nd November,
1869.
To carry out our suggestions it is estimahd that a sum nsnouating to £6,000 will be required. £4,000 is now available,
and an assnual outlay of £1,000 will be necessary, which we have no doubt will, after a time, be re-imnbursed by the sale of manure.
We have, &e.,
JAMES J3AItNET,
Colonial Architect.
H. G. ALLEYNE,
Health Officer.
FRANCIS IIIXSON,
President, Marine Boamd.
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THE SYDNEY CITY AND SUBURBAN SEWAGE AND HEALTH BOARD,

FIFTII• PROGRESS REPORT.
To the Honorable the Colonial Secrethry,—_
Sut,
I. We have the hnor to draw your attention to the accompanying
Reports of two Committees appointed to inquire into the best means of disposing
of night-soil from the metropolis, and the question of filtering the sewage at
Black*attle Swamp.
THE DISPOSAL OF NIGRT-SOIL.
2. We concur in the conclusions arrived at by the Committee. A letter
of the 4th instant from the Chairman (Appendix C), together with the evidence
appended, will explain the circumstances under which, during your absence, the
Committee purchased on their own responsibility 20 acres of land for the required
purpose, which is sufficient for the present, and places the Board in a position
to recommend that the Nuisances Prevention Act be brought into operation by
Proclamation, on or about the 15th day of November next, for Sydney and the
Suburban Municipalities.
8. It may be as well to mention that Suburban Municipalities are not compelled to make use of this place of deposit in order to carry out the provisions of the
Act. Clause 22 enables them to purchase or rent land for that purpose elsewhere if
desirable.
BLAOKWAPTLE SWAMP.
The Chairman and other Members of the Board have repeatedly visited
this place, and have anxiously considered whether anything can be done immediately
to abate existing nuisances. There is one thing which it is obvious should be done.
The stagnant pools, partly on the reclamation and partly on private property, should
be filled up without delay, leaving room only for the temporary discharge of the
sewage. This operation has been most vexatiously but unavoidably delayed for
some time past, but we are informed that steps have now been taken by which the
evil will be so far remedied without further unnecessary delay.
We endorse the recommendations of the Committee, but we further advise
that silt pits should be constructed near the mouth of the existing sewer, to prevent
as far as possible the silting up -to which the proposed extension will be liable, on
account of the want of fall, and we think it desirable that they should be so arranged
and of dimensions suitable for trying some of the precipitation systems by which
perhaps the sewage matter may be to some extent purified.
C
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6. It might appear at first sight that, in adopting the recommendation of this
Report, the Board were proposing to continue the existing evil of discharging sewage
matter into the harbour. It must be borne in mind, however, that whatever arrangements may be ultimately made for the better disposal of the ordinary dry weather
sewage, it is obvious that, in order to provide for the discharge of the flood waters,
this as well as the other large sewers must discharge into the harbour. To divert
the storm waters, if not exactly impossible, cannot but be regarded by any one who
has any knowledge of the subject as impracticable.
7. In conclusion, we beg to advise the Government most strongly not to
alienate any portion of this reclaimed land. From its low situation and the nature
of the subsoil it can never be fit for human habitation. No doubt it would be found
readily saleable, for certain classes of people seem willing to live anywhere, however
obviously unhealthy the situation. If this area were to become populated, it
would no doubt be soon converted into another of the hot-beds of disease so much
complained of in the neighbourhood of the city. It cannot we think be turned to
any really useful purpose except as a park or recreation ground for the inhabitants
of the neighbourhood. A portion of it may not improbably be required for general
scwage works which, if adopted, may we hope be carried on without creating any
local nuisance.
M. B. BELL,
Board Room,
Chairman.
Sydney, 18th October, 1875.
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REPORT
OF THE

-

COMMITTEE APPOINTED BY THE SYDNEY CITY AND SUBURBAN
SEWAGE AND HEALTH BOARD,
on the 91k Thnc, 1875,
"To find a suitable locality for the deposit of Night-soil."
ADOPTED

BY THE CoMMITTEE,

4 OCTOBER, 1875.

We have the honor to report that Nye have at length brought this inquiry to a close, having
found and partly secured a place for the deposit of night-soil from Sydney and the suburbs, which appears
to us unexceptionable, and is more easily accessible and more remote from human habitations than we had
any hope of finding.
We endeavoured, knowing the difficulty and delay nsually involved in dealing with private propnetors, to find some Crown land within a.reasonable distance suitable for the purpose, but, after much
inquiry and consideration, we were obliged to abandon the attempt. There are suitable places on the
Church and School Lands on the Bunnerong watershed, but to pollute a running stream even temporarily
is obviously undesirable. There is plenty of room on the permanent reserve in the neighbourhood of
La Perouse's Monument for throwing the refuse away in an almost totally uninhabited district, but the
ground is shailow, or hard and rocky, and it would be impracticable to bury or utilize the manure.
Moreover, the distance, especially from some of the suburbs, is too great. Turning' our attention to
alienated land, we found that a sandy tract at the mouth of Cook's River, on its southern side, consisting
partly of 300 acres, known M Webb's grant, is an unexceptionable place of deposit, appearing to combine
all possible requisites in a higher degree than would have been expected within so short a distance of a
large city.
The neighbourhood is almost entirely uninhabited, except for a very few residences on the
opposite side of Cook's River, which at this point is about 400 yards wide.
The proposed site is bounded on three: sides by the waters of Cook's River and Botany Bay,
and on the fourth side clndflg by an insignificant and useless creek and by swamps. However much then
the city and suburbs may extend, it may be made to remain for an indefinite period almost isolated.
There is no possibility of any watercourse being polluted.
The soil is deep and sandy and may be easily cleared, and with the application of night-soil
under proper management might be made highly productive.

-

At a meeting of the inhabitants of the Municipality of West Botany, in which Webb's grant
is situated, convened for the purpose of considering this matter (Appendix B), it was resolved by a
majority that there was no objection to the deposit of night-soil in the proposed place. They very reasonably required that the roads over which they erroneously supposed that it was intended to convey this large
quantity of matter—about 30 tons a day—should be formed and maintained at the public expense. We do
not however contemplate using any of the roads referred to in their resolution. We are informed by the
Mayor and by the Council Clerk of the Municipality that the iuhabitants are almost entirely market
gardeners, and dependent for manure upon Sydney;amt that the introduction of an abundant supply would
be a great boon.
S. The proposed locality may be made readily accessible from all Parts of the city and suburbs
on this side of the water. It may be approached by the Botany Road to within about half a mile of the
waterworks; thence by a formed road to a new Government wharf at the mouth of Cook's River; thence
by a punt to the 100 feet reserve along Webb's grant; thence by a road of a few hundred yards in leu'gth,
to be formed along the reserve, to the place of deposit. The whole distance from the General Post Office
is about 0 miles.
There is a suitable punt, the property of the Government, immediately available, and all the
necessary arrangements may be made vithin a very short time.
At the proposed locality the blood and other refuse from the Abattoirs, indeed all the offensive
refuse from the metropolis, may be permanently and usefully disposed of for an indefinite time to c?me.
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If it should be finally determined that the sewage of Sydney shall be diverted from the
harbour—partly by gravitation and partly by pupiug—the proposed neighbourhood is very suitable
for the formation of a sewage farm, should such an undertaking be decided upon, upon which all the
sewage of the metropolis could be disposed of for many years to come without creating any nuisance.
We have not thought it necessary to cause surveys to be made for the purpose of determining
the exact area which it would be desirable that the Government should resume, but we think, considering the
highly favourable position of this land, and the great prospective requirements of the metropolis, that the
Government should take steps immediately to resume about 500 acres in the proposed locality.
The Board have already expressed an opinion that it is obviously desirable that sanitary
arrangements affecting the whole metropolis, and not the city alone, should be eventually under one
central authority of some kind. The Committee, therefore, venture to suggest that the Government
keep the management of the place of deposit within their own control for the present., pending the consideration of future and final sanitary arrangements for the city and suburbs.
It appears to the Committee of the very greatest importance that this first step towards a
systematic arrangement of the disposal of refuse should be satisfactorily carried out, under the supervision
of the Director of the Botanical Gardens.
Board Boom,
Sydney, 4 October, 1875.

S

M. B. FELL,
Chairman of Committee.

Evidence taken before No. 5 Committee.

.FRIDAY, 16 JULY, 1875.
No. S CoohITrEE MEETING.

3ftttztnt
B. 0. MORIARTY, ESQ.,

I

P. F. ADAMS, E5Q.

M. B. PIEILL, ESQ., B.A., IN THE CHAIR,
Edward Lord, Esq., City Treasurer, called in and examinea
I. Chairman.] We have understood that there is & piece of land marked on this plan (producing tracing) B. Lord. Eq.
which belongs to Mr. Lord, or a large part of it. This is the Cook's River Dam; this is the 9-mile
Beach, and this is a sort of peninsula (indicating positions on tracing) which we are told belongs to 16
JW7, 1875
Mr. Lord? Yes, a portion of it belongs to Mr. George Lord.
It is marked on the plan as 300 acres? Yes; I don't think be haCmore than 50 acres of it; be only
bought a portion of it.
Do you know at all to whom the rest belongs? No, I do not.
Do you know anything of Mr. John Webb who has some land in that locality? I only know him as an
old colonist, but I do not know the proprietor of the land at the back of my brother George's ground.
Do you know the land yourself? 'Yes, very well.
What is the nature of the ground? It is a fiat piece of sandy ground about 3 feet above the level of
the river-low sandy scrub.
Not swampy? No. I think there is some swampy ground at the back of the peninsula.
Does it rise in the middle at all, or is it a dead level? It is almost a dead level; in fact the character
of the country about there would indicate that sometime or other the salt-water has passed across the
neck of the peninsular.
It is lower at the neck of the peninsular? Yes, but there is very little perceptible difference.
And you cannot say to whom this piece of land belongs? No.
Could you give us any information which would enable us to find out? I should think it could be
readily found out in the Register Office; I do not know that my brother George knows more about it
than 1 do, but I will ascertain. I own Rutledge's piece of 170 acres on Cook's River, just below Walker's
ground, on the upper side of Shea's Creek; that is all a flat piece of ground, and no percolation could take
place from it except into the creek; in fact the spring tides rise up to the bottom part of it. I have also
200 acres further on, but that would be objectionable as it is too near houses.
There is some population between this piece of Rutledge's and the Dam? Yes. With regard to this
170 acres I don't think the water which supplies Sydney would be affected in any way by making it a place
of deposit for night.soil.
13.- You would have no objection to allow it to be used for that purpose? No, I should be very willing
to see it appropriated to that purpose.
Would you be willing to sell it? Yes.
is it covered with scrub? No.
%Vhat is the character of the vegetation upon it? Tbere is a sort of low broom stuff growing on it.
And it is about 170 acres you say. How much of it is swampy? The lower portion of it, but none
of it would be if a drain were cut through it, because the water would drain into Cook's River.
18, For what purpose could you use it if it were drained? For feeding stock upon it and for other
purposes.
A good deal of it is sand I suppose? No, there is a great deal of black peaty deposit.
is it accessible from the road? Yes, easily accessible.
How far is it from the main road? I should think about half a. mile.
I suppose there is no direct road to it, only a track? Only a track-the road has not been made. If
you were togo along the Madbank Road, where they are making a wharf, and make a road diverging from
that, it would not be more than half a mile.
That would not be the Cook's River Road? No, about half a mile would take you into what is called
the Mudbank Road.
Would not that be a long way round from Sydney? No, I don't think so.
Is the lot adjacent to your land occupied? Yes.
And the next lot? My brother's house is upon that.
Would there be any objection to the use of your land for such a purpose? I think not; as I apprehend the ground would be trenched and the soil covered over.
Are these lots (indicating certain portions) belonging to Walker and Byrnes valuable, in ease they
would have to be bought out? This piece (Walker's grant) could be purchased, I believe, but my
brother would not sell his. On 'Walker's grant there is a residence occupied by a gentleman in Mr.
Henderson's employment.
I suppose it is the house which is chiefly of value, not the land? The land is very good for market
gardens; in fact most of the land about there fit for anything is worth about £50 an acre.
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E. Lord, lsq. 30. Can you get to your land by water, or would it be better to go to it by road? It would be better to
go by road.
16 July, 1875. 31. You say that your ground is 3 feet above the level of the water ;-what height above the level of the
water is the highest part of it? It would not be more than 5 feet at the highest point. The great
difficulty in depositing this night-soil is the possibi]ity of percolation into wells that were near the place,
but with such a frontage to Cook's River there would be no fear of that in this case, and if the ground
were trenched and the soil covered over, I don't think it would be a nuisance to anyone.
This land to the north-Thomas Torkenden's-is cut up into allotments, is it not? There are some
small houses on it belonging to market gardeners.
Mr. Moriarty.] Is the land owned by them, or is it merely rented P I think it is owned by them. I
have a man occupying part of my land-a market gardener-but if it were desirable for him to leave, I
could make arrangements for that. If you were to determine upon taking it, I should be glad to give you
the land for four or five years, while you were clearing it and making your arrangements, without
any charge, and I should consider the improvement the land would undergo would be quite sufficient
return.
Would you be willing to sell it P Yes, or I would so11 it.
Would you be disposed to let it for a longer period than four or five years? Yes, but then I should
require some return for it, because my object would have been effected; the land would in this first five
years be improved, and I should be able to get a higher price for it.

Arthut C. Belts, Esq., Staff Surveyor, called in and examined
A. C. Betta, 36. Ghairman.] Do you think this piece of land-this 300 acres of Mr. John Webb's-would be a suitable
Es.
place for the deposit of night-soil P Yes, I do.
'r 87. Is it dry sandy soil? Yes.
16 July, 187o. 38. Not so much inclined to be swampy or muddy as these lots further down (indicating certain portions on
tracing) ? No, it is more saudy.
it is covered with thick scrnb? Yes, with low scrub.
Small trees P No, mere bushes.
It would be easily cleared? Very easily.
Has it much fall to the sea, or is it a dead level? It is not a dead level there is a sort of hollow or
indentation running through the centre; it slopes inland, and the water runs into Muddy Creek (indicating
locality on tracing.)
Do you mean that there is a creek along the centre of the peninsula? No, it has adepression inland,
and from this creek thereis a slope towards the sea.
What is the greatest height of any part of it above the level of high water? I suppose it would not
be more than 25 or 30 feet.
Would there be any difficulty in making a road from the Cook's River Dam to this piece of land P
No, you would have to go across this piece of swampy ground here (indicating locality).
40. And to cross the creek? Yes, an embankment, and a first-class culvert would do it, I believe. A
survey would have to be made.
Can you show us on the map where the nearest existing main road is;-the road, for instance, to Sans
Souei? (Witnen pointed out the position of the road on the map.)
What other road is there ;-is there any other road going nearer to this dam P There is another road
to the eastward, passing Beehag's place, which goes within half a mile of this 300 acres.
40. Then you would have to make a new road for about half a mile? Yes.
And that would go through private property, apparently? Yes.
Is there any right-of.way by land to that 300-acre block? I believe not; none that I could find on
the plan or on the ground.
Mr. Adams.] You said that you did not think the highest part of that ground was more than 25 or
30 feet above high-water-mark? Yes, that is the general height of it; I did not go up to the highest
point, which is probably a good deal higher.
Is there any portion of it which approaches the sea-level, or is it all higher? It is all higher.
Row much higher is the lowest portion of it than the sea-level? The lowest portion is about 7 feet
above the sea-level.
Uhairman.] Is any portion of it rocky? No, none of it; I did not see any rocks upon it.
Mr. Adams.] You think it would be suitable for trenching in night-soil? Yes.
Did you ascertain anything about the ownership of this in o0 f land? I made inquiries, and from
what I could find out it belonged to Mr. George Lord; but there seemed to be some doubt about it, and
I have since been told that he only owns 20 acres on this point (indicating locality.)
Ohairman.] Are there many people living on the allotments adjacent to it? No, I think there are
four residences.
They are mostly huts, I suppose? Beehag has a nice house, and it has a frontage to the creek; the
others are huts, but there are two or three small stone cottages going up.
Is there any rock or stone about there for making a road? Oh yes; at Beehag's it is all a rocky hillsandstone of course.
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ESQ.

M. B. PETJL, ESQ., B.A.,

•

IN THE CilAnt,
G. W. Lord, Esq., M.L.A.,examined
01. Uhaii'man.] We wish to take some evidence from you, Mr. Lord, in reference to the disposal of night- C. W. Lord,
soil. We understand that you have some land near Shea's Creek which might be suitable for the purpose p Esq. M.L.A.
Yes.
62. Can you point out the position of your land on this map (producinq map) P Yes. (Witness pointed C Sept., 1875.
out car/aim localities and e:vplained the position of the old Botany Road, the existing Botany Road, and the
Mud Bank and Cook's River Road which goes down to a ichaf) This is Webb's grant of 300 acres. I
have about 150 acres altogether on this peninsula (indicating locality on map).
Then you have nearly the whole of the peninsula P Yes.
Is there anyone living there? There is a small but. belonging to a boat-builder.
65. Would you be willing to sell that piece of land? I am not anxious to sell it, because I bought in
order to keep people away from inc ; still I think it would be a good place for the deposit of night-soil. 1
think, however, you would find plenty of land for your purpose in the ncighbourhood of the old Botany
Road. There is some land here (indicatinq position) whore the late City Engineer, Mr. Edw. Bell, recommended some pits for tight-soil, but the Corporation did not agree with him, and it was not used for that
purpose. I don't think there would be any fear of percolation there, and I think yen would have no
difficulty in getting a piece of suitable ground, as it is all raw sand.
00. Is there much population there? No, very little; there are some ma:'ket gardeners, and they
purchase this night-soil as it is, and leave it uncovered on their ground until it becomes a perfect nuisance.
We propose that it should be trenched into the ground at once, but I am afraid the locality you mention is too near, the road P I do not think there would be any fear of percolation.
What is the price of land about there? About £25 to £30 an acre.
CO. Would you be disposed to sell the whole of your 150 acres on this peninsula P Well, I should not
like to have the night-soil deposited too near my house ; it would not perhaps be objectionable if you went
a little way back from the frontage.
70. It would be taken across in close carts and covered over at once (exhibiting pliotoqraplt of iron cart
roposed to be employed). Would there be any difficulty in punting the carts across P Oh no, not the
Teast; they could be taken over at all times-the place is so sheltered.
71. What would you be disposed to take for your land? I could not say at present.
It would not fetch much now if it were put up to auction P No, except where this creek goes into it.
Could you name a price to us? Not at present ; I should have to consider it.
When can you give us an answer? The day after to-morrow.
For the whole block P Yes. (Vide Appendix A.)

WEDNESDAY, 15 SEPTEMBER, 1875.
J

I
W. C. BENNETT, Esq.
Al. B. YELL, ESQ., BA, IN THE CHAIR.

E. 0. MORIARTY, E5Q.,

Mr. Thomas Wilmot called in and examined
70. Chairman.] You are Council Clerk to the Municipality of West Botany, are you not? Yes.
Do you reside within the Municipality P No; I reside on the Newtown Road, but I have some Tb05.t11W
property there.
Are you well acquainted with the municipality P Yes, I know every piece of land in the neighbour- lo Sept., 1515.
hood.
70. It is very sparsely populated, is it not P Yes, there are very few people living there,
Can you give us information as to the number of residents-owners of land-in the municipality P
Yes, I can point them out to you on this map (producing map of West Botany Municipality).
'What was the last sale of which you are aware in the neighbourhood of this block-Webb's grant of
300 acres? A sale from the Crown, at the rate of £3 per acre or £3 lOs., I am not sure which.
What is the assessment upon land in the West Botany Municipality? It is assessed upon a valuation
of £20 per acre in the vicinity of 'Webb's grant, and £10 per acre in the vicinity of Sans Souci.
Can you tell us how much land-how many acre-you have on your books under Webb's grant P I
have only 240 acres on the books. Tho information I obtained about this land was from Thomas Drewell,
who lives on the spot. We knew nothing about its being sold until twelve months alter the sale, and then
he gave mc the particulars.
Will you state the names of the purchasers as they appear in your books P O'eorgo Lord has 40
acres; Matthew Doyle, 10 acres ; Wilson, 20 acres ; B. Lynch, 20 acres-he is a butcher, I think ; Statham,
of Bank Chambers, 50 acres; executors of Clarke, 50 acres-that is on the bank of Muddy Creek; Thomas
Drewell, 20 acres; N. Cooper, 30 ncres ;-in all, 240 acres.
Are you acquainted with these persons' addresses? I can furnish them if you wish.
80. They are not residing in the municipality P No Drewell excepting, most of them reside in town.
Wilson, who was an engraver, died lately,I believe.
About how many householders are there residing in the whole Municipality of West Botany P There
are (n/erring to book) seventy-six in the West Botany ward.
Are there two wards then P Yes; one lies on the other side of the RockyPoint Road altogether.
There are seventy-six on the western side of the Rocky Point or Sans Souci Road P Yes, extending
from the dam to the Sans Souci Hotel,
90, What occupations do these people follow? They are market gardeners, all of them with one
exception, I believe. There is a boiling-down establishment opposite to that road (indicating locality on
map.)
-
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Mr.
91. Has any night-soil ever been taken out there P I don't think so; I never heard of any.
Thos. Wilmot. 92. Do you think these market-gardeners would be glad to have some? Yes ; if they could get it cheap
I should think they would be very glad of it.
15 Sept., 1876. 93. As a matter of fact they do not get any at present-P No; they use what they get from their own
premises.
I suppose they obtain stable-manure from Sydney? Yes.
Then it is it great want in that neighbourhood P Yes; wherever there is sand they would be very glad
of it; it requires a great deal of sand mixed with it to use it as manure.
90. Do you think any objection would be made to the deposit of night-soil there by any of the inhabitants?
No, I think not, because I remember one night, when there was a meeting, and there had been some
mention of it in the papers, some of the ratepayers said they would not object if it were brought out and
shot down into a hole alongside of the Council Chambers; but I think it would be well to get an expression
of opinion from the residents in the municipality.
97. They would be glad to have it so long as they could obtain it at a reasonable price? Yes, and if it
were not too far to haul it.
98. What do you suppose they would give for it if it were brought to their own places? Well, I could
not put a price upon it; I know they would be very glad to get it, but I could not say what they would give.
99. Have you any idea how this piece of land-Webb's grant-is cut up ? No, 1 have no information,
except what Dreivell gave me. The whole of it was sold about three years ago, I believe, by Richardson
and Wrench.
WED1VESDAY, 22 &EPTEMBRR, 1875.
reent

E5Q.,
j
M. B. YELL, IESQ., B.A.,

F. 0. MORIARTY,

W. C. BENNETT,

ESQ.

IN TUE Onim.
Mr. Thomas Drewell called in and examined
100. Chairman.] I believe you have some land at Botany which you wish to sell, Mr. Drewell? Yes;
Mr.
T. Drewell. I should be willing to sell it.
r-'--- 101. We are in want of a few acres in that neighbourhood? I have 20 acres there.
22 Sept., 1875. 102. Mr. Bennett.] I thought you said to us the other day that you had only seventeen ;-have you sold
some of it? I have, but I can get it back by paying what I receive for it.
Chairman.] What are you willing to sell it for? I would sell the whole 20 acres for £300.
That would be at the rate of £15 an acre? Yes.
We are not exactly in a position to close with you at once ;-will you make us an offer to sell it at
that price? Yes, I will sell it at that price.
100. Would you mind signing an agreement to that effect P No; but I should require an advance of
money to pay off the persons I have mentioned before I could sell it to you.
Yes, that would be necessary before the purchase was closed; but just while we are considering the
matter-whether it will suit us to take it-we require a little time, and we wish to know whether we can
have the land under offer to us for that time: I merely wish you to agree to sell it at a certain price;
otherwise we may have all our trouble for nothing P What time would you require?
You see there are other persons besides ourselves to be considered ;-would you be inclined to place
it under offer to us for a month ; most likely we shall be able to give you an answer long before that?
Well, I should like to conclude the business as soon as possible.
So should we, and in all probability we should be able to do so in a short time, but in ease of any
obstacle presenting itself it would be as well to have a month ? Butthat would prevent me from accepting
any offer I might get for it elsewhere. I would like to close the matter at once, because I want to get
away from the place.. I could sell the land easily enough; Mr. Lord has offered to take it.
Mr. Beiznct&] You have the title direct from the Crown,-have you not P Na; I bought it from the
grantee, Mr. Webb, 38 years ago.
The title is all correct; I suppose? Yes; I bought an allotment of 20 acres from 3ohn Webb, the
grantee, 38 years ago; be was an old friend of mine; I was acquainted with him in England, and when I
immigrated here I met him again.
How long would you be willing to let the offer stand open? Do you agree to give me £300 for the
20 acres?
We want a little time to consider; but we wish to know whether we can have your land at that
price, so that we need not be looking about for other land? Well, you are placing me in a curious
position, because you are keeping me in suspense, and you may throw me over after all.
(Witness retOed for a short time willie Committee deliberated, and returned.)
Chairman.] \Ve have determined not to make any further delay, but to accept your offer. I have
drawn up an agreement for the sale, which I will read to you. (Agreement read.) You have your title
deeds I suppose P When I went down there I left my title deeds with Mr. Dawson, of Pitt-street; they
can be had at any time.
Will you sign this agreement? Well, I could not complete the sale unless I paid the others I have
sold to. I have received money from them-aW from one and another-about £15.
11.0. But you can arrange with these people? Oh, there will be no difficulty about that; but I have not
got the money to pay them with. I would sign a receipt for the money and it could be deducted from the
price.
Supposing you sign an agreement to sell your land at £15 an acre, would that meet the difficulty;
then if you could not make an arrangement with these people you could sell us the rest of the land; are
you quite sure you can arrange with them? Oh yes; I have already arranged with one of them.
Mr. Moriarty.] Cannot you get an offer from them to sell the land to you? I can get the receipt
back at once that I have given them when I give them the money.
Chairman.] Have you transferred any of it? No, sir. I have merely given receipts for the money I
received.
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Then if you sell the land to us they will only have to recover the money from you; how much will
Mr.
you have to nay to get quit of them? 1 could do it for about £15.
T. Dresvell.
Altogether? Yes. I would give a receipt for it as part of the bargain, the money to be deducted 2ZSept.,
from th
e £300, I would also give you an order to get the deeds from Mr. Dawson.
1875
122. If you will deposit the deeds with us we will give you a receipt for them, and will also give you the

£15. (Witness went out and returned in liaJian.1zour with the deeds, when the aqrcement was completed and
signed.)

Do you know any one else who is willing to sell laud in the same neighbourhood P Yes; I think the
Wilsons would be willing to sell their land ; it is bearer the Point than mine they have 20 acres.
I thought your land was next to Mr. Lord's? No, the Wilson's go between me and Lord.
Mr. Wilson lives in Pitt.street, does ho not? No, the Ihthor is dead; I think be used to live in York.
street.
Who owns the land now? The three sons and the daughter be has left; they own the 20 acres
between them.
Where do they live? One lives in Campbell-street, one lives at Wollongong, and the Hey, Mr.
Wilson, of Grenfell—J3'. S. Wilson—is another son.
Who is next to you on the other side? Cooper; at least be purchased from Webb about the same
time that I did.
Where does lie live? I don't know; the last time I saw him he was going down either to Goniburn
or one of the Southern Gold Fields.
How long is that ago? About five years.
And you have seen nothing of him since? No.
What is thewidth of your 20 acres? It is 22 chains across on the eastern line and 28 chains on the
western line.

APPENDIX.
LI
Xirkoton, Darlinghurst,
8th September, 1875.
Dear Sir,
I must decline to sell my land on the Seven-mile Beach; I am afraid that night-soil deposited theró would
become a nusanco to my residence at Botany.
I remain,
Yours faithfully,
Professor Fell.
€1110. W. LORD.

ft
Next to Shepherd's Nursery,
Newtown Road,
23 September, 1875.

Dear Sir,
I have the honor to inform you that a meeting of the residents of the Municipality of West Botany was held this
evening for the purpose of obtaining their opinion relative to the deposit of night-soil in their neighbourhood. The Mayor
was in the chair.; and the following resolution was carried by fourteen against five —"That the residents are willing that
night-soil be deposited on Webb's grant, providing that the Government veto to the Municipal Council of West Botany the
sum of £1,000, for the purpose of making a good substantial road from the junction of West Botany-street and Rocky Point
Road round to Webb's grant, and also allow, £100 per year to keep the said road in repair."
The other five residents were opposed to its being brought in the neighbourhood at all.
I have, &c.,
THOMAS WThLMOT.
C.

Sir,

Sydney City and Suburban Sewage and Health Board,
(Office, Colonial Secretary's Department),
Sydney, 4 October, 1875.

I have the honor to inform you that a Committee, consisting of Mr. Moriarty, Mr. Bennett, and myself have
been engaged for some time in endeavouring to find a suitable place for the deposit of night-soil from the metropolis, with the
object ofplacing the Board in a positioa to recommend the Government to bring the 'Nuisances Prevention Act" into force at
an early date.
After much trouble we have found that the only unexceptionable place within a reasonable distance is a sandy tract of
300 or 400 acres at the mouth of Cook's River on the southern side. It is not the object of this letter to report formally on
the subject; so that it is suflieient to state that it may be made immediately and easily accessible.
We were deterred for some time from recommending this place from iho circumstance that the whole of it is, except a
reserve of 100 feet above high-water-mark, private property held by a member of proprietors; and we found that so great a delay
would occur in dealing with these people us to prevent the Act referrecito from being brought into operation during the ensuing
summer. Fortunately during your absence we found an opportunity of purehnsing 20 acres at a moderate price from n Mr.
Drewell; and the Committee on their own respo]]sibility took the rathor unusual eourae of closing the bargain at once, being
unwilling to incur even the chance of losing so excellent an opportunity. This has been informally reported to the Central
Board, and ishighhy and unanimously approved by them.
We found it impossible to obtain the requisite infonnatien regarding this land without disclosing the object of our
inquiry; and if we had failed to make ourselves independent for the time, and to set a value on the land by the purehaso we
have effected, most exorbitant demands would probably have been made, and our object possibly defeated, as will be inferred
from the evidence enclosed.
The spot selected may be approached as follows —By the Botany Road to within about a mile of the waterss-orks ;
thence by a formed road to a new Government wharf at the mouth of Cook's River; thence by a punt to the 100-ft. reserve
nround Webb's grant; and thence by a few hundred yards of road to be made along the reserve to the place of deposit.
Thee Committee have satisfied themselves that all the arrangements may be made within a very short time, and at a
moderate expense, there being a suitable pant, the property of the Government, now available.
All the usual legal for,nalities were observed in making the contract of purchase.
Hoping that the courso pursued will meet with your approval,—
I have, &c.,
M. B. PEJL;
The Honorable the Colonial Secretary.
Chairman.
Mr. Bennett acted in the absence of Mr. Adams, who was a member of the Committee.
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REPORT
OF TUE

COMMITTEE APPOINTED BY THE SYDNEY CITY AND SUBURBAN
SEWAGE AND HEALTH BOARD,
on the 21sf September, 1875,

"To devise a scheme, and to cause plans and specifications to be prepared for filtering
the Sewage at Blackwattle Swamp."
ADOPTED BY THE COMMITTEE,

5 Ocxuoniit, 1875.

We have the honor to report that we have visited and examined Blacinvattle Bay and the
mouths of the sewer and of the open drain dischargfiig into the bay. We regret to say that we are convinced that no filtering operations are praebcable without resorting to pumping.
The sewer from its mouth upwards has a rise of 1 in 248, and the open drain which joins the
stream from the sewer a few yards below its mouth has a rise of only 1 in 800.
The bottom of the existing sewer at its mouth is only 280 feet above Iow.water and its distance
from the shore is 1,684 feet. This is a very insufficient fall leaving no margin for a filtering experiment.
Any such attempt thereforo must be abandoned.
It appears to us that the only remedy which can be applied within a moderate time to the intolerable nuisances at present existing in this locality is to construct a sewer with the lead possible delay, to
carry the whole of the sewage entering what was formerly the head of the bay, down to the water 's edge.
At the mouth of the proposed sewer, arrangements should be made to carry the ordinary dry weather
sewage into deep water as has been proposed at Fort Maequarie. In order that the sewage may be
drawn off as soon as possible, the invert and sides of the sewer might be first constructed and brought into
use.
Board Room,
Sydney, 5th October, 1875.

M. B. PELL,
Chairman.

Sydney Thomas Richards, Ooven,ment Printer—ISIS.
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1875.
LEGISLATIVE ASSEMBLY.
NEW SOUTH WALES.

SYDNEY CITY AND SUBURBAN SEWAGE
AND HEALTH BOARD.

SIXTH PROGRESS REPORT
OF TUE

BOARD APPOINTED ON THE 12TH APRIL, 1875,

TO INQUIRE INTO AND REPORT AS TO THE BEST IsANS OF DISPOSING OF THE
SEWAGE OF THE CITY OF SYDNEY AND ITS SUBURBS,
AS WELL AS OF PROTECTING THE HEALTH OF THE INHABITANTS THEREOF;

ADOPTED BY THE BOARD ON THE STY NOVEMBER, 1875.

ORDERED BY THE LEW.SLATIVE ASSEMBLY TO BE PRINTED,

23 November, 1875.

SYDNEY: TROMAS RICHARDS, GOVERNMENT PRINTER.
[2.. Od.]
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THE SYDNEY CITY AND SUBURBAN SEWAC+E AND HEALTH BOARD.

SIXTH PROGRESS REPORT.

To the Honorable the Colonial Secretary,—
SIB,

1. We are informed that in accordance with a letter of the 7th August,
from the Chairman, you have given instructions that ,in arrangement proposed some
years ago for carrying, by means of iron pipes, the every-day dry-weather sewage
which is discharged from the main sewer at Fort Macquarie into deeper water,
should be carrjed out.
We have now the honor to report that we have agreed to recommend that
similar works, designed by Mr. Moriarty, or which plans and specifications have
been prepared, and of which the total estimated cost is £3,200, be constructed without
delay at the mouths of the Tank Stream and the Queen's Wharf sewers, as the only
measure immediately available for effecting any mitigation of the evils at the outlets
of those sewers, so imiclt complained of last summer. The storm-waters under these
arrangements will escape as usual, as they inevitably must under any possible
arrangement. The particulars will, be found appended. We think, however, that
it would be well that this work should not be undertaken immediately at the Woolloomooloo Bay sewer. In its present condition, as described further on, we doubt
whether the proposed plan would he found to work well there. Near the mouth of the
itay-stieet sewer at the head of Darling Harbour elaborate silt-pits have been
constructed by the Corporation, and it would be well that their effect should be more
thoi'oughly' tested by experience before complicating the question by these additional
works.
Similar an'angements are contemplated in connection with the smaller
sewers emptying into Darling 1{arbour, but the plans and estimates have not yet
been prepared. Mr. Moriarty recommends that a change should be made in the
wharfage arrangements at tips part of the harbour, by which the accumulation of
offensive deposit under and between the jetties may be effectually prevented. It is
only by som.e such measure that the disgusting stake of the water frontage in
Darling ilarbour can be radically amended, bul: we have not yet had time to collect
sufficient information to make any definite reeommeudaton on the subject.
As much misapprehension has arisen as to what is meant, or what is
intended, by our proposal to carry the sewage into deep water, we must here remind
you that we do not consider this as in any sense a solution of the difficulties
connected with the sewage question. We believe, however, that a great improvement will be effected if our proposals 112 carried out. When the sewage is discharged
into deopr water, and at a lower level, it will be at once mixed with a larger
quantity of salt water, and be thus to a greater extent diluted and disseminated, being
more exposed to the action of the tide, insteid of being discharged upon the foreshore, where it festers in the sin and air, and heomes offensive; or spread over the
surface of the water witJi almost equally had effect.
5.
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5. We should have hesitated in recommending so large an expenditure upon
what Ave propose as a measure of mitigation only, if Ave were not convinced that
the proposed works will be of use under any possible system of sewerage which may
be adopted. There appear to be only tlnec wa)s, other than the one already hi
operation, of dealing with the every day sewage
It might he to some extent purified by filtration, but there is not at
the mouth of any of the large sewers a sufficient fall for carrying
out such an operation effectually, and even if pumping were resorted to
in order to gain a fall, Ave are not aware of any method of filtration
which can be relied upon as even approximately perfect. We by no
means intend in ti.tis Report to give any decision upon filtration
methods, but merely, to point out that if such a method were adopted
the work.s now'recommended would still be of use in case the method
of filtration should prove imperfect, or froiii accident should become
at any time inoperative.
The same remarks apply almost exactly to the n.y precipitation
processes so much talked of in England, except that they- do not
require so much fall and might therefore be more easily tried.
The only remaining method is the thorough-goig oe of divertig
n the
every day sewage which creates the offence altogether away from the
harbour. The storm waters, as Ave have more than once remarked,
must discharge as they do now into the harbour. In full flood the
sewage would be so much diluted as to cause no offence, but in
the earlier stages of a flood the waters would be much contaminated,
and it would therefore bean advanta ge that the first scourings of the
sewers which could not in al.l eases he diverted with certainty, nor
perhaps even with advantage, should be carried, as in the other eases,
into deeper water.
0. Under the proposed arrangements the mouths of the sewers will be always
closed to the air, except during floods, which will be a great improvement. It will
prevent the escape of noxious gases offensive to the neighbourhood, and will also
prevent the wind when in a certain quarter from causing a current up a sewer and
driving the sewer gases through any opening which ina occur into house, street, or
yard. We may remark also that it is the approved prtctiee to close the mouths of
sewers with traps somewhat in the manner which we propose.
SILT-PVrS.
7. Macli has been said about the supposed effieiney of silt-pits as a remedy for
certain evils ; and the two evils, the eontam'inatjoii of the shores and water, and the
silting up of the harbour, which are totally and abmolutely distinct, have been so
curiously confounded together that the popular mind has become completely mystified
about what is really a perfectly simple matter.
8. The substances which. are conveyed into the harbour by the sewers, and
which it would be desirable, if possible, to dispose of otherwise, may be roughly
classified as follows :—
The light organic contaminating matters, partly insuspension and partly
in solution, which create the nuisance, and which are the distinctive
characteristics of sew-age.
.
The fine sand, comminuted clay,and other finely divided earthy matters,
which are at all tines brought down by the sewage water, and in large
quantities during heavy rains. This matter is carried over every part
of the harbour, and even far out into the ocean, and slowly settles
to the bottom.
The coarser sand which is brought down in times of flood, a part of
which is deposited at the bottoms of the sewers, generally nçar their
mouths, and a portion at and about the outlets, forming,in some cases,
sand banks, which become polluted by the offensive organic matter.
9. Of the first class it is generally admitted that ordinary silt-pits intercept
very little. A large -portion of the organic matter, especially in fresh sewage, is in
solution, and cannot therefore be intercepted, and of the remainder a large portion
is generally light and floats away. Near the mouth of the new sewer at the head of
Darling ilarhour very well-constructed silt-pits have been formed, and it is admitted
that
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that they have no perceptible effect in purifying the sewage. It appears to be of about
the same quality as that from the sewer at Woolloornooloo Bay, and much worse
than that from the main. 53 wer at Fort Mauquarie, at the mouth of neither of which is
there any such contrivance.
It has been found that even an elaborate system of settling tanks on a
large scale, where the sewage is subjected to chemical processes to secure the precipitation of the offensive matters, has only partially succeeded in purifying the sewage.
It would he idle therelore to expect any sensible improvement in this respect from
an ordinary silt-pit.
The discharge into the waters of the finely divided matter described in the
second class is an ordinary operation of nature which appears to have been going on
since the world be-an, and which no efforts of man can arrest. It has no doubt
been greatly increased here by the breaking up of the natural surface of the ground
in the various ways incidental to settlement, but it is doubtful w].iether It has been
in any important degree increased by the construction of the sewers. A very small
proportion of this matter is arrested by a silt-pit. This slow deposition at the bottom
of the harbour cannot possibly be prevented or sensibly diminished. 'It is satisfactory therefore to learn from Mr. Moriarty, that dredging to a depth of 30 feet can
be easily and cheaply carried on, and that there is no danger of the navigation of
our harbour being impeded by this cause.
12. The coarser matter forming our third class, brought down chiefly by storm
waters, may to a considerable extent be intercepted by silt-pits. It is still, however,
very doubtful whether they are in this respect even, of any real advantage in
ordinary eases. This matter, if it is brought clown at all, must either be retained in
the sewer or silt-pit, or pass into the harbour, where it tends to impede navigation.
It must be got rid of in some way ; arid it is evident that the cheapest way, so long
as it is effectual, is the best. Now it appears from the evidence of Mr. Moriarty,
who however is anxious that as much as possible of tIns matter should be intercepted,
and of Mr. Bell, that in general the cheapest way of removing it is by dredging. In
some cases, however, where there are jetties close together, and ordinary dredges
cannot act, as is the case in Darling Harbour, the expense of dredging is much
increased, and silt-pits are no doubt desirable. The silt-pit at the bottom of
Market-stree&has in this way we believe done good service. We recommend that
similar silt-pits be constructed near the mouths of the other smaller sewers along
the eastern side of Darling Harbour,
There are circumstances also, as we shall have occasion further on to
explain, under which it is desirable to construct silt-pits to prevent the silting up of
the lower part of the sewer itself.
The best way, if it were possible, of keeping the silt, whether fine or
coarse, out of the harbour, would be to keep it out of the sewers. This may to some
extent be effected—
By keeping the streets and yards and others places where surface
drainage enters the sewers well swept and clean.
By catch pits at the gully-shafts whrc the water from the street
gutters enters the sewers. We cannot however expect any great
improvement from such, arrangements. At Birmingham they were
troubled in this way even more than we are, for the main sewer empties
into a small but navigable river. The following is an extract from
a most valuable Report of 1871, by a Committee appointed to inquire
into the sewerage u:!: that town :—
Bfl'minglam isa ma.eadamised and not a paved town,- and the consequence is an immense amount
of road detritus; the greater part of this is swept up and carted away, but in wet weather a portion is
washed through the street gulleys into the sewers, and so carried to the outfall at Saitley, and constitutes,
on • a rough estimate, about one.half of the total quantity of 1.20 tons per day of solid matter there
(leposited.
Various gully-traps have been tried with a view of excluding this from the sewers, but as the
Borough Surveyor is of Opinion [see report on this point in Appendix IV] that those now in use are as
efficient as possible there is little hope that the quantity can be materially di ninished with the present
system of mnacadamised roads.

The following is an extract from the Appendix referred to

-

As to the desirability and possibility of preventing the passage into the sewers of mud, silt, and
other products, the Borough Surveyor considers that the best way of effecting this would be by a
system atic paving of yards, courts, footpaths, and carage-ways
n
; eff
may
ay be mode to intercept road
drift before entering the sewers, but with our present mnacadamised roads, steep gradients, large area, and
great traffic, it coid'] not be done effectively, even at a very much greater cost than the present system.

ALLEGED

ALLEGED EFFECT or THE DISCHARGE OP SEwACt INTO THE llknnouJt ON THE
HEALTH OPTJTE CREWS or H.M.S. Sun's ANCHORED IN FARM Covn.

15. Certain letters from the Imperial naval authorities, complaining of the
unhealthiness of the anchorage-ground reserved for men-of-war in this harbour in
consequence of its proximity to the mouth of the main ewer and the filthy state
of the anchorage are appended. It appears that in the early party of this year enterie
or typhoid fever broke out on board one of the men-of-war at anchor there, and
that it ivtts attributed to noxious gases from the mouth of the so or at Fort
Ma.cquarie.
16. On this subject we have taken the evidence of Dr. Alleyne, the Government Health Officer, who enquired minutel.y into the subject, and who has proved,
so far as such a matter is capable of proof, that the sewer is quite innocent in this
case.
At the time when the fever oceurred on board the "Earraconta"
Dr. Alleyne visited the merchant ships about the various wharfs, sonic
of them lying close up to the mouth of the Tank Stream and to those
of other sewers-far more offensive than that at Fort Macqnarie, and
in far less airy situations, and found not a single case of illness on
board any of them.
At the same time no case of enteric fever from any of the merchant
ships was admitted into the Infirmary, although that disease was
prevalent in the city.
On board the training-ship "Vernon," whose place of anchorage was
near that of the men-ofwar, enteric fever also appeared.
The men-of-war and the" Vernon" drew their water from a plug at Fort
Maequarie connected with the city mains, and the merchantmen drew
their supply from other branches of the city mains.
Complaints were made on board the "Vernon" of the had quality of
the water.
When the "Vernon." was taken to a different anchorage, and water
obtained from a different source, the sickness disappeared.
There seems no reason to doubt that the sickness on board the men-ofwar and the "Vernon" was caused by a fca.l contamination of the
water, by which means it is well known that enteric fever is readily
communicated. It is satisfactory to know that the most prompt and
vi.gorous measures are being taken by the city authorities to prevent
the possibility of such contamination for the future.
17. In order to ascertain whether the state of the bottom at the anchorageground at Farm Cove is in such a state as to he dangerous to the health of the crews
of vessels lying there, samples were taken up by a light dredge in the presence of
three members of the Board. Though of dark colour, they had, when taken up, no
offensive smell as of sewage matter, and did not differ muc]i in appearance or smell
from mud dredged up on the same occasion from Neutral Bay, which is out of reach
of contamination from the sewer. It is probable that the dark colour is owing
partly to the nature of the clay and partly to the decomposition of various marine
plants and animals.
18. The samples were submitted to Professor Liversidge, who,se report is
appended. The samples taken from the anchorage-ground, after having been kept
for a day or two, became slightly offensive, but no indication of sewage contamination could be detected. It seems to us hardly possible that the health of the crew
of a man-of-war, where all the sanitary conditions are so favourable, should suffer
from this cause.
Or THE SEwERs.
19. In order to ascertain the state of the sewers, we engaged the services of
Mr. Davies, a competent person employed in the Harbours and Rivers Department. He examined them so far as they are large enough, that is where the height
is not less than 3 feet. His report and his evidence given before the Board will he
found appended.
20. Our object in instituting this survey was not only to discover whether there
is anything which requires immediate attention, but to gain certain information of
much importance towards coming to a decision on the main subject of our enquiry.
CONSTRUCTION AND CoNDITIoN

E]
We need make no remark as to cases in which the sewers have been found to be out
of repair, for no doubt the City authorities will give attention to the matter to
prevent serious dilapidation.
21. To the state of a portion of the Tank Stream we must, however, draw your
attention. We observe that it has frequently of late been confounded with the
main sewer discharging at Fort Macquarie. We remark, therefore, that it has no
connection with that sewer, but discharges at the Circular Quay. The following
quotation. from Mr. Davies's report discloses a state of things which should not
be suffered to continue. It may have been long known to some, but probably not
to many; in any ease we hope that giving full publicity to the facts will lead to
a speedy remedy
At a point about SO feet below Queen's-place the old Tank Stream culvert commences. Its
sides are of stone, with cross beams planked over, and the culvert is 12 ft. x 5 ft. in the clear.
This portion is in a foul and dilapidated condition. There is a deposit of large ballast stones, street
metal, and sand, mixed with f~etid sewage matter, forming a mass varying in depth from 18 inches to 2
feet.
In some places the sides have partly fallen in, and a dam is made across the bottom of the culvert,
1-bus hindering the flow of the sewage.
The effiuvia escapes in all directions, most especially through several large holes in the roof.
At Queen's-place there is ,in uncovered man-hole about a foot above the bottom of the culvert
through this man-hole the sewage escapes, in flood time, along the front of some small houses, and
occasionally finds its way into them.
On each side of the man-hole referred to is a bank of stone, gravel, and other material washed
down from the neighbourhood; this heap is trimmed down inside the sewer by the people of the adjoining
houses, so as to allow the snrface drainage to entet- the man-hole.
In this portion of the sewer there are six connecting pipes with traps, and eight square holes
unconnected. The flaps of the traps are in good order.
Under Iiuiiter-street a hole 1-5 in. x 12 in. is cut in the bottom of the cylinder, which carries
the Hunter-street sewage across the Tank Stream. Through this hole the sewage rushes with great
violence to the Tank Stream, especially in wet weather.
Under No. 15, Hunter-street, there is a chamber, 80 ft. x 30 ft., formed in the sewer, the only
covering of which is the flooring-boards of the house. Near this also are several large holes in the sides
which show daylight, through which the foul gases escape.
At 60 feet further on a large hole, about 3 feel; in depth, is scooped out of the bottom of the sewer;
this hole is filled with very ofl'ensive matter. At this point the new sewer joins. There is a large hole in
the roof, 12 ft. x I. ft. showing daylight, over the junction. Through this hole the stench rises and infects
the atmosphere of the neighbourhood."
-

22. Our recommendation with respect to this matter, is that what has already
been done, and done, well and effectually in other parts of the same line of sewerage,
should be done here ; and this thsgusting " elongated eess-pit" in the heart of the
City should be converted into a properl.y formed sewer.
23. It is obvious that it would be desirable, so long as the dry weather sewage.
is allowed to discharge in its present state into the harbour, that the sewage from
the Tank Stream should be diverted into the main sewer which discharges under
much more favourable conditions at Fort Maequarie. There would be better
opportunities there for carrying on filtering or other purifying operations if they
should be decided upon. The levels, however, show that such a diversion is impossible, except to a very limited extent.
24. The condition of the upper parts of the Pitt, Elizabeth, Castlereagh and
Macquarie streets sewers at their heads is very bad. On account of there being no
head of water there is a great accumulation of filth. There seems no remedy, except
to clean them periodically by hand labour until such time as sufficient water and
the necessary appliances are available for keeping them well flushed.
25. The main sewer and its branches at Woolloomooloo Bay, near its mouth,
present great difficulties. The main sewer is too large, bddly designed, and for a considerable distance ijack from the water where it passes through the reclaimed land, it
has a very slight fall. The same may be said of the branch sewers in the same
locality. Belore reaching the fiat the sewers have, a good fall, so that in times of
heavy rain they bring down coarse sand, wlnch the ffimimshed current on. the low
ground cannot carry off. The consequence, as dë.cribed by Mr. Davies, is that
in the main sewer there are large and to some extent consolidated deposits of silt,
and that the brauch sewers are so filled up as to be almost or enti -clv useless. In
some cases the connections, if there are any, are cornpletcl.y closed by the silt, and
in some there are large accumulationg of offensive matter. We are informed that
the sewers were cleaned out about eighteen months ago,
20.
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It appears from Mr. Davies' report that in a great many eases the connections have become stopped, either by an aecn i.ulation of filth or by the traps having
necome fixed. W]iat becomes of the drainage from premises thus supposed to be
connected we do not at present know,

VENTILATION OF SEWERS.
One of the .most important points to be attended to in the construction of
sewers is ventilation. Unless this is efficiently secured very serious consequences
to the health of the inhabitants may and probably will, follow. Great pressure under
cei.'tain c:ircuinstances is produced in a sewer, and if sonic easy exit is not provided
for the sew& gases it is found that they will force their way through the connections
into streets, yards, and houses.
We gather from the evidence, although no definite information has yet been
obtained, that a large proportion of the house connections are either without traps
at all, or very imperfectly trapped. Sonic of the gully-sbafts in the streets are in, a
similar state. Where there are water-traps the water in dry weather frequently
entirely evaporates, and a free communication is established between the sewer and
the outer air. From these causes there appears to have been very little accuinulation of offensive gases in the Sydney sewers, as tiey are allowed to escape freely and
gradually in all directions. This is of course a most i]nproper condition of things,
but under all the circumstances it is no doubt fortunate that a general system of
traps has not been introduced. There is no provision for ventilation, except the shaft
in Hyde Park, which is connected with one system of sewers only, and which cannot
produce any important effect, except in the immediate neighbourhood. If good traps
had been generally in use an accuumlation of excessively foul sewer gases would
have taken place. It is well known that no traps can be relied U011 when there is
any considerable ptesure within the sewer. If then such pressure had been produced
by the wind blowing up the sewer, or 1w a sudden influx of water into it, the foul
gases accumulated would have been forced through house connections with a
poisonous effect ; for instead of being generally diffused as they are now they would
have been concentrated in places where the traps happened to be least eflicient.
Before anything be done with regard to traps it is essential that the sewers
should be properly ventilated. It is now established, both on theoretical grounds
and by the results of experience, that it is absolutely impossible to ventilate a sewer
except by ventilators at frequent intervals. On this suljeet we refer you to Mr.
Bennett's evidence. The tallest shaft, even if a fire be kept burning in it,
eamiot produce any effect in ventilating a sewer or system of sewers, except in
its own immediate vicinity. If the draught is great, instead of drawing gases
from the remoter parts of the sewers, it draws air through the traps or open connections in its immediate neighbourhood. This is not a theory merely but has
been proved by careful observations.
There are many plans which have been suggested for ventilating sewers,
but the only one which we can recommend is by street ventilators fixed in the manholes, or at sufficiently frequent interva]s. These are made so as to hold pans of
charcoal, through which the gases pass and are rendered harmless and inodorous if
the charcoal be changed at intervals of a few months. This requires attention and
involves expense, but expense and care are necessary if sewers are to be a benefit
instead of a nuisance.
In ordinary weather the street pipes connected with the sewers would share
the advantage of the proposed ventilation. In heavy rains however, when great
pressure is caused in the drains, and the greatest dangerarises, the lower part ofa
street drain may become gorged and the sewer gase
s
in its upper part be left
without any legitimate outlet. To provide against this the highest part of each
street drain should have a separate ventilator.
To the extent indicated at all events the ventilation of the sewers should
be carried out as Soon as possible, and when this is done and not before it will he
desirable to enforce an efficient system of trapping all connections.
We sent to London some months ago for samples of street and other ventilators and they may be expected to arrive shortly. The proposed ventilators are
placed even with the roadways; and when properly attended to are said to create no
offence.
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offence, It would perhap3 be desirable IC it were practicable to carry ventilating
pipes to the tops of the chimneys, but to do this efficiently and at sufficiently
frequent intervals would involve an enormous expense.
We believe that the public health was much more endangered during
last summer by the general escape of sewer gases in various parts of the city than
by the condition of the outlets of the sewers, the offensive smell and appearance of
which created such an outcry.
In calling the attention of the city authorities to certain defects in the
sewers requiring attention, and in recommending that expensive works should be
undertaken in connection with them, it cannot but occur to us as it must occur
to anyone, that it is very unjust that the owners of houses, who derive the chief
benefit frona the sewers, should pay nothing towards their nianagemit or maintenance. In our Second Progress Report we recommended that the cost of the
removal of bight-soil should be charged to the owners of houses, and this recoinmendation was adopted in the "Nuisances Prevention Act." We suggest, therefore,
that a like charge in the shape of a rate should be levied in the case of houses
so situated that the refuse from them may be removed by means of the sewers.

SUGAR COMPANY'S

Wonxs.

In the very earliest stages of our inquiry our attention was called to certain
nuisances said to exist upon these premises. A Committee was therefore appointed,
of which Mr. 'Watt was Chairman, to inquire into the matter. Their Report is
appended, and, in the conclusions at which they arrived, the whole case is stated in
so lucid and concise a manner as to render any further statement of the facts by us
quite unnecessary.
In consequence of the Report of the Committee and the subsequent action
of the Board it was arranged that the Company should thoroughly clean out their pond,
the city supplying them in the meantime with water for carrying on their ordi.nai•y
operations, without charge. Negotiations were also set on foot, by which it was
hoped that it would be arranged that the Company should altogether cease to make
use of what is in reality sewage water, and be supplied exclusively from the city
mains. Unfortunately, throigh some disagreement as to the price to be charged for
the water, this negotiation led to no good results.
The Company may have a right to store on their premises this pond ful.l of
sewage water kept at a high temperature by.tlie nature of their operations. This
is a point of law on which of course we can offer no opinion, but it involves a
growing nuisance in a populated locality, which cannot be long suffered to continue.
There can be no radical remedy until the Company obtain a supply of water
from some purer source.
After the pond had been cleared out and the Company had determined to
continue the use of the creek water the), formed a ifiter-lied for the purpose of
purifying the water at its emtrance upon their pmimses. In order to ascertain what
improvement had been effected by this
mnrage MrWaws ntructed
to visit the premises and to report upon the subject. From their evidence it
appears that the results are very far indeed from being satisfhetory. The water is
clarified by the filter-lied, but is not in any sensible degr
e e deprived of its offensive
character, and the constant dischai.ge of hot water into the open drain leading from
the Company's premises still continues. A memorandum on this subject is appended
(vide Appendix ID). 'We feel great difficulty in Makin- any recommendation on this
subject. The Company have an undoubted right to the, use of the water. It is not
contaminated by them to any sensibi.e extent, but the effects of the contamination
arising from the occupation. of the area drained by the upper part of t lie creek are
to some extent aggravated by the nature of the Company's operations. Those
operations were carried on lon g before the creek was conl:am.ninateii by thee settlement of population 1:rpon its banks. We can only recommend that the influence of
the Government may be exerted to effect an arrangement under which the Company
may use the city water exclusively, and that the sewage entering their premises may
be diverted, as suggested by Mr. Bell, into the Aberci'omhie-street sewer.
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The Committee draw atteiti.on to the gross state of the watercourse altogetlier independently of the Sugar Company's works. Between Parrainatta-street
and Blackwattle Bay is one of those low lying areas quite unfit for human habitation,
which can never be efficiently drained except by pumping from reservoirs at a
low level. The construction of the sewer alluded to in our last pa.ragmh will
however effect an improvement, and we are informed that the Mayor of Sydney has
undertaken in conjunction with the Government to replace the present open drain
by a properly formed sewer. The existing evils will no doubt to some extent be
mitigated by the proposed works, but we must confess that we feel the greatest misgivings. A great part of this area is very little above high-water-mark. No sewer
can possibly be efficient. The whole place must continue to be a hot-bed of disease.
Nobody should be allowed to dwell there. The most effectual remedy would be to
resume the !ltole, pull down the houses, and convert the area into a park.
The condition of the creek above the Company's works is no doubt very
bad, but constitutes only one of a number of similar cases about the metropolis, which'
cannot be dealt with until some general system of sewage has been decided upon.
BOILING-DOWN EsTABLISHMENTs.

Many complaints are made of the excessive nuisance occasioned at times by
boiling-down establishments in the neighbourhood of G-lebc Island and other places.
It will probably be found necessary to cause all such establishments to be removed
to a greater distance from the city. This could not be effected without further
legislation, but we understand that the Government have full power with respect to
the establishment on G-lebe Island, a portion of the refuse from which discharges
into the harbour, and is such a nuisance to the inhabitants of some parts of Bahnain
and the Glebc. We recommend therefore that this nuisance be removed with the
least possible delay.
THE STATE OP THE WATER SUPPLY.

As far hack as the 25th May a Committee was appointed, of which Dr.
Smith was Chairman, to examine into the state of the Botany watershed and the
appearance of the water. In the conclusions at which they arrived, as expressed in
their Report, we entirely concur, supported as they are by the results of Professor
Liversidge's analyses. We do not think that there is any appreciable contamination of the water collected on the Botany watershed at present. It is obvious,
however, and scarcely needs to be remarked, that the watershed being so near
Sydney, and so large a portion of it being private property, there will be an ever
increasing difficulty in maintaining its purity. The quantity and quality of the
silt which collects in the Crown-street and Paddington reservoirs indicate clearly
that the water supplied from Botany, though wholesome when not contaminated
after its passage into tli.c mains, cannot be considered of the very first quality.
The cause of the excess of the organic matter in the Crown-street reservoir
over that in the engine pond at Botany has not yet been ascertained. We are of
opinion that this contamination, although reqiiring investigation, is not such as
to justiQy any immediate anxiety.
With respect to the supply from the Lachlan Swamp we cannot report so
favorably. Dr. Smith's Committee point out clearly the immediate sources of contamination, and the observations of the Committee and the conclusions of Professor
Tiversidge support each other.
411. At the suggestion of Dr. Smith Profl2ssor Tiversidge analysed samples taken
on the 27th of July from dams Nos. 1 and 2 on the Laehlan Swamp, and from the
mouth of the Bore. His report is appended, in which lie states his conclusions that
the water in No. 1 dam is of about the same quality as that in the engine pond at
Botany; that No. 2 dam is seriously contaminated, and that the water at its entrance
into the Bore appears to be a mean between the two, being contaminated to almost
exactly the same extent as indicated in former analyses, of which particulars were
furnished in his first report.
47. In remarking upon the difference of opinioi which appears in the evidence
between Dr. Smith and Mr. Watt on the one side,an.d Professor Liversidge on the
other, we must observe in the first place, in order to prevent misappFehension, that this
disagreement
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disagreement such as it is extends only to cases such as that of the Lachlan
Swamp water, where the contamination is very slight. As to the grosser cases
of water contaminated in the mains as exposed in Professor Liversidge's report, it is
impossible for any two persons having any knowledge whatever of the subject to
disagree.
There is no dispute as to the correctness of Professor Livcrsidge's
results, but doubts have been raised whether the conclusions which he draws from
them as to sewage contamination can be considered as proved. We think,
however, it may be conceded that his conclusions, if not absolutely proved, are
at all events invested with such an amount of probability as to justify any
reasonable man in acting upon them.
The sources of contamination are obvious and close at hand. Indications
known to appear when contaminated waters are analysed appear in this case, as
shown by Professor Liversidge, and admitted by the other chemists. On this point
there is no disagreement—there seems no room for rational doubt.
It having been clearly shown that the principal sources of contamination
to the Lachlan Watershed are the drainage from the Municipalities of Woollahra
and Waverlcy and the Sheep Quarantine ground, we are of opinion that every
available means should be adopted not only to divert the present drainage from
those Municipalities, and other sources of pollution, but also that steps should be
taken to guard the watershed from any additional ones being created; as although
it is admitted by all the scientific witnesses that the water is not at present contaminated to any injurious extent, yet that conditions might arise which would
render the water unsafe to use for domestic purposes should these sources of contamination not be removed.
We believe that it is inevitable that the water from this source must—at
any rate for a few years—be used for supplying a portion of Sydney, and we therefore
think that the City authorities have done well in making every effort in order to
preserve its purity as far as possible for the time; and no doubt the Government,
now that their attention has been called to the subject, will take early steps to
remove the Sheep Quarantine Station. But it should be kept steadily in mind, and
the public attention should be kept continually directed to the fact, that this as
well as the whole watershed must be regarded as a temporary source only, and that
we must look elsewhere for a more abundant and a purer supply.
We must now direct your attention to the condition of the Bore itself, by
which the Lachlan water is conveyed to Sydney. It is described by Mr. Davies,
who examined it recently under our instructions.
General remarks.
6. The tnnnel throughout is most irregularly driven, being in a zigzag without any apparent lines.
There is no fixed gradient, but the bottom consists of a succession of bars and hollows, so that the
silt fills up the hollows from bar to bar with a depth of from 3 to 15 inches.
The roof varies from 4 feet to 9 feet in height; the lowest parts are always in full bore when the
lock is open, thus confining the foul air in the high chambers formed in the roof.
If there were three or four ventilators on the shafts they would tend greatly to purify the water as
well as the air.
The sides are not trimmed but form so many shelves and nooks with a sediment of fine peaty
matter lodging on them, from 4 to 1 inch thick.

The accuracy of this description is fully borne out by the evidence of Mr.
Bell and Mr. Stacey (appended to our Second Progress Report), who examined it
and cleared it out in the year 1872. It is obviously, from its internal configuration,
an entirely improper channel by which to convey water to the City. It is ilable to
great accumulations of peaty deposit, and can only be cleansed with great difficulty.
On the 28th of May a Committee was appointed to visit and examine the
line of Busby's Bore. The object of this inquiry was to ascertain how far it is
probable that the water in the Bore itself is contaminated by soakage from the
inhabited areas through which it passes. The Committee point out certain places
where they considered it probable that such contamination might take place. The
evidence of Mr. Bell and Mr. Stacey shows that no soakage was perceptible at one
of those places, the Ice House shaft, when the Bore was cleared in the year 1872,
and this is confirmed by the report and evidence of Mr. Davies who examined it
recently, and farther states that there is no soakage whatever between Hyde Park
and Park Road, but that a considerable 'quantity of water flows into the shaft at
that place. We must beg you however to consider that on both occasions on which
the
*239_a
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the Bore was emptied and examined the weather for several months had been
unusually dry. What takes place at this point in wet weather there is no direct
evidence to shew. It is obviously improper that any open filthy drain, without an
artificially formed bottom, should be allowed to cross the line of the Bore, although
the Bore at this point is at a considerable distance below the surface. It would be
desirable, to prevent danger of percolation, that the bottom of the drain referred to
should be formed with impervious materials. That the Committee were right in their
conclusion that sewage from the houses to the west of the Barracks, and from the
Barracks, finds its way by percolation into the Bore, is confirmed by Mr. Davies's
observations
Ho. 1, Park Road.
2. In this shaft water percolates freely through a fissure in the rock 12 feet below the surface.
There is only surface drainage to the houses in Park Road, and the surface water and sewage
matter finds its way to the old quarry-hole, and is there absorbed by the made ground. I have no doubt
that it afterwards Teaches the shaft, since there is nearly the same volume of water running off the
drainago area as there is running into the tunnel through the shaft.

The sewage from the Barracks and the immediate neighbourhood should
be conducted in the first instance along the road by formed gutters, and thence by
pipes and proper channels until entirely clear of the Bore. This proposed arrangement of course is a very imperfect one, as it would conduct the sewage into the
almost stagnant ponds in Moore Park, between the Randwick Road and the Rifle
Range; but anything is better than to allow it to find its way by percolation into
the tunnel which directly supplies a large part of Sydney with water.*
The sewage from this neighbourhood might be carried away by a sewer
to replace the upper part of Shea's Creek. We cannot, however, recommend that
any additional sewage should be diverted into that creek until such a sewer has been
formed; its upper part, passing through Surry Hills, being already in a very bad
state. There is a very slight fall, and the sewage collected in it is in an almost
stagnant condition, producing a very great nuisance, which certainly should not be
increased.
In drawing this Progress Report to a close, we beg to assure you that
although primarily engaged according to your instructions upon matters of less
magnitude but pressing importance, our attention has been steadily directed to
the main subject of our inquiry—the disposal of the sewage of the metropolis.
By far the greater part of the dry weather sewage may be intercepted at such
a level as to be discharged by gravitation, either by a tunnel to the ocean or by tunnel
pipes and conduits to some tract of land suitable for sewage farming. For some time
plans have been in preparation for elucidating this question, and we have recently
given instructions for surveys to be made with the object of obtaining the information
necessary to enable us to give an opinion as to the merits of the two proposals.
The treatment of the sewage of Sydney presents peculiar difficulties, on
account of the number of outfalls occurring sometimes in places which are fully
occupied, as at the Circular Quay, Queen's Wharf, and along Darling Harbour. To
deal with the whole of the sewage in detail at the several outfalls by any filtration
or precipitation process, which cannot be carried on without creating to some extent
a local nuisance, seems impracticable. With the extension of the sewerage system, the
increase of the population, and with an improved water supply, a large increase in
the amount of the sewage discharged must be anticipated. It can hardly be considered therefore as doubtful that the sewage should be diverted by gravitation
altogether away from the harbour, so far as that is possible.
Whethcr the remaining sewage collected at too low a level to admit of its
being carried away by gravitation should be pumped to a higher level and thus
disposed of in the same way as the rest, we cannot say at present. It is
obvious, however, that there is no possibifity of dealing satisthetorily with the sewage
of the low-lying districts—such as the heads of Woolloomooloo Bay, Sydney Cove,
Darling Harbour, Blackwattle Bay—in any way whatever without raising the
sewage to some extent by pumping. We cannot recommend an experiment on
anything like an extensive scale of any filtration or precipitation process at the
outlets
Norz—We an informed that the works suggested in this clause an in progress,
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outlets of the sewers, until we have ascertained by survey and calculations
the probable cost of diverting the sewage from the higher levels, as we have
suggested, by gravitation. We use the word experiment advisedly, for the climatic
and other conditions upon which the practicability of dealing with the sewage by
filtration or chemical processes greatly depends are so different from those of Europe,
that the results obtained there are by no means a certain guide for us.
61. If we appear to you to have been long in deliberating without arriving at a
final decision on any main question, it must be borne in mind that in Europe these
questions have been hotly discussed for years, and are not yet by any means finally
disposed of. And even if it should appear that the weight of argument in Europe
is strongly on any one side, it would still have to be carefully considered whether
anything in the widely different circumstances of this climate and situation might
not perhaps incline the balance the other way.
Board Room,
Sydney, 8th November, 1875.

M. B. FELL,
Chairman.
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APPENDIX.
A.

REPORT F1tOM MR. WM. DAVIES
ON TBE

CONDITION OF THE MAIN SEWERS IN SYDNEY.
Ordered by the Board on the 13t7b August, 1875.
MAIN SEWER, Foni MACQUARIE.

I.. From outlet to flood-gatos of this sewer there is a sediment of sand and sewage matter 15 inches Outlet of power
to flood-gate,;
deep, which is backed up by the tide.
cower, Sri. high.
The tunnel is in good condition.
The highest water-line at flood-gates is one (1) foot below the crown of arch, but the present line
is 18 inches above invert.
2. Under the Domain the tunnel on the whole is good. Surface-water percolates the crown of arch ri od-gatetlo
ElSe,beth-street.
in the places where the old shafts were at one time.
In front of the junctions of Macqunrie, Phillip, and Elizabeth Streets the invert is damaged by the
great force of water which rushes down these steep gradients ; and at the outlet of each a bank of street
metal, gravel, and sand, varying from 0 to 9 inches in depth, has been formed, but no sewage matter.
In this length there is but one connection of 0-in, piping, withont trap ; this connection leads
from Fort iWacquarie.
The highest water-line at the junction of the Elizabeth-street branch is 3 feet 6 inches above invert;
the present water-line is 0 inches above.
:3. In this part there is a deposit of fine sand 6 inches in thickness. On the whole the tunnel is in
good condition; but the invert is damaged and the centre brickwork worn away.

Elizaeth-vtrcot
to llridge-etreet.

There is no offensive matter deposited along the bottom of tunnel.
On the left side there are three 0-in, pipes from the Goverrnnent Oces in Bridge-street, and five
on the right from Maepiarie-plaee. None of these connections have traps.
In front of the Exchange there is a very flat piece of bottom, along which there is a deposit of
street metal, sand, and sewage matter, 0 inches deep; this deposit is formed principally by, the material
washed down Pitt and Bridge Streets during wet weather.
The brickwork is generally good; but the rendering is in some places both badly done and
irregularly put on.
This branch is much damaged; 40 feet from George-street the invert is gone, and in some places From j,inouon
both rings of brick for about 12 feet. Lower down there is a hole Ia the side of the tunnel 8 feet ioug Bridge Streets.
Itranch oviform
and 2 feet high to the spring of the arch ; both rings are gone, laying bare the rock in places.
wer, 3 feet
The material washed out of these holes is lodged on the bottom, and with street metal, sand, and
sewage matter forms an obstruction 18 inches deep in one place. This requires immediate attention.

diameter.

Oii the right are three 0-in, pipes, but only one connected ; on the left are five 9-ia. pipes
without traps and unconnected.
The brickwork in this length, taken ,is a whole, is good; so is the rendering, except in one part,
where the water percolates, stripping the rendering off the sides.
There is a marked difference in the materials and workmanship in this length; the bricks are soft,
L1:"t
tollunter-etreet,
the mortar very poor, and the rendering very thin and irregularly put on.
The centre course of invert is much worn by the scouring; the cement is washed from the joints of
the sides to a height of 6 to 9 inches.
There is no sediment and the tunnel is clea1i throughout.
Clear water soaks through the sides in places at the springing course, but none through the arch.
There are six connections on the left and three on the right, which, with two exceptions, are in good
condition; the two defective traps are Commissioners', one of which'has the hinge of the flap broken; the
other has the flap ixed open.
0 239_B
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I beg to note here that nearly all the old traps (called the Commissioners) do not answer the
purpose for which they were intended. The flaps are too heavy, and so closely fitted on the hinges that
they do not open and shut freely.
to

6. In this length, like the last, the materials and workmanship are inferior.
The centre course of bricks is much worn, the rendering of bottom washed away, laying the joints
open and bare on the sides to a height of 9 inches.
The water freely passes through the sides and arch in many places.
There is no sediment, and the tunnel is clear.
In this length there are eighty-nine connections, nearly equally divided on either side. All the traps
used are the " Commissioners," but not it third or them are doing their work properly. The flaps were
either fixed 01)011 or closed ; the closedones were forced open with crowbars, and the pipes were found
filled with very offensive sewage matter. This length requires immediate attention, as it is in a very bad
state.
In the sides there are three square holes not connected, so that the sewage matter can escape to the
back of the brickwork, and saturate the whole.

3lnrkot.4rcet to
Bathurst.strcot.

7. This length is better constructed than any in Pitt.street. The tunnel, on the whole, isgood, but
there are places where the rendering is badly done.
Water percolates the arch in three places. At the centre course the invert shows signs of considerable wear, owing to the softness of the bricks.
The tunnel is free from sediment.
In this length there are fifty connecting pipes, nearly equally divided on each side. Thirty-three of
these are connected and have the old or " Commissioners' "traps. Eight 12-in, pipes have traps, but are
not connected, while nine 12-in, pipes are let in without traps.
A.s noted above, the flaps on the traps do not act properly; all of them are either fixed open or
closed; many are kept open by wooden wedges placed between the flap and trap. All the improved flaps
act well.
Near the junction of Eathurat-street there is a sediment of offensive sewage matter, 4 inches thick.
There is also at this point a depression in the invert.
The branch to the ventilating shaft is in good working order and clean.
This ends the main sewer.
THE TANK STREAM.

Circular Quay
to Qun',.pIace.

8. From the Circular Quay to near Hunter-street the stone sewer is on the whole in good condition ; but in some places the invert has settled.
For a distance of about 150 feet back from the outlet tIme tunnel is filled to the bore, so that the
sewage is backed up by the tidal water, and the offensive matter held in solution is deposited, causing an
obstruction of from 3 to 9 inches in thickness, along the sides and bottom of the invert.
The arch itself is in good order, though there is but little mortar in the joints.
On the left side of the tunnel there are ten pipe connections, six of which are without traps ; there
are also nine square holes in the sides unconnected. On the right there are thirteen pipe connections,
seven of which are without traps; besides these there are eight square holes not connected.
What few traps there are in this length are of it different design to those used by the Commissioners ; the flaps are fitted with chain hinges and act well.
Noxious gases escape through the square holes and the pipes that are not connected.
9. At a point about 80 feet below Queen's-place the old Tank Stream culvert commences. Its
sides are of stone, with cross beams planked over, and the culvert is 12 ft. x 5 ft. in the clear.
This portion is in a foul and dilapidated condition. There is a deposit of large ballast stones, street
metal, and sand, mixed with fmetid sewage matter, forming a mass varying in depth from 18 inches to 2
feet.
In some places the sides have partly fallen in, and a dam is made across the bottom of the culvert,
thus hindering the flow of the sewage.
The effluvia escapes in all directions, most especially through several large holes in the roof.
At Queen's-place there is an uncovered man-hole about a foot above the bottom of the culvert;
through this man-hole the sewage escapes, in flood time, along the front of some small houses, and
occasionally finds its way into them.
On
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On each aide of the man-hole referred to is it bank of stone, gravel, and other material washed
down from the neighbourhood ; this heap is trimmed down inside the sewer by the people of the adjoining
houses, to as to allow the surface drainage to enter the man-hole.
In this portion of the sewer there are six connecting pipes with traps, and eight Square holes
unconnected. The flaps of the traps are in gdod order.
to

Under ilunter-street a hole 15 in. x 12 in. is cut in the bottom of the cylinder, which carries the
Trunter-street sewage across the Tank Stream. Through this hole the sewage rushes with great violence
to the Tank Stream, especially in wet weather.
Under No. 15, hunter-street, there is a chamber, SOft. x 30 ft., formed in the sewer, the only cevering
of which is the flooring-boards of the house. Near this also are several large holes in the sides which
show daylight, through which the foul gases escape.
At 60 feet further on a large hole, about 3 feet in depth, is scooped out of the bottom of the sewer;
this hole is filled with very offensive matter. At this point the new sewer joins. There is a large hole in
the roof; 12 ft. x 4 ft., showing daylight, over the junction. Through this hole the stench rises and infects
the atmosphere of the neighbourhood.
It is hardly necessary to remark that the portion of the sewer just described is in a most filthy
state.
The remaining portion, as far as King-street, is the best that I have examined ; the materials and
workmanship are good in every respect.
Prepared invert blocks have been used in this sewer, and exhibit no signs of wear.
The rendering is good throughout, the sides and arch are dry, and there is no deposit of sewage
matter on the bottom.
On the left are thirty-six connections, all with flaps and traps on, and in good order; one pipe is
connected without a trap, and three pipes are not connected at all.
On the right are thirty-four connections with traps and flaps on, all efficient, and seven connections
that have no traps; also four pipes not connected.
Though the traps act well, sewage matter has accumulated, on account of the flushing being
neglected, and in some cases the flaps are unable to work.

From Kin 0-street an old sewer runs in a southerly direction as far as the Victoria Theatre Old Sower, Kingstreet to Victoria
where it is blocked up. With this sewer there are only three connections, none of which are fitted with Theatre.
traps.
The bottom flagging is in places washed away, and the sides undermined. Altogether this part of
the sewer is in it dangerous condition.

Woontooi,rootoo BAY.
wer,
1.2. This is a 3-feet x 6-feet flat arched stone sewer. At its junction with the main (Forbes-street) Ersieb
Ninholeon-street
junction
sewer it is silted up to half its depth with gravel, sand, and sewage matter ; owing to this it could only be Dowllng.,ttoroot,
from 'nato
examined for a short distance,
sewer.

I entered the man-hole in Dowling-street and found the sewer silted up in the same way. 20 feet
from this man-hole the sewer ends in two 18-in. pipes leading from the street above. Both the pipes
are clean and in good order.
It appears that when these pipes are flushed the silt from the neighbourhood is swept down with
great force as far as the fiat level sewers, where the tidal waters, which fill all the sewers, bank up the silt
to within 1 foot of the arch.
13. This is
going up it.

it

3-ft. by 6-ft. flat sewer silted up to about half its depth, so preventing me from Dowling-street

rtnet

I.A. This is a 2-ft 0-in, sewer silted up to within 1 foot of arch ; I was unable to go up.

row

There is a deposit of offensive sewage matter 10 inches deep along the bottom for about 80 feet, up
to where the 8-ft. x 5-ft. stone sewer ends,' and a 0 feet ovifbrm brick sewer begins.
15. This branch is in the same slate as the one abovementioned ; it is silted up to 1 foot of the Forbec-street
branch,
arch, and I was unable to examine it. I entered all the man-holes in this length, and found all the
branches in a like condition.
10. This branch is in a like condition.
On
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On, the left hand side there are ten pipes connected without traps and five with traps; there are
likewise twelve pipes uncoifnected.
On the right there are six pipes connected but not having traps, three pipes connected with traps
three of the flaps are damaged and hinge-chain broken.
Whatever counections there are in these branch sewers are of no service as they are blocked up
by silt. I cannot say what effect a heavy flood would have on them.
halo sewer frorn
('owper Whsrfto
Woolloomootoo.
street.

it. This is an 8-ft. by 5-ft. flat sewer of stone, in good order, but the invert has settled a little
in some places. At high-water this sewer is in full bore for 200 feet back from its mouth, as are also all the
branch sewers on this flat.
At the outlet of the sewer there is a deposit of sand and sewage matter decreasing in depth from
2 feet at that point to 0 inches about 100 feet up. At Ynrong.street the bed of silt disappears.

Main Sewer—
1Vtloonioolloo.
street to
wlIlia'o.,treee.

18. At a point 35 feet above Crown-street junction the 7-ft. stone sewer ends and a 0-ft. oviform
brick sewer commences.
This sewer is well constructed, the materials and workmanship are good, the rendering is very good,
and the invert good and free from silt. The sides and roof are dry.
There are on the left side five pipes connected with traps, two pipes connected without traps,
fifteen not connected with traps; five of the flaps are damaged.
On the right there are four pipes connected with traps, three pipes connected without traps, ten
pipes not connected with traps ; seven of the flaps are damaged.

General
reark,
m

10. The links on the flaps are too wcak and are not welded
' thus bein easily wrenched off when
the sewers are in flood. Two of these flaps are forwarded as sample.
It will be seen from the above remarks that not one-half of the pipes are connected although there
are traps and flaps on most of them.

to stonlei.
kireet,

20. This length is of the same construction as the last, i.e., a 0-ft. oviform brick sewer of good
materials and workmanship.
The invert is worn in some places owing to the great scour on it when the sewer is flooded. There
is no deposit along the bottom. The rendering is good on the sides and no water percolates.
On the left there are fourteen pipes connected with traps on, ten pipes connected without traps on,
twelve pipes not connected with traps on.
On the right there are seventeen pipes connected with traps on, nine pipes connected without traps,
thirteen pipes not connected with traps on, nine flaps with links broken.
All the connections require to be flushed oftener to keep them clear so that the flaps may act well.

Branch sewer.

21. A 2-ft. round brick sewer joins on the right. it is clean and in good order.
The 6-ft. sewer ends here and the 4-ft. 0-in, commences.

stanley-etreetto
.1rol. to the
termination at
Riley-street.

22. This is an oviform brick sewer. It is on the whole in good condition, though the invert shows
a good
deal of wear throurh
0 too soft to stand the scour.
0 the bricks being
0 the continual scourin,
0
Wherever the prepared invert blocks have been used there is not the least sign of wear.
At 100 feet below Francis-street there is it 3 ft. square culvert about GO ft. long; it is clean and
in good order.
At Francis-street, where the 4 ft. 0 in. sewer comes in again, there is a hole in the invert and both
rings are gone from centre course for a length of 10 feet. This requires immediate attention.
A 3-ft. arched stone culvert runs up Riley-street; it is in good order and terminates in two 18-inch
pipes leading from the streets above.
There are on the left side6 pipes connected with traps on.
,,
without traps on.
5
12 pipes not connected with traps on.
On the right side there are7 pipes connected with traps on
,,
without traps on
6
10 pipes not connected with traps on;
5 flaps damaged.
MAn
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Msn SEWER, DARLING HARBOUR, PROM OUTLET

TO

EwziBEru-snzEET.

28. This is a 7-ft. stone sewer, well constructed throughout. Some of the centre atones of invert Condition,
are settled from 2 to 6 inches in places the sides and arch are good.
There are 8 ft. of silt on the bottom at outlet and diminishing to nothiug at the George-street ant.
junction ; from thence to Elizabeth-street is quite free from silt, and the sides are clean.
This sewer never fills to full bore; the highest water-line, 100 feet up from outlet, is 4 ft. 0 in. WaS-Hue,
above invert; present flow 9 inches, When this part is connected with the new sewer and the obstruction
removed from the present temporary outlet, I have no doubt that the present deposit of silt will be all
washed away.
There are in this length, on the left, nine traps connected, four not connected, fifteen pipes without Conneotloni.
traps on connected, and thirty pipes not connected. At George-street junction there is a branch running
up to Christ Church, and another towards the Carters Barracks, both ending with an 18-in, pipe and
no trap on; there are no side connections in these branches.
BRANcH SEWER PROM HAT-STREET

UP

BRIcKFIELD.HTLL AND ALONG G0ULBUIIN.STREET.

24, This is a 6-ft. oviform brick sewer, in good order, free from silt; the invert and rendering is Condition.
good. 50 feet below the GoWburn-street junction, an old sewer comes in on the right, 4 feet square, Connectiona.
covered with timber, and ig in a very decayed state.
On the left, in Gonlbnrn-street, is a branch leading to an old circular brick sewer, which ends in a
2-ft. drain; there are no side connections to these old sewers. In this length there are on the left eight
traps connected, four traps not connected; three pipes no traps on connected, and three pipes not connected
On the right there are five traps connected, twelve not connected, four pipes connected. At the junctions
of George and Gonlburn Streets there is a bell-mouth and IS-in, pipe with trap on connected. There are
very few connections on this length, considering the thickly populated part it goes through.
FROM HAT.STREET ur EIJZ&BETK-STEEET AND ALONG F0VEAUX.sriuin.

25. This is a 0-ft. oviform brick sewer up to the junction of Foveaux-street, thence It 4-ft. ; the
whole in good condition, free from sediment; the invert is laid with the prepared invert blocks. A short
branch turns up Albion-strcct, and runs to daylight in an old ditch. At the corner of the old Burial ground
the Elizabeth-street sewer ends with an 18.in. pipe leading in; there are iu this length,

condition.
Coanecilon,.

On the left,15 traps and flaps on connected.
33
,, not connected.
On the right,9 traps and flaps on connected
19
,, not connected
8 pipes without traps.
All the traps and flaps in these sewers are what is called the "Improved Corporation" traps the
only fault in them is that the connecting links are not strong enough to stand the ptessure of water when
the sewers are in flood.
Fnox ELIZAEETH-5TREET up GIPPS-STREET.
20. This is a 4-ft. 6-in, oviform brick sewer of good material and workmanship, with invert of Qouditlon.
prepared blocks, rendering good, and no sediment on the bottom.
This sewer goes through a densely populated district with only a few of the traps connected to the
houses. The traps and flaps are in good order. At the junction of Mary-street is an IS-in, pipe on each
side, but not connected; at the junction of Macquarie-strcct is a double bell month, with an 18-in, pipe
on each side—one connected, the other not..
On the left there are,—
10 traps connected,
22 ,, not connected.
On the right,13 traps connected.
14 ,, not connected.

connection.

-

The highest water-line shown is not one half of the bore—present flow, 0 inches.
FROM

4
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FROM Et17A13ETII.STj1EET up GOULBURN.STLEET TO MACQUAUIE.STi1EET.
Condition.

27. This is a 0-foot oviform brick sewer of good materials and well made, with traps and flaps on
in good order. It passes like the last through a thickly-populated district, but only a few connections in
comparison to the number of houses on each side.

Connection.

On the left there are,—
SO traps connected.
28 ,, not connected.
On the right,32 traps connected.
26 ,, not connected, and five flaps damaged.
I find that the sewers on the Darling Harbour watershed are by Ir the best in the city, with the
erception of outlet (noted oh in another place) ; they are all well made and clean from silt. The traps are
regularly laid from 25 to 30 feet apart on either side; the highesS flood-lines show only half way up the
bore. When the man.holes are open there is plenty of air,in most of them,

Romark

MAIN SEWER, BLACKWATTLR SWAMP, FRoM OUTLET TO PARUAMATTA.STREET.

28. This is a 6-ft. oviform brick sewer, of goodinaterials, and well constructed. At the ontlet there
are 9 inches of fine sand deposit on the bottom for 200 feet in. The sides, arch, and invert are in good order,
Traps are laid every 00 feet apart on either side ready for connection. Several of the flaps are wrenched
oft When the sewer is in flood from the links being bad there are no connections in this length.

Condition.

Prom Parramatta.street to Tooth's Brewery water percolates sides and arch freely, owing to the
pressure of water retained in the surrounding ground. The sides are coated with a black slimy matter.
but, on the whole, it is not offensive. There is no sediment of sewage matter lodging in any part.
On the whole length there are,—

Connection,.

On the left,17 traps connected.
74 ,, not connected.
On the right,5 traps connected.
56 ,, not connected.
35 flaps damaged by being wrenched off the hinges during flood time, as reported
previously, through the links being defective.

MACQUARTE-srnEET SEWER, FROM JUNCTION WITH MAIN SEWER TO KING-sTREET.
noTunction
to B0-strea.

29. This is ,in oviform brick sewer 3-ft. 6-in. high, well constructed, and in good order on the
whole. The gradients here are very steep, which causes a great scouring on the invert; in some places
the bricks are worn half through the inner ring, and the rciulering gone for .9 in. up the sides. Sides and
roof are dry, and no sediment at bottom.

Prom Bent'erect to Ringocred

The gradient chancs
here and becomes very flat; between Bent and Tlunter Street
there is a
b
sediment of coarse gravel and sand from 0 in. to S in, deep, and backs up the sewage from the Legislative
Chambers to the Mint from 10 in. to 12 in. deep. Most of this sewage matter comes from the Infirmary.
This part of the sewer requires to be flushed often, -.is there is no inflow of water at its head to carry away
the large flow of sewage that enters at this part.

Cnnuoetiemo.

On die left side there are,6 traps connected.
10 pipes connected.
21 ,, 120/ conqicc/nT.

-

Wolor flub.

On the right side,6 pip'es connected.
22 ,, not connected.
13 traps connected.
All the traps here are the improved traps, and are in good order.
1-Tighest mark on sides 1 ft. S in., present 3 inches.
PIIJLLIP-
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SEWER,

FROM

Till JUNCTION OP

MAW
'lieu.

SEWER TO

Krro.s'rnuir —ovIronM, 8 rr. 6 nc.

30. This part is like Macquarie-street, the invert much worn below Bridge-street, three bricks have rmm Junction
in eat, reel.
been washed out of invert and should be replaced, as a heavy flood may do a great damage here, as the
gradients are very steep. The rendering is much damaged for 12 inches up the sides, laying the bricks
bare and the joints open, the roof and sides dry, and no sediment on bottom.
The gradients change here and the fall is very slight. Opposite Watts' old Tannery there is a From Bent.
= to Inc.
Commissioner's trap fixed, shut and must have been in that state for some time, as the sewage matter had
percolated side from bottom to arch and formed a lining of a very offensive matter. When the flap was
forced open the connecting pipe was filled with hard foul matter. The rendering is very indifferently laid
on here, in some parts the bricks are bare and water percolates the sides freely. The invert is good and
no sediment except at the head near King-stre; here it 12-inch pipe leads in from the Oxford Hotel"
and the adjoining houses; around the pipe there was it deposit of refuse of all kind, mixed with decayed
vegetables, &c.
I went to the " Oxford Hotel" and saw Mr. Ourran the proprietor, and asked his permission to
examine the trap in his yard.. I found the sink-hole without a trap nor grating on; and it appoar that
every refuse was thrown down this hole indiscriminately.

Fm,,, Hunter.
to Kin5.

This sewer ends at King-street, with a 12-in, pipe leading into it.
All the traps on this length are Commissioners', except three the flaps were all fixed, open or closed Connection,.
as the case may be; all that were closed were forced open with a crowbar to ascertain whether they
were connected or not. At the Government Printing OlEce the flap was fixed with only 2 inches of an
opening, the pipe was nearly full of very foul matter, got it cleaned out—asked Mr. Richards to get the
pipe flushed.
There are on this length,—
Left side,21 traps connected.
16 ,, not connected.
5 pipes connected.
Right side,14 traps connected.
25 ,, not connected.
6 pipes connected,
and 3 flaps damaged.
highest mark on sides 1 foot S inches, present flow 3 inches.
ELIZAUETII-SrI1EET, FROM

JUNcTIoN OF MAIN SEWER TO

Mr at t r Ii no

l3ATuunsT-sTnEwr.

31. This is an oviform brick sewer, 3 ft. 6 in. high. The materials and workmanship are good in Fro,n ,T,inction
this length, the sides and roof are dry, the renderiug good on the whole; the gradients are steep here, to nent-etret.
and the invert is much worn in places. 30feet from outlet there is a hole in the invert, three bricks washed
out, and further up there is a hole 8 feet long, with both rings gone;, this requires to be attended to at
once, otherwise a heavy flood may do much damage here.
This length is in good order. Roof and sides dry, and 110 sediment at bottom. Rendering good, From&,.,t,rect
to liing-streeL
invert good on the whole.
The sewer in this length is not in so good order ; water percolates sides freely in many places. flon King.,t.
The rendering is very thin and indifferently laid on, and patches left without being rendered at all. As this to Park-street.
part passes through a porous ironstone clay it would account for it making so much water. There is no
deposit of foul matter on sides, and the bottom is free from silt, except it short distance opposite the
New Synagogue ; thre is 6 inches of deposit, but not offensive.
This length is in a very bad state; a deposit of offensive sewage matter, 8 inches at Park.street, From 'nrk.
street to
and increases gradually to 1 foot 9 inches at Bathurst.street; here is a 9-inch trap leading from the Hyde Bathurst-,treet.
Park Hotel and adjoining honses ; all the sewage that comes from these houses lodges along the bottom of
sewer, as there is no head-water to carry it away. If there was a pipe in the head, so that it could be
flushed occasionally, it would prevent the silting up to such an extent. I had great difficulty to get
through this part.
The highest mark shown on sides is 1 foot 9 inches, present flow 3 inches.

Water.nno

There
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nncetiou,.

There are very few cdnuections on this length, considering the number of houses that are on it.
On the left there are,13 traps connected.
3 ,, not connected.
14 pipes connected.
4
not connected.

-

On the right there are18 traps connected.
8 ,, not connected.
S pipes connected.
5
not connected.
The pipes connected are street gullies, and no traps on.
CASDLEREAGH.STREET FROM JuNcTIoN or MAIN SEWER TO BATRUBST-STR1ET.
From Juncuon
to Perk ,tretS,

From

32. This length is not in a very good order; the gradients are more even, and the bottom free from
silt up to Park-street. Water percolates the roof and sides but leaves no sediment; the rendering in
some part has been washed off or what is termed "blown" owing to water percolating sides. The invert
shows very little sign of wear. The traps are all "improved traps,' with only two flaps damaged.
This length is silted from 3 in. at Park-street to 1 ft. 4 in. at the end in Bathurst.street; here again is

et. a pipe with trap on leading from Mr. Dowd and adjoining houses, discharging great quantity of sewage,

and there being no head how to take it away, it has accumulated a deposit of very offensive matter; the
pipe was partly choked np; the silt was cleared temporarily. I called the attention of Mr. Doharty
to this place and he went dawn to examine it. These three sewers—that is Elizabeth, Castlerengli, and
Pitt-streets ends at Eathurst.street; and there being no inflow of head water to carry the sewage matter
away causes it to accumulate in these three points.
Connoetions.

Up to Park-street the "improved" traps are used, and in very good order. From Park-street to
Bathnrst-street the old Commissioners" traps are used, and like all the rest of them the flaps are fixed,
open or shut as the case may be.
On the left side there are,41 traps connected.
4 ,, not connected.
12 pipes not connected.
On the right there are,25 traps connected.
5 ,, not connected.
S pipes connected.
4 of the flaps were damaged.
W. DAVIES.
Sydney, 8 October, 1875.
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B.
BUSBY'S BORE.
H9de Park to Shaft No.4 at Tee Works.
From the iron mains at Hyde Park to near Riley street the culvert is of stone, U feet x 2 ft., covered with flagging.
Along the bottom for the whole length there is a deposit, varying in depth from 9 to 21 inches, consisting of fine earthy
matter. (Sample No. 1.)
No water was observed percolating any part of this culvert.
At Riley-street the tunnel is through shale rook. 'The roof and sides are dry; there is sediment along the bottom from
C to 9 inches in depth. The shaft at this place is dry.
Above Riley-street the tunnel is through hard sandstone. At the Court House shaft a little water passes through the
bottom of shaft ; it is clear and sweet..
Betsvoea the Court House shaft and the Ice Works there is a pipe connecting with the gaol, brmaching ofF about 18
inches above bottom of tunnel. This pipe was perfectly clean.
After a minute examination of the tunnel between the Court Ijonse and the Sand lulls I was unable to discover traces
of contamination by sewage matter.
The lee Works shaft and the roof and sides of tonuel were dry.
Front this shaft to the Provost's there is an accumulation of matter which, owing to the unevenness bf the bottom,
varies from 3 to 9 inches in thickness. There is a slight soakage of wholesome water through the roof and sides of tsinnel, but
this leakage only amounts to what is called 11 bleeding-"

No. I, Park Road.
In this shaft water percolates freely through a fissure in the rook 12 feet below the surface.
There is only surface drainage to the houses in Park Road, and the surplus water and sewage matter finds its way to
the old quarry-hole, and is there absorbed by the made gronnd. I have no s]onht that it afterwards reaches the shaft,
since there is nearly the same volume of water miming off the drainage area as there is running into the tunnel through the
Shaft.
The tunnel is sound and good, and no water rons in at any point except at the shaft allnded to above.
The sansple bottle (No. 5) is filled with water from this shaft.
From Provost Buildings there runs on old drain discharging into the quarry-hole opposite the shaft.
Sample No. 2 was taken from the bottom oftunnel, where there is a deposit from 3 to 9 inches thick.
As far as could be ascertained the air in this portion of the tunnel was pure. The highest watcr'lino shown on sides is
8 feet, but at the time of hansination, owing to the irregularities at the bottom, there was a depth of 9 inches of water on the
bars and 4- feet C in the lsoles of the bottom of tunnel.
Shaft No, 1, Park Road to Pound Paddock.
This length is in good order. The roof is dry with a slight filtration of clear NvaL.,r through the sides.
The sediment is much the same as in other parts, varying in depth according to the unevenness of the bottom. At No.
12 shaft there are three culverts 4 ft. x 2 ft. with a lodgment of sand and fine earthy matter at the entrance, and on the bottom
from 12" to 15" in depth.
Pound Paddock Shaft to No. 20 Shaft at Sfle Range.
In this length pure water freely passes through roof and sides. I was unable to go farther than Shaft No, 10, as the
water was up to full bore. At this shaft there is a culvert.
At No. 17 Shaft I found 3 ft. of water. At No. 20 the bottom is nneven, and the tunnel is silted for a depth of 12 to
15 inches in the holes.
Shaft Na. 20 to the snout/a of Tunnel.
From No. 20 to 24 the roof of the tunnel is very low, and the water is to fall bore. On the roof and sides, clusters
of vegetable matter (sample No. 4) are found, which omit an offensive peaty smell. Clear water percolates the roof and passes
freely through the roof and sides.
Along the bottom there is a sediment from B to 9 inches in thickness. Sample No. 3 was taken front here.
There is a strong and offensive odour of decayed vegetable matter along the whole of this length.
General Remarks.
The tunnel throughout is most irregularly driven, being in a zigzsg witlaoot any apparont lines.
There is no fixed gradient, but the bottom consists of a succession of bars and hollows, so that the silt fills up the
hollows from bar to bar with a depth of from 3 to 15 inches.
The roof varies from 4 feet to 9 feet in height ; the lowest parts are always in full bore when the lock is open, thus confining the foul air in the high chambers formed in the roof.
If there were three or four veutilators on the shafts they would tend greatly to purify the water as well as the tir.
The sides are not trimmed but form so many shelves and nooks with a sedithent of fine peaty matter lodging on them,
front Ito 1 inch thick.
Percolation.
From Jlyde Park to Pound Shaft the percolation is very slight, only what is termed "bleeding," and the water is clear
and sweet with exception of No. 1 Park Road. From Pound Paddock to No. 24 the percolation is stresiger, but the water is
in all cases sweet and clear.
W. DAVIES.

0.
The Engineer.in.Oisicf for Earbours and Rivers to The Under Secretary for Public Works.
Respecbing discharge of the sewage at Port Mac2 uarie.
l{AvIuc, in attention to your niemo. of the 27th nitimo, carefully considered the subiect of the best nscaas of mitigating the
nuisance arising from the discharge of the sewage at Fort Macquarie, I have now the honor to submit the accompanying
plan for the approval of Mr. Secretary Sutherland.
The nrrongcment I preposc, tvl,ieh is somewhat sinular to that which, ]its been tried with a considerable degree
of success at Brighton, consists in trapping, as it is technically called, the outfall of the sewer, or, in other words, conducting
the sewage matter, by means of a east-iron pipe, to such a distance out into the harbour as will ensure its being discharged
some 12 feet below the surface of the salt water at low tide, so that the sewage which at present, by reason of its less specific
gravity, floats on the salt water, giving out its poisonous and olknsivo gases into the air, will be diffused amongst, and in great
measure dcoderized by, the large body of salt water with which it will become mixed.
I believe by this n'eans a great deul of the efi'ensiveness of tl,e sen-er will be removed, but I do not wish to be understood as implying that this or any other make-shift plan will be effeatnal in wholly renmeviug the nuisance. The present
systenm, w'lsicha snakes the harbour the. receptacle for the sewerage, is radically wrong, and no time should be lost in taking up
and dealing in a comprehensive manner with the whole subject of its proper disposal.
In the plan now proposed u only contemplate dealing wills the ordinary or dry weather discharge from the sewer, which
woald be conducted out a distance of about 120 feet, and to about 12 feet below the low-water-mask, and discharge at the edge
of the raef, which it will be observed at this point falls away into deep water, the aohid matter, street detritus, and such
like, can be removed from time to time by the dredge and sent out to sea.
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i: do not propose to interfere with the discharge of the storm waters ; to do so would involve the construction of a cast
iron culvert of the (till size of the sewer, which, besides being very costly, would be unnecessary, as the sewage is so diluted in
time of heavy
as to be almost inoffensive ; the valves inthe upper part of the east iron plate would allow of the free
discharge of the storm water, as they would have the same sectional area of opening as there is through the inner valves,
which were placed near the outlet of the sewer at the time of its construction, but which have since fallen into disrepair.
If found advisable the sewage might be impounded in the sewer (by means of the valves) during the period of flood
tide, and be allowed to discharge or]iy at the beginning of the ebb tide it would thus be swept well down the harbour, and
would not as at present oscillate backwards and forwr,rds with the flood and ebb tide.
I would here suggest that the attention of his Worship the Mayer be called to the condition of the valves to which I have
referred, and which are now lying unhinged in the bottom of the sewer.
The cost of the work herein reeonirnendod will be about £950. There are no funds at present available for carrying it
out I would therefore recommend that the sum required be placed on the Additional Estimates for this year.
The plan showing the proposed works is transmitted herowith.
E. 0. MORIARTY, 14/1/73.

B.
Mnro. respecting the Sugar Co.'s premises.
AcconDnca 05 instruction,, we visited the Sugar Works on the 31st August, and, as requested on the 9th instant, we submit
the following observations respecting our inspection:—
We found that the water retained in the Company's dam had been subjected to a sufficient filtration to arrest the
greater portion of the suspended matter, and that in this respect, at any rate, some improvement had been effected since our
previous visit.
We noticed that the water in the creek is arrested in its progress until it rises to a suMcient height to pass into the dam
this takes place just as the water enters the Company's property. We fear that when there is little water coming down the
creek, and in hot weather that this is likely to give rise to complaints.
We observed that there was still a collection of old sugar bags in the paddock, although the engineer told us that be
could buns thens, and indeed showed us the furnace which had been used for that purpose.
We eiamined a small drain which collects the house-slops from about twenty three dwellings at the corner of the
Newtown Road. This drain passes through tire Company's works, being covered for a portion of the way, and into it, during
its course to the creek, the Company discharge a great quantity of hot water. Wo.feund this miature of hot water and
house-drainage just os it leaves the Company's works to have a temperature of 102°, which we need hardly state is a very
favourable temperature for the putrefaction of such matters as the drains are likely to convey from the houses.
We think that these fluids should be kept apart, and that the Company should try to circdlate this hot water so as to
use it again, and pass it into the watcrway at a lower temperature. We mentioned this to the engineer.
CEAS. WATT.
G. P. DANSEY.
17th September, 1875.

IJEEDGiNGS FROM FARM COVE.
(Received 191.ht October, 187t.)
The University,
21 October, 1875.
To the Chairman, Sydney Sewage and Ifcaith Board,—
Sir,
I have the honor to inform you that in accordance with, your request of the 18th instant J inspected certain
samples of mud, in the possession of Mr. Moriarty, Engineer-in-Chief for Ilarbnnrs and Rivers, which had been dredged up
front the bottom of Farm Cove.
The samples were afterwards forwarded to mc here at my request, and after duo consideration I caine to the conclusion
that it would be unnecessary to make a them intl analysis of them, one of the. chief reasous being, that olsonld sewage matter
have been detected it would have been almost impossible to have correctly cstimato,l its amount, owing to the many organisms
naturally present in such deposits, viz., small varieties of molluscs, cirripeds, serpitlu, 8cc., besides microscopic forms of
animal life: it would have been nlrnost impossible to separate even the major pnrt of such, and those which were left would have
yielded animal matter, and tbcreby have wrongly figured as sewage contamination.
I, however, submitted the samples to IL careful cnicrnscopical cxnnunation—the results of which I has to enclose—from
which I was nnable to obtain any direct evidence to slrow that the dredgiugs had been contaminated by sewage discharged from
the sewer at Fort; Marqnavie.
I may mention that as I only received numbers with the samples T have left blank space for tine localities to be filled in.
I have, 8cc.,
ARCHIBALD LIV]iI{SIDGE.

Sample No.1.
Taken about 200 feet from rod buoy, in the direction of Lady Macquarie's Chair.
This sample consisted mainly of sand and cornininuted shells, together with a few unbroken shells of small ostrea, serpulw,
cLrr]peds, and others—with a certain proportion of a bluish grey clay.
It possessed a strong ' sca-slrore ' smell ; by this term I mean the smell which one perceives along most sea-shores where
there is sea-weed and other marine oijccts exposed at low tide.
No smell of sewage could be detected.
Under the microscope I was unable to identify any fneeal or ether sewage matter.

Sample No. 2.
Taken on edge of reef on the above line, about, one qimnrter the distance arm's.
Consisted solely of a feo' small barnacles.
Sample No. 3.
From the same line, about; one-tlnrd the distance across.
At the top, where this dredging had been exposed to the air, it was of a light brown colour, b,it underneath it had a
hlorslm grey colour mottled with black streaks and blotches—which had the appearance of being due to the presence of more or
less decomposed organic matter.
It consisted principally of clay, sand, and eom,ninnted shells, mixed with which was a considerable quantity of string and
small shreds of coarse canvas, also it forv woody fibres.
This specimen emitted a smell of decaying nmotter—similqr to that given off by the slime from the bottom of stagnant
ponds; it is, perhaps, worthy of note that tire smell although similar was by no means so strong as that given off by the deposits
obtained from the Crownstreet and Paddinpton rcservoirs.—( 7/ide Report on the Water Supply.)
No actual sewage matter could be detected.
Sample No. 4.
From same line, about three-quarters the distance across.
Very similar to the last—but with much less fibrous matter, such as yarn and canvas; smell also less perceptible; black
mottling also present in less quantity.
Nothing seen characteristic of sewage contamination. This sample contained rather fewer comminuted shells, and less
5and thsu some of the former.
Sample
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Sample No. 5.
Taken off Lady Macquarie's Chair.
Of about the same character a, No. 4, but no yarn or fibrous matter observel Smell of decomposing matter very faint.
Sample No. 6.
From abreast of Lady Macguano's Chair.
Bluish grey clay, containing rather more comminuted shells than No, 5, but with less black mottlings. No yarn or
other fibrous substances present. Had a slight smell of decomposing organic matter.
The quantity of decomposing organic matter in Nos. 3, 4, 5, and C could by no means be considered large. It may or
may not have been derived from sewage; there is not sullicient evidence to show its origin.
Sample No. 7.
From centre of Farm Cove.
A bluish grey clay, containing fresh sea'wecd and unbroken shells, red worms, and other forms. No bad smell—only the
usual sea-shore" smell. A very small amount of the black mottling, which may in this case be solely due to the decoasiposi'
tion of sea-weed. No yarn or other similar substances.

Sample Nb. S.

8

From 100 yards bolow Port Denison.
Of a uniformly brown colour, npparently made up solely of sand and eommiuuted shells. No bad odour.

Sample No. 9.
From centre of entrance to Neutral Bay.
A bluish grey clay, containing a few whole shells and some broken-up ones. No sea-weed present, ant no bad odour.
A few black streaks nnd spots, probably solely due to decaying sea-weed.
This, in common with the others, contained a few diatom frustules, sponge spieules, and other similar objects. The
clay too, by exposure, changed colour, as mentioned under No. 3.
It was remarked that forms of life which are usmdly abundant where there is much decaying matter present were
totally unobserved.
ARCIID. LIVItRSIDGE.
The University, Sydney,
October 21, 1875.

P.
ANALySES

or Ws'rmt.

Sydney, October 23, 1875.
To the Chairman of the Sydney Sewage and Health Board,—
Sir,
In accordance with your request, I have looked over the evidence given by the Hon. S. Smith and Mr. Ohs,. Watt
during my absence from Sydney,and beg to avail myself of the opportunity afforded me to meet the objections therein raised
against certain portions of any Reports upon the quality of that: part of the Sydney Water Supply which is obtained from the
Lachlan Swamp.
It is only with very great reluctance that I make any comment, but I feel that I am constrained to to do both for the
information of the Commission and to prevent any discredit which might for a time be thrown upon my investigation.
In answer to question No. 1987, Dr. Smith seems to think that the greater quantity of albtuncaoid ammonia yielded by
the water from pond No. 2, viz.,-30 against -10 from pond No. 1, 'nay be due solely to the greater quantity of vegetable
matter which it has dissolved—owing to the absence of a sluice in the dam and the consequent stagnant condition of the
water.
J am extremely sorry that I cannot: regard this explanation as a sufficient one, for several reasons, one of which
Dr. Smith mentions, viz. —That although (:lie hscnses draining into pond No. 2 are fewer in number than those drniasng into
pond No. 1 they are in closer proximity ; this is a very material difference, for the sewage finding its way into pond No. 1—
the purer of the two—may, undergo considerable purification both by filtration, by oxidation, and by the vegetation with which
it comes into contact during its more lessa the.ned passage.
Thea too, the amount of animal °
refnse which is derived from and ha, accumulated in the soil around the soap and
candle works may be very great,—no proper estimat.c can readily be formed of this important source of impurity to the water of
pond No. 2.
Neither do we know how much, of this contamination is due to other old deposits of refuse. There is another point
in favour of pond No. 1, and that is, its capacity is about twice as great as that of pond No. 2. (1-ide Mr. Bell's map, Juno,
1875. Dam No. 1-9,500,000 gallons. Dam No, 2-5,300,000 gallons). Hence any given amount of impurity flnding it,
way into the ponds would be twice as much diluted in pond No. las it would in pond No. 2. The periodical opening of the
slnieo of No. 1 must also greatly tend to purify it.
r agree with Dr. Smith in thinking that further examination might be made with advantage.
In the latter part of answer No. 1983, Dr. Smith refers to analysis No. 1, Laehlaa Swamp water, which eontsuis 20
parts of albnrnenoid ammonia, and it is assnmed that this 20 parts of albumenoid ammonia may be derived solely from vegetable
matter. I do not tlnnk that we have anything to lead us to suppose that is the ease.
If that quantity-20 parts of alhomcnoid ammonia contained in the Laclslan Swamp—he derived principally from the
decay of vegetable matter, how- is it that we do not find the same amount in the Botany water? Both areas are similar, both
are covered with the same kind of vegetation, and both waters are discoloured by peaty, matter to about the same extent; but
the Lachlaa Swamp is wehlknou-n to recaivc a moth greater contamination froin sewage than the Botany Swamp, yet this
sewage contamination is almost ignored, and it is suggested that the greater impurity of the water may be merely due to a
greater quantity of dissolved vegetable matter. I am really very sorry to have to confess that I cannot agree with Dr. Smith
and Mr. Watt in this opinion. I do not think it would be right to shut one's eyes to the known sources of evil.
If the quantity of 20 parts albumcnoid ammonia in the Lachlan water be principsfly due to decaying vegetation,
then there certainly should be, to my mind, the same or a greater amount found in the Botany water.
If we compare the amounts of albumenoid ammonia contained by various waters we shall see that the amounts
increase with the proximity of their sources to contamination.
Aihumennid Varts per
ammonia.
munon.
Broughtan Creek .................................05
05
University Tank, underground ................06
06
3, Loddoa River .....................................07
07
free from turbidity .............065
11
066
Botany water, May 26, /75 .....................-10
'10
May
31,
/75
.....................-11
11
11
Laehlan
water, May 11th, /75..................-20
20
July 28th, /75 ..................
-21
'21
Nos. 13 and 3 show how much ammonia is contained in an unpolluted natural water, for we may regard sewage contamna.
tion as nit, and the albnmenoid ammonia as derived solely from 'natural sources. The University tank-water is simalafly
naturally pure, the Botany water receives a slight amount of sewage contamination, and the Lachlaaa an increased quantity.
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I may, perhaps, be here permitted to mention that when I state in my first Report that I (10 not consider the Lachlan
Swamp water "a good wholesome water," I mean that it is not a first-class water. I by no means wish it to be inferred that I
consider it to be absolutely noxious, and that the organic matter w]sieh it contains, as indicated by the yield of albumenoid
RMmoiiia,roallyi-epresciitsgomuclisl)eciflcl)oisoii;le but I certainly do think that a water derived from amoro or less contaminated
area as that is should be looked upon with suspicion until all sources of impurity are effectually removed. I do not consider it
to be a first-class water; still it may not have any injurious effects upon the eonsuniers ; but a water containing much organic
matter may, by some of those mysterious and subtile changes which we know to take place at any moment, become deleterious.
A water canthining much organic matter affords everything necessary for the support and propagation of those minute growths
and organisms which are found in decomposing organic matter, which growths in many cases are known to be active in
setting up putrefaction, and may perchance in sonic cases carry disease with them.
No calculations can be made with any degree of accuracy, which ni-a based upon the loss on ignition. It is not usual
now for chemists to estimate this loss. My only reasons for snaking the dcternnnations was to Sec how for they agreed with
previous analyses made in this Colony, and I thought that; as all the waters of each' batch were collected on the same day some
information might be obtained, but the results were comparatively valueless, and I attach no importance to them.
In answer to question No. 2013, Mr. Watt says that lie doubts that chlorine when present in considerable quantity is
an indication of eontsirnivation, owing to our provimity to the sea. This cannot refer to samples Nos. 5, 9, 18, 26, 28, 22,
23, which were obtained from the mains and reservoirs,
Question No, 2021
" Would you, thie,'efoi'e, consider that, the proportion of albimienoid asanionsiL could safely be
tnken in this country as a criterion of the wholesome or unwholesome condition of the water ? I really do not think- so, anrt
it is thy impression that this is it glowing opinion in England at the present time, 1 fad that Dr. Letheby in his reports is
dropping the question of albume,aoid ammonia altogether."
Question 2022. chais'rnan.] Can you support your statement by any authorities? [Witness qnotedfrons a report l,ij
Dr. Let/ashy in the Journal of Gas big/all,?9, Waler Supply, and Sanitary iniprorements, in ce/tic/s he ,q:ses ' tsila'o,qan as nitrates,
and nitrogen determined as aa,a,onia.' "]
I Tery much regret that I am obliged to differ from Mr. Watt in this opinion.
This method, known as the "ammonia process," was elaborated by Professor Wnnklyn, Dr. Chapman (since dead), and
Mr. Miles U. Srnith. At first it did not find much favour, but it gradually gained supporters, and in November, 1872, Professor Wanklyn, in a eoi]ilnsinic,rtion to the Chemical IVeatts nient ions that many authorities 11 1)055 water analysis have
declared in its favour, amongst them being Mr. Way, Dr. Frankland's predecessor as Government chemist, the lute Dr. W.
Allen Miller, I.R.S., Professor of Chemistry at King's College, London, and water analyst to the Privy Council, Di', Angns
Smitls, FAtS., Chief Inspector under the Alkali Act., and Dr. Lsmtlseby.
Sinc3 that time there has grown up in England a very strong and decided opinion in its favour ; it is by ninny even
considered superior to Dr. Fran kiand's method, which is altogether beyond the manipulative skill of many chc,niste. From
the current scientific literature it will be seen that this ammonia process" is used by aln,ost every nioderas scientific chemist
of ally repute, at a water analyst. It is not only given but spoken highly of in. nearly all recent works on Quantitative
Chemistry. (Vide Professor Thorpe's Quantitative Analysis, 1874; Church's Laboratory Ginde, 1874; Sutton's Volumetric
analysis, 1872 and others.)
-.
The book is very lnghly extolled in a review in the chemical Xesrs for .Iuue, 1874, where it is said, "Essential to
every chemist whose duties by any possibility include the examination of water," also " the appearance of a thud edition of
this mannal is a proof at once of the sustained interest felt in sanitary science, and the confidence felt in the ammonia process,
which has rendered the analysis of water, as to its effect on pubtie health, practicable and trustworthy."
This favourable notice is of the greater value, because when the book first appeared in 1868 it was rosy ranch cut up
in the C/aesnkai .iVeics but since then chemists have been induced to give the process a fair trial, and it has gsined a well
deserved reputation.
The process-is used by the nillcers of the Indian Water Commission ; it is taught at the Nctley Array Medic,il School
it is employed by Dr. Russell, by Dr. lodge, and many others. It is also growing in esti,nation in America and Germany.
The above will perhaps suffice. I could multiply proofs if necessary, but I have neither the time nor the inclination so to do.
No one contends that the process is pes'fect in every respeet or that it cannot be improved upon, but it is almost innver
sally admitted that (leaving out Dr. Frank-load's process) it is the best and most accurate at present known.
I have, &c.,
ARCHIBALD LIVERSIDGE.

(I.
Sydney, 6 November, 1.875.
To the Chairman of the Sewage and Health Board,—
Memo.
In Professor Liversidge's letter, addressed to time Chairman of the Sew- age and health Board, and published as
Appendix F, it see,ns to be implied that I have advocated the ''ignition process" for the determination of the organic matter
in water. \Vitls reference to this I inciely wish to state that, in the examination of certain waters—of which the Sydney
supply may be taken as a goad illustration—I as's of opinion that thee process anentioned is capable of giving useful and Thirly
approximate results; provided such waters be analysed without matters in suspension, I. a, after they have been allowed to
settle. At the same time I nsa quite awa,-e that there are many waters, and nos ably those of London, which yield results by
this process which may be properly termed worthless. It appears to inc that Professor Liversidge has nnst.aken the meaning
of my answer to question No, 2021, which had evident reference to a debated point, 1. e., whether a water is to be condemned
because it yields a certain amount of albumncnoid asnnionia, even if its source be purely vegetable. I think that this is clear,
because I had endeavonred to show that I considered this to be the case in the instance we had been diseussin. I cannot
sec that my aiislvcr sl,onld have led Professor Liversidge to imply—by quoting authorities in favour of the " ammonia
process"-'-that I attach a hess value to it than ho does. To my,nind the questions are quite distinct—as distinct as n process
for detecting a substance is from the uses to which that snhstance may be applied My object in quoting Drs. Let hicby and
Whitinore was to show that those authorities in their water reports state the '' Nitrogen cleterenimsed is ,,mnnsonia" as a whole,
making 110 distinct ion between free and ahbumnenoid amnnsnnia ; and in certain respects this plan seems preferable, as in somo
of the analysis that I have seen I suspect that a eertais, portion of the aaiuio,sia which may be fixed in the water, probably
by an organic acid, snakes its appearance in the analysis as olbsm,nem,oid ammonia.
Cif AS. WATT.

11.
The Principal Under Secretary to The Secretary of the Sydney City and Suburban Sewage and hlcahth Board.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Sydney, 29 April, 1875.
Sir,
I am directed by the Colonial Secretary to transmit to you, for the i,,fornsation of the Sewage and hlenith Board,
13 April, 1576. the enclosed copy of a letter addressed to His Excellency the Governor by Cumnn,octoio Goedcnoisgh', respecting the Ins-ge
number of cases of enterie fever that have recently appeared in two slsips of time Australian Squadron, treecablo, as it appears,
in part to the foul state of the harbour in Sydney Cove and Ens-nm Cove.
I have, he.,
HENRY JTALLOR.AN.
Commodore
have never maant it to be understood that 5. thought this water to be immj ,mrk,mss,
COBRECTIQN:—,ta my evwomaee P. 78,—for "would bejust as injurious'a react "might become, &e."
I
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Commodore Goodenough to Governor

On

Hercules 'Robinson.
Her Majesty's ship "Pearl,"
Sydney, 13 April, 187;.

Sir,

I have the honor to,ask Your xeellency
t
's attention to the large number of cases of enterie fever which have
recentJy appeared in two ships of this Squadron during, or immediately after, their remaining at an anchor in Farm Cove,
Sydney.
I have been for some time in doubt as to whether the probabilitieswero in favor of the disease liaviiigbecn contracted
on shore when men were on leave or on board and at the anchorage the early eases seeming to show that the men might. well
have contracted it on shore, as they were traced to have slept in low and poisonous parts of the town, while the officers, who
almost invariably slept on board their ships, were not attacked,
But us this fever has now attacked a man of the 'Pearl," who has not yet put his foot on shove at Sydney since the
arrival of that ship from Adelaide on the 22nd Febnrnry, it seems that there can be no doubt that in some eases the fever has
been contracted on board the ship and I have no doubt that, in such eases it is duo to the very foul state of the harbour in
Sydney Cove and Fann Cove.
4, There can be no question that this condition of those anchorages is due to the fact that the drainage of a great part
of Sydney is delivered into the harbour all around the head of Sydney Cove, where the water is always in a black and stinking
state and also off the end of Fort Macquarie, where a strong smell is nearly always apparent by day, and constantly by
night,'
It seems lnghly probable that (be unhealthy parts of the town, where seamen sleep, have also contributed to produce
thcso fevers, which, beyond the shadow of a doubt, hnvc hod their origia in Sydney.
The eases of fever which have appeared in the slups whose crews have been attacked, are as follows:11.31.8. "Pearl" arrived at Sydney, 25th October, 1874. Left Sydney for South Australia, 15th January, 1875. Returned
to Sydney, 22nd February, 1875.

('ases of lever.

Date of allpearance.
1e,ult.
26 January ....................................1 ease ....................................invalided.
27
....................................1 .. .................................... died, 14 February.
,,
3 February ....................................1 .. .......................... . ......... died, 11 February.
....................................1 .... .................................. sent to hospital.
4 April
U.M.S. "Barracouta" arrived at Sydney from Brisbane, 9 February, 1875. Left Sydney for Hobart Town, 13 March,
1875. Returned to $ydney, 10 April, 1875.

Cases of lever.

Date of appearance,
Itesult
25 February .................................. 1 case ........................
...........
.Sent
to
Sydney
Infirmary,
31Mareh
where onepaticot died.
:i::::::::::::::::::'::::::::
11
I
29Mareh.......... . ......................... 2 ......................................20... ................................... 1 ......................................
2Apr11.................................... 1 ......................................
..................................... 1 ......................................
4
...................................... I............... ........................
5
.................................... 1 ...................................... jCasos all on board "Barracou]' in
,,
6
.................................... 3 ....................................... quarantine at Sydney.
..................................... 1 ......................................
8
.................................... (3. ......................................
............................................................................

10
place.

,,

1 ......................................

.................................... 1 ......................................

Two additional eases which appeared during "llarrncouta's" passogo to Hobart Town wcro left in hospital at the latter
I have, &c.,
J. G. 0000ENOTJGH,
Captain and Commodore 2nd Class Commanding Australian Station.

.1

Sir,

The tudor Secretary to The Secretary of the Sydney City and Suburban Sewage and Healths Board.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Sydney, 29 April, 1875.

I nsa directed by the Colonial Secretary to transmit to you, for the information of the Sewage and Health Board,
the enclosed copy of a document wInd, has been forwarded by the Principal Secretary of State for the Colonies to His Excel- Admiralty, IS
Icucy Si,' Hercules Robinson, namely, the copyaofletter from the Admiralty, inclosing extracts of a report from Captain Jan., 1575.
Nares, of Her Majesty's ship "Challenger," in regard to the sanitary condition of the Sydney Harbour.
I have, &c.,
HENRY HA.LLORAN.

Robert Hall to The Under Secretary of State, Colonial Offlco,
Admiralty, 18 January, 1870.

Sir,

I am commanded by my Lords Commissioners of the Admiralty to transmit, for the information of the Secretary
of State for the Colonies, extracts from a re)ort, dated 19th November last, from Captain Naves, of H.M.S. "Challenger," in
regard to the sanitary condition of Sydney harbour, New South Wales, with -reference to the contemplated Commissariat Store
and Military Hospital at that place.
Iam,&C,,
ROBERT HALL.
230—F
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EXTBACT from lette' of llyds'ographie proceedings of B.M.S. "Challenger," dated from Hongkong, 19 November, 1874,

Captain G. E. Isares.
I found the anchorage in Fisrin Cove to be far less healthy than it was during my last visit in 1867, and I attribute the
number of oases of sickness which occurred amongst the ship's company on our first arrival there in the ' Challenger," to the
dIana arising from the drain which is constantly discharging its contents in the harbour at Fort Macquarie. I believei t is
contemplated to build a new eomsnissnriat store on Garden Island, and to establish a hospital there if so, I should wish to
warn the authorities against choosing that site. - It is astonishing how qnickly the floor of the ittichorage in the neighbourhood
of Farm Cove is being covered with the refuse and filth of the town, carried oil' by the drain and spread over the anchorage by
the ebb tide.
The moorings in Farm Cove have already had to be moved in consequence of the unhealthiness of the previous posLtson,
and even at the moorings oR' Lady Macquarie's Point the smelt is frequently offensive.
Considering the ever advancing bank of filth and the compound rate of increase in the amount of the dischnrge of the
drain in consequence of the increase of the population, it is certain before another twenty years have elapsed, unless the drain
is diverted, the whole anchorage extending from Fort Macquarie to Garden Island will be in an unhealthy state, and that the
island itself, however conveniently situated, will not be a healthy building site.
On the other hand, considering that the whole drainage of the city is well known to be in the most shameful state,
requiring only an epidemic to awake the authorities up to a better scheme, and that the Governor's ?'aJBily living at Government louse already feel the effects of the present arrangement nearly as much as the navy do—it is most probable that
before the time I have mentioned has elapsed the drainage will be diverted from its present outfall, in which case no better or
more convenient site could be chosen than Garden Island.
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MINUTES OF EVIDENCE
TAKEN BEFOItE

THE SYDNEY CITY AND STJBURBAN SEWAGE AND
IIEALTII BOARD.
MONDAY, 28 JUNE, 1875.
4rrcnt
G. F. DANSEY, ESQ.,
F BELL, Esq.,
B. 0. MORIARTY, Esq.,
F. H. G11UNDY, Esq.,
CHARLES WATT, Esq.,
Du. ALLEYNE,

lioN. J. 13. WTLSON,

II. 13. PIELL, ESQ., B.A.,

IX THE

Chas, Watt, F. H. Grundy, and F. Bell, Esqrs., Members of the Board, examined in their places
1151. C?an'mam to 7th. IVat/.] Have you any remarks to make in reference to the report of No. 2 C. Watt, Esq.
Committee, of which you are Chairman, now before the Board? I may state that we did, not consider it ,necessary or even advisable to tako evidence from any persons resident in the immediate vicinity of the 28 June, 185.
Sugar Company's premises, in reference to the alleged nuisance, because we learned from Inspector
Seymour that attempts had previously been made by the City Corporation to interfere with it, and that
those attempts had failed,
1152. Do you mean on the Sugar Company's prcinises P Yes; evideoe was given by residents in the
neighbourhood which was all in fhvour of the Company, and the prosecution consequently failed no
evidence, in fact, could be obtained to prove a nuisance in the locality. Under those circumstances we
thought it would be more prudent to use our own judgment in the, matter.
1153. You have no evidence on the subject then. Your report is based upon your own inspection.
From your observation of the pond and the creek which flows into it, and the state of' things existing in
connection with them, you consider the whole thing a nuisance P The creek is a decided nuisance, and
the pond is a nuisance, I have no doubt,at certain times, especially if the ioud is allowed to accumulate it
the bottom of it ; but :it the time when we visited it it did not scorn to me to be anything like a serious
nuisance. There are no houses immediately around it, and it is some distance from the road. The weather
was cool, and there was plenty of water.
1154. Supposing that waterhole and dam were filled up, and the whole of the matter which comes into
them were allowed to pass away, without any sl;or'ago of water, do you think, from what you saw and
heard, that the nuisance would be much diminished? I did not observe much nuisance with reference to
the pond and dam ; but with regard to the creek itself it is a great nuisance throughout its whole length
and breadth. kt this time of the veal' there is not much nuisance in the pond or in the darn.
1155. You observed a certain qumntity of organic matter in the water in the dam? Yes,' the mud which
settles in it is undoubtedly a great nuisance; but when we visited the place it was co& weather, and there
had been heavy rains, and it was not perceptible.
1150. Do you imagine that this pond would be likely to be a great nuisance if not attended to properly?
Yes, I think it would in hot weather. I may mention that I saw Mr. Ross, and spoke to him on Saturday
last, and be said the Company would be willing to do anything which we might recommend in the way of
filtration or otherwise, and would give immediate attention to it.
11.57. You are satisfied the Company would be glad to do anything they could to prevent any foul matter
from getti:ng into this pond? I feel sure they would do everything they could.
1158. What is done with the refuse—solid matter—left by the Company's operations P There does not
seem to be much refuse—only a few bags.
1150. 'What do they use this water for P Only for condensing purposes.
1160. They use it over and over again, do they not? Yes; they let a good deal of the water run off
after rain, and store it when they require it. They have a good deal of condensed water.
1101. I gather from your report that if a covered drain were laid down, so as to carry off all the drainage
of the neighbourhood, and divert the water from the Company's premises, it would be a great hardship to
the Company P Yes, they seem to have some rights, but we could not find out how that pond originated—
whether it wasa natural waterhole or not; We were told by one witness that it had been known to exist
there for some fifty years.
1162. The dam is eimtirely artifleial, is it not? Yes, there is no doubt that has been added; it has probably
been enlarged into the present damn. We could not find out its origin.
1163. You say in the report that the cost to the Company of obtaining sea water, or water supplied by the
Corporation for the purposes for which this water is now used, ls'ould be excessive P Yes, at the present
mate.
1164. But they use the same water over and over again. Supposing they had this pond thoroughly
cleansed of all sewage or drainage matter from the creek, and had town water introduced into it,]. should
imagine from your report that they would not require such a large amount of water? The water would
become too warm if they had not plenty of it. If I tightly understand the matter, they cannot uso water
1165.
of a higher temperature than 100, and in summer they require a large quantity.
*.39_Q.
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C. Watt., Esq. 1165. But in weather like this the surface temperature imist be sufficient to cool it. I dry weather there
can only be a small quantity of water coming in from the creek? I have not seen it in dry weather, but
28 June, 1875. I should think so.
1106. Can they carry on their operations in dry weather? I suppose they would start with their dam
full, and after running off any surplus they would get it filled again constantly after a thunderstorm.
1107. It appears to me that as this water is used for refrigerating only, and is not consumed or polluted, a
large daily supply would not be required. It might get a little too hot, and some of it might have to be let
off; but as there is a large surface area for cooling it, it appears to me that a small quantity would be sufficient? if I recollect right, we were told although it is not in evidence, that if the present supply did not
answer it would cost the Company £3,000 a year to obtain a supply of town water, and that they had
refused to give that sum.
1168. I cannot see that the Company can require such a large daily supply, because they do not obtain it
in dry weather, and yet they carry on their operations all the same? As 1 stated, they would start with
the darn full, and it would be replenished after each thunderstorm.
1169. You think then that the Sugar Company are inclined to carry out anything, within moderate limits,
which we might consider necessary to be done? I am sure of it.
1170. Do you think the evil would be remedied to a considerable extent if the water were filtered? Yes; I
thinkso.
1171. have the Company room for filtering works on their premises? Yes; there may be sonic little
difficulty about the level—there may not be sufficient fall—but that could be got over somehow or other.
1172. Has any plan been considered for carrying out such works? No, it rests entirely with the Company.
1173. And you tlniilc there would be no particular difficulty about it? They were under the impression at
one time that they would have to lift the water by pumping, but I believe they consider now that that will
not be necessary ; there would be no real difficulty. (Athi'cndunz by ilk. Gnsnthj.) I think it is in evidence
that Mr. Pohiman, when asked the qnestion whether anythiug could be done to secure the water from contamination by means of filtering, said at first that lie was not certain whether it could be done without tlio
application of pumping power, but afterwards be said that perhaps a sufficient fall might be obtained outside the creek. The difficnity seemed to him to be whether the Company could do what they required,—
whether they had sufficient power to go upon private property to do it.
1.174. Chairman to 1k. Watt.] You are satisfied then that no preventible nuisance exists on the Company's
premises—as to storage of bones, for instance, or nnytlnng of that kind? Nothing of the sort; we had
no evidence of anything of the kind. All Nye observed was some old bags, which, we were told, would in
future be burned more rapidly ; that was all we saw there.
1175. Would such a system of filtration as would allow the Company to use the water without creating
any nuisance be compatible with any system of sewerage that might be necessary. It seems, as far as we
can gather from the evidence, that seine kind of sewerage is absolutely necessary;—would the two systems
be compatible? No ; I think the moment a system of sewerage was carried out there would be an end to
the Company's supply of water from the creek:
1176. Then there would be a point of law to be determined ? Yes.
1177. You say that the temperature of the water in the pond is r,used to 100? Yes.
1178. Would not that greatly increase the nuisance if it existed ? Yes.
1179. Then from that point of view the Company are creating a nuisance by aggravating ,in existing
evil? 'Well, they make the temperature higher than it would otherwise be, and in that respect no doubt
they create a nuisance, (Addcmiuin by Ak. Gi'undv.) We were told that in summer tune, when, as you
rightly observe, there is very little water coining down the creek, the Company supplement the supply
from a well they have constructed en their premises, from which they can pump so many gallous-25,000,
I think, per day.
1180. Chairman to Mr. BalL] Iwill ask you one question, Mr. Bell, although it is perhaps rather irregular.
It appears from the evidence taken before this Committee that the City would not be able to supply the
extra quantity required by the Sugar Company from the mains without unduly diminishing the supply to
the Globe? Oh, that is not the case now.
1181. You are quite sure that you could give the Company .in ample supply now? Oh, yes.
1152. Chairman to Mr. Wrtt.] Do you think from what you have seen of this creek and its neighbourhood,
and the necessity which appears to exist for some covered drain to carry off the drainage of that locality,
that it would be desirable to encourage the Sugar Company to go to the expense of this temporary filter ing arrangement? I think such ,in arrangement would not be very expensive, and it would be some time
before any system of sewerage was carried out.
1183. You think then it would be worth while, and would not be too expensive? I think so.
1184. Chairman to Mr. Grundy.] Do you concur in that opinion? Yes, so far as I can do so without any
further calculations, and without having taken any levels.
1185. Chairman to Mr. Watt.] If a system of filtration were adopted, such as has been suggested, could
the matters contaminating the water which would be removed by the Jilter create a nuisance, or could they
be rapidly collected and removed? If a proper system were carried out all those matters could be very
easily removed and no nuisance need be created.
.1186. Is it a fact that in the filtration of water—in some systems of filtration at all events—a portion of
the contaminating matter becomes oxydized and ceases to contaminate? Yes, it becomes oxydized.
1187. Did it strike you, in looking at the whole question, that the population in the neighbourhood of the
Company's premises is becoming too large to have such an establishment there at all P Yes, as a distinct
fact, apait from this particular question, I should like inanufitctm,res of all kinds to be removed from town.
1188. Would the Company be disposed to carry out this cleansing—periodical cleansing—of the bottom
of the pond, if they were called upon to do so? I believe they would do anything they were called upon
to do. and 1 feel sure if that pond were kept clean, and no mud allowed to collect in it, the nuisance
arising from the storage of water would be very slight.
1189. Hon. J. B. Wiisoa to Mr. Wait.] lion- often would it require to be cleaned out? That would
depend entirely upon the efficacy of the filtering arrangements.
1100. O/zairman to 2W-. Watt.] And you think nothing can effectually be done to remedy the evils which
exist in this locality, except a proper system of sewerage be carried out? No, and that is a very serious
question, and involves a heavy expenditure as you will find.
.
.
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1101. You sop no possible way of disposing of the surfh.ce drainage from the various yards of houses, C. Watt, Esq.
stables, and cowsheils, &c., except by a system of sewerage somewhere through that watercourse? I do c—'
not like to say that; there may he some means of branching off somewhere. I do not feel competent to 28 June, 1875.
give ,in opinion upon that point. The great evil is that there are a number of small houses in that neighbourhood, packed closely together, with cesspits and wells almost immediately adjoining. Filthier places
1 have never seen.
1192. Ultairman to Mr. Grnn4] Have you any information, Mr. Gruudy, to add to that which Mr. Watt
has given us P There is one matter which is not mentioned in the report. The drainage from the Asylum
for the Deaf and Dumb and Blind evidently goes into this creek down a declared road. They have earthclosets there for day use but at night the children, all the inmates in fact, use a closet, supposed to be a
waterclosct, within the building, which is emptied by a pipe icto a well on the premises which well, as far
as the Superintendent could inform us, is not lined or cemented in any way. Then they have absolutely
provided a system for pumping this closet matter from that cesspit, when it gets full, into the street which.
leads directly into the creek. There is certainly a small piece of garden ground, but it is so narrow that
the contents of the cesspool must find their way into the creek which flow's direct into the Sugar Company's pond. (Athlenthe.m ky Mr. Watt) I may remark in reference to that question that, considering the
distance this building is from the creek, I think in hot woather the organic matter in this drainage would
probably be decomposcd before it reaches the creek, and the fluid itself absorbed.
1193.:Chairman to Aft. Bell.] Am I right in understanding that the whole or a considerable portion of
the drainage which now runs into the Sugar Company's works could, at the point where it enters those
works, be diverted and directed into the Abercrombie-street sewer? Yes, it could.
1194. And that would to a very large extent remedy the evils on and below the Sugar Company's Works?
It would.
1195. This Abercrombie.street sewer after it passes Parramatta-street is above the level of the natural
drainage into Blackwattle Swamp, is it not? Yes, considerably above it.
1.196. is this Abercrombic-strect sewer of sufficient capacity and is there sufficient fall to carry off the
drainage that way? Yes- I have not gone into any particular calculations in connection with it, but I
think so.
1197. Iron. J. B. Wilson to Mr. Bell.] How long do you know do these men live who are employed empty.
ing the sewers in Blackwattle Swamp—what is their average term of employment before they become
disabled P I think I have heard Mr. Scymour say that they do not last for more than four years before
they have to go to the Infirmary.
1198. Chairman to Aft. Watt.] To return to this filtering process: If I understand you, when a storm
comes on, at present they divert the water at first and let it run o11 and after it has become partially
purified and all the worst impurities have been carried away, they let it into the dam. How would that
net with the filtering arrangement? I suppose that if the filtering arrangements were properly placed,
the main portion of the water might be run off through the bye-wash as it is now.
1199. The Company would not want to save the storm water? Only so much as they would require.
1200. You think they would be able to pass enough through the filter to meet all requirements? Yes, I
think so.

TUESDAY, 20 TUfl, 1875.
3Jrccat
HeN. J. B. WILSON,

F. BELL, Esq.,
B. PALMER, Esq.,

F. 0. MORIARTY, ESQ.,
Drn ALLEYNE,
M. CHAPMAN, Esq.

Al. B. YELL, ESQ., B.A., IN THE CRAm.
John Wetherill, Esq., Mayor of Leichhardt, called in and examined :
1201. Chairman.] We understand that a report has been prepared at your request by Mr. Seymour, upon j, iveflicrul,
certain nuisances in your municipality. We are perfectly aware of all the circumstances connected with
tsq.
it, and we understand that you are also aware of them and consider that they ought to be remedied? Yes,
no doubt all these things are quite trite and correct as explained in the report.
29 June, 1875.
1202. You are personally aware of the truth of the report? Yes, I have seen these nuisances several
times myself.
1203. And you think it would be to the advantage of the residents in your municipality if they were
abated P Yes, there are continually complaints about them by the residents in the neighbourhood. I
myself live close to the Parramatta Road and do not personally experience them, but reports are con.
stant;ly made to the Council, and we have not hitherto been able to put a stop to them. Our by-laws
have been useless for that purpose, but we have had new ones framed, and I think we shall now be able to
remedy the evils.
1201. We understand that although you cannot prosecute the parties, yet private individuals can do so,
and that they have done so on more than one occasion? Yes, I believe that has been done in reference to
two or three nuisances in the neighbourhood.
1205. Other municipalities, it appears, have not found any difficulty in prosecuting persons for nuisances
of this kind ;—they have been hunted out of the Municipality of Jmalinain, for instance P Yes, I believe
that has been done on the Balmain side.
1200. How is it you cannot hunt them out of your municipality? Well, we have not been established as
a municipality so long as they have at Balmain. The Glebe island Abattoir is the great inducement; that
is where the greatest nuisance is created.
1207. You think now that yen will have no difficulty in prosecuting these people? I think not; we have
passed new by-laws, and wo shall be able to do so for the future.
1209. What has been the great difficulty hitherto P We have had no Inspector of Nuisances.
1.209. But it is not necessary to have all Inspector of Nuisances in order to prosecute; private individuals
can do so without? No; but private persons have always a great objection to prosecute. It is our intentioi
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3. WetherlI, Lion to appoint an Inspector of Nuisances, and then we shall take proceedings at once. Several gentlemen
from the Clebe have called at our office, and complained of nuisances on our sido as well. It appears
2? June, 18' 5 that. all these nuisances run into Johnson's Creek, and of course they find the same nuisance at the Glebo
as we do.
1210. They have not any of these ng-feeding establishments at the Glebe, but they feel the eflbct of those
in your municipality F Yes, they are in very near quarters.
1211. Is there anything which you would 'vislI to be done to assist you in this matter ;-or do you think
you have full powers to deal with ii P I think we have full powers to act.
1212. And do you think your Municipal Council are willing to act in abating these nuisances P Yes; at
our last municipal election we had two now aldennl)a who were connected with them, but we have a
majority now.
1213. You think then that difficulty is overcome P Yes.
1214. In what time do you think you will be able to take action in the matter? We intend to do so
without delay; we are going to advertise for an Inspector of Nuisances at once.
1215. Do you mean to put a stop to the feeding of pigs upon ofthl within the municipality? Tam afraid
we cannot do that.
1216. Then what can you (10 F We can make the people keep their places clean; it is the stench from
these establishments which annoys people go.
1217. Can you prevent p rsons froin feeding pigs with offal on their premises in any municipality? lam
afraid not, except within a certain distance from a street or road.
1218. Still if a nuisance exists you can put a stop to it no matter how far it may be from a road?
Yes. The boiling-down establishmncits are the greatest nuisance, especially when they remove their
coppers, which is generally done at a certain time in the night.
1219. Can you put a stop to that? [do not know it; is our intention to try if we can do so.
1.220. Do you think it would be desirable to prohibit persons from feeding pigs upon offal within a certain
distance from Sydney? I think it would be desirable to put a stop to it altogether; the pigs should be
fed on something very different if the pork is to be sold and eaten.
I 221. You don't llnnk pork fed on offal is fit for bunion food? No; the offal has a most disgusting
appearance when it is thrown down in the yard for the pigs to eat.
1222. Are dead horses brought there as ivell? Sometimes ; pigs are very fond of anything of the kind.
1223. Can you suggest anything that iiould be done to assist you in potting a stop to these abominable
nuisances? I don't think so ; I think we have now the power in our own hands to stop them.
1224. We understand that in a certain part of the (larryowen Estate, which is within your municipality,
the refuse matter from closets in Balmain is buried P It was, but I believe that has been stopped.
I.M. It must be very recently then P Within the last month, I think.
1226. Why was it done awa.y with, do you know? I am not quite sure; but I think it was in consequence of our writing to inquire about it. I think my clerk told me it had been stopped a week or two
ago, and that some man had taken a contract to keep the closets clean, and that lie used the matter on a
piece of ground in the Balimiain Municipality.
1227. Were you aware of any complaints being made of its being a nuisance in your municipality? Jam
not aware that it was a nuisance, but the matter was reported to us, and of course it was our duty to take
notice of it.
1228. Do you think the close proximity of the Glebe Island Abattoir is a nuisance? Yes, that is the
great inducement to the people in our municipality to keep pigs. As long as that slaughter-house is there
I am afraid there will be some difficulty in getting rid of these places.
1229. Are there many of these establishments in your municipality? There are several of them. I forget
how many.
1230. Your clerk told us there were eleven, Are many people employed on them? Not many-the
families of the people connected with them chiefly.
1231. Do you think the people in your municipality generally would be glad to get rid of these places?
Yes, except the proprietors themselves, who live by them.
1232. Does the discharge of blood from the Glebe Island Abattoir create any nuisance in your municipality P Well, I don't think we shall notice that; there are very few houses near the water in our
municipality. There is, I am told, sometimes at low water a great smell from it.
1233. When do you expect to act decisively against these people? At once. I believe an advertisement
for an Inspector of Nuisances has "one in this evening.
1234. Then all you will be able to
will be to make these people keep their places clean? Yes, that is
all we can do.
1235. But you will not be able to prevent them from feeding their pigs upon offal, except within forty
yards from a road? No, that would be of no use, because it would be very easy for them to take the offal
some distance further from the road and feed their pigs with it there; it appears to be a profitable
business.
1236. And the boiling-down establishments ;-how do you propose to deal with them P They are not a
very great nuisance, except when they are removing their coppers ; they usually do that about 11 or 12
o'clock at night.
1237. Is there any remedy for the horrible stench which this causes at night? I am afraid there is not.
1288. Have you any other information to give us bearing upon these matters? No, I think not. I am one
of those who live on the Parramatta-road, quite out of the way of these nuisances ; we have a great many
letters sent to the Council complaining of them, but they are not in my neighbourhood.

L

Michael Chapman, Esq., Alderman of the City, examined in his place
M. Chapman, 1239. Chairman.] You reside at the 0-lebe. Mr. Chapman, I believe? Yes.
Esq.
1240. 1-lave you experienced any of the nuisances supposed to arise from the piggeries and boiling-down
establishments in the Leiehhardt Munici;.ntlity F I have noticed a strong stench from that direction, but
20
June, 1875. I am not sure whether it proceeds from the Glebe Island Abattoir or from Leiclihardt.
1241. Did you observe the direction of the wind when you noticed that stench? it was almost northerly; I
imagine
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imagine that it works round Johnson's Bay—I live just at the entrance to the Glebe side of Johnson's M. Chapman,
E.q.
Bay—and that we get the force of it on our side. I have no doubt that a portion of the stench proceeds
from the Leichhardt Municipality.
29 Juno 1876
1242. From these different establishments 9 Yes.
1243. Do you think it would be desirable that the feeding of pigs upon offal or dead animals within a certain
distance—Hay ten inilos—froin Sydney, should be prohibited P Yes, I certainly think so. I would do
away with feeding pigs upon dead animals and offal, altogether ; but under any circumstances it ought not
to be allowed within eight or ten miles of the city.
1244. iJo;& T. B. Wilson.] Or within the boundaries of it municipality? Certainly not within the boundaries of any municipalities.
1245. With regard to the boiling-down establishments, do you think they should be forbidden within a certain
distance of the city? Yes, because the stuff they boil down is so bad that it strnks and creates a nuisance
before it is boiled down.
1246. You have none of these establishments in the 0-lebe now? No.
1247. Have you observed any nuisance to arise from the discharge of blood into the harbour at Glebe
Island? I have.
1.248. Do you think it an excessive nuisance? I have seen nasty slimy deposits left on the sand and in the
water, which have had all the appearance of being caused by blood.
1249. Where have you observed these deposfts? At Johnson's Bay and at Blackwattle Swamp.
1250. You have reason to believe that these deposits were caused by the discharge of blood into the harbour,
and that they cause an offensive smell? Yes, I am sure of it.
1251. And you think the nuisance should be put a stop to at once? I am certain it should.
1252. To turn to a rather different subject: We have taken evidence as to the slaughtering of small animals
—lambs, calves, and sucking pigs—in the city. There appears to be no doubt—in fact it is not disputed—
that a very large number of these animals are slaughtered in Sydney ;—itis perfectly iiopossibleto prevent
it. and a very great nuisance arises from this practice, in consequence of the offlul, blood, and refuse being
clandestinely disposed of in the sewers, in cesspits, and kept in the hack yards and other places on the
premises for the sahie of secrecy a longer time than would otherwise be necessary, until putrefaction is
produced and it bccornes a great nuisance. We also have it in evidence, that if it be desirable to get the
meat of these animals in the best possible condition, especially that of lambs and calves, it is very undesirable to slaughter them at the Abattoirs. There are certain difficulties in the way which have been
explained to us ; and it is stated that the nuisance would be much abated if the slaughtering of these
smaller animals in the city were recognized and carried oat under proper supervision and at proper
places. This would remove the temptation which now exists, to dispose of the blood and offhl clandestinely ; and it has been suggested by this butchers that it would be desirable to license places in the city
for this kind of slaughtering. What is your opinion, and what do you think would be the feeling of the
inhabitants of Sydney in the matter? I believe there is a certain amount of difficulty in getting lamb
and young meat ready and fit for market if it is carried any great distance; it gets knocked about in
the carts and injured. I nun in favour of having a place within the city licensed, but not more than one place
for slaughtering calves and lambs—some central place, such as for instance, the Haymarket, whore there is
a good sewer and plenty of water, and whero the animals would be slaughtered under the supervision of
the Corporation.
1253. You think there should obly be one place? Only one place. I think it is quite possible to do it
in one building. There should be a man to supervise the slaughtering and see that everything was
properly cleared away, and the place kept clean,
1251. It appears to be the opinion of persons capable of judging, that it would be possible to prevent
this kind of slaughtering, by prohibiting persons from having any of these small animals in the city, but
they say that if regulations were made of such a stringent character the result would be that there would
be next to no slaughtering at all of these animals—that in short there would be scarcely any veal or
lamb sold. Do you think it would have that effect? I believe the butchers will supply veal and lamb
under any circumstances. I think we should have a much better chance of keeping the city clean, and
the meat properly prepared for market, by providing a central place for slaughtering. A reasonable
charge only should be made, just sufficient to cover the cost.
1255. What animals would you propose to have slaughtered there? Lambs, and calves, and sucking-pigs,
but not large pigs or porkers.
1256. You would not propose to give licenses to butchers to kill on their own promises? No. I would
have all the animals slaughtered under the supervision of a proper Slicer, which could never be done if you
allowed the butchers to kill on their own premises. They would slaughter in their back yards and sheds, and
all sorts of places. If you gave them permission to slaughter on their own premises 'you would do away
at once with the supervision which ought to take place, and besides that you would require all enormous
staff to go round to all these different places to watch what was done. Whereas if you had one central
place, such as the Haymarket or any other equally suitable place, the meat would not be knocked about so
much in being carried to the shops as it is now in the carts, when it is brought down from the Abattoirs
frequently with the. men sitting on the top of it.
1257. You don't think this licensed slaughtering within the city would create any feeling of unpopularity?
No, I don't think it would.
1258. When you say one place, I suppose you would not object to two or even three, if they were found
necessary, for the city and suburbs. We are speaking of the whole of the metropolis? I would not
object to two or three if the suburbs are included. I don't believe myself you will ever be able to put
down slaughtering in back yards and sheds until the Magistrates iuflict fines suThciently high to deter the
butchers from doing it.
1259. Now I will as you one or two questions on another subject. We have the report of a Committee which has been inquiring into a nuisance said to exist on the Sugar Company's premises
in Parrainatta-street. It appears that the nuisance is occasioned chiefly by the matter which enters
the creek above the Company's works—the ordinary drainage froin any populous neighbourhood—
and flows into and remains in the pond. We do not gather that the Cumpauiy contribute to the
nuisance by having this pond there for storing the water as it were. They do not contaminate the
way in any sensible way themselves. This is the pond (indicatinq position on diagram), and this is
where the water is supposed to enter the Company's works; this is the dam, and this is the bye-wash
through
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M. Chapman, through which the surplus water is allowed to run off (luring flood times. Now we are informed that it
Esq.
would be possible to carry off this drainage matter from the creek just above where it enters the Company's
works, by constructing a branch drain to the Abereroinbie-street sewer, so that this pond would not be
29 June, 1875, contaminated at all. The flood water, which would be comparatively pure after its first flush had run off,
might be allowed to enter this pond, while the surplus water, instead of being a nuisance to the people on
the other side of Parramatta-street, would serve to flush the sewer and prevent accumulation of matter in
the fiats about Blackwattle Swamp, and the new sewer would take the ordinary drainage to the A.bercrombie.street sewer P Yes, I think that would be quite possible. I do not belie)e the Company contribute anything to the nuisance in that neighbourhood, except by storing the water.
1260. We learn from the Committee that the Sugar Company are disposed to do anything in reason to abate
the nuisance, and that they are inclined to accede to anything we might propose. Would the city
authorities go to the expense of constructing a branch sewer to divert the drainage into this direction.
This is private property (indicatinq on diaqram line of proposed drain) P I am satisfied there would be no
objection to do so. I may say with reference to the Sugar Company that during the time I was Mayor of
Sydney, in '71 and '72, I found them most anxious to do everything in their power to avoid a nuisance.
Mr. Polilman, their engiueer, was always willing to give the Corporation all the assistance lie could. The
only nuisance we were anxious about in connection with the Company's works was the burning of hones
on the premises, and we commenced a prosecution against them, but the people residing in the neighbourhood came forward and said it was no nuisance at all. Since then it has been very much lessened.

Benjamia Palmer, Esq., Mayor of Sydney, examined in his place—
B. Palmer, 1261. Chairman.] You have heard Mr. Chapman's evidence, Mr. Palmer, and the conversation we have had
Esq.
on different subjects. I presume you concur, generally, in what lie has said on these matters relating to
the city and suburbs? Yes, and 'I fully concur in the view lie has taken on the question of slaughtering,
29 June, 1875. I certainly think it would be desirable to make some arrangement to permit the slaughtering of smaller
animals within the city under proper supervision, but 1 would not recommend that the blood should be
allowed to go into the sewers; I would have it collected and removed.
1262. Would you recommend that very stringent regulations should be enforced to prevent clandestine
slaughtering in the city? Yes, I would.
1263. Dr. Alleyne.] I presume you confine your recommendations to some separate place—you would not
license each butcher to kiU on Ins own premises? No. I would suggest that the Municipal Corporation
should erect a place for the purpose, to which lambs and calves might be brought, and where they might
be slaughtered under proper supervision, and taken away at once, and the blood and offal removed.
1261. You would have a place built by the Municipal Council for that purpose? Yes.
1205. J&. Moriarty,] Do you not think it would be advisable, Mr. Palmer, that the sale of these animals
should take place in the same locality, and be also under the supervision of the officers of the Corporation,
so as to make it a sort of central market? Well, the great difficulty which would arise would be in the
fact that a great number of lambs and calves come to Sydney eoaatwise, and a good many of them by
rail. In Melbourne they have a kind of cattle sale-yard, where people can buy whatever animals they
require, and take them away to the City Abattoir. One man will buy ten and another twenty lambs or
calves—where they are slaughtered under the supervision of the city official in charge. They pay a very
small price per head, and then cart them away.
1266. My question arose out of that circumstance. When these animals which arrive coastwise, or by
rail are kept, there must necessarily be more or less a nuisance from the dung which comes from them.
Now would it not be better to have all this under one establishment—sale-yard, slaughterhouse and all—
and have the animals kept there until they were killed and taken away? I think it would answer very
well, and I am sure it would be a great advantage to shippers, beeanse if a boat arrives, say at 6 o'clock
at night, with thirty or forty animals, they are left on the wharf till the morning, and that is likely to
create a nuisance. I have seen that happen repeatedly.
1267. 'Whereas if there were a central establishment such as I have described, under the control of the
officers of the Corporation, these animals would be taken care of at once, until they were sold or killed,
and the fees would go to the Corporation;—you think that would be it good arrangement? Yes, I think
it would. I may mention that we have a large and a valuable piece of ground near the Market WTharf now
only used for breaking stones on. A produce merchant, who has large consignments of lambs and pigs
applied to me to see if this piece of ground could not be utilized in this way but at the time the funds
of the Corporation were not in a fi ourishing condition, and we could not take any steps in the matter.
Otherwise, the place would be very suitable for the purpose ; there is a good sewer there, and it is of
sufficient area. It is also close to the steamers of both the old and new Companies.
1268. Ultairman.] You would require more than one place—that would not be sufficiently central? Yes,
I think if we had one at the Haymarket and another at the Market Wharf they would answer very well.
They need only be sheds, roofed and paved with flagstones, with a good sewer and an unlimited supply of
water, and tanks to catch the blood from the animals; they need not be expensive buildings.
1.269. Dr. Alleyne.] And nothing whatever from the place should be allowed to go into the harbour?
Certainly not. Mr. Bell, a large produce merchant, told me that he visited one of the large establishments
in Dublin, where everything belonging to the animals was saved. 1 may mention that I was in Melbourne
sometime ago, and I made it my particular business to make inquiries about the Melbourne Cattle Saleyard. That building cost the Corporation £40,000, and they received £8,000 for the first year's income.
The Melbourne Corporation have a meat market in Melbourne, where you can either attend or send, and
buy a single lamb, or anything else you require.

TH1T.RSDA jr;
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CHAIR.

J'oseph Grafton Boss, Esq., General Manager, and Samuel Pohlman, Esq., Engineer to the Colonial Sugar
Refining Co.'s Works, called in; Mr. Ro8s examined:1270. Before we go into the proposed arrangement which we discussed yesterday, Mr. Ross, I should like J. a Boss,
Esq
to ask you whether it would meet the convenience of the Company to clear out this pond at once, as it
appears that the month which you suggest—January—would not be a very desirable time, especially as
1 July, 1876.
during that month water is scarce _? It would be exceedingly inconvenient.
1271. One moment, if you will hear me out: If the City Council would give you an ample supply of water
gratis while the operation was carried on, which they could do now without inconvenience? Yes I
should have no objection to do it at any time under those conditions.
1272. We are given to understand that the filtering arrangements you propose could be carried out with.
out any great lapse of time;—is that so P They could be commenced at once. The only time that would
be occupied would be in building the cisterns.
1273. It would not be desirable to clean out the pond until the arrangements for filtering were completed,
so that the water would not become impure again? Certainly not.
1274. And I understood you to say that the Sugar Company would be willing to allow the City
Council to
construct and to maintain a sewer onthe Company's ground from the entrance of the watercourse into their
works to the Abercrombie.street sewer, for the purpose of carrying off the more oflbnsive portion of the
water which comes down, and which at present you are in the habit of diverting into your bye-wash?
Not always. When we believe the water is bad we allow it to run oft'. For instance, from Saturday last
till Tuesday we ]et it all run away. And with regard to the sewer, it would be necessary to have a clear
understanding that the sewer should not be carried on in the creek above us, for in that case we should
never have any water at all, if it were merely from the Abcrcrombie sewer across to our inlet, we
should require to have a voice in the matter to say what was pure water and what was not; it would not
do to have that decided arbitrarily against as.
1275. That would be a question for after consideration? What I mean is this Supposing you formed
a sewer through our ground, it would have to be on the condition that it should not be the commencement
of a sewer which would have the effect of depriving us of the water supply we have been entitled to for
so many years. I could not consent to anything which would have the effect of taking away all our water,
for that would virtually shut up our refinery.
1270. This arrangement would not have any such effect—it would leave things as they are; whether you
have a right to prevent the construction of a sewer which would be partly within the city boundary and
partly outside is another question. This is merely a question of getting rid of the water after it gets on
to your premises. You allow it to go away now into a bye-wash. lYe propose that it should go away in a
different direction? What you propose is that the waste water should go to the Abercrombie-street sewer,
whereas now it goes down the old creek. Well, of course we could have no objection to that; but we do
object to have a sewer in our ground which is to be the commencement of a sewer which may eventually
take away the whole of our water supply.
1277. I do not see that this would compromise you in any way. Your rights would remain just as they
are. You do not want to obtain, and I do not think the Board would recommend that you should have,
any additional rights; so long as your rights were not infringed by this arrangement you would be satisfied?
So long as it is clearly understood that this shall not be regarded as a concession of any rights—that we
are not to be considered as waiving or conceding any rights. That is a matter which the Board must
understand clearly, and Nye must have a distinct agreement with the Corporation to that effect. If they
want to make a sewer down that creek they will find a great difficulty in connecting with the Abererombiestreet sewer. Our property is so situated that the Corporation could easily make a sewer through it, but
elsewhere, the cross roads being at right angles to the sewer, they would have to go through private
property. I may mention that we have commenced arrangements for filtering the water, and I would
suggest that a trial should be made of the effect of that ifiter ; and if it is found to answer well, and the
water is kept pure, it will be unnecessary to make this sewer. This matter is of such vital importance to us
that you can easily understand why 1 am rather chary of committing myself upon a question I have had
so little time to consider.
1278. We should propose then that if the construction of this sewer is allowed by you it should be on the
understanding that the Sugar Company waive no existing rights by reason of that sewer, leaving all legal
rights exactly as they are? That would be only reasonable; but if this system of filtration is sufficient
what will be the use of having the sewer?
1279. The use of that sewer will be to prevent these foul matters which now go through your bye-wash
from creating a nuisance at a low level; that is the city view of the question; it would go by a higher
level, and not create such a nuisance; that is the advantage the city would gain by it? Provided the
sewer is sufficiently large to carry off the very large body of water which occasionally comes down.
1280. The first flush of water after rains requires occasionaily a very large sewer to carry it off? Yes, it
does.
1281. Then the question is this : Would the Sugar Company be willing to allow this sewer to be made,
with the other arrangements we have spoken of, if it were understood that they waived no rights whabever
to this water? Would the Corporation require to have any roadway over that sewer?
1282. 1 presume not, after it was made? I think that, on the terms I have mentioned, there would be no
objection on the part of the Company.
1283. It is very doubtful whether an action would not lie against the Sugar Company for throwing con
tinually heated water into the stream—whether they would not be considered as increasing the nuisance
in doing so; but if they agreed to the construction of this sewer, and to the filtering and other arrange
ineuts
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J. 0-. Ross,

snents, that is. a, matter which the city would probably waive? All the hot water at the present time
and all the waste water does not go anywhere near the sewer; it runs down the Blackwattle Creek.
1284. Still it creates a nuisance ; it.has a tendency to create a nuisance F I do not think so; still i have
1 July, 1875. no objection to such water being carried into the sewer, but that is a question of levels; some of our
waste water is run away, I think, from a levOl that would not permit of its going into the Abererombiestreet sewer—it must go into the creek.
1285. I presume that is inevitable; the hot water must go into that natural watercourse? Yes.
1280. I think you told me you were endeavouriug to obtain a supply of water by increasing the depth of
your well? We are.
1287. And you hope to obtain a sufficient supply from that source alone, without using this creek water at
all? Our object in siuking that well was to got a supply of water at the timo the Corporation intimated
to us that they were unable to supply us on reasonable terms. We found we could get a considerable
supply, and we hope to get more. if we do get sufficient, of course we shall be very careless about
the creek supply, for we are anxious to be on friendly terms with the Corporation, and with all our
neighbours.
1288. Do you yet that water by pumping? By pumping.
1289. Can you say how many gallons per day, on an average, is necessary to you for refrigerating purposes F
About 3,000 gallons.
1290. 3,000 gallons per day? No, per hour.
1291. Is that for the whole of. the twenty-four hours, working continuously? For about twenty-three
hours.
1292. That is When you are using the pond? Yes ; puroly for refrigerating purposes. Then of course
we require a large quantity of water for other purposes.
1298. If I understand you—if you had a supply of 3,000 gallons per hour from some other source, you
could dispense with the water from the creek altogether? Yes. If we were assured of an adequate permanent supply of clean water from some other reliable source, and at reasonable cost, we would, I am sure,
give up our right to the Blackwattic Creek supply, for we wish to assist this Board in every way in our
power. I would like to be permitted to hand in to the Board two analyses of our dam water, to show
that we have not been indifferent as to the quality of the water we have been storing. lloth report that
the quantity of organic matter contained was so small as to be quite harmless.
Esq.

REPORT upon the Sugar Refining Company's Water

Grains per gallon.
Organic matter (including nitrates, &c.) .................. 574
=
Hydrated peroxide of it-on .................................... 152
=
Sodium chloride .............. . .................................22-49
=
Magnesium chloride, sulphate of lime, &c . ............... 572
=
35.74

Sydney University, March 8, 1873.

Sir,

(Signed)

=

3IiIligrammes per litre.
8200
2178
32148
81.54
50680

ARCUD. LIVIiRSIDGIC.

Government Analytical Laboratory,
February 5, 1873, Melbourne.
The Manager, Sandridge Sugar Company,—
Sample of Water from Sydney submitted to we for analysis has been examined with the following results
One Imperial Gallon- cont8ins,—
Oral,,,.
Chloride of sodium .............................................................................. 27
Sulphate of sodium ..............................................................................
Carbonate of sodium ........................................................................... 5
Carbonate of magnesia ..... ................................................................... 8'G
Carbonate of calcium .......................................................................... - a-i
Vegetable matters .............................................................................. 43
Olaysymatters ................................................................................. 3
51

With the exception of the first substance, common salt., there is nothing objectionable in this water for the manufacture
of sugar, and even this is not present in a very excessive degree.
The cnrbount-e would be beneficial, and the other ingredients inert.
WM. JOHNSON,

Governmeut Aunlyst-.

Mr. Pohlman examined
S. Poblman, 1204. A&. Wa/f.] What is the average temperature of the dam? I suppose it is never above 00°.
Req
1205. What is the mean temperature r About 90° in the winter and 210 in the summer is the highest we
ever send the water back. At the present time it is 98° leaving the pumps.
1 July, 1876. 1296. Di'. Alley-ne.] 90° is about the average temperature F In winter, yes.
1297. Mr. Jforiarty.] The water from the pond is used frequently, I suppose—again and again? Yes.
1208. 'What is the area of the pond F Over a million gallons.
1299. And the superficial area? I could not tell you from memory.
1300. About half an acre is it not? Fully that.
1301. Then the pond contains about tea days supply of water? Yes.
1302. Mr. Chapman.] If the Corporation decided upon allowing you to use the water from Busby's Bole
gratis during the time you were cleaning out this pond, would the supply from the pipe from that bore be
sufficient for all your purposes? It would take at least a 4-inch pipe.
1303. Would a 4-inch pipe be sufficient? Yes, if there is a sufficient pressuro. 1304. Mr. Bell.] I should like to know whether when the water in the pond reaches a temperature
of 110°, you wait until it is cooled, or do you take a fresh supply from another source? The whole of the
water
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water is never heated to anvtl ing like iiO°-only a portion of it it FUOS back into the pond at the far S. Pohlmia,
Eaq.
cud, and by time it gets again to t]ie pHilips it has become cool enough for refrigerating purposes.
1305. Chairman.] Do I understand you that if you started with it full pond of cool pure water you would
1 July, 1875.
require in additional supply of 3000 gallons per hour for refrigerating purposes alone? Yes.
1306. Would you require it constant supply of .3,000 gallons per hour? We should.
1307. M1. Moriarty.] If I understand you, you have a million gallons of water in the pond, which you
use over and over again for weeks together, and the other water is used for refrigerating purposes only?
No, the pond water is used for refrigerating purposes.
1308. Chairman.] Then if this water is used for refrigerating purposes only, the matter is very simple. If
you once get your pond full of clean water there would be no waste P There is always some waste with
water.
1309. How much would you require to keep up the supply? About one.third of the quantity.
1310. 1,000 gallons per hour? Yes, but! cannot speak positively as I have not made the calculation.
1311. How would that be wasted? With our present arrangements the ground takes it up.
3.312. It goes away by soakage and evaporation? Soakage, leakage, and evaporation.
1313- It would cost a large sum, I suppose, to make a watertight reservoir for that purpose? Yes, I
should think it would to contain the quantity required.
1314. Mr. Palmer.] Have you any plan at your office in reference to this proposed sewer, showing where
it is to be laid dow-n? No, I have only just heard of this sewer.
1315. Hon. J B. Wilson.] Provided it were intimated to the Company that the Corporation would give them
the necessary supply of water while they were cleaning out the pond, how long would it take you to make
the necessary preparations what notice would you require before commencing to clean out the pond?
About four days to get ready.
1310. And how long would it take to clean it out? About it fortnight after that.
1317. Would you require to pump the water out of this pond? No, we should let it run olE
1318. Have you conveniences for doing so? Yes, we have two points of egress.
131.0. Aft. Moriarty.] Is there any other serious waste of water in the reservoir itself except that which
you have mentioned;-do your operations embrace any other waste? We use alarge quantity in washing
out our filter-beds.
1820. I wish to know whether, besides soakage, leakage, and evaporation, there is any other waste of water
in the reservoir itself? No.
1321. Mr. Bennett.] Then a perfectly watertight tank, if sufficiently large, would answer your purpose;there is no waste of water in the operation itself? You cannot use water without some loss, though you
cannot always point out where the waste is. You must lose some by evaporation. If we become
dependent upon the. city for all the water we use, we shall require a greater quantity than 1,000 gallons
per hour, for that used in washing filters and bags would have to be drawn from the city supply, and that
all goes to waste.
FRIDAY, 9 JUIJY 1875.
Hox. J. B. WTLSON,
W. C. BENNETT, E5Q.,
B. 0. MORIARTY, Esq-,
F. BELL, BSQ.,
Dir, ALLEYNE.

M. B. PELL, ESQ., BA., IN THE Cusut.
Francis Bell, Esq., City Engineer, further examined:1322. Ohairman.] I think you have some plan, Mr. Bell, for preventing some of the solid portions of the F. Bell, Esq.
sewage matter from entering the harbour at the mouth of the sewers? I have.
1323. Has that method been brought into practice in any case? Yes, at Market Wharf (producing 9 July, 1875.
drawinq of silt-pit.)
1324. Was that constructed under your directions P Yes, it was. This is the ground plan (indicating
position.)
1325. There is it silt-pit at the foot of the Mark-ct-street sewer? Yes, there is.
1320. What are about the cubic contents of that silt-pit? It contains, when full, about 88 cubic yards,
or 100 tons.
1327. How is it constructed? With brick and cement.
1328. Is it covered over? Yes, there are two compartments in it, and there is a inau.liole in each to
enable it to be cleaned out.
1329. Is this pit always full of matter in a liquid state? No ; it gets quite firm.
1330. It is full of something? The first compartment is full of sand, which comes down the gully-shafts;
the second compartment has more manure-it has not so much gritty substance in it.
1331. Lighter matter? Yes.
1332, How are the two compartments separated P There is a 14-inch brick wall between them.
1333. And the liquid matter flows over the wall? The outlet is about 3 inches below the inlet, and there
are openings on the top of the wall at that level to allow the fluid ina.l:tcr to pass over.
1331. Do you think this silt-pit has been effectual in preventing much solid matter from passing? ' Yes
the wharfinger tells me thereis it great diftbrence since it was constructed.
1.835. So far as relates to the offensiveness of the sewage matter? Yes, and as far as the silting up. We
have had it cleaned out twice since we built it.
1.330. How long does it take to fill it up? Botween five and six months.
1337. Can you inform us what area is drained by this sewer? About 10 2 acres.
1338. It is only a small area? Oh, yes, very small-320 yards by 100. It is a very small sewer-only
all 18-inch pipe.
1339. But it has a considerable fall ? Yes.
1340. How is this silt-pit when full cleaned out? By manual labour,
'230-.--H
1841.
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F. lId1, Fsq. 1341. The stuff is taken out from the man-holes at the top? When we dean out the first compartments
we have a wooden shoot which we place across from the inlet pipe of the sewer and over the dividing wall
U Joly, 1875
divert the sewerage whilst the operation of cleaning out is going on. The cleaning out of the second
compartment is done in the same way.
1342. How do you get the stuff out of the man-hole? Two men go down with buckets or skips, which
are filled and hoisted UI) by a man at the top.
1343. Then what is done with it? It is carted away at once.
1,314. Where is it taken to? We sent the last lot to Belmore Gardens.
131-5. Can you state the cost of cleaning it out per cubic ton of matter? It was cleaned out the first
time in Mardi, 1874, and cost £16 Sm., which was at the rate of 3m. 3d. per ton for 100 tons ; it was
cleaned out again in September, and only cost £10 Os., or 2s. ld. per ton; but it was fine weather then,
and the first time it was wet weather, and we had a good deal of trouble in baling out the water.
1346. Can you tell me what is the low-water level, as compared with the level of the bottom of the sewer,
as indicated in this drawing? The high and low-water.levels are not show-n on this plan.
1317. Do you know, as a matter of fact, what it is P The outlet discharges I think about 2 feet 6 inches
under high water.
1348. That is the bottom of the outlet? Yes, or it may be only 2 feet.
1340. Does the tide.water ever back up into these pits P No, it does not; there is a great fall from the
outlet of the silt-pit to the harbour.
1350. Supposing the water did back up into these pits, would it seriously interfere with cleaning them
out? Well, I think it would.
1351. The matter which is deposited in the first compartment you say is chiefly sand? Yes.
1352. Is the stuff deposited in the second compartment very offensive P it was very offensive when it
was first taken out.
1353. But that in the first compartment was not? It was not so bad; not near so bad.
1351. Is there any arrangement of the same kind at the mouths of any of the other sewers P There is
one, but it is very much smaller, neat' the foot of Slip-street-at the PatenCSlip Wharf, in Lime-street.
1355. Is it the same construction? It has only one compartment.
1356. Is there any difference in the principle of it? Nothing different in the principle.
1357. Was that constructed, by y
),on
N0. It was only timbered over at first, and I had ti arched over
because there was a very offensive smell from it.
1358. rmere is only a small drain there, I suppose P Yes, very small.
1359. Then there is no occasion to clean it out frequently? Every two or three months it is a very
small silt-pit--only about 0 feet long by 4 feet wide.
1360. Are you sure that it is cleaned out whenever it is full? Yes; Mr. Seymour has charge of it, and
has it cleaned out at the same time as the gully-shafts.
1361. And it is then carted away? Yes.
1302. Have you any idea of the expense of cleaning out that pit? No, I cannot say what it costs ; it is
simply the labour of two men.
1363. I understand that you have some proposition of a similar kind for the main sewer which discharges
its contents at Fort Macquaric? Yes. (Plan produced.)
1364. Are these silt-pits constructed on the same principle? They are not constructed-only proposed.
1365. Are they to be on the same principle as those we have been considering? Yes, on the same principle, except the outlet.
1360. How many feet are these silt-pits from the outlet of the sewer P The furthest is about 100 feet
from the outlet.
1307. Is this it vertical section of these pits? Yes.
1308. Can you point out the level of low water? The bottom of the present outlet is a little above low
water; the level of high water as indicated on the plan is about 18 in. below the top of the sewer.
1369. That is as appears by the plan considerably above your proposed receptacles fbr silt? Yes.
1370. The water then at very high tide would back up into those pits, I presume? Yes.
1371. It would only be, as far as I can see, and from what you have told me, during a very small portion
of the twenty-four hours, that the water from the harbour would not be in free communication with these
silt-pits? Only for a small portion of the time.
1372. Would not that very seriously interfere with the cleaning out this stuff? It would, except when
the sand-pump was being used, and then of course the more water the better it would be.
1373. But there would be a great waste of labour in having to pump up silt water as well as sand? The
sand-pump has to be lifted up each time it is discharged; it is submerged while it is being worked. This
pump is one of the most efficient machines for removing sand, silt, or gravel I have ever seen. The method
of working it is as follows :-It is lowered by the chains into the water (and must be submerged to work
effectively) and allowed to rest on the bottom; the pump is then worked by a rope, which is fastened to the
eyeof the piston and passes over a pulley; thirty-two strokes of the piston will fill the chamber with sand
when working freely, and when full the chamber contains 7 cubic feet or? cwt. of sand, and with five men
at a moderate depth the pump was lowered, filled, hoisted, and the sand discharged in about from 4* to 5
minutes, so that the cost per cubic yard at the present rate of wages would be about Is. to Is. Gd.
1374. What amount of silt are these chambers capablo of containing, according to this plan? 400 cubic
yards, or about 480 tons.
t375. Have you been able to inahce any estimate of the cost per ton of emptying the silt from these pits P
I estimate the cost at from Is. Gd. to 2s. per ton without the expense of removal.
1376. The area which is drained by this sewer is very much larger than the area drained by the sewer at
Market Wharf? Yes, it is nearly fifty times as lnrge.
1377. Have you any idea how long it would take in ordinary weather for these pits to become filled P If
we take the others as it guide they would take about the same time. I designed this as sufficiently large
to contain six months silting.
1378. YOU think the contents of these silt-pits would bear the same ratio to the contents of the silt-pit at
Market Wharf as the area drained by this sewer, which empties itself at Port Macquarie, bears to the
area drained by the Market-street sewer? Yes, I think so.
1379. Have you ever found that either of these existing silt-pits have got filled up after excessive rain?
No,
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No, we have not; we tried the one at Market Wharf several times and we found that after a sudden 1?. Bell, Egqstorm it would fill in about a foot of stuff—not more. Of course it filled in more rapidly in rainy weather
9Jnl,, lSio.
than in dry weather.
1380. With respect to this sewer, which discharges at Fort Macquario, if the difficulty occasioned, by the
tide backing up into these silt-pits were found to be an insuperable obstacle to the removal of the contents,
could any other plan be adopted ;—how would you propose to alter it? I will show you with respect to
Darling Harbour; the silt-pit there is now completed (prodnoinq plan.)
1381. Is it proposed to remove the stuff from these silt-pits from the man-holes as in the one at Darling
:I{arbour? Yes, there are eight nan-holes one for each of the silt-pits at Darling Harbour.
1382. You were instructed by the City Council to carry out this arrangement? I was.
1383. What was the precise object of this arrangement—Was it to prevent the pollution of the harbour
water, or to prevent it from silting up? To prevent the silting up of the harbour.
1384. That was the primary object? Yes.
1385. Does it prevent both these evils P No, only the silting up; there is an immense deal of frecal and
other matter which floats into the harbour, which cannot be arrested in these pits.
1.386. You think if efibetually carried out it would prevent the silting up of the harbour? Yes, a good
deal of the feal matter of course subsides in these pits but a great portion of it floats into the harbour.
1387. A good deal of it goes in in a liquid state? Yes.
1388. Does the backing up of the tide into these silt-pits remove the sediment—the solid portion of the
sewage matter—in them P 1.t does ; it stops the current and allows the sewage matter to settle in the pits.
1389. Supposing the water baciced up above the silt-pit, would that be likely to cause a deposit of solid
matter above the silt-pit also P 1 don't think so, because the current above is very much greater than it is
below.
1390. The chief advantage of the silt-pit then is to arrest the solid matter and prevent it from silting up
the harbour? Yes.
1.391. If that solid matter could in any other way be removed at less expense the other way would be
better P Oh it would, certainly.
1.392. You don't think these silt-pits very materially diminish the pollution of the shores of the harbour?
No, I do not.
1393. And you are of opinion that those plans are the best that could be designed, generally, for improving the state of things at the mouths of the sewers? I think they are.
1,39-1. You say they do not materially diminish the pollutiou of the shores, but you do not know of any
other plan that would answer better P No; there is no other plan for arresting the solid matter from
going into the harbour.
1305. Supposing it should be found that this solid matter could be removed better by dredges, don't
you think that would be the best means of getting rid of it? Well, when the dredges come there fitquently they are in the way of the vessels discharging, and in some places dredges could not work at all
from want of room.
1396. At all events the cheapest way of getting rid of this stuff is the best P I should think so.
1397. What is the depth of the water where this sewer discharges P About 10 feet at high water, at the
time these sections were made.
1398. AIr. Aforiari1.] I wish to risk if you think the sand-pump would take out all the sand from these
compartments—(Foi-t Afacquarie plan)—working as it must do from the man-hole in the centre? No, I
think we should require to modify the plan, so as to have more manholes.
1399. What is about the weight of the sand-pump with the sand in it? About a ton weight.
1400. ]:[ow do you propose to work it? By manual labour.
1401. And with regard to pumping out the water from this compartment (Darling Harbour plan)—how
many tons of water would you have to pump out before the sand could be removed from it? 'l'here would
not be very much water; we should take advantage of the tide and dm'op down these gates (referring to
plan) completely closing in,three of the compartments; the sewerage matter would still have a ft-ce passage
through the other three compartment, and after the water was pwnped out the operation of cleaning out
could be commenced by manual labour, as at Market Wharf; the other three compartments could then
be cleaned out in the same way. If the sand-pump were used, no pumping of the water would be required.
1.402. What is the depth of the bottom of the silt-pit from low-water.mark—i am speaking of the silt-pit
at Darling Harbour? The bottom of the pit is 1.4 feet under high-water.mark, and 8 feet 6 incItes below
the bottom of the sewer.
1403. IThen the men could not work in them at any time below? Oh, yes; with these gates (reji'i-s-ing to
plan) it would be perfectly dry.
1404. What I want to arrive at is, how you can pump out the sand with such a large quantity of water to
contend with P The water in the pit is rather advant'mgeous than detrimental whilst using the sand-pump.
1405. Supposing an accumnniation of sand were to take place in these silt-pits, would it not pa.'tially have
the effect of blocking up the sewer? No, 1 think not; we should, of course, gauge them from time to
time, and as soon as they were full we should have them emptied. I have just given instructions to have
the Market Wharf silt-pit emptied.
1401;. And you think there would be no leakage F Theme might be a little—not much.
1107. And the pump would be w'orked by manual labour? Yes.
1408. I)id you find anything at all offensive in the silt or sand brought down by time Market-street sewer,
or was it chiefly sand and street detritus? The stuff in the first compartment was principally street detritus,
but in the second compartment it was more of the clmaracter of manure, and more ofibusive.
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FRIDAY, 16 JULY, 1875

F. 0. MORIARTY, Esq.,
W. C. BENNEPT, ESQ.,

I .

F. BELL, ESQ.,
Pa. LLLEYNE.

M. B. FELL, IESQ., BA., TN THE ChAIR.
Francis Bell, Esq., City Engineer, further examined
(W?t'ness produced aertain plans and drawings of silt-pits.)
P. Bell, Fe1. 1409. Chairman.] Have you any further information to give us on the subject on which we last examined
you? In revisiu0my evidence 1 have inserted the flures I omitted to gie you at the time.
16July,1875.
1410. Mr. llLonartq.j I think you described the intercepting pfts you proposed to put at the mouths of
the main sewers-Were there any sluice doors, or any other means of keeping out the tide, in the one at
Fort Macuarie? No, there were not, excepting the present gates ; they are bronze gates, and I propose
to remove them to the oul side, below the pits.
1411. And do you propose any means of keeping the constant supply of sewage water out of them, or
would that be discharged at all times F While the sand-pump is being used the more water there is the
better ; it does not work well unless it is submerged.
I
1412. You still think you will be able to clean out the whole of the silt by means of this sand-pump
do the sand-pump would be purposely constructed for it; the piston would be rather low, so as to work
in shallow water. I will bring a drawing of the sand-pump to the next meeting.
1413. Did I not understand you to say that the sand-pump was generally used to pump out cylinders F
Yes.
1411. In that ease the pump is the same size as the cylinder, I suppose? No; much less.
1415. For what purposes have you seen this sand-pump used? The sand from the cylinder at Randwick,
on the watershed, was pumped out by it.
1416. What diameter was the cylinder? 5 ft. 6 in.
1417. And you pumped the sand out of the cylinder? Yes ; we sank it 90 feet by means of this pump.
1418. And what was the diameter of the saud-pump F 3 ft. We sunk that cylinder as much as 7 ft. in
the day. We tried it also at the Market \Tliarf, and it worked very well, and cleared away a good deal
of the debris which had accumulated, but we found great difficulty in moving it from place to place.
1419. I presume you consider that the plan you subsequently adopted at Hay-street, of having a double
chamber, is better? Yes, with doors and watertight compartments.
1420. Aft. lien neil.] There is a central man-hole to each catch-pit. Do you contemplate moving the sandpump from one place to another? Yes.
1421. Then you will require three or four man-holes? In Hay-street there are eight man-holes.
1422. There is one man-hole in each compartment. Do you think that from that one hole you will be
able to take up everything in that compartment? Yes, I think so ; there might be a little left, but it
would be very trifling. But with the watertight compartments it would not be necessary to use the pump
at all, and I think it would be much cheaper to take the stuff up by hand labour. I may explain that the
sand-pump, being suspended by a chain when it gets into the silt-pit, can be pushed into different places
so Thr as the man-hole will allow.
1428. Aft. Moriarty.] It must be immediately under the man-hole ;-must it not? The centre of the
cylinder must be ; the man-hole is 4 feet 6 inches square.
1424. Is not the sand-pump a much more expensive application of power than a direct single lift would
be? It is the most economical way of pumping out sand I have seen.
1425. Has not the sand-pump to be lifted several times and dropped again before it is filled? No.
1426. Is not it jerked up and down? The sand pump itself is never moved. (Witness explained the action
of the pump by means of a diagram.)
1427. What causes the piston to descend against the weight of water underneath it? It is very heavy
and a partial vacuum is formed when the water escapes through the upper valves. I have never seen the
piston go down, except very easily and suddenly, and there must be more than its own weight to cause
that.
1428. C'hairman] When the cylinder is raised to the surface do you find it quite full of sand or
nearly so? Quite full.
1429. Is the sand much charged with water? No, not at all.
1430. Is it so charged with water that you could thrust your arm into it? No, I could not. I may
state that when we hoist it up we place planks under it to take the weight of it; then we knock out the
keys which separate the pump from the false bottom and draw it up, when the deposit of sand left is just
like a cheese, and as firm as possible.
1431. And you consider this a cheaper way of raising the sand than if the water were entirely removed,
or at least run off to such an extent that the sand could be raised in large buckets? I think the cheapest
way would be to do it by manual labour.
1432. That is to say if you could get rid of the water? Yes, with buckets or skips.
1433. Then you would only look upon this sand-pump as a last resource when the water could not be
kept down, so as to clean out the pit by manual labour? Yes, and when we could not get men to go
down ; they are nasty places to go into, and we have to give the men higher wages to do it.
1434. Dr. Alleyne.] Have you had any experience in cleaning out sand or silt from any larger area than
the cylinder you referred to? No, we tried this pump at the Market Wharf, but we found so much difficulty in moving it from place to place that we gave it up. It would only clear a certain space round about
the spot where it was 1owered.
1435. CVsairman.] Would there be any difficulty in placing this catch-pit higher up in the sewer-further
back from the water-and tb have it completely above high.water-mark so as not to be troubled with water
at all? It could be done if you could find a proper place to put it. My reason for seleetiug this place
was, because there was plenty of ground round about it. It takes a great deal of room for a silt-pit to
work it perfectly.
1430. Have you any idea of the cost of constructing this catch-pit? The cost is about £2,500.
1437
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F. Betl sq.
1437. Have you had any knowledge of the use of these catch-pits anywhere besides in Sydney? No.
1438. Will you give us all approximate return of the catchment area; of the several sewers which empty
their contents into the harbour F Yes. They are as follows:—
16 July, 1875.
a. r. P.
Main sewer, Fort Macquarie ... 6 feet brick, oviform
..
...
... 170 3 12
Tank stream
...
..
...
... 10 feet wide, brick...
...
... 33 0 9
Hay-street Darling Harbour ... 10 feet wide by 8 feet high, stone sewer.. - aOL 0 23
Blackwattle Swamp
...
... 6 feet brick, oviform
... 112 2 26
...
...
Woolloomooloo Bay
...
... 10 feet wide by 0 feet high
... 278 1 38
Queen's Wharf ...
...
..... 4 feet brick, oviform
47 1 34
...
Devonshire-street
...
... 2 feet 0 inches brick, oviform
...
59 2 25
Erskine-street
...
...
... 2 feet brick, oviform
... 14 0 1
Market-street ...
...
... 2 feet
do
...
.
., 11 3 4
Kent-street, north
...
..,
... 18 inch stoneware pipe
... 1.7 2 8
Druitt-street
...
...
... 18 inch
do
..,
,
...
24 2 ii
Washington-street
...
... 10 inch
do
...
6 3 39
Thomas-street .,.
...
... 18 inch
do
... 11 3 25
Liverpool-street ...
-...
... 12 inch
do
...
...
1 3 10
Elizabeth Bay Road
... 10 inch
do
...
30 1 19
...
Upper William-street, east
... 16 inch
do
... 14 1 34
Duke-street
...
'...
... 16 inch
do.
... 11 1 26
Crown Road
.,.
...
... 10 inch
do.
...
.....
2 3 22
Wentworth.street
...
... 12 inch
do.
...
...
...
2 2 34
Clyde-street
...
...
do.
...
...
..... 12 inch
1. 1 20
Pottinger-street ...
...
... 16 inch
do.
...
...
6 2 17
...
Ferry-lane
...
...
... 2 feet 9 inches wide, stone
...
. .2 3 0
Margaret.place ...
...
... 1.0 joel1 stonevarc pipe ...
...
17 0 16
...
King-street
...
..
... 16 mcli
10 1 12
do.
...
...
..Bathurst.street ...
..
... 10 inch
do.
...
...
...
4 2 23
-

1,202 3 11

1139. We have it in evidence that in all the sewers, or at any rate in some of thom which empty into
shallow water, going in at a low level, a great quantity of filthy matter is deposited on the banks, which
creates, in summer time especially, a great nuisance; and it has been stated that this nuisance would be
in some measure mitigated if the sewage matter could be carried into deeper water. What is your
opinion? I am certainly of opinion that it would be.
1440. By carrying it out into deeper water and where there would be probably a greater flow of tide?
Yes, and if possible discharging it to a certain extent tinder water, as it would then become partially
deodorised.
1441. Cliai;-man.J Have you the sneasis of telling us how far you would have to go up the Woolloomooloo
Bay sewer to get a rise of 6 feet abo'e low-water-mark F I have.
1442. Will you furnish it. Yes ;—centrc of maia sewer, 1,540 feet; eastern branch, 1,260 feet; western
branch, 1,800 feet.
1443. How many sewers are there which discharge into the harbour? About twenty-one or twenty-two.
1444. What are the dimensions of the Hay-street and Fort Macquarie sewers at their outlet? The Kaystreet sewer is 10 feet wide by 8 feet high, and the Fort Macquarie is a 0-feet oviform brick sewer.
(See also questions answered by this witness in the course of Mr. Afbriarty's c'raminatiom, immediately
following.)

B. 0. Moriarty, Esq., Engineer-in-Chief for Harbours and Rivers, examined in his place:—
(JVII ness produced a plan chewing the outlet of the Fort Macguano sewer, and his proposed mode of carrying
the ordinary dry 'weal/icr sewage into deeper water, to a distance of l2Ofeetfronz the present outlet.)

14t5. Uhair,ncn.] What would be about the depth at which this sewer would be at the distance to which,
B. 0.
you propose to carry it? About 10 feet below the water-mark.
Moriarty,
Fq.
1440. Is there a much greater flow of tide there than at the point where the sewer now terminates? Yes,
.
considerably greater.
.
1417. According to this arrangement, all the flood waters, or the greater portion of them, would go out of 16 July, 1875,
the month of the sewer in the usual. way? Yes.
1448. Where would all the silt go to? Most of the silt would go out through the pipe, but the storm
waters would pass through the doors which I propose to make.
1440. What is the object of these doors F To allow the storm-waters to escape; but at ordinary times to
impound the sewage matter, which at present, at all stages of the tide, flows out on the surface of the salt
water in a filthy stream.
1450. To impound the sewage matter in the pipe P Yes.
1451. It is so constructed as to allow the flood waters to pass? Yes.
1452. It is not intended to prevent the tide from backing up into the sewer? No, there is a door further
up which is intended to prevent that.
1453. Will that prevent the influx of air? That I do not propose to interfere with at all.
1454. Are there peculiar facilities at this point for carrying out an arrangement of this kind? No; no
peculiar facilities, further than that there is a good run of tide which would be a great advantage.
1455. Can you give the Board any idea of the comparative cost of this arrangement? The estimated cost
was £950, and a vote of money was taken to that amount, but the work was not earned out in consequence
of
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F. 0.
of the Municipal Council having claimed their right to deal with- the matter. I thereupon recommended
art,
in
M7q. the following report that the money should be handed over to them.
16 July, 1875.

"Basrxcrrxo DISCIrAnGx OF TilE SinvAor AT Pony Macquanin.
The Bngiuoor-in-Clncf for Harbours and Rivers to the Under Secretary for Public Works
U.vixG, in attention to your memo, of the 27th ultirno, carefully considered the subject of the best means of mitigating
the nuisance arising from the discharge of the sewage at Fort Macquarie, I have now this honor to submit the accompanying
plan for the approval of Mr. Secretary Sutherland.
The arrangement I propose which is soniewbat similar to that which has been tried with aconsiderable degree of success
at Brighton, consists in • trapping,' as it is technically called, the outfall of the sewer, or in other words conducting the sewage
matter by means of is cast-iron pipe to such a distance out into the harbour as will insure its being discharged sosie 12 feet
below (lie surface of the salt water at, low tide ;so that the sewage which at present, by reason of its less specific gravity,
floats on the salt water, giving out its poisonous and offensive gases into the air, will be diffused amongst, and in great measure
deodorised by the large body of salt water with which it will become mixed.
I believe by this means a great deal of the ofFensiveness of the sewer will be removed but I do not wish to be understood as implying that this or any other make-shift plan will be effectual in wholly removing the nuisance. The present
system, which makes the harbour the receptacle for the sewerage, is radically wrong, and no time should be lost in taking up
had dealing in a comprehensive manner with the whole subject of its proper disposal.
"In the plan now proposed I only contemplate dealing wil;ls the ordinary or dry weather discharge from the sewer,
which would be conducted at a distance of about 120 feet, and to about 12 feet below the low-water-mark, and discharge at the
edge of the reef, which it will be observed at this point falls au-ay into deep water, the solid matter, street detritus, and such
like can be removed from time to t;ime by the dredge, and sent out to sea
I do not propose to interfere with the discharge of the storm waters to do so would involve the construction of a east
iron culvert of the fulL size of the sewer, which, besides being very costly, would be unnecessory, as the sewage is so diluted in
times of heavy rains as to be almost inoffensive—the valves in the upper part of the cast-iron plate would allow of the free
discharge of the storin water, as they would have the same sectional area of opening as thcrc is through the inner valves, which
were placed Dear the outlet of the sewer at the time of its construction, but which have since fallen into disrepair.
"If found desirable, the sewage might be impounded in the sewer (by means of the valves) during the period of floodtide, and be allowed to discharge only at the bcgin,nng of the ebb-tido. It would thus be swept well down the harbour, and
would not, as at present, oscillate backwards and forwards with the flood and ebb tides.
I would here suggest that the attention of his lYorship the Mayor be called to the condition of the valves, to which I
have referred, and which are now lying unhinged in the bottom of the sewer.
The cost of the work herein recommended will be about £950. There are no funds at present available for carrying
it out. I would therefore recommend that the sum required be placed on the Additional Estimates for this year.
The plan showing the proposed work is transmitted herewith.
B. 0. MORIARTY, 14;1/73."
1450. Taking another sewer ;—do you know anything of the mouth of the sewer at Woolloomooloo Bay?
Yes.
1457. Would a similar plan be practicable there? I doubt it; the sewer which discharges at Woolloomooloo
Bay is of peculiar construction ; it is a flat, elliptical sewer, about 12 feet broad and 7 feet deep.
1458. Could not a pipe he carried out from that in the same way ;—what would be the difficulty? The
principal difficulty would be getting the doors into the sewer.
1459. Are these doors a necessary portion of the plan? Yes, because if you don't have doors the sewage
matter which is always discharging would float out on the surface of the water.
1400. Would not that be remedied by impounding the dry weather sewage higher up the sewer, out of the
reach of the tide? The sewer is very fiat, and you would have to go a considerable distance up it.
1401. But I understood you that the door which you propose to make in the Macquarie-street sewer
would keep the tide out? No, I propose to allow the tide to come in through this pipe. Then on the
return of the tide that water is impounded, and has to return through the sewer and discharge the whole
of the sewage matter.
1402. The difficulty then in Woolloomooloo Bay would be in the size and form of the sewer? Yes, and
you would have to go back a considerable way to put in large doors, and that would be an expensive
arrangement.
1463. Chairman to Mr. Bell.) Do you remember what is the fall of the sewer at the lower part of it in
Woolloomooloo Bay P It is very little indeed; I think about 1 in 400. (Addendum hy Mr. Aforiartsj.) It
rises rapidly when you go back about 700 feet, but it would be very difficult and expensive to go back as
far as that.
1464. Chairman to Mr. Moriarty.] Would it be possible to snake gates to this sewer to answer the same
purpose as those you purpose for the Fort Macquarie sewer P Oh yes, it would be quite possible.
1465. Which do you think would be the better plan ;—to do that or to carry the pipe it sufficient distance
up the sewer ? It strikes me the better plan would be to make the gates at the outlet.
1460. Chairman to Mr. Be/I.] Have you the means of telling its how far you would have to go up this
sewer to get a rise of 0 feet above low-water-mark? I have,
1407. Do you know how many sewers there are which discharge their contents into the harbour P About
twenty-one or twenty-two.
1408. Chairman to Mr. Moriarty.] To turn to the Hay-street sewer;—would this plan be applicable there?
Yes, I think so, snaking duo allowance for the cost of dealing with a larger sewer.
1409. Is it larger than the Fort 'Macquarie sewer? Oh yes, the outlet is a good deal larger.
1470. Chairman to Mr. Bell.] What are the dimensions of the mouths of theFort Macquarie and Haystreet sewers? The sewer at Fort Macquarie is it brick oviform sewer, 6 feet, and the one in ilay-strect, Darling Harbour, is a stone sewer, 10 feet wide and 8 feet high.
1471. Chairman to Mr. Moriarty.] With regard to the distance to which the pipes could be carried out—
could you form any idea of that? About 60 feet from the outlet of the Hay-street sewer would be quite
sufficient to take them into deep water.
1472. That would .not be the distance which would be necessary in the Fort Macquarie sewer? No.
1473. Are you acquainted with the mouth of the Parramatta-street sewer at Blaekwattle Swamp? Yes.
1474. With respect to these smaller sewers emptying into Darling Harbour, could anything of the same
kind be done with them? I should think so.
1475. They are said to create it most excessive nuisance? They do. Many of these sewers are carried
out to below low-water-mark by means of ordinary drain-pipes ; but the joints are not tight, and the
sewage matter rises and discharges through the joints.
1476. Would you propose to carry out these smaller pipes to it similar deptla? I would carry them out
to a sufficient depth to deodorise the stuffi
1477.
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1477. This would only be a temporary arrangement? It would'ouly be adopted temporarily to get rid of
Moriarty,
an intolerable nuisance.
lEsq.
1478. Do you think such a system as this would be an advantage if the ordinary dry weather sewage were
disposed of, and the flood-water only went away? This was simply to deodorise the dry weather sewage. l6Jl155
U Ys
1479. Would it be of any use in carrying silt into the harbour? It would take it into a more accessible
place for dredging. At Fort Macquarie it is impossible to get within 150 feet of the shore in consequence
of the rocks.
1480. In any of these cases would there be any, practical difficulty in laying down these pipes so that they
would not interfere with the shipping, or be exposed so as to be liable to injury? No, 1 do Dot think so.
1481. You don't think the expenditure would in any case be a total waste? No, J. think not, because any
works which might be determined upon for the purpose of intercepting the dry weather sewage-matter
would take some time to complete, and in the meantime we are being poisoned by intolerable smells which
must be got rid of at once.
1482. Of course in any system of sewerage the flood-water must go into the harbour P Yes; I don't see
how it is possible to avoid it.
1483. The introduction then of any improved system which would intercept the sewage, and prevent it
from going into the harbour, would not affect the amount of silt floating into the harbour? I do not think
it would.
1484, Is there any other plan which has occurred to you, or of which you have heard, by which the silting
up of the harbour could be prevented, except by intercepting the silt in catch-pits, or dredging it up after
it has got into the harbour? No, 1 think those are the only two methods of preventing it. I think a
good deal of it might be intercepted if we had a sufficient number of silt-pits constructed in the streets.
I think the silt should be kept out of the sewers as much as possible, for if it once gets into the sewers it
must go into the harbour.
1485. Then, if it has to be kept out of the sewers to prevent its going into the harbour, it must be got rid
of artificially for that reaso]i, and the cheapest way is the best? Yes.
1480. What is the cost of removing silt by means of the dredge P That depcnlls upon circumstances. We
found the dredging in Darling Harbour cost us 9d. per ton. The expense will be in accordance with the
following table:—
ItzTmax, showing approximate cost of Dredging, including interest of 5 per cent, on capital.

Name.

Where dredging.

Cost per ton.

Cost per ton
tuterS on
capital.

Total costper ton.

itemarka

a. d.
"Samson" ....... Darling Harbour ...................... 0 sac ................ 233 ............. 0 10T3 ..............AU day work.
Hercules ...... Darling Harbour, Fort Macquarie, 1 24 and 7. for 108 ............. 1 44
Woolloomooloo, and Blue's
landing.
Point, North Shore. All year dredging
rock half the
Itnuter" ....... Newcastle (at cranes) ................ 2 81 rock. .......... 804 rock ....... 3 54 (rook)
year woàiiig
( night anddiay.
"Vulcan" ....... Esymond Terrace Flats, Blind 0 6 ................... 105 ............. 0 7 ..............Do.
do.
Channel, and Horsc-sltoc, New.
castle.
"Fitz Roy"
Shark lalmid Flats and Mangrove 0 94 ................... 203 ............. 0 111
Channel, Maclesy River.
"Pluto .......... Apple-tree Orchard Island, be- 1 01 ................... 3-19 ..............1 34
tween Crookliaven and Greenweld Point, and Bo,naderry
Ferry, Shoalhavoa River.
"Titan ............ Blaekwsttlo Bay and Parramatta 0 104, and ad. for 120 ............. 0 11%
River.
landing.
day
( Working
"Newcastle" Horse-shoe, Newcast!c ............... . 0. 34 (about) ......leo (about) ... 0 44 (about)
and night the
whole year.
1487. I don't quite understand why you should say it would be desirable to catch some portion of the silt
in the streets unless that was the least expensive way? My reason is this: That although dredging is
undoubtedly the cheapest way of removing it, yet after heavy storms this stuff is usually swept so far from
the mouths of the sewers that it is very difficult to get hold of a great portion of it. It is taken to places
which are too far out to be worked by dredges, and we can only take up that which is near the mouths of
the sewers while the other portion, which is carried further out, is gradually silting up the harbour.
1488. Is there no way of preventing that? No, only by intercepting as much of it as possible, in the
street gully-shafts, and by means of these catch-pits which Mr. Bell proposes. A great deal may no
doubt be intercepted in that way.
1489, Would not these catch-pits, of whatever kind they might be, chiefly and almost exclusively intercept
matter which could be dredged up, and not the lighter matter which would be carried away? I dare say
that will be the case to a great extent; still I think a great deal of silt might be intercepted in the gullyshafts, in the streets.
1490. Is it not the case that the smaller the catch-pit the less likely it is to intercept the lighter silt? Yes,
I think so.
1491. Don't you think these gully-shafts would intercept the grosser portions of it? Yes, I think the
muddy water would nil run oW I have noticed that the stuff taken out of these gully-shafts seemed to
be nearly all of it gritty—street deb,-is. Still I should like to see as much of the stuff as possible intercepted, because there is undoubtedly a good deal of it which is carried out to places beyond the reach of
the dredge—it does not all settle within a convenient distance or depth for dredging. [ believe some of
the heavier particles are also washed out on to that sand bank off Fort Macquarie, for it is constantly
forming, and we have to dredge it up, and that is a considerable distance out. I know that a portion of
the
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the stuff goes much further than that. I should therefore like to see as much as possible intorcepted, and
Moriarty,prevented from going into the harbour.
Lsq.
1192. Then you approve of having catch-pits of similar dimensions to those proposed by, Mr. Bell P I
would have arrangements for catching as much of the silt as possible—to keep it out of the harbour.
16Jlis7
U
° 1493. Do you think it would be worth \vhi!e to have surveys made so as to enable us to arrive atan cclimate of the cost of treating these sewers in the way you propose? I think it would; they are a most
intolerable nuisance in Darling Harbour, as I can testify from my own knowledge. The stench is frightful,
and there are nil sorts of abominations Boating about in the water.
1494. .216. Bell.] In the case of the Hay-street sewer, would not the pipes which would be. laid from the
mouth of the sewer down to deep water interfere with the vessels there, and with the dredging operations P
I think there would be no difficulty in dealing with that. I would give 60 feet as the maximum distance.
The pipe might terminate nuder the wharf, which is of open iron work. If the pipe were take]i 40 ft. or
45 ft. out it would be in about 15 feet depth of water.
1495. Does not the dredge take up a small portion of the finer particles of silt? It tikes up everything,
either liquid or solid matter.
1496. Is not the water very much discoloured? At the mouth of the tank stream it certainly is; the
mud and water we dredge up is perfectly black, but the stuff we dredge up is only of the consistency of
thick cream.

THURSDAY, 22 JULY, 1875.

3ffirccnt
HoN. J. B. WILSON,
Bit. Ar,LEYNE,
B. 0. MORIARTY, Faq.,
F. H. GRUNDY, Esq.,
W. 0. BENNETT, Esq,
R. B. READ, ESQ.,
I
HON. JOHN SMITh.

ill. B. PELL,

ESQ., B.A., IN THE ChAnt.
Hon. J. Smith, Chairman, and Messrs. F. H. Grundy, and R. B. Read, Members, of No. 1 Committee,
Hon.
J. Smith.

examined in their places. (Report of .Yo. 1 Committee read):—
1407. Chairman to Hon. .1 Smith.] Have you any remarks to make on the Report which has just been

read? There is one point which requires explanation We were led to believe that the drainage of the
Destitute Children's Asylum passed down into Bird's Gully which leads into the Botany stream, We were
22 July, lSgo. told so on the spot, and looking from a little hill there it seemed to us at the time that it did so; it never
occurred to us to doubt the statement. Mr. Bell, however, afterwards called our attention to the fact
that the drainage of the Destitute Children's Asylum really passes down to Bunnerong, and that the
drainage only of a certain number of contiguous houses, including some market gardens, passes into Bird's
Gully, and thence into the Botany stream. He said that there was a slight rise of the ground, which
divided the two waters. After receiving this information I went out myself to visit the ground, and I
followed the stream down for about a mile and a half, but the ground then became too swampy to allow
me to proceed further without a horse, and I returned without satisfying myself fully. I satisfied myself,
however, that there were two separate courses of drainage—one from the Destitute Children's Asylum,
and a small group of houses to the eastward, known as Irish Town; and the other from some houses
called Struggle Town, and a few market gardens, which goes into Bird's Gully, and thence into the Botany
stream. I understand that Mr. Read has followed the stream further down, and he will perhaps be able
to give some additional evidence.
1498. Chairman to .21!,-. Read.] Have you any further information to give the Board on this subject? Yes.
I made it my special business afterwards to look into this matter from the information supplied to us by
Mr. Bell, and I traced the overflow of the cesspit or receptacle which receives all the drainage of the
Randwiek Asylum, and I satisfied myself that that drainage does not at present pass into the Botany
Watershed by Bird's Gully but passes towards the Bunnerong Swamps. I must, however, call your
attention to this: That when the water is pumped up—as it is proposed to be—then it will pass into the
Botany Watershed by Bird's Gully. The dividing range is not much wider than the length of this
room—my about 10 yards.
1499. Chairman to Hon. J Smith.] From what I have nnderstood in conversation with Mr. Bell, the contamination of the water in the Bore from these houses, which you describe in clause 4 of your report,
beyond St. Matthias' Church, was far more serious than any other contamination, on account of its passing
directly into the Bore without any filtration, and that the drainage from the larger number of houses which
you mention at Waverley was not nearly so important, although the quantity of contaminating matter
was much greater, because it was more distant, and was subject to some filtration before entering the
Bore ;—from what you have observed do you concur in that opinion P Only to a certain extent. It is
quite true that the drainage from those houses near St. Matthias' Church has not much time to get purified, while the Waverley drainage has some distance to go; but the eonstruetiou of the dams on the Lachlan
Swamps has to a great extent destroyed the running stream; there is no running stream, in fact, now.
1500. You mean running towards the Bore F Yes; as soon as you get down to the dams you see no
more of the running stream, and the consequence is that the Waverley drainage has new a comparatively
short distance to run before it stagnates in these dams. Hence it was that we thought it advisable to
recommend the removal of Fewing's Creek dam in order to lengthen the running stream.
1501. Do you mean that the drainage arrives there by soakage and not by running? We saw no direct
communication between the dams—only sluices—and they do not give a running stream. The water of
one darn goes right up to the embankment of the one above it.
1502. Now, on the day before Professor Liversidge took these samples of water at the mouth of the Bore,
the drainage of the sixty houses mentioned in the 4th clause of your report had been diverted, as I am
informed by Mr. Bell, and be thinks that the serious eontaminatiou of the water which was found to exist
by Professor Liversidge was owing to this cause, which has since been removed ; and I gather from the
tenor of your report that you think there are other more serious sources of pollution, this one being eomparntively harmless. ,'—am 1 right? I think this drainage from the houses near St. Matthias' Church was
-'
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had kind of drainage ; no doubt: the same kind of' drainage as froril Waverlev, but much less in quamsf it.
Ron.
1501. Do you think that the mere cutting oil' that drainage,g
leavin all other sources of contarni- J. Snatb.
nation unaltered, would produce ally serious nprovemnent in the quality of the water? No, I should
think not, because, although it was it drainage of it bad character, it ran over it great deal of giass ; it had. 22 JLilv, 1815.
no dish net, well formed, eha ad, but spread over a considerable surface of gre amid, and got well exposed
to the sun and air. I am not, therefore, ineline(l to think that the enttng of this part of the drainage,
although a good tin ng to do, '.vo uld materially un prove the character of the water.
1504. Do von think that, as a considerable lime has now elapsed, it would be it good thing to have some
fresh samples taken
I tltim k it would he.
1505. I see volt recommend that 0110 dam, marked No. 2, in the Lachlan Swamp, should be removed merely
for it purifying effect— fbr the, purpose of keeping isp the. stream. J)o you think that would be more
effectual than allowing the water to remaimi in the data P Yes, I think so. I may attach be much
importance to the purifying effect of it running stream ; but as it happens that this damn, which is narrow
and of great length, though its storage capabilities are not great, (toes stagnate the water for a considerable distance, i think it would be better to remove it.
1306. Now, eoitideriiig Al the sources of contanunation which exist in this swamp—its close contiguity to
growing subuibs, and the great difiieult:y there nuast lie in preventing and removnig all sources of confatainat.ion —and taking into consideration the'v al tie of the land along the Water Reserve—do you think
it is worth while to go to great expense to conserve this as an additional water snpply, or anything more
than a very temporary one ? Well, 1 begin to be doubtful whether it is worth conserving it. I have had
great faith in the Laehlan Swamp and the Botany watershed, but it seems to be excessively difijeult to
1respn'e lime pnri
of' the water. 1 can ee thai it is less pIlic how than it tistil to be and I fear that
the erimctse all 'mrmiimm asile all ito, smomi'et- of iimu1ioritv would hO '(1%' n1fl
jim,1 I la-gimi to be limnl,If'ol
willeit is womI Ii while to .,I, mm imommim illumise wit 1i if - mr nlieticm' it 00011 iIoi lie lmvttmi' to give up
time ,slmmmle gromitd Ito' linilling pmim'pmmses jir for ui-alhlIactoiies. oil to il, III 4111, 11 iii solime .111119 511 lire
'' l'P1 Y'
1507. We harp :1 great lint of evidemime hrforc it, flub after Ille water his entered the hlojeave rv telionS
contain inaticu occurs, and perlia pa to about the anno ext en t—aecordi ag to analysis—as occurs in the
Swamp itselui That, however, if this is it valuable source of supply, iiiight be remove([ by putting down
an iron pipe throughout its length, which appears to be the only remedy. But that would be very pen.
sive, and this valuable piece of land would have to ho reserved. The question is, whether it would be
worth the money to do it. What is your opinion? I don't think it would be much use to lay down an
iron pipe unless you out off the drainage fm-am Waverley, and if you did that, and by putting a pipe in the
tunnel throughout its whole length, prevented any percolation of water from the adjoining ground, you
would greatly diminish the supply of water. You would get much purer water from the tunnel, but much
less of it.
1505. What was your opinion of the quality of the water for household purposes entering the Bore at the
time you made your observations, as far 'as you could judge from mere observation P 1 think the water
may safely be used. It is not so good as it used to be, but still I think it may be safely used. I should
not myself feel an apprehension in nsing it, though I 'night take the precaution of having it filtered. But
I should feel no alarm, and I don't think the use of it would materially affect the health of the inhabitants.
1509. That opinion is merely formed from the absence of colour, taste, and smell P A small amount of
contamination is indicated by colour, taste, and smell.
1510. Are you aware that in the opinion of the highest authorities water may be of good color, taste, and
smell, and still possess deadly qualities P Yes, and I suppose that opinion must be well founded; but, in
such eases there have been special sources of contamination. For example, in the famous story of the
Broad-street pump, which is continually quoted, the water was said to be clear and well tasted, and yet it
seems to have been poisoned by cholera germs. I can imagine a ease where water is clear to the eye and
not unpleasant to the taste, and yet may contain some special poisonous germs, but, such eases must be
rare, and we have no reason to apprehend any such contamination in the Lachlan Swamp. And with
regard to the taste of water a great deal depends on custom. I have very little doubt that a person not
accustomed to the water from that Broad-street: pump would not have chosen to drink it.
1511. You are aware, I suppose, that it large part of what is called London is supplied with Thames
water, which is pumped up and filtered? Yes.
11512. That the water is considered unfit for use without filtering, taken from the Thames, which receives
the surface and other drainage from a very large inhabited area? I am not aware that it is considered
injurious to health without being filtered. It would be unpleaant to use.
1513. And you think such water as that would be desirable water to supply to a town without being
filtered? No, it is desirable to filter it, if the filtration be properly performued
1.514. Of course that is understood? But it is pretty well known—at least it is frequently asserted—
that the filtration by some of the London companies is imperfectly done.
1515. Suppose the water from Lachlan Swamp as it exists at present before it enters the tunnel were
found—so far as contamination by animal matter is concerned—to be about the same quality as Upper
Thames water before it is filtered, should you consider it desirable to supply the inhabitants of a town
with it for drinking purposes, without filtration P The Swamp water appears to me to be of that kind that
filtration would not greatly improve it.
1516. But supposing it to be of the same quality as the Upper Thames water before filtration, would you
supply such water to the inhabitants of Sydney without filtering for household purposes? It is not easy
to give an answer to that question, because it depends upon the character of the matter, whether filtration
would remove it or not.
1517. We will suppose the filtration removes as much as the filtration of the London water removes, that
is about two-thirds, reducing the water to what is called fair drinkable water. Do you think water such
as the Thames water is before filtration would be the sort of water to supply to the inhabitants of a
town like Sydney, without filtration? I am not in it position to say it would be injurious. I think the
Thames water, even before it is filtered, would not be sensibly injurious to the health of the inhabitants—
I mean the Thames water taken as high up as the Companies now take it; and it should be borne in mind
that filtration has only been made compulsory within a limited number of years, and that water used to be
taken pretty low down ; London was not in an unhealthy state then; I am not aware that it has been
proved to be more healthy now.
1518.
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1518. Supposing we used this supply from Botany as it is, and for the sake of argument suppose the
J. Smith. people of Waverley were attacked by cholera; in such case this water would be liable to be contamimated, from what we may call—for want of a better term—cholera germs; do you think that would be
22 July, I$75. dangerous? I think it would be decidedly dangerous then, as you might get the specific poison into it.
1519. Then, whenever any communicable disease was prevalent it would be dangerous? Yes, if it were
communicable by water.
1520. Do you think this land, if it were abandoned as a water reserve, would be valuable for other
purposes? Yes, there are admirable building sites upon it, and the water would be very valuable for other
purposes.
1521. Chairman to Mr. Bell.] What is about the area of the Water Reserve? 768 acres.
1522. Do you consider this Lachlan Swamp would be valuable if it were used for some other purpose, and
not as a water reserve? Oh yes, I think so.
1523. Have you any idea what it would be worth if used for other purposes—if it were sold? It would
be all suitable for building purposes.
1524. It could be reclaimed then? Yes.
1525. I suppose land is becoming valuable now in that neighbourhood? I think so, but I really cannot
say what it is worth.
1526. Chairman to Mr. Grundy.] Have you any idea what would be the value of this reserve? I know
that one allotment of land near the Paddington Barracks, not in at all a good position, recently fetched
£30 per foot frontage,
1527. Fronting which street? Fronting the Old South Head Road. It was not in a favourable position,
being some 10 feet below the level of the road, so that the foundations of any building put up on it would
have to be raised 10 feet.
1528. Are you sure you are not mistaken, because land can be obtained at that price in Sydney—good
cityproperty? No, I am not mistaken; land fronting the South Head Road, further on, is worth £50 a
foot, and fronting Oxford-street £40 a foot.
1529. The more remote parts of the Lachian 'Water Reserve—are they of much value? Yes, as much as
£10 a foot has been given for land in the neighbourhood of those houses which are mentioned in this
report as draining into the reserve.
1530. But I am speaking of the water reserve itself, which is still the property of the Government? I
do not mean land absolutely within the 768 acres.
1531. What is your opinion of the value of the reserve if it were turned to some other use? I think it
would be chiefly valuable to manufacturers on account of the water. The land valuable for other purposes
is on the watershed, and not actually within the reserve.
1532. Hon. T. B. Wil8om to Hoiz. J. Smith.] You refer in your report to the possibility of turning aside
the impurities which proceed from the drainage of Waverley and diverting them to Shea's Creek, or into
the sea ;_'do you think that if those impurities were turned aside it would have a material effect in improving the water? Yes, I think it would.
1533. Then, with regard to the removal of this dam at Fewing's Creek, marked No, 2, supposing these
impurities from 'Waverley were diverted, are you still of opinion that it would be desirable to take away
this dam? If those impurities were cut off you might allow that dam to remain ; it was only with a view
of restoring the running stream to purify the water that Nye recommended its removal.
1534. Do you think there would be any great difficulty in diverting these impurities from Waverley, either
into Shea's Creek or into the sea? I think you had better address that question to Mr. Grundy, as it is
a question of engineering difficulties.
- 1535. Hom. I B. Wilsom to Mr. Grundy.] Will you be good enough to state whether there would be any
great difficulty in diverting the impurities from Waverley, so as not to contaminate the Laehlan Swamp?
As an engineering question there would be no difficulty in diverting the drainage from Waverley to Shea's
Creek; but asto the expense I could not give any opinion at present. Nor can I tell you at present what
'would be the engineering difficulty .of taking the drainage down to the ocean, because I have taken no
levels, and I do not know what the length of the tunnel would be through the higher ground between
Waverley and the ocean. There would be no difficulty in taking the drainage to Shea's Creek, because
there is plenty of fall all the way.
1536. Then, if the impurities from those houses at Waverley were diverted, would there be much danger
to the watershed from the rainfall which takes place at that point? I should think not, because the
drainage would all go into the sewer, and I quite agree with Dr. Smith in saying that in that case it would
be unnecessary to remove No. 2 dam.
1537. Chairman to Hom. T. &nith.] Does the drainage from this sheep station, referred to in your report,
go directly into the stream leading to the tunnel mouth, or is it subject to filtration before it goes there P
The drainage from the quarantine ground is first surface drainage running over the surface of the ground;
then it collects into a watercourse, which has been formed artificially, leading to No. 6 dam, which com.
municates, I believe, with the dam that supplies the tunnel.
1538. Chairman to Mr. Grundy.] You have heard what Dr. Smith says of the water which you observed
at the mouth of the tunnel as to its fitness for household use. Do you concur with him in his opinion of its
quality? I have considerable diffidence in disagreeing with Dr. Smith on a question of chemical knowledge, but personally I do not agree with him. The water, as far as I can recollect it, bad a sensible
smell, and the taste, though not very bad, was disagreeable, and its appearance was not very good.
1539. Was there any scum upon it? I did not notice any scum upon it, but it bad a disagreeable colour.
1540. From what you saw did you think there was any considerable quantity of water entering the
tunnel—did you notice any commotion in the water P No, it was perfectly still, and I should have
thought there was only a little—a very little—water entering the tunnel. I cannot conceive such a
quantity as you describe to be delivered in Sydney, or anything approaching to it, could possibly have been
coming in. I do think, moreover, that if there were any leakage from clay puddling, or anything of that kind
at the mouth of the tunnel, it would have made a difference in the appearance and agitation of the water.
1541. Do you think it possible that any large quantity of water could enter there at that small depth of
7 feet or 8 feet without some very considerable agitation ? I should imagine not.
1542. Chairman to Mr. Read.] What was your opinion as to the fitness of the water at the mouth of the
Bore for domestic use? That it was not fit for domestic use unless filtered.
1543.
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1548. What was your opinion as to the possibility of any large flow of water into the Bore? The water
appeared to be perfectly still, and there was no appearance of any quantity of water going in at the time. S. Snuth.
(Addcmdztm by .il&. undy.) It was so still when we were standing on the platform that we could 22511.875
gradually see the walls which were submerged below the stream, which we could not have done if the
water had been ditturbed.
1544. Was there any sensible current? None whatever. There was a general discolouration of the water,
which appeared to be throughout its whole depth.
1545. Chairman to Hon. J. Smith.] Did it occur to you in examining the watershed that it would be
almost impossible to prevent foul matter from entering it? It is very difficult on account of the number
of houses.
1546. I do not meau from the drainage, but the deposit of night-soil, dead animals, and so on. Is it not
practically impossible to prevent impurities of various kinds from getting into it 2 No; I think it would
not be difficult to prevent that.
1547. Supposing a man goes with his cart and deposits a load of night-soil or a dead horse, is there any
way of preventing him? Yes; I think if watchmen were employed to keep a look-out that might easily be
prevented. There are very few approaches to the Reserve.

THU.ThS'Dflç 29 JULY, 1875.
flrtøtnt
llot. I. B. WILSON,
W. C. BENNETT, E5Q..
F. BELL, Esq.,
E. 0. MORIARTY, ESQ.,
I
Bit. ALLEYNE.

M. B. PEtAL, ESQ., B.A., IN THE CHAnt.
Francis Bell, B. 0. Moriarty, and W. C. Bennett, Esquires, further examined in their places
1548. Chairman to Mr. Bell.] Will you describe the nature of the last accident which took place at the F. Bell, Zsq.
dams on the Botany Watershed? Yes; if you will allow me, I will read the report which I sent in on that
occasion. It describes the accident correctly, better than I could do so without referring to it. It is 29 July, 1875.
dated 21 May, 1874. (Report read.)
1540. I think you state in that report that No. 5 dam was the first which gave way? No, it was No. 4.
1550. How was that dam constructed; was it simply a bank of sand P You mean the old embankment?
1551. I am speaking of the one which gave way? There were two rows of piles in the centre of the
embankment. This (producing diagram of cross section) will give you some idea of the way in which it was
formerly constructed.
1552. Is there any material difference in the dams as they are now constructed from the way they were
constructed formerly? We have no timber in them at all now.
1553. They are merely sand banks now, then? Merely sand banks, but they are considerably wider as
well as deeper, and the slopes are not so steep.
1554. You say that the dams are merely sand banks, and that it was the waste weir which gave way F
Yes.
1555. Did not the dam itself give way? It was the weir which gave way; the weir is in the embankment.
1556. How did it go-was it very suddenly P No, not very suddenly; the man who was watching there
saw it going; the water carried the sand away from around the piles and gradually the holes got larger
and larger.
1557. Is there it dam No. 3? That was carried away years ago, and it has never been repaired.
1558. And that came down to No. 2? Yes, and burst that too.
1559. When the water got to No. 1 dam, what happened? It went over it also for a depth of 4 feet 6
inches over the whole length of embankment.
1560. It came down very suddenly then? Yes.
1561. And still it did not destroy the dam? It did at last; it gradually made a breach in it, and at last a
portion of it went, but the weir stood.
1562, And what happened when it got into the engine-pond? The engine-pond was not completed; we
had only got the embankment up to high-water-mark, and the water went through the opening and carried
away some houses.
1563. Did it injure the engine-pond dam? Only a little.
1564. No. 6 dam gave way also, did it not? It would have gone but we saved it, and we have made it
secure since.
1565. You say that No. 4 dam contained 85 millions of gallons? Yes.
1566. Then am I right in supposing :that the combined reservoirs, Nos. 4 and 5, contained 85 and 33
millions of gallons-that is to say, 118 gallons on the whole'? Nos. 4 and 5 dams with their embankments
raised contain 135 millions of gallons.
1567. As against 85 millions formerly? Yes.
1568. If this No. 4 dam were to give way now suddenly what effect would it have on No.2 P No.2 would
go too; they would all go one after the other.
1569. And what would happen to the engine-pond in that case ;-the danger would be much greater on
account of the greater storage of water, would it not? Yes, if there was any danger.
1570. Do you think, if such a thing were to happen, there would be any danger of injury to the pumping
works? No, none at all; it could not possibly affect them.
1571. However large the rush of water which might come down? No; they are situated behind a hill
and completely protected from the rush of water. We have increased the width of No. 4 dam. The embankment is now 40 feet wide at the top, and we have constructed terraces to decreaso and strengthen the
slopes.
1572. Have you observed any stream forming below the dam and percolating through the sand? Yes;
there is a little percolation but it is nothing to what it was. We sodded it and put a terrace at the base
of
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F. Bell, Eaq. of it and sloped and sodded it, and then pal: another terrace at the base of that, and sloped that again and
covered it with sods so as to stop the percolation as much as possible.
Z I Iuly, 1875. 1573. you are quite sure that in all these cases the first thing which happened was the weir giving way P
Yes if you can prevent the water from over-topping the embankment there is no fear; it cannot possibly
do that now.
1574. A/i'. Moriarty.] I should like to ask you, Mr. Bell, whethcr you do not anticipate a considerable
leakage through these sand dams, if there is no clay core or anything of that kind in the centre of the
embankment to prevent it? There is some leakage from it, but not so much as when we first constructed
it, and it is getting iess every day.
1575. I think one of your proposals for supplying Syiuey with water was to pump it up out of the sand or
well P Yes
1576. And you anticipated a large supply from the water which would percolate through the sand? Yes.
1577. Is there any reason why the water should not percolate through the banks of the dam as freely as
through the sand outside the cylinders or wells which you proposed to sink? These dams are differently
circumstanced altogether they are sodded, and have terraces as well, which prevent,, percolation to a
great extent.
1578. But would not the water be much more likely to percolate through an artificially constructed (lain,
than through sand which had been in si/u for possibly millions of years? If the well were dee1, the
pressure of the water would be greater, and you would have die water completely round it, whereas in a
dam the water could only be on one side, and then the sods prevent it great deal of the percolation.
1579. Yes, on the upper side they may? On the upper and lower sides.
1580. Do you think these sods would have any Sibet if the water got through to the back of the embankment? Yes, we have proved it there is always a little percolation, but it is trifling to what it was in the
first instance.
1581. I think I understood you to say that these weirs were in the centre of the einbankments constructed by the late Mr. Bell? They were in the very deepest part of the embankment ; I know that the
weir in No. 4 dam was in the deepest part. I have surveys of them all.
1582. No. 4 dam is below No. 5? Yes.
1583. So that when No, 4 gave Nviy its only effect was to release the water from the lower side of No. 5,
and thus No. 5 had a pressure on its upper side and no corresponding pressure on its lower side, and then
it went too? Yes, but it showed symptoms of weakness before that round about the weir; they were
always patching it up.
158. Was that rainfall of 7 inches the heaviest ever known in Sydney in a given time P I cannot
say; I don't think it was.
1585. Then about No. 6 dam -how was that injured P The apron in the lower portion of the weir was
sivept away ; it was gradually going, and we let the water oft as fast as we could ;-in fact the sluices were
wide open.
1586. Is there .wything above No. 6 dam ? No, except the Randwick Road dam.
1587. Was that injured in any way P No, the water was flow-bIg 0 inches over the weir.
1588. Then it was about 2 feet 6 inches below the top of the embankment? About 18 inches.
1589. There is a great deal more water in all the reservoirs now than there was before? Oh yes, much
more.
1590. Then if they woreall filled and a heavy rainfall took place, would not the water rush down much more
freely, and if one of them went would not the danger be greatly increased? No, not with the increased
width of the by-wash or escape weir. No. 4 is 100 feet wide and 4 feet 6 inches deep below the top of
the embankment.
1591. With what depth? The water at No. 4 embankment is about 20 feet deep.
1592. And No. 6? No. 6 is not so deep; it has about 15 feet of water.
1593. Have you estimated the rapidity with which the water would run off the watershed if a heavy rainfall were to occur-have you estimated the time it would take to run down? It is so very difficult to say.
At first when the rain falls you do not see any water running at all; the sand hills seem to absorb it all.
The water does not come down at once, but it gradually increases, and begins to run only when the hills
become charged with water, and after the rain has ceased for some time it continues to run.
1591. Do you think the whole of it would discharge in twenty-four hours P No; it may be some weeks
before it diminishes at all. The flow of water now is very nearly as much as it was after the last heavy
rain, and is discharging about five million gallons into the sea every day from the engine-pond dam.
1595. Are there iron pipes still through the centre of the dams? Yes.
1596, is there any puddling, or anything of time kind, to prevent the water from passing along the side of
the pipe ? Yes, we first drive in two rows of 1nles with crosshoads for the pipes to rest upon, and they
are puddled for 3 feet round them.
1597. But there is no puddling in the dam itself? No.
1598. Mr. BenneU.] When No. 4 data went and No. 5 dam burst, Mr. Bell, what was the difibrence of
level between the waters-what head was on No, 5 dam? No. 5 dam water was about 2 ft. 0 in higher
than No. 4.
1599. How much did the water lower by the bursting of No, 4? I should say about 6 feet on the 1ow
side of embankment.
1000. Then there was about S ft. pressure on the embankment of No. 5 when it burst P About 7 ft. 6 in.
1601. 7 ft. 6 in. difference between the levels when No. 5 burst P Yes.
1602. You told us just now that there is 20 feet of water in No. 4 dam at present? Yes.
1603. Now what reason can you assign, except the thickness of the embankment, why No. 4 data should
not go, with so much greater head of water than No. 5 had when it went? It was a totally different
construction. No. 5 was the original co]istrnctiou i it was very narrow and the slopes were very steepabout one to one.
1601. flow do you account for the stability of No. 4 now with 20 ft. of water in it, when No. 5 went
with 7 ft. Gin. P No. 4 has been so much strengthened ; it has been widened, and the slopes flattened.
The top of the embankment is so much higher from the surtitce of the water than it was before-4 ft.
6 in. instead of 21k., and no weir in embankment as formerly, so that it is impossible for the flood waters
to overtop it.
1003.
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1605. Am I to understand that there is 20 feet ditlereirce of level at No. 1, between the water in the dam P. Bell, Thq.
and the water below; in fitet, that the effective head is 20 feet? Yes.
1600. You say that provided these dams can be made so that the water does not go over them, they are 29 July, lSio.
perfectly safe. At what height, for of course there must be some limit to the height you can make these
dams -? If they are higher and deeper, they most be proportionally larger.
1607. Do you think you have arrived at a safe limit? Yes, I think so.
1608. Would you think a dam of this sort 30 feet high, safe P Yes, if it were wide in proportion.
1609. Have you ever stood at the base of one of those dams when it was tolerably full of water -at
the exterior base P Yes, 1 have.
1610. 1-[ave ), oil ever felt the ground shake under you as if it were floating? Yes.
1611. Now when the pressure becomes sufficient to lift the peat at the bottom, domft you think the sand
would be in a semi-liquid state P No. We removed the peat when we were making the embankment in
No. 2, and in No. 4 there was no peat at all; it was all pure sand.
1612. Don't you find the sand become quick very soon? Yes, the lower portion of it is very soft indeed.
1613. And the upper part goes down quickly from its own weight? Yes.
L011. Don't you think that it the percolation decreases with a decreased head of water it may increase
with :iiacll increased head to a rather clangorous extent P I may say that the percolation is decreasing
below.
1615. With it decreasing head of water P No, with an increased head. I attribute that to the interstices
b cilig filled up with finer matter or peaty substances.
lUtG. When the head in a dam increases considerably is not the percolation likely to increase In a
dangerous extent? No. If the dams are proporlv constructed, both as to height and width, there would
be proportionally no more percolation through them than in smaller dams.
1617. Yes, but that would add increased fbrce to this percolation, and quietly undennine the dam? .1 am
pcaking from my own observation. 1 find that when the dam is full the percolation is steadily
deereasig.
1618. Did not the Randwiek dam burst on one occasion ? It did at one time, but the water went over the
top of it; as it was not completed there was a gap in it. Alderman Green and 1 were on it at the time,
and we were very i rearlv washed away.
1619. That was the time it carried away the approach to the bridge on the Bunneromig Road? Yes, it
was not nearly completed; there was a gap in it and the water got through the gap.
1620. As you were on the spot, was it not possible to fill that gap up teniporanly to prevent it from
bursting? No, we (lid all we could, but it was just like working in silt or sand; the water rose so rapidly,
about 6 inches an hour, and the embankment was not to its full width nor nearls' its fill[ height.
1621. lb. ilfo;iartmj.] Perhaps you can tell me what is the fall at the waste weir of No. 4 dam-the one
that is 100 feet wide by 4 feet ti inches P As far as I can recollect there are two grades in it; one is level
for about 200 feet, and then there is an inchinat ion of 1 in 152.
1622. And what is the difibrence of level between the water above and the water below? .1. should say it
was about 12 Ibet.
1623. And it flows gently down an incline in the waste weir of about 1 in 200? About that. I will
ascertain the exact incline. un 152.
1624. Have you computed the capabilities of the waste weir-how many cubic feet it discharges? No.
1625. What is the smallest waste weir in any of the dams? In No, 1 it is 40 feet wide.
1626. By? By 8 feet 6 inches deep.
1627. And what is the fail P It is constructed of brick, and the fail is the same as the slope of the
embankment. I think it is 3 to 1, the same as in the waste weir at Randwiek. The one at No. 4, which
gave way, was only 18 feet wide by 2 feet deep, and the water never went over the embankment; it worked
round the piles.
1628. These waste weirs are bedded in the sand I suppose? The brick ones?
1629. The whole of them, the whole thing is sand? Yes; those that are bricked have 3 feet of clay under
them, with piles driven in.
1.630. Hon. J. B. Wilson to Mr. Bell.] Have you not some of these waste weirs going over clay soil?

Iso.
1631. Chairman to IL. Moriarty.] What is your impression from what you have heard. Do you think
there is any question as to whether these dams are perfectly safe? Well, I have some apprehension about
them. I think if we had some of these unusual rainfalls some of them would go, and if one went the
others would IblIow; and I think the danger is increased by the increased quantity of water stored.
1632. Arm,. J. B. Wilson to ALi. Moriarty.] Do you think it is possible for any quantity of rain which
could fall to fill one of these weirs 100 feet wide and 3?, feet deep? I do not knew that it would-the
mere rainfall ; but i. think that if one of the dams were to go the increased discharge brought upon them,
added to the stream, would be likely to do so.
1633. Do you think water will percolate through dry sand with the same facility as through sand saturated
with water? I think, of course, that it will not, until the sand becomes saturated ; but if a dam is
impounding water it is always in a state of saturation.
1634. it makes no matter what the width of the dam is? Oh yes, of course the greater the width of the
sand the longer the time it will take to percolate through it.
1635. Do you think the bed of these dams would be saturated the same as the Laehlan Swamp P 1 think
it is quite as mudh saturated now.
1036. Do you think if you were to dig down below one of these embankments you would find the sand
saturated? Yes, and 1. dont think if the width of it were double or treble what it is with such
material as sand it would greatly affect the percolation. I have never heard that water would - not run
through sand. 1 believe it will run freely through it,
1637. Suppose the sand is backed up with turf and faced with turf, would the water go through it in the
same way? I do not consider turf on the lower side of the slightest; misc, except to prevent the ordinary
rainfall from injuring the surface. .Any water that goes through the sand will go through the turf also.
1 can understand turf placed on the upper side of an embankment preventing the water from getting
through.
16:38. But would not the turf placed on the lower side prevent the sand from being gradually washed
away? I don't think it would have any such effect; a very little stream of water passing through would
displace
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a Bell, Eeq. displace it. Sand is a material I should never trust. I can easily understand that a sand backing to a
t-% dam which gives weight to it is effective, if you have a clay core; but if there is nothing but Band in an
29 July, 1876. embankment it is only a question of time for the water to go through.
1639. Do you not think that the coarse grass and reeds growing on the bank have a tendency to bind it
together,and make it more effectual? I do not think so. I think it is only a question of time. Besides,
we know that turf will float, and every one who has been in Ireland has seen it; it will float in its own
depth of water. I should doubt very much the effect of grass growing on the top of sand, for as soon as
the water got.under it it would carry it away bodily.
1640. Chairman to Mr. Moriarty.] Supposing the embankment were covered with turf on the lower side,
would not that have the effect of turning the water downwards, more out of sight? I should doubt
whether it would have that effect. I think the water would take the most direct course to the surface.
The turf may have its good effect in retarding percolation if on the upper side of the embankment, but I
don't think if placed on the lower side it would prevent the sand from passing out with the water.
1641. Chairman to Mr. Bennett] Do you concur in the opinions expressed by Mr. Moriarty? Yes, and
I speak from experience I have had in dams of this character; I have repeatedly seen them. Of course I
am notprepared to say they were exactly like Mr. Francis Bell's dams as I have not seen them.
1642. There is not sufficient difference you think between Mr. Bell's dams and those you have seen to
prevent them from giving way in the same manner? No.
1643. Hon. J. B. Wilson to Mr. Bennett.] Do you think no dam of similai construction, of whatever size
or width, would be safe? Yes; that is to say, within any reasonable limit.
1644. Suppose it to be a mile wide? Even if it were a mile wide and composed of sand only I should not
be at all surprised to see the water coming through it.
1645. And if it were noticed it might be prevented by proper attention? Yes,
1646. Mr. Bell to Mr. Moriarty.] I think you stated that you had seen the water in this embankment
percolating through. Why does it not go through the top of the embankment as well, as at the base?
Because there is less pressure near the top, and of course the sand exercises some little effect, and the
smaller the pressure to force the water back the slower the process will be.
1647. As a matter of fact, the water does not go through the top, but only at the base? Well, I have not
seen these embankments for years, when the late Mr. Edward Bell was engineer, and I saw a strong
stream passing through them. When Mr. Bell was asked by the Water Commission if be expected these
sand dams would hold water, be said no-be never thought they would; his object had been merely to
retard the flow of water to the Botany stream, and to saturate the sand. I have never seen them since,
and I can only speak from what I saw of them years ago.
1648. If the water passed so freely through the embankment would it not be likely to carry the sand with it?
Well, it was doing so, because the back portions of the dams had caved in in several places—not materially,
but to some extent.
1649. If the water passed through it would it not naturally carry sand with it; and that would be easily
observed at the base of the embankment, would it not? 'Yes, and I did observe that very circumstance,
that the lower side of the dam had caved and dropped down in places. There was a little subsidence in
the turfing on the lower side.
1650. Have you any idea what the embankments were constructed with—I mean the old embankments?
Of sand and peat, I believe. I saw them once or twice only, and I remember asking Mr. Edward Bell the
question: "Are you not afraid of your peat floating 9" and be said, "No; it has been well rammed."
1651. As a matter of fact, we find that the dams constructed of sand are much better than those that have
any peat in them; the weight of the sand is sncient to sustain the embankment in its position.
1652. Chairman to .Mr. Bennett.] The dams that you have seen burst ;—were they made of sand, or was
there a great deal of peat with them? Many of them were made of sand—sometimes with a good deal of
peat in them and some clay.
1653. Have you seen one made entirel of sand burst? No, because we never tned it.
1654. Hon. J B. Wilson to Mr. Bell.j How long have these dams been constructed? They have been
about a year in existence. The Randwiek dam has been constructed about two years.
1655. Chairman to Mr. Bell.] How long has this No. 4 dam been completed? I should say about a year.
1656. Hon. J. B. Wilson to Mr. Bell.] Have you been obliged to repair it on account of the sand being
washed away from the under side? No.
1657. There has been no subsidence of the dam—it has not sunk at all during that time? Not at all.
1658. Mr. Moriarty to Mr. Bell.] There is a good head of water on the lower side of No. 4, is there not?
There is no water there at all. If No. 3 dam had been in existence there would have been, but No. 3 was
never repaired.
1659. And there are 20 feet above it? Yes. I may say that I am perfectly surprised at the stability
of these embankments. I was prejudiced against them at first, but I must say I have entirely altered my
mind about them. They are very easily strengthened at any time by putting on another layer.
1660. Chairman to Mr. Bell.] After hearing the opinions which have been given by the other engineermembers of the Board are you still satisfied of the security of these dams? I am perfectly satisfied.

T1ThISDAY, 3 AUGUST, 1876.
B. 0. MORIARTY, E5Q.,
HoN. J. B. WILSON,
W. C. BENNET1', ESQ.,
F. BELL, E5Q.,
I
Dii. ALLEYNK
At. B. BELL, ESQ., B.A., IN THE Onia
The Ron. J. B. Wilson examined in his place
The Eon. 1661. Chairman.] Will you be good enough to state, for the information of the Board, the result of your
1. B. Wil.on. inspection of the Crown-street Reservoir? On Thursday last, the 29th July, I was instructed by the
r-'--- Board to 'visit the Crown-street Reservoir, which I did on the following day. At the time of my visit they
3 Aug.,
had just commenced to let the water run off at the northern division. I remained there till the place was
dry, and till it was thoroughly clean; but before the cleaning operation commenced, I found there was
about
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about 1 foot of sediment at the bottom of the reservoir. This sediment was composed apparently of The son.
two different and distinct substances, the one and of course the smallest portion being a very fine peaty B. Wilion
deposit, easily diffused through the water, and causing a considerable discoloration, so much so, that when
the men who were worlung at the reservoir stirred it up, the water become nearly as black as ink, Aug.,8, 5.
The remaining and the largest portion was composed of very coarse sand, evidently showing that a larger
quantity of sand had been originally received into the reservoir, the finer particles of which had been
carried away with the water. In the reservoir there was found a large dead eel in a very putrid state, and
exceedingly offensive. I examined the reservoir when it was emptied very carefully, with the view of
discovering whether there was any possibility of sewage matter entering into it; but I made up my
mind—as far as my opinion is worth—tliat it was absolntely impossible for any sewage matter to enter
into that reservoir. One reason which operated largely upon my mind in conling to that conclusion, was
this: that when the northern compartment was emptied, the water was standing in the southern compartment up to about 15 inches of the top, and there was not a single particle of' exudation from the walls;
the walls very soon—in much shorter time than I could have imagined—became apparently dry, and the
roof of the reservoir, which is covered with earth, was absolutely dry. When there, of course I was
thinking a great deal with regard to the analyses taken by Professor Liversidge, to see if I could devise
any reason why the water in this reservoir shonld be more polluted than the water in the Botany Swamp;
and I have come to the conclusion that this pollution has arisen in a great measure from the large quantity
of peaty deposit in the reservoir, and not from sewage contaminations. My attention was drawn to it
the more forcibly by the perusal of an article which appears in the "Uheinical Hews" of the 281lt May,
1875. In reporting the proceedings of the Chemical Society, that paper states, that at a meeting recently
held, the well known Dr. Able being in the chair, a gentleman present—a Mr. W. H. Decring—read a
paper " on some points in the examination of waters by the ammonia method," from which, with the permission of the Board, I will quote a few extracts:—
An important fact also is that peaty waters give much ammonia by distillation with sodium
carbonate, and much also on a subsequent distillation with permonganate solution, which, unless
caution be used, might be regarded as evidence of sewage contamination.
JY/ze President drew especial attention to the fact that peaty matters existing in potable matters
interfere considerably with the indications given by this test; this was a point of very great
importance.
Mr. W. .tlzo'rp also stated that if the nitrogen in peat waters were estimated by the combustion process, it would be found that the carbon was large in proportion to the nitrogen as
compared with sewage contamination.
Dr. Russell could confirm Mr. Peering's observations on peaty water, for he had collected
some at Dartmoor, which contained some ammonia as salts, and a considerable amount of albu.
menoid ammonia."
Seeing the large quantity of peaty matter that was in such a diffusible condition in this reservoir I thought
this article would be of very great importance, as throwing a light upon the quantity of albumcnoid
ammonia obtained in these analyses, and I therefore thought it my duty to bring the matter under your
observation. It throws a good deal of light upon Professor Liversidgc's operations. As I think I pre.
viously stated, the men who were employed made the reservoir perfectly clean—particularly clean, when
they had done with it. This division I may state had not been cleaned out for eighteen months previously.
I was informed by the parties who were at work that the reason why such a length of time had been
suffend to elapse since it was cleaned out before was, because there had been an interruption to the outlet
of the reservoir into the sewer; in fact it was blocked up, and the water could not be rim off. On
Monday, 2nd August, I visited the southern division while it was being cleaned out, and found matters
very much the same there as I found them in the northern division, with this exception: that there was
not nearly the same amount of deposit—only about 5 inches; but the sediment appeared to be of the same
character as that in the northern division—first the diffusible peaty sediment, and then the coarse sand;
the two together making a deposit to the depth of about 5 inches. I may mention that the reservoir
appeared to me to be very well constructed for keeping it clean, provided proper attention is paid to it.
The floors are not level, but they slope into the centre of each compartment, where there is a large gutter
which communicates with the sewer by a lock, so that the water can be run off; and the orifice where the
service pipe comes through is on the higher portion of the floor, consequently a great quantity of sedi.
inent might be deposited in the bottom of the reservoir withont affecting the supply of water to the city. The
service pipe coming into the reservoir in both divisions empties itself within about 6 inches of the
floor of the reservoir ; consequently, when a rash of water came in the effect was to stir up this
peaty deposit considerably, which would not have takeu place if the reservoir had been perfectly
clean. In my opinion this reservoir should be cleaned out as effectively as it was cleaned out on Friday
and Monday mornings, regularly every three months. The facilities for cleaning it out are great and the
expense small—it need not under any circumstances exceed £4 or £5. I have taken a little interest since
in the examination of water supplied from this reservoir to different portions of the city; and I have been
very much struck with the apparent purity of the water compared with what it was before.
1662. That is, since it was cleaned out? Yes.
1663. Ohairman to Mr. Bell..] Do you concur in the report which the Hon. J. B. Wilson has brought upon
this subject? I do—quite ; I visited the reservoir with Dr. Wilson.
1664. Did you observe any fish there besides the eel which Dr. Wilson has mentioned? Hon. J. B. Wilson:
There were a few fish, but the water became so black when it was stirred up that it was very diThcult to
see them.
1665. Professor Liversidge said there were a great many? Mr. Bell: They were some gold and silver carp
which were put into the reservoir.
1666. Can you inform the Board when the reservoirs were last cleaned out? The south compartment of
the Crown-street reservoir was cleaned out on the 13th January, 1874, and it was cleaned out again on
the 7th July, 1874. On the 31st October we attempted to clean out the northern compartment, but
were unable to do it. The last record I have of the northern compartment being cleaned out was on the
19th April, 1873.
1667. Uhainnan to Mr. Moriarfy.] We will now proceed to the question of the sewers. Is there not, Mr.
Moriarty, a continual silting up of the harbour by very fine matter, which is carried out in a diffnsed state,
and deposits a sediment which cannot be arrested by any ordinary means? Yes, I do not see how it is
possible to prevent it.
1668.
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1.008. There is a great deal of that fine matter which goes into the harbour, not only through I lie sewers
but from the natural streams which flow into the harbour P Yes, wherever the grond
u is disturbed.
1669. You think there is no artificial means of preventing this deposit ?N u, except by some elaborate
Aug., 1575. means which could not be adopted inmediately.
1670. What is the greatest depth at which you can practically dredge with any eftcct P Our Sydneyd
redge
enables us to go to 30 feet; the other only goes to 23 feet:.
1671. Does the greater depth of water greatly increase the cost of dredging F i.tinei'eases the cost of
constructing the dredge. but does not much increase the cost of dredging.
1672. But you think you can dredge to a depth of 30 feet easily for all practical purposes P Oh, quite.
1673. Then you can keep the 1,arhonr clean by dredging to that depth? Yes.
1671. Now if' any matter from the month of a seivW is deposited in a shallow place—too sl,ai]ow for
shtJpping—so far it does no harm P it extends under the jetties and forms banks of silt and stuff tvhu'li
gradually rise to the surface, and at low water become offensive mud banks. That is particularly the case
in Darling Harbour. where there are a number of timber jetties, which you cannot get under to lreilge,
and the spaces between them are so narrow that you cannot get the dredge in.
i 675. is there no contrivance by which you could dredge all these places P 1 think some plan might be
devised, but I have never thought of taking the dredge under these timber jetties.
1676. But if you could dredge between these jetties the matter under them would not signify—in fact the
dredge wonld get the most of it? Well, I think it is important that we should not have a deposit of this
solid matter under it jetty, because when the water leaves it and it becomes exposed to the action of the
smm, gases are given of from it which are very offensive and injurious to the public health.
1677. 1 Itin speang more with regai'd to the iIfuia.tip than to the health of the iohabilant,. Ifynt, could
drcike. hetvoet, the jetties. ails- evil. as flu' as the silciTIg-tIju i, 'onerneil. would lie ivoided
i, i liii'
1$ Iinviuiii,t 5 '0) ''(''lie'1: 'iii: it. is 'lilt possible In gil
ILe' are 110 i'l,'se
lie 'lre'lge liii wei''t lIit't,i
together.
1H7S. [ii i)1L think—I all, n'pi';iitiig 1 q uu'st OIL I iliiul, bitt yiIi l,ave litil 211011' mite In Oiilisilli' it lhaf
liese silt -pit, wilt''!, it is ai'Lnnwleilgd di 000t prulitcc an1' put'itrin elleet iii the '"a lii's it the l,ii'bimit''.
would b' practically bemiellci,.l iii prevetitirig tIle silting-np - world not the matter caught in these siltpits be just as largely caught in the harbour, and dredged out wherever it imppeded navigation F Well, I.
should not like to give any evidence which would have the effect of inviting the.discharge of that stuff into
the harbour. I think the Corporation should be compelled to keep it out of the harbour; there are
various wars of doing it. In the first place, if the streets are properly protected, and constructed of some
material which will not disintegrate as rapidly as broken stone, a good deal of the mischief would be pievented, and a good deal of the stuff might be intercepted in the gully-shafts and silt-pits. I think it isthe
duty of the Corporation to prevent it from going into the harbour, and therefore, although it might be
cheaper to dredge it up, I should be slow to recommend its going into the harbour.
1679. Should you be inclined to recommend the Government to incur any expenses in forming t'tese siltpits? No, I would not recommend the Government to do so.
1680. You would not interfere with the Corporation or dissuade them if they attempted to do it? No, I
think it is their duty to prevent the stuff from going into the harbour.
1681. Supposing all these matters were in the hands of the Government instead of the Corporation, would
you recommend the Government to construct these silt-pits F I do not know that I should, except in
those parts of the harbour where a dredge cannot get at them; that is the case all along the eastern side
of Darling Harbour.
1082. In case of the Fort ?siacquarie, for instance, or the Hay-street -sewer, you would not recommend
them under such circumstances P No, I don't think I should,
1683. Er. Alleyne.] What do you think causes the sewage that comes down to sink? I suppose it is the
silt which is mixed with it.
1684. Don't you think that if all the sewage matter were carried into the water without being mixed with
the silt it would float about the harbour, and either be eaten b y fishes or become decomposed? Well, as
a matter of Thet, we know that it does not, because the outlets of these sewers are invhriably offensive,
1685. I menu that the reason why the harhours and rivers become polluted with animal and organic matter
is that this matter is discharged along with a lot of sand and mineral matter, which entangles it and causes
it to sink to the bottom and putrify. You can see that this is the case by the bubbles which are continually coming up. There is no sewage matter which of itself will not float, and these matters would not
sink and form it deposit if they were not entangled and kept down by some heavier substance ; they would
either go out of the harbour or else be eaten up by fishes, and they would not create a nuisance. The
main sewers catch both the contents of the water-closets and also the Street washings, and they are mixed
together, and the sewage matter, which would otherwise come up at once, remains at the bottom P At the
bottom, near the outlet of these sewers, we find a great deal of putrid mud, which is very offensive.
1680. Chairman to Aft-. .11foriw'ty.] Do you think the dredging power at your disposal is sufficient? It m
not sufficient to prevent the shoaling that is taking place at the heads of all the bays, and to pick up all the
silt which is shot into the harbour from the sewers.
1687. It is not sufficient to take up all the coarse silt? No.
1688. You would require more pow- er? Yes. It does not take up this fine stuff which goes all over the
harbour,
1689. But that is an operation of nature which cannot be prevented in any way. If this stuff were to
accumulate so as to be inconvenient for navigation there would be no difficulty in removing it by dredging? No.
1690. And that would be the cheapest way? Yes, I think the Corporation should be made to pave all
the streets leading down to the water so as to prevent the silt being formed at all, and I think too that
there are many places where silt-pits would be very useful. All along the eastern shore of Darling
Harbour we cannot get the dredges in to work, and the result is a gradual shoaling up. Therefore I think
if the silt which is causing that shoaling up could be intercepted before it gets to the harbour it would be
better, nithougim it would cost more. As you cannot get at the silt with the dredge the next best thing is
to construct these pits.
1691. Uhairinan to Air. Bennett.] Would you recommend the Government to encourage in any way the
formation of silt-pits at the months of the sewers P I would at special places where they would be of
service,
1692.
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W. 0,
1693. Al such places is Mr. Moriart:y has recommended? Yes.
1691. Do you concur generally in the opinions he has expressed? Generally, there are some points 0fBeimett, Esq.
diflerence.
1695. \Veuldvou recommend the Government to eucourage in any way the formation of a silt-pit at the3 Aug., 1875.
mouth of the Fort Macquarie sewer P No.1 think the stuff can be got out there so easily, that a silt-pit
is hardly necessary, and the silt-pits do not affect the contamination of the harbour, or very slightly.
1090. You heard what Mr. Moriarty stated on a former occasion relating to his plan for carrying the
or'diiary daily sewage matter flowing from the Macquarie-street sewer into deeper water? Yes.
1097. Do you think that plan is a good one so for as the nieclianica.l arrangements are concerned P Yes;
I had some little doubt about this little wooden pin for keeping back the flap; but after a conversation
with Mr. Moriarty 1 think- it is the safest and simplest thing that could be devised.
1603. You think it would work well P Yes ; it would certainly not cause an accident or burst the Fewer.
1699. That is to say, if the pin gave way there could be no accident, except of a very, trifling character?
No,
1700. And there is no possibility of the pin being strong enough to hold back the flap so long as to cause
a serious accident such as the hursting of the sewer? No.
1701. Do you think a simuilar plan would be applicable at the mouth of the May-street sewer P It would
ho applicable, but not attended with the same advantages, because there is no current at the Tiny-street
sewer, and the sewage would have to be let off in dead voter at the head of the harbour.
1702. Still it would be applicable as far as these flaps ale concerned? Yes, but thepresent arraiigeinciils
at llay-sl:i'eet do not necessitate anything of the sort.
170:3. You think the silt-pit constructed there is all that is necessary? For the present I think so.
1701. '\Vhat J want to ascertain is, whether you think that a similar system, modified according to cireumstances, could be carried out at most of the sewers which have been creating such offence? Wherever
there is it salient poi it with a good current, I think this system would be desirable ; it diffuses the fwcal
matter I;lirough a greater body of water.
1.705. Would this system be applicable to the smaller sewers, such as the Market-street sewer, and others
like it? Yes, with some advantage, but not so much. The great advantage in Darling Harbour would be
to prevent this offensive matter from being exposed to the sun on the banks at low-water, and becoming
ofibusive.
1706. Do you think it would be worth while to carry out some such scheme, as a temporary expedient P
\Vell, the cost of it would not be serious ; it would depend upon the remoteness of any general scheme ; if
any general scheme were to be adopted, 1. should hardly recommend this.
1707. Not to provide against the offences created by these sewers for the next two or three summers?
No.
1.708. You do not expect that any organized system could possibly be carried out in less than three years?
No, I do not think it could be done in that time.
-1700. It would take about five years? Five years would be about the time.
1710. 'Well, don't you think it would be worth while to make some temporary arrangement of this kind,
considering the gmeat outcry there is about these sewers, and that the evil is gettiag worse every year?
'Wel1yes a part of the arrangement wouldbe applicable to other purposes.
1.711. Chairman to Aft. Bell.] .hio you approve of t:his plan generally, as a plan for mitigating the nuisance F. Bell, Esq.
at the mouths of time sewers, by carrying the offensive matter into deep waler? 1 think it would answer
very well at Fort Macquarie where them-c is a current to carry the sewage down ; but 1. am afraid that at 3 Aug., 1876.
ihe heads of the different bays, where the water is perfectly still, it would involve a great deal of trouble
in removing the stuff.
1.712. I 8.111 not speaking of the silting-up, but of this scheme as a means of preventing a nuisance? I
think it would be very advisable.
1.713. Have you studied at all carefully the mechanical arrangements suggested by Mr. Morisrty? No,
:i have not.
1714. Perhaps you viill be kind enough to do so? Yes.

.P1WAY. 6 AUGUST, 1375.
rCEllt
F. BELL, ESQ.,
Al. CHAPMAN, E5Q.,
W. C. BENNETT, E5Q.,

1Ie. 3. B. WILSON,
E. 0. M01LIARTY, ESQ.,
Dn. ALLEYNE.

M. B. FELL, ESQ., BA., IN TEE CHAIR.
Francis l3ell, Esq., City Engineer, further examined in his place
1715. Chairman.] There is only one ventilating shaft I. believe? Only one.
F. Boll, Esq.
1710. What sewers is that connected with P The principal one is the Pitt-street sewer, from Bridge-street
up to i3athurst-street, and the Castlereagh-street sewer. ,
6 Aug., 1875.
:1.717. l:s it the system of sewers that discharges at Fort Macquarie only? ' Yes.
17.1.8- That one area, only P Yes.
1719. Are there any other means of ventilation byond that one shaft? None.
1720, Do yen use charcoal to filter the gases at that shaft ? We do.
1721. Complaints were made that the shaft had become choked by the charcoal being put into itin too
flue a state? I never heard of those complaints my, at.teutieu was never drawn to them.
1722. You have made no inquiries about it since? No,
1723. I think you observed in your evidence that the charcoal put in was toe large if anything? Yes, it
was put in formerly in very large lumps, as large as 3 or 4 inches cube; but they have since been put in
smaller.
1721. Are complaints often made in the neighbourhood of the escape of these gases? No, I think not.
1725. Not generally? Not generally.
4 239-K
.
1726.
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F. Bell, Esq. 1726. Do you think the existence of this shaft has had any effect in keeping the air within this system of
sewers any purer? I do.
Aug., 1875. 1727. it is the highest point in that drainage area P YeF,all the sewers lead to it; it is the very highest
point.
1728. is there any other mode of-ventilation in any of the other sewerage areas P No, none whatever.
1729. Do you think it desirable that the vontiIaton of the Fort Macquarie system of sewers should be
improved? No, I think it is quite sufficient for it-this one ventilating shaft.
1730. Do you think it would be safe for a man under ordinary circumstances to go into that sewer? At
the present time, when any repairs have to be made and it is necessary to go down into the sewers, the
man-hole door is taken off to allow the foul air to escape before the man goes down.
1731. There is a dangerous amount of foul air always in these sewers, is there not? Yes.
1732. Arfd that, under certain circumstances, is liable to get into the yards of the houses in the neighbourhood, and oven into the houses? Yes.
1733. Then don't you think something should be done to get that system of sewers bettor ventilated P I
have not had sufficient experience on the subject to be We to say. I think the men can go into these
sewers, but I think they require to have a second man-hole opened to cause a current of air there is no
current of air in this system of sewers, on account of the self-acting gate at the mouth of the sewer, and
the shaft at the other end.
1734. I believe that in a great many if not in the majority of cases the ordinary connections with the
sewers from yards was an iron trap? Yes. Since I eamo into oflice, about four years ago, I have never
signed any house connections without insisting upon the flap-trap being used.
1735. But you have not been instructed to interfere with previous arrangements? Well, that was the
system before; but under the old system the trap opened into the sewer itself, and many of the flaps have
been swept away.
1736. So that this foul gas is liable to escape, and to get into the yards and also into the buildings? Yes.
1.737. Under what circumstances generally does this pressure within the sewers cause the gas to escape
into the yards and houses? The foul gas escapes always where there are no flap-traps.
1738. You have not had time to consider this question fully, have you, or to make any proposal for
ventilation P Well, I should like to see a ventilating shaft for each drainage area at the highest point, as
the gases always ascend; and 1. am not altogether certain as to the advisability of closing the mouths of
the sewers, which prevents the wind getting in and causing a draught of air up to this ventilating shaft.
1739. Don't you think that the existence of these doors, which prevent the influx of air into the mouths
of the sewers, tends to diminish the escape of gases into the houses? I am not quite certain about it,
and I should like to make some experiments before giving an opinion on the subject.
1740. lion. J. B. Wilson.] In erecting that ventilating shaft was it ever intended that fire should be used
in it? No, not at all.
1741. Would it not be an advantage to have in such a shaft it coke fire constantly burning -would it not
have the effect of consuming these noxious gases? I. think so; I think it would answer very well.
1742, It would not only keep up a draught in the sewer, but would tend to the consumption of the noxious
gases? I don't think there ever was a fire there.
1743. I believe it has been stated before the Board that there is another opening in the sewer, which disembogues at Fort Maequarie? I saw a hole at Fort Macquarie, about 120 to 130 feet from the mouth of
the sewer, but I never understood what it was intended for.
1744. Is that hermetically sealed now do you know P I am not aware ; the Inspector of Sewers will be
able to tell you.
1745. Aft. Bennett.] Are you aware whether there are any private ventilating arrangements-any downpipes-connected with the private sewers? There were some down pipes, but I think they have all been
disconnected since,
1746. You have abolished them all? As far as we know I think we have.
1747. Did you ever notice when the man-holes were open whether the current from the man-hole went into
the sewer or out of it? It was out of the sewer. If you stand over the sewer it would blow into your
face; there is a strong current coming out of the sewer.
1748. Even in the highest portions of the city? Yes. I recollect in Cumberland.streelfonce, when we
were repairing the sewer and the men were down below, and we were standing overhead, the stench which
came up was intolerable.
1749. What was the direction of the wind at the time ;-d&you recollect? It was fine beautiful weather
at the time, and I think there was a north-east wind blowing, which would, of course, blow right up the
sewer.
1750. Jl&. Oliapman.] Have you not at present gully-shafts in the city, which in dry weather you have to
fill up with water, which you have to send round in a cart? Yes, I understand so.
1751. Then in dry weather the trap is of no use at all unless it is filled up by artificial means? No.
1752. Are not many of the houses in the city connected with the sewer by means of these traps P Yes,
but then there are flap traps in addition.
1753. In flood times you have already stated that these flaps are washed away ? Some of the oldones
are and a good many of them have no flaps at all.
1754. Chairman.] Has it ever come under your notice, or have you over heard of these water traps being
forced by the pressure of gas within the sewer ;-it has occurred elsewhere-that the water has been expelled
by the pressure of the gas? There are too many outlets for the gas in this case.
1755. That would only occur where there is a very careful system of trapping? Yes.
1756. Have you heard frequent complaints of foul gases getting into the houses and annoying the inhabitants? Not lately. Whenever we have heard complaints we have recommended flap-traps to be put in,
and the evil has been remedied, and we have heard no complaints afterwards.
1757. Still there is no doubt that there is all this large quantity of gas in Sydney confined in the sewers?
Oh, there is no doubt about it.
1758. And that is liable, if any accident should occur, to escape somewhere? Yes.
1759. And the remedy you would recommend for this state of things is the erection of ventilating shafts,
and trapping all connections? Yes.
1760. AIr. Bennett.] Do these ?scapes of gas, which you say you redy by recommending flap-traps to be
put in, occur more frequently in the higher or lowcr parts of the city? They have occurred more frcqnent:ly
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quently in the 1w parts of the city, where the sewers are very flat., and where they have a good fall the F. Bell, Eeq.
gas gets away much quicker than it does in the low places. We had more complaints about the lower
6 Aug., 18e5.
part of Pitt-street, near the Exchange, than any other part of the city.
1761. Do you think these complaints might h ave been.attributed to the flaps having been struck off by the
violence of the current P That was the case in several instances.
1762. You think that might have been the cause of the complaints in the lower places as well as in the
higher? Yes; still I think there is more gas generated there than higher up the sewers are larger and
deeper, and contain so much more sewage matter for the generation of the gases.
1763. ilk. )lforiam'Iy.] Is it possible to ascertain the parts of the sewers where there are flap-traps, in order
to renew them in case of their being injured P That can easily be done in the main sewers.
1761, I am spealdng of the whole of the city? It would be difficult to find them out in the branch
sewers; the ground would have to be opened and the pipes examined; you could not vey well get at them.
1765. Then I suppose it is a mere question of time—how long they will last—is any provision made for
renewing them? They are at present of east-iron and galvanized.
1766. And hung on wire hinges? Yes.
1767. Would there be any means of repairing these hinges on which the flaps are hung, in case of their
being injured? I am afraid not; I am afraid the flap would have to be taken out and a new one put in.
1768. Would it not be judicious to make these I hinges much stronger and heavier, seeing the great
difficulty there would be in repairing them P Well, it might.
1769. These light iron wires are, of course, in It most unfhvourable position for lasting? Being galvanized
they will l ast a long time.
1770. 1 think the galvanized process is not estimated to last longer than three years ;—did yen estimate
that they would last longer? I estimated them to last about twelve years. I. know that some of them
which were put in four or five years ago are quite perfect yet, but O'Doherty will be able to give you
better evidence on that subject than I can,

Mr. John ODoherty, Inspector of Sewers, called in and further examined
1771. Uais-ma.•n.] We want to learn if you can give its any information respecting the means adopted for
Mr. J.
ventilating sewers and letting
h t e foul gases escape. Is there within your know-ledge anything more than 0 Doherty.
the one ventilating shaft? No; I am not aware of anything.
6 Aug., 1875
1.772. That is the only exit for the ordinary connections P Yes.
1773. Is the atmosphere in these sewers very foul? Well I find illien I first open the man-hole a great
gust of air comes out ; but before going down into the sewer I always step for half in hour, and when I
get into it I dent find so much stench as I found on the top bere I went down.
1774. Can you go any distance in the sewer? Yes, I have travelled from the main outlet at Foit
Macquarie right up Pitt-street, to about opposite Alderman Macintosh's, and to a man-hole in l3athurststreet.
1775. What man-holes did you open to enable you to do that? At the corner of Bridge-street, opposite
the Exchange, where it intersects Pitt-street, that runs right down to Fert Macquarie. Then I got the
man-hole openerl opposite to where Alderman Renuic used to live, in Pitt-street. Well, the next one I
get opened was in Market-street, as near as possible to where Carrol.l used to keep a butcher's shop, and
the next one was close to the Congregational Church, opposite Alderman Macintosh's place.
1776. What time was taken up in doing this P Well, I had a gang of men out opening the man-holes in
different places, and I alw-ays have ft mali with me besides for tear of any accident. I started from Bridgestreet, opposite the Ezehange, and went right away down as far as the outlet, where the flood-gates are.
Then I traversed back again and ivent right p Pitt-street as far as Mr. Jtennie's place, and got up there
and had a breathing. Then 1. went in and started again, and went right up to the end of the Pitt-street
sewer, and .1. tried to get up in Bathnrst-strcet, where there is a 3-feet sewer, but I found I could not
turn in it, and after going along for a bit on my knees I caine back again.
1.777. You do not often make such journeys in the sewers? Well, I may say I am continually backwards
and forwards in them—onee or twice• , month.
1778. But do you, as a matter of fact, frequently make such journeys? No, I do not.
1779. Irow long were you in that particular case? I think as near as possible about three hours.
1780. You did it as quickly as possible I suppose? Yes, I got out of it as soon as I could,
1781. Have you reason to think that these noxious gases escape in various parts of the city
.? Yes sir;
for the last four years I have been doing nothing else with three masons and four or five labourers but
attending to these gullys leading into the sewers requiring repairs.
1782. Complaints have been made that these foul gases have escaped and got into the yards and houses P
Yes. I have often detected that where people have pulled the trap off themselves.
1783. What have they done that 'at-? 1. have seen them taking the ti-ap off and pushing the rubbish into
the cesspit. Some of them, if the stench-trap in the yard gets stopped up with sand and won't receive the
water, lift them up to clean them.
liSt. Where are these man-holes—in the streets I suppose F Yes, right along the line of streets, over the
sewers.
1785. And when you open them there is generally a strong draught comes up? No, but there is a great
stench, and there is one thing 1. would like to mention that in these man-holes, especially in Pitt-street, we
find a good current of air passing along the sewer.
1.786. Which way does it go? Jt
is going from the harbour.
1,787. Does it go in different directions at other times P Yes, according to the wind.
1788. And there is no ventilation in these sewers that you are aware of, except that one shaft? That is
the only one 1 knew,
1789, Does that shaft do any good—does it keep that sewer purer than the ethers? Yes, it must do a
vast deal of good.
1790. Have you found that sewerage area purer than the others? Yes. I have found very bad air once or
twice when 1 opened a man-hole in the Maeqnariestreet sewer, opposite Sir Daniel Cooper's new house,
and also in one close to the Library in Bent-street; that was in summem-.
1791.
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Mr. J.
179L. Have von found, as a matter of fact, that this ventilating shaft has made the sewers with which it
0 Doherty. is connected purer than the others P Yes, Pitt-street is connected with it, and 1 find a mccli better
draught in that sew-or than in any of the others. But there is one thing I would like to mention 1 have
Aug., lSiu, been in Pitt-street at times when we have been doing repairs I have been sometimes in hour at t:he
bottom of the sewer, and I have found my head to get giddy, and a feeling of faintness come over me
which has lasted for the rest of the day.
1792. Do the men who are employed in this occupation work all the day? Yes, but I always give them
instructions to come up whenever they want any flesh air.
1793. You think the air is better in the Pitt-street sewer than in the others P Yes, it is worse in the
others.
1791. Are many of the private connections with the sewers without traps, do you know? I have never
seen any of them connected without having it trap put in.
1795. That is the main sewers? Yes.
1700. Do you know whether there are traps in the private drains off the main sewers? During the last
twelve years, to the best of my recollection, in new sewers or gulls's, traps have always been put in.
The drain is trapped where it enters the main sewer, and the private connections are also t:i'apped where
they enter the drain. Shortly after Mr. Bell came into office, in passing the inam sewers occasionally, 1
noticed that when there was a great flood of water the flaps would be wrung off; and Mr. Bell made all
alteration in the traps.
1707. Have those flaps been replaced? Yes, generally.
17.98. Were these all private connections with the main sewers, or were they any of them connections with
street drains P Some of them with street drains and some with private drains.
17.90. You have been in office twelve years, have you not? Fifteen.
1800. What means have you of knowing whether any trap to a private connection is in order, or whether
there is_such a connection existing P That I could not say.
1801. iou have no means of knowing? No.
- 1802. If any particular connection were pointed out to you from a private dwelling into a street dram,
would you be in a position to say whether there was a trap there or not without opening up the ground?
I would.
1803. What means have you of telling? The only way I could tell you would be by going into the sower
and seeing it.
1804. But supposing it was a drain you could not get into:-is there any book or record of these eonnections to show whether they are trapped or not? Yes, I have a record of all of them-so many connections
made in my time.
1805. And whether they were trapped or not? Yes.
1800. But you have no means of knowing in what condition they are in at present? No.
1807. You are quite sure you have a book containing a record of them? I have a book stating that so
many connections were made every year, and they were all made with traps.
1803. Mr. Bennett.] Did you ever happen to have two of these man-holes-the two nearest man-holesopen together P No, I have not. I have not gone to such extrento labour.
1809. Have you found a draught of air going up or down these branch sewers when you have been passing
them P No.
1810. Do you find the stench grater in the lower or in the higher sewers? I always find the stench
greater at the higher points.
1811. Air. Chapman.] have you not some 20-inch drain pipes emptying themselves into the harbour P
Yes, we have 12-inch, 10-inch, iS-inch, 20-inch, and 24-inch pipes.
1812. Now how are the connections to these drains trapped? By D traps; but since Mr. Bell caine into
office he insisted upon the flap-traps being put in at the sewer as well as the B trap.
1813. Up to that time there were no flaps to these drain-pipes P No.
1814, When the Chairman asked you ;vhethier all these connections had been trapped in your time, did
leg.
you mean that some of them had been trapped on the surihice, and not at the drain
1815. Aft. Bell.] When you were in the Pitt-street sewer do you recollect whether the doors at the
mouth of the sewer wereoff or whether they were on, while there was a current passing, as you described?
I always found the doors shut.
1810. Were the doors on at the Fort Macquarie sewer? Yes, time doors were shut.
1817. Was there any air going in from the mouth of the sewer? Noue..I found once where the door
had been taken off altogether.
1818. Hon. .1. B. Wilson.] And thatenrrentof air you spoke of, coining from the open man-hole when you
were walking up that sewer, did it come from the open man-hole by which you had entered? Yes, I believe
that gave inc a current of air right away up.
1819. And you don't think there would have been any current if that man-hole had not been opened, and
the gates had not been opened? No, I don't think so.
1820. Where does the tank stream empt.y into the harbour? At the old Queen's wharf, at the bottom of
Pitt-street.
1821. Is not there a large sewer coining down Pitt-street? .4 brick sewer comes between Bridge-street
and Pitt-street.
1822. And does the tank stream cross- it? The brick sewer crosses the tank stream.
1823. Have you ever been up that tank stream? Oh yes.
1824. How is it constructed when it goes nuder the houses, say in Bridge-street and Hunter-street, is it
built of brick and cement? The sides ate built up with stone and it is covered with timber.
1825. Have you any idea of the state of that timber roof, whether it is sound or not? I know that some
time ago a lot of it was washed away by Mr. Bloxsome's place, but they have been doing a lot of repairs
to it lately. At Hunter-street the tank stream is in a very bad state.
1820. Air. 0/rap-inca.] Are you aware whether any fire was ever used in the ventilating shaft for the
purpose of consuming the noxious gases which ai-ise from it? I am not aware of it; no fire has been
used to my kuewiedge.

FRIDAY
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W. C. 13eunett, Esq., further examined
1827. Uhairnsan.] I believe you have paid some attention to the ventilation of sewers 9 1 have lately.
W. C.
1828. From what you have learned of the subject do you find that the method of ventilating sewers by Bennett, hsq.
lofty shafts, such as that one in Hyde Par]c, is approved of? It is not generally approved of now.
1820. Do you approve of it? No; 1. think the reasons I have seen assigned agamet it are very good ones. 13 Aug., 1875.
1830. Theoretically and practically P Yes; if the draught is sufficient to be effective at any distance from
the ventilating shaft it will be so great under the ventilating shaft that it will untrap all the traps in the
immediate vicinity.
1831. That is to say, it will open all the traps? Yes; it will reverse the action of the traps.
1832. it will draw the air from the traps near the shaft instead of drawing it from the remoter paris of the
system P Yes.
1833. So that it will keep the air pure near the ventilating shaft, but will not affect the remoter portions
of i he system
in fhct, it will onlr have a local elloet P Yes.
182k 'that opinion is based on scientific grounds, and is the result of observations you have made on the
subject P Yes ; on commimon souse grounds also.
1835. And it the draught up a shaft of that kind were ineieased by means of it fire, would not the same
remarks apply, only with greater force P Yes, with greater force.
1830. Do you know, or have you heard, of any system by which any considerable extent of sewer could be
ventilated by one shaft? No.
1837. On the grounds you have just stated, do you think it possible, in the nature of things, that this
could be dono? I do not think so.
1838. 11 for instance, you had pumping machinery, to pump the an, out, would it be possible? The same
iesnit would take place ; you would increase the air near the fan, or whatever arrangement you had for
creating the draught, but you would be pumping the air from the portions of the sewer close to the shaft,
and leaving the remoter portions unventilated. That system applies to it mine very well, but there the
side drives are so regulated that they all draw the air from one opening; there are certain traps in the
galleries which are shut so as to turn the air towards the shaft, under inaimual regulation.
1830. It' then it is impossible to ventilate sewers to any large extent by means of a single opening of any
md, it will be obviously necessary to have it niunber of open Jigs P So it would appear.
1810. floes that appear to be the conclusion arrived at by European engineers as th.r as you know? Yes
it has been acted upon in London, Croydon, and other places-at Croydon with marked success.
1811. Is it not a fact that these tall ventilating shafts with and without fires have been experimented upon
and finally condemned P Yes.
1842. In what way would you recommend then that the foul air should be drawn off from the sewers?
I think the method adopted in London and Croydon, and proposed by Mr. Latham in his work on
"Sanitary Engineering" might be adopted here with advantage. These gases being innocuous, or nearly
so, if largely diluted, he recommends that they should be diluted and-deodorised as often as possible by
having a number of openings at intervals of 200 yards apart, immediately over the sewer, in the centro of
the street, each hole to be provided with it charcoal apparatus.
1842. Charcoal, I believe, if kept perfectly dry, has the effect of permanently or almost so absorbing and
destroying the noxious gases which pass through it; but it is necessary to keep it perfectly dry? Yes; it
must be kept dry. Mr. Latham has patented an apparatus for that purpose, which seems to moe to be it
very good one.
1811. have you carefully considered the arrangement which prevents this ventilator from being choked
with dust from the street or soaked wills water getting in P Yes.
18t5. And you think it efficient? 1 think so, and Mr. Latharn states that it has proved so in practice.
1810. Ase you aware whether it has been attempted to ventilate sewers by means of ivater.pipes through
which water is carried fj.oin the roofs of houses to the sewers ? Yes, that has been abandoned. In
Croydon it was found to produce it great increase in the death rate.
i 817. 'J'here are obvious reasous why it should be deficient? Yes; to be efficient there should be it
charcoal deodoriser on the top, and that would be manifestly impossible.
1818. It has also been suggested that the sewers should he ventilated by special pipes carried from the
sewer under the road and up the sides of the houses so as to be beyond the reach of the windows; and
there of course as they would not he used for discharging water you might have a charcoal filter. .Do you
see ally objection to such an arrangement P Well, it i.a question whether they would be so efficient as
the openings in the streets, and they would be much more expensive, besides being unsightly.
1819. And they would have to be of much larger size to be of any use? Yes.
1850. Under what circumstances do you think the greatest pressure would be likely to arise of the gases
within it sewer tending to force them into the houses and yards? In the tide locked sewers open to tide
the greatest pressure would be at high water ; in the ordinary sewers it would be at flood times.
1851. Suppose the tidal waters were kept out P Then it would be ,in ordinary sewer, and the greatest
pressure would be in times of flood.
1852. What would take place when a heavy shower of rain caine on in a sewer as to the pressure of the
gases? The 11rsulre of the gases would increase considerably, and until the side traps got sealed by the
water rising ovet thorn, these traps hoimig partially open, the gas would be driven in at the sides of the
flaps ; and would partially and perhaps completely untrap the sewers, and escape into the air and through
lime houses and yards.
1853. Under such circumstances, in case of a sudden rash of water into the sewers, and the consequent pressure, the more flaps would only be it very partial remedy? I would not like to depend upon the flaps at
any time to keep out the smell.
1854.
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W. 0.
1854. You would approve of them as a mitigation of the evil? Yes, but they should be supplemented
Bennett, Esq. with water-traps.
1855. It appears as a matter of fact, as far as we can learn, that there is no great pressure of gas arising
U Aug., 1875. in the Sydney sewers, as we have not heard of many traps connected with water-closets being untrapped?
It would not occur so much in the water-closet traps as the ordinary traps in yards and sculleries.
1850. At the same time during heavy showers the gas must escape somewhere P. Yes.
1857. What is your opinion as to where it gets out? I think that as the water rises it is driven into the
side pipes, and up those pipes perhaps to the outlet, or through any fissures in the earth, or through
the man-holes.
1858. Ohairman to 319. Belt.] What is your opinion as to the way in which the gases escape from the
sewers in case of pressure arising from the influx of flood water? I think they escape principally through
the gully-shafts not being trapped, and also from many of the house connections not being trapped.
1859. The gas gets into the yards in that way?. Yes.
1860. The fact of these gulfy-shafts not being trapped, and the gas escaping into the yards then, has been
so far a benefit to the city, as the pressure would otherwise have untrapped the traps in many cases?
There are numerous places in the èity where the gully-shafts are entirely open for the flood waters to
get in.
1801. Would it not be a dangerous thing, unless some very safe exit is made for the gas, to trap all these
gully-shafts, and to make all these drains secure ;-would it not have the effect of driving these gases more
into the houses? I think so ; yes.
1802. Until we have some better system of ventilation then it will be better to leave these things alone?
Yes except in some places where the stench is very bad.
1803. C'hairman to Mr. Bennett.] It appears then that the only safety is iii providing some easy exit for
the gases in the sewers at more frequent intervals than must necessarily exist at present? Yes, some
easy exit.
1864. And a safer exit? Yes; to make it really effective every opening to a sewer should have a charcoal
filter for the gas to pass through.
1805. You mean every opening for purposes of ventilation, not every opening? Yes, for purposes of
ventilation.
1800. And that should be secured against damp and dirt? Yes.
1807. How would you propose to have these ventilators placed-in the man-holes as far as it was possible
to do so? It would bean economy to utilize the man-holes, but I do not reeolicct the distances between
them so as to be able to say whether they would be suitable for that purpose. I think, as far as No 1
section of sewage-as it is called-is concerned, that as many of these veutilators as possible should be
placed at the intersection of streets, so as thoroughly to dilute whatever gases did escape.
1808. And in case of the side drain sewers running into the main sewers to provide against a case where
the mouth of such a branch sewer should become stopped by the water in the main sewer risnig above itin which case the gas in the side sewer would be confined-then would it not be desirable to have for
every such branch sewer, at its highest point, a venf.ilator of a similar kind? Yes, and it would be worthy
of consideration whether the ventilation would not be as cheaply and effectively done by connecting the
highest point of the branch sewer with the next higher main sewer, in section No 1 especially, and
possibly in other eases.
180.9. Aft. Moriarty.] Don't you think that in connection with the ventilation of sewers the system of
flushing the sewers is all important question ? Very.
1870. At regular and frequent intervals? Yes.
1871. Might not the flushing process, if judiciously managed, not only have the effect of clearing out all
the sediment that would otherwise remain in the sewer, but also, by being repeated at proper times during
the day, have the effect of expelling most of the ,as from the sewer? Yes, it is possible, on the
principle of G-ifford's injector; the friction of the water on the gas would expel the gas • to the mouth of
the sewer.
1872. You state in your evidence that the effect of floods is to expel the gas from the sewer-winch of
course it does by occupying the place which the gas formerly occupied ;-of course the same effect would
follow every time the sewer was filled with water, which would result from Mw flushing process P Yes I
never contemplated flushing the sewers to such an extent as would be done by a flood.
187.3. But would any partial flushing have the effect of causing a partial escape of gas? Yes.
1874. And in that way the system of flushing the sewers must be conducin to the public health? Yes,
unquestionably.
1875. Is it not it fact that in London the flushing process is all indispensable part of the system of sewer.
age P I am not aware whether it is done under the new system under the old system flushing was indispensable for every sewer I don't think it is under the present system in London on account of the
mmpi ng. A great many of the low level systes
m are pumped they may flush the minor sewers, but not
the main sewers ; they do it very largely in Paris by nieans of barges. In my former answer 1 referred to
the flushing of sewers by the influx of water in addition to the ordinary water going through the sewer.
1870. Is it not possible by means of proper flaps-either half, three-quarters, or full-sized flaps, to impound
the water at various points in the sewer in such a way that the ordinary supply of a town may cause a
flushing when and where it is desired? That has been done to some extent in Paris; that is their
ordinary way of doing it.
1877. chairman.] If the flushing of a sewer were conducted by means of flushing gates, without introducing any additional water into the, sewer, that would not have the effect of expelling any gas by
increasing the pressure in the sewer at all? It would increase the local pressure slightly where the
flushing gate was, but it would have very little effect in expelling the gas.
1878. Would it not expel the gas at that point? Yes, it would to a certain extent but only slightly.
1879. Mr. A/briar?11.] And the effect would also be to draw in purer air from those portions of the sewer
from which the water had been drawn away, by causing a suction? Yes, it would cause a displacement of
gas and some flesh air would conic in to replace it, but I don't think the efibet would be at all appreciable
with the ordinary sewer water.
1.880. Hon. 7. B. Wi/son.] Are you awam'e how often, under the old London system, the sewers were
flushed P Very frequently ; I could not say how often.
1881. Mr. Belt.] Would not the necessity of flushing the sewers depend greatly upon the grade of the
sewer? Oh yes.
1882.
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1882. Then, with a,steep incline, there would be very little necessity to flush a sewer P Very little,
W. C.
1883. Only the low.lyiug sewers, those that were very flat, would require flushing? Yes, and particularly Bennett, Eiq.
near the foot of a steel) grade, where there would be a tendency to deposit.
1884. With regard to the present ventilating shaft—with the means of fresh air coming in and foul a1r 13 Aug., 1875.
going out, the system being so mcoinplete—do you think that shaft is of any service? Yes, it is of
service to a limited extent; I do not dispute that, in its immediate neighbourhood, but not at the remote
end of the sewers.
1885. Mr. .Mbriarly.] Is it not a fact that with regard to these ventilating shafts the draught increases in
the ratio of the square root of the height? Yes.
1886. Then, taking two shafts, one a tall shaft, of say Si. feet high, and the other a short one of only 9 fact
high, the square roots of which are 9 and 3 respectively, which would represent the ratios of the velocities of
escape of the gases, if the former have an opening of 1 foot square and the latter of about 1 foot 9 inches
square, their discharging capacities will be equal, so that practically in such case there would be no
advantage gained by the high shaft? Not much.
1887. Iron, J. B. Jvilson.] Are these traps of Mr. Latham's on the level of the street? Yes.
1888. Uhairman to 1G. Bell.] Can you furnish us with a tabulated statemont showing the situation and
size of the inan.holes to the various main sewers in Sydney? I will bring the sections and show them to
you.
1880. What size are the man-holes—about 2 feet 6 inches P Yes, about that; I think they are all the
same size.
1890. Do you concur in the opinions Mr. Bennett has expressed generally on the subject of the ventilation
of the sewers? Yes, I do.
1891. Ohai•rviam to 1G. Moriarty.] Do you also concur in Mr. Bennett's opinions P Yes, but I am disposed
to attach more importance than he seems to do to the beneficial effects of flushing the sewers, in expelling
the gases as well as the deposits. 1892. How would the flushing of sewers by flushing gates, or, if there were any such means, by introducing
water into the sewers, affect the arrangement to carry the sewage into deeper water, which you propose to
do at Fort Maequarie P It might be made to act rallier beneficially in that respect, I think, by holding
back some of the water in the sewers until the ebb of the tide, and then allowing it to discharge so as to
sluice the whole sewer.
1893. You don't think it would injure the gates at all P Oh no, not at all.
1894. Do you think there would be any great expense attached to the construction of sluicing gates in the
sewers, as they at present exist, with the present water supply? That is a difficult question to answer
without seine more complete knowledge of the depths of the sewers and their size than I at present
possess. It would not add materially to the expense.

THURSDAY, 26 AUGUST, 1875.
HON. J. SMITI{,
F. J3ELL, Esq.,
W. C. BENNETT, E5Q.,

lION. J. B. w:ELSON,
B. 0. MORIARTY, E5Q.,
Dir. ALLEYNE.

K B. PELt, ESQ., B.A.,

IN THE GRAIL
lion. J. Smith, M.D., M.L.C., Professor of Physics, University of Sydney, eiamined in his place
1895. Chairman.] You have read Professor Liversidge's report, and the opinions lie has stated as to the
Hen.
quality of the water which enters the mouth of the Bore. You have yourself stated that you believe it J. Smith,
is, as a matter of fact, to some extent contaminated by the drainage of the adjoining houses; and that in
M.L.C.
the event of any disease arising among the inhabitants of the watershed, communicable by water, serious
danger would occur. Do you then think that this is a desirable or proper water in its present state to 26 Aug., 1875.
supply to the inhabitants of' Sydney;—with the contingent risk you mention, do you think it is advisable to
continue to supply the city from that source P On the whole 1 think not and if it were to be continued
1 think a good deal should be done to improve it, by cutting off the sources of impurity.
1896.' We are bound to report to the Government positively whether or not that supply of water should
be continued. Professor Liversidge states that it is not safe to supply it without filtration ; your eolleagues on the Committee say the same thing. Do you concur in the opinions of these gentlemen? No,
as a simple matter of opinion I think the water at present is perfectly safe.
1891. That is not the question. Admitting for the sake of argument that it is not dangerous at present,
do you think it is a proper water to supply to the inhabitants of Sydney for any length of time? I repeat
that, looking to the contingencies to which you have referred, it is not desirable; at present the water is
sufficiently good.
1808. You state in your evidence that you would use that water as it is at present without any alarm?
Yes, without any olarmn.
1809. If there were any disease among the inhabitants of that watershed—any disease communicable by
water—would you still use it without any alarm? No, I should not use it then.
1900. 1. understand then that Nye are so far agreed, that you would concur with us in reporting to the
Government, in accordance with Professor Liversidge's recommendation, that this water, unless it can be
effectually filtered, should not be continued to be supplied to the inhabitants of Sydney for any length of
time? You have introduced the question of filtration, and I am doubtful how far you could improve this
water by filtration ; but I concur in the opinion that unless something is done effectually to preserve the
purity of the water, it is not desirable to continue it as a source of supply.
1001. With you then it is merely a question whether the filtration would be effectual. You think that
without some effective means of filtration to m'emove the dangerous impurities it would not be desirable to
continue it? I look more to the cutting oil' the sources of impurity; I do not trust much to filtration.
1902. But without an effective system of filtration you would not recommend the water to be used as a
permanent source of supply? I do not wish to express an opinion as to filtration ; I say that unless the
sources of impurity are removed I do not think it would be desirable to continue it.
1903.
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1903. They can only be removed perinanentl by cutting off the drainage from nil the private land eon7.Smith, tamed ill the watershed P Yes, floin all the houses that drain into the ivatershed.
1904. Which would very greatly diminish the supply P It would considerabh' diminish the supply ; but
26 Aug.,875. from this report which we have before its it would appear that it need not be so much diminished as I I hought
g
at first:, because it appears that the water running down Spring Creek is really remarkably pure, and
therefore that need not be cut off.
1905. Then again, in considering whether this is it desirable source of supply, we. must go back to the
question you have already answered respecting the contamination of the water iii its passage through the
Bore. If that were prevented—and the only efibctual way of preventing it seems to be to lay dccvii an
iron pipe throughout its whole leiigth—tlie supply again would be very materially diminished Tmking all
these matters into consideration, would it be worth while, in your opinion, as you have examined the
ground while the subject was under your consideration, to recommend the Government to go to an y
expense, or to encourage any large expense in conserving this comnpara. uvely small quantity of water for
any length of time P No I repeat what 1 said in my former evidence. I do notthink it would be worth
while to go to any great expense in conserving it. Something might be done—indeed, must be done—
to improve it while it is used, for it must be used for some years to come, but it is not, in my opinion,
desirable to incur any great expense to conscive it.
1906. There is one matter to which I am bound to refer, though I. should much rather not do so. Reports
have got about which tend to throw it doubt tipon the correctness of the ded uctions which Professor
Jiiversidge has drawn from his analyses. You are reported to have said that the public have made misI:aicet as to the inferences to be drawn from his statements. Now, there is no doubt about what Professor
Liversidgo stated—that the water as it enters the Bore is contaminated to a certain extent, and not fib for
doinesi ie use, and this appears to have created sonic alarm, ;vlmieh has been abated by what has hecu said
outside, whether intentionally or not, as to the results of these analyses, about which so much trouble has
been taken and so much expense incurred. It appears to inc that if as you say this contamination, as
shown by the analysis, is liable in certain eases to spicad iiilictions diseases, that alarm in tIme minds of
the people is the very thing we desire to create. Without such alarm we can never hope to carry any
strong measures or to get the people to see the importance of the question. I should like to asic you if
you have seen any reason to doubt the results of Professor liversidge's analyses—that is to say, that they
indicate sewage contamination, especially with respect to the water entering time Bore, of ivhiclm he has
made two analyses, the results of which are before us P I have not the slightest doubt of the correctness
of Professor 141versidge'8 analyses; but every, one of us must use his own judgment in drawing inferences
from them. I entirely accept the accuracy of, Professor Livoreidge's analyses, but 1 difFer with you in your
opinion that it is well to create alarm. I think that sitcii alarm is the very tlung to spread disease. That
has been proved over and over again. In the ease of cholera that has been the chief source of danger. If
we had an epidemic of cholera lmere—if there were eases of cholera at Wavorley, and the drainage of time
houses went into the Laclilan Swamp—there would be danger. I should be very sorry, however, to create
a feeling of alarm in time minds of the people, although ii would do what I could to renmove the source of
danger. lVe have notlnng to fear at present. 1 have said that the alarm which has been raised was
unueeessary, and that at present the water is fit for use. But I. admit that there is the possibility of
danger—that there is a contingent danger—and therefore I would give up the source of supply. But we
know it cannot be given up for years to come, and I should be loth to create an alarm in the public mind.
We have never had epidemic cholera here, and we have no reason to expect it.
1907. We are not speaking of cholera epidemic in particular P But there are comparatively few causes of
disease communicable by water. We have never had all epidemic of typhoid fever either. I add tIns to my
former answer—that although in eases where epidemic diseases are communicable by water every possible
precaution should be taken, and no avoidable risk should be run, yet I do not know that there is any
proof that the germs which convey these communicable diseases travel very far in water. :i: doubt
whether if theM were cholera or typhoid fever epidemic in Waverley, the poison germs would reach the
tunnel month, especially if the running stream were restored, as recommended by the Committee; because
I do not know ofany evidence of poisoned germs having been carried for any considerable distance. In
the cases recorded where disease has been clearly communicated by water, the poison germs have been
traced to some source near at hand. So far as I know they have never been traced to any considerable
distance; and 1 remember that it was stated on good authority during an epidemic of cholera in England
as it remarkable thing that at Birmingham, which was supplied with water, contaminated by Bilston
higher up on the same river, there was no cholera, while it was raging at Bilston. That I give as an
example that the poison germs do not travel any considerable distanc,e in water, since Mr. ltawlinson
states that although the cholera was raging at Bilston there was none at Birmingham, though the same
water supplied both places. There is no evidence that these poison germs are carried any distance, and
oven in the ease of an epidemic at Waverley, if the running stream were restored, the probability is that
the poison germs would not reach the mouth of the tunnel, I therefore will ho Do party to create any
unnecessary alarm. At the same time I would adopt every precaution to preserve the purity of the water,
and would seek a mom'e nnexcept'oimable source of supply. .1 would not seek it only or imiainly for this
reason, but because it is not sufficient; we regnire a better and more abundant source.
1908. Don't you think it is better to frighten the people a little, as they require a great deal, or at any
rate some kind, of inducement to make them move in matters of this kind ;—don't you think it better to
frighten them into getting it better source of supply for themnselvcs than to wait until the danger arises,
and they have found it out by experience? Well, I think the authorities who would have to decide upon
the source of supply are open to reason without being subjected to alarm. It is not the mass of the people
who would have to provide the supply, but those who would be amenable to reason.
1909. Do you see any reason to doubt the correctness of Professor Liversidge's conclusions and the
results of his analyses in respect to several matters which he mentions—such as the proportions of albumenoid ammnouia and chlorine ;—do you doubt that they indicate sewage contamination in the manner in
which he states? .1 suppose they must dome to a certain extent from seivage contamination, but there
are other possible sources.
1910. Will you name any of them? Albunmenoid ammonia., I understand, is obtainable from rain water,
and it is stated to be obtainable from water in which there is peaty matter, or in fact any vegetable
infusion,
1911.
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1911. From the inquiries you have made do you think there is any likelihood or possibility of Professor flon.J,Smith,
Liversidge being much in error—in respect to his statements of the quantity of albumenoid ammonia in M.L.C.
the water entering the l3orc—in the inferences lie has drawn from the substances existing in the water, Or 26 Aug.,876
g.,
having been obtained from it—that they liae been derived fl-mn sewage contamination, or that they mdicate sewage contamination P I think lie has not stated that oil the albumenoid ammonia arises from
sewage contamination. I think it is pretty clear that some of it arises from sewage contamination, but
how much there is not sufficient evidence to show.
1912. What steps then do you think should be taken to show it.; that is a thing which should be cleared
up P I do not think it is a timing that can be accurately ascertained.
1913. Then, if what you say is true—that it is impossible to say what proportion of these results is
derivable from sewage contamination, and what proportion is due to other causes, the inferences drawn
from the results of his analyses would be of no value whatever? What parLieulimr inferences do you mean?
1914. The inference lie draws from the results, so far as be has arrived at them, is, that the water is contaminated by sewage matter but if what you say is true—that it is impossible to determine what
proportion of this albumnenoid ammonia is derivable from sewage contamination, anti what proportion from
other perhaps innocuous sources, then I say his results would • be of no value whatever. Is not that quite
clear? No, I don't think that is clear. I think if you find albumenoid ammonia in considerable
quantity, more than the usual average, then it is 'fair to suppose that that bxcess is owing to sewage
matter. As in the ease of No. 2 dam, I feel no doubt that there a considerable proportion of albumenoid ammonia must really have come from sewage contamination, because in that ease we see that the
water comes from a number of houses.
1913. Do you doubt then that the water which at its entrance into the Bore contains about -20 of
albumenoid ammonia as against 30 in No. 2 dam indicates serious sewage contamination? I think we
may fairly infer that at least the difference between 20 and 30 comes from sewage contamination,
1016. Have you any reason for stating these particular figures. If it be impossible to state from what
these substances are derived, it is impossible to arrive at any defimiite conclusions P No. I use the number
20 because there are waters affording that proportion of albumenoid ammonia which I am convinced are
not Jnjui'iohiS.
1917. In what way are you convinced that they are not injurious. Professor Liversidge thinks they are
dangerous? I should like to know on what grounds lie considers them dangerous with 20 of albumenoid
am non in.
1915. You do not believe it is possible to determine whether this albumenoid ammonia comes from
sewage contamination or not ;—it is merely a matter of guess work, because you say you believe it to be
present when you see the houses from which it comes P I think it is a matter of inference. I think it is
impossible to determine what proportion of albumenoid ammonia is derived from sewage contamination
and what from other sources.
1019. ilk. Mom'tam'1'.] If we find that there is a greater quantity of this supposed dangerous matter in the
water from the upper part of the watershed than there is in the water from the lower part—that is to say,
the proportion of albumenoid ammonia is greater in the Lachlan Swamp than in the water pumped up
from Botany ; and if we find that in the stream at Botany there is it greater proportion of peaty matter,
would you consider it a reasonable inference that the presenco of albumenoid ammonia is due to sewage
contamination rather than to peat? I am inclined to think that the peaty matter is greater in the
Laehlan Swamps than down below. I think that since the construction of these damns and the submersion
of so much vegetable matter, the infusion of peaty matter is greater at the Swamps than it is further
below.
1920. Chairman.] Have you any reason to suppose that any large proportion of this albumenoid ammonia
is derived from peat? No ; in fact as a mere matter of opinion I don't think much of it would be derived
from peat. I think if it were the water would have a higher colour, because we know that peat has a
highly colouring effect.
-

A. Liversidge, Esq., Professor of Geology and Mineralogy, University of Sydney, examined: 1.921. Chairman.] When we find that the water contains say 20 albumenoid ammonia, do we under- Atirersidge,
stand from your report that the whole of that is usually derivable from sewage contamination? No, I
Esq.
should not attribute the whole of the albumenoid ammonia to sewage contamination; but when the
quantity is as great as '20 I should be inclined to think from my experience of these analyses that—all 26 Aug., 1576.
other things being equal—about one-half would be derived from sewage contamination, that is to say,
from other than natural sources, because all natural waters contain a certain amount of albumenoid
ammonia.
1922. Some of this '10, which is not derived from sewage contamination, would be derived, I suppose, from
peat or other vegetable matter? This '10 would include the whole of the albumenoid ammonia derivable
from peat and from other vegetable sources.
1923. Have you any means of forming an opinion as to the quantity of albumenoid ammonia derivable
from peat at the Botany Watershed—from peat alone P Yes, 1 have a certain amount of information; I have
made some experiments, but I cannot say that they are at all complete. They are experiments which I
made with water free from ammonia, which I coloured artificially with extract of peat to rather a deeper
tint than the water taken from tIme Swamp. I then estimated the amount of free ammonia and also of
albumenoid ammonia afforded by such artificially coloured water, and I found that the amount of
albumenoid ammonia averages fro
m 03 to 06 parts per million.
1921 Was the peat with which you coloured the water taken from the Lachian Swamp P In two cases it
was, and in the other cases it was a specimen from Scotland.
1925. And of the '10 of albumenoid ammonia which you found in the Botany water at the engine pond,
you would suppose—speaking roughly—about one half to be due to peat? Yes, about one-half—rather
less than one-half, 35 being the average.
1926. And the rest to other, what you would term ordinary or natural, sources of contamination P Yes,
together with any slight sewage contamination which there might be ; but I should state that the amount
of albumenoid ammonia which I found in this artificially coloured solution is overstated, because I over. colored the water purposely in order to see tIme very worst of it.
1927. 41239—L
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A Liversidge, 1927, Then, if anything, the amount you attribute to peat is less than you have stated? Yes.
Eaq.

1928. 1 think you found the water from dam No. 1 about the same quality as the Botany water—to con-

' -'-a' tam 10 of albumenoid ammonia P Yes, about the same.
26 Aug., 1875.

1920. That data is not subject to the direct contaminating causes as dam No. 2? I cannot speak upon
that point.
1030. That would appear in point of fact to be about the normal state of the Botany watershed ; the
immediately contaminating influences are partly derived from peat and partly from other sources? Yes.
1931. You would attribute the additional '10 in the water at the mouth of the Bore to direct sewage
contamination P Yes, I cannot see any other possible cause for it.
1932. Is it generally known that river water, or other water used as a water supply, does contain a certain
amount of albumenoid ammonia independently of any sewage contamination ? There is hardly a river
which has been examined that has not been polluted more or less; the average water supplied to London
by the companies all contains a small proportion of albuineuoid ammonia, but that, of course, is partly due
to sewage and partly due to natural sources.
1933. You would expect water which undoubtedly had not been polluted by sewage contamination, to
yield a certain amount of albumenoid ammonia? Yes, a very small proportion. 1934. It appears from your report that the quality of the water from two of the dams, which is mixed
before it gets to the Bore, is about a mean between the two? Except in respect to the chlorine.
1935. As far as albumenoid ammonia is concerned, but the proportion of chlorine is not quite the same F
Not quite.
1030. What would that indicate, supposing the quantity of water supplied by those two dams to be the
same in amount? Supposing it received 110 fresh accumulation of sewage-matter in its passage along the
swamp it would signify that the water underwent no appreciable change in that short distance.
1937. Suppose that the purer source was considerably larger than the impure one, what inference would
you draw then? That the water in its passage down must be subject to contamination.
1938. If the purer source were larger of course the water when the two joined should be purer? Yes.
1939. Are youperfectly satisfied that the existence of albuinenoid ammonia arising from peat does not
interfere with the justice of your reports? Yes, I am perfectly satisfied that it does not, because the
water from the Lachlan Swamps contains twice as much albumenoid ammonia as the water from Botany;
and if anything I am inclined to think that the Lachlan Swamp water—certainly the last sample—is
lighter in colour than the Botany water, and the only means of judging of the peaty matter is from the
colour of the water. I should be very much inclined to think that there is rather less peat in the Lachlan
Swamp than there is at Botany.
1940. Hon. T. Smith.] You mentioned in experiment that you made with peat ;—did you allow the peaty
matter entirely to subside before you examined the sample P You mean in the case of the artificiallycoloured solution P
1941. Yes? I allowed it to stand until it was tolerably clear, Of course there would be some matter in
suspension, but not much.
1942. But you allowed it to stand before you took the specimen? Yes, for about ten minutes.
1943. 'Whereas when you took the sample from the Lachlan Swamp you shook it up well before you took
it? Yes.
1944. Does not that vitiate the comparison. I think the fair way would have been to have allowed the
Lachlan Swamp water to settle also P When I compared the two waters—the artificially-coloured water
with the Lachlan Swamp water—they were placed in flasks si,le by side, and the artiflcially.eoloured water
was stirred about, whereas the Lachlan Swamp water was not. But in Illakiag the strong solution of peat,
with which I coloured the artificiall y-coloured water, of course I allowed it to stand, because it would have
vitiated the experiment if thad got any solid matter in it.
1945. I observed that in all your experiments with Lachlan Swamp waters, you shook the samples well,
therefore you must have had some solid particles in them, whereas in the artificially colored sample you
had no solid particles P No, not worth speaking of
1946. Therefore I think there is some doubt about the experiment, and that if we knew that the water
from the Lachlan Swamp had been partially purified by standing, we should then be able to tell how much
was due to peat and how much to other sources? Yes, but in estimating the ammonia by the decomposthon of organic matter, the water was mixed lip; in artificially coloring the water the swamp water
was not agitated ; in fact there was no reason for agitating it, because I wished to get its fair color.
1947. Uhairman.] When you artificially colored the water with peat did you prepare a solution of peat?
1 prepared an extract of peat in a small vessel separately, and I added sufficient of that solution to impart
to the water a color equnl to that possessed by the Lachlan Swamp water.
1948. Equal to the Lachlan Swamp water when it was shaken UI)? The Lachlan Swamp water was kept
quiet, and the other was shaken up to get the right colour.
1949. Would the artificially coloured water if allowed to stand have thrown down any scdimnent? No.
1950. Hon. ,T Smith.] Have you tried rain water here with regard to the existence of albumenoid
ammonia? Yes, some of it.
1951. What maximum amount of alburnenoid ammonia has it furnished on any occasions P in one case
the amount of albumenoid ammonia was •13 that wasfrom a specimen collected on .June 5th ; then on
June 6th another specimen of rain' water was collected, and the amount of albnmnenoid ammonia was then
06; rain water collected in tIme under ground tank at the University after the rain, was examined on the
13th June, and it was found to contain '06 albumenoid ammonia.
1952. Then, if Nye were to add, say the maximum of albunienoid ammonia in rain water to the quantity
supposed to be derived from peat, should we not arrive at the quantity contained in the water at the
mouth of the tunnel P Yes ; but I don't think we have any riglmt to do that, because the first rain that
falls has to pick imp all the impurities which collect in the atmosphere, and these we know to be very great,
as we perceive when a ray of light passes through a chink into a darkene4 room, and this has been shewn
by examination.
1953. O/iairman.] You say it is only the first fall of rain which contains comparatively a large amount of
impurity P Yes.
195.1. Have you made the experiment of taking two samples, one at the beginning and the other at the
close of a heavy rain ? These two samples were as nearly as possible collected under those conditions;
one was taken omm the 0th June, and the other on the 13th. after the rain.
1955.
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1955. Before reporting the result of your analyses, did YOU fully take into consideration the fact which is A. IAversidge,
Esq.
well known to chemists that rain water itself contains a certain amount of albumenoid ammonia? Yes.
1956. You had made experiments, and had taken that into consideration P I had not made many experi. 26
Aug., 1876.
ments, because it is such a we" known fact.
1957. But you had examined waters for that purpose P No because I did not require confirmation—it
is a well known fact. There was no real occasion to do it. I made a few experiments for the purposes of
scientific inquiry, with the intention to proceed with them.
1958. .ffon. T. 'Smith.] What is the maximum quantit;y el albumenoid ammonia which has been found in
rain water in other countries P I could not: say from memory—it would depend upon various circum.
stances.
1959. Do you know if there is any amount estimated as the average quantity P 1 cannot say that there is
any average recorded but it has been found from the examination of a large number of river waters and
others supplied to towns that they contain from 05 to 08 parts of albumenoid ammonia. That
albumeuoid ammonia is partly derived from the atmosphere, and so long as the rivers, which are mainly
composed of rain water, pass over land which is not polluted, they would not contain more than that. I
don't think we need consider that rain water contains 20 on an average.
1060. Ohafrman.] You take the rivers which are not polluted as a fair sample of rain water? Yes.
1001. Hon. J. &nitlh.] Is it not understood that in the course of a river this source of albumenoid
ammonia gradually disappears P Yes.
1962. Then you would expect to see more of it towards the source of the river? No, not materially; I
dont think I should. When I concur with you that it gradually disappears, 1 mean that it undergoes a
greater diminution in its passage over the land.
1963. Therefore you would expect to find more where the rain immediately falls than after it has ran for
a number of miles P Yes ; but the difference would not be great.
1904. Still that would justit' its in looking for more albumenoid ammonia in the Lachlan Swamp,
where the water has not a distance to run P No, because we find that the water at the mouth of the
tunnel contains 21. i.take the water in dam No. 1 and the Botany watershed as an average water, and
any proportion of albmuuenoid ammonia.above 10 I take as due to sewage contamination.
1005. Afr. Bell.] To what do you attribute the dilferenco in the analyses made in your first and second
experiments of the water in the Crown-street reservoir? I stated in my second report that I was not
prepared to give an opinion upon it without further investigation.
1906. Chairman.] It appears that the water taken from the plug at Hyde Park—Bore water—contained
a. greater amount of albumenoid aimnonia than the water al; the month of the Bore. JDo you think that
could in way be accounted for by a, larger quantity of peat in that water than in the water at the mouth
of the Bore, from what you saw, taking everything into account ; did the water appear to the eye to confain more peat P No, it was more turbid, but that turbidity would not be attributable to peat.
1967- Ho,i, T. B. Wi/con.] Could it not be attributed to peat? It might be, but from the examination of
the sample I should not be inclined to think so ; and moreover, there was an increased quantity of
chlorine; the amount of albumonoid ammonia is about ono.fifth more, and the amount of chlorine I see is
about one.cighth ; but then the amount of chlorine in peat would be, I think, perhaps, only one.fiftioth
part of the albumenoid aiamnonia, which peat would show. Therefore, I think that chlorine here indicates
contamination ; and in addition to that, there are nitrates present which show that there is nitrogeneons
matter nndergoing decomposition—a greater quantity of nitrites than at the mouth of the tunnel.
1908. Mr. !iforiarty.] And that you attribute to sewage contamination of the water during its course?
Yes, I can see no other source.
1900. Jft. Bennett.] Do you consider the excess of nitrogen in the water at hyde i'ark over that at the
Lachlan Swamp, due to sewage P Yes, I should be inclined to attribute it partly to that.
1970. lIon. J. B. Wilson.] In your report you state that chlorine is an indication of the highest value of
sewage contamination. Now, inou
yranalysis of the water in pond or dam No. 2 you give 5180 parts of
chlorine, and the water from the Hyde Park plug has only 2000. Pond or dam No. 1 has 2850, and the
water at the tunnel mouth 2060. We should gather from this result •of the analysis that there was less
sewage contamination at the mouth of the tunnel than even in pond No. 1? Yes, it' you take that one
element alone into consideration but it would not be might to do that, because the chlorine may have
been partly removed in its passage through marsh-loving plants, which contain a large quantity of
chlorine in their composition.
1971. Well, but does not it mnil:igate the result when you see that as far as chlorine goes it shows an
improvement P As far as chlorine goes, but perhaps there is an explanation of that ; the chlorine may be
arrested in its course or taken up by some of the plants I have mentioned.
1972. Is that chlorine in a free state? No, it is in the form of salts, and these might be (rrested in their
course by plants as 1 have stated.
1973. But would that be as likely to occur in a running stream as it would in a large reservoir or dam ?
Well, of course the water passing down from the upper dam to the tunnel mouth is in constant movement,
and I think the plants would tend to remove a greater quantity if the movement of the water were slow
than if it were fast.
1974. I snpposo you are not aware whether there is a great amount of vegetahon at the bottom of these
dams? That I cannot say, but where the water passes down by the byewash you can see the vegetation.
1975. But none of that comes in contact with the. water supplied to Sydney as far as I can understand;
the water from the hyewash escapes and does not form part of the supply. There is one other question 1.
should like to ask—whether ordinary vegetable matter, other than peaty matter, gives albumenoid ammonia
as one of the products of analysis? Yes, but in far less proportion than animal matter; that is to say, the
amount of albumenoid ammonia furnished by water containing a given weight of vegetable matter would
be far less than the albumueneid ammonia furnished by water containing the same weight of animal matter;
the difference would be very great.
1976. 'What I want to ascertain is, whether water might not contain other vegetable matter such as might
not: discolor it, and yet might give albumnenoid ammonia also as the result of analysis? it probably would,
but nothing is known of such matter as far as 1 can ascertain.
1077. But if that were the case, it might have had an effect upon the water which you impregnated with
peat, supposing this non.coloring vegetable matter produced albumenoid ammonia? Yes, supposing it
were present, but in that case we should find other indications of its presence; it would have to be present
in
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A. Livorsiage, in such large proportion that attention would be at once directed to it. If there were certain vegetable
iq.
matter not possessing tinetorial effects it would have to be present in such quantities that it would be at
once detected; and that large amount of vegetable matter would be just as injurious as the small amount
26Aug., 1875. of animal matter yielding albumenoid ammonia.
1978. Perhaps so; but my object was to see whether we could account for this aThumeneid ammonia in any
other way than from the presence of peaty matter? It might be so, but there is no way of discriminating
between the two.
1979. Chairman.] Are you satisfied that there was no other vegetable substance except peat which would
account for the excessive quantity of albumenoid ammonia? Yes.
1980. Hon. T. B. Wileon.J But there might have been a certain amount of other vegetable matter which
would add to the result? There might have been, but I really cannot see how it could have been there.
We find the Botany water as 10 of albumenoid ammonia, and Spring Creek '10, both somewhat similar
water, and then we have the Lachlan Swamp higher up, the main body of it also similar to the other—and
the others are just as likely as it to contain vegetable matter—containing 20, or just twice as much.
1981. Is not the water that fills dam No. 1 in a great measnre filtered through a sandhull before it gets
into the pond, which would get rid of a great deal of that matter? i do not know.
1982. Hon. J. Smith.] One reason why I not doubtful about the effect of filtration is that we have no
means of distinguishing between the mechanical and the dissolved impurity. Do you think we could have
judged better of the possible improvement by filtration if you had given us two separate analyses of some
samples, one with the sediment, as you have done, and one after the sediment had subsided, or after
filtration P Yes, of course that would be all experiment directed to that end, but the investigation I
undertook was simply to ascertain the quality of the water as it is delivered, and as to its quality at the
watershed. I think the experiment you suggest might easily be made, and it would afford a good deal of
information.
1983. You stated in your first report that in England it is considered that water supplied to atown should
not contain more than •08 parts of albumenoid ammonia in a million. Do you know of any experiments
or observations made in order to ascertain whether a larger quantity is unwholesome ? Yes, several eases
are recorded by Messrs. Wankland and Chapman, showing that, in all eases where waters have been
examined after disease has broken out, such waters have contained all excessive amount of free and
albumenoid ammonia they give examples of known bad waters.
1034. Do you reineniber now what would be the least quantity of albumenoid ammonia which is supposed
to produce injurious results? I think they state a case in which the proportion was as low as 15 ; 1 am
not quite certain but 1. think that was the quantity. They quote other cases where the proportion ranged
from 20 up to several parts per million.
1985. Can you account for the remarkable diminution in the quantity of albumenoid ammonia in the
sample of water taken nearest to the Crown-street Reservoir? No.
1986. Don't you think that might be due to the deposition of the sediment? No, not wholly; it might
be partially, but not in the main. I think there are other actions going on besides the mere deposition of
sediment. The pipes contain a very thick deposit of hydrated sesqui-oxide of iron, which also contains
organic matter. It is probably formed in much the same way as litnommite at the bottom of peat bogs,
which variety of iron ore is known as bog iron ore. The hydrated sesqimi.oxide of iron is probably, partially
separated by low vegetable organisms as is known to be the case in be,iron ore deposits now in process of
formation, as in Sweden and elsewhere.
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Hon. J. Smith, M.L.C., M.D., Professor of Physics, University of Sydney, examined in his place:—
Hon. .T.SiniIl,, 1087. Uhainnan.] Professor Liversidge in his report states that the water supplied to the Bore contains
M.L.C., M.D. according to his analyses about 20 per cent. of albumenoid ammonia; and he concludes, taking all the
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circumstances into consideration, that it may Ihirly be inferred that about one-half of that is due to sewage

7 Sept., 1875. contamination. The question I wish to ak is, whether you concur generally in that conclusion? I am
really sorry to appear to differ from Professor Jiversidge in a ease of this kind where I have nothing

positive to place against his opinion; but yet lain net convinced that sufficient evidence has been adduced
to show that half of that albumenoid ammonia isderived from sewage matter. I was in a fair way of
being convinced after the analysis was made of the water from the two uppermost dams, when it turned
out that one of them contained 10 and the other 30 of albumenoid ammonia. I was willing to admit that
in the one containing 30 there was a certain amount of sewage contamination 1 and it looked as if tIme
water in the tnnnel.mouth was made up of about equal parts of those two waters. But after the explanation
given by Mr. Bell, 1 have felt considerable doubt, and I think, if we wish to settle the question, we must
have some further examination made. Mr. Belt pointed out that the No. 1 dam, which contains 10 is
frequently emptied, having a sluice in it, wlole No. 2 dam is never emptied, having no sluice in
it. The water iii ii; is therefore comparatively stagnant, and affords all opportunity of dissolving more
vegetable matter than the other dam. I was struck with this explanation by Mr. Bell, because it seems
to me to account in a large measure for the impurity in No. 2 data, without admitting that any part of it
was necessarily due to sevo.ge contamination. I went over the ground again yesterday, and it is a
remarkable fact that of all the houses draining into those two damns, not more than one-tenth drain into
No. 2 dam; No. 1, the purer dam of the two, receives niue.teuths of the drainage of all the houses.
1988. Are the houses draining into the impute dam, No. 2, in close proximity to that dam, or is there
anything
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anytlnng which would lead you to suppose that the contamination is greater there from that or from any Hon. J.Smith,
other source? They are in rather closer proximity, and there is one source of impurity which does not M.L.G,, M.D.
affect the other dam—there is a soap and candle manufactory near it; it does not appear to be at work
at present, but no doubt it has polluted the ground to some extent. So that No. 2 dam has those two Sept., 1876.
causes of impurity more than No. 1—the houses are nearer to it, and the mannfactory may have polluted
the ground. But when we find that nine-tenths of the houses, including several cow-yards and market
gardens all drain into No. 1 dam, which still gives only '10 of albumenoid ammonia, I have some doubt
about its origin. Because, as Mr. W'att has pointed out, the organic matter, if taken as pure vegetable
matter, ought to give as much aibumenoi4 ammonia as that. I have made a calculation as to the quantity
of' vegetable matter. Taking the first analysis of the tunnel water, sample No. 1 Lachlau Swamp, we
find the following proportions
... 9700 parts per million
Total solids ...
...
...
.,.
... 0500
...
...
...
Loss on ignition
... 3200
Fixed residue
...
...
...
Now it is admitted that part of the loss from ignition is from inorganic matter, and no one knows how much
to allow for that. But I imagine that if we take fifteen parts out of sixty-five it would be a fair allowance,
leaving fifty for organic matter. The albumenoid ammonia would then be only 4 per cent. of the organic
matter. Now, supposing that organic matter to be purely from vegetable sources—entirely from the
infusion of vegetable matter—I think any chemist would expect that quantity of 4 per cent. of albunrenoid
ammonia to be furnished.
1980. Do you mean ally kind of vegetable matter P Such vegetable matter as would be found in these
swamps. While, therefore, I am quite disposed to admit that some of this albujuenoid ammonia may
conic from sewage matter, I fccl at a loss to conic to any distinct conclusion as to how much of it
comes from sewage and how much from vegetable matter, and I have a strong impression that most of it at
the tunnel mouth is derived from vegetable sources. But I think we ought to get a sample analysed as it
comes from No. 2 dam; that is the water that flows towards the tunnel. I observe too now that this dam is
acting as a filter, as Mr. Bell intended it to do. When the Committee visited it there had been a heavy
rain1 and it had overflowed, and was in our opinion doing more harm than good; now it is acting as a filter,
and there is a clear stream running from it which goes to join the tunnel water. I think we ought to
get a sample of the water flowing from No. 2 dam.
1990. I presume then your opinion is that the water in No. 2 dam, being in a stagnant state, and in contact with vegetable matter for some time, absorbs more of the matter which yields atbumenoid ammonia.
Now we know that a considerable deposit of peaty matter was found in the Crown-street Reservoir, and
that water in that reservoir was pumped up from the engine-pond at Botany ; therefore there must be a
considerable quantity of peaty matter in the engine-pond ; and as that is also in a quiescent state it seems
probable that there is a large deposit of that matter at the bottom of it. Do you concur in that P Yes.
1901. Then if No. 2 dam at the Lachian Swamp should be found impregnated with matter yielding
albumncnoid almuonia as you say, by stagnation, should not the same thing take phite at Botany. Do
you see any distineliou between the two cases P Not a distinction sufficient to account for all the difference but in the No. 2 dam you have a limited quantity of water in contact with a large quantity of
vegetable matter only recently submerged, for No. 2 darn is not all old dam ; and when vegetable matter
is reccittly submerged we may conclude that more albumenoid ammonia will come out of it but I would
not say that is sufficient to account for the difference. The variations in the proportions of this albumenoid
ammonia are puzzling on any hypothesis ;—for instance, in the case of the engine-pond and the Crownstreet reservoir.
1902. Hon. .1 B. Wilson.] In your evidence given the other day, you stated that there was a considerable risk
of contamination from the drainage of houses in the neighbourhood do you think that risk of contamination could be easily removed by diverting all sewage matter P Mr. Bell has explained that; he has said
that he can divert the drainage. I think the chief risk comes from the drainage of \\Tavorley, and if that
drainage could be diverted you would be able fairly to maintain the purity of the water.
1003. in fact you think that the risk of contamination arises from the drainage from Woollahra, Waverley,
and Raudwick, and if that could be diverted the risk would be removed? Yes, in the face of what we
have discovered about No. 1 dam I have no hesitation in saying so; but we ought to keep out the drainage
from those places.
1.991. Have you any reason to suppose, if these sources of contamination wcro removed, that the Lachian
water would not be as good as it was formerly P 1 think it would not be quite so good, because, as I
ciplained before, the water is now kept longer in contact with vegetable organic matter.
1995. You have stated in your evidence that you did not think, taking all the circumstances into consideration, it would be worth while for the Government to try and conserve this Lachlan water supply ;—
now, taking into consideration the number of years which must elapse before the city can be supplied from
any other source, do you not think it is incumbent upon the Government or the Corporation to do everything in their power to maintain the purity of this water i,i the meantime P Yes, although as I think we
ought to seek another source of supply, I would not be inclined to lay out any large amount of money in
keeping out impurities.
1900. Do you not think, considering the number of years that must elapse before a fresh supply can be
provided that it is all important to do everything that can be done P I would make it very much a
question of expense. I said before, and 1 say still, I don't think it is worth while to go to any great
expense to maintain the present supply.
1097. in your reply to question 1809, you state that if any disease should break out among the inhabitamtl:s on the watershed—a disease which would be communicable by water, you would not use that waler;
mu 1 to understand that if the drainage from those houses were diverted you would even then object to
use that water P I would not object to use it then.
1.998. have you made up your mind that to divert the drainage of these houses would have any effect in
diminishing the water supply P Mr. Bell's surveys will probably furnish an exact answer to that question.
:i would rather not answer it myself.
1.999. Do you think it would be proper, on the part of the Government or the country, to allow the
drainage from the suburbs of Waverley, Paddiirgton, and Eudwick to run into the Jl1achlan Swamp even
although that water should not be used for domestic purposes? If itwere not used for domesticpurposes
2000.
I don't see that we need object to the drainage going into it,
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Hon.J.Smith, 2000. Do you not think it would soon get into a pestilential state like Shea's Creek, and, if surrounded by
J\LL.C., Ml), buildings, become injurious, and in short it nuisance? I would scarcely like to say what it niightcorne to;
but looking to its present condition, 1. would not go to any expense about it if it were not used for domestic
purposes.
2001. There is one other question I would like to ask you as a distinct matter of fact: do you think the
result of Professor l:ivcrsidge's analyses distinctly proves that the Lachlau water is dangerous to health 9
That is the point we have st
ju been discussing, and I have expressed my regret at being obliged to differ
from him ; but I have given my opinion that the water catering the Bore is not dangerous to health.
2002. And you think the wal:er entering the Bore is a tolerably good water? 1 think it is very fair
water.
2003. Do you consider it dangerous water to supply to a town? Not at present.
2004, Mr, Bennett.] Would not that special danger of disease communicated by poison germs still exist if
the first storm waters went into the eatchment? 1 -would say yes, with the qualification I gave to a previoiis answer—that so far as 1 know we have no proof that these poison germs travel far.
2005. But the danger would not be removed by taking the ordinary sewage away? If you did not prevent
the first storm waters from being carried down you would not remove the danger.
2000. But if you did not remove the first storm waters these poison germs might be carried down by these
waters? I think your question amounts to this: that if these poison germs get into the water it would be
dange rous; I think it would.
200. '\Vhat I want to elicit is this: that the danger will still exist unless you provide for the entire
removal of the storm waters? Such danger as there may be would still exist.

Charles Watt, Esq., Government Analyst, examined in his place:—
C. Watt., Esq, 2008. Ohairman.] In reference to the conversation I had with you yesterday on the subject of these
analyses, I understood you to say that in certain of the cases, more especially with regard to the water
Sept., 1875. enf:ering the Bore, the water in the engine-pond and some others which yield ,in excessive quantity of
albarnenoid ammonia, you found that they yielded a certain quantity of what we may call organic matter
as shown by the ignition process, and you considered that quantity of organic matter, even if it were all
vegetable or at all events of a peaty description, would be alone sufficient to account for the albumenoid
ammonia present, or the greater part of it: and that you found the proportion of albumenoid ammonia to
the quantity of this organic matter, as shown by the ignition process, was pretty equal. Is that what you
stated? If you will mention any particular cases I shall be able to explain. Referring to Mr. Liversidge's
report I find that to be the case with samples No. 1, No. 6, No. S which is rather more, No. 13, No. 15,
No. 16, No. 20, No. 25, No. 27, and No. 29.
2009. Then in those cases you feel some doubt whether this albusnenoid ammonia has arisen from animal
sources? I take seven analyses of the Bore water and I find that the mean quantity of volatile matter
is-in the proportion of 228 grains to 1 grain of albumenoid ammonia. I'akiiig seven samples from the
l3otaiy low level service i find the proportion to be 339 grains volatile matter to 1 grain albumenoid
ammonia. Taking 7 samples from the high level service ,I find the proportion to 275 to 1. From
the best sources of information at my command 1 estimote that the volatile matter of the London Thames
water as supplied to the inhabitants is about 160 grains to 1 grain albumenoid ammonia. In making these
calculations I have not excluded some of the samples which show evidence of local contamination.
2010. Now if this orgathc matter, as shown by the ignition process, was ordinary vegetable matter, would
you expect it to yield as much albumenoid ammonia as appears in Professor Livcrsidge's analyses? I
should expect it to yield quite as much.
2011. .21&. Bell.] Is there a greater deposit from water which contains only it solution of peat than from
water which is polluted entirely with sewage matter, both yielding an equal amount of albumenoid
ammonia? I can hardly answer that question off-hand, but I should think the water containing the vegetable
matter would have the greater deposit. What puzzles me is that water containing so much organic matter
should yield so little albumenoid ammonia. There must be a large quantity of woody fibre from the grass
in suspension; that is the-only way I can account for it.
2012. Ohairmam.] Which yields very little of the albumenoid ammonia? Yes.
2013. Mn. J: B. Wi/ron.] With regard to the chlorine which has been discovered in the water in some
of the analyses to a considerable extent, I should like to know whether you consider this a very reliable
indication of sewage matter in the water? In some parts of the world I should take it as a very good
indication indeed, but from our water supply being near the sea and other circumstances I am extremely
doubtful about it.
2014. Di, Al/ryne.] I understand you to say that in this particular ease you do not consider it an indira.
tion P I do not like to give an opinion about it; I have not been over the watershed very often.
201.5. Hon. J. B. Wilson.] Have you any objection to give your opinion as to whether, after the eon•
sideration of' Professor Liversidge's analyses, you consider the water from the Lachlan Swamp dangerous
as a supply to the city? Well .1 should much prefer that question to be handed over to the medical
profession 1 am not afraid to drink this water.
2016. Hon. T. Smith..] With regard to this loss on ignition—taking the first sample, No. 1, from the
.Lachlan Swamp, which is shewn by Professor Liversidge's analyses to lose 65 parts per, million on ignition,
do you think fifteen parts would be a fair allowance for the inorganic matter? If the temperature used
were not sufficient to volatilize any chloride of sodium, 1 think that would be a very liberal allowance.
2017. Then leaving 50 parts for organic matter, that 50 gives '20 of albnmcnoid ammonia, which is equal to
I grain in 250 of organic matter? Yes.
201.8. Suppose that organic matter were entirely of vegetable origin, would 1 grain of albumenoid
ammonia in 250 be more or less than you would expect to find? Certainly not more. 1 have sought
everywhere for analyses of Thames water, and as far as I can learn, the proportion of albumenoid
ammonia is about 1 grain to every 160 of volatile matter.
2019. Don't you think that in this climate, with a pretty high mean temperature, we might expect a
larger quantity of vegetable matter to be dissolved than would be dissolved under similar circumstances in
Great Britain? Yes; especially from my own knowledge of the nature of the soil from which this
vegetable matter is derived.
2020.
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2020, Looking to this as a. source from which the albumenoid ammonia may be obtained, you would expect 0-Watt, Esq.
to find more of it in the water here than you would in England? Yes.
2021. Would you therefore consider that the proportiou of albumenoid ammonia could safely be taken in 7 Sept., 1876.
this country as a criterion of the wholesome or unwholesome condition of the waler? I really do not
think so, and it is my impression that this is a growing opinion in England at the present time. I find
that Dr. Letheby in his reports is dropping the question of albumenoid ammonia altogether.
2022. Chairman.) Can you support that statement by any authorities P [Witness quoted from
a- report by
Dr. Let itchy in the Jburnal of Gas Liglitinq, Water Supply, and Sanitary Improvements, in which he gives
.ZVitroqem as Ritrates and Ritrogen determined as Ammonia."]
2023. I understood you to say in conversation at our last meeting, that if you found, as Professor Liversidge did in analysis, that water contained 20 of albumenoid ammonia., you would look upon that water
with suspicion, and that you would think it was desirable then to examine the sources of supply to see if
it were contaminated? Decidedly—yes.
2024. You would consider it desirable to draw attention to it to see if it were contaminated with sewage?
Precisely ; it is the source of the albuinenoid ammonia I waist to know.
2025. lift. Moriarty.] Have you read the Report of the Committee appointed to examine the present
source of supply? I have.
2020. Coupling that report with your last answer, would you be inclined to attribute the contamination to
sewage matter? I should have some difficulty in answering that question. because Ide not know how file
the sewage travels, and how much there is of it.

FBIDAY 10 SEPTE1EBfl, 1.875.
He,,. J. B. WILSON,
V. BELL, ESQ.,

W. C. BENNETT,
B. 0. MORIARTY, Esq..
ALLEYINE.

D.R.
Al. B. BELL, ESQ,, B.A.,

IN TRE ChAnt.
Messrs. Moriarty, Bell, and Bennett further examined
(The Report of No. 4 Committee on Busby's Bore read.)
2027. Ohtairman.] I have to report to the Board that on a day subsequent to the date of this report, when Messrs.
engaged on other business, Mr. Moriarty and I took the opportunity of again visiting the line of the Bore, Moriarty,BeIl,
and I observed that there was a very much larger stream of sewage matter going down the gutter from and Bennett.
the houses on the west side of the Barracks—and sewage of a very marked kind, and of a slimy lead
color. There was a much larger volume of it than before flowing down into the sand; and to my sur- 10 Sept.,1875.
prise—the body of water being so much larger—we still found that the pipe supposed to carry all this off
was as dry as eve!'.
2028. To ilL', .lWbriartq.] Do you concur in what I have said? Yes, entirely.
lion. J. B. Wilson suggested that it would be desirable to examine into the state of the tunnel
at certain places.
2029. Uhainnan to Mr. Bell.] Would it not be a very serious inconvenience to let the Bore become sufficiently dry to examine it? It is nearly dry now ; we are repairing the lock, and in a day or two the Bore
will be perfectly dry.
2030. flow do you supply the city in the meantime P We pump the water up from Botany.
2031. You turn it into the city mains front the Crown-street Reservoir P Yes.
2032. Then it will cause no special inconvenience to enter the Bore and examine it P No, no Particular
inconvenience.
2033. Do you take any exception to the statement], have made about this sewage matter going into the
Bore P Yes, I do ; I do not think any of it goes into the Bore.
2034. Where do you think it goes in then? I think it percolates through the g
r ound from that old
quarry.liole,
2035. But you must recollect that the hole is filled np with loose sand, so that the whole of this sewage
matter is impounded in it? No, there is a drain to let it off under the road.
2036. There is no evidence of any such drain? You cannot see it; it is closed.
2037. But is it not impossible that this sewage matter could be carried off by it drain from the surlace
level when it goes into the sand in this old pit, the bottom of which is close to the Bore itself. There is
no possibility of any outict because the bottom of this hole is 25 or 30 feet below the surface of the
ground, and any drain must be considerably above it? Mr. Bradridge knew that road before the embank.
ment was formed, and be told me that that quarry-hole was drained, and that the drain had been filled
with loose stones so as to act as a filter.
2038. We have it in evidence most distinctly from Mr. Staeey that there is no drain, and that the water
soaks gradually away in dry weather, and Mr. Robertson's evidence confirms it? Mr. Bradridge has a
section of the quarry-hole before the embankment was formed.
2039. Mr. Bennett.] One of the iuspectors stated that there was ,in old juniper hole P That was high up
in the shaft ; I suppose it was 30 feet up the shaft where the water got in.
2040. We will leave that end of the Bore for the present and consider the entrance of flood waters into
the Bore at the other end. Have you any objections to that portion of the report ? Yes, because the
Bore is a long way off.tho place y ou refer to. The large quantity of water that I found going into the Bore
was about 150 yards from this road. But 1 should_prefer to postpone the egnsidcration of this report
until I can bring a plan showing the position of the shafts, and the position of the road, and also a Sec_
timi showing the depth of the tunnel, and the spot where the water ariparently goes into it.
2011. Where do you think all this quantity of water goes? I think it goesinto the sand only.
2042. Oh.airman to Jib. Bennett.l Do you think it possible for all that water to disappear by simple percolation through the sand P No, I should think not.
2043. Uhairman to .211,. illoria.rtq.] Do you think that this water could disappear by percolating through
the sand as Mr. Bell supposes P No, and I could see no indication of that on the lower side.
TUESDA r
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TUESDAY, 14 SEPTEMBER, 1875.
)tZE1I1
lioN. J. B. WILSON,

ii. PALMER, E5Q.,
F. BELL, Esq.,

M. B. FELL, ESQ., B.A.,

W. C. BENNETT, Esq.,
B. 0. MORIARTY, ESQ.,
Pu. ALLEYNE.
IN THE CIlAIR.

Thomns Bradridge, Esq., City Surveyor, called in and examined
T. Bradrklge, 20l1. Chairman.] We had some evidence from Mr. Robertson, and also from Mr. Stacoy, as to the conhsç
dition of a certain old quarry-hole which used to exist at the back of the Barracks ; there seemed to be
some diflci-enee of opinion respecting it, and it was suggested that you could give us some information as
14st1575 to its condition before it was filled up ;—can you do so? I will do so willingly.
2015. Do you remember the place? I recollect if very distinctly I lived in the vicinity of it for some
time.
2016. When was it filled up P The work of filling up the quarry-hole was commenced in the early part
of 1868, and completed at the latter end of that year, or the beginning of the next.
2047. Mr. Robertson says that this hole was about 30 or 40 feet below the natural surface of The
ground before it was filled up —does that agree with your recollections of it P Yes, it agrees with the
sections which I have; fhat is to say, at the upper part of it, on the side next the Barracks, it was about
40 feet, but where the filling has taken place, where the ground was at a lower level than the upper
portion, it was about 20 feet from the surface of the Park Road.
2019. I all) speaking of the natural surface of the ground; it was stated to be 40 feet below The natural
surface of the ground? It was so, as I have explained, at the upper portion, but where the filling-in
has taken place it was about 20 feet deep. A part of it on the higher side may be seen now.
2049. This hole was made in the first place for the purpose of faking out stone? Yes, hence the name of
quarry—hole, by which it was known.
2050. And it was filled up with sand? Yes, with sand and quarry rubbish.
2051. And the bottom of the hole was considerably lower than the natural surface of the ground? Yes.
I. will explain the position by means of a diagram. (Witness made a sketch of the locality) I recollect
the place in 1865, which was three years before the hole was filled up; there were traces of a drain in it
which led to the Nannygoat Swamp. As far as my recollection carries mc, the filling-up was denc as part
of the formation of the Park Road.
2052, Was it in a very filthy and disgusting condition? Yes, it was in rather a disgusting state dogs
and cats were drowned ill it, and boys used to bathe there. It is possible that that might have originated
pur
the filling lip; butas far as my recollection goes it was filled up for thepose
of making the road.
That
must
have
been
a
subsequent
filling-up
P
No,
I
think
not.
I lived near the spot at the time:
2053.
the filling-up was all done under one contract for the Corporation by Mr. Adam Sharp. I recollect the
debris from the quarry being stacked up on the south-east side of it, and it had all the appearance of being
ii) the condition in which the workmen had left it.
2051. There is no doubt that attention was called to that hole, because it was stated that the water in the
Bore was contaminated, and that was the reason it was filled up; but I may be mistaken, or the filling up
and the formation of the road may have taken place at the same time; at any rate it was filled in, drain
and all" Yes.
205.5. Have you brought with you a sketch or section of the quarry-hole? I have no sketch or section of
it as it existed before it was filled up ; but I have a longitudinal section which shows the Park Road, and
the line where it was proposed to be before the diversion was made. (Producing section and explaini-nq.)
12
2056. Then the drain to which you have referred could never have kept that hole dry P It left about
feet of water in it.
2057. Mr. Palmer.] When was that hole filled up? In 1868. The filling in was part of the formation of
the Park Road.
2058. Was that the time you saw dead cats and dogs in it P Yes,
2059. What was it fille& up with? With sand and with some of the ballast quarried from the higher part
of the ground.
2000. Hon. J. B. Wilson.] Was the drain left in the same condition when the hole was filled up P Yes.
2061. Mr. Bell.] The water in the hole did not appear to run off? No, it always stood at one level. I
never could see any change in it; it seemed as if there was no means of drainage except by overflow.
2062. Was there any drainage percolating into it from time to time P Yes, there was some subsoil
drainage going into it.
2003. Would not that counterbalance any leakage that might pass from it P Yes, it might.
2001. Hon. YB. Wilson.] That drain wnch was filled up with rubble was sufficient to keep the water at
one level P Yes. I never saw any change in it.
2005. Mr. Moriarty.] The quarry was right over one portion of the tunnel was it not? Yes, the eastern
portion of it goes over the tunnel.
2066. And your section shows that there is about 20 feet from the bottom of the hole to the root' of the
tunnel? Yes, about that.
2067: chairman.] Do you know how long Mr. Stacey has had charge of the Bore? Mr. Stacey was
appointed in January, 1867.
2068. Mr. Bell.] Was it your opinion when you saw the water standing there that there was any leakage
into the tunnel P No, the fact of the water standing there would lead me to suppose that it did not go
into the tunnel.
2009. O/iairman.] What did you suppose became of the leakage if it did not go into tile tunnel? I
suppose it would pass into this drain and go towards Nannygoat Swamp, which was much lower than the
water in the quarry-hole.
2070. Was the water in dry weather frequently below the level of the drain? I will show you the levels
(pointing out levels on section). The drain was a very long one, and filled with rubble stone, so that it
was impossible to say where the water went to if it escaped, or whether it escaped at all.
2071. Mr. Palmer.] Was this quarry-hole filled in under your supervision? Under the supervision of
Mr. Ldwd. Bell, the late City Engineer.
2072.
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T. Bradridge,
2072. Hon. J B. Wilson.] have you been in the ncighbourlood lately? Ycs, about two months ago.
Enq.
2073. Are you aware that on the south-eastern side of the Park Road, near the Rifle Range, there isa
large open drain? Yes.
14bcpt., 1676.
2074. Is there any eonueeLion between that open ditch and the drain from the old quarry? No.
2075. Where does that drain go P It passes under the road and takes the surface drainage of the laud
lying eastward of the I3arraeks—between St. 3iatthias' Church and the Barracks.
2070. There is no connection between that ditch and the drain ftoni the old quarry? No, one goes to the
western side of Nannygoat Swamp, and the other to the northern side. This sketch will show you (wrtiwss
ilhieslrated his rneanrw/ by a deagrani.)
2077. Chairman.] We are told that where the drain near the east end of the barrack-wall passes tinder
the road a large quantity of water during flood time when it is backed up would seem to disappear into
it hole there among the stones. One witness told its that inure water appeared to escape there than
through the p1p0, and uponexamining the opposite side of the road there was no appearance of any water
escaping. Can you explain how such a large quantity of water could disappear without any apparent
outlet? 1 think it would be very likely to pass under the road, which was constructed of pieces of ballast
and stones from the quarry, varying from 3 ewt. to 4 cw-t. to the size of your fist. It is very likely that
the water passes through them under the road, and becomes absorbed in the saud below.
S
2072. I suppose all those cavities are pretty well filled up by this time with sand and rubble? I should
think not at the bottom. We find in making excayations in material of this kind that although they may
be filled in for some 3ft. or 4 ft. from the surface, consolidation does not so readily take place at the
bottom.
2079- Have you examined this particular place since your attention was called to the alleged disappearance
of a large quantity of water there? I have; the whole of thht road is formed of similar material, and a
Jarge quantity of water might easily pass through the interstices at the bottom.

[No. 1 COMMITTEE.]

REPORT
OP TilE

COMMITTEE APPOINTED BY THE SYDNEYrCITY AND SUBURBAN
SEWAGE AND HEALTH BOARD,
on the 25th Hay, 1875,
"To Inquire into the state of the Botany Watershed, and the ajpearance of the
Water,"
ADOI'J'ED BY THE COMMITTEE, 3im JULY, 1875.
Tnt Committee appointed to inquire into the state of the Botany Watershed, and the appearance of the
water, having completed a careful inspection of the same, have now to submit the following Report to the
General Board
Beginning with the northerly part of the area, we find that the drainage of the Barracks, and about
200 contiguous houses, finds its way, chiefly by open cuttings, into lagoons within Moore Park. Part of
this drainage crosses the line of Busby's Tunnel, and may to some extent percolate into it. The lagoons
in ordinary weather have no direct communication with,the Botany drainage; and if they deliver any water
into it by percolation it must be through such a thickness of sand as to effect perfect filtration. But
after heavy rain the lagoons overflow and form a watercourse, which joins the Botany stream near the
Racecourse. In such cases some pollution may be carried into the stream, but the water runs so
far over grass that it must undergo a considerable amount of purification. It also forms some temporary
lagoons on the way, and these will permit the heavier solid matter to subside. It should also be
noticed that the lagoons in Moore Park appear to overflow but rarely; so that Mr. Seymour (who lives in
the neighbourhood) was not aware of the fact until informed of it by the Committee. Our first visit to
the place of overflow was on June 2nd, only three days after a fall of rain amounting to nearly 5 inches,
yet there was no overflow at the time of our visit. Nearly 5 inches of rain again fell on the 4th, 5th, and
6th June. Our second visit to the spot was on June 8th, and the lagoons were then overflowing. Next
day the overflow had all but ceased.
The drainage into the lagoons was not, as we saw it, offensive; but Mr. Seymour testifies that
sometunes it is very offensive, especally in summer. Earth-closets are used at the Barracks, and it is
only the house slops and surface drainage that pass down to the lagoons.
. This source of contamination to the water is not in our view of much consequence at present, but
as the houses increase it will get worse. Nearly the whole of this drainage, however, could be diverted
and thrown into Shea's Creek at probably a moderate expense. (See Ifr. Grundy'e Report to the Committee,

appended.)

Beyond St, Matthias's Church a group of houses, about sixty in number, on the north side of the
South head Road, have a natural drainage southward towards the Lachlan Swamps, but an embankment
is being thrown up along the road by the Sydney municipality, which has the effect of diverting the
drainago down Park Road, whence it disperses on the ground in front of the Rifle Butts. In heavy rain it
will reach the lagoons above-mentioned. This drainage could of course be readily taken to Shea's Creek.
From this point round to Waverley we observed no material source of pollution; but at Waverley
matters become serious. We counted about 180 houses, including two schools and a sonp and candle
factory, all draining to Laehlan Swamps ; and a good deal of ground is still open for building purposes on
the same slopes. Several herds of cows are kept here, and the cowsheds add to the pollution of the
drainage. We followed down several of the streams that collect the Waverley drainage, and found that
by the time they reach the first dam the water, although discoloured, was not-particularly offensive to smell
or taste. We saw these streams however under favourable circumstances. There had been heavy rain a
few days before our visit, which no doubt had washed away a great bulk of the usual impurities, and left
the channels tolerably clean. Mr. Seymour speaks in strong terms of the contaminations carried into the
water-supply from this locality.
As this drainage may have an injurious effect on the health of the inhabitants who use the
tunnel water, and seeing that the evil is increasing through the multiplication of houses, it would
undoubtedly be advisable to divert the drainage, if it were found practicable without extravgant expenditure. It could be turned eastward towards the sea by tunnelling, or westward towards Paddington
and Shea's Crcek; and we would recommend that the Board should cause the necessary survey and
sections to be made, in order to determine the approximate cost of the two methods. Further, in regard
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to the Wavericy drainage, we have to observe that the dams recently constructed in the Lachlan Swamps
have the effect of checking the flow of water, and instead of the running streams which formerly existed,
and which tended materially to purify the water, there is now a connected series of ponds, in which the
water stagimtes. The submersion of a large surface, covered by the usual scrubby vegetation, gives also
an infusion of vegetable matter, which communicates some colour and taste to the water, though not to
any marked or uupleasaut extent. From these two causes, however, the stagnation of the water and the
infusion of vegetable matter, the water at the tunnel mouth is obviously less pure than it was in the time
of the Water Commission. We are so strongly impressed with the purifying power of a running stream
that we think the uppermost dam in Fewing's Creek (marked No. 2) had better be removed, in order
that the polluted water from 'Waverley may have a longer currentS , and thus a better chance of being
purified. This dam has not a great storage capacity, but it stagnates the water for a considerable distance.
7. At Randwick the drainage of a few houses, and also that of St. Jude's Cemetery, passes down by
the side of the Randwick Road, thence to some small lagoons on the Racecourse, and ultimately joins the
Botany stream near the south-west corner of the Racecourse. We examined this drainage during and
after heavy rain. The water in the upper part of its course was discoloured, but where it joined the
Botany stream it was perfectly clear and bright, and quite free from taste or smell. We do not think
that this drainage, even though it takes the surface water from the Cemetery, need be the cause of any
uneasiness. Of course the mere idea of water from the Cemetery mixing with the town supply is llnpleasant, and therefore it might be advisable to make a section from St. Jude's eastward, to ascertain at
what expense the drainage could be turned towards the sea. It would probably not be great.
S. On the slopes west of Randwick we. found a most extraordinary source of pollution—namely,
the quarantine ground for diseased sheep. We say most extraordinary, because it seems to have been
established here, close to the Lachlan Swamps, and draiuing directly into them, only two years age, at a
time when the municipal authorities were strongly impressed with the necessity of conserving the swamps,
and when great efforts were being made to get rid of sources of pollution. The drainage from this
quarantine ground (where poisonous mixtures are dccasionally used for dressing diseased sheep) passes
down to No. 6 Dam of the Lachlan Reserve, supplying the tunnel. After heavy rain, some of this
drainage may overflow towards the Racecourse, and thence into the Botany stream. The whole of these
elopes, although within the catchmeut area of the swamps, are outside the 'W'ater Reserve, and are liable
to be built upon.
On the Racecourse the drainage from the grand stand and adjacent stables is entirely surface, and
spreads eastward over the Racecourse reserve, collecting into two or three small lagoons about the
middle—the same lagoons that receive drainage from Randwick. We do not think that any possiblecontamination of the water supply from the Racecourse need excite apprehension.
Thcnext point calling for attention is the Destitute Children's Asylum. This institution accommodates on an average about 700 children. Earth-closets are used, and their contents are spread from time
to time on the cultivated land belonging to the asylum. Bed.room slops are emptied into the earth.closcts.
Kitchen and laundry slops are carried away to some distance by an earthenware pipe, and after the solid
parts are separated by means of silt-pits the water is allowed to spread over a grass paddock and thence
to Bird's Gully. It is intended to pump the water from the end of the drain to a higher level for the
purpose of irrigation; and this will have the effect of further destroying the organic impurities in it. The
houses contiguous to the asylum, about forty in number, besides two or three market gardens, drain also
into Bird's Gully. The collected drainage passes down a sandy and rocky channel and empties into Dam
No, 5 on the Botany stream. The length of this chanuel is such that we consider the water must be
sufficiently purified before it mixes with the general supply.
Along the eastern edge of the catchment-basin we found no special sources of contamination.
Towards Bunnerong we crossed several fine streams of clear water running towards Botany Bay. These
could be intercepted, and turned towards the engine-pond of the waterworks. At Botany we inspected
the enlarged engine-pond and othcr recent works. A. great deal of vegetation is here 8ubmcrged by the
raising of the water.level, and tends to give a slight colour and taste to the water, but such vegetable
infusion is not counted injurious to health.
Along the western border of the catchment area we found no permanent source of pollution
beyond the abuudant vegetation submerged by the dams. We observed, however, unmistakeable evidence
of the recent deposit of night-soil by the side of the Bunnerong Road. This matter being under the
consideration of the Board, steps will no doubt be taken to put a stop to the practice for the future. A
good deal of the land on this side, within the drainage area, is private property, and liable to be built upon
or otherwise made use of, so as to endanger the purity of the water.
J. SMITH,
Chairman of Committee.
Sydney, 3 July, 1875.
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Evidence taken before No. 1 Committee.

SATURDAJç 19 JUfl, 1875.
4rrrnt
F. H. GItTINDY, ESQ., I

R. B. READ, ESQ.

HON. JOHN SMITH, M.L.O., IN THE CHAIR.
Mr. R.. Seymour, Inspector of Nuisances, called in and examined:-

£'hairrnam.] Have you given any special attention to the drainage from the Barracks and the neigh.

Mr. B.
bouring houses 9 Yes.
Seymour.
Have you made any reports to the Municipal Council about that drainage? Yes.
Have those reports been made public, or can you communicate the substance of them to us? The 19Juns, 1876.
reports have been made public, and proceedings have been taken against certain parties whose drainage
proceeded into the watershed, some of whom were fined and some not fined. Some persons on the
Woo]lahra side were fined for allowing the drainage of their premises to go into the watershed.
What do you mean by "on the Woollahra side" ;—does any part of Woollahra drain into the
Lachlan Swamp P Yes, that portion of Woollahra from Piper-street to the South Head Road.
You say that proceedings have been taken against some of these people? Yes, and they were each
of them fined at the Police Court.
On what account were they fined? For allowing offensive matter to flow on to the watershed.
And have any proceedings been taken against people living near the Barracks, where the drainage
goes indirectly into the watershed? Do you mean on this side of the Barracks?
S. From the houses on each Bide of the Barracks? No, there have not. Several notices were served
on the Colonial Architect in reference to the drainage from the Barracks going to the ground by the Rifle
Butts and Moore Park.
And what was the result of those notices P Nothing was done whatever. They then commenced
to erect water-closets in the officers' barracks, and they laid down a 12.iuch drain and connected them with
it; upon which I received instructions from the Mayor to go to the place, and as soon as they brought the
pipe outside the wall, to break it, and stop the place up as soon as they opened it, which I did. The
result was that they formed a large cesspool inside the Barracks; but where it drains to is a question.
That is the drainage of the officers' quarters? Yes.
ii. And they have water-closets draining into that cesspool now? Yes.
But I suppose you are aware that in the men's barracks they use earth-closets now 2 I know they do.
flow long have those earth-closets been introduced? They were introduced when the last Military
Force was there, and it was on account of the horrible stench which came from the privies in the men's
quarters that they were introduced.
Now that the drainage of the officers' quarters goes into that cesspool, and there are earth-closets in
the men's quarters, •o you think the nuisance from the drains outside the Barracks is as great as ever?
Of course it is, because there is the same drainage going there—all the house slops and the drainage from
the urinals, Previous to the introduction of the earth-closets in the men's quarters there were the ordinary
closets, which could not drain there because they were cleaned out by nightmen.
Then as a matter of fact are the drains offensive now outside the Barracks? Very offensive in the
summer. Of course now you can hardly perceive it, but in summer time the smell is almost unbearable, especially to a person living in the neighbourhood. The stench from that pond on a summer night is
something dreadful.
10. To what pond do you refer? It is commonly called Billy.goat Swamp—at the back of No. 6
contract.
And in summer time the smell from that lagoon is very offensive? Very offensive. In summer
time I have seen many of the Volunteers very ill indeed from the stench coming up from the Rifle Butts.
My attention has been called to it thousands of times.
You referred just now [to the drainage from the Barracks;—do you think the drainage from the
neighbouring houses is also offensive: I mean on each side of the Barrack enclosure? Of course it is.
I suppose all these houses have privies connected with cesspits, and not water-closets P
Yes,
ordinary privies. Some of them at Park Road have earth.closets; I myself have one.
In summer time, when that lagoon is very offensive, is there ever any overflow into the Botany stream?
Very seldom; after very heavy rain the water rises very high and then goes into the Botany stream.
Then do you think that these lagoons are kept down by mere evaporation, or is there any other
way for the water to escape? My own opinion is that that lagoon supplies the waterhole on the other
side—Duck Pond.
If I remember rightly there are three principal lagoons, two on one side and one on the other?
Yes; there is one known as No. 6 contract; another one opposite Stacey's ; and one on the western side
of the road—the ornamental one.
Is there any other way for the water in No. 6 contract lagoon to escape besides by evaporation?
How else does that lagoon lose its water? i\Iy own opinion about that lagoon—No. 0 contract—is this, that
when the water is decreasing in it, it is still keeping up in the Duck Pond, and as soon as No. 6 contract
is dry, the Duck Pond begins to dry up. That is my opinion. I may be wrong.
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24. And therefore you think the water from one perco1ates into the other? Yes, that is my opinion.
Mr. R.
Seymour. 25. Do you think there is any likelihood of water percolating from these lagoons into the tunnel? I
(' could not say. I think there is every likelihood of the drainage that goes across the Rifle Butts percolating
19 Jane, 'Sw. into it.
20. Are you aware that after heavy rain these lagoons send a stream down to the Botany drainage? I am
not. I have never seen a stream going down from what we call No. G contract; but I know there is from
the other, below Stacey's, which we used to call Moore's Tunnel, nearer the toll-bar, where it goes under a
culvert.
After that heavy rain which fell about a fortnight ago, Nye fouud an actual stream running down?
It may be so. 1 should be sorry to say it is. not, but I have never seen it myself. It must be after a
very heavy rain, because, if you notice, the pond lies low.
Mr. Grandy.] That drain of which you spoke, crossing the road at Moore Park, and the water from
which you say probably percolates to some extent, is that the offensive drain to which you referred as
carrying away matter from the Barracks and the houses on either side? The houses on the eastern side
only, because the other drainage goes down into the saad at the back of the military prison.
Chairman.] Have you given attention to the drainage from Waverley into the Lachian Swamp? I
have.
Does it fill within your duty as Inspector of Nuisances to attend to the Waverley drainage? No,
there is an inspector of Nuisances there, but it falls within my duty to attend to everything that is going
into the watershed in the shape of pollution.
have you ever observed offensive matters flowing into the water reserve from Waverley? Yes.
Can you describe more particularly the nature of those offensive matters? Yes ; Mr. Allen's soapboiling establishment at Waverley drains directly into the watershed. There was also it boiling-down
establishment and a piggery belonging to Mr. Pewings which drained into the watershed. He wasbrought
up at the Police Court and fined, and then he moved down to Coogee Bay I think. Then there is the
drainage of all the streets right up to the church which makes its way to the watershed.
And you have observed that drainage to be offensive at times, have you? I have.
In how many cases have proceedings been taken against persons for allowing offensive matters to go
into the water reserve? There were two cases.
Namely? Mr. Allen's and Mr. Fewing's. I think Mr. Allen was summoned twice.
And what was the result? The case was dismissed.
And in 11r. Fewing's case the result was that lie was fined and left the locality 9 Yes, be was
fined twice and then left the place, and shifted somewhere down towards Ooogee.
There are several cow-keepers carrying on their vocations there; do you think the cowsheds are a
source of much nuisance P j: do.
80. I suppose in that neighbourhood the houses are supplied with common priviesthere are no waterolosets? Ordinary privies-no water-closets.
Connected with cesspits? Yes.
Do you think any polluted water from cesspits flows down into the water reserve? It may, but I
have not seen it.
JEt. .Rcad.] Mr. Seymour-I wish to know what grounds were given for dismissing the case against
Mr. Allen ; was not one reason given, that the drainage passed into what is a recreation ground, and
that on that account no penalty could be enforced? Mr. William .1. Allen, soapboilcr, of Waverley, was
summoned to the WAter Police Office on the 100h and 17th March, 1873, and the trial came on before
Messrs. little and Lester, who decided that Mr. Allen's drainage did not flow direct into the water reserve,
but on to a piece of land which had been reserved as a public recreation ground for Waverley, orer which
the City of Sydney had no control. Both cases were dismissed on the ground of want of jurisdiction.
Does that nuisance still exist? It does.
And is still very offensive? Still very offensive.
Ohairmam] Passing round from Waverley, can you indicate any other source of pollution on the
eastern side of the watershed P Yes ; there are several houses which stand between Waverley and
R.andivick, on the lower side, and there is-a very large cow-keeping establishment there.
Still further round, what would you indicate as the next source of pollution? Further round you
come to the Government sheep station.
Have you observed that station to be a source of contamination to the water? Yes, after it heavy
rain I have traced discoloured water going from there, getting into the side of the fence, and running
across the Racecourse to the Botany Reserve.
Do they wash sheep at the Quarantine sheep station? Yes, there were 322 sheep when I was
there.
And you think discoloured water goes direct from that station to the Botany watershed? Yes, I
am sure of it, because we sunk holes on either side of it, and found the water perfectly sweet.
.50. Are there constantly sheep there? Yes, I am sure of it; I have never been on the place but I
have socn a great number of sheep there. I can see them constantly with my glass.
Would there be any drainage from the Quarantine ground, towards the Racecourse, except after
heavy rain? It must always go there after rain.
But, except after heavy rain, the drainage would sink into the sand? Yes, it would sink into the
sand and then percolate through the sand and follow its own course.
Have you ever given attention to the drainage from Randwick, which goes down the Randwick
Road and passes into the Racecourse ? Yes.
51. Have you ever observed it to be offensive? I have.
Have you examined the drainage from the Destitute Children's Asylum which passes into Bird's
Gully P I have, very minutely.
What is your opinion of that drainage ? Well, it goes at the back of the Institution to the southward; goes down the public drain and then into an open drain, which 1 believe is carried straight oft to
Botany; at least that is what we were led to believe from our inspection.
But what is the character of that drainage. Was it, as far as your observation vcnt, offensive 9
'Very-very offensive; it seems to be that the whole drainage of the Institution goes down there.
SM. Are you aware that they use earth-closets in that Institution? I am not. Still that would not
prevent the drainage from being offensive, because where there is so much washing and honse slops, and
59.
so many children, the drainage must be very bad; in fact it was so when I was there.
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Mr. it.
Can you indicate any other sources of pollution to the water supply, except those we have enumerated?
1 do not think so, unless I were to give you the number of houses in each municipality. I could give you Seymo'.
the number of houses, the number of inmaes, and the number of cattle. I find in my report (rqferring to
niort) of 21st April, 1873, to the Mayor and Aldermen, that the number of houses sending their drainage 19 June, 187S.
to the watershed was - in the City of Sydoey 33, inmates 159, in Paddiigtou 82, inmates 481 in
Randviek 11, inmates 42; in Woollahra 36. ininntes 191 ; in Waverley 172, inumtes 801, snajcmg a total
of 334 houses and 1.074 inhabitants, There were also 77 cows, 30 horses, 1.0 pigs, and 322 sheep.
Do you kuo* whether the number of houses has much increased since you made that report? Yes,
it has.
CI. Can you give any rough estimate of the present number? I could not; it is out of my jurisdiction. That was a, special report., ordered by the Council, and I had to make it when I could spare time
'from my other duties; it occupied inc a couple of months.
62. I suppose it has been no part of your duty to inspect the dams on the Laehlan Swamp ? No, that
belongs to the City Engineer's department.
03. A/i'. Grundy.] I should like to know how long that sheep quarantine station has been where it
now is P It was put there in the commencement of '73.
Do you know why it was put there within your catchment area? I do not know. I made a complaint of it once, which was forwarded to Mr. You, and he reported upon it to the effect that no injury
could be done to the watershed by that station, aithongh we had seen some dry tobacco leaves, supposed
to eontaiu some chemical matter, going down in the drainage from the place where the sheep are washed.
And you do not know why that situation was chosen for the purpose P No.
And the Government selected that place F They did so, and in defiance of the Corporation. The
Corporation did all they could to get it removed, but the Government would not consent to it. Mr. Read
has met us there frequently going out to that place, and knows all about it. There are three classes of
sheep there—bad, very bad, and much worse.
Ohairman.] They use it wash of tobacco and other chemicals to dress the sheep with, do they not?
Yes; and one of the chemicals Dr. Dansdy said at the time would be direct poison if it got into the watershed.
And all these matters are liable to get into the watershed? No doubt the drainage must go there.
Then there is the droppings of the sheep, which burns everything it comes across until it is a certain
number of years old, and what can be worse than that?
There is no pollution that you know of entering the water supply about Botany? No, there is
none; I have inspected it some dozens of times, and recently within the last few weeks. The drainage
passes down by the south dam on one side, and to Shea's creek on the other.
Mr. Read,] Is it possible that percolation takes place from between Shea's Creek and the Botany
water supply? It is impossible.
chairman.] There was a. do.-kennel, I believe, on the Bunnerong Read; has not that been
removed? Yes, but the building remains; at least it was there when I went out some weeks ago.
After races at R.andwick have you observed offensive matter flowing from the Racecourse into the
Botany stream? No, I have not; I have not been out there lately. There can be no doubt there must
be a great accumulation of matter on that ground, and that it must wash down there after rain, but I
cannot say. that it is so from personal obs?rvation.

No. 1

CoMMITTEE—AppENDIX.

Francis H. Grundy, Esq., to Professor Smith, M.D.
183, Pitt-street Sydney,
10 June, 1875.

Dear Sir,
Pursuant to your request, as Chairman of Committee, No. 1, of the Sewage and Health Board, i have made an
examination of the ground from Shea's Creek to Paddington heights, and also from Moore Park Road and the Barracks
across the Rifle Ground, &o., to the first lagoons, and thence to the culvert under the Randwick Road. I find, from flying
levels I have taken—first, that the drama e from about 200 houses and the Barracks finds its way on to the Rifle and adjoiuing
ground, and thence into the lagoons.
find thatt those lagoons are in direct communication with the culvert, under the
Itandw,ek Road, delivering, after rain such as that of last week, a somewhat rapid current, having a fall of? feet in one-third
of,a mile—the culvert we know to deliver the water passing through it on to the Botany watershed—so that such of the contamination from the Barracks and the 200 houses as is not got rid of by the way does add to the fouling of the Botany waters.
Secondly, I found (as I suggested to you would be the ease) that there would be no difliculty whatever in cutting off
all that contaminated water by a drain or sewer into Shea's Creek it would be on the surface all its length, and might be
made additionally useful in cutting ofl'n,ost of the house drainage of the Snrry Hills, Crown, Bourke, and a number of other
streets, which at present runs into the flat low land at the head of the creek, and stagnates there. This drain would be at a
much higher ievel than the low ground mentioned, probably 30 feet, and would cut off a nuisance, delivering the water into the creek sanywhere beyond. This drain would be about 8 feet below the houses oppesite Moore Park, would have
a fall from the Barrack-gate of 34 feet, and contouring f-lie new houses of South Paddiugton, would ent ell' all but two, having
a smearly reguar descent to the Park Gate of 12 feet in rather less than t a mile. The fall for the rest of the distance from
Upper Paddinglon is rapid. - If thought advisable, this drain could be continued to Waverley, and cut off the eoatami,,ation
there also, but that would interfere with the area of watershed. I think it might be well to make a more accurate section of
this proposed scheme.
I am, &c.,
FRANCIS H. aBUNDY.
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REPORT
OP THE

COMMITTEE APPOINTED BY THE SYDNEY CITY AND SUBURBAN
SEWAGE AND HEALTH BOARD,
on the 25th May, 1875,

"To enquire into the Nuisauc6existing in connection with the Waterhoic on the
Sugar Company's premises in Parrarnatta-street, or otherwise,"
ADOPTED BY THE COMMITTEE, 18T11 JuNE, 1875.
Tax Committee appointed by the Sydney City and Suburban Sewage and Health Board to examine certain
ponds upon the Sugar Company's premises adjoining Parramatta-street having brought their duties to a
close, have now to report as follows
The ponds in question are supplied by a creek or watercourse, which receives a large portion of the
surface drainage from municipalities adjoining the city, the southern branch of the creek having its origin
at the back of the Institution for the Deaf, Dumb, and Blind, in the Municipality of Darlington, and the
eastern branch taking its rise in the Municipality of Redfora.
In all the localities which act as tributaries to the main creek there are at the present time a considerable number of habitations, and many more are being erected, so that the Waters which enter the
main creek are contaminated from the commencemeut.
As the creek proceeds towards the Sugar Works ponds it constantly receives fresh additions of
foul matters from cesspits, cow-yards, and stables, which allow their fluid matters to leak into it, and other
sources of pollution too numerous to detail; and there cannot be a doubt that the watercourse, in the
present condition of its banks, is a serious nuisance, injurious to health throughout its entire course.
The water which passes down this creek is first impounded by the Sugar Company in a pond, from
which it passes into a dam, and having been used for certain purposes is ultimately returned to its course
to the harbour.
The water in the dam was found to yield about thirteen grains of organic matter per gallon. This
quantity does not indicate such a degree of impurity as we should have expected in a water which had
passed through such a locality. This we think may be accounted for in several ways :—lst. The water in
the pond and dam is allowed to settle, and deposits much of its impurities as mud; a sample of which,
taken from the pond and thoroughly dried, yielded S per cent. of organic matter. 2nd. The engineer of
the Sugar Works informed us that during the times of heavy raills he allows the first rush of water,
which brings down mud and filth from the banks of the creek, to pass down a by-wash instead of entering
the pond and dam. 3rd. Many of the small supplies of foul fluids from isolated dwellings, cow-yards, &c.,
only just reach the banks of the creek, and there evaporate, yielding their fSid gaseous products to the
surrounding atmosphere. 4th. We were informed that the condensed water from the vacuum pans, &e., is
allowed to pass into the dam, which would of course dilute the less pure water entering the dam from the
creek.
It is perhaps as well for us to state here, that our examinations of these localities took place shortly
after very heavy rains, and during cool weather; it is therefore very probable that had our inspections been
made during hot and moderately dry weather; we should have felt called upon to have used stronger
language with reference to the nature of the fluid passing down the upper part of this water-way.
We now submit the following conclusions at which we have arrived, and the evidence that we have
taken, for the consideration of the Board
ist.—That the watercourse, from its commencement to its termination in the harbour, may be
regarded as little better than an open sewer; and upon its banks various foul matters are to
be seen throughout its length.
2nd.—That as the population in its vicinity, both above and below the Sugar Company's premises,
is rapidly increasing—evidenced by the now buildings which are being erected—its condition must be continually getting worse.
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3rd.—
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3rd—That in addition to the drainage from human dwellings, &c., within the city boundaries,
receives a large amount of foul fluids from the surface drainage of various municipalities
before it enters the city.
4th.—That it is possible some legislation may be required with reference to the surface drains of
such municipalities as act as tributaries to the main creek.
5th.—That the Sugar Company use the water only for such purposes as refrigeration, &c., and that
it is not brought into contact with the sugar, or any article used in the purification of
sugar; for which latter purpose water supplied by the Corporation is employed, and for
which the Company pay a, large sum annually.
6th—That the Sugar Company appear for some time past to have done, and still are doing all
they can legally, to prevent visible foul matters, which they can trace to any particular
source, from finding their way into the watercourse above their pond and dam.
7th.—That although the Sugar Company may be able to effect this in one or two particular
instances, such as in the case of a manufacture yielding some waste products which can be
identified so as to yield evidence in a Court of Law, still there are numerous contributions
of foul matters which they cannot reach, and which, from their nature, are as bad, if not worse,
than the former.
8th—That the Sugar Company do not themselves in any way increase the impurity of the water
they receive ; their only offonces in this respect being its storage and the elevation of its
temperature; which latter must, of coarse, tend to promote the putrefaction of any organic
matter which the water may contain, either in suspension or solution; as the temperature to
which it is raised is that at which such changes most rapidly take place. 9th—That the Sugar Company use the water as a necessity, because they cannot command seawater within any reasonable distance, which would be of a much better quality than that
which they now have; and the cost of the quantity, if obtained from the Corporatiou at the
present price, would be almost a prohibitive tax npon their important industry.
10th—That the Company might be fairly called upon to adopt some system of filtration for the
water before it enters their pond; and that of a sufficiently effective character to remote,
at any rate, the suspended organic matter; by so doing a much diminished quantity of foul
matter would eoUect at the bottom of the ponds, and the nuisance of the storage of the water
would be reduced to a minimum.
11th—That the Company might also be required to take care that no foul mud be allowed to accainulate in the pond or dam, by having them efficiently inspected and cleaned out as often
as requisite. In both of them we found much more deposit of foul mud than should be
allowed to accumulate, especially in water which is being continually heated.
12th.—Thatthe lower partof the drainage, commencing where the water leaves theSugar Company's
premises, requires carli and serious attention, as here it receives many fresh poflutions, and
persons passing on the footpath, especially on the north side, cannot fail to have their attention called to its disgusting state.
13th—That houses are being built in the vicinity of this portion of the water-way on ground at a
lower level than can be satisfactorily drained by any gravitation system which can be adopted.
Residents in these houses must of necessity suffer in health.
14th—That the whole of the districts that we have examined were found by us to be in a state to
fully account for any rate of mortality, however excessive, and likely seriously to increase the
rate of mortality of districts not in immediate contiguity.
CHAS. WATT,
Chairman.
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THURSDAY, 3 lURE, 1875.

13 rccnt
G. F. DANSEY, ESQ.,

P. H. GRUNDY, Esq.

CHARLES WATT, ESQ., IN THE CHAIR;
Mr. Samuel Pohiman, Engineer to the Colonial Sugar Refining Company, called in and examined

Oliairman.] Are you engineer to the Colonial Sugar Company? Yes.
Mr. S.
I presume that your position as the engineer of the Company gives you a thorough knowledge of Pohiman.
every circumstance connected with these waterholes, or reservoirs, or ponds ;—what do you call them?
a June, 1875..
Yes, they are dams or reservoirs.
8. There are two of them, are there not? Well, the outside one we scarcely call a dam.
4. You might say there is a dam and a waterhole? Yes.
5. Your position then is not what is usually called that of an engineer so much as that of superintendent of the work-s F It is part of my duty as the engineer to look after the water supply from these
ponds.
6. Are these ponds, or is this dam and pond, in the exclusive possession of the Sugar Company? Yes.
7. No other person has any right-of-way of any sort into it? No, except the Government.
S. No private person has a right to hold land where that dam and pond are situated? No; the nearest
approach to anytlung of the kind was the other day when we gave the Corporation the option of running
a sewer through it. It was considered by them, I believe, as I told you the other day.
0. Then you can exclude the public from the dam and pond and prevent different matters from being
thrown into them? Certainly we can.
But, as a fact, is the dam and pond used in any way now by the public? No.
Nothing is thrown into them by the public? No ; it is securely fenced in.
It was not when I went up ; 1 only saw one side fenced? A portion within the enclosure is fenced
off on two sides for the purpose of making a bonded store. The whole property is enclosed by a 6.foot
fence.
After the water enters your ground, any further contamination which it may suffer rests with the
Company? Yes, and I may say that at the present time we have a suit going on I will ask you a question about that presently. Are you familiar with the drainage area from the
houses, manufactories, stable-yards, and other sources which supply that pond with water? Well, I am
familiar with the place, but I cannot speak as to the quantity of drainage.
Generally speaking, you know the localities? Yes.
Have you ever heard of, or have you yourself received, any complaints in reference to any disagreeable cifiuvia arising from the pond or dam F I never have myself.
You have received no complaints yourself or heard of any from other quarters? No complaints
have ever been made to me, but while I was away from the works at one time I heard that Mr. Seymour
had made a complaint about some water that was stored there being impure, and the water was let oil at
once, and there was an end of it.
13. I ask you the question, because being an officer of the Company you would know whether complaints
had been made frequently? There have not, or eke I should have heard of them.
Not by the Inspector of Nuisances or any other off ccr? No Mr. Seymour made a complaint, as
I have just stated, and we let the water away at once. That is the only time I ever heard of anything of the
kind, and the thing has never occurred again. There was no means of letting anything pass away at that
time. It was represented to Mr. Seymour, I believe, that there was something wrong there, and he went
on to the ground, and the matter was rectified at once.
Then at that time all the water received along the water-course went into your pond or dam? Yes,
everything.
And now you have some other arrangement, have you not? Yes, as I explained to you the other
day.
Now what becomes of the surplus water. You have more water coming in than your pond and dam
can take ? Our pond is always frill, and whenever rain falls, which is likely to cause a heavy stream for a
day or two, we have a sort of storm-race, which is kept open for, perhaps, days together, and then when
the creek is washed through the water-valve or gate is closed, and the surfhce-water goes on one side.
Then the only difference now is, that you have the means of stopping the water from coming into the
pond which you had not before? Yes, exactly and there is always a man in attendance day and night
when the weather is at all bad at that floodgate.
Have you at any time taken steps, legal or otherwise, to sccure the water going into the pond from
pollution? Yes, we have.
Will you inform the Committee whether this has happened more than once, and whether what you
have
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S.
have done has proved effectual P Yes, we have taken proceedings twice against the same person, and
ohiman. been successful, and a suit is now pending against him for the third time, and each time the result has
been that we have had the water as pure as we could wish it to be,_nothinü whatever to complain of.
UUC•
1875. 26. Have these proceedings always been against the same individual, or dIfferent individua]s P Against
the same individual, as far as the Company were concerned, but there have been other proceedings by the
municipality We shall have that from the municipal officers. Whatever proceedings have been taken have been
against the same person? Yes.
Are you generally of opinion that the Company have done all they could to prevent the water
coining into your ground from being polluted P 1 believe they have done everything they could do. They
have spared no money in carrying out anything suggested either by Dyself or any one else to avoid a
nuisance,
For what purpose do you use that water on your works? For condensing and working in connection
with the pumps.
Do you feed your boilers with it? A portion of it only.
Have you perfect confidence that no portion of that water eyer, at any time, comes in contact
with the sugar, or with anything that has to be added to the sugar? No, it does not.
Not with the sugar itself, or with anything that is added to the sugar in any shape or form? No;
with nothing that is added to the sugar, or could possibly mit with the sugar.
I wish to have this in evidence, because the public are anxious to know whether any portion of it is
used either to purify the sugar or for any other purpose connected with the sugar? It is not used for the
sugar in any way.
Is it possible that the water in this pond becomes polluted in any way by any drainage or anything
in your paddocks P No, it is not.
I othing lying about the banks which might cause the water to be contaminated, or from anything
from which disagreeable and offensive vapours could arise on your premises? No.
No refuse matter of any kind, connected with your operations, are thrown into that water? No.
If the water is any worse after using it it must be from your operations and not from anything outside? Yes, if it is worse. With regard to its being used there is the washing of bags; they are washed
in the water which is used for the vacuum pans. It is then at a temperature of perhaps 00° to 1000.
Alter we have collected the matter from the bags they are thrown into this water, washed, and partially
dried. We pass them through a regular machine for the purpose of drying them, so that nothing can
come from them.
May I ask you what becomes of that solution which comes out of the bags? It goes out into the
creek in the lowest level of our ground.
It does not find its way into the treacle? It would be impossible, unless mechanical means were
used to lift the water, because it is the lowest level on our ground.
Is there at all seasons of the year a stream entering the pond, and permanently leaving it, sufficient
in your opinion to prevent the water from becoming stagnant? Well, it has been my experience that it
is so.
Sufficient to cause a circulation of the water, so that it does not become absolutely stagnant? Yes,
that has been my experience.
At all seasons of the year? Yes; provided people on the creek, that is, the residents in the
neighbourhood, do not run any offensive matters into the creek.
Then it is your opinion that there is such a quantity of water going into the dam and permanently
leaving it at all seasons of the year as to prevent the water in that dam from being stagnant? Yes.
When were these ponds cleaned out last? I should say about two years ago was the last time.
Do you think that is sufficiently often to clean them out, considering the quantity of water you have
to deal with ? \Vell, it is sufficient for the inner one, that is the larger one.
You think it is sufficient for the dam? I do, for the dam.
And is it for the receiving pond? Yes, if we get nothing but good water from the creek into it. If
I thought otherwise I would do it oftener.
As a fact you think that once in every year and a half is sufficient? I think so. The water has
been made quite unfit for use by running things into it. It has been cleaned out about three times in
four years.
40. Can you yourself suggest anything that could be easily done, or with moderate facility, to ensure that
water from contamination previous to its entering your ponds-anything that could easily be done?
There is no doubt it could be done, but I am not certain whether I could do it without the application of
pumping power. It might be done to a certain extent without that, but to do it thoroughly I believe
I should require a large filtering place and some pumping power.
Don't you think if you filtered off that suspended matter from the water it would become less objectionable and offensive in the summer time? Yes, perhaps so.
Should it become necessary to adopt some system of filtering before the water enters the pond, would
the Company undertake it do you think? I have no doubt the Company would. I might take upon
myself to say that they would carry out. anything I made up my mind to recommend.
Do you know at all whether the water which passes out of your ponds, after it leaves your works and
before it enters the Blackwattle Swamp, is used for any manufactories, or for any other purposes at all P
Not to my knowledge, and I do not believe it is in any way.
Mr. Gru'idy.] You tell us that the water after entering your premises receives no further pollution
of any kind? None whatever.
Did we not see certain decomposing sugar bags and other things which were thrown into your
paddock and soaking into the pond, which gave out a very unpleasant odour P Not into our pond; that
goes into the waste water creek.
You spoke of the comparative purity of the water in the dam? Yes.
You did not explain to us, I think, that that comparative purity arose from the pond being a sort of
catehment area for the water that goes down the creek, where it has little or no motion left, and therefore
purifies itself by depositing the debris that is carried down with it P No, we have gone down to the
extreme end of our boundary, so that the water may go round and cool again.
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Mr. S.
But, besides that, it deposits the debris that comes down. Is not the water more pure in the dam
than in the pond P Well, I don't know; I think not. You saw the water going from the creek into the Fohiman.
pond.
Uhainnan.] You are aware that when we visited the Company's works on Tuesday last, after that 3 June, 1875.
heavy rain, we inspected the water. Was it better or worse then than usual, as the result of that heavy
rain P it was not so clear as it will be in a week's time, and in a fortnight's time it will be still clearer.
The dam will be purer in every way in a week or a fortnight. It was so in the middle of summer when
there was no rain at all. You could take the water and boil it, and there was no smell whatever. All the
mud and clay subsides during the dry weather.
Dr. Dansey.] Is the dam or waterhole, alias pond, supplied only by the drainage into it, or is it
otherwise supplied? It is otherwise supplied-that is partially.
But the principal mass of water in the ponds comes from the drainage of the neighbourhood? It
comes from the creek; the other supply is merely from the roofs of our buildings, and the city water when
we have done with it.
What do you use the water from the city for before you send it back to the dam P For the animal
charcoal, which, has to be cooled down by water. It is in fact almost immersed in the city water. We
have a hose to supply the water, and when it is put into the cistern, which is 20 ft. x 0 ft., there is a large
quantity of fresh water comes from it. That goes back.
But that is not a large quantity P There is a good quantity of it.
After usiog the city water to wash the animal charcoal does it not take from that animal charcoal a
certain quantity of saccharine matter to the pond? We could not afford that; we don't let it go as long
as there is a particle of saccharine matter in it.
Gi. Then it goes back pure water? Yes.
Doos not the filth coming from the creek into the pond settle in the bottom and sides of the pond P
\Vehl, there is some-there is bound to be some; but the creek is run through pretty frequently, and we
avoid that as much as possible by attention.
In quiet, warm, and dry weather, does not the smell from the exposed sides of the dam become
offensive P They are not exposed; they are always kept up to the same level-the dam is never
sufficiently empty to expose a large surface of the banks, in addition to the water that comes in in dry
weather 1 have a well of pure water from which I can pump 25,000 gallons a day if necessary, so that
there is always some water going down the creek.
Chairman..] Have you ever seen fiecal matter brought into your property by the creek before it enters
the pond? I have not.
Have you ever seen soap-suds and such matters as that coming in? I have seen them in the creek, and
also all such things as would be likely to come from the soap factory; but I have never seen them in the
pond or dam.
GD. And that would be likely to cause the actions of which you have spoken? Yes.
Dr. Dansey.] Have you ever been obliged to scoop this scum from the surface of the water? Yes,
I have-soap refuse and grease. I might say it has almost been taken to the Town hall in barrow-loads.
I took a lump of it once when Mr. Chapman was Mayor, and I sent for him to see it. We had repeatedly
to • o the same thing.
Could not this pond be done away with and the works carried on as well with a supply of water from
the city main? They could.
Do you think the city could supply you with water now P The works could be carried on if the'
city could supply us with a quantity at a reasonable rate, but I do not believe they could supply it.
Mr. Grundy.] Does your reply mean because the supply to other places in the neighbourhood on the
same level as yours is insufficient, and there would not be enough for the additional supply you would
require P Yes, both at the Glebe and itedl'ern; at neither place can they get it two feet above the ground
floor, and that being the case they would never get it at all if we were supplied from the city, except on
Sundays, when we were not working.
Dr. Dansey.] Have you any opening at the end of the dam towards l'arramatta-street to let off the
water? We have a surface outlet at the north-west corner, and a bottom outlet at the north-east corner.
U/urirman.] I believe you use a large quantity of animal charcoal in your works, do you not? Yes.
Is this animal charcoal at any time prepared on the works? No, it is not made there-it is only
cleaned.
Do you burn the bones there at any time for the purpose of making the charcoal? No, we have done
so years ago.
When did that operation cease to be carried on in your premises in Parramatta-street? We have
not done it for the last four or five years.
Do you stack any bones of any kind, either boiled or unboiled, in Parramatta-street P No, nothing
of any kind comes into the yard.
Do your operations oftentimes give rise to any quantity of residuary matter-what may be termed
rubbish? Nothing worse than sugar bags.
But in large quantities I mean. Could you make an estimate-so many tons per week of refuse,
not including of course the usual scum from sugar, or anything of that sort? . No, that goes away with
the sugar bags; there is nothing else except perhaps some flakes of mats, such as you saw in the paddock,
which was all the rubbish we have made for the last two or three years.
Then all residuary matters are of such a character as to admit of their being burnt up, and so as not
to be a nuisance to the neighbourhood? Yes, and they will be in a very short time; there is a little clay
and dirt, but that goes with the bags.

Mr. Richard Seymour, Inspect-or of Nuisances, called in and further examined:88. C'hairman.] I believe, Mr. Seymour, your duties as Inspector of Nuisances cause you to be familiar
Mr. R.
with certain ponds or dams on the Sugar Company's land adjoining Parramatta-street? Yes.
Seymour.
When did you last visit those ponds? About a fortnight ago.
Have you personally inspected the various tributaries which supply those ponds with water? I have 3 Junc, 1875.
on two or three occasions.
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Mr. R. 80. Do you know where that water leaves the Company's land—at what point, and where it runs into
Seymour. the harbor? it leaves the Company's land at the north-east corner of the pond, and then goes under the
road where Peinell's Mills were formerly, alonside the Sugar-works and then crosses Pi...ramatta-street
.Sjune, 1875.
and goes down to Blackwattle Swamp.
Is that way from the Company's premises, where it meets the road, covered or uncovered P It is
not covered until it gets to Parramatta-street, and it goes under the road, and then it is uncovered until it
gets to Blackwattle Swamp.
Can you produce any p]an showing the surface drains that lead into the creek or ditch which supplies
the ponds on the Sugar Company's premises, of which we are speaking P No, I have nothing of the sort
that is not in my department.
Do you call it a creek or a ditch? It is a natural watercourse.
lvVhere does this watercourse first come under the control of the Sydney Municipal authorities—first
come within the city boundary? At the corner of Wattlo.street, one portion of it, and the next portion.
at the junction of Cleveland-street, between Darlington Municipality and the Sydney Municipality.
Is that the first point at which the City Corporation have control over it? Yes, that is the first
point.
And what are the other municipalities through which this watercourse passes before it enters the
Sydney Municipality? Redfern and Darlington and a portion of Newton-n.
Have you or any of the municipal officers made any report to the Mayor and Aldermen as to the
condition of the waterway which runs the water into the Sugar Company's ponds? Yes, I have a copy of
the report sent in to the City Council on the 22nd October, 1812, by Dr. Dansey, the City Health Officer
and myself. This was the result of our inspection, and it gives you a description of the different tributaries. (Report read aefollowr)
Office of Inspector of Nuisances,
Town Hall, Sydney, 22 October, 1872.
"To the Right Worshipful the Mayor.—
Sir,
We have the honor to report that, in accordance with your instructions, we visited, on Octo.
ber 21st, the creeks complained of by the Sugar Company, one running from Jtcdfern and the other from
Darlington to Chippendale.
The head of the creek at Redfern is at the back of Mr. Mulcahy's Soap and Candle Manufactory,
in the Botany Road, but the drainage of Redfern, from Pitt-street on the east and )ledfern-street on the
south, flows into this creek, which, near its confluence at Chippendale with the creek flowing from Darlington, is dammed up and is full of very offensive matter. The drainage of it portion of Chippendale and of
the Whole of Darlington and Shepherd's Paddock flows into the creeks.
In addition to the ordinary house and street drainage we find the following offensive matter running into the creeks, viz. The drainage from Mr. Miilcahy's manufactory, above referred to; contents of a
most filthy drain from water-closets and premises of Messrs. J. Coatcs, M'CaU, and Forsyth, on the
opposite side of the Botany Road; drainage from two double water-closets of houses in Yarnold-street, the
property of Mrs. Iano Lloyd (this last as well as the street drainage of Yarnold and Hart streets flows
across an open paddock for a distance of about twenty yards and is very foul) drainage from a cowyard
and pigsty in Yarnold-street, in the occupation of Mrs. Foster; drainage from two water-closets of houses
in Edward's lane, off Shepherd-street, Darlington, the property of Mrs. Coleman; and drainage from two
water-closets of houses in Vine-street, belonging to Aaron Loveridge.
were informed that a number of water-closets in Redfern also drain into the creek which
supplies the Sugar-works.
We have, &e.,
G. F. DANSEY,
City T-Ieaith Officer.
"RICHARD SEYMOUR,
(True Copy.)
" Inspector of Nuisances."
That report was the result of certain complaints which the Sugar Company had made to the City
Mnrncipal Council, and they set the Council in motion? Yes, but I may say that we were in motion some
two or three years previous to that.
$5. Was there any other document that you know of in the possession of the city authorities in reference
to this watercourse previously to this one? No, not that I am aware of. There was a letter in the Town
Clerk's office, which could not be found, written some eighteen months before this.
But you used previously to call the attention of the municipal authorities to the state of this watercourse, did you not? Oh yes.
Did you do so on more than one occasion? Yes, on several occasions.
Are you aware whether the Mayor and Aldermen have examined the condition of this locality themselves? Yes.
On more than one occasion? I only know of one.
And that, I suppose, was in consequence of your previous statements to them P Yes; and then I
received instructions to prosecute the Sugar Company.
But I thought you said the Sugar Company set you in motion, and in consequence of that you made
a report of the water going into the Company's works? But what I am talking of was previous to that.
Previous to that you made a statement to the Corporation with reference to the Company's ponds?
That's it.
And then the Mayor and Aldermen determined to prosecute the Sugar Company? Yes.
'What was the result of that prosecution? We commenced a prosecution against them, but of course
we had only our own witnesses, who did not reside in the locality.
We are speaking of the ponds only now? Well, to the best of my belief we commenced a prosecution against them on account of the pond and the burning of bones.
'Well, what became of it? The ease fell through; there was such a balance of evidence on their
side—three witnesses to one against us, and all residing in the locality, that we had no chance. You will
understand that we summoned them under the Police Act for not keeping their premises clean, and allow
an
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an offensive smell to be created, and that summons was to include the state of the ponds, the burning
Mr. B.
Seymour.
of bones, and the heaps of bones on the premises.
Then, if I understand you, the Corporation have taken no separate action against the Sugar Cornpany with regard to the state of that pond
No, it included them all; that was the only way we could 3 éune, 1876.
summons them.
Do you think the Mayor and Aldermeu are at present aware of the condition of that watercourse
which supplies the Sugar Company's works with water P I could not say at the present time.
100. Altogether they have had sufficient information from the reports you made to them to place them in
possession of the condition of the ponds P Yes, they were aware of it at the time of this report and
before it.
Are you aware at the present time (for this is 1875 and your report was in 1372), whether there are
cesspits, cowsheds, stables, or other sources yielding offensive matters, which drain into the watercourse?
am sure there are, because there is no alteration on the premises since I went out. The street drainage
goes just the same way. There is no alteration, except in the drainage from the closets in connection with
the city in Shepherd's Paddock, which we had stopped, and we had the parties prosecuted. That was on
our own side, and we could interfere there. I believe Mr. Loveridge had his altered Then do you think there are any cesepits, or cowshcds, or places of that sort coming under the control of the city authorities, which drain into that watercourse now ;—'have you taken any action to prevent
such drainage? We cannot prevent persons from throwing their house drainage in. It can only be
remedied by it system of sewerage.
You could not prevent the drainage from cowsheds going in ? No, we could not.
The closets for instance ;—eould you not prevent them from oozing out and polluting the watercourse?
Yes, I could prevent the leakage from closets, but I could not prevent the ordinary drainage of stables or
covsheds from going there, because that is the ordinary drainage. I could prevent cow manure or stable
manure in quantities from going into it.
Then you think the city authorities have done all that it was in their power to do towards keeping that
watercourse free from contamination? All that we could do, considering our position with regard to these
closets—all we have the legal power to do; but as far as the house drainage is concerned, which runs
through these open gutters, we have no power to prevent it. That creek was formerly the original watercourse, and there is no sewerage in Chippendale or Shepherd's Paddock that we could make them connect
to. There is nowhere else it can go.
Is the land through which this watercourse runs before it enters the Sugar Company's works the
property of the City Municipality, or private property ? Private property.
Mr. Giundy.] But although it is private property, if the city authorities chose to make a covered
drain they have sufficient power to do so under the Municipal by-laws, have they not? No, I don't think
they have—I am sure they have not.
If they wanted to make a covered sewer they have Be power? I don't believe they have.
Then they have no control over that nuisance at all P No. The only way we can do is to prosecute
owners of property when they allow anything offensive to collect on their premises.
110. Ohairnzan.] When the watercourse leaves the road it goes into private property? Yes; but to
keep the place in something like a healthy state the Corporation keep a staff constantly for cleaning out
the old creek from Parramatta-stréet, and where it falls into Blackwattle Swamp.
Does the whole of that creek, from the time it first of all passes under Wattle-street bridge to the
time it meets Blaekwattle Swamp, pass through private property? Yes, except where it passes under
the road at Parramatta-street. It was the old original watercourse.
You have, I suppose, in the course of your rounds, on duty, many a time stood on that bridge in
Parramatta-street? I have.
Have you ever perceived any unpleasant odoura when looking over that bridge? Yes, the smell is
very bad.
Is it always the same in summer and winter? Yes, I may say I have heard hundreds of persons
complain of it.
Mr. Grandy.] I think a little explanation is necessary about this creek. It divides into two creeks
I believe. Is that on your property, or in the other Municipality? It divides at the boundary, and then
forms two creeks, one of which goes to Redfern, and the other to Darlington.
And each of these creeks is equally objectionable and equally polluted by the slops and filth from the
various houses and streets through or under which it passes? Yes.
Dr. Dan8ey.] In this large area, the drainage of which goes into the creek we have been speaking of,
there are a great number of butchers' shop ;—are there not P There are.
In which we believe there is a continual slaughtering going on—on the premises? There is no doubt
of it.
123. And the washing and blood from those places must all run down into this creek? Yes.
120, Are you aware of any nuisance of any kind or shape connected with the Sugar Company's 'Works,
other than those ponds, and that nuisance which we are informed has now ceased—the burning of bones?
It is it question whether they have ceased to burn bones.
130. Chairman.] We have it in evidence stated positively that they have ceased to burn bones and do not
accumulate any bones boiled or unboiled, and we wish to know whether, apart from that, you know of any
other nuisance created by the Sugar Company on their premises—anything that would come within the
scope of our investigation? No; there is nothing else that I know of.

THURSDAY,
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THUESDAT 10 JUNE, 1875.
MEETE& or No. 2 C0MMInEE.
j3tetcnt
F. H. GItUNDY, E5Q.,

G. H. DANSEY, ESQ.

CIIARTIES WATT, ESQ4, IN TilE CHAIR.
Thomas Bradridge, Esq., City Surveyor, cafled in and examined
T. Bradridge, 131. Uhairman.] Your are City Architect, I believe, and also City Surveyor? No, only City Surveyor.
hsq.
132. Does your office as City Surveyor cause you to be possessed of any plans of the watercourse which
,-- feeds the ponds on the Sugar Company's works and goes to Blackwattle Swamp? I have plans which shew
lOZnne, 1875. the locality to a certain extcnt, but not to the head of the watershed, because Nye have no plans beyond
the boundaries of the city. I have a plan here which skews some of the suburbs (producing plan),
probably as much as you want to see, but not in detail.
You submit a plan shewing the creek which supplies the Sugar Company's ponds with water? Yes.
We observe from these plans that a considerable portion of fluid comes from other municipalities,
and enters into the city municipality P Yes, there is a considerably larger area without the city, and a
larger number of honses.
There are two creeks which supply this water from other municipalities, and the junction takes place
about 100 yards inside the city boundary ;—is that correct? Yes.
130. As a matter of fact does not a large amount of water enter the city boundary from other municipalities by these creeks? It does.
What are the names of those municipalities? Redfern and Darlington. The drainage from the
Deaf and Dumb Asylum goes into that creek, but I do not think it is within any municipality.
If so it would be in Newtown, would it not? I cannot say, as I have no jurisdiction beyond the
city boundary.
Are you aware whether any steps have been taken by the municipal authorities to construct any
sewer so as to carry off to the harbour the fluids which find their way into the Sugar Company's ponds? Yes.
Some years ago plans were submitted by the City Engineer to effect that purpose, and the money was toted
by the city to carry out the work, but their finances were in rather a bad condition, in fact there were no
fluids to draw upon for it. The plan proposed by the City Engineer was to construct a branch from the
sewer in Abercrombie.street through the Sugar Company's land, and along the watercourse as far as the
city boundary.
That would shnt out the Sugar Company from the use of this water? Yes, it would have that effect.
Have the city authorities permission .from the owners of land there to cirry out a sewerage system of
that kind? I do not know, the matter not being in my department, whether permission was given or not;
but as far as the Act is concerned I do not think they have the power to enter upon private property. It
was with the consent of the Sugar Company, and I think I have seen in the office an offer on the part of
the Sugar Company to allow the construction of a sewer through their land.
But you say that would shut out the Company from the use of the water? Yes.
I wish to ascertain from you whether the city municipal authorities have any legal power to compel
certain municipalities to join them in any system of sewerage of that kind? They have not; but I think
from the wording of the Act, which says sewerage of the city and suburbs," they might have power to
enter the suburbs and to construct a sewer, although that may be a doubtful question, but they have no
power to enter upon private property. They may under the Act construct sewers in "streets, ways, and
places," but not on private property.
Do you think that in this respect the city authorities require more legal power? I think they should
have power to construct sewers on private property if it were considered advisable to do so.
And to compel other municipalities, whose waters they have to receive, to contribute to the expense
of those sewers? I think so, on a principle of equity.
110. Have you recently inspected this watercourse? ]. have not within the last mouth or five weeks.
That is suffIciently recent for my purpose. Will you kindly give us your opinion in reference to its
condition at the present time as to its affecting the public health in any way? I certainly think it must
be very prejudicial to the health of the inhabitants living in the neighbourhood so much so, that I would
not live in the vicinity of those creeks.
You think there is so much drainage from the habitations in that district as to cause the water
passing down those creeks to be of a disagreeable and unhealthy character? I do, and I should say it
was dangerous to health.
Did you observe when you were in that locality any closets which appeared to overflow, or any other
foul matters which ran off into these creeks? No, I did not follow the course of the creek.
Still you are of opinion that there must be a good deal of that drainage? I believe there must be
from privies.
I am speaking of this creek now after it leaves the Sugar Company's works. Have the city
authorities taken any steps towards covering it in any way? What I mentioned in a previous answer the
engineer proposed to do—to construct a sewer—was proposed for that creek also.
In that part of it? In the creek which is common to both.
And you think there would be no difficulty in that creek with regard to levels? There were
difficulties which we overcame by intercepting the waters in the upper part of the watershed and carrying
them off in another direction.
What was the nature of those difficulties? The main sewer from the upper part of the watershed would
not have been available for the lower part during stormy weather, because it would be above the level of the
ground on either side, and if you tried to drain the ground on either side into it by tapping the sewer, the
water in the sewer would run out on to the land instead of the water from the land flowing into the sewer.
Can you state what is the catchmeut area within the city boundary, and also what are the catchment
areas within other muncipalities which drain into the Sugar Company's ponds--in fact the total area,
showing the area which belongs to each municipality? I will furnish the information to the Committee.
150. There is one question I should like to ask you, Mr. Bradridge, whether the original devising of these
sewers is in your department or in that of the City Engineer? In that of the City Engineer.
157
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T. lIradridge,
I mean the first initiation of the work? It is not in my department.
Esq.
It must first originate in the City Engineer's Office? Yes.
And you supply all the levels I suppose? No; each office takes its own levels.
lift. Gru.ndy.] But you would originate a suggestion, if you thought it desirable, for the consideration 10 Jane,187u.
of the City Engineer? Oh yes.
I was going to ask you whether, when the plan to make a sewer which was to carry off the water
from that creek was likely to be carried out, any protest against it was made by the Sugar Company, or
did they agree to it? No I think they acceded to it.
Was any protest made by any other landowner? No, I think not; the difficulty was that the
Corporation had no funds to carry out the work, although the money had been voted for it.
There is a sewer which takes most of the water to Blackwattic Swamp, is there not? Yes.
Could not that be made use of to take a great portion of this drainage from the higher parts of both
these creeks? It could be made use of no doubt; it was intended that it should be brought into operaation but the Sugar Company's dam burst at the time the sewer was being finished.
105. Then there is no reason why that scheme should not be revived, and that sewer be to a considerable
extent, more or less, as the capabilities of the ground will allow, made useful? No reason whatever.
I may as well tell you how it was that the Company resorted to this mode of supply: At the time their
letter was written they were receiving a supply of water from the city, and were not taking anything from
the dam as it had burst, but the Corporation, as custodians of the water, raised the assessment upon them,
and made them pay a much higher rate. The Company were then driven to adopt some expedient to
supply themselves with water, and then came the constraction of this dam.
We have been told that the city authorities could not give the Company a constant and sufficient
supply of water on which they could depend at any price? 1 cannot give you any information on that
point, as it is out of my line, but the City Engineer will be able to tell you all about it.
Oldairman.] Is there anyone'who would interfere if the Corporation attempted to shut off the water
from the Sugar Company's ground P The Company would protest against it, and I think they would
have good reason to do so; they have been using it for a very long time.
AIr. Grundy.] It may be important for ns to know, if this water should have to be taken to the main
sewer, what is the flattest gradient per mile which it is proposed to adopt? That would depend in a
great measure upon the size of the sewer. If it was a grand trunk sewer to take the discharge of the
whole of the city, I should say from 3 ft. to 5 ft. per mile, but if it was only to take a main which
was subsidiary to the main trunk, the gradients I should adopt would be 1 in 240.
But for a larger system you would have about 3 ft. per mile? From 3 ft. to 5 ft. per mile.
You would take 6 feat if you could get it, I suppose? That would of course depend upon the velocity
which could be obtained at the head of the sewer to start with.
Mr. Dansey.] Is the dam a natural watercourse enlarged, or is the gully for the overflow of water
to run off the natural watercourse? That is a question which probably no man living can decide. The
dam has been there for fifty years, and I don't suppose anyone could tell where the watercourse was
originally. It is on the Company's property, and they are at perfect liberty under certain legal rights to
make any diversion they like, so long as the water enters the creek again .where it leaves their property.
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REPORT
OF THE

COMMITTEE APPOINTED BY THE SYDNEY CITY AND SUBURBAN
SEWAGE AND HEALTH BOARD,
on the 281h May, 1875,

To Visit and Examine the line of Busby's Bore."
ADOPTED BY THE COMMFTTEE, 5TH JULY,

1875.

GExTLEMEN,

1. We have the honor to report that on the 25th day of June we visited and inspected the line
of Busby's Bore, accompanied by Mr. Robertson, Inspector of Waste Waters, and Mr. Stacey, Inspector of
the Bore. We took evidence on the spot which was not reported, but a portion of which has since been
placed on record and is appended to this Report.
From Hyde Park to the Gaol we do not tlnnk that there is any danger of the water being seriously
contaminated by percolation. It is hardly necessary to state our reasons for this opinioll; they will be
found in the evidence. Near the Ice House shaft, as it is called, at the junction of Dowlillg-street and the
South Head Road, the Bore passes partly through soil, and is constructed in such places of loose masonry
without mortar. A considerable area, having no sewers, is drained by what was originally a natural watercourse, but which is now an open drain of avery disgusting appearance. It passes under the road, and over
the Bore, and it can scarcely be doubted that percolation of offensive matter must take place from this
drain into the Bore.
In this in1mcdiate neighbourhood also, and in close proximity to the Bore, and at a higher level,
there are a considerable number of cesspits. It was considered necessary by the city officers carefully to
caulk and cement the sides of the shaft immediately adjoining, in order to prevent the contamination
of the water, but it seems to have been forgotten that, at a lower level, and adjoining the shaft, the roof
of the Bore consists of loose masonry or slabs without mortar.
From this point to the Rifle Butts we do not think that any considerable percolation is likely to
take place, but we have no doubt that at the back of the Barracks a very large influx of water occurs. That
such influx does occur somewhere is proved beyond doubt by the evidence before the Board.
The Park Road forms an embankment at the back of the Barracks. For some distance, at a depth
of about 40 feet, the line of the Bore coincides protty nearly with that of the road. Betweonthe road and
the Barrack wall there existed many years ago a quarry hole reaching within a yard or so of the Bore. So
near did the quarry approach to the Bore, that in the year 1872 Mr. Stacéy in clearing out the Bore
found at this point what appeared to be a shot hole, through which a large quantity of water entered, and
which he stopped up. The Bore here passes through sandstone, which must have been much shaken by
the operations, first, of making the Bore, and secondly, of excavating the stone from the quarry of
which we are speaking. Some years ago this quarry-hole was filled up chiefly with sand, and when the
road was made, pipes were laid under the road and over the Bore to carry off the drainage. We observed
that all the drainage from the Barracks and from the houses recently built on the saudhill to the west
of the Barracks flows into the sand which fills up the quarry hole. In fact, the whole arrangement is
something between a sink and a filter. We observed the drainage trickling over, the sand, appearing in
some places and disappearing in others. The pipe under the road, which is supposed to carry off the
drainage (into the Botany Watershed), we observed to be perfectly dry. We cannot doubt that the
greater part of the every day drainage from this inhabited area finds its way into the Bore.
At the eastern side of the Barracks is another area consisting of sand and rock on a steep slope;
and occupied by a very considerable number of recently built houses. The drainage from this area also is
supposed to be carried off by a pipe under the road and over the Bore, which, at or near this point, as we
are informed by Mr. Stacey, is formed of open masonry.
Mr. Allum, a bricklayer, who lives within a few yards of this point, and who appears to us a very
intelligent and trustworthy witness, informed us on the spot, and afterwards in the Board Room, that all
the houses on the area of which we are speaking have cesspits; that the water which comes down
239—A [No. 4.]
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during heavy rains is very offensive, he supposes from the overflow of cesapits. That the pipe
under the road is quite insufficient to carry off the flood waters which collect in considerable quantity.
That some months ago this flood water overflowed into his well, which thereupon became stinking and unfit
for use. He pointed out to us a hole near the mouth of the pipe which is supposed to carry off the
water, and through which he stated that as great, if not a greater, part of the flood waters passed than
through the drain pipe. Being surprised at this singular disappearance of so large a quantity of water
into a hole in the ground, he examined the other side of the embankment forming the road, but
found that none of it escaped that way. There can be no doubt that the whole of this water found its
way into the Bore.
S. Mr. Stacey seems to have firmly believed that he had succeeded in stopping all percolation into the
Bore, and, as appears by his evidence, has persistently endeavourcd to maintain that any such percolation is impossible. We told him on the spot that there is no doubt whatever that such percolation must
take place somewhere, and called upon him to state at what point in his opinion, formed from his own
knowledge and observation, be should think it most probable that this influx should take place. lleanswered
without hesitation, either here, that is at the castern end of the Barrack will or yonder, that is, near the
other end.
9. We do not feel called upon to report generally upon the subject of the supply of water from the
Laehlan Swamps, but merely to state the results of our personal observations and inquiry, which satisfy
us that a large quantity of contaminated water must find its way into the Bore at the points we have
indicated.
I have, &c.,
M. B. PELL.
Chairman of Committee.

4

Evidence taken before No. 4 Committee,

FRIDAY, 25 JUNE, 1875.

M.

B. PELL, Esq.,

I
it B. FELL, Esq., B.A.,

B. 0. MORIARTY., ESQ.
IN TILE O]IAflt

Thomas Bradridge, Esq., City Surveyor, called in and examined
Chairman.] We are told, Mr. Bradridge, that you constructed a road near the Park Boad,at the rear 0fT. Bradridge,
Esq.
the Victoria Barracks P I saw it constructed; I was assistant surveyor at the time.
That road forms a sort of embankment, does it not, diverting the drainage from its original conrie to a
25 June, 18e5.
certain extent? Yes; it concentrates it at a certain point.
3.. There is a certain piece of ground oil the western side of the Victoria Barracks-a sandy tract of
land? Yes.
Where did the drainage from that land flow before this road was made? I forget which way it ran; I
think in the direction of the watershed. But at that time there were not many houses in that direction,
though there has been a good deal of building since.
There was an old quarry-hole at the back of the Victoria Barracks ;-has that been filled up recently?
It was filled up subsequently to the formation of the Park and previously to the formation of the road.
0. What state was that hole in at the time the road was constructed P The hole had to be filled before
the road was constructed.
7. What state was it in; what was the size of it-was it a large hole? It was about six chains in length
with a width of about one chain.
S. What was about its maximum depth? About 12 feet-shallowing off.
Was it a receptacle for any kinds of deposit from the drainage in that locality P I think not, beyond
what came out of the Barracks-the subsoil drainage from the Barracks.
Did you observe in what direction the water flowed from this piece of hilly land (indicating position on
map of Sgdneg, showing the line of tunnel) on the eastern side of the Barracks, between Regent-street and
the Barracks P A.s nearly as possible in the direction it now flows-through the pipe drain.
Through this lagoon (indicatinq position on map) P Yes, towards Nannygoat Swamp.
These are the lagoons you can see from the road? Yes.
How long ago was it that this embankment was constructed? It was in '68 or
Your duties do not lead you to observe specially how the water flows in these localities at present?
Yes, I notice that they flow into the watershed. (Wiiness produced a trial section of the Park Road.)
JEEr. .Ztforiariv.] What is the vertical scale of this section P 20 feet to the inch.
10. Then it would seem that the level of the water from that quarry-hole is about 20 feet below the present level of the road? Yes, about that.
Then there would be about 7 feet or 8 feet of water in it? Yes, I think in some places it is deeper.
That would bring it down nearly to the level of the tunnel, would it not? The water level was about
25 feet above the top of the tunnel.
Uhairman.] What exit was there for the water there P There was an open drain to the Nannygoat
Swamp.
Mr. B. C. Robertson, Inspector of 'Waste Waters, caned in and examined
Chairman.) You remember accompanying us last Saturday along the line of the Bore? Yes,
. Mr.
Did you observe that the surface drainage from the portion of land on the western side of the D.C. Robertso].
Victoria Barracks, near Moore Park Road, goes down through a straight gutter along the Park Road?
Yes, I did.
It flows into a mass of sand, does it not? Yes, a marshy place.
.
25 Juno, 1875.
Did you observe, while we were there, that it was slowly trickling along the sand? I did.
How is that water supposed to be carried away? Well, it is supposed to percolate into the Nannygoat-that pond or lagoon on the side of the road.
By means of a pipe? Yes, there is a pipe which is supposed to take it away, nearly opposite the
Park gate.
20. And did you observe at the time, while this drainage matter was slowly trickling along the sand,
that the pipe which is supposed to carry it oil' was perfectly dry? ,I did; I put my hand into it, and it
was perfectly dry.
You told us that that mass of sand-a great part of it-was used for filling up that old quarry-hole?
Yes.
And that hole was so deep as to be in close proximity to the Bore itself? Yes, it was very deep.
It was filled up with sand? Yes.
And now it appears to act as a sink for receiving this drainage? It appears so.
Now where, in your opinion, does the water go to which does not flow through this pipe-what becomes
of it? I can hardly say where it goes to.
Do you think it is likely that it goes into the Bore? Yes, I should think it would, as far as my
experience goes; I don't profess to know much about the formation of the Bore itself.
Do you remember that quarry-hole before it was filled up? I do,
What was about its depth below the natural surface of the ground? To the best of my recollection
it was about 30 or 40 feet.
Used it to become charged with water in rainy weather? Yes, I never saw it dry.
30. Did it overflow after heavy rain? Yes, the lower portion of it, where the carts used to go into the
quarry to draw stone.
37.
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D.C. Robert- 37. And in dry, weather the water would subside? Yes.
33 Which soaked away before? Yes, IL would be full in wet weather, and would then gradually go down.
39. Do you remember that we observed another piece of ground on the other side of the Victoria
2J1s5
0 U)
- Barracks-on the eastern side-with a considerable number of buildings upon it? Yes.
The drainage of which is supposed to be carried under the road by means of a pipe? Yes, there is a
large pipe there for conveying the water under the road.
Have You ever observed this place yourself-I mean lately-after heavy rain? No, sir, I have not.
We have it in evidence from Mr. Stecey that this particular portion of the Bore is constructed of open
masonry, without mortar also that, in his opinion, that is the place, ifan', where the large quantity of
ou have no doubt then that
water, which undoubtedly gets into the Bore by percolation, must enter.
the large quantity of water which goes in must be the drainage of this area to which I have referred, which
is pattially covered with houses? There can be no doubt of it, if it is the same formation as Mr. Stacey
describes.
If you remember, we also i'isited a portion of the Bore near what is :sled the "Icehouse Hotel," on
the South Head Road? Yes, there is a shaft there.
41-. You are aware that what was formerly an open watercourse flows at present under the South Head
Road at that point, and then finds its way down to Rusheutter's Bay? Yes.
Before it reaches the South Head Road it receives the surface drainage of a considerable district, does
it not? Yes, there are a considerable number of houses there.
Having no other system of sewerage? No, that is the principal sewer which takes off the drainage.
Mr. Staeey informs us that the Bore in that locality through which this drainage flows for some little
distance is formed of open rnasonry? That I cannot say.
Of course it is loose soil requiring masonry. Can you feel any doubt that some of this drainage matter must percolate into the Bore ? Well, sir, there is a great depth between the bottom of that drain and
the top of the tunnel. It is possible that the drainage may percolate through it. The drain has a very
roach bottom-rough stones here and there with some clay over them. As far as I can judge the bottom
of tie drain is likely to let water through it.
40. Are you aware that in that neighbourhood, close to the Bore, there are houses with cesspits on a higher
level than the Bore? Yes, the majority of the houses are higher than the Bore; in fact, I might almost
say the whole of them.
50. Can you think of any other place where water is likely to percolate into the Bore? No, I can think of
none, except between the Sacred Heart and the Rifle Range; that is the most likely place.

Mr. George Allum called in and examined
Mr. G. Allum. 51. Ultairmam.] You live on the Moore Park Road, I believe, on the eastern side of the Barracks? Yes.
52, On a low level close to the Moore Park Road? Yes.
25june,1875. 53. You remember meeting us there on Saturday last? Yes.
There is an area which you pointed out to us, the drainage of which flows through a pipe close to your
house, or is supposed to do so, under the Park Road? Yes.
It is a sandy soil in that locality, is it not? Yes, a sort of mixture of rock and sand.
About how many houses are there in that direction-speaking roughly? About 50 or 60.
AU having cesspits? Yes,
Do these cesspits overflow after heavy rain? Well, I never saw any matter out of the cesspits, but
the water is continually flowing there after rain, and it leaves a tremendous smell behind it.
Where do you suppose that smell comes from? I should imagine it comes from the water which flows
down after the rain.
After the last rain some of that water, you told us, flowed into your well? Yes.
And you have now left off using it? Yes.
Is the water in your well disagreeable in taste and smell? It does not smell bad, but it tastes bad,
and the people won't use it.
Did it smell badly after the last rain? Yes, for the first few weeks it smelt very bad, and then we
cleaned the well out, but it didn't seem to do it any good.
61. Is that pipe under the road sufficient to carry the water off during heavy rain? Not half of it;
the water backs up, and accumulates to a depth of four feet. The pipe would not carry off half an hour's rain;
You pointed out to us a certain hole on your side the embankment, through which a large quantity
of water flows? Yes, it goes into that hole, the bottom water fills the pipe, and there is an overflow
sufficient to fill a 4-inch or (3-inch pipe.
Where does it go to? That I could not say. I have been right down to the Shooting Range to see,
but I can't say where it goes to.
Are you aware that the Bore is almost immediately underneath it? Yes.
Are you aware that it is made of loose masonry without mortar? I have been informed so.
60. Then where do you imagine the water goes to? I should imagine it finds its way into the Bore.
Can you imagine that it goes anywhere else? No; that is the opinion I gave my wife when we
went on to the Rifle Range to see where it went to. I said then it must go into the Bore.
And that drainage is the overflow of cesspits and other foul matter? Yes, whatever goes down the
hole must go down there.
Did you ever take notice how the drainage goes on the Sydney side of the Barracks? I don't
know anything of that side of the Barracks.
I mean from that part fronting Moore Park, on the western side of the Barracks? I don't know
how that drains at all. I know the place well, but I know nothing about the drainage.
Is there any other information you can give us on this subject? No, I am not aware of anything
else. In my opinion the only way to protect the Bore from being contaminated would be to have a sewer
along the Moore Park Road, with connections to the houses at the back, so as to carry off the drainage
from the houses there.
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OP TRE

APPOINTED BY THE SYDNEY CITY AND SUBURBAN
SEWAGE AND HEAJJI1II BOARD,
on the 161h July, 1875,

"To examine and report upon the outlets of the City Sewers discharging into the
Harbour."
A.nomn BY THE C0MMInEE, 16 SEnnrBElt, 1875.
RU5HCUTTERS' BAY.
On Wednesday, 21st July, ve landed on the south side of the Bay, and saw that there was an
extensive flat before the bridge, consisting of sand and stinking mud, brought down by and deposited
from the water of the sewer over the foreshore. The mud, where the tide has left it bare and exposed to
the action of the sun, is the sourse of effluvia offensive to the sense of smell, and possibly deleterious to
health.
In addition to the large sewer under the bridge, there is another sewer discharging through the
abutment on the western side of the Bay, and there is also much drainage by open water-courses, bringing
down, among other things, feculent matter and other waste from the houses in the neighbourhood.
We understand that a survey of the Bay has been made by order of the Government, with a view
to its speedy reclamation. But up to the present time no action seems to have been taken 'fo provide for
the proper drainage of the surrounding country.
WooLLooMooLoo Bit.
We next visited Woolloomooloo Bay. On the east side of the Bay we observed a number of
small sewers extending from Potts' Point to the large main sewer discharging into the centre of the Bay
this sewer was foul in the extreme. A large bank has been formed just at the outlet of the sewer by the
silt and organic matter involved with it, and at the time of our visit a large stream of fetid sewage was
flowing into the Bay.
This sewer being situated at the head of a Bay in which there is little or no current, the sewage
matter, by reason of its somewhat lcsscr specific gravity, floats on the surface of the salt water, oscillating
for a greater or less time backwards and forwards with the ebb and flow of tide.
FoRT MicQuinla.
From Woolloomooloo Bay we proceeded to the outlet of the main sewer at Fort Macquarie, and
lere as in the last ease a considerable bank of silt has accumulated, the material of which consists for the
most part of street detritus. By reason of the comparatively strong current at this point, the sewage
matter is more diffused, but it is still offensive, and during the prevalence of certain winds the efiluvia
from it must be carried over a considerable area of the northern part of the city.
TANK SrItEA3r.
The Tank Stream which discharges into the head of Sydney Cove was in an equally bad state as
the sewer at the head of Woolloomooloo Bay; the water flowing from it was inky in colour, and apparently
putrescent, and floated on the surface of the Bay to a considerable distance from the outlet of the sewer.
Close to this is another large sewer, discharging the sewage from George-street North and its neighbourhood, and its condition is hardly better than that of the Tank St-ream; both deposit dark coloured
decomposing slimy matter which we are told is esteemed as a rich manure, and has been used for such
purpose at the Botanic Gardens. But it is well to cail attention to the abundant bubbles rising to the
surface in this neighbourhood, the product of the continuous decomposition of the organic matter involved
in the deposit.
DAwn' POINT TO HEAM OF DsnLnco HARBOUR.
S. From Dawes' Point to Miller's Point we observed several small sewers, but they did not attract
our attention as being particularly offensive. Thence upwards to Erskine-street, King.street, and further on
to the head of Darling Harbour, there are several sewers, discharging matter of the most offensive kind,
which, in each case, by reason of the jetties either directly over them, or in very close proximity to them, has
resulted
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resulted in the accumulation of banks of filthy and putrid mud, extending to a greater or less distance
from the shore. This mud is of the class of material well known to be a fertile source of noxious
efliuvia.. We next examined the Market Wharf silt-pit, and found that it had been cleaned out but
recently, and that a considerable quantity of stuff that had been taken from it—still remained on the wharC.
On taking portions of this stuff into the hand, and bringing it close to the nose there was sucient
evidence of where it had last come from; but it was by no means offensive to a bystander. On gauging
the pit we found about from 6 inches to S inches of sediment in the first compartment, and none in the
second. There is no indication of silting up at the outlet of this sewer since the construction of the
silt-pit. This pit contains when full about 100 tons, and we are informed flUs about every six mouths.
The area drained by it being about 111 acres.
The main sewer at the head of the Harbour, which drains a very large area, cannot be said to
be in a better state than those at Woolloomooloo Bay and Tank Stream; the sewage discharged is equally
offensive and greater in quantity.
Silt-pits have been at this point constructed by the Corporation for the interception of the silt
and other matter brought down with it, but they do not appear likely to have much, if any, effect in
purifying the euent water which must continue to flow into the harbour in much the same state in respect
to its original impurities as hitherto.
BLACKwATTLE SwA3rp.
On September 1st we visited Blackwattie Swamp, the reclamation of which is rapidly progressing ; the sewage brought down by the Abercrombie-street sewer and by the open drain which joins it
is at present carried off by an open channel and discharged under the causeway at Lyndhurst. There is a
considerable area of unreclaimcd land belonging, as we are told, to the Lyndhurst authorities, where the
sewage stagnates, giving off effluvia bad in every respect ; but it is reported by one of our Committee
that the proprietors are about to remedy the nuisance without delay.
H. G. ALLEYNE,
Chairman of Committee.
Board Room,
Sydney, 10 September, 1875.
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The Report of the Committee appointed to examine the outlet; of the sewers discharging into the
harbour having been read, the Chairman and Members of No. 7 Committee were examined in their
places

Chairman to Dr. Aileync.] In observing the mouth of the open sewer at Rushcutters' Bay did you Dr. Alloyne.
notice the quality of the sewage as it appeared to the eye? Yes.
Was it clear or muddy? It was not clear; it was not of the same quality as the sewage coming out of 20Sept., 1875.
Woolloomooloo Bay or the Tank Stream, but it was evidently tainted with organic matter of some kind.
It was discoloured? Yes, discoloured.
Did, you notice if there was much flow of water? Not any great quantity.
It is siniply ,in open drain, without any artificial sewerage? No, it is a pipe-drain under the bridge at
the head of the Bay.
0. Chairman to .2113-. Boll.] Is there any system of sewers discharging into Rushcutters' Bay? Yes, there Mr. Bell.
are two sewers draining into Rushcutters' Bay, one extending as far back as William-street north and
south, and another going down by Judge Hargraves', which drains all the area at the back of Elizabeth
Bay.
7. Those are earthenware pipes? Yes.
S. Do they carry off the flood waters ? To a certain extent; there are gully-shafts connected with them.
Is there not a considerable catehmeut which drains into ltushcuttcrs' Bay? Nearly all Paddington
drains into ltushcutters' Bay ; but I am speaking of the open drains within the city.
But at the main outlet into the Bay-under the bridge-there is no sewer? There is no general sewer
above the bridge; in fact there is no general sewer at all; but there are two 18 or 20 inch pipes discharging
into the lower part of the Bay. I gave the area and the size of these pipes in my former evidence.
Chairman to D,-. Alieyne.] At the lSoolloomooloo Bay sewer you found very offensive matter Dr. Alleyno.
discharging? Yes.
Was it black or of a dark colour? Yes.
18. And offensive to the smell? Yes.
But at Fort Macquarie you found the sewage was not so offensive? No, it was not offensive at all.
It does not create such a local nuisance? The deposit can be seen through the water to be chiefly
clay and sand washed from the streets.
10. And at the Tank-stream you found it bad again? Abominable.
Black stinking stuff? Yes.
And you found it of a similar quality at the Queen's Wharf? Yes.
Did you find the smaller sewers along Darling Harbour discharging matter of the same offensive character,
or were they not so bad P The sewage was of the same kind, but the sewers being smaller, it was less in
volume and quantity.
was there a large discharge of water from the Port Macquarie sewer? There was not much in the
evening when we passed it.
That was the ordinary dry outfall? Yes.
Still it was a continuous stream? Yes.
It was discoloured I suppose, though not dark or turbid? No, I don't think it was.
Was it clear? I don't think it was remarkably so at that time ; the tide was nearly out, though it
was not dead low water. I formed my opinion of the character of the sewage discharged there from the
deposit seen at the mouth of the sewer.
2.5. At the head of Darling Harbour, at the Hay-street sewer, I see you found the matter discharging
very offensive? Yes.
In spite of the silt-pits? Yes.
Was it as bad as that discharged from the Woolloomnooloo sewer ? Yes.
Was it as bad as that at the Tank Stream as to quality? Yes, pretty much on a par with it.
You make no mention in your report of the Abercrombie-street sewer, which discharges into Blackwattle Swamp ;-did you observe that? Yes, it was as bad as any of them ; the fact is, nothing could be
worse than the open drain running almost parallel with it.
They both discharge together finally do they not? Yes, bringing down stuff of the same quality.
10-A
31.
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Dr. Alleyne. 31. As bad as that from the Woolloomooloo sewer and the Tank Stream? Yes.
32. And worse than that discharged at Fort Macquarie? Infinitely worse.
20 Sept., 1875. 33, Chairman- to Aft. Moriarty.] Do you concur in what Dr. Alleyne has stated? Entirely.
Dr. Alleyne. 34. Hon. J. B. Wilson to Dr. Alleyne.] Do you think the difference in the character of the sewage discharged from the Fort Macquarie sewer from that discharged at 'Woollooinooloo Bay, the Tank Stream,
and Darling Harbour, is at all influenced by the fact of the sewer at Fort IViacquarie opening into a tidal
current? No, I do not think so ; in fact there is very little current at Fort Macquarie; of course, there
is more there than at Woollooinooloo Bay. The current at Fort Macquaric is rather inwards, and
probably there is as little of the solid contents of the sewage removed by the tide at that point as from
the mouths of the other sewers ; and on looking from the boat into the water, the deposit is seen to be
large in quantity and of a different character from that at the mouths of the other sewers.
35. Have you any theory by which you can account for the difference in the sewage from the Fort Maequarie sewer and that discharged from any of the other sewers? I have not; but I may tell you that I
remarked at the Blackwattle Swamp that the motion of the water was extremely sluggish; in some places
it was hardly perceptible, and at the very commencement of the open water.eourse it was just as black,
and filthy, and dirty, as at the entrance into the Bay, or worse. But at Fort Macquarie the stream is
always actually running with more or less rapidity; there is a better fall there, and a more rapid discharge,
and the sewage matter does not settle and ferment ; that is probably the reason. In places like the head of
Blackwattle Swamp, R.ushcutters' Bay, and the Tank Stream, the water is sluggish.
Mr. Moriarty. 36. Chairman to lift. Moriarty.] Do you concur in the results which Dr. Alleyne has given—speaking
generally, in all his evidence? Yes, I think so; I think the difference in the offensive character of the
discharge between Fort Macquarie and the other sewers is sufficiently accounted for by the fact that the
other sewers are simply elongated eess-pits, in which the sewage matter stagnates in a considerable portion
of the pipe.
Mr. Bell.
37. Chairman to Mr. Bell.] Do you concur in these statements and conclusions? I quite concur in them.
Dr. Alleyne. 38. Ohafrmam to Dr. Alleyne.] Do you think the evils at present produced at the mouths of the sewers
would be mitigated by carrying the sewage into deeper water? I think it would mitigate them very much,
but I think we should not lose sight of the necessity of dredging, so as not to allow any organic matter to
accumulate, even in deep water. The expedient proposed would only be a mitigation of the evil by
depositing the filthy matter in a place where it could be more easily and effectually removed.
Mr. Moriarty. 39. Chairman to Mr. Moriarty.] Do you concur in that opinion? Yes; but I would like to go a little
further. I do not regard the scheme to carry out the sewage into deeper water as a complete remedy for
the evils existing, but I think it will mitigate them, though not entirely do away with them.
You think it will prevent the unsightly accumulation of foul matter on the banks at low tide? I
do. There is one matter I think the Board might consider in addition, and that is whether the owners of
water-side properties should not be compelled to remove the mud from under their jetties. Under many
of these jetties in Darling Harbour, from the dirt which drops from the planking and other stuff washed
in, banks are formed which are covered with black, stinking, putrid mud; and when the tide recedes they
create an intolerable stench. Now I think these mudbanks should be cleared away; the question is, who
is to do it?
What you propose amounts to this: that the deep water should be brought as near as possible to the
mouths of the wharves ; these people have brought shallow water to them? Yes. I think it wohld be
a great thing to adopt some scheme to compel these persons to remove these offensive mndbanks, which
are forming the same nuisance and are of the same character as the stuff at the Blackwattle Swamp. This
matter was brought under my notice some years ago. At the outlet of the Fort Macqnarie sewer the
bottom was composed of rocky ledges. The consequence was that the filthy matter from the sewer flowed
down and covered these ledges with a film some inches thick, and this created an intolerable nuisance when
the tide receded and the matter became exposed to the sun. The result was that we found it necessary to
reclaim that portion, and we covered it over, which removed the nuisance to a great extent. The same
thing is occurring now at Darling Harbour.
.lIom 2' /3. Wilson to Mr. Moriarty.] Would there be much difficulty in compelling the owners of
these properties to remove the nuisance ; how do you think it could be done? I think it could only be
done by hand.
'Would not the same result be arrived at if each individual wharf were filled in; I do not mean the
navigable space between the wharves, but under the wharves, between the piles. Would not that prevent
the accumulation of filth in places where it is almost impossible to remove it P It might to some extent,
but it might exaggerate the evil, and it certainly would restrict the water space.
Chairman.] But in such cases as you refer to, where the filth accumulates under the jetties, if the
jetties were built of solid stone such a thing could not happen? Then the dredges would have to go
between the wharves. I think the time will soon come when all these temporary jetties will have to be
done away with, and good substantial jetties erected in their place. There is an intolerable nuisance there
it was represented to the Government last year, and it all arises from this very cause.
lIon. T. B. Wilson.] 'Would it not be better to compel the owners of these jetties to fill them up, so
as effectually to get rid of the filth underneath them? Well, 1 am averse to restrict the water space; we
must keep the harbor open. I think a different sort of jetty should be constructed in place of these little
trumpery jetties, so that a dredge could get at them.
413. Then you would have to bring in a comprehensive measure to compel these people to build their jetties
upon proper principles? Yes, it would be necessary to bring in a Bill.
And you would have to suggest the principle on which they should be constructed? There would be
no difficulty about that.
Chairman.] Would you have solid stone wharves? No ; I would have them of iron; I would have
them built out a certain distamce, and then constructed with long bays-30 or 40 feet—on iron piles, of
such a form that a dredge constructed for the purpose could get under them, instead of the present
trumpery wooden jetties with a whole forest of piles under them. I do not see why we should not recommend that a Bill be brought in for that purpose, as the Corporation are bringing in a Building Act which
is quite as much an interference with private property.
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IN TilE CHAnt.
Mr. William Davies called in and examined:—
Mr.
40. Ultairman.] You have made an examination of the sewers in Sydney under Mr. Moriarty's direction?
W. Davies.
Yes.
50: We have your report, or a portion of it, before us, which will now be read; and if you have any 2iSetlS6
particular remark to make, or anything to explain, you will have an opportunity of doing so. (Mr.—Davies'

report read paragraph by paragraph. Pide Appendix.)
Mtnc SEwER, FORT MACQUAnIE.
Par. 1, read—" Outlet of Sewer."
Aft. Bell.] is there any invert at the bottom of the first portion of the Fort Macquarie Sewer? It is
a square-bottomed sewer, not oviform. I call the present bottom an invert.
Par. 2 read—" From flood.gate to Elizabeth street."
Mr. Moriarty.] You mention in your report that the invert opposite the junctions of Macquarie,
Phillip, and Elizabeth Streets, is damagedby the great rush of water. Is it so much damaged as to require
re-bricking, or does it only require re-rendering? I don't think it would be any use rendering it unless
you put in invert blocks.
Then it would have to be taken up and re-set? Yes, the bricks are so much worn by the scour; the
water comes rushing in so bard.
Would not it good rendering with strong hydraulic mortar, so as to form a strong concrete, answer the
purpose? I don't see how you could keep the water back, but it might last some years so.
Mr. Bennett.] You state that the highest water-line at this point is 3 feet 6 inches above the invert.
Do you mean to infer that it has never had more than 3 feet 6 inches water there; it is a 6-feet sewer?
It is 6 feet high, and it may be higher, but that was the highest indication I could get.
Par. 3 read—" Elizabeth-street to Bridge-street."
Chairman.] Does this part of the sewer require immediate attention? No the rendering is nearly
as good now as it was originally; it never was put on properly.
Mr. Bennett.] Did you notice the flood height in that sewer in the neighbourhood of the Exchange?
The height is the same all along that flat part it is 3 feet 6 inches. Par. 4 read—" From junction of Pitt and Bridge Streets."
Chairman.] Did it appear to you that comparatively few of the houses along this street can be connected with the sewer? As far as connections are concerned that sewer is perfectly useless. I may
exp]ain that there is a sudden fall from George-street into the Bridge-street sewer which causes the
damage.
Par. 5 read—" Bridge-street to Hunter-street."
Chairman.] When you speak of connections along this length, do you refer to house-connections
entirely or to all kinds of connections P Anything at all that opens into the sewer; if there is a flap on I
open it, and if I see a pipe coining into the sewer I call it connected ; if I see no pipe leading in I call it
not connected.
Was that one from Spring-street connected? Yes, it was an open pipe; it had no trap on.
Mr. Bell.] Do you think, Mr. Davies, that re-rendering that portion of the sewer from Bridge-street
up to :atinterstreet would make it permanently better than it is at present ; you say the bricks are good,
but the cement is washed out from the joints? Yes, re-rendering would make it better, if practicable.
Par. 6 read—" Hunter-street to Market-street."
Mr. Bennett.] What is the size of these square holes in the sides? 2 feet square.
They were left open for some sewer or drain to connect? Yes, but there is nothing connected with
them.
Do you think they ought to be bricked up? Yes, to make them water-tight.
Mr. Bell.] Do you think that portion could be re-rendered also, or should a part of it be taken up
and re-made? If you ask my opinion I think it would be best to have your invert blocks.
Does the rendering go up to the spring of the arch? Yes.
Would you recommend invert blocks to be put in F Yes; wherever I have found them I have found
the sewer in good order.
Mr. Bennett.] But don't you think-, without going to such a great expense as that would entail, that
2 or 3 inches of good quick-setting cement would be sufficient P Yes, provided the water could be diverted
to allow the cement to set.
Par. 7 read.—" From Market-street to Bathurst-street."
Chairman.] How did you find the air in the sewer? It was good on the whole, except where there is
a little depression opposite the Exchange.
Was the air bad there? Not very; we had a man opening the man-holes in advance, and one behind.
Was the air bad from the man-holes when they were opened? 'Well, 1 tried an air-lamp in every hole
as it was opened according to my instructions, and the air had no effect upon the light at all.
Was there much stench when the holes were opened? Yes; there was more on the top than there
was down below.
Thu Tax STREAM.
Par. 8 read—" From Circular Quay to Queen's Place."
Uhairman.] Where do the gases escape to from these square holes P Well, you can see daylight
through them in many places.
Mr. Bennett] Where do they go—into the yards I suppose? Into the yards; the whole neighbourhood of this sewer is made ground and the gas escapes through crevices in all directions.
Par. 9 read—" Queen's Place to Hunter-street."
75.
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W. Davies.

75. 2k. Moriarty.] The people living in these houses must get the whole benefit of the smell from this
sewer? The sewer is right alongside them. The row of houses goes down across the sewer, and the hole
exactly in a line with the front of them—about 3 ft. or so in front of them—and whenever the sewer is
21Sept., lSio. is
full in flood time the water goes right up and enters their houses.
The flood waters you mean? Yes, an ordinary fresh would do it.
.21fr. Bennett.] An ordinary fresh fills the culvert up to the roof? No, not to bore; I think the waterline is about the same as in the other severs-3 ft. 6 in.
That is to say, the water-line goes within 18 inches of the roof P In this place it would hardly do
that because it is a very wide sewer.
70. You did not take particular notice of the height of the water-line there P I did not.
Par 10 read—" Hunter-street to King.street."
Witness.] I be,
,, leave to correct one remark in my report: "This chamber in the Tank Stream, to which I
refer, is not made by the sewer; it was an old building, which had been left open years ago ; it might have
been a cellar.
SO. Chairman.] You mean it was not formed by the sewer, but in the sewer? Yes.
Mr. Bennett.] Perhaps it was one of the old tanks? if it was intended for a taisk it would have been
a very indifferent one.
Par 11 read—" King-street to Victoria Theatre."
Uhairman.] Does the old sewer at the head of the Tank Stream carry off any scwage matter or water P
No, not much.
53. Have you examined the Abererombie-street sewer P Yes.
St. And the sewer in Hay-street P Yes, I have examined all the main sewers.
85. What is the mode of formation in the case of the old sewer at the head of the Tank Stream? 6 inch
flagging on clay and square walls on each side. It is about 4 x 3 ft.; as it is an unused sewer I did not
take particular notice of it. But I noticed that the flagging had been washed away and Undermined and
was dangerous; there might be houses just over it. It goes in a diagonal direction over to the Victoria
Theatre.

FEIDAY 24 SEPTEMBER, 1875.
3Jrc5cnt
HON. I. B. WILSON,

F. BELL, Esq.,

W. C. BENNETT, Es9.,
B. 0. MORIARTY, ESQ.,
I
Da. ALLEYNE.

M.B. PELL, ESQ., B.A., IN THE OJIAIIL.
Correspondence in reference to sickness on board H.M. ships, lying at Farm Cove, having been read,
H. G. Alleyne, Esq., M.D., Health Officer, was examined in his place
E.G. Alleyne, SO. Ohairman.] I wish to ask you a few questions in reference to the letters which have just been read.
Esq., M.D. It apoears that on the 10th April, 1874, fever broke out on board the "Barraceuta.," which was attributed to
1-'the contamination of water by sewage. Was that the case P It was not on that date that fever first
24
Sept., 1875. appeared on board the ship. lain aware that there were cases of fever on board of her before she sailed
from Sydney on her cruise to Adelaide, Hobart Town, and Melbourne; but having beard that the number
of cases had much increased, and that there was reason to believe that the disease had assumed an infectious character, I proposed to the Government that when she returned to Port Jackson she should be
placed in quarantine, as there was no proper place in Sydney for the reception of her sick people. She
arrived on the 10th April, and was detained in quarantine.
I think it was somewhere about that time, when the crews were said to be suffering from sickness,
that you visited most of the vessels lying here F Yes; having heard the late Commodore express the
opinion that the cases of fever which had lately occurred on board of H.M. ships were to be attributed to
the fact of the ships lying within the influence of the effiuvium arising from the discharge of sewage at
Fort Macquarie, and not being qnite satisfied of the correctness of that opinion, I visited all of the foreigngoing vessels lying in harbour at that time in Sydney and in Darling Harbour, with the view of ascertaining the state of health of the crews. I found the crews of all those vessels healthy at that time, and I
was informed that there had not been lately any cases of fever or other kinds of sickness on board of any
of them. I did not visit the intercolonial traders, as I believe that the crews of such vessels for the most
part live on shore. My inspection was made three or fonr days after the Barraeouta had been placed
in quarantine.
And them- ships, many of them at least, were lying off the mouth of the sewer at Fort Ma.equarie?
Not at Fort Macquarie. There was a vessel lying broadside on to the Tank Stream, which was discharging
right on to her side, and stinking frightfully ; other vessels wem'e lying alongside, or in the immediate
vicinity of exceedingly offensive sewers, but there was no case of fever on board of any of them, and their
crews were healthy.
Do you think all those ships lying alongside the Circular Quay, Queen's Wharf, and Campbell's
Wharf were as much exposed to the influence of the sewers? Yes.
More so than the 3nen-of.war P Much more.
It was Isomewbore about that time that sickness broke out on board the Vernon? It was on the
7th April that I was instructed to make arrangements for removing certain cases of sickness from the
Vernon to the Quarantine Station.
Where was she lying when the sickness broke out? She was lying between the Domain and Garden
Island.
About the same place the men-of-war occupied? A little more towards Woolloomooloo Bay, between
the Domain and Garden Island.
94, The Vernon was then removed to i\fossman's Bay? She was removed to Mossman's Bay.
95.
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95. Do you know where the Vernon and the men-of-war lying at their usual anchorage drew their 1L G. Altejuc,
water from? They drew- their water from the plug at the Goveriinjent .Tetty at Farm Cove.
90. Did any of the merchant-men draw their water from the same place? I believe not.
21SepL,18e5.
97. They have other plugs from which they obtain their supply? Yes.
93. Where did the Vernon get her water from after she left her place? From the main at Farm Cove,
for two or three days.
99. Where did she get it from then? I advised that they should cease to water at Farm Cove, and the
ship was then watered from the main at Sydney Cove.
1.00. Did the sickness on board her disappear when she went to Mossinan's Bay P When she went to
Mossinan's Bay the sick were taken out of her and treated on shore ; at the same time she ceased to water
from the plug at Farm Cove, and the sickness soon disappeared from aniong her people.
Does it not appear then that the fever was caused by the water they drank, and not from the effects
of the effinvia from the sewers ? That was the conclusion that I came to.
Do you know whether the water they had been using on board the Vernon had been had before
the sickness occurred? I have been informed by the people on board the Vernon that some time
before the boys began to get sick the water obtained from the plug at Farm Cove had been occasionally
very offensive, often brackish, and sometimes stinking.
From what we know of the way in which Sydney water has been polluted, this offensive condition
might have been intermittent—at one time it might have been pure, and at another time oflhnsive? That
is very likely to have been the ease.
1.01. Might it not have happened that the water, though ostensibly clear and pure, contained the germs of
enterie fever P That is my opinion. I do not think that chemists are yet able to detect such germs.
105. Can you give any opinion as to how far there was a probability that the bottom of the harbour,
where these vesse]s were anchored, was contaminated by sewage? I do not think that it was at all likely
to be polluted to the extent to which the statements made in the letter just read would lead one to believe
was the ease. We know that certain parts of the harbour are polluted by sewage deposits, and, as I am
informed that it was the custom some twenty years ago or more to discharge the contents of the punts
which had been filled by
het dredging machines into the deepest parts of the harbour, and among others
into that part between Garden Island and the Domain, it is quite possible that some of that stuff may
have drifted over the bottom of Farm Cove. But I do not think that the anchorage has been polluted by
the discharge of sewage matter at Fort Maequarie. The actual condition of the anchorage may be
ascertained by a very simple and easily applied test.
100. Do you know anything of the bottom of the harbour about there?, I have been told that it is blue
clay.
107. Was there enterie fever in Sydney at the time this sickness occurred on board the men-of-war P
There were cases of typhoid fever in the Sydney infirmary at that time.
103. AD-. .A&n-la?-ty.] Were there any cases of measles on board the ships at that time? It was reported
that there were cases of measles on board the Vernon; but that did not create the alarm which caused
the ships to be removed from their usual anchorage.

MONDAY, 27 SEPTEMBER, 1875.
HoN. J. B. WILSON,
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F. 0. MORIARTY, ESQ.,
Dn. ALLEYNE.
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M. B. FELL, ESQ., B.A, IN THE ChAnt.
- iSir. William Davies called in and further examined:Chairman.] When you speak of "connections" in your report, do you mean street or house connections—
Mr.
can you judge when you look at them whether they are house connections or street connections? In some
. Davtes.
cases—not always. Ijudge by the deposit of street-metal and sandy gravel.
Are the bulk of them—I am speaking of connections generally—house connections or street con- 27 Sept., 186.
nections? They are house connections except at the corners of the streets, and then they are street connections.
111. From what you have seen of these sewers, do you consider that the great bulk of the matter which
goes into them m
ust come from the street connections? According to the present number of house connections the greatest portion of the matter comes from the street connections.
Did you find in the Woolhoomooloo system of sewers any of the new traps with improved flaps?
Yes. You will find that I have noticed them in my report—that the new flap-traps act well, and particularly those that are like the one produced. The flaps are let into the side of the trap, which protects
them from being n-rung off; but there are comparatively few of them.
AD. Bennett.] Was the silt at Woolleomooloo different to the silt in the other sewers—was it coarser
and more like street detritus? It is sand. I found where it was silted up to a depth of 2ft. that about
1 ft. of it was hard sand, and on the top of that was soft sewage matter Heating. I do not know what efibet
a heavy flood would have on that upper stuff; it might carry it all away.
But not the hard stuff which lies below? No, it would, take a very heavy flood to do that; it is hard
consolidated stuff with street-metal in it—quite hard. The present sewage-flow is not anything like
sufficient to clear the matter out of the sewers.
You did not observe the silting-up Se much in the oyiform sewers as in the flat ones? No, except in
places here and there where there was a slight depression in the bottom.
110. Chairman.] Did you observe the character of the sewage matter discharged from the main sewer in
Hay-street? There is none at the mouth proper.
11.7. You did not examine the mouth of the sewer? No, the sewage has been diverted. I went as far as
the broken part, where the men were working ; I did not examine the other part.
113. Did you examine the silt-pits in the new portion of the sewer? No, I did not go so far.
119.
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Mr.
119. In examining the sewer at Blackwattic Swamp you came out at Tooth's Brewery did, you not? Yes,
W. Davies. I could not get up any further, as the sewer diminished in size, and there was a lot of hot water coming
r--" down there. The water about there was very much discoloured—I suppose from the beer—and smelt very
27 Sept., 1875. strongly, and the sediment from the brewery makes a Iodgment on the sides of the sewer.
Did you find a good many of the connections choked up and inoperative? Yes, particularly along
Pitt-street.
Speaking generally of all the sewers you have examined, were a great many of them choked up?
Only those which had what I term the old Commissioners' traps fixed close so that they would not work.
Were there many traps like that choked up? No, not very many; where there are only open
pipe connections there is nothing to choke them.
Hair,.1. B. Wilson.] You state in your report that between Hunter-street and Market-street "there
are eighty-nine connections nearly equally divided on either side; all the traps used are the Commissioners',
but not a third of them are doing their work properly. The flaps were either fixed, open, or closed; the
closed ones were forced open with crowbars, and the pipes were found filled with very offensive sewage
matter. This length requires immediate attention, as it is in a very bad state." Now what you are asked
is to state the number of those that were found filled with very offensive sewage matter—can you say how
many there were? No, there were a good many.
Chairman.] Were there many where the traps were permanently closed? Yes, a good many along
that length.
Could you form an idea how the sewage matter that ought to go down these pipes which were choked
up was disposed of—what became of it? If the connection was choked up it would filter through the sides
wherever it could—the fluid portion of it.
120. Mr. Bennett.] Have you examined the sewers in Macquarie, Phillip, Castlereagh, and Elizabeth
streets? I have been examining Macquarie.street sewer to.day, and I find that instead of being one of
the best connected sewers it is one of the most defective. I shall send in a separate report on this sewer
- jrorn Hunter-street to the Mint.
227. Have you examined Phillip and Elizabeth streets? No. I shall examine Phillip-street to-morrow.

THURSDAZ 30 SEPTEMBER, 1875.
rf%tnt
F. BELL, E5Q.,
W. C. BENNETT, ESQ.,
DL A.LLEYNE.

HoN. J. B. WILSON,
B. PALMER, E5Q.,

I

M. B. FELL, ESQ., B.k, IN THE CHAIR.
Mr. William Davies called in and furthcr examined
Mr. Davies' report on Busby's Bore (tide Appendth') read paragraph by paragraph.

"Hyde Park to Shaft No. 4 at Ice Works.

-

Report read, paragraph 1. "From the iron mains at Hyde Park to near Riley-street the culvert is
of stoffe, 9 feet x by 2 ft., covered with flagging.
"Along the bottom for the whole length there is a deposit, varying in depth from 9 to 21 inches,
consisting of fine earthy matter. (Sample No. 1.)"
Mr.
128. Lltairinan.] Was it black peaty matter, or mud? It was not exactly black, but of a filthy colour.
W. Davies. I wish to remark that I did not see any difference in the colour of the sediment right through the tunnel.
129. Was any water running into it when you were there? There was 2 ft. 5 in. at the bottom.
3OSe$.,
130. Was the water running when you were there, or was it stagnant? It was running, but very slowly;
it was not stagnant.
"No water was observed percolating any part of this culvert.
"At Riley-street the tunnel is through shale rock. The roof and sides are dry; there is sedimont
along the bottom from C to 9 inches in depth. The shaft at this place is dry."
-'
Do you mean dry at the top and at the sides? Yes, it was dry throughout.
Was there any water at the bottom? There was no water percolating even through the bottom—
I am speaking of the shaft.
Was there any water in the tunnel? Yes, there was about 2 ft. of. water at the 'bottom; the shaft
conies in at the roof of the tunnel.
"Above Riley-street the tunnel is through hard sandstone. At the Court House shaft a little
water passes through the bottom of shaft ; it is clear and sweet.
"Between the Court House shaft and the Ice Works there is a pipe connecting with the gaol,
branching off about 18 inches above bottom of tunnel. This pipe was perfectly clean."
Does the water running through this pipe supply the gaol? When the tunnel is in bore this pipe
supplies it with water.
"After a minute examination of the tunnel between the Court House and the Sand Hills I was
unable to discover traces of contamination by sewage matter."
You mean that you could not by yourself detect any contamination? No, I could not see any
indications of it either on the roof or on the sides. 130. That is to say you did not perceive any smell or dirty appearance? No ; generally, when sewage
matter percolates, it leaves a deposit of offensive black matter on the sides, but if the water is clear it
leaves the sides clean.
137. Then I understand that as far as you could juilge the water percolating was free from contamination?
Yes.
"The Ice Works shaft and the roof and sides of tunnel were dry.
"From
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Mr.
"From this shaft to the Provost's there is an accumulation of matter which, owing to the unevenness
of the bottom, varies from 8 to 9 inches in thickness. There is a slight soakage of wholesome water W. Davies.
through the roof and sides of tunnel, but this Ieakae only amounts to what is ca.Ued 'bleeding.'
30 Sept., 1875.
No. 1, Park Road.
Paragraph 2 read.
In this shaft water percolates freely through a fissure in the rock 12 feet
below the surface,
"There is only surface drainage to the houses in Park Road, and the surplus water and sewage
matter finds it way to the old quarry-hole, and is there absorbed by the made ground. I have no doubt
that it afterwards reaches the shaft, since there is nearly the same volume of water running off the
drainage area as there is running into the tunnel through the shaft."
Mr. Palmer.] You state that you have no doubt the sewage matter reaches the shaft. Do you consider yourself competent to express an opinion upon it? 1. have not the slightest doubt in, my own mind
from the foul matter left on the sides, and I pointed this out to Mr. Bell. I say I have no doubt ; that
is the expression I use, but I do not say I am right—that is my opinion. There is a sample of the water
which can be tested, and will prove whether I aln right or wrong. I am merely stating my honest opinion
about it.
Do you consider yourself competent to give an opinion on sewage contamination? Yes, Ithink I
am. I am a practical man, and have had experience in many matters of this kind.
Well, I can only say that the evidence of Professor Smith directly contradicts your opinion.
"The tunnel is sound and good, and no water runs .in at any point except at the shaft alluded to
above.
"The sample bottle (No. 5) is filled with water from this shaft.
shaft." "From Provost buildings there ruas an old drain discharging into the quarry-hole opposite the
Is that at the back of the Barracks? It is from a building in the Barracks.
Mr. Bell.] Is it it, surface drain? Yes, it joins the Park Road drain in the old quarry-hole.
thick. Sample No. 2 was ttken from the bottom of tunnel, where there is a deposit from 3. to 9 inches
"As far as could be ascertained the air in this portion of the tunnel was pure. The highest water
line shown on sides is S feet, but at the time of examination, owing to the irregularities at the bottom,
there was a depth of 9 inches of water on the bars and 4 feet 6 in the holes of the bottom of tunnel.

"Shaft No. 1, Park Road to Pound Paddock.
Paragraph 3 read. "This length is in good order. The roof is dry, with a slight filtration of clear
water through the sides.
"The sediment is much the same as in other parts, varying in depth according to the unevenness of the
bottom. At No. 12 shaft there are three culverts, 4 ft. x 2 ft., with a lodgment of sand and fine earthy
matter at the entrance, and on the bottom from 12" to 15" in depth."
This part of the tunnel is chiefly rock, is it not? Yes, all through, except the weak part where the
culvert is.
Are there any fissures or cracks in the rock, or is it quite solid P There are no fissures or cracks to
be seen, but it has never been properly trimmed ; it has just been cut out of the solid rock and left
untrimmed ; there is no percolation there through any part except where it is stated further on in my
report.

'Pound Paddock Shaft to No. 20 Shaft at Rifle Ranqe.
Paragraph 4 read. "l.n this length pure water freely passes through roof and sides. I was unable
to go further than Shaft No. 16, as the water was up to full bore. At this shaft there is a culvert."
Was the water running in this part of thefl tunnel P It was running very slowly—you could just see
the movement in it.
Mr. Palmer.] When did you make this examination—was it during the time that the tunnel was
dosed? Yes. The putict locks were opened at the bottom of Hyde Park, and whatever surface water
was running was running very slowly and during the progress of repairing the lock at the mouth there
was a certain amount of leakage going through there as well.
"A.t No. 17 Shaft I found 8 ft. of water. At No. 20 the bottom is uneven, and the tunnel is silted
for a depth of 12 to 15 inches in the holes.
"Shaft Ho. 20 to the viouth of Tunnel.
Paragraph 5 read. "From No. 20 to 24 the roof of the tunnel is very low, and the water is to
full bore. On the roof and sides elusttrs of vegetable matter (sample No. 4) are found, which emit an
offensive peaty smell. Clear water percolates the roof and passes freely through the roof and sides.
"Along the bottom there is a sediment from 3 to 9 inches in thickness. Sample No. 3 was taken
from here.
"There is a strong and offensive odour of decayed vegetable matter along the whole of this length.
"General Renuirke.
Paragraph 6 read. "The tunnel throughout is most irregularly driven, being in a zigzag without
any apparent lines.
"There is no fixed gradient, but the bottom consista of a succession of bars and hollows, so that the
silt fills up the hollows from bar to bar with a depth of from 3 to 15 inches.
the roof varies from 4 feet to 9 feet in height; the lowest parts are always in full bore when the
lock is open, thus confining the foul air in the high chambers formed in the roof.
"If there were three or four ventilators on the shafts they would tend greatly to purify the water
as well as the air.
"The sides are not trimmed, but form so many shelves and nooks, with a sediment of fine peaty
matter lodging on them, from 4 to .1 inch thick.

Percolation.
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Mr.
W. Davies.

Percolation.
Paragraph 7 read, "From Hyde Park to Pound Shaft the percolation is very slight, only what is
0Sept., 1875. termed 'bleeding,' and the water is clear and sweet with exception of No. 1 Park Road. From Pound
Paddock to No. 24 the percolation is stronger, but the water is in all eases sweet and clear."
Chairman.] In speaking of the water from No. 1 Park Road you did not I think explain to us what
you saw to make you think it was contaminated? I judged by the discolouration of the stuff on the sides
of the shaft.
Was there any smell about the water at the time you took it? Well I was down below, and it was
not very easy to tell accurately because everything smelt the same there. I merely say that I took it as
an indication of sewage matter when any water percolating discoloured the sides ; clear water does not
leave any discolouration.
.A&. Bennett.] Did there seem to have been any effort made in this No. 1 Park Road Shaft to point
the fissure so as to stop the water from entering the shaft-had anything been done? Nothing had been
done.
Did the water come in through a natural fissure of the rock? Yes.
Was there any trace of this fissure having been stopped before? .No.
Could it be stopped and the water kept out? It could be by breaking into the solid rock, by caulking
it, and then putting in good cement.
Do you think the water came out of any other fissure? 'Well, I cannot say; it is difficult to say
where water may get through ; it might lift up and come through some other fissure.
Chairman.] Do I understand you to say, then, that if this leakage was stopped it might perhaps break
out in some other place? It could not be stopped unless the rock was solid, because if it was stopped in
one place it would find its way out somewhere else.
Are there any other fissures? The nearer you got to the surface the more fissures there are.
Hon. .1 B. Wilson.] Is there any other way for the water to escape P The whole of the ground is
made ground, and of course I could lmt see into it I could only judge from the indications in the shaft.
I think this water could be diverted from the shaftt and into the old watercourse-into the lagoon.
You are of opinion that this water could be diverted from the shaft? I think it could decidedly.
Mr. Palmer.] I should like to know, Mr. Davies, what position you hold and what experience you
have had in these matters? I have been for the last sixteen years in the Harbours and Rivers Depart.
in cut.
Chairman.] What has been your employment latterly? I am still in the department, on the
Wollongong and Kiama Breakwater.
'What is the nature of your employment there P I have the superintendence of the Government
works there.
Have you had any previous experience in underground workings such as this tunnel? Yes, I worked
on the whole length of these tunnels in Sydney until they were finished, under Mr. Randall.
Then you have had a good deal of experience in underground workings? Yes, I have been milling
in Wales siace I was a boy.
Mr. Palmer.] You had the mouth of the Ice-house shaft in the tunnel left open the other day P The
inca were ordered to close each shaft as soon as I had passed it; I had no responsibility in the matter.
With the permission of the Board I would like to examine the new part of the Darling Harbour sew-er;
I was examined upon it the other day, and I had not inspected it.
104. You gave evidence on the condition of the sewer up to where the break occurs; the rest is new work
and not in use-Have you any reason to give why it should be examined? No; perhaps Mr. Bell could
give you all the information you require about it.

Francis Bell, Esq., City Engineer, further examined in his place
F. Bell, Req. 165. Chairman.] Did you examine the Bore, or any portion of it, while it was free from water? I
examined one or two of the shafts that were opened.
O Sept., 1875. 166. You did not go down into the Bore? No.
107. Which of the shafts did you examine? I examined the first one on the Park Road,
Did you go down the shaft yourself? No, I did not.
Then you can hardly judge of Mr. Davies' evidence whether it is correct or not? Mr. Davies was
with me and I believe be went down on a subsequent occasion; we could easily see where the water was
coming in, and that it was perfectly clear.
Have you any reason to duller from the report Mr. Davies has sent in as to facts P I was rather
pleased with the report on the whole.
What I ask you is-have you any reason to believe that Mr. Davies is incorrect in his statement of
facts or not? No, I have not.
Some weeks ago, Mr. Bell, I believe you discovered that some of the flagiog at the mouth of the
Bore had become displaced, and that the water was entering the Bore atthat place instead of at the
legitimate opening? Yes.
And in consequence of that displacement particularly you had the Bore emptied and repaired? Iliad.
Is it now so effectually repaired that the water can only enter by the sluice-gate through which it is
intended to enter ? It is.
17.5. Can you tell at all how long it was before the tunnel was emptied 'from the time this leakage was
discovered? I should think it was about five or six months it was from a depression of the sand on
both sides of the lock that 1 suspected this leakage, and I also saw a slight eddy at those places.
176. If you remember when Professor Liversidge first visited the Bore, and also when the Committee of
wInch Professor Smith was Chairman visited it, they both most distnctly stated that there was no sensible
flow of water into the Bore at that time -do you remember that; it is in evidence? Yes, lain aware they
said so; but I do not agree with the inferences they drew. At that, time the water was entering the
tunnel through earthenware pipes, from the outside of the protecting sand bank to the lock in the mouth
of the tunnel, and therefore there could not be any current observable at the surfhce.
177.
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Was the defect in this flagging so great as to render it possible that a large quantity of water-say F. Bell, Esq.
half a million of gallons a day-could pass through? It was.
As much as that? Yes, I think so.
.
30Sopt.,1875.
170, Mr. Bennett.] When the tunnel was opened this last time, Mr. Bell, was all the water run off? As
much as we could-in fact it was all run off.
All the water was stopped to the far end? Yes, we stopped all the water for about a day.
Did you notice what water was running out at this end-at Hyde Park? I think there was none
at all.
Then there was no percolation? There is percolation through a good part of it. I may mention that
we could not open the locks into the city. When the tunnel is not working we shut all the locks and
turn the water from Crown-street Reservoir into these pipes; we have no other way of getting rid of the
water in the tunnel but through the mains to the city.
You do not know whether the water increased in height when it was dammed up? No.
Olioinncrn.] In the report dated 17 October, 1872, referring to the former occasion when the Bore
was emptied, you say, alluding to Moore Park-' the remainder from that to the mouth of the tunnel in the
Lachian Swamp would have been nearly all under water had it not been for the three Californian
pumps which were kept going night and day, in order to get rid of the large quantities of water which must
have entered through fissures in the rock from springs in the tunnel itself, as the water was entirely shut
off at the mouth by dams and sluices"? Quite so.
Are you not surprised to find that now there is not such a large quantity percolating as there
appeared to be then? I believe there is the same quantity coming in now from the same place.
So much as to require the use of three Californian pumps day and night? Yes, that was the case.
Of course they could not examine this place because the tunnel was full bore.
Still if the water had been going in at such a prodigious rate it would have been observed? Well I
may say that if that hole was drained by the pumps there would be a much greater percolation than when
it was full of water.
Are you aware that before this tunnel was completed-when it was originally made before they had
reached the swamp-a considerable portion of Sydney was supplied from it, there being no doubt the same
quantity of water percolating from springs? I was not aware of it.
180. It was a dry season when you examined it before, but the present season is drier, and therefore there
would not be so much water coming in.
190, Hon. .1 B. Wilson.] Would it not be advantageous in examining that leakae at No. 1 Park Road
if you were to sink down outside the shaft; it is only about 12 feet deep? I think it would be advisable
to divert the drainage from going near the shaft, and to have the fissures of the rock in the shaft itself
thoroughly caulked and cemented so as to stop all percolation.

MOHDAZ 11 OUTOBER, 1875.
Hog. J. B. WILSON,
P. BELL, E5Q.,
B. PALMER, FaQ.,
W. C. BENNETT, FaQ.,
Du. ALLEYNE.

E. 0. MORIARTY, ESQ., IN TEE CHAIR.
Mr. William Davies called in and further examined

-

CizairmaQi.] In your report on the Macquarie-street sewer from junction with main sewer to King-

Mr.
street, page 6, clause 29, you state that there is" a great scouring on the invert; in some places the bricks W. Davies.
are worn half through the inner ring, and the rendering gone for 9 inches up the sides" ;-Do you think
this sewer will require immediate repair, or will it do for some time longer without repairing? Where 11 Oct., 1875.
whole bricks are gone from the rings it requires immediately repairing; the gradients are very steep,
which causes the scouring.
You think that requires immediate attention? I do, sir.
Did you observe any offensive smell arising from that sewer between Bent and Hunter streets? No,
nothing particular to distinguish it from any other part.
Was this sewer from Bent-street to King-street in pretty good order? The sewer on the sides and
arch was in good order-it was what I call in good order on the whole.
It does not want anything doing to it? No.
106. Do you think there is fall enough in that sewer to remove the sand and sediment by means of
flushing? Yes.
2fr. Bennett.] What has caused that deposit of sand and sediment-is there any particular reason
why it should be there? There is no head of water to flush it down.
It has not drifted in from any of the side openings? No.
Oltairnzan.] Are there any invert blocks in this part of the sewer? No, there are not.
Are the Infirmary buildings drained into the Maequarie-street sewer? Yes, that is where most of
the sewage comes from.
Are there proper traps on most of the sewers P Yes, what I call Commissioners' traps.
Are they in good working order? No, the flaps have got fixed open in many eases.
Are the Infirmary buildings connected with the Macquarie-street sewer? Yes.
how many pipe drains are there? One large pipe drain.
With one of the old Commissioners' traps on it? Yes;
Which does not act well? No.
You say in the latter portion of your report on this sewer that all the traps are in good order? Yes,
in the upper part of the sewer; the improved traps are in good order; on the right-hand side going up all
the new connections are in good order.
lO-B
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208. Mi. Bennett.] Did you find the Philip-street and Macquarie-street sewers as bad as the Pitt-street
W. Davies. sewer? rrIiey are not so bad taking them as a whole, but parts of them are quite as bad.
But generally they are better? Generally they are better. (Flap with broken hinges produced.)
'°' I find that the links of these flaps are not properly welded, and a very little forces them open. All the
improved traps have flaps let into the sides.
Ohairman.] In your report on the Elizabeth.street sewer, from junction of main sewer to Bathurststreet, you say "the invert is much worn in places"-is it so much worn as to require immediate repair?
Yes, there is a hole in the invert at 80 feet from the outlet, and three bricks washed out, and further on
there is another hole, 3 feet long, with both rings gone.
Do you think it would be worth while to take up these bricks where they are worn, and put in invert
blocks? Invert blocks would be much better than the bricks.
hEr. Bennett.] Don't you think it would be much better to replace the bricks that are worn with good
hard bricks of the same shape or with concrete-would not it be a most difficult job to put in invert
blocks, as you would have to undermine the whole of the sewer? }Iard bricks would do.
Would not it be far cheaper to put in hard bricks F That would depend upon the first cost of the
blocks. I do not know what they cost.
C'hainnan.] From Park-street to Bathurst-street you say the sewer "is in a very bad state; a deposit
of offensive sewage matter, 3 inches at Park-street, and increases gradually to 1 ft. Din, at Bathurst-street."
What sort of material is this offensive matter-is it sewage, or what? It is sewage, nearly all of it; it
comes from nearly the head of the sewer.
There is not much fall in this sewer, I suppose? No, not a great deal; the flow of water is very
trifling; there is hardly any.
210. And this deposit of offensive matter arises, I suppose, from the want of flushing? Yes.
Do you think the surface water could be got into it to flush it? Yes, water should be got into it in
some way to flush it,
Do you think the bulk of the houses are connected or unconnected with this sewer? I should say
that, on the whole, there is not one-third or perhaps one-half of them connected. I have taken particular
note of the number of connections, and if you count the houses you will find there are very few connected.
If it would be of any service, I could furnish details from my notes, and show you the number of connections all along, but it would take a good deal of writing.
This report applies to the whole length of the street ? Yes.
From the junction of the main sewer up to Bathurst-street? Yes. There may be two or three
houses connected with the same pipe.
Then we come to Oastiereagh.streot, from junction of main sewer to Bathurst-street. At the head
of it there is a deposit of silt of the same description as that you mentioned in the other sewer? Yes.
And arising from the same cause? Yes.
This occurs where the gradients are fiat, and there is no flow of water to flush the sewer F Yes.
Is there anything else you would like to state in reference to these sewers ? No, I do not think of
anything more. I have given you my opinion as far as I can. The great thing is the want of flushing the
sewers, but this has been a remarkably dry season.
And that might account for a great deal of this deposit? Yes.
220. Here is a letter you have sent in, dated to.day, which I will read.
"Sydney, 11 October, 1875.
The Chairman of the Sydney City and Suburban Sewage and Health Board,"Sir,
"On the 8th instant the City Engineer muds remarks touching the veracity of my report on the Busby's Bore,' to
which I give a most direct contradiction.
The City Engineer said that he was informed 'that the sample bottle No. S was not taken from the place indicated in
my report, but that it was taken from the bottom of the shaft'. Now, sir, whoever the informer was, he has stated what is not
true.
"In my presence, and in the presence of Mr. Gillespie (who stood on the top of the shaft the whole time), the sample
was taken by two of the Corporation men named Gregory and Sullivan from the spot named in my report. If you have
any doubt in the matter, I would much like for the above persons to be examined.
"W. DAVIES."
Did you take the sample now produced yourself? I took the first sample myself, but the bottle was
broken in transmission.
Who took the sample sent to the Board-the sample now produced? Gregory and Sullivan.
How is that indicated-is there any number on the bottle? It is marked and labeflcd.
Describe to us how they took it? The water does not percolate sufficiently to form a stream, and
the hand has to be held against the wall so as to make a spout, and the sediment that is in it came from
the hand held against the wall, so (placing his open hand at right angles to the wall.)
Did you scrape it down with your hand? No, there was no scraping; only the hand held against
the wall to throw the water off.
Just describe how you took the first sample? I took it in exactly the same way.
Did you take it yourself? I took it myself.
Describe how you did it? Just as I have shown you. I gave the men directions to lower me
down, and between 12 and 1.5 feet down where the water was percolating through I laid my hand against
the wall just to divert the water and make it run off the wall into the bucket.
And did you scrape the dirt from the wall into the bucket? Oh no.
230. Have you got any of the water you took? No; the bottle was broken.
Now describe bow this sample was taken-by whom was it taken? By Gregory. I sat on the top
of the shaft, and Mr. Gillespie was there; I did not know who he was-I had never seen him before;
but seeing him take particular interest in it I thought he might be one of our aldermen, and I said to him
"Do you take notice of my taking this sample F" and he said "Yes"; I then asked him his name, and he
said be had no objection to give it. There were two men on the top besides, carters, all Corporation men.
What distance from the top did that water come in? As near as possible, about 12 feet from the
surface.
On which side of the shaft did it come in? On both sides, but mostly on the side next the Barracks.
Was there any coming in on the other side? Yes, but less of it.
2+1. Was it coming in all round the shaft? No; only through fissures in the rock.
243.
242. Fissures in the natural rock? Yes.
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Were these fissures in the rock well marked—could you trace them P Yes; they were about 4 inch
Mr.
open—what Nye call slack-backs.
W. Davies.
Were they vertical or horizontal fissures? They were diagonal.
Is that shaft wholly in rock or is it backed—has it got any masonry lining? There are 3 or 4 feet H Oct., 1575.
of masonry hniug on the top.
Then it is 6 or 8 feet from the surface rock where this water comes in? Yes, about that.
Did you see the sample taken by these men? Yes.
And you saw them lay their hands against the wall? Yes.
Mr. Palmer.] Did you take the sample, or did Gregory? Gregory took the last one.
And you took the first one? Yes.
And if any one states that you drew your hands down the wall and drew, dirt into the bucket he
says what is not true P Yes ; if he calls my holding my hand against the wall to make a spout for the
water scraping the dirt down, he certainly does.
Ohairman.] Are you quite certain that there is no mistake about the water, and that this bottle is
not the one you took? Yes, because it was never out of my possession until 1 brought it to the office.
How did the other bottle get broken? It got broken in transmission from the Park Road to your
office.
And all the water was lost then? All the water was lost of course.
.216'. Sennett.] Were you low enough down to see that the men took the sample exactly as you took
yours? Yes, exactly in the same place, and in the same way.
And you did not drag your fingers along the wall? No.
251. And they took the second sample in the same manner? Yes, in the same manner. I beg to add
one word —The two men who took the last sample were with me when I took the first, and lowered me
down the shaft. I had only two men all along; they went through the tunnel with me. I do not know
who the men on the top were.
Chairman.] have you Mr. Gillespie's address? I asked him where he lived, and he said somewhere
up in Paddington.
Had you any object in bringing muddy or dirty water to this Board? Not the slightest.
Are you interested in any way in bringing in muddy water? Not in the slightest degree.
Was there much moss or other vegetable matter on the sides of the shaft near where this water was
pe!colating through? There was a black slimy discoloration; it was highly discoloured.
The side of the shaft you mean P Both sides of the shaft, just where the water rap in through
these fissures.
Did the water seem to be dirty when you took it? No, it appeared when first taken to have a
whitish hue on it.
Was it as clear as it is now when it was first taken? No, it had to settle down—it was thick at
first.
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SYDNEY CITY AND SUBURBAN SEWAGE AND HEALTH BOARD.

SEVENTH PROGRESS REPORT.
To the Honorable the Colonial Secretary,—
SIR,

1. We have the honor to draw your attention to the accompanying
Progress Report of a Committee appointed to inquire into "the crowded state of
dwellings and areas in the City of Sydney."
The Committee have very properly selected the state of the City watchhouses as the subject of their first Report, not because it is under existing arrangements attended by evils at all comparable in extent to those arising from other
causes brought under their notice, but because it is a matter under the control of
the Government and capable of being speedily and effectually set right.
In the recommendations of the Committee we cordially concur. The
evidence which they have taken on this subject is so mixed up with that relating to
other and more serious matters, on which the Committee have not yet been able to
report, that it cannot conveniently be laid before you at present. The greater
part however of the evidence relating to the particular subject under consideration
is quoted in the Report itself--eertainly quite enough fu].ly to bear out all their
conclusions.
I. In calling your attention particularly to some of the most glaring evils
brought under our notice by the Committee, we cannot refrain from expressing our
surprise, as we have had occasion to do with respect to several other matters, that
the state of things disclosed in this Report, should have been so long suffered to exist in
the midst of a wealthy, civilized, and humane community. Mr. Chapman, who has
long been an active member of the City Council and was twice Mayor, informs us that
he had no idea of the horrible state of the watch-houses until he visited them as a
member of the Committee. It is not surprising then that the public generally are
equally ignorant. It is obvious to us, and it- seems to be the growing opinion, that
there should be some permanent sanitary authority, willing and able to drag all
such abuses to light without fear or favor, and to keep them constantly and prominently before the public until a perfect remedy is applied.
5. The evils connected with the existing state and management of some of the
City watch-houses are explained in detail in the Report of the Committee, and
are comprised under the following heads
Grossly inadequate accommodation.
The almost total want of ventilation whereby the inmates frequently
suffer partial suffocation.
The absence of any system of classification of prisoners, except according to sex.
The absence of suitable arrangements to provide for the necessities of
prisoners, and to secure any approach to decency and cleanliness.
The absence of any systematic attendance upon those suffering from
prostration or debility, caused by drunkenness or other causes.
The improper situation of some of the watch-houses.
6. Before making any observations upon these several heads, we must remark
that we learn with much pleasure that the Committee are satisfied that the prisoners
are treated by the Police with humanity, and that their comfort is as well
attended to as is practicable with the grossly inadequate accommodation and appliances
provided. In no case did the Committee receive from the inmates any complaints
against the police.
7. With respect to the first and second heads, it is sufficient to remark that the
members of the Committee who visited the Central Police Station compare the sufferings of the inmates of one of the cells to those of the captives in the black hole of
Calcutta, or to those of negroes in the hold of a slave ship; and that Dr. Smith,
speaking
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speaking of a cell at the same station measuring 1112 by 61 ft. and 13 ft. high, where
17 females had been huddlled together in a promiscuous mass on the floor, states as his
deliberate opinion that the inmates would have been suffocated except that the door
was occasionally opened to admit a fresh victim.
8. In this cell an old woman was moaning for a drink of water and Mr. Chapman assures us that although there was a vessel of water in the cell it was impossible
for her to get at it in the crowd and the darkness.
9. It is really surprising, whilst so much attention has been paid to the health
and well-being of convicted criminals in the regui.ar prisons, that there should have
been such a total neglect of the watch-houses, winch are intended for the reception of
persons guilty of trivial offences, or arrested on suspicion only. The law provides
that a drunkard under certain circumstances shall be punished, but it could hardly
have been intended that his punishment should commence until after his full
restoration to consciousness and reason. Until that takes place common humanity
requires that he should, if taken into custody, be treated at all events with ordinary
care, and not be thrust with a number of others, more or less in a similar state, into
a dark and filthy den without e+en a breath of fresh air to revive him.
10. We are informed also, that it happens not unfrequently and without any
fault of the Police, that a person suffering from some kind of fit or faintness which is
mistaken for intoxication, and requiring care and attention, and above all things
fresh air, is thrust into one or another of these pest houses, and being supposed to
he merely dead drunk, is left to lie on the floor amongst vagrants and drunkards to
recover (or the) as best he can. Dr. Dansey tells us that on one occasion he was
sent for to attend upon an inmate of the Cumberland Police Station who was
unconscious and supposed to be dying; upon being removed into the open air the
patient immediately recovered consciousness.
11. It is a fact not pleasant to think of, that perfectly innocent and respectable
persons, arrested by mistake, for mistakes must of course be made sometimes, are
occasionally doomed to pass the night, or possibly two nights, in these horrid places
in the company of vagrants and drunkards sometimes reeking with filth and
swarming with vermin, sometimes suffering from loathsome diseases.
12. The following improvements should be made at once :The existing cells should be better ventilated, if it were only by
knocking holes in the tops of the walls, and making openings in the
lower parts of the doors and walls.
The cells should be kept constantly lighted from without, so as not to
increase the heat and closeness within,
Prisoners should be classified as far as practicable, and better arrangements should be made to provide for their ordinary necessities.
Proper attendance should be provided for prisoners requirirg it, and
arrangements should be made that they may have a sufficient and
accessible supply of water to drink.
13. Finally, we recommend that a sufficient sum be placed on the Estimates
to build comm odious watch-houses in the best available situations to supersede those
in George, Cumberland, and Parramatta Streets, and to make additions and improvements at Darlinghurst.
14. In conclusion we beg to draw your attention to the very objectionable
practice of confining persons arrested by the Police on suspicion of being of unsound
mind in the cells at the Central Police Station. We are .informed by Dr. Alleyne
that the Receiving-house at Darlinghurst was intended for such eases, but that it
was diverted from its original purpose by being proclaimed as a place for the reception
of the insane, so that it is available at present for those only who have been legally
pronounced to be insane, and not for those arrested on suspicion, as was intended.
We are of opinion that a portion of the Receiving-house at Darlinghurst should he
reserved for the immediate reception of persons thus arrested.
M. B. PflL,
Chairman.
Board Room, Sydney,
3rd January, 1875.
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1. In carrying out the inquiry into "the crowded state of dwellings and areas in the City of
Sydney," the members of this Committee, in the course of their personal inspections, have discovered
that some of the City watch-houses afford at times notable examples of overcrowding; and as they believe
that this overcrowding, coupled as it is with bad ventilation and other sanitary defects, must prove a
serious though unintended aggravation of the punishment involved in simple confinement, and is not only
a great physical discomfort for the time, but is likely to create ill-health and to spread disease, they think
it advisable to report the matter at once to the Board, with the view of having it brought forthwith under
the notice of the Government.
There are five Stations in Sydney where the Police may lock up offenders for the night,—the Central
Police Station, the Water Police, the Parramatta-street, the Cumberland street, and the Darlinghurst.
The Central Police Station has been visited three times by members of the Committee—twice at
night and once by day; the Parramatta-street twice—one night visit and one day; the Cumberland-street
three times—two day and one night; the remaining two stations had each a night visit. The following
extracts from the evidence tendered to the Committee by the visiting members will convey to the Board
some idea of the present condition of these various Stations
Central Police—Messrs. Read and Chapman report that they found it on their first visit "in
anything but a creditable condition, owing to the wretched ventilation, the overcrowded state of the
* -*
e
cells, and the almost total absence of the necessary provision for health and cleanliness."
No. 5 cell contained eighteen prisoners. It measures 18 ft. x 15 ft., giving 270 feet floor space and 3,510
cubical feet air space, or lSft. floor space, and only 195 cubical feet air space to each inmate. This is frequently
considerably reduced as the number of prisoners is increased, which is not unfrequently the case, for the
police did not seem to think the room contained at all an unusual number. No. 6 cell was occupied by 11
females. It is about 11 ft. by 8 ft. 6 in., giving 935 ft. floor space and 1,209 cubical feet air space, or
81 ft. floor space and 109'8 cubical feet air space to each eoufinee. A comparison between these
dimensions and those enforced by the English Legislature in lodging-houses will shew that it is no light
punishment to be locked up, especially during the summer, even for one night in a Sydney watch-house.
In London it is required that in Metropolitan lodging-houses there should be 30 ft. of floor space and 240
cubical feet of air spice for each inmate; any quantity less than that indicates overcrowding. It will be
seen that the only distinction made in this place is that of sex. All persons locked up for the night, whatever may be the charges preferred against them, or whatever the class to which they belong, are thrust
indiscriminately into the same place, where for the next twelve hours they are compelled to breathe the
foul atmosphere of a dirty overcrowded prison. There are no gratings let into the walls to supply fresh
air where it is most needed, except in No. 5 cell, where there are eight gratings on the same side of the
wall—four abote and four below—and none on the other side, so that for purposes of ventilation they are
nearly useless. A faint ray of light comes in during the day through a pane of glass about Gin, wide
high up in the wall, and there is no ventilation, except through the centre of the ceiling, where, as
in all the cells, a ventilator is fixed communicating with a central ventilator in the charge-room,
above which the gas is occasionally employed in some way to produce a current of air. We
doubt much whether this system of ventilation is effectual at any time; when we visited the place it
was not in operation, or if so the result was imperceptible. In No. 6 cell the small pane of glass had
been taken out, and the atmosphere was much less oppressive. The floors of the cells are of cement,
and in one corner of the cell was a galvanized-iron bucket which served as a urinal, and smelt most
offensively.
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offensively. The doors fit, as a matter of course, very closely, and as there are no windows in the cells, with
the exception of the pane of glass mentioned which does not open, it is evident that the means of ventilation described are insufficient, and that there should be some mode adopted of admitting air in the lower
part of the room. There appeared to be no reason for crowding so man$ persons into such a limited
space; there were everal empty cells, among which they might have been distributed, and which would
have afforded an opportunity of classifying them to some extent; the clean might at least have been
separated from the unclean. That this is absolutely necessary was suggested to ns rather unpleasantly
just after we had left the room, by the sound of a person vomiting within the cell—one of the eighteen
crowded into the cell, 18 ft. x 15 ft. We could only express a hope that if among the other seveiteen
there should happen to be any youth inclined to intemperance, who was here expiating his first offence'
the horrors of a night in such a place would have its due effect upon him, and that the Magistrate before
whom be would appear in the morning, would be lenient towards him, in consideration of punishment
*
already received. *
* We scarcely think it would be worth while to attempt to repair and
improve this building. It has been a long time in use, and is utterly unsuited to the purposes required.
It is time now that it should be pulled down and a more commodious watch-house erected upon an
improved plan, and with special regard to proper ventilation and appliances for cleanliness. In the meantime the present cells require daily effectual purification, and they certainly should not contain more than
six inmates each."
5. After a second visit they report further:—" We have already mentioned the size of the cells, of
which there are six. We examined them again very carefully, and satisfied ourselves that the ventilators
in the ceilings, which are all connected with a central ventilator in the charge-room, are quite insufficient
to purify the rooms; in short, the means of ventilation are entirely inadequate to the purposes for which
they are required, especially in a hot climate, and considering the overcrowded state of the cells. No. 4
cell-184 ft. x 10 ft., and 13 ft. high—was occupied on Sunday night by ton male occupants. No. 5, which
is IS11 x 14 ft. 9 in. x 13 ft., had twenty-four inmates, and I can fancy that their sufferings during
the whole of that hot night must have been almost'equal to those of the captives in the memorable blackhole at Calcutta, or those of a gang of negroes in the hold of a slaver enduring the horrors of the Middle
Passage. Alderman Chapman, unsuspicions of the reception which awaited him, walked boldly into the
room, note-book in hand, but was met with such a foul blast of hot polluted air—such a combination of
atmospheric impurities—that be was obliged to seek safety in flight, and to rush into the open yard, which
he reached with the same haste and the same intention as passengers on board ship unused to the sea,
seek the side of the vessel in bad weather at the commencement of a voyage. The inmates of this cell,
as far as we could see from the glimpse we obtained of their position, were lying on the cement floor in two
rows packed closely, and with a narrow space between them. They were pretty quiet on the whole, having
probably no breath to spare for unnecessary talking. Here and there however curses, not loud but deep,
gave evidence of their supreme dissatisfaction with things in general, and with the Central Police Court
watch-house in particular. No. U cell is only 114 x 8 ft., and 13 ft. high. Yet in this limited floor-space
there were no less than fourteen females shut np, all apparently huddled together in one proipiscuous
heap of motley humanity. Never did I witness human beings so closely packed, except in an Arab
slave dhow on one occasion near Adcn. The temperature of the room was hot and close to the
verge of suffocation. Some of these women were moaning, others crying for water—all in a pitiable state
of discomfort. The Police, although used to this sort of thing, are evidently of opinion that the accommnodation for prisoners at this place is wretchedly defective. The flooring of all the cells is made of
cement and from it a stream of offensive matter trickles into the passage right nncler the door ; the whole
arrangement is disgusting, and bad as we found the condition of the place on Sunday night it must be
still worse in rainy weather, when the wet clothes of the prisoners send forth a steam which displaces a
áertain amount of air and diminishes the quantity considerably fbr the inmates. A simple calculation will
shew that in No. 4 cell containing ten prisoners, each intnatc had 18 ft. only of floor space; in No. 5
cell where there were twenty.four prisoners, each irmate had less than 124 ft. ; and in No. C cell, occupied by fourteen females, the floor space to each individual was under 7 ft.; the regular space for each
person required by the Lodging.house Act in England being 30 ft. floor space."
0. On a subsequent day visit by Professor Smith and Dr. Read, they were informed that on the
night of December 19th there were seventeen women in No. C cell ; and that frequently the women
have young children with them, who cannot be left at home. They were also informed that lunatics are
occasionally locked up for a night in these cells. They also satisfled themselves that the means of
ventilation in the cells are utterly insufficient.
7. Farramatta.etreet Station—Messrs. Read and Chapman report of it as follows :-" Here there
are 5 cells; No. 1 is 13 by 8 ft. and 13 ft. high, cpen windows as before, but no gratings or ventilation at
bottom; there were no occupants in this cell. No. 2 is 18 by 12 ft. Gin, and 13 ft, high, and has besides
windows
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windows three ventilators in the shape of openings in the wall, which however are altogether unequal to
purify the atmosphere of the room when so many persons are thrust into it. At the time of our visit
there were ten male prisoners confined in it. No. 3 is a small cell, 4 by 8 ft. and 13 ft, high, having two
ventilators or opening% in the wall, but no windows. Into none of these cells does any light penetrate at
night. There is a trap in each door which if let down would to a slight extent relieve the obscurity of the
place, and would also materially assist in the work of ventilation, but it does not appear that it is ever
opened, except to allow of an occasional peep into the cell from the outside. No. 4 cell is 12 feet square
and 13 feet high, and contained when we inspected it. seven females. No. 5 cell is 4 ft. 4 in.
by 12 ft. 4 in. and 13 feet high, and has one ventilator at the top of the wall and one over the door;
hardwood floors all through. No. 0 is 5 ft. x 12 ft. Sin., ant 13 ft. high; has one ventilator at the top
of the wall, and one in the wall separating it from the passage; this is used as a store. The arrangements for the convenience of the inmates of these cells are of the rudest kind. In one corner is a
tub, from which they can obtain water for drinking with a tin-dipper beside it; in another corner a tub
in which they can make water when necessity compels them to do so, or for other necessary purposes.
There is no closet accommodation of any kind in connection with the cells, and the consequence
is that the floors of the occupied cells are foul and filthy in the extreme. The police have frequent occasion
to complain of the stench, and there can be no doubt that a good deal of the offensive matter soaks into
the drains through the interstices of the flooring. Rats, too, abound in numbers, and were described to us
as being 'just like a lot of chickens.' This police-station is in a very exposed situation, and the doors
and windows have to be kept pretty close to keep the dust out."
S. Cumberiand-etreet &ation.—Messrs. Dansey and Palmer report :—" To the right of the entrance
is the charge-room, 11 ft. r 10 ft., and to the left the Sub.Inspector's room, which is about 7 ft. x 10 feet.
On the right-hand, a little further on, we were shewn a cell 12 ft. x 9 ft., with level floor, having a wooden
bolster running the whole length of the room; a brick has been taken out in one place, and half a brick in
another, for purposes of ventilation; there are iron bars over the door. This cell reeked with ammonia,
and was very offensive; it is washed out every day with a mop and water, and lime-washed once a quarter,
but no disinfectant is ever used to purify it. A room facing it, on the left hand, 10 ft. x 10 ft., we found
equally offensive. Here we found the resting-board for the head, a wooden bolster as before, and no
ventilation except over the door, an opening for this purpose previously made having been blocked up by
buildings adjoining; the floors are all fiat and of wood, and the accommodation altogether bad. The
atmosphere is so polluted by the stench which comes from a closet in the yard that prisoners can only be
kept in these cells at the risk of their lives. It does not appear to us that anything can be done to
improre the building as it stands; it should be entirely reconstructed."
0. And on a second visit they add as follows :—" The charge-room was very clean, but the
ventilation is deficient in consequence of the place being blocked in on all sides by private dwellings,
which exclude the air. The Sub-Inspector's room was also clean when we inspected it, but
imperfectly ventilated from the same cnuse. The females' cell, 12 ft. x 9 ft., is a very bad place for
the purpose, and quite unfit for any person to be shut up in. It has no ventilation whatever; there. have
been gratings in the walls, but private dwellings have been built up against the walls, and blocked them up,
so that the only air which enters the cell comes in from the door. There were no inmates in this cell.
We were informed that when a number cf men are arrested the women have to be sent or taken to the
Water Police Station, in consequence of the want of accommodation at this place. There is also a
small cell in which we found one person confined, and although Saturday night had intervened between
his apprehension and our visit, no one else had been sent to bear him company. We ascertained from the
charge-book, that in October last 187 persons had been arrested, and in November (last month) 153. It
is evident that the station in Cumberland-street is quite unfit for the purpose for which it is required,
and the sooner it is removed the better it will be not only for the persons confined in it, but for the health
of the police who are in charge of it. The deficiency of yard space, the position of the closets which
are close to the walls, and the great want of ventilation, all combine to render the place unfit to be used
as a prison, more especially in a hot country-"
Professor Smith and Dr. Read subsequently visited this station and corroborated the above
account as to the want of ventilation, and the confined position of the premises. They found the
closet very offensive, not from any neglect on the part of those in charge, who indeed evidently do their
best to keep the place wholesome, but because of the faulty arrangements.
Water Police ,S'tation.—Mcssrs. Read and Chapman report:—" We found two cells, one of which
was empty, and the other contained only two occupants. No. 1 cell is 131 by 8 ft. and 13 ft. in height,
and has in it what is termed a soft wood sleeping place, or in other words a deal bench extending the whol,e
breadth of the cell for the prisoners to lie down upon, with which we had no fault to find, except that it
appeared
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appeared a little too high, being nearly 2 ft. from the ground, to be safe as a resting-place for drunkards. This
cell being empty was seen at an advantage; it appeared to be fairly ventilated by openings in the wall
about 2 ft. wide and 6 in. high, protected by iron bars, but there were no gratings below. No. 2 cell,
in which there were two occupants, is 13 2k by 9 ft., and the same height; the floors of both cells being
hardwood. The drainage appeared to be good, and the condition of the closets satisfactory, with plenty
of water laid on. We were informed that the greatest number of persons confined in these two cells at
one time was twenty, and some new cells with rations modern improvements are being constructed here.1

'

Upon entering the Third division
Darl.nghurst Station :—Messrs. Dansey and Palmer report
through the yard, we came to the charge room, 12 ft. x 10 ft., which was very clean; on the right is the
Inspector's room, 12 ft. x 12 ft., which we found also in clean order. These rooms are 14 ft. in height.
There are two cells at this station, one for the male and the other for the female prisoners. The first, 18
ft. x 12 ft., contained seven inmates, and would have contained fifteen, but eight were out on bail. Here
there were two openings in the wall cut horizontally about 3 ft. long, and, as near as I could guess, about
8 in. deep. There are also two chinks or loop holes, such as are used for rifles on the other side, but they
only open on to the passage. On the opposite side of this passage is the cell for females, 12 ft. x 12 ft.
which had only one inmate at the time of our visit. Considering the large area of this Police District,
and that it only provides one station, we think the accommodation offered by these two cells to be utterly
inadequate. The ventilation is deficient, and the space is altogether too limited. In other respects there
was nothing to find fault with, and the iumates appeared to be made as comfortable as circumstances
permit. We think, however, that some greater regard might be paid to health as well as decency in the
arrangements within the cells. At present there is a bucket in the corner, which serves the purposes of a
closet, and when a prisoner wants a drink a policeman comes and takes him out. Would it not be better
to have the drinking water inside, and the closet outside the cell?"
From the foregoing evidence it will be seen that three of the stations are in very urgent need
of improvement; and a fourth (Darlinghurst) although not in such bad condition still requires some
C
attention.
The Central Station requires the cell accommodation to be largely increased, in order that more
space may be available for each prisoner, and that better classification may be rendered possible; but
instead of merely enlarging and improving the present premises it would we think be decidedly a more
judicious plan to rebuild them entirely, along with the adjacent Police Court, and if possible in a less
conspicuous position. Under existing arrangements, prisoners being taken to the- lock-up and afterwards
to the Police Court, are too much of a public show,—crowds frequently blocking up the footway in
George.strcet on such occasions.
In regard to the Parramatta-street Station we think that it also should be rebuilt in a less
exposed situation.
10. The Station in Cumberland-street should ceitainly be removed, as the site is far too confined to
admit of proper sanitary arrangements.
At Darlinghurst it would appear to be sufficient to enlarge the premises somewhat, and make
better provision for ventilation and cleanliness.
As a temporary measure in all these Watch-honses, we think that a greatly improved ventilation
might be obtained by the use of double tubes passing through the roof—one inside the other—and of
considerable diameter. A grated opening at the bottom of each door could also be introduced without
much difficulty or expense.
In some of the cells we have examined the provision made for the egress of foul air near the top
might be sufficient if there were equal provision for the ingress of fresh air near the bottom; but in most
cases special inlets for fresh air are wanting or are altogether inadequate. Human beings cooped
up in confined spaces ought to be supplied with at least one thousand cubic feet of fresh air per hour
for each.
We wish it to be understood that we do not attach blame to any persons in charge of the
Watch-houses. They appear to keep the places as clean as circumstances permit, and to do their best
with the imperfect appliances at their command.
J. SMITE,
Chairman of Committee.
Board Room, Sydney,
22 December, 1875.
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HoN. JOHN SMITH, M.D., M.TJ.O., IN TRE CRAm..
Progress Report of No. 11 Committee read. Ron. J. Smith, Chairman, and Messrs. Read and Dansey,
Members, of the Committee, examined in their places.
Chairman to Professor Smith..] Can you tell us whether persons who are locked up in these watch-houses Professor
and remanded from day to day are sent back to the watch-house each night? It did not occur to no to B.Smith,
B. Read,
ask that question.
Dr. Dansy.] A prisoner who is properly remanded is sent to Darlinghurst, but occasionally when G. fltnse
there is any irregularity he is retained in the Police Station cells; but then he is generafly kept in a
Iq.
separate cell which contains a bed.
22 Dec., 1875
8. Chairman to Dr. Dansey.] Then, except on such occasions, it does not happen that aperson is confined
for more than a night in one of these abominable cells? No, unless he is locked up on Saturday, when lie
has to pass Sunday night in it also. I knew a case where there was some irregularity in the committal, and
a man was kept at the Central Police Court until the next day, until his papers were properly signed; but
I understood that he was placed in a small cell by himself, where a bed was provided. If a prisoner is
properly remanded he is sent up to Darlinghurst and brought down again the next morning, or whatever
day lie may be remanded to. He is sent to Darlinghurst at 4 o'clock, but he is kept in the cell at the Police
Station up to that time.
Chairman to Professor Smith.] I understand that there is no attempt to classify the prisoners except
with regard to sex—they are all locked up together indiscriminately? Yes.
I believe it is stated in the evidence that when members of the Committee visited one of the cells some
of the women confined there were clamowing for water? Mr. Chapman.] Yes, I assisted one of them to
some water while I was there.
C. Chairman to Mr. Chapman.] You say there is no blame attached to the people in eharge,—surely they could
have supplied the inmates of these cells with water when they required it on hot nights; is there any diffieultv on the part of the police in attending upon these people and supplying them with water for drinking
purposes? There is no difficulty, and the water is there in a bucket; but when we were there the inmates
were jammed together so close that they could not get at it; the room was quite dark and they could not
get to where the water was without tumbling over one another. One old woman asked me for a drink and
I reached across for a pannikin and gave it to her. It is very hot and oppressive in the cell and they seem
topull their clothes nearly oW—many of them.
You have been connected with the city for many sears ;—can you inform us whether any representations
have ever been made in any quarters as to the state of things existing in these watch-houses? No.
Although I was Mayor of the city for two years, and have punihed scores of people brought up for
drunkenness, yet I must confess I know nothing about it, or I should have been very sorryto punish them.
Although you were Mayor of the city for two years it never came nuder your notice F No.
Chairman to Projessor Smith.] Is it the impression of the Committee from what they have seen that
the Police act, as far as circumstances admit, in a humane manner towards the prisoners confined in these
cells? Yes, that was the impression we received. Dr. Dansey.] I may state, having been for some years
attached to a police division in London, that the police here are much more considerate to their prisoners
than they are in London.
Chairman to Dr. Smith.] It did not come under your notice that any of the prisoners complained of
having been illtreated by the police? No.
Don't you think that if they had been illtreated they would have taken that opportunity of complaining? Ithink it is very probable; they only complained of the want of ventilation.Did you happen to ask whether they are supplied with any food if they require it—in the morning for
instance? I could not say; 1 did not ask the question.
Chairman to Dr. Dansey.] Do you happen to know whether they are supplied with any food?The
police generally give them something hot in the way of a cup of coffee and a piece of bread if they have
no money to get anything with; if they have money their friends get them provisions.
it
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Professor 14. Does it often happen that persons suffering from want are locked up in these cells? No, I believe
B Smith,
not; in such cases the police give them something to eat. In the case of two destitute children brought
up about a fortnight ago the Inspector ordered some refreshments to be taken to them.
G. F. Dansey, 15. I think you said you had had some experience in London in connection with these arrangements P
Yes. I was Surgeon to the S Division of the Metropolitan Police, and had charge of the station in CharBsq.,
M. Chapman, rington-strcet, and I consider that the Police Stations in Sydney compare favourably with the
Lq.
London stations, except perhaps that the benchcs on which the prisoners sleep are a little too high and
(_&_\ rather dangerous on that account.
22 Dec., 1875. 10. But how do the other Sydney stations compare with the London watch-houses? The accommodation
is not to be compared with that of the London stations; especially considering the difference of climate;
there is a classification of the prisoners at the London stations.
And they have better arrangements for the prisoners at night? They have.
Will you state from your experience what sort of arrangements they have? I have had no recent
experience.
Have they closet accommodation? If I remember rightly they had, but not inside the cell. They had
to be taken out and brought to a closet. There were drinking arrangements inside.
In London I suppose there is always a constable in attendance? Yes; and also one or two emergency men; but here I am sorry to say the only emergency man is the one in charge of the cell, and they
have often to wait half an hour for him.
Is there any constable whose services are immediately available? There is only the emergency man,
and if a prisoner wants him immediately to go outside he has to wait sometimes for half an hour. There
ought to be an extra man to attend to the cells.
AIr. Moriarty to Professor Smith.] Do you think there is any reason why the same amount of cubical
space should not be allowed in these lock-ups which is considered necessary for each person at Home—at
Portland for instance, and otherplaces? I think they ought to be supplied with as much cubical space
here, or rather more, considering the climate.
Do you know what is the space allowed for each inmate in the Portland Prison? I do not know.
It is 13 x 7 x 10 ft. for each individual. You are decidedly of opinion that there ought to be as much
cubical space allowed here as there is in the Portland Prison? At least as much.*
Uhairman to Mr. Moriarty.] That is the space allowed for convicted criminals, and not for persons
- arrested on suspicion P Yes, for criminals.
Professor Smith.] That is what struck us especially—that persons who are merely suspected should be
subjected to such horrible punishment.
20. Chairman to Professor Smith.] Is there not a great difference between persons who have committed an
offence against the law and who are taken flagrante detieto and those who are merely suspected; should
not a distinction be made in such cases? I think so.
AIr. Moriarty to Professor Smith.] In any case, whether a person be taken flaqrante deUcto or on
suspicion, you think he should be allowed as much space as is allowed to each individual in the recently
constructed prisons at Home? Yes.
Chairman to Professor Smith.] Do you not think it must be extremely deleterious to the health of
persons taken up, either for intoxication or possibly on account of fits which may present the appearance
of intoxication, to confine them in close cells containing so much foul air? Yes, and my surprise is that
some of these people do not die.
Did the Committee hear of any cases of prisoners having died in the cells? I do not think any
members of the Committee made inquiries in that direction; I have not heard of any.
Mr. Bennett to Professor Smith.] Don't you think arrangements should be made without a day's
delay to give air, water, and light to the persons confined in these cells? Whatever is done should be
done at once.
You think there would be no difficulty in doing this? I would not say that; there need be little
difficulty in providing the prisoners with fresh air at once, but it would not be so easy to give them light.
Could not they be supplied with artificial light? To use gas inside these cells would be to consume
the oxygen in them. I quite agree with you that light, air, and water, as fax as possible, should be
provided.
Chairman to Professor Smith.] Would there be any difficulty in making holes in the walls of the cells,
and putting bars across them, so as to ventilate them during this hot weather? No, except in Cumberland-street, and there you might introduce air into the cells by means of double pipes through the roØ
and by making grated openings in the doors.
Dr. .Dansey.] I may mention that last Sunday week I was sent for to the Central Police Station to see
a man who had been locked up there on Saturday night for drunkenness, and was supposed to be dying.
I had him brought out into the open air and he recovercd, and it was my belief that his illness was simply
caused by the foul air inside the cell; he was sent to the Infirmary.
Mr. Chapman.] The night we visited the cells there I noticed a number of good shawls and articles of
women's attire hanging up in the passage, and I asked to whom they belonged. The Inspector told us
they were the property of respectable persons who had asked the police to take care of them; and when I
looked into the cell I saw a respectable looking woman cuddled up close to a horrible looking old woman,
covered with scabs. I remarked that it was a great pity to put clean people with such dirty wretches, and
the Sergeant said—" What can we do?
Hon. J. B. Wilson to Mr. Chapc'nan.] You mentioned that the rats were very numerous at the Parramatta-street Station—I should like to ask whether they are also a nuisance at the Central Police Station?
No; the floors are cement there.
30. Chairman to Mr. Ohapman.] Would there be any difficulty in getting rid of this rat nuisance if proper
lock-ups were erected ;—could they be constructed so as to make it very unlikely that they would be
infested with rats? Oh yes, it is quite possible.
7
'Nors.—Oonsidering that persons are confined in watch-houses for only one, or at most two nights, a less space than
that indicated above might suffice—at least on emergencies; but the space allowed to each individual should "ever, I think, be
less than that mentioned by Dr. Read as being reqoired in metropolitan lodging-houses. In order that persons might never
be confined more than one night, the authorities should consider whether, in the case of those locked up on Saturday night,
some arrangements could be made to deal with them on Sunday morning.—J.S.
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87. After they have once got into a- building I believe it is very dicult to get them out 9 It is quite G. P. Dansey,
possible to get rid of them, but the stench for the first week or so is very bad.
Don't you think it would be very desirable, and only humane, to have some person to attend to the K Grnpman,
people who are locked UI) in these cells—to give them water when they require it, and to look after them
if they should be suffering from eihaustion or illness? 1 think so; I think a person should be in charge
22 Dec., 1875
of the females—watch and watch—at night time, and should see them every fifteen minutes.
Dr. Danecy.] There should be constant attendance, because you never know when a man is going to
drop down who is suffering from drink.
Chairman to Dr. Dansey.] Don't you think it - is very probable that the police may occasionally make a
mistake and think a person is drunk when he is merely suffering from illness? I think so; I have often
seen it in London.
And they are all locked up indiscriminately and get no attendance? Yes.
Do you not think that all these persons, whatever they may be suffering from, should be attended to
regularly? I think so.
Mr. Chapman.] The first night we visited the Central Police Court I noticed that there was one very
old man in a crouching position, and when we went out this man was discharging the contents of his
stomach; he was dreadfully ill. Now, if he had been taken out he might have recovered; a-s it was the
cell was so closely packed that he must have vomited over some of the others; he could not well have
avoided it.
Can you at all account for the fact upon which you have remarked, that this disgraceful state of things
has never been brought under your notice as an Alderman, and as having been twice Mayor of the City?
No, I am not at all astonished, because the Mayor and Aldermen have no control whatever over the police.
The Mayor is Chief Magistrate of the City, but it appears that his duty is only to open the Police Court,
and get rid of the drunkards.
Then, if it has not been brought under your not-ice, either in your capacity as Alderman, or as Mayor
of the City. we may presume that the great bulk of the people are quite unaware of it? Of course they
must be quite ignorant of it. I feel satisfied that the l:nspector General of Police has no idea of it.
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arising out of statements in
foregoing.
No. 1.

THE INSPECTOR GENERLL

or

POLICE

to

THE PRUtCIPAL UNDER SICREPART,

Police Department,
Inspector General's Office,
Sydney, 20 January, 1870.
In returning the papers No. 76-134, accompanying your B.C. reference dated the 7th instant,
and the Honorable the Colonial Secretary's minute thereon, respecting the Minutes of Evidence and Seventh
Progress Report of the Sydney City and Suburban Sewage and Health Board, I do myself the honor to
report for the information of the Honorable the Colonial §ecretary that I have attentively perused the
Report in Chief Sub-committee's Report, and Minutes of Evidence, and have spared no pains to obtam full
information on the subject for the consideration of the Government.
The accompanying reports from Superintendent Read, the Police Surgeon, and the members of 5ub.Inpestor
the Force nan ed in the margin, may be relied upon as fairly representing the actual state of affairs, from
long observation by experienced and intelligent officers.
Water,,Sergeant
I have thought it necessary to enter into the subject exhaustively and at some length, asin my
view the Report of the Board reflects most seriously upon the management of this department in a most
important particular, and I must confess myself unable to follow the Board in their conclusions as expressed
in clauses 5 and 0 of their Report,—as if sections 3, 4, and 5 (clause 5) be admitted then the police could
not be exonerated from all blame as they are by clause 0 and section 20 of the Sub.Committee's Report.
About two years ago, upon the representationof this Department. the Central Police Watch-house
was entire]y remodelled and added to at a considerable cost, under the supervision of the Colonial
Architect. The accommodation is now fairly adequate, but some improvements are still desirable. - The
plane as originally drawn were I believe considered by the Minister for Works of the day too expensive
and were consequently altered.
It will be seen from the attached copy of my memorandum of the 244h February, 1815, addressed
to the Colonial Architect, that the question of ventilation was not lost sight of.
The site of the No. 2 Lock.up, G-eorge.stroet South, I have always considered very unsuitable, being
too exposed, but the accommodation is ample.
The No. 3 Lock.up, Darlinghurst, fairly meets the requirements of the Division, but some additions
were applied for in September last which when provided will allow of improved arrangements.
No. 4 in Cumbcrlaudstreet is badly situated and the site is too confined. A commodious new
building in that part of the city near the Commissariat stores would be of the utmost advantage, but I
suppose a site would have to be purchased.
The Water Police Station is under the control of the Water Police Magistrate; it has recently had
considerable additions made to it.
These stations I have visited at all hburs of the day and night, and I can therefore endorse the
reports of Superintendent Read and his subordinate officers, that the cells and other portions of the
buildings are uniformly kept in a state of cleanliness and good order.
A very limited knowledge of Police matters would be sufficient to enable a witness to afford information on the subjects touched upon by the Board, and to materially affect the conclusions arrived at. I am
therefore surprised that without taking evidence from any officers of competent experience they should
have arrived at the conclusions they have so decisively expressed.
No buildings or appliances which could be devised would have the effect of keeping watch.house
cells at all times free from foul odours and nuisance, and a comparison between a lock-up and cells in a
gaol is manifestly out of the question.
The Colonial Architect will, I have no doubt, be able to give an opinion when called upon as to the
means he has adopted for ventilating the various buildings, and will probably be able to suggest improvcments, additions, and new watch.houses whenever funds are provided for such purposes, though I am
acquainted with many ether far more pressing requirements of the kind in Country Districts.
I think I am fairly entitled to take exception to the opinion expressed by the Board that, "it is
obvious to them, and it seems to be the growing opinion, that there should be some permancnt samtary
authority willing and able to drag all such abuses to light without fear or favor."
it may be asked what abuses P—who is afraid to seek a remedy P The Police would be the first to
desire better buildings, and appliances for their own health and comfort, and even the Board exonerates
them from blame; they are said "to do their best"; to whom then does the censure apply P
I beg to suggest that these papers may now be referred to the Colonial Architect for his observations.
I have, &c.,
EDMUND FOSBERY,
Inspector General of Police.
The Colonial Architect should have an opportunity of coinnient-ing upon this Report, and his
attention should be called to the state of the Watch.houses, &c., as desired in the Report.—Jonrc B.,
24/1/70.
The Under Secretary for Public Works.—H.H., B.C., 25 Jany., /70. Very Urgent.
Colonial Architect,—J.R., B.C., 25/1/70.
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Sub-Inspector Anderson to Superintendent Read.
No. 1 Police Station,
Sydney, 12 January, 1876.
Sin,
Having read the Seventh Progress Report of the Sewage and Health Board, I beg to make the
following observations on the subject—
The ventilation of the cells of this station is very defective, and will be so until proper openings
are macto in the walls of the cells to admit fresh air and let the foul air escape.
The prisoners are classified as fhr as circumstances will pennit, and respectable looking persons are
kept, as far as possible, in cells by themselves. All the cells are thoroughly washed out once a day, and
the floor, being of a very inferior kind of cement, absorbs a great quantity of water, and consequently take
a long time to dry, so that at times all the males have to be kept in one cell, and all the females in one
cell, while the floors of the other cells are drying.
With regard to foul air, mentioned by Mr. Chapman, I have often known one drunkard to cause a
more offensive smell than a dead body in an advanced state of decomposition. One drunkard in such a
condition would poison the atmosphere of a place ten times the size of the largest cell.
There is a constable in constant attendance on the prisoners, and he visits them very frequently,
examines them carefully, and supplies them with water. 1 have always selected men of a humane disposition for this office, and they are instructed to call the attention of the sergeant on duty to any prisoner
that appears to be ill. When a prisoner is taken ill the sergeant sends for the police surgeon, or if it is a
bad case he sends the person at once to the Infirmary in a cab. The doctors at the Infirmary have complained of the police taking prisoners there that were only suftring from intoxication. There has never a
prisoner died in a cell during the nine years.I have had charge of a subdivision, and no prisoner ever
complained of unkindness on the part of the police, or want of proper attention while in the watch-house.
The sergeants have imperative instructions to see that every person brought to the station charged
with being drunk is really in that condition, and if he has any doubt on the subject to discharge the
prisoner; or if lie considers it a case of illness instead of drunkenness to send the person at once to the
Infirmary.
The whole of the station receives two coats of lime-wash once in four months, and once in three
weeks the walls of the cells are lime-washed 7 feet from the floor. Every day there is chloride of lime
sprinkled about the passages and cell doors to purify the atmosphere.
1 have, &c.,
ROBERT ANDERSON,
Sub-Inspector.
Forwarded to the Inspector General of Police.—Gno. READ, Superintendent, 18/1/76.
Senior-Constable Dobbs and others to Superintendent Read.
A Division, No. 4 Station.
14 January, 1876.
SENI0R-00NSrABLs Dobbs begs to report for the information of the Superintendent in charge, that he
was on station duty at No. 4 station on Sunday, the 12th December ultiino, when a prisoner named John
Crane, aged 70 years, who had been confined from 940 o'clock the previous night for drunkenness took
ill with fits; about 8-45 o'clock p.m. a little brandy was given him and Constable Sweeney removed him
from the cell into the passage, where he remained until the arrival of Doctor Dansey (20 minutes),
who accompanied by Sergeant Dawson visited him and ordered his removal to the Infirmary, where he was
conveyed and admitted.
The senior-constable further states there had been ten male prisoners confined during Saturday
night and Sunday evening, of which six were admitted to bail, the last being let out at 3 p.m., leaving
but four in the cell when Crane took ill.
This man is of intemperate habits and had been evidently suffering from the effects of drink during
the day.
He had been previously locked up for drunkenness.
JOHN DOBBS, Senior-Constable.
JOHN DAWSON, Sergeant.
PHILIP SWEENEY, Constable.
Sub-Inspector Waters to Superintendent Read.
No. 8 Station,
16 January, 1876.
Sin,
Having seen the Seventh Progress Report of the Sydney and Suburban Sewage and Health
Board, I beg to make a few remarks respecting clause 12 of the Report, which refers to Darlinghurst
Police Station.
This station, although perhaps not quite so commodious as might have been, will, I think, bear
compari son as regards cc11 accommodation with any lock-up in the Colony. There are three (8) cells, two
good-sized ones, described fairly in the Report, and one small one, which appears to have been overlooked.
I have so far found these cells to be sufficient for the number of prisoners confined in them during the
year, about 1,500, or an average of about four per day. I think too that the cells are well ventilated, and
very little improvement is necessary in that respect. Every attention is paid to persons confined in the
station. A night-tub to serve as a closet is constantly kept in each cell, and emptied as often as occasion
requires; a bucket of fresh water is also put in each cell occasionally, but at this station there is a constable continually in attendance in the passage, whose duty is to answer every call. The prisoners are
generally supplied with water for drinking purposes by tin dippers, from a tap which is close to the door.
Dr. Dansey and His Worship the Mayor must have misunderstood the information given them when they
visited the station, as the prisoners are not taken out when they require a drink.
As
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As regards the classification of prisoners, I think the only classification which can be practically
carried out in lock-ups is that of sex. Youths, however, of tender age are never put in the same cells with
adults. J. wish to mention as regards clause 10 of the Report, that I have never myself during my twentyone years experience in the Sydney Police, known a person brought into the watch-house and detained as
a drunkard, when it was afterwards proved that the person was not drunk, but suffering from some other
complaint. Persons, however, have been found in the streets, and taken to the station, suffering from fits
or faintifess, insensible, and having the appearance of being drunk, but when in that state they are never
put into the cell without first being carefully examined by the sergeant or officer on duty, who takes care
to satisfy himself that it is a boná jhle ease of drunkenness, and if there is my doubt the Police Surgeon
is at once sent for, or the person is removed to the Infirmary forthwith.
I beg to add that previous to my connection with the Police in this Colony I served between four
and five years in the Metropolitan Police, London, and the station of the subdivision to which I belonged
there contained but two ordinary-sized cells. 1 cannot say as to the number of persons arrested during
the year, but there must have been a good niany, as the station was situated in a very busy part of the
Metropolis—lslington Green—and had 120 men attached to it. My memory does not serve me
sufficiently to speak as to how the cells were ventilated, but I believe it was from the roof.
I have, &e.,
GEO. WATERS,
Sub-Inspector.
Forwarded to the Inspector General of Police.—GE0. READ, Superintendent, 18/1/70.
The Police Surgeon to The Inspector General of Police.
Sin,

17 January, 1870.

Referrhg to the Progress Report of the City S2wage and Health Board, complaining of the
unhealthy condition of the Syd
ney Police Stations,—
I have the honor to report for your iaformation that I have been very frequently called upon
night and day to visit prisoners when ill in the cells, and have no recollection of any instance in which
the illness of a prisoner could be fairly attributed to defective ventilation or want of proper care or
attention.
I have, &e.,
M. EGAN,
Police Surgeon.

SIR,

Superintendent Read to The Inspector General of Police.
Superintendent's Office,
Sydney, 17 January, 1876.

Referring to the Progress Report of the City Sewage and Health Board, of the 22nd ultimo,
respecting the condition of the City Watch-houses,
I have the honor to report for your information, that all the cells at the Central Police Station are
provided with tube ventilators; they have possibly been less efficient than they would have been had the
means existed of admitting air into the cells near the floors. So long ago as February last I reported the
necessity for increased ventilation at this station, and an officer from the Colonial Architect's Department
visited the station, to whom I pointed out the want of openings near the foundation. When this improvement which is now being carried out is completed I think this station will compare favourably as regards
ventilation with most police stations either in this Colony or in England.
Previous to the year 1874 this watch-house contained only two large moderately well ventilated
cells, and three very small ones, about 7 ft. by 4t, which had neither light nor air. On the recommendation of the Police Department the interior has been almost entirely reconstructed, and there are now two
large and four moderate-size cells, five being used for prisoners and one as a store.room. The average
number of prisoners in the cells per day during the whole year is about eighteen, for whose accommodation
five cells should be ample. The cells, however, possess one very grave defect. The floors are cemented,
and when wetted for the purpose of being cleaned, which is necessary every day, the cement, from some
cause which I cannot explain, is so absorbent that it requires it whole day, and in damp weather evefl
longer, to get thoroughly dry. This serious defect frequently necessitates the crowding of prisoners into
one or two cells while the others are drying.
No doubt cement has the advantage of effectually excluding vermin, but I consider hardwood floors,
well ventilated underneath, and eanlked in the manner of it ship's decks, far preferable for watch-house
cells in which a large number of prisoners are confined.
In London, where a large experience has been acquired in the construction of lock-ups, wood, I am
credibly informed, is now invariably used. The cement floors at the Central Station have now had a fair
trial, having been in use nearly two years, and they continue as absorbent as when they were quite new.
I therefore recommend that they be removed with as little delay as possible.
The No. 2 Station, situated at the junction of George and Pitt Streets, no doubt occupies a very
undesirable site for a police station. It is perhaps the most dusty locality in the whole city, and it is for
this reason exceeding difficult to keep clean. The cell accommodation is ample. There are no openings
through the walls near the floors of the cells, but those near the ceiling are quite sufficient, and no eoniplaint has ever been made by prisoners that the ventilation is bad.
I cannot understand upon what ground the Committee assert that the openings through the doors
appear to be kept closed, as they are almost invariably kept open, except when the prisoners are very
noisy; on such occasions, for the sake of the quiet of the neighbourhood, it is found necessary to close them.
The average uuinber of prisoners confined at this station is about seven a day during the whole year, for
which five cells should be ample.
The No. 3 Station contains three cells, two only of which are in use, it having been necessary for
some time to use one as a store. The ventilation is similar to that at No. 2, there being no openings near
the floors. Its situation' is all that could be desired, but some additional accommodation will have to be
provided
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provided before very long. The average number of prisoners per day during the whole of last year was
about four; there cannot therefore be much suffering from ovcrcrowding.
The No. 4 Station, situated in Cumberland-street, occupies a very unsuitable situation. There is
no yard sufficiently large even to dry a blanket. There are two cells in use, which have no openings near
the floors, but it has much Wetter ventilation through the walls than the Committee's Report would lead one
to suppose, there being no less than four openings in one cell, and three in the other. From the ground
sloping towards the front there is sometimes a slightly offensive shell from the closet. it was formerly
very bad indeed, but on the recommendation of the Police Department it was, about five years ago
connected with the sewer; there has since been a very marked improvement.
Fully 90 per cent. of the prisoners confined at this station are arrested in George-street and its
vicinities ; they have therefore to be escorted up a very stecp hill,—a very laborious undertaking in the case
of those who are helplessly drunk. It has been bult, I understand, about forty years, and the allotment is
so small that a really healthy and well-ventilated Police Station could not be built upon it.
With regard to the general question of ventilation at most of the metropolitan stations, prisoners
more frequently complain of draught and cold than of want of air, and during the winter season apertures
near the floors of cells make them exceeding cold ; and considering that many of the prisoners as a
consequence of dissipation are in a very debilitated state of heall;h, and peculiarly liable to take severe
cold, this method of improving the ventilation may be easily carried too far. The Committee's Report
appears to me calculated to create the impression that the generally unhealthy condition of themetropolitan watch-houses must necessarily have caused a considerable sacrifice of human life; it will therefore
probably occasion some surprise that although about 70,000 persons have been confined in these buildings
during the last ten years, only fonr deaths have occurred, the circumstances of which are as follows:—
The first was that of a man found lying ill in the street, who was taken to the station for protection;
medical aid was immediately sent for, but before it arrived he had expired.
The second was that of an old man who had been removed from his hut in the suburbs at the time
of a threatened flood; he was taken to the station, and was at the time in the last stage of consumption
while taking his breakfast in a large airy room (not in a cell) he was seized with a fit of coughing and
expired.
The third was that of a man who was found lying drunk in the streets, and locked up on this charge;
he expired soon after being placed in the cell, it was subseqyently ascertained, from injuries received by
being knocked down by an omnibus, of which, however, lie d1d not complain, although able to speak.
The fourth was that of an habitual drunkard who was placed in a cell with one other prisoner, and
expired very suddenly of heart disease. It thus appears that not a single death has occurred during the
period stated from defective ventilation.
Considering that very many of the persons apprehended by the police are not only in delicate
health but absolutely ill, it appears pretty evident that the Sydney police stations are not in quite so bad
it condition as the Committee's Report would have one to suppose.
Complaint is made that there is no classification of prisoners. There certainly is no systematic
classification, simply because such classification is impracticable, and is never attempted in any police
station.
In the London police, in which I had five years' experience, it was the practice, if a prisoner
arrested for any petty offence appeared clean and respectable, and there happened to be a vacant cell, to
place him by himself or with it prisoner of the same class. This was the only classification ever thought
of, and is precisely the sort of classification carried out in Sydney. It frequently occurs that a prisoner
who is comparatively respectable, and has never been in a watch-house before, is in a worse condition as
regards filth,than many of those who have been in custody scores of times ; one such prisoner often causes
a stench that renders the atmosphere of a police station almost intolerable for a considerable time ; occurrences of this nature take place daily at all police stations in cities, and cannot be avoided.
No such absurd practice obtains as that described by Dr. Dansey of taking a prisoner out of the
cells to get a drink. Each cell door has an aperture, and if a prisoner wants a drink it is, as a rule,
handed to him through the aperture; but if prisoners are exceptionally quiet, and are not likely to upset
a bucket of water, one is occasionally placed in the cells in order that they may help themselves. If a
prisoner is being taken out of one cell to be transferred to another, or for any other purpose, he may at
the same time be given a drink, and possibly some occurrence of this nature has misled Dr. Dansey.
Night tubs are placed in all the cells when occupied, and the prisoners themselves are employed to
empty them as occasion requires. It would no doubt be an improvement if this system of convenience
were superseded by self-acting waterclosets, which would, however, require to be of great strength, to
prevent them being destroyed by prisoners maddened by drink ; but whatever system of convenience may
be adopted, offensive smell in cells can never be prevented, many of the prisoners being so helplessly
drunk as to be unable to intimate when they require a convenience.
All cells that are in use are washed out daily, and are also lime-washed as often as appears
necessary to the ofilcer in charge.
The statements of the Committee's Report appear to be intended to create the impression that
prisoners while in the cells receive but little or no attention. At every station in the city there is a
sergeant or senior-constable and one constable constantly on duty. The constable's sole duty is to
attend to the wants of the prisoners and clean out the cells. If he has occasion to go into the yard,
the sergeant or senior-constable remains in the station; and the statement that prisoners have to waft
half an hour before their wants are attended to is totally untrue. In consequence of the large number
of prisoners at the Central Station two constables are employed from B till 10 in the morning while the
cells are being cleaned, and no reasonable request of a prisoner is ever disregarded. A constable treating
a prisoner with unkindness or neglect would subject himself to severe punishment.
Formerly, the cells of the London Police Stations were unprovided with seats, but I am informed
.by a constable who has recently left that Force, that they have now a bench about 15 or 18 inches wide on
one side, and at the end of every cell and underneath the bench is a wood frame, about S or 10 inches
wide and raised about 4 or 5 inches above the level of the floor, which is used as a pillow. I think
similar fittings in the Metropolitan Station cells would be an improvement.
I have, &e.,
GEORGE READ,
Superintendent.
Superintendent
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Superintendent Read to The Inspector General of Police.
Superintendent's Offices,
Sydney, 23 February, 1875.
SIR,
I have the honor to report for your information that the ventilation of the cells at the Central
Police Station (in which alterations were recently made) is so defective that it can scarcely fail to seriously
injure the health of the very large number of prisoners frequently confined there. It is also a cause of
discomfort, and probably sometimes of illness, to the police performing duty at the station s I think a competent person from the Colonial Architect's department should be requested to examine the building, with
a view to remedy the evil complained of. There will, I think, be no difficulty in improving the ventilation
of those cells opening into the yards.
I have, &c,
GEO. READ,
Superintendent.
Very urgent.
Referred to the Colonial Architect.—The number of prisoners confined in this building being sometimes very considerable, it is necessary to take every precaution to prevent fatal conseuendes by placing
sick and infirm persons in damp or unventilated cells.
The cement floors absorb the moisture, and I think it will be desirable to supply sloping sleeping
boards of such construction that they can be readily taken out and cleansed. Ventilators can be easily
placed in the cells on the east and west.—Enrvin F05BERY, IC-P., B.C., 24/2/75.
The Colonial Architect.

No. 2.
THE COLONIAL AnduIrEcT to TUE USDEB SEcRETARY FOB PUBLIC WoRKs.
Respecting Report on Watch-houses by Sydney and Suburban Sewage and Health Board.
Department of Public Works,
Colonial Architect's Office,
Sydney, 9 February, 1876.
SIB,
I do myself the honor to return the Report of the Sydney and Suburban Sewage and Health
Board on the condition of the Sydney Watch-houses, with Report of the Inspector General of Police, and
other documents, forwarded to me under blank cover, on 25th ultimo.
Having read the Report of the Board I must express my astonishment at the tone adopted; if
this were alone for the purpose of attracting public attention it might perhaps be justified if based on
sufficient grounds, but as an official document, professing to present a temperate statement of facts and
proposing remedies, it is to those conversant with the flicts obviously highly coloured and exaggerated
both in language and statements.
Watch-houses are quite exceptional and are not to be compared with gaols or London lodginghouses; they are required for the reception of varying numbers of persons, mostly of the very lowest class
and of filthy habits, and I cannot conceive any practical plan by which offensive smells could be avoided, and
even of the model, which seems the desideratum of the Board, single cells at all watch-houses. I am sure
a casual inspection would disclose sufficient foul odours to afford apparent justification for a similar report.
The necessity for keeping the persons apprehended on Saturday and Sunday, and collected there froth the
various watch-houses to the Central Stations early on Monday morning to await trial, seems to require that
these stations should have greater accommodation than at present provided, especially in the summer
months, or that other provision be made for dealing with prisoners eases to prevent the accumulation of
filthy men and women, and consequent danger to health. If this cannot be done a lock-up gaol, with sixty
separate cells, will be required at the Central Police Stations to meet the views of the Board.
As regards the sufficiency of accommodation, that is a- matter which can only be judged of by the
police. When application for additional space has been made it has always, as far as circumstances would
admit, been provided, and the arrangements have been made, as far as possible, to accord with the views of
the police authorities. The matter of ventilation has not been overlooked, many experiments having been
tried at various times ; but the conditions' are influenced by police considerations, which render it most
diiileult to provide an effectual method. Large apertures must be avoided to prevent facilities for escape;
none by which intercommunication or intercourse with persons outside are permitted, and other restrictions are imposed.
The Board classifies the evils of which it complains under six heads.
1,—" Grossly inadequate accommodation."
This is a matter which concerns the Police Department, and the Inspector General says of the
various stations,—that the Central Police Station (No. 1) is fairly adequate; at the Pitt-street Station
(No. 2) the accommodation is ample; at the Darlinghurst Station (No. 3) some additions were applied
for in September last which, when provided, will allow of improved arrangements.
Cumberland-street (No. 4) Station —'A new building is required. The Water Police Station is now
receiving large additions. There is no doubt that the Cumberland-street Watch-house is unsuitable; it is
surrounded by private dwellings, and although the drainage and ventilation have been improved it can
never be made what it should be, and a new building in a more convenient situation is required. The
additions to the Darlinghurst Station, before referred to, comprise a verandah at front entrance, a storeroom, a coal-shed, and a door in passage,—for which, when applied for, there were no funds available
these improvements, however, will now be made at an early date.
2.—" The almost total want of ventilation, whereby the inmates frequently suffer partial suffocation."
The following account of what has been done in the way of ventilation, and that of the Inspector
General of Police, in this branch of the subject, will show how little justification there is for this sensational
statement, The Central Police Station is the most censured. Messrs. Read and Chapman report: "There
are
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are no gratings let into the walls to supply fresh air, where it is most needed, except in No. 5 cell." As a
matter of fact there are six cells in this station, all ventilated at ceilings, capable of accommodating
twenty-six prisoners, according to the London Lodging-house Act, and four of them have gratings at the
bottom of the wall for the admission of fresh air.
The cell No. 1 is 12 ft. by S ft. and 13 ft. high, and has a window opening aft, by 9 in. near the
ceiling, a zig-zag ventilation at the level of the floor with 10 in. by U in. outside grating, and an
extracting tube in the ceiling 6 in. in diameter, connecting with a central gas stove in the roof. This
pipe with current of one mile an hour would cause a complete change of air in the cell once in an hour,
independently of any air that might escape by the window or by another opening in the ceiling 14 in. in
diameter.
Cell No. 2 is 18 ft. by 6 ft. C in. and 13 ft. high, has a similar extracting tube and two 14 in.
openings in the ceiling, and four zig.zag ventilators, two at floor level and two at ceiling level.
Cell No. 3, the same size as No. 2, is used as a store, and is dependent for ventilation on the
extracting tube and openings in the ceiling.
Cell No. 4, 18 ft. by 10 ft., and 13 ft. high, has ceiling ventilation like Nos. 2 and 3, and two 9 in.
by C in. gratings at floor level in the wall, dividing it from the charge room.
Cell No. 5, 18 ft. by 14 ft., and 13 ft. high, has two tubes and four openings in the ceiling, and
four zig-zag ventilators like those already described, and additional 9 in, by 6 in. openings at floor and
ceiling level have recently been added.
Cell No. C is of the same size, and in all respects like No. 1, but it has just had two 9 in. x C in.
gratings let in at the floor level.
Each of these cells is thus provided with an extracting pipe, capable of changing the air of the
cell once for every mile per hour the current moves, and these pipes connect with a gas stove, entirely
dependent on them for its aupply of air, and capable, when the gas is burning, of changing the air in each
cell five or six times in an hour.
That these cells, filled as they generally are with drunken men and women, in many cases unable to
help themselves, and careless of what mess they may make, will be very offensive, is a necessary consequence
of their use as watch-house cells; but from the details given above it will be seen that they are provided
in all cases with outlets for foul air, and in every case, except that of No. 3 (which has never been used
for anypurpose but as a store), with numerous inlets for fresh air.
When this building was altered and partially rebuilt about two years ago the ventilation was
rendered more difficult by the stipulation of the Police that there should be no openings in the walls next
the street; 110 openings into the charge room, and none in the walls between the cells ; thus in all cases
confining the available position for openings to one side, and in some cases to the ceiling only.
The offensiveness of some of these cells, No. C for instance, is manifestly caused by overcrowding,
and this is clearly shown by comparing No. 6 with No. 1, with the sameprovision for ventilation, and of
the same size. No. 1, which is reserved for prisoners of a better class, and commonly occupied by only one
or two people, is always in a fairly pure state, whilst No. 6, into which are frequently crowded fifteen or
more women, many of them in a filthy state, is of necessity foul and less wholesome. I believe, however,
that it is beyond the power of the science of ventilation to purify the air defiled by such a mass of filth.
The gathering together, on an equal space in the open air, of the same number of equally dirty people would
be almost as offensive.
As a proof that the ventilation is more effective than either the Sewage Board or the Police seem
inclined to admit, I may mention that when the gas apparatus was fixed, the policeman in charge of the
Station acknowledged that the cement floors, which before had taken a whole day to dry after being
washed, then dried in from three to Thur hours ; if they now take, as is said, more than a day to dry, it
must be because the gas is not lighted, or because the floors are left too wet, not being properly mopped
off after washing.
Station, Pitt-street (No. 2), has six cells, capable of accommodating twenty prisoners, according to
the requirements of the London Lodging-houses Act. The provision for ventilation at this building is
such as the report describes, but is not so inefficient as is represented. No complaints of it have been
received or no doubt improvements could be effected.
Darhinghurat Station (No. 3) —Additions have been applied for but they were not represented as
of urgent necessity; the ventilation at present is the usual kind, and it has hitherto been considered
sufficient by the police, who alone could be cognizant of the requirements in that respect. If additional
ventilation be considered desirable no doubt it can be provided.
The persons in the cells, when visited by Dr. Dansey and Mr. Palmer, seem to have had more floor
space and SO per cent. more cubical spaceper man than the Board considers necessary.
Watch-house Cumberland-street (No. 4) —This building is admitted to be unsatisfactory, and in
an unsuitable position, the erection of private buildings around it having obstructed the ventilation and
added to the offensive odours inevitable in such it watch-house. I would suggest the erection of a new
police station nearer the water.
Water Police Station —This building is now being altered and enlarged, and the means taken to
improve the ventilation, will, 1 believe, be found sufficient.
"TIre absence of any system of classification of prisoners, except according to sex."
This has been dealt with by the Inspector General of Police, but I may say that there are in the
Central Police Station, in that at South Sydney, and at the Water Police Station, four or six cells each
these, I should suppose, would suffice for sllch classification as is practicable; but Superintendent Read
reports that "there is no systematic classification, simply because such classification is impracticable, and
is never attempted in any police station."
"The absence of suilable arrangements to provide for the necessities of prisoners, and to
secure any approach to decency and cleanliness."
This,1 presume, points to the absence of closets in the cells; the necessities referred to are provided for at present by night-tubs placed in the cells. These are no doubt offensive, but I do not think it
would be possible to construct closets inside the cells for use, by such a class of persons that would be
macli less so; if closets or portable conveniences were placed outside, other evils would be substituted.
At present I do not see that any other arrangenient would be better than that which now exists, attention
being given to removal of the tubs as often as necessary.
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(5.) "The absence of systematic attendance upon those suffering from prostration and debility
caused by drunkenness and other causes."
(0.) "The improper situation of some of the Watch-houses."
These are subjects which come properly under consideration of the Inspector General of Police.
It would no doubt be desirable to change the sites of some of the watch-houses, but I believe that any
other situations chosen for them would be with equal propriety characterized as improper. The present
sites are, I believe, in most cases very convenient, however unsightly the buildings themselves may be in
important thoroughfares.
The cement floors of the Central Police Station are referred to as it cause of offence. The Board
does not make any suggestion on the subject, but the Police reports ascribe the overcrowding partly to
the circumstance that the cement floors are long in drying, and suggest that wooden floors, caulked like a
ship's deck, be substituted. The time of drying it appears to me would be much shortened if in cleaning
the cells care were taken to mop up all superfluous water, and the gas jets were used for heating the
atmosphere. This question of flooring has many times been under my consideration ; and of all available
materials it seems to me that cement is the best for the watch-houses. Asphalte would be impervious to
moisture, but it would be slippery and dangerous, and from its dark colour there would be less assurance
that perfect cleanliness was obtained. The wood floors, suggested by Mr. Superintendent Read, I consider
would be more objectionable—the boards would be equally absorbent and would retain foul matters, and
any defect of the caulking would allow of the percolation of impurities to saturate the soil underneath.
Stone or brick are quite as absorbent as cement and would take longer to dry.
As to the improvements suggested by the Board"Ventilation of cells":—It would seem, from the phrasing of this paragraph, that the cells were
destitute of openin gs at the top and bottom, or means of increasing the ventilation, which is not the fact—
attempts have beenoand are still being made for ifs improvement.
"Lighting the cells ":—None of the cells are lighted inside, and the question of illuminating from
the outside is it matter for consideration of the police.
Classification of prisoners, andAttendance for prisoners are also matters for the police.
if it be decided to provide single cells, it will of course be necessary to erect new watch-houses,
and the question of sites will be for the consideration of the Government and Police Department.
I have, I believe, dealt with all the parts of the Board's report upon which I can offer an opinion;
there is vo doubt that improvements in the watch-houses are desirable, but I do not think the statements
of the Board have been borne out, or the language in which they are conveyed justified by the facts of
the case.
I have, &c.,
JAMES BARNET,
Col. Archt.

No. 3.
TEE PRINCIPAL IAcBER SECRETARI to TuE Pnnsinncr OP TEE SIDNEY SUBURBAN SEWAOE AND
HEALTH BoAltu;

Colonial Secretary's Office,
Sydney, 17 February, 1570.
SIR,

With reference to Mr. Barlee's letter of the 0th of January, transmitting the Seventh Progress
Report of the Sewage and Health Board, with the Progress Report of a Committee appointed to inquire
into the crowded state of dwellings and areas in the City of Sydney, I am directed by the Colonial
Secretary to transmit to you, for the perusal of the Board, two reports which have been obtained from the
Inspector General of Police and the Colonial Architect on the statements and comments contained in the
said Progress Reports with regard to the Sydney Watch-houses.
2. I am desired to request that the enclosures may be returned to me.
I have, &c.,
HENRY IJALLORAN.

No.4.
TEE SEcI1EnRY TO TEE SYDNEY SUBURBAN SEWAGE AND llznrn Bosun to THE Pnicirst UNDER
SEeRETABY.

Sir,

Sydney City and Suburban Sewage and Health Board,
(Office, Colonial Secretary's Department),
Sydney, 21 February, 1570.

I have the honor to state, for the information of the Honorable Colonial Secretary, that the
enclosed reports from the Inspector General of Police and Colonial Architect, sent to the Sewage and
Health Board for perusal on the 17th inst., were considered at a meeting of the Board held this day.
I am directed to state that the Board find nothiiw in the correspondence to induce thom to modify
their opinion of the disgraceful condition of the Sydney Vatch-liouses.
Their Report was based upon evidence given, after personal inspection, by lion. J. Smith
(Chairman), His Worship the MMnor, Alderman Chapman, and Drs. Read and Danscy, members of a
Committee appointed to inquire into the matter, whose competence to form a correct opinion no disinterested person will question.
The Board are glad to learn that several of their recommendations are being carrried out.
I have &c.,
CHAS. H. BARLBE,
Secretary.
No. 5.
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No.5.
MniVTE or THE CoLoNnL SE0EEnEY.
SoME days ago I wrote a memorandum on the subject of country gaol lock-ups, and requested the Inspector

General of Police or the Comptroller General of Prisons to inform me speedily of the expenditure that
would be required to enable the Government to make provision for such cases as Orange, Tarnworth,
Wentworth, and others of the kind (if there be any), in order that the Government may consider the
desirability of providing for them on the Additional Estimates.
The Sewage and Health Board in their Seventh Report on the Sydney Lock-ups, commented upon by
the Inspector General of Police and by the Colonial Architect, make it apparent that alterations and adthtions
should also be made to them. The Inspector General should give his attention to the matter as an urgent
one—JoaN B., 1/3/76.

Sydney: Thome itiebard,, Government PrinWr.—,1876.
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THE SYDNEY CITY AND SUBURBAN SEWAGE AND NEALTU BOARD.

EIGHTH PROGRESS REPORT.
To the Honorable the Colonial Secretary,—
Sin,
1. At an early stage of their inquiries the Sewage and Health Board had
their attention pointedly drawn to certain localities within the City of Sydney, and
in some of the Suburbs (more particularly in the neighbourhood of Surry Hills and
Shea's Creek) in consequence of their notorious unhealthiness, their high death rate,
the virulence which characterizes every form of epidemic disease which makes its
appearance within their limits, and their (in many cases) rapid and fatal termination.
The Board therefore appointed Sub-committees of their body—one with Mr. Bennett.
as Chairman—to examine and report as to the state of sewerage and drainage of
the watershed of Shea's Creek; and the other—with Dr. Alleyne as Chairman—to
inquire into the prevalence of scarlet fever. Both reports, with their attached
evidence, are transmitted herewith.
It is now a fact too well understood by all persons who have given any
consideration to sanitary questions to need much comment at our hands, that
defective ventilation, drainage, and sewerage, and a low condition of health, a predisposition to every form of epidemic disease, and a high death rate are all intimately
and closely associated as cause and effect, and follow one another in as inevitable
sequence as night follows day. As might have been anticipated therefore the
Reports of the two Committees to which reference has been made strongly confirm
and illustrate one another in this respect.
Mr. Bennett's report and the evidence taken before the Committee of which
lie was Chairman in reference to Shea's Creek, state—
That the whole of the subsoil of the low ground appears to be saturated
with the sewage, giving out the most offensive fumes."
Many of the houses have been constructed in what are now green fetid
pools, and complaints of illness and mortalityduring the hot weather
of last summer were general; no language can adequately describe the
foul and noisome filth of the drains in the immediate vicinity?'
That the total absence of all sanitary precautions here disclosed has made
its mark in the mortality table of the district is clearly shewn in the Registrar
General's returns, and that the extreme virulence which is so marked a feature in
the scarlatina and other epidemic cases is directly traceable to the same cause is
as clearly set forth in Dr. Alicyne's report.
Referring to the cases of scarlatina which had occurred in Mrs. Solomon's
family, when at the time of their first visit, in addition to the loss of two children
and the illness of a third whose death was hourly expected, there was also a servant
girl in the house ill with erysipelas, Dr. Alleyne's Committee found on inquiry that
very
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very offensive smells were continually arising from the drain in the yard, and they
state that it is scarcely possible to avoid coming to the conclusion that the house
was contaminated by foul air from that source. Their Report goes on to say—
"We subsequently visited a number of houses in Bourke-street and the
neighbouring streets, and inspected the open spaces adjoining them,
and found that the existing conditions were such as, in our opinion,
would cause such a disease as scarlet fever to be developed in its worst
and most fatal form—the damp ill constructed houses, the total neglect
of all provisions for ventilation or drainage; the state of Bennett's
paddock—which may be described as a swamp of putrid organic
matter, supplied by the houses adjacent to it,.—the filthy condition of
the so-called street to which Blanche Terrace faces, which is so
saturated with waste material of vrarious kinds from the residences in
its vicinity as to be converted into a bog, together with the accumulation of decomposing animal and vegetable substances, almost
everywhere around, are the efficient causes of the reported unwholesomeness of a locality which, under proper sanitary conditions, would
be undoubtedly one of the most healthy and delightful in the City."
8. It is not necessary to quote farther from the Reports, or to multiply
proofs that the most prompt and energetic steps should be taken by the Corporation
to introduce an efficient system of sewerage and drainagç in this and other districts
of the city. Some of these works can—we are informed—be immediately carried
on, and in such cases not a day should be lost in commencing them. In regard to
others it has been alleged that larger powers are required by the Corporation to
enable them to deal effectively with the existing evils, more especially to construct
sewers through private property and neighbouring Municipalities. If such be the
case we would most respectfully and earnestly urge upon the Government that no
time be lost in conferring such powers as may be required, and putting the
Corporation in a position to abate the frightful evils disclosed by the accompanying
Reports.
7. But as it is clear that the Corporation cannot be expected to provide houses
as well as sewers for the city, and as it is also pretty clear from Dr. Alleyne's Report
that the houses in which many of the poorer people are compelled to reside are
utterly unfit for human habitation, certainly unfit abodes for those suffering from
searlatina, erysipelas, or other forms of contagious disease, the Board would
strongly urge upon the Government the propriety of establishing a suitable hospital
for the reception of such cases in the neighbourhood of the city.
S. The Board are of opinion, and such is also the opinion of the medical gentlemen who have given evidence on the subject, which is also appended, that a building
constructed of weatherboards would answer every purpose, and would indeed be
more suitable than one of stone or brick.
B. 0. MORIARTY,
\ Tice Chairman
Board Boom,
Sydney, 81h February, 1876.
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REPORT
OP TILE

COMMITTEE APPOINTED BY THE SYDNEY CITY AND SUBURBAN
SEWAGE AND HEALTH BOARD,
on the 24th

i\Tovern

ber, 1875,

"To inquire into the prevalence of Scarlet Fever."

ADOPTED BY THE COMMIT'IEE, 25 JANUARY, lSeB.
To the Chairman of the Sydney City and Suburban Sewage and Health Board,—
Sn,
The Committee appointed, on the 24th November, 1875, "to investigate the special cases of
Scarlet Fever of a malignant type, which are reported to the Board to have taken place in the City and
Suburbs, and also any other cases which may come under their notice, and to report generally to the
Board as to the causcs which may have occasioned the prevalence of that disorder," have agreed to the
following Report:Our attention having been specially dirccted to the cases of scarlet fever which had occurred
in Mrs. Solomon's family, then residing in Bourke-street, we first paid a visit to their house, and found
that, in addition to the ioss of two children and the illness of a third, whose death was hourly expected,
there was also a servant girl in the house ill with erysipelas. Our report and recommendations on this
case are already before the Board. We had not at that time an opportunity of inspecting the premises,
but we have since ascertained from a person who was attending the children that very offensive smells
were continually arising from the drains in the yard, which were no doubt improperly trapped, and it is
scarcely possible to avoid coming to the conclusion that the house was contaminated with foul air from
that source. It must also be taken into account that this house is situated on the highest point and
at the extreme end of the sewerage system for this district, and is therefore exposed to the full influence
of the noxious gases which escape from it,
We subsequently visited a number of houses in Bourke-street and the neighbouring streets, and
inspected the open spaces adjoining them, and found that the existing conditions were such as in our
opinion would cause such a disease as scarlet fever to be developed in its worst and most fatal form—that
the damp, ill-constructed houses ; the total neglect of any provisions for ventilation or drainage; the state
of Benilett's Paddock—which may best be described as a swamp of putrid organic matter supplied by the
houses adjacent to it; the filthy condition of the so-called street to which Blanche Terrace faces, which is
so saturated with waste material of various kinds from the residences in its vicinity as to be converted into
a bog; together with the accumulation of decomposing animal and vegetable substances almost everywhere
around, are the efficient causes of the reported unwholesomeness of a locality which, under proper sanitary
conditions would be undoubtedly one of the most healthy and delightful in the city.
Guided by the returns furnished by the Registrar General we inspected houses in various parts
of the city in which scarlet fever had been the reported cause of death, and found in all of them to a greater or less extent the same defective arrangements for ventilation and drainage. In one tenement in
Lower George-street the only ingress for air and light was through the door leading into the dwelling and
a second door leadiiig to another portion of it, the said doors being only 5 feet high, and unusually
narrow; in the yard attached to this house there was a large accumulation of rubbish.
In another house immediately adjoining, the water-closet was in such bad order that the contents
of the closet were washed into a passage leading to one of the rooms of the house.
In the same neighbourhood there are two establishments foi' curing hides, which are kept as clean
as the nature of the work will admit of; but large volumes of foul water are being continually discharged
from them into the sewers.
G. In another house in the same locality containing three small rooms in which five persons live
the only means of access for air and light are the small door of entry to the dwelling, and a very small
window in the roof of one of the up-stair rooms.
7.
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7. In the yard of a house in Elizabeth-street, in which a child, previousiy to all appearance
healthy, died after a single day's illness from scarlet fever, there was found an open drain, which was
foul and stinking in the extreme. And on the premises of another house in the same street the same
conditions were present, the yard being badly paved and the drain without stench-trap. Here too
occurred a case of scarlet fever, which terminated fatally; the patient, a child four years of age, having
died after twenty-four hours illness.
S. The occupant of No. 123, Duke-street, who has recently lost a child three years old, after four
days' illness, from scarlet fever,—her husband having died about two months' before of a sickness said to
be English cholera—complained greatly of the stench from the seters; and at No. 5, Bourke-street, near
Cowper's wharf, where a case of scarlet fever ended fatally after a week's illness, we were informcd that
the smell from Woolloomooloo Bay was at times so horrible that the inmates were obliged to leave
the house and to go into the street to obtain fresh air."
Upon visiting a house in Hopewell-strect, Paddington, we ascertained that the family had just
left in consequence of the loss of all their children—three in number—after a week's illness from scarlet
fever, and that the same kind of sickness has been very prevalent in G-ipps-street, which is close by.
Some idea of the drainage in the neighbourhood may be gathered from the following facts :—At
the commencement of 0-lenmore Road, immediately in front of a butcher's shop, is a drain at all times
very offensive, which is without stench trap. This drain receives all the drainage from the houses up the
hill, extending nearly to the reservoir. There are also two butchers' shops higher up, the blood-and
refuse from which run into the same drain. At the corner of Campbell-street and Glenmore Road there
is a heap of rubbish consisting of dead fowls and other animals and of house and street refuse deposited
there with the sanction we presume of the Municipal Council.
We also learn from a medical practitioner in one of the suburbs, where one case of scarlet fever
occurred which terminated in convulsions five days after the appearance of the eruption—' The house is low
and slightly built, consisting of a grocery store, and one room about 14 x 12 x S ft., in which three children
and two adults slept; the boy lying along the north-west side, on a small sofa, be at one end and his
sister at the other." The houses in the locality where that case occurred have all surface drainage.
The returns from St. Leonards and the surrounding country during the scarlet fever epidemic
afford a striking contrast to the returns from Sydney during the same period. Scarlet fever has been
commonly met with in the town and district of St. Leonards during the last two years ; but in 1874 there
were only two cases of death from that disease reported from St. Leonards. In one of these cases, which
had not been seen by a medical man, the immediate cause of death is stated to have been dropsy, supposed
to have been the result of an attack of scarlet fever some time previously. During 1875, while scarlet
fever was a fertile source of mortality in the metropolis, the returns from St. Leonards shew only one death
from that cause. In comparing the vital statistics of St. Leonards with those of Sydney, it is to be
remarked that in St. Leonards, although there are many habitations by no means so good as could be desired,
and where there is no system of drainage, there are no large areas covered with closely-packed houses so
arranged as to defy the entrance of fresh air. There is no crowding together of large masses of people in
such a way that they pass the greater part of their time deprived of that without which there can be no
vigorous life—pure air.
Instances of cases of scarlet fever proving rapidly fatal in neighbourhoods having defective
sanitary arrangements could be greatly multiplied, but we think it will be sufficient for us to state that
notwithstanding the admitted fact that there have been rare cases of deaths from scarlet fever after a short
illness in dwellings and localities affording apparently the most favorable conditions for health; we have
during our inqith-y so generally found that where there were streets containing houses badly constructed,
ill-ventilated, and without proper drainage, there were the dwellings where there had been fatal cases of
scarlet fever, that we are forced to the conclusion that it is in such localities, among a population predisposed to disease and with depressed vital powers less able to resist its attacks, an epidemic finds its
ready victims,
1.3. We have to add, that it has been brought under our notice that parents are in the habit of
sending their children to school and to other public places, and that adults go to their ordinary avocations and
mix with the general public at that stage of their convalescence when desquamation is taking place, and
take their seats in public conveyances of all kinds in the same state of health. This tends greatly to
spread the infection of the disease, and if possible some means of checking the practice should be adopted.
Board Room,
Sydney, 27 January, 1876.

I have, &e,
H. G. ALLEYNE,
Chairman of Committee.
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MINUTES OF EVIDENCE
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THE SYDNEY CITY AND SUBURBAN SEWAGE AND
HEALTH BOARD.

AEOiVDAY, 20 DECEMBER, 1875,

3flrc%znt
HON.

J. B. WILSON,

F. BELL, ESQ.,

-

W. C. BENNETT, ESQ.,
E. 0. MORIARTY, EsQ.,
Dx. ALLEYNE,

M. B. PELL, ESQ., B.A.,

IN THE CHAnt.

H. N. MacLaurin, Esq., M.D., and B. D. Ward, Esq., Surgeon, MA., called in and examined:—
i. Chairman.] We have called a conference of medical men to advise the Board on a matter which will be H. N.
MacLin,
better explained by a letter, which the Secretary will now read. (Letter read as follows)
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Sydney, 24 November, 1875. 20 Dec., 1875.
S,r,
I am directed by the Colonial Seeret.ai'y to address you insyour po ition of Chairman of the Board, instructed to
advise, amongst other thin gs, as to the health of the city, and to invite your attention to the extraordinary deaths from scarlet
fever and the illness still prevailing at the honse of l\lrs. Solomon,, the widow of an auctioneer, in Bourke.street.
2. It may be, Mr. Robertson thinks, that the Board by conferring with Dr. Alleyne and Mr. Dansey, or other gentlemen of the medical profession, may be able to make some recommendation in this matter.
I have, &-e.,
Professor Poll, B.A.,
HENRY HALLORAN.
Chairman of the Sydney City and Suburban Sewage and Health Board.
We wish to obtain the advice of medical men as to what further steps—for we have already taken some
steps—should be taken to carry out the \vislles of the Government in this respect ;—ean you gve us any
advice Dr. MacLaurin; I address myself to you as you are sitting nearest me? I should like to know what
steps you have already taken.
We have found that there are several cases of infectious diseases in the city, and that these cases are
not admitted into the Infirmary at present ;—it seems to us very undesirable that persons suffering from
diseases of this character should be allowed to remain in private houses ;—w'hat course do you think should
be pursued P It is impossible that cases of this kind should be admitted into the Infirmary, because there
is no accommodation there for isolating them from the other patients. There would be a great risk of
infection to persons suffering from other diseases, and it would interfere with surgical operations. At the
same time some proper provision should be made for isolating such cases from the persons residing in the
houses where they exist. Some accommodation should be provided at a convenient distance from town, to
which patients could be removed at once.
Provided especially for that purpose? Especially for that purpose.
Wht would you call a convenient distance? Considering that persons suffering from the graver forms
of scarlet fever are extremely ill and from erysipelas also—though persons suffering from ervsipelas are, as
a rule, not quite so ill as those suffering from severe scarlet fever—I should say that the placo provided
should be as near town as possible—not more than half an hour's drive.
Do you think the removal of such cases to a considerable distance would involve much pain or danger
to the patients? No doubt of it; in the graver forms of scarlet fever the patients suffer great pain. The
most severe cases are not of longer average duration than from twenty-four to thirty-six or at the most
forty-eight hours, when death generally terminates their sufferings; I am speaking of the worst cases, and
it would be a serious drawback to the chance of recovery if they were subjected to a long transport from
one place to another.
0. Should you consider it a good arrangement to provide for such cases of infectious disease by erecting
tents to receive them F I think it would be a very good arrangement, except that there is a strong
prejudice in the public mind against the treatment of sick persons under canvas. The public know very
little about it, but they have an objection to this course. Although there are no doubt; many advantages
conueetod with the treatment of sick people in tents, still the administration of a camp of that sort for
sick people presents certain difficulLies. The principal objection is, however, that the public mind is
strongly set against it.
7. And that would interfere with the carrying out of such a plan P Yes.
S. You think it is of vital importance that these cases should be removed at once to some convenient
place? I think it is absolutely necessary, especially with respect to cases of scarlet fever and ervaipelos.
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Ø• With regard to a camp as a temporary hospital for cases of this kind. If there were a suitable house
attached to i t for the accommodation of the medical men and the nurses, would that remove the objection?
I am not thinking so much of the personal convenience of the medical men and the nurses as the
20 Dec., 1675. conveniences for treating the sick persons themselves. In stormy weather a tent is very unpleasant and
the rain often gets into it, which is a great drawback. And besides this, the nurses have to go to and
fro from tent to tent which they would at such timcs find disagreeable, and it is of great consequence to
make the duties of the nurses as little irksome as possible; otherwise the tendency would be to make them
neglect their work especially at night. It is very easy for a nurse to go from one ward to another inside
the Hospital, but not so easy to go from one tent to another, particularly in wet weather. It is not
therefore desirable to throw any obstacle in their way. Still there are many advantages in the treatment
of sick persons under canvas.
Do you think there would be any unnecessary suffering and danger to health in removing by road to
so great a distance as Parramatta, patients suffering from these infectious disorders? I think it would be
very undesirable. Even if wo take the milder of the two diseases —erysipelas—the patient suffers a great
deal of pain, especially if the disorder attacks one of his legs. If in addition to this he is subjected to a
great deal of jolting and jarring it wears him out and tends to exasperate the disease, and of course the
longer the jarring and jolting continues the greater the injury to the patient.
You disapprove then of removing patients to such distance? I think it is too far, provided a con.
venient place can be obtained at a less distance.
Can you give us any other advice towards carrying out the wishes of the Government in this matter,
beyond taking steps to isolate the patients ? I think it should also be provided that the clothes used by
these patients and the bed linen should be destroyed and the room in which the disease has occurred
should be thoroughly fumigated, and also that the drainage of the house which has been so infected should
be most carefully looked to in every case. But the first and most important point is to isolate the patient;
that is of more importance than all the others put together.
It does not require any great medical skill to treat these cases, does it—I mean that no particular
complications are involved? I should hardly like to say that, because 1 think that no disease requires more
atteution than scarlatina in a bad form.
I thought it was a disease so well known that there was no doubt about the mode of treatment?
Scarlatina in its bad form produces death in different ways; in fact it is a term which comprises very
different pathological states, and the treatment must accord with the particular kind of symptom which
occurs. Sometimes death proceeds from the severity of the fever; sometimes from affection of the brain.
Sometimes there is a tendency to dissolution of the blood, and sometimes death arises from special local
affections. All these have to be taken into consideration, and therefore I should not like to say that it is a
disease which does not require a great deal of skill in the management.
Mr. Moriarty.] Do you think a weatherboard house would be a good place as a temporary hospital?
Very good, I think.
A building of that sort would not cost much—it could be cheaply put up? Yes, it need not cost
much; though some weatherboard huts we had put up for us at the Infirmary cost us a great deal more
than we expected. They do not possess all the advantages of tents; but there would be no objection to
them on the part of the public.
Dr. Alleyne.] Don't you think it weatherboard building—a sort of pavilion—could be made quite as
comfortable as any house in the world; it could have large windows and be as perfectly ventilated as if it
were built of brick or stone? I quite agree with you and for many reasons it is better, because after
using it for a certain time you could burn it and get rid of the possibility of infectious diseases being
handed down to other persons.
It could also be washed out more effectually F Yes, it could be washed out with lime, and disinfected.
Hon. J. B. JVilsom] Considering the great heat of this climate during the summer months, when
scarlet fever has been so prevalent, would you be inclined to recommend that any patient of your own
should be removed to Parramatta under any circumstances? Certainly not; under no circumstances
would I recommend a patient of mine to be removed by road to Parramatta, suffering froms malignant
scarlet fever; in fact there could scarcely be any such case in which I should recommend it.
I suppose you are aware that the Government have given instructions that no patient suffering from
infectious diseases should be removed by public conveyance, either by land or by water, consequently
there are no other means of transporting them, except by road; and considering the distance you think
that would be very undesirable F Certainly with regard to bad cases; I should certainly never recommend
a patient of mine suffering from malignant scarlet fever to be taken there.
Supposing such patients were removed to a camp, isolated from other persons—don't you think it
would be desirable to select medical attendants for them, other than the ordinary practitioners of the
town? If practicable it would be better to have special medical men set apart to attend these people.
For instance, in the Children's Hospital in London it was determined to have special wards for scarlet
fever, measles, small-pox, and other infectious diseases. They thought it so necessary to isolate these
cases that they appointed a paid medical officer to take charge of these wards, and to have nothing to do
with the other wards. Also, in Queen Charlotte's Lying.in Hospital in London a similar arrangement
was made. When I was house surgeon there I was not allowed to attend any other hospital, lest I
should introduce infection.
Then supposing the Government were to determine, notwithstanding the advice you have given, to
send such patients to Parramatta, it would be injudicious to allow medical men attending the other establish.
ments to attend these patients? It would certainly be better to have special medical men if possible;
but if the medical men who attend other patients attend these also special precaution should be taken.
28. Dr. Ailcyne.] For instance, the medical men at Parramatta have to attend the Orphan Schools and
the Asylum ;—you think it would be injudicious for them to attend both establishments? Yes.
Chairman.] It appears that the people in Parramatta object to patients suffering from infectious
diseases being sent there—to such a populous district—and they object especially on account of the
medical men who attend the hospital in which these cases are treated also attending the Orphan Schools
and the Asylum for the Infirm and Destitute, besides having a large private practice ;—do you think the
people of Parramatta have good ground for their complaints? I think they have good grounds.
Especially as to medical men who have a large private practice attending these cases of infectious
disease? Yes, I think that medical men having to attend cases of confinement in their private practice,
who
MacLam
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who also attend the hospital, ought to be relieved from the risk of couveving infection to their patients,
H. N.
because there is no doubt I lint a man who is in the habit of attending numerous erysipelas patients may MacLaill;i
very possibly Convey it to his other patients.
26. Uharman to Dr. Ward] Do you concur genera]]y in what Dr. MaeLaurin has stated? I concur so B. D. Ward,
Esq., M.A.
entirely that it would almost ajl pear as if we had been I alking the niatter over together outside lie has
fully expressed my views. l'ei'ltaps 1. might have objected it little Illore strongly to the system of treating 20 Dec., 1876.
the sick in tents on account of the very great heat amongst other inconveniences. I know what it is to
be in a tent in hot weather, and unless the teat is very large with it double roof the temperature inside is
very lngh.
27. But you quite agree with Dr. Nactaum'iu in the danger of removing patients to so great a distance as
Parramnatta P Yes, I might go further and say it is positively cruel.
28, Have you any lurtlicy advice you eon give us P No, ]. think Dr. MaeLaurin has almost exhausted the
subject in answer to your questions. Perhaps I might not go so far as he has done with reference to the
medical muon at Parramatto. I think it would de pencl in a great measure on I lie ii umber of patients a
man has got. If itis only a question of four or five patients in the hospital, and almost every medical
man has as mum' as that, 1 think there would be very little danger. If the place were pretty well filled
and the atmosphere likely to be charged with the efiluvia of the disease it would be very dangerous, but
so long as there are only it few cases 1 do not c.xaetiv join with Dr. MaeLaiirin ii' thinking that any great
danger would arise.
29. Dr. Alleync.] What Dr. MacLaurin means is this:that there is undoubtedly a risk in a doctor going
from a patient suflering from erysipelas to a woman in child-birth P Yes, no doubt there is a risk, and 110
medical man ought to do it. i.t would of course be better if special medical muon could be provided,
properly trained and duly qualified still I do not think under present circumstances it is wrong for
medical men to attend the few cases which exist at present, and I think they might be allowed to use
their own judgment; in the matter.

TUESDAY 21 DECEMBER, 1875.
lION. J. B. WILSON,

p. :iwr4t, Es9.,
V. C. BENNETT, Esq.,

m

B. 0. MOA11TY, EsQ.,
F. if. GItUNDY, EsQ.,
11. G. ALLEYNE, Esq., KD.

M. B. YELL, EsQ., B.A., IN THE CHAIR.
Dim. A. Jrq ffltt, fl. Schuetib, W. horns, and I. U]. Inure called in and severally thcamined
80. Ultairman to Dr. .Zlfqfflt/.] We have asked you to attend this afternoon in order to obtain your advice
mm. Moflit.t.,
as to what

teps, in the opinion of the medical profession, it is desirable to recommend in order to carry Scliuettc,
out the wishes of time Government, contained in a letter which will now be read to you by the Secretary. Morris, and
(Let fri read; Dide p. '7.) 1 will ask you a few questions in order to elicit your opinion as to the course
Laurt.
to be pursued in consequence of the spread of infectious diseases in this city, especially with regard to
scarlet fever, which has appeared in a malignant form, and erysipelas. 'What steps, Dr. iVf0fhitt, would -omm 21 Dec., lSia.
recommend us to advise the Government to take P My opinion on the subject of scarlet fever and
erysipelas is, that a sick quarantine should be established wherever they exist. if should be indicated to
the public that wherever these infectious diseases exist a yellow flag should be hoisted.
31. Do you think that would be practicable among the poorer classes of immhabitanl:s, where a number of
persons, besides those who were sick, would be living in the same house ;—would it not be better to
remove the patients from such houses to some isolated place P If you had an hospital prepared for that
purpose of course that would be the best plan but if the patients are to be allowed to remain on the
premmises I think they should be pled under sick quarantine.
32, The main object in either case would be to isolate the patients P Yes.
38, And do you not think that the most convenient way or doing so would be to remove them to some
convenient place where they might be treated by themselves P Yes, of course.
What kind of place would you recommend for that purpose we did make a suggestion to the
Government that they should be put into it camp under canvas somewhere in the neighbourhood of
Sydney ;—do you think that would be a good plan P I don't think it would answer for cases of scarlet
fever, because in such cases a certain temperature must be kept up, which could not be done in a tent.,
and the consequence of a patient getting chilled might be very serious.
But you think the best plan would be to have a temporary hospital to which they could be removed at
once P Yes, decidedly, for all who would wish to go there, and those who would not should be placed in
sick yarantine, and it should be imperative that it yellow flag be heisted with 'scarlet fever " printed
upon it.
lIon. : B. Wilson.] You could not institute quarantine regulations of that sort without an Act of
Parliament, and that would entail considerable delay? It would be necessary to have a Bill for it.
Dr. Alleyne.] The present quarantine law makes provision for that, if the Government consider it
desirable to put it in force.
Chairman to Dr. Aileyne.] Have you the power to declam'e a certain house in quarantihie P The
Government have, and for that reason we wanted to have an hospital or place of reception to which, patients
suffering from infectious diseases of this character could be taken.
Chairman to Dr. JlfoJhtt..] What kind of arrangetnents do you think it would be desirable to make for
the accommodation of such patients P in case of a temporary hospital being prepared it would be necessary to have special cabs or carriages provided to remove them, as they have in London.
You think it would be desirable that they should be taken to some place in vehicles specially appointed
for the purpose? Yes, in properly appointed carriages they might be taken to any distance the carriages
would of course shut np.
Do you think that the distance would be no object? No, I mean for a mile or two.
You think they should be taken to some place not in a populated district P Yes,
*227_B
43.
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Drs. Moflitt, 43. Do you think that to remove such patients to a distance beyond a mile or two would be objectionable?
Schuette,
Morris,
and Yes, it would fatigue them too much.
41. You think that fatigue and danger to the patient would result from taking them to a greater distance?
j,aurè.
In cases of scarlet fever I certainly would not take them further; in erysipelas it would not matter so
21 Dec., 1875. much.
45. Would you object to have a patient of your own removed to such a distance as 14 or 15 miles from
Sydney? I certainly should.
40. You would object on account of the fatigue and danger to the health of the patient P Yes.
Are you aware that the Government have made arrangements to send persons suffering from infectious
diseases to an invalid asylum at Parramatta? I would not send any cases of scarlet fever there ; with
cases of erysipelas there would not be so much risk.
You think the distance is-too great? Yes, it is a great deal too far.
It appears that the inhabitants of Parramatta object to receive such patients, and they base their objection: first, on the ground that Parrainatta is it thickly populated place;—do you see any objection to it on
that ground P Yes, there is some force in that objection.
They make another objection That the Government Medical Officer, who would have the superintendence of this invalid asylum, also attends the Orphan Schools and the Asylum for the Infirm and Destitute,
besides having a large private practice ;—do you think that is also an objection P I think it isa very good
objection. I know that for my own part I always make it a practice to see all my private patients first and
the infectious cases afterwards.
Then you think there is validity in both objections? Yes, certainly.
And you think that some place nearer to the city would be more suitable? Yes, Victoria Barracks
would be a suitable place.
Do you think a weatherboard building put up as it temporary accommodation would answer? Yes,
you could make a weatherboard house very comfortable, especially at this time of the year.
In cases of erysipelas, although you do not appear to consider that the danger of removing the patients
to a considerable distance would be so great as in cases of scarlet fever, do you not think that a long
Journey would cause them unnecessary fatigue and pain? It certainly would; but I do not look upon
erysipolas as anything at all so dangerous as scarlet fever.
Do you think there would be positive danger to the life of the patients in some cases of scarlet fever
in removing them to such a distance as 14 or 15 miles from Sydney? I do; 1 think it would be too much
altogether; they would not bear the removal many of them.
50. Mr. Moriarty to Dr. .211q/Jitt.] Do you not think that the seeds of these diseases might remain in such
a building as the Victoria Barracks and render it dangerous for future occupation by troops, or for other
purposes? Yes, there is no doubt of it; they do hang about the walls for some time.
Would it not be better then to have some temporary hospital put up which might afterwards be pulled
down? It would be better,
Dr. Alleipie.] But the infectious properties which adhere to the walls might be removed by repeated
lime-washing and other modes of purification? No doubt of it, if done effectively.
But it would be desirable if possible to have a temporary place for the purpose which could be
cleaned away afterwards P Yes. There is no doubt this disease could be stamped out if energetic
measures were taken, if a sick quarantine were established wherever scarlet fever broke out, and the
inmates of the house were compelled to hoist a yeilow flag, and the police saw that it was not taken down
until a certificate was produced. Scarlet fever is spread in a great measure by means of these petty little
shops where butter and milk are sold; milk is about the readiest mode of conveying the disorder. I
remember some years ago a woman who used to supply milk to the neighbourhood. Her children bad
searlatina and the milk was kept in the very bedroom where they were, and wherever she supplied milk she
left the disease. I happened to have one of my patients attaeked with it in a very virulent form, who died
from scarlatina conveyed to the house by this milkwoman; so I think it requires energetic measures to
suppress it, and that we shall not succeed in doing so without adopting some such plan as 1. have suggested,
so as to keep the patients from mixing with other people. I have met persons in the streets suffering
from scarlet fever. If you happen to get into a bus you may have a person sitting next to you with the
disease on him. I have seen them even in the worst stages, even when the skin is peeling off them. If
you go into one of our scientific institutions, the School of Arts for instance, you may be sitting alongside of a person in the most dangerous stage of the fever. I had a patient, Mr. William B. Allen,
who caught it in a very violent form from sitting ncxt to a person in the School of Arts. I think a very
heavy penalty should be inflicted on any person suffering from scarlet fever appearing in any place of
public assemblage.
Hon. J. B. Wilson.] Are you aware that scarlet fever is very prevalent in some of the suburbs at the
present time? I am aware of it.
And that the water supply is very bad in some of those suburbs P Yes.
Would you attribute the presence of scarlet fever in those localities to the bad supply of water?
The bad supply of water lowers the system; it brings on a low state, and when a person gets the disease
he takes it in a more violent form.
Clzainnan.] That is from the bad quality of the water? Yes.
And deficiency in the supply of water would have the same effect? Yes; the system gets lowered,
the disorder assumes its worst character and becomes dangerous.
Hon.. J. B. Wilson.] With regard to vehicles for the removal of patients is there any particular kind
of carriage used in London for that purpose? They are painted a certain color.
Are they made in any particular way? No, I believe they are made in the ordinary way; they are
simply street conveyances appropriated for that purpose, and painted in a certain way to distinguish them
as conveyances for the sick.
Don't you think that the Government in providing these carriages should have them made in the most
convenient form possible for the patients? Yes, they should be comfortable, and made so that the patients
could recline in them.
Chairman to Dr. Schuette.] Do you concur generally, Dr. Schuette, in the opinions expressed by Dr.
Mo%tt? 1 do, most decidedly.
Have you any further advice to give, us on this subject? No, I think it is a very good plan—in fact
70.
it is time only plan—to have a temporary building of wood for the reception of these cases.
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Drs. MoffitU,
At a moderate distance from Sydney? Yes,
You would object to a long transport by road for the patients? Iucertaiueases it could not be done;
Morris, and
in the commencement of the disease it would not matter so much.
LaU.
Don't you think the removal of patients to such a distance from Sydney would deter persons from
availing themselves of the accommodation? Yes, of course they do not like to leave their homes for any 21 Dec., 1575.
great distance.
Chairman to Dr. .l7forrie.] Do you concur generally in what has been stated by Dr. Moffitt and Dr.
Schuette? Yes.
7. Chaii'man.] Have you any further advice to give its as to the steps we should recommend the Government to take? No, I think Dr. Moffitt's advice is very good—to get a portion of the Victoria Barracks
to be used as a temporary hospital.
75. You think it should be within a moderate distance of the city? Yes.
70. Don't you think there would be some objection to the Victoria Barracks to be used for such a purpose?
Well, if it is an old site of typhoid fever it would be an objection, and we must take- care what we are
doing.
77. Don't you think it would be better to have some temporary building which could be burnt down after
it was done with P Yes, it would be better.
78, Dr. &liuctte.] That is what we always do on the Continent. . A building especially built and set apart
for the purpose, to which all the poor people are sent for treatment, and it is burnt down afterwards.
7. Chirntan to Dr. Laurè.] Have you anything to add, Dr. :naure P Nothing beyond giving my
opinion that a temporary building, within a moderate distance of the city, would b the most suitable.
I think it would be better than the Barracks.
A temporary wooden building? Yes, one that could be destroyed afterwards.
Dr. Afley;w to Dr. Laurè.] What do you consider a moderate distance? From 4 to 6 miles.
You would not consider from 1.0 to 15 miles a moderate distance? No, it would be too far.
JThn. T. B. Wileon to Dr. Afoffitt.] You stated, I think, that the removal to any distance, of patients
in the early stages of the fever, would not be attended with so much danger, but 1 suppose these cases
are pretty well niarked before you are called in, especially among poor people? Yes.
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Shea's Creek,

BY TIlE C0MMrrTEE, 20 DECE3IBER, 1875.

The Chairman of the Sydney City and Suburban Sewage and ilcalth Board,—
SIR,

The Committee appointed to inquire into the state of Shea's Creek, and to investigate Mr.
(]rundy's proposal for mtercopting the sewage from Paddington and the Barracks, and conveying it into
the head of Shea's Creek, have to report; :1, That they have examined very carefi:il]y the whole length of Shea's-Creek, from Blanche Terrace,
Moore Park, to its junction with Cook's River, and also the heads of all its affluents round to Redfcrn,
and the various manufacturing establishments on its course.
Deecription of District.
The eastern head of Shea's Creek is the immediate recipient of the drainage from Moore Park,
and from a low-lying swampy neighbourhood between Moore Park and Bourke-street, now being rapidly
covered with houses. The drainage water stagnates in pools on private ground, as well as on the watertables and unformed portion of Blanche Terrace, Jamison and Arthur Streets, in front of many of the
dwellings.
The whole of the subsoil of the low ground appears to be saturated with the sewage, giving out
most offensive fumes. Mauy of the houses have been constructed in what ni-c now green, fetid pools, and
complaint.s of illness and mortality during the hot weather of last sunnncr were general. No language
can adequately describe the font and noisome filth of the drains in the immediate vicinity.
4 There is a total want of all sanitaryprecaution in the placing and construction of the small
houses, which are crowded together w-ithout order, with scarcely any back preinises,—the privies and other
offices quite close to the dwellings. These houses are chiefly owned by capitalists;• in very few instances
are they inhabited by tho owners.
fi. Attempts have been made to drain Arthur-street by cutting wide shallow drains, which, from
want of fall have only made matters worse as they serve simply as evaporating pans to give out stench.
C. This watercourse—the easthrn head of Shea's Creek—receives the drainage of the valley extending
west to (i-own-street and north to Albion-street, embracing an area of 53 acres of the city mostly covered
with houses, 31 acres of Redfern also pretty closely populated, together with 52 acres of Moore Park
unpopulated— a total of 169 acres.
7. The drainage from the houses east of Botany-street, li-outing Rn.udwicic and Park Roads, extending
fl-mn Albion-strect to the Barracks, is now being diverted by the Corporation through a pipe into the
Nanny-G-oat Swamp.
S. South of Arthur-street the drainage passes on the surface through low land, on which are
being constructed some very large houses froilting Boiirke-street- The water is dammed back on this land
by a pipe put in by a Mr. Jones to carry the drainage, 'fins pipe is at much too high a level and of
inadequate section, and the proprietor should be obligcd to lower it and give it a proper fall. From Mr.
Jones's pipe .drain the stream crosses Thurlow-]ane and then through Wimbledon Park, and by a
21-inch pipe drain now being laid through a garden, also the property of Mr. Jones, to the culvert under
Cle\-eland-street, at the city boundary. This pipe drain is also of inadequate section and at too high a
level.
9. From Cleveland-street culvert, the section of which is ample, to Messrs. Alderson's tannery,
the wat:or tlo\vs over a fiat surfitce watercourse nearly on a level with the low-lying land westwards to
Bourhe_st:rcet. It is here, though very bad, by no means so offlinsive as at,,Tanisoii or Artliar streets.
At Chelsea-street the water-surihee is nearly on a level with the stone gattering of street.
10.

501)
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Passing through Messrs. Alderson's promises in a well defined channel (at one time covred over)
the stream is joined by the refuse water from the tannery, consisting of tan and lime liquor. This
establishment is complained of in it letter to the Sewage Board, referred to the Committee for report.
The complaints are chiefly from the persons living near the stream below the tannery, on the following
grounds;1st. The contamination of air by the bad smells from the fresh hides and the pits, and the
offensive fumes from the furnace, in which is consumed the waste animal matter.
2nd. The fouling of the water by the intermittent flow of matter from the pits.
3rd. The vibration of the engines.
It was stated to as that the tan and lime liquors neutralize each other, and do not snake the stream
very much worse than when it enters the premises, but we were informed, and)save it in evidence, that
whenever the pits containing the pewer or "bait," as it is called, are emptied, the stench is overpowering
for some hours at it time ; that the fresh hides are also very offensive, as well as the smoke from the
chimney, more particularly when the offal of the establishment is being consumed. The complaints as to
vibration of engine we consider frivolous.
Down stream from Alderson's tannery is Nagill's Nursery, the owner of which complains most
of the nuisance from the tannery. lIe has also complained of damming back of the water by it culvert in
l3ourk-street, built by the Redfern Municipality at too high a level and of insufficient capacity. We
tlunk the culvert is at too high a level and too small, but that the injury from flooding to Mr. Magill is
chiefly caused by the encroachments of it sand hill on the stream, which, in dry weather, it completely
blocks up. This will be obviated by the means proposed for drainage.
West of this culvert the stream passes along the south boundary of Mr. Baptist's garden, whore
it unites with another stream coming from the Strawberry Hills, draining the basin south of Devonshirestreet, between Crown-street and Goodlet's pottery. On this Mr. Baptist has a small water-wheel working
a pump to raise water for irrigation. This stream, within the memory of every member of the Committee,
has been sullied very much by the sewage from the new buildings which are chiefly drained on the
surface. One range of houses in Bourke-street has it most offensive water-table in front, the stream
crossing under the road being also sewage.
The united streams, after a course of a quarter of a mile through cultivated gardens, with
bamboos and thick vegetation growing along the margin, are dammed at Mr. Alderson's wool-washing
establishment, where there is a fall of 10 feet. The water in this dam is comparatively pure, though a
very offensive stream joins just above the dam, draining the Albert Ground and the intervening flat, up to
Pitt-street, Redfern, including the houses recently built on the sand-hills north and south of the Albert
Ground.
The next dam descending the creek is at Johnson's wool-washing. Hero the creek is joined
by a small affluent from the eastward, rising near Forsyth's rope-walk. Below the junction the creek
expands, and passing through some low-lying ground, the original creek is dammed back by the old
Waterloo mill dam, and diverted in a race parallel to the Botany Road to the dam of Mr. Hiuehcliffe's wool.
washing establishment, where it meets and unites with the waters coming from the Waterloo swamp. This
dam is continupus and over 20 feet high. That portion near Mr. Hincheliffe's is not very secure, and is it
standing menace to the country below, which is fast filling up with houses.
The mill here was short of water in 1871, when the surface in dam was 24 feet below the weir.
Above this point, on the subsidiary stream rnuning from the vicinity of the water supply, are Mr. York's
wool-washing works. The water from the swamps being as yet uncontaminated, nsight, if the Shea's Creek
upper waters were conveyed in a sewer, be economized and used for manufacturing purposes as at present;
but the leases having almdst expired, in all probability this portion of the eatchment will ore long also be
built over.
At Hincheliffb's dam is a decided evidence of the purifying power of sun, air, and motion
on water. The sullied water is run off in a shoot parallel to the dam for a distance of some chains,
and then allowed to flow into the end of the reservoir remote from the factory, to which it returns
to be used again, being purified by aeration and precipitation. A much larger qnantity of work is done
at this establishment, where the water is used over and over again, than at the Waterloo mill, where it is
only once used. The water from the main bye-wash of these dams flows under the Botany Road through it
20-ft. bridge, with stone abutments and concrete invert. From this point downwards there is much less
fall in the creek. After passing through some gardens of rich black alluvial soil, the creek reaches York
and Walsh's tannery. They we very little water.
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Below the tannery is a considerable extent of land used as market gardens, with the occupiers
and owners of which no doubt arrangements could be made for the disposal of sewage, when the advantages
to be derived from its use had been clearly demonstrated.
Below these gardens is Mr. Lupton's tannery, which does not use much water. Down stream
is a wide expanse of 60 or 70 acres, on cast side of creek, very suitable for an irrigation ground to
nf.ilize sewage. It has just sufilcient undulating inclination to be easily adjusted to the fall required for
such purpose, is well above the levels of the outfails of creeks, so that it can be drained as deeply as may
be desired, and is of a light sandy soil of considerable depth. This ground is quite unoccupied; it belongs
to the Cooper Estate, and though not as remote from Sydney as might be desired for a sewage farm, yet if
no more suitable site can be found on less valuable land, with proper management this might be used
for some years for the purpose, to be ultimately abandoned when the further extension of the City would
require it and justify the expense of extending the sewage conduit, Even should the sewage be
at once conveyed beyond this point, for many years to come, the most profitable use to which this ground
could be turned would be market gardening, for which purpose thcre will doubtless be it great demand for
sewage irrigation arise.
Opposite this ground, on the right bank of crock, is Mr. Bell's Bone-crushing Establishment,
also held under lease. They complained here of the scarcity of water in 1871, and stated that it got very offensive in summer from pollution by various'industries up stream,
Lower down is Mr. Robertson's 'Woolwashing establishment. The dam is in excellent order, the
tail race not very much above tide at low water, and at about the same or slightly lower level of head
is Mr. Haifls' Woolwashing and sorting establishment.
Those dams partially submerge it considerable extent of swamp. From this point the creek is
subject to tidal influence; the banks alluvial 3 or 4 feet over high water, with mangrove swamps near
juncton.
&2nrnary of eanetnq evils.

The chief evils complained of in this watershed are therefore
1st. The risk of injury to the water in the Bore from the drainage of the new houses at corner of
Park and ltandwick Roads.
2nd. The want of drainage at Arthur and Jamieson Streets, and generally in that locality, an
immediate remedy for which is most desirable.
3rd. The alleged offence from Alderson's Tannery.
21. In consequence of the difficulty of dealing with the first two items, apart from the general
sewage question, we have until now refrained from making any recommendation pending the further
consideration of the entire subject by the general Board.
Immediate remedies.

With respect to immediate relief we do not see how anything can be done in the present state
of the law, which has hitherto prevented the Corporation taking action. If allowed, much benefit would
result from taking up the pipes laid down by Mr. Jones, and deepening the drains across his paddock, to
lower the water in the Arthur-street channels, and sinking these channels in the centre, to reduce the surface
exposed. Thus a fall of 3 feet could be gained, and the outfhll up to Jamison-street be deepened to that
extent. We do not recommend any more expensive temporary measure, as anything done here would
inevitably cause a considerable increase in the nuisance below the work, and perhaps lead to litigation; but
we are of opinion that the further operations recommended for the more permanent relief of the district
should be commenced without delay.
With respect to the tannery much immediate relief may be given by general care, use of carbolic
acid with the fresh hides, and if found possible, as suggested by Mr. Watt, also in the pits; the offensive
fumes from the furnace may be decreased by increasing the supply of air, and by more gradual feeding
with the refuse other than the animal matter, none of which should be burned. Arrangements might be
made by Messrs. Alderson with the Corporation for using the animal matter as a manure on the western
slope of Moore Park, which adjoins the tannery.
We are of opinion that Messrs. Alderson should be restrained from discharging the very offensive
matter into the stream; a simple settling tank and wire-gauze strainer would render the effluent water
quite as good as it is on entering the tannery. With reference to the general question of the removal of
this and other tanneries, we can only quote the Report of the Rivers Pollution Commissioners on the
subject, which is equally applicable in this case, though the number of eniployés is not so great—
Outside the tanning community itself, from whom we have no right to ask an unfitvourable
verdict, there is but one opinion, which is, that the refuse matters from a tanyard are disgusting in a high
degree, and should on no aedount be allowed to pass into the river.
"In
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In Leeds and other similar towns the disposal of' the refuse of tau)'ards will naturally be into the
sewers, and so on to land ; and whenthis cannot be accomplished, arrangemehts must be made for its
direct application after sufficient dilution. Mr. Nichols has stated that if the tanners of Leeds were
deprived of an outlet for the refuse waters it would shut up the entire trade, and throw perhaps 20,000
people out of bread. Such a contingency we cannot of course contemplate for an instant, but we believe
that the pollution of the river, ,whioh is undoubtedly very considerable, from tannery refuse, may be
prevented without inpiI'y to this very iinportantinthistry."
Pernianent improrcnwn /.

23. For that portion east of the Fandwicl Road we consider that the temporary measures adopted 1'y
t e Corporation should suffice until the general scheme of sewage is determined on, when some iiaineiliateh
works to harmonize with it can be carried out, The sewage can be conveyed into Shea's Creek without
ditiicull;r ; but it is questionable whether more than that of the block east of the Barracks 'should be so
dealt with, as it is possible such drainage might be taken direct into the suggested sewer to :llondi, should
that proposal be adopted.
The general main drain of the district, at bead of Shea's Creek, should not we consider follow
the present watercourse, which interferes so much with private property, and is, to a certain extent, at
one side of the area to be drained. A sewer at a sufficiently low level in Eourke-street—would be central
to the house property—would be nearly straight--would intercept the greater and most offensive portion of
the drainage now gravitating to the natural watercourse, and would allow of ample fitli for lateral pipes
to drain such watercourse, and, being' to some extent away from the pollut:ed soil, would not gn'e rise to
the offensive exhalations when being built, which a sewer in situ would (10, and would require no legislation
to enable it to be carried out at once it would also be in more solid ground.
The surface waters from Moore Park would therefore for some time low as at present through
the creek from Cleveland-street downwards, and would ultimately be carried in the western water-table of
Bowling-street. The clearing out of the sandy channel below Magill's, and lowering of eulvei't in l3onrkestreet, would remove all cause of complaint on that score, and the water being delivered nearly pure to
Messrs. Alderson should not be sullied by their operations on pain of restraining them from using the creek
as an outfall at all.
The sewer in Jourke-street might commence at Jamison-place, and following Bourke-street to
Thurlow Terrace could receive the drainage from all the lateral streets in pipes. At Thurlow Terrace the
sewer might either continue along Bourke-street (passing under the culvert through which Shea's Creek
now crosses that street) and nuder the sand rise at bend, to a suitable position for diversion to site of
proposed filter; or, if the streets which must ultimately be made through Baptist's Gardens were determined
on and opened, the sewer might follow their line most likely near the site of the present watercourse,
receiving on route the drainage from the Strawberry Hills, The approximate cost of the sewer in Bourkcstreet, with pipe drains in the side streets and exclusive of gully-shafts or ventilating Mrangelncnts, and
not including filtering beds or purchase of Mr. Aldersoit's i.itcrest in the woolwashing establishment,
would be £15,000, calenlated at prices given by Mr. Bell to save time.
'Whatever permanent and general scheme for the drainage of the city may be determined on,
this sewer will be required, if only for the storm and surface waters, and should it. be resolved to convey
the sewage to Botany it will harmonize thoronghly with that proposal.
The most difficult point is the disposal of the outfall sewage at end near Baptist's, iitil the
general scheme is adopted to convey it to Botany or the sea.
U. It is a general opinion that precipitation and filtratien should be tried in this climate. In none
of the eases dealt with 'by the Board has there been sufficient fall to admit of such trial, but in this
instance, by having the outfall sewer below Messrs. Alderson's dam, an ample fail can be had, by either
obtaining Mesrs. Aides-non's interest by treaty or Act of Parliament, and doing away with this woolwashing, or by keeping the sewage separate from the water from Moore Park (which could be carried over
it), and the western or storm waters, and discharging the sewage at one side of and below the dam.
35. In view, however, of the immediate necessity for the drainage of 'the Strawberry hills and the
]1edfern basin, we are of opinion that the whole site of this establishment should be obtained for a term
of years, and trial works be constructed to purify the sewage sufficiently to allow of its being discharged
into the dams below.
30. As a filtering and partial precipitating and deodorizing material, we are of opinion the refuse
shale from the Kerosene 'Works would be likely to furnish a cheap and tolerably effective medium, and
should be tried, in the first instance, in as cheap a way as possible consistent with a trial of sufficient
magnitude, to thoroughly test the action of this material, which is now being tried in England.
37,
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87. The filtration should be, in the first instance, through a wire-gauze strainer, then through sand
for the silt and smaller impurities, and finally through one or two beds of the kerosene refuse, which is to
be had in large quantities at not more than a mile from where required. The refuse from the strainers
and filters could be all removed to the adjoining gardens as manure by the carts returning from delivering
the shale.
We wish it to be clearly understood that we only make this recommendation on account of the
pressing nature of the case. Some flthiq must be done for the relief of the vicinity ; drainage alone will
suffice. We are not prepared to recommend the immediate construction of a conduit to the sea for this
district only ; so the alternative is to purify the sewage as far as possible, and turn it into Shea's
Creek. We are not prepared to state the cost of the proposed ifitering arrangement, for which detailed
drawings would be required. We recommend the refuse shale as a filtering medium because it is to be
had so near, in any quantity, and at a nominal cost.
Should this not succeed, the ordinary sewage might be temporarily conveyed by an earthenware
pipe (available for ether uses afterwards) into one of the low-lying basins to the left of the road, and there
be used for sewage irrigation, the land being acquired pro fern, by legislation. The entire discharge
to be turned into the creek in flood time, as the sewage would then be so diluted as not to be more offensive than it is at present.
This would afford an opportunity of cheaply determining how far the sewage could be utilized
with advantage on the sandy soil in this warm climate; to what extent such utilization would purify the
effluent water; and whether it would prove offensive or not to the inhabitants of the adjacent districts.
Pending the drainage of this district we think the construction of water-closets should be
discouraged as much as possible, and that a temporary provision for the abolition of cesspits and the introduction of a modification of the pail system in use in Melbourne, might be introduced with advantage.
As the City is rapidly extending in this direction, we are of opinion that a regular system of
detail drainage should be devised and the persons building be made to conform to it; the sewage works
could then be carried out from time to time as the buildings extend.
48. The separate municipal jurisdictions have hitherto prevented the adoption of any comprehensive
sanitary works on this southern slope; so fettered was the Corporation here, that the City Engineer
contemplated draining this locality by a tunnel into the already overburthened harbour.
The general interests of these localities being identical with those of the City, we think the
time arrived when the Municipalities, say of Paddington, Redfern, Waterloo, and Alexandria, at least,
should merge in the City. Separate accounts might be kept of the expenditure for local or general purposes, so that while having the power given by union, the rating would be in proportion to the expenditure.
That portion of the City laws relating to tanneries and similar industries might be modified for
the annexed area in order to avoid the hardship of compelling the removal of such valuable industries as
Mr. Aiderson's, which gives employment to 700 persons of both sexes, and is conducted in a very
creditable manner.
I have, &c.,
W. C. BENNETT,
Board Boom,
Chairman of Committee.
Sydney, 20 December, 1875.
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MINUTES OF EVIDENCE
TAKEN BEFORE

THE SYDNEY CITY AND SUBURBAN SEWAGE AND
HEALTH BOARD.

THURSDAY, 30 DECEMBER, 1875

Jtcgznt:—
F. H. GRUNDY, Esq.,
F. BELL, Esq,
it CHAPMAN, Esq.,

W. C. BENNEn, Esq.,
E. 0, MORIARTY, Esq,
Iios J. B. WILSON,
Dii. ALL]IYNE

M. B. PETAL, ESQ., B.A., IN THE Ojurn.
The Report of No. 6 Committee appointed to inquire into the condition of Shea's Creek having been read,
Messrs. Bennett, Chapman, and Grundy, were extunined in their places.
W.C.Bcnnctt, 1. Chairman to jJfr. Bennett.] In clause 4 of your report, you state that "These houses are chiefly owned
Esq.,
by capitalists in very few instances are they inhabited by the owners" 1 Yes.
1\I. C1rnmrnn, 2. How (lid you ascertain that to be the case By making inquiries on the ground.
Mr. Grundy.] I believe we thoroughly sifted the question and proved it. I was not satisfied about it
F.H. Grundy,
Esq.
myself and I raised the question.
___A__
Afi•. Bennett.] When I use the term capitalists, I mean to say that they are not freehold properties
30 Dec., 1875. occupied by the owners.
Chairman to Mr. Bennett.] In clause 15 you state that the clam near Mr. Hincheliffe's, which is over
20 ft. high, is not very secure, and is a standing menace to the country below, which is fast filling up with
houses—do you think there is much danger I Not very much.
You do not think that any serious consequences would result if that dam were to give way? No, I don't
think the consequences would be very serious, but I wish to note the fact in order that it may reniain on
record that the property is not very valuable.
Now I come to the really important question which I wish to put to you Supposing this sewer were
constructed in Bourke-street to take the sewage into Shea's Creek; and supposing it were finally determined
to adopt the plan of constructing a tunnel to carry it to the ocean, which I fancy would follow something
like the line of the Old South Head Road, how would that harmonize with your scheme I Not well, but I
have stated in paragraph 32 that "Whatever permanent and general scheme for the drainage of the city may
be determined on, this sewer will he required, if only for the storm and surface waters."
Then supposing this sewer were made which you propose as a temporary measure, and it were finally
determined to carry the sewage to some place on the coast, separate works would be necessary to convey this
sewage to the tunnel? Yes, the upper part above Tamieson-street might be available, but you would require
another sewer to take the sewage into the main tunnel.
Supposing it were finally determined to carry the sewage to the sea, and supposing the tunnel to follow
the old line of the South Head Road? Well I have so made up my mind that that plan will never be carried
out, that I have never directed my attention to that view of the question in this instance.
Supposing such a tunnel were determined on, would not the slope of your tunnel have to be reversed I
Yes, the sewage would have to be conducted to the main tunnel by supplementary conduits.
Supposing it were finally determined to carry the sewage in some way generally by the line of Shea's
Creek to Botany, would the sewer you propose harmonize with that scheme? Yes, perfectly.
There would be no difficulty at all about it? None whatever. And you think that nothing could be done which would have any effect in relieving this district from
the abominable evils from which it is suffering, except the construction of thip sewer in Bourke-street? No,
I have given the subject careful consideration, and have conferred with my colleagues about it, and we are
entirely agreed that that is, the best thing to he done.
You can think of nothing else to be done beyond what you have pointed out in clause 251 No.
You say in paragraph 41 that, pending the drainage of this district, you would recommend a temporary
provision for the abolition of cesspits I Yes.
Chairman to Mr. (1-randy.] Do you concur with Mr. Bennett in what he has stated? Mr. Bennett has
8) completely expressed my opinions that I'have really nothing to add.
The really important questions are, first, whether there is anything that can be done temporarily,
short of making the sewer, to relieve the district? I do not think o.
And secondly: how far this scheme would harmonize with the proposed scheme to take the sewage to
the ocean? I quite agree with Mr. Bennett. I had a strong feeling that Shea's Creek should take a large
portion of the sewage of the city.
Chairman to Mr. Chapman.] Do you concur in what has been stated by Mr. Bennett? Yes. I may
mention that I was speaking to Mr. Alderson the other day, and he told me that he was making preparations
to erect precipitation pits to purify the waste water from his place, so that it will not be so offensive going
18.
through M'Gill's garden.
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He is taking steps to abate the nuisance? Yes, he is very anxious to do whatever the Board recommends. W.C.flonnott,
lIon. J. B. lVilson to Aft. Bennett.] You state in paragraph 19, "Downstream is a wide expanse of
Esq,
60 or 70 acres on east side of creek, very suitable for an irrigation ground to utilise sewage." Do
these GO or 70 acres comprise the whole of the ground in the neighbourhood suitable for the purpose? F.H. Gruinly,
All the most suitable ground.
Esq.
But I do not 5UO5C you would expect the Government to erect sewage works on that site? This report r—"--only deals with Shea's Creek directly, and I believe 60 or 70 acres would be ampie for utilising th e 30 Dec., 1875.
sewage there. I should prefer the land across Cook's River for a sewage farm.
Are these 60 or 70 acres all the land avai]able? There is more, I think, but that is the unoccupied
land between the hills and the creek.
Don't you think the lower part of Shea's Creek must always be utilised as a sewer? No, I don't think
that follows. If the sewage were conveyed to Botany it would not go into Shea's Creek at all.
Supposing it were taken to Bondi, would you not be obliged to use Shea's Creek as an outlet? Yes, if
the city extended in that direction, unless you pumped it into the Bondi tunnel.
Chairman.] A certain poition of the northern slope, if the sewage were taken to Bondi, could, I suppose,
be diverted into this tunnel? Yes.
Hon J. 13. IVilson..] If the lower part of Shea's Creek must be utilised, the sewer you propose in
Bourke-street would be a necessary work under any circumstances? It would be a useful work under any
circumstances.
Consequently there would be no imprudence in recommending to the Government that such a work
should be commenced at once, considering the exigencies of the case? I should have no hesitation in recoinmending it, because I am certain the other scheme will not be adopted.
Chairman.] Supposing, for the sake of argument, it were detenuined now to make this tunnel to Bondi
generally along the line of the Old South Head Road, would you recommend tlrt this sewer in Bourkc-sfreet
should be inclined the opposite way to what you propose in order to convey the sewage into the tunnel? I
should recommend that the sewage of Botuke-strect be brought into the tunnel to as low a level as possible,
and in order to do so it might be desirable to divert the storm waters, and you might carry the sewage to the
level of the tunnel into this sewer also ; so that I am decidedly of opinion that this sewer would be a useful
work under any circumstances.
25. You plopose to make a sewer in BouFke-street, inclining to the south, and discharging into Shea's
Creek? Yes.
Now r want to know whether, supposing a tunnel were constructed generally along the line of the Old.
South H..ad Road—a capacious tunnel to carry the sewage to the ocean—you would be inclined to recommend
that the sewer in Bourko-strcet, or in that neighbourhood, should incline the other way, that is towards the
tunnel? I should convey as much of the sewage into the tunnel as its level would admit of, decidedly.
Aft. Moriarty.] I would like to ask you whether, seeing that the scheme of general drainage is innnature, it would not be better to postpone this part of the question altogether for the present? Perhaps so,
if the large scheme is to be carried out at once, which is not likely.
Would not the whole system of sewerage have to be recast if this sewer were reversed and brought
into the tunnel at Bondi? The system would have to be reconsidered with a view to an economical arrangement, but if this sewer is made I think the additional cost Will be more than compensated by the
improvement in the health of the distnct.
Chairman.] Then your final, recommendation, after hearing what Mr. Moriarty has said, is, that this
work be carried out at once? Yes, but I do not wish to make myself directly responsible for the success of the
filtering apparatus at the mouth of the sewer; that, I wish it to be understood, is an experiment. There
are two experuients which I have suggested should be tried—the one is filtering, the other irrigation.
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3ftrcøtnt
F. H. GRUNDY, Esq.,

W. C. BENNETT,

I

M. CHAPMAN, E5Q.

ESQ., IN THE CHAIR.

W. M. Alderson, Esq., called in and examined:Chairman.] I believe you are the proprietor of a tannery in Bourke-stroet, Mr. Alderson? Yes.
And also of a wool-washing establishment lower down the stream? Yes.
how long have they been established there? Somewhere about twentv.five or thirty years.
Esq.
You are aware, I presume, of the object of this inquiry ;—the Board is appointed to recommend
measures to promote the public health, and to consider the question of sewerage? Yes; I suppose this 301u1y, 1876.
inquiry refers to Surry Hills in particular.
Yes, to examine into the condition of Shea's Creek ;—do you find that the buildings on the watershed above have injured the creek, and the water passing through your tannery? Yes; when we first went
there we used to drink the creek water, but when they began building above us that became impossible.
Would you object to a sewer being constructed there to pass through your place? That would
depend upon how it was constructed.
Do you think the construction of a sewer there would be likely to injure the water in your dam,
lower down, for the purposes you require it? I am afraid it would ; but then I suppose if the sewer were
constructed, the water that flows over the land would still go down the sewer as usual. You must understand that there was always a stream of water going down the creek.
The sewer would, of course, contain the water, both flood and sewage? Then I don't know that it
would injure me. There is one thing I would like to mention: if a sewer were constructed, I think it
ought to have a flat bottom.
That would be a question for the Engineer to consider? I allude to it because it would help to
purify the stream that goes through there.
Are you ever short of water at your wool-washing establishment P Sometimes in dry weather.
have you ever had occasion to complain of the character of the water? Sometimes Nye have in dry
weather.
How long has the lease of that place to run—the wool-washing establishment? I can hardly tell
you from recollcctiou ; the last lease was for ten years, and I think two or three years have run out of it;
it belongs to Sir Daniel Cooper.
And the tannery is freehold? Yes.
You are aware, I suppose, that complaints have been made of injury to the water, and of offensive
smells arising from your tannery? From none but my neighbour Magill.
The offensive efiluvium is said to be greater on some days than on others, and occasional rushes of very
offensive water are complained of; how do you account for this annoyance being intermittent—being
greater at one time than another? I suppose we are like other householders or manufacturers; w:ien
we throw our dirty water away it must smell more at one time than another.
There is no offensive process employed in your manufacture at one time more than at others? No,
there is notlung disagreeable, though it may be disagreeable to some.
Will you be good enough to explain, Mr. Aiderson, the circumstances under which you removed
your establishment out there? We removed our premises out there because there was a law passed to
compel us to go out, and giving us ten years notice. I think that was passed in 1851 ; that was the only
compensation we received. And the reason I went there was on account of the stream of water running
down Shea's Creek; it was for the sake of the water which we used for some years and for the sake of the
let off. Then, in the course of years, the water failed to a certain extent. We had some very dry seasons
one after another, and I was the first to get the Corporation to lay down pipes to the end of Bourke-street,
by guaranteeing them so much a year certain, so as to got fresh water there. The reason I got the water
laid on was because the water in the creek was not fit for the men to use on account of the buildings put
up above us and the sewage that was coming down the stream.
When did you got the water laid on? The City water was laid on to the tannery at the end of
1862.
10. Will you proceed with your statement? When we got the City water laid on we still had to use
this stream as it sewer, the same as the people up above us did that was merely to let the flood-water run
off in its natural course, and anything we had to throw away, such as lime-water ; we threw away a great
deal of lime-water, but we never throw any tan-liquor away, because we use that over and over again; all
we threw away was from the waste.
Do you use in your manufacture any material likely to cause an offensive smell other than the hides
tl,emselves—I do not call the tan offensive? We use lime, and you must understand that in it tannery
there are it large quantity of hides and skins brought in in the same condition as they are brought to the
auctions at the Circular Quay, and they have a very offensive smell in the summer time.
Then, except the hides, the bark and the lime, you have no offensive material employed? There is
what is called the "pewer," which is used merely to kill the lime in the hide.
Do you use any large quantity of that? No, very little. I must tell you that when we tan kangaroo skins, of which we tan thousands every year, and they are put into soak they stink more than any
other skins we have—the blood that comes out of them.
23.
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W. M. 23. Are the hides very offensive when they come in first? No, not if we can avoid it; sometimes they
Alderson, are in spite of us.
Esq.
24. How long do they remain on the premises before they are operated upon 9 No time at all. They
are at once put into water to soak and are cleansed and then into lime which takes all the smell away,
30 July, i&io. Then we get a great many fresh hides from the butchers as well.
What becomes of the refuse? The gardeners and the glue boilers come every day and take it
away. There is a glue boiler who takes the cuttings from the heads and fleshings, and the gardeners take
the rest away for manure.
1 suppose you use a large quantity of water? Avery large quantity.
How is it supplied 2 Partially by the Corporation and partially by a tube 'veIl, which we have sunk.
We pump the water into iron tanks, and the water is laid on all over the yard froin them.
1)o you use the water from the creek at all in the tannery? Oh no, we could not do that, on
account of the refuse which comes down the creek from above us.
Have you ever tried to adopt any precautions to prevent these offensive smells? There never is
any smell we take all the precautions we can to keep the place clean for our own benefit.
Have you taken any steps toprevent the pollution of the water, or to decrease it, as it is to your
own interest to do so on account of your woolwashing establishment? No, we try to avoid it as much as
possible; we throw as little away as we can.
I presume that if you were called upon by the Government to adopt any precaution which would
involve a reasonable expense The the purification of your tan-pits you would not object? Well, if the
Government would show us how it is to be done we should be very glad. We are very particular now,
and we are doing nothing to annoy our neighbours. If our neighbours were only as particular as we are
to keep the creek clean there would be no complaints. There is nothing about our place which is any
nuisance at all.
How many men do you generally employ? Between 300 and 400; my wages list comes to about
£700 every week.
Is there much illness among your men P No, very little. We have been rather astonished lately
because we have had three deaths, and that has not happeucd for years. We generally make a boast of
the health we enjoy there.
Do you think, from your long experience, that persons employed in tanning establishments live the
average length of time? I think they live over it. When Iwcnt to London the last time I met a number
of old people who baa been employed all their lives in the tanning business, and they all seemed as jolly as
could be,
Mr. Grundy.] You have told us that at a certain time your men left off drinking the water in the
creek? Yes.
30. But you did not tell us that they bad been drinking it before. I suppose up to that time it was the
water they drank habitually 9 Yes; they made their tea with it; in fact, I must tell you it was their complaints about the water that caused me to think about getting water from the city.
It was gradually getting worse? Yes, on account of one building after another going up above us.
Then you chose that particular place because the water was so pure? We did not care about its
being so perfectly pure ; we went there for the sake of the water for our business.
And you think a great proportion of the population came there because of your going out? Yes,
and they cannot get houses there now suitable for them.
We have been told that what you call pewer" is poultry dung to a great extent? I said it was
pigeon's dung—fowls dung will do we buy it in fact. As regards the pewers in our business, it is a
question which has been before the tanning fraternity in Eoglaad and all over the world for a long time.
They have tried to find some substitute ihr it, but they have never been able to do so. When I was last
in England I made inquiries wherever I went, nnd they all said they could find nothing else. You must
understand that lime and tan.liquor are great enemies—very great enemies—chemically speaking; so that
we wash as much lime out of the hide as we can get Thr sole leather, but with the hides that are as
into upper leather we have to kill the limo as much as possible, which is done by a sort of semi-decomposition, and the only chance of doing that is with these pewers; and then you must understand there is
nothing but the smell, for it is so impregnated with ]itne that it cannot be injurious to health.
Mr. Chapman.] Would you have any objection to have the surface.water and sewage intercepted
and t;aken into a sewer across your premises, provided you were allowed a get-away through it for your
refuse from the tannery. If we intercepted the sewage we should also have to intercept the surface-water.
Would you object to that? I should object to it until I understood thoroughly what was going to be
done, because we could not do without a let-off.
We should provide that in any case. Do you know the culvert in Bourke-street, beyond your
premises? Yes.
Is it sufficiently large to take away the turface water and sewage that comes into your premises? I
think it is sufficiently large to take away all the surface water or the sewage either, but it is not deep
enough. When that culvert was built the bottom, which was constructed of flat stones, was made too
high, and it keeps the water and sewage above standing in a stngnant state to some extent below a certain
level ; it does not scour the bottom of the creek.
Mr. Grundy.] When I took some levels there once, I found there would be ample fall beyond your
fence to permit of that culvert being 8 feet lower. Would that abate the nuisance of which you have just
spoken ? Yes, it would be the means of scouring the creek. Some years ago, before that culvert was
made the only occasions when that water was dammed back upon us was in dry weather when the
wind'would blow the sand into this gutter, as I may call it, and shut it up until a heavy rain caine and
washed the sand away; and then the stream would run for months after that.
chairman.] Is there anything else you would like to add for the information of the Board? No; I
don't know of anything else. I know we have done all we can to prevent any unpleasantness; we are
continually cleaning the place out on our own ground. I have been in a good many places in England,
and I think ours is a pattern to them.

Mr.
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Mr. John Baptist called in and examined:Mr.
you ever find the water from Shea's Creek-from the eastern branch, which goes
J. Baptist.
under Bourke-street-offensive P There are two waters which go under Bourke-street.
I mean the water which goes to the south of your place? Yes, frequently, very offensive.
30 .Tuiy laTh
Is it more offensive at some times than at others? On particular days-yes.
For only an hour or two P Yes, about that time, but occasionally longer.
And to what do you attribute that? I believe, speaking for myself, that it must proceed from the
emptying of some pits from some factory higher up. The water appears to be used for certain purposes
and allowed to accumulate and kept there until it becomes offensive, and only ruu off when a fresh supply
becomes necessary.
Has this offensive character of the water increased very much of late years P I think I may safely
say that it has; there is more water and it seems to get worse.
To what do you attribute the increased offensiveness of the water? It must be to those operations
which are carried on higher up becoming more extensive and more varied.
Do you think it is in any measure attributable to the greater quantity of sewage coming down the
creek-from the increase of the pollution above? There is no doubt that the water at all times is dirtier
in color and more offensive than it used to be. I attribute that to the sewage coming from the town, and
to the emptying of these pits of which I was speakin g on occasional days, where the water' has been
stored for some purpose, and allowed to run off at intervals. For instance, to-day at 1 o'clock the water
appeared to be completely impregnated with tan.
Tan is not offensive, is it? Well, I don't consider that water very offensive, but it is not
pleasant. And then, at other times, when we find the water most offensive, it seems to be impregnated
with lime anti animal matter-small pieces travelling through the water ; they seem at least to be pieces of
animal matter, but I have not watched the water particularly as I should have done if I had had a week's
notice.
Does the effluviuin from the water damage you in any way in your professional operations? We
do not use this water at all.
It does not damage the planl:s? I think not. It would not do of course to use that water for
watering the plants, and I may inform you that we used to do so.
Has it injured the health of your family. Is there a greater mortality in the district than there
was formerly P I would not like to say that; but there are many complaints about it, and I know the
doctors say that it ought to be stopped; our own medical attendant says so; and I learn from one of my
gardener's that his doctor told him he wondered that any one living near the place could be healthy at all.
The second stream joins this below you, does it not? Yes, at the south-west extremity of my
grounds.
50. Has it become offensive of late years? Yes.
How long has it been so? I should say that we have noticed it to be offensive for about 8 years
altogether; that is when it commenced to be offensive.
To what do you attribute that P I attribute it to more sewage coming from the city, and from the
high ground above us, which has been built upon lately.
Do you consider that stream dangerous to health also? I do.
If either of these streams were eonverted into a sewer would you he disposed to utilize the sewage for
manure for irrigating your laud? I think it would be useless for any of my present purposes ; my
business is changing altogether from vegetables to trees.
Do you use any of the refuse from Mr. Alderson's tannery as manure, or did you ever use it? No,
with the exception of an occasional load of bark, which I presume has been used for tanning purposes.
Do you buy large quantities of manure? Not now.
Did you find any great difficulty in getting it when you did require it? At times; but my experience in that line is not great, as I do not require much manure for my present operations.
Do you know whether much manure was used on your ground when it was a vegetable garden P
Yes, but not in its raw state.
How was it obtained, and at what price? Well the only night-soil used I have heard my father
say he used to buy of a man who had a contract to keep the cesspits clean ; it had been mixed with street
copings.
Do you know what he paid for it? I believe about 2s. Gd. a load, and he carted it; he commenced
at Gd. ; the seller watched the effects on the garden and raised the price. In speaking of night-soil
I ala alluding to say twenty years ago ; recently we only used stable and cow manure for vegetables
which we bought in Sydney at 2s. a load.
Mr. Grundy.] The occasional worse 4ys of which you complain so very much, when the offensive
sinoll lasts for an hour or so, are they worse than they used to be? Yes, far worse.
To what do you attribute that? To the operatioos above being carried on in a more extensive and
varied manner. The worst smell is from the water which seems to be impregnated with time, and these
small pieces of animal matter travelling down with the stream. What makes me think-for I have never
examined them-that they are animal matter is, that we continue to see the rats picking them up and
runuing away to the sides of the creek with them ; they seem to delight in that stream.
O/iairmax.] Is there anything further you would like to add P There is another matter which I
mentioned yesterday. The smoke from Mr. Alderson's chimney is decidedly offensive, more particularly
when Nye want to enjoy the north-east breeze ; then we get a nice taste of it ; and at other times when
we get a southerly freshener we get this effiuviurn from the drain on the other side.
It has been stated that that culvert which crosses Bourke-strcet is not at a sufficiently low level
what is your opinion? My opinion is that if the watercourse above is left as it is, the culvert is large
enough. I have never seen it run full yet ; the fact is the water cannot get quickly enough down to the
culvert because of the obstructions above.
Do you think it is at; a sullieieutly low level? I think it is at the present time.
There is a considerable fall from the mouth of the culvert down towards your fence, is there not?
Yes ; the culvert extends to my fence, and there appears a good fall inside the fence.
AIr. Grundy.l Do you think that-there being sufficient fall below-if that culvert were lowered
3 feet it would take the water more rapidly from Magill's, Alderson's, and the other places. You say it is
sufficient
Chairman.] Do
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sufficient for the water at present, but it would get away more rapidly, and not be so likely to back
J. Baptist. up if it were 3 feet lower; the very fact of making the culvert lower would tend to scour the creek and
C\
take away the water which has a tendency to accumulate P If the culvert is lowered 3 feet and kept at
30 July,1875 its present dimensions, I think the result will be the reverse of beneficial, as it will probably get choked
with sand and water during a sudden downfall of rain.
- 77. Would you object to the whole of the storm and sewage water being carried in a sewer through
your land P I am not prepared to give you a definite reply, further than that I most decidedly object to
the creek being as at present, very much contaminated with sewage, and made the medium for carrying
away dirty and stinking water from the factory before alluded to.

Mr. Michael Magill called in and examined:78.
Chairman.]
You
have
had
a garden in the vicinity of Bourke-street for a number of years, have you
Mr.
M. Mogul. not? Yes, for thirty-seven years.
r-'--m 79. I believe you complain of the stench and offensive matter from Mr. Alderson's factory? I do.
30 July, 1875. 80. How long have you experienced this offensiveness? Ever since he came there.
How long is that? I think it was in 1848; there was a person of the name of Wiess washing wool
there, and there was a man named Hall there before him.
Has this offensiveness increased lately? Yes; I cannot get a man to work for me near the creek,
not if I gave him £1 a day.
Do you attribute the increased offensiveness to the increase in Mr. Alderson's operations? I do.
May not some of it be attributed to the sewage which comes from the additional number of houses
up the stream? There were none when I went there; I went there on purpose for that water.
But that would necessarily make the water more offensive? Well, it must all come from Mr.
Alderson's.
But it is not all due to Mr. Alderson? Oh yes it is.
There were no houses there before? I have felt it worse since Mr. Alderson has been there than
at any other time. There must be drainage from those houses, but there is so much sand that before the
water gets to Alderson's it is mostly purified. There is a large lagoon of water on the city side which is
becoming as bad as Blackwattle Swamp.
Have you lately been in Arthur-street? I have come by it.
80. Did you experience any offensive smell? Yes, on this side; it is in the city a good way.
Is the stench constant or intermittent? It is constant; we are never a moment without it; we
cannot open a door without feeling it, but it has been kept down more since our letter was sent in.
Does this offensive smell, or bad water, interfere with your business? Yes, so far that I cannot get
any men to work for me, and I cannot work myself either.
02. You object also that it deteriorates the value of the ground for building upon? Certainly, no one
will come to live there.
How long is it since the land became very valuable there? I have seen it as dear before Mr. Alder.
son came there; I have known it fetch £5 a foot in 1839, and that was long before he came there.
You also complain of your land being flooded? Yes, all through the culvert that is there.
You attribute that to the culvert? Yes, I have seen it flooded before, but then it would go away
without injuring anything.
How often, and to what depth, has your land been flooded? It was flooded last February two
years, 2 feet over the whole of it; I lost £500 by it.
07. For what lengt.h of time does the flood remain on the land? Three or four months.
Was it ever flooded before the culvert was built? Yes; but then it would injure no one because it
went away, but now there is a 3 ft. 6 in. dam or culvert to prevent it.
Has the sand above the culvert obstructed the water more of late than it used to do P Yes it has
because, when the watercourse was open, the sand used to be carried away by the floods that came down.
What is the nature of the damage done by the flood-does it kill all the plants? It kills all the
plants.
Do you use much manure in your operations? Not so much as I used to do since the culvert was
there. I have used three loads a day for twenty.flveyears.
Would you be disposed to utilize the sewage by irrigating your garden with it, if a sewer were
made there? No, I would not go to the expense of it. I have tried that; I tried night-soil before.
Did you find night-soil good manure? No, very bad manure; the rankest weeds grow after it, and
I took a great deal of trouble with it.
Then you would prefer not to use the sewage? I would. It might be useful in some eases. It
might do for herbaeeous plants, but it does not answer for vegetables, or for fruit trees.
•Do you ever use any of the refuse from the tannery for manure? Never.
ioe. Mr. Grandy.] Your plants are of a very fine nature, are they not? Yes.
Such as would be much more easily injured by a strong manure than grass crops? Yes.
Then this sewage might be useful for a lower sort of vegetation? It might.
Chairman.] Does the smoke from Mr. Alderson's chimney injure you at all? Well, I would forgive
that but for the stench, and then there is the shaking.
What does that proceed from? From the vibration of the engines; it shook one of my walls down.
Would you object to the whole of the storm and sewage water being carried in a sewer through your
land? Certainly I would. I have reason to remember this creek, because I lost one of my boys through
it, and Dr. Bellamy, who attended him, said that it would bring a cholera, and Dr. Macfarlane said the
same thing, and said it arose from the gases which came out of the pipes leading from Alderson's tannery
into the creek.
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B. A. M'Pherson, Esq., called in and examined:E. A.
M'Phenon,
the other side of it—the western side.
Esq.
How long have you had that property? I think since 1856—about that time; it belonged to my
father before—it was purchased in 1841.
How long has this tannery been complained of? I recollect complaints about it for many years; 2 Aug., 1875.
I could not fix any particular time. I think that since Mr. Alderson came there it has been extended,
the operations have been greater, and no doubt the nuisance has become greater than it used to be.
115: What do you chiefly complain of? The stench is very bad, arising, I believe, from the pits and
drains.
116. Have you had any reason to complain of the smoke or of contaminated water from the tannery?
The water is very much contaminated that comes from the tannery.
11.7. have you had reason to complain of it yourself? I have felt the nuisance from the stench, but the
water does not reach me; it passes along towards the south.
Is the stench constant or intermittent? At times it is rather subdued, and at other times it is quite
the other way.
You do not characterize the smell of the tan as a stench? There is the smell of the tan, and there
is another kind of stench which is intolerable.
Do you attribute this smell entirely to the tannery ? I think so—yes.
Your chief objection is that the value of the land for building purposes is deteriorated? Yes,
especially that in the immediate vicinity.
It is only lately the ground has become valuable for building? Since the Park has been established
it has become valuable, and it will become still more valuable as soon as Dowling.street is opened.
Have you had any reason to complain of the inefficiency of the culvert in Bourke-street? When
I was living in Wimbledon Hall, in Bourke-street, Surry TI. ills, I have seen the water in the drain
which runs from Arthur-street backed up in flood time 4 and 5 feet above the ordinary level and unable to
get away on account of the small outlet at Baptist's.
Do you know whether the Redfern Municipality have taken any action in the matter at all? I
have not heard whether they have or not.
Has the Inspector of Nuisances ever interfered in the matter P Not that I am aware of.
Did you ever bring the subject un8.er his notice, as be is the proper officer to look alter it? Not
with reference to the tannery.
Mr. Grundy.] Will you be good enough to tell us whether this backing up of the water in flood
time on the Wimbledon grounds was since the construction of that culvert in Bourke-street, or did it
occur before the culvert was there P Well I can only speak of that for about three years or three years
and a halfi I have noticed the flooding for that time, and I can attribute it to no other cause than the
small outlet down by Baptist's.
Then you think it did not occur before the culvert was there? No. I think it must be the culvert
that stops the water, because I have seen it in flood time 4 or 5 feet above the ordinary level of the
drain ; so that there must be some obstruction further down.
Then you do not know the property sufficiently to be able to say whether it was flooded before the
culvert was there;—you do not live there now? I have lived in Bourke-street since I was a boy ; but
about four years ago I went to live further down, at Wimbledon Hall. From the inspection I had of the
place it was evident to me that the culvert was far too small. Now, the culvert in Cleveland-street is
ample for all purposes, but the one at Baptist's is far too small; and 1 believe if it were larger it would
allow all the flood water to go down.
You think if it were lower and wider there would be no backing up P I think not. As for the
drain, the matter that runs from the tannery is really very bad; and anyone who goes to Magill's on
business, as I have done, must perceive it at once; there is a kind of scum on the water which, if it were
analyzed, I believe would be found to contain inyriads of insects and much other objectionable matter.
Mr. Ohapmam] Mr. Alderson employs a large number of workmen, does he not? Yes.
I suppose the majority of them live round about the place? I dare say a number of them do; but
a great number of them live further on towards Sydney, for I see a great many persons passing by in that
direction. There is another thing, time shaking caused by the engine, which is like an earthquake; but I
don't know whether that can be called a nuisance or not.
133, Before Mr. Alderson enlarged his operations there, Mr. Macpherson, did you notice that a great
number of the houses there were without tenants,—there are a great many houses there, and as you have
lived in Bourke-street since you were a boy you must remember them—Mr. Head's property for instance,
and all about there P I do not know. I think they used to let pretty well ; but there were very often
complaints. Thurlow Terrace is inhabited more by tradesmen now; middle-class people used to live
there.
Then you don't think that Mr. Alderson's coming there has improved the locality at all? I hardly
think that would deteriorate its value.
But has it not improved it rather than injured it? It might have improved it so far that a number
of small houses have sprung up there; but I don't think the tannery has been the means of increasing
the value of the land. I think that is rather due to the extension of the city in that direction, and the fact
that a large park has been opened, which will be, in fact is now, one of our largest recreation grounds.

Chairman.] You have property in the vicinity of Bourke-street, I believe, Mr. MTherson? Yes, just on
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William Teece, Esq., M.LA., called in and examined
W. Toece, 130. Ohairman.] You have had considerable experience in the management of tanneries, have you not,
Esq., M.L.A. Mr. Tecee? Yes.
'
137. Are they generally complained of as offensive and injurious to health? I think not.
2 Aug., iSlo,
.
.
.
.
What is the most offensive part of their operations—the really oflensive partd if there is anything
offensive at all I think the offence consists in the bad smell from the hides when they first enter the yard,
and I may state that this offence is to be found about the Circular Quay every week, if' it is to be considered an offence.
And do you think that evil can be mitigated? I think not.
Are not the scrapings and parings taken from the inside of the hides very offimsive? Well, they
may be offensive, but they consist chiefly of fhtty substance, which in tanneries is usually burnt in the
furnaces as fuel.
Does it not give off an offensive odour? I have never known it to be offensive.
Do you know whether tanneries at home are allowed to exist in the centres of population—in
cities? Yes, they are.
W here ? In the centre of London, for instance.
Are they complained of there, or do they use any greater precantious in the tanneries at home to
avoid this offence? That I cannot say, but I know they do exist in the centre of London and in the
largest cities in the world.
Is this particularly offensive process which has been referred to—this use of pigeon's dung—indispensable. Has it ever been tried to substitute anything for it ? Yes, in many tanneries they substitute
bran for it, but Nye find that bran is still more offensive than the fowl or pigeon manure.
Are tanners generally a long-lived and healthy class of men P Yes.
Their occupation is not considered injurious to health P No, rather the reverse, according to
Shakespeare. I believe statistics will show that tanners live the longest lives.
Are you aware that the reason assigned why tanning is offensive here is that, while in London the
hides are fresh when they are taken to the tanneries, here they are brought down from the country salted
and in all offensive state? That is not the case; there are more salted hides than fresh received at the
tanneries in London. They get salted hides from these Colonies, America, and other places in large
numbers. The salt preserves the hides, and when you get a fresh hide you get the ony thing that can be
considered a nuisance. For instance, we use bran, fowl manure, or pigeon manure ; but there is another
thing we can substitute for these substances, and that is the blood from the hide.
Mr. Waft.] You use both the manure and the blood, do you not? Yes, Nye make the bait with
both of them. The lime is used for taking the hair off the hide. There may be a lot of hides which are
light and not suitable for sole leather, and it becomes necessary to reduce these hides, which is done by
baiting them, and then we put them into bran mixed with warm water, which reduces the substance of the
hide.
Do you consider this bait a nuisance? I do not.
Has it an offensive smell? I admit that it has at, first, but with the use of plenty of fresh water the
offensive smell is removed, and the bait becomes a valuable ulanure. For instance, in our tannery, in
Goulburn, the bait which is left is used on the land as manure the people come and cart it away, as also
the hair and the refuse lime.
Is this bait in constant use in tanning, or is it only occasionally used ? It is only used in tanneries
where they dress goods. I could point out plenty of tanneries where this bait is never used at all,—where
they dress nothing but sole leather, and do not require it to reduce the hides.
Mr. chapman.] Does not this bait cause a softness in the leather? Yes, and it reduces it.
Don't you think that if this refuse bait were allowed to remain on the premises it would smell very
badly? Undoubtedly, it would.
For instance, if you were living, next to a tannery, and this stuff were allowed to go through your
garden through an open sewer or waterway, would it not cause a nuisance? Well, that could be obviated
by the use of lime and water. I remember one case at Goulburn, the only case in which our tannery was
offensive at all. The creek was not running, and we were forced to let the lime water run off with the
refuse bait.
1513. But if there were tufts of grass and shrubs growing on the sides of the watercourse, and some of
this stuff caught in them, would not that be a nuisance? Not more so than could be foifnd in any fowlhouse near a person's residence.
Have you been over Mr. Alderson's premises? Yes, on several occasions—three or four.
Do you think it is a cleanly, well-conducted establishment? I think it is a pattern of cleanliness.
I have only been there three or four times.
And you think any tannery may be prevented from becoming a nuisance if proper precautions are
adopted? Yes, I don't see why we should be the exception. There are tanneries carried on in all large
cities in Europe and in America.
100. And you think any nuisances arising from their operations may be prevented by the infliction of a
heavy fine? Yes. I have never heard any complaints on that score.
161. Is fellmongering a portion of the tanning business P It is not. It is carried on in connection with
the tanning in some establishments but it is not a portion of the tanning business—it is a separate and
distinct business. I would like to mentionas 1 understand that the result of this Commission will probably be the passing of some Act of Parliament—that we have at prescit an Act of Parliament which was
passed into law on the 12th October, 1849, entitled 'The Slaughtering Act," and I took the trouble to
copy out a clause of that Act, which I will read :-" CIa use 7. And be it enacted that the business of a
soap-boiler tallow-melter tripe-boiler tanner or currier shall not be now established or carried on in any
building or place within the said limits of the said City after the passing of this Act and that from and
after the first day of Jauuary in the year of our Lord one thousand eight hundred and sixty the business
of a soap-boiler tallow-melter tripe-boiler tanner or eurrier which has been already established shall not be
continued or carried on in any building or place within the said limits of the said city and whosoever
offends against this enactment shall be liable to forfeit and pay on conviction for every such offence before
any two or more Justices of the Peace in a summary way any sum not exceeding fifty pounds and a further
penalty of forty shillings for each day during which the offence is continued." On account of this Act a
tannery
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tannery in Gouthurn was removed and the proprietor ruined, because it was within the precincts of a W. Teece,
municipality. Why, I have never heard of a tannery that was out of a municipality. The fitet is, if you Esq., M.L.A.
look into the question, that the tanneries are the chief means of producing municipalities. Yet you see 2 Aug., 18715.
by the clause I have read that since this Act of Parliament was pissed any tannery within a municipality
can be removed without any nuisance being proved at all. I took legal advice on this subject. I went to
the late.Mr. Charles Hamilton Walsh, and he said there was no redress whatever—a tannery could be
removed at once. Any tanner may be brought up under this Act and lie has no alternative—he must remove.
And a subsequent Act has applied this to the Towns Police Act. There is the village of St. Mary's, which
is solely dependent upon tanneries, and any person can bring a charge against a tanner there and compel
him to remove the very establishment which has created the village, and that is the position of every
tanner in the Colony. I may mention another thing: In our own case Ave proposed to build brick sheds,
which became necessary, because Nye were increasing our business; but as this is the law, and we might
be fbrced to remove, we put up slab sheds, covered with bark, instead.
I thought actions in such cases could only be taken by civic bodies? They can be brought by private
individuals. This Act has no reference to Corporations, and you have no occasion to prove the tannery to
be a nuisance.
It also includes soap-boilers and candle-makers? Yes.

Charles Watt, Esq., Government Analyst, examined in his place:I have.
105. Did you notice the character of the continual drainage into the stream P When I was there there 2 Aug., 1876.
was very little fluid running into the stream; but, as far as 1 could make out, the fluids from the
tannery would be sent out spiwinodically, at particular times; there would he no continual flow.
Did you notice anything particularly offensive in the smell there? Yes there are two fluids—one
the lime water steep, in which the hides areplaccd, and the other a solution of what I was told was
pigeon's dung and fowl's dung. The latter is ihr more disagreeable than the former; in fact the odour is
disgusting, especially when the hides are taken out and the fluid is moved about.
Did you see both these fluids unite in the stream P No, they were not running away then.
108. Do you think the lime water would tend to deodorise the other at all P 1 don't think it would much.
189. Do you think the tan—the solution of bark- —tends to decrease the danger of these substances P I do
not, because only the smallest possible quantity of tan is allowed to escape; in fact they hardly let any tan
escape.
Nothing but the refuse bark? That does not go into the creek; they have been in the habit sometimes of letting this spent liquor away when they have not had room to store it, but they generally store it
to make a fresh steeping; so that practically by-and-bye they will have no spent liquor go away.
Can you suggest any moans of mitigating the nuisance which you saw or thought was likely to arise?
I am inclined to think that with reference to the lime water a little crnde carbolic avid might possibly be
used in the vats or tanks for that part of the operation, which would destroy the offensive odour ; but I
am not quite sure whether it would in any way affect the character of the leather. Mr. Alderson expressed
his willingness to make some experiments on a small scale, and if these experiments should succeed to try
them on a larger scale. That is in reference to the lime water tanks.
With reference to the other and more offensive solution P I don't think anything could be added to
that offensive solution without probably injuring the action which it has upon the hides, and I think that
efforts should be made to find some other substance capable of producing the same action, and not having
the same highly offensive smell which these substances have. And I think that will be possible.
Of course it would be possible to de-odorise the refuse from these two substances--from the "pewer,"
as they call it, and the lime P Yes, that would he quite possible, but I fancy the chief portion of the
nuisance consists in moving the solution about, and taking it out of the tanks.
Not in taking it away? No.
There are two nuisances complained of—one is the water, and the other is the contamination of the
air. If this refuse were deodorised before it was taken away into the creek, would not that be removed?
Yes, with reference to the surplus solid stuff they take away and they are very willing to do all proper
filtration ; but I am inclined to think the chief cause of complaint is in the stirring up of these fluids.
Would it be possible to have these fluids in a house with a filtered ventilator? Well, I am not
sufficiently praetically acquainted with the operation of tanning to be able to say. Possibly the exclusion
of a current of air might be worse for the men.
Do you know if similar operations are conducted in other cities among large populations? I think
they are, in the worst parts of London and I think there are incessant complaints about them ; but these
operations have been carried on for such a length of time that the authorities have no power to remove
them. 1 believe that is the explanation. They are not allowed to be established afresh, but they cannotremove those that exist.
Would you be inclined to recommend the removal of the establishment in question P Well, if Mr.
Alderson were compensated for it, certainly I- should recommend him to take it away.
But you think if it were carried on by Mr. Alderson the nuisance might be greatly diminished P Oh,
I am sure of that, especially with these tanks. If any success attends the experiments we are going to,
make, the nuisance in these tanks will be removed—nine-tenths of the nuisance will be done away with,
Did Mr. Alderson undertake to make experiments with this power? His son told inc he would be
glad to make any further experiments, but I did not speak to Mr. Alderson himself about it, as I was not
preparcd at once to suggest anything else as a substitute, especially after he told me that so many attempts
had been made and had failed. But I think something might be done, and that is only a small portion of
the operation, and a great many of the hides do not go into that solution at all. I believe some substitute
might be found, and I am sure if all the tanners had been compelled to find a substitute or remove, they
would have found one long ago.
You noticed that the water was not at all pure before it came to Mr. Alderson's? It was very
impure indeed, and I don't think it is much worse when it leaves his place, except spasmodically, at certain
periods.
Chairman.] You have examined Mr. Alderson's tannery to-day, I. believe, Mr. Watt P
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C. Watt, Esq. 182. .A&. Unindy.] We were told by one of the gentlemen who have given evidence on this subject that
rw._*_s
the smoke from the chimney is very ofrensive; and it was suggested that that might be chiefly on account
2 Aug., 1575. of the burning of refuse matter, scrapings, and fatty substances inside the hides? It occurred tomewben
I was there that this would be likely to be very objectionable. I observed that the scrapings of leather
and portions of organic matter were placed quite wet in front of the fire, and of course that must damp
the fire and yrevent the thorough combustion of the matter. Such matters should only be bnrnt when
there is a bright red fire at the back of the grate.
183. And these matters not being thoroughly burnt would be more objectionable than ordinary fuel?
More disagreeable certainly. Altogether, the way in which I saw these matters burning was not what I
think it should be. They are not burned with the same amount of intelligence which I should expect from
such a firm. I did not observe any holes in the door, or anything calculated to produce a thorough combustion, and I said so to the men. Mr. Alderson was not there. I suggested that they should burn these
matters in a retort, and collect the ammonia, and let the gases go into the fire.
181. Ultairman.] Would that be much more effectual? Yes, it would be effectual if it were properly done,
because the waste gases could be carried into the fire and the ammonia could be collected; it could be
done easily.
Would it be more expensive? No, I don't think so. Looking at the whole question, I do not see
anything that is likely to give any trouble except this solution of pigeon's dung.
You have been over establishments of this sort before? Yes, many of them.
You found this one tolerably well conducted? Very well kept, and very cleanly and creditably
conducted altogether.

G. P. Bansey, Esq., City Health Officer, crammed in his place
0. F.Danscy, 188. Oliaii-man.] Your name is attached to this memorial from the residents in Bourke-street, complaining
Esq.
of Mr. Alderson's tannery? Yes; I think if you read it through you will find it is not so much about
2'
u0., lSio. Alderson's tannery as the general drainage of that horrible neighbourhood.
189. Have you had personal experience of the evil complained of here? 1 used to visit the place two or
three years ago when lattended persons living in the neighbourhood, when I was connected with the Oddfellows and other societies.
Is there an unusual amount of illness or excessive mortality in that neighbourhood? Thcre used to
be considering the paucity of the inhabitants.
Can you speak of it more recently from your own expericnce? No, I cannot.
Did you at the time you visited the neighbourhood attribute the illness which existed there to the
offences proccedin from the tannery? I thought it arose from the water-running in front of those houses
and some of it behind the houses, but whether it was caused by the tannery or by the drainage 1. could not
say.
103. The drainage above the tannery and generally in the vicinity is rather bad and offensive? Yes.
Have you been lately in Arthur-street or Jamison-street? I have.
Do you think it is bad there? Very bad.
Did it come within the province of your duty to recommend the sewerage of these places to the Corporation ? I have directed their attention to the open drainage, but I left it to them to consider whether
they would put a sewer there or not.
Did you inspect the tannery yourself? Yes; I went round it one afternoon, about three weeks
ago.
Did you find much to complain of in it? I found the smell from the drainage above the tannery not
so bad as that below it.
Did you find any other offence in the tannery besides the drainage from it? At the time I visited it
there was nothing else offensive; it was about 5 o'clock in the evening.
Did you consider it a tolerably well ]iept establishment of the sort? Yes, as far as my knowledge of
these places gocs. Years ago, about three or four years-when I was visiting the establishment-when I
attended a patient who was in Mr. Alderson's employ, on one occasion I had to get out of my carriage
because the horse stopped and refused to go by the place-at the time when I myself perceived an objectionable smell.
Are you of opinion that such establishments should be compelled to remove from time to time beyond
the centres of population? My own opinion is that a tannery confined to the tanning of fresh hides and
properly looked a1ter would not be objectionable-not thoroughly objectionable ; but the difficulty is to
keep them clean.
Do you consider that any nuisance arising from such places might be abated by some filtering or
deodorising process, or by greater care in the operations carried on? By greater care in carrying on the
operations.
Do you wish to make any further remarks on this subject? I do not; I have not had time to
consider hew the nuisance might be abated. I know they-'used to manage to do it at Home. In a
Borough town in England-I3landford, in Dorsetshire-whero they tanned fresh hides with oak bark,
I have never heard of any nuisance complained of.
7th-. Watt.] Do you think the stirring up of the solution they are said to use in these tanneriesa solution of pigeons' dung and fiecal matter from fowls-would be likely to be injurious to health in a
crowded neighbourhood? I think it would. When I spoke of tanning being carried on in a proper
ma-mner, I was always under the impression that the hides were put into bark; I had no idea that any of
the; substances were used.
It has been stated to me that some tanners use dogs' excrement, some use human excrement, and
others pigs' excrement, and that these are to be found in the tan-pits? I know dogs' excrement is used
in some nianufactorics-in cloth mnanufactorics, I believe.
Can you inform us what is the principal or the prevailing form of disease in that vicinity? It is
always of a typhoid nature.
AIr. Grundy.] You said that the smell you experienced was very offensive, bitt you could not say
whether it was caused by the drnivage or the tannery? I found it worse below the tannery.
But if you had been told that an abominable stench arose somewhat suddenly and lasted for an hour
or
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or two, would you not think it come from the operations carried on at this manufactory? Mr. Baptist and G. F. flansey,
Esq.
Mr. Magill told me that they noticed at intervals, and without any apparent cause—such as heavy rain or
anything of that kind—a very offensive smell, and they supposed it was the lime coming down from the ('
2 Aug., 1876.
tannery, when the water was let off.
Mr. Chapman.] With reference to the sickness prevailing in and about the tannery—you say you
have had some cases of sickness there? Yes, some years ago.
Have you not had quite as many cases about Arthur-street and Jamison.street? Yes, quite as many
up there; they all belong to the same drainage.
The sickness up there could not be caused by the tannery? Oh no—the whole of that part is badly
drained; it is a great mass of opendrainge
ac~ awhich I believe causes a great deal of sickness.
Do you not consider that with s
number of persons—between 300 and 400—employed in the
tannery, there is very little sickness there? Among the men there is very little, for I used to attend them—
a great many of them live at some distance from the place, at Waterloo and other parts of Redfern, and I
must say the men themselves are not an unhealthy lot. I used to find more illness among the children
than among the men.
Mr. Watt.] I am told that these effects are more noticed by persons who sleep in the place P Yes,
t is very bad for a person to live there; when a man goes away and gets a breath of fresh air he is less
liable to feel the effects of it.

239—B [No. 6.]
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THE SYDNEY CITY AND SUBURBAN SEWAGE AND HEALTH BOARD.

NINTH PROGRESS REPORT.
To the Honorable the Colonial Secretary,—
Sw.,
1, We have the honor again to draw your attention to the dreadful condition of the open drain extending from Moore Park through the Surry Hills, forming
the upper part of Shea's Creek. The Report of a Committee, of which Mr. Bennett
was Chairman, appointed to inquire into this subject, has been already laid before
you, being appended to our Eighth Progress Report.
In consequence of the complaints of the inhabitants the same Committee
have again visited the locality with the special purpose of reporting upon the
nuisances arising from Messrs. Alderson's Tannery. Their Second Report is appended
(Appcndiv A), and discloses a state of things requiring immediate attention. There
is but one way of setting things right, and preventing the continuance, or more
probably an aggravation, during next summer of the disease and excessive death
rate which have prevailed during the present; and that is to provide at once the
necessary funds for the construction of the sewer recommended in the former
Report of the Committee. Such a work will require time as well as money, and
we be- to urge upon you the necessity of taking immediate steps towards carrying
out our recommendations.
We do not know how far the law admits of immediate steps being taken to
abatc the gross nuisances in connection with Messrs. Aldersons' tannery, but we beg
to recommend that the opinion of the Law Officers of the Crown be taken as to whether
an indictment might not be laid by the Attorney General against the proprietors.
The whole question of tanneries, boiling-down, and other offensive establishments in the neighbourhood of inhabited districts, requires a careful investigation which, subject to your approval, we are ready to undertake.
It will probabl.y be found that most of these usually offensive operations
can under legal compulsion and under vigilant surveillance, in many cases be
carried on under such improved conditions as to render their removal unnecessary.
In our Sixth Progress Report, dated 8th November, 1875, we gave you
the results of a most exhaustive inquiry into the condition of the existing sewers.
We drew your attention especially to the condition of sonic parts of the Tank Stream
and of the Woolloomooloo Bay sewers. We beg again to call your attention to.the
condition of these sewers.
We are sorry also to say that the provisions of the Nuisances Prevention
Act appear to have been almost entirely neglected. Cesspits are still, as heretofore,
emptied by the nigbtmen, who dispose of the contents as seems best to themselves.
The defcct in the Act rendering it impossible for the municipal authorities to compel
landlords to pay the cost of these operations has not been remedied, and appears to
have been entirely overlooked.
We are still strongly of opinion that the Government should adopt our
former recommendation that a portion of Webb's grant, at the mouth of Cook's
River, should be made available as a general place of deposit for the city and
suburbs, and also for disposing of the blood and other refuse from the Abattoirs.
The present mode of dealing with the blood cannot be long continued for reasons
into which it is not necessary to enter particularly. The distance to Webb's grant
is much greater than to CaJlan Park, but on the whole the expense of disposing
of the blood by conveying it to the former place would be less than that incurred
at present.
We are cohvinced that the practice of feeding pigs upon offal cannot
under the most stringent regulations be carried on without creating excessive
nuisances.
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nuisances. We again recommend therefore that the opinion rather doubtfully
expressed by the Crown Solicitor respecting the legality of the new regulations
respecting the disposal of offal be tested, as he suggests, by legal proceedings in the
Supreme Court.
Steps have been taken both by the Government and the City authorities
for the construction of sewers which will abate the nuisance at Blackwattle Bay as far
as is possible, until a general system of sewage is in operation. Several months
however must elapse before these sewers can be completed, and in the meantime the
excessive nuisance arising from the pool of stagnant sewage matter adjoining the
Lyndhurst Estate, forming part of the area, the right of reclaiming which was granted
to the proprietors of that estate, remains as bad as ever, no efficient steps having
been taken for its removal, in spite of the remonstrances addressed from various
quarters, and in spite of the injurious effects which must be produced upon the health
of the inmates of Lyndhurst College, and in a lesser degree upon that of the
inhabitants of the whole neighbourhood. A report from Mr. Williams on this subject
is appended. (Appendix B)
We are glad to be able to state that the provisions of the "Water Pollution Prevention Act of 1875" are being actively enforced by the City Council. We
learn from his Worship the Mayor that the number of direct closet conneetion
which have been cut off or rendered safe by the introduction of cisterns, under the
direction of the Municipal authorities, since the passing of the Act to the 28th of last
month, is 3,391. We are informed that a considerable saving of water has been
thus effected.
We beg again to call your attention to the expediency of at once passing
an Act empowering the Government to make or authorize to be made sewers through
private property as well through public places in every part of the City and Suburbs,
under such conditions as may be considered necessary. Without such an Act
sewers most urgently required cannot be constructed before the next hot season.
We are sorry to say that little if anything has been done to remove the
nuisances on the Sugar Company's Works, to which your attention was drawn in
our Sixth Progress Report.
The Committee, appointed on the 20th October last to inquire into the
crowded state of dwellings and areas in the city and suburbs, are now bringing their
inquiry to a close. The evidence they have taken discloses a terrible and dangerous
state of things existing in certain parts of Alexandria, Redfern, and Waterloo, in
connection with the scarcity of water and the pollution of wells by fwcal matter.
So urgent do the Committee consider the necessity for immediate relief to the
residents in those suburbs that they have requested the Board to anticipate the
Progress Report they will shortly bring up, by recommending the Government to
take prompt and immediate steps to provide a supply of water for the inhabitants of
that district, and in the meantime to caution the public against using water from
wells liable to be contaminated by percolation from cesspits.
The more important subjects included in our instructions, which appear
still to require investigation, are—
Offensive manufacturing establishments.
Slaughtering in the City and neighbourhood.
The adulteration of food and drink.
10. The latter is obviously within the scope of our instructions, but as the
inquiry would be troublesome and expensive, we do not propose to enter upon it
without your express sanction.
We beg to draw your attention to the report of our Committee upon
Common Lodging Rouses, transmitted to you on the 9th of February last.
In conclusion we beg to solicit your consideration of the propriety of
establishing a permanent Board of Health and Works, as without some such
permanent and independent authority the reforms which the Government appear so
anxious to effect will probably not be carried out.
M. B. FELL,
Chairman.
Board Room,
Sydney, 4 April, 1876.
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APPENDIX A.

REPORT
OP THE

COMMITTEE APPOINTED BY THE SYDNEY CITY AND SUBURBAN
SEWAGE AND HEALTH BOARD,
"To examine and report upon the state of the creek èonveying the refuse water
discharged from Messrs. Aldersons' Tannery, Surry ilifis."
ADOPTED BY THE COMMITTEE, 31 MARCH, 1876.
To the Chairman of the Sewage and Health Board,—

Sn,
In accordance with the request of the Board, we on Saturday, the 11th March, re-examined
that portion of Shea's Crock passing through Messrs. Alderson's and Magill's premises.
In consequence of the letters referred to us, herewith returned, our special attention was directed
to the course of the stream through Magill's garden.
Mr. Magill, with four other residents of the neighbourhood, Messrs. Dymoke, Pagan, Nelson,
and U-lynn were present.
We found through the length of Magill's ground a brown stream of very offensive water travelling
sluggishly along a bottom covered with a red layer of deposit overlying a filthy black mud, about eighteen
inches in depth. The smell was most overpowering, and the deposit, when closely examined, especially the
portion on top, was found to consist of a mixture of animal refuse, hair, putrid flesh and skin, and human
and animal excrement. Outside the fence a stagnant pool of similar material was oven more offensive,
bubbles of gas escaping all over the surface. The stagnation was caused by the drift from the sand-hill
further down; the channel had been a few days before our visit cleared out partially so as to lower the
contents of this pool about 1 foot. We were informed, and it was evident that the offence must if possible
have been much greater before the lowering.
It was also stated to us that at times when' the pits containing the "baits" were emptied the stench
was far greater than when we experienced it, and extended over a much larger area.
Thó conclusions of the English River Pollution Commissioners, as quoted in our previous Report,
have in "afrrtiori" application in this Country, on account of the dry tropical character of the climate.
The drought and uausually hot weathcr have together produced a state of things much worse than
anything we could have expected from our previous examination, which was made last winter; and it is
very much to be regretted. that Messrs. Alderson have not crc this adopted some of our many suggestions
for abating the more serious evils.
From Mr. Magill's we proceeded to the tannery, but unfortunately, as none of the proprietors
were present we were unable to obtain all the information we would have wished, as to their intentions
respecting this question after a cursory examination no improvement was apparent, but a mason, who
said he was instructed to prepare for the construction of filter-pits, produced a plan, from which he stated
they were to be executed, which if carried out would certainly tend to decrease the nuisance but the
drawing was not in sufficient detail to enable us to state if it would entirely remove it.
This man also informed us that he was the only person employed on the work, which, considering
the crying nature of the evil, evinced, to say the least; of it, very great apathy on the part of Messrs.
Alderson.
We have nothing to add to the recommendations contained in paragraphs 28, 27, 29, 29, 30, and 31
of our former report on Shea's Creek drainage; but we are decidedly of opinion that Mr. Alderson
should either proceed vigorously with the filter arrangements and the other improvements suggested—to
be compelled within a reasonable time to be fixed by the Board,—or that the penalties provided by the law
against nuisances ought to be enforced.
We should, however, point out that whatever steps Messrs. Aldersons' may take, the complete
purification of this drainage water will only be effected when the sewer in Bourke.street, recommended in
our report, is carried out, as the drainage is foul sewage before it reaches Messrs. Aldersons'.
20 March, 1870.

.
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Since the date of the above report, and in accordance with arrangement made with Mr. Magill on
a suitable occasion, when the offence was at its maximum, the water was dammed back for inspection, and
was inspected by Messrs. C-randy and Chapman, whose report is appended.
WILLIAM C. BENNEPT.
Board Room, Sydney,
31 March, 1876.
On Wednesday, 22nd instant, upon receiving notice from Magill we visited his garden, leaving
town at 3 o'clock-; Mr. Bennett being out of town when Magill's messenger arrived was unable to
accompany us. Several persons residing in the vicinity of the Tannery, who had met us there on a previous
occasion, were waiting to receive us, and we immediately commcnced our inspection.
We found the creek dammed up in three places, the first dam being 167 ft. from the fence which
divides Magill's ground from Aldersons'. This dam measured 6 ft. across, was about 18 in. wide, and
the liquid matter retained about 18 inches in depth; this emitted such an abominable stench that it was
impossible to remain near it for any length of time, even for those present who were more or less
habituated to the smell. We estimated the quantity of foul liquid matter to be about 5,000 gallons. The
second dam was 110 ft. from the last; it was 4 ft. across; depth of water about 6 in. This was also very
offensive; it smelt strongly of urine, colour reddish brown.
The third dam was 138 ft. further down; this was 4 ft. across; depth of water 18 in., or thereabouts. The stench here was offensive, but the water was not quite so dark in colour and the odour
proceeding from it not quite so bad as that at the other dams.
Below this third dam, just outside the fence where the creek emerges from Magill's garden and
takes a turn in the direction of Bourke.street, the stagnant water and filth were infinitely more offensive
than when the Committee inspected it on the 11th instant.
While we were at this point the three dams were let off, and the stream of filth which came down
with a rush was so intolerably disgusting that we may safely say it exceeded anything of the kind within
our experience.
We took samples of the water at the different dams marked 1, 2, and 8, in the order we have
described them. We returned to town at 615 p.m.
F. H. GRUNDY.
M. CHAPMAN.
+
Sydney, 30 March, 1876.

APPENDIX B.
29 March, 1876.
RARBOUR5 AND Rnrns_BLA0XwArrLE Swaip.
MEM0. to the ENaciEEB-nc-Cmfl,—
I BEG to report that the Lyndhurst portion of this swamp is now in much the same state as
when you inspected it four months ago. The filling in during this time has been chiefly in making two
causeways about 30 feet wide across the unreclaimed port-ion of the Lyndhurst property. The upper
causeway is pouring back all the drainaée from the Glebe, which has now no outlet to the Bay. This
stagnant sewage water covers a large area and is daily increasing.
Two men only have been employed for the past eight weeks barrowing debris from the quarry, and
the work done by these men has not decreased the nuisance.
I have, &M.,
ALFRED WILLIAMS.

Sydney: Thomas Richards, 0-overument Printer —1576.
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THE SYDNEY CITY AND SUBURBAN SEWAGE AND HEALTH BOARD.

TENTH PROGRESS REPORT.

Tothe Honorable the Colonial Secretary,—
Sn,
1. We have the honor, in this our Tenth Progress Report, to draw your
attention to the accompanying Second and Third Progress Reports of the Committee
appointed by this Board on the 26th October, 1875, "to inquire into and report upon
the state of crowded dwellings and areas in the city of Sydney and suburbs, so far as
it affects public health."
2. We do not think it necessary to add anything to the recommendations of
the Committee, except the expression of our entire concurrence.
Board Room,
Sydney, 2 May, 1876.

M. B. FELL,
Chairman.
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[No. 11 COMMHTEE.]

SECOND PROGRESS REPORT
OF TEl

COMMITTEE APPOINTED BY THE SYDNEY CITY AND SUBURBAN
SEWAGE AND HEALTH BOARD,
on the 26th October, 1875,
To inquire into the Crowded state of Dwellings and Areas."
ADOPTED BY TUE CoMMITTEE, 4 PEBItUAILt, 1876.
To the Chairman of the Sydney City and Suburban Sewage and Health Board,—
SIB,
The Committee appointed on the 26th October, 1875, to inquire into the crowded state of
dwellings and areas in the City of Sydney and Suburbs, so far as it affects public health, in bringing up a
Second Progress Beport for the conflideration of the Board, have selected the subject of Common Lodginghouses.
From the personal inspection of members of the Committee it does not appear that the
overcrowding of common lodging-houses is an evil of very great magnitude in Sydney, that is to say, the
number of cases that seem to call for interference is not great; but still there are particular cases where
the evil has reaehed such a degree of intensity as, in our opinion, to endanger health, and where
therefore the intervention of the Legislature may justly be invoked.
To illustrate the nature and extent of the evils complained of, and the imminent risk to health
arising from overcrowding, bad ventilation, and filth in some at least of the common lodging-houses of
Sydney, we beg to call the attention of the Board to the following portions of the evidence collected by
the Committee:—
Dean Cowper, in answer to question 2, states,—
I believe that in Clarence-street, from what I have seen in the common lodging-houses, there must be at times a great
deal of overcrowding. Some fifteen months ago I endeavous-ed to obtain correct information with regard to some houses of
that character, and I found that the number of persons lodging in them was considerably larger than could be consistent with
health, the houses themselves being gsneral]y in a very filthy condition, and many of them without any proper ventilation. I
think that out of twenty-three houses, the condition of which I inquired into, there were thirteen where the ventilation was
bad or very defeetivo. Many of the houses were at the same time exceediugly filthy, and I could not but believe, and I believe
now, that a good deal of disease must be generated by the kul air and the impurity of the rooms thus occupied.
Mr. Bowmaker (City Missionary) states in answer to question 124,—
There are two classes of lodging-houses—those which offer board and lodging, for which the lodgers pay fifteen
shillings, sixteen shillings, or a pound a week, and those in which beds are let at Gd. a night. In the latter there is a great
deal of overcrowding, but in the former I have scarcely noticed any.
Senior-Sergeant Larkins, of the Police Force, states, beginning with question 164,1 have had great experience of lodging-houses, particularly in the central portion of the city—houses where workingmen, diggers, and men of that class lodge at night; some of them strangers, and others men who work on the wharves, and I
have invariably found them in small rooms, about 12 ft. square, perhaps toa or twelve of them crowded into one room. I
have visited houses of that kind from 10 o'clock at night to 5 o'clock in the morning, and have frequently found the smell
proceeding from them most offensive.
166. At present the police have no more control over a lodging-house than they have over a private house? No, none
whatever. I have seen some instances of overcrowding even in the better sort of lodging-houses, where peopie pay really a fair
rate for board and lodging.
167. Chairmen.] What do you call a fair rate? From 18s. to £1 week.
And in houses of that kind what have you observed? I have seen a great deal of filth and overcrowding—five
or six beds in a small room, 14 x 12 ft.
Even in houses where £1 a week is paid by the lodgers? Yes, from 189. to £1; and I have sometimes seen it in
public-houses.
The houses where I have seen the most overcrowding have generaUy been six-penny lodging-houses; they sometimes
put ten or twelve persons into one small room.
Sergeant Dawson, of the Police Force, states,—
In the lodging-houses in Clarence-street, new King-street, there is no limit whatever to the number of lodgers; they
take them in at all fines, and they lie on the floor or anywhere where they can find a place. Some of them sleep with their
clothes on for fear they should lose them. These are what are called six-penny lodging-houses. I have lived in that neighbourhood myself for the last fourteen years, and. I know them well.
4. From the evidence tenderdd by members of the Committee, as the result of personal inspection,
we extract the following
A lodging-house in Clarence-street is thus spoken of,—
In one room, 14 feet square and 10 feet high, there were six beds; in another, 11 feet square and 10 feet high, five
beds; in another of the same dimensions, five beds; and in an upstairs room 11 feet square, and averaging about 6 feet in
height, there were five beds,—in all twenty-one. The charge for a bed is 6d. per night. The ventilation is of the oldfashioned
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fashionerl kind and very defective, the closet is directly connected with the main 1 the yard was not clean, and the passage
leading to it only 3 feet wide. This yard opens on to the back of Jacob's lane, 'and the open drains running through it are very
offensive. We noticed that the kitchen is riot only used for domestic purposes during the day, but converted into a bedroom at
night, whilst one of the lodgers is accommodated with sleeping quarters under the stairs, in a close narrow receptacle, where
he can only pass the night in a croaehing position.

As to another in the same street,—
The rooms are about the same dimensions as those in thojsrst house we visited—one room containing six beds, two
others four beds each, and in the attic there were six beds. We may remark here that in almost all the houses we entered we
found the attics crammed; these are generally close enough, but they afford a slightly better chance for fresh air to enter,
which is probably the reason they are in greater favour. In none of these lodging-lionses is any provision made for the toilet;
we saw no signs of lavatories and no towels; the bed and nothing but the bed is provided. Some of the inmates tnrn in with
all their clothes on, probably for security sake, as we observed in one of these houses a notice that the landlord was not
responsible for the goods and chattels of his lodgers others who find the temperature unpleasantly close lie in a state of
absolute nudity, while we noticed one man who had hit the happy medium by going to bed with a pair of Hessian boots and a
cap on, but no other article of attire Attached to this house there was no water-closet—only a common cesspit, exceedingly
offensive; we were told that it had not been cleaned out for four months; we should have judged it to have been four years.
In "Niagara House,"—
In one room, 13 ft. 6 in. square, and about 10 ft. high, we found seven beds; on one of them a man was lying inpuri:
ssatura?i&as; in another room of similar dimensions there were six beds; and in the attic, which is not more than 6 ft. 6 in. in
height at the outside and only 13 ft. U in. square, these were eight beds.
ICilkenny House, Clarence-street, makes up six beds, three in each room, besides the individual who has been crowded
out and who lodges under the stairs ; the temperature in this house was very close from waist of ventilation. The closet in the
yard was very offensive, and is directly connected with the main. The landlord again was the theme of objurgntioa—" he
won't do nothing" said the occupier to its emphatically. The Sydney and 3Ielbourne lodging-house, owned by the same person,
no
seven, while inthe attic, which is only 12 ft. 6 in.
provides beds at 6d. a night. In one room were three beds, in another
square, and not averaging more than 4 ft 6 in. in height, with slopimig roof, there were eight beds these numbers are greatly
increased during the winter ; many persons of the class who use these houses sleep in the open air in shelterc,t places 'mm Hydo
Park and elsewhere, preferring in warns weather to lie " under the stars" instead of " under the stairs." 'l'lmc yard and closet
of this house were exceedingly offensive, the closet being directly connected.
In the Glasgow boarding-house, we found elevea beds in a room 13 ft. square, and six in the attic. No water for the
closet, and both closet and yard very offensive.
Othor houses of a similar character are described in the same neighbourhood; but the visitors
found all agreeable surprise in the " Temperance1 ' lodging-house in the same street, which is spoken of as,—
An entire contrast; to any of the houses previously inspected. Here cleanliness everywhere prevails; the beds have
clean iheets ; there is a nice lavatory, well supplied with jack towels, and every attention seemns to be paid to the comfort of
the inmates. That this superior accommodation is msppm-eciated is evidenced by the fact that a Isigher scale of charges is made,
and a superior class of lodgers obtained. The tao houses which eouuprise the hot-el are let at 30s, a week in one house
twenty-three beds are made up, and in the other sixteen—the price of a bed in the latter being 3d.

A wcatherboard building in Gloucester-street is described as containing four rooms,—two loft. x 10,
and two 10 ft. x S—occasionally accommodating thirty lodgers.
In a house in Sussex-street, "usually occupied by a large number of lodgers," the visitors found
Nearly all the beds empty, the reason assigned for this being that there were two men in the house suffering from
erysipelas, who had been refosed admission into the Infirmary, and there was no other place to which they could be sent. It is
much to be regretted that some kind of isolated accommodation should not be available in eases of this dangerous character.
There was literally no ventilation in the rooms where these men were lying—the windows being boarded up.

5.

Several Chinese workshops were visited, where the men employed sleep on the premises, which are

often much overcrowded. These places, although not common lodging-houses, ought to be brought under
similar regulations, and might be dealt with in any enactment affecting lodging-houses. Such places are
referred to in the evidence tendered by Messrs. Read and Chapman on December 3rd.
We hext visited Ah Toy's workshop in Queen's Place, where there is a large loft over the workshop, about 60 ft. xSOft.,
In which nineteen persons sleep—at least so we were told—but the numbers given us were probably incorrect in most cases,
for we never found the beds to correspond. The bedroom of a Ohinaman is a square compartment with room for two occupants, in which he keeps all his belomugiags, and which sem'ves him as a smoking-room, sitting-room, and bed-room, The rooms
are generally boxed off in this way into comnpartmemsts which represent so many separate dwellings under one roof. The workshop referred to was crowded in every part of it not occupied by beds with unfinished furniture, leaving only a narrow passage
in the centre. No attempt seemed to have been made to clean the place, nor could we see any lavatories or appliances used in
other houses; if these people ever wash, themselves they do it by stealth. The attic room in Ahi Toy's house, fronting Georgestreet, is 7 ft. high, and as near as we could guess about 14 ft. x 10 ft.; it is divided into eleven eomnpartniente, is withoat
ventilation, and very dirty. The closet attached to the house was in it frightful state. At the back of the house is a store used
as a workshop, and on the upper floor of this building we saw a number of beds—apparently double beds—and several opinm
benches containing lighted lamps, pipes, &c., ready for use at a monment's notice. Everything in this apartment was in confusion, and in a filthy state, articles of nmsfi,mished furniture piled up in every available space. The closets in all these houses
are in a horrible state; they discharge into air opening over some dn,in, probably a tributary of the Tank Strenmjs.
Lee On Choug, who is also a furniture maker, employs thirty-two workmen, who all sleep on the prensises, and have
the same dirty habits which we have noticed among all their eonmstm'ynsen. rrlmcre is plenty of water available, but the use of
it for purposes of cleanliness does not seem to oeesmr to them. In the attic room of this house there were sixteen sleeping
compartments partitioned off, entirely without ventilation, and anything but clean, Others of the workmen who are unable
to pay for their beds sleep on benches or on the floor wherever they can find a corner to lie down in.
Way flap is also a maker of furniture, and his rooms are as dirty, as badly ventilated, and overcrowded as his neighbours'. In one room, 28 x 13 ft., will, a cored roof and not averagimmg over 4 ft. 6 in. in height, we saw eight beds, four on each
side, and placed end to end, with a vacant space of 5 ft. in the centre. The stench proceeding from this room was most revolt'
ing. There were some smaller rooms with beds in them, and there was one room, a sort of loft, over the workshop approached
by a batten ladder—an awful hole, 4 ft.. 6 in. lug1' and 10 ft. long, containing three beds ; it is a wonder that during this hot
weather anyone could breathe in sneh a place ; there was also a bed on the stair landing, and two beds in the kitehen, which is
a mere open slmed, boxed oil' from the fire-place ; the closet was too bad to inspect ; we dare not go near it.
In the evidence given by Messrs. Dansey and Palmer on December 10, they describe a similar
place in Park-street
A wooden house containing eight rooms, occupied by With Lee Ong, a Chinanian, who is a carpenter, employing a
number of men. There are seventeen persons who sleep in the house, all conntrymnen of the proprietor. in one room,
14 x 12 ft. were eight beds—the room being partitioned off into bunks like the steerage of a slup bedding of a vary varied
kind. In 'some of the bunks were mattresses, in others only rags and clothing ; mosquito curtains black with dirt, In another
room
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room over the shop there were five beds of a similar description. We looked into the kitchen downstairs, which was dirty
and smoky. The who]e place stinks aloud, the horrible and sickening opium smell prevailing all through it. Every corner of
the buildiag was crowded with timber or furniture in an unfinished state, rendering it highly combustible and though the
removal of such places is very necessary it is hardly desirable that it should be done by fire.
And one in Cnst.lercagh.street, oceupied by Ate Lee, another Chinese carpenter. Nineteen persons live on the premises
all single Incas also one married man who goes home to sleep. In a room on the ground floor, 12 x loft., we saw four beds.
There is no ventilttioa in this room. The air can only enter it through the door and it has very little light, there being only
a small pane of glass looking into the shop. The proprietor was sick in a room or compartment on the ground floor. Upstairs
over the workshop were four beds in one room and three in another. Ventilation wretched throughout, the windows being
shut in by adjoining buildings ; rooms dirty; kitchen very dirty; and the usual disgusting smell of opium smoking from
basement to roof. The closet reeking with urine—the hoards and the floor being pusitively saturated with it—a stream proceeding
from the floor of the closet into theyard. Against the side of this closet we noticed a large heap of shavings highly dangerous
in ease of fire.
In connexion with common lodging-houses we may mention the ease of the Soup Kitchen and
City Night Refuge, in Kent.street, visited by Messi's. Read and Chapman on November 10th. Here it
night's lodging is afforded gratuitously, so far as epaee will allow, to any one not actually in a state of
intoxication. We regret to learn that this charitable institution is not kept so clean and airy as it might
be, and that the homeless poor who are not utterly degraded are thereby deterred from taking advantage
of its friendly shelter. The difficulty, however, of keeping such a place clean must be very great, as
pointed out in the evidence of Senior-Sergeant Larkins, quoted below.* In the abseaee of further information we are not disposed to impute blame to any one in charge; nor do we recommend at present that
this charity should be brought under the same regulations as common lodging-houses, except perhaps so
far as concerns free entry to any properly authorized sanitary officer, and the necessity of notifying to the
proper authorities the presence of any person suffering from infectious or contagious disease.
Finally, as to the regulation of common lodging-houses, so as to prevent as far as possible
injurious overcrowding, and to secure in them a reasonable amount of cleanliness and fresh air, we
would recommend that an Act of the Legislature be obtained, embracing the following as its chief provisions
1. Every common lodging-house to be registered, and placed under the supervision of (say) the
Inspector General of Police.
2. Inspector General of Police to frame regulations, to be approved by the Governor and
Executive Council—
For determining the number of lodgers who may be received for a night into any one
room.
For promoting cleanliness and ventilation.
(o.) For the giving of notices, and taking precautions in the case of any infectious disease.
(d.) Generally for the well ordering of such houses.
3. Free access to be given to any authorized sanitary officer for the purpose of inspection.
In fixing the number of persons who may be lodged in any one room we would recommend that a
minimum space of 300 cubic feet be allowed for each. A valuable suggestion thrown out by the Rex'. G.
Sheppard in his evidence on November 19th should be kept in view in framing regulations to prevent the
spread of disease. Question and answer 87 run thus87. floes your experience lead you to the conclusion that much ill health arises in Sydney from the bad ventilation
and filth you have witnessed? Yes, it does I cannot see how persons living in such places can be healthy; if there are not
positive symnpto,ns of disease there is a weakening of the system rendering it susceptible to disease. There is another matter
to which I should like to be allowed to call the attention of the Committee, and that is the non-disinfeeting of the beds in our
lodgisig-hommses, which is a very important matter. In London there is a small establishment containing two rooms used for
the purpose of disinfecting beds and articles of clothing or furniture. It was established I believe under the supervision of
Professor Leoni. One of the rooms is used as a disinfeeting room, and the other, in which the temperature is between 240' and
2500, is for the purpose of killing parasites. During two years there were 2,583 articles of clothing disinfeeted in 'this place
very successfully. I think in Sydney there should be some place of the kind, and that our lodging-house-keepers should be
compelled to take their bedding there. Mr. H—, a lodging-lmousc.kceper, told me the other day that when he attempted to
use disiafoctants his lodgers became suspicious, and as it was not to his interest to quarrel with them he did not continue it.
Considerable difficulty may be experienced in defining a "common lodging-house," so as to embrace
all that ought to be regulated and no more. If the just and proper medium cannot be struck we think it
would be prudent to make the definition rather too wide than too narrow, and trust to a wise discretion
on the part of those who administer the law not to use it vexatiously.
J. SMITH,
Board Room, 4 February, 1876.
Sydney.

Chairman of Committee.

* "18G. llave you frequently visited the Soup Kitchen at night? I have visited it at night, but not very frequently.
You in aware that a g"eat many persons sleep there at night? Oh yes.
'What is your opiuiou of the ventilation and the cleanliness of that place? The ventilation, or part of it at least, does
not appear to be very good, but I have come to the conclusion that the cleanliness is fir for the accommodation nffiirdcd.
The persons who o there are very offensive: their clothes are offensive as well as everything about them. They are
people who nit addicted to drink ; they lounge about low pumbliehnuses all day and come to sleep at the Soup Kitchen at
night. covered with all ki,ids of filth.
89. So that it must be almost impossible to keep the place clean? It would be impossible where forty or fifty of such
persons sleep in one room. I have been there several times, and I have certainly experienced an offensive smell, but I have
some to the conclusion that with the elas of people who go there it is very hard to keep the place clean."
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THIRD PROGRESS REPORT
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COMMITTEE APPOINTED BY THE SYDNEY CITY AND SUBURBAN
SEWAGE AND HEALTH BOARD,
On the 26th October, 1875,
"To inquire into and report upon the state of Crowded Dwellings and Areas in the
City of Sydney and Suburbs, so far as it affects public health."
ADOPTED BY THE CoMMIrTEE,

92

APRIL,

1876.

To the Chairman of the Sydney City and Suburban Sewage and Health Board,—

Sn,
The Committee appointed on the 26th October last, "to inquire into and report upon the state
of crowded dwellings and areas in the City of Sydney and Suburbs, so far as it affects public health," have
agreed to the following Third Progress Report
Before proceeding with our General ltepqrt- we desire to bring prominently before the Board a
matter which we have already mentioned verbally, and which, being of an urgent nature, has been briefly
alluded to in the Ninth Progress Report of the Board to the Government—the contamination of well.
water by soakage from privies and cesspits in the Boroughs of Alexandria, Redfern, and Waterloo.
In the districts indicated the Botany water has not been laid on, except in places, and the
inhabitants mostly depend upon wells sunk to an average depth of 25 ft. The soil is chiefly sand to the full
depth of the wells, and it is kept from falling in by a lining of bricks without cement. There being no underground sewers in the district, the privies are placed over cesspits dug in the same sandy soil and these
pits being usually shallower than the wells, the foul soakage gravitates naturally into the latter. It is
frequently the case that only a few feet of loose porous sand intervene between a well, and not one privy
merely but sometimes half-a-dozen or more. The necessary consequence is that there are few, if any,
wells in the district not obviously contaminated with filth, and it is not surprising that the death rate of
the district has generally been high.
During the recent dry weather the direct drainage from the cesspits to the wells has been
reduced to a minimum. Many of the wells, in fact, were entirely dry, but as soon as they begin to fill
again the most serious consequences may be apprehended.
Recent researches have made it appear highly probable that typhoid fever, diarrha, and
dysentery are propagated almost exclusively in one of two ways, either by persons drinking water which
has been poisoned by the diseased excretions of patients suffering from these maladies, or breathing air
poisoned by gases emanating from the same diseased excreta.
These diseases may also originate from drinking water charged with ordinary lineal matter, or
from breathing sewer gases, even though not specifically poisoned. In the case before us the danger of
such diseases being either originated or propagated through the medium of drinking water must be
extreme, and no time should be lost in applying the simple and easy remedy of laying on pipe water.
In order that the effect of our. representations may not be lost in generalities, we call attention
to the following eases out of many that have been personally examined and reported upon by members of
the Committee
Speaking of the Public School in Botany Road, which is attended by from 200 to 220 children, they
say
We inspected the well which is unusually small in circumference and the water in it very
low. We drew up a bucketful of it and Ibund it filthy and quite unfit for drinking, yet this has been the
only supply up to within about a month of the present time. There is no water supply now, and the
children depend upon the water which the proprietors of neighbouring wells give them, and it is a very
scarce article hereabouts, most of the wells having given out. The closet used by the children is a large
double closet having three seats in each division, built over a cesspit 10 by 7 ft., which was absolutely full
and stank abominably. This place is on about the same surface level as the well, and as the soil is all porous
sand it is not to be expected that the water should be free from pollution. It did not seem to occur to the
master that it "as his duty to report this state of things, nor did he know to whom it should be reported.
*71B
We
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We requested him at once to call the attention of his Board to it. A butcher residing in the immediate vicinity of the school told us that his well was dry, and he believed most of his neighbours were in a
similar state. We were also informed by the occupant of a house on the Botany Road, two doors north
of the school—a coal and timber dealer, and a very intelligent man—that the water throughout the
neighbourhood is quite unfit for use, but as he said, it has to be used; it is also so scarce that those
whose wells are dry have to beg it by the bucketful from their neighbours who are fortunate euough to
have some left. This informant stated that he had a house in Bullanamiug-street where there is a well
as deep as any in the district, which has lately been cleaned out, but is still empty. He attributes
two-thirds of the mortality which has takeu place there to the bad quality and scarcity of the water.
He further stated that he amongst others had signed a petition to the City Council praying to have the
water laid on, and that it had been frustrated by a counter-petition got up by owners of property in the
neighbourhood, many of whom were non-residents."
Again in their report upon Wyndham-street, Alexandria, they state
"There are seven houses in this cluster, the occupants of which are or have been till lately all
dependent upon one well for their water supply; that well has given out and they have now to buy
water, all but Mrs. P., who says she cannot afford it, and continues to scrape up as much as
she can get from the bottom of the well in question at the imminent risk of her health. Within 14 ft.
of this well are two closets over common cesspits, mere holes in the sand, and there are at least ten
similar closets within 30 ft. of it."
"In these yards isa cluster of privies, six in number, so close together that the distance between
the two outside closets is only 24 ft., the two allotments on which they are placed being 12 ft. wide each.
There are two wells between the cottages and these closets; none of these closets are further than 27 ft.
from the first well, or more than 35 ft. from the second, the nearest being within 20 ft. of a well."
"The sanitary conditions in this street (Wynd•ham-street) on either side so far are exceptionally
bad even for this district where all is bad, and it is fearful to contemplate the result if such a state of
things be allowed to continue. When the rain comes the effect it will have will be to dilute these large
accumulations of ftocal matter in the closets and spread them over the surface of the ground, which will
become so contaminated that wholesome water in any wells sunk in it will be an impossibility."
"Imagine two wells not far apart from each other, containing the water supply for all the
residents, and no less than eleven closets in close proximity, the nearest being 12 ft. and the most
distant 48 feet from a well no cement used in the lining of the wells, and the closets mere
holes in the ground, which, being all porous sand, absorbs the liquid portion of the closet matter, and is
necessarily drained by the wells, and you will see that in all these cases the water supply must be directly
contaminated."
WYND HAM-STREET.
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"In one place, where the well is very near the fence, there are three closets distant from it
respectively 14, 18, and 20 ft., the well being suuk in the lowest portion of the grcund. In another place
there is a closet on about the same level as the well, which is barely 6 ft. from it. In short, this passage
of 80 yards length has a number of wells close to it, with no less than twenty-six closets abutting upon
it. Most of these closets have either never been cleaned out or cleaned out at some remote period;
indeed, it is a question whether the process of emptying is ever resorted to in this locality, the usual
practice being to dig a fresh hole and shift the closet to another part of the yard or allotment.
In describing a certain part of Botany itoad, the Report goes on—
"The blind lane 1 am now describing after extending westward 70 ft. into these allotments turns at
right angles to the sonth for a distance of 40 ft.; it then opens out to a width of lOft. (from 34 ft.) and encloses
a well which is used in common by the occupants of the six houses put up on the strips of land into
which
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which this 60-ft. centre block is cut up. This well is encircled by the six closets belonging to these
houses at distances varying from 12 to 30 ft.; as will be seen by the annexed diagram. The well is 24 ft.
deep, and from the nature of the soil and the conditions which enist, described in several of our reports
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upon the properties in this district, it must receive the soakage from them. No further proof of this is
necessary than a repetition of the fact that the closets are for the most pert full of hard fiecal matter, all
the moisture from them being absorbed by the sand. We got into conversation with one woman here
who had had the common sense to reason out the necessary consequence of this unwholesome juxta-positiou
of closets and wells. She said the water was quite unfit to drink, and that during her residence in the
locality for some months she had never used it in her house at all, except for "slopping about."
The closet pertaining to this dwelling is just 6 feet from the well, and the soil is sandy. This
dangerous proximity, however, is no more than we have noticed in many instances in this quarter. Sometimes there are half a dozen closets within 20 ft. of the only water supply for a number of persons. We
were at a loss for some time to account for the number of cesspits which abound in this suburb, so far
exceeding the number of closets in other suburbs of equal population ; but it is easily accounted for, the
soil being soft and sandy it is very easy to sink a pit; indeed it is easier to sink a new ccsspit than to clean
out an old one. In Waterloo no nightman could make a living ; when a closet is full—so full that the
occupants of the house can no longer make use of it—the remedy is very simple: they scoop out, another
aperture a few yards from it, and shift the closet from one hole to the other."
In Pitt-street South, lVaterloo, six cottages are described with but one tell (25 ft. deep) amongst
them :—
"The water from it is filthy. Within 50 feet from this well are no less than eight cesspits,
several of them being on much higher ground, while thero are two ccsspits within 15 ft. of the well on
either side. The soil is pure sand, and the cesspits mere holes in the ground without any water-tight lining;
the inference is obvious—the liquid watter from the closets must percolate into the well and pollute the
water supply. A woman living in one of these houses told us that she and her husband and their four
children were all sick, that they were continually retching, and that she attributed it to the water. She
said further, that the occupants of the third house from hers were also sick in the same way.
7. We are informed by His Worship the Mayor, that in laying on the city water to Suburban
Boroughs it has been customary for the City Council to await an application from the inhabitants
desiring the supply; and that if such application be followed by a counter-petition, signed by a certain
number of ratepayers, no action is taken. In the boroughs specified petitions for water supply have
been received by the City Council, and also counter-petitions ; so that the Council, although quite ready
and willing to afford the supply, felt their hands tied; for it appears that the customary procedure of
petition and counter-petition had come to be looked upon as in accordance with the law. The Mayor, having
consulted the City Solicitor, now informs us that the City Council have full power to lay on water to any
Suburb, and thereupon to levy the customary rate, irrespective of any local action for or against.
S. We trust then that no mistaken opposition on the part of non-resident landlords, or of ratepayers
who may be advantageously situated with regard to water, will any longer delay this very necessary work
and that the city authorities will be nrged to take the initiative, not only for the health of the inhabitants
who are at present compelled to use polluted water, but for the safety also of the rest of the city, which
will not escape the evil consequences should an epidemic of typhoid fever once be originated.
Board Room,

JOHN SMITH,
Chairman of Committee.

Sydney, 22 April, 1876.
Sydney: Thomas Rieberdo, Goyornmcnt PrInWr-1870.
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THE SYDNEY CITY AND SUBURBAN SEWAGE AND HEALTH BOARD.

ELEVENTH PROGRESS REPORT.

To the Honorable the Colonial Secretary,—
Sn,
We have the honor to present this our Eleventh Progress Report, the
principal object of which is to call your attention to the appended Report and
Evidence of the Committee appointed by this Board "to enquire into the state of
Crowded Dwellings and Areas in the City of Sydney and its suburbs, so far as it
affects public health," of which Dr. Smith was Chairman.
The chief points requiring additional legislation are briefly stated in the tenth
page of their Report, and on these points in particular we submit the following
remarks
Bosun OF - HEALT11 AND WORKS.
We think that a Central Board of Health and Works should be constituted
as soon as possible, as without such it is quite impossible for anything effectual to
be done to remedy the sanitary condition of Sydney. In England, Health and
Works are separated, but for obvious reasons one Board would be sufficient here;
and to make it efficient, we suggest :That the Board should consist of a small number of members, who
should not be directly subject to popular control. It has been abundantly illustrated during the last year that sanitary laws 'jfl not be
stringently administered by a body who have any dread of unpopularity.
That the Members of the Board should have a secure tenure of office,
and sufficient power, subject to the approval of the Government, to
carry out necessary wprks and to compel the observance of sanitary
laws.
CIIJYLSE.

The evidence taken by the Committee abundantly proves that some steps are
necessary to put down with a strong hand the evils connected with the residence of
Chinamen in this City. What is taking place in California, as reported in the public
press, suggests the necessity of fully considering what shall be done with respect to
these people. Certainly the houses occupied by Chinese in Sydney should be
subject to special supervision, in the same manner as has been recommended for
common lodging-houses.
Al. B. PELL,
Chairman.
Board B,00m,
Sydney, 10th August, 1876.
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FINAL REPORT
OF THE

COMMITTEE APPOINTED BY THE SYDNEY CITY AND SUBURBAN
SEWAGE AND HEALTH BOARD,
on the 26/it October, 1875,

"To inquire into the state of Crowded Dwellings and Areas in the City of Sydney
and Suburbs, so thr as it affects Public Health."
ADOPTED BY THE COMMITTEE ON THE 7TH AUGUST, 1876.
To the Chairman of the Sydney City and Suburban Sewage and Health Board,—
Sin.
Tins Coimnittee was constituted on the 26th October last, under the following Minute
No. fl Committee— Crowded Dwellings and Areas. On motion of the Chairman. 1ff. B. Pell, Esq.,
the following resolution was agreed to vem. digs.
"That a Committee be appointed to inquire into the state of Crowded Dwellings and Areas in the
City of Sydney and Suburbs, so far as it affects public health, such Committee to consist of Hon. J. Smith
(Chairman), Messrs. Palmer, Chapman, Dansey, and Read.
INSTRUCTIONS TO COMMunE.

Two to form a quorum.
To take the evidence of persons acquainted with the city.
That personal insp€ction shall in all ordinary eases be made by it sub-committee of two, who
shall submit written notes of their observations to the Chairman at short intervals.
To send in Progress Reports to the Board at short intervals.
To suggest remedies for evils brought under their notice and coming within the scope of their
inquiry—
With respect to areas already built upon and overcrowded;
With respect to similar evils growing up on areas not fully occupied in the city and
suburbs;
To obtain information as to what steps have been taken in Europe for the purpose of
remedying the evils under the above headings."
We commenced the important enquiry entrusted to us by taking verbal evidence from gentlemen
who from long and intimate acquaintance with Sydney were in a position to give valuable information.
We examined the Very Rev. Macquarie Cowper, Dean of Sydney; Richard Wynne, Esq., J.P., Rev. G.
Sheppard, and Messrs. M. Bowmaker, M. Hodgkinsou, and C. Tilly, City Missionaries. Prom the three
witnesses last mentioned we had hoped to obtain more minute details than any other persons could supply,
and we were somewhat disappointed to find that these gentlemen, while fully appreciating the value of our
inquiry, were unwilling to give other than general evidence, from the fear that their usefulness would be
hindered if they were to furnish information which would identify any of the persons benefited by their
ministrations [ride P. 17]. While regretting their decision, we could not but respect their scruples, and
further information has satisfied ns that those scruples were well founded.
In the matter of verbal evidence it soon became apparent that we were not likely to obtain
much of a sufficiently minute and exact- character, as we could find very few persons possessing an intimate
knowledge of those neglected and filthy parts of the city which came specially within the scope of our
inquiry. We proceeded therefore to make arrangements for carrying out a system of house to house
visitation by means of two sub-committees—No. 1 consisting of R. B. Read, Esq., and Mr. Alderman
Chapman, and No. 2 consisting of B. Palmer, Esq. (Mayor of Sydney), and G. P. Dansey, Esq. When
Dr. Read resigned in February in order to proceed to England, Mr. F. H. Grundy was appoiated to fill his
place. The sub-committees having roughly apportioned the city and suburbs into two divisions, proceeded
diligently with their work of personal inspection, a duty which has not been performed withont great
discomfort
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discomfort and considerable risk to health, their visits bringing them .into contact with much repulsive
moral and physical degradation, and with scenes of filth and wretchedness of which it is impossible to
convey any adequate idea by more verbal description however forcible.
In the early stage of house to house visitation the crowded and unhealthy condition of some of
the Sydney watch-houses was brought to light, and we considered it advisable to bring up a Progress
Report to the Board on this subject, which was adopted by the Committee on the 22nd December, and by
the Board on the 24th December, 1875. This report was the result of a careful and minute investigation
into the accommodation afforded in each lock-up, verified by subsequent inspections.
Another question which seemed to us of sufficient urgency to call for special report was the
state of the common lodging-houses of Sydney. In addition to visits of personal inspection to a number
of these houses, made by the Sub-committees by night as well as by day, we took evidence from SeniorSergeant Larkins and Sergeant Dawson, of the Metropolitan Police Force. [Vide pages 21 and 30.] Our
recommendations on this subject are comprised in the Second Progress Report of the Committee, adopted
on the 4th February, and by the Board on the 8th Fobruary, 1876.

a We have also had occasion to submit a Progress Report on the contamination of well water in
certain suburban districts by percolation and overflow from cesspits. This matter being within the control
of the city authorities, we were enabled to obtain the prompt co-operation of his Worship the Mayor, and
we are glad to learn from him that steps are in progress to remedy the evil. Our Third Progress Report
was adopted by the Committee on the 22nd April, and by the Board on the 2nd May, 1876.
it remains for us to bring under one view the remaining portions of the evidence collected
by the Committee and now submitted in full to the Board. It became evident to us at the outset that in
order to carry out fully the inquiry committed to us we should have to go beyond the strict letter of
instructions, and to include in our investigationsbad drainage, deficient ventilation, dilapidation of buildings,
general uncleanliness, and any other physical conditions that might be supposed injurious to health. But
it will be understood, that intemperance and other prevalent vices, potent causes of disease and death, do
not come within the scope of our enquiry; although occasionally touched upon in the notes of the visiting
members. We have classed the various subjects treated of in the evidence under different heads, and shall
now proceed to report upon them seriatim.

Crowded Areas.—'We have found the worst form of overcrowding to consist in the closely packed
rows of small badly-constructed tenements at the back of large dwellings and in courts and lanes leading
out of the main streets. In many cases these are mere cul-de-eacs, and are so hemmed in by the walls of
large buildings on three sides as to allow no chance of ventilation. The noxious gases arising from the
closets and drains, always more or less filthy, are thus restrained from diffusion, and the atmosphere
becomes contaminated and unhealthy. It is scarcely to be wondered at that these places exist, since the
legislation in this direction in Sydney has been of a very imperfect character. An amended Building Act
is imperatively necessary, and it should embrace regulations not only in respect to the character of the
houses but to the dimensions of the allotments, size of the yards, proper drainage, and privy accommodation, as well as the width of the thoronghfarcs, a certificate of fitness for occupancy should be given in
each case by some recognized officer. Power should also be given under Act of Parliament to some
permanently established sanitary authority to deal with existing evils, and to inspect and close or cause to
be pulled down if necessary all buildings erected under improper conditions. We call especial attention to
the following cases of crowded areas, two of which are illustrated by plans accompanying the evidence
"Garrett's Buildings (Clarence-street) contain ten houses, having two rooms each, 10 ft. by 10 ft. and 9 ft high,
rented. at (i& a week each ; they are very badly ventilated, the back walls having no opening or air-hole of any kind.
These ten houses occupy a piece of ground in the form of a parallelogram; five houses o,i either side with a space of 14 feet
in the centre, Of this 14 feet space 4 ft. 6 in. is fenced off right and left andpartitioned into yards for each house, leaving
a passnge of 5 feet—exact measurement-..-down the middle, from end to end of the row as a thoroughfare. The houses are
hemmed in on all other sides by surrounding buildings, so that nowhere except in front can a mouthful of air be had for
love or money. But, shocking to relate, this narrow passsge which intervenes between the two rows receives all the
drainage of the court, being nothing more or less than an open drain covered loosely with hoards, not so effectually as to
prevent the escape of foul gases, or with that objcet at all, but to allow the inmates of the houses ingress and egress to
their dwellinus without breaking their sbins. At the end of the ]one or court there are three closets or cesspits in such a
stuikuig cqnSition as to be unapproachable as well as indescribable." p. 20.
"The plan adopted in the constnictiou of cheap dwellings in Sydney is a very simple one. A wall is run up on the
extreme back boundary of the allotment, and extemiding to either end of the ground. This is intersected by a number of
partitions, at right angles, at an average distance of (say) 8 ft. apart ; a couple of cheap sashes for the upper and lower
room, and one door os, the ground floor for each house, and lol the buildings when roofed are completed; and a property
yielding good returns is created at a niiniinum outlay. it is no use to have doors and windows at the back, because the
ground at the rear behoogs to another proprietor, and experience shows that houses without ventilation let readily. The
extem,sioa of the building to the boumsdary of the allotment also saves the cost of fencing at the back and sides, it is however indispeasable that there should be some apology for a yard, where the women may wash and hang out their clothes
to dry, and therefore a space is reserved in front for this purpose, which is frequently only 5 or 6 feet wide, it will be seca
that this arrangement takes up a width of, at the outside, 16 feet. Now, supposin the available area to be 40 feet wide,
a similar row of houses can be erected on the opposite side, and there would be 10t . to spare between the two terraces.
This vacant space is not without its use also; there being no provision for drainage, and no room for it, except in front,
it follows as a matter of course that all the house-slops and refuse find their way into this unoccupied space and ma along
it in a surface drain. Add to this description three or four stinking cesspits, all occupyingprominent posit-ions in front of
both rows of houses, and, you have a sketch of a block of cheap houses in the back-slums of Sydney. These properties are
generally in some yard or court off the street, and hidden from public observation, or they would not be allowed to exist.
The picture I have drawn is not a fanciful one, as will at onco be admitted by those who have taken the trouble to read our
previous reports." P. 5S
Some
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"Some steps ousht, we think, to be takes to prevent people from crowding these narrow streets and lanes with
buildings. The attention of the Government should be called to this matter at once, for delay is not only dangerous but
fatal. These are not small right-of-ways leading out of large streets, which afford a certain amount of ventilation, but
narrow lanes running parallel to each other, in which the houses are crowded together in such numbers as to render health
to the residents impossible ; it is overcrowding in its worst form," p. 34.
"The practice has been to purchase or lease one of the double allotments and then disposing of the frontage with a
diminished depth of 70 ft. instead of 100 ft. to each street, to leave a centre block of some 60 ft, in width still for sale or
lease, approached by means of a narrow dirty passage of 3, 4, or 5 feet in width. These centre Go-ft. ,lloents are then
cut up into little "it just large enough to contain a cottage, a closet, and a well ; sometimes however with only one well
for all the cottages. In the present instance the block is cut up into six allotments, so that the original allotment of 200 by
50 ft., with four street frontages, has upon it ten dwellings without drainage, ten closets, and from Eve to ten wells. Sometimes the economy of space even in this recently inhabited suburb is carried out to a still further extent, for we have met
with instances where some of the 50-ft. lots fronting streets have been subdivided stillfour frontages of only l2 feet each.
There would thus be fourteen dwellings and the consequent accommodation, or the want of it upon the original allotment
of 200 by Soft., besides the addition occasionally of eowsheds, stables, and outbuildings ; these tenements having at the
ordinary average of five to a house, seventy inmates. Surely Legislative interference is called for to prevent this unseemly
and unwholesome overcrowding." p. 02.
"As-thur-place (p. 29) is approached from the west side of Kent-street. This court is 10 feet wide, and the nine
houses in it, which are 15 feet wide, occupy a length of 120 feet; they are two-storied buildings with metal roof. There is
no ventilation at the back or on the west side, where the court is closed in by a blank wall; on the south is the Ragged
School and grounds, and there is a blank wall on the front or north side."
Miller's Buildi'igs (p. 14) This place is reached from the east side of Kent-street by a flight of stone steps, the street
at this locality having been lowered several feet by the Corporation. The width of the court is 22 feet and its length
84 feet, tenninating in a blank wall. There are seven old two-storied brick and shingle houses on either side, which have
a depth of 12 feet—blank walls on the north, south, and east sides, the only opening being into Kent-street on the west
side, and the ventilation from that quarter is obstructed by the houses fronting the street, which project in front of those
in the court on account of the difference in height."
"M'Crory's Court (p. 21): This court is approached from the east side of Clarence-street; it is 72 feet in length and
181 feet in width. It opens upon Market-row, a place little better than itself, and contains two houses on either side, with
a privy in the centre of the block, the width of the court between the houses being 5 feet; it has a blank wall at the
end of it." P. 105.
Crowded .Dwdflirzgs.—The house to house inspection carried out by the Committee has shewn
that, in addition to the injurious crowding together of houses treated of in the last paragraph, there is a
considerable amount of overcrowding of house occupants in parts of Sydney. Where this has been found
to occur, the houses have been generally lodging-houses, and upon this subject the Committeo have already
reported. There are, however, cases where tenants sub-let, and where each room, however small,
accommodates a separate family. A Health Act should provide for the inspection of all lodging-houses at
stated intervals, and we recommend that the plan be adopted which is carried out in large towns in England,
viz., that all houses in which rooms are sub-let be registered and euject to regular inspection. One of the
worst cases of overcrowding of this kind exists in the very centre of the city, in a court which connects
two of our principal streets, formerly Brougham-place, but now Rowc-street, between Pitt and Castlereagh
streets:—
"The houses contain for the most part four rooms each, of very mo'derate size, and in very many instances each room
is occupied by a separate family who wash, cook, eat, drink, and sleep in the sa,ne apartment, all their family arrangements
being confined within four walls, which are seldom more than 10 or 12 feet apart It has been well said that half the
world does not know how the other half lives, Neither Dr. Read nor myself, although we have both of us lived a great
many years in Sydney, could have credited without ocular inspection the terrible state of overcrowding which we witnessed
in this locality. A simple description of the dimensions of the rooms, with the number of inmates they contain, will at
once show the danger to the health of the community which must ensue from such a state of thiags." p. 36.
Then follows a description of the houses in detail. They add—
"The limited space in which whole fansilies crowd together in these buildings is still further restricted by the fact that
they keep their firewood Be well as all their other possessions in the one small room ; in fact there is no other place to
keep it.
"No.5 is also let to Mrs. Ryan, who snl,lets the rooms to separate families. The front room on the ground floor, let
at Os. a week, was occupied by a sick man, his wife, a daughter 15 years of age, and an adopted orphan boy nearly as old.
This man was very ill, and urcntly in want of medical advice. Seeing the necessity of the ease, and that he required
immediate attention, 1 gave his wife an order at once for mcdioine and advice at the Infirmary. 'The room in which this
family were cooped up was in the same disjointed state of repair as the others I have noticed. A great portion of the
ceiling had fallen dowii ; the walls were in a filthy state ; and tIme old-fashioned sash-windows precluded all chance of ventilation. Health for so many people in such a limited space, under such coaditioas, is physically impossible. This description will apply to the back room on the same floor, rented at 5s. a week, and occupied by a man and his wife, with a further
cause of discomfort that it was swanuing with bugs." p. 37.
"No. 6—Forbes owner—agent or lessee, i%1'Cormack—rented at Its. a week and sublet. The front room down-stairs101 xli feet, let at Usa week—was very filthy and out of repair. This room was occupied by five persons, male and
female—the youngest being a girl of 17 years of age. Such a small apartment would offer but very confined acconunodatioms
for five persons even in a cold country, and supposing it to be unused and ventilated by day; but when it is understood that
the whole indoor life of five adults is spent in such a limited space, and that all their belongings in the shape of furniture,
cooking utensils, and household appliances, as well as firewood, are crowded withiu the four walls, and that there is no
other place for cooking and washing, it will be seen how essentially necessary to the preservation of health are thorough
cleanliness and free ventilation, neither of which requisites were prescut On making inqniries next door we were positively
informed that occasionally nine or tca persons sleep in that room at night; vii fact the neighbours called our particular
attention to the disgracefnl state of overcrowding in that particular apartment—and when the inhabitants of Hone-street
themselves cothplaiu of overcrowding, tIme fact may be accepted without further evidence. The back room down-stairs, let
at 4s. a week, was in a tumhlcdown condition, close, and 6lthy; it was occupied by a man and his dog. The front room
up.stairs, let at Us. a week, was occupied by three Germans, and although clean was very much overcrowded, its dimensions
being 14 x lift., considering that half the available space was filled with firewood, cooking utensils, tubs, old clothes, &c.,
besides a be of very suspicious looking fruit, and that there was scarcely any ventilation. The back room, let at 4s. and
occupied by a woman, was just as close and much dirtier ; walls and ccilias much broken ; passage asid staircase filthy
and very much out of repair ; yard, 6 ft. 10 in. x 13 it. 6 in., very badly drained, and containing a quantity of dirty soap.
suds aud a lot of old bricks ; as usual, an obdurate laudlormi and no prospect of repairs." p. 41.
.Filthy Premises—There can be no doubt that the filthy condition of premises described in the
evidence is due in many instances to intemperance, but on the other hand many tenements are in such a
state as to render cleanliness almost impossible. Much may be done to remedy the evils coming under
this
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this heading by stringent inspection, by attention to drainage arrangements, the removal of refuse, and
also by enforcing upon the owners of properties the duty of keeping their premises in repair. That this
duty is greatly neglected will be seen by a reference to our remarks in clause 14 of this Report. The
foliowing extracts will show a state of things calling for prompt interference
"The two upper houses in Clyde-street, owned by Mr. James Campbell, are in a shockingly unhealthy state ; the
closets are placed under the steps, and the stench from them is frightful. This has caused arid is still causing a great
nuisance this is one of the most dangerous idaces as far as health is concerned we have met with as yet, and sossio
immediate steps should be taken to improve it. AtNos. 14 and 16, Clyde-street, there is only one closet for twenty
persons ; the condition of the closet may be better imagined than described." p. 50.
We next proceeded to Miller's Buiklings, owned by All. Dickson, undertaker. There are fourteen houses in the
court, containing two rooms each, 11 x 3.1 ft., with a small attic above, and let at Us.a week there are four water-closets
for the fourteen houses. From one of these houses two children vere removed the samemorning by the police, almost in
a state of nuility, unwashed, uneared for, and, literally covm-e,1 with vermin. The filthy condition of the room from which
these unfortunate little outcasts were rescued may be better imagined than described. We were strong]y advised by the
residents in the court not to enter it, and we contented ourselves with peeping in. Sonic rags, the colour of dirt, scattered
about the place, a rickety chair, and a pretence for a stretcher, constituted the furniture of the apartment. The bare walls
and floors, begrimed with dirt, completing the dismal picture. On the door-step was a heap of human excretr, covered
with an old straw hat. More wretched ohjeets of destitution than these poor little children, who were in such a filthy
state that while their ease was being considered they had. to be kept in the pelice shed, being unfit to cuter the precincts of
the Court., can scarcely be imagined." p. 14.
Describing a house occupied by it cab-driver in Abercrombie.lane, the Committee state:—
"The scene which was exposed to our view in this hovel almost l,affles description. The evils of intemperance
showed themselves here in the most revolting form. Ryan, a man about thirty years of age, and a woman, a year or two
younger, who We supposed to be ]its wife, and three children, were in a room below stairs. The polluted condition of the
atmosphere may be imagined when it is understood that no fresh in goes through the room, and that there were heaps of
human excreta on several parts of the floor. The man and woman both di-unk, the latter sitting on a "ox with a child in
her arms ; the mother and child quite naked. As we entered she drew up an old skirt frmn the floor and held it in front
of her. These people were too stupefied to give us any information, and we did not question them. The empty bottle at
their side told the whole story The furniture consisted of an 01(1 table, a broken chair, and a box on which were a few
cups and glass alongside the nun bottle. We were rash enough to penetratu into the kitchen, and the result was that in
two minutes we were swarming with fleas. Up-stairs there was a heap of rags, old and filthy, and what appeared to have
been once a mattress was nothing more than a bundle of rotten flock- and rags. 'Two drnuken 'Vernon were lying asleep
upon it." p. 44.
"Near Wells-street, on the west side, is a wide vacant space, forming part of a block extending to the Botany load,
the property of Mr. Woods, which seems to be a deposit for much of the 111th of the neighbourhood. Where the vacant
eastern part of this block joins the occupied western part, isa cluster of three closets built over one eesspit. This pit is
about 12 x 12 ft., depth nnknowu ; and has not been emptied for four years at least; one of the occupants of a building
close by, fronting George-street, who ha., lived there for that period, having assured its that it has never been cleaned out
in his time ; it is in a very foul and stinking condition. Two of these three closets, besides being legitimately used by
thirty persons, are quite open to the residents in Bufianaming-street, and to any one else." p. 76.
Attracted by the dirty appearance of the second house (Bowman-street, Denison Ward) we entered it to make a
closer inspection. The tenants informed us that it wnsa stinking hole, and that vermin abounded in it. We saw no reason
to doubt either statement but everything to confirm it. The closet at the bnck is in a broken down dilapidated condition
and in a filthy state, as was also the closet in the adjoining yard ; we were obliged to leave hastily—we could not stand the
smell. The drainage front these houses runs down along the surface gutters to a vacant piece of land close by, the stench
from which is something frightful. The closet belonging to the house at the end of this row, is in a shocking state of repair;
the door is broken down, and a log of wood is placed over the seat to prevent the children from falling into the pit. The
tammirts of these houses all complained of ill health, and no doubt their dwellings are very unwholesome. The floors rest
on solid earth, there being no excavation under them." p. 78.

11. Bzuhlinqs unfit for habitation.—Under this heading we comprise houses which are so out of
repair as to be unfit for human habitation. A.t present there is no power vested either in the Corporation
or any other body to compel the repair or removal of any dwelling-house, or other building, however
dangerous its condition may be. No Building Act will have retrospective powers, and a special clause
should be introduced into the Heai.t]i Act to (Teal with such cases, similar to the 97th clause of the Imperial
Health Act 88 and 39 Viet. cli.

55, which provides as follows
"IVhere the musanee proved to exist is such as to re,mder a house or building, in the judgment of the Court, unfit for
human habitation, the Court muay prohibit the using thereof for that purpose until in its judgment the house or building is
rendered ft for that purpose ; and on the Court being satisfied I-lint it has been rendered fit for that purpose the Court may
determine its previous order by another, declaring the house or building habitable, and from tIme date, thereof such house or
building may be let or inhabited."
Such houses are unfortunately Yen' numerous in Sydney. The following rue some of the worst
cases

No. 14, Clarence-street, is an old wcatherboai-d house, containing five rooms (Macdonald, owner), rented at 12s. a
week ; the closet is an old cesspit and in a filthy disgusting condition, and the yard about S ft. square. The rooms in this
house are in such a tumble-down state that they are quite unfit to be occupied—in fact they are positively daugerous. The
tenant informed us that the rain comes through the roof as through a sieve, and that there is a continual stench and
moisture rising from the floor. The rooms upstairs al-c 6 ft. 2 in. high, and very badly ventilated ; the closet, an old cesspit, filthy in the extreme the stench from this place was sickening. No. 139, Clarence-street, same owner, same rent, is
in a similarly dilapidated and duty condition, with the same want of ventilation, and having an old eesspit for a closet, in
an equally filthy state, with an old sack hung up in front in place of a door. The drainage from these houses finds its way
under the floor, through a pipe, and emnpties into the street outside the curb-stones. All these houses seemn to have heen
built In' piecemeal, and vary in the n,unl,er and size of the rooms. No. 137, also belonging to the same owner, rents at
lös. a week, has the ssmc style of closet with the same frightful stench proceeding from it, and is in every respect an
equally forbidding abode. These four houses may be classed as so out of repair, so badly ventilated, and so deficient in
accommodation, as to be utterly unfit for human habitation, and as the land on which they are situated fronts Clarmscestreet, and is therefore valuable property, steps should at o,mee be taken to compel the owners either to pull them down or
to lint them into repair, and to drain the locality." p. 20.
"On the opposite side in Market-street, at the corner of Clarence-street, are six weatherboard buildings in the very
last stage of decay (Iiynch, agent). Any one who may be curious to know- how, long Colonial timber will last, until, by the
combined action of the elements, white ants, and other sources of destnmetien it becomes triturated into powder, can satisfy
their curiosity by ascertaining the date on which these houses were constructed. The corner house is occupied and used as
a butcher's shop; it is a filthy, stinking place, without any proper drainage, and in a most dilapidatod condition, though
rented at 21s. a week. 'l'lie next house, occupied by, a wim-c-worker, is just as had ; it obtaisms a remmtal of lOs. a week, and
the two adjoining hmnuses occupied by a manufacturer of Colonial ovens—one being used as a workshop and the other as a
at 21s.
The same
sae description will suffice for thesethere is just enough solid timber about
them to keep them up, but nothing to spare.
The house adjoining the Colonial oven repositon', however,
deserves
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deserves a more detailed description since it represents the sac ptus utira stage of dilapidation. It contains
two small rooms on the ground floor,
' with a ladder in the back room leading to a bed-room under the roof.
Originally a weatherboard buildiuc it is now very difficult to say what it is, or what materialin its composition predominates, so much patchwork has been
° necessary from time to time to keep it together. Here and there a board has been
completely eaten out apparently by white ants, and the vacant space has been covered over with tan, paper, or
anything else which was handy. The upstairs room has had a great deal of paper bestowed upon it during its days of
respectability, but the paper has obstinately refused to adhere to the walls, though the process has evidently been
repeated a great many times. The successive layers, which embrace a variety of patterns, now hang down from the walls in
festoons, a sort of tapestry, a quarter of an inch thick, and form a receptacle for dust, cobwebs, and other imunties. An
old mattrass lay on the floor of the room, and the tenant had adopted avery simple method of keeping the bed-clothes from
contact with it during the day, by hanging them upon a batten placed agamstthe wall atari angle of 45 degrees, just sufficiently
high to keep them out of the dust. This house has also another peculiarity it contains no furniture of any kind. rndeca
there is no room for it, the entire available floor space being crowded with the stock-in-trade of the propnetor, who is a
dealer in old clothes. Piles upon piles of garments of all sort-s are stowed away below and aloft, which, like the house,
appeared to be considerably the worse for wear. These may possibly be renewed to a certam extent by some artificial
process, but no renovation is possible for the house itself, it is almost needless to recommend that no further efforts to
prevent this house from falling down should be permitted. It occupies a valuable site, and should be replaced by a building
of a more substantial character." p. 25.
Quitting this neighbourhood (Wright's Wharf, next to Market Wharf) for obvious reasons as quickly as possible,
we came to a two-roomed house facing Sussex-street, the back of which is 8 feet below the level of the street. This was in
such a tumble-down dilapidated state that it must be positively dangerous to live in. Than to another shanty of similar
style, which seemed even in a snore dangerous condition; and- then to a third, in which I should scarcely have considered
it safe to take shelter during a shower of rain. These hovels obtain a rental of Us., 5s., and Ge. respectively. They are
utterly unfit for human habitation, and no one who is not afraid or ashamed to sleep out in the open air would ever venture
to seek a night's rest in them. They are positively dangerous to live in and should be pulled down with the least possible
delay; the wonder is that weatherhoard houses should hang together so long. The tenants made the usual complaint that
the landlord will do nothing. it appeared to us however that there was very little that he could do, except in the way of
total annihilation." p. 30.
"The last two houses in this lane, before it joins Riley-street, are built of brick and shingle. The upper room of the
first we ontercd was destitute of anything in the shape of furniture, the lower sash of the window gone and the upper one
immovable. On the banister of the stairs were two pillows, some sacking, a few rags, and an old blanket. The walls of
the room wure besnieared with candle.ssnoke and grease, the ceiling was damp with the soakage from the rotten shingles of
the roof; and, to add to the discomfort of the place, bugs were present in legions, rmimng all over the walls. The place
was in such a dirty and dilapidated condition as to be unfit for habitation. The kitchen at the back was in a similar state;
the shingles on the roof were as rotten as could be, and patched here and therewith pieces of old galvamzod iron ; the
ceiling mildcwed with damp, and part of the wall down." p. 45.
.
"We thea went back to Queen-street, which is a continuation of Broughton-street, although diverging in a different
direction. On the west side of Queen-street is a sort of court containing three two.roomed weatherhoard houses, roofed
partly with shingles, partly with iron, and other materials. These houses are almost tumblmg down ; they have been
designed by the dead wall architect referred to so often. The occupants did not seem disposed to be at all communicative,
but we saw enough to satisfy ourselves that the houses are unfit for habitation. The closet was as bad as any we have seen,
and so exposed, being in the centre of the court, and facing the houses in Queen-street, that no one can approach it without
being seen by the imnates of at least a dozen dwellings." p. 64.
"in a lane off this street (Has-wood-street, Dcnison Ward), on the west side, are five brick and shingle tenements,
owned by Mr. Kettle, containing two rooms, one over the other. These are unoccupied with one exception, and they are
all, including the on' occupied, utterly unfit for dwellings for human beings. The wnsdows are gone in four out of the five,
imeately." P.71.
and the walls bulge out and threaten to fall on the passers-by. They ought to be pulled downmdi
We next inspected Cuthill's Yard, which contains six houses on the east side and three on the west, built of brick
and shingles, containing two rooms each and let at 6s. a week. Those on the eastern side are in a state of extreme dilapidation, every part except the bare walls the picture of ruin. Here as in all tonomessts of this class the back wall has no
opening of any kind, and the only vacant space is the yard in front. The houses on the west side have only a ground
floor; one of them is roofed with iron rind the other two with zinc, the roof of the end house being retained in its place by
heavy stones placed upon it. These was at one time a railing in front of these houses, intended to enclose a garden, but
only enough of it remains to show what it was put there for ; flowers do not bloom in localities like this. Almost all the
windows in this court, especially those on the cast side, are without glass or nearly so, brown paper and old rags being the
principal substitntes; the drainage in the gutter was very offensive and the privy in a disgusting state." p. 76.
12. .Dcjicient Ventilaiion.—This arises in most cases from the defective construction of the houses,
many of which are placed back to back, so as to prevent a current of air from passing through them, or
built against a dead wall, having no aperture for the ingress of air except the door and a solitary window
front, the upper sash of which is generally a fixture. In other cases small and low houses
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are placed in the immediate vicinity of lofty buildings, which form a complete blockade to light and
air. In the houses occupied by Chinamen it has been found that those two requisites to healthy living
are carefully excluded by boarding over the windows.
A few structural alterations would in many
cases convert what are now unwholesome tenements into healthy dwellings, but a number of these houses
must be demolished before any sanitary amelioration can be expected. We quote a few instances in
which the want of ventilation is especially noticeable.
The Dean of Syducy states, in answer to question 11:—
"I have just called to mind four houses in this city, in which I visited some sick persons some years ago, and Jflnd
they are still occupied. These houses are situated at the back of the 'Post Office Hotel,' and so closed in that it is
scarcely possible for any fresh air to enter them. I paid a visit to a sick man who was in a room up-stairs in one of these
houses, and I found there was no ventilntion-whatcvert ; here was no flre.place; the window would scarcely open, and it
appeared tome marvellous that the man did not actually die for want of air. There is only a space of about 4 feet
bebweea the 'Post Office Hotel' and this house, and now I observe it will be shut in still more by that fine block of buildings between York and Barrack streets. I could mention other houses which I have noticed in dificrent parts of the
city, which arc blocked in a similar way—blocks of buildings existing in lanes and several cul.de'socs, where I think the
buildings should be removed as the ventilation in them must be exceedingly defective." p. 2.
In their isispeetion of Little George.street, the Committee say
"We paid a visit to Miss Cil,bons, who occupies a two'roomcd house round the corner. The peculiar features of
this and the adjoining house is the Lilliputian character of the back premises and the ingenuity displayed by the architect
in closing up all inorcss to fresh air. One of the yards or passages is 5 ft. x 6 ft., and the other 4 ft. x 4 ft. On three
sides of those yards°there is a wall 20 ft. high, and if any ventilation were possible it could only be afforded by means of a
windsail, which is quite as necessary here as in the hold of an immigrant ship. As for the closets it is indispensable that
persons using them should back into them as a horse backs into the shafts of a cart, since there is no room to turn round
at the cud of the passage." p. 18.
"In the adjoining yard (Queen's Place), which is portion of the same property, we inspected a row of cottages, which,
in a sanitary point of yew, arc quite unfit for human habitations. The front doors were open, and we could sco that the lower
rooms were not more than U or 8 ft. wide. We could also perceive a ladder leading to a very small apartment above; but
the window upstairs does not open, and there can be no ventilation of any kind. Some light may enter from the small panes
of
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of glass in front, but there is no sash to raise or let down, and the ingress of fresh air is impossible. Just in front of the
doors and running parallel with the row of cottages, of which there are six, is an open drain which discharges into a large
hole in the will enclosing the yard, direct into the Tank Stream. When this sewer is full a regurgitation takes place, so
,m of these hovels have in front of their doors, within .3 ft. of them, a sort of tidal stream of filthy drainage,
that the iutes
polluting the atmosphere and inviting pestilence and disease. These cottages should be pulled down at once and should
not be replaced by any others. The closets used by the inmates are beyond description. This was our second visit to this
place, which, it must be remembored, is in the centre of the business part of the city, not more than fifty or sixty yards
from the Exchange, and some attempt had been made to give it a cleaner appearance. The above description may therefore
be taken to represent the place at its best." '. 19.
Speaking of houses in Waine's Lano, off Druitt-street, they
they say:—
say:
"No. 2—Deering
2Deering agent
"No.
agent—is
is built
builtofofstone,
stone,and
andwas
wasatatone
onetime
timeapparently
apparently aa three-storied
three-storied store,
store, now converted
into dwellings of three rooms one over the other. The rooms are 12 by 18 ft. and 7 feet high, but are so wretchedly
ventilated, there being no openiugs in the back wall of any kind, that living in them must be very unhealthy. They are
occupied by a workman, his wife, and a number of children. This man told us that be found it impossible to sleep at night
on account of the closeness of the atmosphere, and expressed his satisfaction tht some kind, souls were taking an interest
in his welfare. The next two houses, Not 3 and 4, were very similar to the last as far as ventilation is concerned,
No. 4 being smaller and let at only Ss. a week. There is no window at all in the lower room, and when the door is shut
the inmates are in total darkness." p. 46.

13. Drainage and disposal of refuse.—The drainage of Sydney is in a wretchedly defective state.

A great deal of the evil will be remedied when a complete system of underground sewers has been carried out,
and as that question is under investigation by another committee of the Board we have no recommendations
to make on the subject. The members of our committee in carrying out their personni inspection of the
different wards of the city have, however, thought it right to record their impressions of badly drained localities. That much ill-health is caused by the collection of refuse in places where there is only surface drainage
there can be little doubt. The removal of this refuse is a matter directly in the province of the Municipal
Councils, and we have nothing to do with it. We may, however, remark that the neglect in respect to
these matters, disclosed by the evidence, points strongly to the necessity of appointing some supervising
body, such as a Board of Health, to compel the local authorities to do their duty. Examples of this
neglect will be found in the following quotations from the evidence. Describing a lane between Union
and Sussex streets, the Committee say:—

complete fever den. The prevalence of sore throats in this spot induces us to call the immediate attention of the Scarlet
Fever Committee to the locality. The harbour is only 100 yards distant, and if a 9-inch pipe were laid down from this
property to the Bay, the evil, if not entirely removed, would be greatly mitigated." p. 35.
Robin Hood Lane and Hamilton-street, Bourke Ward, are apparently in no better condition.
"There is no proper provision for drainage. Just immediately under the window of the bedroom, and not 3 ft. from
it, is a large hole apparently without any trap, which receives a greater portion of the drainage from this and the adjoimng
yards. From this hole flows, under the houses a stream of filth, carrying with it fever, sickness, and disease. The stench
from the neighbourhood of this drain is something frightfull. Close by, but on the next property, there is a heap of yard
rubbish, the accumulation of years, as high as the eaves of this house, which sends forth a most offensive smell; and yet so
suffocatin is the temperature in No. 6 that the tenant said she prefefred to sleep with the window open, directly in face
of this nuisance, to suffering the heat inside. The question is literally one between slow poison and sufiboation. This poor
woman, who is very intelligent, when informed
informed of
of the
the object
object of
of our
our visit,
visit, exclaimed
exclaimed—"
Thank God
God somebody
somebody has taken the
" Thank
matter in hand, and not before it was needed." There was evidence in one or two flower-pots about the yard of her desire
to have things clean and tidy about her; but cleanliness, as well as health, is absolutely impossible in such a wretched
hole." p. 43.
"All the people in this yard (Scale's yard, off Goulbura-street, Philip Ward), without exception, complain of the
horrible stench in the place, and no wonder, for there is a surface drain running down the centre of it, which discharges into
an open gully without trap; this is within 2t ft. of the window of one of the houses. The closet is an open cesspool, 16 ft.
long and 4J ft. wide, and nearly full, the contents of which kept bubbling up as if in a state of fermentation the stench
proceeding from it was horrible. This pit has four closets or compartments built over it, and is used not only by all the
tenants in the yard but by the occupants of three houses fronting Goulburn-street. On one occasion we were told a man
was found dead in one of these closets whether he died from the effect of the closet itself we did not learn; the place is
'bad enough to cause death indirectly if not suddenly. Just inside the entrance to this yard is a large heap of horse refuse,
which the tenants informed us is cleared away once a fortnight. The dustman came with his cart while we were there, and
would fain have persuaded us that his visits were made weekly, but it was clear that such was not the ease, except
perhaps theoretically." p. 48.
"There are from forty to fifty persons residing in this court (Blake's buildings, off Ilaymarket), and they all complain
bitterly of the impurity of the atmosphere, the closeness of their tenements, and the discomfort of the place generally from
the absence of covered drains and the want of proper closet accommodation, They say they cannot sleep at night, and no
wonder in such ill ventilated quarters. The owner of this property should be compelled to connect his houses with the
public sewer which runs within a few yards of them. No better test of the unhealthy character of these dwelling places
could be afforded than in the sickly and squalid appearance of the children. With no covered drain to carry off the
drainage, with house slops and refuse thrown about in all directions, and with one filthy closet, used by nearly two scorn
individuals, tainting the whole atmosphere, how can they be expected to thrive? The residents in this overcrowded place
stated, as a sort of apology for the uncomfortable condition of their dwellings, that it was impossible to find other quarters
without going a long way out of town." p. 57.
"I cannot conclude my account of to-day's inspection without calling special attention to the state of the gutters in
Queen-street (Glehe) and the streets running parallel to it. Every provision seems to have been made for the drainage of the
yards directly into these gutters, but nothing further has been done, and there the refuselodges and remains. It comprises
dead dogs and cats, dead fowls, bones, decayed vegetable matter of all sorts
sorts—in
in fact,
fact, rubbish
rubbish and
and waste
waste material of every
kd.
m
There it lies for weeks at a streteh. The liquid portion of it finds its way down Bay-street to a vacant piece of
ound off that street about 60 ft. square, from which it seems to percolate between and under the houses in the direction of
ackwattle Bay. Many of the persons with whom we got into conversation complainedtf the continued neglect of the Glebe
Municipal Council in not having the gutters swept out for months. One gentleman told us that Dr. Markey had been
attending his family for two months, all of them being sick with scarlet fever, and that the doctor had stated that the illness
was caused by the filthy state of the gutters in the street. Queen-street is a narrow street only about 20 ft. wide." p. 64.
"In a narrow lane about 121 ft. wide, running from Norton-street to Dcubamstrect (Glebe), are five houses built of
wood, and dontaining two rooms each—Bennett owner; rent 4s. Gd. a week—the rooms, which are 1.2 x lOft., are badly
ventilated, there being no windows at the back. ln front of these houses at the edge of the lane arc an equal number of
closets belonging to the housss in the neighbouring strcet—common cesspits, stinking badly. These with their own closets—
also stinking cesspits—which are in the yard at the hack, 15 ft. wide, place the unfortunate residents in this lane as it were
between two fires; they havo the samo stench back and front, and no matter which way the wind blows it is a foal wind
for them." p. 65.
"Taking
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"Taking the whole of this westerly portion of Cook Ward, from Cooper-street to Gipps-street, we noticed that the
dramage is in a disgraceful state, and there can be no doubt that the health of the residents in it suffers just in proportion
to the neglect of this important ijuestion. It appears that the architect or builder, in erecting a new building, in time cases
out of ten makes no provision whatever to carry off the house slops, which are thrown down in the yard, and run according
to the inclination of theground into the street, or on to some piece of vacant ground, where they stagnate and become a
fertile scarce of fever anu disease." p. 84.
iVeglect of property by owners.—A perusal of the accompanying evidence will show that
disinclination on the part of landlords to go to any expense in keeping their property in repair, even to the
extent of an occasional coat of whitewash or paint, is the rule rather than the exception in Sydney. This
argues a certainty of finding tenants to occupy the houses, whatever may be their condition, which would
not be the case if dwellings for the working classes were not so scarce. This scarcity is proved by the fact
that the rent of such houses has of late considerably increased. The evil referred to under this heading is
intensified by the absence of any authority to compel the owners of properties to keep their tenements in
habitable condition. Full powers should be given to the local sanitary authority to serve notice on owners
so offending, and in default of remedy by them to make the necessary improvements at their expense.
The accompanying extracts will show how general is the complaint on the part of tenants that
the landlord will do nothing."
"What struck us most forcibly during our -visit to these crowded localities was the total absence of any attempt on
the part of the owners or landlords to do anything in the shape of repairs, or to improve the sanitary condition of the
dwellings. We noticed no signs of lime, or white-washing, paint, or any attention paid to the drainage of the allotments.
These essentials to the preservation of health do not appear to have en aged their attention at all, and there can be no
doubt that the water used for domestic purposes in such abodes of filth an -wretchedness must in may cases he polluted.
The want of some sanitary authority, whose special business it should he to interfere in these cases, and to compel, where
necessary, landlords to provide such accommodation as will render health and cleanliness at least possible, seems to us very
urgent." p. 6.
The Dean of Sydney states in his evidence, in answer to question 4
"Bitt I attribute a great deal of the bad condition of the dwellings to which I have alluded, to the landlords, who
appear to leave them without any repairs or any purification whatever from year's end to year's end. I have known houses
which have never been whitewashed or painted or improved in any way for many years. Not long ago I visited one family,
and I learned from the mother, a respectable woman, who had lived there for thirteen years, that not the slightest repair
had been done to the house since they came into it; the plaster had fallen off the walls and the floor was ripped up in
several places. I asked why she lived in such a place, and she said she was applying continually to the landlord, but he
would not so much as put a single nail into the fleet I believe that it has since been in some measure repaired; but that
is only a sample of hundreds of houses which 1 have visited in this city." p. 1.
Referring to certain tenements in Clarence-street, the Committee say
The tenants all state that the landlord positively declines to improve them; these people occupy them while in this
condition solely because if they were to leave they would not know where to find other houses to live in, decent houses at
a moderate rent being very scarce in the neighbourhood." p. 20.
"We examined another old brick house in Union-street, also owned by Walsh, containing two roomS, 10 a loft, and
8 ft. high, occupied by a mangle-woman. This was also in a filthy state and badly ventilated. The tenaut stated that she
had lived there six years, and that dnring that time the house had never been cleaned out or whitewashed. The landlord
positively refused to do anything." p. 32.
"The tenant of this house (Wexford.strect), who has six children, told us that although she had lived there for five
years the landlady had done nothing towards cleaning or repairing it." p. 54.
"Paradise Row, off Abercrombie and Myrtle streets This property consists of twenty-four weatherboard houses
with slate roofs, owned by Thomas Broughton, Esq.—Carter, agent. The houses are chiefly two-roomed tenements, rented
at 4s. per week. The neighbourhood in which they are situate bears abont as bad a reputation as any we have yet visited;
the houses are in a very dilapidated state, many of them being empty on account probably of their uninhabitable condition.
The agent, a well-known cbaracter, with one ann, would persist in following us about during our examinations, and
incit g the tenants to resist our entrance into their houses. I am sorry to say that in muany cases he succeeded; his
language was not of the choicest description and his conduct was very obstructive. Re told us he had been fined on account
he would not be sucked in again.'"
of these
in places a short time ago, and 'he'd take (strong adjective) good care that
disgraceful
condition
of the back yards and closets
.Deficiemcy of closet accommodaUon.—The
attached to houses in many parts of Sydney, brought to light by the close inspection carried out by members of this Committee, should alone be sufficient to show the necessity for sanitary legislation. So inadequate and of such a wretohed nature is the privy accommodation provided in some quarters, that as many
as forty or fifty persons have to make use of one closet, and it is almost impossible to oonvey an adequate
description of the repulsive character of these structures. Such a state of things is not only prejndical
to health but is repugnant to all ideas of decency and morality. We call especial attention to the
evidence collected on this point, from which we quote some glaring instances. The Imperial Public Health
Act, from which we have already quoted, not only provides that a penalty of twenty pounds shall be
enforced, in case of any house being built or re-built "without water-closet, earth-closet or privy, and an
aehpit furnished with proper doors and coverings," but it authorizes the local sanitary authority, on the
report of their surveyor or inspector of nuisances, to require the owner or occupier of every house to
provide them within a reasonable time. Similar power shduld be given to a like authority here, and rigidly
enforced. (Pde 38 and 39 Vict. ch. 55, clause 38.)
We are glad to learn from His Worship the Mayor that the City Council have been actively carrying out the provisions of the "Nuisances Prevention Act of 1875," passed on the recommendation of the
Board, and that from the passing of the Act up.to the 2-7th nIt., 450 new closets have been constructed,
3 ft. square and 4 ft. deep, properly bricked and cemented, the brickwork being raised to 2 ft. above the
level of the yard and that 423 old privies have been pulled down-and re-built in like manner. We also
learn that the City Corporation are now removing from 90 to 109 tons of night-soil weekly ; the Act
giving the Corporation power which they did not possess before, to compel the thorough emptying of the
closets, instead of just so much of their contents as would abate the nuisance.
"We
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"We next inspected a block of boildings at the corner of Sylas-lane and North-street, and spent some time in
examining a group of houses and cottages at the back, which we may class as entirely unfit for human habitation. The rooms
are low, not more than 7 feet high, and in a small yard, .5 feet x 6 feet, there is one closet for six houses. In another, two
closets, one of which is out of order, for about forty houses, and there is an absence of water to keep them clean. We
also inspected some houses in St. John's Place, Sussex-street, which were in very bad condition, the ventilation being
exceedingly deficient, and there being only one closet, without any door, for four houses; the stench from this closet was
unbearable. llealth under such circumstances is simply impossible." p. 4"In this property (North-street and Sylas lane) there are altogether twenty-one houses, or cottages, containing two
rooms each, and rented at Cs. a week. It will hardly be credited that for these twenty-one houses, which contain at an
average live tenants each, there are only three water-closets, one of which is out of order and the others without doors or
with broken doors. Such a state of things requires no comment" p. 5.
We inspected seven houses up an entry from the street at this point (Cuinberland-street Watohhonse), which are
also very badly ventilated; there is only one closet for twenty persons." p. 8.
The following is the description of a house in Cowper-street, Glebe
"The next house, built of stone and brick, containing three rooms, and is in the same ruinous condition;
the floors are broken, and there is scarcely a pane of glass in any of the windows. The tenants of the house just
described are without a closet, but the occupants of this house are not quite so badly off, for they have an
apology for one. A great portion of it, inclndin the seat, is broken down, and is fallen into the pit; it has no door, the
usual substitute, an old gunney-bag, not even being provided, and any person making use of it must nqcessarily crouch over
the place where the seat used to be, and hold on by the door-posts which still rumain. In this position, the hoards on
either sides having long ago disappeared, ho affords a spectacle of indecency to the occupants of all the adjoining houses.
This closet occupies a prominent position in the back premises, and thus the whole neighbourhood becomes privy to the
visits to it. The cesspit is in a most filthy condition, and there is no sewer to carry off the drainage" p. 63.
"The next house (for which Pile is also agent) was occupied by fivepersons, and is in the same state of repair; there
is no opening in the back wall, and consequently no ventilati on. The closet, built of paling, is erected over a common cesspit,
which was quite full so that the stuff oozed out at the hack. The door of this place has long since disappeared, and there is
evidently no intention to replace it. The tenants of the house who make use of the closet have, however, some slight
regard to decency, and theymake a feeble attempt to close themselves in by means of a sugar-basket which the occupant
be up before him until lie comes out, when it is thrown down on the ground outside, to be picked up and made use of in
the same way by the next corner." p. 63.

16. Chinamen's Quarters.—A special and very rigid inspection of all tenements occupied by Chinamen
should be instituted. These people may be inoffensive so far as any overt breaking of the laws is concerned,
but it is a question whether the state of moral and social degradation in which they hve is not a greater
offence to tho well-being of the community. We append a paper on " Opium and Opium Smoking" (dde
App endi A.) which will give some idea of the prevalence of vice and depravity induced by this enslaving
and degrading practice. It will be seen by the extracts from the evidence quoted below that this habit is not
confined to the Chinamen, but that numbers of European women haunt their smoking dens, and become slaves
to its use. This results in fearful immoralities which do not come to light, but which are far more frequent
and wide-spread than would appear. A great deal of overcrowding takes places also in most Chinamen's
houses, and the midnight orgies which are carried on in some of the upper rooms, from which all light is
carefully excluded, no doubt exceed any of the scenes witnessed by the members of this Committee in their
visits of inspection. A stringent enforcement of the provisions of a good Health Act, combined with
frequent inspection, will, however, do much to remedy this state of things, but it may be worth while for
the Legislature to consider whether special legislation should not be directed to this growing evil.
Describing a Chinaman's den in Queen's Place, not more than 50 yards from the Exchange, the
Committee state
"It is 37 ft. long and 11 ft. high, and divided into three rooms, in each of which is an opium bench, with aU the appli.
anees necessary and ready for use at once. Charley is a seller of opium and an inveterate smoker as well, or his appearance
greatly belies him. J.E., a white woman, aged twenty-two, who lives with him, also indulges in this demoralizing habit,
and their place is aa accommodation house of the worst character, for it is impossible to say what diabolical offences are
not committed through the agency of this pernicious drug. Of this more hereafter. The woman told us that sometimes
their customers were so numerous that they had to wait their turns to enter the room. This unfortunate creature appeared
to be completely under the bondae of opium, and the police assured us, and she herself admitted, though her paramour
stoutly denied it, that other white women frequent the place, and that the most revolting and immoral scenes are of
frequent occurrence. In corroboration of this statoment, she mentioned among the names of her visitors some of the most
disreputable prostitutes in Sydney. If half the stories sc-c heard were true, it is more than time that this and other similar
foul dens of Clnnese depravity should be cleared of their occupants and thoroughly purged, for their existence is a blot
npoa the character of a city like Sydney." P. 18.
"The bedroom of a Chinasnan is a square compartment with room for two occupants, in which he keeps all his belong.
lags, and which serves him as a smoking-room, sitting-room, and bedroom. The rooms are generally boxed off in this way
into compartments, which represent so many separate dwellings under one reef. The workshop referred to was crowded
in every part of it, not occupied by beds with unfinished furniture, leaving only a narrow passage in the centre. No
attempt seemed to have been made to clean the place, nor could we see any lavatories or appliances used in other houses
if these peeple ever wash themselves they do it by stealth. The attic-room in Alt Toy's house, fronting George-street (the
owner of which is Mr. ltedman), is 7 ft. high, and as near as we could guess about 14 ft. x lO ft. , it is divided into eleven
compartments, is without ventilation, and very dirty. The closet attached to the house was in a frightful state. At the
back of the house is a store used as a workshop, and on the upper floor of this building we saw a number of beds—apparently
double beds—and several opium bencbcs containing lighted lamps, pipes, &e., ready for usc at a moment's nohce. Every.
thing in this apartment was in confusion, and in a filthy state—articles of unfinished furniture piled up1 in every available
ace. The attention of Insurance Societies and Fire Brigades should be called to this place, for if a fire were to take
place in this part of Sydney the result would be disastrous, and the loss of life and pa-operty great." p. 19.

a

Speaking of premises occupied by a Chinese carpenter in Castlereagh-street, the Committee state:—
"Nineteen persons live on the premises, all single men, except one married man who goes home to sleep. In a room
on the ground floor, 12x 10 ft., we saw four beds. There is no ventilation in this room. The air can only enter it through
the door ; and it has very little light, there being only a small pane of glass looking into the shop. The proprietor was
sick in a room or compartment on the ground floor. Upstairs, over the workshop, were four beds in one room and three in
another. Ventilation wretched throughout, the windows being shut in by adjoining buildings; rooms dirty; kitchen
very dirty ; and the usual disgusting smell of opium smoking from basement to roof. The closet reeking with urine—the
beards and the floor being positively saturated with it—a stream proceeding from the floor of the closet into the yard." P. 28.
"We visited and inspected several other hovels of various dimensions occupied by Chinamen, for which Tamer is
agent; but as they all present the same characteristics it is not worth while to particularize they have no windows or
openings, except the doors, and are therefore unfit for human habitation.
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11 In one of them we found another white girl, about 20 years of age, living with a (ihinaman. l3oth were on the
smoking bench, inhaling the fumes of opium, when we entered; the girl denied that she lived there, and said she was only
on a visit. This woman when we entered was lying in the inner room, on the smoking bench, which in a Chinarnan's
house is also the bed, in a state of partial stupor, under the influence of the pernicious thug; her eyes had a glassy look,
the pupils were dilated, and she was altogether in a perfectly helpless state. We roused, her for a few moments, and ob'
tamed one or two answers to our questions, when she again relapsed into insensibility, and it is doubtful whether she would
remember our visit at all. She said she was not married to the Chinaman; and it appears that when once white women
become subject to the tyranny of opium administered by a Chinaman, the latter care very little to avail themselves of the
marriage rite. A woman in this state is at the mcrcy of any Cliinainan who may enter the house. One of these places,
occupied by two Chinamen, we found to be only 7 ft. x 4 ft., and about 6 ft. high."• p. 50.

The following extract is from a description of Chinamen's quarters in a court between Pitt and
Castlereagh streets
"The next house we inspected was also a two-roomed tenement occupied by Chinamen, sellers of charcoal and firewood. The place, like the others, was very dirty, and the dirt?vhieh hadaceumulated on thefloors was so full of fleas that we
were covered with them at once; there was no mistaking their presence. - In all other respects there was no difference—the
same careful exclusion of light and fresh air, the same style of smokiug-benehes or beds, and in place of any other furniture
a large quantity of firewood and charcoal. In the upstairs-room I counted twenty-four bags of charcoal, but there was one
peculiarity in this room which we have not observed before in a Chinainau's quarters—a bed, properly made up with sheets
and blankets ; that was, however, the only evidence in the house, of a recard for cleanliness or comfort, as we understand
° charcoal. In the yard, and running through the
the terms; everywhere else we could see nothing but dirt, firewood, and
middle of it, was a filthy open drain, while the water-pipe discharges its contents so that a stream of water runs nader the
house, and materially adds to its unhealthiness. The water-cask was green and shiny from neglect, and as for the closet—
an old cesspit—I have no term in my vocabulary sufficiently strong to describe it. I have frequently been obliged to use
the word stinking when speaking of closets attached to houses occupied by Europeans; applied to closets used by Chinamen
this word must be understood in its superlative sense. Tenements occupied by person of such filthy habits, and kept in such
a dilapidated as we!! as dirty condition, should not be allowed to remain as they are. The owners should be compelled to
have them properly ventilated and to keep them in decent repair, and some supervision should be exercised over the people
who occupy them, for there can be no doubt that a great deal of overcrowding takes place. I feel satisfied that in scarcely
any instance did we obtain reliable information as to the number of persons who resort to these places at night. At the
time of our visit on Tuesday we had a glimpse of several women who were evidently coming to pay their daily visit to one
or other of these Chinese (lens, but who slunk away on seeing us." p. 53.

.17. Additional sources of ill-health not included in the abase headings.—Among these must be
reckoned the noxious effluvia from sewage matter along the shores of the harbour, and the diffusion of
sewer gases in the streets and in houses from imperfect drains and trapping. Also nuisances connected with
cow-yards, with clandestine slaughtering, and with certain manufacturing operations. Although we are
aware that these matters do not come strictly within the scope of our enquiry, yet they are such crying
evils, and have presented themselves so often and so prominently before us in the prosecution of our
work, that we have thought it necessary to mention them, and to give the following extracts
"At midnight we found ourselves at the foot of Liverpool-street, at which place the stench from the head of Darling
Harbour was offensive to a degl'oe which we could scarcely have credited without personal experience of it. It appeared to
us a matter of surprise that any persons could live at all in the immediate vicinity of this nuisance. It was low-tide at the
time,—the whole of the forcshorc was exposed, and the air reeked with poisonous exhalations from the drainage polluting
the harbour. Suffice it to say, that nothing that has been said or written on the subject of this horrible nuisance can equal
the foul reality." p. 4.
Describing a cow.yard in Market Row, off York.street, the Committee state:—
"Although theyard is kept clean there is an abominable stench, which, the tenants say, is always the ease. We
searched the neighbourhood carefully to find out the source of the stench, and we strongly suspect that it emanates from a
cow-yard close by, in which there are stalls for nine cows. The wife of the owner of this yard (Mrs. Cony) told us that it
had been established there for seventeen years. It is paved with brick, and although it is said to be washed out twice a
day, the bricks seemed to be so saturated with the droppings and filth from the cows that we felt convinced the stench
complained of must proceed from this place." It 25.
"On one side (referring to an allotment in Castlereagh.street) iEr an old shed about 20 feet long, in which were six
dirty dejected-looking cows, three of which were lying down, and three standing up. I suppose they take it in tern, for
there certainly is not room for them all to lie down at the same time. On the other side of the yard was a large heap of
eow.dung, and a filthy water-cask. If that is the source from which the milk is watered as well as the cows the customers
have just cause for alarm. We can only express our surprise that such a state of thisgs should be allowed to exist on
ground fronting a main street, almost in the heart of the city. There were a number of ducks and fowls about the place
which did not help to make it cleaner." p. 58.
"We examined a ccw.yard in Francis-street. The cows which are milked here must be of the poley breed, for the
only entrance to the yard is a passage between two brick walls, just 21 feet wide. We found stalls for three cows, which
were filthy in the extreme. This place is owned and occupied by Mrs. Ryan, a milkwoman, and it certainly reflects no
credit upon her. The house is built of weatherboard and contains two rooms, 15 x 11 feet, one over the other; there is no
opening in the back wall, except where some of the boards have tumbled down from sheer decay and have not been
replaced. This place cannot fail to be very unhealthy, and the place allotted to the cows, which is very small, is close to
the door of the dwelling." p 65.
"At the bottom of this street (Chambers-street, Denison Ward), runs the creek which carries off the waste water
from the Colonial Sugar Company's Works. This creek is the subject of bitter complaints ; every one seemed to deoounce
it as a nuisance; yet strange to say, allotments of land on its very banks are fenced off and have nice looking cottages
recently erected upon them. Decidedly there must be a suicidal tendency among the residents of this neighbourhood
when such poisonous places are selected as building sites. This part of Sydney requires immediate attention, especiall
in reference to its drainage; unless some improvement takes place in this respect it is liable at any moment to the outbrea
of some deadly epidemic. The conditions which exist must at least so predispose the inhabitants to receive disease that
when it does make its appearance it will assume its worst and most fatal form. The deposit on all sides on the surface
of deleterious matter in the shape of drainage and house refuse is continually generating gases which are most inimical
to health." p. 70.
In a lane off Merrion-street, Waterloo, the Committee inspected some very suspicious looking
premises
"Upon inquiry we were informed that the premises in question are used for slaughtering at night—that sheep and pigs
are constantly killed there at night time when there was no fear of detection, and that the pipe in question is used to carry
away the blood and waste liquid matter. This accounted for the dead silence which resigned over the place during the
busiest hoor of the twenty.four. The presence of a few sheep nibbling at the tufts of grass inside the gate seemed to add
testimony to the truth of this statement. The existence of this nocturnal slaughterhouse does not say much for the activity
of the municipal officers, though no doubt there is a diffloulty in catching the offenders, as the Act requires, in flagranu
delicto." p. 82.
18.
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18. From the evidence now submitted it will be apparent that there can be no difficulty in
accounting for the high death-rate which has unhappily obtained in Sydney for some years past; the
wonder is that with so many predisposing causes to disease, including intemperance and other vices not
treated of in this report, the epidemics which have visited us have not been more severe. The sanitary
supervision of Sydney is obviously insufficient, and it is clear that the health of the community is
greatly endangered by preventible nuisances.
10. It appears to us that the remedies should consist in,—
The appointment of a Health Board for the whole Colony, with local Boards in all Municipal
districts, under Act of Parliament,
The passing of a Building Act, which should be put in force with as little delay as possible,
before the rapidly extending suburbs of Sydney are spoilt by the present system of cutting up the
allotments.
Giving extended powers to Municipal Corporations, or to Boards of Health, to enable them to
run drains and sewers through private property where expedient; to take charge of courts or lanes which
are private property as if they were public streets; and to buy up unhealthy tenements and crowded
areas so as to open up broad thoroughfares in closely packed quarters of the city, and to prepare the way
for more wholesome dwellings.
Improved dwellings for the working classes.—The measures we have suggested, if carried out
effectively, will necessarily cause some displacement of the population, and as we are convinced that no
other remedy will meet the evil, we thinl the Board should recommend the Government to take into
consideration the necessity of providing improved dwellings for workmen. This question has received
of late years much attention in the larger centres of population in Europe. The Corporation of
the City of London not long alo set apart a valuable plot of ground, near Farringdon Road, Clerkenwell, and voted £120,000 towards the erection of houses expressly for working-men. The buildings
comprise shops, and separate and distinct tenements for families. Each tnement has a washhouse,
with water supply, sink, water-closet, coal place, copper, and dust shoot All the rooms in the building
are provided with fire-places, and the living rooms have ranges, oven and boiler, cupboards, dresser, &c.
The rules for the tenantry are simple and excellent; thus the 5th rule directs that " no tenant
will be permitted to under-let any of the rooms in his occupation, without express permission." The
tenements are let by an agent of the Improvement Committee of the Corporation, and preference is
given to the artisan class. The rent charges are fixed, but their amount varies, according to position, from
Os. to Is. ed. aweek for three rooms and separate wash-houses, and from 4s. Gd. to as. for two rooms.
The receipts are satisfactory, being sufficient to indicate a retnrn of about 5 per cent. on the outlay. The
same plan has been adopted in Liverpool, Glasgow, Lambeth, Newcastle-on-Tyne, and other large towns in
England and Scotland. In other places companies hare been formed for the purpose of buying up
properties on which to erect improved dwellings, combining all the sanitary conditions of adequate space
and thorough ventilation, with proper domestic conveniences ; and it has been found that these can be
erected to meet the requirements of artisans at a cost which allows a fair per centage upon the money
invested From the rents obtained fr the dilapidated and unhealthy buildings described in the evidence
it is clear that in Sydney such investments would prove equally safe.
20. In comparing the density of population in different cities, or in different porti'ons of the same
city, it is customary to state the number of inhabitants per acre, and in a general way it may be shown
that under like conditions, the average mortality is proportional to the density; but the comparison is
liable to be deceptive, and the rule is by no means of uniform application. In Sydney, for example, the
inhabitants of Bourke Ward are said to be at the rate of only 21-8 to an acre, and of Brisbane Ward 851,
yet the death rate, recently published, gave 80 - 5 per 1,000 to the former, and only 34-8 to the latter. The
fact is, that Bourke Ward, lying east of George-street, and north of King-street, contains the Infirmary
and some of the most unwholesomo houses in Sydney; but it also embraces in its area the Outer and
Inner Domains, and the Botanical Gardens. The population of the city is said to be at the rate of 513
per acre, and the death rate for 1875 was 2976 per 1,000. London is said to have 39 persons per acre,
and a death-rate of 26 ; Liverpool 04 per acre, and a death-rate 30. In the experience of the Metropolitan ABsociation for providing improved dwellings for the labonring classes in London, it has been
found that the rate of mortality has been greatly diminished, although the number of persons per acre
has been much increased.
21.
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21. In conclusion, we desire to impress upon the Board the urgent necessity for speedy sanitary
legislation. To make Sydney the wholesome city which with its natural advantages of climate and
position it ought to be, we consider it necessary to confer upon an independent Board very large powers;
so large as only the magnitude of the evils before us could jnsti, and as only a wise discretion in their
exercise will save from being arbitrary and tyrannical, or will cause them to be tolerated by the citizens
generally. Without such powers, exercised firmly and discreetly, we are hopeless of ever seeing any
general amelioration of the low sanitary condition of Sydney. To settle all the details of the Acts we have
indicated will require much wisdom and care, but the legislation of other countries already affords
excellent models, and in this as in most other human affairs—" Where there is a will there is a way."
Board Room,
Sydney, 7 August, 1876.

J. SMITH,
Chairman of Committee.
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JOiN SMITII, M.D., M.L.O.,

IN THE Cll.&Ilt.

The Very Rev. Macquarie Oowper, Dean of Sydney, cal]ed in and examined

Chairman.] This is a Committee, Mr. Cowper, of the Sydney Sewage and Health Board, appointed to TlisVcrvflvr.
inquire into the overcrowding which is believed to prevail in Sydney, so far, of course, as that over- Maeqiiaric
crowding affects the general health of the inhabitants. It appeals to me that in the course of your
experience of the city you must have come across a great deal of this kind of thing, and I shall be very
glad if you will give us the benefit of that experience? in the visits which I have been in the habit of1 Nov., Itho.
paying, for many years, to the different parts of the city, of which I have had the spiritual oversight, my
attention has often been drawn to the evil effects of overcrowding and, although I am not prepared at
the present moment with any particular facts respecting it inasmuch as I was not aware of the special
points upon which the Committee would desire to examine me, still I am aware of many localities in
wluch this overcrowding takes place. My attention has been drawn to several alleys and courts in which
a great deal of this overcrowding occurs, and in which the ventilation is very
detective, and where, from
these causes, very injurious effects upon the health of the inhabitants must be produced.
Can you indicate some of the worst places you have met with in this city? 1 should say that Clarencestreet and parts of Sussex.street are about as bad as any: Goulburn-street also is very bad. My attention
has been directed much more to the moral than to the physical evils resulting from this cause. I believe
that in Clarence-street, from what I have seen in the common lodging-houses, there must be at times a
great deal of overcrowding. Some fifteen months ago I endeavoured to obtain correct information with
regard to some houses of that character, and i found that the number of persons lodging in them was
considerably larger than could be consistent with health, the houses themselves being generally in a
very filthy condition, and many of them without any proper ventilation. I think that out of twenty-three
houses, the condition of which I inquired into, there were thirteen where the ventilation was bad or
very defective. Many of the houses were at the same time exceedingly filthy, and I could but believe,
and I believe now, that a good deal of disease must be generated by the foul air and the impurity of the
rooms thus occupied.
I suppose you have found that filth and overcrowding invariably go together? Yes, they must do so.
The smell in many of these houses, when as clergymen we are called to visit them, is hardly bearable.
4, 1 suppose you have found in your experience that the class of people who inhabit houses of this kind
have a singular aversion to fresh air, because it is generally cold air? Yes, that is the ease. There was
a lane which, I dare say, you will recoflcct—it may be remembered as being rather notorious—Syrett's.
lane, in Sussex-street—which was occupied by prostitutes to a large extent. I was informed that there
were not less than fifty-seven prostitutes in that lane not less than two years ago. I made it my duty to
visit all the houses in that lane—myself and my curate—and we found a terrible state of physical as well
as moral impurity existing there but I believe that has been somewhat improved since by the purchase
of two of the houses in that lane, and of six houses in Liverpool-street adjoining, by a gentleman who is
going to rebuild. The effect of the movetucnt which took place at that time was the removal of most of
the prostitutes from that spot. Persons so demoralized have generally very filthy habits, and their houses
are often unclean. But I attribute a great deal of the bad condition of the dwellings to which I have
alluded, to the landlords, who appear to leave them without any repairs or any purification whatever from
year's end to year's end. I have known houses which have never been whitewashed or painted or improved
in any way for many years. Not long ago I visited one family, and I learned from the mother, a respectable woman, who had lived there for thirteen years, that not the slightest repair had been done to the
house since they came into it; the plaster had fallen off the walls and the floor was ripped up in several
places. I asked why she lived in such a place, and she said she was applying continually to the landlord,
but he would not so much as put a single nail into the floor. I believe that it has since been in some
measure repaired but that is only a sample of hundreds of houses which I have visited in this city.
5. I believe it is generally understood that the rent of such houses is really comparatively high—that they
are rather profitable property? Many of these houses let for lO& or 12s. a week.
U. With what accommodation? With perhaps four rooms, but then the houses are in such a dilapidated
state that they are scarcely, I should consider, fit for occupation.
7. But the rents charged for them are such as ought to and would fairly pay for better accommodation P
Oh yes. Some landlords, I have noticed, have pulled down their old houses and erected new ones, which
are occupied by tenants of a superior class, and I think the rent is only a few shillings higher.
S. In such cases, where tenants of a superior class replace the others, what becomes of the original tenants?
They move off to localities similar to those they have left.
9. then, if we undertake to cleanse or improve houses in bad condition, what is to be done with the
lower class of inmates? I think some very stringent regulations are required with regard to the building
and also with regard to the occupation of houses. There should be power to insist upon houses being
kept in proper repair, and that if they are not fit for occupation, persons should be prohibited from
occupying them. The law should give pover to some authority in the city to shut up any houses which
are in such a dilapidated state that they are liable to breed disease, or are othenvise uuht for occupation.
In the course of time the standard would be raised if it were made prohibitory for persons to occupy
houses of that class, and thus a better state of things would be brought about.
*76_A [No. 11.] .
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TheVery Ret. 10. Have you ever thought of the details of such a measure as would lie necessary to secure proper space
Maequarie and ventilation in buildin 's? I have not given sufficient attention to it to enable inc to express decided
Cowper.
opinions, but I have noticed
°
that in England it has been suggested—I think at a meeting of the Social
Science
Congress,
about
two
years
agothat it should be made compulsory that every new building should
12 Nov.,
at least have a space of 100 feet square, either at the back or at the side of it. I noticed also another
suggestion made by a gentleman, who read a paper on that occasion, that every street should be 40 feet
wide, and that no houses should be erected in a street which was higher than the width of the street.
And the vacant space ought to bear some proportion to the height of the house? Yes. I have
just called to mind four houses in this city, in which 1 visited some sick persons some years ago, and 1. find
they are still occupied. These houses are situated at the back of the ' Post Office Hotel," and so
closed in that it is scarcely possible for any fresh air to enter them. I pa]d a visit to a sick maa who was
in a room up-stairs in one of these houses, and I found there was no ventilation whatever; there was no
fire-place ; the window would scarcely open, and it appeared to inc marvellous that the man did not
actually die for want of air. There is only a space of about 4 feet between the " Post Office l-[otel' and
this house, and now I observe it will be shut in still more by that fine block of buildings between York
and Barrack streets. I could mention other houses which 1 have noticed in different parts of the city,
which are blocked in in a similar way—blocks of buildings existing in lanes and several cal-dr-sea, where I
think the buildings should be removed as the ventilation in them must be exceedingly defective. I have in
my nnnd's eye one place in Sussex-streot, which I think goes by the euphonious name of St. .Toliii's Place
it had formerly another name at which people used to shrug their shoulders. There are three rows
of houses in it, and the back row, in which I think there are five or six houses, is shut in by it wall in such
a manner that fresh air can hardly get down to these buildings. Such places as these I tlnuk are hardly
fit for occupation.
Do you think there are many such houses in Sydney where there is not a sufficient space allowed for
purposes of ventilation P I think there are a good many' scattered about the city. I have been surprised
myself sometimes in the coui-se of my visits to find such a number of close lanes of this nature not visible
from the street.
1:3. Are the cases of overcrowding found chiefly in the cheap lodging-houses, or do you often find
houses occupied by private families much overcrowded? A good deal of overcrowding takes place in
private families as well. Houses are taken by one person and portions are sublet to others, so that you
sometimes find two or three families in one house.
But I imagine that in these cheap lodging-houses there must be some very bad cases of overcrowding
—a number of persons sleeping in one room? Yes.
From your own observation are you satisfied that much ill-health arises from bad ventilation and
overcrowding 9 I am not aware of a great number of cases of that kind, but I think it is in the general
deterioration of health that the effect is seen ; the miserable and squalid appearance of the persons
residing in such house is very striking, and I am quite sure that the consequences must be very injni'ious.
Mr. Palmer.] Do you recollect, Mr. Cowper, if that portion of Sussex-street—St. John's Place—which
you mentioned just now, is the place known as Fowler-square P No, Foivler-square is in existence now
that is also one of those narrow places into which fresh air has a difficulty in finding its way.
Where is St. John's Place? It was formerly Sussex Court perhaps you know it by that name ; it is
between Liverpool and Bathurst-strcets---on the left ]and going southward.
And your experience of the city is chiefly in that portion of it about Sussex and Clarence streets?
Yes, for some years past—for the last seven years; formerly I had experience in the northern portion of
the city.
Dv. Read.] Do you think it would be advisable to pass an Act compelling the erection of suitable
houses in place of these uninhabitable dwellings—that it would conduce to the health and comfort of the
population P I have no doubt of it.
Are you at all acquainted with the working of the Landlord and Tenants' Act? No, 1 am not.
21.. Do you think that if there were some more summary means of ejectment than that provided under
that Act, and a greater pressure could be hrought to bear upon the landlords, we might hope for a considerable improvement in the character of these buildings P I am decidedly of that opinion; there is a
great difficulty in getting rid of bad tenants. I have frequently complaints made to me by respectable
persons of houses being occupied by pi-ostitutes, in consequence of which the neighbourhood is made the
scene of disorder and annoyance, and there is no remedy in such cases.
Mr. Palmer.] You have a copy of our Building Act; I think I sent you one? Yes, but I have not
had time to read it yet.
There is a clause in it which, if adopted by the Parliament, will empower the City Council to enter,
and even, if necessary, pull down houses of that eharacter P The part of that Act to which I should
have objection, for I have cast my eye over that portion of it, is that it is left to the decision of several.
officers of the Council whether a house is fit for occupation or not. I tlunk there should be something
more definii.e than that.
I think it states, "in the opinion of the Mayoi- and the City Surveyor." We must leave the power
in somebody's hands P it appears to me that there should be something definite as to the number of cubic
feet wbich should be provided for each occupant of a house.
We are going to have a Commif.tee meeting of the Council next week, and shall be very glad to receive
any suggestions with which you may favor us P I should hikc to my, in reference to the observations
I made about the landlords, that rt great many of them are, absentees, and let their houses through agents,
who are much inoi-e to blame than the landlords, who probably know but very little about their propei-ty. 1
have known a great deal of that. The agents are very rigid in exacting the rent but very nnwilling to do
anything in the shape of repairs, because 1 suppose that would interfere with their percentage.
,21&. Chapman.] Do you think it would be beneficial to pass an Act authoriiug a regular inspection of
lodging-houses, so that they would be under proper supel-vision 9 I think it ought to be done; it is a
question in reference to which I hold a very strong opinion indeed.
.ltL'r. Palmer.] There is one place which perhaps you m-ecollect—"sVallaec.lane—whieli Mr. \Ventworth
'pulled down, and on which some substantial buildings have been erected? Yes, that was a great improvement, and 1 hope the same plan will be carried out in other places.
Ohairman.] Then what becomes of the tenants who are ejected when superior houses are erected
which are let to a better class of tenants P They go to some other parts of the city where they can obtain
similar
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similar acconunodation. For instance, we have cccii them going to Syrett's-lane, and from that t.oWoolloo- TheVeryflev.
inoolee Bay. l\Iy curate and I have been the means of removing batches of these prostitutes, but we find Macquarie
Cowper.
that they only, betake themseles to some other part of the city. Mr. Wynne's property has been ncquently occupied by persons of this class, and now he will not let it, except to a manufacturer, he has 1'
had so much annoyance. The moral character of that part of Castlereagh-street is very bad and so is 12Nov., 1875.
that of Pitt-street. It has often struck me that if the city were better lighted it wouldhave it very salutary effect thai; is a question which I. think oiLglit to receive consideration.
With regard to the number of cubic feet of 81)8Cc to be allotted to each person, it would seem not to
be dithcult to make a regulation of that kind with regard to lodging-louses, but do you think it could be
made applicable to private houses—could you say that each resident in a private house must have so many
cubic feet? I think it would be possible to enact that a house should not be occupied by more persons
than could obtain within flue compass of that house a certain number of cubic feet Ibr each resident. It
seems to nie that we could not enact any regulation as - to the number of persons who might be there,
either as visitors, or who might be present at ,in entertainment; but the regular occupants should have a
certain number of cubic feet of space.
Does not.that seem to you rather an infringement upon the liberty of the subject P I think that
these subjects are receiving more attention now than they have hiithei-to, and I believe that in some of the
papers read at the Social Science Congress some of the views I have mentioned have been advocated
strongly. I have not had time to make myself acquaint-cd with them, but I believe that is the ease.
Bi. I observe in the efforts made to improve the dwellings of the poor at I-Tome, there are two methods
employed—one is to give large powers to the municipalities, and the other is the purchase of such
properties by Societies who clear away the old houses, and put up new buildings in place of them —which
of the two methods do you think would be the most efficacious here in Sydney P I should think it would
be better to give the municipalities power to regulate these improvements.
You would not trust to the efforts of individuals or societies? I understood you to ask inc whether
i: thoi:ght it preferable to entrust these powers to municipalities or to societies.
1 observed that there are two methods of going to work—one is through the ippnc;pahities by their
Bui ding Acts, and by giving them larger powers
w
;1- and the other, which is greatly- ni vogue at Hoe
ml just
now, is by means of societies which purchase the properties, pufl down the old houses, and rebuild. That
has been done to a large extent in London where, I believe, there are seven or eight of these societies?
Those are more philanthropic efforts, the success of which depends upon the amount of energy as Well as
philanthropy brought to bear ; whereas if you give powers to municipalities you have bodies who are
responsible for carrying out the improvements, and in this way I think the operation would be rendered
much more certain. But then if societies undes-take work of this kind they would render the action of
mun ici polities is nneeessary.
And the work, if done by societies, would be more likely to be desultory and partial P Yes, I
think so. Some two years ago Ii had some communication with an engineer who was anxious to establish
a Building Society for artisans. These artisans had formed their own plan generally, and I put them in
the way of obtaining the legal assistance of a gentleman who took the matter up, and drew up an Act for
them. But the difficulty they were placed in was that they could not got any trustees of position in the
city to come forward and be responsible, and file)' failed in carrying out their plan. I believe it was a
well devised plan, something like one of Lord Shnliesbury's, but it fell through for that reason.
85. Jfr. C'/eaprnan.J In speaking of the owners of property, who are absentees in England or elsewhere,
you mentioned that they generally appoint an agent to act for them ;—have any cases come under your
notice where these agents have appointed sub-agents who have been of the same class, and quite as bad as
those who occupied the ]mouses? Yes, I have known that to be the case.
36. And from that cause the rents have been twice as high as they ought to have been P Yes. There are
two or three points, in oddition to those which have been dwelt upon, to which I should wish to draw the
attention of the Committee. First,—drainage. I believe that for want of proper drainage in the city, a
good deal of fcculent matter is absorbed in time soil, tending to germinate disease and to produce much
unhealthiness. And not only is this the ease in the older parts of the city, and as regards premises which
were erected long age. I observe new erections in various quarters without any sufficient, or even pretended, provisions of this character. And [would venture to suggest that it should be made imperative
upon the owners of property to arrange for such drainage, in regard to the sanitary condition of the
popnlatmon, under well defined regulaliens, which could leave no doubt as to the work required to be done.
I feel sure that for want of this the soil often becomes impregnated with poisonous gases most detrimental
to health. Secondly—it has often struck me that in the erection of the inferior class of houses, and
especially those occupied by the laboimring populam iou, no precautions are taken to prevent the rising of
dam p in the vai Is and hence you vi II Iii) d the darn p rising and with the damp, in localities not drained,
noxious qualities the effects of which may be most injurious' to health and Iite,—cspeciallr when so little
attention is paid to ventilation as is generoliy the ease. Thirdly,—with regard to ventilation, I attribute a
great deal of importance to a due attention to it—much more than to the number of persons who may be
the occupants of a dwelling for a time. In one house which I was visiting lately, in which several
fkmnilics were located, I found one family, consisting of the fhther, mol;her, and four children, occupyin
a single room which was used for every purpose, with scarcely any ventilation. They ate, slept;, and live
in it. An infant was horn, healthy enough as it seemed, but it lingered about five weeks and then
died. The rest of the children, in such a nnrsery looked squalid and miserable. Ventilation should
be provided for in every habitation, in such a way that it should be not a mocker)' but a reality. All
windows should be made to open at the top as well as from the bottom. It would be well also if there
were it fireplace in el-cry room. Dr. Arnott says "A it individual, time offspring of persons successively
breathing foul air, will have a constitution decidedly different from one who has inhaled pure air; and
the race would, to a certain extent, continue to degenerate." Fourthly,—it is known that diseases of some
kinds are often propagated by means of clothing. I-low' often is the bedding in the common lodging-houses
cleansed P How often do persons arriving by steamers fi-omn the various ports alommg the coast bring
disease with them? And may not the germs of typhoid and other fevers be left in time bed-clothes, to be
taken up by others who may heeome the occupants for a night or two? It appears to me that some
preventive is required, greater than at present exists, against these evils. Stringent regulations are
required, to be enforced under penalties sucient to ensure their observance.

Personal
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Personal Inspeetion of the City and Suburbs
By No. 1 Sub-Committee, consisting of,—
B, B. READ, ESQ., M.RC.S.,
31. CHAPMAN, ESQ.
J

lent, Clarence, and Suase.v Streets, from Liverpool-street to Draitt-etrect.
87. Dr. Read, on behalf of the Committee, gave evidence as follows—
it. B. Bead,
Met at 9 pm., on Wednesday, the 10th instant, at the Volunteer Club, and proceeded to inspect
}.eq.

a portion of Brisbane Ward, Mr. 1"osbery, the Inspector General of Police, kindly placed at our disposal
the services of Sergeant Lark-in and Constable Mulqueeny, of the Detective Force, who rendered us valuable
i_ Nov., 1875. assistance. The night was remarkably cool, with alight southerly breeze blowing. Barometer, 2972. Temperature in the open air 51, in a well vcnt:ilated room '57. We commenced our inspection by examining the
Star of Peace" and "Mill Hotels," in Kent-street, which we found in fairly clean condition, the ventilation,
however, being of an unsatisfactory character, as indeed was the case in almost every house we inspected,
the old fashioned sash-windows being in use, which open only at the bottom, while the upper portion is
immovable. The Globe Hotel," which we next visited, we found ventilated in the same way ; the rooms
in this hotel were very low, and the closet in the yard exceedingly offensive. At the "Coachman's Arms,"
Clarence-street, we found the ventilation very deficient; the rooms are only 6 feet 6 inches in height; two
children have recently died in the family ; the yard was very clean. A similar state of things exists at the
"Brisbane Inn," the ventilation being very deficient; one of the rooms being only 7 feet high ; the water
was off from 6 am, to 6 p.m. We visited the Soup Kitchen in Kent-street, and inspected the four
dormitories. No. 1 dormitory has an area of 1,730 cubic feet, and contains ten beds, giving 173 cubic feet
for each sleeper. No. 2 has an area of 2,470 cubic feet, with sixteen beds, giving 155 cubic feet to each
sleeper. Both these rooms are very badly ventilated. The two upper rooms, in which there are fortythree beds altogether, are well ventilated ; there is a large hole in the ceiling in which ventilators are fixed.
The "Royal Forester Hotel" and the "Builders Arms" we found in lair order, but ventilated with the oldfashioned sash-windows ; the rooms are, however, very low. We next inspected a block of buildings at the
corner of Sylas-lane and North-street, and spent some time in examining a group of houses and cottages
at the back, which we may class as entirely unfit for human habitation. The rooms are low, not more than
7 feet high, and in a small yard, 5 feet x 0 feet, there is one closet for six houses. In another, two closets,
oneof which is out of order, for about forty houses, and there is an absence of water to keep them clean. We
also inspected some houses in St. John's Place, Sussex-street, which were in very bad condition, the ventilation being exceedingly deficient, and there being only one closet, without any door, for four houses; the
stench from this closet was unbearable. Health under such circumstances is simply impossible. We
visited three houses in Sussex-street, Nos. 200, 188, and 174, which we found in fairly cleat condition, but
like all the others very imperfectly ventilated. In the house last mentioned, which is usually occupied
by a large number of lodgers, we found nearly all the beds empty, the reason assigned for this being
that there were two men in the house suffering from erysipelas, who had been refused admission into tim
Infirmary, and there was no other place to which they could be sent. It is much to be regretted that
some kind of isolated accommodation should not be available for cases of this dangerous character. There
was literally no ventilation in the rooms where these men were lying—the windows being boarded-up. The
adjoining house, No. 176, was in every respect in a similar condition. In none of the houses we visited
was the ventilation of a satisfactory character, and in many of them, in addition to this deficiency, the
accommodation afforded for human beings is inferior to that provided for cattle and horses. At midnight
we found ourselves at the foot of Liverpool-street., at which place the stench from the head of Dni-ling
Harbour was offensive to a degree which we could scarcely have credited without personal experience of
it. It appeared to us a matter of surprise that any persons could live at all in the immediate vicinity of
this nuisance. It was low-tide at the tiiue,—the whole of the foreshore was exposed, and the air reeked
with poisonous exhalations from the drainage polluting the harbour. Suffice it to say, that nothing that
has been said or written on the subject of this horrible nuisance can equal the foul reality.
We concluded our inspection at 123.5, and did not reach our homes until 2 am.

No. 2 Sub-Committee, consisting of,—
1+. F. DANSEY, Esq., F.R.C.S.,

B. PALMER, Esq,, Mayor.

-om Ifargaret-street along Lower George-street.
87. G. F. Danceg, Leg., on behalf of the Sub-Committee, gave the following evidence
On Thursday evening, the 11th instant, we visited Gipps Ward, accompanied by Sergeant Dawson,
and commenced our inspection by calling at 215, George-street, a Chinese lodging-house. On going
up-stairs the first thing that struck us was the absence of beds in the small partitions which we supposed
12 -Nov., 1875. to be bed-rooms. On inquiry, we found them to be smoking and lounging rooms—the house being a kind
of public-house, frequented by opium-smokers and tea-drinkers. The lounges consisted of bare boards
covered with mats, with a piece of board on which to rest the elbow. These rooms were very close and
badly ventilated, besides being strongly impregnated with the odour of opium smoke. Throughout the
house the rooms were tolerably clean, gas is laid on, and the walls are decorated with pictures of Chinese
design. On going up-stairs we found one lodging-room occupied by two persons, and two smokin grooms. The lodging-room was clean and comfortable and the bed-room nicely furnished. There we
saw a Chinese woman, who was exceedingly polite. The kitchen and yard were clean and in good
order. This house is also a shop for the sale of opium, and there is a joss-house within the building,
with lights burning ; there were three rooms on the same float-. The number of inmates given us
was fourteen, but we understood that forty or fifty or even more rrsons can be accommodated when
necessary. We next visited a Chinese cooking-shop, kept by, Ah loung, No. 211. The front room is
used as a shop, and the adjoining room as a stnoking-room. Besides these there are three coffee or tea
rooms,
0. F. Danooy'

Eeq.
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rooms, and a kitchen at the back, with Chinese grate—small but comparatively clean. Here we learned G. F. Daneey,
Lq.
that the average cost of opium for a good smoker is 4s. per day. The ventilation in these rooms was very
bad, the only fresh air entering them finding its way through the broken panes in the windows. On the
first floor we saw a bedroom with two persons sleeping in it; then a oom, loft. x 12, divided into three l2 Nov., 1875.
compartments, to accommodate two persons each, lit by gas in every part. From this house we proceeded
to Sun Wah's lodging and smoking house, No. 107, George-street, which contains six actual rooms, but
one room is divided into five. Here we found the kitchen and back premises offensive from the smell of
ammonia, showing that the inmates make use of the kitchen in the same way as the yard or closet. On
the first floor there are two rooms, one of which was empty, because, as we were informed, of the death of
Dr. Sin Ling, a Chinese doctor. The body had been taken away and buried, but we were told that bad
spirits were expected to conic and take away his ghost, and in the interim nobody cared to occupy the
apartment. In a small back room, very badly ventilated, were three beds, and the house was altogether
too much overcrowded to be healthy. We found here, too, unquestionable signs of want of cleanliness in
the floors, &c.
We then called at 24, Cambridge-street, which is also kept by a Chinaman, and is used for an eating or
boarding house, as well as a resort for opium-smokers. Here too the ventilation was exceedingly defective, and the yard was offensive from the strong smell of ammonia. The bedrooms were very dirty and
dose.
It may not be out of place to mention it singular custom which we observed in nearly every Chinese
house we visited. We found pieces of paper hung on the walls in the principal rooms, which are handed
to visitors. We asked for an explanation, and were told that they meant "a happy new year,"
It was half-past 11 o'clock when we quitted the last house.

YRIDAY, 19 .NOVEMSER, 1875.
rcaat
B. PALMER, E5Q.,
G. P. DANSEY, ESQ.,

I
I

M. CHAPMAN, EsQ.,
R. B. READ, EsQ,

HON. J. SMITH, M.D., M.L.C., IN THE GUAm.
Personal Inspection
By, Sub.Coinmittoe No. 1, consisting of,—.
R. B. READ, ESQ.,
M. CHAPMAN, Esq.
SEcoxn DAY, MONDAY, 15 NoVEMBER, 1875.

Sussex-street, from Liverpool to Margaret S/note.
39. Mv. Olirrpnzan (on behalf of the Sub-Committee) gave the following evidence Met at the Volunteer Club on Monday, 15th instant, at 3 o'clock p.m., and resumed our inspection M. Chapman,
of Brisbane Ward along Sussex-street, between Liverpool and Margaret Streets. The first house we
Eeq.
visited, owned by a man named Deering, was on old tumbledown dilapidated wooden building, containing 1A
eighteen rooms, and let, as we were informed, at a rental of 258. per week. The tenants state that it is 19 Nov. 1875,
used as a lodging-house, but we ascertained that the first floor is converted into a dancing.saloon, and
that, instead of a few lodgers being accommodated weekly, the place is little better than a brothel. It is
in it wretched, filthy state, both with regard to the drainage and the yard and privy accommodation. The
ventilation is deficient, and the rooms are low--not exceeding 8 feet 6 inches in height anywhere. On the
basement floor is a well, from which flows overtheyard a stream of water, the stench from which is offensive,
and must be very unwholesome. The m'hole place is unfit for human habitation, and shouldbe pulled down.
We next went to Washington-place, at the end of which is a gully shaft, which is the subject of numerons
contplamts. The stench from it is stated to be very offensive at night, more especially when the wind is
from the direction of Darling Harbour. in the report of our first day's inspection we alluded to some
houses and cottages in North-street and Sylas-lane. These we examined more particularly. The property
belongs to IheTreeve's Estate, and the rents are collected on account of Mr. Slade, the solicitor, by an old
woman who lives in one of the houses rent free. In this property there are altogether twcnty.one houses,
or cottages, containing two rooms each, and rented at Os. a week. It will hardly be credited that for these
twenty-one houses, which contain at an average five tenants each, there are only three water-closets, one
of which is out of order and the others wilhout doors or with broken doors. Such a state of things
i-equires no comment. We can only add that, apart from the impossibility of preserving habits of cleanliness and decency under such circumstances, the houses are unfit for human habitation they are rickety
and out of repair—some with and some without back doors and windows, and without any proper ventilation. No effort seems to have been made by the owner to prevent them from falling into utter decay,
and we think that the sooner they are pulled down the better, in Syrett's-lane we noticed one peculiarity
in the houses, which we took as an indication of the disorderly character of the tenants—the lower panels
of several of the doors were broken, having apparently been kicked in, These houses are also in a very
dilapidated condition, and the sooner they are razed to the ground the better it will be for the neighbourhood. We inspected some two-roomed cottages in Ashton's-court, oW Sussex-street, let at Os. Gd. a week
each, which we found very close on account of the deficient old-fashioned ventilation, but not in an otherwise
bad or unhealthy condition. Complaints were made to us by some of the tenants of the horrible stench from
Darling Harbour at particular times. 'We found that complaints of this natum-e were by no means uncommon;
in this quarter of the city they are the rule rather than the exception. Fleming's-court, Sussex-street,
nest engaged our attention. The court takes its namne from the landlord, Fleming, a tailor, and the property consists also of two-roomed tenements, built of brick or wood, or a mixture of both, and wretched
comfortless hovels. The whole space of the houses fronting Sussex-street and the lane at the back is
00 feet x 137 feet. In this limited area are five houses, in which forty people are residing
the adjoining land has just been sold, as a site for a Public School, at £12 per foot. These
cottages are greatly in want of repairs, and very dirty. Everywhere we heard the same complaint—
"the
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M. Chapman, "the landlord will do nothing." Potts'-biuldings, off Sussex-street, also consists of cottages haying
Esq.
two rooms each, and rented fbr 69. Gd. weekly. The average number of tenants is five persons lbr
each house, and there is the same absence of privy accommodation which we noticed as especially cliarac19 Nov., 1875. teristic of North-street and Silas-lane, there being only two water-closets for twelve houses, or in other
words for sixty persons. Great complaints were made to us here of the ci uvium arising from the cesspits
and closets on Lord or Lady Lisgar's property, which we alluded to in our first report as St. John's-place.
We crossed over to the group of houses rejoicing in this aristocratic appellation, and we found that these
complaints were not without foundation. 'Jhere is no systens of sewerage here, and the drainage is in a
horrible state. The closets and eesspits at St. John's soak into the drains, and when they overflow—
which is not an unusual occurrence—the neighbours in l'ott's-place get the benefit of it, No wonder the
latter, who have filth enough of their own to contend with, are indignant, and complain that this dirt at
least is "matter in the wrong place." Yet in spite of these palpable obstacles to their physical comfort,
the residents in this ill-drained locality appear anxious to uphold the moral purity of the atmosphere, for
we observed a notice affixed to the door of one of the houses—" None but respectable persons will be
allowed to reside here." From St. John's-place we proceeded to Fowlcr-square, off Sussex-street. The
houses comprised in this property belong to several landlords. Three of them are owned by Mr. Donovan;
they have two rooms each, and are let at 5s. per week. The only ventilation is from the front, there being
no ingress for fresh air at the back, where there is neither door nor window; they are in a filthy neglected
condition. Five of the houses belong to Mrs. Boyd, and the tenants when the state of the place was
pointed out' to them had the same answer to give—" The landlady will do nothing "; yet these two-roomed
uncomfortable tenements appear to let readily at Is. per week. i\..nother house, belonging to a man named
Murphy, also consisting of two rooms, and let at a rental of is. a week, appeared to be occupied by persons
of loose character, and was in a filthy state. We also visited and inspected Piper's-lane, leading out of
Sussex-street.. The houses in it we were told belong to Mr. Hancock, for whom Mr. Cross is agent. Her-c
we found the old-fashioned ventilation ; but except that the houses are from this ca.use very close, there
was nothing especial to call for comment. They were in a tolerably clean condition.
This concluded our inspection, except that we went along Rafferty's Rocks, which at one time were
the centre of a bad neighbourhood. The houses have now all been pulled down. We returned at 6 p.m.
What struck us most forcibly during our visit to these crowded localities was the total absence of
any attempt on the part of the owners or landlords to do anything in the shape of repairs, or to improve
the sanitary condition of the dwellings. We noticed no signs of lime, or white-washing, paint, or any
attention paid to the drainage of the allotments. These essentials to the preservation of health do not
appear to have engaged their attention at all, and there can be no doubt that the water used for domestic
purposes in such abodes of filth and wretchedness must in many cases be polluted. The want of some
sanitary authority, whose special business it should be to interfere in these cases, and to compel, where
necessary, landlords to provide such accommodation as will i-ender health and cleanliness at least possible,
seems to its very urgent. The deficiency in privy accommodation calls for especial notice, as also the condition of the roadways into courts and lanes, such as we have noticed, which being private property are
beyond the control of the Corporation, and can only at present be tepaired at the will of the owners. We
reserve our recommendations upon these and other points until the experience of further visits to other
parts of the City shalt have placed us in a position to form a better judgment as to the nature and extent of
the remedy required.
TILlED

DAY, WEDNESDAY, lIwu NoVEMBER, 1875.

Olaren cc-rEnaL
40. Dr. Read gave the following evidence on behalf of himself and Alderman Chapman
Met at the Volunteer Club at 10 o'clock on Thursday, 17th instant, and continued our inspection
B. B. Read,
of Brisbane Ward,—Sergeant Larkins and Constable Mulquccny accompanying us as before. .L'roceeded
tsq.
to Clarence-street and first inspected a lodging-house known as the " Lancashire Lass," originally porti9n
19 Nov., 1875. of Irvin's estate, but since purchased by the Hon. John Fm'azer, a brick house, rented at 21s. a
week. In one room, 14 feet square and 10 feet high, there were six beds ; in another, 11 feet
in another of the same dimensions, five beds; and in in
square and 10 feet high, five beds
upstairs room 11 feet square, and averaging about Ci feet in height, there were five beds,—
in all tw'enty-one. The charge for a bed is Gd. per night. The some complaints met its here—" the landlord will do nothing to keep the place in repair." The ventilation is of the old-lhshioned kind and very
defective the closet is directly connected with the main ; the yai-d was not clean, and the passage lending
to it only 8 feet wide. This yard opens on to the back of' .1 acob's lane, and the open drains running
through it are very offensive. We noticed that the kitchen is not only used for domestic purposes during
the day but converted into a bedroom at night, svhilst OIIC of' the lodgem's is accommodated with sleeping
quarters under the stairs, in a close narrow receptacle, where lie can only pass the night in a crouching
position. This sleeping apartment reminded us of the cell called " Little Ease," in which, in old times,
refractory prisoners used to be placed in the Tower of London, and in which they could neither sit, stand,
or lie at full length.
No. 116, Clarence-street, belonging to the same ow'ner, is rented at 22s. Gd, a week. The rooms
are about the same dimensions.as those in the first house we visited—one room containing six beds, two
others four beds each, and in the attic there were six beds. We may remark here that in almost all the
houses we entered we found the attics crammed these are generally close enough, but they afford a
slightly better chance for fresh air to enter, which is probably the reason they are in greater fhvonr. In
none of these lodging-houses is any provision made thr the toilet ; we saw no signs of lavatories and no
towels,- the bed and nothing but the bed is provided. Some of the inmates torn in with all their clothes
on, probably for security sake, as we observed in one of these houses a notice that the landlom-d was not
responsible for the goods and chattels of his lodger's ; others who find the temperature unpleasantly close
lie in a state of absolute nudity, while we noticed one man who had hit the happy medium by going to bed
with a pair of'Hessiau boots and a cap on, but no other article of attire. Attached to this house there
was no water-closet—only a common cesspit, exceedingly offensive; we were told that it had not been
cleaned out for four months; we should have judged it to have been four years.
No. 122, known as Shea's, rents at 20s. a week, and makes up twelve beds altogether; in the attic
one of the windows was boarded over and the other was open. The yard of this house was tolerably clean
there
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there was a closet-pan but no water laid on. Repairs were needed as usual, but again the whole blame R. B. Ecid,
Faq.
was thrown on the landlord.
No. 124, called Niagara House (why we were unable to ascertain) rents at 22s. Gd, per week. In r~
one room, 13 ft. 6 in. square, and about 10 ft. high, we found seven beds; On one of them a man was lying in 19 Nov., 1875.
pwis naturalibus; in another room of similar dimensions there were six beds ; and in the attic, which is not
more than 6 ft. 6 in. in height at the outside and only 13 ft. 6 in. square, there were eight beds. in a
small tenement attached to this house, and opening into Jacob's lane, having two rooms, there were six
beds—three upstairs and three below ; no water laid on to the closet, which is continually being stopped
tip.

We next inspected the Queensland lodging-house, belonging to Irvin's estate, which also obtains it
rental of 22s, Gd. per week, and makes up eighteen beds; this house was in much the same condition as
the last, and the same remarks will apply to the sleeping accommodation. One of the new cisterns is
attached to the water-closet, but it is defective in its action.
Kiikenny House, Clarence-street, belonging to the same owner, makes up six beds, three in each
room, besides the individual who has been crowded out and who lodges under the stairs; the temperature
in this house was very close from want of ventilation. The closet in the yard was very offensive, and is
directly connected with the main. The landlord again was the theme of objurgation—" be won't do
nothing" said the occupier to us emphatically. The Sydney and-Melbourne lodging-house, owned by the
same person and rented at 22s. Dd. a week, provides beds at Gd. a night. In one room were three beds, in
another seven, while in the attic, which is only 12 ft. U in. square, and not averaging more than 4 ft.
0 inches in height, with sloping roof; there were eight beds; these numbers are greatly increased during the
winter; many poisons of the class who use these houses sleep in the open air in sheltered places in Hyde
Park and elsewhere; preferring in warm weather to lie "under the stars" instead of "under the stairs."
The yard and closet of this house were exceedingly offensive, the closet being directly connected.
In the Glasgow, boarding-house, same owner, same rent, we found eleven beds in at room 13 feet
square, and six in the attic. No water for the closet, and both closet and yard very offensive.
The Temperance lodging-house, which was the next place we visited, afforded its an agreeable surprise,
and we only mention it to state that it was an entire contrast to any of the houses previously inspected.
Here cleanliness everywhere prevails the beds have clean sheets; there is a nice lavatory, well supplied
with jack towels, and every attention seems to be paid to the comfort of the inmates. That this superior
accommodation is appreciated is evidenced by the fact that a higher scale of charges are made and a
superior class of lodgers obtained. The two houses which comprise the hot-el are let at 30s. a week; in
one house tw-enty-tbree beds are made up, and in the other sixteen,—the price of a bed in the latter
being Od.
From the Temperance Hotel we went to Mrs. Connelly's lodging-house—owner or agent, Mr.
Alderanan Day—rented at 15s. Gd. a week. The landlady of this house, who had evidently been regaling
herself in company with three or four friends, was in it blissful state of semi-consciousness, and unable
to give us much inibrination. We noticed in one room with a• flagged floor there were six beds occupied
by women. The closet in the yard was directly connected and very offensive. On the some side of the
eaiim'l;, off Clarence-street and next to Smith's picture-frame factory, is a sixpenny lodging-house, occupied by
Mrs. Doolan—owrner or agent, Mr. Alderman Day; there were three beds down stairs and four in the attic—
old-fiushioncd ventilation—rooms very close. From this house we went to the "Full and Plenty," a sort
of eating-house, at the corner of Clarence and iCing Streets, rented at SOs. a week, recently pnrehased by
Mac:uthur ct Co. It contains four rooms but only two or three beds are made UI) in the attics. We were
told that from ninety to one hundred dinners are served here daily.
No. 150, Clarence-street, owner, Jones, North Shore, contains only double beds, the price of which
is 2s. Gd., being in fact a brothel. Here again we found the provisions of the 'Water Pollution Prevention
Act evaded by the construction of the cistern for supplying the closet; it had no compartment in it, the
closet being therefore still in direct connection with the main.
No. 158 is a house of the same character, provided with double beds only, and used for the same
purpose the yard was clean and the closet provided with patent cistern in good order.
This was the last house we visited, our day's inspection being over at 12 p.m.

Personal Inspection
By Sub-Committee No. 2, consisting of,13. PALMER, E5Q.,
P. DANSEY, E sQ.
I

a

iorn St. FJüllip'e Ulturci,, OumberlanLsb-cet, to Dawn' Point.
SEcolcD DAT, MoNDAY, NovtmlER 15, 1875.
41. 0. F. Danny, Erg. (on behalf of the Sub-Committee), gave evidence, as follows
Met at my house on Monday, 1.5th instant, ab 4 p.m., and proceeded, accompanied as before by G. P. Dausey,
Req.
Sergeant Dawson, to inspect Cuinberland-street, where the public-houses appear to be well managed and
clean. Turning down Essex-street, at the rear of 127, Cumberland-street, we found a yard containing
three or four tenements in a very bad condition, with regard to ventilation, drainage, and privy accomnmo- 19 Nov., iSia.
,lation. This property was sold to Mr. Daly about three weeks ago. The other houses we inspected in
Essex-street, as far as Gloucester-street, were clean and tolerably well ventilated, the windows opening at
top and bottom. The butcher's shop at the corner of Gallows Hill was particularly clean. No. 173 is a
lodging-house containing six rooms, two at the top of the house, occupied by seven lodgers, and one on the
ground and front floor, with two lodgers in each ; the front room being occupied by the proprietor. In
most of these rooms we found the old-fitshioned ventilation. iNo6. 171 and 109, containing six rooms
each, are ventilated in the same way. No. 167 is a lodging-honse of eight rooms, and appeared to be clean
and well looked after. We next inspected the Watch-house to the right of the entrance is the chargeroom, lift. x 10 ft., and to the left the Sub-Inspector's room, which is about 7 ft. x 10 ft. On the right
hand, a little further on, we were shewn a cell 12 ft. x 9 ft., with level floor, having a wooden bolster
running the whole length of the room; a brick has been taken out in one place, and half a brick in
another,
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G. F. Dansey, another, for purposes of ventilation ; there are lion bars over the door. This cell reeked with ainnionia,
Esq.
and was very oftbnsive it is washed out every day with a 1001) and water, and lime-washed once a quark',
but no disinfectant is ever used to puffy it. A room faein it, on the left hand, 10 ft. x 10 ft., we found
19 Nov., 1870. equally offensive. Here we found the resting board for the
' head, a wooden bolster as before, and no
ventilation, except over the door, an opening for this purpose previously made, having been blocked up by
buildings adjoining; the floors are all flat, and of wood, and the accommodation altogether bad. The
atmosphere is so polluted by the stench which comes from a closet in the yard, that prisoners can only be
kept in these cells at the risk of their lives. It does not appear to us that anything can be done to
improve the building as it stands ; it should be entire]y reconstructed. We inspected seven houses up an
entiy from the street at this point, which are also very badly ventilated ; there is only one closet for
twenty persons. Nos. 137, 135, 133, 131, 129, and 127, have all the old-flisbioned ventilation; Nos.85
and 81 the same; in Nos. 71 and 69 the windows were fixed. With the cixception of the ventilation
these houses appeared to be as clean and well cared for as circumstances permit. Returned at 845 p.m.

THIRD Dir, Tuxsniy, tO NOVEMBEB, 1875.

Met as before, at 4 p.m., and commenced by inspecting Gloucester-street; the property at the
corner of Gallow's Hill is in a dilapidated state, and should be condemned and pulled down. No. 125,
Gloucester-street, is badly ventilated ; the windows do not open, the rooms (three) are 8 ft. high. No.
112, a weather-board building, is a lodging-house containing four rooms—two 16 ft. x 16 ft., and two
10 ft. x 8 ft., and occasionally accommodating thirty lodgers. We went into Maloney's cab:yard, on the
west side, near Little Essex-street; here a decided improvement is required, especially with regard to
drainage, and there is plenty of room to make alterations, No. 09 is badly ventilated, the windows only
opening at the bottom ; Nos. 89,01, and 03, containing two rooms and a cock-loft, belonging to Mr. Young,
are also ventilated in the same way. In Long's lane there are eight houses, the property of Mr. Long,
having two rooms each; the water which supplies the closet comes straight from the main ; the yards are
excessively small ; the ventilation is bad, and health is almost impossible.
Nos. 87 and 85 are also lodging-houses containing six rooms and kitchen, and making up eight beds.
The drainage from these houses runs into the streets, and causes the neighbourhood to be unhealthy
there is a sewer just above them. A. house two doors from the "Whalers' Arms," (owner not known), is
not in a habitable condition, and ought to be pulled down. Nos. 61, 63, and 57 (owner not known) are
in a similar condition, and should be destroyed, the roofs are dilapidated, and the whole building falling
to pieces. The drainage from all the lower part of Gloucester-street, owing to the formation of the ]and
is very defective, otherwise the houses, which are principally occupied by mechanics, are as clean and in
as good condition as could be expected. The frontage of these houses appears to receive all the refuse
thrown on the rocks from the houses in George-street. Those in Union-street are well-built houses, with
all modern improvements. We returned by Lower Fort-street, where we found nothing calling for
remark, and concluded our inspection at 730 p.m.

FouRTh DAY, WEDNESDAY, 17 NOVEMBER, 1875.
Met at 4 p.m. Inspected the hotel at the corner of Clarence and Margaret streets, which we found
in clean order ; there are seven bedrooms, occupied by twelve lodgers, but there is no yard whatever
attached to the hotel. Other houses in the immediate neighbourhood, though old and badly ventilated,
were as clean as could be expected, till Nye came to Canary Hew, alias the Twelve Apostles, alias Johnstreet, owned by Captain Smith, of M'Donald, Smith, & Co. This property consists of twelve houses,
with a narrow passage behind ; there are six closets. The houses are let at Gs. a week, and have one
room above and one below. They are in the most filthy condition, and are not occupied by the best class
of inhabitants, especially at night time. One of them is an oyster-shop. It is difficult to ascertain the
number of inmates, which varies according to the hour. All the slops from these buildings drain along
the surface of the ground to the Graften Wharf, and are very offensive. In Fleeton's Buildings (owned
by Mrs. Fleeten, who resides in one of them) there is the old style of ventilation, and the drainage is also
very bad, and the closet in the yard stinking. These houses are net let out as lodgings, but occupied by
the families of seafaring men ; they are close, unhealthy, and utterly unfit for human habitations. James'
"Temperance Hotel," at the corner of Crescent-street, which we next visited, offers a marked conti-ast to
most of the houses in its vicinity, the beds and everything about the }iouse being remarkably clean and
nice. We saw the tea-table laid out, which was everything that could be desired; there is also a readingroom for the accommodation of the lodgers. No. 88, Kent-street, is an iron shanty, owned by Mrs. Glover.
Here the ventilation in all directions is excessive, and ought to be remedied at once. Nos. 72, 74, 76, and
78 have all the old style of ventilation. The houses iii Kent-street North, is far as Clyde-strect,
are a better class of buildings, more recently constructed, and better ventilated. The two upper houses
in Clyde-street, owned by Mr. James Campbell, are in a shockingly unhealthy state; the closets are placed
under the steps, and the stench from them is frightful. This has caused and is still causing a great
nuisance; this is one of the most dangerous places as far as health is concerned we have met with as yet,
and some immediate steps should be taken to improve it. At Nos. 14 and 16, Clyde-street, there is only
one closet for twenty persons the condition of the closet may be better imagined than described. We
visited two cow-yards in Windmill-street, the first of which is occupied by Edwards, who has six cows
and one bull. There was a large accumulation of cow-dung, and the yard is not kept so clean as it should
be. The other is kept by Bridgment, and be has twelve cows and one bull. This, we were informed, is washed
out twice a day, and we believe it, as it was in a very clean state. The other houses in Windmill.street,
which are chiefly occupied by the families of seafaring men and mechanics, appeared to be clean, wellconducted, and net badly ventilated. We returned at 740 p.m.
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Richard Wynne, Lq., JR, called in and examined
Chairman] We have been told that you have had some expenence in letting .sniall tenements in Th \Vynne,
Sydney; and that you have also experienced the difficulty of preservihig proper decency among your
tenants? Yes. Some years ago I entered Richardson and Wrench's auct.ioii-rooin there was a properly
in Castlercagli-street put up for sale ; not knowing a nythiug of it. I asked a friend it it was substantial ; ii) Xov., 187o.
lie replied in the affirmative ; I therefore asked hi in to bitt for ole and I became the purchaser ; I went
to see it after i: had bought it and found alt agent hi charge. who had looked after it for the former
owner ; I employed him to look after it for inc. After a time I found that the tenants did not suit me,
and I repriaandcd the agent for allowing pe'ons of improper character to get into the houses he said
he could not help it—it was impossible to prevent it. I got another person to take the agency, who felt
contideut that he would be able to carry out my met:ruetions in letting the houses only to decent working
people; iii this he also signally failed. The last person who had charge of the property was Mr. Glue, and
I thought of all people lie would be the one to keep the houses respectable ; but lie found the same
difficulty, although lie used all the precautions that could be snggcsted. \Vlien 1 first got the property
there was only one cesspool closet for the use of thirty or forty persous;I immediately thoroughly drained
the whole of the property, and put in sevel) pitent water-closets; besides ventilating the whole of the
houses, I was quite prepared to put in baths, or do anything I could to make decent tenants comfortable.
I thought I could, in this way, effect a thorough reform amongst the smaller class of tenants, but have been
hopelessly disappointed, and have in consequence, altogether closed up the property as tenements.
You found you could not control the tenants 9 I could not control them.
Where is the property you speak of? In Castlereagli-street, between Liverpool and Balhurst Streets.
About the same time that 1 bought the last property 1 lent money on mortgage on properties in Dowlingstreet and J.ixeter-plaee. At the expiration of the term of mortgage the owners could not redeem, and I ivas
compelled to take time property. I foiwd the Exeter-place propertyc oc upied by improper persons, who
gave inc a. good deal of trouble to eject them. I then put the property iii thorough repair, in hopes of
gett:ing decent tenants, in which I at first succeeded, but the drunken brawls iii the neighbourhood soon
caused them to leave. I next applied to Captain N 'Lerie to assist rue by allowing one of the police to
live in one or the houses which 1 would give him rent fi'ee for the purpose of proinohng decency and
order. This also failed, as the policeman left three weeks after going into the house. I therefore made U1)
my mmd to get rid of the property at my loss, and sold the six three-roomed brick houses, with separate
yards, water laid on, &e., for the sum of £180; I. heard that the Building Society valued it at £7.50 and
advanced the purchaser the sum lie required topay time. It was originally bought for £1,500, so that the
improper class of persons inhabiting the neighbourhood depreciated its value to the extent of 200
per cent.
But they obtained good rents? No; 1 don't think they did ; my experielmee has been the reverse.
Perhaps persons with easy consciences, who agree to accept such disreputable persons as their tenants, may,
hid it difierent.
Do you think it would he better if greater powers were conferred on landlords? Yes ; under the
Landlord and 'I'enuits Act it takes three weeks to get a tenant out (let him he over so had) and may take
lucre.
ifr. Read.] YOU would lose the rent during those three weeks? Yes; you cannot take any rent after
you give notice to quit. 1 would not have property consisting of smnalt houses if I were compelled to let
them as tenements.
Chairman.] In consequence of the difficulty in dealing with these people P ?\o ; from the difficulty
of keeping them select. I have had a great many very decent, honest, and upright people, living in sinai!
tenements,
40. Aft. Giiapman.] I suppose in your capacity as it Magistrate, and otherwise, you are asviu'e that there
arc numbers of prostitutes in the city of Sydney? Yes.
And I suppose they must have some place to reside in ? Certaialy ; they last have houses to live in
wQ camniot expect them to live under the trees, and thereby have public modesty shocked to a much
greater extent than it is at present.
SI.. in your capacity as it Magistrate, and from your general experience, don't you think they ought to be
under some proper supervision in the city? Yes may imnpressiomt is that they ought to be removed
from our streets, where they are nightly and even daily to be seen carrying their trappings of
restitution. as proudly as if tflev were the rewards of virtue, and thereby drawing many (if our innocent
young girls (whose only limIt may be is love of dices and perhaps idteness) into it sinilar course of life.
This, as well as time temptation that awaits our young men at every turning in our streets to sit' and
perhaps to ruin, moral and physical, has led hue to the conclusion that it should be the business of
the. State to pace these unfortunates under police as well as medical supervision, and it is niy opinimam that
this could best be done by removing them outside of our cities to some such place as the Victoria Barracks,
which would entirely seclude them and their sins from the rest of society, and would maito them more
amenable to reformation, particularly if intoxicating drinks were exelnded fm'om the esl:abhshment.
53. You think it important that an Act should be passed to deal with this class of persons? I do. In
Prance they do not allow their abandoned women as we do to ply their avocations in the public streets.
I know, by my experience as a Magistrate, that the language made use of in our streets by this class of
women is horribly disgusting.
21). .Prrlmci'.] Did you pay any att:ent.iou to this subject during your visit to London P No. i:
suppose your Board is appointed to consider quest ens ahlccti ag the heaP ii of the people as well as other
matters tlmerewi Lit P
55. Chairman.] I fear we are wandering from the subject. This is it Committee appointed by the Board
expressly to inquire into overcrowding and bad ventilation as afl)3cting health P I think the Government
should not allow laud jobbers to cut ill) estates for sale to suit their own avarice and greed only they
should be compelled to pay due regard to the health of those who may build thereon, and to make their
allotments of sufficient size, with streets of sufficient width. I also think that the rrovernment should
bring in a Bill to Prevent the overcrowding of houses on insufficient spaces of land I think the Govern70--B [No. 11.]
inent
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B. Wynn; ment should insist upon all houses being properly ventilated and drained, which could be seen to by the

City Surveyor. Architects should be eoi]scrvers of the public health, and provide for a more enlightened
19 Nov. 1875. and certain mode of ventilation than that obtained, through doors, windows, and lire-places—the two
former being generally closed by delicate persons to keep the draught out.
513. You would recommend the passing of a Building Act conferring full power to prevent such overcrowding as you speak of? Yes. 1 will give You an instance of the necessity of such :in Act Adjoining
some land of mine in Elizabeth-street. a person has lately erected on an allotment with 20 feet frontage,
by 100 fret deep, ending at a back lane, three dwelling-houses, i.e., two two-storied brick houses, and
fronting the back lane one two-storied w-eatherboard house.
Di. Read.] Don't you think that a regulation might be advantageously introduced to this eiThet: that
there should be fbr every house erected, either at the front, at the back, or at the side, a certain vacant
space -of ground, upon which it should not be permissible to build, either in the shape of a fore-court:, a
side-court, or a back-yard? I quite agree with you. I think that fbr every cubic foot of space occupied
by it building there should be a proportionate superficial space of court, yard, or garden left unbuilt on. .1
think there should only be a. certain height of building allowed, say three stories from the streetlevel.
L-'/wzrman.] But if it house were over that height you would increase the vacant space P Yes.
Bccause you could scarcely restrict a person in the height of his house, but you could insist iipoii a
proportionate space of ground heing reserved P 1 think there should be a restriction as to height, if it
was only for the sake of city unifhrmity. In some of our finest cities in England, Ireland, and Scotland
this is the case, where you will see beautiful ranges of buildings a. quarter of a mile long, all built on the
same plan, and consequently the same height.
Dv. Densey.] Would not that he interfering with the rights of the citizens. In America there are
large hotels and other public buildings six or seven stoties high, where the accommodation required is provided within, the drying, &c,, being doac on the roof of the house? It would to some extent interfere with
the liberl:y of the subject, but in,, napression, as a person who has travelled over it good deal, of the world,
is, that we possess too much liberty when we have liberty to injure our fellow-creatures, and when we
exercise that liberty to eopardize the health of our neighbours, which we are allowed to do in adulteration,
want of cleanliness, and in building huinui habitations without providing for drainage, ventilation, or
bath accommodation, it should be taken away.
But would a large hot:cl, with a quadrnugula.r court in the centre, and windows on all sides, require a
vacant space round it proportionate to its height and size P Not if the building had inoi-c than one side
with sl.reet frontage allowances should be made for such circumstances. The quadrangular court to which
you allude would necessarily count as vacant space against the cubic measurement of the building.
What I mean is, that so long as there is plenty of air round it building you should not limit it to
three stories? In such cases exceptions might be made but I think, as it rule, in a new country like this,
where land is not a tenth of the cost of what it is in Europe, we should spread ourselves out rather than
make our buildings so very high. With respect to drainage there is a great want of prope.r provision
being made in a great many of the municipalities, as I find that they are forming and metalling streets,
laying down kerbing and guttering without first having the proper levels taken, with the view to a. coinlJrehensi'e system of drainage. Those who come after will have to suflbr for this neglect. I therefore
think it the ditty of the G-overmncnt to amend the Municipalities Act to the extent of making it compulsory that one of the first thio's to be done iii any newly formed borough should be to employ it duly
qualified surveyor to take nil thelevels and to wake a plan of the same, which plan should be hung up in the
Council Chamber to afford information to the rat:epayers as to drainage and building levels. I think that
the use of cesspool closets should be put a stop to, and earth-closets used in their stead. The material
taken from the latter would be found very valuable for garden purposes, whercas the wretched cesspools
now used are nothing but it nuisance, causing sickening smells, as well as percolating into and poisoning
the water used for domestic purposes. I look upon all smells from the decomposition of vegetable and.
a uinial matter, as well as those arising from undrained swamps, as so many reproaches to the Government,
Corporation, and people amongst whom they exist, in destroying life with that very material which, if
intelligently used, would be the means of producing health and plenty, instead of dealing out misery and
cletth.
Dv. R:d.] i: think you mentioned, with regard to your property near the Haytuarket, that you asked
some of the neighbouring proprietors to co-operate with you in shutting up the property? Yes.
May I. ask who those landlords were? I should not like to mention nzunes.
Dr. Danse,j.] You mean earth-closets in those suburbs where there is plenty of garden ground?
Yes there would be no necessity for carting, because each person would have suthcient material on his own
property for the purpose. I may mention that although I have a water-closet in my house it is seldom
used we use earth-closets in preference, the contents of which are used in the production of the best of
vegetables. It appears to inc that we bring most of the miseries which surround its on ourselves by our
ignorance of time laws of life. It therefore ocenrs to inc that the quickest way to get rid of these miseries
would be to instruct our children in the Public Schools in physiology and the laws of 1kb. The children
would go home and enlighten their parents as well as instruct future generations.

Rev. U. Sheppard called in and examined
ev.
60. Chairman.] You have heard, Mr. Sheppard, that this Committee has been appointed to inquire into
G. Sheppard, overcrowding, and the filth which accompanies it, and the bad ventilation of houses in Sydney. We
r-5--' understand that you have had opportunities of seeing it great deal of such overcrowding and filth, and we
19 Nov., 1875. shall be very glad if you will give us the benefit of your experience on the subject? So far as the ventilation
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tion of the lower class of houses is concerned, I believe there is scarcely a house of the third or fourth
rate in the city which is ventilated. Most of such houses in St. Andrew's Parish have a blank wall at G. Sheppaid.
the back, and open sashes simply in the wall in front. Very few of them have back yards ; I suppose not
19'1876.
more than one in twenty.
No back yard at all P No back yard of any kind, and no opening in the back wall, so that there
is really no ventilation at all. I should think there are at least it hundred such houses in St. Andrew's
Parish.
Can you indicate to us the locality of some of these houses, that we might be able to inspect them
penonally? St. John's-place is one and Gobden's Buildings is another. My friend, Mi'. Wynne, has
just closed fourteen or fifteen such places in Belmnore-place. Then there is Ycend's Buildings, in Pittstreet; there arc two Yeend's Jluildings, and they are both of them of tIme same character; .TilI's Buildings in Kent-street, and Powler's-square in Sussex-street. There are a number of yards in Ker.t-street—
the names I cannot give you—and one in Sussex-street, near to Willow-terrace, with six houses in it,
owned by a Mrs. Ashton. Several houses in Christ Church parish have the (lead wall I speak of—notably,
ten in Dixon-street, adjoining l\Ir. Harris' floar mill in Gonlbtmrn streel;.
09. And in these places the ventilation, as a general rule, is very bad? Very bad indeed—worse
than I have seen it in London. In the year 18601 was connected with the survey of some of the underground dwellings in St. Giles' and St. George's in the Fields, and I do not hesitate to say that sonic of
the houses in Sydney are worse than those under-ground dwellings.
In cases whore the only ventilation is from the windows, I suppose the class of people who live in
these houses have often an indisposition to open the windows P They have; the filthy habits of some of
the poor are very noticeable to anyone who visits their houses ; at mauv times the stench is intolerable in
these places.
They do not make us(, of the small means of ventilation which do exist? They do not.
And in addition to bad ventilation, your experience is that these houses are mostly in a filthy condition P In a filthy condition I believe there are nearly 400 houses in Sydney, which if they were in
London the Corporate body, vested with powers to deal with these matters—the Metropolitan Board of
Works—would close at once.
Has the Metropolitan Board of Works, in London, power to close buildings they consider unfit for
habitation? Yes.
And what action is taken then—is the proprietor compelled to pull the houses down and build better ones? No; the Metropolitan Board of Worb-s first asks for a report from the District Surveyor; this
report states the size of the rooms, the dimensions of the open or fixed sashes, and the general condition of
the dwelling ; if unsatisfactory, then a notice is affixed to the door, stating that the house is considered
unfit for human habitation, amal if the landlord does not turn out his tenant within a certain period mentioned in the notice, the police make it raid upon the place and the inmates are forcibly ejected—at least:
that was the case in 1860.
What would be the next ate]) after the tenants are thrust out P Most of them would go away into
the country or to some other similar place.
1 mean what would be done with the budding P It would be simply closed 1. could not tell you
what would be the next step taken by the Board. Theme is it protision in the Sanitary Act of 1860,"
to which I should like to draw your attention; it caine into force, I believe, shortly after the ejection of
these persons was authorized. Section 67, Ccila,-s in courts not to be let as human dwellings,'' states:—
No person mriay let, oi occiip, or stiffer to be occupied separately, as a dwelling, any vault, cellar, or underground itorn,
built or rebuilt; alter the passitig of the Public Health Act of 1545," or which bad not been so let or occupied before the
passing of this Act.
No vault, cellar, or underground roorn svlmatever, must be let or oeeopied separately as a dwelling unless it measures in
every part at least? ft. in height from floor to ceiling, ond at least 3 ft. of its height is above the surface of the streetor grou,id
adjoi 'ring or ,iearrst; to it. It must have oatsido and adjoii Hg and extending along its entire fm-outage, and upwards from 0
inches below the level of the floor to tIme surface of the street or gron mid, an open area at least 2 ft. 6 imrel,es wide it, every part.
It: must be efrectually drained by means of a drain the uppermost part of which is one foot at least below the level of the floor.
'l'jIero must appertain to it the use of mi. water-closet or
and an nelmpit with proper doors and coverings.
It must have a fire-place with a proper chimney or fine.
It must have all extem-nal window of at least nine super-Aced feet in area clear of the sash-frame and made to open as tire
surveyor may, approve (except. in the case of an inner or back vault, cellar, or room, let or occupied, along with a fr-omit vault,
cellar, or room, as part of Lite anne letting or occupation, in which case the external wimmdow may be of any diniensioi,s not less
than four superficial feet in area clear of the sash-frame, &e., &c.
Are all the places you mentioned jnst now within St. Andrew's Parish P All with the exception of
the proper1- in Dixon-street, which is just outside the parish. Persons apply to us from all parts of
Sydney to send clergymen to visit them, and we go.
But these places which have come under your personal observation are within the Parish of St.
AndrewaP Yes.
What I mean is that there may be many equally bad places in other parts of the city, which have
not come under your special notice? Yes, I believe there are some worse places in St. Luke's Parish ; in
Sussex-street, during the last two years, several of these places, and a good deal of bad property, has
been altered or pulled down. In Liverpool-street, six houses which were very bad have been pulled down,
and in Syrett's-lane five houses have been shut up in order that they might be improved and some proper
ventilation effected. In Sussex-street also Nye have bad a considerable number of houses altered.
HOEr. .Dansm,m.] Mr. \Ventworth has made gm-eat alterations, has he not P Yes, but not in out, parish.
Si. lEave you come across any very bad cases of overcrowding in your parish? No, I have not. I
believe there is a great deal of overcrowding in some of the sixpenny lodging-houses, and I have known
many of these houses sublet to different persons; but I have come across no such cases within the parish.
You have not met wiph cases where fhr instance a room is let to a man who has a wife and perhaps
four or five children? No; I have seen that in London and worse in Sydney; I have seen three Ihnmilies
living in one house.
GTmairman.] As I understood you, you have seen worse cases of filth and bad ventilation here, but not
such bad cases of overcrowding as in London? Yes.
Then in your experience overcrowding is not a marked feature in Sydney? No.
Ame the houses you Imave visited chiefly occupied by pi-ivate families? Yes, private fitmilies, not
lodging-houses 1 was in it lodging-house yesterday containing twenty-one beds, but I saw nothing
objectionable
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objectionable in that house. In Sussex-street there are many worse houses than that I believe; there is
G. Sheppard. tire Full and Plenty" in Clarence-street.
SO. Bare you met during your visiting with any instance of a family occupying only one room? No,
39 Nov., 1875. they have two rooms generally.
87. Does your experience lead von to the conclusion that much ill health arises in Sydney from the baa
ventilation and filth you have witnessed P Yes, it does ; I cannot see how persons living in such
places can be healthy; if there are not positive symptoms of disease there is a weakening of the system
rendering it susceptible to disease. There is another matter to which I should like to be allowed to call
the attention of the Committee, and that is the non-disinfecting of the beds in our lodging-houses, which
is a very important matter. In London there is a small establishment containing two rooms used for the
purpose of disinfecting beds and articles of clothing or furniture. it was established I believe under the
supervision of Professor Leoni. One of the rooms is used as it disinfecting room, and the other,
in which the temperature is between 2.100 and 250°, is for the purpose of killing parasites. During
two years there were 2,583 articles of clothing disinfccted in this place very successfully. I think in
Sydney there should be some place of the kind, and that our lodging-house-keepers should be compelled
to take their bedding there. Mr. I-I, a lodging-house-keeper, told inc the other day that when he
attempted to use disinfectants his lodgers became suspicious, and as it was not to his interest to quarrel
with them he did not continue it.
$8. Dr. Dansrm1.J I think it was at the time when the cholera broke out in London that these disinfecting rooms were established P Yes, there were over 2,000 articles of clothing disinfected.
89. Uhairsnan.] Where is that place P I cannot tell you where it is. There is all article in, I think,
the Aledleaf Gazette of 1873, by Dr. Letheby on the use of disinfectants," wiucli shows the advantage
derived from the establishment.
90. I suppose you are of opinion that there ought to be much greater control exercised over lodginghouses here—that there ought to be an Act passed, placing them under the control of some competent
authority P Yes, I think so ; I think also the Corporation should have much larger powers to enable
them to shut up houses not considered fit for human habitation.
Dl. Such powers as you have referred to under the Metropolitan Building Act? Yes, I find there are
three obstacles to closing these houses—iu some cases they are used for nnproper purposes and bring in
,in enormous rental ; in some cases the owner or occupier has not a good title ; and in other., the property
is held in trust.
92. Do you think that in many cases these low kind of houses obtain a high rent P When used for
immoral purposes they do. Mr. Chadwick, a short time ago, was offered lOs. a week for a house that was
not worth more than 3s. Gd.
03. But the rents paid by laborers and artizans living in the houses you describe are not high? About
Os. or ?s. a week
91. For what accommodation P Two rooms.
05. Can you make any special suggestion in connection with the improvement of the city beyond those
you have made—a more perfect control over lodging-houses and the use of disinfectants which you
described? I think, that every house should have a certain area of ground attached to it, and that no
house should be erected or used as a human habitation which has not a thorongh draught of air through
every room.
90. You think then that ventilation should be provided over and above that sopplied by doors and
windows? Yes.
Ventilation not within the control of the occupants P Yes, I think there should be a fmre.place in
every room and ventilators as well. The property in Dixon-street has ventilation in the upper rooms caused
by the removal of three bricks from the back wall, and as I was passing the place this morning I noticed
that one of the tenants at least had put up a board to stop the air from going through ; she told me afterwards that when the rain caine she was obliged to shut up the hole.
Is it within your experience, that people inhabiting houses of that kind are adverse to the admission
of night.air—is there not a prejudice against letting the night-air in? Yes, there is; and in many cases
there is a preiudice against opening the window- in a room where a patient is lying.
Dr. Read.] Have yoa noticed as a eornmnon thing that the sashes in those windows do not open P
in most of the windows I believe there are open sashes.
But while the lower part lifts up the upper part is fixed? I cannot say ; I think in the majority of
cases the upper part is fled.
You were speaking of Syrctt's-lane ;—your knouv it very well? Yes.
That is one of the places members of this Comninittee have visited. Do you consider the buildings
there are fit for human habitation P I do not think so.
You think they had better be pulled down and more suitable ones erected P Yes; ivc have been
trying to get them into our hands with a view to have them pulled down—at least Mr. Chadwick has.
lOt. You stated that in London the Metropolitan Board of Works have the power to do this. Do you
think it would be desirable to have the same powers here? Yes.
105. Has it come under your notice that under the Landlord and Tenants Act, owners or agents of houses
have great difficulty in ejecling undesirablrtenants. Mr. Wynnc has told its that it takes three Iveelis to
evict an improper tenant ;—hmave you heard of any cases of that sort? I have heard of cases where it has
token six weeks to get ii person out.
100. And in the meantime that 5erson would be doing moral injury to the neighbourhood? Yes. With
regard to ventilation, I think no room ought to be ocenpied which has not a sash of 3 feet square at least.
The privy accommodation in many houses is very had, but I suppose that will be remedied now.
You have noticed the defective supply of closets P Yes; in Syrett's.lane 1' think there are only three
closets to thirty houses.
And no attention paid to decency at all? None whatever.
The boards of the closets are left entirely open? Yes, and I must be allowed to say that I think
there ought not to be such a thing as a ccss.pit in the City of Sydney. They should all be closets and be
eonuectcd with a main sewer.
Dr. Dansey.] Does not property of the character you have described often belong to rich persons—
influential persons, occupying a high position in the City? Yes; the property in St. John's-place
belongs
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belongs to Lady Lisgar; and there is a great deal of property in St.. Luke's Parish which belongs to
G.Sboppard.
Justices of the Peace. When we find houses in such a stato that they are unfit for habitation we write
at once to the owner if we can ascertain who he is.
iON 1875
(Thairnian.] But these properties are generally managed by agents, and the owner probably has no
knowledge of the condition they are in P Yes. Mr. Wynne has twice cleared his court, and now be has
closed it and put up gates to prevent its further use for human habitation.
3.)r. Read.] Have you often been annoyed by the smell from Darling Harbour P Yes, when going
home late at night, I have.
FRIDAY, 20 N0VnrBER, 1875.
3Jtrtnt

13. PALIVITER, ESQ.,
U. P. DANSEY, ESQ.,

1W. CHAPMAN, ESQ.,
It B. READ, ESQ.

HON. .T. SMITH, M.D., M.L.C., IN THE CHAIR.
Personal Inspection
By No. 1 Sub.Comrnittee.
FOuRTH

Dxy.—Uent rat Police Station, Brisbane Ward.

Dr. Read gave evidence on behalf of himself and Alderman Chapman, as follows:—
Met at thcYolnnteer Club at 1.0 p.m. on Sunday, 21st instant, which we thonght would be a favourable B. B. Read,
Req.
opportunity for inspecting crowded dwellings. TJnfortunai:e]y, in consequence of delay in the delivery of
a letter to the Inspector General, we were deprived of the valuable services of the two officers who
accompanied us in our previous rotuids, and we found our knowledge of the localities, especially at night. 26 Nov., 1875.
time, considerably at fault. Our inspection from this cause was confined to the Central Police Station,
which we found to be in anything but a creditable condition, owing to the wretched ventilation, the overcrowded state of the cells, and the almost total absence of the necessary provisions for health and eleanliness. There are altogether six cells or compartments. No. 1 measures 11 ft. by S ft. 0 in., giving
935 ft. of floor space and 1209 cubical feet of air space. No. 2 cell is 0 ft. 9 in. by 15 It.,
or 1.013 square feet, and 1,316-3 cubical feet of air space. These two cells were unoccupied at
the time of our visit. No. 3 cell, which is used as a storeroom, measures 6 ft. 0 in. x 15 ft.,
giving 975 ft. of floor space, and 1,2076 cubical feet air space. No.4, formerly a passage, measures
10 x 15 ft., giving 150 feet floor space and 1,950 cubical feet air space. There were three or thur prisoners
confined, here, No. 5 cell contained eighteen prisoners. It measures IS ft. x15 ft., giving 270 feet floor
space and 3,510 cubical feet air space, or 15 ft floor space—and only 195 cubical feet air space to each inmate.
This is frequently considerably reduced as the number of prisoners is increased, which is not unfrequently
the case, for the police 4id not seem to think the room contained at all an unusual number. No. 0 cell
was occupied by 11 females. . It is 11 ft. by S ft. 0 in., giving 935 ft. floor space and 1,209 cubical feet air
space, or 8 ft. U in. floor space and 1098 cubical feet air space to each confinee. A comparison between
these dimensions and those enforced by the English Legislature in lodgiug.houses will show that it is no
light punishment to be locked up, especially during the summer, even for one night, in a Sydney watchhouse. In London it is required that in Metropolitan lodging-houses there should be 30 ft. of floor space
and 210 cubical feet of air space for each inmate; any quantity less than that indicates overcrowding. It
will be seen that the only distinction made in this place is that of sex. All persons locked up for the
night, whatever may be the charges preferred against them or whatever the class to which they may belong,
are thrust indiscriminately into the same place, where for the next twelve hours they are compelled to
breathe the foul atmosphere of a dirty overcrowded prison. There are no gratings let into the walls to
supply fresh air where it is most needed, except in No. 5 cell, where there are eight small gratings on the
same side of the wall—four above and four below—and none on the other side, so that for purposes
of ventilation they are uearly useless. A faint ray of light comes in during the üy through a
pane of glass about 0 in. wide high up in lice wall, and there is no ventilation, except through
the centre of the ceiling, where as in all the cells it ventilator is fixed, communicating with a central
ventilator in the charge-room, above which the gas is occasionally employed in some way to produce
a current of air. We doubt much whether this system of ventilation is effectual at any time ; when wo
visited the place it was not in operation, or if so the result was imperceptible. In No. 0 cell the
small pane of glass had been taken out, and the atmosphere was mnch less oppressive. The floors of the
cells are of cement, and in one corner of the cell was a galvanized-iron bucket, which served as a urinal,
and smelt most offensively. The doors fit, as a matter of course, very closely, and as there are no windows
in the cells, with the exception of the pane of glass mentioned, which does not open, it is evident that the
means of ventilation described are insufficient, and that there should be some mode adopted of admnithng
air in the low-er part of the room. There appeared to be no reason for crowding so many persons into
such a limited space there were several empty cells, among which they might have been distributed, and
which would have afforded ,in opportunity of classifying them to some extent; the clean might at least have
been separated from the unclean. That this is absolutely necessary was suggested to us rather unpleasantly
just after we had left the room, by the sound of a personvomiting within the cell—one of the eighteen crowded
into the cell, 18 ft. x 15 ft. We could'only cxpress it hope that if among the other seventeen there should
happen to be any youth inclined to intemperance, who was here expiating his first offence, the horrors of
a night in such a place would have its due effect upon him, and that the Magistrate before whom he would
appear in the morning, would be lenient towards him, in consideration of punishimemit already received.
No light is provided for these cells at night, which perhaps is after all, a blessing, as one of the senses, at
least, thus receives no shock during the period of eoafmnement ; the others must be offended every
moment. Yet this is considered the watch-house par excellence in Sydney, at the present time, as well as
the best ventilated. We were informed that at least two-thirds of the inebriates brought to this place of
penance are victims to the seductions of stringybark or tanglefoot, which we ascertained to be terms
employed to designate Colonial ale. We scarcely think it would be worth while to attempt to repair and
improve this building. It has been a long time in use and is utterly unsuited to the purposes required.
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R. B. Read, It is time now that it should be pulled down and it more commodious watel1-hou.sc erected upon an
.Eeq.
improved plan, and with special regard to proper ventilation and appliances for cleanliness. In the
is' meantime the present cells require daily effectual purification, and they certainly should not contain more
N
20 Nov.,
70. than six inmates each.
In the absence of our usual guides we did not inspect any other building, and we left Sydney at
1230 p.m.

FIFM DAY, MoNDAY, 22 Novnrnnn, 1875.

Alderman 111. AMe;'man OlIap2nan gave the following evidence on behalf of himself and Dr. Read:—
apman.
Met at the Volunteer Club at 3 p.m. ; commenced our inspection by visiting two houses close to
the corner of Kent and Margaret streets, Nos. 190 and 192, the property of Mr. Samuel Lyons, of
20 Nov.,1875 Woollahra. 'l'hese houses are 18 inches below the level of the ground in front, and about 4 feet
below it at the back each contains two rooms on the ground floor and a sinail attic in the roof, and rents
at us, per week. There is one closet for both houses, with water laid on, but with direct action ; the
bedrooms are hot and close in consequence of deficient ventilation. One of the tenants told ns she had been
unwell for sonic time and that she attributed her ill-health to damp, arising from the floor, from which
there was au unmistakable stench, proceeding from some collection or other of offensive matter, or from
some foul surface drainage. These houses were not in good repair or at all in a tidy condition, and, as
usual, we were told that the landlord would not lay out a penny upon them. We inspected the "Morpeth
and ilinton Hotel," the corner house, which is let at 05s.aweek. We were told that there were eight
rooms itrthis house, but there appeared to us to be more. The floor was rery damp, and the place not in good
condition; but the landlord said he had only been there a fortnight, and had not had time to get it into good
order. We found the closet of this hotel back to back with the closet belonging to the two houses just
described, both being directly connected ivitli the mail). We next proceeded to Miller's Buildings, owned
by Mr. Dickson, undertaker. There are fourteen houses in the court, containing two rooms each,
11 x 11 ft., with a small attic above, and let at Gs. a week ; there are four water-closets for the fourteen
houses. From one of these houses two children were removed the same morning by the police, almost in
a state of nudity, unwashed, nncared for, and literally covered with vermin. The filthy condition of the
room from which these unfortunate little outcasts were rescued may be better imagined than described.
We were strongly advised by the residents in the court not to enter it, and we contented ourselves with
peeping in. Some rags, the colour of dirt, scattered about the place, it rickety chair, and a pretence for
a stretcher, constituted the furniture of the apartment. Thebare walls and floors, begrimed with dirt,
completing the ilisinal picture. On the door-step wasa heap of human exereta, covered with an old straw
hat. More wretched objects of destimntidn than these poor little children, who were in such a filthy state
that while their case was being considered they had to be kept in the police shed, being unfit to enter the
precincts of the Court, can scarcely be imagined. Deserted by all unnatural mother, who it appeared has
gone off with some man other than her husband, and objects of utter indifference to their father, they were
dependent upon the charity of the residents in the court, who kept them from starving, until one woman,
more humane than the rest, attracted the attention of the police to their ease, We call especial notice to
this court, and to all groups of houses similarly situated; they are utterly unfit for human dwellings a
disgrace to any civilized community, and should not be permitted to exist. In London they would be
closed at once by the sanitary authorities and the area upon which they stood purged of all such sources
of filth and pestilence. Water is not wanting here, but it is not applied to purposes of cleanliness ; it is
laid on to a tap in the centre of the court; the overflow goes into a barrel, into which the residents dip
their calls, and which has the appearance of being cleaned out at very remote intervals.
In Murphy's Buildings, also in Kent-street, and also consisting of two-roomed tenements, let at Sq.
a week, the accommodation is scarcely if at all superior. The rooms are close and badly ventilated, and
the tenants complain of a stench coming up from the floor, which is not to be wondered at, considering
that the houses adjoin a stable, and that the floor of the latter is a foot higher than that of the houses,
which receive all the drainage. This is not the only place where we found human habitations below the
level of the brutes. Here the closet was a common ccsspit, which emitted it most insufferable stench.
This horrible place is used by the inmates of three houses. In one of these houses we saw a sick child,
about tln'ee years of age, suffering ftomn maras,nus ; whether its recovery under happier auspices was
possible we could not say, but it was certainly impossible in such a vitiated atmosphere. Even were the
court purified of alt external sources of pollution, the deficient ventilation of these houses would render
health almost impossible. The only air which can enter conies through the door and window, the latter
covering all area of not more than 4 ft. x 3 ft., the lower sash only capable of being opened ; blank walls
on the other three sides, and no current of air under any circumstances.
From this place we crossed over to Sussex-street, and inspected the Harbour 'View Terrace, a property consisting of six houses, owned by a man named Wincks. The first house in the court has it watercloset to itself, which is just 0 feet from the front door, about half that distance from the corner of the
house, and stinking frightfully. The rooms are lift. x lift, and Sft. high. In one of these rooms a sort
of baby-farming on a small scale seems to be carried on. We saw a ivoinan feeding ,in infant of three
months old with it bottle, its mother being " out too often to attend to it." The whole atmosphere of this
area was sickening, and the habits of the occupants so slipshod and duty that any newcomer could scarcely
fail to become speedily demoralized; the ventilation bad in consequence of the faulty construction of the
tenements which, like others already described, have only a blank wall at back and a very limited ingress for
fresh air in the front. Occasionally we fouud a grating in the back wall, but this was the exception and
not the rule. All houses of this character we class as unfit for human habitation. We took a cursory
view of Fowler's-terrace, formerly known as Jagchnan's Buildings, which was as clean as the neighbouring
courts were dirty. Fowlcr, the owner, a builder and a man of industrious habits, lives in one of them,
and is continually doing something to keep them in order. We learned that he purchased this property
for £2,000, and that lie has'alreadv expended £300 in repairs. Our visit to this group somewhat restored
our confidence in human nature which, however, received another shock when we entered a court belonging
to Mrs. Smith, of Pyrmont containing a couple of two-roomed houses, rented at Ss. a week each, badly
constructed, wretchedly ventilated,
'
and utterly unfit. for any hu,n%u bein s to ii ie in The cask into which
the
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the tap is turned which supplies those houses with water was so dirty that the purest water must be polluted Alderman
Chapman.
by it.
In l3aldock's-lane the occupants of the eight houses, or shanties, for the term " house" is a mis' 7
nomer applied to hovels of this kind, have to support life under equally embarrassing conditions. The rooms 26 lwv.
are about 8 ft. x 7 ft., and 6 ft. high, badly ventilated, close, and filthy to an extreme. Four of the houses
on one side are the property of Mr. I-lodges, who resides in one of them ; the four on the other side are
owned by Mr S. Long, who was intensely disgusted at our venturing to express an opilnoli that these were
the worst specimens of dwellings we had conic across. The drainage, which percolated through an old cesspit
pu-bally filled up, made us positively shudder. The puuce foriaeriy used as it closet appears to have been
determined by chance. A space of about 3 feet had been left between two of the houses, which, with the
addition of a few boards at the back, and no'door in front, had been turned into a closet; it board on the
other side alone separating it from the living rooms in the shanties adjoining. These two blocks of houses may
be described as resembling the letter ii: without the connecting line in the centre. There are no yards at the
back or side, the only vacant area being in the front of the houses which face each other, represented by the
space between the two downstrokes of the letter, and this is how they economize it. We noticed however,
that it new closet was being built.
Lawrence Buildings, the property of Mr. Robert Murray, J.P., of Enmore, consists of four two-roomed
brick houses, obtaining a rentai & is, it week each, and having one closet between them—a common cesspit—an
abominablo filthy place, enough in itself to breed a fever in hot weather; the rooms are badly ventilated,
and altogether unfit for human habitations. Complaints were made to us by the people living here of the
smoke from the tin-smelting works belonging to Milne Brothers, and we were surprised that with so many
objects to engage their senses at home they should have paid any attention to such a slight cause of
annoyance. These houses are also designed on the letter II plan, and the front court, the entrance to which
is about 5 feet wide, and COiilprisCs the only area available to the occupants for recreation, exercise,
or thoroughu.-e, was almost blocked up by the deposit of a heap of horse dung, comprising not less
than it couple of cart loads, here collected, we presume, for sale. All these evils notwithstanding, there
was no sign of actual poverty in these buildings ; indeed one of the tenants assured US that she and
her sons eai.ned between them 65s. it week. We visited a court off Kent-street, called Ellis' Court, containing
three two-roomed tenements, one of which is let at Ss., and the others at 69.a week each, in one of which the
rooms are only 9 feet x 9 feet and 6 feet high, badly ventilated, and in dirty order,—evidently having been
guiltless of pamt or whitewash for twelve months or two years at least—laudlord as usual declining to do
anything in the shape of repairs. A family, consisting of father, mother, and five children, occupy this
house. We concluded our round by inspecting six houses called Ritchie's Buildings, the rent of which is
collected by Mr. Vaughan, each containing two rooms, and let at Ss. a week. For these six houses there are
two closets, but the water had not been on for some days in consequence probably of the pipe being stopped
up, as the people next door had plenty of water; old ventilation as before, and an obdurate agent, deaf
to all entreaty for repairs. Finished our visiting at Market-street, at 6 p.m.
By No. 2 Sub-Committee.
FIFTu DAY, MONDAY, 22 NOVEMBER, 1875.
Gi'pps Ward—From St. F/dllip's Church to Miller's Foin&
115. Dr. iJansey gave the following evidence on behalf of himself and Mr. Palmer
Met at my house at 4 o'clock, and proceeded, accompanied by Sergeant Dawson, to inspect the Cl. F. DanBey,
Es,1.
Crescent-sheet property. This consists of about 8 houses, built on the top of high rocks, and reached by an
ascent of twenty steps. These houses, which are constructed of brick, we found to be in very good order, ''
except that they are badly ventilated with the old-fashioned sash windows. Proceeding along Kent-street 26
we noticed that an open drain, new the Casworks, which has been the cause of uimerous coniplaints for sonic
tine past, has been covered with brick and cement In this street a number of new houses are being
erected, which appear to be comfortable dwelliags, and are well drained. We thou visited Jenkins-street
and Cureton's Buildings. The houses in Jenkins-street are a much better class of dwellings than those in
Cureton's Buildings, but they all require proper drainage to be provided ; at present the pipes which convey
the slops and refuse from them discharge their contents over the rocks down to l\liller's Wharf, and create
it daily nuisance. Thence we went along Miller's Road, and inspected the late Mr. Cuthbert's property,
which comprises ten small tenements, containing two rooms each ; the ventilation, as usual, is very
deficient ; otherwise the houses are in good order and well exposed to the sea breeze. In Moore's Road,,
close by, we looked at some houses, which, except that they are very old, are not in bad order ; they are
clean, but are all imperfectly ventilated. We went next to Miller's Point, where there are thirty new houses
all well drained and with closets fitted up with cisterns in accordance with the new regulations. A.
Merrimnn-stroet or Crown Road, where there are some new houses all clean and well ventilated. Thence to
Rodin Place, where the houses are very old but kept clean ; and from Crown Road to Smith's Paddock,
where there is it small shanty in front, splendidly clean, and with flower garden attached, the picture of
neatness. At the corner of Caiimhritlge-street we inspected a number of wretched wooden shanties which
must have existed for a gm-eat number of years—small frail tenements, of the lowest style of Colonial
architecture, which are falling to deea.y and should be pulled down and replaced by more substantial buildings.
On the right hand the rocks afford a c:unping ground for goats, which were present in great numbers.
Wo inspected a lodging-house ,,t No. 5, Jiarrington-street, occupied by a man named 'Woodbi,ry, which
he told us afforded accominodatioim for twenty lodgers, but on an emergency as many more. This is evidently
it sailor's lodging-house. In the yard we saw some men engaged in sail-making, and a number of monkeys.
Everything, however, was very clean, and the premises well ventilated. Nos. 10, 12, and 14 in the same
street were also very clean and well kept, being a better class of houses than are usually found in this
neighbourhood. in llarrington-lane there are six small houses, for which there are closets with pans,
but without water laid on. In Harrington Place there are five containing two rooms each and rented at
ös. it week each, belonging to Mr. Reynolds, of Parramnatta, which are badly ventilated, although most
of the windows are broken. We entem-ed and inspected three out of the five, which roprcscnted the positive,
comparative, and superlative conditions of unwholesomeness. The first was dirty, the second was filthy,
and
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G. F. Danscy, and the third and last was so disgustingly offensive that we were not soiy to beat a retreat from it.
hsq.
On the ground floor several cinniken women were making a great uproar, and as we commenced our
ascent to the regions above they made a rush at its and attemithe
d to pull us down the ladder. 'We managed,
2t
however, to get a peep at the attics, where there appeared to lie no liedding or sleeping aecommodaton of any
kind but a miniher of filthy rags scattered over the floor, thrown down by some nocturnal visitor. The other
two houses were occupied by families and kept clean and in good order ; there is only one closet for the five
houses: In O'Neil's-lane, which we next visited, there are some 3-roomed houses owned by M'Clella-nd,
and rented at Os. it week each, and three owned by Mr. Kell. in front of three of the houses the lane is
only 4 ft. wide; it is shut in by a hi-ick wall ; the end house was occupied by it coloiu'ed family, who were
evidently respectable; the next by a. man and hiswife and her sister, whose respectability was not so evident.
These three were clearly under the influence of liquor. As for the sister, who was the most demonstrative
of the three, she made certain overtures, which were seconded by her relatives, but declined. The character
of these houses, apart from the dirt, is sniliciently evidenced by the paintings which adorn the walls;
suffice it to say that they are neither chaste in design or execution.
We returned at 7-15 p.m.
Six'rn DAY, TUESDAY, 23 NovliMBER, 1876.
Met at the same place and hour, Sergeant Dawson accompanying its as before. We first visited
Sutton's Tobacco Factory in Ha.rringtoa-street, where there are fifty hands employed; seven of them sleep
26 Nov 1875 on the premises. There are two closets for the use of the men, with depressible seats, 'md one urinal.
Everything about the place was very clean. On a piece of open ground on the east side of the street is
Mr. 0 olston's Factory for making clothes, the front of which faces George-street; here we found in a large
room, 20 ft. x 18 ft., twenty-five girls and one boy; at the time of our visit the windows were open, and
there was a current of air passing through the room, but there is no other mode of ventilation, and from
the answers we o tamed from some of the ga-Is it appears that the windows are not always opened. The
accommodation at the back is bad, there being at present only a common privy; the landlord, however,
promised that this should be replaced by a water-closet within the fortnight. At Nos. 100 and 102,
Han-i.ugton-street, there are two closets; the closet at No. 102 was partly pulled down; the pit was full
of exoreta and stank horribly ; that at the back of No. 100 was in a very dilapidated condition and not fit
to be used; it had only an apology for a door, which would neither open nor shut. The next house we
entered (No. 100), one of two tall bnek buildings, which belong to the Wentworth Estate, is occupied by a
Frenchwomen—Madame Bethen—who has the privilege of living in it as long as she can; the ventilation is
all in her favour, for there is hardly a pane of glass in any of the windows, and Madame gets plenty of
fresh air, but the house is greatly dilapidated and in a very dirty state. Two other women, having two or
three children each, are the only other occupants of the two houses. No. 86, Harrington-street, also
pertaining to the Wentworth Estate, we found pretty clean, but the water-closet was in a very dirty condition. In the cottage at the corner of Gallows Hill there are five rooms; it is rented at 1 8s., exclusive of
taxes; No. 2, adjoining was empty and filthy; the other houses in the row are tolerably clean. The next
houses we inspected were occupied by Chinese; they are in Hanson's Buildings, and comprise four tworoomed buildings, rented on a scale running in proportion to the accommodation they afford. Lab Kew
(the names are not inscribed over the doom, and I give them phonetically), is a hawker; the tenement he occupies is in a very dilapidated condition, but lie pays Is. a week for the use of it; his next (loor
neighbour, also a hawker), Ah Lung, has obtained a reduction of 2s., his home being to that extent
more uncomfortable; while the thud hawker, AL Foo, pays the maximum amount of 79. On the east side
of Hanson's Buildings as you enter there are four three-roomed houses, two rooms on the ground floor and
one above. In each of them, leading out of the back room and part and palcel of it, is a water-closet, and
under the floor is a sort of cellar, from which, the floors of those houses being sufficiently broken to ud,nit it,
comes the odour from a cow-house belonging to Mrs. Smith, a green-grocer, in George-street, and pervades the
whole block. There are altogether thirteen houses in this property, for which there are six closets besides
those inside; these are kept padlocked for fear any stranger should intrude upon the privacy of the inmates.
But in the yard are a couple of two-roomed shanties, the occupants of which are excluded from the
privilege of possessing a key to the situation, and for them no accommodation whatever is provided. Under
one of these houses, a Chinese store, we found to be in such a frightful state that in my capacity as Health
Officer I gave instructions to have it hnmcdiately cleaned out, lime-washed, and thoroughly dismfected.
We next visited Kidman's grocery store, at the corner of Essex and George streets, which we found clean and
well ventilated, but the supply of water for the closet was deficient. At No. 171, Goorge-street, occupied
by the said Mrs. Smith, green-grocer, who keeps a cow and fowls, there was no water for the closet laid on,
and she informed us she had been without any for a fortnight; the pan was, however, kept tolerably clean
bfwater carried by hand. We also inspected Mr. Heenoy's public-house at the corner of Globe-street
(landlord, Mr. Riley, of Liverpool). here we found some bad cases of scarlet fever, four members of the
family out of six being sick with it. In order if possible to ascertain if there were any Local cause predisposing persons in that locality to the attack of this disorder, we visited Atkins', the butcher's shop at the
coiner, but ei-ei-ythiug there was vet) clean, no bad smells of any kind, and the water-closet supplied with
the improved cistern apparatus, though defective in its action in consequence of the insufficient supply of
water. in the Factory hel,ind the butcher's shop, however, kept by Hanson and Oliffe, we found a large
quantity of Indes, which emitted a most offensive odour. Upon our i.'eturn we called the attention of the
Inspccto-- of Nuisances to this fact, and lie has no doubt crc this paid a visit to the locality.
We concluded our afternoon's work at 7 p.m.
G. F. Dansey

FluDAY.
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Messrs.
Messrs. If. 13owmakcr, i\I. ll.odgkinson, and C. Tiller, City Missionaries, called in and examined :Chairman.] Which of you gentlemen has had the longest experience of Sydney? i/s. Jlodgkinson
HodgkinMr. Bowmaker.
. 10,,
; and C.
Chairman. to .21fr. Jlomcmalccr,] I suppose you have been informed of the general nature of our inquiry.
'iillny.
This Committee has been appointed to inquire into the overcrowding, bad ventilation, and the consequent
ill-health prevalent iii this city, and we shall be glad to have time benefit of your experience on the subject P 26 Nov., 1875.
1 should like to ask first if it is iol:ended that the information given by the City Missionaries is to be made
public?
Chairman.] Yes? Then I must certainly dccEne to give evidence, unless I am compelled to do so.
I must do so for this reason, and I feel sure you will appreciate my motives: 'I'hat we have spent a
considerable time in obtaming the confidence of the people who live in these places, and if we were to
lose that confidence we should have no chance of regaining it. If a report were circulated through the
city that the City Missionaries had been making statem ents about them which were published, it would shut
its out nitogether. I spoke to my superintendent and he left me to use my own judgment in the matter.
1 have therefore at:t:ended at your invitation as a. matter of' courtesy, but that is the position in which we
are placed; we do not wish to lose the influence we have gained.
110. 1 think there is great force in what you say, and 1 am sure we should be very sorry to ask you to do
anything which would impair your usefulness. But would it not be possible for you to make some statemnents in a general way without giving namncs or even indicating localities F it would be known that we
gave the information. We have frequently i,iade statemnentsat our meetings which have been published
in the J*cninq lYctn, and although we have only stated actual facts, the people, when they saw the paper,
knew very well where the information came from,and we have had great difileulty in getting to them after
that. Although they are sunk so low they are fearfully sensitive.
.ilfr. iiodqkineon.] We have gained a little influence over these people, and we should be very sorry
to lose it. Our object is to gaiu sonls to Christ, and we must not do anything to lessen our power to do
good. The only way I can see by which you could attain your object would be to invite some gentlemen
who are members of our Committee to come, and they could give evidence if they liked. I hope you will
excuse inc for speaking so plainly. i have met Dr. Dansey on one occasion at one of these places, and I
was very glad to see bin under the circmunstances. At the house where I. met liitn there was an insane
l)n who was very noisy and violent, and I believe would have killed her husband. The police would
not interfere without a certifIcate, and Dr. Damisey being there, I thought it my, duty to speak to him.
Chairman to ills.. Jiowniaker.] I think we might pursue a middle course You have now an opportunity of doing some permnartent good to these people by exposing abusesand giving its an opportunity of
placing a ease before the Legislature, and if you could hel1) its without committing any bm-each of confidence—w'itliout using any names, or even being specific as to localities—you would, I think, do good service.
I will just ask you a few, general questions, and if you find that they trench upon forbidden ground you
can say so. Your work lies chiefly I suppose among the poorer classes in Sydney P Yes.
And you have, of course seen a great deal of their homes. Now, speaking generally, have you had
occt.siou to notice much overcrowding in the homes of these poorer sort of people? Yes, a good deal.
Do you think the overcrowding exists to such an extent as materially to injure health? Yes, that
is In'.' opinioli.
There are two classes of houses with which I (tare sa.y you are fanmiliar—thosc occupied by private
finnilies and as )odging-houses;—haveyou seen eases of overcrowding iii both of these classes of dwellings?
Yes, there are two classes of lodging-houses—those which oO'er board and lodging, for which the lodgers
pay fifteen shillings, sixteen shillings, or it pound a week, and those in which beds am let at Gd. a night.
In the latter there is a great deal of overcrowding, but in the former I have scarcely noticed any.
But you have frequently observed overcrowding in the sixpemmny lodging-houses? Yes.
1.26. And in houses occupied by private families have you noticed much overcrowding? Yes.
11 are you often been struck with the bad ventilation in these houses P Yes.
have you felt that the atmosphere was really injurious to health F Yes.
120. And have you observed that the houses are often kept in a filthy condition F I have.
130. 1)o you find among time poorer people that they are often averse to use the simple mode of ventilation at their eonimand—that they do not even like to open their windows P Yes, it has often struck me.
131.. Do you feel at liberty to indicate some of the localities you have in view, so that the Committee
may visitthem P Yes, in confidence, so long as it does not appear in print I have not; the slightest objection.
132. G'hairnman to ilL. Hoo'qlcinson.] You have heard what Mr. :Bow'mnaker has said P Does your
experience coincide with his ? Yes, but part.of my district is somewhat more respectable.
183. What is your district? Parramnatta-street and part of Bedfern.
134. But:, even if your district is not so bad as Mr. Bowinaker's, you have no doubt come across cases of
overcrowding of sonmewhat it similar character F Yes, 1 have.
13.5. Have you found that overcrowding and bad ventilation prevail.? Yes, there was a very bad place in
my dist riet—hjinden.court—b,mt it has since been pulled down.
13(3. Do you think that overcrowding and had ventilation prevail to such an extent as materially to affect
time health of the residents F Yes, in that loealit, decidedly.
1.37. Chairman to i/i. Tilley.] Does your experience, Mr. Tilley, correspond with that of Mr. hiodgkinson
and Mr. l3ownia.ker P Yer, it is pretty much the same my only wonder is that people can live under
such conditions. 1 have frequently experienced a violent headache fromn merely visiting them, and I have
often told them, wlmemi they wanted a doctor, that God's pure air was time best doctor they could have.
138. Then in your experience you have found that bad ventilation really affects health? Of course
it does.
130. We know it does, but we wish to have yoiLr experience on the subject P Yes, the smell on entering
one of these places is frmghtful, but after a time it is not so perceptible, and I suppose the people get used
to it. There is one thing which requires to be remnedied. There are a number of low public-houses,
which are the worst curse these people could have. There is one in Coulburn.street, aptly named the
Slaughmtem'hionse,", and there are ninny others of time same class they do an immnense deal of harm.
140. Mr. Hoiqicinson.] There is much we could say upon these siLliects, which we should like to say, but
it would not be to time interest of those we are trying to serve that it should come from us. There is one
flU—C [No. 11.]
thing,
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thing, however, I may mention, in reply to your q ucstions about; the want of ventilation, and that is that
M.Boivmaker, a great mistake is made by those who build these small houses in constructing the windows in such a way
M. Hodgkin- that the upper sash will not let down. This prevents the fresh air from getting into the rooms, and is very
eoii, and c.
injurious.
Tilley.
[V itness proceeded to detail the particulars of several distressing eases of want and misery which
26 Nov., 1875. had come under his notice, but which he objected to tender in evidence to be inblislied. The other
witnesses also gave in confidence details of similar cases occurring in their districtsj

FE IDA Y 8 DEOEM]JEE, 1675
1ttcitt
0. F. DANSEY, J sq.,
B. PALMER, E5Q,
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K B. i{BAU, ksq.,
M. CHAPMAN, Esq.

HON. JOHN SMPI'H, M.D., M.LO., IN TIlE 0u2uR.
Personal Inspection
By Sub-Committee No. 1.
SIXTH DAY, WEDNEsDAY, 24 Novtinrn, 1.875.

Litt/e Georqe-814'eet and aionq New Pitt-street.
Di'. i/cad gave evidence on behalf of himself and Alderman Chapman as follows
Met at the Volunteer Club at 10 p.m. on Wednesday, 24th instant,—Sergca.iit Larhins, Sergeant
Dawson, and Constable 1-logan, being in attendance. We first visited Little G-eorge-strect, and went to
]Eiq.
O'Brien's house; the owner's name given to its was Marks. it is it brick house rented at 12s. it
3Dee, 1875. week, It contains two rooms downstairs and two upstairs, 10 ft. x 0 ft., and 8 ft. high,
having the old-fashioned sash-windows and therefore bacly ventilated. There is a watercloset in
this house with patent cistern, but the house iteelf is in a. filthy state, and the open drainage very
offensive. The stairs appeared as if they were swept about once it month, and in the yard we noticed
tubs full of soapsuds, which must have been standing there nneinpt:ied for some days.
Mrs. Rocco lives in a house of similar capabilities, and let at the same rent ; watercioset and
patent cistern as before; walls damp, and an offensive smell proceeding from the floor, evidently from
some old sewer, probably a tributary to the Tank Stream—stinking soapsuds and dirt ad libituni.
We paid a visit to Miss Gibbons, who occupies a two-roomed house round the corner. The
peculiar features of this and the adjoining house is the Lilliputian character of the back premises and time
ingenuity displayed by the architect in closing up all ingress to flesh air. One of the yards or passages
is 5 ft. x 0 ft., and the other 4 ft. x. 4 ft. On three sides of these yards there is a wall 20 ft. high, and if
any ventilation were possible it could only be affordodby means of a windsail, which is quite as necessary
here as in the hold of an immigrant ship. As for the closets it is indispensable that persons using them
should back into them as a horse backs into the shafts of a cart, since there is no room to turn round at
the end of the passage.
Mrs. Andrews lives it few doors ofE where she follows the occupation of a washerwoinan, but
although the washing entrusted to her is no doubt done on moderate terms, she labors under the same
disadvantage as her neighbour.l in having no 11dryin g ground.' In the front room, 14 ft. x 10 ft., and
occupying one-third of its space was it mangle rI;he only available space for the flimily to cook, eat, and
(Irnik in was about six square feet; the inanglo monopolized the remainder of the room. We penetrated
to the upper regions said found the walls in a dirty state and guiltles of any colouring or whitewashing.
This tenant complained bitterly that the landlord would not incur the slightest expense to keep the
house in repair. The adjoining house contained also two rooms, and a back yard, 7 ft. x S f., shut in in
the same way by high walls, which was equally nnwholesomne. The occupants of the house opposite
attributed the unsavory odonr which pervaded the premises to the existence of a neighbouring fish-shop,
which we imntnediately inspected, but we found everything very clean and sweet. From this place we
went to a Chinese opium-shop and to several other places, which we decided to visit again during the
day. A description of these places will be comprised in Alderman Chapman's evidence.
We concluded our inspection at midnight.
B. B. itoad,

Szvrxru DAt—TIIURSDAY, 25 NovE3zntu, 1875.
Bounce Ward.—Alonq Pitt-street, eomsnenewg at Queen's P/ace.
Mr. Chapman gave evidence on behalf of himself and Dr. Read, as follows
Met at the Volunteer Club at 3 pin, on Thursday, 25th instant, and commenced our round of visits
Iisq.
by calling upon Ah Loon, it Chinarnan, known in the neighbourhood as "Lousy Charley," who occupies a
' three-roomed stonecotta.re oil Queen's-place, for which he pays lOs. a week—the agent for the property
a Dec., itTS. to which this tenement blongs being MJCenzie. it is 37 feet long and 11 ft. high, and divided into three
rooms, in each of which is an opisun bench, with all the appliances necessary and ready for use at once.
Charley is a seller of opium and an inveterate smnolcer as well, or his appearance greatly belies him. T. E.,
it white woman, aged twenty-two who lives with him, also indulges in this demoralizing Ii. bit, and their
place is an accommodation house 'of the worst character, for it is impossible to say what diabolical offeneos
are not committed through the agency of this pernicious drug. Of this more hereafter. The woman
told us that sometimes their customers were so nnmnerous that they had to wait their turns to enter
the room. This unfortunate creature appeared to be complotély under the bondage of opium, and the
police assured us, and she herself admitted, though her paramour stoutly denied it, that other white
women frequent the place, and that the most revolting and immoral scenes are of frequent occurrence.
In corroboration of this statement, she mentioned among the names of her visii:ors some of the most
disreputable prostitutes in Sydney. If half the stories we heard were true, it is more than time that this
and other similar foul dens of Clminese depravity should be cleared of their occupants and thoroughly
ntrged, for their existence is a blot upon the character of a city like Sydney. Opposite the building in
question was a place which was formerly a cow-plied, and several stalls are still remaining. On one of these
Jay a sick Clnuaman. In the adjoining yard, which is portion of the same property, we inspected a row of
cottages,

M. CImar.man,
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cottages, which, a in sanitary point of view, are quite unfit for human habitations. The front doors were M. Chapman,
3q
open, and we could see that the lower roomsweree not more than C or S A. wide. We could also perceive
a ladder leading to a very sinail aparhneat above ; but the window npstairs does not open, and there can
be no ventilation of any l,incl. Some light may cuter from the small panes of glass in front, but there Dec., to.
is no sash to raise or let down, and the ingress of fresh air is impossible. .Tust in front of the doors and
running parallel with the row of cottages, of which there are six, is -,in open drai]l which discharges into a
large hole in the wail enclosing the yard, direct into the Tank Stream. 'When this sewer is full a
regurgitation takes place, so that the inioates of these hovels have ill front of their doors, within 3 It. of
thorn, a sort of tidal streani of filthy drainage, polluting the atmosphere and inviting pestilence and
disease. These cottages should be pulled down at once and should not be replaced by any others. The
closets used by the inmates are beyond description. This was our second visit to this place, which, it must
be remembered, is in the centre of the business part of the city, not more than fift:.y or sixty yards from
the Exchange, and some attempt had been made to give it a cleaner appearance. The above description
may. therefore be taken to represent the pines at its best.
We next visited All Toy's workshop in Queen's-place, where there is it large loft over the workshop,
about 60 ft. x 30 ft., in which nineteen persons sleep—at least so we were told—but the numbers given
as were probably incorrect in most cases, for we never found the beds to correspond. The bedroom of a
Chinamnari is a square compartment with room for two occupants, iii which lie keeps all his belongings, and
which serves him as it, sniokimmg-m'ooin, sitting-room, and bedroom. The rooms are generally boxed of in
this way into compartments which represent so many separate dwellings under one roof. The workshop
reforrial to was crowded in every part of it, not occupied by beds'witlj unfinished furniture, leaving only a
nariow passage in the centre. No at tempt seemed to have been made to clean the place, nor could we see
anylavatories or appliances used in other honses ; if these people ever w:tslm theniselves they do it by
stealth. The attic room in A h Toy's house, fronting George-street, the owner of which is Mr. Rednian,
is 7 ft. high, and as near as we could guess about 11 It. x 10 ft.; it is divided into eleven compartments,
is without: ventilation, and very dirty. The closet attached to the house was in a frightful state. At the
hack of the house is a store i ised as a workshop, and on the up pci' floor of this building we saw a mm umber
of beds— apparonily double beds—and several opium henches contanmimmg lighted lamps, pipes, ctc,, ready
fi,r mist' at a moment's notice. Everything in this apam'f:mncmit was in contusion, and in a filthy state, articles
of mmnfinmslted furniture piled up in every available space. The nttemm tion of Tnsnrnnee Societies arid Fire
Brigades should be called to this place, for if it fire were to 1 alme place in this part of Sydney the result
uvonld be disasi m'ons, and the loss of life and ln'operty great. The closets in all these honses are in a
horrible state; they discharge into an opening over .,'line drai mm probably a tributary of the Tank Stream—
as in almost every case the temmamits complain that [the landlord will do nothmiimg for them.
I ice 0mm Chommg, 11*0 is also a, furniture maker, pay's £150 per ammnumn for his house (Laidley, agent)
and employs thirty-two workmen, who all sleep on the p'emmmisos, and have the same dirty habits which wo
have noticed among all their count rvmnen. There is p10 ty of water available, but the use of it for piEriIoses of cleanliness does not seem to occur to themn. Tn the attic room of this Imomise there were sixteen
sleeping compartments pa-mt itiommcd oft', enti'eiy vi thoirt venfi :m Lion, and anythilo, 1)111; clean. Others of
the workmen who are unable to pay for their beds slcep 0mm benches or on the floor uvherever they can
find a corner to lie down in.
Way Hap's house (Laidloy, agent) rents at SOr.a week. lie is also a maker of furniture, and his
roonms are as dirty, as badly ventilated, and overcrowded as his neighbours'. Li one room, 28 x 13 ft.,
with a coved roof and not averaging over 4 ft. C in. in height, we saw eight beds, fbur on each
side, and placed end to end, with a. vacant space of 5 ft. in the centre. The stench proceeding
from this room was most revolting. There were some smaller rooms with beds in them, and
there was one room, it sort of loft, over the workshop approached by a batten ladder—an awful hole, 4 ft. 6
in. high and 10 ft. long containing three beds ; it is a. wonder that during this hot; weather anyone could
bm'eathe in such a place there was also a bed on the stair landing, and two beds in the kitchen, which is a
mere open shed, boxed oft' from the fire-place; the closet was too bad to inspect; we dame not go near it.
I omitted to mention that in the course of our inspection of Alt Toy's premises we peeped down a dark
nndergronnd cellar, into which the light of day never penetrates, and were at a loss to know to what purpose
it was devoted ; to our astonishment we found it was the sleeping apartment of the cook. This man
rushed iii in a state of great excitement and forcibly protested against our taking his inommey from him
probably lie took us for officials armed with the terrors of the law, and expected to be nmtilcted in a
heavy fine by the barbarian. in passing from this place to George-street by the ground which was the
site of the late fire, now used as lumber yard, we noticed a number of young gim'ls of various ages playing
about, and from what we have leam'ned of the character and habits of these Chinese opium smokers we do
not hesitate to say that they should be warded not to approach such dangerous precincts. (V/dc
Append/s A.) This day's inspection was not performed without serious fatigue and risk to healtim to Br.
Read and myself. For the next forty-eight hours, and that of the previous night, the horrible sickly smell
of opium smoking which pervades all the Chinese quartem's seemed to adhere to as, to say nothing of the
fear of infection, which is not a pleasant sensation, We have witnessed in the several visits we have made
a great mnany disgusting scenes, the existence of which in such close contiguity to our main tlmorommglmfares we could not otlmerlvise have credited—and we may fairly state that since we undertook the iluty
entrusted to this snb-comniuittee we have not been able to enjoy a single meal. We concluded the
day's work at 6 pin.

Personal Inspection
By No. 1 Sub-Committee.
Eroitru DAY.
Clan'ence-strcet to )lfan-kci-sb'ect,
143. .11ir. Uhapman gave evidence on behalf of hinseiF and Dr. Read, as follows:—
Met at the Volmmteer Cimmb at; a quarter to 4 o'clock on Monday, the 29th instaimt, and having M. Chapman,
secured tile attendance of Sergeant Larkin, whose intimate acquaintce
an with the crowded quarters of
Esq.
Sydney is of l:he greatest service to as, we proceeded to the " Post Office Hotel," in York-street, at the
rear of which we inspected two houses belonging to the 'twin Estate, which contain two rooms each, 3 Dee., 1875.
10 -ft, x ii ft. and S ft. high, and are rented at 5s, a week each. For these houses there is nh privy
accommodation of any kind, and the inmates have to manage as best they can. One of these houses was
used
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M. Chapman, used as a smithy and the other as a dwelling. 'We spoke to a woman who lived in it, and she complained
£sq.
bitterly of the stench pervading flie place and the unwillingness of the landlord to do anything to
1SS improve its condition. Her husband is a fruit vendor. The yards were in a filthy state; the drainage,
3D
'which is-all on the surface, finds its way into the street gutters, and darin g its slu ggish course coutnbutes
its share to the pollution of the atniospliere. At the back of the houses, in a spot coin mon to all the
houses, for the fences have long since ceased to distinguish one yard from another, is a central depot
of filth and refuse, amounting to several cart loads, which is enough in itself to breed a pestilence in the neighbourhood.
We went through to Ersicine-street, and entered a court at the corner of that.street and Clarencestreet, owned by Ellis. This court was reached by a descent of nineteen steps from Clarencestreet; it contains three two-roomed brick houses, rented at 7s. a week each there were two closets
with the water laid on, but with direct action. The yards are shut in on three sides by lofty buildings
so that no ventilation is possible, and the atmosphere must be fearfully close during the hot weather,
when the sun, which can rarely be visible here during the winter, sends its scorching rays into the centre
of this boxed-up locality. Continuing our route along Clarence-street southward. we inspected several
other houses. No. 185, Clarence-street, owned by Farrell, is a very old wooden tenement, rented at Its.
a week. The closet is an old cesspit, and there is no drainage. There are three houses at the back, each
containing two small rooms closets, old cesspits, and close to the doors of the houses, very filthy, and the
premises altogether very badly ventilated.
No. 143, Clarence-street, is an old weatherboard house, containing five rooms (Macdonald,
owner)1 rented at 12s, a week ; the closet is an old cesspit and in a filthy disgusting condition, arid
the yard about S ft. square. The rooms in this house are in such a tumble-down state that they are
quite unfit to be occupied--in fact they are positively dangerous. The tenant informed its that the
rain collIes through the roof as through a sieve, and that there is a continual stench and moisture rising
from the floor. The rooms upstairs are G ft. 2 in. high, and very badly ventilated; the closet, an old
cesspit, filthy in the extreme ; the stench from this place was sickening. No. 139, Clarence-street, same
owner, same rent, is in a similarly dilapidated and dirty condition, with the same want of ventilation,
and having an old cesspit for a closet, in an equally filthy state, with all old sack hung up in front in
place of a doer. The drainage from these houses finds its way under the floor, through a pipe,
and empties into the sti-eet outside the curb-stones. .\l1 Illese houses seem to have been built
by piecemeal, and vary in the number and si-xe of the rooms. No. 137, also belonging to 4:lie
same owner, rents at 15s. a week, has 1110 same style of closet with the same frightful stench
proceeding from it, and is iii every respect an equally forbidding abode, These fotir houses may
be classed as so out of repair, so badly ventilated, and so deficient in aeeontmnodation, as to be
utterly unfit for human habitation, and as the land on which they are situated fronts Clarence-street, and
is therefore valuable property, steps should at once be taken to compel the owners either to pull them
down or to put them into repair, and to drain the locality. The tenimts all state that the landlord
positively declines to improve them ; these people occupy them while it, this condition solely because if
they were to leave they would not know where to find other houses to live in, decent houses at a moderate
rent being very scarce in the neighbourhood. The yard or court leading from Clarence-street to Smith's
picture-frame manufketory has been previously noticed. In a gateway coilnectiug this with an inner court
we saw all old woman, apparently one of' thetenants, lying on her back hopelessly drunk. In this yard
there are two houses, rented at 7s. a week each; one of them was locked up, the tenant being absent;
the other, which we entered and examined, contained i:hree rooms rely badly ventilated and very lev, the
extreme height from floor to ceiling being only G ft., altogether a most unwholesome place; a woman who
lives in it complained that she felt sick every- morning from the foul atmosphere ; the closet is an old
cesspit, emitting an awful stench.
Mr. Aitken's court, off Clarence-street, contains five houses, close, badly ventilated tenements,
hr.ving two closets or cesspits very foul and in bad repair. G-am-r-ett's l3utldings contain ten houses,
having two rooms each, 10 ft. by it) ft. and 9 feet high, rented at Os. a week each; they are very
badly ventilated, the back walls having no opening or air-hole of any kind. 'filese ten houses occupy
a piece of ground in the form of a parallelogi-aum ; five houses on either side with a space of 14
feet in the centre. Of this 1-1 foot space 4 ft. (S in. is fenced off right and left and partitioned into
yards for each house, leaving a passage of 5 feet—exact measurement—down the middle, from end
to end of the row as a thoroughfare. The houses are hemmed in on all other sides by surrounding
buildings, so that nowhere except in front can a mouthful of air be had for love or money. But, shocking
to relate, this narrow passage which intervenes between the two rows receives all the drainage of the court,
being nothing more or less than in 011011 drain coveted loosely with boards, not so effectually as to prevent
the escape of foul gases, or with that oh jeet at all, but to allow the inmates of the houses ingress and egress
to their d\vellmgs without breaking their shins. At the end of the lane or court there are three closets or
cesspits in such a stinking condition as to be unapproachable as well as indescribable. How life calm be
supported under such painful conditions seemed to us almost a mystery, and our hearts felt sore witllill us
as we noticed the squalid appearance and attenuated forms of the poor little lmollow-eyed cluidren scattered
about the place, and felt how small was the chance of their blossoming into healthy plants in the pestilential atmosphere of this abominable hole. We were i:old that there were, or had been, several, cases of
scarlet fever in the court, and this stateulent required very little confirmation, for it seemed to 115 to be it
perfect fever den. A visit to this spot will be sufficient to convince the most sceptical that we have not
exaggerated its unhealthy condition.
Nor can we speak in much more favourable terms of Lynch's court, also off Clarence-street, where
we inspected two weatherboard hotels, one containing two rooms and rented at Sc. a week; the rooms
mu-c badly ventilated, have a skillion roof; avei-age height 7 feet, area of rooms S feet, x7feet.
Here we witnessed a scene of great distress, in one of the houses was a woman, middle aged, with
two children, apparently 5 and 7 years of' age, almost naked. One room contained two old tables,
on one of which was some pieces of dry bread, and all old sofh; no cooking utensils of any kind, and
one or two cups or mugs without handles. in the other room, a dark place without windows or any
ventilation, and borrowing its light from the door in the ad
apartment, wasan
a old
old mattrass
with a. few dirty rags to serve as bedding. On every side dire misery stared us in the fare. The house
next to it contains three rooms, and is let at Ss, aweek to a Chirmamnan. 'We could have dispensed with
this iuf'or'mation, for the sickly opium smell which pert-aded the preilirses had already warned its what to
expect.
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expect. The occupant's name is iCing; lie has a white woman for his wife—and a child. We were M. Chapman,
Faq.
informed that lie is employed as cook in some eating-house in the city. The place was not unclean, and
time woman appeared to keep it in a tidy condition, but the stench was exceedingly ofFensive. Both houses rare greatly out of repair, and as the landlord refuses to do anything to improve them, steps should at once 3 Dec., 1875.
be taken to removo them. So bad are they that they are scarcely fit for dog-kennels.
In Clarence-street, nearMarlcet-street, we entered an old weatbcrboam-d and weather beaten teixement,
the property of Mr. Wiekhain, rented at lSs. a week. It contains four rooms on the ground-floor,
which are just 6 ft. 3 in. high. Several smaller rooms in the upper part of the house are not in a
habitable state, and not occupied, except by the rats who have it all their own way upstairs, and amuse
themselves downstairs at night by eating the boots of the lodgers. This house is badly ventilated; besides
being a dirty stinking place, and is in such a dilapidated state that it may flurly be said to be used up.
The tenant informed us that whenever lie applied to the landlord for repairs be was invariably served
with a written notice to quit. lie had a number of these documents on a file, which lie exhibited in
triumph as a full and sufficient excuse for any shortcomings, past, present, or to come. Down a passage
at the back are two 2-roomed houses belonging to the same owner, evidently brothels ; the rooms in them
are 8 ft. x S ft. and 7 ft. high. These houses are rented at Gs. a week each ; they are badly ventilated—no
opening whatever in the back will. T
m the back yards finds its way, without the assist'The drainage fro
ance of any artificial drain, tinder the floor of the houses, but where it goes to finally we could not
ascertain—probably to some adjacent well into which it percolates, and so contributes its share to the
unhealthy influences of the locality. These houses were very dirty, the yard and surroundings were dirtier
still, and the old cesspit in the yard in the foulest condition ; we
hil the cask, from which the tenants draw
their water for domestic purposes, looked as if it bad not been cleaned out for months—there was actually
moss growing on it.
In a lane off Clarence-street, at the back of the Masonic Hall, and belonging to some trust estate,
the name of which we did not ascertain, for which Miss O'Connor is the agent, are four two-roomed houses,
each room being 10 ft. x 10 ft., and S ft. high, rented at 7s. it week each. The rooms are without any
ventilation, very close and univholesomne ; there is one closet for the four houses, with the w-ater laid on,
but with direct action, We have noticed a great many instances where the closets are directly connected
with the waterniains, and we would suggest that this source of ill health at least might be avoided by a
little more prompt enforcement of the provisions of the Water Pollution Prevention Act, passed during
the last Session. 'We inspected M'Crory's court or lane, which also leads out of Clarence-street. The
width of this lane is just 5 feet, and in front of the houses is a high blank wall. The houses it contains
are four in number, each room being 10 ft. x 10 ft.., and 8 feet high, and very badly ventilated. The owner
of them only charges his tenants 5s. a week, in order to keep his property clear of prostitutes, from whom
)to could obtain higher rates; it may therefore be considered a respectable if not in eligible place of
residence, There is one closet for the four houses with direct action. This closet is in the centre of the
row, and presents the same external appearance as the houses on either side of it, so that there is nothing
about it to warn visitors not to knock at the wrong door. in a court off Clarence-street, and near Drnittstreet we inspected three houses—Farquhar, agent—rented at 9s. a week such. For these three houses
there are two closets or cesspits, very foul and stinking; the place is also badly drained. As in the majority
of cases which we have noticed, the landlord of this property refuses to do anything to put it into repair.
WTe have spoken strongly of.' the condition of Macdonald's houses and those in Lynch's-lane, but not,
I think, more strongly than the occasion requires. It may be months and months before the Building Act
fronted by the Corporation passes into law, and even then it will only apply to houses not yet erected. In
the meantime, hundreds of persons are located in courts and lanes under conditions which are to say this
least strongly provocative of disease, and in direct opposition to the regulations as to air and floor space
which obtain in almost; every civihied country. The only remedy appears to us to be the appointment of some sanitary authority whose business it should be to deal with cases of overcrowding of this
character, and to condemn and close, or where necessary for the health of the neighbourhood, cause to be
pulled down, all such wretched tenements as we have referred to as nnflt for human habitation, and prevent
as far as possible the occupation of any building which does not come up to a minimum standard as far as
air and floor space, and ventilation, c., are concerned. We concluded our inspection at twenty minutes
pa-st 0.
Senior-Sergeant Larkins, Metropolitan Police Force, called in and examined:144. Chairman.] I snppose you are pretty, well acquainted, with w-hat are comiuonly called the back slums
Seniorof Sydney F Yes, pretty well.
Sergeant
1-15. Have you found in your experience that there is much overcrowdin g in the houses in those localities?
Larlci,is.
Yes, there is a great deal of it in parts of the city.
140, And I suppose that overcrowding is usually accompanied by bad ventilation and filth? Yes, bad 3 Dec., 1875.
ventilation and bad dwellings in ninny instances.
11.7. '\Vill you tell us what you consider to be some of the worst places used as human habitations in
Sydney P There is Syrett'sjane ; Harbor-street, which is at the west end of Syrett's-ltuie, and runs
into Liverpool-street; Liverpool-street, in that vicinity ; North-street, Fleming's Square; St. -John's Place,
where there are fourteen houses in the Court; and there are several houses in Sussex-street, between
that and Market-street, some of them 4 or 5 feet below the level of the street.
1.4.8. You think those are about the worst places in Sydney used as human habitations? There are several
other places that I, have not mentioned but those are all in Sussex-street ; then there is Kent-street,
between Drnitt-street and King-street ; Druitt-street; Clarence-street; and several rights-of-way off
Clarence-street, between Market-street and Druitt-street ; there is Goulburn-street also.
Those are all in the western parts of the city. Do you knew of any bad localities in the eastern
portions of Sydney? On the east side there are various places. Tlmem'e is Belmore-place, off Castlereaghstreet, on the west side near Liverpool-street ; then there is Quigley's-lane, off (i-oulburn-street ; and a
great portion of Goulburn-strcet, off George-street; Exeter-place, and a portion of Campbell-street ;
there is Yeend's Court, off Pitt-street, on the cast side; there are several houses in Roxburgh-place, off
Wilinot-street; then in Phiillip-sl;reetthmere is a place called Paine's Buildings.
is that towards the south end? It is near King-street.
1.51. On the east side of the street P Yes, near the Transit Comumissioners' Office. There are several
houses on the ivest side of the street; and there is Wentworth-place, which is very poorly ventilated ;
Little
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Little George-street; Robin iood Lane; A.bercrombie-lane; Queen's-place. Those are about the worst
places I think there are several others which I cannot think of just now; there is Brougham-Iace, now

Rowe-street.
3 Dec., 1875. 152. Are there not similar places about Woolloornooloo; not so bad perhaps as those you have mentioned,

but where there are crowded lanes and courts of the class you have referred to? Yes, but the class of
houses in \Voolloomooloo is much better.
153. The buildings are newer, 1. suppose? Yes; the ventilation in Woolloomooloo is not particularly good.
I n.m not so well acquainted with the names of the lanes and streets there, though I know them all very well.
154. Do you know of any places more to the southward towards Parramatta-street, and in that direction?
Kensington-street and Paradise-row are two s-cry bad places.
155. In these streets and lanes which you have named, are there numerous houses badly adapted for
human habitation? Yes.
156. It would be safe, I suppose, to say that there are hundreds of such houses in Sydney? Yes. I did
not mention Market-street; there are several houses there scarcely fit for any one to live in—in thct they
are not safe.
157. have you observed that much ill-health prevails in houses of that class ? A. great deal, especially
amongst the children, who seem to be delicate. Of coarse there is a great deal of drinking and debauchery
going on amongst the people who live in those places.
158. 21,-. Oliapniait] With regard to your remark about drinking and debauchery in these places ;—you
believe as a matter of course that such things do exist and must exist in Sydney? Yes, it is quite certain
they do.
159. Do you think it would be desirable to have a law passed for the proper supervision of brothels? I
believe it would be a great service, and I always have thought so. One reason is that there are always a
number of Young fellows loafing about who live on these gills. If some such law were paased that sort or
thing would be prevetited, and they would be compelled to get ,in honest livelihood.
100. You mean that they live upon the earnings of these women? I ani certain of it. If there were
more protection for these women, and a better class of dwellings for them, these young fellows would not be
able to live upon them.
1.61. These men are protectors, or pretend to be protectors, of the girls? Yes, there isa class of women
who roam about King, Pitt, and Casticreagh streets, and take men home with them, and in many instaccs
decoy respectable men who may happen to take too much drink to their dwellings, when they are robbed
by what is comtñonly called their fhnev men." 'I'lie sober man gives them Se., IN., or 20s., as the case
may be, and when lie enters f-he house 2s. id. or 5s. more is demanded by the woman who is in charge of
the house for the use of a bed ; one of those loafing fellows makes his appearance, ejects the visitor,
'asking him how dare he have the impudence to interfbre with his wife ; or perhaps she makes all excuse
to go to the pnbhe-housefor some drink, and doesnot comeback again for the night. This is what is called
bilking." If there was a law giving the police a stricter supervision over those houses and women, men
who feel disposed to visit those places, together with their property, would be much safer, and many
assaults and robberies would be prevented. In many instances when men are bilked" in the way I havo
mentioned, they become infuriated, assault the persons in the house, or perhaps destroy what property they
call, and the upshot will be if is likely to become a matter for investigation befbre the magistrates next day.
That is to say if proper protection were given to these women they would have no occasion for the
protection of such men? Yes.
With reference to lodging-houses—you have had considerable experience of overcrowding in such
houses ;—do you think it would be ,in advantage if an Act of Parliament were passed as a Lodging- house
Act—for their proper supervision? I do.
lot_Do you think that is really necessary for the comfort and well-being of the community? Yes; I
have had great experience of lodging-houses, parlicularly in the central portion of the city—houses where
working-men, diggers, and men of that class lodge at night; some of them strangers, and others men who
syork on the wharves, and I have invariably found them in small rooms, about 12 ft. square, perhaps ti
or twelve of them crowded into one room. I have visited houses of that kind from 10 o'clock at night to
5 o'clock in the morning, and have frequently found the smell proceeding from them most offensive.
165. You think such overcrowding ought not to be allowed? I do.
160. At present the police have no more control over a lodging-house than theyhave over a private honse?
No, none whatever. I have seen some instances of overcrowding even in the better sort of lodginghouses, where people pay really a fair rate for board and lodging.
161. Uhairnman.] What do you call a fair rate? From iSs. to £1 week.
And in houses of that kind what have you observed? I have seen a great deal of , filth and overcrowding--five or six beds in a small room, 14 x 12 ft.
Even in houses where £1 a week is paid by the lodgers? Yes, from lSs. to £1; and I have sometimes seen it in public-houses.
And in what you would call a respectable class of house? Yes.
1 mean in houses where they do not pay a higher rate for any particular reason? Yes; the houses
where I have seen the most overcrowding have generally been six-penny lodging-houses; they sometimes
put ten or twelve persons into one small room.
Di-. Read.] At the time you accompanied Aldei-nian Chapman and myself to several of these sixpenny lodging-houses, being summer time, a. good many of the beds were not occupied? Yes, in a number
of eases.
Was not that owing to the time of the year and to the demand for labour in various parts of the
country? I could not account for their not--being occupied on that particular night; we might have gone
there the next night and found them all full.
At any rate you have seen them all occupied? Yes.
And the beds so close together that there was scarcely room to pass between them? Yes, I have
never made notes of any particulars about them. 10111 speaking from personal observation, having had
considerable experience of these houses. I have been tlnrteen years in the city.
Do you find that in almost all these places where the houses are bad and the ventilation deficient, the
people who live in them are of a corresponding class? They ame inhabited by the lower order of people—
persons out of employment. The houses are generally let at a cheap rate.
And do you think that if respectable persons were compelled through unfortunate circumstancei to
occupy one of these houses, they would long remain respectable? I am satisfied that they would not if
they remained there any time.
178.
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178. You think that they, must lose all sense of decency and morality P Yes, gradually they would,
ScniorSergeant
because all the people living in these courts associate and driuk together.
179, .Th'. Dansey.] ho you find much distress, especially for want of medical attendance, at times among
this poorer class of people P Yes, 1 have continually occasion to bring cases of that kind under the notice
lten
of my own authorities, and we have sometimes had to iiiovo them to the Infirmary, and very
o they 3 Pee.. 1 875
would not admit them there. I have seen a good deal of distress of this kind.
1.80. D'. Read.] You recollect on one occasion when you accompanied Alderman Clmaman and myself,
seeing two cases of erysipelas in one of the lodging-houses P Yes.
At that time the lodging-house was otherwise empty, the reason assigned being those two cases of
erysipelas P Yes, 1 was told so by the landlord hiniselli
Those cases had been refused admission into the Sydney Infirmary, and the police had to take charge
of them P Yes.
A.nd they were left with you, and I believe afterwards some provision was made for them? Yes,
some place was found for them.
Chairman.] in fine weather, such as the present, do you think a great many persons sleep in the open
air at night? I doi't think so.
Then the number of persons sleeping out of doors would not materially diminish the number in one
of these lodging-houses at night P No the number varies considerably; you might go to one of these
lodging-houses one night and find no one there, and you milit go the next night and find it crowded,
180. Have you frequently visited the Soup Kitchen at nigtP I have visited it at night, but not very
frequently.
You are aware that a great many persons sleep there at night P Oh yes.
What is your opinion of the ventilation and the cleanliness of that place P The ventilation, or part
of it at least, does not appear to be very good, but 1 have come to the conclusion that the cleanliness is
fitir for the accommodation afforded. The persons who go there are very affensive; their clothes arc offensive as well as everything about them. They are people who are addicted to drink; they lounge about
low public-houses all day and come to sleep at the Soup Kitchen at night, covered with all kinds of filth.
So that it must be almost impossible to keep the place clean? It would be impoteible whore forty
or fifty of such persons sleep in one room. I have been there several times, and I have certainly experienced an offensive smell, but I have come to the conclusion that with the class of people who go there it
is very hard to keep the place clean.
1 suppose every morning after the lodgers have ,one out the whole place is cleaned? i do not know;
I could not say that
it is ; the mess-room where they take their meals is always cleaned out: There are a
great many other places in Sydney which 1 cannot think of at this moment, which are almost as bad.
1.91. if you think of any other places perhaps you will point them out to members of the Committee that
they may have an opportunity of personally inspecting them? I will do so.

FRIDAY 10 DEOE2IBIDR, 1875.
lflascnt
N. CIIAPMAN, ESQ.,
B. B. READ, E5Q,

B. PALMER, ESQ.,
a F. DANSEY, Esq,

HON. JOIIN SMITH, MW., 31.L.O., IN THE 011Aut.
Personal Inspection
By No. 2 Sub-Committee.
SEVflTn DAY, TuEshin-, 30 NovE3utun, 1875.

G/pps B7ard.—.Lanes and Gonrts qif' Gloucester, lent., and AIàrqaret Streets,

102. Dv, Dansey gave evidence on behalf of himself and Mr. Palmer, as follows
Met at my house at 4 o'clock and proceeded—accompanied by Sergeant Dan-son--to Frog's Hollow, U. F. Dansey,
now known as Hart's Buildings, where we found thirteen houses from 15 to 20 ft below the level of the
JCs.
street—most of them two-roomed tenements, with the old-fashioned sashes and badly ventilated; nothing
in the shape of a yard to any of them except the square in front. On the east side they are all brick houses, 10 Dec., 1875.
with the exception of one weathcrboard building at the south-cast corner, containing three rooms and
rented at is. a week; on the south four two-roomed houses, partly brick and partly weatherboard, rented
at 8s. Gd. here we found French windows, those on the ground floor opening at top and bottom on to a
verandah ; onthe vest side are three-roomed houses with the old-fashioned windows, rented at Ss., and
two others containing two rooms each, at is. a week. These are only two or three feet from the retaining.
wall of the street at the back, the intervening space being covered in and used as a store room. The front
doors are reached by an ascent of three or four stone steps, and between the steps are it number of large
boulders, which must be continual stumbling-blocks to grown up people and a, sourêc of considerable danger
to children, two of whom were spilt and sent head over heels from one of them as we approached. In the
south-west corner of the block is it closet tolerably clean hut w'it]iout any water laid on ; on the northeast corner it double closet over it eesspit, which was in it stinking condition but deep, having evidently
been recently emepticd This was a proof of the necessity for some purifying pI'ocess, without which the
ground retains the stench and boeomes saturated with fmcal matter.
Adjoining this property southward, and still on the same level, are some houses known as Cart-icr's
Buildings, formerly a part of Frog's Hollow, but now fenced ofil The first house Nye inspected contained
two rooms, the front room 16 x 12 ft., and the bedroom 12 ft. x 0 ft. The window in the latter is what is
termed an Irish window—it neither opens nor shuts, but can be taken out bodily. The drainage of the
yards attached to these houses has been greatly improved during the last twelve months ; formerly there
was a large open drain running across them of a most offensive character, which has now been covered in.
This has been probably the result of' visits paid to the locality by the officers of the City Council. The
next house in Carrier's Buildings has also two rooms, the front room 1.5 x 12 ft., with it window which we
forced open with a violent effort, and a back room with an Irish window it rents at Ss. a week. Then
there is another house with three rooms above, and a small shed used as a kitchen below, rented at 12s. a
week.
We inspected several other courts and lanes in the same neighbourhood, but found nothing
particularly worthy of remark until we came to Kent-street, near Margaret-street. Here we paid it visit to
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G. F. Dansey, to Ward's-buildings, belonging to Mr. Ward. There is an entrance to this property from ICent-street, on
hg.
either side of it grocer's shop kept by Mrs. Bolger. Upon entering on the north side we found two ilice
stone buildings, and at the end of the courU a wooden building divided into two houses, one containing two
rooms, and rented at Ss. a week, and the other containing only one room, rented at Ss. This property has
lately been sold, or is about to be sold, to Ellis and Mackinnon. Mr. Long is the agent. On the south
side of it are two weatherboard cottages containing two rooms each, and let at Ss. each. An open gutter
of the rudest construction runs through this property from end to end ; part of it is made of brick, part
of wood, and the rest is a mere ditch; the sink is stopped up, and the tenants.stated that the stench was
most offensive.
We then proceeded to Abbott's hoarding-house in Margaret-street, in which we found three
lodging-rooms, one dining-room, and one private bed-room. About twelve lodgers, on an average, are
accommodated here. I have several times had occasion to visit this house professionally, and have always
found everything very clean, tidy, and comfortable, and the lodgers have always spoken well of it.
We finally went round by the A.S.N. Company's wharf, and inspected some lodging-houses at the
bottom of Sussex-street, which we found also to be in good order.
This concluded our day's inspection. The houses we have visited to-day, except those specially referred
to as lodging-houses, are mostly occupied by small families, and were geuerally speaking in clean condition.
We returned at 645 p.m.
Excuirn DAY, Tminsnxr, 2 Dxcnniuii, 1875.
Buildinqs qif Cusnbetiand-strect, and in adjoining streets and lanes.
193. Dr. .Daneejj gave evidence on behalf of himself and Mr. Palmer, as follows
Met at my house at 4 o'clock, and aecompaniedby Sergeant Dawson as before; inspected acourt. called
Carraher's Court, off Cumberlaud-street, just opposite the watch-house. The drainage from the seven houses
in this court flows into one sink, to which there is no trap, only a grating ; the houses are built of brick,
and contain three rooms each rent lOs. a week. Here we met with a sad ease of distress. in one of the
houses lives a man with his wife and a. family of seven children. The mother of this fhmily expressed herself
very anxious to have her children educated, but said she was unable to send them to school any longer
for want of decent clothing, shoes, and stockings. She had kept them at school as long as she could, but
her husband, who is a lumper working on the wharves, had been out of employment for nine or ten weeks,
being one of the sufferers from the strikes, and the children had been refused admittance at a Public School,
because they had no shoes. The eldest daughter is thirteen years old, and we advised her mother to put
her out to service, but she objected to part with her. In another house there was a family of three
children, but only one of them went to school for similar reasons.
We next visited a place called Smedmore's Buildings, belonging to lUrs. Smedmore, which coinprises seven two-roomed brick cottages, rented at is. per week each. There is one closet for these houses,
but the tap would not turn, and there has been no water for seven or eight months. The tap in the yard,
for general use, was turned on, and the water was running to w'aste. These cottages are separated by a
passage from Cumberland-street. The corner house in that street, abutting on this property, has two
rooms and a kitchen, and rents at 95. a week; the closet 1is in the ldtchen, there being no yard whatever
the reason assigned for this was, that a fence had been put up to increase the size of the yard, which
rendered it necessary to close the entrance to the closet from the other side. To this closet there was no
water laid on; it had all to be carried by hand.
No. 82 Gloucester-street, the old "Ship and Mermaid hotel," now let as it lodgimig.honse to Mr.
Johnson, makes up twenty-four beds. it is a stone house, containing eleven rooms, which are fairly ventilated ; the windows open at top and bottom. in a room on the first-floor, 25 ft. x 12 ft., and about
12 ft, high, we found eight beds; and in other smaller rooms from three to five beds, with French windows
on the first floor, looking over the harbour. There was not much to find fault with here; the beds, although
close to each other, were very clean.
We next went to 27, Cambridge-street, which is it sort of old-fashioned rabble shanty, containing
two rooms, occupied by three females, one of whom was 70 years of age ; old-fashioned sash in the ft-oat
room, and no window at all in the back room. At the side of the house is a small room (3 ft. x 3 ft.,
having no light or ventilation of any kind, which serves as an apology for a kitchen. There is no closet at
all, which may account for the utensils full of stagnant urine and slops which we noticed in the kitchen,
and which the inmates were probably waiting for an opportunity to empiw into the street. The place rents
at 3s. a week and is a brothel of the lowest order. Mr. Josephson is the agent, and Mr. Hanson the owner.
Nos. 25 and 23 are houses of the same character—have two rooms each, and rent at Gs. each ; the
inmates are apparently fond of liquor. The closet in the yard of No.23 can only be used by the tenants
of the other house by permission to enter it through the kitchen, should they require to do so after the
gate is shut. This probably accounts for the quantity of slops which find their way into the street late at
night and early in the morning.
Nos. 19 and 21 are owned, as we were told, by Mr. Will. Long, Rciteh is agent. The yards are
very small and the closets sme]l badly.
No. 57, Cambridge-street, owned by Mr. William Lou,,, rents at Ss. a week, and contains two rooms.
The furniture consisted of a bed on the floor, one sofa and a table, no chairs. Froni its appearance we
should class this house as just tenantable.
No. .55 was in much worse state of repair, so much so that we considered it perfectly untenantable.
Nevertheless there was an old woman living there, who had no other account to give of herself or the
house than that she was 76 years old, and she supposed it would last her till she d'ed. We expressed a
hope that it might, but left under the impression that she had overrated the capabilities of the building.
Beneath these two houses we visited a sort of underground story, inhabited by Peter Casey, consisting of four rooms, for which be pays lOs. it week. There were two closets here with water laid on, ])at
with direct action. One of them was in a most filthy state, being evidently open to all corners; the other
was locked and reserved for the private use of Casey and family.
Passing by these two oflhnsive closets we entered what appeared to be a cellar, as dark as pitch,
which we found occupied by a man who was sleeping oft the effects of a debauch it was secluded but
stinking, and most disgustingly dirty.
On emerging into 1-Iarrington-street we took a glance at the back of the house we had just qiittcd.
One out of three windows at the top was broken; on the first floor there were eight panes of glass smashed
out
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out of twelve, and a door which had evidently at one time opened on to a balcony, shattered in the centre. G. F. Dane,
hsq.
The sashes of another window on the sanic floor were broken. 'The inmates thus get a supply of fresh air in
spite of themselves. This was the last place we inspected, our round of visits terminating at 7 pin.
I have only to add that accustomed as I am iii the pursuanco of my ocial duties as City health 10 Dec. 1,8e 5.
Officer to visit all sorts of places, I have found this house to house inspection very trying to the health
while the Mayor has on one or two occasions been very near succumbing to the influence of the liii.
wholesome oaours which have met us at every- tn]'n. The open drains have.beon probably more offensive
than usual in consequence of the diminished rainfall.

Personal Inspection
By No. 1 Sub-Committee.
NLcTR DAy, 2 DEenisEn. 18/.
due ike/-sf reef,
194. lIft. Gizapsnan gave evidence on behalf of lumnsclf and Dr. Read, as follows
Met at the Voluntcer Club at 1030 am. on Thursday, 2nd December, and proceeded, accompanied if. Chapman,
Esq.
brSergeant Larkins, to inspect a house owned by Mr. Pope and situated iii Market-row, off York-street.
The house is built of stone and contains two rooms it is rented at 7s. a week. The yard., which is 5 ft.
4 in. wide, is enclosed by a very high wall, and the ventilation is very imperfect, there being no windows 10 Dec 18 G.
at the back of the house. The lower room is 12 ft. x 11 ft. and 9 ft. high. the upper or attic room not
averaging more than 6 ft. in height ; upper portion of the window--sash fixed. The tenants complain that
the place is very hot and close, and no wonder. There is one closet for this and the adjoining house, with
water laid on, but with direct action.
Still in Market-row we inspected two houses belonging to Bartlett. These houses contain three
rooms each Oft. x 114 ft. and S ft. high, and are let at lOs. ad. a week each. The yard is 5b ft. wide, and
the water-closet, which is directly connected with the main is exactly 3 ft. from the window of the back
room. Although time yard is kept clean there is an abominable stench, which, the tenants say, is always
the case. We searched the neighbourhood carefully to timid out the source of this stench, and we strongly
suspect that it emanates from a. cow-yard close by, in which there are stalls for nine cow's. The wife of the
owner of this yard (Mrs. Cony) told us that it had been established there for seventeen years. It is
paved with brick, and although it is said to be washed out twice it, day, the bricks seem to be so saturated
with time droppings and filth from the cows that we felt convinced the stench complained of ]nUst proceed
from this place.
We next visited a small brick house, also in Market-row, owned by the lion. John Lackey, rented
at Sea week. The floor of this house is 18 in. below the level of the lane rooms 8 ft. high; very badly
ventilated; walls and ceiling very
dirty ; "landlord refuses to do anything." Here again the tenant coinplained of a continual bad m
sell, which is not at all to be wondered at, considering that the side wall of
the fire-place forms a portion of the back wall of the water-closet of the next house.
We then inspected five old worn out buildings in Market-street, owned by Mr. Bray, of Concord.
This property has been for many years an eyesore and a nuisance to the citizens. Some of the buildings
project to within a few feet of the curb-stones, and they are all such worthless dilapidated tenements that
the wonder is that any one can be found willing to occupy them.
No. 39 is tenanted by a person who administers galvanic bathi, and lie pays lOs. Gd. a, week, exclusive of taxes, for the house. There is nothing the matter with the bath itself and the apparatus connected
with it, which all looks bright and shining, and in strange contrast to the building in which it is placed.
This is awretched dirty apology for a house; the place is reeking with filth. One bed-room is 10 ft. x 6 ft.,
with a skillion roof of an average height of Oft. another room 8 ft. square and Oft. high, without any
ventilation there is no opening except the door, the window being a flxturc ; water-closet with direct
action. The whole of the drinking water is supplied through a series of leaden pipes. The house adjoining, tenantcd and used as a butcher's shop, and rented at 12s. a week. is in a similarly worn out and
dilapidated condition, and equally dirty; the drain in the yard is without grating or stench-trap, and was
apparently choked up with refuse from the shop. Opposite to and almost touching it, was a cuwk for salting
meat—meat of which Ave should be very sorry to partake ; the yard very dirty ; the whole premises being
in a filthy state. The roof of this house is quite a curiosity, only a vestige of the material of which it was
originally composed remaining. The shingles have gradually rotted and crumbled to pieces, and been
replaced by pieces of tin, apparently from kerosene this. A small portion only remains to be tinned over,
and that part of the house must be pretty damp since there is nothing to keep out the rain.
Three other houses in the same line appeared to be used for storing rooms for ironmongery, and
are in an equally tumble-down condition. All these houses should be removed at once and replaced by
others, the ground being close to George-street in its busiest part, and very valuable.
On the opposite side in Market-street, at the corner of Clarence-street., are six wcatherboard build.
ings in the very last stage of decay (Lynch, agent.) Any one who may be curious to know how- long
Colonial timber will last, until, by the combined ael:ion of the elements, white ants, and other sources of
destruction, it becomes triturated into powder, can satisfy their curiosity by ascertaining the date on which
I hese houses were constructed. The corner house is occupied and used as a butcher's shop; it is a filthy
stinking place, without any proper drainage, and in a most dilapidated condition, though rented at 21s. a
week. The next house, occupied by a wire-worker, is just as bad it obtains a rental of lOs. a week, and
the two adjoining houses occupied by a manufacturer of Colonial ovens—dne being used as it workshop and
the other as a residence—rents at 21.s. The sause description will suffice for these: there is just cnongh
solid timber about them to keep them up, but nothing to spare. The house adjoining the Colonial oven
repository, however, deserves a. more detailed description, since it represents the tie plus ultra stage of
dila.pidation.
It contains two small rooms on the ground floor, with a ladder in the back room leading to a bedroom under the roof. Originally a iveatherboard building it is now very difficult to say what it is, or whal;
material in its composition predominates, so much patchwork has been necessary from time to time to keep
it together. here and there a board has been completely eaten out apparently by white ants, and the vacant
space has either been coycred over with ho, paper, or anything else which was handy. T he upstairs room
has had a great deal of paper bestowed upon it during its days of respectability, but the paper has
fl61) [No. 11.1
obstinately
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M. Chapman, obstinately refused to adhere to the walls, though the process has evidently been repeated a great many
Esq.
times. The successive layers, which embrace a variety of patterns, now hang down from the wails in fes.
toons, a sort of tapestry a quarter of an inch thick, and form a receptacle for dust, cobwebs, and other
loD
Dec.,,
impurities An old mattrass lay on the floor of the room, and the tenant had adopted a very simple method
ci keeping the bed.elothes from contact with it during the day, by hanging them upon a batten placed
against the wall at an angle of 45 degrees, just sufficiently high to keep them out of the dust. This house
has also another peculiarity: It contains no furniture of any kind. indeed there is no room for it, the
entire available floor space being crowded with the stock-in.trade of the proprietor, who is a dealer in old
clothes. Piles upon piles of garments of all sorts are stowed away below and aloft, which, like the house,
appeared to be considerably the worse for wear. These may possibly be renewed to a certain extent by
some artificial process, but no renovation is possible for the house itself. It is almost needless to recoiniiicnd that no further efforts to prevent this house from falling down should be permitted. It occupies
a valuable site, and should be replaced by a building of a more substantial character. Next door to it is a
fruit-shop—the same style of tenement, which we did not care to inspect as closely.
No. 18, Market.street, is also an old weather.board tunible.down place, the property of Mrs.
Simmons, rented at 14s. a week. Like its ncighbours it is completely worn out, and-wants pulling down
badly. The back yard is 4 feet above the level of the floor; average height of the bedroom above 5 feet
9 inches badly ventilated, and altogether unfit to live in; landlady will do nothing.
No. 233, Sussex-street. We visited this house at the request of the Health Officer. The owner's
name is Atkinson, and it rents at 15s. a week. There are five rooms in it, and in these five rooms three
families reside. On the basement story a sick man was lying suffering from dropsy. On the first floor
0110 room was occupied by a woman, who was sitting on a box and looking very miserable. She had broken
her ribs, so she told us, by falling down the narrow ladder leading from one story to the other, a most
awkward and perilous means of ascent, more like the steps leading to the lubber's hole at the mainmast of
a ship than anything else I can compare it to. The next room was occupied by children; there was some
old bedding on the floor, but no furniture, and the place was very filthy and unhealthy. This house seemed
to be the abode of want and misery.
We terminated our morning's work with this house, and returned at 1 p.m.

Personal Inspection
By No. 1 Sub-Committee.
Tanu. DAT, StNDAT, 5 DEcEMBER, 1875,
Sydney Watcit-honcee.
195. Dr. Read gave evidence on behalf of himself and Alderman Chapman is follows
R. B. Read,
It having been considered desirable by the Chairman of this Committee (Professor Smith) that a
final inspection of the different lock-ups in Sydney should be made at once, in order that a progress report
Dec.,1875. on the subject might be made to the Board, it was arranged that this task should be undertaken by the
10
two Sub.committees simultaneously, and that Alderman Chapman said I should inspect the lock.nps at the
l\Tater Police Court, Parramatta-street, and the Central Police Station, leaving the watch-houses at
Cumberland-street and Darlinghurst to be visited by No. 2 Sub-committee. We therefore met at the
Volunteer Club on Sunday evening, 5th instant, at 10 p.m., and proceeded to the Water Police Court;
here we fonnd two cells, one of which was empty, and the other contained only two occupants. No. 1
cell is 13* by 8 ft. and 13 ft. in height, and has in it what is termed a soft wood sleeping place, or in other
words, a deal bench, extending the whole breadth of the cell for the prisoners to lie down upon, with which
we had no fault to find, except that it appeared a little too high, being nearly 2 ft. from the ground, to be
safe as it resting-place for drunkards. This cell, being empty, was seen at an advantage; it appeared to be
fairly ventilated by openings in the wall about 2 ft. wide and about 0 in. high, protected by iron bars, but
there were no gratings below. No. 2 cell, in which there were two occupants, is 1.3* by, 9 ft., and the same
height; the floors of both cells being hardwood. The drainage appeared to be good, and the condition of
the closets satisfactory, with plenty of water laid on. We were informed that the greatest number of
persons confined in these two cells at one time was twenty, and some new cells with various modern
improvements are being constrncted here.
We next went to the Parramatta-street station, which Nye reached at 1045 p.m. Here there are 5
cells; No. 1 is 13 by 8 ft. and 13 ft. high, open windows as before, but no gratings or ventilation at
bottom; there were no occupants in this cell. No. 2 is 18 by 12 ft. tiin. and 13 ft. high, and has, besides
windows, three ventilators in the shape of openings in the wall, which however are altogether unequal to
purify the atmosphere of the room when so many persons are thrust into it. At the time of our visit
there were ten male prisoners confined in it. No. 3 is a small cell 4 by 8 ft., and 13 ft. high, having two
ventilators or openings in the wall, but no windows. Into none of these cells does any light penetrate at
night. There is a trap in each door which if let down would to a slight extent rcievc the obscurity of the
place, and would also materially assist in the work of ventilation, but it does not appear that it is ever
opened, except to allow of an occasional peep into the cell from the outside. No. 4 cell is 12 feet square
No. 5 cell is 4' ft. 4
and 13 feet high, and contained, when we inspected it, seven females.
in. x 12 ft. 4 in., and 13 feet high, and has one ventilator at the top of the wall and one over
the door; hardwood floors all through. No. 6 is 5 ft. x 12 ft. 3m., and 13 ft. high; has one ventilator, at the top of the wall, and one in the wall separating it from the passage. This is used as a
store. The arrangements for the convcnienbe of the inmates of these cells are of the rudest kind. In one
corner is a tub, from which they can obtain water for drinking, with a tin-dipper beside it; in another
corner a tnl) in which they can make water when necessity compels them to do so, or for other necessary
purposes; there is no closet accommodation of any kind in connection with the cells, and the consequence
is that the floors of the occupied cells are foul and filthy in the extreme. The police have frequent occasion
to complain of the stench; and there can be no doubt that a good deal of the offensive matter soaks into
the drains through the interstices of the flooring. Bats, too, abound in numbers, and were described thus
as being "just like it lot of chickens." This pohice.station is in a very exposed situation, and the doors and
windows have to be kept pretty close to keep the dust out. This, and the fact that a warm wind had been
blowing all day, may account to some extent for the close atmosphere inside on Sunday. We were also
informed
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informed that occasionally, when a prisoner is brought in, a crowd of idlers, sometimes from 100 to 200, R. B. Resd,
Esq.
collect round the door of the station, and it is ilecessary to close the door in their faces. The largest
number of persons confined in these cells at one time has been 30,
Leaving Parramatta-strect we went straight to the Central Police Court, which we inspected for the 10 Pee., 1875.
second time. We have already mentioned the size of the cells, of which there are six. We examined
them again very carefully, obtaining corrected measurements, and satisfied ourselves that the ventilators
in the ceilings, which are all connected with a central ventilator in the charge-room, are quite
insufficient to purify the rooms in short, the mcans of ventilation are entirely inadequate to the purposes
lbr which they are required, especially in a hot climate, and considering the overcrowded state of the
cells. No. 4 cell-18* ft. x 10 0;., and 13 ft. high—was occupied on Sunday night by ten male occupants
No. 5, which is 18 x 14 ft. 9 in. x 13 ft., had twenty-four inmates, and I can fancy that their suffenugs
during the whole of that hot night mnst have been almost equal to those of the captives in the
memorable black-hole at Calcutta, or those of a gang of negroes in the hold of a slaver enduring the
horrors of the Middle Passage. Alderman Chapman, unsuspicious ofthe reception which awaited him, walked
boldly into the room, note-book in hand, but was met with such a foul blast of hot polluted air—such a
combination of atmospheric impurities—that he was obliged to seek safety in flight, and to rush into the
open yard, which he reached with the same haste and the same intention as passengers on board ship
unused to the sea, seek the side of the vessel in bad weather at the commencement of a voyage. The
inmates of this cell, as far as we could see from the glimpse we obtained of their position, were lying on
the cement floor in two rows packed closely, and with a narrow space between them. They were pretty
quiet on the whole, having probably no breath to spare for unnecessary talking. Here and there however curses, not loud but deep, gave evidence of their supreme dissatisfhction with things in general and
with the Central Police Court watch-house in particular. No. 6 cell is only 11 x 8 ft., and 13 ft.
high. Yet in this limited floor-space there were no less than fourteen females shut up,—all apparently huddled together in one promiscuous heap of motley humanity. Never did I witness human beings
so closely packed, except in an Arab slave dhow on one occasion at Aden. The temperature of the room
was hot and close to the verge of suffocation. Some of the women were moaning, others crying for
water, all in a pitiable state of discomfort. The Police, although used to this sort of thing, are evidently
of opinion that the accommodation for prisoners at this place is wretchedly defective. The flooring of
all the cells is made of cement and from it a steam of offensive matter trickles into the passage right
under the door; the whole arrangement is disgusting, and bad as we found the condition of the place on
Sunday night it must be still worse in rainy weather, when the wet clothes of' the prisoners send forth
a shream which displaces a certain amount of air and diminishes the quantity considerable for the inmates.
A simple calculation will show that in No. 4 cell, containing ten prisoners, each inmate had 18* ft.
only of floor space; in No. 5 cell, where there were twenty-four prisoners, each inmate had less than
12f ft. and in No. 6 cell, occupied by fourteen Ibmales, the floor space to each individual was under 7 ft.
the regular space for each person required by the Lodging.house Act in England being 30 ft. floor space.
I can only repeat what we said on a former occasion in reference to this watch-house: it is impossiblo
to improve it; it should be pulled down and rebuilt do qwvo with the customary conveniences and appliances
for the health of the persons confined in it, which are found in all similar institutions in London.
The accommodation required of this character at the Central Police Court is very great. When
we visited it at 1125 p.m. there were fifty-one prisoners in the different cells; one was brought in while we
were there and five were received afterwards. The entire number on the charge sheet on Monday morning
was ninety-four. Of these fifty-seven, as I have shown, came from the Central Police Court, twelve were out
on bail, and the remaining twenty-five canie from the Parraniatta-strect Police Station.
We concluded our inspection at midnight. On our way from the Central Police Court my
companion remarked in a very feeling manner that had he, during the two years in which he was Mayor
of Sydney, been at all aware of the punishment inflicted upon persons confined in these cells by the more
incarceration for one night under such unhealthy conditions lie would not have inflicted a fine in one case
out of ten upon the drunkards brought up beibre him for punishment.

Personal Inspection
By No. 2 Sub-Committee.
Nmrn: DAY, Suinn, 5 DEcsMJnnt, 1875.,

Sydney Watclt-louses.
196. Dr. Densçtj gave evidence on behalf of himself and Mr. Palmer, as follows
Met at the Volunteer Club at a quarter past 10 o'clock on Sunday evening, 5th December, and G. F. Dan..y,
proceeded to the Cumberland-street Police Station. The charge-room was very clean, but the ventilation
Esq.
is deficient in consequence of the place being blocked in on all sides by private dwellings, which r-'.exclude the air.
The Sub-Inspector's room was also clean when we inspected it, but imperfectly 10 Dee., 1876.
ventilated from the same cause. The females cell, 12 ft. x 9 ft., is a very bad place for the purpose, and
qutie unfit for in), person to be shut up in. It has no ventilation whatever; there have been gratings
in the walls, but private dwellings have been built up against the wall, and blocked them up, so
that the only air which enters the cell conies in from the door. There were no inmates in this cell.
We were informed that when a number of men are arrested the women have to be sent on to the Water
Police Station, in consequence of the want of accommodation at this place. There is also a small cell
in which we found one person confined, and although Saturday night had intervened between his
apprehension and our visit, no one else had been sent to bear him company. We ascertained from the
charge-book, that in October last, 187 persons had been arrested, and in November (last month), 153.
It is evideht that the station in Cumberland-street is quite unfit for the purpose for which
it is required, and the sooner it is removed the better it will be not only for the persons confined in it but
for the health of the Police who are in charge of it. The deficiency of yard space, the position of the
closets which are close to the walls, and the great want of ventilation, all combine to render the place
unfit to be used as a prison, more especially in a hot 'country.
We
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G. F. Dansey,
We next proceeded to Darlinghurst, and inspected the police station there. Upon entering the
q.
Third division, through the yard, we came to the char ge room, 12 ft. x 16 ft., which was very clean ; on the
10 Dec 1875 right is the Inspector's room, 12 ft. x 12 ft., which we found also in clean order, These rooms are 14 ft. in
height. There are two cells at this station, one for the male and the other for the female prisoners. The
first, 18 ft. x 12 ft., contained seven inmates, and would have contained fifteen, but eight were out on bail.
Here there were two openings in the wall, cut horizontally, about 2 ft. long, and as near as 1 could
guess, about S in. deep. There are also two chinksor loop-holes, such as are used for rifles, on the other
side, but they only open on to the passage. On the opposite side of this passage is the cell for femajes,
12 It. x 12 ft., which had only one inmate at the time of our visit. Considering the large area of this
Police District, and that it only provides one station, we think the accommodation oftered by these two
cells to be utterly inadequate. The ventilation is deficient, and the space is altogether too limited. in
other respects there was nothing to Ibid fault with, and the inmates appeared to be made as comfortable as
circumstances permit. We think, however, that some greater regard might be paid to health as well as
decency in the arrangements within the cells. At present there is a bucket in'thc corner, which serves the
purposes of a closet, and when a prisoner wants a drink a• policeman comes and takes him out. 'Would it
not be better to have the drinking water inside, and the closet outside the cell ?
'We returned to town at 1215 am..

Personal Inspection
By No, 2 Sub-Committee.
Trx'rii DAt, TEESImY, 7 DEcinnini, 1875.

Park-street and .ilfacqunrie IVard.
197. Dr. Dansy gave evidence on behalf of himself and Mr. Palmer as follows
G. F. Dansey,
Met at the Town Hall at 4 o'clock oil Tuesday; 7th December, and went first to Park-street, where
Esq.
we inspected several boarding-houses, which we found all in clean and orderly condition. In the same
loD'185 street is a wooden house containing eight rooms—the street number we could not make out—occupied by
- Wah Lee Ong, a Chinaman, who is a carpenter, employing a number of men. There are seventeen
persons who sleep in the house, all countrymen of the proprietor. i:a one room, 14 x 12 ft. were eight
beds—the room being partitioned oft into bunks like the steerage of a ship; bedding of a very varied kind.
'in some of the bunks were mattrasses, in others only rags and clothing ; mesquite eurlains Mack with
dirt, in another room, over the shop, there were five beds of a similar description. We looked into the
kitchen downstairs, which was dirty and smoky. The whole place S stinks aloud, the horrible and
sickening opium smell prevailing all through it. Every corner of the building was crowded with timber
or furniture in an unfinished state, rendering it highly combustible and though the removal of such places
is very necessary it is hardly desirable that it should be done by fire. Among the workmen at this
joinery establishment were several apprentices. The w'orkmen on wages we ascertained earn from lOs.
to 15s. a week and their food. Here we were told that in China it is a rule for people to walk in the
streets in single file, and not abreast of each other.. A man and his wife are rarely seen together in the
day time, and never walk arm-in-arm.
We next went to the "Bushman's Hotel," which was formerly the Bushman's Club, got up by
Captain Scott. This house contains five rooms, and makes up about twenty beds ; but there were only four
lodgers at the time of our visit, and there was nothing to call for observation in the condition of the house.
We visited several other houses in the neighbourhood, in which we found nothing out of the way,
until we came hi one in Castlereagh-street, occupied by Att Lee, another Chinese carpenter. This house
belongs to Edward Flood, Esq., 3.1?., and is rented at £2 5s. a week. Nineteen persons live on the
premises, all single men, except one married man who goes home to sleep. lii a room on the ground floor,
12 x 10 It., we saw four beds. There is no ventilation in this room. The air can only enter it thron'gh
the door; and it has very little light, there being only a small pane of glass looking into the shop. The
proprietor was sick in a room or com1iartment on the ground floor. Upstaim's, over the workshop, were
four beds in one room and three in another. 'Ventilation wretched throughont, the windows being sliutin by
adjoining buildings rooms dirty kitchen very dirty; and the usual disgusting smell of opium smoking
from basement to roof. The closet reeking with urine—the boards and the floor being positively satnratb4
with it—a stream proceeding fromthe floor of the closet into the yard. Against the side of this closet
we noticed a large heap of shavings highly dangerous in case of lire. Four vent-holes were made in a
room over the yard, containing four hed, by knocking out bricks in the wall. Here we found a half-cask
boy, about 16 years of age, who told us that lie was born in Melbourne and that his two sisters were bern
at Beeehworth, but there was no female, white or black, living on the premises. This place was in a
wretchedly dirty state and in very had repair. We recommend the Insnrancc Companies to look after
such j,laces, and endeavour to get them pnllod down and removed.
We reached home at half-past 6 o'clock.

Personal Inspection
By No. .1. Sub-Committee.
Ej.nvjvn DAY, MONDAY, 6 DEcE3nmmsJt, 1873.
198. fifr. Chapman gave evidence on bch,df of himself and Dr. Read, as follows:—
Met at the City Club at 10 o'clock on Monday 0th December, and, accompanied by Sergeant
M. Ohmprnan,
Larkins, proceeded to Kent-street, where we inspected some houses in Mcgrath's Lane, owner Magrath.
Esq.
The first was an old stone house, occupied bylrs. Jones, containing only one room 13 If. x 84 ft. and 64 ft.
10 Dec., ThIS. high, rented at 4s. a week. The tenant was not at home; the place seemed to be crowded with furniture
and badly ventilated; a goat and a number of fowls and ducks were in possession.
The next was a brick house, also with but one room 14 11. x 12 ft. with coved roof, average height
not over 6 ft., and badly ventilated, occupied by a lamphighter named O'Loughlin, who, with his our
children, the eldest a girl fourteen years and looking much older, all live, cool j and sleep in this room.
The
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The next was also a one-roomed house, and about the same size as the last and as badly ventilated M. Chpman1
Lsq.
occupied by Newel], who pays 4s. a week. There are four other houses in this lane, making seven
altogether, all of the same character as regards ventilation, and having no openings in the back walls;
there are two closets with water laid on but with direct action ; the yard-in a filthy- state, with a quantity 1.0 Dec., lS.j.
of old timber, bricks, and stones scattered about.
We then inspected Ann's Place ii' Kent-street, owned by the Hon. (1. W. Allen. (Harris, agent).
In this lane there are six houses let at Cs. a week each ; the rooms, of which there are two in each house,
are 114 ft. x 10 ft. and S ft. high, and badly ventilated. At the end of the lane or court there are two
other houses about 3 ft. below the level of the court, let also at Cs. a week; the lower rooms are very
close, not being more than 6 ft.. high; an open drain runs down the yard. The tenants complain of the
awful stench arising from this drain as usual the complaint was "the landlord would do nothing."
We also inspected a two-roomed house fronting Kent-street, belonging to the same property, IS
inches below the level of the street ; the walls are lined with wood and very damp. The tenants
complained of the want of air ; there was an ashpit next to the water-closet, about 4 ft. square, which is
only cleaned out once a fortnight ; it was nearly full of decayed vegetable matter and other refuse and
was very offensive.
We visited Arthur-place in Kent-street (Burnell owner). This place comprises nine houses, two
rooms each, 10 ft. x 13 ft. S in., and 81 ft. high, rented at Cs. a week. Ventilation indifferent; tenants
complarn that when the doors are closed the place is like an oven; there is no stench trap to the drain.
o. 443, Kent-street (Smith, agent), is an old two-roomed weatherboard badly ventilated building,
close and hot, and almost suffocating at night; rented at 7s. a week.
No. 415 is an old weatherboard house of similar character, rented at Ss., and very filthy; tenant
complains that besides being suffocating at night the house is swarming with hugs.
We inspected three or four other old wooden tenements of the same description in a lane at the
back, let at 4s. a week each. One house was 15 ft. x 6 ft., and the average height 6 ft. Also one which
was only S ft. square and 5 ft. high, just large enough to accommodate its sole occupant, on old woman of
74, who objected forcibly to the stench proceeding from the closet, the free ingress for the rain through
the root and the broken condition of the door, which would neither open nor shut.
We looked into another house which had two rooms, one occupied by a vendor of svatercresses
tho large heap of cresses under the table looked anytlnng but inviting. The tenant of the other room
was not in, and we felt no desire to await his return.
We inspected three more houses in this lane, and
it is sufficient to say that they were about on a par with those we have already described. The closet
aceonimodation for this place is very bad. it consists of a large pit, about S ft. square and 4 or 5 ft. deep,
wills seats erected over it. It is situated within a few feet of the end house, and the stench which procoeds from it is atrocious. The whole of this property it is alleged belongs to the Wentworth Estate; and
as Mr. Wentworth has already made great improvements on his estate by pulling down several old
uninhabitable buildings, application should be made to him to remove these houses, which are quite unfit
for hmnan bcings to live in.
The next place we went to was Brisbane-place, in iCent-stvcot (owner, J..T. Parker). It consists of
three two-roomed houses, about 8 ft. square and 5 ft. 6 in. high each room, and rented at Cs. These are
wretched filthy boveLs, having no opening in the back walls, with one small water-closet of the worst
description—narrow and dirty. A deep drain has been made under the centre of the gateway, which
no doubt was intended to carry off the storm waters. This property should be pulled down, as it is
quite unfit for human beings to live in.
No.473, Kent-street (Slmaw, agent), is an old weatherboard house, containing two rooms lOx 12 ft.
and 7 ft. high, rented at Cs. a week, which may be described as being thoroughly wern out. Underneath,
benig in fact the foundation of the house, and approached from the back, is an open cellar, which the
tenants of the house state is occupied at night by a let of low filthy old men and women, the refuse of
metropolitan humanity, who find here a night's shelter free of charge This nocturnal camping ground is a
great offence to the occupants of the building above.
No. 475. Kent-street (Shawr, agent) is a house of the same description as the last, consisting of
two rooms, and rented at Gsa week; tenant complains bitterly of want of ventilation. When asked
why she lived in such a place she said it was quite impossible to get- another house, the rent of which
would be within her means.
At the back of these premises is Shaw's Court, which consists of two houses. One is an old weatherboard tenement, let at 3s. a. week, the full size of which is 11, x 8 ft. and 5 ft. high, in which a man his
wife and three children live, cook, and sleep—a perfect hovel. The closet is a filthy old cesspit, which
serves for the front houses and the houses in the court, and is within a few feet of 1-lie latter, and very
disgusting. The place is without ventilation, and must be very unhealthy. The children of this family
looked very sickly. One little girl of 5 years in particular presented such a deplorable appearance that
Dr. Read, moved with compassion, gave the mother some money to provide her with immediate nourishmont. Even the dumb animals here seemed to be derooralised. Cats as a rule are creatures of very clean
habits and usually contrive to present a sleek and respectable appearance even under adverse eireunistances, but no eat can withstand the depressing influence of Shaw's Court. The few specithens of the
feline tribe which we noticed in this locality had a listless woe-begone look; their coats were dank and
dirty, and they seemed to have lost all respect for themselves. The other house in this court is a two
roomed tenement, let at is. a week, badly ventilated, and containing five inmates. The whole of this
roperty.is in a wretched state and dirty from Iloor to ceiling, and the yards without drainage. It should be
pulled down at once.
We next visited ",laeob's Ladder" in Kent-street (owner. Peering.) We fear that none but fallen
angels ascend and descend the thirteen steps which lead from Kent-street down to the four houses of
which this property consists. One house having only one room 13 by 13 ft. and 71 ft high, and let at Be.
a week is let to a manglewoman i it is in a very dilapidatea state, badly ventilated and very filthy; the
plastering tumbling elK The tenant stated that she had lived there for four years, and that the landlord had
persistently refused to do anything to repair it. The adjoining house, apparently of a similar character,
was shut np and we did not see the inside of it. On the opposite side of the yard are two brick houses,
let at 5s. a week each, in the same neglected tumbledown condition.
We finished at Union-street at 1245 p.m.
Sergeant
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Sergeant Dawson, of the Metropolitan Police Force, called in and examined
Sergeant 109. Uhai'man.] Are you well acquainted with the poorer portions of the City--what are commonly called
flawson. the back slums of Sydney? Yes, very well indeed, for the last fifteen years.
Have you met with much overcrowding in the course of your experience? Yes, 1 have seen it in a
10 Dec., 1875. great many places.
Do you find that bad ventilation exists in the houses occupied by private families as well as in the
lodging-houses? In both.
Do you find also a great deal of bad ventilation and filth F Yes, in the poorer localities where the poor
people reside-in the back lanes and alleys of the city.
'1Till you name some of the places which you consider the worst in respect of filth and bad ventilation?
Queen's-place is one; then there is Canary-row, commonly known as John-street; there is also a place
which used to be called Brougham-place, but I believe it is now Rowe-street, between Pitt and Castlereagh
Streets; I. have known that place ibr a number of years and have constantly visited it at night on duty.
Dr. .Read.] Is it safe for you to go there alone? Yes, but I generally have someone with me. I have
known several fkmilies to be living in one house there.
How much space would they have? Two rooms, very small, badly ventilated, and very dirty. There
was no bedding; I have seen the children lying on the floor without any clothing on them.
206, Li/tainnan.] Can you think of any other places? There is another place known by the name of
O'Neil's-lane.
What street is it off? It lies between George-street North and Harrington-street.
The places you have named are mostly in the northern and western portions of the city. Do you
know of any places further south-towards Parramatta-street? My district does not extend so far as that.
Do you know any places of that sort westward-about Woolloomooloo? I am not much acquainted
with Woolloomooloo.
Do you think it desirable that greater control should be exercised over the cheap lodging-houses, so
as to regulate the number of inmates? I think it would be very desirable. In the lodging-houses in
(Jlarence.street, near King-street, there is no limit whatever to the number of lodgers; they take them in
at all times, and they lie on the floor or anywhere where they can find a place. Some of them sleep with
their clothes on for fear they should lose them. These are what are called sixpenny lodging-houses. I
have lived in that neighbourhood myself for the last fourteen years, and I know them well.
Do you think there are many cases of over-crowding in private families? Yes, there is agood deal of
it in Brougbam-place; that is about the worst place I know. One person takes a house and then sublets
the rooms to several othem.
Have you observed the condition of the watch-houses in Sydney at night-whether the cells are often
overcrowded with people locked up for the night? In Cunberland-street, which is the station to which I
am attached, I have seen frequent overcrowding. On several occasions we have had to remove the people
to the Water Police Station.
Do the people themselves complain and feel this it great source of discomfort? They don't complain,
but I know it is a great discomfort to them.
Your experience is confined to the Cumnberland-street station? Yes.
Has it occurred to you that there is much ill-health in Sydney in consequence of the overcrowding,
filth, and bad ventilation? Yes, indeed ; it must be the case.
Have you observed it yourself? I have observed it in the northern part of the city; the rents have
become so enormously high in that part of Sydney that it is impossible for a poor person toget a house
in a respectable locality. People who are respectable but not very well off are forced to go and live close
to brothels and houses of bad repute.
You think that the high rents really drive respectable people into these places? I do.
Have you noticed the condition of rooms occupied by workpeople-in clothing factories for instance?
I have been in one in George-street north, kept by Mr. G-olston.
Have you observed that more persons are crowded into one of these rooms than is compatible with
comfort? Yes, I believe these places are overcrowded, and that the accommodation is bad as well.
What have you observed in the place you have mentioned? There is only one closet for fourteen or
fifteen females; in fact I have seen as many as twenty females come out from that factory.
What is the size of the room they have to work in? I think the room is about 18 x 20 or 22 ft.
Is that the only workroom you have looked into? That is the only one, except Mr. Sutton's factory
in Harrington-street.
But your experience has not lain much among tkese workroems? No, there are not many in the
district I am attached to.
Mr. Palmer.] Do you know much of Macquarie Ward-that part of the City commencing at Kingstreet and going down to Liverpool-street? I have not been round there lately, and I could not say much
about it.
-Mr. £Ytapman.] Is there a place called Abererombie-lane? Yes; it is a very bad place-bad houses,
bad ventilation, and bad closets.
Dr. Bead] And the people who live in it are equally bad? Yes, several brothels have been removed
from there lately.
Mr. G/iapman.] Do you also know a place called Robin flood Lane Yes; that is a very bad place too.
225. Ciiairmam.] You spoke of high rents driving respectable people into these places. Do you think
there are many really respectable families living in these filthy portions of Sydney? There are-respectable working men.
229. Do they remain respectable, or do they become demoralized? They become demoralized. I have
known several children go to the bad, especially females. When a respectable family lives next to one of
these brothels, where they are continually sending to the public-house for beer, and cursing and swearing,
the children have a bad example always before them. There is Abcrcrombic-lane-another very bad place.
There are only two small rooms in each house, and the rent for each house is 6s. a week. I know men
who pay us, a week for three rooms in the district I am living in, and one house of four rooms in Little
Gloucester-street is let at lBs. a week. Also a house of three rooms-a sort of double house, the upper part
of which, fronting Gloucester-street, rents at us, a week, and the loweryortion in the hollow at lBs. a week.
2-30. Dr. Readj Is not that property chiefly occupied by lunipers? rso; they could not afford the rent.
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281. Aft. Chapman.] Do you know anything about Wentworth.place? I do.
Sergeant
Diweon.
232. Have you observed anything objectionable about it P I don't think it is kept very clean.
238. Do you know the lane nearly opposite to it? Yes, Paine's-lane that is a very bad place.
Dr. Dansey.] Do you know of any houses which appear respectable externally, but are very bad 10 Dec., 1875.
inside—doubtful houses, in Macquarie Ward? I visited a house iii Queen's-place about a week ago, and
found four men in bed with four women in it room 10 x 10 ft., lying on the floor. The ceiling was only
5 ft. 4 in. from the floor, and a hole was made in the ceiling to allow an iron bedstead to be put up. There
are a number of Chinamen too who Jive with European women, to whom they claim to be married.
Aft. Uliapraan.] I suppose they are married in some cases P Yes, in some cases. But the Chinamen
are very quiet, and generally very clean, except when their wives get drunk and let the places get dirty.
Dr. Read.] Do you know any European women who are opium smokers P Oh yes, a great many,
especially about 0-oul6urn-street; I have seen as many as ten white women smoking opium there.
£'hairwan.] Taught to smoke opium by Chinamen? Yes.
Dr. Read.] And I suppose they then become in the power of the Ohinamen who teach them? Yes.
And are common to other Chinamen? Yes; many of them smoke two shillings worth of opium in
the course of a day.

FRIDAY, 17 DEORAIBER, 1875.
Jrzøent
ft. B. READ, E5Q.,
M, CILAPMAN, E5Q.,

'

G. F. DANSEY, E5Q.,
B. PALMER, ESQ.

fox. JOHN SMITH, M.D., M.L.C., IN THE CHAIR.
Personal Inspection
By No. 1 Sub.Committee.
TwELPTH DAY, Ssrun&r, 11 DEcEMBxn, 1875.

Rent and Union streets.
AIr. Chapman gave evidence on behalf of himself and Dr. Read, as follows
Met at the Volunteer Club at 10 o'clock on Saturday 11th instant, and found Sergeant Ltrkins in M. Chapman,
Eeq.
attendance. Proceeded in the first place to Hegarty's Court5 which we found to consist of three two.
roomed stone houses, each room 12 ft. x 12 ft., and 7 ft. 8 in. high, rented at Os. a week. The floor of
these houses is 12 in. below the level of the yard. They are very close, and badly ventilated, there being 17 Dec., 1875.
no windows or openings at the back to allow a current of air to pass through; the sewer in the yard was
without any grating, and full of dirt. Inspected two old weatherboard houses, fronting Kent-street, and
belonging to the same property, also very badly ventilated, and having also very filthy yards. For these
five houses there are two closets, water laid on, but with direct action.
ViTo next went to Mallon's buildings, Kent-street. In the yard are two four-roomed houses, built
of stone; rooms on the ground floor Oft. 7 in. x 12 ft., and 7 ft. x 12 ft., and 7 ft, high, and the same
up-stairs; rent Os. a week. The next house is of the same dimensions, but let at Os. Gd. a week to a new
corner, the rent having been raised on account of the scarcity of houses for poor people, and not because
of any additional accommodation. These houses are very badly ventilated; there are no windows at the
back, and the tenants complain that the rooms are frightffilly hot at night and stinking. That they have
ample ground for these complaints was painfully evident to us. An open drain runs along the base-course
of the house, the contents of which occasionally find their way through some broken ground under the
floors, and no doubt give forth noxious gases, and render the place unhealthy.
There are two other houses, portions of the same property, fronting Kent-street,—originally one
house, consisting of six rooms, but now divided in the centre, and let as two tenements with three rooms
in each. The portion fronting the yard is let at Os. a week. The two rooms on the ground floor are 10 ft.
x 5 ft. 10 in., and 10 ft. x 10 ft, respectively, and 8 ft. high; the attic or up-stairs room averages the
height of 4 ft. 6 in., with coved ceiling. The portion fronting Kent-street is of similar capacity, and
is let at lOs. a week, the only difference being the frontage to the street. The walls and ceilings of
these two tenements are very filthy indeed, and as in many other cases the landlord refuses to repair.
Another house, fronting Kent-street, is let out in apartments, and is well ventilated and clean.
We next proceeded to WTentworth.lane, leading from Kent-street to Sussex-street. Off this lane,
up a narrow passage, and then along another narrow passage, we caine to a weatherboard house, which no
doubt at some remote period put forth its claim to respectability, but is now in a sad filthy state. It is
hemmed in on all sides with old fences, old cess-pit closets of the most filthy description, and other sources
of dirt and discomfort. L'his building was also originally a six-roomed house, but has been converted into
two three-roomed tenements. One portion of it is occupied by a tailor and his wife, with an old womon, and
a number of children looking anything but healthy, and exceedingly dirty; the agent's name is Pagan.
We did not succeed in effecting an entrance into the other portion of the building, as the tenant was
not at home; the tailor informed us that the landlord refused to repair.
Fronting Wentworth.lane are three small two-roomed weatherboard cottages, let at Ss. a week (agent,
Lacey, under Richardson and Wrench). One of these was occupied by a bill.sticicer, who seemed to have.
had the caution "Stick no Bills" impressed upon him to some purpose, for the ashes under the grating
showed that be had just boiled his billy with this material, and there was pretty strong evidence in the
fireplace and about the room that the bills he brings home with him are the only fuel he uses. In this
way they still become "flaming posters," without any offence to decorum. In the inner or bedroom we
noticed a large heap of placards of all colours ready for the next day's consumption. The rooms are
10 ft. x 0 ft. and .9 ft. x 5 ft. 6 in. respectively and 6 ft. high. The other three houses are of the same
description and very badly ventilated; no water; only one closet for the whole community; a small yard;
a very filthy drain without a stench trap, and a general Want of repairs. This property should be pulled
down.
We
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M. Chapman,
We took Union-street next. This street runs from Kent-street to Sussex-street. Up a gateway
Lsq.
on the north side are two small tenements, (Co; agent—owner, Tweinlow). Each of these tenements is
by a narrow staircase or ladder, about 2 ft. wide. The floor room is 13 ft. x S ft. and,
J '
Dec., ~_ 7approached
ft. C in. high, and is used as a kiteheu, dining, sitliug, and sleeping room, and is close, badly ventilated
filthy, and stin]dng. The room on the upper floor is the same size and approached by a ladder that also
is close but better ventilated. One of these houses is evidently a brothel. We saw two girls en d4hqbil1e
who were trying to sleep on' the last night's debauch. They did not hesitate to inform us that they had
I:aken too m,Lch overnight and addressing us alternately as " old boss," and asked us to shout" for them.
The other was occupied by a coloured woman with a family, who told as that her husband was a labourer
working on the wharf; she complained very much of the want of ventilation, Both these places are quite
untit for habitation and should be pulled down.
We inspected three other houses fronting Kent-street, and part of the mine property, which are in
a similar old worn-out condition and just as badly ventilated. Underneath them is a basement story or
cellar, approached from the yard previously spoken of, and occupied at nightt by a number of vagrants,
chiefly old men and women of the very worst character. There was one old prostitute who had been on
the streets of Sydney for the last twenty-five years. This place was filthy in the exfreme, and although
Coy, the agent, state; that lie does all in his power to keep out this class of persons, lie finds it impossible
to do so.
On the south side of Uuiol1.statet there is also a gateway leading to a couple of two-roomed brick
houses (1"errier, agent), rent 78. a week; rooms 12 ft. x S ft. and Cl ft. high, very close and badly
ventilated; closet an old cesspit yard and gateway almost full of old timber and other building materials.
We also inspected a two-roomed brick Louse in Union-street (Cox, agent.), rented at Os. a week,
badly ventilated, and with a common eesspit, the size of the rooms are 13 ft. x Oft. and 64 ft. high.
At, the back of the last-mentioned house and ill) ft narrow passage is another two-roomed brick
house (Coy, agent) of a still inferior description, the rooms are only 1.0 ft. x 84 ft. and 7 ft. x 8 ft.
respectively and but oft high, rented at Os. a week, entirely without ventilation, there being no opening
in the back wall. A filthy stinking place, unfitt for any human being to live in.
The next was a house off Union-street (owner, Walsh), built of brick and containing two rooms,
1,2 iv 10 ft., and S ft. C in. high, occupied by a cobbler; very close and without ventilation. The tenant
complained that a stable against the back wall, occupied by a butcher, emitted an intolerable stone]'
there is an open drain in the yard which was in a very foul state.
We examined another old brick house in Union-street, also owned by WTalsh, containing two rooms,
1.0 iv 10 ft. and 8 ft. high, occupied by a mangle-woman. This was also in a filthy state and badly ventilated. The tenant stated that she had lived there six years, and that (luring that time the house had never
been cleaned out or whitewashed—the landlord positively refusing to do anything.
The same description will apply in every particular to the house alongside, belonging to the same
owner, and rented at 7s. Gd. a week.
We returned at. 1 o'clock.
'

Personal Inspection
By No. 2 Sub-Committee.
EF,RVttTII Psi, SATURDAY, 11, DTCEMBEB, 1873.

Cast lereagh -street.
241. Dr. Danny gave evidence on behalf of himself and Mr. Palmer, as follows
Started in cotnpany with the Mayor, and attended by Constable MMackin, from the Town Hall at
U. P. Dansey,
11 o'clock on Saturday morning, 11th instant, and proceeded to inspect the west side of Castlereagh-street,
sq.
north of Park-street.
,-'
17 Dec., 1575.
Visited it lodging.housc, No. 271, a brick building, containing six rooms, belonging to Mrs. Cargo,
and rented at Li per week. The ventilation to this and the adjoining house, No. 273, was the oldfashioned style, and the privy accommodation very bad and offensive; the wn.I:er used for drinking purposes is supplied through leaden pipes.
No. 201 is a wooden building having two rooms below and one above, occupied by a hawker of
fruit, and rented from Mr. Gibson. This place was very dirty. The vendor of fruit gave as a lone account of
the width of the street in old times and other information for the benefit of the Civic authorities, which
showed an intimate acquaintance with the locality, and then informed us that lie had only lived there a
few months. We went into the back room, which is 7 ft. iv 4 ft., having a small window with fixed upper
sash. In the rear we found a building constructed partly of iron and partly of wood, occupied by a man
who seemed to be plunged into a deep reverie and took no notice of our presence. This place, the size of
which is 12 ft. iv 10 ft. and 6 ft. high, was disgustingly dirty and badly ventilated, with the old-fashioned
sash window. On one side of the room was a sack of straw on a box, apparently intended for a cluld's
hed or a seat, and on the other side a kind of stretcher covered with bags and old rags to serve as bedding.
This wretched hovel is let at 12s. Gd. a week. In the adjoining tenement, which was fbrmerly no doubt a
portion of the same building we found a statue maker at work making busts and statues, whether intended
to represent distinguished Colonial celebrities, or ideal figures of great statesmen and poets, we could not
ascertain, The tenement be occupies consists of four rooms on the ground floor, and is rented at lOs. a
week. The father, mother, and three children live in these rooms, and from what we could see of the
place we came to the conclusion that statue-making in this country is not a paying trade. Ave learned
from Mr. Gibson that this building is shortly to come down—as soon as one of the owners comes of age.
We could not learn when that event was likely to occur, but we credit the proprietor with good intentions,
and suggest that a statue to his honor would not be out of place.
We then went on to Hayes' Court, where we found four three-roomed brick houses. The first
window has the old.fasluoned sash-window, and there is no opening at the back nor is there anything in
the shape of a yard. In the upstairs room there is a window back and front, but of the old-fashioned style,
with upper sash immovable. Three of these houses are occupied.- by families, the fourth is rented by a
woman who owncd that she took in occasionally four or five lodgers, whether male or female she did not
say.
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say. ilere again the water supplying the houses was laid on through leaden pipes. The agent for these G. F. Dansv,
premises is Joseph Clayton.
We inspected No. 239, CasLlereagli-street, rented at 329, Gd. a week, and owned by Mr. Fairfax, of
George-street. The back premises are in great want of' repair. and the water here also comes through 17 Dec.,1875.
leaden pipes. Several other houses which we entered in this locality, although outwardly presenting it
clean and respectable appearance, must be very unhealthy from the want of ventilation, the old-fashioned
sash-windows prevailing in all.
We then caine to three shops on the ground-floor— no rooms overhead—built partly of wood, iron,
and rubble, occupying it large and valuable plot of ground. Here we found the privy full and emitting a
frightful and sickening stench, One of these shops is it printing office, in which eleven hands are
e]nployed; in the other two shops it much smaller number are engaged. Mr. Deerin, coal merchant, collects
the rents.
The next place worthy of notice is commonly known as the Scandinavian Alley. On the right hand
is it public-house containing six rooms, which appeared to be much cleaner than we expected to find
iii this locality, but on penetrating into the yard we came to a pipe-drain leading to the sewer, from
which proceeded such a horrible stench that coining suddenly upon it we were quite overpowered and
forced to retch, after which we got back to the open air as quickly as possible; the opening to this drain
is just under the kitchen window. In this alley there are nine houses built of brick, containing each two
rooms and an attic. 'WTe went into No. 6, which was very dirty and out of repair; rent 6s. a week. No.
was occupied by two families, a man, his wife, and two children down-stairs; a man and wife up-stairs, and
the proprietress of the establishment, who showed a woll-marked black eye, in the room at the back. No.
S presented an awful picture of filth and disorder. There was scarcely a particle of furniture in it, and it
was occupied by a man and his wife, sister, and three children. The last three houses are rented at 9s. it
week to it Mr. King, who lives in the corner house ; Mr. Gray
i s the owner. There is no ventilation or
opening of any kind to let in air at the back of any of these houses, and three closets for the use of the alley,
locked to keep out intruders.
We returned at a few, minutes past 1 o'clock.

TWELVTII DAY, Mo2cnn-, 13 DEcJmI:liEn, 1875.

Uastlereagli -street.
Met the Mayor at I. o'clock on Monday, 13th inst., at the Town Hall, and proceeded, accompanied
by Constable Bawson, to Castlereagh-strcet, and commenced our afternoon's work by inspecting Lawler's
Buildings, which comprise eight four-roomed brick houses, rented at fis. it, week each. These houses abut-,
on the north side, on to the Chinaman's premises in Park-street described on it foruter occasion, which
entirely shut out all chance of ventilation. Some of them are occupied by more than one family. Tn
No. 3 there were six persons—husband, wife, and child upstairs husband, wife, and child downstairs—
besides the landlady. On the ground floor the windows are the old-fashioned sort, opening only at the
bottom, but on the upper floor they, are partly opened at the top as well as the bottom. This has been
managed by cutting out a piece of wood which lets the window drop about an inch. On the south side of
No. 7, lives a man and his with, two boys and one girl, the back room on the ground floor is completely
shut in by, the Guild. It is a wretched cell in appearance, begriined and disfigured with smoke and dirt.
No. 8, in which, there are two men living, is just as badly off for air and light at the back.
Nos. 327, 32.3, and 323, Castlereagh.street, except that there is the old-fashioned ventilation in all
'three houses, arein good order,
No. 333, the north end of which has given way, is in a cracked and tninbledown, and what we considered a dangerous condition, besides being very dirty. The back of this house., or rather an addition to
it at the back, is constructed of weatherboards, battens, and shingles, and in a very bid state of repair.
One window at the back is gone altogethci-, and the window on the north'side is stopped up with bags to
fill up holes. The dimensions of the rooms are as follows —Front room, 12 x 15 feet; back room, 6 x
12 ft. attic, 5 x 9 ft., and 6 ft. high. The rent, w1iielt is collected by Mr. Wade, is las, a week. In
some of the rooms the ceiling is made of matting, aud bulges out in a most; inconvenient fashion. There
was also it sort of dcii, 3 x Oft., or thereabouts, which was occupied by a blind man who plays the violin at
public buildings. All these rooms were in it most filthy and disgusting state.
We concluded our inspection at 615 pin.

TirntTxETn DAY, TuEsDAY, 14 DEeEMnmg, 1873

Met at the "Royal Hotel" at 9 o'clock, and proceeded thence to Castiereagh-street, Consl;able Sproul
accompanying its. We commenced with No. 228, which is a brick building containing six rooms besides the
kitchen, and let as a lodging-house at a guinea a week ; Mr. Forbes is the landlord. The kitchen is in it
very bad state of' repair, especially the flooring, and requires a great deal to be done to it to make it coinfortable. The ventilation is fair, the windows opening at top and bottom, and the house does not appear
to be overcrowded. Only about six beds are made up here.
No. 230 is another lodging-house also owned by Mr. Forbes and obtaining the same rental. Here
only two rooms are let to lodgers ; the others are occupied by the family.
No. 232 contains nine rooms, including the kitchen, and is let a.t 36s.—the tenant to keep the house
in repair. Three of the rooms are let to married couples, and six single melt occupy the others. Here we
found the closet in direct connection with the waterma.in . We next inspected Simpson's Buildings, which
consist of four three-roomed brick houses, occupied by private families, and in clean condition.
No. 342, Castlereagh-street, contains eight rooms, six of which ai-e let to lodgers. In the front
room on the first-floor there are three beds, and two in the back room mm the ground-floor, two in the
h'ont room and two iii the back, but more beds can be made up if necessary. This property belongs to
Daniel Cooper and Company, Itlid. is let at 25s. a week.
* 76—E [No. 11.]
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We then inspected No. 21.0, same street, which we were informed is a lodging-house for single
girls out of ernploynicnt. it appeared to be it sort of registry office, and we saw no reason to doubt that
17iS
o it nzis a respectable place, and that the inmates were servant girls waiting for situations.
Dec.,
No. 232, belonging to Mr. Willian Long, and rented at iSa. a week, was in a very dilapidated
state, and should be pulled down as soon as possible. All the houses I have enumerated are connected
with a main sewer, and there was nothing to find fliult with in the drainage arrangements. A room at the
back of the house laft mentioned used a a kitchen, was in it shocking condition—the floorng broken and
rough, and the ceiling of coriugated iron with broken supports, the walls of rubble-stone a sort of storeroom attached to this kitchen was iii a similar condition. Here the water was running to waste. Tire
allotment on which this house is placed is worthy of it much boLter building.
No. 260 Castlereagh-street consists of one brick and two weatherboard houses occupying a
frontage of 68 ft. (owner, William Long—Reitch, collector). The houses stand back train the street,
contain three rooms each, and are let at 12s. Gd. a week each.
Nos. 291 and 290 belong to tire same owner, and are now converted into one house and used as a
lodgin.-irouse, the lodgings being of a more perrnaiient character, for fannlmcs or persons ha' ing some
occupation 110 chance lodgers are accommodated. Except that the ventilation was defective we saw
nothing iii this house calling for especial notice.
No. 298, occupied by Mrs. Norris, is a grocer's shop, and was formerly a ginger-beer, nnauufactory.
At the back of this house, and attached to it, is it small shanty containing two rooms, occupied by a tailor,
wretchedly close and unhealthy, and iii the immediate vicrnity of a very foul closet—an old eesspit.
WTo asked the tenant how he could possibly live in such it place, and lie said it was enough to kill anyone.
in all cases like this, wnera we have come across palpable nuisances which can be remedied at once, Mr.
Palmer has taken a note of the locality, and the Inspector of Nuisances has proceeded at once to the
place and taken active measures to remove it, and issued summonses if necessary. We hope, therefore,
that our house to house inspection, independent of the fruits which we trast it will bear in the shapo of
iinrroved legislation, has been productive of some immediate benefit to the community. We concluded
our morning's work at half-past ii o'clock.
Esq.

Personal Inspection
By No. 1 Sub-Committee.
Tnmmn'xuxnr Day, l\foxoav, Dscamiuimu 13, 1875.
212. Dr. J?ew/ gave evidence on 1 rehmalf of lumsel f and Alderman Chapman, as follows
Met it the City Cliii, at half-14ust 10 o'clock on Monday, I 3t11 Dcccii her, and I miocceded, ace.onhi ,:nned by
R. B. Read
' Sergeant La.rkins, to visit Frying-prut Flat, which i8 iii close proximity to the A. S. N. Company's Wharf, SussexEsq.
street. Have there is a ];it ge piece of open ground, onepart of which exten4s to tlrefomoshorc of Dai-ling I I.arboiur.
17 Dec., 1576. At the cornier of Sussex-street new. the wharf is all isolated building, 5 feet below tIre level of tIm io,ul,
and only 5 feet front the retaining-wall of the street, containing two rooms, 12 x 13. feet and 12 x 9 feet
respectively, and 8 feet, Irigli—Speer, owner or rmgent—reiit, Ga. a week. Time ventilation of this house is very
defective and the tenants complain of a terrible stench from tIre harbomtr. This flat is it great resort for tIme
larrikins of Sydney, and the firewood belonging to the residents has to he kept in doors for safety-.
Thence we went to the American Coffee-I i ouse, a. 1.,rick one-storied huildim ig facing Sm i ssex-stieet, with
it lower em underground room below the level of the street. This portion of the building is 24 x 11 feet and
6 feet Ingim ; and the front portion 1 6 x 17 feet and 8J2 feet high. The front of the house is divided into
tworoonms of equal size. A shocking small arises from the floor of the nude-gm-ound apartment, being cvidontly it stench from the adjoining closet; old-faslnonerl ventilation very close and unhealthy.
Nos. 49 and 51, Sussex-street, are two wooden cottages containing two rooms, each 10 x 10 feet, and
averaging 6 feet high ; both of these cothiges are 3 feet below the level of the street, and rue reached by
descending sonic very dangeroi is steps.
We then inspected tIre ''Dove Inn " and found the house intl yard clean and the closets with patent
cisterns and in good order.
Turning down .Erskine-street, into Frying-pan Alley we inspected four wooden houses at the bottom of
the place, rented at is. Gd, a week —owner or agent, H;rrrap—containing two rooms each ; frontrooni 13 x 19
feet, bedroom 7 x 12 feet and 7 feet high old-faslnoned sash windows, badly ventilated and very close.
The next was a wooden shanty adjdining, lielonging to the more owner, rented at 4s. Gd. a week,
containing only one room 11 x 12 feet and 6 feet high, very close and badly ventilated, there being no ingress
for air except through the door and it small window in front.
Adjoining this was another wooden shanty, 9 x 10 feet and 6 feet lrigk, offerhig accomuniodatiomi of an
inforicmr character, inasmuch as the room contained no ceiling, and rented at the reduced price of Ss. (hi. in
this small room there weit four inmates. A third wooden slut nty close to it, of tire saute di nreñsiom is,
and obtaining the annie rent, we did not cake to inspect murutely.
We also examined a two-roomed house, rented at Os. a week, rooms 10 x 8 feet and 9 x 8 feet resjmecti vly, and 7 feet high ; and anotl er one-rewired shanty, rented at 4s. The same description will apply to idl
the miser-able hovels which we have noticed in this locality they 'nc in a ttunblo-down dilapidaterl state
the walls are cr11 mbhing to pieces and the roofs pa.tcl med up lvi di pieces of tin, iron, old bas, and any otl icr
materials at hand, which have the effect of keeping out the rain and confining the foul air. For all these
houses there are only tiu'eo closets, two of which have patci it cisterns. The inhabitants complain bitterly of
the awful stemrchr which comes from Darling flarl.roirr at night, and at times when the tide is omit and the foresI tore near the, A. S. N. Conipauv's premises is Im reovered with water. To appreciate propery the wretched
state of nun and discomfort which these buildings present, it is necessary to visit the plue no description
can convey a true impression of their utter unfitness for human habitation. Like all other tenemnents of this
class, there are no back yarrls to any & the houses, the. only open space being in front, where they have an
ivaihible area of 20 feet wide, fenced off but not subdivided. The ground beyond this fence is at present
unoccupied, but will no doubt be built upcn bcforc long. We
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We next proceeded to Union-street, off Sussex-street. A good deal of the yaid drainage from the B. 13. Read,
ii ouses in this locality goes into Li in gutters. Betweej Union-street ahd Sussex-street is it I.larrow lane ot
passage ; this lane agai ii is ilkia1NVCtPd at right angles by another lane or pissage, which divides the back )lrdS 17 Dec.,18Th
of the two streets. We collnteli iio less t]la]l twelve coillnlon cess1}its of the foulest deseriptioti iii tins June,
side by side, only it few yards from each other, and st I tiithig ffighitfitl lv. Will the N isances l'revciition
AoL (10 anytlling to Initigate the horrors of this locality?
in this crowded and iii dieu lthv place we saw an extraordinary number of child ten ; nideed the
suj piy seemed to be in excess of tile denl:uld, lot. 0110 woman ollered ILS it Cliristi I us present to Mr. (-hhiaianan,
an ii dent of about 12 months old, and seemed rather hurt at his refund. This is not the first shirthing ofibi
wI iiehi hilLs been declined I iy the II embers of this Corn] itittee. All the draiiage of these I 10115e5 11 Ills alol ig
the surface there are no stench-traps to the drains, but any anloulit of stench, These a-re all four-roomed
brick houses, rented at I 3s. a week, and owned by Gregory Board. TI ny might lie made ilealtily if steps were
taken to compel the owner to connect theni at once with the sewer, and to substitute water-closets for the
h,oii-ibie and disgusting privies which now colIttull the aecui anlatioii of yea-vs u id convert the place into it
complete fever den. The prevalence of sore tblloat.s in this spot induces its to call the immediate attention of tire
Sca let :ue"ei• Conunittee to the locality. The hmrbour is only 100 yards distant, and if it 9-i]ichm pipe were
bud down from this piopeity to the Bay, the evil, if not entirely removed, would be greatly-illitlglited.
We went oil to hiafierty's Rocks; oil a fonner occasion we reported that the houses hod been rernovp.d
from this place. There are however two liolIses left, tile inspection of which we pnt oft until we could visit
them by day, and find the i linlates at Ilonle.
Tile first of these is all old brick or rubble house, contai.11ng two rooms, and rented at Os. a week—
owner, tyttle. We reached this house by goilIg it])a 11111 through a gateway to the rocks at tile back, awl
entered by it veranda-li into tile lower room a, the cli Diem Isions of which are 7 x 81 feet, and 53 feet high ; the
lfl per room being 7 x 10 feet. and 7 feet high, excessively hot anti c1ose ; as usual, only ventilated by it (1001
and a Sillilil wl]ldoW ill tile front. This i101Ise is in tile last stage of dilapidation, dirty to excess, and positively ai i -c with bugs. It was a matter of great surprise to 118 how tdliy ilumnan hei igs conld voluntarily live
iii stci i a II ole ; and this slmrpri He Was greatly inc-reused wileld tile WolIllili i I ifornied its that her Ilusbalid was
head cook at an hotel, and earning £3 a week.
The other house is occupied by a West indian. We peeped in and SMV the occupant wrapped ill, in
a dirty lug, and lying on a still (Ill-tier floor, over which no l,room, 111011, or lilly other cleansing apparittlls
collid have jiassod for Inolltlls at least. h:i this room, which I was 8 feet sqilale lilidi fi feet high, there was no
f,rnmiture of any kind, no bed or bedllirig, 110 cooking or other utensils, 110 hlollsehiold goods of any description
--ilotilimIg but the Tlmdian, the lug, and the dirt.
We asked tile n-oman next door if the Indian was rearmed, and site said, Yes—to so nay Wives,"
hoiiiing up the fiirgels of Iloth llinds. Botil tileso houses should be fulled down, and the sooner the i.letter,
as they are utterly unfit for himurnan habitation. We exaillined tile cioset,wllicll has a 111111 11111 water lani oil,
but with ii beet action. The Nvollitan con hail] ed that it was occni lied at night by i lot 61 Jul imiiy Ward cr5."
This term is derived from one Johmmnv Ward, who at one time kept a low 11111)1 ic-ilouse at the wharf, where
110 dispensed cheap rum to his ellstolllers. The frequem lte.rs of this pullhic-lmouse were illostly vagrai mt-s of the
lowest class, and I lence tIm i ter,n ll J olinny Warder." We have seem' a good immariy I lecullel is of the genus, but
shall no doubt hmave to describe them more lialticularly in a future report.
We exlullined a court oft Sussex-street, at till) back of Bradley and Perry's ironworks. It contains
one wooden house, than live brick houses, and then anotber wooden hioise —seven in all. The pr vy aeconmInodation for these houses consists of one closet witil two seats ; -water laid on, but with direct action. In
all of the houses the ventilation is t-ery bad, there being no Opeili ig in the back walls, find the tei ants coin.liiain greathvof tile closeness of the atmosphere no back yards, but plenty of open space in front. Bradley
and Perry, owiers.
i'romn this court we went to Oharltojl's-lane, a steep paved eolm:l-t, leading from Sussex-street to Market
Wllarf. it eo,mt,n S two houses besides the 11 Dundee Arms," which are owned by Robertson the landlord of the 11 Arms." Ti i ese two houses- a ic designed with great ingenuity so as to reta-ni oil the fuenlises iii
the ililJ unties which should properly escape through the air and tile, gnttevs. '111ev are built on a- lower level
them the pithhic-house, the cellar of which foruis the back yard of these hioises. A. draiii-pi1ie is lO0'ided to
carry away the dnmi:ige ; but as neitli er sun not- air can penetiute into this covered yard to punfy it, tile
atlllosplmcme is damp and unhealthy. 51111 tIme soil wet and slimy amid exhaling ioxions gases. ThIese houses
am-c sin all two-roonled tenements, the looms hei rig 12 feet squire and 9 feet high. No cmi rent of air can
enter except through the open doors, and they should not ire tenanted until some i°p' appliances for ventilation and cleaidiiicss are provided. Rent, Ss. per week.
We. proceeded to Wright's Wharf, next to Market Wharf, in Sussex-street, where there is it very large
hioci- of valuable ground belonging to Hughes Estate, dotted over with sundry- blocks of old dilapidated
weatherboard buildings for which Mr. Lyons is agent. We first exanniied two Ilouses oil the right, containing
smmni,il rooms 10 or11 feet square, very close and badly ventilated. TI me Occupai its comnpiui ied that the rooms
were ver hot at night. 'i'hey wet-c litendiy- swanning with fleas and bugs ; a we] lan who hived there, remarking
this peculiarity, said that w1ier, the property was pulled ilown 11 them-c would be more lives lost than there were
at tIme Crnnea." These i itnlchings are rpnte unfit for human hIdrltatiomi and should lie bailled down. Our
informant loi,ltedl with j irde to her owli i-esiclence a few yards oil, which only difThied from the other houses
from the fitet that there was ami' anmoullt of ve,itilation throtedi the roof.
Thank Heaven," said she, " Ith-ery
drop of rail i that lid Is froni the blessed I-h eavel i collIes through oil ]I!' face and WILsbmcs ilie cb ii IC " It was it
wretcbmed place altogether, and the only furilitu t-e a sofa and it table ; a horrible am mnoniacal smell proceeded
from the floor, which is beiow the level of tile door-sihi ; every heavy main floods the place. The whole of
tire gronud in which these houses are liii ut appeals to lie made ground colltal Ding a good deal of stmeet refuse
and detritum s, and no doi dt retains ' cei- t:ani aillount of poisonous I rropertv. '1110 htOlIses are m-enteih a-t 5s. per
week each. This locality was the site of the old Sydney slaughter-houses
On the opposite side of thme stmeet there is a block of liuiidiiiigs in such it ioU,en tumnbhe-ilown condition
that if a mope were attachred to thmeni two or thiree strolmg mlmcn would have no clifliculty in jimmhling them down.
The ioofs al-c too far gone to keep out time rai.l , and in the absence of draimmge the least fiesli covers tile
flniim-s with an inch om two of water. One woman toid us that when her husband wa,s not at Imomite to hook
to the llr,uns she was genem-ahhv flooded otmt. I'lie groiiiicl a1qiears to retain the llloistllre, and in rail
weather
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R. B. Read, iveatlier it oozes out from the floors. Another woman told us that she had buried two of her children who
Faq.
died there two mouths ago. At the further corner of the square are two closets, close together, erected
over a large open ecssspit 8 ft. x .5 ft., which was in an awfully disgusting state. This is the only privy
17 Dec., 1876.
accommodation for the whole of the houses on VTi-ight's Wharf, but the inhabitants are not very particular
iii ffirftiluig themselves of the accommodation it oilers, and visitors have to be very careful where they tread.
We were informed that this property is lieU in tnist for sonic minors, and we were unable to ascertain the
names of the rightful owneiu. Mr. Lyons is the agent.
Quitting this neighbourhood for obvious reasons as quickly as possible, we came to a two-roomed
house facing Sussex-street, the back of wIdQh is 8 ft, below the level of the street. This was in such it
tumble-down dilapidated state that it must be positively dangerous to live in. Then to ajiotlior shanty of
similar style, which seemed eveu I in it more dangerous condition; and tI cii to a tl tird in which I shi mild scarcely
have considered it safe to take shelter during a shower of rain. These hovels obtain a rental of Ss., ös., and
Os. respectively. They are utterly unfit for human I iabitatioi t, and no one who is not afraid or ashamed to
sleep out in the Opeli air would ever venture to seeic a night's rest in them. They are positively dangerous
to live in and shonld be pulled down with the least possible delay; the wonder is that weatherhoaril houses
should liaiig together so long. The tenants made the usual complaint that the landlord will do nothing. It
appeared to as however that there was very little that he could do, except in the way of total annihilation.
We returned at' .1 o'clock.

Personal Inspection
By No. I Sul.i-Committee.
DAY, SATURDAY, DEclnrBsIi IS, 1875.
i?owc-sbee.t Or Jirong/iam-plcice.
243. 3&. Cleopciam gave evidence on behalf of h,iinsdf and Dr. Road as follows
l\let at the City Chub at half-past 10 o'clock on Saturd:ty morning, I 8th, instant, and proceeded,
M. Chapman,
E.q.
Sergeant Larkins being in attendance, to inspect Rowe-street, formerly i3rougltaun-place, which consists of
26 houses occupying a large and valuable piece of ground between Pitt and Castlereagh streets, and about
half way between King-street and ilunter-street. The width of the lane between the houses is 164 feet. It was
originally pa-ed but the paving is now much broken up, and as it is private property the oupoiation have
no control over the roadway. The houses contain for the most part four rooms cccl,, of very moderate size,
and in very many instances each room is occupied by a. separate family who wa,sll, cook, eat, chink, and sleep
in the same apartment, all their family arrangements being eon 1.1 neil with in four walls, which are seldom
more than 10 or 12 feet apart. It has been well said that half the world does not know how the other half
lives. Neither Di'. Read nor myself, although we have both of us lived it great many years in Sydney,
could have credited without ocular inspection the terrible state of overcrowding which we witnessed in this
locality. A simple description of the dhnonsions of the rooms, with the number of inmates tile)' contain,
will at once show the danger to the health of the community which must ensue from such it state of things.
To proceed to detail: The first house on the south side of the lane, which is a four-roomed brick house—
owner, Gooch—is let at 13s. a week to Mrs. Vaughan, who sublets portions of it to other tenants ; the front
room on the ground floor which is 101 x 11 feet and 9 feet high is occupied by the lessee and her family,
and a smaller back room on the same floor is let to it tenant at 38. The front room np-stairs, 16 x 114 feet,
and 8 feet high, let at Cs. a week, is occupied by a man, his wife, three dogs, and a cat; and the 'back room
on the same floor is occupied by all old woman, the mother of the lessee. There are nine 1,e'o1u3 in this
house altogether. The yard is 24J feet x 11 feet 7 inches, and very filthy; there is a cistern to the closet,
but no water. The house itself from basement to roof is disgustingly dirty, badly ventilated, and in a
-wretched state of repair. The walls and ceilings are broken in it number of places, and the whole bnihiling
is falling to dceay. On the staircase we obseu're,l it number of gigantic cobwebs, the finest specimens I have
seen since I visited the underground cellars in the London Docks, in the year 1859. 'Etc landlady, to whom
we ventured mildly to suggest that the removal of these cobwebs would conduce to the comfort of her
lodgers, was very indignant, and said it was quite as ,nuch as she could do to look after her own room. She
told us that she had lived there for four years, and that the landlord had nerd.' done anytlnng to put the
house in repair. and still refused to do anything.
The next house—No. 3, owner or agent, H:ti-kness-----is lot at 13s. a week to Mrs. Ryan, who again
sublets to others. The front room down-stairs let at 5s. 'a week, is occupied by an old man named
Palmer, about 60 years of age, who at the time of our visit was hying stupidly drunk on an old sofa, with
an empty rum bottle beside Inns ; whilst his better-half, who is about the mine age, was crouchnng down at
the foot of the stairs in, a vacuous state, lost to all sense of decency, with, it stream of urine proceeding fr9ln
her along the floor. Beside her was a pannikin with a mixture of rum ,,u,cl Colonial ale, which we were Will is
her favourite beverage. The old ma-u, it appears, is a vendor of cabbages. 'The room in which we fliund
this drunken couple was in a filthy state, and crowded with, old bottomless vegetable baskets, old boots,
empty bottles, articles of furniture, &c., &e., with, a chamber vessel full • of filth in 0110 eon icr. The ivuills
and ceiling tumbling down, no ventilation to pmn'ify the room, the upper sash, of the solitary window being
it fixture ; the whole a picture of dirt, drunkenness, and degradation from which we were not sorry to
escape. The back room on the same floor let at 4s. 6d. a week, and BA x 11 feet and 9 feet high—mark the
dimensions—was occupied by a man, ],is wi'e, and four eh,ilth-en. The walls and ceiling of this room were
in the same dilapidated condition, the latter being uicio-hy all down, and the temperature equally close and
suihealthy ; a very small yard at the back-. Up-stairs thou-c are two rooms of similar capabilities, each
occupied by it family, but there was nobody at home, and we could learn no particulars about them. These
houses seem to be kept together by strong iron bars running front front to back and secured on the outside, which perhaps will account for their existing so losig. We looked into the yard, which was in a
filthy- state ; the drain is an open cesspit without trap, full 0ffllth, and close to the doom ; the water laid cmi
tln'ough leaden pipes; tubs of dirty clothes in soak ; the water-cask positively gm-ecu with, filth,. Part of
the drainage from this yard finds its way under the houses, and even the tenants comn1lain of the stench
which
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which arises from it. I. may add that the limited space in which whole families crowd together in these M. Chn1,man,
EF+
buildings is still further restricted by the fact that they keep their firewood as well as all their other
osss1rnw in the one small room in fact tliei-c is no other place to keep it.
No. .5 is also let to T[rl. Ryan, who sublets the rooms to separate families. The front rocm on the
ground floor, let ut Os. a week, was occupied by a sick man, his wife, it cIa, igliter 113 yci. rs of age, and an
adopted orphan boy nearly as old. This man was very ill and urgently in want of medical advice. Seeing the
necessity of the case, and that he required immediate attention, I gave his wife all order at once for
medicine miii advice at the Inflrmai3. * The room in winch this family were cooped "l was in the same dinjointed stateof repair as thcothers I have noticed. A great portion of the ceiling had fallen down; the walls
were in a filthy state; and the old-faslnoned sash windows precluded all chajice of ventilation. Health for so
1nulv people in such a limited space, under such conditions, is physically impossible. rll,is description will
apply to the back room on the same floor, rented at us, a week, and occupied by a man and his wife, with a
further cause of discomfort, that it was swarming \uitll bugs. We veitured up a rickety flight of stairs,
where we fonnd the front room, let at Guaweek, occupied by a colored woman, who said her husband
was a sailor, and that she expected him home in a few days. She told us that she (lid not care for him
pemsonally, but she wanted his money, in this room was also a well-known prostitut:e, agamst whom the
police had failed to obtain a conviction it few days ago ; she was under the influcii cc of liquor, and her
conduct was not at variance with her call il.Ig. The back room up-stairs, rented at 5s. it week, was occupied
by widow Smitl I; was also very filthy and badly ventilated, one half of the sash of staircase win dow had been,
fortunately for the health of the inmates, removed bodily. There was no water attached to the closet
belonging to this house. The next house—owner, Harkness—is let to Mis. N'Cormaek, who sublets portions
of it. This house is also badly ventilated from the same cause, and is also kept from tumbling down by
iron bars running its whole length the yard is in a very filthy state ; the drain allOpel. cesspit without
stench-trap ; and as in almost every case the tenants complain that the landlord will do nothing. The
pei-sistent determination on the halt of the owners of these properties to ignore their tenants upon every
question, except the payment of rent, seems, as far as our experience goes, to he the prevailing characteristic
in the relations between Sydney landlords and tenants.
No. 9, which is the lm'operty of Mrs. Ryan, who appears to have farmed the previous houses to some
P'1 rpose, and to Ii ave purcl i ised a con1 Ic of houses on t of the I um'oceeds, is a house of similar dimemisto, is,
and in a sium ilar state of dilapidation, badly ventilated, and equally filthy. There are seven inmates in this
house, crowded into small rooms, and in the. same state of discomfort. There is no water to the closet, and
tIme drainage is very offensive. The lower rooimm is used as a shop, in which the proprietress sells lollipops,
soap, candles, and such other articles as her customers are likely to require.
Mrs. Ryan also owns No. 11, and lets the lower front room to a man and his wife for 5s. a week,
and the back room to it f;unily at 4s., but she refuses to repair the building, though the walls and the ceiling
are tumbling clown ; no ventilation as usual The two up-stair roOlnsaro let at the same figure, but the
tenants were out. We pped through a broken panel of the door ; the room we were told belonged to a
fruit ycndor ; we saw a large quantity of apricots and plmuas strewed upon the floor. r:ere everything was
very dirty, the room exceedingly close, and blocked up with heaps of rotten fruit and a heterogeneous collection of odds and e9ds ; yard very small and filthy; closet without water; and a number of fowls and
ducks looking dirty and disreputable, and evidently- unfit to take part in the festivities of the season.
No. 1.9—owner, Thomas Ryan—was occupied by Lake, a French polisher, and was tolerably clean and
well ventilated. We complimented this tenant on the improved appearance of his place, on which he said,
11 No thanks to the landlord, I have had to do it all myself." Be pays 13s. a week the yard is small but
clean ; the water froll, the closet has been cut off by the Corporation for the last three or.four weeks.
No. 15 is owned by Desmond, and the lower front room is let at 4s.a week to Mrs. Janet Hunter and
her dog, a turnspit of- very doubtful pedigree. Her apartment, which is only 12 x 10 feet, is occupied by a
large mangle, a sofa, and a table. Probably she sleeps on the sofa, as there is only 3 feet space unoccupied
by these three articles of furniture. In this confined area she washes, cooks, eats and drinks, and mangles.
The room is in fact a mvitum in parro. Where the lumen is disposed of after the process of mangling is
gone through it is difficult to conjecture. The up-stair rOommis in this house are very badly ventilated, and
the tenants complain terribly of the bugs; the yard was tolerably clean, but there was no water to the
closet.
No. 17, occupied by Cook—i:Iardy, owner—rents at 1 2s. it week ; the front room on the ground floor
is 10 x 10 ft. and $A ft. high. This and the next house are not so old as those we have noticed, as they were
partially burnt down by the fire which levelled the Prince of 'Wales' Theatre some years ago, and re-built.
The rooms in this house are let at 3s. and 5s, a week respectively, and are tolerably clean, but badly ventilated ; the yard is small, and contained a dozen fowls and a mangy cur. We noticed as a singular fact that
nearly all the dogs in this Jocality are mangy ; indeed there is a striking consistency in the general family
ai'i'angemnents. The rooms in every house are sublet; every room occupied by a family also provides quarters
for one or more dogs, the majority of which are nmngy.
No. 19 —same owner—obtains a re,ital of 11
s. a week. The front room is occupied by a very aged
couple, who seemed to be quite unequal to exertion of any sort, and we forbore to ask them any questions—rent
5s. a week. The back room is let at 4s. to an old fiddler, who was very anxious to give its a specimen of his
musical ability, hat this, amnong other tempting oIlers, was declined withthanks. This room was awfully
dirty and wretchedly ventilated, besides being crowded with old clothes, hoots, and lmmisceliaiieous articles of
furniture and household appliances, until there was scarcely room to breathe in it. The back room up-stains is
rented at 3s. 6d. it week by it fruit vendor, and was, if possilmie, in a worse state of dirt and discomfort ; old
baskets, fi'tut'eascs, and lumber of all sorts, nearly filled it up, and the bedding was rolled up and stowed away
iii a corner; no furniture, the fruicases serving for tables and chairs. The front room up-stairs is let at 5s.,
and occupied by a blind man mu id his wife, who both looked very miserable and destitute, so lii uch so that
I,othi 'Dr. Bead and I gave them a contril,ution to relieve their immediate wants.
'Co. 21—Forbes, owner—is m'ented to M'STeigh, who snbhets it. The front room eml the ground floor
is occupied by the Owner, and the, back room, i—a small, close, and badly ventilated apartnment, 10, ft. x Oft.—
rented at Cs, by a man and his wife. At the timno of our visit the woman was washing, there was a large
fit-c
* loTL—Upon a second visit to this place, two days after, we hemmed that the Emma had been buried the tonic morning.
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If. Chapman, fire burnrng, and the place was like ;in oven ; it was also very dirty. Up-stwdrs the back room, tenanted by an
Jisq.
old womnu', Ave found in it very bad state of rcpair—the walls and ceiling broken, and scarcely ally ventilation.
A. eoliljler occupies the front 50cm, and lyH 4s. for it his only, compiniois was a mangy cur of the
17 Dec.,
terrier tribe. This house was altogether in a filthy and dsgraceful state. and tie tenants say that when the
landlord is appealed to he puts on :in indignant air anti lositix'ely declines to (10 anything. The yard was as
dl ity as the rest of the premises the closet had a. pttctt cistern, but no water laid on.
No. 23—same owner—is rented Lv 1)iekson, who occupies two rooms below the front room—] 0 x 12
ft—as a sleeping and sitting room for husl.,a,,d, wife, and two children ;and the back room as a kitchen, both
very close and badly ventilated. While we were the,e a worn,,], was ironing some, muslin dresses 1 efore it large
lire, and we got away as quickly as we could for tIle I eat was stiflum tg. The itp-stairs rooms, let iLed at 5s. a] Id
3s. respectively, were quite its close and in ;inequally had state of repair. Tie lessee, who has occupied this
house for the last three years, said the lamhlord had never done anytli Jig to it, and refused even to have the
chimney swept. There were seven )erso] is i.i Wing in this house.
No. 25wned by Mrs. Brown—rents at l4s. a week, and was occupied by a bottle-washer ; there
were hoLties washed and unwashed all over the premises—in the yard in heaps, piled up in the passage in
tiers, ste IThd under the bed— bottles under the stairs and on the stairs—bottles everywhere ; and in the yard
a. (1 aim, loosely covered over with boards, lu wing from the I jottle tubs across the back preliusel. This house,
like all the. otlietu, was very imperfectly ventilated, the upper sashes of the windows being fixtures.
%\Tc returned at 1 o'clock.

Persolial Inspection
By No. 2 Sub-Committee.
Founi-ar.x'rn DAy, Dncanitua livir, 1875.
24-I. Dr. Dansey gave evidence on behalf of Mr. Palmer and himself as follows
Net at 9 p.nt. and proceeded to Castlereagh-street, where we expected to find between Batlmrst and
]tsq.
Liverpool streets some of those cite;, p lodging-houses where cast al lodgers are reecived and accommodated for
'tIme night at low Intel, but found tl at the character of that neighbourhood has completely altered within the
h Dec., iSt o. last few years, and tIme l,oi
I ses iv), id i used to be cheap lodgi.i mg-lIo]Ises are I lOW, for the most part, let to
respectable families at it weekly rem tt,d. This was the result of our inqinr]es, and they were confirmed by
the statements of it Mr. Irons, it resn-hent in the locality for sixteen years, to whom we applied for infonuation. We found only it few houses of slightly questional,le cli;, ,-acter. Not l,uvi, ig found what we set on t to
look for we proceeded to inspect some of the lanes and courts leading out of Castlereaglm-street.; we, however,
resolved to visit for the future Ihlices of this description by t.lay-tithe, when it is easier to ol,taijt admittance
and to obtain all necessary pt-tic lain.
At 141, Eli-zahieth-st,-eet is a rely old dilapidated brick building, uninhabited, a the windows witlmont
glass, antI covered almost all over with placards. This is at the i-ear of the .Albion Hotel," at the corner of
(Jastlereagli and Market streets. The ownerslnp of this property we were told is disputed.
Nos. 345, 343, and 341, Castlereaglm-street, brick houses, have all the old-fashioned ventilation, otherwise they are in gem! order.
We next inspected Qahliott and Christie's Buildings, also in Ca.stlereaghi-street, which consists of five
houses, three of brick in one blook, and two weatlierboard buildings rented at is, and 6s. a week—Bay,
agent. ilere too we found the old-faslaoned sash ivim id ows, and no ventilation at the back of the houses
there are no back yards to these houses at all. Upon entering at the back of No. 345, out of Galliott and
Christie's yard, we found a shed used as a hoot manufactory. i.t is built of bricks in timber frames ; attached
to it was it shed full of leather and rubbish. In the back room of the house, on the grorna! (loot-, the ceiling
had gIven way it had consisted of papem-. All these houses were very dtrty, and tIme)' require a good (leal of
repat.rmng.
Ave went thie]m to South's Buildings, which cowpnse three houses, containing two rooms, attic, and
kitchen, with a .smnall yard behind ; old-fashioned ventilation as before. Those houses were occupied by
mechanics, and let at Os. week. To our gm-eat surprise the tenants declared that they were quite cornfortalde, and had no fault whatever to find with the landlord.
No, 351, C:mstlerea.gh-street, a peculiar looking weatherboard b3iilding, att,-acted our attention and we
inspected it. We lea,-ne,l that this building was it public-house forty-five years ago. it contains four rooms
and kitchen, and is now tIe property of Mrs. Aikeit, and let at 15s. a week. Considering the antiquity of
the louse it is in fair condition, but the large plot of ground in which it and Nm. 353 and 355 stand is
worthy of better buihdrngs.
No. 3-55 is a wooden shanty, at present empty ; it was formerly occupied by Mrs. Bird, who owns the
cot, rt belt itd it. In this court or lane are tl roe tveatlierboaril houses. The lit-st to the right has two rooms
on time gm-oimncl floor it has no ventil;mtiom, at tie back, and the roof hieing corrugated iroll the l,eat must be
very oppressive. 'I'hmc second house appears to be constructed of cornmgatcd iron, but is so discoloured with
must and dirt that it is dillicu It to say of what material it is coimiposed. The sides of tI 'is house ate nased
dout 2 ft, from the ground on wooden supports which are totting away fast ;a.tteched to it a. room of
wood with iron roof used its it kitchen ; there is plenty of ventilation here as the window has been removed
bodily. The tltim-d louse in this lane is built of brick with zinc roof; it contains two rooms and it kitchen
and is let at Ss. ii week ; the kitchen is in very bad condition, the door-posts being so rotten that if a si]igle
brick were to be d spliced the whole armangentc9mt would fall to the ground.
This was the last place we visited, the greater portion of our tune ltaviimg h.een consunmed it, travelling
over grou ad in seat-cit of cheap lodging-Imonses.
\re tetmirned at 1120 ]).to.
G. F. Psnsey,

Personal
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Personal Inspection
By No. 2 Sub-Connaittee.
l"IFTEFNTH Dxy, Moxnav, DucEMnsn 20, 1875.
li#j-laiie's bet,veeu &'eonj and Pd t thccts, jrrni. Jit,tlmrst-thcc/. to JArerpooi-strcet.
21.5. Di-. Danseq gave evidence on behalf of himself and Mr. Palmer, as follows

-

Met the Mayor at the Tow-n Hall at 1 o'clock and piuceedel, acconipanied by Const4tl,le \IiCy, to G. F. Dnnsey,
inspect some of the by-lanes -and courts leading front Coot-go-street to Pitt-street, between Bat.hurst nd
Live-pool streets.
We first irent to \\Ti Imot-strect, where we found on the riht-hand side it. corrugated iron
lIDec., in
a tiled roof used as a joinery ; dimensions, 16 x 10 ft., in a very dila1i.htted state. rented at I Os. pciweek, and belonging to Modiii, who lives in the prenu sea fiotting G eoi-ge-sl reel. On the salle side of the
street there are six lu-ink houses, with a weatherboa.rd latildi Iig at the hottoi a of the lane, used as a closet,
tuid sniell i ng very oilbnsi vely, although the water is 1, ii on.
The first house, belonging
t o 11 oi-deni, is in very bad repair i tteriially, and is fitted up with the oldIhshioned ventilation. The next house has it ver,uidah in it i nost tottering condition, as if it must
i itch
headlong into the street with the sill, Ilest impetus. The occupant told its that lie did not crc about lepa irs,
as it answered lam very well for a \Voiksho1). This house contains seven l-oonn, and is rented at 20s. er week
I
—Moditti, owner. There are also fifteen brick houses in this street belonging to M'Nah,, which appear to he
in fair eider. Leading out of Wihnot lane or street is ltoxburgh-place, which eoli.ipiiseS iliac houses—six OIL
the southern side and three at right angles to them, on th0 opposite side. For the use of these nine
houses there are three closets at the end of the court, connected w-ithi cisterns, lint in very i.liity condition.
Each house contains two rooms, and is rented at 7s. per week ventilation very imperfect, there being
no back windows ; owners or agents, Bluck and Steel. No. 5in this row is tenanteil by a Chinanein (Alt
Lee) who lives entirely alone and slmns all compa ky, in order to have the in' disputed possession of the
promises. At No. 6 we found the coiling falling dow-n, but the house was otherwise very clean. Three Young
girls live here, who stay with Mi-s. Cavanagh alias Wihnot, the occupant, at least so we were infornied, lintwhether the number of ijunates is occasionally increased we could not ascertain as t]i e family were not at
home. The next house, rented at 5s. 11cr week, was occupied by another Chiiaunan (Alt Sani), who also
appeared to appreciate the charms of solitude, as he lived entirely alone. His place was very clean, and
there was 110 evidence that opnnn-smolcing was one of his failings. No one was at home at No. 9, and we took
the liberty of peeping into the front room, in which we saw one broken table, one broken chair, and one chair
not broken, and 110 other article of furniture, except art imposing picture of Whittington over tI, e fire-place,
in wIne1' that illustrious ijiclividual was represented with it caipet-bag and walking-stick slung over his
shoulder, trudging along the highway to London to seek his fortune. All these houses have the old-fasli ioiied
sash windows in front, and no windows at all at ti3O back. There are 110 back yards a.ttael oil to them, Iiitcl
but a liniited space in froi it. The three houses at the coiner are also deficient in back yards and back willdows, these accessories to ventilation not having been comprised in the ,u'chiteeture of itoxburgli-piuce. One
resident had however inaii;tged to support life nuder these distressing conditions for twenty-eight years.
We inspected Stewart's cedar yards, facing Pitt-street, which, considering the quantity of tiniboi- and
milan niable material in them, are in dangerous pl-ox.ini tv to a number of houses in ease of fire.
We then pi-oceeded to Yeend's.flnililings-_--there,u-e two places of this name ; the first consists of
three brick and sli ingle houses, th e windows all in front and having the old-fashioned sashes. For these
houses, and for two others in Pitt-street, at the back, each occupied by a family, there are two closets.
l'licse closets have infl-s but the taps do not work. The rent of these houses is Cs. per week. The two
houses t-efei'i'ed to as icing in Pitt-street, are N os. 427 and 429. and contain each two rooms and it kitchen.
Over the kitchen
of 429, wlnc]i has a -zinc roof, is ,t ternporn'y erection of timber to protect it from the euibets
of the sun. r11110 floor of the kitelnn at No. 427 is in a vei-y bad state of repair. These two houses stand
back, front Pitt-street, and are i'eaehied by all a scent of seven steps to the front door.
The othiei.- Ycend's Buiidings is lower dowii. At the ivest end of the yard is a two-roomed weatherboat-d house occupying about 16 ft. x 12. The ceilings of the rooms are made of paper, which allows the lain
when it does fall to conic in freely tent, Cs. per week. On the north side therearc a couple of two-rooed
m
brick houses, also rented at Cs. ; then tJ tern, is-another weatherboard house with three rooms, rented at 8s.
The yards in this place were very dirty. We found two 01)011 closets at the foot of the court, and wet-c
told by the inmates that every morning they had to tui-ii it mail and woman out of each of the.m.
Non. 439, 441, an,l 443, Pitt-street. are two-roomed houses belonging to Mr. Bn.y, arid have all the
ol d-fasl noned yen tihati on.
Crossing over to the other side of Pitt-street, we went to .382 and claimed admission at the frontdooi-,
upon T'lnchi it Clii llama Ii poppett his head eli t of the Tipper window and said his name was Chancy Hung, and
he could not come down to let us in, as lie was not allowed to do so by it Jew lodger, who lived on the ground
floor and kept the door locked. The first floor of this louse at the lack being cii a. level with the ground,
in consequence of the excavations having been conducted On all eeononncal scale, we managed to effect all
entrance into the celestial region on tho first floor, which we found in It yen' bad state of repair, and very
iuperfeetiv ventilated. Tue dnun in the yard of this Ii ouse, although connected with the sewer, had no
trap, ;u,d was in it foul and stinking condition. Mt. M'Giath, the hctter-cari-ier, is owner. At the end
of the court, standing it little hack front it, we found a closet with the water laid Oil. In one of
these houses, which, was in a vet-3' dilapidated state, the inmate said she had resided for fifteen years,
and she ho1,ed nothing would he done to it, as she had n wish to leax-e it however humble, she
appeared to thank, there "as no place like home. Owner, Andi-ews. This house, to which the tenant
was so Inuell attached, is btully ventilated with the old-faslnoned sash' window, jund the roof is by ito
means impervious to the rain, in the back room is a small window, which is such, u.n unusual feature in
houses of this description that it appears to have attracted the attention of a thief, who by means of it got
into the house a few nights ago and stole a watch,. To pre'ent any future depredations of this soi-t the oecup,u it had placed aeioss the window sovet -al il-on h,irs all inch and It half broad and h,,l f an inch thack. On
c]nerging from this yard into Pitt-street again we were struck by tI,0 'i.ppetu'n lee of it ioou' built over the
riglit-o'-way leading into the street. It'ajpcaved to be in the act of falling down, ,mtd we did not -attempt to
enter
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G. F. Dansey, enter it. Possibly, however, this aliparelit instability was ony another peculiarity in the alchitocturo of this
hsq.
locality.
Nos. 318 and 319, Pitt-street, also belong to Mr. ,Aiidrews, contain four looms, and are iii such a
17 Dr irr
dilapidated state in all respects, that they ought to be removed.
Crossing Pitt-street again, we went to '[J]uon-lanc, and inspected two cottages built of weatlterhoutI,
with shingle roof, containing one row a and one kitchen each—in such a• nil ions condition that they ought
to he pulled down. These shanties obtain it rental of 59. per week each there is it closet lint no cistern.
Owners, Hardy and Mitcliel I.
Nos. 20 and 22, on the right hand side of this street, each contain two rooms besides kitchen and
tuttle, and rent at Ss. per week. Owner, Wiikhire, They are ía equally tumble-down condition. Herein place
of it closet there is only a common privy. The other houses in Union-street do not require any special notice.
We returned at 630 pii•

JVEDYESDA iç 22 DECE2IJJER, 1875.
G. F. DANSEY, ESQ.,
B. PALMER, ESQ,

Th B. READ, Esq.,
M. CHAPMAN, ESQ.,

HoN. JOHN SMITH, M.D., ML.C., IN THE CIIAUt.
Personal Inspection of Sydney Watch-houses.
By Dr. READ and the CiLAIJuMAN.

Dr. Read gave evidence on behalf of himself and Profesot. Smith as follows
Met the Chairjnan by appointment in the Board room, at 10 o'clock on the morning of Tuesday, 21t

B. B. Bent
iiastaiit, and proceeded to inspect the \Vatch-liousc at the Cuniherland-street Police Station.
Beg.
The site of this watch-house is by far too sivall, aint the ventilation very imperfect; what ventilation
22 Dec., 1875. there was orighudly having been completely cut oft' by the wall of adjoining buildings, erected -since the
watch-house was constructed. At the time of our visit the cells had all been cleaned out and were perfectly
empty. They were, therefore, seen at their best ; but there was no disguising the fact that they were still
very offensive. They do not get a sufficient quantity of f"esh air to purify them. Here we inspected a closet
which, although constantly flushed with water, gives forth a most disgusting stench. It is evidently notlnmig
more than all old eesspit with a seat constructed over it.
We saw quite enough of this lock-up to enable its to confirm in every pam-ticular the description given
of it by No. 2 Sub-Committee.
We next went to the central Police Station in George-street. lid-c we were informed by the
sergeant lit charge that the overcrowding witnessed by No. 1. Sub-Comamittee during their visit to the place
on the 5th inst., was considerably exceeded on the night of Sunday last when, instead of fourteen females
being crowded into No. 6 cell, which is only 11 ft. 6 in. x 8 ft. 6 in,, there were no less than seventeen
unfortunate women locked up in it, two of them having children with them of the respective ages of about
4 and 2 yeai-s. This gives just 5 feet floor space to each inmate without allowing any for the children.
We were further informed that this is by no means an unusual occurrence, both with regard to the nuinbem- of
womemi cooped up in such a confined space, and the fact that children of tendor ages have frequently to go
through the same ordeal. At present there is no other provisomm, the accoinniodatiomu bermig altogether
inadequate to the requirements of the place. Thet-e was also a lunatic looked up here on Monday night—that
is to say, it ni-an who was supposed to he of unsound mind—locked up for protection. He was placed in a cell by
himself, but as it is impossible to say what 1mliase of lunacy may be developed in such oases, or whether it may
take a suicidal tendency, it is obvious that very little pm-otection is afforded in such cells as we have described.
it appeals that it peisomi at-rested on the ground of lunacy cannot be sent to the Receiving-house until he
has been examined by two medical men and before two Justices of ti,e Peace.
The demands upon the space at the Central Police Station are evidently fat' greater than, the capabilities of the place. The same remark applies to the offensive odour pi-oceetling from the different cells
at this lock-up on Tuesday, when we visited it, after they had been thoroughly washed and deane,! out,
They were not all empty when we went there, for in the female-s cell (No. 6) there were six women, who told
us—I use their own words—that "they were famished for a breath of tilt" We oom-rohoirute the evidence
given on the state of this watch-imouse by No. 1 Snb-Comnnttee.
We proceeded thence to the Parnunatta-street Station, and our mnspection of that lock-ui) quite confirmed the impression given by the-evidence of the Simb-comnuttee.
'We returned at 1 p.m.

.FRIDA); JANUARY 7, 1876.
13rtcitt

R. B. READ. Esç.,

G. F. DANSEY, Esq.,

M. CHAPMAN, ESQ.,

B. PALMER, E5Q.

lIoN. JOBN SMITH, M.D., ILL.C., IN TUB CHAIR,
Personal Inspection
By No. 1 Sub-Committee.
FIFTEENTH DAY, TUESDAY, 21 DEemnmnEmu, 1875.

Ro we-st reef or Brovglutnu-plaee--continu ed.
hi. Clmapnwii gave evidcnce on behalf of himself and Dr. Bead, as follows :—
Met at the City Club at 4 o'clock on Tuesday, 21st instant, and proceeded, accomnpo-nied by Sergeant
Al. C!mapman,
Esq.
Larkins, to inspect the north side of Rowe-street, formerly Brouglmamn-place.
The first house we inspected—No. 2—was it four-roomed hm'ick huimling—Stuam't, owner. Va.ugli:(n,
7 Jan., 1876. who is the agent or lessee, sublets it. The front roomu on the ground floor—i fl, x 14 feet and 9 feet high,
- let
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let at 4s. a week—w,ts occupied by an old man and woman we foitnil it very close, badly ventilated, and 31. Chapman,
Esq.
the walls much broken. 'J'lie back rouiii, which was much iii a stiitilatr state, was let to a blind woman at
3s. Gd. ; the, passage and staircase very filthy, and in mid repair. The. front coon' mi1,-stairs--let at 4s. Gd.—
just as badly ventilated, and the occupant complained of the Si] flhcatiiig I teit at Itight. 'I'l,e back room— Jiro
letat 3s. Gd—was occupied by a fm,uterer, his wife, an d two cl,ildrtm,, luil was equally deficient in ventilation.
No. 4—Forbes, owner— is lit at I Is. it week to 31rs, Aikimi, who suldets. 'ulic front room downst,tii's—let at øs., and occupied liv it loan tiid u'OluIflU— .li'itS VOy iiIt]i', badly veittilitt&'d. and \'er3- much
out of repair the back room—let it 4s. —and also occupied by it Ilian and Woman, was ut a still worse
state of repaw, and positively d;ntgeromts to five i t,; the ceding actually tumiduig down. This i'ooiti
cont-uned a heap of firewood, at ci iriuitity of oldclothes, which apparently served as bedding, a tub of
stinking soapsuds, sumdm'y other articles for household use., and hit ad libitum. The tenant of the front
room up-stan's was out, and the door was locked. TIre back room mip'stairs--let at 3s. Gd. it week—only
11! x 8, feet, and very badly ventilated, was occupied by a. malt mud woman with three children ; it was
in a wretchedly filthy state, and very mitch out of repair; the pimssage and stan-case \-e,'y filthy; walls and
ceilings broken down ; yard, 1:3 x SA- feet, dirty and badly drained tenants comiiitlaiit that pho landlord will
do notltiig.
No. 6—Forbes owner—agent or lessee, M'Coi-niack—rented at I Is. a week and sublet. The front
room down-stairs—i 0), x 1.1 ft.. let at 5s. a week- —was very filthy and out of repair. 'I'his 160,a was occupied
I my five persons, male Arid female—the yomungest 1*ui tg a girl of I7 yea i-s of age. Si] elm a small apartment
wommid offer but very cauithted acconmmodatiomr for five pet-soils even in it cold country, and Stipposilig it to be
unused and ventilatediv lay but when it is ruiderstooti that the whole indoor life of five adults is spent in
such a limited space, tuiti that all their belongings in the shape of furniture, cook rag utensils, and honselt old
app1 in uces, as we] I as firewood, are crowdec I with in the four walls. and that. there is: ji ii other place for
em mokinir and washing, it will he seen how essentially necesso iv to tlt e ,i-eset'v,,tion of hi-alt], ale thorough
cleanliness and free ventilation, iuoitl,e,r of which requLsites were present. Ott mmmtkiuig inquiries next door
we were positively informed that occasionally nine or ten persons sieep 'ii that root,, it night in fact the
neighbours called our pam.-ticular attention to tire disgraceful state of overcrowding in that particular apartment—and when the inhabitants of Rowe-street themselves complain of overci-owding, the fact niity be
accej ited 'vi thont flu rtlier evidence. The back room down-stait-s. let at 4s. a week, was in at tuml'ledown eondition, close, and filthy; it was occupied by it man and his dog. The front room up-stairs, let at 5s. a week,
was occupied by three Germans, and altliomtgli clean was i-err much, overcrowded, its dimensions hieing
14 x 11 ft., considering that half the a-vadlable space was filled intli firewood, cooking utensils, tubs, old clothes,
,to., besides it box of very suspicious looking fruit, -md that there was scarcely any ventilation. The back room, let at 4s. and occupied by a woman, was just as close and much dirtier ; walls and ceilings mnch
broken passage and staii-case filthy and very much out of repair yard, 6 ft. 10 in. x 13 ft. 6 iii., very
badly thuined, and contaun]lg a- quantity of dirty soa.pstmils and a lot of old bricks ; its usual, an ohdnrate
landlord and no prospect of repairs.
No. 8—F,urell owner—rented at 13s. a week I ty Vaughan, who sublets. The front room on the
ground floor, 11 x fl ft, is let to it barren-man at 4s. Gd. a week; back room, 10 x S& ft.., let at 3s. Gd. a
week; and there are two rooms up-stan-s of similar dimensions, obtaining the same rental. All these rooms
are in a wretched state of repair, the walls and ceiling falling to pieces. One of the tenants told its that
nothing had been done in the ivay of cleaning or repairs for seven years. In the tipper back room, which
is 11 ? x. 8* ft., and rented at 3s. Gd. per neek-t lives a Juan named Sl,ea-, with his son and two daughters,
aged 16 and 12. These four persons all eat, drink, hive, cook, and sleep in this miserable little hole, which,
besides being out of repair, is filthy, close, and badly ventilated. We were credibly informed that Shea,
who is employed in the Botanical Gardens, earns 2 guineas per week, and his son los., a.nud that one of the
girls wltemi she is not out of place gets 6s. These people ought to he compelled to seek healthier qmmartors.
The yard attached to this house is 14 ft. x 6 ft. 10 in., very filthy and badly drained ; the water-closet supplied with cistern, but time closet itself iii at tiumnbledown condition—a uunsemamlule dirty bole, with it doorway
only 4- ft. 10 inches high.
No. 10 belongs to the Treeve's Estate. It is occupied by six persons, md is taletimhhy clean, but the
yard was very filthy, and the water-closet in a tunable-down condition.
No. I 2—Desinond owner—is rented at 1 3. a- week. The front room of this house, which is about
10 x 12 feet, is occupied as a shop, in which are expased for sale a few sickly-looking cabbages, fruit, pipes,
and the usual stock in trade of a small green-gt-oeem'. The shop-keeper hi-es in a littleback room in which
his lungs must be tested to the utmost, as there is i-cry little inirress for au'. Up-stairs the front room is let
at Cs. a week, and the tenants were out. A small back room is let at 4s. This house was in a filthy state
a-nd badly ventilated, the stair-ca.s-e broken, and out the londing a heap of huntamn exereta some (lays old the
yard C ft. 2 in. wide and very filthy; the closet without water.
No. 14 belomugs to the Treeve's Estate, and is let at lOs. a week to Mrs. Bose, who sublets it. Altltoimglm
this house has been lately papered, and was much cleaner that-n many otlieiu we visited, it must he very
uncomfortable in consequence of its imperfect ventilation and smoky ciuimnevs.
No. iC—Petersen owner—is rented at 12s.,-t week by Lake, French polisher, who sublets it. The
front room on the gmioummd floor is used as a Congregational meeting-house, and the back room is let it 3s. it
week ; the tenants of this room were not at home, lip-stairs there are two rooms, let at 4s. amid 3s. Gd. a
week, one occupied by an old woman and her cats, and the other by it sick womnan--bmotlm i-cry close and
utnwliolesomo.
No. 18 was occupied by a- polmeinan and his family, and seemed very clean; we did not examine it.
No. 20 is owned by Mrs. Brown, and sublet. The front m-ooin on the ground floor, which is I1 x 10!,
feet, let at 5s. a week, was very close and badly ventilated ; it was occupied by four persons, who eat and
drink, cook and sleep, and carry on all their household arrangements within it. When we visited it it was
waslmimmgay; there was a large fire and the heat was almost unbearable. The back room is let to a single
woman at 4s, a week. The two rooms np-stairs are occupied by the lessee, who has four grown-lip children
living with her ; they seem respectable, but they can hardly he hicalthy in such overci-owded and badly
ventilated quarters.
No. 24 is also owned by Mrs. Brown, and let at lBs. a week. It is occupied by a hu-ieklayer's
laborer, who has a family of ten children. It is tolerably clean, but is wretchedly deficient in ventilation.
76—F [No. 11.1
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No. 26 also belongs to Mrs. Brown. The front room on the ground floor, which is 11 ft. x 12 ft., and
M. Ohapmau,
]t sq.
9 ft. high, is occupied by four persons. The back room belongs to the hottle-waslier referred to in our last
report. Up-stairs the front room rented at Ge. a week is occupied by an engraver, and is very ditty and badly
an., 1 7G. ventilated. TIto furniture in this room consists of an old sofa, with at heap of something which looked like
beddmg on it, a work-bench, some tin pots, and a few odds and ends. The place looked very forlorn and
nüserablc. The landlord who went up-stairs with us seemed impressed with the genius of his lodger, and
accounted for the poverty of his surroundings by informing its that he was fond of 8 drop. The back room
uj -s-ta as, 11 x 9 ft., and 7- ft. high, is let at Sc. a week to an old fruit woman, who lives there with her dog,
it dirtt, sour-visaged, broken-haired, ugly-looking bi.-utc, who put his head ott one side and barked at its with
one eye open as we entered into the room. Upon asking the woman if he would bite, she looked at him
with an air of intense aflbction, and said it was only his play. This house differed in no respect from the
others we have noticed in reird to filth and had ventilation. Indeed, I fear that we have been able to
convey but a faint impression of the actual state of overcrowding in Rowe-street, our inspection of which
ended bern. The number of human beings crowded into small rooms under one roof; and the absence of any
proi-isioii for the passage of fresh air, the fact that the yards are so small that the tenants are obliged to take
their firewood up with them, to say nothing of the dilapidated state of the moldings from top to bottom,
should be suIlicieut to show the necessity of some sanitary regulation which would reach audi cases It is not
too much to say that these tenements do not offer even moderate accommodation for half the number of
people living iii them.
Two things struck its forcibly during our inspection of this place—the intusital amount of dirt and
the number of neglected children idling about the door-steps—children who, if allowed to grow up without
education, will only live to swell the dangerous classes of society. At any moment of the day, look whichever
way you may, you can count from fifteen to twenty children. This spot is in itself a strong argument in
favor of ragged schools and the compulsory system.
We next went to Payne's Buildings in Phillip-street---owner, Goold. The first house on the south side,
built of stone and containing two rooms, 13 x 10 ft. and 84 ft. high, is rentcd at 8s. a week, and is occupied by
prostitutes it is ha.11y ventilated, there being no opening in the back wall. One of the occupants tried very
hard to make inc a prhsoncr in her room, and I had not only to exert all my strength but to summon Larkins
to the rescue. The next honse,whieh is abont the same size, rents at lOs. a week, and is also badly ventilated;
six persons live in it. There are five other houses of the same style in this court, the character of which the
agent—Tliorncroft---appears to have endeavoured vainly to improve. He has allowed two of them to remain
empty in order toget rid of the objeetionahie characters who frequent it, but so far his efforts have been fruitless. The houses have been whitewashed, but front their faulty construction they cannot be healthy, as no
current of air can pass through them ; the floors are damp and there is a sickening smell all over the place.
At the entrance into this court from Phillip-street there is a weatherboard cottage containing four rooms and
a kitchen belonging to the same owner, and let at 20s. a week, which is a brothel. Tile front room is 121 x 1 l- ft.
and 6* ft. high, and there are three other rooms about the same size, all badly ventilated, and in a wretched
state of repair. At the back is a weathe.rboard building, originally intended for.a kitchen but now used as a
bed-room and requiring a sniallet' premium for admittance. We looked into it, which was not difficult as
there was no door, and saw that it contained an old bedstead and bedding, and that the floor was very much
broken ; the closet in the yard emitted it frightful stench. The house ml the iloIthi side of the entrance is
also a wcatherboard building of similar description, and also a brothel, rented at 20s., but containing a spare
room—a very sparc room, 51 x 4 k ft., containing an equally spare bed. Nothing could exceed the filthy and
disreputable appearance presented by the yards of these two houses; dirty old rags, portions of cast-away
clotlnng scattered about in all directions ; 110 attempt to preserve an appearance of ordinary cleanliness or
decency. There can be no doubt from the character of the occupants that these houses are at tinnes very
much overcrowded.
We concluded our (lay's inspection at 1 o'clock,

Personal Inspection
By No. 1 Sub-Committee.
STxTEEic'rn DAY, WEDNESDAY, 29 DEcEMBEP, 1875.

Robin .ffood-lane and .Rainilton-street.
248. Mr. C'hapwan gave evidence on behalf of himself and Dr. Read as follows
Met DiV. Read and Sergeant Larkins at the City Club at half-past 2 o'clock on Wednesday, 29th
31. Chapman,
instant, and proceeded to inspect Robin Hood.lane and ilamilton-street, off New Pitt-street, Fronting
sq.
Hamilton-street is a brick house, No. 5, containing two rooms, and let at Ss. a week—Grcer, lessee or
7 Jan., 1876. agent. The front room is 12 x 11 ft., and the inner room 12 x 9 ft., both 81 ft. high. This house is
occupied by Widow Ryan, a washerwomaa, whose husband was drowned at the Albion Wharf about six
months ago. This poor woman was lying sick in bed; she has six children living with her in these two
rooms. The house is 3 ft. below the level of the street, and is about as worn out and badly ventilated a
tenement as could well be found; it is covered with iron which appears to have been tarred, and it makes
the place frightfully hot as well as stinking. This tenant states that she has been living there five or
six years, and that the agent has refused either to repair or clean out the premises.
The next house, No. 6, also containing two rooms, and let at Ss. a week—Grecr, agent—is 8 ft. 6
in. below the level of the street, and is cqilallv hot and badly ventilated. It was oecppied by a man,
woman, and two children. The woman, who was sick in bed, told us that she felt quit8 faint from the
heat of the place. These tenements appear to have been originally four-roomed houses, which the greed of
the owner has induced to subdivide by closing up the doorway connecting them, so that they now represent
four two-roomed tenements, two fronting Hamilton-street, and two fronting a court off Robin Hood-lane
at the back.
The result of this subdivision is that the tenants in the two first-mentioned cottages have their
yard accommodation cut off, and have to go round the court off Robin Hood-lane to the closet, a wretched
filthy looking place, which does duty for ten houses.
The
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The two cottages, facing the court just mentioned, originally the portion of houses fronting M. Chapmn,
Esq.
Hamilton-street, are of similar size and rented at 7s, a week, and are very hot and badly ventilated—Grew',
agent.
No. 10 is occupied by it mail named Parker, a woman, and six children, who have lived there for Jan., 1876.
eighteen months. The children all look very sickly. rillie man is a lumper and has been fifteen weeks
out of employment in consequence of the strikes by the Union men. This place was very damp, the
moisture rises from the foundation and in rainy 'veather is very striking and olYensive. No wonder the
children are sickly. The family appear to be very poor, and this wretched hovel to be the best accommodation they can afford.
The adjoining house theing the court, which was also originally a part of No. (i, Hamilton-street, is
similar in all respects ; it was occupied by it washcrwoniau and two other persons At the time of our
visit she had a large fire in the room and a boiler with cloth'es on. The roof was covered wiLh iron which
had been tarred, and under the hot sun the heat inside must be terrible. Here again the tenants complain
that the damp rises from the floor and makes them sick. There is no proper provision for drainage. tiust
immediately under the window of the bedroom, and not 3 ft. from it, is a large hole apparently without any
trap, which receives it greater portion of the drainage from this and the adjoining yards. From this hole
flows under the houses a stream of filth, carrying with it fever, sickness, and disease. The stench from the
neighbourhood of this drain is something frightful. Close by, but on the next property, there is it heap
of yard rubbish, the accumulation of years, as high as the eaves of this house, which sends forth a most
offensive smell and yet so suffocating is the temperature in No. 6, that the tenant said she preferred to
sleep with the window open, directly in face of this nuisance, to suffering the heat inside. The question is
literally one between slow poison and suffocation. This poor woman, who is very intelligent, when
informed of the object of our visit exclaimed—' Thank. God somebody has taken the matter in hand, and
not before it was needed.'
There was evidence in one .or two flower.pots about the yard of her
desire to have things clean and tidy about her; but cleanliness, as well as health, is absolutely impossible
in such a wretched hole.
Robin Hood lane consisis of five houses, four of which, like those we have just- described, originally
had four rooms each, but are now divided into two-roomed tenements. Those fronting Robin Hood lane
are without any yard ; the other portion of the division, fronting a lane or court at the back. Underjieat]i the whole of these houses is a large cellar, which was at one time connected with an old weatherboard building fronting George-street, occupied as a ltecfif\ -ing Distillery some years ago. i can recollect
the seizure of on illicit still which was at work there. This cellar does not appear to be used, except as
It receptacle for all the drainage and filth of Robin Hood lane, and other places. The tenants complain
very much of this nuisance. During our visit we saw a woman empty a large tub of soap-suds into it, and upon our speaking to her about it she said-- We alwaysdoes it; we have no other place." This
cellar cannot be less than 40 yards long, and we could only suppose that the drainage which goes into it
percolates into the Tank Stream, as it does not seem to get full and overflow into the gutters. This
nuisance is it very serious one, since it affects every one in the neighbourhood, except apparently the
landlord.
No. 4 in Robin Hood lane is it two-roomed brick tenement, rented at Ss. a week— Ureer, agent.
The outer room is lift. x ii ft., and 8 ft. high, and the inner room 13 ft. x 8 ft., and the same height.
This house was in a wretched state of repair, terribly close, and filthy in the extreme, besides swarming
with vermin ; about as bad in fact as well could be described. It was occupied by women of the lowest
type, who were more or less drunk and stupid; nevertheless they managed to complain of the sickening
stench of the cellar referred to, especially at night; and as there are no openings in the backwalls of any
of the houses of this class, the wonder is that people can sleep in them at all in hot weather. The above
description applies generally to Nos. 2 and 3 Robin Hood lane.
No. 1,—a weatherboard four-roomed house, and rented at 13s. a week—agent, Greer—was occupied
by an electro-plater, and used as it workshop ; it was in a frightful state of dilapidation; very filthy and
unhealthy. The cobwebs fell in festoons from the walls and ceilings, and the room was crowded with all
sorts of odds and ends, until it looked like an old curiosity shop.
The three houses at the back, originally portions of the houses which I have just been describing, in
Robin flood lane, are now separate tenements, containing two rooms, 13k x 11 ft. and 8 1 x 11 ft. respectively and 8 ft. high. The first of these was occupied by a labourer, his wife, another woman, and four
children—seven persons in all, it was equally close and badly ventilated, there being no opening in the
partition which subdivides this property; through the lower sash of one solitary window only can a breath
of air enter the room. The roof is out of repair, and the rain pours through it. One of the women said
to us—" We try to keep ourselves clean, but it is almost too much for us." 'She said, also.—" That the
stench at night was sometlnng frightful."
The next house is a tenement of the same size and style—Greer. agent. The door was opened to
its from the outside by a little boy of about 5 years old. On the floor of one of the rooms, with a few old
rags about them, were two drunken mcmi, in about as filthy a state as human beings could well be. Their
faces were reeking with perspiration from the heat of the i-oem, and were literally black with flies. To say
that the place was filthy and stinking, and entirely without ventilation, is to give but a faint picture of the
repulsive aspect it presented. The"()-was no furniture, except an old chest and a few rags scattered about.
The next house (samue size and rent, same ageat) was occupied by a man, woman, and two children;
the woman said they were obliged to live there, in order to be near her husband's work she complained that
her children were always ill from the heat and stench of the place, and that the back wall by winch these
houses are subdivided, being only a wooden partition, she was compelled to listen daily to the coarse and
disgusting language of' some disorderly characters who lived in the house at the back, which she said was
horrible at times," We condoled with this poor woman in her anxiety to free her children from such
evil influences, and could only express it hope that this property would soon be ptmlled down and rebuilt
the allotment is it valuable one, and close to the Exchange.
We next visited Abercremnbie-lane, oft George-street North,. At the back of the lane is an old
four-roomerl weatherboard building. We asked who I he i'genl was, mmml were lull N r. ]\l:mnniug,
solmeitom. The front room CLl the ground floor is 12 x 12 ft. and S Ii. high; and time hack room,
12 x
ft. They are occupied by a man, womau, and live children, and so out of repair as to be
scarcely tenantable, very filthy wid badiv von tilated. We Ionic the rooms low n-st ii pa as it sam pie
of
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The tenant a working man, when
M. Chapman, of them all, and did not penetrate into the upper regions.
Esq.
we asked how he could live in such a place, said—' I am a poor man and can't aflbrd anything better." I
7JauitG could not help thinking what a blessing it would be if the railway extension into the city wore made the
means of removing some of these unfortunate fhmilies into a more healthy locality. Speedy legislation of
some sort is absolutely necessary.
The next house was also a weatherboard tumble-down tenement, containing four roouis, renting at
ös. a week, same agent, and occupied by three or four men, fruit-sellers. I have no other terms to use in
describing this wretched hovel, except those which 1 have almost worn threadbare—wretched, filthy, and
stinking. At the back is another wooden shanty. rented by the tenant of this house; which was, however,
so iluch worse in its capability of resisting the elements that the occupants had actually erected a tent:
inside it to protect them from the sun and rain; a few mats constituted all the furniture and all the
bedding.
The whole of this properly and its su,'roundings are disgus/inq in the extreme. There is a filthy watercloset without water, old bricks and rubbish scattered about everywhere.
The owners of these premises should visit and inspect them personally, and blush with shame for
allowing such a fever den to exist in the heart of The city.
Still in Abererombie-laite, we inspected it two-roomed brick tenement with a skillion kitchen
attached to it, occupied by a Mr. Mackay, rented at Ss, a week (Greer agent:, Mrs. Simmons owner). The
rooms below stairs are 9 x 9 ft. and 7 ft. high ; kitchen very small yet this place forms a home for a man
and his wife and five children; there is no ventilation, and the building is in a tmnble.down eonditiou.
Mackay's wife is a %%asherwoman, and the ground floor apartment was crowded with dirty clothes; the
family all sleep up-stairs, where in summer time they must be almost suffocated. The yard, which is used
by four other houses, is very filthy ; there is an open eesspit in the centre, apparently without trap ; into
a hole near it is running a stre;nu of filth issuing from an opening 2 x 2 ft. under l'eate and ilarcourt's
store, supposed to take it., source somewhere at the top of Jamieson.street, The closet stank so frightfully
that we could scarcely think it possible for any person to go into it and shut the doorafter them.
This horrible nuisance is in itself enough to poison the atmosphere of the whole neighbourhood.
The next house (owner Mrs. Sitnurons, Greer agent) was occupied by Mrs. Fitzgerald, it washerwoman, who pays Ss. a week it is the same size -is the previous one, and as badly ventilated and unwholesome. When we arrived the tenant was plying her vocation, and had a large boiler on the fire. On the
subject of repairs she told us that she had lived there for four years, and that the agent had never put a
hand to it during that time. She added that whenever she applied to him lie always gave her the same
answer, " If you don't like it you can leave it:." This description will apply in every respect to the next
house, occupied by Mrs.ahoy
Mne(Greer agent) and obtaining the same rent. Mrs. Mahoney said she had
lived here twenty i-e;us, and Fad paid rent to several agents, but this one was the "worst of the lot."
She also told us that she had buried her husband and several children from this place, and supposed she
should be taken away herself some day or other.
The next house is the same size and in the same condition; it is rented by ityan, a cab-driver, at
7s. a week (G-reer agent). The scene which was exposed to our view in tins hovel almost baffles
description. The evils of intemperance showed themselves here in the most revolting form. Ryan, a
man about thirty years of age, and a woman, a year or two younger, who we supposed to be his wife, and
three children were in a room below stairs. The polluted condition of the atmosphere may be imagined
when it is understood that no fresh, air goes through the room, and that there were heaps of human
escreta on several parts of the floor. The mall and woman both drnnh, the latter sitting on a box with a
child in her arms ; the mother and child quite naked. A.s Nye entered she drew up an old skirt
from the floor and held it in front of her. These people were too stupefied to give us any information.
and we did not question them. The empty bottle at their side told the whole story. The furniture
consisted of an old table, a broken chair, and a box on which were a few cups and glass alongside the toni
bottle. We were rash enough to penetrate into the kitchen, and the result was that in two minutes we
were swarming with fleas. Up-stairs there was a. heap of rags, old and filthy, and what appeared to have
been once a mattress was nothing more than a bundle of rotten flock and rags. Two drunken women
were lying aslee upon it.
The last ouse we visited (Greer agent) rented at 8g. it week, and in a similar condition, was occupied
by a man named Davison and his wife, who were both half drunk.
We finished at 5 p.m., and a few minutes after I. was in a bath endeavouring to get rid of some of
the mpurities
i
to which we had been exposed.

Personal Inspection
By No. 2 Snb-Comnnttee.
SmxmzNin Ixv, TcrsDAv, 4 JANuARy, 1876.
Jl[aegirorie hl'od.
gave,
evidence
on
behalf
of
himself and Mr. Palmer is follows:—
De.
Daresy
249.
Met the Maor at the Town i-Iall at 4 pin. on Tuesday, 4th January, and proceeded, accompanied by
G. P. Dansey,
Constable Milne, to Yurong-street. Macqnam'ie Ward, The first house. 011 the left-hand side of the street
Thq.
contains two rooms cii the ground floor and three above, and is very badly ventilated, there being no
1 Jan., 1876. openings in the back wall. There are nine other houses inthis street containing four rooms each, all of which
have back and front ventilation. They are eluefly occupied by mechanics, and appear to be kept in a cleanly
state they are all comnmected with it sewer. No. 1 (owned by Burdekin). it nice-looking Gothic building,
rented at 20s. a week, is built on a triangular piece of ground against the wall of the Public School, but the
closet at the north end of the allotment is a dirty, stinking, place, close to the footpath, and so situated that
no persomi can cuter it without being seen by the occupants of the houses on the opposite side of the street.
The next house we ontem-ed was No. 18 (outed by O'Grady, of Pahner-street, rented at lQs,—a tworoomed tenement, one room below and the, other al,om-e, built of wentherboards with zinc roof. There was
nothing especially noticeable about this house, except that the water had been cut off from the closet.
In
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in No. 10 there was a pan to the closet but 110 water, and the water supplied fw. drinking purposuti G. F. Daneey,
Esq.
was laid on through leaden pipes. This house is owned by Callaghan (Gornta.n, 'gent) and renLs at 11s. a
week, having four i.'ooms.
No. 20 (owned by O'Grady, a• four-roomed house, same rent) has a]so a closet ivitliout water. The 7Jan., 16 6
drain front the yard ],as two gratings, but the apes are without traps, and emit a• most oflénsive sine] I.
We went next to Stanile-street. On the left hand, coming frontTiuung-street, is it stone house,
containing two rooms 12 x 10 ft., with windows back and front, of the class called .[risl, windows,''
which have to lie taken out bodily whenever it is necessary to make use of the aperture to admit air, or for
any other Purpose. This house, which belongs to Flanagan, of the National School, Fort-sb'eet, rents at is.
a week. There is a closet in the yard, at the end of the fence, with cistern, but exposed to all flip passersby. At the side of the house is a l'oug]m shed or stable, which is in a very duty condition.
On the i'ight hand of this street ori. lane is it two-roomed wea.therboard tenement with Zinc roof, tb.
room on the ground floor being 10 x 10 ft., ,uui the up-stairs room 1.0 x 8 ft. There is also a singularly sluiped
kitchen, 20 ft. long and 4 ft. wide. This house. which is owned by Flanagan, possesses the general fault of
bad ventilation, but is not otherwise in want of repair.
Further on isa brick building, standing off tile street, with skihion slungi
c roof, 20 x 9 ft., divided
I y a partition notmaclung to the roof into two rooms, in a very bad and dilapidated condition. 'fii
inimuates of this house have to go round into the next yard to obtain access to the closet. rIlie water is laid
tIn, but with dirt-et action.
We next inspected No. 2, Stanley-lane, which until four months ago wa.s used is a damteiig-sa]oon
for (Ito public-house at the corner, it is ft stone house with shingle roof (owner, flynn), front inoni
20 x 12 ft. and 7 ft. high. The kitchen is constructed of battens, and is in wretched 'i air; tIme closet, nit
('itt tu i,tl,le-down place am.] very offensive ; the water for drinking purposes si, p1ilied through lead pipes.
) Irs. Noonan is the occupier, and pays 5s. :i week.
The last two houses in this lane, before it joins Riley-street, aro l,uik of brick a.n..t slt'uele. hue
11 pi'r room of the first we entered wa.s destitute of anvthi
kg iii the shape of furniture, the lower Sash of the
'sm dow gone mm1 the 1 lJi]1CF one illullovabic. On the banister of the stairs were two 'illows, Semite sacl< ing.
a. few rags, and an old blanket, The walls of the room were bes,tieared with candle-smoke and grease, the
ceiling was damp with the so:ikage front the rotten shingles of the roof; and, to atic! to the discoitiflirt of, the
,l:ice, bugs were present iii legions, run tang all over the waib. The place was it, such it dirty and dilapidated
condition, as to be unfit for l,al,itattomi. The kitchen at the back was in it siltillar state the shingles elm
the roof were as iotte.ti as could he, and patched here and theme with pieces of old galvamzed iron time ceiling
nuldewed with damp, and part of the wall down. \Ve could not ascertain who the oceupmuit of this 1 louse
was ; but a.s with time exception of the bedding OIL the bamtLster above, which I have already noticed, the
furniture in it consisted of one table, one chair, and in the kitchen one saucepan and 0110 gridiron, we eanit'
to the conclusion that lie or she was living here alone witl,ou t w iv family or friends. We ascertained that
tIme house belonged to Ryan, a cooper in Clarence-street.
in the next house, which belongs to tl,e same ownei . we fou id in the upper loom Olie four-post hen
bedstead, a box, and it portmanteau. On the bedstead was a dirty sheet, but no blanketss or other bedding.
The room itself Ii x IT ft., and 7 ft, high, in this room and in this bed s1eep the oivner—Wynch, a stablekeeper—his wife, a son nine years old, a. daughter seven years, another daughter six years old, and a. baby
of eighteen months. We ventin'ed to ask where tile blankets were, and one of the cinidren said their father
had taken them to the stable in Phillip-street, where he employs men to drive buggies. Tiro absence of the
blankets is probably not of munch consequence durtng the present weather, for the teniperattu'o of time bedroom
was close almost to suffocation, there being no opening in the back wall, and no ventilation whatever. 'hiio
down-stair room was more comfortably furnished, but one of the little ones told its that they had had nothing
to eat since the day before because of "mother having been tinned out of the house by father."
We concluded our day's inspection at brent)- nii mutes to 7 o'clock.

Personal Inspecfion
By No. I Sub-Committee.
SEYENTEEWTII

Day, TUESDAy, 4 JA1.'UARY, 1876.

M. i1', CI.ajnnair gave evidence on behalf of himself and Dr. Read as follows
Met Dr. Read at the City Club on Taesday mnoriung, the 4th histant and, nceamnpa.mned by Sergeant II. ChapmMm,
Larkins, proceeded to Druitt-street, where we commenced out- inspection with No. 78, a, weatherboard house
Esq.
contaituig two reomsMTard, Owner. The front room, which is I ined with wood, is 11 x 10 ft., and 7 ft..
hugh, and the inner rooun Ii x 7 ft., and averaging 5 ft. lughm, and very badly ventilated, was occupied by 7 Thu., 1870.
foji r persons.
The next house at m.h(! coiner of Druitt.aitd Clarence Streets—same owne,'--.rcnted at 1 2s. 6d. a
week, contains four roonis and a kitchen. The front room dowit-stairs is used its 1 huxtei's shop, and
contams ..... allot)' of articles for sale, such as soap, red-herrings, carrots, 1 oilvpops, brooiiis, l) CS amid tobacco,
and so on. The shop is close and filth)- and in the doorway sat the I coprietor with his head done up with
surgical bandages. The inner room, I I x 1) ft., was equally close and considerably dirtier. The kitchen
was in a filth y state, a nd crowded with firewood, heaps of dat)' clothes, tabs of soapsuds, emil other articles
of lumber to the exclusion of cooking operations, except mi],oli a very hiniltedi scale. The front room
upstairs, 11 x 13 ft.. and 8 ft. high, was sublet to arm old woman ,,t us. . a week. The ceiling and walls
much hroke,i and so dirty that yeats mail at have elapsed suiT-c t1ey were sul.jeet to any cleaning pm'oeess.
The back room on the same floor, 9 ft. x 0 ft—as dimLy and as close as any room could will be i mn agi ned to
he—was the sleeping apartment of the slmopkeepem'. Tl,e windows hi thus house appenied as if they n-en,
macvu' opened, although from ten to twelve people constantly resided in it; they (10 not appeai- to ut.ihise even
the imperfect ventilation at theim- command. The witercloset, wInch is common to both I, ouses. is sivapl)- iii
a disgusting state, and equally out of m'epair-.
The
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The next house in Druitt-street, No, 58, is a two-roomed brick tenement, rented at is. It is a
portion of the Wentwoi'th Estate—Lang, agent or lessee. The front room is 15;x 11 ft., and 61 ft. high, the
ljaniSG back roopi 10 x 7 ft., and the kitchen 10 x 7 ft., covered with hon. This house is also very badly ventilated,
and fast falling into decay. There is an open drttl]l in the yard, and it filthy tumble-down closet—all old
cesspit—with the seat much broken, and :in old sack for a door.
No. 60, Dnutt-street, also a portion of the Wentworth Estate—Lang, agent—isa two-roomed l,z'ik
tenement. The front room, 14 x 11 ft. and 7 feet high, is used as a shop and stocked with a heterogeneous
collection of household requisites; and the inner i'oom, 10 x 7 ft., with skillion roof, averaging 5), feet high,
and nearly filled up with a family bed, in which the shopkeeper, a female, and two other women sleep. The
teinperatine of this room was dreadhully close, the entire Iloor space being covered by the bed, chest of
drawers, and two chairs ; no fresh air seems allowed to enter the chamber. In the yard is a filthy
surface drain, and the closet all old cesspit of the usual disgusting description.
No. 56 is a four-roomed weatherboard house, occupied by Mrs. Dwver—Richardson and Wrench,
agents. The front room is ill xl2 ft. and 6fr ft. lumglr, and the bedroom 12 x. 7 ft., and the same height. The
kltchen, 14 x GA ft., with skillion roof, averaging 6 ft. high, the back room Sf x 5A' ft., and lift. high.
This house is badly ventilated, close, and unhealthy. The closet—an old cesspit—full to the brim, and
tdhikhlg frightfully. The tenant said it was only water ; if so, it must have been water in the last stage of
putrefaction.
No. 54 is a three-roomed brick house—Lindsay, agent—rent, Ss. Ma week. The front room 14
by 8 ft. and Cf ft high. The inner room II by 7 ft.. and 6?r ft. high, bed-room 71 by 7 ft. and 5A ft high
occupants, a man, woman, and four children. The woman stated that her husband and children had been
sick for some time froni the heat and close atmosphere inside the house it is not to be wondered at, since
from its construction no current of air goes through it to purify it. The place was also swarming with bugs,
she said, and only the day before she had killed three large centipedes in her bed. LJjida.unted by thesh
difficulties, this tenant appeared resolved to make the best of her bargain, and at the time of our visit,
armed with a piece of soap, she was engaged in resisting the iin-oads of the enemy by soaping the walls and
filling up the chinks. In the yard was a filthy stinking drain and a dirty closet over a common cesspit.
No. 52 is a three-roomed weatherboard house, occupied by Mrs. Jones, mangle-woman, who astonished
its by expressing pfaises of her l,indlord—" Although the rent is 5s a week" she said, ''he always gives me
hack is." The rooms are 10 by 10 ft.; one of them is appropriated to the mangle which so nearly fills it
that the process of mangling had to be s,is1,ended to allow us to squeeze into the other room. There is it
small room at the back C by 3.4 ft.,Sft. high, which is occupied by a young Iliadk eighteen or nineteen years of
age, who was lying on the bed reading, apparently junnoved by the noise of the mangle, the suffocating heat,
or the presence of bugs on all sides of him. When we asked hint how he liked it he said he had only been therc
it week, and as he said it in a very cheerful tone we could only infer that Ire had nothing to find fault with.
We next inspected Waine's hare, off Druitt-street. The first house in this property fronts Druittstreet, and is about 3 ft. below the level of the street. It is built of weatherboard and consists of three
rooms; rent is. a week—Deering, agent or lessee—very close and damp in wet weather ; the closet all old
cesspit. It was occupied by it mall, his wife, and four children.
No. 2—Dewing agent—is built of stone, and was at one tune apparently a three-storied store, now
converted into dwellings of three rooms one over the other. The rooms are 12 by 18 ft. and 7 ft. high, ])at
are so wretchedly ventilated, there being no openings in the back wall of any- kind, that living in them must
be very unhealthy. They are occupied by a workman, his wife, and a number of children. This Jnan told us
that he found it impossible to sleep at night on account of the closeness of the atmosphere, and expressed his
satisfaction that some kind souls were taking all interest in his welfare.
The next two houses, Nec. 3 and 4, were very similar to the last as far as ventilation is concerned,
No. 4 being s,naller and let at only Ss. it week. There is no window at all in the lower room, and when
the door is shut the inmates are in total darkness.
No. 5 (same agent), rented also at 5s., is a tlnec-roomed weatherboard tenement occupied by it man,
wonnu), and two children. This tenant also complained of the stench and the heat of the place.
No. C is a weatherboard house of the same size, rented at Cs. a week, and No. 7 containing only
two rooms obtains the same rent. Both are itry close from deficient ventilation as well as damp. The
tenants complain of the stench from the closet and front the stables next door. They are greatly out of
repair, and as usual the ,unswer was—" The landjord won't do anything." Deering is agent for these houses as
well as for Nos. 8, 9, 10, and 11, which are all brick buildings obtaining a rental of is. a week, having all
the same dead wail at the, back, shutting out the pure air which would m'eidei' them habitable. No wonder
the inmates complain that they cannot sleep at niglrt. These small tenements were all in a dirty state,
which is scarcely to be wondered at when it is considered that nothing in the shape of whitewashing,
painting, or any of the ordinary aids to cleanliness are afforded by the proprietors. Scarcely an instance
do we meet with in our rounds of inspection where the landlord has endeavoured by a small outlay which
would improve his property to turn the attention of his teiiants in that direction ; it seems to be sufficient for
the owners to know that whatever may be the condition of a house it will let. El this spot in particular the
apathy of the proprietors to the well-being of the residents is especially culpable. The houses are within a
very short distance of the harbour, and there would be very little difficulty or expense in providing effective
drainage or in replacing the foul and disgusting eesspits scattered over the property with decent and substanti,d closets. How is it that the Nuisances Prevention Act of last year does not reach this locality? A
strict enforcement of its provisions would reuxedy a, great portion of the evils we have encountered, but no
results front the passing of that measure are forthcoming.
The last two Irouses we inspected were a collple of two-roomed weatherboard tenements in, Kettle'slane, off Druitt-street ; the rooms in each house are 11 x 9 feet and 8 feet high and 11 x II feet and 7 feet
high. Rent in each c,mse Cs. a week—Cross, agent or lessee. They are much dilapidated and very dirty—
landlord as usual refuses to repair'. The yards are in front of the houses and are intersected by open drains
giving forth noxious gases; the closet over an old cesspit is occupied, so we were imifornled by the tenants, by
vagrants of the lowest description, who are either driven by poverty, drunkenness, or by their filthy habits to
use this aboinnurble place as it sleeping apartment to the great annoyance of the rightful occupiers.
I take this opportunity of stating that in giving as far as we have been able to obtain them the names
of the owners or agents of properties, without which our inquiry would be valueless, we have been 'very
anxious to avoid mstakes, We presume, that as a rule, the occupant of a. house knows very well the name
of

M. Chapman,
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of his landlord, but it may be that b1 some eases the information we have obtained has been incorrect, in M. Chapman,
which ease it will be easy to rectify the error. We feel sure that many landlords who have entrusted their
Laq.
properties to agents will thank us for calling their attention to time existence of abuses of which they have
possibly no conception; while those who are cognizant of nuisances affecting health and life, will do well to
take immediate steps to remove them) as we intend to discharge the iniportant duty entrusted to us without
fear or favour in the interest not of individuals but of the community at large.
We returned at I P.M.

Personal Inspection
By No. 2 Sub-Committee.
SETENPEFSTI[ DAY, WEDNESDAY, 5 JANUARY, 1870.
Macquark Ward.
Dr. .Danecy gave evidence on behalf of himself and Mr. Palmer as follows:—
Started from the Town flail, - accompanied by the Mayor, at 4 o'clock on Wednesday, 8th instant, G. F. Dansey,
and proceeded to Riley-street, south of William-street. We did not take a policeman with us, the locality
llsq,
we proposed to visit being a very respectable one and there being no especial necessity for an escort.
Went down Riley-street to Yurong-lane, where we inspected two brick houses, owned by 1\Tood_ 7 -Ian., 1876.
waTd, which we found in good condition and fiti;ed up with aU the modern conveniencel. \Ve found no fault
with the interior of these houses, but the yards attached to them which are triangular shamed are far tomi
small to allow of proper cleanliness and doinesticarraiigemouts.
Turning up Stream-lane, so called because a surlhce stream of sewage, now diverted into a sewer,
used to flow along it. We. found, on the right-hand side of the lane four houses, built of brick and
shingled, two facing the south and two facing the north, havin g two rooms each—Dimock,
m
of Ncwtovn,
owner. There is no yard or opening of any kind at the back of these hou ses, the only open space being in
front and there is no ventilation, the back wall having no aperture and the windows with upper sash
innuovable.
On the opposite side of the lane are two houses placed back to back with the same deficient ventila.tion, which we could not examine internally, the doom-s being locked and the tenants absent. A little
higher up the Jaac is a building consisting of two rooms and a collar. apparently portion of the house in
front, built of stone and rubble, tuid in a very ruinous condition. On going round to the front we found
there was a door of communication with the back premises we had just left, but the steps appeared so rickety
that; we did not care to venture upon them. 'These premises are owned by \[t's. Carroll. The occupier of
the two rooms in front, states that lie has lived there for seventeen years, and the landlady will do nothing
in the way of repairs, but being a painter himself he has touched up the walls and given them in occasional
coat of paint, the effect of which is to render the contrast with the unpainted portions of the house
stronger than ever, every portion of the house except the walls looking the picture of ruin and decay.
The two rooms at the back are let, at Ss. the front room, and 4s. the back room, to separate tenants; there
is an open drain in the yard, loosely covered over with stones. We were glad to observe in this lane
that several new closets with patent cisterns had been constructed to replace the ongmnal wooden privies.
We then turned into Riley-street and inspected some iron shanties, two containing two rooms each
S x 10 and lOx 12, rented at Os. a week each and two containing 0111YOne room each 14 x 10, rented at 2s. Bd.
and 2s.; they were in a very dilapidated condition, being patched up with old broken pieces of rusty iron in all
directions. The closet used by the occupants of these five houses was in it very
had of
s repair, but
tate
it had been fitted up with a, new cistern nevertheless, which is the main point as far as health is concerned.
We next visited Liverpool.street andBurnell-Lme where we saw nothing calling for especial notice,
except that the yards might have been kept it little cleaner.
From Liverpool-street we proceeded to Chapel-lane, between Crowh and Riley streets. At the back
of No. 32, Chapel-lane, there are two four-roomed houses, owned by Stephen Long, where we found the
water laid on for drinking purposes through leaden pipes. There is no yard behind, the closet being
placed in the open space in front and within 6 ft. of the door of one of the houses--rent Os, a week.
No. 32, Chapel-lane, also obtains the same rent and has also four rooms, two of which are ii x 12
ft., one S x 12 ft., and, one still smaller. This place is very unhealthy. We were told by the occupier
of one of the back houses that lie had lived there for twelve mnontlm, and that his family had never been
free from sickness, and we were not surprised to hear it, in view of the deficient ventilation and the
presence of a closet in such close contiguity to the rooms they live in.
We inspected two houses in Stanley-lane, between Riley and Crown streets which do not call for
any remark. Then we took the length of Crown-street as far as Liverpool and Willifun streets where we
found the houses of better construction and comparatively new, in some of them the old-fashioned sash
windows afford only imperfect ventilation, but en the whole there was little to find fault with.
We returned to town at about 25 minutes past 6 o'clock.

Personal Inspection
By No. 1 Sub-Committee.
.ETOHTEENvII DAY, WEDNESDAY, 5 JANUA)tY, 1876.
Oar/burn -ati-oct , PItiUz) Ward.
)lJi-, Chapman gave evidence on behalf of himself and Dr. Read as follows:—
Met at the City Club at 4 o'clock on Wednesday, öthinst., and proceeded, accompanied by Sergeant M. Chapman,
Larkins, to Goulburn-street, and commenced our round of visits by inspecting Scales' ymu-d. The house
Esq.
fronting Gonlburn.street and abutting on to the yard, is a weatherboard building—Scales owner or lessee
—containing four rooms, and rented at Ts, a week It is 5 ft. below the level of the street. The back 7 'Tan., 1878.
portion of it has a skillion roof, and is divided into two rooms, one of which, 81 x 7- ft. and about 0 ft.
high, is let to a man at 3s., and the other, 10 x S} ft. and the smune height, is used as a kitcheu. The
front rooms are about 10 x 12 ft., and were very much crowded with old furniture, dirty clothes, &e.. The
walls and ceilings are in a very dilapidated state, the rooms close and unsavoury, and without ventilation,
unless the term can be applied to a door and small window, to all appearance eretically
hm
sealed, both on
the same side of the rooms.
The
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The next house is also a veatherboard building of the same size—Scales, owner or lessee—and also
5 ft, below the level of the street, rented by a Chinaman at Sr. a week. This tenant is a furniture maker,

-

Jan.,

18eB.

and the rooms were crowded with unfinished furniture, besides being in a filthy state and horribly close
for want of ventilation. Both these houses are utterly unfit for habitation and should be pulled down.
From their low situation they receive all the moisture from the streets, and the floors are, as a matter of
course clamp and unwholesome. The tenants as usual complained that the landlord would do nothing.
o. 1, on the east side of Scales' yard, is it two-room brick tenement—same owner or lessce— letai
a week. The lower room is 1 l x 11c ft., and about 7 ft.. high, and was very close as well as filthy.
Like most houses of this class there are no openings in the back wall, and no current of air can pass
through them to purify them. The upper room, which is of similar dimensions, was if possible closeraiid
more stifling, besides being positively alive with fleas, as we found to our cost before we had been one
minute in it. The only article it contained in the shape of furniture was the remains of ,it) old thor-Ic lied
with a few old rags for betiding.
te.
No. 2—same size, same owner, and same i'ent—was in just as bad condition and as badly ventila
d
In the lower room of this house we saw a woman lying on a sofa who, we were informed, rejoices in the
sonbrijuet of "Annie the novice.' it was evident from her surroundings thatshe was passing her nos'iciato
in penance, but equally evident that such penance (lid not include abstinence from strong drink, for she
was thoroughly drunk, as was also a man ocen pying the up-stairs room, who was sleeping off the effects of
a debauch an the bare boards of the floor. There was no furniture in this house with the exception of
the sofa on which the novice " was asleep, and nothing else in the shape of household appliances except
an assortment of paint pots. Whether they had been left there by some departed painter, or fornicd the
stock-i i-trade of the sleeping individnat np-stairs, we di,l not ,to]) to inquire.
o. is a tenement of the so me size, belonging to the same owner, and obtaining the same rental
of5s. a week. It was very dirty both inside and outside, and the temperature inside was stifling. The rays
of the sun pour down upon these houses for three parts of the day, and as there is no opening in the back
wall to afford ventilation it must be a very unhealthy abode. The tenants complain that they cannot
sleep for the heat and stench, and that the landlord will do nothing to improve the properly.
No. 4, belonging to the same owner, contains three rooms, and is rented at Os. a week. This house is
occupied by eight persons. The front and back rooms are S x loft., and 7 ft. high. in the latter we
tumid a little boy, about five years old, nearly naked, crouching in a corner. We asked his mother why
the little fellow was in such a wretched state, and \vel'e told that be was mldergoing punishment for
stopping out at night. 'This we could hardly credit, and a horrible suspicion crossed any mind that the
child's clothes had been pawncd I hope it was not the ease. in the back room or kitchen, which has
a slcilhiou-pitehed roof, averaging about: 5 ft. high, oar the damp brick floor we found several old beds
with a number of old rags to take the place of sheet:s and blankets. There is a very small yard at the
back, only 4 ft. E; in. wide, aukle deep with mud, in which is it filthy closet over an old cesspit.
o. 5—same owner—is a four-roomed brick house, rented at •7s a week. The lower rooms are
1.0 x 1.1 and 10 x S ft. respectively, and 71 ft, high, and very dose as well as dirt)-. The upper rooms,
which are about the same size, are approached by an upright ladder in bad repair fitted with a side rope.
in one of them was a sick nina in bed, no furniture in the room besides the bed ; in the other there were
two canvas clothes bags, containing probably sailors' kits; no iviudows or openings ill the back wall
temperature close and unhealthy. This house is occupied by six persons.
No. 0—same owner—is built of brick, and contains two rooms; rent Ss. a week. This house was
clean,but badly ventilated. We remarked to the tenant that it was much cleaner than the other houses
in tIme yard, and he gave its similar reply to one we received on it former occasion—" No thanks to the
(strong adjective) landlord ; it is all my own doing." This house was occupied by an old man and
woman, and two or three dogs, and presented altogether a very clean and tidy appearance.
No. 7—same owner—is a two-roomed brick tenement, rented at 5s. it week, and occupied by
Chinanien, one of whom was sick in bed. It was very filthy and without any ventilation.
All the people in this yard, without exception, eomnplaui of the horrible stench in the place, and no
wonder, for there is a surface drain running down the centre of it which discharges into ,in open ghlly
without trap this is within 2 ft, of the window of one of' the houses. The closet is an open cesspool,
10 EL long and 4I ft. wide, and nearly full, the contents of which kept bubbling up as if in a state.of
termnentation the stench proceeding from it was horrible. This pit has four closets or compartments
built over it, and is used not 01,11' by all the tenants in the yard but by the occupants of three houses
fronting Conlburn-street. On one occasion we were told a man was found (lead in one of these closets
whether lie died from the effect of the closet itself we did not learn ; the place is bad enough to cause
death indirectly if not suddenly. Just inside the entrance to this yard is a large heap of house refuse,
a informed us is cleared away once a fortnight. The dustman cathe with his cart while
which the tennts
we were there, and would fain have persuaded its that his visits were made weekly, but it was clear that
.such was not the case, except perhaps theoretically.
Taking into consideration the neglected and dilapidated condition of this property, the disorderly
indulged it, b y the female portion of the community, which
habits of the occupants, and the bad aguage
ln
we heard in the course of out-inquiries,t we caine o the conclusion that a good many very indifferent;
haracters collect here at night, and that there is probably al: times a good deal more overcrowding than
we witnessed.
We went next to Quigley's-lane which is reached from the same entrance, but diverges in it
,ilThrent direction from Sealer-yard. It consists of four houses which are also considerably below the
level of the street. No. 1 is two-roomed brick tenement, rented at Os. it week—O'Brien, agent or lessee.
The front room is 10 x 11 ft. and the inner room 10 x 7, height 6,- ft. Both are filthy, out of repair, and
badlyv entilated. This house consisted originally of three rooms, but has been subdivided in order to
obtain another tenant; there are no openings to admit air at the back. It was occupied by two women and
one man. The woman said they could not sleep for the heat and the rows which were continually arising
among the people in the next lane, but it seemed to us very much like the kettle talking to the frying-pan.
Tiere as nsual, the landlord came in for it good deal of vituperation—"he would do nothing in the vay of
repairs."
No. 2, also a two-roomed brick house, belonging to the same owner and rented at Os. per week, was
in the same filthy tnmnbleclown condition: this was also originally it three.roomed tenement and has been
subdivided.
It

it
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subdivided. There was scarcely any furniture in it—only a fliw oid'rags for bedding. We could obtain Al-¶iaPinaii
no information as to the number of tenants; the only occupants at home being an old woman and peculiarly
ugly dog.
I n 1876
No. 8, same owner, nune rent, is a four-roomed brie]; tenement, the front rooms of which are 10 x
10 ft. and S x 10 ft. respectively, and 7 ft. high. At the back there are two rooms with skillion roof 10x
51 ft., and having an average height of 5 ft., all very close and badly ventilated. The tenants complain
greatly of the stench proceeding from the closet and drain.
No. 4 is it weatherboard shanh', originally the kitchen of Nos. 1 and 2. It is 19 ft. long and 5 ft.
10 in. wide, with a door4 It. 10 in. high and 2 It. wide, skiflion roof averaging lift. high, let at 2s. a week.
This is also a very close and unhealthy place. On a sofa in this room was a! little boy four ye
ars of age,
lying sick with the scarlet fever, and although he had been ill for two days his mother had not sent for
medical advice. We expostulated with hot and she promised to fetch a doctor to see him the next day.
There is an open drain in the yard attached to this house without trap and within afew feet of the door,
and a common eesspit stinking frightfully close to it. the door of which was off the binges. This closet
does duty for the four houses in the yard as well as for the public-house fronting Gaulburn-street. No
wonder that fever breaks out in such a• place. There was also an accumulation of house refuse in the yard,
which is only cleaned away, once a fortnight. Immediate steps should be taken to clean and ventilate this
lane and Seales-yard.
Nos. 51 and 58, fronting Goulburn-street belonging to 3Io1Fitts estate, and containing seven rooms,
are let as one house at 15s. a week, and are used as a .1 ohnny-all-sorts shop. The four rooms down stairs
are occupied by the dealer, and the three np-stair rooms are pi-epared for sub-letting. The house is very
close and badly ventilated.
No. 55 which is 5 feet below the level of the street, contains four rooms, let at lOs. a week—Long
ugent. It is occupied by persons who cari-y on washing and mangling. The front room below ttairs
1O x 10 ft. and S ft. high, contained a large mangle and a table it was crowded with clothes; there was
a large fire burning in the i-oem ; the back room which is about the same size, is used partly as a bedroom
and partly as a workroom ; they are both very close, badly ventilated, and in wretched repair. The two attic
rooms are approached from tIm outside by nieans of a step ladder with broken hand-rail ; they are 13" x
1l ft., with an average height of 51 ft. The tenants complain greatly of the heat and the bugs.
No. 59, Goulburn-street, is a stone house containing 3 rooms md also 5 ft. below the level of the
street—owner, Turner—who lives in it and uses the lower room as a shop. This place is in a frightful
state of dilapidation and filth, crowded with old furniture, tubs, fiddles, old iron, second-band tools, &c.
the walls and ceiling tumbling down, and the floors very dirty. The back room is occupied by Tommy the
tailor, aged about 60 years, whose companion was it young woman 19 or 20 years of age. She said she
did not live or work there, but merely caine occasionally as a visitor. This room was particularly filthy;
it contained an old sofa, the tailor's work-board, and a heap of old clothes; atmosphere sickenmg for
want of ventilation. The to]) or attic room of this house, approached from the outside by a step-ladder
about 6 ft. high, is let at 3s. a week, and occupied by four Chinainen opium siaokers ; one man was
smoking as we entered. The plastering had nearly all fallen down ; the house, in short, is in such a state
of dilapidatiouithat it mar be said to be entirely worn out.
The next house—same owner—contains 2 rooms 14 x 11, and 11 x 11 ft., and S ft. high, and is let
at Ss. a week, to a man who lives in it with his wife and seven children. His house is also 5 ft. below the
level of the street, and is in an equally tumbledown and uninhabitable condition. The landlord, as usual,
will do nothing in the shape of repairs.
We finished our afternoon's work at 6 o'clock.

Personal Inspection
By No. I. Sub-Committee.
NTNEPEENTJI. DAY, MONDAY, 10 -JANUARY, 1876.
253.

Phi/lip Ward.
Mr. Chapman gave evidence on behalf of himself and Dr. Read as follows

Met at the City Club at 4 o'clock on Monday, 10th instant, and proceeded, accompanied by M. Chapman,
Req.
Sergeant Larkins, to Goulburn-street, with the object of inspecting that portion of it which lies between
George and Pitt streets.
Durand's-alley is a, lane running south from Gouhbnrn.street for about 50 yards, and then at a 7Jan,, 1976.
right angle for about the same distance into Pitt-street. The first house we examined was a four-roomed
stone building, having two rooms below and two above—Turner, agent-11. x Ok ft. and 9 x 9 ft., and 7 ft.
high. It is in a wretched state of repair, the walls and ceiling broken, and the whole place dirty and
close for want of ventilation. One of the up-stair rooms was empty, and the other contained nothing but
a bundle of old bedding.
The next was a one-roomed stone tenement, 9 x 9 ft. and Ok ft. high, rented by a Chinaman, at
.Is. a week__Turner, agent. This was a stinking den, having no opening in it, either for air or light, except
the door ; the room was filled up with the Chinamnan's be4, a chair, table, and some firewood; close and
unhealthy; and roofed with iron.
Adjoining it is another one-roomed tenement, still smaller, the interior being only 9 x 0 ft. and 6
ft. high, also built of stone and roofed with iron, occupied by an old woman ; awfully hot inside for want
of ventilation, there being no opening in the back wall.
The same description will apply to several other one-roomed tenements, occupied chiefly by Chinamen, and only varying slightly in size. There are no windows to them, and when the doors are closed the
occupants are in total darkness, and must in hot weather be in danger of suffocation. In one of these
hovels, containing two rooms, the front room 10?; x 9, and the inner room 10 x 7, with skillion roof, occupied by a Chinaman and a white woman apparently about 22 years of age, beth opium-smokers. This
woman was a sickly-looking pale-faced creature, fit apparently to be the inmate of an hospital.
Great complaints were made to as by the occupants of the adjoining house—a two-roomed weathemboard building, belonging to Blakeney—of the annoyance to which they wore subjected by the goings on
*70_G [Ne, 11.]
at
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M. Chapman, at the Chinamen's quarters, and especially at the horrible and disgusting language used by the women who
Lsq.
frequent them.
We went into a one-roomed house or box next to Blakeney's, constructed entirely of sheet-iron,
7 Jan., 1876. 7 ft. x 7 ft., and about 54 ft. high, rented by a Chinaman at 2s. Gd. a week. This place was literally like
an oven, and no wonder, for a large fire was burning inside it, at which the occupant was engaged in
cooking. In none of these boxes, for they can scarcely be called houses or even cottages, is there any
window or opening of any kind except the door. Turner appears to be the agent for them all.
The next place—also a one-roomed tenement, built of stone, iron, and wood—is only 74 x 6, and
6 ft. high, and was occupied by two Chinamen, opium-smokers; and the adjoining one, 6 x 9 ft., and 6 ft.
high, had also two Chinamen as occupants, each place renting at 2s. Gd. There is an open drain running
down the lane in which these tenements are situated, which empties into a large hole having no stenchtrap, and exceedingly oflbnsive.
We next inspected a four-roomed brick house, owned and occupied by Blakeney, very clean and
well-ventilated. This man complained very much of his Chinese neighbours, who, he said, harboured some
of the most disreputable prostitutes in the city. He added that the most disgusting scenes were enacted
there every night. The police, we think, should have an eye to this locality.
Alongside of this house is a lane about 3 ft. wide, which forms the entrance to a piece of ground
25 x 70 ft., containing seven houses or hovels, including the one which faces Durand's Alley—Turner, agent.
These are also one-roomed tenements, of a similar character to those I have already described, pervaded with
the sickening smell of opium-smoking, and entirely without ventilation, there being no opening whatever
except the door. In one of these places we saw a Chinaman standing over a fire cooking some food which
appeared to be white, and very much like jelly. We were at a loss to imagine what it could be, but in
another Chinaman's place we found several bags of bones, and it occurred to us that this compound might
be made out of pulverized bones. There is one closet—a stiuking cesspit—for the inmates of these seven
houses.
We visited and inspected several other hovels of various dimensions occupied by Chinamen, for which
Turner is agent; but as they all present the same characteristics it is not worth while to particuhrize;
They have no windows or openings, except the doors, and are therefore unfit for human habitation.
In one of them we found another white girl, about 20 years of age, living with a Chinaman. Both
were on the smoking bench, inhaling the fumes of opium when we entered ; the girl denied that she lived
there, and said she was only on a visit. This woman when we entered was lying in the inner room, on the
smoking bench, which in a Chinaman's house is also the bed, in a state of partial stupour, under the
influence of the pernicious drug; her eyes had a glassy look, the pupils were dilated, and she was altogether
in a perfectly helpless state. We roused her for a few moments, and obtained one or two answers to our
questions, when she again relapsed into insensibility, and it is doubtful whether she would remember our
visit at all. She said she was not married to the Chinaman; and it appears that when once white women
become subject to the tyranny of opium administered by a Chinaman, the latter care very little to avail
themselves of the marriage rite. A. womaii in this state is at the mercy of any Chinaman who may enter
the house. One of these places occupied by two Chinamen, we found to be only 7 ft. 14 ft., and about 6 ft.
high.
The weatherboard house fronting Durand's Alley, contains two rooms, 12 ft. x 8 ft., and
S ft, x 8 ft., and 8 ft. high, and is rented at 49. a week. It is occupied by a bottle dealer, and crammed
with bottles of all sizes, colours, and shapes; it is badly ventilated, having no opening in the back wall,
and very close.
Emerging from this yard, we proceeded along Durand's Alley, and inspected another Chinaman's
house, ccaitaining two rooms, with the usual smoking-bench in each, (and scarcely anything else in the way
of furniture, except a few saucepans ; place very filthy and close.
We also looked over a couple of brick houses, owned by Blakeney, which were in clean condition,
and well drained, but close for want of ventilation. The same complaints met us here of annoyance
from the Chinese quarters, in consequence of the drunken and immoral scenes occurring there nightly.
Complaint was also made to us of the abominable stench proceeding from a closet in the yard attached to
the next house—a two-roomed brick tenement—Burns, owner. The stench was beyond the slightest
possibility of question ; the house itself was damp and unhealthy; the tenant said he would not stop in
it a day longer if he could help it; but he did not know where to find another ata reasonable rent.
The next house is one of three rooms, rented at Gs. a week; Macphcrsou, owner. The rooms were
originally 12 ft. x 12 ft., but have been subdivided by a wooden partition, and are now 12 ft. xGft., and
7 ft. high. This house is in bad repair, the stairs broken, and the rooms filthy and badly ventilated.
The adjoining house also belongs to Macpherson, and is rented at 4s. a week ; it contains two
rooms, 12 ft. x 12 ft., and 0 ft. x 12 ft., and 61, ft. high; it is very damp, the moisture arising from the
foundation in consequence of the imperfect drainage, and there being no current of air throughthe house to
counteract it; no opening in the back wall; an open drain in the yard which runs under the house, and
contributes alike to the damp and the stench.
A house of similar dimensions, belonging to the same owner, adjoins this one, and is occupied by a
man, his wife, and four children, who all sleep in the smaller of the two rooms, and must suffer greatly
from the want of ventilation. There is one closet, an old cesspit, stinking frightfully and without a door,
for these three houses.
Most of the houses I have described above, in Durand's Alley, and those in the adjoining courts
and lanes occupied by Chinamen should be pulled down, as they are quite unfit for human beings to live
iii, and if half we heard was true they are the resort of all the bad characters in the neighbourhood.
We finished our afternoon's work at 6 p.m.

Personal
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Personal Inspection
By No. 2 Sub-Committee,
EIGHTEErTH Ba, MoNDAY, 10 .JANUARY, 1876.

Denigon Ward.
254. Dr. Danscy gave evidence on behalf of himself and Mr. Palmer, as follows
Started from the Town Hall at 4 o'clock on Monday, the 10th instant, accompanied by Constable G. F. D:'nsoy,
Esq.
Milno, and proceeded to Bathurst-street. Went along that street past the fire station, close to which we
noticed a large cedar-yard full of timber, shavings, and combustible materials, which in the event of fire
might cause the destruction of a great number of houses, those in its neighbourhood having for the most 7 ,Jau., 1876.
part shingle roofs.
At the corner of Bathurst and Kent streets we commenced the inspcction of a number of oldfasluoned buildings, chiefly built of weatherboard, occupying altogether a space of ground somewhere
about 400 feet square, between Kent and Sussex-streets, belonging, we were informed, to Mr. Potts, and
lown gencraily as Potts' Buildings. These houses were built in the early days of Sydney, in the most
primitive style of architecture, and are placed here and there at frregular distances without any regard
to order.
At the corner of Kent and Bathurst streets are five houses, four weatherboard buildings with
shingle roofs, and one constructed of battens and roofed with zinc. They are not overcrowded and are kept
tolerably clean, but are unhealthy tenements in consequence of their faulty construction, which allows no
chance of ventilation. They have all the same dead wall at the back with no opening of any kind, and in
front the door and a small old-fashioned window with upper sash immovable.
Close to these hohses, at the corner of Bathurst and Kent streets, is a three-roomed building used
as a shop, built partly of brick and partly of wood, with a fruit-stall at the side of' it, both in a very
dilapidated condition; the ceilings appeared to be falling. These places we think should be pulled down,
as they are unfit for occupation. The landlady, as usual, declines to repair.
Nos, 317, 319, and 321, Kent-street, are two-roomed tenements with kitchens attached; the rooms
are 12 x 9 ft., and the kitchens S x6 ft., with skillion roof; they are all in a bad state of repair, but we
noticed that there were clean window curtains in one of them, and they appeared to be kept as tidy as
circumstances would admit, and in spite of the proprietor's neglect.
At the rear of the last-mentioned house we found a building made of iron, weatherboard, and slabs,
put together so loosely that there was ventilation in all directions. It appeared to be a sort of niariue store,
and contained a variety of second-hand articles. There was a carpenters' bench, evidently used as a bed
a grindstone and a sailors' chest stowed away on the top of a meat safe; the flooring of this store was in
very bad repair.
Adjoining this place is an old-fashioned house, built with bricks on studs in front and weatherboard
at back, containing two rooms, one 12 x 14 ft., and the other 12 x 9 ft., the latter with skillion roof, used
as a bed-room, with a yard 0 ft. wide. This house appeared to have been a stable originally. We noticed
nothing worthy of special remark in this locality, except the bad style of tenement and the want of ventilation. The drainage is carried away by a sewer which gives the residents a chance of health, as they have
only the close atmosphere inside their rooms to contend with; there are no open drains to poison the
atmosphere outside the dwellings. We were, surprised at the number of children who came out of the
different cottages, like rabbits out of their burrows, to stare at the intruders. We bad indeed a pretty
strong following of youngsters of all agcs, who escorted us from lane to lane and from house to house, with
evident enjoyment.
No. 65, l3athur8t-street, is a weatherboard building with shingle roof, in a very bad state of repair.
Washing is taken in here, and the operation is carried on at the back, but the place was so dirty and
dilapidated that we could scarcely imagine anything in the shape of clean linen coming out of it.
No. 71, also a brick and shingle building, is in such a state of dilapidation as to be quite unfit for
habitation. The roof is so rotten that the shingles crumble to pieces when touched, but the landlord has
no intention of replacing them. This house was very dirty, but with all its discomforts it rents at 6s. 6d.
per week.
We also inspected a house marked No. 7—probably the second figure bad been obliterated—containing two rooms, in it shocking state of repair, the ceiling actually falling to pieces.
At the back of this house there is a cabinet-maker's shop, to which the attention of insurance companies should be directed. It contains a large quantity of combustible material, and no one sleeps on the
premises.
We finished our afternoon's work at 630 p.m.
NINETEENTH DAY, TuEsDAY, 11 JANUARY, 1876.

Started from the Town Hall at 4 o'clock, accompanied by Constable Milne, and went to No. 527, G. F. mosey.
Kent-street. This house was in very bad repair; the paper hung in festoons from the walls, and ecerything about the place spoke of neglect and decay. The furniture consisted of an American chair without
sn., 18110.
any back, an old sofh and a table which appeared very old and infirm. There was also a wooden bedstead
without any bedding, except a few rags. Upon this bed a man, his wife, and four children sleep. The
woman told us that her children were never sick, and they certainly looked healthy enough. Edy is the
landlord of this house, which is rented at Is. a week. There is a cellar underneath it, which is used as a
store by the landlord, a leather cutter, when he is at home. At present he is in England, and has taken
the key with him. The wife of this tenant appeared in great distress—her husband drinks a great deal of
his wages.
No. 527 is a stone house with verandah, let at 27s. a week, very badly ventilated, with a dirty closet,
an old cesspit, emitting a terrible stench, and in very bad repair.
We went next to Wexford-square, belonging to Henderson, a coal merchant, On the north side of
the square are two houses—brick and shingle—having two rooms each on the ground floor, badly constructed, without any opening for ventilation at the back, and with the yards in front. In the end house
we
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G. F. Dansey, we found a case of scarlet fever. A sort of slab outhouse is attached to this house, converted into a bedEsq.
room, and in a state of great dilapidation. The privy in the yard emitted such it fearfully siekeniug stench
that Mr. Palmer, although he did not approach nearer to it than about 8 ft. or 10 ft., was quite overcome,
7 Jan.1 1876. and had a fit of vomiting from the nausea it occasioned. In one of the houses on the south side of the
square we found that two children out of four were also suffering from scarlet fever. The rooms in these
houses are 10 x 10 ft. and 10 x 7 ft.. Tim occupants.of this house informed us that the language they
were compelled to listen to at night was frightful. There appears to be a good deal of drunkenness in
this locality.
Dear's-terrace, which was the next place we visited, contains six four-roomed houses, on which we
saw nothing calling for special notice, except that the cistern in the closet was avery defective one—a fact
to which we called the attention of Mr. Robertson, the inspector of Waste Waters to the City Council,
the next morning.
Leaving Dear's Terrace we came into Liverpool-street and inspected it two-roomed brick and
shingle tenement belonging to Mrs. Brown, very close and baffly ventilated—the rooms only Ox S feet and
0 x 6 feet respectively ; ceilings broken, and a general want of repairs; no furnit;ure beyond a table and
chair and a few rags for bedding.
Ave next went to Mr. Hamilton's property- and visited a two-roomed house up a passage rented at
Os. a week the bed-room is 6x 12 ft., with skillion roof. In this room the father, mother, and two
children sleep, and so close is it for want of ventilation that they are obliged to keep the window open in
all weathers for fear of being suflbeatcd. The place was as clean as could be expected considering the confined space, except the closet which is an old cesspit emitting the most abominable stench. My companion,
warned by the consequences of his rashness on a former occasion, kept at it respectable distance; indeed it
is not necessary to go nearer than fifty yards to it to be able to swear with a clear conscience that the place
is a horrible nuisance. The lane in which this property is situated will not easily be forgotten by tho
members of this sub-committee, as oWes-lag the greatest trial to the senses which we have as yet had to
encounter. It is important, lest an epidemic should be the result, that this evil be remedied with as little
delay as possible ; it would be less injurious to the health of the community to carry this stuff into the
harbour than to suffer it to accumulate month after month in the centre of a thickly populated locality.
A little lower down Liverpool-street we inspected three small two-roomed brick and shingle
tenements up a court leading from the street; the rooms are only hG ft. and without ventilation; one
closet of the usual stinking condition does duty for five houses.
A.t the corner of Sussex-street is a public-house in a dirty condition, and with stable, cowshed, and
other outhouses in it most dilapidated and filthy state.
We also inspected a cow-yard close by, a few yards off Sussex-street;, which we were greatly surprised to find clean and well looked after.
Ave returned at 615 p.m.
-

FRIDAY, 21 -JANULBY, 1878.
3jrrtrnt
G. F. DA&SEY, Esq.,
B. PALMER, E5Q.,
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R. B. READ, E5Q,
M. CHAPMAN, ESQ.

HON. JOHN SMITH, MU, M.L0., IN TILE CHAIR.
Personal Inspection
By No. 1. Sub-Committee.
Twin rrETiE DAY, TUEsDAY, 11 .TANUAEr, 1876.

Phil//p Ward.
255. lb. Ohapman gave evidence on behalf of himself and Di-. Read as follows
Met Dr. Read and Sergeant Larkins at the City Club at 4 o'clock on Tuesday, the 11th instant, and
proceeded to 0-oulburn-street. Ave commenced by inspecting a court containing four houses up a gateway,
half way between Pitt and Castlereagh streets. These houses are occnpied by Chinamen of the lowest
21 Jan., 1876. class- One of them, the boss (we coutd not find out the Chinese term), rents the houses and sublets to
others. Abutting on to this court is a house occupied by a plumber (European) which appeared to be so
much cleaner than the others that: we did not inspect it internally. Yah :lCee, the occupier of the first
house in the Court, which contains two rooms, calls himself a doctor of medicine, and is an inveterate
opium smoker. We found him in company with a white girl, who said her name was Annie. She admitted
that bhe lived with the China.inan, but when asked if she were married to him she said "No fear." Sheis
also an opium smoker, which may perhaps account for her pale, sickly, and haggard appearanep. The
lower room of this house is 9 x 8 ft., and 7 ft.. high, vcryfilthv, close, and out ofrepair. It has positively no
ventilation—the solitary window through which fresh air might enter being boarded up ; the room contained
a. table, a smoking-bench, and a few cooking utensils; a large fire was burning, at which the Chinainan was
making some soup. The up-stair room, 9 x S ft with skillion roof, average height ft feet;, is approached
by a rickety step ladder, and was equally close, filthy, and out of repair ; it also contained a smokingbench or bed. Here again the window was hoarded up, the Chinamen evidently preferring darkness to
light ; and I fear, from what we subsequently witnessed in the Chinainen's quarters, the last part of the
passage might be quoted with great truth. We had occasion to revisit this house after an interval of half.
an-hour, when wewere told by another Chivaman that the occupants were up-sf airs smoking opium. This
seems to be the fitvourit:e hour for the indulgence of this practice, for whenever we havevisited Chinamen
between the hours of4 and 6 we invariably found them engaged in it,—some commencing to smoke, others
who began early perfectly unconscious, and the rest in a state of partial stupor.
The next is a four-roomed brick house with two rooms above and two below. The front room downstairs is 14 x 12 ft. and 8 ft. high, and was nearly empty, with the exception of a table and a few vegetable
baskets. We went into the back room, which is of similar dimensions, where we found a large square
'table
v1. Chapman,

Esq.
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table covered with matting, used, as we were informed, for gambling purposes. All light was carefully M. Chapman,
Esq.
excluded from this room, the solitary window, which is ou]y 3 ft. xiS inches, being carefully boarded over.
We were informed by the police that thirty or forty Chinainen assemble hero nightly. The atmosphere
'
of this apartment was actually suffocating ; wbat must it be then about 10 o'clock at night, crowded, when 21 J50., 1876.
gamblingis in full swing, and cach player brings with bim more orless the odour of opium smoking! Under
the stairs is a sort of locker, half filled with dirt and house refuse, which adds to the poisonous atinosphere inside the house. The up-stairs rooms are also 14 x 12 ft., with coved ceiling averaging 4
Ibet high. In the inner room at the time of our visit there were eight Chinamen in various stages
of opium stupor. No ventilation of any kind, the one small window being nailed up; it evidently had
not been opened for many a day. The stench in this room was something to talk about—it was sic]ening
in the extreme. Six of the men were reclining on three double smoking-benches, the other two were
evidontly in the land of dreams sprawling on the floor; nothing else but a table and some old clothes, in
the adjoining room, which is the same size, there were also three double smoking-benches, a table and mu
box the room greatly out of repair, and the window nailed up. Here we found three Chinamcn, one
perfectly unconscious, and the other two fast approaching the same state. The stench pervading the whole
of this house, combined with the deadly odour from the opium pipes, was so overpowering that we rushed
from the place in haste to inhale a breath of fresh air.
The next is a two-roomed brick house, lower room 14 x Ii ft. and S ft.. high, very filthy, in bad
repair. and without any ventilation. The floors appeared as if they had never been swept-, and dirt had
accumulated in every corner. The window, as usual, was boarded up, so that when the door is closed the
occupants are in total darkness, which appears to be one of the conditions necessary to the full enjoyment
of opium. In this room were two Chinamnen on the usual smoking-bench, with their pipes in full swing,
a table, a chair, some firewood, and some cooking utensils, besides a filthy looking poodle dog. hearing
a gurgling noise apparently proceeding from the staircase., I approached the spot in order to ascertain the
cause of it, and found it proceeded from a Chinainaim who had constructed a bench or bed for himself in a
small recess under the stairs 4 x 2t ft.; the gurgling noise proceeded from the tube of his pipe, at which
lie was sucking; it was clear from his condition that a few more pulls would settle his business, as he was
last approaelnng a state of oblivion.
We had all opportunity of watching the process of smoking the smoker after two or three whifis
discharges the smoke through his nostrils. Upon each opiuiu.beimch is usually a small oil lamp, lit and
placed near the head of the bed or bench ready for immediate use ; the wonder is.that when they become
mnmconseious, which appears to be always the case after a good smoke, aeeidents from lire (to not more
frequently occur. We found it impossible to nseertain from these tonants the terms of their tenancy, or
the amount they paid for rent. Whatever question we put to them the answer w'as invariably no savvey ;"
I believe they understood ns very well nevertheless. The -np-stair room was in total darkness, so that you
could not see your hand before you, all light as well as air being excluded by boarding up the window.
'With the aid of a match I managed to get a peep at it. It is the same size as the room below, but not so
high, and boxed of into two compartments, containing each a smoking-bench. This room was very close
and stank horribly.
We have scarcely inspected a single room occupied by a Chinaman which appeared to have been
cleaned or swept out for weeks at least.
The next house we inspected was also a two-roomed tenement occupied by Chinamen, sellers of
charcoal and firewood. This place, like the others, was very dirty, and the dirt which had accumulated on
the floors was so full of fleas that we were covered with them at once ; there was no mistaking their
presence. In all other respects there was no difference—the same careful exclusion of light and fresh an,
the same style of smoking benches or beds, and in place of any other furniture a large quantity of firewood
and charcoal. In the up-stairs room I counted twenty-four bags of charcoal, but there was one peenharity in
this room which we have not observed before in a Ohinaman's quarters—a bed, properly made up with
sheets and blankets; that was, however, the only evidence in the house of aregard for cleanliness or comfort
as we understand the terms; everywhere else we could see nothing but dirt, firewood, and charcoal. In
the yard, and running through the middle of it, was a filthy open drain, while the water-pipe discharges
its contents so that a stream of water runs under the house, and materially adds to its unhealthiness. The
water-cask was green and slimy from neglect, and as for the closet—an old cesspit—I have no term In my
vocabulary sufficiently strong to describe it. I have frequently been obliged to use the word stinkingwheiu
speaking of closets attached to houses occupied by Europeans ; applied to closets used by Chinamen this
word must be understood in its superlative sense. Tenements occupied by persons of such filthy habits, and
kept in such a dilapidated as well as dirty condition, should not be allowed to remain as they are. The
owners should be compelled to have them properly ventilated and to keep them in decent repair, and sonic
supervision should be exercised over the people who occupy them, for there can be no doubt that a great
deal of overcrowding takes place. I feel satisfied that in scarcely any instance did we obtain reliable
information as to the number of persons who resort to these places at night. At the time of our visit on
Tuesday we had a glimpse of several women who were evidently coining to pay their daily visit to one or
other of these Chinese dens, but who slunk away on seeing its'. The owner or agent of this property is
Ilaines.
At the corner of Goulburn-strect and Wrexford.street is a small iron tenement; wails as well as roof
of iron without any lining, about the warmest kind of domicile I have seen in Sydney. It was about 5
o'clock when we inspected it, and the sides were so hot that we could scarcely lay our hands upon them.
It contains two rooms 10 x 04 ft., is rented at 4s, a week—owner, Beyers—and is occupied by a man
and his wile ; ho" they manage to live and sleep in it passes Jn' comprehension. There is a yard
attached to it which is at the Bide of the house, and is i'cached by a pas.'m-ge fromn'the front door,
18 inches wide ; the tonammt complained that she could scarcely - get along it, although she was
not %'ery stout. She also said that the heat made her sick, a statenient which required no further corroboration. This place is quite unfit for human beings to live in in its present slate; it might, however, be
ventilated and be made habitable; a back door would be a desirable addition.
In 'Wexford-street or Market-lane is a three-roomed stone house belonging to O'Rourke, rented at
7s, a week; the front room is 14 x 124 ft, and 10 ft. high, and the back room 14 x 124, with coved ccmling
averaging 44 ft. high. This house is badly ventilated with the old-fashioned sash windows, and very close.
The cellar, which is about the same dimensions, is occupied by a washerwoman, very damp and in a dilapidated state, the wails tumbling down, This tenant told its that no one remained in it for any length of
time.,
.
We
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M. Chapman,

We next visited a stone house belonging to Simpson, containing three rooms about the same size
as those last mentioned. We noticed that the walls and ceiling were much broken, but there was a sick
woman lying on a sofa in one of the rooms, and we did not make a further inspection of it.
21 Jan., 1876.
'l'he last house we went over was a stone building, containing eight rooms—Campbell, owner—
rented to a person at £4 lOs. per month, who lets six of the rooms to three difierent families at 17s. a
week. The occupants of this house were not at all communicative, and we could not obtain the total
number of inmates; it was tolerably ventilated, butvery dirty, and the yard full of rubbish.
We finished our day's inspection at 0 o'clock.
Eq.

Personal Inspection
By No. 1 Sub-Committee
TWENTY-FIRST DAY, ThURSDAY, 13 JANUARY, 1876.

.Mar1eet-iaw, qf GouThuin-street.

256. Mi.. Ohepmam gave evidence on behalf of himself and Dr. Read, as follows
Met Dr. iead and Sergeant Larkins at the City Club, at 320 p.m. on Thursday, 13th instant, and
M. Chapman,
Lq.
proceeded to Market-lane, where we inspected two brick houses containing two rooms each, owned by
p.J...\
Campbell, rented at 5s. a week each. One was occupied by a mangle-woman; the lower room 12 x 10 ft.
21 Jan., 1876. and 74 ft. high, and the up-stair room same size, with coved ceiling 34 ft. high. Both these rooms were iii
bad repair, and very imperfectly ventilated,—the window up-stairs being fastened up. A. large mangle stood
in tho centre of the lower room, which, with a table and two or three chairs, a number of clothes, and some
irons, almost filled it up. The room above was in the same crowded state and the yard was regularly
blocked up with tin pots and old baskets, apparently the accumulation of years. The neighbours, in reply
to our inquiries respecting the tenant of this house, said uhe lived like a hermit and would not speak to
any of them.
The next house—same size and rent—was in an equally bad state of repair and as badly ventilated;
both houses are infested with rats. The landlord has several times promised to clean and repair them, and
has as often failed to carry out his promise.
We next inspected a four-roomed brick house in 0-oulburn place, off Market-lane; front room
13 x 10 ft. and 8 ft. high, and the back rooms 4 x 9 ft. and 5 ft. high; Burton, owner. The tenant of this
house, formerly a Corporation labourer, was lying drunk on a sofa, his wife having sought shelter on the
door-step of a neighbouring house in consequence of illusage received at his hands a short time before our
visit. A ruin bottle on the table, and a broken gin bottle under it, the contents of which were trickling
across the floor, were pretty strong evidence as to the cause of the strife. This woman told us a harrowing
tale—how that they bad at one timepossessed considerable property in Woolloomooloo, which had all
been squandered away by her husband since he took to drink. She said her heart was almost broken by
his ill-treatment of herself and children. Out of five children, four had left their home, and she had to
struggle with her remaining child under misery and harsh usage to make a living. In all these cases of
intemperance the punishment falls very heavily on the wife and family of the drunkard.
Near this house we noticed two weatherboard buildings in a very dilapidated state. They are not
occupied by regular tenants, but are the resort of larrikins during the day and at night afford shelter to a
number of vagrants.
Next were two weatherboard houses owned by Moore. The first contains two rooms 14 x 104 ft.
and 6 ft. 3 in. high, and 14 x 54, same height, rented at 5s. Gd. per week, and occupied by a man, his wife,
and seven children. The second house contains three rooms, rent Os. (Id., and is occupied by six persons.
In the yard was an open drain, very filthy. These houses are generally in bad repair and badly ventilated;
landlord refuses to do anything. Decent houses for working people, at a moderate rental, we are told
everywhere are not to be had, and respectable persons of this class are consequently driven to occupy these
objectionable tenements. What a fine opportunity exists for some rich philanthropist to buy up some of
these properties and put up on them houses or cottages built with some regard to comfort and ventilation;
I am much mistaken if independent of the benefit he would confer upon his fellow creatures, lie would
not find the investment a profitable one.
On the west side of Market-lane are four houses called Sellar's Buildings. Three of them are built
of brick, and contain three rooms each, and are rented at Ga. a week ; the fourth is a weatherboard house,
rented at Is. a week. The tenants of these houses complain greatly of the offensive smell which proceeds
from the closet—an old cesspit—and the open surface drain in the yard; the whole of the roadway in this
court is very rough and in bad repair.
Up a narrow passage off Market-lane are four houses, owned by Mrs. M'Lean; the roadway and
fence belonging to this property are much broken, and must be dangerous to those who are not acquainted
with the premises. The first of these houses is a two-roomed tenement, let at (is. a week; the lower room,
154 x 9 ft. and 7 ft. high, is in it very worn-out condition; walls and ceiling falling down; no opening in the
back wall, and consequently no ventilation. The up-stair room, which is very much in the same state, is
sublet to a female at 3s. All that this room contained was an old worn-out mattress with a few rags for
bedding, and an empty bottle; the yard, 44 ft. wide and loft, long, with an open drain running through it;
the whole place filthy and stinking.
The next house was one of weatherboard, apparently of the same size and in the same condition
the tenant was out and we did not examine it, but we inspected the house adjoining it, which contains
two rooms, 10 x 10 ft. and 8 ft. high, rented at 5& a week, very close and badly ventilated; the tenant
of this house, who has six children, told us that although she had lived there for five years the
Jandlady had done nothing towards cleaning or repairing it. Through the yards of these houses, which all
belong to Mrs. M'Lean, runs an open drain ; the closet, which is a common cesspit, in a very stinking
condition, appears to drain into an old well half full of refuse, and insecurely covered over with a few
boards. The residents in the neighbourhood complained bitterly of the stench which proceeds from both
these places.
Fronting Market-lane is a four-roomed brick house belonging to the Linden Estate, rented at 128.
a week. The tenant was lying drunk on a sofa2 and, although very noisy, was unable to move from it;
this
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this gave us an opportunity of examining it, which be seemed inclined to object to. The rooms are 12 x M. Chapman,
Esq.
1.0 ft. and 74 feet high, and in a very bad state of repair; the paper was falling off the wails. There is
no opening in the back wall, and consequently no ventilation. The yard has an open drain running down
it close to the foundation of the house; the stench from this drain is very offensive, and must be very- 21 ha., 1876.
injurious to health, especially in the case of children who are playing about all day close to it. This
nuisance is greatly aggravated by the closet in Mrs. M'Lean's property adjoining ; the tenant also stated
that he bad lived there five years, and the-landlord would do nothing in the shape of repairs, though very
prompt in exacting payment of his rent every week. The main sewer, which discharges into Darling
harbour, cannot be more than twenty or thirty yards from both these properties, and the owners should
be compelled to lay down pipes to carry the drainage into it.
Off Market-lane, and on the side of a hill approached by stone steps, are two brick houses—Alluin
owner—containing four rooms each, in tolerably good condition, one house is badly ventilated, there being
no openings in the back wall; it was occupied by six persons. The first has a kitchen attached to it,
arid rents at 12s. a week; the other rents at lOs., and is but tenanted by a man, his wife, and eight children
who had recently arrived from the country. The yard to this house, which is 15 x 1315 ft., is very rough
and full of stumbling blocks ; the woman said "The childher were kilt with it already" ; it was also very
dirty, and contained a large accumulation of rubbish.
We finished our inspection at 0 o'clock.

Personal Inspection
By No. 2 Sub-Committee.
TWRNTIETU DAY, WEDNESDAY, 12 JANUARY, 1876.

Denisoi Ward.
257. Dr. Dansey gave evidence on behalf of himself and Mr. Palmer, as follows

a

Met the Mayor at the Town Hall at 4 p.m. on Wednesday, 12th instant, and proceeded to Liver- P. flaney,
pool.street with Constable Milne in attendance. In the upper part of the street, next George-street, and
Esq.
adjoining the ground occupied by Chadwick's timber-yard, we found two houses encroaching on the align- e—'-inent, but in other respects not calling for notice.
21 ,Tan., 1876,
We proceeded to Union-lane, and inspected No. 2, a four-roomed weatherboard and shingle house,
belonging to Mr. Beaver, of G-eorge.street Markets, rented at 7s. a week. This house is in a most dilapidat4d condition—the laths and plaster are I:umbling down from the wails and ceiling. Up.stmrs one of the
windows is out altogcther; in the other there are three panes of glass wanting, and in the lower rooms the
windows are in a similar condition ; the rooms are about 12 ft. 112 ft. At the rear of the house is ayard
used by three houses, containing an old privy which has lately been cleaned out; the sitting accommodation
oF the rudest kind.
We next went to Victoria.place, where there are six houses, all in tolerably good order, and in
habitable condition; but with all the apparent comforts and improvements the old-fashioned sash windows
ale adhered to, and the ventilation is very defective.
We inspected several houses in Sussex.street1 running up that street as far as Goulburn.street.,
but found nothing calling for special notice until we came to W'h.lton.lane, where there is a property lately
purchased by Mr. Israel from Mr. Moore of 34 Upper William-street. Here we found a very offensive
"dour arising from the closets which in this ncighbourhood are all common privies, there being no sewer
near with which the houses could be connected; in all these tenements the same old-fashioned style
of ventilation prevails.
In Goulburn-street we noticed several old wooden houses which are in as good order as can be
expected, considering their age, and that the owners never think of preserving the woodwork by an
occasional coat of paint.
Mr. Cape's property, at the corner of Goulburn and George streets, is a stone building, stuccoed
in front, with a weatherboard building attached with skillion roof, used as a saddloi'y store, owned by
Scarivell, solicitor, Braidwood; the stone-work is sound, but the internal arrangements require repair. The
landlord we were told refuses to do anything to keep the place in order. The closet, an 01d privy, is in a
very dilapidated himbledown condition.
Adjoining this house is the site of a well known public.house, in former days the " Jew's Harp."
There are now five houses used as shops, all on the ground floor, occupyiug what used to be the veraudal,
of the inn, and a very valuable site.
We returned by George.street, but found nothing particularly calling for attention.
Finished at 630 pin

TwENn-nnstr DAY, SATURDAY, 15 JANUARY, 1870.

Venison Ward.
Started with the Mayor from the Town Hall at 10 o'clock on Saturday, 15th instant, accompanied G. F. Dansey,
Esq.
by Constable Flynn, and proceeded topay a second visit to Denison Ward. Commenced with No. 2, Duncan.
street, which is a four.roomed brick building—owned by Mr. Golden, of Glebe Point—rented at 105. a
week. The ceilings in the lower rooms are falling down, and the place is altogether in a bad state of21 J55., 1878
repair; it is also badly ventilated, having the old-fashioned windows with upper sash immovable. The yard
is very small. The tenants informed us that the landlord would do nothing to keep the house in good
order.
Turning the corner of Barker.lane we came upon a batten wall on the left-hand side, covered with
tin, which we found to be the wall of stables at the rear of houses in Bathurst-street; this stable
blocks up the whole of one side of the street.
On the right.hand side are Monk's Vinegar Works ; we inspected the machinery which was at
work at the time, and found everything conducted in a very clean and wholesome manner.
From
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G. F. Dansey,
From l3arker-Iane we caine to Duncan-street, and inspected six brick houses belonging to Mr.
Esq.
Monk, which appeared in good condition, but the smell from the privy was exceedingly offensive; the yard
Mr. Monk tS lay down pipes to the sewer, and lie promised to
is also far too small. We stronglydvised
a
21 Jan 1576
do so, and to apply at once to the Town Hall to get it done.
On the west side of Duncan.street are five houses, containing two rooms, called U olden's Buildings,
belonging to Mr. Golden of the Glebe. In front of each house is a piece of ground from 5 ft. to 5, ft.
deep with a frontage of about 15 ft. There is no back door,- back yard, or opening of any kind at the
rear 'of these houses—nothing but a dead blank wall, which prevents any possible ventilation. These
cotiages are rented at 7s. a week each. In the centre of the five tenements is a water-pipe with one tap
to supply thewhole community, which is evidently at times the occasion of a good deal of dissension, for
while we were there Nye heard the voice of one woman telling another in angry tones to bide her turn.'
Betwoen Nos. 9 and 11 is a closet opening directly on to the street ; it is supplied with a cistern, but is in
such an exposed situation as to be a continual offence to decency. No one can enter or leave it without
being seen by the tenants of all the houses opposite, besides the employS at the flour mill at the corner,
where there are a number of men at work. Some of the women told us that their husbands were so
ashamed to make use of that closet iii the face of so many persons that they went away and foflnd accoinmodation elsewhere. No less than twenty-two individuals have to malce use of it. The landlord of these
cott.nges has promised to have them done up by Christmas. Most of the children in this neighbourhood
go to the rngged school.
No. B in this street, belonging to Mr. Purchase of Parrainatta, was the pictnre of cleanliness ; the
tenant informed its that he was the best of landlords, and that he always did anything he was asked to do.
We then turned down Barker-lane westward to Duncan-street, and came to a batten gate which
lcd up to the front door of a house, the ground floor of which was unoccupied and had a notice "To let
apply to Mrs. M'Nab, 14, Steam Mill-street," in one of the windows. The Venetian shutters outside the
windows were in a very shattered condition and greatly in need of repair. In the yard at the rear we
found an earthenware pipe leading to a sewer, without any stench trap. We mounted some steps at the
back of the house leading to the upper floor, which is divided by the landing into two sets of apartments—
two rooms and an attic on one side and two rooms on the other—let at Ss. and Os. Gd. a week respectively.
One of these suites was occupied by it family—the other was empty. We were told that is. a week had
been added to the rent of the up-stairs rooms, and is. a week to the rent down-stairs, and had been paid for
the last two months. This addition had been enforced to meet the expense of supplying a cistern for the
closet, but the cistern has not yet been furnished.
No. 29 is a house of similar construction, belonging to Mrs. Brown, and let., the upper portion of
it containing three rooms and attic, at 7s., and the lower part at Gs. a week; in bad repair ; the closet a
common privy.
No. 27 is a brick house containing six rooms—four below, one of which is a grocer's shop and two
above, reached by a ladder from the back room, belonging to Mr. Neale. The lower rooms, occupied by a
widower and four children, are let at Os. a week, and the upper rooms occupied by a man, his wife, and
three children, at Ss. IIeie again there was no stench-trap to the drain in time back yard, only a sunken
stone with holes bored in it for the water to drain away; the closet, an old cesspit, emitting a very offensive
smell.
No. 21, belonging to Mrs. M'Nab, has two rooms below and three above, approached by steps
from the back yard. The rent of this house had also been raised to pay for a cistern attached to the
closet. All the houses in this lano have the same old-fashioned ventilation.
No. 19 gave promise of a better state of things, for in the front door was a letter-box with brass
facings. We did not however find the interior at all comfortable or in clean condition, while the stench
from the privy at the rear was something horrible to remember.
The landlord of No. 17 had evidently had an eye to economy of space, the house being built with
its gable fronting tIme street like the houses in the north of Scotland, and in Shetland and the Orkney
Isles, where the architects endeavour to place them in such a position that they offer the minimum amount
of resistance to the elements.
At the side of the houses last-mentioned is a three-roomed tenement, containing one room below
and two above; the ceiling of the lower room is in bad repair, and requires attention from the landlady—
Mrs. M'Nab; it is let at Ss. a week ; ventilation also very bad.
There are four other houses, Nos. 9, 7, 5, and 3, belonging to Mr. Barker, each consisting of two
rooms and a kitchen, rented at Ss. a week, chiefly noticeable on account of the disgusting state of the
closets, which are old common privies ; otherwise the houses are in good order.
We also inspected a two-roomed house on the north side of No. 22 with kitchen attached, rented
at 7s. a week—owner, Mrs. Brookes. The closet belonging to this house emitted such an abominable
stench that it caused an involuntary fit of vomiting on my part, and very nearly upset the Mayor. Ithad
the effect of bringing our labours for the day to a sudden termination.
We returned at 1 p.n.

Personal Inspection
By No. 1 Sub-Committee.
Pv.rniry-sEcoNm DAY, TuisnAr, lSru DreEMnEn, 1870.
.Phillip Ward.
gave
evidence
on
behalf
of
himself and Dr. Read as follows
r.
2.5S. M Chapman.
Met
Dr.
Read
and
Sergeant
Larkins
at
the City Club on Tuesday, 18th inst., and proceeded to
M. Chapman,
Campbell-street,
Ilavmarket.
Up
a
narrow
lane
or entrance from this street, about 4 feet wide, is a row
Esq.
r'Th of seven houses, built of stone, containing two rooms each, 14 by 12 feet and 7 feet high, called Blake's
21 Jan., 1876. Buildings—owned by Bowman. These houses are in very bad repair, and in a dirty condition. Some of
the tenants stated that they had been living there for seven years and the owner had refused to do anytlmihig
in the shape of cleaning or repairing. The rent ranges from Is. to Ss., according to the state of repair
ventilation
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ventilation very deficient, there being no opening in the back wall to afford a passage for fresh air. The yard M. Olmpnian,
is rough and very filthy; the space in front of the houses, about 10 feet wide, appeared as if it were swept
or cleaned only at very remote intervals, and as there is no provision for drainage it must be a coin plete 21 jan 1876.
pool of mud in wet weather. At the end of the lane is a closet—an old cesspit-7 x 0 feet, nearly full,
and emitting a most abominable and sickening stench. There are from forty to fifty persons residing in
this court, and they all complain bitterly of the impurity of the atmosphere, the closeness of their tenements, and the discomfort of the place generally from the absence of covered drains and the want of
proper closet accommodation. They say they cannot sleep at night, and no wonder in such ill ventilated
quarters. The owner of this property should be compelled to connect his houses with the public sewer
which runs within a few yards of' them. No better test of the unhealthy character of these dwelling
places could be afforded than in the sickly and squalid appearance of the children. With no covered drain
to carry off the drainae, with house s1ops and refuse thrown about in all directions, and with one ,filthy
closet, used by nearly two score individuals, tainting the whole atmosphere, how can they be expected to
thrive? The residents in this overcrowded place stated, as a sort of apology for the uncomfortable condition of their dwellings, that it was impossible to find other quarters without going a long way out of
town,
We next visited Malcolm's yard, which runs parallel to the court just described, and -is reached
from the ilayinarket. It consists of two iron houses in tolerably good repair, but badly ventilated and
fearfully hot, especially (luring such wcather as we have experienced lately; the yard is very rough and
broken, and must be positively dangerous to traverse after dark.
Symons'.buildings, running north from the Hayrnarket, comprise seven houses, having each two
in the back wall
rooms and kitchen, let at Os. a week, in a fair state of repair, but without any
for pw'poses of ventilation, although the existence of a yard at the back affords every opportunity to
the proprietor. li'reslm air, however, in connection with sleeping apartments, does not seem to be a
desideratum, either with the landlords or the tenants, and the only ventilation these rooms appear likely
to get will be in the evidence given about them by the members of this Committee ; the light of publicity
may possibly do something to improve them.
Elizabcth.place, off Elizabeth-street, between Campbell and G-oulburn streets, consists of sjx
houses, belonging to Plummer's Estate—Harris, agent. Four of these contain two rooms each, and are in
pretty good condition, but very badly ventilated, having the usual dead wall at the back. One of these
houses which we examined was occupied by persons of very doubtful repute. In the lower room which is
121 x lift, and 7% 1%, high, was a man on a chair with a woman on his knee in a state of dc'el,abilTh;
there was no other furniture in the room except an old bed in the corner. In the upstair room, a woman
was lying undressed on another old bed; no bed-clothes and no furniture of any kind in the room. The
tenant of one of three houses adjoining stated while complaining of the want of ventilation, that close as
the rorn in which she slept was she was obliged to close the shutters at night and exclude the fresh air,
because there was such a lot of rowdy people about.
The next was it one-roomed tenement, 10 x 9 ft. and 7 ft. high, let at 3s. Gd. a week, and occupied by a man, his wife, and four children, who eat, cook, sleep, and pass all their in-door lifei n this confined space. its may be imagined, it was very hot and close.
There is a house close to it containing containing two small rooms, but the tenant was out and we
did not enter it.
Another house connected with the same property contains nine rooms and is rented by an old man
and his wife, who sublet four of the rooms to different persons at lOs. a week. This house is in a frightfully dilapidated state, and unfit for habitation. Even the occupier, who makes a profit of 4s. a week out
of the rent and gets free quarters for himself; says it is not fit for a dog-kennel. This place should be
pulled down or else put into proper repair.
We went from this place to the same side of Onstiereagh-street, and inspected No, 420, a brick
house containing four rooms and let 'at Os. a week. The rooms are lOx loft, and S x 10 ft., and 0 ft. high,
back and fcont in very bad repair; in fact they are almost tumbling down, and although let at a low rental
are dear at the price. The landlord as usual will not repair.
On the west side of Castlereagh-street, nearly opposite to the house last mentioned, is an old
rookery with a shed in front of it used as a fruit.shop. The fruiterer and his family live in another old
shed at the back containing two small rooms, while in another portion of the yard is a third shed, built of
packing eases, and covered with iron about 0 x 4 ft. and 5 ft. high, occupied by an old woman. The
remainder of the yard is nearly full of old fruit cases and lumber sufficient for the construction of a fourth
or even a fifth shed if necessary. This property belongs to Asher, and is certainly not a credit to him.
On the same side of the street is a house containing two rooms and a cockloft, let at lOs. a week—
Gibson owner. This house, which is occupied by a vanman, is very filthy and in bad repair; the closet, a
common cesspit, is within .a few feet of the door, and stinks frightfully, the stench being increased by a
large heap of stable manure in the yard. The landlord does nothing to improve his property.
Young's-buildings, off Castlereagh-strect, on the west side, consist of seven houses, situate in it
yard at the back of a terrace fronting that street (ltamsdent agent.) These are two-roomed brick tenements, let at 7s. a week; greatly out of repair and badly ventilated, having evidently been designed by
the architect in whose plans the blank dead wall running the whole length of the block is the leading
feature. We entered one of them, occupied by a sick woman, who said it was damp and uncomfortable—
very mild terms considering that the ceiling was down, and the rain poured through the roof as through a
sieve. The other houses are all more or less in the same condition, and want renovating badly. One of
them is occupied by a Chinaman, a vendor of opium, which is smoked on the premises. He has three
smoking benches for the use of his customers, which were occupied at the time of our visit by six China.
men, two of whom had had their quantum and were in a state of unconsciousness. We noticed four halfcaste children strongly resembling the Mongolian race running about the place. This house was clean in
comparison with some of the Chinese smoking-houses we have visited, but the sickening smell of the opium
pipes is sufficient to disgust any one except a Clnnaman.
The next house we inspected belongs to the same property, and fronts Castlereagh-street. It consists of two rooms, and is let at Os. a week; very close and hot. The tenant complained very much of
having no drain and no water. We did not w'ondcr at the last complaint, as the water-pipe had burst at
one of the closets, and had been so, we were told, for months, the agent turns a deaf ear to all appcals.
This property, we were informed, has lately been purchased by Dr. Morris we therefore hope that there
will soon be a better state of things, and that the comfort of the tenants will be looked after.
No.
* 70—r11 [No. U.]
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M. Chapman,
No. 396, Castlereagh-street, east side, is a two-roomed brick house, let at Ss.—M'Ouiro owner—
Esq.
occupied by a man and wife and seven children. The rooms are 11 x 101, ft., and 11 x S ft., very close and
,Jan is6 unhealthy, (lesigned
y
b the dead wall architect, and withoutany ventilation. This house is built on the back
21
of the allotment, the front of which is used as a cow-yard. The place was filthy in the extreme. On one
side is an old shed about 20 feet long, in which were six dirty dejected-looking cows, three of which were
lying down, and three standing up. I suppose they take it in turn, for there certainly is not room for
them all to lie down at the same time. On the other side of the yard was a large heap of cow-dung, and
a filthy water-cask. If that is the source from which the milk is watered as well as the cows the customers have just cause for alanu. We can only express our surprise that such a state of things should
be allowed to exist on ground fronting a main street, almost in the heart of the city. There were a number
of ducks and fowls about the place which did not help to make it cleaner.
The next house—same size, same owner, same rent—is occupied by six persons. They complain.
greatly of the heat of the place; these houses have a westerly aspect; the sun is on them for three parts
of the day ; and they are absolutely without ventilation.
On the same side of Castlereagh.street, a few yards further north, up a passage 2 ft. wide, and
then up about a dozen steps, are two weatherboard hoases, owned by Steele and rented at 7s. a week.
They contain three rooms each, 14 ft. x 11 ft., 13 ft. x 8 ft., and 13 ft. x 5 ft., and 7* ft. high. Like a
great many of the tenements we have examined since Nye commenced our house to house inspection
there is no opening in the back wall in the shape of door or window, and no back yard. The plan adopted
in the consti'uction of cheap dwellings in Sydney is a very simple one. A wall is run up on the
extreme back boundary of the allotment, and,, extending to either end of the ground. This is intersected
by a number of partitions, at right angles, at an average distance of (say) 8 ft. apart ; a couple of cheap
sashes for the upper and lower room, and one door on the ground floor for each house, and lo the buildings when roofed are completed and a ,property yielding good returns is created at a minimum outlay. It
is no use to have doors and windows at the back, because the ground at the rear belongs to another
proprietor, and experience shows that houses without ventilation let readily. The extension of the
building to the boundary of the allotment also saves the cost of fencing at the back and sides. It is
however indispensable that there should be some apology for a yard, where the women may wash and hang
out their clothes to dry, and therefore a space is reserved in front for this purpose, which is frequently
only 5 or 6 feet wide. It_will be seen that this arrangement takes up a Width of, at the outside, 16
feet. Now, supposing the available area to be 40 feet wide, it similar row of houses can be erected
on the opposite side, and there would be 10 ft. to spare between the two terraces. This vacant
space is not without its use also ; there being no provision for drainage, and no room for it, except in front,
it follows as a mtter of course that all the house-slops and refuse find their way into this unoccupied
space and ran along it in a surface drain. Add to this description three or four stinking cesspits, all
occupying prominent positions in front of both rows of houses, and you have a sketch of a block of4 cheap
houses in the back-slums of Sydney. These properties are generally in some yard or court off the street,
and hidden from public observation, or they would not be allowed to exist. The picture I have drawn is
not a fanciful one, as will at once be admitted by those who have taken the trouble to read our previous
reports.
The occupants of the last house described complained very much of the stench from the Adjoining
cow-yard. The closet of these premises we found occupied by an old female vagrant, who lay on the seat
coiled up like the letter Z. She was thoroughly drunk, and slept like a top. The tenants assured us that
this old creature persists in taking possession of the closet every night in spite of allthey can do, and they
are almost afraid to make use of it themselves for fear of vermin.
We returned at 30 p.m.

Pe±sonal Inspection
By No. 2 Sub-Committee.
TWENTY-SECOND DAY, MOYnAY, 17 JANUARY, 1876.
Den igon ll7ard.
2-59. Dr. Dansey gave evidence on behalf of himself and Mr. Palmer, as follows:—

Met the Mayor at the Town Hail on Monday, 17th inst., at half-ptst 3 o'clock, and, with Constable
€1'. F. Danscy,
Esq.
Milne in attendance, proceeded to Barker's lane to complete the inspection which came to such an unsatis,-.--' factory termination on Saturday last.
21 Tan., 1876.
We commenced with No. 24, a brick house rented at Ss. a w'eek, having one room and a kitchen
on the ground floor and two rooms above. The yard attached to this house is very small, and the privy
which is very offemi;e is close to the kitchen window; owner, Bittern.
The next house, constructed oü the same pattern, and belonging to the same owner, accommodates
a family of five—husband, wife, and three children. All the children attend Pidgeon's school in Sussexstreet. The proximiW of the closet to the kitchens of both these houses must be very injurious to the
health of the inhabitants, especially as the kitchens are built of weatherboard which cannot keep out the
stench. The houses themselves are in fair repair, but in none of the yards is there any stench-trap to the
sewer. We were unableto inspect Nos. 25 and 30, the doors being locked and the tenants not at home.
Ave next went to Steam-mill-street. No. 30 in this street is divided to accommodate two families,
two rooms above and two below, with two kitchens underground; it belongs to Mr. Brown, of the Glebe
the upper portion is rented at Ga,, and the lower one at l's., each division being occupied by five persons.
This house is not in bad condition, but has scarcely sufficient accommodation for ten persons. The landlords
in this neighbourhood have shown great ingenuity in dividing their houses in order to obtain extra tenants.
Here we also noticed that the water is supplied through leaden pipes.
No. 28 contains three rooms, two above and one below, occupied by one family, a widower, and six
children, the mother having died recently; and No, 26, owned by Neale, and rented at Os. a week, has
four rooms, in which a man, his wife, and six children live ; the rooms are very small, and the ventilation
imperfect. We were glad to hear that all the children go to school. The kitchen is constructed of battens,
which are half-inch apart, and let the air in freely.
No.
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No. 24—same owner and sante size; accommodates a family of four, two being children who attend G. F. Dsnscy,
Esq.
school; old-fashioned ventilation and a stinking privy.
No. 20 is owned by M'ab; it contains two rooms, one above the other, and an attic, and rents at ''
Cs. Gd. a week. The woman of this house complained greatly of the beat and closeness of the place, and 21 Jan., lSiG.
considering that there is generally a fire in the low;er room for cooking and washing purposes and no ventilation in the upper room, there can be no doubt her complaint was well founded.
Nos. 18, 16, 14, 12, and 8, owned by the residents themselves, were all in very good condition;
upon inquiry we found that nearly all the children in this locality go to school, some to Fort-street, some
to Pidgeon's school, and some to St. John's. We remarked to one woman that Tort-street was a long
way to scud her children, "Yes," she said, "but it is the best school." We find, as a rule, that wherever
a house is kept clean and tidy the children of the family are invariably school goers; it is only in the abodes
of dirt and drunkenness that the little ones are neglected.
We next inspected a small house at the end of Steam-mill-street, where live a man, his wife, and
three children ; two of the children are nearly grown up, and are employed at tailoring; the youngest one
is at home. We asked if this child went to school, and her mother said she could not afford to pay the
school fec, which is Od. ; at the same time she admitted that her husband obtained constant work as a stonemason. This is one of the cases of wilful neglect which our educational reformers will have to deal
with.
No. 7 in the same street, rented at lOs. a week, is a four-roomed house, which accommodates two
families ; in the lower part of the house there are five persons living. We were anxious to see how they
were housed in such limited quarters. The mother of the family was anxious to give us all the information
she could, but her husband, who had been indulging in strong liquors, was obstructive as well as abusive,
and told us to clear out.
Nos. 11, 13, 15, and 17, are all occupied by persons living on their own property, and in clean good
condition.
We next proceeded to James-street, where we found nothing deserving of particular attenton; but
on entering Sussex-street a woman rushed across from Fleming's court and asked its to visit a woman who
was drunk and in a miserable condition. Entering the edurt we were directed to a two-roomed wooden
shanty, being the back portion of another house, occupied by Mrs. Murray, who was lying on a sofa in a
drunken state. The stench of the room, which was S x 12, and destitute of any other furniture., was horribly offensive. After a few minutes she roused herself sufficiently to explain that she felt much better.
Two sickly-looking neglected children were in the room with her, and a more forlorn appearance than they
presented it would be difficult to imagine. This state of dirt and wretchedness is all the result of drink.
In these cases the children are the sufferers. There is no law to reach parents whose neglect stops short
of actual cruelty. We can only record the fact as a proof among others that the back slums of Sydney
afford an ample field for philanthropists.
There are five other tenements in Fleming's court, one of which is occupied by Mr. Eastwood, who
has lived there for nineteen years ; it contains three rooms, and is let at is. a week.
On the opposite side of the court is a wooden box just large enough to house one person, which was
secured by large padlocks; the occupant, we were told, had gone to Manly Beach before 'Xmas, and had
not yet returned.
We inspected in the same court a two-roomed brick house, occupied by a labourer named Pooney,
rented at Os. He has a number of children who all go to school. The drainage and water supply for this
court are good. As we left it we met the owner, who had evidently been drinking, and was inclined to be
abusive. He followed us for some time while we were continuing our inspection. We visited several
other houses in Sussex-street, but found nothing which cafls for particular notice.
We returned at 0-30 p.m.

FRIDAY, 28 JAHUARY 1870.
rccut
R. B. READ, ESQ.,
M. CHAPMAN, E5Q.,

G. F. DANSEY, EsQ.,
B. PALMER., E5Q.

HoN. JOHN SMITH, M.D, M.TJ.C.,

IN THE

Onint.

Personal Inspection
By No. 1 Sub-Committee,
Twncry-rnxn.n DAY, 19m JnuAnr, 1570.

Phillip Ward.
200. Air. Olzapmam gave evidence on behalf of himself and Dr. Read, as follows
Met Dr. Read and Sergeant Larkins at the City Club at * o'clock on Wednesday, 19th January, M. Chapman,
1570, and proceeded to inspect Paradise how, off Abercrombie and Myrtle streets. This property consists
Esq.
of twenty-four weatherboard houses with slate roofs, owned by Thomas Broughton, Esq.—Carter, agent. r—'--- -'
The houses axe chiefly two-roomed tenements, rented at ds. a week. The neighbourhood in which they 28 Jan,, JbiG.
are situate bears about as bad a reputation as any we have yet visited; the houses are in a very dilapidated
state, many of them being empty on account probably of their uninhabitable condition. The agent, a
well-known character, with one arm, would persist in following us about during our examinations, and
inciting time tenants to resist our entrance into their houses. i am sorry to say that in many cases lie
succeeded; his language was not of the choicest dqscription and his conduct was very obstructive. He
told us be had been fined on account of these places a short time ago, and "he'd take (strong adjective)
good care that he would not be sucked in again." The rooms average about 10 x 10 ft. and 7 x 10 ft,
with a height of Ok ft.
One house is occupied by an old man, apparently a cripple, who was lying on an old bed on the
floor, the only furniture being a table and a bundle of old clothes in the corner. The rent of this house
was
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M. Chapman, was only 3s. We might have obtained some information from this tenant but for the obstructive conduct
Lsq.
of the agent, whose noisy vociferations had collected it large number of the inhabitants, the majority of
u sted with this conduct we ceased to make any
whom seemed as anxious for a row as he was. Disg
S • an., 1876,
further attempt to inspect the houses. This was the first time since ;vecoinmcnced our house to house
inspection, in the course of which we have visited a large number of houses in various parts of the city,
that the tenants have offered any opposition to our endeavours to serve them. The occasional peeps into
the interior of these tenements which we obtained were sufficient to show that the premises are generally
in a filthy condition and in very bad repair.
At the end of this row is an old house built of brick and slate, which in its earlier days must have put
forth strong clajms to respectability, but is now in such a tottering state that it is a matter of surprise
that people should be found so venturesome as to five in it. Nevertheless there are four rooms occupied
by different tenants; one of them is used by Mr. Ilodgkinson, one of the City Missionaries, as a meetinghouse. It is appropriately furnished, and we feel convinced that this worthy man, whom we met
immediately afterwards, has been the means of doing much good among the residents of this disreputable
locality. There is one redeeming feature in connection with this property ; there is a large paddock at
the back of the row, which is open to the tenants ; but on the other hand the closet accommodation is
wretched in the extreme. It consists of three cesspits, 0 x 4 feet, filthy, stinking, and much eut of
repair doors and seats broken, and no regard whatever to decency. From the number of persons we
saw about the premises, and from what the police told us, we feel satisfied that there must be a good deal
of overcrowding here. The owner of the property can scarcely, we think, have any idea of its wretched
condition, or he would, in his own interest, pnt proper tenements upon it. It is a very large and valuable
piece of land in a good situation, well adapted for working-men's dsvcllings, and might be made to yield
an excellent return.
in Parramatta-street, near Abercrombie-street, up a gateway, is a place called Moss' court. It
consists of five houses, four of which are in a row, the other at right angles to them at the end of the
court, forming a figure like the letter L. They consist of two rooms each, one over the other,
11 x 11 feet and 7 feet high, and are rented at 5s. a week (owner, Mrs. Scales). They are in a dirty
state and badly ventilated ; no opening in thb back wall ; the windows in the front with the top sash a
fixture. The tenants complain very much of the heat and the filthy state of the yard. This is an open
space in front about 10 feet wide, and common to all the houses. There is no drainage, and in wet
weather it is impossible to get to the closet etccpt by going through water ankle deep. This closet is at
the end of the court, close to the house described as at vight angles with the others. It is a common
cespit, by no means clean, and as there is a fall of about 18 inches to this end of the court, the
unfortunate tenant in the end house has, in addition to the stench from the closet, which is sickening at
times, to contend with an accumulation of impurities which collect at this spot.
Carlton-street, off Parramatta-street, consists of about twenty-four brick houses (owned by
Carlton), all in a good state of repair and apparently well ventilated ; they presented a marked contrast
to the houses in the court we had just quitted.
lYe next visited Lonibard-place, Parramatta-street, formerly Linden-lane. This place was at one
time one of the worst in the city; but by pressure from the Corporation the owner was induced to pull
all the houses down, with the exception of three fronting Parramatta-street; it is a great pity these were
not pulled down at the same time. One of them was originally a bakery, but is now in too dilapidated a
state for any trade to be carried on in it ; it did not appear to contain any tenants, at least we could see
no signs of oecnpation.
The next, which is on the other side of Lombard-place, consists of three apartments, a shop, a
bark skillion, and a sort of cock-loft. The shop, which is of the smallest dimensions, contained the usual
stock-in-trade of a huckster—pipes, lollies, onions, &c., &c.; the skillion seemed as if it were rarely used
the cock-loft we did not examine ; there was scarcely any furniture in the place—the whole a picture of
poverty and neglect. The house is in a ruinous state, and the tenant stated that when it rains there is
not a dry place in it. She pays is. a week, and has it husband and seven children living with her.
The next house is occupied by a tailor, who pays 7s. 3d. a week. It appeared to be in the same
ruinous condition—the yard small and filthy, with an open drain running through it.
Charles-street, Parraniatta.strect, consists of about thirty-four houses, built of brick, containing
three to four rooms each, and let at Ss. a week; the roadway is about 12 feet wide. The houses seem in
tolerable repair, but are not connected with any sewer ; the drainage runs down the gutter on either side
of the street and discharges on to a vacant piece of land at the end, ultimately finding its way into an
opening in the main sewer, which appears to have been kept open in order to connect this property. The
stench which proceeds from this opening and from the open drains is atrocious. The people at the lower
end of the street complain of the filth oozing from Green's lane. We were informed that the children
who average about five to each house are often ill with sore throats, and there can be no doubt that the
noxious gases given off from the sewage are the cause of it. This street must be unhealthy, and immediate steps should be taken to compel the proprietor to connect, the sewer being only a few yards from his
property. We noticed when leaving this street a very filthy open drain running into it from the yard of a
public-house called the " Clare Castle," fronting Parramatta-street.
We next visited Green's lane, wlich contains one house on the right-hand side and seven on the
left-, named Wellington Terrace, built of brick and belonging to the estate of ltn.ynes, Treeve, & Co.
These houses contain four rooms each and are let at Ss. a week ; they are close and unhealthy ; no opening
in the back wall; the yard, which is in front, is partitioned off to each house, every one of which has a
closet, a common cesspit, on its own ground, occupying a prominent position in front; the stench of these
places is sickening. The tenant of the house we examiued--a very intelligent woman—has succeeded in
training a lot of vines over the window. She said that although they excluded the light they, mitigated the
nuisance of the closet, and she preferred darkness to stench. This woman has a family of six children,
and she believed that to be about the average to each house; some of them, however, are always ill. When
asked if she sent her children to school, she said, "Yes, she had done so up to Christmas time. They had
been to a Church of England school, and she had had to pay 5d. a week for each child, which was more
than she could now afford, her husband's wages being only 35s. a week." We examined the end of the lane
in order to ascertain if possible the cause of the nuisance complained of by the residents in Charles-street,
and found that a large quantity, more than a horse-load of sewage in a liquid state, had accumulated in a
corner, which no doubt was the cause of the offence complained of. Imrnediate steps should be taken to
clean and drain this property.
We concluded our inspection at 6 o'clock.
Personal
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Personal Inspection
By No. 2 Sub-Committee.
Txn-ruinn DAY, WEDNESDAY, 19 JANuARY, 1870,

Denison Ward.
201, Di-. Dansey gave the following evidence on behalf of Inmself and Mr. Palmer:—
Started from the Town halt with the Mayor and Constable Treweeke at 4 o'clock on Wednesday, G. P. Dansey,
itsq.
19th instant, and proceeded to Denison Ward, where we commenced our inspection by visiting No. 277,
Sussex-street, occupied by Collins & Co., which is used for the sorting of rags collected from dust-heaps,
-'
street gutters, and various other places; some of these are utilized by the Colonial Paper Factory, and 25 Jan., 1876
others exported to England and to the neighbouring Colonies. Ave were informed that from thirty to forty
bales are exported weekly. Some 500 or 000 rag-pickers bring their collections here for sale, and twelve
persons are regularly employed in the woi'k of sorting. We found the efliuvium arising from the different
heaps which lay on the floor of the shed so offensive that we retreated into the street every time We
wanted to lake notes. 'The building, which is in good repair and well ventilated; is between 70 and Soft.
long, and eonists of two long rooms or warehouses one over the other. Despite the unpleasant odours
arising from the rags we wei'e assurer! by Mr. Collins that no disease had occurred among his emloy4s
which could be traced to this source. We inspected several other houses in Sussex-street in good order,
and not calling for any remarks.
We went next to North-street, and inspected several houses built of weatherboard and slate,
belonging to the estate of lIaynes, Treeve, & Co., in a most ruinous state of repair—walls and ceilings
falling down, and altogether unfit for human habitation, and greatly deficient in closet accommodation.
No. 7 is a stone tenement 10 x 8 feet, occupied by a bird-cage maker, who does not live in it but
uses it as a workshop ; it is in a very bad state of repairin fact a complete ruin.
No. 5, the occupant of which was not at home, was singularly well ventilated, nearly all the windows being out. A bird's-eye view of the interior from the street showed US that the ceiling was failing
down, and that repairs were needed generally.
'No. 8, on the north side, is a two-roomed tenement, rented at Ss. a week, and also in a dilapidated
condition. A batten partition divides the house into two rooms. A most abominable stench proceeded
from the apartments.
No. 4 has also two rooms, 12 x 10 and 12 x 8, with skillion roof. The ceiling in the front room is
constructed of tin; the ventilation is of the old-fashioned kind ; the closet a common cesspit, offensive
hen approached, and the drain without any stench-trap. This was one of the most unhealthy abodes we
have yet visited.
No. 10 is a weatherboard and shingle tenement, coutaining three rooms, belonging to Mrs.
Matthews, let at lOs. a week—the sittingarooui 12 x 10, and the bedroom 12 x 8 ft. Here there is a
common privy in a stinking condition, with a pit extending 5 ft. outside of it.
No. 18 is a brick house with a window in front which is a fixture; it has a very small yard, and a
privy—a common eesspit—in a very bad state of repair.
The whole of the buildings in North-street are in a most dilapidated condition and unfit for human
habitations.
We went from this to Harbour-street. No. 21 is a brick and shingle building of a very eccentric
order of architecture. To the right of the door is a small window which opens at the bottom ; to the left
is another window which does not open at all, but can be taken out bodily; this is what is termed an
Irish window. Six inches above this is a third window. On going up-stairs we found the last-mentioned
window on a level with the floor of the room, the shingle roof sloping down to the top of it. The house is
tenauted by a woman who takes in washing, and who owns a number of goats; these animals were all
round ]let,, and it was singular to observe how carefully they avoided trampling on the linen which lay
about on all sides.
We were much annoyed during the examination of these houses by the conduct of a man and
woman, who persisted in following us wherever we went. We were at last obliged to threaten to give
them in charge. We returned at about a quarter past 6 o'clock.

Personal Inspection
By No. 1 Sub-Committee.
Twrxrr-rornrn DAY, MONDAY, 24 JANUARY, 1876.

P/tulip Ward,
262. Di'. Read gave the following evidence on behalf of Mr. Chapman and himself:—
Started from the City Club at j quarter past 5 o'clock, Mr. Chapman having had to attend a K. B. Read,
meeting of the Board at 4 o'clock, and proceeded accompanied by Sergeant Larkins to Union-street, off
Emq.
Regent-street. Went to a brick house on the left-hand side of the street and observing it to be fairly
ventilated back and front, did not enter it. In the yard we noticed aeesspit 7 ft. square, used by the 25 Jan., 1870.
inmates of this house and the two houses in front ; it was in very bad repair and the tenants complain
greatly of the stench which proceeds from it. The owner of this property, McEwan, should be compelled to connect with the public sewer, which is only a few feet from his property, especially as lie also
owns the two hoises in front facing Eegenj-street. The upper sashes of these houses are fixtures, and
should be properly hung so as to admit of being lowered when necessary.
A
wooden house belongin
to Dwyer, rented at 4s. a week, and a brick house owned by Reuwiek, let at 5s., were also fairly ventilate
and in good order; the rent of the last-mentioned house two years ago was Os., which is the first instance we
have met with n-here the rent has been lowered.
The tenants of a two-roomed brick house opposite, owned by Dsvyer, complained much of its
unhealthy condition for waiit of ventilation, there being only a window in front and no opening in the
back wall. For a w'onder they spoke in praise of the landlord, who they said was ready to do anything
that was required. We suggested as a practical proof of his sincerity that be should be asked to connect
this property with the sewer which runs close by.
We examined two houses in a court up Union-street, and five houses fronting Kensington-street—
owner, Renwick. This property offered a marked contrast to many others we have visited ; the houses
were
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R. 13. Read, were in good order and well ventilated back and front, the yards clean, the drains connected with a
Esq.
sewer, and the closets fitted with patent cisterns.
A weatherboard house fronting Kensington-street, belonging to Mrs. Kelly, was also in fair
S Sil.i
condition, and the closet in the yard had a patent cistern, but the windows were fitted with the oldfashioned sash window. Considering how easily and inexpensively the alteration can be made, we can
only wonder that the tenants themselves do not liaiig the sashes so as to allow of the ingress of fresh air
at the top.
No. 9, Kensington-street, is owned by Anderson, and rents at lOs. Gd. a week; it is about 15
inches below the level of the street and contains two small rooms not more than 04 ft. high ; the roof is of
iron and the temperature inside very close and unhealthy the closet is fitted with patent cistern.
Nos. 11 and 13 were both in fair condition with patent cisterns to the closets.
On the opposite side of the street is a weatherboard cottage belonging to Hunt, containing
three rooms and a kitchen, all very close and unhealthy for want of ventilation ; patent cistern as before.
The cottage adjoining—Barrett, owner—had nothing about it calling for special notice, except that the
water-pipe was broken. Next to that is another cottage built of weatherboard in front and iron at the
back and sides with iron roof, very close for want of ventilation, there being no opening in the back wall,
but in it fair state of repair.
The next house is owned and occupied by Mrs. Morgan, who has lived there for thirty-two years;
there are several small tenements in the yard oe this house, which are occupied by members of her family.
She told us that three of her grand children had been ill with scarlet fever, but had recovered.
At the end of a narrow passage, not more than 3 feet wide, a little further on, we caine to a brick
building, owned by Long, rented at Ss. a week, containing the same deficiency of ventilation, a dead back
wall, and the upper sash of the windows a fixture. To add to the unhealthiness of this abode there was
no drain in the yard to carry off the house slops; in wet weather the place must be a complete puddle.
The backs of the two houses fronting Kensington-street open on to this house; an open drain in one of
the yards runs into the gully-shaft of a sewer in the other.
No. 37, on the opposite side of :rcensington-street, is a weatherboard house, owned and tenanted by
Redman. Then comes a vacant space, which would be occupied if the row of houses were continued, at
the back of which are two houses built of iron with slate roofs, occupied by Mr. edman's men, who drive
his drays. The back wall of these houses is the boundary-wall of Kent Brewery, and as there is no
opening of any kind in it the houses are without any proper ventilation, and excessively close.
No. 41, owned by Murtogh, is similarly situated, being built of brick and shingle, and having as a
back wall the boundary-wall of the brewery just mentioned, an ingenious application of the principle of
economy by the dead-wall architect, whose designs have been more or less the subject of our descriptions throughout. Here again were two objectionable but very common features—immovable sashes
to the windows, and an offensive cesspit in the back yard. The sewer is at no distance from this property
and the owner should be compelled to connect.
The dwellings generally along Union and Kensington streets, comprised in this day's inspection,
are of a much better class than a great inaiiy we have had to describe, and much more suitable for occupation by the manual labour classes; it was quite a pleasure to us to poss by so many houses, which evidently
were in fhir habitable condition. We did not notice any symptoms of overcrowding, and have not
therefore thought it necessary to give the dimensions of the rooms or the number of inmates in most
cases the neighbourhood also appears to be quiet and orderly.
INTO inspected two houses in Junction-street, which runs from Kensington to Regent street, owned
by Long, and rented at Os. a week, which, however, were rather below the average in respect to eleanliness and ventilation. The up-stair rooms have a small window or sky-light in the roof, there being no
ceiling. In hot dry weather the solar heat must make these rooms almost unbearable, while in wet weather
when the skylight is let down they must be in total darkness. Thcre is a closet in the yard of one of
these houses which was tolerably clean, but the droinage from the adjoining houses runs into the yards,!
and in rainy weather it must be difficult to step out of the back doors without being ankle deep in mud
and filth.
We went into Fitzroy-street, where the houses appear to be of a better class than usual, and fairly
ventilated, with the exception of two, Nos. 24 and 25, small iron shanties owned by Lane, and rented at
Os. a week. The tenant of one of these places said the houses were "killing." She told us also that
she had lost one of her children, which she attributed to the heat of the rooms. The number of children
we noticed to-day quite astonished us ; they seemed healthier than we usually find them.
We concluded our afternoon's inspection at a quarter past 7 o'clock.

Personal Inspeetiou
By No. 1 Sub-Committee.'
TwENTY-nF'rn Dir, THURSDAY, 27 J'AYUABY, 1876.
%8 Glebe.
gave
evidence
on
behalf
of
Dr.
Read and himseLf, as follows
Aft.
Chapman
263.

Having now completed our inspection of Brisbane, l3ourke, and Phillip Wards, in Parramatta-street,
M. Chapman,
which
separates
the last-mentioned w'ard from the Borough of the Glebe, we considered it desirable to
Esq.
push our investigations in the direction of the Glebe at once, leaving Fitzroy Ward to be inspected at a
28 Jan., 1876. later period. We are aware that the members of No. 2 Sub-Committee in their inspection of Denison and
Cook Wards, which comprise some of the worst places in Sydney, will find matter sullicient to engage
their attention for some time to come; and we propose therefore, with the sanction of our Chairman, to
obtain evidence in reference to the most laring cases of overcrowding and its concomitant evils in the
Borough of the Glebe, which we have had repeated invitations to visit ; then to give p short description
of Fitzroy Ward, and afterwards to inspect and report upon the worst portions of the Municipalities of
Redfern and 'Waterloo. Our task being so far completed, we believe that we shall be in a position, in
conjunction with our fellow labourers on No. 2 Sub-Committee, to give a tolerably exhaustive report upoii
crowded dwellings and areas in those portions of the city and suburbs which are palpably provocative
of pestilence and disease, and which, in the interest of the community at large, call for immediate attenWith
tion on the part of the powers that be.
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With this programme in view, Dr. Read and 1, accompanied by Sergeant Larkins, proceeded on M. Chapman,
sq.
Thursday, 27th instant, to Bay-street, Glebe, which runs down to Blackwattle Bay, and thence up ft
narrow street, the name of which we could not ascertain, at the commencement of the reclauned land, 28 Jan., 1876.
into Cowper-street.
The first house we examined in this street was a weatherboard building containing two rooms,
owned by Mrs. O'Brien, and rented at 5s. a week ; it was occupied by it boot finisher. This tenement was
in a most ruinous state, almost tumbling down, and very dirty ; there was not a single whole pane of glass
in the windows, and scarcely any furniture in the rooms. The occupant, his wife, and three children live
in it; they all looked very dejected and miserable; something must be wrong, as the trade of a boot
finisher is a good one, and workmen find ready employment. The fence which used to enclose the yard of
this house is nearly all gone, and the closet, erected over an old cesspit, lia.s either been blown or thrown
down, and the materials of which it was composed are fast disappearing, probably being devoted to the
same use as the fence—for cooking purposes. There is no sewerage here, and the contents of the closet
percolate through the soil into an open trench at the back of the premises. The whole place was filthy
in the extreme, stinking, and unfit to be a dwelling-place for any human beings. I may mention here, as
a singular fact, that in the course of our inspection to-day we did not find any firewood in the yards of
the houses we visited. This may perhaps account for the dilapidated condition of the fences and outbuildings.
The next house, built of stone and brick, containing three rooms, is also owned by Mrs. O'Brien,
and is in the same ruinous condition; the floors are broken, and there is scarcely a pane of glass in any
of the windows. The tenants of the house just described are without it closet, but the occupants of this
house are not quite so badly off, for they have an apology for one. A great portion of it, includtng the
seat, is broken down, and is fallen into the pit; it has no door, the usual substitute, an old gunny-bag, not
even being provided, and any person making use of it must necessarily crouch over the place where the
seat used to be, and hold on by the door-posts which still remain. In this position, the boards on either
side having long ago disappeared, lie affords a spectacle of indecency to the occupants of all the adjoining
houses. This closet occupies a prominent position in the back premises, and thus the whole
neighbourhood becomes privy to the visits to it. The cesspit is in a most filthy condition, and there is
no sewer to carry off the drainage.
We inspected another house alongside, which was in all respects similar to the last, including the
privy. The rain comes through the roof freely. The landlady promised to put the place in repair, so we
were informed, two years ago, but has not yet found time to do it. This house is occupied by six persons;
the building and surroundings are in a filthy neglected state.
We next visited a brick and slab tenement containing two rooms, 91 x 8k A. and 9} x 6k ft.
(Pile, agent), rented at as. Gd. it week. This place is filthy, close, and ill-ventilated. The closet, originally
built of paling, and erected over an old cesspit, is like a great many others Nye saw to-day, thoroughly
worn out; as usual it occupies a prominent position, and affords to all the neighbours a clear view of the
persons who make use of it.
We then examined a three-roomed weatherboard building, rented at 5s. (Pile, agent), in a similarly
neglected state, without any ventilation, and having a closet of the worst description over an old cesspit
the yard appeared as if it had not been cleaned out for years, and the wood is fast disappearing from the
fence which used to enclose i.
The next house (for which Pile is also agent) was occupied by five persons, and is in the same state
of repair; there is no opening in the back wall, and consequently no ventilation. The closet, built of
paLing, is erected over a common cesspit, which was quite full so that the stuff oozed out at the back. The
door of this place has long since disappeared, and there is evidently no intention to replace it. The
tenants of the house who make use of the closet have, however, some slight regard to decency, and they
make a feeble attempt to close themselves in by moans of a sugar-basket which the occupant holds up
before him until he comes out, when it is thrown down on the ground outside, to be picked up and made
use of in the same way by the next corner.
Sugar-baskets are a great institution in this portion of the Glebe. The Colonial Sugar Company's
works are close by, and the baskets are to be had for nothing; consequently you see them converted to all
sorts of uscs besides that which I have just mentioned; they form roofs for fowl-houses and dog-kennels,
are used for repairing fences and out-houses, and will no doubt, in course of time, if the supply continues
the same, be employed in building houses.
We inspected another weatherboard house—same agent—for which the above description will
answer—no ventilation, and no windows except in front. The inside of this house was pretty clean, but
that was owing to the tenant and not to any exertion or outlay on the part of the landlord. The closet
was very foul, and in a peculiarly exposed condition. We did not see a sugar-basket near it, but there
might have been one lying about, which is probable, as there was no door of any kind.
At the corner of Cowper and Broughton streets there is a piece of land about 66 ft. square,
having a frontage to each street, on which is a house—Pile, agent—containing four rooms, the two front
rooms built of wood and the back ones of brick. The tenant of this house stated that she had lived there
for seven years, and that at one time it was in good repair and commanded a good rent, but it had been
allowed by the landlord to fall into such a state of dilapidation that it now only rented at 2s. Gd. a week.
It is dirty, close, and without ventilation. All the furniture in the front room was a table and an old box;
in the inner room a few old rags for bedding; the fence is all gone, not a vestige of it left; the closet over
an old cesspit stuck in the centre of the allotment without any roof, and with scarcely any sides; the back
patched up with pieces of tin and iron-P--without any door—not even a sugar-basket; the whole place
denoting misery in its worst form. The rain pours through the roof of the house, so the tenant informed
us, as through a sieve. Altogether the premises are totally unfit for occupation, and shonld be replaced
by a substantial dwelling, the ground being a valuable corner allotment.
On the east side of Broughton-street are three weatherboard houses roofed with iron, containing
each two rooms with a small skillion at the back used as a kitchen and rented at as. Gd. a week. The
rooms, which are 10 x 9 ft. and 10 x 6 ft., are very close and unhealthy; the tenants complain of the heat,
and the stench which proceeds from the closets. These are built over common cesspits, which are nearly
full. The fences are broken and repaired with old sugar-baskets; the filth appears to run from the yards
into the closets, which after a shower of rain must always be full to the brim and spread their contents
all
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M. Chapman, all over the place. We can scarcely wonder at the many coniplarnts about Blacicwattle Swamp when we
LtI.
consider the mass of impurities from these sources which it must receive after a heavy fall of rain.
On the west side of Broughton-street, some distance further down, there is a brick house contain°sjis6
an.,
ing two rooms occupied by a man and his wife, who is bed-ridden. The rooms are very close and unhealthy,
the customary dead wall at the back preventing any ventilation, it appears that this house is without an
owner, and has been taken possession of by the present tenai t, who assured us it was all right.
We then went back to Queen-street, which is a continuation of Broughton-street, although diverging in a different direction. On the west side of Queen-street is a sort of court containing three two-roomed
weatherboard houses, roofed partly with shingles, partly, with iron, and other materials. These houses
are almost tumbling down; they have been designed by the dead wall architect referred to so often. The
occupants did not seem disposed to be at all communicative, but we saw enough to satisfy ourselves that
the houses are unfit for habitation. The closet was as bad as any we have seen, and so exposed, being in
the centre of the court, and facing the houses in Queen-street, that no one can approach it without being
seen by the inmates of at least a dozen dwellings.
On the west side of Queen-street, and south of the last-mentioned premises, are two iron tenements,
owned by Smith. One contains two rooms, and is rented at 4s. a week—avery close and ill-ventilated place;
the other, originally the kitchen, but now let as a separate tenement, being just S x 8 ft., with a skillion roof—
an awful hole, rented at 2s. Gd. This small close room is occupied by two women, one of whom told us she
was 82 years old. She was a very lively old woman, and did not seem to care much about ventilation or
drainage, though she objected strongly to the stench from a neighbouring cow-yard.. At the time of our
visit she was just starting, jug in hand, to the neighbouring public for some beer. We examined the cow.
yard of which the old womisn complained, and found stalls there for six cows. In the centre of the yard is
a large pool of liquid filth, which must accumulate to a depth of 2 feet before it can reach the surfaceS
drain intended to carry it off. As there has been no rain lately, and the pool in question was over a foot
deep, we may conclude that this is a permanent nuisance, contributing its fair share to the unhealthiness
of the neighbourhood.
I cannot conclude my account of to-day's inspection without calling special attention to the state
of the gutters in Queen-street and the streets running parallel to it. Every provision seems to have been
made for the drainage of the yard&directly into these gutters, but nothing further has been done, and there
the refuse lodges and remains. It comprises dead dogs and cats, dead fowls, bones, decayed vegetable
matter of all sorts—in fact, rubbish and waste material of every kind. There it lies for weeks at a stretch.
The liquid portion of it finds its way down Bay-street to a vacaut piece of ground off that street about
60 ft. square, from which it seems to percolate between and under the houses in the direction of Blackwattle Bay. Many of the persons with whom we got into conversation complained of the continued
neglect of the Glebe Municipal Council in not having the gutters swept out for mouths. One gentleman
told us that Dr. Markey had been attending his family for two months, all of them being sick with scarlet
fever, and that the doctor had stated that the illness was caused by the filthy state of the gutters in the
street. Queen-street is a narrow street only about 20 ft. wide.
Some steps ought, we think; to be taken to prevent people from crowding these narrow streets and
lanes witif buildings. The attention of the Government should be called to this matter at once, for dela
is not only dangerous but fatal. These are not sinai1 right-of-ways leading out of large streets, wine
afford a certain amount of ventilation, but narrow lanes running parallel to each other, in which the houses
are crowded together in such numbers as to render health to the residents impossible; it is overcrowding
in its worst form.
We have just had an opportunity of reading the Report of No. 13 Committee on the prevalence of
scarlet fever, which states in clause 12 that it is in such localities as we have described "among a population predisposed to disease, and with depressed vital powers less able to resist its attacks, that an epidemic
finds its ready victims."
Each day's inspection only serves to deepen the conviction that the conditions undor which a large
portion of the inhabitants exist in the crowded areas in Sydney—viz., want of ventilation and proper
drainage, and insufficient air and floor space—are the real provocatives of fever and disease. Publicity is
said to be a panacea for all evils, and we have every confidence that these evils at least only require to be
generally known to ensure the passing of it thorough measuve of sanitary reform.
We finished at 030 p.m.
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R. B. READ, E5Q.,
M. ChAPMAN, Esq.,
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G. P. DANSEY, ESQ.,
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JOHN SMITH, M.D., M.L.C., IN THE CHAIR.

Personal Inspection
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By No. 1 Sub-Committee.
TwElcn-smxTu DAY, Mounit, 31 JANtAIZY, 1870.

Borough of the Globe.
20+. Aft. Chapman gave the following evidence on behalf of himself and Dr. Read:—
II. Chapman,
Met Dr. Beadand Sergeant Larkins at the City Club at 4 o'clock on Monday, 81st January, 1870,
hsq.
and proceeded to visit that portion of the Glebe Borough abutting on to Blackwattle Swamp. We passed
down Bay-street, and turning into Crown-street, which is 24 ft. wide, examined that part of it which interdi., iSiO, cepts Cowper-street. The houses in this locality are of a mixed character, many of them being in a
ruinous state and much overcrowded ; the roadway is very rough. The water channels or street
gutters receive all the sewage and filth from the yards, and are full to the brim; the closets are erected
over common ceespits, and in many instances their contents drain into the street gutters, which emit a
most unwholesome stench. This mode of getting rid of the offensive liquid matter is frequently a con:
trivance on the part of the tenants of the houses, who lay down at a depth of about a bet from the surface
a
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a small pip" drain leading from the closet in the direction of the gu±ters; and this is done, it would appear, M. Chapman,
without the sanction Or knowledge of the Municipal Council ; but as the houses are not connected with
any sewer to receive the drainage the residents can scarcely be blamed for adopting this method of
4 Feb.186.
discharge.
We next examined Mitchell-street, which runs from i3ronghton-street to the Glebe Road. This street
is about 06 ft wide. Sonic of the houses in it are very good, and some in a wretched state of dilapidation.
Very little attention seems to have been paid to, the question of ventilation, and from the number of
pemuons we observed about. the houses there must be a great deal of overcrowding. There is a large sewer
running down the centre of the street, which takes a great portion of the storm water and yard drainage
from the upper part of the Glebe and Forest Lodge. This sewer runs under llroughton-street and empties on
the east side of that street on to a vacant piece of land, from which it finds its way down an open creek for
about 150 yards on to the reclaimed land at Blaekwatt]e Bay, where, no doubt, it adds niateria1ly to the
abominable stench which has lately been the sub ject of so many complaints.
In a narrow street running into Mitchell-street from Norton-street we noticed it filthy stream of a
most objectionable character trickling down at the side, which goes when it is sufficiently high into the
water channel of Mitchell-street. it is not high enough at present to get away by means of that channel,
and there it remains stinking festering, and poisoning the atmosphere around. Tracing this stream to its
source we found that it great portion of it conies from houses and closets at its head.
We went thence into Glebe-street, which, between Mitchell and Norton-streets is only 17 feet
wide. One side of it is built upon, the houses are very old, and in many instances in a most dilapidated
condition, some of them almost tumbling down. One of those we examined was a weatherboard building
containing three rooms, the largest 15 x 9 ft., and the other two S ft. square, with a height of 81 ft. This
house was hot almost to suffocation, having no ventilation or ingress for air except the door; it was also
in a ruinous and filthy state, the yard small and full of rubbish. The closet, built over an old cesspit, is
8 ft. square and 4 ft. 2 in. high the seat is about S in. high, the whole structure having apparently sank
several inches bodily into the pit; there is no door to this closet, which is without exception the smallest
we have come across. The sewage and filth in the street.guttcr at this point were very bad; the gutter
looked as if it had not been cleaned out for months,
In a narrow lane about 12,- ft. wide, running from Norton-street to Dcnham-sfreet. are five houses
'built of wood, and containing two rooms each—Bennett owner; rent 4s. Gd, a week—the rooms, which are
1.2 x 10 ft., are badly ventilated, there being no windows at the back. In front of these houses at the edge
of the lane are an equal number of closets belonging to the houses in the peighbouriog street—common
ccsspits. stinking badly. These with their own closets—also stinking cesspits—whieh are in the, yard at the
back, 15 ft. wide, place the unfortunate residents in this lane as it were between t,'vo flies ; they have the
same stench back and front, and no matter which way the wind blows it is a foul wind for them.
The next lane, running parallel to the one just described, is 14 ft. wide, and is occupied by small
houses of it similar description badly ventilated, and having ccsspits of the same kind in the yard;
there is no drainage, and the houses and closets all seem to be huddled together in a most indiscriminate fashion. We counted no less than ten of the latter in a space of 3,000 ft. square. The
lane itself, besides being rough is filthy and actually stinks. There was it general outcry a:gainst the
(Ilebe Municipal Council for not having it cleaned out.
We next proceedod to Campbell-lane, which is 15 ft, wide, and is also very rough and very filthy.
The drainage from the adjacent yards runs into it. This part of the Glebe seems to be composed of
tumbledown fences, narrow streets and lanes, stinking eesspits, and surface drains and gutters choked up
with house refuse.
In Mitchell-street we noticed six houses recently built, called Swiss Terrace, which seemed to be
nicely finished, and very suitable residences for working men, but 110 provision has been made for drainage,
and all time filth runs from the back yards into Campbell-street, whence it finds its way into a hole where it
accumulates, stinking horribly, until it reaches a head of 2 or 3 feet before it can get away ; ultimately
it goes into Blackwattle Swamp.
We then followed the course of the Glebe Road and into Francis-street and Franklin-place, where
we found the same unwholesome conditions existing—common slinking cesspits and no drainage. One
house, built of brick, and covered with iron, containing two rooms 12 ft. x 7 ft., and 11 ft. x 6 ft., with
skillion roof; average height 5 ft.—Hanshaw, owner—was occupied by it woman and two children. This
tenant told us that she had lived there for nearly twelve nionthms, and had been sick almost all the time.
There is no opening of any kind in the back wall of time house, which is alone enough to make it a close
imhealthy tenement ; and a stream of filth from the neighbouring houses rulis down within a few feet of
the door. The heat and stench of this place were positively sickening; the sun is on it for the greater part
of the day, and there is nothing surprising in the fact that the occupant is continually sick ; the wonder
would be that she could live at all in such quarters. This is altogether a very crowded locality.
We examined a cow-yard in Francis-street. The cows which are milked here must be of
the poley breed, for the only entrance to the yard is it passage between two brick walls, just 2 fret
wide. We found stalls for three cows, which were filthy in the extreme. This place is owned and
occupied by Mrs. Ryan, it milkwoman, and it certainly reflects no credit upon her. The house is built of
weatherboard and contains two rooms, 15 x 11 feet, one over the other; there is no opening in the hack
wall, except where some of the boards have tumbled down from sheer decay and have not been replaced.
This place cannot fail to be very unhealthy, and the place allotted to the cows which is very small is close
to the door of the dwelling.
Before concluding this cursory description of the lower portion of the Globe Borough I wish to eal
attention to the urgent necessity of having some proper system of sewerage providcd. The streams of filth
and sewage which run down the narrow streets and lanes in that locality are disgraceful, and must be strongly
provocative of disease. If such a state of things exists now, after a long continued drought, what must
it be when rainy weather sets in. The closets are almost without exception in it neglected and disgusting
condition, and it is pretty certain that a large amount of the nuisance at Blackwattle Bay has been contributed from these sources, The system of seavengering adopted here is a very ingenious and perhaps an
economical one, but the residents must suffer greatly from it. The refuse is all swept or scraped
together into small heaps on to the roat.hvay, and there left for an indefinite period. During this time
the wind w'innows the heaps, and carry the dust and finer particles of matter back into the yards of the
houses, so that when the Council carts come round there is only a minimum portion to remove, and one
'76—I [No. 11.]
cart
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M. Chapman, cart can do the work of ten. The hea
ps are then of avery solid consistency, and have to be dug up

Esq.
and shovelled into the carts. In short the only system adopted for cleansing these streets appears to be a
4rbs system of studied neglect. We were informed by several residents that these heaps of waste material
sometimes lie untouched for months at a stretch, and that the occupant of a house putting out a lot of
refuse to be taken away can form no calculation as to the time when the Globe Corporation cart will call
for it.
We finished our day's inspection at 630 p.m.

WEDNESDAY, 16 PEBRUA1?Y 1876.
1$ttsrnt
R B. READ, E5Q.,
I
G. F. DANSEY, ESQ.,
M. CHAPMAN, E5Q.,
B. PALMER, ESQ.
I

HON. JOHN SMITH, M.D., M.L.C.,

IN THE CRAm.

Personal Inspection
By No. 2 Sub-Committee.
TWENTY-FOURTH DAY, ThuRsDAY, 27 JANUARY, 1870.

Denisoa Ward.
265. Dr. Danee,, gave evidence on behalf of himself and Mr. Palmer as follows
0. F. Dansey,
Started with the Mayor from the Town Hall at 4 o'clock on Wednesday, 27th January, and
Esg.
proceeded, accompanied by Constable Mime, to Victoria.street, leading out of George-street by the" Steam
Engine Hotel." Inspected two brick and shingle cottages, owned by Mr. Bates, containing two rooms
16 Feb., 1876. each, 10 x 10 ft. and 10 x 8 ft., in one of which we saw a female apparently dying. There is no ventilation,
there being no opening, either door or window, in the back wall; the yard is in front. The house nearest
to Georgc-strcet, which is in a most dilapidated condition, is lot at Os. a week. The ceilings threaten day
and night to fall on the heads of the occupants; there is one closet for these houses, a wooden shanty
about 41 ft. high, with the back part broken down, and exposed to every passer.by in the street.
We next came to ex-A.ldorman Linsley's houses, which are all provided with patent cisterns and are
in admirable condition.
Nos. 90 up to 106 are owned by Mr. Smart, and contain four rooms each; the closets are very old
and one of them has no door; they are all erected over common ccsspits; most of them are full and in a
bad state of repair. The houses are good but want painting and doing up.
At the bottom of Smart's houses is a flour mill belonging to Pemell, at the rear of which is a
weatherboard shanty covered with zinc, tin, iron, and wood, with weights to keep the roof on. The occupant, to whom the house thrmerly belonged, now pays 5s. a week rent for it; it is in very bad repair and
very damp in wet weather as the rain comes through the roof. This house occupies a valuable piece of
ground 80 x 00 ft. We were told that at one time it was impossible to pass by this place on account of
the water; it has now been filled in with rubble.
We next inspected a stone house encroaching on the alignment of the street, containing a front and
back room with skillion room attached; the ceihns are tumbling down and the place altogether in bad
repair; the privy a common cosspit of the most primitive construction, which was covered at one time but
is now without any roof. In this house live a man and his wife and six children; the front room is
10 x 8 ft. and the back room 16 x 8 ft.
Behind it is a stable of a very eccentric order of architecture ; the sides are enclosed with battens
and the roof of a variety of materials, including slabs, zinc, iron, &c., and kept in their places by heavy
stones placed upon them.
Near the Railway, on the east side, covering a space of about 20 yards square, isa collection of
shanties, some built of wood, othcrs of rubble and stone, dotted irregularly over the area without any
regard to order, each facing a different point of the compass, apparently constructed on thp free selection
principle in the early bys of Sydney. They are mostly two.roomed tenements, occupied by working men,
draymen, and others, renting at 78. or Ss. a week. We entered two or three of them and found them
pretty clean and not overcrowded but wretchedly ventilated; the rooms average about 10 x 8 ft.—Stinson,
owner.
We entered one house standing back from the street, built of weatherboard, zinc, battens, and
slabs, and occupied by a inilkwoman, who told us that formerly it used to float whenever the rain fell
heavily and the tide rose; she said it used to be lifted up bodily. The ground is low and was reclaimed
when Darling Harbour was filled in. In the centrc of this lot of houses we found a closet without any
door and in very bad repair, the roof apparently about to fall.
In Engine.street, Nos. 02 and 64, are stone and shingle tenements, having two rooms and a kitchen
each, but no yard. Here we found a closet used by the inmates of ten houses. Taking the average
number of inmates to each house to be four, there would be forty individuals thus accommodated. The
tenant of one of these houses said there was no lock to her door, and the landlord would not supply one,
and so she was obliged to stop at home.
We passed a nmnber of other houses which were in good condition, but the closets, almost without
exception, were full and very ofthnsive. The houses have all the old-fashioncd sash-windows, and common
privies which have evidently not been cleaned out for months, or perhaps years.
Proceeding along Engine-street we came to a weatherboard and shingle residence, which spoils the
appearance of the street by being placed out of the line, besides preventing the passage of a current of air
for ventilation.
We next inspected the Castlemaine Brewery, owned by Prendergast & Co., where there are thirty.
five men employed. Here we found that the old closets were being removed, and new ones erected in
their places. The latter are not supplied with cisterns, but all the waste water from the brewery is laid
on to them so as to wash their contents into the sewer outside, the said sewer being properly trapped.
Everything on these premises appeared to be clean, and to show good management. The only complaint
made to us was of the smell of the Hay.street sewer, and indeed to any one passing down Hay.street this
is unbearable.
.
In
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In this neighbourhood there is a large amount of surface drainage running from the houses and
yards on to unoccupied ground, which should not be allowed, as the houses could easily be connected by
pipe-drains with the sewer.
We inspected Nos. 82 and 84, Quay-street., where we saw nothing calling for notice, except that the
closet belonging to one of the houses—a common cesspit, not in a clean condition by any means—is
within 6 ft. of the back door. They contain each two rooms and an attic, and belong to Mr. Harris.
Close by Nye came to a large piece of ground used as a cow pasture, in which were thirty cows
chewing the cud of reflection, and possibly ruminating on the probability of rain and a fresh supply of
green food, there not being a blade of grass in the paddock.
We returned at about a quarter-past 6 o'clock.

67
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Lsq.
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TwENTY-rIpru BAr, SATVRDAY, 29 JAFuAM, 1876.
Started from the Town Hall with the Mayor and Constable Wirrel at half-past 10 o'clock on G. F. Daneey,
Saturday, 29th January, and went first to Goulburn-street West, off Sussex-street, where we inspected
Esq.
three stone houses owned by Mrs. Grighton, which have all the old-fashioned ventilation the drainage is r—'— also very defective.
16 Feb., 1876.
We then turned into Chard's buildings, owned by Mr. Chard, of Newt-own, which comprise five
two-roomed tenements. Edward Bruce—a resident in this place for the last nineteen years—collects the
rents. Four of these houses are rented at Os. and one at Os. Gd. a week. They are badly ventilated,
having no opening of any kind in the back wall—the rooms are about 12 x loft.three closets over common
cesspits belong to them, but are used also by the inmates of four houses in 0-oulburn-street, and one facing
Dixon-street. We noticed a great number of children in this locality in all stages of dirt and neglect, and
were surprised to see so many half-clad girls from 14 to 16 or 17 years old idling about the houses
and yards, who might be getting good wages and a comfortable home if they went out to service. All this
property is in a frightful state of dilapidation, and the place cannot fail to be unhealthy on account of the
surface drainage.
Nos. 17 and 19, Goulburn-street, belonging to Kinsela, are old-fashioned but tolerably substantial
houses, though in great want of repairs. The railings are broken down and the pillars supporting the
verandah are falling to decay. They are badly ventilated, and the closet is over a common cesspit.
Crossing over to the right of Geulburn-street, below No. 8, Nye came to Stedman's-place, in which
there are three houses—one empty but occupied twice a week by the City Missionaries as a meetinghouse. The shingles were partly off from the roof of this house, which is built of weatherboard, and is in
the last stage of decay. The other two have stone gables with weatherboard fronts, and are also in bad
repair and fitted with the old-fashioned sashes, one window, presenting a surface of zinc. They were
both locked up and the inmates away with the exception of a little child in one of them, so that we could
obtain no further information. We noticed, however, that the water is supplied to these houses by means
of leaden pipes.
Nos. 1, 3, and 5 on the opposite side are two-roomed houses, belonging to Sliuttleworth, rented at
Sc. a week. The reorns are 12 x loft., fitted with old-fashioned sashes, and having no opening of any kind
in the back wall and no yard in front, the doors opening into the street. The house slops are emptied
directly into the gutter, and the solid refuse placed in a heap to be taken away by the Corporation carts.
The inmates have to come out of their houses into the street and go down to the bottom of a row of
houses, six or seven in number, in Dixon-street, to go to the closet which they make use of which is one
of three built over common cesspits. The closets are however in fair repair and were locked, which showed
a desire to keep them as clean as possible; but they comprise all the privy accommodation afforded for
the occupants of nine houses.
In Dixon-street there are six two-roemed tenements, belonging to Shuttleworth. In one there is a
family of six persons, in another four, in another three, in another four, in another two, and one is empty.
This is the row of houses just referred to.
On the left hand side of Dixon-street is a court containing two 2-roomed tenements, rented at Os, a
week each (o*ncr 'Watson), occupied to all appearance by persons of very doubtful character. They are
without proper ventilation, having no opening in the back wall. There is an old closet, a common cesspit
at the end of the court, which is used by the occupants of these houses and by those of two others in the
same street—at least twenty persons.
We also inspected in this street a weatherboard building in a very bad state of repair, belonging to
Gregory Board, who also owns three houses in a very dilapidated condition up a court close by. With
regard to ventilation however these houses surprised us, for they had actually a small window at the back
in both the upper and lower storeys. There is no yard attached to them, the court in front serving the
purpose of a yard. At the entrance to the court on the other side of it there is another tumbledown
shanty of the same description. These tenements we understood are let on a lease from the owner to Mr.
Lennon.
We went along the whole length of Dixon-street and noticed several new houses in course of
erection, and were glad to observe signs of improved ventilation in the style of building, and also provision for drainage.
In Harbour-street and Little Harbour-street the houses have been recently built, and are in good
condition. In all of them the windows are made to open at top as well as at bottom; many of them have
French windows opening to the ground, and where possible the water-closets are fitted with cisterns.
There is no sewer along the street, and the house slops and refuse go into the gutters and find their way
into the nearest gully-shaft as best they can.
There are also new buildings going on in Darling-street, which has lately been named Burnsstreet,
Since we commenced our house to house inspection we have visited and described as well as we
could the crowded dwellings and areas in Gipps and Macquarie Wards, and we have now nearly finished
.Deuison 'Ward, which towards Parramatta-street and the head of Darling Harbour comprises a great
number of small tenements for which there is only surface drainage, and where there must necessarily be
a good deal of sickness, especially among
the
children
and their mothers who are almost always at home
and
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G.E. Danscy, and do not get fresh air as the men do, who go to work elsewhere. Our next duty will be to inspect
Lsq.
Cook Ward, which comprises some most unwholesome, ill-drained localities, which have contributed greatly
to the mortality of the city during the scarlet fever epidemic. It is also proposed that we should inspect
the various factories and worlcrooms, in order to find out if any evils exist in connection with them in the
shape of overcrowding and insuilicient ventilation, and also to ascertain the ages of the children employed
in them, and the number of hours they have to work.
We returned at about a quarter to 1 o'clock.

Personal Ipspeotion
By No. 1 Sub-Committee.
TWENTY-SEVENTH DAY, WEDNESDAY, 2 FEnUAET, 1870.

Eedfc'n and Waterloo200. Dr. Bead gave evidence on behalf of himself and Mr. Chapman as follows
Started from the City Club at 4 p.m., on Wednesday, 2nd instant, accompanied by Alderman
It. B. Road,
Chapman and Senior-Sergeant Larkins. Entered the borough of Redfern in Pitt-street and proceeded
Eq.
along it from Cleveland-street to Buckland-street, into a portion of WTaterloo. At the commencement of
16 Feb., 1876. Cleveland-street, on its eastern side, we noticed a great deal of surface drainage from the houses abutting
thereon.
Between Cleveland-street and the Albert Ground is a large swamp, originally Morehead and
Young's property, and the quondam receptacle of all the night-soil of the city. On this area buildings
are already in course of erection, but when it is built over it will be a very unhealthy site. With very
little trouble this swamp might be drained into Shea's Creek, its natural outThlI. Facing Elizabeth-streetis a row of fifty-two houses of a good description, but the yards at the back are
small, and the closets erected over common ceespits, the soakage from which percolates into the be.- of
which the soil in this locality is composed. At the back of these yards, separated by what will hereafter
be a lane 18 ft. wide, is a considerable space of dry bog scored with channels which convey the slops and
filth from these houses and give off a very offensive smell. In one part of this ground the channels
converge and form a foul stinking pool. We npticed that some person had fenced in the ground at this
spot, evidently with the intention of building upon it. The principle adopted here: as in a good many
other places, of disposing of the sewage, is very simple—get it off your own land on to your neighbour's
and let your neighbour do as he likes with it. Several yards attached to these houses have large midden
heaps in them. The amount of refuse lying about in this way is very large, for there appears to be no
system of'scavengering carried out in Waterloo. The closets were many of them brim full and disgustingly
offensive and preparations had been made to empty them. This is done by sinking a second pit about
a couple of feet from the closet into which the contents of the old pit are niade to run by tapping the
wall. The result of this mode of disposal will be that when rains set in a great deal of water will
become contaminated on the surffwe of the bog, and the health of the residents in the locality will suffer.
If the proposed Shea's Creek sewer is carried out it will be a great benefit to the district. Fortunately
the inhabitants of the houses in this street are not dependent upon wells for their water, but are supplied
by the city.
Wellington-street, at its eastern end, is terminated by Aiderson's fellmnongering establishment, on
Shea's Creek. Proceeding westward on the southern side we came to two houses, one built of weatherboard and the other of weatherboard and brick. Between the two isa narrow passage leading to what
may be called a court, containing three \veatherboard cottages belonging to Smith's Estate. There is no
water supply, and in this court are,six cesspits all full and quite close to each other. There is a well there
also which is fortunately empty, otherwise the water would infallibly be contaminated by the percolation
of fmeal matter from the closets.
We next inspected a two-roomed brick house in a very dilapidated state here also there is no
water supply; all these houses and a great many more hereabouts obl;ain water from holes on the banks of
Shea's Creek. One which we examined was 5 ft. deep and contained 10 inches of water, this water being
on a level with the water in the creek, which flows from Alderson's fellmongering establishment, and which
also receives all the drainage from the houses in Surry Hills and a portion of lledfern. We can only
attribute the fact that the population of this district is not decimated by fever to the large air breatlnng
spaces they enjoy.
Immediately at the back of Mount Carmel is a block of dilapidated weatherboard houses with very
defective ventilation. One of them is a miserable three.roomncd cottage belonging to MPherson, which is
let out for night lodgings.
On the north side of Wellington-street are two semi-detached brick houses—owner, Sehimmel—
rented at lOs. a week. We examined the water drawn from the well which supplies these houses and
found it to be disgusting; one of the tenants, a very intelligent woman, said she was obliged to boil the
water hefom'c she could use it; she actually shuddered when she spoke of it. This well is 45 ft. deep and
is plainly polluted by the percolation of matter from eesspits full to the brim situated higher up, through
the sandy soil.
We examined a large number of houses in this locality for which a general description may suffice.
Facing Pitt-street and having Wellington-street on one side and Raglan-street on the other is a huge
sandhill. The houses are generally built facing these streets, but some are placed on the crown of the
hill, and between the latter and the houses in front are numerous cesspits. The wells are between the
cesspit'and the houses in front, and the soil being sandy the sewage must find its way into them from
the closets. When the autumnal rains set in and this deleterious matter is carried, as it will be, wholesale
into the wells, we fear greatly that a most serious mortality will result. The present drought, though
inconvenient to most people, is a positive blessing to the people of this district, whose motto should be
"let well alone."
We measured one of the houses on the top of the sandhill; it is built of brick, semi-detached, and
has no opening in the back wall. It contains two rooms 12 x lift, and 8 ft. high, with a kitchen, skillion
roof, at back, S x 6 ft., and averaging 0* ft. high. It is badly ventilated throughout and very close.
in
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in front of this house is the closet and back yard of a house fronting Pitt-street; in the yard is it R. B. Read,
Faq.
well about 26 ft. deep which—it is no use mincing the matter—receives the drainage from five closets,
-'-'
with which it may be said, considering the nature of the soil, to be directly connected. Adjoining this is
another yard containing a well between two cesspits situated at a distance of III ft. on eithcr side of it; 16 Fob., 1876
the soil is sandy, and the closet matter in that sl,ort distance can only be imperfectly filtered by the time
it reaches the well. This is horrible!
We finished our inspection at a quarter past 0 o'clock.

Perona1 Inspection
By No. 2 Sub-Committee.
TWENTY-SIXTH DAt-, IIONDAY, 31 flwuutr, 1876.

Denison Wind.
267. J&. Palmer gave evidence, on behalf of himself and Dr. Dansey, as follows:—
Started from the Town Hall with Dr. Dansey at half-past 2 o'clock on Monday, Bljst January,
Palmer,
unaccompanied by a policeman. Acting upon the suggestion of our Chairman, Professor S,nith, that wo
Esq.
should take an early opportunity of inspeef.ing the various factories and work-rooms in the city, we paid it
visit to Mr. Vicar's (late Barker's) tweed manufactory in Sussex-street. We had previously informed 16 Feb., 1876.
Mr. Vicars of our intention and had received an invitation from him, and I take the opportunity of
acknowledging his courtesy in showing us over his establishment, and affording its all the information in
his power.
The establishment affords employment to 100 work-people—twenty men, thirty women, and fifty
children, the laI;ter being chiefly occupied in picking UI) and sorting the small pieces of waste material.
The building which contains the machinery for carding, spinning, and weaving is a large shed, about 200 x
100 ft., divided into sepirate work-rooms, freely ventilated, and affording plenty of light as well as air; and
taking into consideration the heat and smell, necessarily belonging to machinery, was as clean and wholesome as could be expected, the only portion of the establishment which seemed deficient in light and
ventilation being an underground compartment set apart for 1:he operations of an instrument termed " the
dcvii," which is used to tear up the wool into shreds ; this destructive work it performs with great rapidity.
Three laas of the average age of fourteen years, who, in the obscurity of the place, looked like veritable
mips of darkness, were employed to work and reed this inac-hine. The washing and scouring department
is much better lighted and ventilated, as is also the sorting-room, which looked particularly clean and comfortable. We also noted the process of dyeing, which is done in it separate compartment, and appears to
be conducted, in commoh with the other portions of the work, with every regard to the health of the
operatives. The only objectionable point we observed in connectioa with this undertaking was the number of children employed, who are of all ages down to ten, who are thus deprived of the opportunity of
going to school which would otherwise be afforded them.
Mr. Vicars informed us that only one accident had occurred in four years oil the establishment- It
is a matter of surprise that such a large and important industry should be carried on in the heart of the
city and be comparatively so little known.
The inspection, although I have but briefly described it, occupied it couple of hours.
We visited'scveral other places in the neighbourhood, but did not find anything calling for special
notice, except the unaccountable efforts of the residents, in many of the houses by no means well ventilated, to exclude every breath of fresh air from their dwellings by closing their windows and doors, This
is the case in al,nost every court or lane which we have had occasion to inspect.
We returned at 0 o'clock.
B-

Twjccrr-sEvEmcpir Dxv, Tussuir, 1 l?mnituny, 1870.

Denison JYard,
263. Dr. Danecy gave evidence on behalf of Mr. Palmer and himself,as follows:—
Started from the Town Ball with the Mayor, but wil.hout all police escort, at 4 pin, on Tuesday, G. F. Dantey,
1st instant, and proceeded to the west end of Denison Ward to Bay-street, which divides the City from
Faq.
the Glebe. Going down Bay-street ft-o,n Parramatta-street we came to three houses, in good repair, .'
alongside of which, on the north side, isa lane flanked by a w'aU, in which there is a large hole with a fall 16 Feb., 1876.
of about 10 ft. on to a piece of vacant ground, which is highly dangerous to children plosing about.
Passing the corner of Victoria-street we caine to a na,neless street, in which all the drainage ran
a
long the surface and was very offensi-e.
Thence to M'Phee's-buildings, which consist of fourteen houses containing each tw-o rooms and
a kitchen, and let at 7s. a week; all fitted with the old-fashioned sashes and having common privies.
The children living in these houses all go to school—some to St. Barnabas's and some to St. Benedict's.
The cellars in the last six houses are occasionally full of' water. In one of these houses we found an old
man, eighty-six years of age (Thomas l-lart), who told us he had been living in Sydney for sixty years,
looking hearty for his age, and holding his own despite the surface drainage, want of ventilation, water
pollution, and other drawbacks, under which conditions he imist by this time be thoroughly acclimatized.
Close by is a place called Terry's-buildings, consisting of four houses. On the left of them is a
large vacant space, on which the drainage of all the houses in the neighbourhood seems to have
accumulated, which stinks abominably. This place, and others like it, appear to be designed to suppom't
the medical profession, for they comprise almost every source from which lever and disease are fed ; the
stench from the open surface drains is positively poisonous, and there is not snflicieut air space to carry
off the noxious gases from the houses.
We next went to Athlone-street, where we examined a peculiar-looking structure eevei:ed with
galvanized iron, tin, shingles, and other inaterids. It has the appearance of having been originally a
stable, but has since been converted into a human habitation, and a lean-to of a similar grotesque style
of
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G. E. Dassey, of architecture added to it, and used as a shed for either horses or cows. On the left-hand side of the
Thq.
street is a weatherboard and shingle tenement belonging to Mr. Fanson, which is noticeable chiefly on
account of the disgusting old privy in the yard, and the Ihet that all the drainage from it runs along the
16 Feb.,1876
surface down to Athlone-place.
Opposite to the last-mentioned house, on the other side of the street, is a house occupied by Mr.
Garsed (owner, M'Qninn), which appears to be built of ?ine, resting on supports of brick and stone,
with shingle roof. It is in a most dilapidated condition. U lie tenant saidshc could see daylight everywhere, and it suited her duriug the present hot weather. During the rainy season it must be very damp
and unhealthy. As a specimen of utter dilapidation this tenement is worthy the pencil of an artist. We
found great difficulty in obtaining any information from the residents in this locality in answer to our
inquiries as to the owners of properties, the alignments, or even the names of the streets. One woman, to
whom we addressed ourselves, confessed that she had lived there for fifteen years, but she did not
know to whom the house belonged or what street it was in. We did not ask her own name in case she
might have forgotten that also. "Where ignorance is bliss 'tis fdlly to be wise."
In Athlonc-place we found a row of four-roomed tenements called Elphinstone's buildings, built of
brick and slate. Here the ventilation was good, there being windows at the back as well as the front. All
the houses in this locality are apparently occupied by persons who cannot afford to pay much rent ; some
of them are very badly shingled, and they are crowded togcther in very confined spaces.
We went on to Owen-street where the houses are built of brick and shingle and are mostly tworoomed tenements with a small kitchen to each. The houses at the west end of this street are flooded in wet
weather by the drainage from Bay-street and the surrounding localities. This portion of the city is supposed t6have been originally a Government grant to a person named Owen, and since transferred—how
we could not ascertain—to Messrs. Hardman and Carter.
At the bottom of Athlone-plaee are a number of small tenements—brick and shingle—all having
the old-fashioned ventilation, i.e. windows on one side only with fixed upper sash, and common privies.
All the drainage runs along the surface of the ground in open gutters, and the streets being very narrow
the occupants of the houses get the full benefit of the poisonous exhalations.
In Ultimo-street, starting from the east end, we found the houses and cottages to be of a better
description, but on the left-hand side we noticed two wooden shanties which require a good deal of
repallung.
Further on we came to ten very nice cottages, owned by Capt. Charles, containing three rooms each
and kitchen, let at Ss. a week. These are well ventilated, having windows which open at top and bottom,
but all the drainage is on the surface.
In cowing into Bay-street again Nye found six houses belonging to Mr. Hunter. In front of these
houses the Glebe drainage pours into the street in a regalar stream which stiaks horribly, and is sufficient,
taken in conjunction with the proximity of Blackwattle Swamp, to give rise to diseases of all kinds.
Chambers-street, belonging to Mr. Hunter, contains twenty-four houses, having each two rooms
and a kitchen, and rented at Os, a week. The occupants of these tenements were loud in their complaints
of the horrible and continual stench. 1-lere we saw a number of children who (10 not go to school ; the
parents do not like to send them, but we could not get out of the latter any sufficient reasons for keeping
the little ones at home. At the bottom of this street runs the creek which carries oft the waste water
from the Colonial Sugar Company's works. This creek is the subject of bitter complaints every one
seemed to denounce it as a nuisance; yet strange to say allotments of land on its very banks are fenced
off and have nice looking cottages recently erected upon them. Decidedly there must be a suicidal tendency among the residents of this neighbourhood when such poisonous places are selected as building
sites.
This part of Sydney requires immediate attention, especially in reference to its drainage; unless
some improvement takes place in this respect it is liable at any moment to the outbreak of some deadly
epidemic. The conditions which exist must at least so predispose the inhabitants to receive disease that
when it does make its appearance it will assume its worst and most fatal form. The deposit on all sides on
the surface of deleterious matter in the shape of drainage and house refuse is continually generating gases
which are most inimical to health.
- We returned at about a quarter past 6 o'clock.

Personal Inspection
By No. 2 Sub-Committee.
TwaNry—Ermuru DAY, SATURDAY, 5 FEnrtuAny, 1670.

Den i-son JVard.—.Frorn Farramatta-street to Blacicwattic Swamp.
269. Dr. Dancey gave the following evidence on behalf of Mr. Palmer and himself:—
Started with the Mayor from the Town Hall at 10 o'clock on Saturday, 5th instant, accompanied
G. F. Dansey,
Esqby Sergeant Aftwell, and proceeded to May-street, in Denison Ward. On entering this street at the
south end we found a weatherboard shanty, roofed with shingles, occupying a space of 15 x 20 ft., and
16 Fcb., 1876. containing two stories, with a window in each. The upper sash of one window was covered with tin and
rags, and in the other window there were two panes of glass, the rest being tin ; the lower sash of both
windows was boarded up. The inmates of this dilapidated tenement were not at home, and we could
not make a closer inspection of it. We were told that on Saturday night or Sunday morning they were
generally to be found there fighting and drinking. On a vacant piece of ground, and apparently belonging
to this dwelliog, is one of the oldest and most tumble-down privies we have seen yet. Nothing more
wretched could be imagined; it is 3 ft. high, leaning over at a considerable angle, and shored up with a
couple of palings to keep it from falling. The back is enclosed with all old gunnybag. The seat ])as long
ago been destroyed, and nothing remains but a rail across whorc it should be. The roof is partly gone,
and what is left of it is composed of pieces of iron, tin, bags, and paling, It has a door in front without
fastening, and hung on a chain; it is open to all comers, being about 12 ft. from the street, and not
enclosed by a fence. As a matter of course it is very offensive, and adds its share to the nuisance in this
neighbourhood, caused by the filthy open drainage.
We
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We next came to a two-roomed brick and shingle house, rooms 10 x 12 ft., and 10 x S ft., with a small G. F. Dansey,
Feg.
kitchen attached, belonging to Mr. Goddard and rented at 7s. Od.a week. Bore there is an old privy
about 5 ft. from the kitchen, which is in a very stinking condition. The roof of the kitchen is much
16Feb.,
brolcen2 From the surroundings of this tenement, which is occupied by a man and his wife, and two children,
we concluded it to be a most unhealthy abode, but we were assured in answer to our inquiries that they
were hardly ever ill, and we could only suppose that after a time people get acclimatized to this sort of
thing, and can live under conditions which are usually considered to be destructive to health.
The next three houses belonging - to Mr. Cowper are in good repair, but have all of them the oldfashioned ventilation and common privies. All the drainago from these houses runs into the street
gutters.
Then we came to three houses containing three rooms each, owned by Mr. 0-rogan. In one of
these houses we found the roof of the back room much out of repair, so that the rain comes in during
the slightest shower; half of the back window is glass and half tin, in another of the houses there was
no furniture in two of the rooms, all the household -goods of the family being contained in the skillion
room at the back. These tenements are all in a sad state of repair, and the inmates told us that they
intended to leave them as soon as possible. We were much struck with the dirty and half-nude state of
the women, old and young, in this locality; we scarcely saw ft girl or woman with boots or shoes on.
The next house we inspccted was a two-roomed brick and shingle tenement, belonging to Mr. Farrell,
Here again tin supplied the place of glass in one of the back windows. In the yard we found a large hole
full of dirty water and soapsuds, and an old and stinking closet over a common eesspit. Three cows are
kept here, which do not add to the cleanliness of the place. In the back room, which is 13 x 8 ft., there
are two four-post bedsteads, with just sufficient room to pass between them ; the ceiling of this room is
tumbling down, and the wails are excessively damp. In all these places the drainage runs into the street
gutters, either along open drains with a pipe under the footpath, or under the houses in irregular channels
in the same direction.
We inspected another house in the same street, belonging to Mr. Farrell, which is also in a very
dilapidated state. The closet attached to this house, which appears to have been without a roof until
very recently, has now a patched-up covering composed of tin, iron, and othçr materials. We could only
wonder that landlords in their own interest could allow their property to fall into such utter decay. In
this house lives a man, his wife, and five children, and we looked round in vain for any signs of bedding
and conveniences appropriate to such a family. This man is a quarryman, and from what we could lea-rn
in constant work except when he is "on the burst." None of the children go to school.
The closet belonging to the adjoining house, also owned by Mr. Farrell, is broken down and exposed
to public view, being without any fence or enclosure; a small sheet of tin does duty for a roof.
No. 28, inthis street, is a wooden building owned by Wallace, a plumber; it is unoccupied, being
in such a state of decay that it is quite uninhabitable ; it should be pulled down and removed at once.
No. 26 is a two-roomed tenement, let at 5s. a week, in a poor state of repair. The back room has
a skillion roof with a ceiling of Hobart Town palings, in which a square hole has been cut for the purpose
of' ventilation ; it is about 7* ft. high. The privy belonging to this tenement is in a very shaky condition
it leans over very suspiciously, and a good push would send it over. The smell from this closet was most
offensive. The drainage, as that of all the houses compiised in to-day's inspection, goes into the street
gutters. An unusual number of children were congregated at this spot, making mud pies in the gutters,
which contain all the stinking matter from these houses and those in A thlone-place ; we could hardly teLl
whether they looked healthy or not—they were so dirty.
At the corner of May-street and Adelaide-street is a space where a house has anticipated our
inspection, and fallqn down from sheer decay. The house at the opposite corner from its appearance is
about to retire from the scene in the sie way; the door has already taken its departure, and part of the
roof is gone; what is left of this building belongs to a person named .Taekson. At this corner is a collection
of filthy matter from the drainage, formed by a sort of elbow in the gutter.
In Adelaide-street we found some very respectable-looking houses, and in spite of the offensive
odours from the open gutters and filthy privies in this neighbourhood we were assured by Mrs. Goddard,
who said she had lived here for twenty years, that she had always experienced good health, and she certainly looked very hearty. The houses hereabouts are certainly better ventilated than many others we
have had occasion to inspect, which may in some degree account for the absence of sickness ; otherwise
the nuisances we have described and the proximity of Blaekwattle Swamp are quite sufficient to produce it.
At the rear of the houses in the adjoining street—Harwood.strcct, formerly Brisbane-street—on the
east side—runs the creek which carrios off the waste water from the premises of the Colonial Sugar
Refining Company, which gives off a terrible stench.
Nos. 46 and 48, houses belonging to Mr. Hamburgher, containing two rooms each, and let at Os. a
week, are in a very bad state of repair. The Venetian shutters to the windows are so broken that they have
to be tied together with string ; the ventilation is old-fashioned, the windows having fixed upper sashes;
the water is supplied through leaden pipes, and the drainage—to use the words of one of the occupants—
is enough to kill a parson." The landlord they say will do nothing. There is plenty of ventilation in
most of the upsta.ir rooms, there being scarcely a whole pane of glass in any of the windows ; these houses
are in a very dirty as well as dilapidated state.
Landlords, however, differ in their ideas on the subject of repairs. The owner of seven nice
looking cottages on the opposite side of the street, containing two rooms and a kitchen each, and let at Is.
a week, evidently takes great pains to keep his property in good order; the only drawback we could find
to the comfort of the inmates were the closets at the back, which in the absence of a sewer are necessary
evils.
In a lane off this street, on the west side, are five brick and shingle tenements, owned by Mr.
Kettle, containing two rooms, one over the other. These are unoccupied with one exception, and they are
all, including the one occupied, utterly unfit for dwellings for human beings. The windows are gone in
four out of the five, and the walls bulge out and threaten to foil on the passers-by. They ought to be
pulled down immediately.
After we left Brisbane-street we proceeded along George-street until we came to Wattle-street,
late Darling-street. We went there at the invitation of Sergeant Attwell, who wished us to inspect the
residence of an old woman, named Sarah O'Neill, who dwells in a one-storied brick tenement, 15 x9 ft.,
and whose habits and mode of living are somewhat eccentric. The first proof of this eccentricity is
noticeable
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0. F. Dansey, noticeable in the permanent closing-up of the door and one of the windows, which are nailed and
Lsq.
covered over with bits of galvanized iron, so as effectually to exclude light and air. The other window is
minus the lower sash, and through this opening, which is the oiily means of ingress, the old woman and
her fowls hop in and out, 1-leaped up between the door and window is a iiiisccllaiieous collection of oddo
and ends, such as old kerosene tins, tin linings of cases, iron hoops, and a variety of other rubbish. We
peeped in at the window and saw a number of old bags, mats, and rags on the floor, and several fowls
who are the occupant's sole companions, and whose convenionence she has consulted by knocking out
some bricks at the back to allow them to pass in and out either way. We were told by a man who was
working in an adjoining shop, that Mrs. O'Neill's sole means of subsistence consists of scraps coijtribuled
by the neighbours, which are left on the window-sill, and serve to support her and her family of fowls;
and that sometimes she does not clnei'ge from her dwelling for weeks, and even months at a time. Upon
sergeant Attvehl puLling his head into the window and calling out '' Sally,'' the wild-looking uncomnbed
head of an elderly woman was visible, and the next moment we heard a voice indignantly objccting to be
taken to the Asylum, for which purpose Sergeant Attwell said lie had come. None of the O'Neill's she
said ever saw the inside of aii asylum. She told us she came from the ssvatest island in the world; that
she was born in Kilfintone, two miles from Limerick Castle and that she was connected with the Macnamara thmnily; and that she had been in the colony for twenl7 years, having come out in a ship called
the " James," which had got broke (alias wrecked). She said she had lived for nine years out of the
twenty in this hole. We could see nothing about the place indicating the existence of a water supply,
nor was there any appearance of it closet, either inside or outside the building. Upon the Sergeant's
repeating his ofibr to take her to the Asylmnn, she offem'ed him a young cock and three new laid eggs, winch
were declined, and we left the old woman in peace. This place is, we understand, the property of Mr.
John Harris, of Shane Park, near Pcnrith, who allows the present- occupant to live in it rent free.
In Wattle-street, proceeding fw'ther down, we found several houses belonging to Mr. harris, which
are in good repair, but are built below the level of the street, on the same level as the Sugar Company's
Creek. We found the stench proceeding from this creek very offensive, in spite of the improvements in
the Company's operations, which we were led to believe resulted from the inqniry made by a Committee of
this Board.
We concluded our inspection at 1 p.m.

Personal Inspection
By No. 1 Sub-Comniittee.
TWENTY-EIGHTH DAY, MoNDAY, 7 FElmusny, 1870.

Waterloo and .Rcdfern.
270. Dr. Read gave evidence, on behalf of Mr Chapman and himself, as follows
Started from the City Club at 10 o'clock on Monday, 7th instant, accompanied by Mr. Chapman
It. B. Bead,
and Sergeant Larkins, to resume our inspection of the Boroughs of ]ledfern and Waterloo.
Lq.
On the west Aide of Pitt-street south off Buckland-street are six cottages containing two rooms
16 Feb., 1576. each, live built of veatherhoard and one of brick, the floors of which are below the level of the street.
At the back of them are small rooms with skillion roof used a.s kitchens, which are still lower than the
floors of the dwellings and are reached by a descent of several steps. The end house has, in addition to
this, a stable at the rear of it, the back wall of the house being also the back wall of the stable. There
is but one well to supply all these cottages, which is 25 ft..deep; the water from it is filthy. Within 50
feet from this well are no less than eight cesspits, several of them being on much higherground, while there
are two cesspits within 15 ft. of the well on either side. The soil is pure sand, and the cesspits mere holes in
the ground without any water-tight lining ; the inference is obvious—the liquid matter from the closets
must percolate into the well and pollute the water supply. A. woman living in one of these houses told
in that she and her husband and their four children were all sick, that they were continually retching, and
that she attributed it to the water. She said further, that the occupants of the third house from hers
were also sick in the same way. The yards of these houses are small, and there appears to be no system
of scavengering carried out.
At the corner of a large piece of vacant ground close by is a small but, about 8 ft. square, roofed
with Hobart. Town palings, occupied by an old man and his wife. Opposite to this is a row of detached
cottages, in the centre of which is a well which supplies them with water. This water is very bad and
unwholesome. There are a lot of closets at a little distance from the well, and one, which is on higher
ground, only 12 ft. from it, The residents who use this water say it is not fit for washing purposes, it is
too hard. All these tenements are very deficient in ventilation ; they are in most cases owned by the occupants who rent the ground from the Cooper Estate.
Down a narrow jiassage at the back of some houses near this place we came to another well, 30 ft.
deep, also surrounded by cesspits, and no doubt receiving contamination from them.
In Botany-street are six semi-detached brick cottages—owned by Fisher—containing two rooms
and a kitchen each, and rented at 5s a week. One of these which we examined is occupied by seven
persons; the kitchen is separated from the house by a narrow passage 2 ft. wide. All these cottages have
old-fashioned ventilation. This neighbourhood swarms with children.
At the corner of John and George streets we noticed a well between as house and a. closet, the
latl.cr being 15 ft. distant from the house. We examined here two semni.detachcd brick houses in course of
erection. A well had been dug close to the back wall, and about 24 feet from this well a large hole had
been sunk for a double privy; there are two other cesspits at the respective distances of 25 and 30 ft.
from the same well. These houses face George-street. At another house facing the same street we found
a well 20 feet from a cesspit, and one only 12 ft. from a ceaspit. From the well last.mentioned we
examined some water which was very offensive, having a strong taste of alum, and being besides thick
and clammy, and of a bluish black color. It appears that in sinking wells in this district they get through
the saud at from 20 to 30 feet, and came to pipccla, which is pierced for a few feet sufficient to retain a
supply of water. It follows, as a matter of course, that this floor of pipeelay receives all the drainage
from the saud, and when this drainage is impregnated with deleterious matter the wells must-be contaminated
even
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even if the closets are at some distance from them, especially if the stratum of pipe-clay inclines in the B. B. Bead,
direction of the wells. We strongly recommend that steps be taken without delay to lay on water-pipes
to this locality, and it is desirable for obvious reasons that this should be (lone if possible before the rainy
season sets in.
We next entered Bullanaming-street, from Buekland.street. This should properly be Galled a lane
and not a street, for it is only 21 ft. wide ; it is very badly laid out. The houses in it which are chiefly
weatherboard tenements are of a very iudiftrcnt description, and are all fitted with the old-fashioned sash
windows.
We then turned into John-street, where we examined a house owned by Woolley. Here we found
a well 20 ft. deep, which was empty, fortunately for the occupants of the house, although they have to
fetch water from a considerable distance. 1 may observe here that every person to whom we addressed
ourselves on the subject of water supply admitted tl,at it is polluted by the cesapits; this seems to be
accepted as an unpleasant but unavoidable fact peculiar to the locality. We can only hope the evil is
counterbalanced by some corresponding advantage, for it is a very serious one.
Passing into Botany-streetwe noticed a. creek which crosses Mitchell-road, and nitimatelydischarges
into Shea's Creek. This creek is now dry, but in wet weather it is no doubt a great nuisance.
Thence we went up Buckland-street back to the starting point, taking Büllanaming.street on our
way. We inspected several houses here and found the same conditions existing in connection with the
closets and the water supply. In the course of conversation with some of the residents we learned that
several attempts have been made to get the water laid on, which have been frustrated in one way or the
other. It appears that this accommodation is only obtained by petition to the Sydney Corporation.
Several petitions have been got up for that purpose which have been opposed by some alderman of this
borough or large householder, and the pipes have not yet been laid on. One pdrson informed us that he
had been instrumental in getting up a petition, and the very persons who opposed him were now obliged to
come and draw water from his well; the retribution seemed to be just but severe. The rents of the tenements in this part of Bullanamingstreet average about 7s. a week. Generally there is a great deal of
filth in the yards. We noticed one single-roomed tenement, 12 x 12 ft. and 7 ft. high, occupied by a
woman and her daughter, at the back of which is a closet constructed entirely of tin, but much broken,
without any door and over an old cesspit, hill to the brim. In the adjoining yard there is also a
closet in a dilapidated state, without roof, and exposed to every passer-by. The water drawn from a well
in front of these dwellings had exactly the appearance of weak pea-soup.
We finished our inspection at 1 p.m.

FRIDAY; 17 I/ARCH, 1876.
Prr%cnt
0, P. DANSEY, Esq,,
B. PALMER, Bsq.,
lioN.

31. CHAPMAN, ESQ,,
F. H. GRUN:DY, EsQ.

JOHN SMITH, M.D., M.T.C., ni
Personal Inspection

THE CHAIn.

By No. 1 Sub-Committee.
Twmcpr-xrNTll: DAY, WEDNEsDAY, 9 )fannrnr, 1.87G.

lVa/erloo and .Eedfcrn.
271. AL)-. Grundy gave evidence on behalf of Dr. Read and himself, as follows:—
Having been requested by the Sewage and Health Board, in the absence of Mr. Chapman, to RH. Grundy,
accompany Dr. Road in his rounds of house to house inspection, I met that gentleman at the City Club
at 10 o'clock on the morning of IVednesday, 9th instant, and we proceeded, escorted by Sergeant Larkins,
to the junction of the Botany Road with John -street, 'W
al;erloo, thence northwards along Botany Road 1 Mar., 1876.
Buckland.strect, and eastward to Botany-street. Throughout the whole of this area the buildings are of a
very inferior class, being chiefly low weatherboard and shingle cottages, containing three or four small
rooms, in most eases very much out of repair, but not crowded together quite so closely as some of the
tenements of similar character in the poorer parts of the city already described. The allotments are
nevertheless very small, and it is to be regretted that some Act regulating building areas was not in force
at the time the 'Waterloo Estate was so eagerly inquired after.
Proceeding up Botany-street northwards we inspected a cottage on the east side containing two
rooms 8 x 8 ft., in a most dilapidated condition, open to the roof; which is about 12
ft. at its highest point,
and is constructed of patchwork, comprising palings, pieces of tin, iron, &.c. There being no ceilings
or linings to the walls, the interior is well ventilated, but in cold or wet weather it must be about as cheerless a dwelling as can well be conceived. This shanty is owned by an old couple who reside in it, and who
have each some 768 cubic feet of air space irrespective of the gaps in the building.
Two doors further northward stand a couple of two-roomed huts, built of Hobart Town palings,
with roofs of same material, much out of repair and very little better than the one just described. The
ownei', an old man tamed Ramsay, lives in one of them, and lets the other to a family of live ;—the window
of this house was fastened up. Here the air space is little if anything above the minimum recommended
in the last report of this Committee. In the yard, which is about 15 ft. from the house is a well almost
dry, but with a little water low down in it seething inthe heat and exhibiting a thick glazed scum,
discoloured and utterly unfit to drink. Beyond this well are two closets, one about 12 ft. and the other
about 18 ft. from it, both full to the surface and disgustingly offensive. The slope of the ground is from
the closet to the well. We examined a great many of these wells, and found that they nearly all occupy
similar positions in relation to the closets. All those we inspected are lined with, unset bricks, no mortar
or cement being employed, so that the percolation of liquid matter to them is as it were invited.
A few doors further north is a sadly dilapidated hovel of a similar class, occupied by a woman whose
husband she told us is "out of his mind"; she has six children with her in the house. Her well is also
dry, which is fortunate if it compels her to obtain wholesome water elsewhere, for about 15 ft. above it is
.*76......K [No. 11.]
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P. H. Grundy, a closet full to the brim, in a very stinking condition, besides being in the last stage of decay. This woman
Lq.
pays is. Gd. a week to the landlord, it Mr. Crocus, who declines to repair, and "doesn't mind, her corn''' plaining."
17 Mar., 1s76.
Following the west side of this street (Botany-street) to Raglan-street, from Raglan-street to
Botany Road, and from Raglan-street to Bullanaming-street, we found the houses generally ofasimilar construction, but decidedly in better keeping and repair than those previously noticed. Among them are stone
and brick cottages presenting a clean and comfortable appearance, but in all of them the same dangerous
conditions appear to exist—closets full to the brim, and wells close at band gaping to receive their contents, and heaps of garbage in the yards and about the. dwellings waiting for the rain to wash them in and
over the sandy soil to taint the drainage which forms the water supply. Throughout all these streets, with
few exceptions, there is at present almost a water famine, and a strong agitation is T believe going on to
get the city water laid on.
About 200 or 300 yards north of Raglan-street, still in Bullanaming-street, we found the water laid
on. We found also where the supply was derived from wells, that the water was more plentiful and
seemingly of better quality towards the top of the hill. Some of the residents in the higher ground have
even objected to the presentation of the petition to the City Council. A Mr. Buss, the proprietor of a
neat cotfage with it garden and other improvements round it, on the east side of Bullanaming-street, drew
for us out of a well which supplies his family and his neighbours on the other side of the street, a bucket
of water which looked invitingly ; it was cool, clear and sparkling, and palatable, but rather brackish.
Here also the closet is above the level of the well and not more than 20 feet distant from it, and there are
other closets in its immediate vicinity. The superiority of the water is probably due to the greater attention paid to cleanliness and the more frequent emptying of the closet, which may also be better lined.
Opposite to Mr. Buss' cottage we found two semi-detached weatherhoard tenements containing two
rooms, one 12 x 12 ft. and 8 ft. high and the other smaller. Mrs. -, the owner, lives in one of
them; the other she lets at 4s. Gd.a week, but is not very particular about collecting the rent; in
her own words, " She doesn't bother." We were rather surprised at this unusual trait in the character
of a landlady, but it occurred to us afterwards that there might be good reasons for it in this particular
instance, for upon entering her house somewhat suddenly we surprised the old lady hurriedly but unsuccessfully endeavouring to throw a bonnet and shawl over a pack of cards on the table, whilst a respectable
young woman to whom those articles of attire evidently belonged or had belonged, staied at us in utter
bewilderment. The cards were in several small packs, and Mrs. - had under her band either the king
of hearts or the king of diamonds, representative no doubt of. some illustrious individual destined to
influence the career of the young woman at her side. In short we interrupted what seemed to be a scene
of fortune telling which does not however appear a very remunerative calling. Upon returning to the
house a few minutes after to put some further questions we noticed that the cards had disappeared. This
happened at 1245 p.m.
We next proceeded to Turner-street and following that street in an easterly direction came to
George-street, Redfern, where we saw nothing calling for special report. The houses are generally in a
ing
fair state of repair though deficient in ventilation, but the water being laid on the danger to bealth aris
from the percolation of offensive matter does not exist.
From George-street to Pitt-street Turner-street is only 15 feet wide. The first cottage in it above
George-street is built partly of brick and partly of wcatherboard, and is in an extremely dilapidated condition; it has no back windows, and is very indifferently ventilated. This cottage is occupied by a
pensioned policeman and his wife, and finding it to be Government property, and that it is to be pulled
down to make room for a proposed new watch-house, we did not consider it necessary to make any further
inquiries.
We finished our day's inspection, and returned to Pitt-street at about half-past 1 o'clock.

Personal Inspection
By No, 2 Sub-Committee.
TwENn-EIoHrir BAY. WEDNYSDAY, 9 Pxnnnr, 1876.
272. .271,. Palmer gave evidence on behalf of Dr. Dansey and lumself, as follows
Left the Towu Hall at 1.0 o'clock on Wednesdo), 9th instant, in company with Br. Dansey, and
B. Palmer,
Faq.
proceeded to the corner of Wattle-street. lVorking northward from that street we caine to Kennedy's
buildings, and inspected two houses at the back of a butcher's shop, belonging to Mr. Kennedy, and occupied
17 Mar., 1876. by the amen employed by him. Considering that they are very old buildings they are in a fair state of
repair and kept in decent order.
We then went to Williamson-place, late William-lane, where there are three weatherboard cottages
on the right hand, containing twojooms each 10 x 10 ft. and 8 ft. high, with skihioa kitchen at the back.
Two of these are used as store or lumber rooms fhr the grocer in front, and are full of old candle-boxes
and empty cases; the other is rented at 4s. a week to a woman who lives alone. There is nothing to find
fault with in these cottages except that the ventilation is deficient, the closet is offensive, and all the
drainage is on the surface. The property belongs to Mi-. Lonan.
We next went to tltimo4ane, where therc are no houses to inspect. I only mention the place to
call attention to the fact that this lane being what is termcd pitch-paved can easily be kept in a state of
cleanliness, in dry weather it can be swept, and in wet weather the rain washes and cleans it effectually.
In Maitland-place there are six houses on the west side and three on the east. The end house,
which is occupied—so we were told by a woman in charge of it—by a man and his wife, covers an area of
12 x 14 ft., and was no doubt at one time clean and in good repair, but now the walls and ceilings are so
begrimed with dirt and smoke and in such a dilapidated condition that the place is scarcely habitable.
The tenants say it is impossible to keep the houses decently clean, and the landlord will do npthing. One
woman told us she should leave her house as soon as she could find another place to put her head in.
We were prevented from entering the next house by a woman who blocked up the doorway and
defied us, but we inspected the third, which was in a most filthy state. In this house we saw four children
at dinner. An old tin containing boiled potatoes was on the table, and some salt, to which they were
helping themselves without any ceremony. They looked very dirty and neglected.
On
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On the opposite or eastern side the corner house is occupied by a plasterer, who is a bachelor; B. Palmer,
Esq.
he only comes there at night. Considering that plasterers, if good workmen, can get 12s. a day, it is
somewhat surprising that this man should choose such a place to sleep in; it is in a most dilapidated
state—the windows broken, one of them without a. sash, and the whole building in a state of dirt and 17 Mar., 18 6.
decay.
The adjoining house, containing two rooms, is equally out of repair ; the ladder which serves as a
mode of access to the upper room was gone, and the windows, walls, and every part of the building in a
dilapidated state. There were two young children here who said Mother was out." A person on the
other side of the street told us this was a brothel of the lowest description, and that sometimes five or six
women nlade it their haunt at night. it is rented at 2s. a week. There was little or no furniture in the
room ; an old sofa and a few rags were all we could see; the children were in a wretchedly dirty state.
There are two closets on the west side and one on the east side of Maitland-place—all very offensive.
We tried to find out the owner of this property. One woman said lie was a very handsome gentleman,
but she did not know his name, Another person said his name was fleynolds, and he lived in Eveleighplace, Redfern; another referred us to the woman who keeps the shop at the corner. On our way to the
shop we met a man who assured us that the landlord's name was Frost. The shop-woman did not know
his name, but said the rent was left at her shop for him and I.e called for it. She further informed us, in
reply to our roinarks upon the disgraceful condition of some of the houses, that the landlord had coinmenced legal proceedings to get rid of the tenants in the house last described, and had served them with
all "injection ' paper.
From this place we went to New-street, where we saw nothing calling for remark, except that on a
spare piece of ground at the end of the street there is a stagnant pool of filthy drainage from the surrounding houses, which emits a most offensive smell and taints the atmosphere.
Turning into Parramatta-strcet again we came to two houses let on lease to ex-Alderman Roseby,
both in a most dilapidated condition, but remarkably well ventilated, almost all the glass having disappeared from the windows, In the yard at the back is an old closet, which has no door, but in place of it
some nondescript article of female attire, folded like a shawl point downwards; the internal fittings of this
closet are all to pieces, and in addition to this it is in a very exposed position, and no person can enter it
without being seen by the men at work on Mr. Roseby's prcmises. Here we noticed that a sewer which
runs from the Railway under &eorge-street is uncovered and open for a length of about 10 yards;
from it a poisonous odour proceeds, which must be very dangerous to health; this sewer runs close
to the closet nbovc-mentioned, but is not connected with it.
We went on to hancock's Square, which contains eight houses, built of stone and shingle, containing two rooms, each 12 x 10 It., and rented at Os. a week. The tenants complain that Mr. Hancock, the
owner, will do nothing to keep them in repair. There are also two wooden shanties on either side of this
square near its entrance from Parramatta-strcet, which were formerly occupied by disreputable characters,
now tenanted by decent working people. In none of these houses is there any window or opening at the
back for purposes of' ventilation, the yard to each house being the square in front, it struck us that if the
heaps of oyster.shclls which were scattered about the place—one of the houses being an oyster-shop—
'vero burned and the lilac used for cleaning the place the residents would be considerably more comfortable.
All courts and lanes of this description off main streets should, in our opinion, be cleared of these wretched
tenements which would not be allowed to exist if they were not thus hidden from public observation, and
the ground devoted to its legitimate use, the erection of substantial stores and warehouses. Surrounded
as they are on all sides by high bui]dings they afford no air breathing space sulhcient for the number of
persons crowded into them; the drainage is invariably neglected, and the style of architecture includes no
appliances either for ventilation or cleanliness.
We next inspected Cuthill's Yard, which contains six houses on the east side and three on the west,
built of brick and shingles, containing two rooms each and let at Os. a week. Those on the eastern side
are in a state of extreme dilapidation, every part except the bare ivalls the picture of ruin. Here as in all
tenements of this class the back wail has no opening of any kind, and the only vacant space is the yard in
fi'out, The houses on the west side have only a ground floor; one of them is roofed with iron and the
other two with zinc, the roof of the end house being retained in its place by heavy stones placed upon it.
There was at one time a railing in frotit of these houses, intended to enclose a garden, but only enough of
it remains to show what it was put there for; flowers do not bloom in localities like this. Almost all the
windows in this court, especially those on the east side, are without glass or nearly so, brown paper and
old rags being the principal substitutes ; the drainage in the gutter was very offensive and the privy in a
disgusting state. We noticed a great number of children about the door-steps, and upon inquiry we found
that with very few exceptions they do not attend any school. This property belongs to Mr. Austin.
We returned to town at 10 minutes to 1 o'clock,

Personal Inspection
By No. 1 Sub-Committee.
ThnTIETH DAT, TMUB5DAY, 10 FnEUAU, 1876.
.Redfern and Waterloo.
273. AIr. Orundy gave evidence on behalf of Dr. Read and himself as follows:—
Met Dr. Read at the City Club at 4 p.m., on Thursday, 10th instant, and proceeded to the F.H. Gr,dy,
juuction of Turner-street and Botany Road, where we were joined by Sergeant Larkins. Thence we pro.
Eoq.
ceeded to. Bullanaming-street and northwards along that street to Redfern.street. Except the now
unalterable narrowness of Buhianaming-street, there is nothing so far requiring special mention, the houses 17 Mar., 1876.
gencrally being rather favourable specimens of dwellings for those of the poorer classes, such as draymen,
eabmea, and others, whose occupation permits them to live outside the city. W'e found that wherever
the water is laid on the use of' wells is almost entirely abandoned; so much so that some tenants when
asked about the water in their wells did not know whether there was any water in them or not. Nothing
can mark more decidedly than this Ihcb the importance attached by the people to the easy attainment of
an ample water supply. However abundant the quantity of well water may be, the labour of pumping, fetching,
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F. ff.Grundy,
hag, and carrying will always limit that free even careless use of water which is so necessary in a climate
q
hke this.
We have speeial]y to notice the offensive character of the contents of the gutters, surface drainage
11 Ma-., ism
only existing hero. To the streets running north and south there is usually fall enough to carry off the
drainage with sufficient rapidity, but many of the cross streets east and west are at a dead level, and the
foul water remains and stagnates in the gutters. We noticed this particularly in Redfern.stireet. Here,
proceeding northwards, the character of the soil seems to change from sandy to claycy, and of course the
water, cleaner dirty, is longer in disappearing from the surface.
We followed Redfern-street westerly to Botany Road, and found on the south side of Redfernstreet two semi-detached buildings half brick, half weatherboard, and wholly inferior, each containing two
rooms 9 x 9 ft., with a height of 6 ft. Attached to the eastern one is a dilapidated shed, in which the
occupant, who is a laundress, was washing. The yard is small, unflagged, unpaved, without any drainage,
and with scarcely any fall in any direction. Here all the dirty water is thrown daily until the ground is
saturated and the place is one dirty puddle. This cottage is rented at 7s. a week, and contains four inmates,
who do not appear to suRer in health; but here at least the means of ventilation are available, and as the
houses stand close to the street, and have a higher elevation, access to the surface drainage would be easy.
We did not ascertain the name of the landlord.
Returned to Bullanaming-street, and continued northward to Wells-street. Here the buildings do
not require spccial report; they are, however, nearer together, and there is less vacant land for air space.
The surface gutters are still offensive, and a variety of disagreeable smells, including usua]ly that of the
closets, proceed from the rear of these premises ; but the most serious evil—the contamination of the
water in the wells—existing in the more southern portions of this Municipality, is here avoided by the
water being laid on.
From Wells-street eastward to George-street. Here we inspected a long row of one-storied
weatherboard cottages having two rooms each, small, with low ceilings, but fairly ventilated by windows
back and front. Each cottage is enclosed in its own fence, and each cottage has a separate closet, and is in
tolerable repair. Nothing short of stringent measures to ensure the frequent emptying and constant
cleanliness of the swarms of closets prevailing in this neighbourhood will ever clear the atmosphere of the
continually recurring closet odour.
Back to Bullanaming-street, and again northward. Near Wells.street, on the west side, is a wide
vacant space, forming part of a block extending to the Botany Road, the property of Mr. Woods, which
seems to be a deposit for much of the filth of the neighbourhood. Where the vacant eastern part of this
block joins the occupied western part, is a cluster of three closets built over one cesspit. This pit is about
12 x 12 ft. ; depth unknown; and has not been emptied for four years at least; one of the occupants of
a building close by, fronting George.street, who has lived there for that period, having assured us that it
has never been cleaned out in his titne; it is in a very foul and stinking dondition. Two of these three
closets, besides being legitimately used by thirty persons, are quite open to the residents in Bullanamingstreet, and to anyone else.
Nearly opposite to this vacant space, on the eastern side of Bullanaming.strect, is a large eesspit,
over which are four double closets, which are exceedingly offensive, although the tenant of a house close
to it declared that it had recently been emptied. The occupant of the next house, however, complained
much of the stench. These persons stated that no officorof any corporation had been round to inspect
these premises for three years; the pit is 20 ft. or so from the houses, which are of fair average character.
The landlady is Mrs. Smith, a widow, whose husband died lately.
Thence on the west side of Bullanaming-strect to James-street. The tenements in this quarter do
not call for particular mention, except that they are below the level of the street, which hs been raised
since they were built; their position, close nuder this embankment, iiiust render them very damp and
unhealthy; surface drainage still offensive.
From James-street to Botany-street, from James-street to George-street, and from James-street to
Cleveland-street, the character of the buildings improves, and there is little to remark except the surface
drainage, the narrowness of the streets, and the closet arrangements.
Returning to Regent.strect we examined the east side of Botany Road to Cleveland.street. The
buildings in this portion of Botany Road are geiici'ally old and of inferior construction; the rooms are
small and badly ventilated, presenting a comparatively fair shop-frontage to Botany Read, to which everything else is sacrificed. Among the worst may be mentioned a second-haud clothes-shop, kept by a man
and his wife, an old dilapidated two-storied brick and slate building. The shop is S x 8 ft., with low roof,
choked with second-hand garments of all sorts, through which we had to clear our way with outstretched
arms ; they hang from roof to floor and eflCetually obstruct .the ventilation; the whole house smells of
them; a very small yard and a closet some 1,2 or 15 ft. from the house. This closet seems to act as a
catchinent to receive the water from the ground at the rear, which is much higher than the floor of the
house, and when it overflows the filth descends into the yard to a drain, which is without stench-trap and
out of order, so that the water is generally standing in the yard. The landlord, so the occupants say, will
do nothing.
Further on is another shop of similar character, occupied by Short, draper and general dealer. The
back premises contain a jumble of sheds, old metal, poultry, ducks, closet., and rubbish.
Miss Goldsmith, Berlin wool dealer, next door, complains of the small arising from this yard. Her
own place is scrupulously neat and tidy, but as the wall of the kitchen forms one side of the closet the
small tenement she occupies must be invaded by many a stench on its own account.
The soap factory is of course a nuisance in so crowded a. locality, but the numerous weatherboard
buildings seem to be kept as clean as the nature of the business will allow, and no large stock of material
for manufacture is ever kept on the premises--we were told, being dear and the market to hand. Perhaps
the considerable addition to the fouling of the Blackwattle Swamp streams is as important a nuisance as
any connected with this factory.
Wereturned to Sydney. at 630 p.m.
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Personal Inspection
By No. 2Sub.Con-tmittee.
Twjny.ywTB DAY, MONDAY, 14 FEBMTAEY, 1870.
Pyrnwm(.

274. Dr. Dan-sep gave evidence on behalf of Mr. Palmer, and himself as follows:—
Left the Town Hall in company with the Mayor and Sergeant Attwell at 4 o'clock on Monday, G. F. Daisey,
14th instant, and proceeded to that large and expanding suburb, Pyrmont, which being, from its situation,
Esq.
freely exposed to the sea breeze, is generally a much healthier locality than those which we have hitherto
visited.
17 Mar., 1875.
The first property ,j inspected after crossing the bridge was a row of weatherboard houses, five in
number, of a red colour, standing on the right-hand side of the street, and some 12l ft. above it, the Corporation having cut away the roadway in front of them ; the entrance to four of them is now at the back
the other is approached by a flight of steps; they are very old and badly ventilated but not otherwise
noticeable.
There are three houses further down in the same street belonging to Mr. Goodlet, also built of'
weatherboard with zinc roof with rubble foundation, let at lOs. a week each, which are very much in want
of repair.
A.t the bottom of this street are Messrs. Goodlet and Smith's timber-yard and Mr. )lillyards bone
factory, which adjoin each other. We were glad to find that there was nothing offensive about the lastmentioned establishment, there being no collection of bones or other material on hand likely to create a
nuisance. Here we were overtaken by a violent thunderstorm, which forced us to take shelter for three
quarters of an hour.
The houses in the next street we went to—Edward.street-_.ere in good repair, but the efiluviuni
which rises from Darling Harbour at low tide is here very offensive. This is also much coinplaiuect of by
the residents in Helena-terrace,
in Marian-street we found everything in clean and good condition.
We then proceeded to Pyrmont-street, and inspected Webb's cottages, six in number, built of stone
with corrugated iron roof, which' contain four rooms and an attic, and are let at 12s. 6d. a week each;
they are built a little above high-water-mark on Darling Harbour; several hundred cedarlogs are moored
here which rest upon the mud and filth at low tide and have the effect of stirring it up and causingto
it
emit a frightful stench.
Nos. 55, 53, and 51, Pyrmont.street, owned by Downes, are two-roomed brick and shingle tenements,
having the old-fashioned ventilation, and being a few inches below the street level, so that the floor of the
houses receives all the moisture. From this cause they are very damp and unhealthy and unfit for
human habitation the landlord, we were told, will do nothing to improve them; a leaden pipe supplies
these houses with water; the closet is stinking, besides being so dilapidated as to be almost tumbling
down.
On a vacant piece of ground at the rear of these premises are two wooden houses belonging to the
same owner, containing three rooms, and let at Os, a week each. One of them contains a family of eight—
father, mother, and six children. The floor is in such a ruinous state that it is not safe to walk upon it in
places, and look where you will you may see daylight through the walls and roof. This tenement is in
short in a frightful state of dilapidation. The other house has had its gable blown away and the landlord
says he cannot get a carpenter to restore it.
On the Nvest side are five brick and shingle houses, belonging to Mrs. iward, containing four rooms
each, and let at 9s. a week, which are badly ventilated, and have a closet over an offensive eesspit at the
back.. Herc, as also .in Bay-view-terrace, where the houses are all clean and in good order, the tenants
complain bitterly of the stench from Darling Harbour. We found that in ost of the children go to school,
either to St. Bede's or to the Church of England school.
We returned to town at 6 o'clock.

Personal Inspection
By No. 2 Sub-Committee.
TirutTIjirn Dxy, TuESDAY, 15 FEBRUARY, 1876.

Dcnieo'n Ward.

275. Dr. Danse,, gave evidence on behalf of Mr. Palmer and himself, as follows:—
Met the Mayor at the Town Hall at 4 o'clock on Tuesday, 15th instant, and went to Pyrmont to G. FDansey,
finish our inspection ; Sergeant Attwell accompanied us. We went first to Walworth's.buildings, which
are situate off John-street. Upon entering, on the right-hand side, are three two.roomed houses belonging
to Mr. Lamb, built of rubble and shingles—Mr. Day, agent. These houses are badly ventilated, being 17 Mar,, 1876.
without opening of any kind at the back, and old-fashioned sash windows in front; there is no yard
attached to them.
Ascending half-a-dozen steps we came to three more houses of a similar description, rented at 5s. it
week each. - These six houses were in a very dirty state, and greatly out of repair.
At the rear of these, being still a portion of 'Walworth's-buildings, are twelve houses, also eontainingtvo rooms and an attic each, five rented at 45. a week, built back to back, so as to Preclude the
possibility of proper ventilation. The rooms are about 12 ft. square and 7 ft. high, and from what ivo
could learn there is an average number offive inmates to each house. All the privy aceommodationfor these
sixty persons consists of two closets very much out of repair, and stinking frightfully, the nuisance
which they create being aggravated by the small amount of air breathing space which the court affords.
Blocks of houses of this character, when seen at a little distance, give very little indication of the discomfort within; they appear to comprise half the actual number of teuenmentt A closer inspection shows
that
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G. P. Dansey, that a dead wall in the centre divides the block into two rows, facing dill'erent ways, both of which have
Eeq.
but one door of entrance, and only such ventilation as can be afforded in front. We came to the conelusion this was about as dirty a hole as we have met with in Pyrmont.
We went next to Mount-street, where the houses are of a somewhat better class, but allot them
fitted with the old-fhshiohcd sash windows, and therefore badly ventilated; the closets are over common
cesapits, but that cannot be avoided as there is no sewerage here.
We inspected a Public School in this street, which is in bad repair, the windows broken, and the
weatherboards also in places. In the front room, which is 42 ft. x 26 ft., there is an average attendance of
110 children; and in the back room, 22 ft. x 16 ft., used for infants, there are between eighty and ninety.
The floor is in such a broken state that a child might easily put his foot through the boards and get hurt;
the building in fact is not in a proper state of repair to be used as a school.
Near this school are two houses, one built of brick and shingle, and the other of strnie, with galvanized tile roof, containing each two rooms and a kitchen. In the stone house the solitary window
n front has a fixed upper sash. In the brick house there is a family of seven; the closet is out of repair,
and very offensive. This property belongs to Mrs. Brothwell.
In the front of these houses, at the corner of the street, is a building which has evidently been a
butcher's shop, in a dilapidated state and falling to pieces; close by is a stone house which attracted our
attention, but the tenants were out, and we could not enter it.
At the top of John-street, to which we returned, there is a. cow-shed, the drainage from which was
lying in pools in the yard, stinking, and creating a nuisance.
On the north side of this street we looked at a number of tenements, which are chiefly noticeable on
account of the dirty and dilapidated condition of the back premises; they are mostly owned by Mr. Robinson.
Here we found a two-roomed house, tenanted by a man and his wife and two children, and rented at Sc. a
week, which must be a damp and unhealthy abode from the fact that the floors rest on the ground. The
house is in bad repair, the roof being patched up with a variety of materials, and is a place which poverty
alone would compel a man to live in. The children we were told are "middling healthy"; they go to
St. ede's School.
At the rear of John-street is a stone and shingle tenement in a shocking state of dilapidation, in
the yard of which is a closet of the most wretched description, without any door, and almost
tumbling down.
Close by is a house above which is painted—" Agent, Sydncy Empire." No. B is on the door, but
this does not tally with the street numbers. The tenant was not at home, and we could not make a
closer inspection.
In Bowman-street Ave came to four houses built of rubblc, with corrugated iron roofs, belonging to
the Hon. G. Wigram Allen, rented at 7s. Gd, a week each. Attracted by the dirty appearance of the
second house we entered it to make a closer inspection. The tenants informed us that it was a stinking
hole, and that vermin abounded in it. We saw no reason to doubt either statement but everything to
confirm it. The closet at the back is in a broken down dilapidated condition and in a filthy state, as was
also the closet in the adjoining yard; we were obliged to leave hastily—we could not stand the smell.
The drainage from these houses runs down along the surface gutl;ers to a vacant piece of land close by,
the stench from which is something frightful. The closet belonging to the house at the end of this row is
in a shocking state of repair; the door is broken down, and a log of wood is placed over the seat to
prevent the children from falling into the pit. The tenants of these houses all complained of ill health, and no
doubt their dwellings are very unwholesome. The floors rest on solid earth, there being no excavation
nnder them.
Thence we proceeded to Ohowne-street, which is a street of recent construction, and the houses are
in a good state of repair but badly ventilated; the back premises especially show the necessity of some
law to compel owners of property to build in accordance with hygienic rules.
We next visited in rotation Point-street; ilill-street, the ascent to which is very steep; and Churchstreet, where we found the houses generally tobe good and in clean order, being for the most pnrt
occupied by engineers and other employés of the A.S.N. Co., and presenting a very respectable appearance
internally as well as externally.
We also paid a visit to Way's Terrace, where the houses are also in good order, the only point of
oljection being the limited space attached to each house, and the too close proximity of the closets to
the windows.
We went over a great deal of ground in looking for symptoms of overcrowding and other unhealthy
conditions in other parts of Pyrmont, but found nothing further calling for special notice, and we therefore concluded our inspection of this part of the city and of Denison Ward. We propose, after inspecting
the various factories which we have undertaken to visit, to go through Cook Ward, and when that is done
to wind up with one or two visits to Newtown, &c., which we observe, by the Registrar General's returns,
has contributed the largest share to the mortality of the past year.
We returned to town at 645 p.m.

Personal Inspection
By No. 1 Sub-Committee.
TIfIRTY-FIEST DAY, THURsDAY,

17

FEBRUARY,

1876.

Factories and Worlcrrooms.
276. Dr. Read gave the following evidence on behalf of Mr. Chapman and himself:—
Met Mr. Chapman atthe City Club at 11 o'clock on Thursday, 17th instant, and proceeded, accou1B. Road,
panied by Sergeant Larkins, to a clothing factory in Clarence-street, connected with the firm of Macarthur
Esq.
and Co., and at the back of their premises in York-street. Ascending the stairs to the first floor, we
17 Mar., 1876 entered a room 65 x 30 ft. and about 12 ft. high, which is used as a cutting room, and contained, at the
time of our visit, only about twelve or fifteen male occupants, two or three being boys apparently at least
14 years of age. This room has eight windows, four on one side and four at one end, leaving two blank
walls,
Th
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walls, and is, notwithstanding its size and the eight windows aforesaid, but imperfectly ventilated, eon- R. B. Read,
sidering the number of cinployes who are at times assembled in it. In the room above this, against
Eq.
the blank wall, is a stove used for heating the pressing irons, which does not tend to improve the atmos- '•
phere. A profuse pexupiration came over me while I was in this part of the room, there being 17 Mar., 1876.
here no current of air to ventilate it.At the end of the room where there are no windows, at each corner,
is a narrow staircase which leads to a closet, one for the women, the other for the men, the closets being
some feet above the level of the work-room, an arrangement which is so lr objectionable that it obliges the
men engaged in the lower part of the building to pass through the women's department whenever they have
occasion to make use of their closet. In the large room just described we found about eighty women and
girls, besides three or four meu.occupied in pressing the clothes, and we observed that they took great
pains to get as uear the windows as they could. None of the girls, as fin' as we could judge, were under
13 or 14 years of age. This place seems to be very well constructed, and good order scorned to prevail.
We were informed that not very long ago as many as 400 persons were employed in these two rooms, but
the numbers are considerably reduced under the present management, encouragement being given to
employees to take home work, a practice which should be encouraged, as the young girls who are engaged
in the work are thus more under the care of their parents. This building is an old store of Macarthur and
Co.'s converted into a workroom.
Opposite to this factory are Garraty's Buildings. We reported some time ago on this property, and
called attention to the very filthy closet on the premises; we went on this occasion to sec if any improvement had taken place since our last visit, and found that the closet had been emptied, but was nearly full
again, and in a horribly stinking condition—in fact it was quite utiapproachable. This is the only privy
accommodation for all the people in the court, numbering somewhere about fifty persons, occupying about
a dozen houses.
Then we went to a building originally occupied as a school-house, and known as Dr. Lang's School,
in Jamieson-street, now used as a clothing factory by Mr. Pettit. There were only thirteen persons engaged
in this factory, work being slack. The building, being an old schoolroom, is well ventilated. The closet
attached to it has a cistern but it is not connected, both pan and piping being wanting to the closet.
Mr. Pettit informed us that he had taken another place on the opposite side of the street, as he expected
to remove shortly, and Nye went over to inspect the premises in question—No. 17, Jamieson-street,
known as Richmond House—which are in the meantime sublet. We found the building to be very
poorly ventilated, and in very bad repair. In the yard is a closet over a common cesspit, which was
emptied three months ago, and is now nearly lull again. The smell from this closet was so offensive that
Ave perceived it the moment we entered the front door from Jamieson-street. There are a number of
children in this house, and some attention should be paid to this nuisance. The tenants complain of the
olfence caused by the existence of an old disused well in the cellar1 and there can be no doubt that a good
deal of the sewage and drainage from the house finds its way into this well, through the joints of the
flooring, and that noxious gases from it find their way into, the house from this source.
We next inspected Pascoe and Co.'s factory, in 'Wynyard-lane, owned by .1. Marks. Here we
found two rooms each 50 x 25 ft. and 8 ft. high. The upper room only was occupied at the time of our
visit, when there were about eighty workpeople in it, chieflv wonton and children, none of the latter
bring of tender age, certainly not under 12 years. This room hasa dead wall at the back, and is
inipci'fccli.y ventilated; the roof is composed of slate, and the heat was sickening. We were told that
sometimes not less than 200 persons were employed in these two rooms.
We went downstairs, and passing through a passage caine to a solitary closet, which is all the
privy accommodation for the employdes ; there were three women in it, two of theta mc'aiting their turn;
the closet is about 4 ft. square. We pointed out this deficiency to Mr. Pascoe, who expressed himself
glad to receive any suggestions and to do anything he could to promote the comfort of his workpeople.
We returned at 1 o'clock.
THIRTY-sEcoND DAY7 FRIDAY, is FEJULUARY, 1,876.
Started from the " City Club "at 10 o'clock on the morning of Friday. the 18th instant, in company
with Mr. Chapman and Sergeant Larkins, and proceeded to inspect a building in Macquarie.street North,
formerly a Presbyterian Church, and a well ventilated, lofty, and commodious building.
On
approaching it we Ibund, instead of the notice usually seems on church doors having reference to the hours
fhr divine service, the following inscription—" No admittance except on business,'
Considering ourselves
from this notice entitled to enter, we marched in and accosted the manager, Mr. Friedman, who showed ns
over the place. There are two galleries upstairs, one on either side, which are used for cutting rooms and for
the storage of clothing. At either and of these galleries there is a shoot by which cloths ready for manufacture into clothiug are shot down to the floor of the building. Here were between seventy and
eighty girls sewing, some with machines and others by hand. Upon examining the back premises we
found one very objectionable feature. Attention has been paid to the comfort of the girls by providing a
nice little copper in the yard to boil water for tea. The closet for their use is in too close proximity to
the store, and there is no separate entrance to it, There arc two closets, side by side, marked
respectively "Boys" and (uii'ls," erected no doubt for the accommodation of Sunday scholars when the
main building was used for more reverent purposes, and now used by the girls unloved in the lower room,
and the men engaged in the cutting department up stairs, who have to pass through the lower workroom
to go to their closet. We (to not consider this decent, and we think a separate closet should he erected
for the men on the other side of the yard.
We next went to Moore, Henderson and Boucher's factory in Bank Court off King.street, which is
at the back of their premises in Pitt-street. This building has been an old store and is in a very tumbledown condition; it has already been shored up and strengthened with additional tie-beams to keep it from
falling. It contains one large room 40 x 20ft. and hi ft. high, and one smaller room. The ventilation is very'
imperfect and the heat which comes from a stove in the room adjoining the large workroom and about 3
feet belowits level, makes the place very close and unhealthy for the employees.
From this workroom we proceeded to Messrs. David .Iones & Co's. establishment in George-street,
which Nye inspected under the guidance of Mr. B. .Tones, who said he was very glad to thid that some
steps were being taken to promote the comfort of the workpeople of Sydney. The rooms in this establishment are small but the ventilation is exceedingly good, one of the rooms presenting an especially cool
and
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R. B. Read, and comfortable appearance, the French windows being thrown back to their full extent and the space
&q.
occupied by Venetian shutters. This building is being remodelled, and the proprietors expect that when
iii
17 Mar 1876 the proposed alterations are carried out their workrooms will be second to none in the City.
none of the rooms in this establishment did we find more than from twelve to fifteen persons.
Cohen's Factory was the next place we visited. This is also in Bank Court, off King.street. Here
there is one large room used as a sewing-room, 55 x 30 ft. and about loft, high, in which about sixty workpeople, principally women, were busily employed. There is a great want of ventilation in this apartment,
chiefly on account of the old.fashioned windows, the upper sashes of which are fixtures. We strongly
recommended the proprietors to remedy this at once. Our attention was drawn to the state of the closets
below, and also to a collection of refuse behind the door of entrance to the worlci'oom where there is also
a tap which supplies the women with water the tap leaks apparently and saturates the rags and rubbish
collected at this spot. The manager promised to attend to this at once. Descending sonic seven or oight
steps by menuis of a ladder we came to a cellar about 1) ft. square, the floor of which was ankle deep in
mud. Al; the end of this cellar, which is vcr.y dark and derives its only light from a small aperture pro.
teeted by iron bars and partly filled up by refuse from the houses in Bank Court, are two closets sido by
side having no distinguishing marks for male and female employes. They were both in clean condition and
supplied with cisterns, but their use indiscriminately by persons of either sex does not tend to the pre.
servation of decency or morality. We pointed this out to the proprietor as an arrangement which was
not at all to the credit of his establishment.
Thence we went to the clothing factory of Peapes & 81mw in George.street, where the proprietors also did the honors of the place for us. In two rooms which we inspected we found about
thirty women, fifteen in each room, most of them sewing by hand. - The rooms are very clean and
tolerably well ventilated. Every effort seems to be made here to promote the comfort of the workpeople;
the closet below was in a thoroughly clean and efficient state, and a lavatory with all proper appliances is
provided.
We also visited Shipway's factory in Margaret-street, which is carried on in a building formerly
occupied by Morris, Alexander, & Co. It was then one large room, to which the present proprietor has
added another of equal size with separate roof; so that it has the appearance externally of two buildings.
The workroom, with this addition, is now 21 x 50 ft., but it is very close and badly ventilated, there being
no windows in it except at one end, the stove used for heating the irons for pressing contributing
greatly to the heat of the place. This room is approached by a smaller room in front, used as a cutting
room, attached to which is another small room where there were a few persons at work. The closet
accommodation lucre is very deficient, there being only one closet for the employes, used by men and
women indiscriminately; the proprietor said he was going to put up others and we urged him to do it
without delay.
Upon the whole we found the conditions existing in the different factories we have visited much
bolter than we expected. The overcrowding which no doubt took place at one time in some of them has
been 'lone away with mainly by the practice of giving out work. We think more attention should be paid
to the all important subject of ventilation and that the proprietors should see that there should at least be
a separation of sexes in the provisions made for closet accommodation. In comparison with other places
where overcrowding exists we must however give a favourable report upon the Sydney workrooms, so far
as our inspection has extended. in every instance the proprietors have courted inquiry and evinced a
desire to receive suggestions from us and to make any improvements tending to render their euployes
more comfortable.
'W0 returned at U o'cloek,p.nu.

Personal Inspection
By No, 2 Snb.Cnunittee.
TIIJRrY-FJRST DAY, Ttiuxsmvr, 17 FnIuUARY, 187fl.

Factories and workrooms.
277. Mr. Palmer gave evidence on behalf of Dr. Dansey and himself, as follows
Started from the Town Hail at 2 o'clock on Thursday, 17th instant, accompanied by Dr. Dansey,
B. Palmer,
police escort, to visit Messrs. Farmer and Painter's establishment in Pitt-street. We
})sq.
and without any
t'' made a long and careful inspection of the various workrooms, which occupied us for an hour and a half,
17 Mar., 1876. and found them well ventilated and supplied with all requisite appliances for the health and comfort of the
enmploye.s. There being no symptoms of overcrowding, or indeed any conditions existing injurious to
health, we do not eeosider it necessary to give a detailed account of our inspection. The total number
of' workpeople employed on the premises is between 300 and 400. The closets are all fitted with patent
cisterns, and there are lavatories for the use of the women. On the roof are seven 400-gallon tanks, to
which a 2-in. hose is connected in case of a fire breaking out on the premises.
We next visited Thompson and Giles' establishment in George-street, where we were told in busy
times as many as 300 women, 60 men, and a watchman are employed; atpresent the number is considerably
less. Here, as at Messrs. Farmer and Co.'s, we were courteously escorted over the various departments,
and although the back portion of the premises sonic of the rooms do not bear favourable eomnpanson with
those in front in respect to light and ventilation, there was little or nothing to find finmit with, and so far
the evils we were led to believe existed in the workrooms of Sydney, in the form of overcrowding and the
employment of eluldren of tender age, appear to have no existence; on the contrary, we have been surprised
to find such excellent accommodation and good management.

Personal
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Personal Inspection
By No. 1 Sub-Committee.
THIRTY-THIRD D.vr, TUESDAY, 22 FERRUARY, 1876,
Workshops and Factories.
Mr. Grundy gave cvidenco on behalf of Mr. Chapman and himself, as follows:—
liet at the City Club at it quarter to 4 o'clock on Tuesday, 22nd instaiit, and started, accompanied F. H. Grandy,
by Sergeant Larkius, with the intention of making a further inspection of the Boroughs of Redfern and
bsq,
\\Taterloo ;
but on arriving at the corner of George and King streets the rain commenced to fall heavily
and continued for such it length of time that Nye decided, instead of proceeding to such a distance, to 17 Mar., 1876.
finish our inspection of workshops. Accordiuglv we turned our steps to Mr. Stephen's clothing factory in
George-street West, near Liverpool.street We tvere shown over the place by a brother of the
proprietor. The principal workroom is a large apartment on the first floor, extending from front to back,
which was originally two rooms, but the division has been removed—it is 60 ft. x20 ft., lofty, well lit and
ventilated. The average number of girls employed in this room is between forty and fifty, none of them
being nnder 14; most of thorn much older. Although the day was close and hot they all looked healthy and
comfortable, every attention being paid to their comfort. Closet with patent cistern, bath, and lavatories,
being provided. There are a few men employed below, for whom separate accommodation in all respects is
provided. Upon descending to the ground-floor we met the Mayor and Dr. Dansey, who had come with
the intention of inspecting the same factory.
We had intended to proceed from this place to Myers and Solomon's boot factory, but found they
had just left it. Referring to a list of the various factories in the city, with which the Mayor was
provided, we determined to visit Sands' bookbinding and printing establishment in George-street. Here
we found three rooms occupied by the different branches of the business, 20 x 16 ft., well lit and
ventilated, and not overcrowded. From the nature of the work, which reqnires that sheets of paper
should be hnng np in rows to dry, which would be displaced by a current of air, it is not always
possible to keep the windows open, but the means of ventilating the rooms are always available. We
found nothing to complain of in this establishment, either in this respect or in regard to closet accommodation for the employees, who are chiefly men, averaging about fifty in number. For this reason we have
not given a detailed description of it, it being evident that no conditions injurious to health exist on
the premises.
We returned at 6 o'clock p.m.

Personal Inspection
By No. 2 Sub-Committee.
TmETY.SECOND DAY, Tuxsnir, 22 FEBRuARY, 1876.
Factories and Workshops.
fl,-, Dansey gave evideuce on behalf of Mr. Palmer and himself, as follows
Left the Town Hall in company with the Mayor at3 pm. on Tuesday, 22nd instant, and proceeded G. F. Dansey,
to the establishment of Messrs. Myers and Solomon, No. 542-544, George-street, in Macquarie
Esq.
Ward,
which has a frontage to George-street of 60 ft., with a depth of about 200 ft. We found nothing about
this establishment in the shape of overcrowding or deficient ventilation ; the rooms are sufficiently corn- 1 Mar., 1876
inodious, and will be much more Be when the alterations now going on are completed. We noticed four
closets fitted with patent cisterns, and we also observed that every attention is paid to health and eleanliness in the lime-washing of the walls of the rooms. The large room at the top of the store, at the back,
is rendered cool and comfortable by having an nncovered space of about 4 ft. on either side of the ceiling
the whole length of the room, extending to the skylight, besides having four windows on either side and
one at the end, which are always kept open, except in bad weather.
Messrs. Myers and Solomon employ altogether ninety-eight men and one woman, and we must do
them the justice-to say that their establishment appears to be very well conducted.
We then left Macquarie Ward and proceeded to the other premises belonging to the same proprietors in Albert-street, off George-street, which consists of two brick stores, ocdupyingaspace of 50 x 60
ft., and divided into three flats each. This factory turns out, so we were informed, 2,000 pairs of boots
per week. We inspected the rooms in which the different branches of the hootmaking trade are carried
on. In all these rooms there are ample means of ventilation, and it appeared unaccountable to us that the
workmen in many cases do not avail themselves of them, and do not care to open windows, which would
admit a continual supply of pure air. We have no c6mplaint to make of this establishment, but on the
contrary have much pleasure in giving our opinion that everything is done which is necessary to ensure
the health of the workpcople employed in it.
We then returned to Macquarie Ward, and went over Messrs. Cameron and Dunn's tobacco
factory at the corner of Pitt and Liverpool streets. This is a four-storied building, having a frontage of
110 ft. to Liverpoohstreot and 80 ft. to Pitt-street.
We were shown over the various departments of this factory, but had not an opportunity of w'itnessing
the machinery at work. We were told that the full complement of hands employed in the establishment
is 800, but that in consequence of the uncertain action of the Government in reference to the tobacco
duties the greater portion of the employds have been recently discharged. Of these 300 we ascertained
that about thirty are under the age of 15.
In consequence of the slack nature of the operations at this time, for the reason given, we made a
more cursory inspection of this establishment than we should otherwise have done. We saw enough,
however, to convince us that the management of the factory is conducted with every regard to the health
and comfort of the men and women employed in the various branches of work. The closets are clean,
fitted with patent cisterns, and supplied with abundance of water. On the first floor is a hose connected
with large tanks at time top of the building, for use in case of tire breaking out, but this is almost a
superfluous precaution, inasmuch as a fire in an y part of the establishment could be steamed out at any
moment. We are indebted to the courtesy of the proprietors, Messrs. Dickson and Giltyat, for the
great pains they took to afford us information upon all points of interest. We promised to pay them
another visit, and to make it at an earlier-hour Be as to see the machinery at work.
We returned to town at 630 p.m.
-* 76—L [No. 11.]
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Personal Inspection
By No. 1 Sub-Committee.
THIRTIJOURTH Dir, Moxnir, 23 FEBRUARY, 1876.
.Eedfern and Waterloo continued.
F. ll.Grundy,
Fsq.

280. Mr. Grundy gave the following evidence on behalf of Mr. Chapman and himself:—
Met Mr. Chapman at the City Club at a quarter to 11 o'clock on Monday, 28th instant, and procceded, accompamed by Sergeant Larkins, to the junction of Botany Road with Redfern-street, and
thence along. Itedfern.street westward. The first cottage in this street, off the Botany Road, is an old onestoried weatherboard and shingle tenement 20 x 10 ft., having two small windows 2 ft. square, both in
front, which do not open; no windows or aperture of any kind at the back, and consequently no ventila.
tion. WTe could not get inside this but to make a closer inspection as it was locked up, and the tenants
absent, but we noticed that the door was much worn away at the bottom, and a peep into the room
showed us that the flooring was very open, having probably rotted away from damp, the whole building
being from 3 to 4 ft. below the level of the street. Mr. Osfield is the landlord, and the place is rented at
4s. Gd. a week ; it is occupied by three inmates.
At the back of this is another cottage of a similar character, but in rather a better state of repair,
with a kitchen of Liliputian dimensions attached, occupied by a man and his wife and four children.
Along this side of Redfern.street for some distance the tenements are very similar in size and
construction to those just described, some of them being in better condition, but a good many of them
below the street level. The street itself is in excellent order, but the liquid sewage stagnates in the
gutters on the north side, and the residents, who complain greatly of the stench arising from it, affirm that
the scavengers only visit it once a month. Near Rosehill.strcet on this northern side is a vacant allotment
w level than the street, receives and holds all the drainage from the gutters, and is a
which, having a loer
standing nuisance to the neighbourhood. We asked permission to examine the back premises of a cottage
in this part of Redf'ern.street, and were told to call again in half an hour, upon which the door was shut
in our faces; it appeared from the glimpse we obtained of the yard that an, inspection would not have
induced a very.favourable opinion of the cleanliness of the place.
We then followed Rosehill-street southward, and found nothing calling for special notice. The
tenements in this quarter are much of the same character, small one-storied weatherboard and shingle
buildings, varying in condition according to the time they have existed as dwellings. They do not remain
long in good repair, being constructed of inferior materials.
We next went to Merrion-street, and along that street westerly to Little Moon-street, where the
same class of habitation prevails. In this street, which is what is commonly termed a blind street, that
is to say it is not a thoroughfare, the cottages are much more closely packed, and apparently in much
worse condition; they are smaller also, and the ventilation is still more defective; the closets too are
numerous and packed together very closely. We went into the last cottage on the west side, which was
untenanted and "to let," and found that the water was not laid on, but there is a well into which we
peeped, and saw a foot or two of water covered with scum and quite unfit for use. J'ust 11 ft. from this
well is a closet, built over what has also at one time been a well, but is now apparently a bottomless pit, or
at any rate sunk to the same level as the well so close to it. It is fortunate that the house is without
tenants when such dangerous condjtions exist; probably the absence of a tenant is due to the polluted state
of the water supply.
Returning to Rosehill-street, and proceeding thence along Merrion-street eastward, we came to Mr.
patterns for
Davis's workshop. Mr. Davis in a steel and copper eugraver, and his productions are chiefly
type for printing purposes, and of brands required under the Brands Act, and work of' i t similar kind in
which we understand he is engaged
for the Government of this Colony and that of Queensland. B.is
o
shop is a weatherboard and shingle building, 22 x 12 ft. ; it has small windows in front but only a door at
the back opening into the yard ; in it were three small furnaces but only one of them was ]it ; even then
the place was very hot and close the men who assist him do not, however, sleep on the premises, which
are only used as a workshop. Mr. Davis showed us some beautifully executed samples of his work, consisting of pattern brands not more than one.third of an inch diameter, from which enlarged brands for
use are designed.
Continuing along Merrion-street we crossed Pleasant-street, which, under present circumstances, is
about as unpleasant a thorough fare as could well be imagined from the fact that the drainage from all the
houses in the neighbourhood lodges persistently in the gutters, where it remains and stinks frightfully.
The surroundings of this street are not pleasant either, for leading into it in a north and south direction
are a couple of blind lanes, altogether about 130 yards long; the roadway in that to the north is very soft
and absorbs a great deal of filthy drainage from the yards and closets which adjoin it; it is also fed with
foul matter discharged from a G.m. pipe which runs along a roughly formed gutter until it reachcs
Merrion-street, where it lodges and stagnates. We followed up this pipe in order to ascertain its source,
and traced it to the end of the lane, where a gate closes the thoroughfare. Jnsidc this gate we noticed a
number of small wooden buildings, but they all appeared to be closed, and no one was about. Upon
inquiry we were informed that the premises in question are used for slaughtering at night—that sheep
and pigs are constantly killed there at night time when there was no fear of detection, and that the pipe
in 9uestion is used to carry away the blood and waste liquid matter. This accounted for the dead silence
which reigned over the place during the busiest hour of the twenty-four. The presence of a few sheep
nibbling at the tufts of grass inside the gate seemed to add testimony to the truth of this statement.
The existence of this nocturnal slaughterhouse does not say much for the activity of the municipal
officers, though no doubt there is a difficulty in catching the offenders, as the Act requires, hi flagrante
delicto.
Mr. Chapman remarked that he had known similar instances in the city where night slaughtering has
been systematically carried on in defiance of the authorities. The occupants of the houses near the
slaughter-yard complain much of the nuisance caused by the discharge of the pipe leading from it. The
corresponding blind lane is in respect to the drainage it receives from yards and closets in as bad or in a
worse condition, but it has not the additional contamination of the slaughterhouse refuse.
We
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We found the accumulation of house and yard drainage in the gutters of the sheets we inspected F.,ff. Grundy,
Esq.
to-day very great. No doubt until some system of sewerage is carried out, the surface drainage will be
more or less offensive, but some greater frequency and regularity in scavengering would greatly lessen
17 Mar., 1876.
the evil.
We finished dur inspection at 1 o'clock.

Personal Inspection
By No. 2 Sub-Committee.
Tniun-ritiuo DAY, WEDNESDAY, 1 MAnOR, 1870.
Factories and Woricrooms.
Dr. Denisey gave evidence on behalf of himself and Mr. Palmer, as follows
Met the Myor at 4 o'clock, and proceeded to inspect Hardie and Mitchell's biscuit manufactory G. F. Dansey3
in George.street. The manufacture is carried on in six large rooms, three on the ground and three
Esq.
on the first floor. Forty-five hands, all men, are employed in this establishment, and they appear to be as
comfortable as the nature of their occupation will admit of. There is decent closet accommodation for 17 Mar., 1876.
them at the rear of the building.
Further ou in Briekfield Hill is another bakehouse belonging to the same propnetors, in whièh
seventy.six hands are employed, which we also visited. There was nothing to find fault with here; the
place is fairly ventilated and sufficiently commodious for the number of employs. The third
establishment in Hunter-street is only used as a retail shop.
We next visited Mr. Leigh's engraving establishment in Hunter-street. Here the rooms are much
smaller, and appcared to us to be close and oppressive in spite of the means of ventilation which exist;
but it was explained to us that it is necessary, as far as possible, to close the windows so as to keep out
the dust which would injure the stone engraving. In this place thirty-seven men find employment. The
building has a frontage to Hunter-street of 17 ft. with a depth of 20 ft. in front there are three flats,
but only two at the back. We can only say with regard to the ventilation that it would be Well enough if
the windows were opened.
We went next to Gibbs and Shallard's printing establishment in Pitt-street, where there are
seventy hands employed, sixty.four males and six females. It contains seven printing-machines and nine
presses. The size of the lower room is 85 x 80 ft—this contains the machinery. Above is a room of
similar size now undergoing great alterations for the purpose of increasing the ventilation and general
accommodation. At present there are only two closets which have cisterns, but we were assured that
the alterations now going on will comprise the erection of four more.
From Gibbs and Shallard's we proceeded to the premises of Elliott Brothers, chemists, where there
are thirty.six men and two women employed. Everything here appeared to be clean and comfortable, and
we therefore forbear to give a detailed description of the place.
We returned at about a quarter past 8 o'clock.
We have now examined a number of factories and workshops, and have found in each case that the
conditions existing are favourable to the health and comfort of the persons employed in them. We do not
therefore propose to push our inquiries any further in this direction, but to turn our attention to the
condition of Cook Ward.

TBIETY-rounTn DAY, MONDAY, 6 MaCE, 1876.

a0x- Ward.
Dr. Danseg gave the following evidence on behalf of himself and Mr. Palmer:—
Met the Mayor at the Town Hall at 4 o'clock on Monday, 6th instant, and proceeded wIthout police G. F. Dausy,
escort to commence the inspection of Cook Ward, taking the corner of Cooper.street, opposite the Devon.
Esq.
shire.street burying.gronnd, as our starting-point.
We first examined Toohey's Brewery, which is being newly fitted up. There are twenty-six hands 17Mar.,1876.
employed in this brewery, which used to be in a very filthy condition, but when the improvements now
going on in the shape of additional closets and other conveniences are completed there will be nothing to
find fault with in the accommodation. At the rear of this building is a large pool of stagnant drainage,
which creates a great offence, and is calculated to breed fever and disease. This pool is situate in it sort
of lane at the back of the houses in Sophia.street, and is an accumulation of house drainage lodging in this
low level. The occupants of the houses near it told us that when a cart passes through this pool, which is
of frequent occurrence, and stirs it up, the stench is frightful. The pool itself is 40 ft. long and 8 ft. wide.
There is a great deal of sickness in the immediate neighbourhood of this nuisance, and no wonder. The
lane is private property. and the owners should be compelled to lay down a drain connecting with the sewer
in Elizabeth-street, and this should be seen to at once, or the sickness in this locality will be alarming.
Passing this lane we came to Foveaux-street, which extends from Surry Hills down to Elizabethstreet. This portion of it is little better than a contiouation of the poisonous quagmire we have just
described, and it is an imperative necessity that this street should be filled up with ballast and drained as
soon as possible, for if this is the condition of the roadway after six months dry weather what will it be when
the rain sets in?
,At the edge of this street on the north side is a large accumulation of drainage from the houses
situated on the rise of the lull. This is a surface drain, a mere ditch without lining of any kind, and there
being scarcely any fall to it the stream of filth moves sluggishly along, poisoning the air all around it
Outside the "Blue Lion" public-house in Elizabeth-street is a gully-shaft, which has no trap, and
emits an abominable stench; and below this is an open hole lending into the street sewer. The escape of
noxious gases at this point causes a horrible odour, of which we had personal experience. In spite of these
obnoxious conditions new buildings are being erected on all sides. The drainage arrangements in all the
houses hereabouts, with scarcely an exception, are very defective.
In
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In Mary-street, from Albion-strect to Gipps-strcet, the drainage is also very bad, there being no
underground sewer in it. We were informed, however, that there is a sewer laid down in the two lastmentioned streets.
17 Mar., 1876.
Taking the whole of this westerly portion of Cook Ward, from Cooper-street to Gippstreet, we
noticed that the drainage is in it disgraceful state, and there can be no doubt that the health of the residents
in it suffers just in proportion to the neglect of this important question. It appears that the 4rc}iteet or
builder, in erecting a new building, in nine cases out of ten makes no provision whatever to carry off the
house siops, which are thrown down in the yard, and run according to the inclination of the ground into
the street, or on to some piece of vacant ground, where they stagnate and become a fertile source of fever
and disease.
We returned at 615 p.m.
Lsq.

Personal Inspection
By No. 1 Sub-Committee,
Tuinn-rirni PAT, THUn5DAT, 2 Mneu, 1876.

Alexandria.
283. Mi'. Ovundy gave the following evidence on behalf of Mr. Chapman and himself
F.Ji. Grundy,
Met at my office iii Pitt-street, at 11 o'clock on Thursday 2nd instant, and proceeded, accompanied
Esq.
by Sergeant Lark-ins, to Waterloo Road in order to inspect certain nuisances complained of by Mr.

Williams in a letter to the Board, which we had been specially instructed to inquire into, We were,
17 Mar., 1876. however, unable to trace the complainant from the address given in his letter, and we were obliged to

postpone the investigation to another day.
We then went to the corner of Botany-road and Buckland-street, where there is a Public School
at-tended by from 200 to 220 children. The school-room is built of weatherboard, open to the roof and
unlined, and is 40 x 20 ft. with a height of 13) ft. to the wall plates. There are six large windows and two
doors in it which woul.d appear to be ample means of ventilation, but the room was nevertheless exceedingly close and uncomfortable from the number of children crowded into it. The head master admitted
that it was extremely close, but said he lived in hopes of having a larger building 'erected, in which case
there would be a considerable increase in the number of children attending. We inspected the well which
is unusually small in circumference and the water in it very low. We drew up a bucketful of it and found
it filthy and quite unfit for drinking, yet this has been the only supply up to within about a month of the
present time. There is no water supply now and the children depend upon the water which the proprietors
of neighbouring wells give them, and it is it very scarce article hereabouts, most of the wells having given
out. The closet used by the children is a large doublo closet having three seats in each division, built over
a cesspit 10 by 7 ft., which was absolutely full and stank abominably. This placc is on about the same
surface level as the well, and as the soil is all porous sand it is not to be expected that the water should be free
from pollution. It did not seem to occur to the master that it was his duty to report this state of things,
nor did he know to whom it should be reported. We requested him at once to call the attention of his
Board to it. A butcher residing in the immediate vicinity of the school told us that his well was dry, and
ho believed most of his neighbours were in a similar state. We were also informed by the occupant
of 'a house on the Botany Road, two doors north of the school—a coal and timber dealer, and a very intelligent man—that the water throughout the neighbourhood is quite unfit for use, but as he said, it has to be
used; it is also so scarce that those whose wells are dry have to beg it by the bucketful from their
neighbours who are fortunate enough to have some left. This informant stated that he had a house in
Bullanaming-street where there is a well as deep as any in the district, which has lately been cleaned out,
but is still empty. He attributes two-thirds of the mortality which has taken place there to the bad
quality and scarcity of the water. He further stated that he amongst others had signed a petition to the
City Council praying to have the water laid on, and that it had been frustrated by a counter-petition got
up by owners of property in the neighbourhood, many of whom were non-residents.
Hence to Raglan-street the character of the dwellings varies but little ; they are mostly one.
-storied weatherboard and shingle tenements, with well and common cesspits at the usual distance from
each other; the former being lined with unset bricks; we did not observe a single well in which the brickwork was cemented. We found here as in other streets parallel to Raglan-street that the supply of water,
-though still insufficient, improved in quality with the asceilt of the ground. This may be due to the fact
that the wells in the higher ground are nearer to the city main and receive a portion of the waste water,
.or to it difference in the depth and inclination of the substratum.
From Raglan-street to Garden-street South, where there are only about twelve houses, there is a
slight improvement in the character of the buildings. At the junction of these two streets is an old
-dilapidated brick and shingle cottage, with a well in which the water is very low and very bad, the well in
the adjoining yard having given out long ago. The closet is about 20 ft. from it, quite full, and exceedingly
- offensive.
The fifth house in Garden-street South, occupied by Mr. Barry, is a very old one-storied brick
-tenement, with an old metal roof coated with tar—outside measurement. 20112 ft. This house was locked
up, and we could not get into it. It has two windows in front, which were closely fastened, and had the
appearanee of having been so for months; no windows or openings at back for purposes of ventilation;
the height of the rooms, judging from the pitch of the roof, cannot be more than 6 ft.
The next six cottages are all one-storied weatherboard and shingle tenements of the average class.
Some distance further down we came to a cottage, 14 x 10, which was also shut up. Like the one last
described it has two sashes in front, apparently, never opened, and no windows at back ; attached to it is it
kitchen 4 x 8 ft., having a small window 18 in. square. The closet is at the furthest corner of a very small
allotment, and is 4 x 2ft. and about 4 ft. high. There is no well at all that we could discover, but we saw
a water-cask, and the water is probably brought from some well not far off.
At the rear of this allotment, and some 10 ft. from the closet, is an open brick drain about is in.
wide, in which about 6 in. of filthy matter was standing, evidently the drainage of the adjoining yards and
closets.
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closets. The filth in this drain or that portion of it which is sufficiently liquid has to travel over 70 ft. ofF.lLGiundy,
Lsq.
open sand till it reaches a 12-in, pipe laid under the fhotpath of the street, which ultimately discharges
into Shea's Creek, but it cannot flow into that pipe until it accumulates sufficiently to have a head of 2 ft., PM16
Sr., Si
and in the meantime it stagnates in the open drain and is offensive in the extreme. Both Mr. Chapman
and I experienced a severe headache, which lasted all the afternoon, the result of our examination of this
drain. The yards which supply it are very filthy in all respects, and three of the six closets mentioned
above are within 2 or 3 ft. of each other. All of them appeared to be full.
We crossed it vacant allotment and came to several cottages of a very superior kind, built chiefly
of brick and stone, with metal roofs, having nicely kept gardens and other signs of attention to comfort
and cleanliness about them.
The last of these cottages brought us to the corneli of Bucklaud.street. Proceeding east along that
street we found the houses generally of a superior character, including a row of brick and shingle cottages
in a good state of repair, each with its separate yard and closet.
We then came to Wyndham-street. At the junction of this and Buckland.street a large open drain
(bringing the drainage from the Botany Road and a great portion of Waterloo) goes under the roadway,
where it is of square shape, 3 ft. x 3 ft. Beyond the crossing it is again an open drain and continues in a
south.west direction until it becomes finally a tributary to Shea's Creek. Just now it is dry from Buck.
land.street, and the bottom of it is covered with a thick black and strong-smelling deposit. From the east
side of the junction of the two streets the open drain takes a north.east course across all allotment of land
about 120 ft. square. Here we found a sluggish stream running along it containing that portion of the
filth of the district which had so far escaped sçakage and evaporation. The drainage in this part of the
drain was more foul than in the other part, and contained its complement of dead animals, old shoes, bones,
and garbage. At the far end of the vacant allotment the drain reaches the fencing of the yards and
houses fhcing Botany Road, and is covered in with stone to the further side of Botany Road, where we
left it for the present.
Returning to the vacant piece of ground we came to a well in the middle of the allotment,
apparently a public well; it is fenced in with hardwood paling; there appeared to be about 2 ft. of water
in it, whichwas not very inviting in appearance. This well is 30 feet from the large open drain just
mentioned and about the same distance from several closets ; it is lined with open brickwork as usual, and
is of course much deeper than the floor of the drain or the bottoms of the cesspits—the inference
is obvious.
Continuing along Buckland.street we came back to the school from which we started, which is in
the immediate vicinity, and probably not more than 50 or 00 yards from the drain, well, and closets just
described.
Each day as our examination of this district progresses we become more and more convinced of the
absolute necessity of providing a plrnitiful supply of water for this locality, for that which is now used for
drinking and domestic purposes is in nine eases out of ten palpably unfit for use. We think this is it
ease of such extreme urgency that not a day's unavoidable delay should be allowed to occur in having the
water laid on from the city, and that the authorities should if necessary depart from their usual rule and
supply the residents with water at once, without waiting for compliance with the usual custom which
requires two-thirds of the inhabitants to be represented by petition. Mr. Chapman assures inc that the
City Council are anxious to lay on pipes to this district, and are only deterred by the apparent wnnt of
unanimity among the residents.
We returned at 230 p.m.

Personal Inspection
By No. 1 Sub-Committee.
Thrnrrr-sirru DAY, SATURDAY, 4 MARcH, 1876.
Alexandria.
281. .2l&. Os'undy gave the following evidence on behalf of Mr. Chapman and himself:—
Met Mr. Chapman at his ofilco in George.street at half past 10 o'clock on Sathrday, the 4th P.11. Grundy,
instant, and proceeded, Sergeant Larkins being in attendance, to the junction of Wyndham and Buckland
Esq.
streets. We then went along Wyndham.street northwards examining the houses on either side, which
are chiefly weatherboard and shingle. We saw nothing inviting a closer inspection until we had passed 17 Mar., 1516.
three or four on either side; but upon entering the yard of a cottage of rather more pretention than
the others, which we found to be occupied by Mr. Poppenhagen, lately a publiean in the city, we found
the well apparently dry, and were told by the wife of the occupant that for some time past she had been
obliged to depend upon her neighbours for water, and they were themselves badly off for it. She was very
indignant that anyone should have opposed the application to the City Council for a supply of the city
water.
Opposite this house, on the west side of the street, are some cottages, the back yards of which
are extremely filthy.' In these yards, which are those referred to at the end of my last report, is a cluster
of privies, six in number, so close together that the distance between the two outside closets is only 24 ft.,
the allotments on which they are placed being 12 ft. wide each. There are two wells between the
cottages and the closets ; none of these closets are further than 27 ft. from the first well, or more than
85 ft. from the second, the nearest being within 20 ft. of a well. Most of the cottages in Wyndham.
street are below the level of the roadway, some of them as much as 3 ft., and many of them are also below
the level of the yard or garden ground at the back; probably this is due to the accumulation of ashes and
refuse thrown out from the house, with which the occupants have literally banked themselves in. There
is thus no possible escape for the drainage which must either go into the house or under it, and remain
there. The Boil which is of a sandy character, absorbs the greater portion of it, but the health of the
occupants must necessarily be affected by it; the lowest of these cottages is3 ft. below the street level,
and the floors are rotting away on account of the moisture beneath them.
Further up Wyndham-street, close to No. 67, is a narrow back passage which leads to a collection of
tumbledown one.storied weatherboard and shingle tenements. We examined one of these occupied by Mr.
Pallott, consisting of two rooms lOx lOft, and Sit, high with a skil.lion room at the back. The rooms have one
window each in front and none at the back, and the residents complain very much of the heat. Mrs. Pallott
informed
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F. If. Grundy, informed us that she has never been well since she came there, and that if she could afford to leave the
Esq.
place she \vuld go away at once. There are seven houses in this cluster, the occupants of which are or
have been till lately all dependent upon one well for their water supply ; that well has now given out and
.1
17MSTis6
they have to buy water, all but Mrs. Pallott, who says she cannot afford it, and continues to scrape
up as much as she can get from the bottom of the well in question at the imminent risk of her health.
Within 14 ft. of this well are two closets over common cesspits, more holes in the sand, and there are at
least ten similar closets within 30 ft. of it. The people living here now pay Is. per cask for their water,
which is brought to them by water-carts from a pipe at the far end of the maio on the Botany Road.
The well I have referred to is lined with unset bricks without cement, as are all the wells in the neighbourhood.
It may be remarked generally that throughout our examination of the whole of this district we
have fonnd the closets full, so full that it is a mystery to us how the occupants can continue to use
them. The sand absorbs all the moisture, leaving only a hard compact mass behind. This absorption no
doubt takes away it good deal of the offence which is probably the reason why clearing them out is so
much neglected. In many cases the contents of the closet were above the seat, so that the closets could
not be used in the ordinary way.
In the immediate vicinity of the cottages we have just referred to is a four-roomed tenement which
has a closet just 2 ft. from the bedroom window. The sanitary conditionsin this street (Wyndham-street)
on either side so far are exceptionally bad even for this district where all is bad, and it is fearful to contemplate the result if such a state of things be allowed to continue. When the rain comes the effect it
will have will be to dilute these large accumulations of fiecal matter in the closets and spread them over
the surface of the ground, which will become so contaminated that wholesome water in any wells sunk in
it will be an impossibility. We propose to obtain in the course of our next visit to this place a few samples
of the well water in this district for analysis, to show that it is totally unfit for use. In addition to the
accumulation of fiecal matter, the closets themselves are most of them in a ruinous state of dilapidation.
One of these closets I must notice to show the small amount of attention paid to decency or comfort. The
closet in question has no door that has gone long ago with other portions of the structure, but a green
calico curtain has been hung up in its place, from which strips have been torn off by the occupants of the
closet from the inside, day by day, until nothing but a reinnantis left beyond their reach.
Arriving at Raglan-street, we proceeded eastwards along it. The second house is an old hardwood
and shingle building, containing several rooms, in a wretched state of repair, the roof weighted with stones
to keep it on—Gough, landlord. The closet is absolutely in ruins; the roof, which is composed of Hobart
Town palings, has lhllen in, the sides are rotting away, and the back which is made of sheets of old iron
is full of holes ; door there is none, but the front side is shut in by sugar baskets; the closet is full to the
seat, and is 54 ft. distant, and 24 ft. above the curiously dilapidated old weatherboard cottage just
mentioned. When the rain comes, and the closet overflows, this cottage must necessarily receive the
overflow ; there is no other place for it to go to. The occupant of the cottage was not at home, and we
had not an opportunity of inspecting the interior. On the allotment upon which it is erected—on that
portion of it which faces the entrance to Wyndham Grove—is a well lined with casks, one over the other.
This well is situate at such a low level that it cannot fail to receive a good deal of drainage percolation
from the different closets in the neighbourhood. The Committee will see by the diagram which I submit,
the position of these closets; the water notwithstanding, is clear and good in appearance, and people come
from all quarters to take it away. We propose to take a sample of this water also.
A few yards further eastward in Raglan-street we came to a fenced passage, about 100 feet long
and 12 ft. wide, which opens out to a square about 60 ft.. wide. On the left hand side of this square is a
row of four cottages, containing four rooms each, two of them built of brick and two of hardwood, all of
them having metal roofs; the sheets of iron are kept in their places by heavy stones placed upon them.
These roofs have all a skillion pitch, being 10 ft. high in front and 7 ft. at back; the houses are old and
dilapidated. Although this place is comparatively in the country, with plenty of open space around it, the
owner has only contrived to allow the limited width of 4 ft. 6 in. for the back yards in which the closets
are placed, where a close paling fence cuts off the property. Along the whole length of the four
cottages—SO ft.—runs irregularly, within a foot or two of the back doors, an open drain, which receives
the slops and refuse of all kinds, and probably takes away a good deal of the closet drainage, especially in
wet weather. At the angles formed by the two end cottages two open pits have been sunk to
receive the contents of this drain, which percolate slowly through the sand, leaving an offensive residue
at the bottom of the pits. The closets inside the small yards-4 ft—are of course close to the houses;
the whole place gives forth an abominable and unhealthy smell. Nevertheless, a row of cottages of
similar design, and apparently with the same extent of back yards, is being put up on the opposite side of
the " Grove," In the centre of the vacant space between the two rows, which is about 20 ft. wide, is a well,
which forms the water supply for the residents. We examined this well the water was apparently about
1 ft. deep, and quite black. The landlord accounted for this by saying that thewell had just been cleaned
out. A similar fence encloses the property on the south side. This description will be sufficient to show
that Wyndham Grove possesses none of the attractions of a pleasant suburban retreat such as its name
would indicate. No shady trees or sparkling streams with verdant banks, but in place-of them a foul open
drain, a filthy well, and a row of stinking closets close to the kitchen doors. The Grove is bounded by a
gate which leads to some open gardea land fronting a cottage old and built of weatherboard, but of rather
pretentious appearance. It has a length of probably 30 to 40 ft., and a verandah with ornamental pillars;
this is the residence of Mr. Burns, the landlord of the Grove. We noticed that the children living in
these houses had a very unhealthy appearance, but we only heard of one case of positive illness, which
was in the landlord's house, the patient being his son, a boy about 6 years of age, who is suffering from
dropsy after fever. This property forms a sort of natural basin, the well being in the centre, and the drainage
from the houses is at too low a level to be run off into the street gutters. The closets, however, should
be moved further back, for it seems monstrous that in a comparatively open suburb only ft ft. can be
spared for the width of the back yards in which they are placed, these yards being already sufficiently
poisoned by the open surface drainage running through the centre of them. We expressed ourselves pretty
freely on this subject as we returned, the sergeant giving his opinion that the landlord ought to have seven
years at least.
We came back to Sydney at 1 o'clock.
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Personal Inspection
By No. 2 Sub-Committee.
TIIIETY—FJFTH

Dii, WEDNESDAY, S Mincu, 1876
£boZ, Ward.

Mr. Palmer gave evidence on behalf of Dr. Dansey and himself, as follows:—
Left the Town Hall at 4 o'clock in company with Dr. Dan sey, and went to Cook Ward to the corner B. Palmer,
of Oxford-street, and thence as far as Bourke-street. The houses in this locality are of modern construeEsq.
tion, many of them recently built, and after inspecting several of them we satisfied ourselves that they
.
17 Mar., 1876.
were in good and clean condition.
Entering I3ourke-street Ave proceeded in the direction of Hill-street, which we also inspected with
an equally satisfetory result.
Along Hill-street to the Botany Road the houses also appeared to be in good order. Being desirous
of tracing the drainage
area of the Surry Bills we followed the natural fall of the land to Little
Hutchinson-strect, and thence to Hutchinson-street proper, which I may say, from previous observations,
has for many years contributed a large share of offensive matter to the neighbouring streets. The
drainage from this street goes through Jamieson-street and Marshall-street into Arthur-street through an
allotment which is private property. This prevcnts the Corporation from laying down a proper drain with
flat bottom, which might be swept frequently and kept clean. At present the filthy matter trickles slowly
along a surface drain which is a mere ditch. If the Corporation had the same powers which are accorded
elsewhere this allotment would be valued and purchased for the purpose of making a proper passage for
the offensive matter, and the whole neighbourhood would be benefited by it.
From Ilutelunson-street we went to Fitzroy-street, and then examined part of Bowling-street,
opposite Moore Park, which is at present unformed, but is being gradually made. It is at present some
10 or 15 ft. below the level of the Park, and being at such a low level it receives the drainage of all the
upper part of Crown-street, Bourke-street, and other streets of Surry Hills. During the present dry
weather the offence caused by this drainage is comparatively slight, many places which have been
complained of as standing nuisances being now almost dry, but in wet weather a much worse state of
things will occur.
We passed through a street which appeared to have no name but which I will call McElhone-street
from a terrace of comfortable looking houses in it called McElhone Terrace. This street is also unformed
on one side.
We then went to Bennett-street where there is a row of four-roomed houses, about twenty in
number, called Blanche-terrace, renting at from ils. to 14s. a week, the property of Mr. Fyles, it builder.
Here also there is no arrangement for drainage and the street is not kerbed or guttered. One person with
whom we got into conversation, who cjaimned to be the oldest inhabitant, informed us nevertheless that
although there was so much sickness in other parts of the city no deaths had occurred here. A few
minutes afterwards we met Dr. Benwiek, who assured us that there was it good deal or sickness in that
particular locality, that he had several cases of fever, and that Dr. Marshall was also attending other
cases.
We next examined Bennett's Paddock, which is intersected by an open unformed gutter or ditch
which emits a fearful stench. The filthy matter in this ditch is almost stagnant for want of rain, and there
it remains poisoning the atmosphere on all sides. This nuisance might be remedied by bringing the
drainage through Bennett and M'Elhone streets, and if the property were drained it would be of considerable value. It appears to us that the Corporation in the interest of the citizens generally should
have power to effect these improvements, and not only that, but to compel the owners of such properties
to pay a portion at least of the expense in consideration of the increased value which the land would
possess. The allotment in question it properly drained would be worth twice as much as it would fetch
now.
We returned to Marshall-street, and passed some five cottages, the property of William Taylor,
old-fashioned in style but in apparent good condition, in Jamieson-street there are some nice looking
cottages going up in spite of the offensive open drain. here the nuisance does not arise after settlement
but the people come voluntarily to it. The small price of land is presumably the attraction and the hope
that when the streets are formed and the drainage provided for it will rapidly increase in value. Prom
Marshall-street to Jamieson-street and then along Dowling-street to the Park gate, which terminated our
day's inspection.
We were glad to note a considerable improvement in the state of the drains which are looked after
by the Corporation. This is due to the more frequent visits of the men whose duty it is to sweep out
and clean them. Under the present improved arrangement, instead of sending the men with carts
once a week or thereabouts to each ward, they go two or three times, and the accumulation of offensive
matter being much less they get through the work quite as quickly and with less labour.
We returned at a quarter past 6 o'clock.

Personal Thspection
By, No. 1 Sub-Committee.
Tnnin—sEmTu

Dir, WEDNESDAY, S MAxcu, 1876.
Alexand.t.

AIr. Crundy gave evidence on behalf of himself and Mr. Chapman, as follows
Met Mr. Chapman at his office in George-street at 4 o'clock on the afternoon of Wednesday, the F. aemady,
8th instant, and proceeded, accompanied by Sergeant Larkins, to the corner of Raglan and Wyndham
Esq
streets, and thence up Wyndham-street northerly. On the corner allotment, at the junction of these two
streets, is a fairly constructed, rather superior-looking, brick house, with iron roof, containing probably six 17 Mar., 1876.
rooms. The occupant of this house told us that although the city main extends as far as Roglan.street,
that
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F. H. Grundy, that is to say, opposite to the wall of her house, the landlord absolutely refuses to lay the water on, notEsq.
withstanding that the well is dry, and that the house would rent at a higher rate it' connected ; the consequence is that she is obliged to beg water from her neighbours. At the end of the same allotment is an
17 Sr., 1876. open shed with a few broken Hobart Town palings as an apology for a roof. From this shed proceeded
an unceasing sound of winnying from a miserable half-starved horse, who was thus making a pathetic
appeal to the passers-by against the misery of his lot. This sound had attracted the notice of the woman
just referred to as the occupant of the last house, who was in the net of going with a bucket to the house
of a neighbour to obtain a drink for the poor animal. She informed us that the horse belonged to a
drunken man who sold fruit, and who frequently left it all day without food or water; close by was a cart
containing a quantity of fruit and vegetables rotting in the sun. This unfortunate quadruped, in addition to
his privations, is forced, from the position of the shed, to stand with his head over a closet, the odour from
which must be anything but pleasant on an empty stomach. We commend this case to the consideration
of the Society for the Prevention of Cruelty to Animals.
With regard to the difficulty of persuading or compelling landlords of houses in the vicinity of a
main to lay on water, I may mention that it is by no means unusual. We were told repeatedly by the
occupants of houses in this street, where the wells are nearly all empty, that the landlords refuse to pay
the small sum necessary to connect their properties with the main, although they are compelled to pay
for the water in the shape of a water into. Even resident owners, if their wells happen not to be dry,
will not lay the water on for their own convenience, and sometimes they are too poor. One woman told
us she was trying to save up the necessary funds—which amount to some £2 or M. It seems rather an
anomaly that landlords of houses should have to pay for the water and decline to make use of it.
By the side of the shed just mentioned is an unformed sandy lane or track 12 feet wide, leading to
four cottages standing slightly apart from the other houses, and fenced round. Our attention was specially
directed to these cottages, which appeared to be in a very dilapidated condition. The gate, however,
leading to them was closed, and we were unable to inspect them, but we were informed that there is
another entrance from Botany Road, and we shall take an opportunity of revisiting them.
Exactly opposite to this sandy lane on the other side of Wyndham-street are some of the usual
style of one-storied cottages, presenting a fair exterior to the street, but showing a very different state of
things at the rear. Imagine two wells not far apart from each other, containing the water supply for all
the residents, and no less than eleven closets in close proximity, the nearest being 12 ft. and the most
distant 48 feet from a well; no cement used in the lining of the wells, and the closets mere
boles in the ground, which, being all porous sand, absorbs the liquid portion of the closet matter, and is
necessarily drained by the wells, and you will see that in all these cases the water supply must be directly
contaminated,
WYNDRAM-STREET.
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Following Wyndhain.street we came presently to a passage 3 ft. 6 in. wide on the left side of the
street, running westward to Garden-street, a distance of 200 feet. Half-way down this passage where
the 100-feet allotments on either side join, a similar passage extends for 80 yards southward in the
direction of Raglan-street. It appears that 1 foot 9 in. off each of these 100 ft. allotments, making a
passage of 3 ft. 6 in. wide, is all that could be spared for a back entrance to the houses. This passage, as
a niatter of course, is made the receptacle for house refuse of all kinds, and the ground being about level
there is no drainage whatever from it except into the wells, into which the slops must gradually find their
way by percolation through the sandy soil. In one place, where the well is very near the fence, there are
three closets distant from it respectively 14, 18, and 20 ft., the well being sunk in the lowest portion of the
ground. In another place there is a closet on about the same level as the well, which is about 6 ft. from
it. In short, this passage of 80 yards length has a number of wells close to it, with no less than twenty.six
closets abutting upon it. Most of them have either never been cleaned out or cleaned out at some
remote period; indeed, it is a question whether the process of emptying is ever resorted to in this locality,
the usual practice being to dig a fresh hole and shift the closet to another part of the yard or allotment.
On the east side, opposite this narrow passage, is another unformed sandy lane, 12 ft. wide, which
seems to have been left as the back entrance to the houses to be erected on a similar row of allotments, but
on account of its additional width it does not create such a nuisance, although it is bad enough; it extends
half-way to the Botany Road.
roeeeding north, we looked into a yard where there is a cesspit, over which there has been origin.
ally a double closet. One portion of the closet has been removed, and put up in another part of the
yard; the other portion, which is in the next allotment, is left; the pit, which is full and running over,
Arriving
remaining uncovered.
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Arriving at Boundary-street we follo*ed it wQstward to Garden-street. Up to this point there are P.0. Grundy,
no houses in Boundary-street with the exception of one formerly known as Boundary House, a twoEsq.
storied brick and shingle building in fair repair. immediately opposite to it is a market-garden and a
cow-shed, close to which is an open drain which brings down some of the drainage from th e upper 17 M ar., 1876
portions of Wyndhani, Boundary, and other streets, and ultimately finds its way into Shea's Creek. This
drain is very offensive, and unwholesome, especially in hot weather.
Returning by way of O-arden.street to Raglan-street, the first three or four allotments, which are
200 ft. deep, have not been subdivided, and have only one cottage upon each allotment. Passing these we
came to six cottages in tolerably good order, which brought us again to the narrow passage previously
described as being 3 ft. 6 in. wide, the closets and wells mentioned as abutting upon this passage being
those pertaining to the remaining houses as far as Raglan-street. These houses or cottages are clean and
neat to the eye when seen from the street, but are like whited sepulchres, and will not bear inspection.
The casual passer-by can see nothing amiss in them, but it is only necessary to go to the rear of them to see
that no provision whatever is made to secure health or cleanliness. A great improvement would be
effected by the introduction of a clause in the new Building Act to prohibit the cutting up of outlying
estates into such very small allotments. A minimum width should be fixed for lanes forming back entrances;
they should be not less than 20 ft. wide as in the, city, and they should always be thoroughfares. All
these propei-ties belong to the Cooper Estate, and are let on 99 years' leases.
We returned to town at 6 o'clock.

Personal Inspection
By No. 2 Sub-Committee.
ThIRTY-sIXTH DAY, MONDAY, 13 MARcH, 1876.

Cook Ward.
287. .3fr. Palmer gave the following evidence on behalf of Dr. Dausey and himself:—
Left the Town Hall with Dr. Dansey at a quarter to 4 o'clock on Monday, the 13th instant, and B. Palmer,
proceeded to Liverpoel-street, and thence to Pelican-street, which consists of about thirty houses, which
EM.
in appearance and after we had inspected several of them we found to be in fairly good order and 'A
condition. They are for the most part connected with a sewer, and one result of our inspection will be 17 Mar., 1876.
that those which are not connected will receive avisit from an officer of the Corporation requiring that
this be done without delay.
We next examined four brick houses containing four rooms each, belonging to Mrs. Drinkwater,
which are also connected with the sewer, and have closets lifted with patent cisterns. There was nothing
t
o find fault with here.
A number of houses on the westera side of the street are connected with a sewer which runs down
Robin Hood-lane, but from the junction of Edward-lane there is no sewer, and the houses on the eastern
side are not connected and have closets over common cesspits, while on that side we found one closet
which might be connected, and singular to relate the property belongs to a plumber whose principal
occupation is to fit up closets with patent cisterns ; his excuse was that he was so busy connecting other
people's closets that he had no time to look after his own. I told him that he would have fourteen days
notice, and he promised to have it done at once.
We then entered into Goulburn-street, and examined four new brick houses, having four rooms and
a kitchen, each the property of Alderman Green, whose civic experience is evident in the cleauly and comfortable appearance of his houses.
In this street is all open drain pipe ; there was no water in it at the time of our visit or the least
appearance of moisture, but the sediment deposited in it was very offensive and must be injurious to
health. In wet weather we were told by residents in the neighbourhood it is a continual source of
offence; at present the nuisance is comparatively slight.
We inspected an old two-roomed brick cottage belonging to Mrs. Gibson, oceipied at present by
one Phil. Gearin, an individual who claims to be the oldest inhabitant, and is said to be 90 years of age.
This youth was not at home and we had not the pleasure of snaking his acquaintance.
In our examination of house properties, especially in back streets and lanes, we have usually a
considerable following of juveniles. During this day's inspection our escort was unusually large
they
followed us persistently firom house to house, apparently in a state of intense wonder and enjoyment. The
last houses Nye inspected in Goulburn-streej: were Nos. 182 and 184, which contain four rooms each, the
closets being fitted with patent cisterns. One cottage is occupied by Mrs. Ticken, who, as we were told by a
little girl left at home to mind the place, was out selling fruit in the city. In front of it is a stable which,
for the variety of building materials it comprises, is quite a novelty, hardly two pieoes of wood being of the
same kind, size, or quality, the roof being a collection of pieces of old iron and tin.
From Goulburn-streetwe went into Riley-street and inspected a number of houses of modern construction, which we found clean and in good repair. It may be well to mention here that the lower part of
Campbell-street has for years drained into a low and vacant piece of land between that street and
G-oulburn-street which has been a standing source of complaint. On account of the late unprecedented
weather it is now thoroughly dry, but when the wet season sets in the nuisance will recur. The only
effectual remedy is to lay down a large oviform sewer which would pass through this grouüd.
Coutiauing our inspection of Riley-street we entered and examined a number of comfortable
looking houses, and found that the internal arrangements did not belie their external appearance. They are
all connected with a sewer. Six of these houses belong to a Mr. Moose, two to Mr. Baptist, and eleven to
Mr. Seymour. We found nothing auuss with either in respect to ventilation or closet accommodation.
Proceeding along Riley-street southward, near Corbeu's-terrace, there is a sudden fall in the street
which has caused an accumulation of house refuse to collect at that spot. This requires attention, as in
rainy weather it must be a serious nuisance. A very little labour in levelling the street would, remedy the
evil.
*76.._M [No. 11.]
Along
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Along Riley-street to Campbell-street, and on to Gipps-street, where we found most of the houses
connected with the sewer, and noted those which were not, in order that the necessary steps may be taken
Ma i8"6 to compel then to connect. In none of these houses did we find any conditions existing injurious to
I
'•, ' health. The proprietors of Nos. 271 and 272, which are not connected with the sewer, will receive the
usual notice of fourteen days.
From Gipps-street we went to Albion.strcet, and from Albion-strcet to Fitzroy.strcct, where we
saw nothing calling for special notice, and on to Foveaux-street. In this street there are houses of modern
style and oP much better description than nsual, but they are not connected with any sewer, and have only
the ordinary closets over cesspits, which were, however, tolerably clean. Though these houses are in good
order a nuisance appears to be created by the practice adopted by the occupants of throwing house
refuse, containing vegetable matter, bones, &c., into the lanes at the back, instead of collecting it in heaps
or vessels to be taken a\vay by the Corporation carts. The land on which the houses on the eastrn side of
the street are built has a steep incline to the svest, and the drainage from them—the back yards being the
highest portion of the allotment—goes under the house straight into the street gutters in front, while the
drainage of the houses on the western side finds its way into the cross streets at the back of them. This
state of things can only be remedied by an effective system of sewerage. We prepose to make a
further inspection of this locality with the object of discovering if possible some means of effecting a
temporary remedy.
From Foveaux-street we went to Sophia-street, from Sophia-street to Collins-street, then to
Cooper-street, from Cooper-street to Adelaide-street, and thence to Devonshire-street. The houses in
all these streets are built chiefly on the ivestern side, and consequently they drain into the cross streets at
the back of them, which are at a still lower level. These streets we had not time to inspect.
We went from Devonshire-street towards Goodlet's mill, through a street which is only partly
formed, and we found ourselves on a mountain of sand. We saw nothing especially noticeable in this
direction, and it being half-past 6 o'clock we turned our steps homeward.
B. Palmer,
Bag.

Personal Inspection
By No. 2 Sub-Committee.
ThIRTT-sgvENTn D&x, WEDNESDa, 15 Mincu, 1876.

aok Ward.
288, Mr. Palmev gave evidence on behalf of Dr. Dansey and himself, as follows
Met Dr. Dansey at my house at half,past 8 o'clock on the morning of Wednesday, 15th instant,
B. Palmer,
and went to Riley-place, which is at the first turning on the left hand from Oxford-street, and leads to
Esq.
Crown-street. There are about fourteen houses in Riley-place, and the gutters being very rough and
17 Mar., 1376. broken a great deal of filthy liquid matter collects in them. Upon examination we found that some of the
houses are connected with the sewer and some are not. Many of the closets having been directly connected with the watermain the water has been cut off by the officers of the Corporation; and the landlords,
taking advantage of the extension of time allowed by the Water Pollution Prevention Act, have declined to
put in patent cisterns until the expiration of the twelve months allowed. The tenants are thus compelled
to carry water themselves to flush the closets, which is a subject of great complaint among them.
We next inspected Bissaker-row, which adjoins Riley-place, and consists of seven old-fashioned and
badly-ventilated houses. The first or corner house contains four rooms and is rented at Ss. a week ; the
other six have three rooms only and rented at 7s. In all these the drainage and sanitary arrangements
are very, deficient; the pipes are without trapping, and a very offensive effluvinm arises from the drains.
We found out that the pipes are chok pd up with old rags, bags, and broken bottles, and the water is cut of.
The only remedy we could suggest for this state of things, taking into consideration the extreme dry
weather, would be to flush the drains with a copious supply of water and to wash and clean them out
thoroughly.
On the south side of Riley-place are two houses belonging to Miss Golden, containing two rooms
each, and rented af Os. a week. There are patent closets, but they have no cisterns, and the same complaint is made by the tenants, that the landlady will not supply them. The water being cut off, in the
interim they flush the closets with buckets when they consider it necessary to do so, but this is generally
done at the eleventh hour, and not until the closet has become choked and offensive.
We then proceeded to Edward-lane, which has six small houses on the south side, and three on the
north side, owned by Mrs. Gread, all contaihing two rooms, rented at Os. a week, and all of them old
dilapidated, dirty, and uncomfortable tenements. The ventilation is of the old-fashioned kind, afforded by
small windows in front only, but as these are almost all broken there are plenty of openings for the air to
enter. The closets open to the street, and are in a very filthy condition, the water being cut off and no
cisterns furnished for reasons already given, The latitude allowed to house owners by the Act is the cause
of a considerable nuisance, for it appears that in these small dwellings very little regard is paid to cleanliness in connection with the closets, which are only flushed when they are full to the brim.
On the opposite side there is an old dilapidated cottage, containing two rooms, and occupied by a
man and his wife and six children, rented at Os. a week. The husband and wife and one of the children
sleep in one small room about 12 x loft., and the other children in the other, which is 12 x 12 ft., and is
used as the sitting or living room during the day. Although crowded in such a confined space, the family
appeared to be healthy, and the woman told us she had lived there six years and they never had anything
the matter with them.
We next went to Craddock's Lane, which is only 12 ft. wide and contains about a dozen small
houses—eight or nine on the east and three or four on the west side, some built of stone, some of brick,
and some of weatherboard, belonging to Mrs. Hegarty, and rented at Os. a week. These houses have all
common closets, there being no sewer near, and the yards are very small and confined. We noticed here
as in many other places that instead of collecting the house refuse in heaps to be taken away by the
Corporation carts at a certain hour, the occupants of the houses sweep their rubbish indiscrimioately into
the street gutters. We know as a fact that these gutters are frequently cleaned, but the efforts on the
part
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part of the Corporation to prevent nuisances of this kind are fruitrated by this practice. Increased B. Palmer,
Esq.
supervision would do much to remedy the evil, but that is not practicable under present arrangements,
and it may be worth while to consider whether it would not be desirable to follow the example set by
other and older communities and to organize a body of city police, whose duty it should be to see that the 11 Sr., 1876,
necessary sanitary arrangements are carried out and who would be directly under the control of the
Municipal Council.
We passed on to Robin Hood Lane where five very nice looking houses are being built, but
although they look comfortable the wretched accommodation afforded at the back of them must render them
very uudcsirable residenccs, the yards being only 6 ft. deep. This property affords another inatance of
the urgent necessity of a Building Act, in which provision for a minimum amount of air-breathing space
to each house should be compulsory.
Thence we went to Little Brisbane-street, which contains about eighteen houses, and does not call
for special notice, except that they are all connected, but some of them are without cisterns and the landlords are taking advantage of the latitude afforded by the Act, and are in no hurry to provide them.
We then re-entered Edward-lane and inspected some decent looking three-roomed cottages, rented
at Os. a week with one exception where the rent is 8s. This cottage labours under the disadvantage of
having a gully shaft on each side of it, which may perhaps account for the is. induction. The occupant of
this house told us that the effluvium arising from these shafts was so bad that at times she could not put
her hcad outside the door.
We then entered Lower Campbell-street and found on the south side four weatherboard houses
with a sort of Elizabethian roof of shingles, containing two rooms below and one above, rented at Is.—
agent, Ranisay. Here also the closets have been directly connected with the main and the water has been
cut off. There is another very offensive gully-shaft at this corner. We inspected several houses in this
street some of which belong to Mr. Simmons, of Parramatta, renting from lOs, to 148. a week. Lower
Campbell-street has one peculiarity ; it comprises almost every variety of Colonial architecture, and the
houses front every point of the compass as if they were ashamed to look each other in the face, besides
which no two tenements are of the same size. I except, however, two rows, one of which containing seven
four-roomed houses, built of brick with slate roofs and with kitchen attached, rented at 128. a week, the
property of Mr. Gregory Board, looked very clean and comfortable.
From Lower Campbell-street we proceeded to East-street, where there are some nice looking
houses built of brick and stone, with cement fronts, slate roofs, and ornamental windows, and all with
patent closets.
Then to Leist-street or lane, between Lower and Upper Campbell streets, which is about JO or 12 ft.
wide. There is an open drain in the centre of it full of very offensive matter. In this lane, which is
somewhere about 250 yards long, there are only three houses renting at about Ss. Gd. a week, but to make
up for this deficiency there are closets ad libif urn. The street is in short a perfect arcade of closets belonging
to the houses on either side in Upper and Lower Compbell.streets. It is not a very pleasant walk up
this lane on account of the efiluvia which arise from these places. I do not think we have seen a more
unwholesome locality since we commenced our house to house inspection. These properties are all very
badly drained. As I have stated there is a drain or gutter, whether natural or artificial we could not
easily determine, in the centre of the lane, which receives the drainage of numerous streets, and possibly
more or less offensive matter from the closets. The proper thing to do would be to pitch pave this lane
and to wash it down thoroughly twice a week at least, but this would entail a considerable expenditure.
From this lane we went to Smithers-lane, which runs between Upper and Lower Campbell streets,
where we found only three small three-roomed weatherboard cottages, rented at 5s. a week each. Upon
examining the closet we found the water cut off and the closet quite full and very offensive, the process
of flushmg which would get rid of the nuisance being considered by the occupants the greater nuisance of
the two. This closet was so offensive that upon our return I instructed the Inspector of Nuisances to
pay a visit to the place.
We then went to Upper Campbell-street, and along that street to Edward-street. As there is no
sewer here the closets are all ordinary privies.
At the bottom of this street Mr. Leist has gone to the expense of laying down a drain to meet the
sewer which leads to East-street in order to connect his four houses.
Then to Seymour-street, where we inspected several old and dilapidated houses. The greater part
of this property, which belongs to Mr. J. S. Smith, MB., is let on leasehold, and the leases will expire
in about two years; for this reason the ageut declines to expend any money in repairs ; the houses are in
a wretched condition, and have all the old-fashioned closets.
Thence to Rose-lane, where there are several old houses—nine altogether—averaging about four
rooms each, and renting at from Ss. to lOs. a week. Then to Gipps-street, where the houses having been
recently built in modern style, are in good order, and do not call for any notice from us.
Having been now about three houri on our legs, and being thoroughly tired, we returned at
1130 A.M.

Personal Inspection
By No. 1 Sub-Committee.
TsrntTy.EIGnTll DAY, TUESDAY, 14 IIARCII, 1876,

Alexandria.
289. Mr. G-"-undy gave the following evidence on behalf of himself and Mr. Chapman
Met Mr. Chapman at his place in George-street, at 2 o'clock, p.m., on Tuesday, 14th instant, and F. .Grundy,
Esq.
proceeded, accompanied by Sergeant Larkins, to the junction of Raglan-street and Botany Road, and thence
along Botany Road northwards.
17
Passing some six or seven houses, which call for no particular notice, we came to a blind passage 5 Mar., 1876.
ft. wide and 66 ft. in length, penetrating to the centre of the double allotments fronting Botany Road and
Wyndham.
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F. H. Grundy, Wyndbam-street. This mode of subdividing them, although an ingenious arrangement on the part of the

Lsq.

original leaseholder to make the most of his speculation, is a very injurious one in a sanitary point of
view. The practice has been to purchase or lease one of the double allotments and then disposin" of the
17Mar.,1576. frontage with a diminished depth of 70 ft. instead of 100 ft. to each street, to leave a centre block of
some 60 ft. in width still for sale or Tease, approached by means of a narrow dirty passage of 3, 4, or
5 feet in width. These centre 60-ft. allotments are then cut up into little bits just large enough to
contain a cottage, a closet, and a well; sometimes however with only one well for all the cottages. In the
present instance the block is cut up into six allotments, so that the original allotment of 200 by 50 ft.,
with four street frontages, has upon it ten dwellings without drainage, ten closets, and from five to ten
wells. Sometimes the economy of space even in this recently inhabited suburb is carried out to a still
further extent, for we have met with instances where some of the 50-ft. lots fronting streets have been
subdivided into four frontages of only 12 ft. each. There would thus be fourteen dwellings and the
consequent accommodation, or the want of it upon the original allotment of 200 by 50-ft., besides the
addition occasionally of cowsheds, stables, and outbuildings ; these tenements living at the ordinary
average of five to a house, seventy inmates. Surely Legislative interference is called for to prevent this
unseemly and unwholesome overcrowding. The blind lane I am now describing after extending westward
70 ft. into these allotments turns at right angles to the south for it distance of 40 ft.; it then opens out to a
width of 10 ft. and encloses a well which is used in common by the occupants of the six houses
put up on the strips of land into which this 60-ft. centre block is cut up. This well is encircled by the
six closets belonging to these houses at distances varying from 12 to 30 ft., as will be seen by the annexed
diagram. The well is 24 ft. deep, and from the nature of the soil and the conditions which exist, described
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in several of our reports upon the properties in this district., it must receive the soakage from them. No
further proof of this is necessary than a repetition of the fact that the closets are for the most part full of
hard fiecal matter, all the moisture from them being absorbed by the saud. We got into conversation
with one woman here who had had the common sense to reason out the necessary consequence of this
unwholsome juxta-position of closets and wells. She said the water was quite unfit to drink, and that
during her residence in the locality for some months she had never used it in her house at all, except for
"slopping about."
Ten feet from this well are two old brick cottages with iron roofs, owned by Mr. ilarwell, containing
each two rooms and a kitchen, rented at 5s. 6d. a week; the rooms are 10 by 9 ft. and 7 ft. high, the
kitchen being still smaller; there are no windows or openings at the back, and the rooms areconsequently
very badly ventilated; in one of them a woman lay dying; the tenants of these cottages complained
greatly of the heat and closeness of the rooms.
Opposite to this passage, on the other or eastern side of Botany Road, are four old and dilapidated
weatherboard cottages some 4 or 5 feet apart from each other. A description of one of them will
answer for all, as they are all nearly the same. The first. is occupied by Mrs. Macintosh, who
makes her living by washing, which she finds it rather a difficult thing to do under present circuin.
stances; her well has been dry for the last fourteen weeks, and she has to buy all her water; she only
holds on to her present quarters in anticipation of rain, and in the secure possession of a good drying ground.
Her cottage is a Tow one-storied weatherboard tenement, roofed with old iron; it was originally a two-roomed
cottage, with verandah, 5 ft. wide and 20 ft. long; this has been enclosed, but the floor of it is 5 or 0 ft.
below the floor of the rooms, and it must be very damp and unwholesome. She inveighed loudly against
the heat inside, especially at night, when the doors were closed. The closet pertaining to this dwelling is
just 6 feet from the well, and the soil is sandy. This dangerous proximity, however, is no more than we
have not.iced in many instances in this quarter. Sometimes there are half a dozen closets within 20 ft, of
the only water supply for a number of persons. We were at a loss for some time to account for the
number of closets which abound in this suburb, so far exceeding the number of closets in other suburbs of
equal population; but it is easily accounted for, the soil being soft and sandy it is very easy to sink a pit;
indeed it is easier to sink a new eesspit than to clean out an old one. In Waterloo no nightman could
make a living; when a closet is full—so full that the occupants of the house can no lougermake use of it—
the remedy is very simple they scoop out another aperture a few yards from it, and shift the closet from
one hole to the other.
Passing several houses similar to those I have described, we came to another passage, about 3 ft,
wide, leading from Botany itoad to Botany.street. On either side of this lane are a number of small
wretched tenements, some built of brick and some of weatherboard, very low and damp, and from their
situation aimost shut in from the purifying effects of fresh air. The residents had an unhealthy look
about them, and as a matter of fact we ascertained that there has been a great deal of sickness among
them
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them. One woman toldj its that the closeness of the place was so unbearable that although she would F. if Grundy,
Esq.
have the greatest difficulty in finding it cottage, the rent of which was within her means, she was determined to leave her present quarters under any circumstances. With all these disadvantages it is a rare
thing to find one of these hovels without a tenant. The rents in this locality average about 5s. a weok 17 Mar., 1870.
Miss Shepherd is the landlady.
Back to Botany.street, passing through the toll-bar to Boundary-street, and from Boundary-street
to Wyndham.street, where we found nothing of sufficient importance to record.
Returning to the Botany Road, and continuing north, we passed a row of small dilapidated cottages,
mostly of weatherboard roofed with iron, having small windows in front only, which in most instances
appeared to be hermetically sealed; during the present weather it must be torture to live in them.
A little further on, on the west side of the road, is a Wesleyan Chapel, a one-storied soft-wood
structure, having a frontage to the street of 20 ft., with a depth of from 40 to 45 ft. ; the height of the
boarded ceiling being about 12 ft. As far as we could judge of it from the outside this building is in very
poor,
repair, and if the congregation is a large one they must be nearly suffocated in hot weather.
The yards of the cottages hereabout present it very dirty and disreputable appearance; but the
residents have one advantage—the city water is laid on, and from our experience of adjacent buildings this
must be a source of great sanitary improvement.
We returned at 4 o'clock, as I had to attend a meeting of the Engineering Committee at that hour.

FRIDAY, 24 MARCH, 1876.
4$rcgnt
M. CHAPMAN, Esq.,
F. H. GRUNDY, ESQ.,

B. PALMER, Esq.,
G. P. DANSEY, Esq.

How. JOHN SMITH, M.L.O., M.D.,

IN THE 011Ant.

Persona' Inspection
By No. 1 Sub.Committee.
THIRTT—NUcTU DAY, SATURDAY, 18 MARcH, 1876.

Alexandria..
290. Aft. Grundy gave evidence on behalf of Mr. Chapman and himself as follows
Met at Mr. Chapman's office at half-past 10 o'clock on Saturday, the 18th instant, and proceeded, F. HGttrndy,
accompanied by Serjeant Lark-ins, by the Waterloo omnibus, to the extent of its journey, a short lane
'Fleading to the stables of the City Omnibus Company. These stables are built entirely of soft wood, 31
roofed with Hobart Town palings. The principal stables consist of. three compartments, each 20 ft. wide, 24 ar., 1876
and about 240 ft. in length. Two of them are constructed with high pitched roofs, meeting in the centre
so as to form a lofty and well ventilated stable with a loft above it; the third is a lean-to on the south side
of the others, and has no loft over it. 50 or 60 ft. north of the block on which these are erected is a similar
stable, only smaller. The number of horses usually kept on the premises varies from 120 to 150; they
seem to be well fed and attended to, and the place altogether looks clean and comfortable. We could not
help noticing the absence of the stale smell which is so often found in flagged or paved stables ; this is
attributed to the fact that the stalls have only the natural earth for a flooring on which the horses are
comfortably and plentifully littered down with sawdust and shavings, replaced every day. The
animals are watered from two wells which are both full ; the water is clear and uncontaminated by closet
drainage or other source of pollution. Taking into account the usually lean condition and woe-begone
appearance of the Sydney omnibus horses, this enumeration of the comforts provided for them would
seem to be a contradiction, but it is accounted for by the explanation which we have frequently heard, that
the horses are overfed—their mangers are never empty, and the fodder supplied to them is sweet and
good, but they are not fed at regelar intervals, and with a rcgnlar allowance. A. smaller amount of food
given to them at stated periods wculd probably put them in better condition. In these stables twelve men
are permanently employed ; there is no closet provided for them, and they go down to a creek some distance
off—a tributary, to Shea's Creek. We were told that a closet w'as going to be put up as soon as time
could be found to do it, but the process is likely to bea tardy one, considering that the stables have been
there for over three years. As far as the stables were concerned however we left with the conviction
that what might have been a serions nuisance was so managed as to be no nuisance nt,all. I omitted to
mention that about 20 or 30 ft. south of the main stables is a bay-shed, where a chaff-cutting machine was
at work. The fodder seemed to be of the best; quality.
Adjoining the grounds of the Omnibus Company, which are not extensive, are a number of market
gardens, which extend towards and along Shea's Creek. We inspected the first of these, which appeared
to be about 3 acres in extent, and is occupied by a Chinaman ; the vegetables looked particularly green
and flourmslnng. There are two wells, each containing an abundant supply of clean looking water. One
Chinainan was watering some lettuces with two large watering-cans slung over his shoulder with
a bamboo rod, one at each end. At each step, by bending his body forward and tilting up the cans,
he managed to water two of the plants, and in this way soon got through the row. Tvo other
Chinamen were distributing liquid manure to some plants—a measured quantity to each—and from the
stench which proceeded from it we set it down as undeniably diluted night-soil; we recognized the closet
odour. We asked what it was, and where they got it from, but although they were quite ready to tell us
all about the price of vegetables, on all other sukjects we could get nothing out of them beyond "no
savee" and "new chum." We peeped into the residence of the proprietor of this garden, which externally is a dilapidated looking place, sadly in want of proper ventilation, but seemed clean and tidy, and
fairly furnisjied within. I say seemed, for a white bull dog of formidable appearance guarded the outside,
while a cross-looking, but otherwise rather pretty looking little Chinese woman, defended the threshold.
She frowned at us and said, " What do you want P " As a preliminary inquiry we asked whether the dog
would bite; she replied "Yes;" and on our repeating the question nodded her head. Our inquisitiveness
went no further, and we retired, casting a backward glance now and then until we were clear of the
premises. This Chinese woman was clean, plump, and tidy, with white hands, and nails about all inch
long; it is clear that none of the work of the place falls to her share. .lust outside the fence we found a
drain
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F. WGrundy, drain where some night-soil had been turned in and some sand thrown over it. We had been assured by the
sq*
men at the stables that the Chinamen use this kind of manure, but we could not find where it came from.
We now returned to Botany Road, and a few steps southward brought us to M'Bvoy-stroet, which
1876. runs easterly from the east side of Botany Road. In this street, and also in Botany Road, immediately
before coming to it is a block of twenty-three houses, the property belonging to Mr. Maloney, who lives
in one ofthem. These houses have been supplied with water from two Wells, but one of them has long been
dry, and the water for 130 persons, half of them children, has since been drawn from the other well, which
is 21 ft. deep. We peeped down it, and saw something which looked dark and thick; that was the water.
The bucket when let down strikes the bottom hard, and when drawn up is about one-third full of a liquid
which very much resembles that which flows down a street gutter where the children have been amusipg
theselvesby
making mud pies. For the chance of a draught of this delectable compound the women
in
have to wait their turn. Sometimes, we were told, the children have to wait an hour or two to get a
drink, which, however, no doubt improves a good deal by standing. None of these women appear to have
thought of manufacturing anything in the shape of a filter of the simplest kind, though they do not appear
as if the shght expense which it would involve would be an object to them, being most ofthem the wives
of men employed in the neighbouring stables and woolwashing establishments, who are in regular employ.
ment. Around this well are five full closets at distances varying from 15 to 30 ft., and there are a number
of others at a slightly greater distance. The landlord's house is rather a handsomer one-storied weatherboard cottage, and is at the south-east corner of the block, near the dry well, and about the most distant
from the other well. The other houses are of much the same character—mostly weatherboard and shingle
cottages, containing four rooms, and tolerably comfortable inside; two of them are built of metal, and
three of brick, with iron roof.
On the west side of M'Evoy.street, passing the end of George-street, Waterloo, and to some seven
or eight houses further on to vacant land terminating the present line of building ; then northward to
John-street, and from John.street west to George-street. Here are in all some thirtyeight houses, all of
them superior to those we have just described, and requiring nothing further than a supply of water laid
on and improved closet accommodation.
We were surprised to find that throughout the length of the three streets last mentioned .there was
not a single public-house to be seen.

Personal Inspection
By No. 2 Sub-Committee.
THTILn-Ei.GThrH DAY, MoNDAY, 20 MARcH, 1876.
Cook Ward.
gave
evidence
on
behalf
of
Mr.
Palmer and himself, as follows
201. Dr. Dansey
Met at the Supreme Court at half-past 3 o'clock on Monday, 20th inslant, and commenced our
0. F. Danmey,
inspection in Gipps.street at its junction with Elizabelh.street. On the right hand there is a vacant piece
Esq.
of ground, with a stream of drainage from the adjacent houses running across it front east to west. At
24 Mr., 1876. the east end of this ground is a lane running east about 12 ft. wide. Near the entrance on the right hand
is a tumble.down wooden shanty part of it has actually fallen, and the other is in a very tottering condi.
tion. The drainage of the upper part of this lane runs along in a surface gutter, which empties into a
gully.shaft lower down. All the houses in this neighbourhood belong to Mr. Page; the land has been
let for about twenty years at a ground rent, and the leases are now falling in one by one; in about two
years they will all have expired. This may to some extent account for the dilapidated condition of many
of the tenements. They are for the most part two-roomed cottages, some of them having kitchens attached.
The average rent is Os. a week. We noticed one larger 4roorned weatherboard house, which in former
days was no doubt a respectable dwelling ; it is now falling to pieces ; the windows are broken, and it is
quite unfit for habitation it is, however, occupied by "Tom the Fisherman." Torn was not at home, and
we had no opportunity of making a closer iuspection. This lane is called Mary-lane, and leads to Mary-street.
We theu turned into Gipps-street. The surface drainage about here is very offensive; in some of
the yards it is lying in stagnant pools.
In Macquarie.lane, south of Gippsstreet, we inspected five houses, some built of wood and some of
brick, which though small appeared to be tolerably comfortable, every man we were told being his own landlord; there was nothing to find fault with except the surface drainage. The two closets nearest to the entrance
into Gipps-street are fitted with cisterns, but higher up the street the closets are too far from the sewer to be
connected, and are only common privies. This lane receives all the drainage from the back of the houses
in Macquarie-street South and Leader's-lane, in which there are four houses each containing two rooms
and a kitchen, rented at Cs. a week and belonging to Mr. Page.
On the west side of Riley-street and next to Ann-street is a vacant piece of ground covered with
house refuse and slops and waste material of all kinds, which must during the present hot weather especially be a serious nuisance to the neighbourhood; the residents were loud in their complaints of it. One
woman told us that although her house had been tolerably free from sickness, fevers had been very prevalent in this locality. The surface drainage appears to concentrate in Ann-street and runs down to join
the gnlly.shaft in Smith.atreet.
On the south side of this street is Kidd and Kelly's flour mill. Here the drainage goes southward
and empties into a creek at the back of the mill. Some of this sewage comes from as far as Crown-street
through a lane at the back of the old "Star and Garter" public-house in open drains on to vacant ground
near the mill.
Off Little .Mbion and Ann streets is a vacant piece of ground having an open drain running through
it, which eniits a most offensive odour. It is covered over a little further on opposite to a few houses in the
street, but is open again after it passes them. Scarlet fever has been very prevalent here. This being
private property, the Corporation it appears cannot under present arrangements interfere, which is to be
regretted as the large stagnant pools of filth which abound here must be very injurious to health. A.
considerable nuisance must also arise from the open mouth of a large sewer at the bottom of the land,
which appears to lead to Macquarie-street South.
In Macquarie-street South, between Campbell and Gipps streets, we still found the houses which
belong to Mr. Page in a very bad state of repair; they are mostly two-roomed houses with kitchen, renting
at
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at Ss. a week; the surface drainage is very had. The first house we came to is built of a heterogeneous a P. flansey,
Esq.
collection of materials, consisting of stone, brick, rubble, pieces of iron, and zinc, boards and pahugs, or as
the tenant described it "built of anythiri' that would hold a nail."
Nos. 401., 402, 403, 401, arid 405, °Macquarie-street South, are uninhabited and unhabitable and 24 Mar., 1876,
ought to be pulled down. Off this street, on the opposite side, is a portion of the ward knowa as Fosterville and Sheriff's G-ardcns, where we found the houses fairly built and ventilated, but crying loudly for
reform in respect to drainage.
We then went to Hunt-street, and Upton-street, late Hill-street, where there is the same offensive
surface drainage.
In Junction-lane there are no houses, but the back yards of the houses in .Tunction-streot abut on
to it, and along its whole length to East-street there is a perfect forest of privies smelling very offensively.
At the north end of East-street, leading towards Goulburn-street, is a vacant piece of ground
belonging, as far as we could learn, to Gregory Board, which receives all the drainage from Riley-street
and the back of Lower Campbell-street.
In Little Hill-street and Weniyss-street the houses were clean and kept in good order by the tenants,
but the streets themselves are in a very dirty condition.
In a lane between Wemyss and Macquarie streets we found that some of the houses have cisterns
fitted to the closets and others have not. A.s there is a sewer to which they could all be connected, the
Mayor made a note of the locality in order to have the matter inquired into.
This day's inspection has revealed a horribly dirty state of things in connection with the drainage
from a number of small back streets and lanes for which no effectual remedy can be provided until a
general system of underground sewerage shall have been planned and carried out. It is also very necessary
that the Corporation, who are doing their best to kee1, the streets clean and to put down nuisances, should
have enlarged powers to compel owners of property to conform to more stringent sanitary regulations in
respect to the disposal of their drainage and house refuse.
We returned at a quarter to 7 o'clock.

WEDIVESIJA 1', 12 APRIL, 1876.
3ffirctnt
G. F. DANSEY, Esq.,
M. CHAPMAN, Esq,
B. PALMER, E5Q.,
F. H. GRUNDY, Esq.

How. JOHN SMITH, M.D., M.L.C., ns

THE

CHAIR.

Personal Inspection
By No. 2 Sub-Committee.
THIETY.NIIITH DAY, WEDNEsDAY, 22 MABcH,

1876.

Cook Ward!.
202. Mr. Palmer gave evidence on behalf of himself and Dr. Dansey, as follows
Met at the Town Hall at 330 p.m. on Wednesday, 22nd instant, and proceeded to the bottom of B. Palmer,
Elizabeth.street, which is the end of Cook Ward. On each side of this street at this point there are large
Esq.
pieces of vacant laud, having fully 500 ft. frontage to each side of the street.
Passing the residence of ex.Alderman Murphy we entered into Belvoir-street. There are eight 12 Apnl, 1876.
houses in this street built of stone, brick, and wood, in a fair state of repair, but having the old4hshioned
sash windows, and therefore imperfectly ventilated; the closets are common privies, and all the drainage
is on the surface.
We next went to Wilton.plaee, which is a street running north and south, containing several small
houses of a similar character, and having the same disadvantages in respect to the closets and surface
drainage.
Then to l\facquarie.lane, where there are fifteen houses of a very motley description, comprising
almost every variety of Colonial architecture. It comprises one very nice row of houses, built of brick and
shingle, and containing four rooms each, belonging to Mrs. Walker, rented at lOs. a week. As there is no
sewer here all the drainage rmis away in open gutters, and the closets are all common eesspits ; in other
respects there was nothing to find fault with.
From Wilton-place we went to Wilton-street, which is only partially formed, being situate on a
sand hill known as the old Strawberry Hill the sand is gradually being removed for building purposes.
Several new houses have been erected here which contain all the latest improvements. The houses though
small are comfortable and well arranged.
The original proprietor of this property has determined that his name shall not be forgottell in the
neighbourhood, for the next turning we took brought us into Wilton's lane, where we found four stone
houses,—two containing four rooms and let at lOs., and two containing two rooms, rented at 5s. a week.
Upon inquiring the name of the landlord we were first informed that it was Morrison ; a second informant
assured us it was Cashman; a third told us that be was commonly called "Leather Jack"; while a fourth
stoutly asserted that his proper name was John Brown. Further inquiry convinced us that this man of
many aliases was identical with an individual who had been fined a few days before for allowing his closets
to become a nuisance. Inspection of the closets showed that they had since been cleaned out. These
houses are very old and badly ventilated, and the drainage is very offensive.
On the opposite side of the street are two weatherboard cottages, but the tenant of one of them
was out, and a woman living in the other said the house was her property and she was very well satisfied
with it. The roof of this cottage is a novelty it consists of Hobart Town palings in an advanced stage of
decay, patched over with pieces of tin and allowing a clear view of the sky from the interior of the dwellmg. The owner asserted, in the face of this peculiarity, that there was no leakage in rainy weather, and
resented our imputations with scorn.
We
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B. Palmer,

We did not make any inspection of the closet, the odour from which we found sufficiently offensive
without nearer approach. The adjoining hous 3 belonging to Mrs. Grout, which was locked, appeared
to be similar in every respect.
PA
-. pri,18I6
At the corner of Wilton-lane is a closet which backs up close to the corner of the roadway, and
is very offensive indeed; it is constructed of small pieces of wood, bits of tin, and other waste materials
just large enough to afford sufficient space for a person to back into it. In all cases of this kind we take
care that the attention of the Inspector of Nuisances is directed to the spot, so that our inspections are
not without immediate results.
Thence to Sarah Ann Place or Street, which contains 30 or 40 houses tenanted by small freeholders,
and dotted about the allotments in most eccentric order, some close to the kerbing, staring unblushinly
into the thoroughfare, others peeping out unobtrusively from the back of the allotment; some with
gardens, and some without; some facing north and some south, some east and some west ; no two houses
designed by the same architect, or built upon the same plan, or of the same materials, each being apparently put up by its owner according to his peculiar taste, and to suit his special requirements. At the
upper end of this street there are several weatherboard tenements so small that the proverbial cat if
swung by the tail in the interior of one of them would have an unusually hard time of it.
The occupants, however, are perfectly satisfied ; indeed they seemed proud of their dwellings, so
great is the charm of freehold possession. The occupant of one house, who was very communicative,
informed us that a well known solicitor had resided in this street., and from the frequency with
which this gentleman's name cropped up in the course of her remarks it was evident that, in her opinion,
a halo of respectability still hung over the place which had once been so honored. Some of these houses
appeared to us to be very damp, which may probably be caused by a process of silting up, the surface
being loose sand, which prevents the drainage and moisture from escaping. The drainage in this street,
which points directly to a large sand-hill, Nye found more offensive than that of any other street in the
neighbourhood. This appears to arise in a great measure from the indiscriminate scattering of house
refuse and slops alL over the surface, and the absorbent nature of the soil, which does not allow them to
run off in a stream. Here we found five small stone houses ticketed for sale.
We then re-entered Elizabeth-street and went along that street; inspected several houses which do
not call for special notice.
Then to Devonshire-street, which runs from Elizabeth-street to Crown-street. Here the houses
have all been built of modern style, and appear to be tolerably comfortable, each home being occupied by
one family as a rule.
In a lane oft' Ilolt-street, which was formerly a source of the greatest nuisance to the Corporation on
account of its imperfect drainage, the property belonging to three or four persons, who declined to lay
down the necessary drains. Several cases have been brought before the Police Court, and the street is
now properly drained, and the nuisance entirely done .nvay with. The residents in this locality expressed
their great satisfaction and the comfort they had derived from the improvements.
\\re returned to town at a quartei past 6 o'clock.

Personal Inspection
-

By No. 1 Sub-CommitteA.

Alexandria and Waterloo.
Ponrucru D.u, TuxsDAY, 21 Mnwu, 1876.
293. Mr. Grundy gave evidence on behalf of himself and Mr. Chapman, as follows:—
Met Mr. Chapman at his office at 4 o'clock on Tuesday, 21st inst., and, accompanied by Sergeant
RE. Grundy,
Larkins, took•the omnibus to the junction of Botany Road with Wellington.street, and then proceeded
Esq.
south along the Botany Road. At the corner of these two streets is the " Cauliflower Hotel," a building
12April,1876. of somewhat pretentious appearance, and apparently in a tolerable state of repair. The closet at the back
is within 3 ft. of an inferior brick and shingle building, IS x 40 ft., which was built and has been used for
a dancing saloon, but on the suppression of these places of amusement has been converted into a skittlealley. The closet consequently has been used by it large number of persons, and it is a perfect exemplification of the course pursued in this district, for there were evident signs that several holes had been
sunk round it, into which its contents had been tapped. This was apparent by the depression of the
ground, and the existence of a brown film on the surface, which showed that the sand was saturated with
closet drainage. This retention of poisonous matter near the surface of the soil must tend to the injury
of the health of the residents in the immediate neighbourhood.
The next five houses on the east side of the road are of the usual class of one-storied weatherboard
and shingle oven-like little buildings, so often described. The sixth is built of brick, but similar in other
respects, and this led us to a vacant piece of ground where the suburb of Waterloo may be said to terminate.
On the west side of the road the class of houses are decidedl y better there are several brick and
,state houses, two stories high, leading also to a vacant piece of ground on this side. Under the Botany
Road at this spot, beneath a wooden bridge, is a large drain or sewage course, ordinarily carrying the
drainage from Mount Carmel and its neighbourhood into Shea's Creek. When viewed by the Shea's Creek
Committee a considerable quantity of water and sewage matter was going down this watercourse, which
is now quite dry. This channel must be some 4 ft. across at the bottom, and perhaps rather more than
that in deptk It is now simply a dry ditch, but the nuisance created by it is infinitely greater than when
the water was running in it ; it sends forth a constant and very noxious smell under the hot sun, and dead
animals and other foul things lay rotting in it. Immediately under the bridge was a batch of four dead
eats. which stank horribly. We traced this creek through the vacant allotment for 20 or 30 thirty
yards, until it enters the frontage to a back street not vet inspected. Here, without disguise, were closets
standing within a foot of the creek, discharging each of them, black stinking liquid matter, which percolates slowly down the slope of the cutting, till it loses itself in the sand at the bottom. We saw three
closets in this position, when our progress was stopped by the fences.
We returned to the junction of the creek with the Botany Road, On the next allotment on the west
side stands, and it is singular that it does stand, a one-roomed tenement, in which exist an old couple, the
man bent and decrepid, and almost past work of any kind, and the woman fast approaching the same state
of
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of life. The house is it rotten old weatherboard tenement, roothd with hobart Town palings, in an F. ff.Grundy,
Esq.
advanced stage of decay ; its outside measurement-25 ft. x lOft. ; little or no ventilation; the old woman
said she dare not venture to open the solitary window lest the panes should fall out, there being no putty
left to keep them in the frame. Attached to this Cottage is something which represents a kitchen, 12Apri ,lbeG.
13 x 10 ft., and under 6 ft. high, built of similar materials, and in an equally ruinous state. 10 ft.
further on is what may be called a closet, but as it has no door, no back no roof, and scarcely any seat, it
would he perhaps more conducive to decency to remove what is left of it. For tlie'se desirable premises
the occupants pay 2s. a week, and the old woman remarked that how she contrived to get these two shillings an d two or three more shillings to keep them alive she really did not know. The old man is or was
by trade a maker of velocipedes, but time has out-paced him and he now occupies himself in feeble attempts
to convert his remaining materials into hand-carts. A butcher's shop adjoins this hovel, and adjoining the
shop is another w'eatherboard and shiogle cottage; these might have been the subject of some remarks if
we bad not just inspected one so much inferior. Several brick and shingle cottages follow. The wells in
this locality still contain water, but it is rapidly decreasing in quantity. On the east side of the road
opposite these cottages is a vacant piece of ground, at the end of which is St. Silas' Church of England
School. This is built of hardwood weatherboard, with shingle roof and lined with soft wood it is 59 x 21
ft., and 13 ft. to the wall-plates ; 100 children attend this school. The well here though not quite dry
is so low that it is beyond the power of the pump to draw any water from it. The building was exceed.
ingly hot when we entered it, although the children had been gone from it an hour and a half, and the
windows which should have been opened to ventilate the room after the day's attendance were all closed
there are seven of them, and three only, seem to open ; the others, at any rate, could not hate been opened
for months, as they were covered with cobwebs outside. The fencing around the allotment is broken down
in every direction. There is a double closet over a cesspit 8 x 4 ft., in a very foul state, insufficient accommodation under any circumstances for so many children.
We returned at 6 o'clock.

'tr

Personal Inspection
By No. 2 Sub-Committee.
Fonvtxtmr BAr, SATVtDAY, 25 MABCH, 1876.

Ucok Ward.
294. 31-. Dansrnj gave evidence on behalf of himself and Mr. Palmer, as follows:—
Started at half-past 10 o'clock from the Town HaIL with the Mayor, and proceeded to the end of G. F. Dansey,
Esq.
Bout-he and Crown streets in Cook Ward. The drainage in this locality isall on the surface, and this is
the chief feature to be noticed, the houses being in fair order. Going southward out of Bourke-street we
came to Pawley-street, where the surface drainage is still offensive, The houses here are recently built, 0f12APn1,1516.
modern architecture, and well ventilated.
Then to Edgeley-strect, where there are thirteen houses, eleven on the west side and two on the
east. The drainoge again is the most objectionable part of the arrangement ; all the slops from the back
yards are conveyed in pipes under the houses to the front and discharge into the street, where there is no
kerbing or guttering except for a short distance opposite four of these houses. This mode of drainage by
earthenware pipes close to the surface and to the floors of the house is a very unsatisfactory one owing to
the nnperfect fitting of the joints and the certain escape of noxious gases. The rough channel which
receives the drainage from these pipes stinks horribly; a number of ducks were puddling about in it and
stirring up the filth. The landlord is doing what he can to make his property more valuable by
filling up the street with brick rubble, as it appears that it does not come under the supervision of
the Corporation until the street is made. in the lanes at the back of the houses on the west side, in fact
on both sides, the surface drainage is very offensive. These lanes are only from 12 ft. to 15 ft. wide, and
all the closets belonging to the houses in front abut on to the alignment; they are all primitive looking
badly constructed wooden buildings. At the back of Edgeley-street the lane is 20 ft. wide ; it does not
differ in any other respect from the others.
Off Bourke-street is Whittell-street, which contains no houses, but receives the drainage from
Richie-street, which is a emil-dc-rae. Then to Esther-street, where we caught a man wastingwater in a most
extravagant fashion. He said he was trying to swell a cask in order to save water in it in the event of
scarcity; the cask was an ordinary cask, made to bold bottled beer, which no amount of swelling would
render watertight ; we traced the stream to this spot all the way from Bourke-street. This man has
since been fined at the Police Court. The drainage in Esther-street was peculiarly offensive.
- We then went to Wilshire-street, another cul-de-sac, which has undergone a marked improvement
dunng the last two years; the drainage formerly ran along the surface across the road, and was a great
nuisance. Now it is taken in pipes under the road on to a piece of vacant ground away from the houses.
Then to Chnrles-street, which is about 20 ft. wide, where the drainage was all dried up; there being
only two houses on the south side and a vacant piece of ground on the other side, where a house once
stood which has since tumbled down.
Almost opposite Charles-street is Little Devonshire-street, where the houses are generally good
and the drainage very bad.
Then southward to Wilshire-street where the drainage is, if possible, worse. On the south side of
Pawley-strcet, where the houses are fortunately not too closely packed, or it would he impossible to prevent
fever from breaking out; as it is scarlet fever has been and is now very prevalent in these localities.
At the south end of Wilshire-street, on the west side, is a vacant piece of ground, 48 ft. long,
upon which are four cottages, known as Day's-terrace, or Day's Cottages—Mr. Day, agent. Two
of them are two-roomed tenements, the other two have small garrets above, but in such a bad state of
repair as to be unfit for habitation ; the cottages are built of weatherboard and shingles, and let at 4s. Gd. a.,
week each. The closet which serves for them all is in front in a paddock exposed to the full view of
passers-by in Crown-street, the only fence to the paddock being a stone wall about 4 ft. high, evidently
the retaining-wall of the footpath in Crown-street. There are sixteen persons living in these four
cottages. The boards in the closet are broken, and the floor is unsafe to stand on the pit is full and
, much so that upon our return we called the attention of the Inspector of Nuisances to it.
stinkii so
returned at a quarter to 1 o'clock.
* 76—N [No. 11.]
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THURSDAY, 1.3 API2 IL, 18713.
4rcnt
M. CHAPMAN, E5Q.,
B. PALMER, E5Q.,

i

F. H. GRmcDY, ESQ.,
G. F. DANSEY, ESQ.

BENJAMIN PALMER, ESQ., IN THE
Personal Inspection
By No. 1 Sub-Committee,
BAr, SATURDAY, 25 MAnCH, 1876.
Borough- of Alexandria.
gave
the
following
evidence
on behalf of Mr. Chapman and himself;—
295. A&. Grundg
Met at Mr. Chapman's ollice at half-past 1.0 O'clOck on Saturday, 25th instant, and proceeded,
F. H. Grundy,
sq.
accompanied by Sergeant Larkins, to the junction of Simpkins street or lane with the west side of Botany
Road.
13Apr11, 1876.
Our attention was at once drawn to the premises of it butcher situated at this junction; the shop
was fairly clean and tidy, as well as the frontage to Botany Road. The allotment which extends 100 ft.
on the northern side of Simplcin-lane is, however, anything but clean. 'Upon it are built a number of very
inferior slab or weatherboard tenements, roofed cit-her with shingle or old iron. We found most of
these buildings padlocked, and no desire was shown to afford us an entrance to them; indeed we were
pretty closely watched by two or three persons during the whole time we were in the neighbourhood. The
last building, which is of a specially inferior character, is only 12 ft. square the stench from this place
was very strong, being exactly the odour which proceeds from a slaughter-house. Peeling convinced that
slaughtering was carried on here clandestinely we endeavoured to obtain some proof by peeping through
the slabs, and while so engaged it strong confirmation of our suspicion came to us unexpectedly in the
feeble lowing of a calf. This sound was repeated at intervals while we remained there, and having contrived to obtain a glimpse of the interior of the building we saw the ill-fated animal fastened up in a
corner close to its final destination—a sausage-machine; there was not a drop of water near it, although
the day was one of the hottest days of the season. Sirnplcin-lane is 14 ft. wide, and has a gutter of
considerable size in the centre which receives the drainage of the houses in Pleasant-street and other
streets, and passes thence into the Botany Road, There is very little fall in this lane, and a great portion
of the drainage stagnates in the gutter.
Thence to Pleasant-street, and along the east side of that street—where there is nothing calling
for notice, except that the gutters are full, which is the case more or less in all the streets about here
running north and south—to Merrion-street. Returned on the west side of Pleasant-street-, and after
passing the first allotment we caine to a passage 31 ft, wide and 100 ft. in length, backing the allotments
in Merrion-street. These allotments are only 15 ft. wide, and the closets are as a matter of course
crowded closely together, the yards having also a number of old wooden buildings and rubbish in them.
The day being unusually hot, and there not being the vestige of it breeze, the (to us) well-known
closet-scent offended our nostrils at each turn ; indeed it could scarcely be otherwise, for we were passing
through two narrow rows of closets, all in a most neglected and dirty state.
Returned to Simpkin-lane, and followed it to Rosehill-street, entering that street at its junction
with Pleasant-street.
The two streets last-mentioned join at an acute angle, and the yards become smaller by degrees
and beautifully less ; the last two or three houses are almost without any yard at all.
The houses in this locality are also very closely packed, and are of the usual order of tumble-down
wooden tenements so frequently described. On the east side of Pleasant-street the buildings, although by
110 means superior in character, are erected upon allotments three times as large as those on the opposite
side, and the occilpants havethe advantage of a much larger air breathing space. The water is not laid on
in this part of the street and the wells are in the usual condition; some of them have given out long ago;
some are giving out, and others have water in them which is, however, generally very low.
We rcturned by Wyndham-strcet to Raglan-street, and thence to Botany Road, taking the
opportunity of revisiting Wyndham Grove ; and this being Saturday we found the state of things existing
slightly worse than when we first inspected the place—the holes at the angles of the 4 ft. 6 in. yards
seethed with the slops and soap-suds and waste water used on this cleaning day. We satisfied ourselves
as to the accuracy of our former description of the place and we discovered another foul closet close to
one of these holes, which, being hidden by a paling fence, escaped our notice on the first occasion. We
also examined the well on this property; the water, which was nearly blacken the occasion of our first
visit from the fact that the well had just then been cleaned, looked fairly clean and tolerably plentiful.
We then went to the dry creek referred to as being only partly examined on our first visit,, and we
found that beyond thepoint where we, left off our inspection it is being enclosed in a square hardwood
culvert, which extends to the end of the properties built upon. We were specially requested by some of
the residents in the neighbourhood to inspect one of the market gardens next to the Chinaman's garden
described in our last report. We were told that night-soil was used largely in this garden,and that about
twenty loads of it had been brought there the night before. W e could not, however, discover where it
came from, but the flict was undispntable; we saw the manure on the ground and some men employed in
covering it over with earth. They said it was usually covered over at once and that then there was no
smell from it, but for some reason or other on this occasion it had been suffered to remain all the morning
uncovered. The distance of the nearest cottage to this heap of night-soil was from 150 to 200 yards.
This terminated our inspection of the Borough of Alexandria.
In closing our reports upon the Boroughs of Redfcrn, Waterloo, and Alexandria, we must once
more express the astonishment with which we have viewed the collections of abominations with which they
abound. Every day's progress has convinced us more and more of the absolute necessity that some
sanitary measures should be adopted without delay and of the urgent need of a supply of water from the
city. The state of things at present existing in these municipalities cannot continue much longer without
severe and Ilital consequences to the residents who number several thousands. Such improvements as can
be
-
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be made should be put in hand and if possible completed before rainy weather sets in, as the effect of a F. H. Grundy,
Esq.
heavy downfall of rain will be to dilute and spread over the surface and into the wells the accumulations
of filth which are to be found in the closets and yards.
The 'Nuisances Prevention Act of 1875" gives full power to the Municipa . l Councils to regulate the I3April,1875.
disposal of night-soil and to allow persons to utilize it under proper conditions; they are empowered to
make by-laws for this purpose, but there appears to be no authority to compel thcse municipal councillors
to dotheirduty. This shows the wantof apermnanent institution in the form ofaBoard of Health appointed
under Act of Parliament, under whose control all these matters should be placed.
We returned at 1 o'clock.

Personal Inspection
By No. 2 Sub-Committee,
PoRn—FIRsT DAt, ThURSDAY, 25 MASeR, 1876.

Muniepaizty of J)arlinqton.
290. Dr. Dan.ey gave the following evidence on behalf of Mr. Palmer and himself
Met at 11 o'clock on Thursday, the 25th instant., at the Central Police Court, and proceeded to G. F. Dausey
Lq.
make an inspection of the Municipal District of Darlington, adjoining that part of the City formerly
known as Shepherd's Paddock and Chippendale, and separated from the City by Cleveland-street, one
side of that street being in the City and the other in Darlington.
13lpril,1876
We commenced at the east end of this street where it is bounded by in open channel, very filthy
and stinking abominably, which is a tributary to the stream described in the report of the Committee who
were appointed to inspect the premises of the Colonial Sugar Company. On going up Cleveland-street
we found that the drainage, which is all surface drainage, runs into this channel which extends to the
Newtown Road. All the houses in this street are remarkably clean and well kept; they are of modern
style, and are almost all tenantcd by their owners.
In a lane at the rear of Cleveland-street, between the Old Newtown Road and Rose-street, which
is only 12 ft. wide, the drainage still goes easterly with the fall of the ground, and discharges into the
creek abovementioned.
iteturnimig to the Old Newtown Road and proceeding south we came on the right hand to Almastreet which leads towards the Blind School. Here the drainage takes a southerly turn instead of going
straight down Ivy-street to the creek. The channel at the south end of the Old Newtown Road abuts on
to some property which belongs to no municipality ; it is neither in Redfera nor in Darlingtoh. The
owner of this property, has dammed back the ditch which conveys this drainage to it and diverted the refuse
wat;er into a paddock where he has formed a pond for his cows. As this water must be largely contaminated with sewage matter it can hardly be good for cows to drink, and it is very doubtful whel:her the milk
from the cows can be good for human beings. Here we learned from the mayor of this municipality that
there are within his district 700 children for whose education, religious and secular, there is no provision
either by church or school. Close by we come to a vacant piece of ground where the residents hope
before long to have a public school erected. It was formerly designed as the site of a Roman Catholic
Seminary, but the time for the fulfilment of the necessary conditions has lapsed, and it is now available.
Shepherd and Ivy streets are two streets containing very respectable looking houses, and the
streets themselves are clean and well looked after; indeed we could not help remarking the unusual
absence of bad smells as we walked along theni. This may partly be accounted for by the fort that at the
time of on" visit a westerly breeze was blowing which would have the effect of wafting all unpleasant
odours in the direction of Redfern; the University Reserve is also to the westward of Darlington. The
natural drainage of this municipality is good, and if a sewer were laid down there would be no difficulty
in connecting every house in the district with it, and we think this would be done after the startling
announcement was made to us that the Darlington Municipal Council are out of debt, and are therefore
n a pcsition to devote the rates they collect to the improvement of the place. The names of most of the
streets in Darlington appear to have been taken from the gardeners' vocabulary; probabably the vicinity
of Shepherd's nursery is the cause of this. The sweet-smelling titles given to them are not so inappropriate as they would be to many larger and more pretentious thoroughfares, for they are kept as clean as
circumstances admit of; the gutters are swept out and the house refuse carted away twice a week.
Vine-street, off Shepherd-street, leads to""
Redfern by a bridge over the creek; on the south
side of this street there are some nice comfortable looking cottages which would be more pleasant dwellings
if they did not face a row of closets some eighteen or twenty in number close to the fence on the opposite
side, the front of the houses in one street facing the back premises of the houses in the next.
I have remarked upon the comparative cleanliness of the streets, but I cannot say as much for the
closets, and duringthe present dry weather they are much less offensive than they will be when the rain
comes. We were informed that the "Nuisances Prevention Act of 1875," which has been proclnimed in this
Municipality, will not be in operation for another two months, the time having been extended to allow the
Council to prepare by-laws and to make the necessary preparations for disposing of the nighit.soil. They
are waiting also to see what steps the City Corporation will take in dealing with this question, and it is
high time their final dccision should be made.
All the streets in Darlington have lanes at the rear, each lane dividing the back premises of two
parallel streets, except Cleveland-street, in which the closets and back yards abut on to Ivy-street.
Vine Grove, off Shepherd-lane, contains sir houses, three on either side ; this is another cid-de-eac,
only 10 ft. wide, and therefore affording very limited air-breathing space, the thoroughfare being cut off
by the fence which encloses the creek leading to the Sugar Company's premises.
Dean-street, another street leading from Shepherd-street, is about 12 Ibet wide; it has no houses
in it, but the back premises of about eight houses in Cleveland-street abut on to it.
This was the only
place where we found offensive drainage running across the street in any part of the Municipality.
This inspeeton embraced the whole of the Municipal District of 'Darlington, and we must do the
Council the justice to say that they have not neglected the interests of the ratepayers.
We propose next to pay two or three visits to Newtown, and then to bring our labours to a close.
We reached town a little after 1 o'clock.
Personal
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Personal Inspection
By NO. 1 Sub-Committee.
Foivrr-rntsr DAY, SEIURDAY, 1 APRIL, 1876.
Fitzroy Ward.
207. Mr. Grundy gave the following evidence on behalf of Mr. Chapman and himself:—
Met at Mr. Chapman's office at a quarter past 10 o'clock on the morning of Saturday, 1st instant,
F.11.Grundy,
Esq.
and having arranged with Sergeant Larkins to meet us at the corner of Crown and William streets, we
'----: proceeded to that place.
laApril, 1876.
Thence goiog easterly up William-street we found the frontages of the buildings in that street,
which are all shops, presenting a fitiriy eleau and tidy appearance. Out of eleven of them between Crown
and Palmcr.strcets three are butchers' shops.
Proceeded along Palmer-street north to Robinson-lane. The corner allotment is occupied by
Robinson's public-house, the " Fitzroy Arms." Robinson-laue is just 15 ft wide from wall to wall,
Projecting into this lane, and about
including a narrow foot-way about IS inches wide on either side.
3 feet from the corner of the hotel building is a soft wood open -topped closet and urinal, which is a very
objectionable feature, not only because it is an encroachment of the most offensive kind upon a passage
already sufficiently narrow, but because from its position in an apparently unfrequented lane close to it
busy thoroughfare it becomes a recognized urinal for every passer-by; this was evident from the appearance of the place, and the stench which proceeded from it. Robinson-lane forms the back entrance to
the houses fronting William-street, and the general appearance of the yards, which abut on to it, is very
different from what might have been expected from the frontage. The yards one and all present a picture
of dirty untidiness and insufficient space; they are for the most part crowded with stables and outbuildings, and the manure from the stables, ashes, and other refuse are scattered about the lane. From the
cursory view of these places to which we were restricted by the resolution of the Board requiring its to
close our inquiries we saw at least enough to lead us strongly to the belief that slaughtering is carried on
in one if not all three of the butchers' premises referred to in William-street.
Thence to Crown-street and back to Middle-lane which trends northward from Robinson-lane halfway between Crown and Palmer streets, and this forms aback entrance to the yards of the houses in those
streets. Itis 15 ft. wide, kerbed and guttered, the paved roadway in the centre being it ft. with a pathway
of 2 ft. on either side. There are no houses fronting the first part of this lane, the allotments from the
main steets mentioned above running the whole length of it; these allotments are larger than those in
William-street, and there is consequently not such close jumbling together of back yards, closets, and out.
houses. The three last houses in this lane on the west side having their frontage to Crown-street are the
property of Mr. Chapman, and I may be allowed to say that these, and some ten or fifteen others belonging to that gentleman in the neighbourhood, present an appearance of cleanliness and order which contrasts very fhvourably with that of other houses in this ward. Were the same amount of care taken by
landlords generally iulleeping the drains open, the closets empty, and the houses painted and repaired, there
would have been much less occasion for the appointment of this Committee.
We then went to Johnson's-lane, which is 10 ft. wide and runs from Crown to Palmer streets, and
back to Middle-lane. From this point to Woolloomooloo-street there are rows of cottages fronting Middlelane on either side thus, as a matter of course, the yards of all these houses and those fronting Crown
and Palmer streets are reduced in size by one half, and the number of closets and outbuildings increased
in the same proportion. The yard of the last house facing Palmer-street and Middle-lane is paved and fitted
up for a cowkeeper's establishment, having twelve stalls in it; at the time of our visit there was only one
cow and calf in it; it is covered over with old iron on a wooden frame. The yard was scrupulously clean, but
the proprietor has been repeatedly fined for the nuisance created by his cows, and we certainly think there
should be provision in the Municipal by-laws to compel cowkeepers to carry on their avocations further
out from the thickly populated parts of the city.
A similar condition of houses and yards appears to exist from Crown-street to Woolloomooloostreet and along Woolloomooloo.street back to Palmer-street. I may here mention once more in reference to the supply of water that although there is enough to complain of in this ward in the restricted
space and want of cleanliness in the back yards, and the closets are packed more closely together than is
the case in many of the suburbs, yet the offensive smell which proceeds from these closets in places
where the water is not laid on is here entirely absent. lYalkiog alongnarrow streets with closets on
either side of us we experienced no unpleasant odour whatever; they are all connected with a main sewer.
In accordance with the instructions we received we made only a cursory inspect.ion of the dwellings
in the localities visited to-day, but from the dilapidated appearance of many of them it is probable that
an unfavourable opinion of them would have had to be recorded if we had made as,minute an inspection as
we have made in the other parts of the city.
We returned at halftpast 12 o'clock.

Personal Inspection
By No. 2 Sub-Committee.
Foxrr-srcoxn Bar, MONDAY, 8 APRIL, 1876.
.&ewtown.
gave
evidence
on
behalf
of
Mr.
Palmer and himsell as follows
298. AIr. Palmer
Left
the
Town
Hall
with
Dr.
Dansey,
at
half-past
3 o'clock on Monday, 3rd instant, and proceeded
B. Palmer,
along Regent-street to the Botany Road, with the intention of making a short cut to Newtown, having
Esq.
r—'--m made an appointment with Mr. Bailey, the Mayor of that Municipality, who had expressed himself very
13April, 1876. glad to have the opportunity of pointing out to us the necessity of a system of sewerage for Newtown, and
a more plentiful water supply. The direction we took instead, however, of bringing us out on the Newtown
Road, brought us to Pleasant-street, where we had to walk between two rows of as unpleasant looking
structures,
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structures, in the shape of closets as could well be imagined. They are of all shapes and sizes, built of B. Palmer,
Esq.
varied materials, though principally of Hobart Town paliugs, some of them lean to, some, but very few of
them, perpendicular, and most of them in a tottering and insecure state; the smell from these places was
very offensive. The drainage from the neighbouring housesgoes into unformed gutters, which have very l3ApriJ, 1876.
little fall, and there it lies and stagnates, polluting the atmosphere. A quantity of sand blown into these
gutters during the late high winds had absorbed a quantity of this foul matter, and formed a standing
nuisance at one point.
Retracing our steps we readied the Newtown Road by a somewhat circuitous route, and shortly after
arrived at the Town Hall, where we found the Mayor, and Mr. Banks, the Council Clerk of Newtown,
waiting to receive us.
We commenced our inspection by visiting O'Connell Ward, which we were told is the most crowded
locality in that part of the municipality. We found the houses, twenty or thirty of which we examined,
to be in fair condition as to cleanliness and ventilation, but the drainage is all on the surface, and the wells
are in dangerous proximity to the closets, frequently within a very few feet. We saw nothing in the shape
of overcrowding, the houses in this quarter being mostly occupied by the owners—one family to each house.
They are of all sizes and styles of architecture, but as a rule, small and of recent construction, being
built of wood, brick, or stone, according to the fancy or the means of their owners.
We next vent to Charles-street, in Kingston Ward, where the drainage is also in open gutters. At
one time these gutters received the drainage from the cemetery, which created a great offence, but since
the cemetery has been closed it has not been so offensive.
Prom this street we proceeded to Brick.street. Here there are very few houses, and the drains
which are still on the surface are particularly well formed and lined with stone.
Then to Hordern.street, where the same remarks will apply to the drainage. In this street we
noticed that the closets were unusually close to the wells, and there can be little doubt that from the percolation of liquid closet matter the water in the latter is more or less contaminated.
We noticed in every back lane between two rows of allotments—these lanes in many eases not being
more than 6 ft. or S ft. wide—a stone gully running down the centre the full length of the lane, and we
must certainly give the Council of Newtown great credit for the very clean condition of these lanes which
are looked after and swept down when necessary by their men.
In Prospect-street we found the same conditions existing in regard to houses, drainage, &c.
Thence we proceeded to Egan.strcet. The drainage from this street goes into Brown-street through
Mr. Croekford's property, which we were told isa source of great annoyance to that gentleman. Mr.
Bailey observed that in consequence of the fall of the land the drainage of this part of Newtown will
have to be taken through Camperdown and be conveyed ultimately into Johnson's Bay. In conversation
with this gentleman, who was anxious to give us all the information and assistance in his power, we learned
that in his opinion the excessive death rate which has existed in Newtown is mainly to be attributed to the
foul surface drainage and the limited supply of water. lie expressed himself highly gratified at the action of
the City Council in supplying water to Newtown, but he said that a great number of persons did not avail
themselves of it. A piece of ground has now been promised by the Government as a site for a reservoir
at the south-cast corner of the Deaf and Dumb Institution, and the City Engineer is preparing plans
for it.
Nearly every house in Newtown has a well belonging to it; few of these are lined; in fact nine out
of ten are mere holes in the ground.
We made an appointment with Mr. Bailey to meet hirn again on Wednesday next, when he will
show us such other portions of his municipal district as may prescnt features deserving of especial notice.
We returned to town at about 7 o'clock.

Personal Inspection
By No. 2 Sub-Committee.
Eonrt-rnnin BAr, WEDNEsDAY, 5 APRIL, 1876.
Hewtown.
290. Mr. Palmer gave evidence on behalf of Dr. Dansey and himself, as follows
Left the Town Hall with Dr. Dtuisey at half-past :3 o'clock on Wednesday, 5th instant, and proceeded to the Town Hall, Newtown, where we met Mr. Bailey, the Mayor of that Mnnicipality, who told
us that in conseqnenee of the late dry weather we should find the streets in much better condition than
they had been, the surface drainage from the yards and back premises after rain being very offensive.
We visited Denison-street, Regent-street, Albemarle-street, \ellington.street, Oxford-street,
Australia-street, and Baltic-street in succession, and in none of these streets did we find any special conditions existing injurious to the health of the residents, except that the water is scarce and of indifferent
quality, and that the drainage is all on the surface.
The Municipal district of Newtown is divided into three Wards—O'Connell, Kingston, and Enmore
Wards, the latter being much the largest, and comprising a considerable area as yet unoccupied. The
number of houses in the Municipality is 1,600, and the population in round numbers may be set down at
10,000.
Having pointed out to Mr. Bailey that we wished more particularly to inspect such localities as in
his opinion were overcrowded, he took us to two or three places, rather thickly populated, but not shewing
symptoms of overcrowding such as we have had occasion to notice in various parts of the city. The chief
cause of ill-health - in this suburb appears to be in the quality of the water, of which we made careful
examination. We inspected a number of wells and had water drawn from them. Dr. Dansey tasted most
of them, and I was quite willing to trust to his judgment and to the appearance of the samples, some of which
were tolerably clear; some resembled milk and water, and others might have been taken for thin pea-soup.
There can be no doubt of the contamination of the wells in many cases, especially in the poorer neighbourhoods, where the Jand is cut up into small allotments. Even where the owner of a cottage has placed his
closet at the extreme corner of one of these small pieces of ground, and sunk his 'well close to the house at
the other end of the allotment, he has no security against the pollution of his well from the closet on his
neighbour's ground, where probably there is exactly the opposite disposition of closet and well—a fcwfeet
in
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B. Palmer, in very many instances separates the two. In reply to our qustions on the subject of water supply,
Fsq.
several of the residents said that they never used the water from their wells for drinking purposes, only for
cooking and washing; others however did not aopear to be so particular.
13April 13,6.
Kingston Ward is bounded on the west by Camperdown, where the drainage of 0 CouncIl Ward
and part of Kingston Ward would naturally go easterly through Leichhardt Creek. The drainage of Enmore
Ward Would have to be conveyed through Marriekville towards Cooks River.
To sum up our inspection of the Nowtown Municipality, which has been necessarily of a cursory
nature, as the Committee were restricted to a couple of visits, j: may state that we found no overcrowding
in either of the three Wards. All that is required is a sewerage system to carry off the closet matter, and
a plentiful supply of water to make Newtown one of the healthiest suburbs of Sydney. The ground is high
and the natural drainage good. When some general sewerage plan is adopted, and certain trunk sewers
are laid down by the Government, if the Council are empowered to levy a sewage rate, which at present
they are not, the great source of ill health may very soon be removed. With regard to the water the
result of our conversation with the Mayor of Newtown will probably be the erection of standpipes by
the City Council for the supply of water to different portions of the district.
Meantime it appeais to us that the Council of Newtown are doing everything in their power, with
the means at their command, to preserve health and cleanliness among the inhabitants.
We returned at 6 o'clock.

Personal Inspection
By No. 1 Sub-Committee.
Ponry-rouxin DAY, WEDNESDAY, 5 Ama, 1876.
bYtzroy Ward,
300. J&. Grundy gave evidence, on behalf of Mr. Chapman and himself, as follows:—
Met at Mr. Chapman's office at 3-30 p.m. on Wednesday, 5th instant, and proceeded, accompanied
P.R. Grundy,
Esq.
by Sergeant Larkins, to the junction of the east side of Crown-street with the north side of
&
Woolloomooloo-street. Here commences the well-known Burdekin's paddock. Its fences bound
13ApriI,1576. Woolloomooloo-street to Palmer-street and Crown-street respectively, almost to the harbour, and must
comprise an area of fully 2 acres. This piece of ground is under the charge of a watchman who is,
however, said to be absent from it during the dayL The residence provided for him is a small wretched
hardwood and shingle cottage, containing two rooms, and considerably below the level of Woollooinooloostreet. The whole paddock lies very low, and receives a large porl.ion of the drainage'of the neighbourhood.
Its western side adjoins Crown-street on the course of the old Woolloothooloo stream, and is not now
drained, being, even after ten months of drought, an accumulation of filth. The south side of
Woollooinooloo-street is also very offensive to the sense of smell from the stagnhut water, which must
stagnate, being below the level; of all the adjoining streets. Although a main sewer passes down this
paddock, within easy access of the old Woolloomooloo Creek and also of an old tumble-down cesspit
closet, neither of ihein is connected with it. This paddock is further contaminated by rubbish
collected in quantities upon it, especially near its long frontage to Palmer-street, and also from the
rows of houses on the opposite side of that street. These nuisances are loudly complained of by the
residents in the neighbourhood. In the paddock is a large quantity of building lumber, old bricks, and
debris of all kinds—one old dilapidated shed alone is SO x 30 ft. Altogether the appearance of these 2 acres
is disorderly in the extreme; and, viewed from this paddock, it was no longer a matter of surprise to us
that two old melancholy looking houses,lcnown as "AlexandriaHouses," built here, andfronting Woolloomooloo-street, should be notorious as being almost always unoccupied. The only other buildings in the
paddock are a grocer's shop, and the " St. Kilda Hotel," at the corner of Woolloomooloo and Palmer streets.
Turning into Palmer-street we continued northwards. There are, as I have previously stated, no
buildings on the west side of this street, which is bounded by the Burdekin paddock. On the east side
we passed Junction-lane, ,Tunction-street, and on to Harmer-street, where the houses are mostly two-storied
buildings containing from four to sir rooms each, and presenting a sufficiently fair appearance in front.
The back yards are confined as to space, and the closets are mostly common cesspits, but as the water is
laid on the great evil of water pollution to wells is avoided.
From Harmer-street to Griffiths-street the character of the buildings is not so good they consist
of a row of ten two-storied two-roomed houses, built of brick and slate, each having a frontage of 10 ft. and
a depth of 13 ft., with a skillion kitchen 10 ft. wide at the back ; they are owned by Miss Brown. The
ventilation is imperfect, the windows being of the old-flishioned style, opening only at the bottom; the
back yards are small, having a most offensive open gutter common to them all running through the centre; the
closets are not connected with a sewer and smell very badly, and the whole place is crowded with old metal
or wooden sheds, stables, and out-buildings ; nevertheless there are formed drains close by leading to a
main sewer, and it is surely extraordinary that the closets are not connected with it, some of them being
only a few yards from it.
Again, following Palmer-street to Plunkett-street we found a row of houses at the corner. The
closets and out-buildings belonging to these houses are some 2 ft. below the level of the street, and there
seems to be no escape for the drainage, which goes into an open drain similar to the one just described,
and there stagnates. There is a back passage to these houses about 8 ft. wide, which appears to be the
general receptacle for filth ofeverykind. However, it is useless to complain of this—the filth collected in
an S ft. passage being an insignificant nuisance in comparison with that of the large areas of ground openly
receiving—as "rubbish may be shot here"—every description of offensive refpse in the shape of yard scrapings, stable sw.eopings, o5rster.shells, decayed fish and vegetables, bones, bottles, &c., &c., by scores of loads
daily. One of these areas we have already described; another is a large well-placed piece of vacant land
opposite, on the north side of Plunkett-street, which is in full and constant receipt of the deposits above
mentioned. As it is now admitted that to raise the level of the ground with this kind of refuse is not
only immediately offensive, but that houses built on such foundations are always thereafter inferior in a
sanitary point of view, it is, we think, desirable that something should be done to restrict this indiscriminate
shooting of rubbish to inoffensive substances.
Arriving
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Arriving at l3ourke-street we went southwards along the west side of that street to Harmer-street P.11. Gnindy,
Esq.
and then along the north side of Hariner-street. The second house in this street is an old dilapidated
hovel, built partly of brick and partly of patched weatherboards, roofed with old iron and having only one
story ; it lifts one low close sitting-room entered from the street and 18 inches at least below ts level, as
is the whole cottage this room is 12 x 9 ft. and V- ft. high. Behind it is a bed-room 11 x 8 ft., open to
the roof; another bed-room at the side is 8 x 8 ft. The rooms are very close, having the old-fashioned
sash windows. The cottage is also very damp in wet weather and apparently inhabited by a class of
persons who pay very little regard to sanitary tonditions.
Returned to Palmer-street and proceeded along the noith side of that street, where we found
nothing calling for notice, except that the yards are small and untidy, the fences for the most part broken,
and the general appearance of the places close and muggy. These yards seemed to be in a state of
transition ; the water has been cut off from some of the closets ; others are still over common cesspits,
some are fitted with patent cisterns, and some are having cisterns fitted to them.
We were here accosted by a Mr. Murray, who resides at No. 66, Palmer-street, who mfonncd
us be was an artist in wood. He inveighed bitterly against the Burdekin Paddock nuisance, which is
immediately opposite to his house.
Returned to Bourke-street, and again proceeded southwards to Junction-lane ; along the north side
of Junction-lane past a few cottages of the ordinary kind to a blind passage 10 ft. wide and about 80 ft.
long, known as Kidman's Terrace, but now owned by a Mr. Mathews. On the west side of this passage
is a row of seven two-storied houses, containing four rooms each, and renting at lOs. Gd. a week. They
seem kept in fair order, but are so entirely shut in that scarcely any fresh air can get to them. In front
of them is a blank wall and behind it the closets of the l3ourke-street houses ; on their north side is
another blank wall, and behind it the closets of the houses in Harmer-street ; on the south a row of
cottages in Junction-]ane, and on the west the yards (just 12 x 12 ft.) of the houses fronting Palmer-8treet1
with their usual complement of closets and sheds. We noticed an excess of overciowding in this portion
of Fitzroy Ward. The channel which should carry the rain-water into the lane from these houses was
choked up, and in wet weather the residents state that the water backs up to the houses and renders them
damp.
On the south side of Junction-lane is a back entrance to the Woolloomooloo-street yards. The
general appearance of these yards is extremely bad, and they are overcrowded with buildings. One of the
worst is the yard of the "Shamrock i-Iotel," which is almost entirely taken up with out-buildings; these
include a skittle alley, 35 x 12 ft., built of Hobart Town palings. and a long low building opposite to it,
apparently used for a dining or drinking room, which was very dirty; here we noticed six or seven men
loafing about, young men from 22 to 26 years of age, evidently following no certain avocation, whom I
may perhaps not inaptly describe as grown-up larrikius, belonging to the dangerous classes of siociety.
In the next yard but one we noticed some abominable heaps of filth. The house is occupied by a
fish and oyster vendor. On one side of the yard was a large collection of oyster-shells; on the other a
quautity of house and yard refuse and a lot of dead and stinking fish. In the centre is a drain running to
an open and very filthy entrance to a sewer having no stench-trap, and very offensive from the stagnant
sewage. We entered the house of the fish vendor, and passingthrough a, sort of shanty, which appeared
to be the kitchen, came to a small room about 10 x 12 1%., the doors and windows of which were both
closed, so that it was nearly dark. On a sofa lay a woman thoroughly drunk, so drunk that it was
impossible to arouse her, and seated in a chair beside her was a man, of doubtful appearance, equally
drunk, and fkst asleep ; two women who were in the room when we entered were sufficiently sober to make
their escape upstairs ; there were also two young men loafing about the place of the same stamp as the
frequenters of the hotel close by just described. The whole atmosphere of this den was so sickening that
we could only remain long enough in it to observe the general arrangement of the interior. There were
two or three ragged and dirty curtains representing stalls or compartments for oyster eaters, and a small
heap of oysters was to be seen in one of the windows, but there was no shop front, a card in the window
setting forth that fresh oysters were to be had every day, being the only indication of the business carried
on. This place disgnsted us very much, as it seemed to be a haunt of vice. Even the Sergeant vho!
accompanied us could not avoid remarking that it was a house which should be specially looked after by
the police. The number of this house is 148, Woolloomooloo-street.
We returned at 6 o'clock.

FRIDAY, 21 APRIL, 1876.

:—
Al. CJTAPMAN, E5Q.,
F. II. GRUNDY, E5Q.,

G. F. DANSEY, ESQ.,
B. PALMER, ESQ.

lox. JOHN SMITH, MW., M.L.O.,
Personal Inspection

IN TUE

OnAnt.

By No. 1 Sub-Committee.
FORTY-PiFni DAY, Srunni-v, 8 APRIL, 1876.
Fitzroy Ward.
301, Mr. Grundy gave the following evidence on behalf of Mr. Chapman and himself:—
Met at Mr. Chapman's office at half-past 10 o'clock on Saturday, 8th instant, and accompanied by P. ThGrundy,
Sergeant Larkius proceeded to the jut iction of Crown and William streets, and made a cursory examinaEsq.
tion of that part of Fitzroy Ward, which is bounded by William, Crown, Bonrke, Palmer, and Woolloomooloo streets. The allotments respectively fronting Palmer and Bourke streets are divided by Spencer- 2141.3 ,18,6.
lane, which forms a back entrance to them: Those fronting William-street by Oatley-lane, and the allotnients which front Woolloomooloo-street, are backed in a similar way by St. Kilda-lane. Throughout this
part of Fitzroy Ward the general appearance of the yards and back premises is fairly good; the yards, as
a rule, are tolerably clean; the closets have the water laid on to them, and there exists none of the overcrowding which is to be found in other parts of the ward, none of the allotments being subdivided.
Crossing
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Crossing Woolloomooioo.stre-et, we continued clown Bourke.street on its east side, the character of the
F. if. Grundy,
Esq.
houses becoming rapidly inferior. It is noticeable that a marked change in the general appearance of the
ward takes place from its division by Woolloomoolco-street, the size, character, and class of premises
pri ,1S 6. between \Villiam and Woolloocnooloo streets being very superior to the average of those north of
Woolloomooloo.street, between it and the harbour.
We paid a visit to No. 76,Bourko.street,a house which is still receiving the special attention of the
police. This was the place from which two starving children were taken by them the clay before our visit.
These children were found in such a state of filth, destitution, and exhaustion that it was feared they
would not survive. The house had been hurriedly cleaned and whitewashed, but sufficient evidence
remained of the state of things which must have previously existed. The furniture consisted of two or
three boxes and some old blanketing, positively reeking with filth and vermin. These remains of wretchedness were hanging over the fence and could not, it seemed, be destroyed, as they belonged forsooth to the
late occupant. We were told that the practice of this individual was to lock his helpless children in at
some early hour, and then take himself off for the day, and often for the night, leaving them to starve.
The swarms of fleas were not to be denied, except by leaving them in undisputed occupation of the
premises. We found, however, before we left that the inhuman father of these helpless girls had not
altogether neglected them, for in the back room or skillion the floor has at some remote date been laid
down with cement, and here he had dug for them a round hole about a foot decp, and this was their
The house itself is a small brick and slate tenement, one of many of similar class, and capable
closet
of being made moderately comfortable. But there is a closet in the yard over a common ccsspit, which
serves this and the adjoining house, very foul and offensive, and also tumbling to pieces. The landlady,
we learned, had been unable to obtain any rent since the year began, and it was in serving some ejectineut
process that the children were discovered.
The adjoining hovel on the north side belonging to the same owner (Mrs. Vernon) is an old
weatlierboard structure 15 ft. x lift., containing two rooms ; it is filthily dirty. On the floor of the front
room lay a pair of old blankets, brown with dirt, which comprised all the bedding, and about all the
furniture of the place; the nastiness and destitution which it presented are not easy to describe. A. woman
suffering a severe recovery from the previous night's debauch accompanied us over her premises; she
complained loudly as she went of the indignity she suffered from having the filthy blankets before mentioned thrown over her fence. Her occupation, we were told, is the too well known one of a nightwalker her wretchedness moral and physical seemed to be complete.
We then followed i3ourlce.strect to Harmner.strcet, then to Bay-street, and back to .Tunction-lane.
Here we were met by the police, and specially asked to go with them to examine a- house in Charles-street,
the property of a man who is known by the name of Cock Robin, once a well known boatman, a man of
property, and respectable in his station, now apparently a hopeless drunkard. He too was suffering a
recovery, and nothing was to be got out of him beyond a bevaiitnent of his woes and a repetition of "He
knew he had done wrong, and what were we going to do with him." This place, the last we have inspected
in our visitations, was also about the worst; the tenement had an indescribably wretched appearance.
Viewed from the outside it showed a one-storied rubble and shingle cottage almost in ruins; the yard at
the rear dirty and disreputable looking; the fencing gone and the whole place open to Ohai')es.lane; the closet
fast disappearing, and in full view of the lane. Upon entering the house a pitiable state of neglect presented
itself. The eye was first caught by quite a startling anomaly hanging at all angles froin the sodden
plaster of the walls were the remains of several oil paintings, the subjects not recognizable from dirt and
decay, but the stained and broken frames still retaining traces of elaborate carving and gilding. For the
rest the floor, if there ever were one, was gone; the ceiling consisted of sheets of brown paper, black with
dirt, hanging in strips from the rafters. Under the one window stood the commonest of wooden sofaframes; on it was a mattress wet, sodden, and filthy, and upon the mattress Cock Robin sleeping off the
-effects of his last debauch. There was literally nothing else in the place but filth and vermin, with the
exception of the back of an old side-board, about 4 ft. long and 3 ft. wide ; but such as it was, the
sergeant who accompanied us said lie had seen it occupied by a voInan and a girl, lying doubled up on it,
using it as it substitute for a bed. Altogether the place fitted the man, and the man the place, and worse
could not be said of either.
We passed through the yard into Charles-lane. This lane is 10 ft. wide, and has an open stone
gutter in its centre, which extends from Junction-lane to Bay.stm'eet, a distance of (say) 200 yards; the
contents throuhout are stagnating, and giving out a strong offensive smell. This gutter receives the
drainage of pertaps twenty or thirty houses, and the drainage from the yards in Charles-street, crowded
as they are with cow-sheds, stables, fowl-houses, &c,, &c. ; we were told by some of the residents that they
could not sleep with their doors or windows open, because of the stench.
We continued from Charles-lane to Charles.street, and back through the length of that street,
where having pursued our investigations until the afternoon we ceased our inspection. We cannot,
however, avoid expressing our regret that our examination of Fitzroy Ward should have been brought thus abruptly to a close by the decision of the Board, as there are some very bad places left unvisited
in the lower portions of the ward, which we should have been glad to include in our report.
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Personal Inspection
By No. 1 Sub-Committee.
Fo1TyspcTu DAY, Monur, 1 MAY, 1870.
.302. Members of the Sub-Committees having been requested by the Chairman to obtain measurements
of certain crowded areas not stated in their previous evidence, Mr. Grundy, on behalf of himself and
Mr. Chapman, gave the following additional particulars:—
Met at my office at 10 o'clock on Monday, 1st May, and proceeded to,—
Brisbane-place, p. 29: This place is entered from the cast side of Kent-street, through tin arched F. H.Grundy,
way, 7 ft. wide and 41 ft. in length, passing wider the 'tipper story of it house facing Kent-street.
Esq.
Brisbane-place is 12 feet in width, and the houses fronting it are 12 ft. deep, having a blank wall at the
rear; they were originally four in number, but are now occupied as three houses, occupying a length of 2lApril,1875.
65 ft. From the position of these dwellingr there can be no ventilation from the back, and in front
within 12 ft. of them are the back walls of the houses in Kent-street.
Art lair-place, p. 29, is approached from the west side of Kent-street. This courtis 19 ft. wide, and the
nine houses in it, which are 15 ft. wide, occupy it
length of 12.0 ft. ; they aro two-storied buildings with
metal roof. There is no ventilation at the back or on the west side, where the court is closed in by it
blank wall; oi.i the south is the Ragged School and grounds, and there is it blank wall on the front or
north side.
Miller's Buildinqs, p. 14; This place is reached from the east side of Kent-street by a flight of
stone steps, the street at this locality having been lowered several feet by the Corporation. The width of
the court is 22 ft. and its length 84 ft., terminating in it blank wall.- There are seven old two-storied brick
and shingle houses on either side, which have a depth of 12 ft. Blank walls on the north, south, and east
Bides, the only opening being into Kent-street on the west side, and the ventilation from that quarter is
obstructed by the houses fronting the street, which project in front of those in the court on account of
the difference in height.
.211'Urory'e aurt, p. 21 : This court is approached from the east side of Clarence-street
; it is 72 ft.
in length and 18- ft. in width, it opens upon Market-row, a place little better than itself; and contains
two houses on either side, with it privy in the centre of th0 block, the width of the court between the
houses being 5- ft.; it has a blank wall at the end of it.
Gaddis' or Ga,-aty's Buildings, p. 20, contains five houses on each side, the whole length of the
place being 52 ft.; it is shut in by blank walls north and south, and is without ventilation. The yards in
front of the houses are 4, ft. 6 in. wide, and the passage in the centre
5 ft. In this passage
a is gutter
which receives the drainage from either side. Upon making inquiries this time as to the health of the
residents in this locality we were told that it good deal of sickness prevails.
We are unable to define with any accuracy the number of persons living in the above mentioned
localities. We find on enquiry that the day population, which is very large, is greatly exceeded at night,
and that it great deal of overcrowding then takes place.
Returned at 1 o'c!ock.

Personal Inspection
By No. 2 Sub-Committee.
Fonxy-rouitrij DAY, MocnAy, 1 1%] AT. 1876.
303, Dr. Dazscy gave evidence on behalf of Mr. Palmer and himself as follows
Met the Mayor at the Town ilall at 11 o'clock on Moaday, 1st May, and proceeded to the
a F. Dansey,
following places :—
Esq.
Gipps Ward, Canary-row, p. 8, consists of two blocks containing six houses each. It.is 71 ft. in
length and .1.3 ft. 4 in. to the outer wall. The rooms on the ground-floor arc Oft. 10
it). high and those on 21 April,1876.
the first-floor are 6 ft. high in the centre and 4 ft. 0 in. on either side. They have no back yard, and the
court in front is 12* ft. in width.
.Den.ison Ward, Slnittlewort/,'s Buildinqs, corner of Dickson and Goulburn streets, p. 67 : The
frontage of this place is 41 ft. 9 in. in length with a depth of 14 ft. 0 in. It contains nine houses. The
rooms on the ground-floor are 7 ft. 2 in. high, and those on the first-floor 6 ft. 10 in. in the centre and
5 ft. 6 in, at the sides. These houses have no yard, and all the refuse is emptied into the street.
Same ward, .11ancoelc'e Square, p. 75, has a frontage of 57
ft. 9in. and contains eight houses. The
rooms on the ground-floor are 7 ft. 10 in. high and those on the first-floor 7 fl. 3 in. There is no yard to
these houses except the square in front.
Same ward, Cst bill's .ThsiMinge, p. 75, contains six houses on the east side, eomnpi-isin a length of
73 ft. with a width of 13 ft. The ground-floor is 8 ft. high and the first-floor 7 ft. On te west side
there are three houses, extending to a length of 63 ft. and it width of 12*
, ft. and having only one story
6 ft. high.
Same ward, .&L'eitlandplacc, p. 71, has six houses on the west side, which have a frontage of 72 ft.
to the court with a depth of 15 ft. The ground-floor is 7 ft. 5 in. high and the first-floor 7 ft. On the
east side there are three houses, extending to a length of 43 ft. 6 in. and a width of tO ft. 0 in.
Returned at 115,

Personal Inspection
By No. 1 Sub-Committee,
Foarv-sEvmftll DAY, Tsunsnsv, 4 MAY, 1876.
Bowe-street, We Bronglranz-place.
304. Mr., 01-undq gave the following evidence on behalf of Mr. Chapman and himself:—
Met at my office at 1030 a.m. on Thursday, 4th May, 1876, and proceeded to make a further inspec- F. H. Grundy,
tion of Rowe-street, late Broughani-place. This street consists of twenty-sii houses in two rows, thirteen on
Esq.
either side, divided bya court 14 feet wide at the west end rear Pitt-street, and 1.9 feet at the east cud near
Castlereagh. street, with yard s at the rear containing twenty-six closets. Upon making a more minute inspec- 21 April,1876.
lion
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F. JT.Grundy, tion we found that this place or street really extends to a distance of 78 feet on the Pitt-street side, and 84
21A ru

is-c

feet on the Castlereagh-strect side, beyond the space actually occupied by these twenty-six houses, that is to
say, the court continues the same width for that distance further, the extensions on either side being blocked
in by the high blank side walls of shops and stores, so that the want of- ventilation is not confined to the
area occupied by the divellings above-mentioned. Rowe-street is built upon an irregular piece of ground,
the total width of yards, houses, and street at the west end being 81 feet, whilst at the east end it
is 100 feet, therefore the houses being all of the same size the diminished width on the east side is provided
against by the diminished size of the yards, the yard of the last house westward, north side of Rowe-street,
being only 7 feet wide; the yard of the similar house on the south side of the street 1.2 feet. The 7 feet
wide yards on the north side of the street continue for seven of the houses, when they suddenly widen
to 12 feet, continuing of that width to the end. The yards on the south side increase regularly from
12 feet to 21 feet. The yards on the north side are backed by a high wall, forming a portion of sta.bling
and out-buildings of other properties. The yards on the south side are backed by the walls of the Prince
of Wales Theatre, and to some extent by the yards of buildings facing Pitt-street, a 5-foot paling fence
intervening. It may be well to mention that the first examination of Rowe-street was made six mouths
ago. Since that time the period prescribed by the Water Pollution Prevention Act has expired, and
direct connection with the mains has been in all cases cut off. Patent cisterns have been provided to all
but four or five of the twenty-six closets ; from the rest the water has been cut off and they are at
present very offensive; however they will no doubt be fitted up as the others before long. The
buildings are of brick, shingled roof, and two stories high, each containing four small rooms. Each of
these rooms contains frequently an entire family, with all their effects which sometimes so lumber up the
available space with beds, boxes, &c., as to ]eave barely room for moving about. The rooms are some
11 ft. square by 10 feet high to the ceiling. This would give an air space of 1,210 feet, which would be
diminished by (say) one-third by the impediment, making 800 cubic feet of air space. Many of the
rooms have three to five occupants, one at least had nine, so that in addition to the whole place being
walled and crowded in almost to the exclusion of ventilation, the cubic quantih of air, vitiated as it mnst
be, is lamentably below the minimum fixed by this Committee in their Second Progress Report, at 300
cubic feet per head. (Tide Plan.)

Personal Inspection
By No. 1 Sub-Committee.
F0RTY.JtronT11 Dir, TUEsDAY, 9 MAY, 1870.

Durand's Alley.
gave
evidence
on
behalf
of
Mr.
Chapman and himself, as follows
30, Jib-. Grundy
Met
at
my
office
in
Pitt-street
at
11
o'clock
on Tuesday, 9th instant, and proceeded by way of
1.11. Gruudy,
Goulburn-street to Durand's Alley; proceeding half-way down the alley and noticing the wretched state
of things described in our former report of this localii (p. 50) we came to a portion of it only 12 ft. wide,
21A ru 1576 on the cast side of which is the entrance to a court. This we propose to describe in detail. Here to the
cast branches off an allotment which is 3 ft. wide for a distance of 12 ft., and afterwards widening out to
24 ft. 6 in. On this allotment are seven hovels, including one facing Durand's Alley, which is three times
as large as any of the others, being 21 ft. x 12 ft. 3 in. and 7 ft. high, and in a very dilapidated state.
The cast side of this court is bounded its entire length by a wall partly of wood and partly of iron, enclosing Robertson's coach factory, and having an average height of 20 ft.; against this wall five of the remainipg
six tenements are built, and as they have no openings except the doors and are of the smallest dimensions
it may be imagined that being thus shut in no ventilation is possible; the rooms are so stifling that it is
difficult for any person accustomed to breathe fresh air to remain more than a few minutes at a time in
them. The occupants appear to have got used to this state of partial suffocation. Each of these hovels is
occupied by one or more Chinamen. in one of them we saw two young women (European), the younger
of whom could not have been more than 17 years old—the other about 21. It being day-time when we
were there the man or men were absent, and the girls were seated and engaged in some kind of worstedwork-, as if they were quite at home. The younger of the two girls admitted that she had been in the
habit of taking opium for two or three years, and that she could not live without it. The sketch appended
F;
will show, more clearly than I can describe the character of these tenements ; they are marked A to
they are wretched hovels, patched up with wood and iron, and present it fearful state of dirt and discomfort.
(Vide Plan.) The cottage in which we fouiidthe girls is the one marked B. The dimensions of the six dwellings are as follows:A is 10x0ft. addS ft. high; B, 10x0*x6.ft.; C,17j x6kx6 ft. ,- B, 14x7x
court; it is about
6 ft; E, 13 x 5% x 6!, ft.; P. 8k vOL Oft. Between B and F is the only closet init the
equidistant from these two cottages-7 ft. each. The last cottage F is scarcely in better condition than
the others, although considerably larger, nor has it much better chance of ventilation, being backed on the
cast side by the high wall of Robertson's coach factory, although it has the advantage of being detached a
few feet from the others.
We returned at 1 p.m.

Personal Inspection
By No. 2 Sub-Committee.
Fowry-rurii Buy, WEDNESDAY, 10 MAY, 1876.
306. AIr. Falinei' gave evidence on behalf of Dr. Bansey and himself, as follows
Met at the Town Hall at 11 o'clock on Wednesday, 10th instant, and proceeded to obtain more
B. Palmer,
exact measurement of the undermentioued crowded localities—
EBq.
Caralter's builhinqè, off Cumberland.street—cxternal measurement 18 x 21* ft—contains one
21ApnI,186. house, with three rooms on one floor 7' ft. high, one of them only 6 ft. wide. Number of inhabitants, clevn.
&nidmo,-c's
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&nidmore's buildinqs, also oft' Cumberland-street, contains seven houses, having two rooms each, B. Palmer,
external measurement, 72 x 21 ft.; only one floor; rooms 8 ft. high; yards, 10 x lOft., from which the
}q.
space occupied by the elosot-3 x 3i ft—must be deducted. Number of iuhabitants, twenty-seven.
Bert e butldznqs, oft Gloucester-street, commonly called Frog s Hollow, contains
thirteen houses, 2lApriI,1876,
which are built in a hollow ii ft. below the level of Gloucester-street; area covered by houses and available for yards 85 x 70 ft. Number of inhabitants, fifty-three.
C~Y rshcr's buildings
(No. 2) consists of two two-roomed houses; external measurement of the first
261 x 15 ft. ; only one floor; room, 8 ft. high. Second house, external measurement, 20 x 24 ft. one floor;
rooms 8 ft. high. Number of inhabitants in both houses, eleven.
Returned at 1 p.m.
-

.

Personal Inspection
By No. 1 Sub-Committee.
Poun.xn,'rn DAY, THuRSDAY, 11 Mn, 1876.
Grundy gave the following evidence 011 behalf of himself and Mr. Chapman:—
Met Mr. Chapman at my office, 183, Pitt-street, at 11 o'clock on Thursday, 11th instant, and P.11. Grundy,
proceeded to .hbxlow-place, which has not been described in our previous reports. This place or lane
Lsij.
extends from Pitt to Castlercagh streets, .-md although its dwellings are on the north side of
the place
only they are peculiarly shut out from air freedom. The entrance from Pitt-street is 11 ft. in width and 21 Apri],1876.
continues at this width for a distance of 2711. 9 in. It is enclosed by the high wall of the City Bank on the
north side and by a close paling fence 10 ft. high on the south side, and leads to Foxiow-place proper.
'Tore it narrows to S ft., continuing at that width to Castlereagli-street. On the south of this l)assage, fir
it; is nothing more, is a lofty blank wall about 20 ft. in height, and cii the north arow of houses extend.
ing 138 It in all, giving a frontage of 16 ft. to each houso their depth is 26 ft. to the yards at the back,
each of which is 8ft. to a 10 ft. brick wall, and each yard in this place contains a closet. The houses are
three-storied, built of brick or stone, slated, and the rent varies from lOs. to 17s. Gd. a week, according, as
stated by one of the resi,lents, to the length of tenancy or the i.espectability of the occupant. The wile of,
the tenant of No. 1, in which are twelve persons, described the place as close and very unwholesome, and
what she called a very bad court," meaning, 1 suppose, as to the character of the inhabitant
place, 8 ft. wide, further extends 62 ft. to Castlereagh-street, blocked in on each side by the walls s.of'J'his
lofty
thircc-storied buildings, the entire distance from Castlereagh-streot to Pitt-street being 198 ft. 9 in. Presuming that the air space in these buildings is nominally sufficient for the minimum requirements laid
down by this Committee in their Second Progress Report, it is utterly impossible that there can be
sufficient ventilation for a climate like this, walled in on all sides as the place is. But the Iket is that the
inside measurement of each of these houses is 15 x 26 ft., cnclosing on each floor two rooms ; therefore
x 13 ft. is the square font space of one room ; this equals 195 square feet. Many of these rooms contain
tire entire property of the occupants, including perhaps a mangle, one or more beds, boxes, heaps of fire.
wood, kitchen utensils, &e. These will reduce the air space at least one-third; the height of the ceiling is
from 7 it. to 8 ft.; two-thirds of that, sayS ft., multiplied by the 195 square ft., equals 975 cubic ft.—the
minimum space for three occupants. But many of these rooms have five, six, seven, or even more
occupants.
We next proceeded to Blake's Buildings, opposite the Haymarket. Entering northward from
Campbell-street, from what appeared to be a vacant allotment some 20 It. wide, we arrived at a dirty
passage 4 ft. 3 in width and 84 ft. long. At the end of this passage Blake's Buildings commence. Here
the lane or passage widens to 14 ft. ; the length of this filthy court-way is 99 ft. when a brick wall
separates it from the back portion of Durand's Alley. The court-way on the east, i.e., the length of it, is
also shnt in by the paling fence of a dirty stable-yard ; and on the west are Blake's Buildings, a row of
seven houses, all of two stories, and all of two rooms only—stone built with iron roofs. There are no back
yards to these buildings and no windows or openings of any kind—the walls of adjoining stables abutting
against the rear of them ; there is consequently no ventilation. The rooms, inside measurement,
are
12 x 12 ft., and the eeilthg 7 ft. high, and calculating as for Foxlow-place, each room would afi'ord the
minimum air space for two people. How few of these rooms have only two occupants—how many have five
or six or more? We have computed the average in other places at five and none of them are worse in
their wretchedness than this. The place is filthy, and how such buildings can have been allowed to be put
up at a time when space was comparatively valueless is beyond our comprehension.
We have reason to believe that the crowding at night-time in this locality is much worse than we
have described it.
We returned at 1 o'clock.
$07.

Air.

"

Personal Inspection
By No, 2 Sub-Committee.
FoltTy-sTnir Ds.r, Fxinn, 12 MAY, 1876.

lilt. Palmer gave evidence, on behalf of Dr. Dansey and himself, as follows:—
Met Dr. Dansey at the Town Hall at 11 o'clock on Friday, 12th inst., and proceeded in the first B. Palmer,
place to Hanson's Buildinqe, qif Queen-st. (Qipp.c Ward),
page 16 This block of buildings, a sketch, of
E,q.
which is attached to this evidence (vide Plan), consists of fifteen
houses. The eastern block-, marked A, which
is 57* x 28 ft., consisis of four houses cont
three rooms each, without back yards. In these four 2IApril,1876,
houses nineteen persons reside. There is an open court in front, 10 ft. wide, half of which is available for the
occupants of the four houses immediately opposite (block B.) This court is approached by a passage only
8 ft. wide, which is the only approach to the three blocks, A, B, and C. Block B has a frontage of 57 ft.,
and consists of four two-roomed houses. The occupants of this block have the use of a portion of the
open $ourt at the rear of their houses, which is 78 x 4- ft., and this space is the only yaid accommodation
proviilcd
-
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B. Palmer, provided for the tenants of eighteen houses. In this block there are twenty-two persons living. Block C
sq.
consists of six two-roomed brick houses and two wooden buildin gs, having a frontage of 78 ft. There are
twenty-one persons living in this block. There are also two persons living in a wooden shanty at the
P t
southern end of the court, seven persons occupants of two Chinamen's residence at the north end, and
four living in a house without yard which has a back entrance to some other street, so that the total number of persons residing in this place and using the yard is seventy-five.
33, consist of eight houses without
Nor/It's Buildings, q/f' Gcxstlereaglt-et. (iUacqudrie Ward) p.
back yards, having an open court in front, which is the only availabib space for that purpose. The
sme of the place is as tbllows :—Outside measurement, 55 x 11k; size of buildings, 51 x 22-; number
of residents, 32.
33: This
St. Gewqo's Lane, alias &andinarian Alley, o/f Cas/iereaqli-sf. (ifacgrarie Ward) p.
place consists of nine houses having no back yards but an open court in front, which is 77-k x 23* ft. The
houses are in two blocks; the south block contains four houses 72 x 19 ft., each having two rooms 7? ft.
high, and a garret the north block has four houses also, with two rooms and a garret each, rooms Mt. high,
measuring in all 68 ft. $ in. x 161,ft. The number of persons residing in the nine houses is thirty.

Personal Inspection
By No. 1 Sub-Committee,
FJFTIETII DAY, SATURDAY, 13 MA-c, 1876.

&ean-s/feet, c/I Georqe.s(reef, lefl ('en Goulbunr 0?1(1 Lit'erjinol S/reels. (P/il/lip Ward.)

.21k. Grundy gave evidence on behalf of Mr. Chapman and hhnselt as follows:—
Met at 183 Pitt-street at half-past 10 o'clock onSaturlay 1.8th instant, and proceeded to Swan-street.
F. H. Grand ' This street trends eastward from the east side of George-street. south of Liverpool-street, and is 1.9 ft. in
Esq.
width, the roadway being 12 ft., with a footpath of 2 ft. 0 in. on either side ; its total length is 24l, and
it
2lApril,1876. terminates at a vacant pieee of ground dividing it from the back of houses in Pitt-street; it has no
sa
thoronghfhre to Pitt-street, being simply a cul-de-c.
On the south side of Mvan-street the first thirteen houses from George-street are faced by the side
walls of the oatbuildings of 670, George-street, occupied by Mr. Turner, bookseller they are chiefly high
blank walls, well calculated to impede ventilation, The nest five dwelling-houses, having each a frontage of
15 ft to Swan-street, are two stories high, l,uilt of brick, and shingled. Each house contains four rooms,
two of them being 12 x 9 ft, and two S x 8 ft. Next to these is a passage 4 ft. 4 in. wide, and beyond
that two brick and slate two-storied houses, having a frontage of 20 ft., and a similar depth to the others.
We shall presently return to describe the rear of these houses.
On the north side of Swan-street are eleven houses, in all respects similar to the five abovementioned, to which some of them are opposite, and the street ends with two brick and slated houses,
larger and of better appearance, as on the south side; these have flit rooms each. These four best houses
—as fhr at least as regards appearance—are opposite each other, and the last buildings in Swan-street eastward. The first 40 ft. from George-street, on the north side, is fronted by the side walls of the outbuildings of a public-house, known as the "Honest Lawyer." Then come eleven houses, similar in size
and condition to the five already described on the south side. The yards of the houses on the north side
are tolerably deep, being about 30 ft. in length, buthaving an outbuilding or kitchen of one story taking up
one-fourth of the space, and being almost entirely closed in at the back by a number of inferior buildings,
probably the back premises of houses in Liverpool-street. The overcrowding and accompanying evils in
Swan-street may be considered on a par with other places rocent;ly described. Children there are in
swarms, but they are small and sickly-looking, evidently preparing a generation sthnted in growth, morally
and physically.
Returned at 115 P.M.

Personal Inspection
By No. 1 Sub-Committee.
Pinr-rntsr Dir, Moimir, 15 MAY, 1876.
Swan-street---(Fhilhip Ward)—contiuzued.
Mr. Grundy gave the following evidence on behalf of Mr. Chapman and himself:—

Met at my office in Pitt-street at 10-15 on Monday, 15th instant, and paid a second visit to SwanP.R. Grundy,
'street.
Started with Mr. Chapman from my office in Pitt-street at 3 o'clock on Monday, 15th instant,
21Apri1,1876 and proceeded again to Swan-street and along Swan-street to the 4 ft. 4 in. passage mentioned in our last
report. This passage is just 200 ft. from George-street; it leads down through the houses on the south
side of Swan-street, which have to be strutted from wall to wall across this 4 ft. 4 in. space at the height
of about 12 ft. or so to keep the gables standing. The passage continues the length of the houses and
8 ft. beyond them, this 8 ft. representing the extent of the yards to the Swan-street cottages on this part
of the ground, and then it turns right and left, continuing the same width for 29 ft. westward to a 10 ft.
paling fence, and for 36 ft, eastward to a paling fence of the ordinary height—about 6 ft. The passage
is faced on its north side by the 8 ft. wido yards of the Swan-street buildings, and on the south side by a
row of four more buildings of brick, shingled, and two stories high, very much dilapidated and having an
extremely poverty-stricken appearance. These houses contain four rooms each; the yards at their rear
are 54 ft. deep only, each having a closet in it; all the closets are directly connected with the main.
Doubtless from their utterly shut in and most unexpected position they have been overlooked altogether
by the Municipal Inspector. The Swan-street houses are bad enough; their back yards are foul and dirty,
and it is quito reasonable that this passage should have been thought to lead to these yards only as a batk
entrance.
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entrance. Indeed a similar looking passage on the opposite side to Swan-street actually does so. It could F. H. Grundv,
not be expected that this passage should lead to a still lower depth of discomfort and impurity. These
Bsq.
back houses are necessarily very damp as their roofs are nearly rotten and the buildings generally in bad 21AH1i86
repair. The 4-ft. passage already described is so arranged that the water accumulating in it during wet
P'
weather must either go under or over the flooring boards of the houses to get away at all, and thus what
from above and what from below the four rooms all get their fair share of damp. The inhabitants seen to
be of the very poorest class—one woman unable to work, and in a room which appeared to be positively
without furniture of any kind ; another with nearly all her household goods sold by a drunken husband
as she said, and so on; nevertheless swarms of children greeted us everywhere. But the climax of misery
to the unhappy residents in these houses must be the arrangement of the closets. Those for the Swanstreet houses are built at the furthest extremity of the yards airoady described as 8 ft. wide. This brings
them to the point nearest to the 4 ft. passage, which alone separates them from the back houses—that is to
say, the closets for the front houses to Swan-street are distant from the bedroom windows of the back
houses 4 ft. 4, in. and are very considerably above the floors of those houses in level. Two of these closets
are fhhling to pieces and are propped up from the back houses themselves, otherwise they would long ago
have fallen either into or on to them. Then at the rear come the closets proper to these back houses.
These are—the furthest of them-34 ft. and the nearest U ft. distant from the back bedroom windows of
these unfortunate habitations, so that the occupants of the houses are favoured with a double row of
closets front and rear, at an average distance from their various sleeping apartments of 3 ft.
The residents complain greatly of the extreme damp, closeness, and unhealthiness, and no wonder.
So far as we could discover, throughout the whole of Swan-street and its adjoinments the average
number of inhabitants is from ten to twelve per house. It will be useless to enter into a detailed
calculation of the air space here, as the conditions closely resemble those in other places which have been
described several times. It may he clll'ious to state that since the removal along with certain old buildings
and rubbish of the 6 ft. ordinary paling fence which did until lately end Swan-street, and thus giving
access to a vacant allotment, the children in Swan-street—as we were told not by one woman only but by
several—have become quite unmanageable. The unaccustomed freedom which the vacant space affords
them has inspired them with a spirit of rebellion and resistance to maternal authority, and they, become
deaf to the summons to return to their closer unwholesome quarters in Swan-street.
We returned at 1 pm., having now brought our visits pf personal inspection to a close.
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APPENDIX.
OPIUM AND OPIUM SMOKING.
OrIuM is reduced from a solid to a liquid form by boiling it u-itli water before it is consumed by the Chinese. This process

for the retail market requires considerable skill and care. When prepared for smoking, it looks very much like thick, darkcoloured molasses. It is often sold in very small quantities—as small as ono-lrnndrodth of an 0101cc. An ounce of this
prepared opium is worth about eleven hundred cash. A hundredth part of an ounce is sufficient for a beginner, who can
smoke but a few whiffs. After being accustomed to it, the smoker can use from one-twentieth to one-third of an ounce daily.
The smoker of opium invariably lies down, and gives his who]c attention to the process while inhaling its fumes.
'theinveterate opium-smoker seldoni emits time smoke from his mouth—generally through his nostrils, after " swallowing" it, as the Chinese say —after inhaling it into his lungs. Beginners omit more or less of the fumes from the mouth. Some
inveterate smokers, it is affirmed, by practice acquire the power of retaining or absorbing In the system a considerable portion
of the fumes, emitting the rest through the nose.
Tobacco can be lighted by contact with a coal of fire, or with anything already ignited, but the opium-smoker always uses
the steady, constant flame of a small oil-lamp. The opium is introduced into the bowl of the pipe through a small orifice in
the projecting point of the bowl. He holds this point steadily in the flame of the lamp until the opium within is ignited and
partially volatilized. During this lighting process the smoker gently inhales the fumes which arise from the burning opium,
the suction of his mouth always causing some of the flame of the lamp to enter the orifice of the bowl.
If one smokes opium at stated intervals, as every morning or every evening, or, once regularly in two days, lie acquires
in a short time the habit, so that he must smoke it at just such a time, or suffer the disagreeable consequences of not smoking.
'l'his condition causes an incessant thinking about it, and a longing or hankering after it, which in a great degreo incapacitates
the victim for efl'ort, intellectual or physical, unless lie has recourse to the drug again. The habit becomes fixed in a period of
time varying from ten to fifteen days to one or two months, according to the constitution of the person and the circumstances
of the case, It is not determined so much by the quantity lie consumes as by the regularity of his resorts to the pipe. if lie
smokes at irregular periods, as once in a week, and then once in a day, and then goes for a longer or shorter period before he
smokes again, lie will not feel this ardent and intolerable longing. He does not become addicted to the vice he is still his
own master.
Some originally resort to the drug in order to cure the toothache, or headache, or dvspepsia, under the advice of friends.
The pain is usually relieved for the time being, but at the expense of acquiring the habit of smoking opium. 'When this habit
has fastened itself on the victim, the usual quantity will notlong assuage the pain as at the beginning, and, in order to relieve it,
larger and still larger quantities must be used from time to time.
Opium-shops are always provided with platforms, which the buyers of the prepared drug may occupy while consuming
the quantity purchased. Here two friends often meet, and, reclining on those platforms, facing each other, with the burning
lamp and apparatus between them, and their heads resting on pillows, treat each other, usually each preparing for the other to
smoke the pipe which is furnished for their common use. Most of the poorer and many of the middle classes prefer, for eouvenience sake, to consume the opium at the shop where it is purchased. In the ease of some of the middle class, and of most
of the wealthy and the lngher classes of Chinese, the opium is bought at the retail shops already prepared in a liquid form for
smoking, and taken home to be consumed. Sometimes, however, they procure the drug in the solid ibrm, and prepare it by
boiling in their own houses. Perha one-half or more of the quantity imported and used here is thins consumed at the homes
of its buyers. Many officers, merchants, literary men, the -wealthy, and generally nil those who have their time at their
leisurely disposal, buy the drug by time ball or in smaller quantity, and prepare it at their residences, where they smoke it
whenever they please.
Extensivenativemercantilefirmssometisnes keep it on hand for their lorge customers or their personal friends who may call.
The best Chinese physicians oftentimes depend upon being i,,vited to smoke at the houses of their patients, and tAke it unkindly
if not "treated." The official employds connected with mandarin establishments, such as policemen and constables, of wlsiels
class there is a large number, delay or decline to proceed to the transaction of their business unless first treated with opium
when called to one's house, even on the most urgent and important affairs. Many wealthy private families keep the opiumpipe and fixtures in readiness for the demands of fashion.
It is comparatively a very costly vice, the expense being graduated by the circumstances of each case, ranging from a
dollar or two to ten or fifteen dollars per month, even in rcprd to persons not of the highest and the most wealthy classes. The
lowest mentioned rate, taking into consideration the low price of labour among this people compared with the price of labour
in Westera countries, is relatively larger and burdensome. With all sniokers, however, the effect of this vice on their pecuniar
standing is by no means to be estimated by the actual outlay in money for the drug. Its seductive influence leads its victims
to neglect their business, and consequently, sooner or later, loss or ruin ensues. As the habit grows, so does inattentioa to
business increase. Instances are not rare where the rich have been reduced to poverty and beggary as one of the consequences
of their attachment to the opium-pipe. The poor addicted to this vice are oftentimes led to dispose of everything saleable in
the hovel where they live. Sometimes even men sell their own children and their wives in order to procure the drug, and
finally end their career by becoming beggars or thieves.
In the second place, the smoking of opium injures one's health and bodily constitution. Unless taken promptly at the
regular time and in the necessary quantity, the victim becomes unable to control himself and to attend to his business. He
sneezes. He gapes. Mucous runs from his nose and his eyes. Griping pains seize him in his bowels. His 'whole appearanon
indicates restlessness and misery. If not indulged in smoking and left undisturbed, he usually falls asleep, but ]its sleep does
not refresh and invigorate him. On being stroused, be is himself again, provided he can have his opium if not, his troubles
and pains multiply. He has no appetite for ordinary food; no strength or disposition to labour. Diarrlsoia sets in of a
dreadful and most painful description, peculiar to opium-smokers; and if still unable to procure opium, the unhappy victim
not unfrequently dies in most excruciating agonies. Few, oomparatively, recover after time diarrhosa has become virulent, unless
they have access to opium, said not always then.
The Chinese, in describing the cffect.s of opium-smoking on the individual, dwell with peculiar emphasis on the weakness
and indolence which it induces. The victim is described as unwilling, and usually physically unable, to perform anything
requiring muscular strength or mental application, except under the excitement of opium. His habits of sleep are changed, it
being impossible oftentimes, owing to the overwrought mental excitement induced by the drug, for him to falt asleep in the
early part of the night, as others do. Freqnently it is nearly or quite morning before he is able to compose himself to rest,
waking only late ia the forenoon or early in the afternoon. The Chinese have a common saying that the smoker of opium
opiumthe day night, and the night day," alluding to Ins unnatural hours of waking and of sleeping. His features almost always
"makes
become strikingly changed, being of an unhealthy, pallid, death-like cast. His shoulders not unfrequently become permanently
elevated above their
on the
natural level, much as when one shrugs them up, at the same time drawing down his head. Such an
opium-smoker is expressively described as "having three heads," from the high and unnatural appearance of his shoulders. His
eyes become glaring and without expression. Most inveterate smokers become spare and thin, owing in part to the direct
effects of opium
human system, and in part
the fact that nutritious food is taken in less quantities and at more
irregular intervals, through loss of appetite, than is usual in the ease of persons not addicted to this habit. They are styled
devils."
to
The vice of opium-smoking has long since become a gigantic obstacle to the welfare and the prosperity of this people.
The consumption of opium is rapidly on the increase in this city as in other parts of the empire, and its ravages are becoming
more and more common. Its unhappy victims are becoming more and more manifest and more awful. Shops where the drug
is offered for sale are becoming more and more numerous. The nation is becoming poorer and poorer.
One of the most common inquiries made by confirmed smokers, as well as by young beginners, of those foreigners who
express a hatred of the vice, and who urge them to break away from it, is, "Have you medicine which will cure it?" The
Chinese entertain the opinion that, since the drug comes from a foreign land, foreigners must know some infallible remedy which
will counteract its bad effects, or destroy an acquired taste for it. Accordingly the Chinese have opium medicines in abundance,
professedly of foreign origin.
There seems to be a bewitching influence connected with opium-smoking which renders it almost impracticable to break
away from the habit when once formed. The peculiar pains and sensations which accompany attempts to desist from smoking
it also have, doubtless, a great influence in discouraging such attempts.
A
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A strange infatuation in pels annually ninny of the Chinese who have never smoked this drug to begin its rise, end
after they have been bound fast in the fetters of the habit they have induced, they seemingly arouse themselves to the fact of
their tlrraldonr. ihey know perfectly well that if they smoke regularly the bewitching pipe they will certainly soon conic
within its power ; arid yet at yearly voluntarily become its fresh victims. With their eyes open to the inevitable eonsequenecs of indulgence, they blindly do what will enslave them for life.
how noble and well worthy being held in lasting remembrance arc the sentiments of the aged heathen Em peror Tau
Kiting, uttered in 1842, relating to the proposition to legalize the trade in opium, made by Sir Henry Pottinger, the minister
of her most gracious and religious mesty," Queen Victoria
It is true, I cannot prevent the introduction of the flowing
poison; gain-seeking and corrupt men will, for profit and sensuality, defeat my wishes; but nothing will induce me to derive
his revenue from tile vice and misery of my people." But his degenerate son, hlien Pang, who is said to have been himself a
smoker of opium before lie came to the throne in 1831, gave may in tire fall of 1858 to the overwhelming pressure from the
Ministers of England, France, and America, strongly seconded, doubtless, by the want of an adequate revenue for the support of
his tottering throne, He legalized, by his Commissioners, the nefarious traffic, fixing the import duty as thirty taels of silver perchest of opium. 1kw much credit and glory should be awarded to the representatives of those Christian and civilized governments for the influence they exerted, directly and indirectly, officially and unofficially, towards bringing about this result, is a
questio]i not clearly understood by those who are nninitiated in State secrets. In a moral, benevolent, and Christianpoint
of view, their sentiments and their actions certainly fall far below the views and the conduct of the heathen and the idolator,
Tu Kinang.
But in the expressive language of another—"Opium is as much legalized now as the Gospel." Those who import
opium are no longer to be included under the epithet smugglers, provided they pay the duty leviable according to the stipulations of the treaty. In the eye of the law they are engaged in as honourable and respectable a business as those who import
rice or cotton goods. The opium importer and the opium seller are now placed on the same legal platform as the Gospel
niessenrger and the Bible distributor. The receiving-ships for opium are often moored by the side of tea-ships. The tarcs
grow along with the wheat.
What will be the full practical effect of the legalization of opium on the Chinese is as yet, to a great extent, an unsolved
problem, involving most momentous interests. Will the Chinese engage in the cultivation of the poppy more extensively than
in previous years? Will they consume more opium than they would were it to continue prohibited? Will it be imported in
larger quantities, and will it become cheaper than bethre, thus coming within the means of more people? These, and other
questions relating to the ecdtivation, importation, and eonsninption of opium are often the subjects of reflection and discussion
on the part of foreign residents. Some discuss the probabilities in the case, so that they may, according to the maxims of
trade, iuvist, or refrain from investing their capital in the drug, in order to make the greatest possible percentage on their
money. Others discuss these questions hecause the religious interests and the social and the national welfare of the Chinese
people are most intimately concerned in the practical result.,, present and prospective, of the legalization of the opium trade.—
ISociat bc/c of the Chinese.
The Rev. George Smith, Church Missionary for many years in China, says "Facts of daily occurrence, brought to the
knowledge of the missionaries, and frequently gained through the medium of the missionary hospital, reveals the prevalence of
The most fearful immoralities amoeg the people, and fnrni,h a melancholy insight into the desolating horrors of Paganism.
Female infanticide, openly eoufessed, legalized by custom, and divested of disçraco by its frequency—the scarcity of females,
leading nsa consequence to a variety of crimes habitually staining the domestic hearth—the dreadful prevalence of all the vices
charged by the Apostle I'aul upon the ancient heathen world—the alarming extent of opium indulgence, destroying the productiveness and natural resources of the people—the universal practice of lying and suspicion of dishonesty between man and
man—the unblushing lewdness of old and young—the foil unchecked torrent of human depravity bore along in its tempestuous
channel, and in
mrdatieg the social system with the ocarfiowiag of ungodliness, prove the existence of a kind and degree of
moral degradation among a people, of which an excessive statement can scarcely be made, and of which an adequate conception
can rarely be formed."—Narratire of an Exploratory Visit to the Con,,ular Cities of China.

[Plans.]

t,3-rincy Thomas flielLards, Ooven,rncnt l'rintor..—iBZS.
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LEGISaTIVE ASSEMBLY.
NEW SOUTH WALES.

V

SYDNEY CITY AND SUBURBAN SEWAGE AND IIEALTII BOARD.
(STATEMENT.
OP EXPENDITURE, AND REPORT HESPECT1Na FURTHER
MONEY REQUflED BY.)

Ordered by the Legisirnive Assembly to be printed, 26

Ji4, 1876,

THE SECRETARY, SYDNEY SEWAGE AND HEALTH Bonn, to
THE PRINCIPAL UNDER SECRETARY.

Sydney City and Suburban Sewage and Health Board,
(Office, Colonial Secretary's Department),
Sydney, 21 July, 1876.

865/74.
SIR,

I have the honor to submit, for the information of the Honorable the Colonial Secretary, a
detailed statement of expenditure by the Sydney City and Suburban Sewage and Health Board, from the
12th May, 1876, to the BOth June, 1876.
With respect to the further sum of £1,500
asked for by the Board, Tam instructed by the Chairman
to inform you that it is required—
To replace the suof £331 7s. 2d. expended by the Board in excess of the money voted
by Parliament, as shown by the accompanying return.
To defray the expenses of the current mouth.
To enable the Board to complete plans, estimates, and specifications, and to report a general
system of sewerage for the City and Suburbs, the Board haviiig been specially appointed, on
the 12th April, 1875,
"to inquire into and report as to the best means of disposing of the
Sewage of the City of Sydney and its Suburbs, as well as of protecting the health of the
inhabitants thereof."
To enable them to bring up their final l%eport and Bvidence on the state of Crowded
Dwellings and Areas in the City and Suburbs,—an inquiry upon which they have been
engaged, with the sanction of the Government, since the 26th October last.
And lastly, to enable the Board to inquire into and report upon the following subsidiary
matters detailed in their Ninth Progress Report, clause 15, viz., (1) Offensive manufacturing establishments, (2) Slaughtering in the city, and (3) The adulteration of food
and drink,—which the Honorable the Colonial Secretary declined to authorize until the
necessary funds were voted by the Parliament.
Jam desired to add that very elaborate plans and surveys have been made, and long continued
'nquiries and discussions have been held, as to the best system of sewerage for this city and that it will
be a matter for regret if the labours and expenditure of the Board should lose a large part of their value
for want of final revision and report.
I have, &e.,
CHAS. H. BARLEE,
Secretary.
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SYDNEY SEWAGE AND EEALTII BOARD.
STATEMENT of Expenditure from 12 May, 1875, to 80 June, 1876.
£ s.d.
£s.d.
778 1 0
Members' Fees—Chairman .............................................................................264
E. 0. Moriarty .......................................................................258 00 00
W. C. Bennett .......................................................................
10 0
Dr. Alicyne .......................................................................
... 229
0 0
274
B.
Wilson
..........................................................................
J.
00
834,
...............................................................................
F.Bdll
0 0
Hon. J. Smith .......................................................................174
286 0 0
G.F.Daey
ns .......................................................................134
C. Watt .............................................................................. ..73100 00
P. F. Adams ..........................................................................258 0 0
P.H.Grundy .......................................................................
0 0
ltB.Read ..........................................................................204
B. Palmer .............................................................................280 0 0
0
M. Chapman .......................................... .............................. ..338 0
3,895 1 0
395 17 0
............
Secretary ................................................................ .................................. ..........
618 2 6
.....................................................................................................
Shorthandwriter
71 16 8
Messenger........................................................................................................519
Mapsand snrveya .................................................................................................219 125 39
Water analyses and inspection of waterebeds .......................................................................... 37 10 0
Inspection of cowers ..................................................................................
..
75 1 10
Patent streetventiIatom ..........................................................................................34
Gratuities to police ............................................................................................15 100 00
Photographs of dilapidated dwellings.....................................................................................41 9 11
Coachand cab hire .............................................................................................
660
Feesfor medical advice .... . ............ ...................... . ....................... .......................... ........ .......
71 3 5
Office expenses, including postage and telegrams .... . ....................... ............ ... ... .... . ....................
*300 0 0
Land at Botany purchased for the Government ............. . ................ .........................................
Balance of Treasury advance unexpended................................................................................30 10 10
£6,331 7 2

* This Item is not strictly chargeable to the expenses of the Board, the litle.deeds or the lana flaying oeeu flanhlcu
CHAS. U. BARLEE,
Secretary.
6

Sydney: Thomas Richard,, Government rrinter-18i6. (3d.)
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LEGISLAT[VE ASSEMBLY,
NEW SOUTH WALES.

SECOND REPORT
TO THE

SEWAGE AND HEALTH BOARD,

1J1?ON THE

SYDNEY CITY AND SUBURBAN WATER SUPPLY.
BY

A. LIVERSIDGE, F.C.S., F.G.S.,
PROFESSOR OF GEOLOfl AKD MINERALOGY, UNIVERSITY OF SYDNEY,

ORDERED BY THE CHAIRMAN OF THE SYDNEY CITY AND SUBURBAN SEWAGE
AND HEALTH BOflD ON THE 3nn AUGUST, 1875.

ORDERED BY THE LEGISLATIVE ASSEMBLY TO BE PRUcTED,
23 November, 1.875.

SYDNEY THOMAS RICHARDS, GOVERNMENT PBINTEfl.

[Gd.)
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ADDITIONAL ANALYSES.
TUNNEL 01% BO1tE WA'rElt.
University,
August 17th, 1875.
ACCORDING to the instructions received from the Chairman of the Sydney City and Suburban Sewage and
Health Board, I proceeded, on July 276, to collect some additional samples of the Lachlan water—four
in number—which I have since submitted to chemical analysis and nucroscopical examination, the results
of which are Bet forth in the following pages.
All the samples were collected in the presence of Professor Smith, and Mr. Bell, City Lilgineer.
Sample No. 1—Hyde Park Plug.
This sample of water was obtained from the plug-hole in Hyde Park, used for gaugingihe depths of
water in the tunnel. This point was chosen by Mr. Bell for the purpose of ascertaining the quality of the
water in the tunnel at the greatest practicable distance from the swamp, and before it had, been connected
with any houses,—the object being to ascertain whether the tunnel water had become contaminated
during its course through the town by soakage. The water in the gauge-hole at the time was 86 inches.
On account of the narrowness and depth of the aperture the specimen was brought up by means of a
small bottle lashed to a pole, from which it was transferred to the glass-stoppered collecting bottle.
This sample was obtained about twenty-minutes earlier than the following one, No. 2.
Colour, 4'o.—This sample was turbid, and possessed the usual brownish tinge.
Smell—The usual faint earthy odour of the swamp water.
£Vzlorine
... ... ... ... ... .,. 2900
ammonia
...
...
...
...
...
07
Albunienoid ammonia.
..,
..,
...
...
26
.lVitrii'es
...
...
...
...
...
... present— more than traces.
.Nitrogeit existinq as nitrites and nitrates ...
...
.Afieroseopical exam ma/ion of sediment—The amount of solid matter deposited by this specimen was
greater than usual. It was found to consist of brown floceulent matter, containing vegetable fibres and
tissues, some grit, small worms, a filamentous colourless fungoid growth, entomostraca cases, small
acari, ammba, parammeia, &c. And in addition to these minute forms were one or two small water beetles,
the largest being about
inch in length.
Sample No. 2.—Laclilan Swamp.
This sample was collected at about 8 p.m. on the afternoon of Wednesday, July 28th, and was
taken from about the same spot as the one obtained on May 11th, viz., from close by the lock between the
stone-work in front of the tunnel mouth. At the time the surface of the water was particularly bright
and clear; a strong movement could be seen in the water, the lock at the time being up "eight turns."
As on my previous visit, the water was up to within 5 to 6 inches from the top of the stone-work ; but
since that time the water had evidently occupied a much higher level, had overflown the stone-work, and
had undermined and carried away some of the earth in front of the tunnel mouth, and had thus evidently
gained access to the tunnel.
As heretofore, to avoid any impurities floating on the surface, the mouth of the bottle was depressed
beneath the surface of the water while being filled.
Colour, 4'c.—When viewed in a large clear colourless glass flask it was seen to have a brown tinge,
and to be somewhat turbid—much the same as in the previous case, but in addition a few greenfila.menteus
confervffi were seen to be present.
Smell—The usual faint earthy odour.
Free ammonia
...
...
...
...
..
12 parts per 1,000,000
Albumenoid ammonia
...
...
...
...
21
,,
Cblorine
...
.,.
... ...
...
... 2600
,,
Hitrites
.., .., ...
.. ... .. traces.
Nitrogen, existing as nitrites and nitrates...
..
'33
11
Microscopical examination—Under the microscope the solid matter in this specimen did not differ
materially from the sample collected May 11th, but with the brown structureless matter, diatoms, desmids,
entomostraca, and other organisms then observed, long green filamentous conferwe were present in
addition.
Sample

AR

Sample JVb. 8.—Pond or Dam No. 2.

Obtained from Pond or Dam No. 2, also known as Fewing's Creek, and taken from it spot about
6 or 7 chains up the creek, i.e., measuring from the embankment.
colour, -c.—Had brownish tinge, with considerable turbidity. After exposing some of the water
in a clear glass cylinder to the light for a dayor two it became greenish in colour probably from the
development of a low vegetable growth.
Smell.—A slight earthy odour, rather stronger than from water of Pond No. 1,
C'lilryrinc
...
...
...
..
...
... 5180 parts per 1,000,000
Free ammonia
..
...
...
.,.
...
22
Aibumenoid ammonia
...
...
...
30
Thtrites
...
..
...
...
...
... present in quantity.
.2'Titroqen, existing as nitrites and nitrates...
...
40
Microscopical examination of sediment—The deposited matter consisted principally of dark brown
Hoccnlont matter, with which were the usual living parmrecia, diatoms, amba, and other organisms.
11
11

11

Sample No. 4.—Fond or Dam No. 1.

This sample was obtained from pond or dam No. 1, from a spot about 3 chains above the dam, and
some feet from the bank, by one of the workmen quietly wading out lo where the depth of the water was
about 2 feet 6 inches deep. Every care was taken to avoid gathering any of the disturbed sediment, and
successfully, as was seen on subsequent examination, for this water was found to be the least turbid of any.
A large number of workmen were at the time employed upon new earthworks at this pond.
Oolowr, 4'c.—Had but a faint tinge of brown, only the slightest turbidity.
Smell—Not worth mentioning.
Chlorine ...
.,.
...
...
...
...
... 2850 parts per million.
Free ammonia .,.
...
...
...
...
...
,09
...
'10
.,4ibumenoid ammonia ,..
...
...
...
Nitrites ,,.
...
...
...
...
...
... absent.
...
'22
Nitrogen existing as nitrates ...
...
...
Microscopical Examination of the Sediçent

Sediment of a grey colour, of not so unpleasant a nature as in the other cases; almost free from
organisms.
Tunnel or Bare Water.—Samples collected .Tnty 28th, 1875.
Parts per 1,000,000 or Milligrannnes per litre.
1,
No.

Locality.

Ohiorine.

Free

eremai, Ritrogen
Afurn:npid

Nitrtte.
Nitrites,

4

Pond or dam, No. 2.......................................

5180

'22

'30

'40

Present in quantity.

Pond or than,
m No. I........................................

2850

'09

'10

'22

Absent. New earthworks in hand.

.............................................
...........................................

2660

12

21

'33

Traces.

290)

01

'26

69

Present; more than traces.

2

Tunnel mouth

1

ilydo Park Plug

REMARKS.
The above tabular statement of the results of the second examination of the Lachian Swamp water
is arranged with the localities in the order of the course taken by the water as it travels down from
the upper part of the swamp, so that the changes in quality may be easily traced.
We see that water from pond No. 2, or Pewing's Creek, contains an excessive amount of chlorine—
in such cases as this we must regard the large amount of chlorine as one of the exponents of sewage
contamination, in fact it is an indication of the highest value and importance—of free ammonia, and
albumenoid ammonia, and in addition it contains a large quantity of nitrites, and more nitrogen existing
as nitrates, and nitrites, than any of the others, except the water from the tunnel at Hyde Park. These
large amounts all clearly and strongly indicate sewage contamination, and the water as it exists in this
pond is decidedly unfit for domestic purposes.
The water in pond or dam No. 1 is far better in quality, it does not contain more albumenoid ammonia
than the water from the Botany area, as observed on May 26th and 81st. It does not contain so much
chlorine by nearly one-half as the former; the amount of free ammonia is less than one-half; the
albumenoid ammonia also is only one-third, while the nitrogen existing in the oxidised form as nitrates is
also only about one half, so that altogether there is a most marked difference for the better.
The
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The water from the above two ponds or darns makes its way down to the tunnel, where we find that
its quality is about a mean between t]ie two, 21 parts of alburnenoid ammonia per mil]ion, is, as I have
already stated in my previous report, more than it drinking water should contain, as it is more than can
be accounted for from natural sources; but it admits of a ready explanation, for 1 understand, the access
of sewage matter to the wal;ersbed can be traced both by direct drainage from many houses and other
tenements into pond No. 2, or Fcwing's Cree], and by the former deposition of night-soil upon the area..
The oxidised nitrogen and free ammonia are also in mean proportion.
The greater proportionate amount of sewage matter which it is known to gain access to the
Lachlan watershed than to the Botany watershed is quite sufficient to account for the difference in the
qualities of the waters, for in other respects the areas are very similar.
The sample collected at Hyde Park corroborates the results previously obtained, viz., that contammation of the water during its passage through the tunnel does take, place. Comparing the water at
the mouth with that at the hyde Park end we find that the latter contains a greater quantity of chlorine
a much increased proportion of albumenoid ammonia, and of nitrogen as nitrates and nitrites ; the latter
which one is the most unfavourablc symptoms, as it may be taken as ,in indication of matter undergoing
decomposition, being present in well-marked quantity. The free ammonia will be seen to be somewhat less.
The above analyses were made in the manner described in my previous repert and every
determination also was made in duplicate.
The water was not filtered before analyses, both for the reasons already given, and for others which
it is, perhaps, unnecessary to now specify.

Archibald Liversidge, Esq., to Professor PcI!, BA., Chairman of the Sydney Sewage and Health Board.
The University,
Sydney, 18 August, 1875.

Sir,

I have the honor to inform you that in accordance with your request, dated the 30th ultimo,
I visited the Crown-street Reservoir on the morning of Monday, the 2nd of August. At the time of my
visit, 045 am., compartment No. 3 was being cleaned ; con1partmcnts i. and 2, I was informed, had been
cleaned out on the Friday previously, and had again been filled.
I found this portion of the reservoir (compartment No. 3) empty of water, and the deposit had for
the most part been removed, the workmen then being engaged in cleaning out from the central gutter the
last p01-Lions of the black, mixed slimy and sandy-, deposit.
The walls were still more or iess coated with a shiny matter, which was to be brushed off' and
flushed out before the admittance of the water.
I examined the interior of this compartment as carefully as was possible under the circumstances
and as minutely as the imperfect light of it candle carried in the hand would admit.
I did not notice any sign of leakage into the reservoir, except of water from the Botany main
through the imperfectly closed or badly fitting inlet lock.
The chamber appears to be constructed of 13rick, without any external coat of cement (I speak on
this point from memory and am therefore subject to correction), so that an insensible soalcage through the
porous brick might easily remain undetected unless the reservoir were left empty for some time.
I may mention that I was shown a few small fish (6 or 7 inches in length) which had been caught
in the reservoir as it was emptied.
I much regret that owing to other duties my examination was necessarily of so meagre a character.
I have, &c.,
ARCHD. LIVERSIDGE.
The University,
19 August, 1875.
FURTRER ANALYSIS OF TUE CItOWN-STIUEER RESERVOIR WATh]t.
Sample Rb. 83—collected 9th August, 1875.
C0LLEcPED at 10 am. on the morning of August 9th from a few inches below the surface of the water
and as near to the outlet mains as possible.
The water at the time was some 5 or 6 inches deep over the top of the causeway. The surface of
the water was clean, and the air of the reservoir had not the close and earthy smell uoticed at my visit on
May 26th last.
461—B
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Golour, 4c.—Of the usual brown shade, but it contained a smaller quantity of matter in suspension
i. e., was less turbid.
Smell—The usual faint earth]y odour.
... 2590 parts per 1,000,000
Chlorine
•..
-.
...
...
..
...
09
.Free ammonia
...
..,
.,.
...
10
...
...
..,
Albumenoid ammonia
.. ..:
...
.,. ... absent.
JVih'iies
.,. not estimated.
Yi/.roqan, exislinq as nu'jates, 5'c. ...
JiEierosoopieai e.vanrination.—Nothing calling for special comment. Some woven flax fibres were
present; they may either have been borne in by the mains, or they may have been derived from a portion
of a workman's clothing.
It will be observed that the flee ammonia is present in much ]arger proportioll than was fund in
the water ta1en from the Botany pumps on May 26th and 81st last respectively, the amount being equal
to that contained by this same reservoir water before the recent cleansing.
The amount of albrnnênoicl ammonia has undergone a diminution to the extent of about one-lialt
but even now the water contains just upon twice as much as that collected at Botany on the above dates
and as there is no reason to suppose that the Botany water has itself undergone any change since then,
we must look for some other explanation of the inatter.
This increased amount of impurity deserves serious attention, and requires further investigation
comment at the present stage would, taking all the circumstances into consideration, be premature.
ARCHIBALD LIVERSI:DGE,

Sy<]uey Tboniu. Richards, Qot.ruu,eat Prmntr.—lB9.
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1875-6.
LEGISLATIVE ASSEMELY.
NEW SOUTH WALES.

CITY AND SUBURBAN SEWAGE AND HEALTH BOARD.
(PARTICULARS OF.)

Ordered by the Leqielative Assembly to be printed, 14 March, 1876.

RETURN to an Order made by the Honorable the Legislative Assembly of New
South Wales, dated 7 March, 1876, That there be laid upon the Table of this
House,—
"A Return showing the names of the persons who have been appointed to
"the Sydney City and Suburban Sewage and Health Board; the dates of
their appointments, and the rate per day or per sitting they are paid;
"the total cost of the Commission up to 29th February last; the amount
"of money voted to pay the Commissioners; the amount paid to each
"Commissioner respectively; the period for which the Board was appointed,
and when."
(1" MeEt/to)2e.)
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CITY AND SUBURBAN SEWAGE AND IIEALTR 13041W.
RETURN.

The period
Total cost Amount
cmmnoo
Jnt
Amount paid to eae.h Commialoner. ehtrd
appointed,
of Feb. Coinmisa re pai .ry 20th1876.
and when.
sloocro,
u

Suburban

to

t

do
i eit

F

I

If. B. Fell, BA., Chaian
E. 0. Moriarty, VieeCliairnmn
Hon. J. B. Wilson
Hon. J. Smith, M.L.0
H. G. Alleyno, M.D. ........................... ..12 Apri 1.875
Francis Bell, C.E
P. F. Adams, Surveyor General
Cliarlesl%att ...........................................
J. Whitton, Engineer.in.Chief for B.ailwaysj
G.F.Dnnsey ....................................)
2OApril,1875
W. 0. Bennett .................................... 3
ThB.Read ................................................
29 April. 1875
F. 11. Grundy .................................... 3
M. Chapman, Alderman ........................)
10Juno5 1875
B. Palmer, Mayor .............................. 3

I

Id

.9o
o

9

.
.a-.

I

.2
S

Co

oa

E

..
..
A

.

.2

.
§
cS

Mr. Fell .......... 592 4 0
Mr. Moriarty ... 226 10 0
Mr. Wilson
228 0 0
Dr. Smith .......... 122 0 0
198 0 0
Dr. Afleyno
Mr. Sell ...........200 0 0
63 0 0
Mr. Adams
Mr. Watt ...........110 0 0
Mr. Wiulton .....
202 0 0
Mr.Dansey
223 10 0
Mr. Bennett
Mr.ltead ...........204 0 0
Mr. Grundy ........152 0 0
224 0 0
Mr. Chapman
180 0 0
Mr. Palmer
TOTAl. ......

Colonial Secretary's Office,
Sythicy, 14 March, 1870.

Sydney: Thomas Richard,, Government 1rintor.-1816,
[3d.]
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NEW SOUTH WALES.

NUISANCES PREVENTION ACT OF 1875.
(BY-LAWS—BOROUGH OF PADDINGTON—UNDE1t)

I$uztnteb to Jo arliammt, purzuant to'Act 39 FlU. io 14, occ. tS.

Colonial Secretary's Office,
Sydney, 13th June, 1876.
BOROUGII OF EADDINGTON.
BY-LAWS.
TEE following By-laws made by the Council of the Borough of Paddington, under the Nuisances Prevention Act, 1875," hrring
been confirmed by His Excellency the Governor, with tim advice of the Executive Council, are published in accordance with the
requirements of that Act.
3DT ROBERTSON.

BY-LAWS of the Borough of Pnddington, made under and for
carrying into effect the several provisions of the Nuisances
Prevention Act of one thousand eight hundred and seventyfive.
Every person who shall be about to erect a closet or form,
excavate, or make a cesspit shall, before he shall commence to
erect such closet or to form excavate, or make any such cesspit,
deliver to the Council ClcrK of the said Borough of l'addington
a notice in writing of the intention of such person to erect such
closet or form, excavate, or make such cesspit, and of the place
or position in which it is intended that such closet shall be
erected or such cesspit formed, excavated, or made; and if any
person shall commence to erect any closet or to form, excavate,
or make any cesspit svithn,, the said Borough without having
given such notice in writing as aforesaid, and before the expira.
tion of seven (lays after the delivery of such notice (except by
the written authority of the Inspector of Nuisances for the said
Borough, or other officer for the time being appointed by the
Council of the said Borough in that behalf), lie shall forfeit and
pay a penalty of not less than one pound nor more than five
pounds.
No person shall erect or commence to erect any closet or
to form, excavate, or make any cesspit, except in such places or
position as shall be approved by the said Inspector of Nuisances
or other officer as aforesaid and any person who shall erect or
commence to erect any closet or to form, excavate, or make any
such cesspit without having obtained the approval of the said
Inspector or other officer, or in any other place or position other
than the place or position approved of by the said Inspector or
other officer as aforesaid, shall forfeit and pay a penalty of not
less than ten shillings nor more than forty shillings. But any
person who shall feel aggrieved by the decisioa of such
Inspector or other officer may appeal against the same to the
Council.
Every cesspit shall be at least 4 feet long by 3 feet wide
by internal mca,ureme,st, and shall be at least 4 feet (but not
more than 6 feet) below the surface of the ground, and the top
of such cesspit shall be at least 6 inches higher than the
highest part of the surface of the ground immediately adjoining
such cesspit, and every such cesspit shall have walls on one
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side of brick or stone of at least ft inches thick, and such wallsshall be built in cemeat and rendered at least j an inch thick
inside with cement in such manner as to make such walls
thoroughly watertight, and no cesspit shall be formed,
excavated, or made under any dwelling-house, nor at a less di,tas,ee than 6 feet thcrcf,'om ; and if any person shall form,
excavate, or make any ceaspit which shall not be in accordance
with the provisions of this By-law, or sIsall form, excavate, or
make any cesspit under any dwelling-house, or at a less distance
than 6 feet therefrom, he shall forfeit and pay a penalty of not
less than one pound nor more than five pounds.
Every closet shall be built with walls? feet high, and shall
not be less than 3 feet 6 inches wide and 4 feet flinches long, and
shall be provided with a door capable of being fastened inside
and every person who shall build or erect any closet which shall
not be in accordance with this By-law shall forfeit and pay a
penalty of not less than ten shillings nor more than forty
shillings.
Where two or more closets adjoin each other there shall
be a sufficient dividing wall not less than 4J inches in thickness
between every two closets, and such wall shall extend froni the
bottom of the eesspit through the roof of the closet, so as to
effect a complete separation; and if any, person shall erect any
two or more closets adjoining each other and not in accordance
with this By-law he shall forfeit and pay a penalty of not less
than ten shillings nor more than forty shillings.
A separate closet shall be provided for each tenement, and
any person of rending against the provisions of this By-law shall
forfeit and pay a penalty of not less than two pounds nor more
than five pounds.
In schools, factories, or other places of business where a
number of persons exceeding twelve shall ordinarily reside, or
be occupied, or employed, one closet shall be provided for every
twenty persons, with a cesspit of a capacity of not less than SO
cubic feet, and separate closets shall be provided for each sex;
and every owner, occupier, or tenant of any such school, fuel ory,
or other place of business and every other person who shall
offend ngainst this By-law or fail to provide the number of
closets and of the capacity in this By-law mentioned, shall
forfeit and pay a penalty of not less than one pound nor more
than five pounds.
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S. If any alteration shall be requisite in the opinion of the
Inspector of Nuisances or other officer appointed by the Council
in their behalf, for preserving public health or decency in the
ease of any existing cesspit or closet, and the Council shall
adjudge such cnsspit or closet to be injurious to the hoallh or
opposed to decency by exposure or otherwise, and the owner or
occupier shall not make the necessary alterations after receiving
fourteen days notice from the Council Clerk, it shall be lawful
for the Inspector of Nuisances or other officer appointed by the
Council to remove the said nuisance, and any expense iucurred
thereby may be sued for and recovered in a summary way in
any Court of competent jurisdiction.
The place of deposit for night-soil shall be in such locality
as may be from time to time determined upon by the Council.
Until otherwise provided for by the Council all nightsoil shall be removed from oesspits, by contract, in watertight
covered vehicles, between the hours of cloven o'clock in the
evening and five o'clock in the morning; and if any person shall
remove from any eesspit any night-soil in any other manner or
at any other time than as provided by this By-law he shall
forfeit and pay a penalty of not less than one pound nor more
than five pounds.
11 In case the Council shall sell or give away any night-soil,
the same shall be removed in the same manner and between
the same hours as above provided, and on being removed from
the vehicles in which it is carried, shall be deodorized by
chemicals or in some other effective manner, or covered with
earth so as to prevent any, offensive smell arising therefrom
and if any offensive smell shall arise therefrom, the person or
persons to whom the said night-soil shall be sold or given shall
forfeit and pay a penalty of not less than one pound nor more
than five pounds.
12. The Inspector of Nuisances, or other officer appointed by
the Council, may visit and inspect any premises, or do any work
authorized by the 'Nuisance Prevention Act of 1875" therein, on

all days except Sundays and pnblic holidays, between the hours
of ten o'clock in the morning and four o'clock in the afteruoon;
and any person who shall hinder or obstruct any Inspector of
Nuisances or other officer us aforesaid upon any such visitation
or inspection, or in the doing or performing of any work, shall
forfeit and pay a penalty of not less than tenshillings nor more
than forty shillings.
13. Any person desirous of erecting an earth-closet, shall be
at liberty to do so after giving notice of his intention to the
Inspector of Nuisances or other officer appointed by the
Council, but all night-soil shall be removed therefrom once in
four days or oftener, and buried in the earth; and every person
infringing or not complying with this By-law, shall forfeit and
pay a penalty of not less than one pound nor more than two
pounds.
14- Every person shall be at liberty to use, on his own
premises, by burying the same at least two feet in the earth, all
night-soil which shall be made thereon, but he shall not allow
any nuisance to arise therefrom ; and if any nuisance shall arise
therefrom he shall forfeit and pay a penalty of not less than
one pound nor more than five pounds.
No person shall be at liberty, without the permission of
the Council, or of the Inspector of Nuisances or other person
appointed on their bchalf, to use on his own premises any nightsoil bi-ought from elsewhere; and in the event of his so doing,
he shall forfeit and pay a penalty of not less than two pounds
nor more than ten pounds.
The Council may recover in any Conrt of competent
jurisdiction such sums for the emptying of eesspits as may be
decided upon from time to time by resolution of the Council,
(t.s.)
JAMES OATLEY,
Mayor.

CHAnLES llnLnieu, Council Clerk.

Sydney: Thon,as Rschards, Government Printer.-1876,
[3 d.]
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NEW SOUTH WALES.

NUISANCES PREVENTION ACT OF 1875.
(BY-LAWS—BOROUGH OF WOOLLAIIRA—IJNDER)

l3resentcb to lPatlianunt, Ilursuant to'Act 39 Pitt. jo. 14, set. IS.

Colonial Seoretary's Office,
Sydney, 13th June, 1876.
BOROUGH OF WOOLLARRA.
Br-LAws.
Tnas following By-laws made by the Council of the Borough of Woollahra, under the 'Nuisances Prevention Act, 1875," having
been confirmed by His Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the Exoeutive Council, are published in accordance with the
requirements of that Act.
JOHN ROBERTSON.
Br-jaws for the Borough of Woollahra, for carrying into effect
the provisions of the Nuisance Prevention Act, 1875.
Every person about to erect a closet or form a cesspit
shall, before heshsll commence any such work, give to the Council
Clerk seven days notice in writing of his intention, and of the
proposed position of such closet or cesspit ; and in default
thereof or in ease of his commencing such work without such
notice he shall be liable to a penalty of not less than £1 nor
more than £5.
No closet shall be erected or cesspit formed except in such
position as shall be approved by the Inspector of Nuisances or
other officer appointed by the Council, or shall be approved
by the Council; and any person being guilty of a breach of
this By-law shall be liable ton penalty of not less than £1 nor
more than £5.
No cesspit shall be less than 4 feet long by 3 feet wide,
internal measurement, nor of a less depth than 4 feet nor
greater than 6 feet below the ground surface, with a fall of 14
inch per foot to the man-hole hereinafter mentioned; and any
person having or making a cesspit contrary to this By-law shall
be liable to a penalty of not less than £1 nor more than £5.
Every cesspit shall have a man-hole of the clear internal
dimensions of 2 feet wide by 2 feet long, with a depth extending
1 foot below the cesspit, and shall be closed at the top with a
slab of hardwood not less than 24 inches thick, or of stone not
less than 4 inches thick, or of metal not less than 4 an inch
thick, and thaI I be connected with the ecaspit by an opening at the
bottom thereof not less than 14 feet high and 14 feet wide ; and
any person having or making a cesspit or man-hole contrary to
this fly-law, shall be liable to a penalty of not less than £1 nor
more than £5.
The walls of every cesspit and man-hole attached thereto
shall be built of brick or stone of a thickness of not less than
9 inches, and shall be built in ceanent and rendered 4 of an
inch thick with cement inside, in such manner as to make it
perfectly water-tight; and any person having or constructing a
cesspit, contrary to this By-law shall be liable to a penalty of
not less that Li nor more than £5.
Every closet shall be built with walls? feet high, and shall
not be lrss than 3 feet 6 inches wide and 4 feet. 6 inches long,
and shall be provided with a door capable of being fastened from
the inside; and every person having or building a closet contrary
to this By-law shall be liable to a penalty of not less than L1
nor more than £5.
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7- When two or more closets adjoin each other there shall be
a sufficient dividiog-wall not less than 9 inches in thickness
between every two closets, and such wall shall extend from the
bottom of the cesspit through the roof of the closet so as to
efl'ectn complete separation; and every person harin or building
closets adjoining each other contrary to this By-law shall be
liable to a penalty of not less than £1 nor more than £5The top of every ccsspit shall not be less than 6 inches higher
than the highest part of the ground immediately adjoining it
and every person having or building a cespit contrary to this
By-law, shall be liable to a penalty of not less than £1 nor more
than £5.
A separate closet shall be provided for every tenement;
and a breach of this By-law shall make persons using a joint
closet liable to a penalty of not less than £1 nor more than £5.
In dwelling-bouses where the number of persons who
shall ordinarily sleep therein shall exceed twelve, the capacity
of the cesspit shall be increased by 4 cubic feet for every person
beyond the number of twelve, or else a separate closet shall be
provided for every twelve persons or fraction of twelve; and
any persons guilty of a breach of this By-law shall be liable to
a penalty of not less than £1 nor more than £5.
In schools or in factories, or other places of business
where a number of persons exceeding twelve shall reside or be
occupied or employed, one closet shall be provided for every
twenty persons with a cesspit of a capacity not less than 80
cubic feet, and separate closets shall be provided for each sex
and the proprietors of such schools or factories or other persons
being guilty of a breach of this By-law shall be liable to a
penalty of not less than £1 nor more than £5.
No cesspit shall be built under any dwelling-house, nor
at a less distance than 6 feet therefrom; and any person having
or building a cesspit contrary to this By-law shall be liable to a
penalty of not less than £1 nor more than £5.
Every cesspit shall be built in such a position that the
same may be emptied without the contents thereof being carried
through any dwelling-house ; and every person having or building a cesspit contrary to this By-law shall be liable to a penalty
not less than LI nor more than £5.
14, If any alteration shall be requisite, in the opinion of the
Inspector of Nuisances or any otlicer appoioted by the Council
in that behalf, for preserving public health or decency in the
case of any existing cesspit or closet, and the Council shall
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adjudge such eesspit or closet to be either lujurlous to the health
or opposed to decency by exposure or otherwise, the same shall
be altered by such Inspector of Nuisances or other officer, and
the cost of such alteration shall be paid by the owner or occupier
of the premises whereon the same shall be.
15. The place of deposit shall-be in such locality as may be
from time to time determined upon by the Council.
IS. Until otherwise provided by the Council, all night-soil
shall be removed from cesspits by contract, in water-tight covered
vehicles between the hours of 11 o'clock in the evening and
5 o'clock in the morning.
17. Until and unless otherwise provided by the Council all
night-soil shall be disposed of by burying it in the earth.
it In case tble Council shall sell or give away any night-soil,
the same shall be removed in the same manner as above provided, and on being removed from the vehicles in which it
is carried shall be deodorized by chemicals or in some other
manner, or covered with earth so as to prevent any offensive
smell arising therefrom any person guilty of a breach of this
By-law shall be punishable by a penalty of not less than £1, nor
more than £20.
1.9. The Inspector of Nuisances or other officer appointed by
the Council may visit and inspect any premises, or do any work
authorized by the "Nuisances Prevention Act, 1875," therein,
on all days except Sundays and public holidays between the
hours of 10 o'clock in the morning and 4 o'clock in the evening.

Any person desirous of creating an earth-closet shall be
at liberty to do so after giving notice of his intention to the
Inspector of Nuisances or other officer appointed by the Council,
but all night-soil shall be removed therefrom once in four days
or oftener, and buried in the earth; and every person infringing
this By-law shall be liable to a penalty of not less than £ L nor
more than £2.
Every person shall be at liberty to use on his own
premises all night-soil collected thereon, but if any nuisance
shall arise therefrom he shall be liable to a penalty of not less
than £1 nor more than £5.
No person shall be at liberty, without the permission of
the Council or of the Inspector of Nuisances, or other officer
appointed in that behalf, to use on his own premises any nightsoil brought from elsewhere; and in the event of his so doing he
shall be liable, to a penalty of not less than £2 nor more than
£10.
22. The Council may recover such some for the emptying of
cesspits as may be decided upon from time to time by resolut.ion of the Council.
The above By-laws were adopted at a meeting of the
Council of the Borough of Woollahra, held at th
Council Chambers, on Wednesday, 9th February, 1876.

Sydney: Thomas RIchards, aovernm.t Printer.-878.
[3d.]

J. V. BAENARD,
Mayor.
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NUISANCES PREVENTION ACT OF 1875.
(BY.LAW UNDER—BOROUGh OF REPPERN.)

J1tzøznteb to 11arliammt, vurrntant to tct 29 }Jict. ftc. 14, arc. is.

Colonial Secretary's Office,
Sydney, 18th July, 1876.
BOROUGH OF PEDPERN,
Bv.LAw.
THE following By-law, marie by the Council of the Borough of Redlern, under the "Nuisanoes Prevention Act, 1875,"

having been confiniiecl by His Excellency the Covernor, with the advice of the Executive Council, is published ii'
accordance with the requirements of that Act.
JOHN ROBERTSON.

Borough of Redfeni,
0th June, 1876.
AT a Meeting of the Municipal Council of the above Borough, duly convened and held on the above date, the following
resolution Was passed unanimously
That the general depOt for the deposit of night-soil removed from this Borough shall be on a parcel of burl coutainiuc
twenty-two acres, being a portion of Boutledge's grant of one hundred and sixty ad-es, situate at N udbank, Botany, and afi
the night-soil shall be removed thither front this Borough by a cantmetor under the direction of the inspector of Nuisances,
and thea-c buried by said contractor at least mno inches under the surface, within six hours after deposit, or in default said
contractor shall forfeit and pay a penalty not exceeding four pounds nor less than one pound. sterling.
(us.)

1\r S.
Council Clerk.

[3d.)
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PATRICK STANLEY,
Mayor,
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NUISANCES PREVENTION ACT OF 1875.
(BY-LAWS UNDEE—BOBOUGII OF CAMPERDOWN.)

4Urrciitch to ]adIaiitcnt, ptlttmnt to

rt 39 5-Jkt. Øo. jlf . oct. IS.

Colonial .Secrctai'y's Office,
Sydney, 18th July, 1876.
BOROUGH OF CAMPER DOWN.
BvnAws.
Tisr following y-lnws, made by the Council of the Borough of Campes'down, under the ''Nuisances Prevention Act, 1875,"
havin been conuirined by His Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the Executive Council. are published in accordance
with t e requirements of that Act.
J0111 ROBERTSON.

BY-LAws made by the Mumcipal Council of the Borough of
Camperdown, for the suppression of certain nuisances
prejudicial to public health, and ilnproving the sanitary
condition of the Borough, in accordance with the provi.
sions of the " Nuisances Prevention Act of 1875."
That all water-closets hereafter to be made shall lie coilstrueted as follows, that is to say —The cesspit of each shall
not be less than four feet in depth; and, if, from the naturc of
the ground, a greater depth is required, then the eesspit shall
be of such a depth as the Council or an authorized officer
thereof may determine. Each cesspit to be of brick, and
plastered with cement.
Each water-closet for dwelling.houses shall occupy an area
of not less than four feet by three feet, and shall be of sufficient height from floor to wali.plate, the situation anti coilstruction thereof to be under the supervision and subject to
the approval of the Council.
The construction of water-closets for factories and other
places of business where a number of people are employed
shall be with strict regard to decency and separation of the
sexes a partition wall shall be erected between each closet
in front thereof. The)uml,er of closets shall he in the proportion of one to every twelve pelsons in the faetury or place of
business, and of dimensions, &e., each equal at least to those
for dwelling-houses.
That for the removal of night-soil, the night-carts shall
be properly constructed and made water-tight. That the
work of removal shall he by contract, or as the Council may
consider most expedient, and the hours for removal shall be
between 10p.m. and 4 n.m. each day (Sunday excepted).
t The contractor for the removal of night-soil shall convey
the same to such place as the Council may agree upon and
provide as a depOt for such night-soil, and the Inaisuel- of its
disposal shall be as the Council may direct.
4. The Inspector of Nuisances, or other officer or olhicers
appointed by the Council, may enter for inspection upon any
premises during or for any work authorized by the "Nuisances
Prevention Act," between the hours of 10 a-In, and 4 p.su.
on each day (Sundays excepted).
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That in the case of existing water-closets the Inspector
of Nuisances or other officer appointed by the Council in
that behalf shall submit to the Council in writing such alter.
ations as in his opinion are requisite for the preservation of
public health and decency, and shall take such hetion as the
Mayor or Council may direct.
That the contractor or nightman appointed for removing
night-soil, when required to empty any eesspit or cesspits,
shall without any delay pei-fonn the work thoroughly olean
and well to the satisfaction of the Inspector of Nuisances.
7, The mimmixisnuin penalty for a breach of any of these Bylaw's shall in each case be twenty pomuids, and the mimiimumn
pelLalty shall be forty shillin 's.
S. Any person wilfully allowing filth of any kind or accumnulation thereof, or any substance or substances from which
noxious cifiuvia arises, to rcmnun upon his premises shall, upon
conviction thereof before any two Justices of the Peace, forfeit
and pay any sum not c-xceedumg five pounds.
The Inspector of Nuisances shall be furnished annually
with a list copied from the Rate Book of the Coluieil showing
the names-of owners And occupiers of all household property
or business premises within the Borough. The list to be
furnished within three months after the filling up of the said
Rate i3o,,k in each year.
The Tnspector of Nuisances shall lie funnslied by the
Council with a sllppiy of printed forums of notices or other
doeumonts (as by the Act prescnhed) from time to time when
required for service upon owners or occupiers of premises.
The Inspector of Nuisances shall obtain from the contractor or iiightmnan a list slidwing the nalncs of occupiers or
owners of ln'rnmses where water-closets have been emptied
and time situation of such premises, and shall submit the said
list to tile Council, quas-tem-ly, viz., at the end of March, June,
September, and Deceimmber in each year, with a view of carrying out the 10th section of the ''Nuisances Prevention Act."
The Inspector of Nuisances shall report to the Mayor
for the time heillg or to any authorized officer of the Council
where ally water-closet is connected with any drain or sewer,
and take such action as may be directed by the said Mayor or
officer with a view of casrying out the purposes of the Act.

It shall be the duty of the Inspector of Nuisances to
report the existence of any gutter, drain, or filthy premises,
that may be brought under his notice, and take such action
as may be directed by the Mayor or authorized officer of the
Council in accordance with the provisions of the 'Nuisances
Prevention Act.'
It shall be the duty of the Inspector of Nuisances to
report without delay the existence of any nuisance arising
from dead animals of any kind or species within the Borough,
and to give notice to the owner or owners thereof to remove
and destroy the same (if very offensive) within aperiod of six
hours, and if not removed or desb'oyed within that period to
cause the removal and destruction of the said nuisance without
delay and the owner or owners in default, and on conviction
thereof before any two Justices of the Peace, in each ease
shall forfeit and pay any sum not exceeding ten pounds and
not less than forty shillings in addition to all legal and other
expenses incurred, in the proceedings and in the removal and
destruction of said nuisance.
1.5. It shall be the duty of the inspector of Nuisances to
furnish the Council every three months with a list of persons
who have been proceeded agaiust and fined for nuisance within
the Borough, together with the dates and amounts of such
fines respectively.
16. The inspector of Nuisances shall make himself
thoroughly acquainted with the "Nuisances Prevention Act of

1875" and these By-laws, together with the Municipal By-laws
of 6th October, 1870, in order to the efficient discharge of his
duties.
Form of lcotkcfoi- Removal of,Meiaance.
street, Camperdown,
To Mr.
, Inspector of Nuisances for the
I,
Borough of Cainperdown, do hereby give you notice to remove
such being a nuisance
and cndaogcring the public health ; and in default of removal
of said nuisance within the space of
proceedings will be taken against you for breach of the
"Nuisances Prevention Act of 1875' and the By-laws inadein
accordance therewith.
Inspector of Nuisances.
Unto of service,
187
Made and passed by the Municipal Council of the Borough
of Camperdown, the twenty-fifth day of January, one
thousand eight hundred and seventy-six.
(cs.)
WILLiAM

Piocoen,
Council Clerk.

Sydney: Tbonss lsichar&, Govenunent Printer,-1816,

MICHAEL M'CBATH,
Mayor.
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NUISAt10ES PREVENTION ACT OF 1875.
(BY-LAWS UNDER_NU&ICIPAL DISTRICT OF MACDONALD TOWN)

vcøclltcb to 1adianicnt, purøuant to tht 39 Thc. lb. iJ, cc. iS.

Colonial Secretary's Office,
Sydney, lath July, 1876.
NUNICII'AL DISTRICT OF MACDONALD TOWN.
Bv-LA\vs.
-iawa, made by the Council of the Mmueipal District of Macdonald Town, under the "Nuisances
Tnt followil
Prevention Act, 1875,' having l,een coaifinned by His Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the lxeeutive
Council, are published in accordance with the requirements of that Act.
JOHN IIOBEItTSON.

MUNICIPAL DISTRICT OF

3IACDONALI) TOWN.

Bv.LAwS for regulating the proceedings arnl good government of the Municipality of Maedonrdd Town, in conformity with
the ''Nuisances Prevention Act of 1875.'
I. Any person in the Municipality who intends to construct a closet or cesspit shall give notice to the Inspector of
Nuisances of his intention, and the Inspector shall within forty-eight hours inspect the premises on winch it is to he
&- c., uaturc of soil, how situated, and if such closet is
constructed, and shall report to the N nyor the size, breadth, depth,
on approval, give pelmissioll for the constnictioli of the
sufficient accoininodatiol' for the premises and theMayor shall,
in such notice
said closet in writing within seven days of iaspeetioit Any person constructing a closet or cesspit without givg
and receiving such permission shall lie liable to a fine not exceeding ten pounds nor less than one pond.
2. Should the Inspector of Nuisances or other officer of the Council appointed on that behalf, represent to the
Mayor and Aldermen that alterations are required to he made in any closet, cesspit, or drains, tile Mayor and any two
Aldenuen shall inspect the same, arid may order such alterations to be made as in their judgment may he required for time
be preservation of the public health within such a time as they may appoint, and the said alterations shall be made at
the expense of the owner of the premises and if the owner of the premises fails to make the said alterations within the
time appointed lie shall be liable to a fine of not more than temi pounds nor less than one pound, and the Council may
may recover the expense fm-omn tlse owner by levy and distress under "arrant from
order the said alterations to he made and
tire Mayor.All ioght-soil taken from any closet, eesspit, or elsewhere, shall he deposited as time Mayor may direct and any
person8.emptyin any closet, cesspit, or other 1daee in which night-soil is deposited, shall first ve notice to the Mayor,
t'lmo shall appoint where the said night-soil is to imo deposited. Any person infriegmug this By-law shall be liable to a
penalty not exceeding five pounds uoi- less than omme pound.
All persons removing night-soil shall take clue care to use a proper vehicle and that it shall cause no offence
in the transit or deposit, under a penalty of not more tlman fis-e pounds nor less than one pound.
'lIre Council may front time to time as may be necessary appoint the time and hours of inspection of any or all
premises in the Municipality amid also for doing any work required.
Any person impeding the Council or their duly appointed officers in the execution of their duty shall be liable
to a fine not exceeding ten pounds nor less than two pounds.
Made and passed by tim Municipal Council of Macdonald, this 10th February, 1876.
CHARLES B. hENDERSON,
(La)
Mayor.

[Sd.)
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NUISANCES PREVENTION ACT OF 1875.
(BY.LAWS OF ]3OROUGH OF NEWTOfl. UNDER.)

tttnttb

to parliament, pursuant to'Act 29 }lict. jo. 14, zec. iS.

Colonial Secretary's Office,
Sydney, 18th July, 1876.
BOROUGH OF NEWTOW'N,
By-taws.
THE following By-laws, made by the Council of the Borough of Novitown, under the "Nuisances Prevention Act, ibiS,"
having been confirmed by His Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the Executive Council, are published in accordance
with the requirements of that Act.
JOHN ROBERTSON.

BOROUGH OF NEWTOfl.
B v-LA W8,
In re I I Nuisances Pievention Act of I 875."
Every person who shall erect any building or buildings
within the boundary of the Borough of Newtown, shall,
before conunenciilg such building or buildings, give notice
in writing to the Council Olcrk of the said Borough of his or
her intention of so doing, in order that the proper officer of the
Council may inspect the site for the proposed building or
buildings, for the purpose of directing the positions of the
drauis, cesspits, or closets required to be erected on the said
site, and no person shall Jay, dig, or construct any
drain, ccsspit, or closet, except in the line or position
authorized in writing by the officer appointed in that behalf.
Any person offending against this By-law shall be liable to a
penalty, not excoedino ten pounds.
No person shal be allowed to dig or construct any
ccsspit within the boundary of the said Borough the depth of
which shall be more than four feet or less thai three feet from
the surface of the ground, or the length or breadth of which
shall be less than two feet nine inches or more thin four feet in
the clear when finished, and no ceespit shall be dug or constructed, except of the siac or dimensions notilie,l in writing,
by the officer appointed in that behalf, to the ,,wner or
occupant of the promises in which it is proposed to dig or
construct such eesspit, or his or her agents; every cesslit to
be hereafter made or built in accordance with any such notification, or directed so to be, shall lie constructed of either
brick or squared stone bedded in Portland cement, the top of
every such eesspit shall lie built or raised at least six inches
above the surface of the ground, and all such cesspits shall he
cemented inside throughout ; and any portion refusing,
neglecting, or failing to comply with this By-law, shall be
;to
to a penalty not exceeding ten pounds nor less tl ian
two pounds.
. Anyoceupant or owner of anypremises within the Borough
shall, within seven days after receiving a written notice to that
affect from the inspector of Nuisances, or other officer
appointed for that purpose by the Council, remove anygutter,
drain, closet, cesapt, or well, which shall be adjudged by the
Council to be a nuisance, and shall make and construct the
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nodessary eesspit, drain, or closet in the position that shall be
marked out by the officer appointed for that purpose, and in
accordance with By-law No. 2, or in default shall be liable to
a penalty not exceeding twenty pounds nor less than two
pounds.
i)epOt for the deposit of Night-soiL
4 The Council may from time to time, as found to lie
necessary, appoint a place as a depOt for the deposit of nightsoil, and if apvroved of by the Governor, all night-soil
removed from this Borough shall be deposited therein.
Removal of Night-soil.
5. Any night-soil required to be removed from time to
time from any ceaspit or closet, shall he conveyed to the depOt
appointed for that purpose by proper night-carts approved of by
the Council, and such removal of night-soil shall, subject to the
provisions of section 9 of thoAct 39 Victoria No. 14,be effected
hmy the contractor under any contract in that behalf for the time
being in existence, in such manner as may from time to time
be decided by the Council; and the contractor for the time
being, or other petson who may be authorized nuder section 9
of &e said Act to remove any night-soil, shall be held
responsible for duly and carefully conveying time whole of time
night-soil entrusteil to his care to the depOt appointed, and in
the direction and to the position ordered by the proper officer
appointed by the Council, and no night-soil shall be removed
from any cesspit or closet except between the hours of 10 pin.
and 5 n.m. Any person guilty of a broach of this By-law
shall be liable to a penalty not exceeding twenty pounds nor
less than two pounds.
Dq'osol of Right-soil.
G. A trench shall lie made if xii fI i cient size and .1 epth, as
ordered bythie Inspector of Nuisances, or other officer appointed
of depositi I ig therein the nightby tho Council, for thc
soil that shall fron, time to time be brought to the depOt, and
the whole of such night-soil shall as deposited be covered with
earth to prevent any nuisance arising therefrom, and the
person who shall b e, appointed to this duty shall be held
responsilmle for duly carrying out this By-law, and in default
shall be liable to a penalty not exceeding ten pounds nor less
than two pounds:
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It shall be lawful for the Inspector of Nuisances, or other
officer appointed by the Council, to inspect any premises within
the Borough for the purpose of carrying out the provisions of
the Act, between the hours of 10 sin, and 4p.m. on any lawful
working day.
The Inspector of Nuisanee.s, or other officer appointed by
the Council, is hereby authorized. snhj cot to any notices in
that behalf required by the Act 29 Victoria 14, to enter upon
any premises, and, to employ workmen thereon for the purpose
of carrying out any work contemplated by the said Act
, on
any lawful working day, between the hours of 7 s.m. anti
5 pin., and any person who shall wilfully obstruct the offices's
of the Council or their workmen in carrying out this By.law,
shall be dealt with in accordance with the said Act.
Where two or more closets adjoin each other there shall
be a dividing ival] between each two closets of not less thick.
ness than nine inches, coinmenciJig frn the bottom of the

[3d.]

pit and extending to the ceiling or roof as the easo may be, in
order to effect a complete separation between each two closets.
A separate closet shall be provided for each tenement..
in the event of any person wishing to use the earth.
closet instead of a eesspit, such closet may be used if proper
provision be made for that purpose to the satisfaction of and
if it be constructed in accordanco with instructions in writing
which shall be given by the Inspector of Nuisaimoes or other
officer appointed by the Council in that behalf.
The Corporate Seal of the Borough of Nowtown was
hereto affixed by order of the Council.
(is.)
C. J. B±udsds,
Council Clerk.
Newtown, 14th February, 1876.

Sydney 'rimomuims Richards, UO"unuuuus irum ttr.-1sTh,

W. BAILEY,
Mayo,.
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NEW SOUTH WALES.

NUISANCES PREVENTION ACT, 1875.
(BY-LAWS UNDER, OF BOROUGH OF DARLINGTON.)

rtcntb to ljkdiamtnt, pursuant to Ict 39 }Jitt. pa. t, get. IS.

Colonial Secretary's Office,
Sydney, 10th August, 186.
BOROUGH OF DARLINGTON.
B y. LA W S.
TIrE following Bylaws, made by the Council of the Borough of Darlington, under the "Nuisances Prevention Act, 1875,"
having been confirmed by His Exeellency the Governor, with the advice of the Executive Council, are published in accordance
with the requirements of that Act.
JOHN ROBERTSON.
Bonoucu OF DARLINGTON.
By-tiws made by the Council of the Borough of Darlington, in accordance with the provisions and directions of the' Nuisances
Prevention Act of 1875," for the better prevention of Nuisances and the promotion of health and cleanliness within the said
Borough.
All cesspits to be hereafter constructed shall be built of nine inch brick-work in cement, floor as well as walls, and
rendered finch thick with cement, in proportion of one of cement to threq of dear sharp white sand, free from all earthy matter,
and in no ease (where practicable) shall any cesspit be situate within twenty feet of a dwelling in cases where there is not
sufilcient area to admit of this being done, the Council or Inspector may determine the site.
Houses of not more than four rooms and out-house, the ecsspits shall not be less than three feet six inches by four feet and
three feet six inches deep (inside measurement) and for Louses containing more than four rooms and out-house, the cesspit
shall not be less than three feet six inches by four feet and four feet deep (inside measurement).
When any existing closet- or cesapit shall, in the opinion of the Inspector of Nuisances or the Council, be iiurious to
public health or oppused to public decency, the owner or occupier shall upon receiving seven days notice, make such alterations
as may be ordered by the Inspector of Nuisances with the sanction of the Council, within the time prescribed by such notice
and in default, the Council may make the required alteration at the costs of the owner or occupier.
There shall be a separate closet or ecsspit for every tenement.
Owners or occupiers of premises where such closets or cesspits shall exist, shall alter or improvo them in such manner as the
Council or Inspector shall require, so as to bring them into conformity with these regulations, on notice being given by the Inspector;
and if the parties shall neglect to make the alteration or improvements within one month after notice they shall be liable to a
penalty of not less than £1 nor more than £5 for each and every week after such notice.
The Inspector shall have power to visit and inspect on all days except Sundays and public holidays between the
hours of 10 n.m. and 6p.m.
The night-soil shall be removed by contract, in properly constructed water-tight covered vehicles, between the hours of
10p.m. and 6 a.nI. from the 1st of April to the 30th of September, and from the hours of 10 p.m. and 5 n.m. from the 1st of
October to the 31st March.
Written notice shall be left at the Council Chambers by all persons intending to build closets, giving full particulars as
to proposed site, under a penalty of one pound, and for emptying closets or cesspits like application must be made for permission
to do so, under a penalty of ten shillings.
Made and passed by the Municipal Council of the Borough of Darlington, this second day of March, in the year of our
Lord one thousand eight hundred and seventy-six (1874).
(as.)

[3d.]
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HENRY HARGRAVES,
Mayor.
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1875.
I"EW SOUTH WALES.

SYDNEY WATER SUPPLY.
(PAPER SENT TO COLONIAL TREASURER RESPECTING.)

ljteøcxttrb to jarliantcnt, bu eamma jib,

No.L
Trip COLONIAL SECOETAEY to TUE COLONIAL ThEASUEBE.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Sydney, 20 October, 1875.

Sin,

The question of Water Supply to Sydney continues one of so much interest to the whole community
that I avait myself of your visit to London to obtain your aid in the matter.
You are aware that the sum of £2,000 was voted with the view of Inducing an engineer of eminent reputation in his profession to visit the Colony to consider the various schemes proposed for supplying Sydney with
water and to give his advice on the question.
The Government wish that the matter should rest no longer in abeyance, and I shall be therefore very
glad indeed if you would make it a special object to seek the advice of the President of the Society of Civil
Engineers, and obtain his aid iii selecting a gentleman fitted for the duty required, who will be willing to visit
this Colony for the sum voted for the purpose should the President require it, a suitable fee should be paid to
him for such advice and aid.
The sum of £2,000, which had lapsed, has been re-voted, but should you find that amount insufficient, it
is desirable that you should at once so inform Inc by cable, and of the additional ameunt which it may be requisite
to provide by supplementary vote. The engineer to be chosen should be of such unquestionably high repute in
his profession as to mitigate greatly, if net wholly silence, any reasonable objections of our own engineers, and
should be informed that his opinion and aid will be sought with regard to the very important question of sewerage
as well as of water supply.
G. It is probable that docunienta may be in the Agent-General's Office on the questions of water suppiy, List herewith.
and of sewerage of this City, and for greater certainty 1 shall forward by the present mail various documents Papera under
relating to them, which however are so voluminous that it is hoped the matter may not be de]ayed for the purpose separate Cover.
of thesr full digestion.
I have, &c.,
JOHN ROBERTSON.
SCHEDULE
Progress Report of the Sydney City and Suburban Sewage and Health Board.
Second Progress Report of
do.
do.
Third
do.
do.
do.
Fourth
do.
do.
do.
]?ifl•h
do.
do.
do.
Report upon Sydney City and Suburban Water Supply, by Professor Liversidge.
Second Report
do.
do.
by the same.
Copy of "The Water Pollution Prevention Act of 1875," 39 Viet., No. 14.
Copy of the "Nuisances Prevention Act, 1875," 39 Vict., No. 7.
Letters of Messrs. Moriarty and Bennett, respecting resolution as to obtaiaing the services of an engineer to
advise upon water supply.
Extracts relating to Metropolitan Water Supply..
Diagram shewing rainfall at Sydney, Milton, and Cordeaux, and quantity of water measured as passing down
Nepeaa and Cataract Rivers, from September, 1868, to December, 1874.
Map of Port Jackson and the City of Sydney, s]iewing adjacent Municipalities.
Sydney Water Supply (Commission 1867—l869)--Report—Plnns.
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No. 2.
THE COLONIAL SECUETABY to TUE COLONIAL TREASURER.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
syaney, :10 October, 1875.
Sin,
With reference to my letter of the 20th instant. I have now the honor, at the desire of Mr. James
2r, Octeber,iS,o. Manning, to transmit to you the enclosed copy of his paper on "Sydney Water Supply by Gravstatsoa, with a
ssap of his trial survey, made with a view to tlse scheme sot forth in the paper. A copy of Mr. Mannsng s letter
on the subject is also enclosed.

I
JOHN ROBERTSON.

[Enclosure.]
James Manning, Esq., to The Colonial Secretary.
Milsom's Point,
27 October, 1875.
Dear Sir,
I was at the Clyde River when the deputation front the Royal Society Ivaiteil on von, and I was sorely grieved
when I read the report in the papers and saw how sadly those gentlemen overstepped their duty by reading it sort of paper
to you as from and nuder the approval of the Society, whereas none of us had seen a word of it no; could we hose approved
of it.
I was specially sorry that any one of those gentlemen should have used my name as recommending Mr. Ritter ; it was
the Feb thing they should have done on the occasion. The translation of Del,ibar's paper on Ritter's great works had been
open to them to form their judgment of his great merits as an hydraulic engineer, equally so as with me then why have
saddled his nomination on me
I quite bow to the answer you gave the deputation under such circun,stances, and to your instructions to Mr. Forster
as a probable consequence, but I ;,in very sorry that our chances of our having that able man out here is now probilblY quito
lost to us because I feel sure that there is no one in England of equal practical nbility for the development of the new
system of hydraulic water supp1v whereby the water power derivable might alone be equal in value to the interest on the total
cost of the new system available from the Illawarra Mountains.
I called to day at y our office to ask that you should kindly send home my map and my first paper to the Royal Societ.y
so that my plan of water supply should have equal fair play with the other systems reported upon so folly in the large blue
m
go to Mr. Forster by the outgoing Suez
hook. I trwst you will concede this justice to the new ca use, and let my docuents
Mail. I left them with Mr. Goodman. Pra.y excuse my tronbhing you thus.
Iam,&e.,
3A!ES MANNING.

No. 3.
TEE COLONIAL SECRETARY to TEE CoLoNist Tnnsntna.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Sydney, 15 November, 1875.

Sm,

4 Nov., 1875.

With reference to my letters of the 20th and 30th of October, I have now the honor, at the desire of the
Honorable Thomas bIt, M.L.C., to transmit to you the enclosed copies of a pamphlet on "George's River as a
source of Water Supply for the City of Sydney and its suburbs." A copy of Mr. bolt's letter on the sul'ject is
also enclosed.
I have, &e.,
JOHN ROBERTSON.

[Enclosure.]
The Honorable Thomas Ilolt, Esq., M.L.C., to The Colonial Secretary,
The Warren, near Sydney,
4 N'ovènibei', 1875.
My dear Mr. Robertson,
As you are send ing, I believe, the papers connected with tli6, water snpply to the Agent General, I suggest that you
should also be so kind as to send Lite accompanying pamphlets to Mr. Forster. I think some of the facts connected with
the George's River as a source of water supply should be known to the engineer who only he consulted.
It is by no means a new scheme, for it was recommended by the lah.e S i r Thomas Mitchell nearly twenty-six years ago.
It is a sandstone reservoir for a distance of more than six miles from a point known as Tom Ugly's Point; tIme whole of both
Bides of the river are almost exclusively of solid sandstone. TIns river has a watershed of 240,000 acres, which Mr.
*
There is no
Moriarty, G.E., describes as a barren plateau of sandstone rock with scarcely a fragment of soil *
tendency, he says, to deposit anything. If you go over the George's River after a deed you would not scrape as mitch mud as
would cover your knife, Is it possible to had a bettei' reservoir tlmast that of the George's River, excavated by autnro out of
sandstone rock, or a better watershed than that of the Illawarra Mountains, so graphically described by Mr. Moriarty, C.F.
The width of the river at Rocky Point is 1,850 feet, at Temmm Ugly's 1,6, and at Kangaroo Point only 1,500 feet. The
average depth of the river at the three points is only about 40 feet, acid tIme greatest depth at any one of the said points is
576 to the rock bed, and that only for a very short distance.
If we had had a civil engineer en the late W,itcr Commission worth a rap this grand scheme of the Into, Sir Thouins
Mitchell's would have been adopted long ago, and Sydney would now have, as he expressed it, the finest supply of water in
the world. As the Jllawarra railway will cross the George's River, why not have a good imperviOmms dam, which would answer
the triple pnrpose of impo,umding the freshwater from the mountains, and th,,s snaking a grand fresh-water Is ke, a viaduct for
the railway, and also a viaduct for vehicles, stock, passengers, &c. P If the able Engineer'in-Chief for Railways in this Colony
were consulted I think it very probable that he would convince the Gevennnent that the flung is practicable, and that lie
could whilst providing a viaduct for the railway, provide at the same time ass ample supply of fresh-water for millions. I
have the greatest faith in Mr. Ritter, who has executed such wonderfully nsef,,l hydraulic w'orks in Switzerland, but I have
equal confidence in Mr. Whitton, who has executed such wonderful engineering works in this Colony. There is almost ally
quantity of stone, sand, and clay in the immediate neighbourhood, natural projeetimmg points of solid sandstone rock for weiss,
so that not a drop of water would ever run over the damn at any of the tIm rec points.
What snore could he rcqsns-ed
If this grand work he jts rried out by. the Robertson Gover,nnemst we may say of it, as Suwarofi' once said to the
Empress Catherine (or rather in similar tsrms) after he had takes, and entered a large city :-" Glorq be to God and praise to
the Roberlsosc fli,sislrsj, the 0501/ye's Rirer is da,,sa,ed, amid ,9,jdncy has i/me Jincsl sm'ppinj of sets,' in the storM.'
Yotws, &c.,
THOMAS IJOLT.
GEORGE'S
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GEORGE'S RIVER, AS A SOURCE OF WATER SUPPLY FOR THE CITY OF SYDNEY AND ITS SUBURBS.

"What a splendid thing It woul.l be for tins city if the question of water were finally terminated, and if the power of distributing it everywhere were so increased that mat,,, iltetart ig '1505 mIght be encouraged rather ti,, 0 depressed. A country that is to grow in man itheturin power
ft nt of all req it irt's fttet fir engities, unit water to cttp:.ly tIc eta—SM, Heroic?.

1.—Tug

NATERE Or TUE

Senr.srr..

Tsar George's River, rising to the south of Sydney, drains an area of 375 sqnare nnles, or 210,000 acres, of vliicl, by for the
greater proportion is unpeopled, and likely for a considerable time to remain so. 'l'l,e whole of its tributaries converge into at,
estuory through which its waters discharge into Botany Bay..A darn thrown across the river neor its mont],, and such a,
would effectually keep the salt water from the fresh, would turn the lower part of the river into a large fresh water reservoir
of from 3,000 to 4,000 acres in extent, according to the site selected for the (laul, The tidal influence at present reaches as
far as Liverpool, a distance of not less than twenty-six miles by the stream from Sans Souci. At Liverpool a dam was, in the
early days of the Colony, constructed to keep the salt water from the fresh, in. order to furnish the township of Liverpool
with fresh water, and which it has been quite successful in doing. The project now suggested is, in reality, nothing more than
doing the same thing on a larger scale, namely, making another dam, lower down, to stoic a larger quantity of water for the
supply of a larger population
There are several sites on the river at which dams could be constructed. At three of them, namely, at Sans Sonci, a.t
Tom Ugly's point, and at Kangaroo Point, there is the very great nilvasitage of a iiatuml rocky weir, over which the surplus
waters could be tliselsnrged. The peculiar shape of the river, with its jutting l,cttdlands and bays, is most happily adapted
by nature for the construction of reservoirs, for these promontories serve the double purpose of narrowing the river so as to
diminish the work in the construction of a dam, whale at the seine time they oflbr the grentest facilities for tIme formation of a
waste weir. Two other points, lower down the estuary, have also been pci" ted out as admitting of the construction of dams,
namely, from Stripper's Point to Pelican Point, and from Doll's Point to Towoah, At these points the estuary is very nineh
broader than higher up, but the depth is proportionally shallow, and the bas,ks are low and sanely. The advantage of making
the dam at either of these places would be that a larger reservoir would be enclosed the disadvantages would be twofold
First, that the lowness of the banks would not admit of the water being raised materially above high-water mark and
secondly, a considerable area of salt marsh would be included in the basin, and a longer time would be required for the water
to become sweet. 'l'h,e banb are highest at Kangaroo Point, and though by making the data here, the area of the reservoir
would be smaller than if it was made lower down, still it is more feasible at this point to give the dam great elevation, and so,
by inereasimig the deptla of the reservoir, to compensate for the diminution of area. Which site would, on the whole, be the
best for a dam is a matter requiring more minute investigation than has hitherto been given to the subject but the general
scheme of turning the lower part of George'i River into a fresh water basin is not necessarily identified with any one particular
mode of its execution, There are several ways of doing it, and the detailed inquiry h,a.s yet to be wrought out as to which
would prove the cheapest, the safest, and the most efficient.
IL—Tup anvanaaga

OF TUE ScHEME,

n

1st. The necessity of an extensive conduit to bring the water near to Sydney is avoided.
The exisl.ing channel of the river furnishes that conduit ready made. The cost of making and maintaining artificial
works is, therefore, to that extent superseded, and the water is brought, free of cost, to a point within not more than tcn miles
of the suggested reservoir on the high land at Petershasu, or of the mains which at present supply Sydney. That distance is
all that will require an artificial conduit, and even that length will be largely utilised, because the pipe will pass through
snbnrhs of rapidly-growing population in which the demand for water will fnruishn a reveune. The more westerly suburbs of
l'etershomn, Ashfiolel, and 13,,rwood, along the line of railway, which are fast thickening with population, could also be easily
supplied from the George's River basin, as the course of the railwsy towards Parraniatta rolls roughly parallel with the channel
of the river. If n,ade simply tributary to the Botany scheme, dl that would be required beyond t.ho dam said its appnrteaanees
would he a pipe to the Engine Petal, leaving the pumping to be done as at present.
"2nd. The reservoir will be suflietiently eapneious to held an ample supply eve.n for a long drought.
A data at Snns Sonci would create a reservoir of about 4,000 acres in extent, and if the fresh water were raised only a
foot above hugh-water mark it would store not less than 8,000 million gallons, and for every foot that the dam was raised
there would be an met-ease of the storage to the extent of 1,000 million gallons.
3rd. This reservoir, so capacious, would be eoustantly supplied.
The proportion of I lie rainfall that runs down theNepean and Cataract Rivers was measured by the Commissioners,
who estimated that one-third of the rainfall was available, and applying t;heir observations to the somewhat larger watershed
of the George's River, the quantity that would have passed out at its month would, in 1860, the year of their observations,
have been 92,500 millions of gallons. That year, however, was rather a dry one, and the quantity would be larger in an
average year. The quantity passing down the river during the first six months oft-lie year 1871, would, on the same basis of
calculation, have been about 265,540 millions of gallons. But that season was most; unusual, if not unprecedented. Evea in a
year of absolute ds'ought, such as has never yet been known on the coast-, the reservoir would not be unsupplied. Several of
tine tributary streams have never yet, been known to cease running, and out, of the large watershed of 375 square miles some
water will always be discharged. And whatever the watershed yields, and that is not absorbed or evaporated, must pass into
the reservoir, so that evea a day's rain would make a perceptible contribution. A very slight rainfall over so large an area
would be sl,re 10 send something into the basin. The probabilities of a reservoir so supplied over becoming exhausted are
almost infinitesimally small; hut if such an event ever could happen, the basin would be replenished by the first day's rain.
The area of the watershed, and the fact that, all the water that drains off the surface must pass into the reservoir, and can only
run to waste when the reservoir is full, is a consideration of great advantage when, long droughts have to be provided against.
It ought also to be borne in mind, that in dry weather the sl,owers are mostly along the coast. It often rains smartly on the
coast, when it is dry at Pmsrrosnot;Ia or Penrith. A large part of the George's River watershed is .'lose to the coast. The Cornnsissioaers estimated that the George's River watershed embraces no amount of surface espablc of affording more than 15 inillions gallons per day if only one mcii of rain per annum 'yore impounded from the whole area.
11 The present actual supply to Sydney is 1,500 millions of gallons. It is estimated that if there were no stint the city
would use 2,000 millions gallons. The possible consnonptioo for a year, however, is estimated by, the Commissioners at 12,000
millions gallons. 'The capacity of George's River to meet ally imaginary demand may be seen by a comparison with the above
figisres, the discharge dow,, the river in the dry year 1869, and in the first half of the year 1870, thus
GALLONS.

Present consumption
...
...
Present maxiulum demand ...
...
Future anticipated demand...
..,
Discharge down George's River, 1869
Ditto ditto for the first six months of 1870

...

,
..,

.,.
...
...
...
...

...
1,500,000,000
.,.
2,000,000,000
..,
12,000,000,000
...
92,000,000,000
.,. 265,540,000,000

These figures may serve to show how well the reservoir would be kept full, and l,ow little elrnnee there would be of the water
in it ever getting stagnasnt.
4th. The necessary works are simple and comparatively cheap.
1'They eonsi1 of a dam, a pumping engine, and perhaps a distributing reservoir, about 10 miles of piping, and nearly
the whole of the latter may be laid along roads. The cost of a suitable dana has been variously estimated at from £60,000 to
£140,000. The cost of the pumping maehioery, of the 10 miles of piping, and of the incidental works, might bring up the
whole outlay to £250,000, bs,t, of cnurse, at present, all estimates are rough.
5th. The outlay necessary to snake the experiment is small compared with the saving on the Nepean scheme, and a
dam would give the advantage of a roadway to fllawarra and the southern coal fields.
III -
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HI.—OBJF.cvroxa COSSIDERIID.
In the course of all interesting and prolonged discussion of this subject., at meetings of the Royal Society, several
objections were urged, and more or less replied to. The principal of these are as follows
Objection 1.—The salt water would not be effectually washed out, or, at any rate, not for a long time.
Answer—The objection takes no suflicietst account of the enormous quantity of fresh water annually rolling down
LIsa river. A dam could not possibly enclose more salt water than the reservoir could contain up to the level of high and spring
tides, and assuming this to be 7,000 million gallons, this would be mixed in the course of even a moderately dry year with
thirteen times its bulk of fresh water. During the first sir months of 1870 it would have been anuS with thirty-five times
its bulk of fresh water. The process of sweetening would, therefore, go on with great rapidity.
Objection 2,—The soil, especially that of the fore-shores at the head of the bays, is saturated with salt.
Answer—These salt marshes will either give out the salt that is stored in them, or they will not. If they do not,
no harm will be done to the water—if they do, the salt so given out will be carried away.
Objection 3.—One-third of the area of the watershed consists of Wainamatta shale. 'Wells snnk in that shale
yield very brackish water, and the water drawn from waterholes in creeks trarci-sing that shale is also, in dry w'eatlscr, very
brackish.
Answer—Tins estimate of one-third of the area is guess-work, end may, on inquiry, prove to be excessive. The
water that drains oil' it into the river will be mostly flood waters passiiig rapidly over the grass-covered surface, and will not
have come sufficiently in contact with the shale to be appreciably injured. Only that pos-tion of the water will be eontaaninated which percolated through the shale, and this will not be rca-.' s,sneh, as the shale is not very pervious, and does not
readily absorb or discharge water. Samples, taken from the waterholes rluring a dry season, that have been subjected to
prolonged evaporation, are not fair specimens of the average quality of the water that will run into the river dnring the year,
as they furnish a concentrated solution of shale water. The wates- above the dana at Liverpool receives the drainage of the
Bunbnry Currass Creek, which, has been specially objected to as strongly isnpregnnted with shale. Yet the water at Liverpool
has never been found unfit-, eitl,er for the purposes of the paper-mill, or that of the wool-w-ashisag estabtislament, neilher of
wlssela could carry on satisfactorily if the water were bad. 'ihe town of Lirerpool has always been supplied from the Geerge's
River above the dam, as have also tIre railway locomotives, and this water, tlserefore, has stood the double test of its fitness for
manufactnrsng and for domestic pnrposes."
In discussing the purity of water it is necessary to distinguish betweesa the quality best fitted for lavatory, and that best
fitted for alimentary purposes. For more washing, water cannot be too soft, as every increase of laardness involves a waste of
soap. But for use as a beverage, water may be too pure. 'Else Esuqyr4opertia .Th-itrr.'aniets, in on ni-tide eonts'ibuted jointli' by
Pr,. lAtheby and Lankester, describes a good water as follows:—" A water which contains about 20 grains of saline master in
the gallon, of which about 12 or 13 are carbonate of lime, frosn 2 to 3 sulphate of lime, from 2 to 3 comsssost salt-, and with not
more than 2 grains of organic matter, is generally well suited for domestic purposes."
That portion of the George's River water winch comes off the sassdstone area would be very pus-c—that wInds comes
off the grass lands overlying the shale might be slightly alTheted by the qssalities of the soil—and that; far snrnllea- proportion
which had pes-colated through the shale would be impregnated with. I-lie e4irt-lsy matters the shale contains. The South Creek
runs almost entirely through slsale country, and its water furnishes a fair sasnple of what may be called shale water. An
analysis by Professor Ssnith slsews that it contains the follou-issg ingredients :-"The creek was in its average condition.
The water was clear and colourless, no smell, taste faintly saline, but not as spleasant. Tlse coanponents of the dry residsse may
be represented as follows:—
Grains per gallon.
Chloride of sodium (common salt)
-- ... 2572
Clsloride of magnesium
-,
,. ..,
.'...
...
...
345
...
Carbonate of magnesia ......
., ...
248
Carbonate of lime
,.,
,,,
...
240
.........
lplate of lime
-- -. -- .,
...
i-io
ica and peroxide of iron
-...
...
110

h

Total inorganic matter
...
...
.,.
,., 35-85
The total solid matter fonnd on evaporation was 887 grains snbl-a-ael-isug the above 858 from this, leaves 285 for organic
matter. There may, Isoavevor, be.a little potash in this matter, but it was not looked for, and if present it would go an the
above analysis to the credit of the common salt. The hardursa was 9°."
The South Creek not only drai as a shale district, bist a district oeesapied for ogricultoral and grasnag purposes. The
proportion of salt contained is usader 26 grains to the gallon. 2ur does lime or oil exist therein in nndesirable quacostities.
The exceptionable element is the magnesia, but this would not be injnl-ious for alirnentas-y purposes, and does not exceed
6 grains to the gallon.
It must be s-emenabered that in the George's River the shale water will be very largely diluted by sandstone water, and
that the general average quality of the water at the poisat fi-ossa wlsiels it would be ds-awn for city supply, would be qnite satis
factory. It would be a waste of money to finesse too noeh about thac quality of the water, and to go to an enornious expense
simply to attaisa to a theoretical degree of purity. Tiae water from the Trafalgar fountaisas in London, and wlsiela, by the
advice of Her Majesty's physician, was laid on to the palace, contains 6394 per ccssl., of saline matter. The water at the Royal
Mint contains 44 grains per gallon of solid matter; that of the New River Co., 191 the East London Watcrsvorks, 231; the
Kent Watorworks Co., 291; the Rampstead Water Co., 354 to 40 grains per gallon of solid matter.
Objection 4.—The river receives the sewage from the Paper \Vorks. the Wool nashsing Establishsnent., the Benevolent
Asylum, and the town of Liverpool, in addition to the ciraissage from the homesteads on the watershed.
Answer—The paper-mill is not a serious objeetiosa. The polhstion fs-ona this particular kind of snaaufaetory has been
especially inquired into in England, because there are several paper- mills osa the Thames, from which the greater portion of
the London supply is draw-n. Dr. Macadam Stephenson, in a paper read before the Social Science Association, says
'Sewage differs from the diseiaarges from misaes and nanny elaesniea-1 works and otiser snaisufactories. Thus, a streana haaviisg
many papcs- u'orks on its banks, and lsnviasg discharged thereisato muck liquid containing organic matter, does not putrify or
exhale noxious gases, provided the water is in motiosa.'
At the Asyloln the earthelosct system is in operation satisfactorily. Only the surface drainage from the town of
Liverpool passes into the river, as there is no subsoil syslessa of drainage. The Woolsvaslsisag Establislsaneaat _eertainhy dis
elaarges into it undesirahle matter, but this is a valuable liquid nasnure, and ought to be esaaployed for irrigation. The popsshation nt present settled on the watershed is scattered, and is snoslhy rentote from the river banks. The sew-age that has lacess
found so injurious to rivers in England is the concentrated sewage fs'ossa towns ; but there is nothing of this kind osa the
George's River. The contamination at present is exceedingly small, and tan be kept so; and if it existed in far greater quaaatity than it does, its efibet would be inappreciable when diluted with the large qsuantity of wales- that comessa
don'. Mr.
Johnston, the aaaalytical ehesaist of the Victorian Government, when called uposs lately to report. as to the corruption of the
water of the Yan Yeasi by aaisnal matter, stated that it would reqniro 3,000 bullocks to be decaying to affect in any eppreciablo
degree the large body of water in that reservoir.
In England the evil has been that great tou-ns polar their arterial draisaago into little livers, and livers will, only a
langnid etsrresat. Ifere the ease is altogether reversed. We haave only a little village disc-hsargissg merely its surface draivaage
into a large river, subject to the cleansing influence of lacavy floods.
Objection 5.—This scheme loses the advantage of gravitation, and isu-olves the perpetual cost of pumping.
A,sswer.—The great snerit of gravitation is that it maintains a eossstnnt pressure. This advantage is equally conferred
if the 'water is pisinped into a reservoir suflieiently devoted to give the desired pressure. The contisusily of a supply on a
gravitation systesn is dependent Os, the permanent maintenasaco in good order of the eosatlnit in its eaatire length. This involvs-s
a risk quite as great as that of the maintenance of pumping essgincs ingood order, especially as duplicate engines can be
constructed, thins maintaining always a reserve of power in case of accident,. It is easier to have a reserve osagine than a
reserve conduit. Mr. Belt estimates the cost of pumping at present at under £2 per million gallons, and that by engines by no
means adapted to the avork.
" Objection
6.—A dam could be constructed that would withstand the force of the floods, and be impervious, except it
were made of solid masonry, the cost of which would be enonaaous.
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_inswe,'.—flanis of rubble stone and earth have been constructed but Is in India and Italy" to withstand more violent
shocks than those to which one on the George's River would be subjected, and such dams are safe, provided their weirs are
so constructed as to give ausple diseluu'ge for tim waste water wInch could be easily (]one in the George's River, The town
of Philadelphia is supplied byfrosli water by a scheme al l, sinular to that, proposed for the George's River, A. navigable river,
the Seluiylkilhl, which has a strung eurreist, and in which the tido rises six feet, had a data thrown across it, and Clio fresh water
banked up six feet. The bed of the rivci' is partly mud and partly rock. Ott the muddy portion, loose rubble stones were
throwsi to make the ilans. on the rocky part the clam was lbrmed by crib-work, and the whole backed up by rubble stone
and earth. The construction was comparatively cheap. it has lasted now several years. It has been found to answer its
purpose excellently. Some differences in detail would be necessary in constructing a similar one in George's River, but the
precedent is sufficient to prove the practiutbitity of such an undertaking.
Objection 7—A darn would close the nis.vigation of the river, and give rise to serious chaises for compensation.
"A i,ssen'.—Thie navigation is at present useless, being confined to a few wood boats, or sin occasional fishisig Or pleasure
party. The advautage of asaking the water fresh would, to asost landholders, be more than a compensation for closing on
uasrnted navigation but if such claims should arise, a lock could be constructed, as at Philadelphia, if the cost of the lock
would not be greater than the cost of compensation."
1V.—TEsTnroyns.
The following testimony, iii favour of the George's Thver scheme, as it source of water supply, is worthy of consideration
"Sir Thomas Mitchell, in the evidence lie gave before the special eossnnittee of the Cit;y Council, 12th March, 1850, says,
use weakest point. in the eli:iract.cr of tIns great city—for a great city it is likely to be- is the present inssiflus',ient supply of
water. The basin of George's River contains 150 square nnles its highest sonrccs are alfcaj/S flowing, and are devoted 2,200
feet. above the level of the sea, at Madden's Plains, on the range at the b:ick of (lie Illawarra. 'l'hsc basin of a river exteadiag
150 miles superticiallv, and having sources 2,200 feet above the sea, flowing over rocky beds, not encumbered with mud, or
where there could be muck absorptioas, would fern, the finest supply of water in the world.'
Mr. John Young, the contractor for the Exhibition Biulding, New Post Oflice, ike., who has had considerable experience
as an engineer, in emnbai I king navigable rivers, :eoss strnct.ing canals, weirs, he., in England, said, in a letter udds'essed to the
Herald, 'he considered it quite practicable to construct a darn across George's River, at Tons Ugly's Point, or Kangaroo, at a
asoderate ,'of, and ho/h safe and secure. A sluice could be formed (not in the (lisle) that would scour all the salt water out of
the 'reservoir above the dams before they are completed, and as the salt is in solution it would go out with the water. He has
examined the plans and sections of the Nepean scheme, and it presents to lnm all the features of a very costly and, after all,
it doubtful else while the George's River is not a complicated or doubtful one, and lie believes would not cost more than onethird of din expense of the ?sepean scheme.' lie adds, ' the absence of mud flats and swamps, cultivation, or dwellings of any
kind, or in fact antlnng to contaminate the water, while the steepness of the sandstone banks, and their uselessness for any
psi rposes I If 'rde point it out as a great national reservoir, already made to hand, which should be taken ad vantage of to give
on ab ii ndisut. supply to this a ad the future population.'
Mr. Lennox, it veteran engineer, 89 y ears of see, who has executed works of considerable importance in England, this
w' lie says be ' eass see no diflienit.y in snaking a dam on the lower pam't
Co]omsy, and Victoria, substantiates Mr. Young's vies,
of George's River for the purpose of seeui'ing a plentiful supply of good water for the city of Sydney. Neither the floods nor
the tide rise there to a great; height. There is no difficulty comparable to works that lie (Mr. Lennox) has been engaged aapon.
At Use entraisce to the Gloucester and Eerkehey Canal, on the Severn, where the tide rises fort.y feet in three hours, they had
walls lo kce1, out the water while the basin was being excavated, the locks hsuilt, and afterwards to hold the water until the
ships could eat ar the e:usnb. The wall facing the river was a unite Tong the end wall about 300 yards in length, with cut
entrance gate for ships at the angle. If at any time the water in George's River is found iusuflieient, theymighat (lie says) turn
the' Nepen
a water issto George's River.' With respect to the salt water, Mr. Lennox says -, A. sluice (not; in the dim))
would scour all the salt water out of the reservoir above the damn before it is completed, and as the salt
is in solutioss it would
go out with the wa tom'. \Vlsea the Liverpool dana was being constructed, he (Mr. Lennox) allowed the salt water to run oil' at
bay ti, es, so that before the dasus was completed the water' was freshand good, but the people were sifraid to use it until
Dr. II ill, t lie Coloniss I sni'gcon, tested it and said it quite good. This mircenists (Mr. Lennox says) for the water being longer
silt., all Cr the diun was repaired, tIns a it it its avhcn it was first; made.' A mud ' the site for the Liverpool data was,' he says,
sele,'t e,I iuom'e for a s-s'oniuiq-pluce than a lam,' (A. data at either of the three points, Cunimins, Ton, Ugly's, or Xangas'oo,
would slios'tess I lie dist alice to Tllaw'ai'ra and the southern coast districts about t.went' nudes.)
Professor Smith, President of the Water Cosnmsussion, said, ' the selsenie looked nsisehs more t;enspting after having seen
the George's River. i'lscm'e was no doubt that it would be a niost inagnifieeist reservoir.' And, in a letter to a friend, Dr. Smith
said, 'I t,hi ink t.he Govern isseat made It great us istake in isot getting Colonel Saiskey up to Sydisey, to look specially irate the
George's River scheme, I esusuot help regretting that the George's River sct,eisso has usot been more thoroughly sifted, I tlunk
(as I said at the Royal Society) we might clsmsee t lie quality of the water, and let the quest ion be decided on engineering grounds.'
Mr. T. S. Mort said, ' since they became aeqnaissted with the George's River they were amazed at its capacity for
storage, sufficient, to t'urssisls allabundance of water to the largest city ever congregated together."
Mr. A. K. Smith, C.R. of Melbourise, said that, ' twelve nsonthss since be had had occasion to visit George's River, and
to speak in its favour before the Sydney Water Comsnissiois, and from what lie had since seen lie was more than ever convinced
of the fcumsibilit.y of the scheme.'
The her. Dr. Lang said, 'it was his conviction that the George's ]tivcr scheme ought, by rdl menus, to be tried before
w'c aaeiut, to the Elite Mountains for water, or to the Nopean. There would be all abausdnrst supply in these splendid lakes,
lIe hu:td great apprehesssion of the danger likely to oeeruc to the community by the immense d:tsns, such as the Commission
coiut.essihshsk.d, at Prospect, or higher up.'
" The Hon. S. Samuel said 'I believe the water in George's River, above the dam, at Liverpool, is exeellesut in proof of
svlsichs I sited only refer to the fact that the liruevulent Asylum—cent aissiug between 500 and 600 s'oas—m supplied from
that river 'and although ismost of the inasah.es are aged men and invalids, I have not heard of any sickness in eosisequenee of
the quality of the v,at or, os complaints on that :uecoaasst, and were the avat Cr not of good quality this would speedily be dis'
covered, us I imagine it, could not fail injssm'iously to ahl'cet Ihie health of those nsiag it. If the water was not of good quality
we could not scour wool with it, and ps'oduee the necessary colour and 'soft handle,' Wool scoured at my establishment will
bear favourable eonspsrison, in these reslsects, to that of any other, and has realized amossgst the hnghest prices in the London
snam'ket
If the water contaismed salt, as has been stated, amid was not almost ehsensicalhy pore, the manufaetnre of white paper
would not be possible.'
Professor Watt said,' In England they considered water pure if it was free frons sewage matter. Witla regard In
vai'ioass analyses of water, Iso fonisd that the water used by one browery—wlioso silo was drussk in this Colony—contained salisse
ival.tei' largely. The wsLter at the foanst:ains, Trsufuilgar.squn,re, cordained G8'01' per cent. pci' gallon of saline matter, and had
been laid on to Her Msujesty's palace by the odviee of her physicians. The total quasitity of saline matter in the water of
Scolth Creek was, 38'7 grains per gallon, of which 25 grains were chloride of sodium, so that those who drassk it, took no more
than was taken by Her Majesty. The shsnlcs gave very little water, as it rapidly rams oil' then,. lie did not, see why we should
be driven a losg way sip the mnountains to have water free from saline isiatter. Some objections were raised to the George's
River scheme oil account of the popadation amid traflic. Now, be had travelle,l some twelve us des at) and only saw four horses,
two eomvs, a goat, and three ale,,, and h;liere ares not the slight est indication of t,s'aflie.'
Mrujur Chmm'ist.ie, who had the superiutoademsee of the prisoners who built the dam at Liverpool, says, ' His inipression is
thirst within one week of the salt'w'ater t.ide being altogether arrested, the water above thedamn was used by the inhabitants—
very mmmdi to their surprise—as ninny people had previously given it as their opinion that it would remain brackish and undrinkable for mommy momsthus.'
Sir Daniel Cooper said, 'If they could carry out the George's River scheme, instead of wanting the use of water,
merely to supply Sydney for drinking, they- should have sufficient for di pum'poses.'
''Dr. Garrass, at the conclusion of his mpeechs before the Royal Society, on the 21st September, said, ' The best natural
pvoteetioms we could give aamanofnctnring industries in Sydney, was an abnsmda,st supply of water. We must have a supply from
which we could afford to waste, and until we had that we should not have a supply on which manufacturers could rely. He
thought there were three tImings that nmnnuifaeturem-s w'auted,—ckeep cool, cheap use/er, and a rapid method of diselwiqing
,'efrse, wIlds would not be likely to bring them into Law Courts sunder issdietmcn(s for nuisances. He did not know'
any place
where these three s.hsiuigs could be so well obtaissed as at Botassy Buy.'

Syaney —Thomas itichssrnhs, Government flinter—aSro,
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SYDNEY WATER SUPPLY BY GRA1ITATION
By JAMSS MANNING, Esq.,
Read befbre the Rtyal Society, 0 December, 1874.

ix coining before this Society with it pat er having the above designation, :r beg to say that the origination of
this subject occurred when I was engaged twelve months ago with the railway engineer, Mi-. Stephens, in
making a i'ecommissance survey of the Port Hacking Valley and rivulet for a 'aiway route to the southern
coal mines and to Illawarra.. On passing up the higi er 1nrts of that rivulet I was struck with the natura.1
facilities which 1n-esented themselves in the neighbourhood of Bulgo to avail of the great geological northwesterly dip of the country, for the benefit of a water supply for Sydney by gravitation. I perceived t]in.t
the waters of this rivulet con]d be supplemented with extra waters from the western slopes of the south coast
and coal range, by reason of the great facilities that would be afforded by the northerly dip of 40 to 41 feet
to the mile, and by the wester]y dip of 60 feet to the mile along the whole of the coast range south of Bulgo
and Coahehiuf for twenty miles and more.
By the natural facilities produced through such gradients 1 foresaw that it would be it simple matter
to divert all the upper waters of the great south coast lange from their preseirt courses down the Cataract
nid the Cordeaux Rivers into the Nepea.n, and to hiring them all out north, towards Sydney, by an open
aqueduct to the head of the Locldon River, and on through the obstructing cross range by means of a tunnel
of no fornddable nature, and to lead them, if required, into the Port Hacking River, which runs north
throughout its nmin course.
The barometrical elevations of the countries all along and about the south coast range, behind Stanwell Park, Bulb, 'W'onona, Mount Kiera, and Mount Keinbla, were known to lire through the valuable
researches in 1845, 1846, &c,, of the Rev, W. B. Olin-he, our venerated V-President, and partly also through
my own aneroid measurements on the south and east side of Madden's Plains, which I made during each of
my two journeys there when in quest of the lilawarra Railroad. By these I made reasonable deductions of
what could Jo done by canalling and tunnelling. The more I dwelt upoii the subject the more firmly was I
convinced of the soundness of my theory and premises, and I felt that it only required a survey of those
paris to establish my assertions and belief in the availability of the whole of that country to bring about a
grand water supply for Sydney by grtn'i tation,
Such being my first thoughts of obtaining a rich supply of water by it very short cut, I determined to
be reticent on the point until the regular survey of the Illawarra. Railway should have progressed far enough
to satisfy me that it must be an approved success. I waited for the issue for six months after the survey had
conunenced. My reason for this was that the establishment of the Illawarra Railway would be almost indis1,ensabhe to my water supply scheme, not only by reason of the means it would afford of bringing lIp heavy
pipes and large suplies of Portland cement ajid other materials for the waterworks, but also by reason of the
bndges that would necessarily cross George's River and Conk's River, and wInch, would become the imme(liMe means of conducting the water main.s over those broad livers on their course to Sydney.
All practical diThculties in the development of the ihlawarra. Railway line being apparently at all end,
and being so firmly convinced that it would be adopted, by reason of its owi t immensely illtnnsic value to tlw
Colony, 1 resolved at 011cc, and in Nay last, to register my thoughts for the gravitation water supply, by
writing in official letter to the Colonial Secretary, in which Iset forth my project in the form I expected it
would so assuredly result, after I silould have made it survey of the adjacent country. The season of the
a being
r
the,i too inclement for a survey iii the exposed region of Madden's Plains, I resolved to wait for
the spnng months before 1 ,imde the attelnpt. Accordillgly I started ill October with a fully equipped party.
1 was kindly assisted by the Deputy Surteyor General with all requisite instruments for my survey. I
Iornled nly own party, and engaged the services of all experienced surveyor to assist Inc in the important
work.
I made the starting point for my survey at that spot on the Bottle Forest Road, near Bulgo, where the
l,eail waters of the Port Hacking rivulet take their rise, and which position I made by aneroid measuremont
to be 1,050 feet over the sea, and distant about 28 miles from Sydney. Here we drove our first starting-peg
"bench mark," and carried on the survey of traversing and levelling with the proper instrumentu. My
course of starting maintained a dead level, nearly south, over all easy but scrubby country for two miles. At
113—A
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that di stniee we tone] red on the side Of tIle UJI) or p:irt of U w Woroiiora Creek, which was running wit] i it fir ir
StJeUll, I [sic we were i iterru pted in our level con rae by the obstruction of the rising hilt of the Bulgo, or
Macideir's Plain plateau, which fb]-ins the barrier between the U eorgc's River on the north and the Loddon
and the Cataract Rivers on t]ie south. We conUntied our course nearly south for sonic 60 chains, in which
short distance e proved (for my purposes) the favourable elevation of 220 feet 6 inches, to tIe intersectioii
of the road that leads from the Bottle Forest Road over Madden's Plains to Rice's free selection, which track
nuts from east to \ves-t. We, U en traversed that road west to its j unction with Maddens C i'eek, and coiltimed the survey along the creek by its nearly clue west course for a jittie and a half from where we intel'seeted the road to where this upper and 11mm source of George's River is precipitated over a deeji fall of
55 feet perpenilienlar. in this short cliste.nce the levels proved the fact of the advantageous fall of no
less than 150 feet 9 incllei4.
This sudden rise to the south and sudden di1, to the west seemed to me to be at 011CC it eOItvIileilig
proof of the correctness of my preconceived theory, that it must become it very easy iriatter to lead a large
source of water supply to the northward by nieans of a tunnel that shonld pierce the high land bet'veen the
deflectiomis on the south-west of Madden's Plains and the level on the north-west, and from as far back
to the south as would be practicable with the required gradients to give the full velocity of waters to be
conducted through such tunnel. To this each 1 knew that the south and permanent affluents of Madden's
Plains must be close at hand, where they unite into it respectable stream - to form the upper source of tire
Loddon and Cataract B-i vein. The survey was eontiii ued to those parts, arid it immediately opened out tire
grmclest results, We caine upon the vaa.'ious small afllue,rts of the Loddon li-iver, where they unite at a spot
that seemed to be formed for the express use of mini to intercept the waters by one easily constructed d,un
of 46 feet high, that would throw hack in thues of freslres a lake of water equal to from I ,200to 1,400
acres, of in average depth exceeding 22 feet. This supposed large acreage of water was u'nved'at, by the
aneroid and not by the levelling instruments, for reasons I will explain later ; but Imay here say that I
believe that I rather under-state than over-rate the size of this one magnificent basin, which could be made
at it comparatively small expense by means of a clam in cement goncrete, at a most favourable spot,'dehned
and mark-cd out by myself. But not only can this inhmnense reservoir be obtained at this grand spot, but
there are positions above the hack of this one intended (lain, a phcabl e for laisi ng other eml.mankments on the
south side of Madden's Plains, which would give a total of several hundred acres more water. The country
where these reservoiss would be is nearly free from timber, and is wholly constituted of barren s4tiidstoiie,
covered -with careen, water weeds, epocr.-idie, and such-like scrubby low-growing plants, whilst in the various
creeks I perceived the evidence of perpetual streams in the tresenee of familiar water plants. This country
is unfit for tiny purpose forman or beast, and is suitable only for its own special and high value as a great1
gathering ground for supply waters. It is there seemingly and essentially as the great water-sponge and
filter whereby Sydney might be supplied to.a very large extent in all seasons. My proposed data being made
the storage of water within such one dam alone would be so enormous that it would hold enough water
probably to supply Sydney with its present population for more than it whole year. it would be quite its
large, if not larger, than the Prospect dam that was proposed to be made in connection with the Upper
Isepean scheme; and as, liv my proposed plan, the whole of the water could be drawn out from under the
hottomri of the clam for transmission below it into the Loddon tunnel, so it would repm-esent the 5rUme depth of
storage water available for Sydney as the Prospect darn, the upper 2.5 feet of which would only have been
available for gravitation, as admitted. The supply in all seasons off the Madden's Plains sw'aiilps would he
more than enough to keep pace with the evaporation from that reservoir, even if 1 had no other proposed
and available source of supply to keel) it up and overflowing.
The elevation at the lowest spot of this proposed lake would be at the level of the bottom of the dan,,
and that would he sufficiently high to admit of the whole of its waters being drawn off and conducted by a
tunnel of 3 miles and 35 chains, to conic out north, at the heal source of the Port i-Lacking River, whilst
such flowing waters would have it fall of 4 feet to the mile all the way for seven miles to the intake of my
proposed gravitation mains for Sydney direct, from 1,050 feet elevation.
Besides this large storage of water by this one dam and by its available tributary clams on the south
side of Madden's Plains, I found that I could secure between 800 and 900 acres more water on the north side
of sn-me Plains and on the ever running Madden Oreek. This could be most easily and economically effected
by the formation of tiuco small dams at suitable sites the first to be 9 chains wide and 25 feet high, which
would give 400 acres of water; the second to be 7 chains wide and 15 feet high, to yield 230 acres of water,
and the third to be 9 chains wide and 15 feet high, to give 200 acres of water; in all hero 830 acres of extra
storage. All the fine and perinaitently running water of this creek, together with its own storage waters,,
could be lowered by Inca-us of it sluice into the Loddon tunnel through a shaft of 73 feet—such sbaft to be
cut out of the solid sandstone ; and then a-Il these cumulative waters of the Loddon and of the Madden
River streams would pass on north-easterly by the tunnel, and on afterwards by the open canal of nearly 4:
miles on to the intake at the mains, such waters being further supplemented on their way tlntlicr by
the head sources of the \Vorqiiora River.
-Thus I show means of obtaining storage ground equal to more than 2,000 acres, with potrer of still
further supplementing such storage very considerably and to an almost unlimited extent from the grand
upper slopes behind Bulhi, 'Wonona-, Mount Kiera-, and even Mount Keni lila, and for more than 20 miles south
-,rds if required ; all which supplies can lie made to enter the proposed artificial lake at the 1.4oddon
stvunps All these waters, even froni the furthest point south and at the inlet of the Loddon tunnel,
would be within seven (7) miles of the intake of the high delivery mains. I believe that with such
splendid cateliment grounds, which would ever be supplied by nine (9) constantly running streams and by
the frequent freshics, that we should secure water enough from thence alone for the full supply of Sydney
in all seasons. But by the sequel it will be shown that the abovenarneci supplies are not more than one
or perhaps more than a quarter, of the waters that I propose to secure for leading into Sydney when
required.
At this stage of lily paper I deem it to be desirable to state that, having been over forty year, 'muinterruptedhy a resident in this Colony, I have witnessed the most frightful droughts, some of nearly three
years duration ; I have repeatedly seen the Nepean River, at the Cowpasture or Camden River bridge,
.
nearly
Iter survey proved this estimate to be wrong, as shown by my subsequent papers to the Royal Society of August 4-,
1875, and also as shown in my map.
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nearly dir. I have seen liiuidreds of water carts in Sydney, fi]led at the U'ltimo Estate waters of fornw.r
lays: at the cost of 3d. per bucket jniiiie cost and tIlinhig the great; drought of 1539 1 crossed the usually
fine Mirniimhidgec River shy-footed, at the furl allow, its junction with the Tuinut River therefore. F
hope F ni fly be tiqistel for not adva lie' hg ally measure for awa tei- supply fur Sydney that should not be
safely reosly to nieet the s-oist of such contingencies uniter such' i aiallel circumstances VVIliCII may at any
time recur.
With such long experience before iiw mind, 1 cannot, therefore, be, satisfied with the nunimig
waters and ilinhlel ise storage supplies of the before-i' am ccl sources at the ]iead of the Loddon, the head of
George's liver, and the head of the Woronont Rivers we must have far mole. Iii ordinary seasons we
should be able to deliver not less than about 3,000,000 gidlons daily into Sydney from the heath sources of
'ort Hacking Rtver alone, and this supply call practically be supplemented to almost any extent by tito
surplus and over-flow waters which might lie made to pss the high deh very mains. The total ainotmt
from this united source need not be ]css than 0,000,000 gallons daily. In order to effect the above-me-ntionerl increase of supply finni the more southern outlying coirntry. 11 propose that we should avail ourselves
still fm-thor of the grand north-westerly dip of the long coast range to the south and south-east of the
Loddon Swamps. As the arlvimtageomis dip of 40 to 41 feet to the mile from south to north gives as a
crnnplete coinmnaiid of dunning the upper parts of the western slopes of that range, therefore we slionid
adopt this j/t if te/.,,re to out Own uses, anti cut a deep and narrow aqueduct through the sandstone
chin Iiti' thong such range, by such gradients as may be deemed to be most coilip,ttil she for quick delivery,
am ni cut such c:tm al as far as may be expel] cut for the aclditionai requirements. Ti at aqueduct wom d
intercept all the head waters of the Catiunct River, and further on, iii times to come, and by the aid of a
coniparatiely short tunnel, all the head water-, of the Cordeaux could also be, led through the Loddon
tunnel, and onwanis by higl i and low slelivecy iliflins into Sydney.
in lay proliosish to cut the aqueduct dccli and nalioW, I ivi4h it to lie uiiderstood that my object in
this is to intersect as much of the north-westerly stratifications of the range as possible, so as to open out
vs Jn'utv fissures of the sa.r idstonc formation as in:Ly lye niade available to give off into Hi e aqueduct a Jim mge
siq q d y of i sure water.
To this SillI sly too would lie ad 1 std all that
at we sl iou! d obtai it into suchm aqm ied net
from the sw;uitps alld trilsthtsi.ry streams of the Cataract River that would lie coming down the high range
from above the level of the aqueduct, and 'di icli aqimeil uct we should tI roughout its course so coiitri ye to
kee1i iiju high enough to keep it clear of the broken gullies and deeply furrowed watereourses.
Besides the above addi ti oua.l resources for water, I would propose to ii ake damns along the topside of
tins: aqueduct, i
herever tI 'it features of the con' itry alion t the swamps all'1 sources of streams admiti.ed
favourably of such action. All such supplementary dams could be lowered by their respective sluices into
the canal, whenever there big1st scrnn to lie a] ty occasio] t for their adoptaom i to keep the one great Loddoi i
ritseivo] r constantly full and overflowing ;and thereby med uce the sim rface evaporation 1] (by seasons as
11111ch as possihla
By such measures for the upper water supplies, I tli uk I show, here alone, ways anti means of jutovidiug the puwest of wateiu in excessi ye quantities for dl seasons, for a future population in Sydney that
n ar flu in her m oro than 1,000,000 1 eopIi. But ikguiii. ii id ill 0dl ti on to all the nboyonained soil Ces, chu
I rising constantly running streluls and storage supplies of I holial sly some 3,000 :1c es of ilee1i water,
:5 'eiaging about lii feet flue-all depths, I propose to have amiotl,ei' iminviisestora ge supply iii the Port I'I,tdC
l
ing River iteJf, by means of another huge cement concrete danm, to be erected at a well-suited spot on the
ri 'er wli eve the level of the waters (I lore the dam would lie erected) is 149 feet abOVc high-water spring
tides, and where the features of the country present extmuiordtiiarv advantages for forming a fine ham across
a very narrow gorge in this mountain valley, and where there is such all extent of level ground up the
river
* At this part of my paper I would desire to attract more and special at;lent ion to the great advantages that we have
at our command by I lie valuable north-westerly dip of the immense Sydney coal basin, and quite apart from nur appreciat loll
of all its vast coal-bearing importance.
In th,o hopes, Umen, of eoaveying to your nti mds the fall force of our eologieal advantages for the production of all iii)Theme and constantly running supply of the purest of waters, I would u'ish to point out facts which are probably unknown to
many who are present.
Our sandstones which overlie our coal on the Illawarra langes are the same as the yrtis lwuiller of the French, and the
1,-olden sands! sin of the Germans they not only dip inland and towards Sydney, but they possess (for its) the additional advaatago of being mole st;ratifie,l and not so compact as are the Out sed, the ./dreler s-ed, and most other sandstones and conglomerates and therefore our foiiaat,ion can readily give off its accumulation of waters constantly and slowly by its easy fall
of 2 degrees west, when the stratifications would be interiected by my proposed supply' aqueduct, and by the deliver)'
tunnel and delivery aqueduct as. far as to the iron mains at 1,050 feet elevation.
In order that, u-c should apprccial.e fully (lie inuch,ensc value of the stratifications, and of I lie extremely I glut northwestcrly dip of our Illawarra ranges, for thmc bcnelit of agrand u'ater supply for Sydney, u-c should do well to compare our
own good fortune in this respect with that of other extensive countries on the coast of the Mediterranean, and especially
along the northern parts of Palestine.
Time dip of the formations there is the same as can (westerly), only that there the sea is on the west of Palestine,
uvlulst we have it on the east and their stratifications are probably macIt steeper than cub's, and dip into the sea, ivlulst ours
dip inland at the same time the foi'unations of those pnrts cia not belong to our close and stratified sandstone elasm, but belong
to flue Jurassic formation, which is chiefly composed of strata of mans and of porous and oftentimes cavernous liinestones
of tIme oolitie kind, with steep and sometimes almost vertical inclinations. The consequence of this great difference is, and as
we are. told by the Syrian missionnry, Dr. W. M. Thomson, in his work entitled "Land and the Book," (at page 181), that
along the northern coast of Palestine, especially by Sidom, and Tyte, "the waters dum'ing the rainy months pass oft' by the
strata into the sea by innumerable streams, mmmd with such pecnliu' force that at itnad, the Arvad of the Bible, o fountain
bursts up from the bottom of the sea, or such enormous size and power as to make the whole surface to boil like a
cauldron."
Should not, then, this comparison cause its to rejoice at our great and superior advantage of having our stmatifled coal
sandstones at high elevations over the sea, rrcciving the rains open-mouthed from even the extreme easterly projecting cliffs
towards the ocean, and from whence the pure waters are slowly conveyed to (lie opposite inland, and western side of the coast;
msmge, by Nature's own gravitation principle in these parts, and through the north-westerly dip by an angle or easy gradient
of only two degrees!
Here, then, in Ihme long and high coast range of Illawarra, would be our greatest stermge reservoir, scheme our supplies
would be so well retained for us, a nd be ready inboundless qann titirs for our future Sydney,
use by the adoption of my
simple principle of lapping our enormous sandstone filter for nnles amid miles when required, along a base line and sect ion
tha( we could emit at such elevation as would suit our own gravitation arheume for conducting a new river that mnigimi thus be
fimimed and sent into the great Luddon Reservoir.
I sincerely trust that this elucidation of nay supply, stoi'age, gravitation, and water power selmenme in ay go far to settle
),our eonvictiosms of the magnitude and value of Nature's great gift within your reach.
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rive' that a proposed dam of 35 feet in solid concrete would render the most effective service, in flu-owing
11"A all extraordinary amount of further storage water of no less than I mile and about S chains in extent,
which, with the tipper waters from Madden's Plains, would hid defiance to all exhaustion from every cause.
By my proposed water supply scheme, 1 do not pretend to supply waters for irrigation, beyond
supplying gardens abundantly. In my opnuon no system of irrigation can be safely depended upon, unless
where canals can be fed from large rivers or lwoxi]rstth mountain streams, which are more or less fed by
melting snows, and where iron mains can be dispensed with.
And now allow me to say a little as to the quality of these waters in the sandstone country. They
are of the purest kind, perhaps unsurpassable even by the waters of Loch Katrin, which supply Glasgow so
satisfactorily, and which emanate from a gnuute country entirely. The sandstones overlying our coal
formations in that high region are about 800 to 900 feet over the coal seams, and are free from all coally aiim!
other shales. In my survey I observed no departure from the one uniform sandstone formation, and quite
free, as far as I could see, from those oocasional dykes of trap rock which are to be found in this formation
nearer the ironstone ore seams which overlie the coal seams at some 500 to 000 feet, and which might, if
present, tend to discolour and to make the waters hard and impure. But I saw nothing of this in the Madden's
Plains region; and, for the sake of practical evidence of their brightness, I would inform this Society of a little
crucial test 1 adopted on these waters. I was so struck with their extraordinary clearness in all the runinng
creeks of that region that I tried the effect of tying a coin to a long Piece of thread, and lowered it into a
waterhole, 5 feet 6 inches deep. The day was clear, the coin at the bottom of the waterhole was-of course
magnified by being seen through the medium of water, and it was illusively thrown forward a long way by
the angle of refraction, but when settled at the bottom the stamp impressions continued to be as clear to the
eye as if it were on the surface.
These waters, from coming in contact with nothing hut clean and filtering saiidstoiies, are peilecOy
free from all hardness for washing or for household purposes. it was estimated some time ago in London,
that if the waters brought to that city from the ealeareous country around were as free from hardness as the
Glasgow waters obtained from the granite country, there would he all annual saving to the Londoners of
£250,000 worth of soda and soap extravagantly lavished there every year beyond the relative proportions of
same diturents used in Glasgow.
As the Madden Plains and Port Hacking River and all the other streams of the regions comprised in
my scheme have no abominable Wainainatta shales to pass through, nor ever touch clay soils, so would they
all enter my proposed high and low delivery mains for Sydney and its suburbs in precisely the same beautiful
condition ; and even their transmission through the iron Inauls would not affect them, as I should propose to
coat the flmins inside by a bright, effective, and inexpensive enamel, composed of certain resins dissolved in
cheap methiylated wood spirit, and burnt on to the inner surface of the mains.
For ocular demonstration of the purity of such waters, I have the pleasure to lay upon the fable a
bottle of this water, bottled six weeks ago, and from it ti1e Society may judge whether I have extolled those
waters more than they deserve.
So much then for the water supply generally. From all I have seen of the watersheds above alhuled
to in my respective trial surveys for the Illawarra Railway and for the water supply, hut more particutuly
front the astounding positions 1 have lately seen for the making of grand artificial deep-water lakes, and with
the facilities presented of leading large extra supplies of waters into them, there is not the slightest question
in my mind as to our means of possessing the grandest and cheapest water supply that any city in the world
might covet, either by reason of its quantity, its quality, or of its availability for hydraulic power.
There remains, therefore, I think, nothing to be considered but the expense of my proposed method of
supplying all Sydney and all its suburbs with a superabundance of the purest waters by direct gravitation, in
wrought-iron or perhaps wrought-steel piping for the high delivery mains, and in iron mains for the low
delivery; also to consider the expenses of the two large concrete dams at the Loddon and in Port Hacking
River, the other smaller tributary darns, the one tunnel and the open canal of about four miles from the outlet
of such tunnel to the high-delivery inlet of the mains for Petersham and Waverley, and say 6 miles more of
open aqueduct for the north-westerly acquisition of waters from the higher parts of the south coast range.
The above enumeration of works constitutes the whole source of expenditure as far as Sydney, where
suitable reservoirs would have to be made at Waverley and at Petersham in the onset for the high deliveries,
and anywhere else in lower Sydney for the low delivery from Port Hacking Valley, but which hatter might
be postponed for a few years until the Botany works might fail to be sufficient to supply the lower demands
of the city, although assisted from Waverley or Petersham to relieve the rapidly increasing wants on the
higher levels and the distant suburbs in every direction,or perhaps only until the monthly increasing evil of
polhition of the Laehilan swamps will make it eoiupuisory to shut oft that source of supply, excepting for
the commonest of purposes—such as for mill uses and the watering of the sheets.
Let us now consider the few works under my scheme separately. And first as to the means of great
storages, and of heading the extra waters into the one large reservoir on the Loddon. The open aqueduct
would be run to the back of Wonona, or say 6 nules (for present times) fromii the Loddon swamps amid
reservoir. I propose that such aquedudt sl,ould be out 10 feet (Tech), 6 feet wide, and tapered down in the
sandstone rock to 1 foot width at the base. The expense of this would be nothing formidable as a national
work, even at present prices of labour, and it would be calculated at so much per cubic yaid.
Secondly, comes the great Loddon data, in solid cement concrete, to be made, by niy proposal, precisely
in the manner adopted by the famous engineer Mr. Ritter, in his splendid waterworks at Freibuig, in Switzerland. The spot I have selected as the position for this wo,k is admirably adapted for such an operation.
The gorge of the valley that constitutes the natural egress for the waters of the great h,asin above is so
narrow here that it is only eight chains in width across the rivulet at an elevation of 30 feet ; but in order
to store far more water than would be obtained by a .30 feet high damn, I have marked it off to the top level
of the abutting ridge, which-would make the data 46 feet over midstream, and where the waters run over lb
plateau of bame sandstone rocks admirably adapted for sinking a deep concrete foundation. Consequeimtiv,
to carry the top level of this dam for these extra 16 feet, it would be necessary to elongate the whole work
from end to end to 18 chains to where the levels on both sides would taper oft to nothing.
The object I have in view for proposing to raise this dam so high and to be in solid concrete is—first,
to be able to turn the overflow flood waters over the side of the castes-n ridge into a hollow that leads into
another creek, and thus save the risk of damage by the flood waters going over the data itself. Secondly,
to
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to gain immense additional eatebment water, which would create an artificial lake, at a cost that would Irny
for covering with deep water from 1,200 to 1,400 acres of coimtry free from timber, and wiucli lake would
be, at the mean depth of 22 feet. This lake would be about 1,120 feet over the sea.
With regard to the expense of this most important structure, I have one practical guide only, and
that is the work of a similar nature built at Freiburg. That dam is 590 feet long and 72 feet high, where"
the one I pro1iose would be only 46 feet high (plus the sinking and erections for a perfect foundation), but
propoiiomtely so much longer that it would probably contain about the same number of cubic yards of
work, and which at Freiburg is 83,714 cubic yards. The expense of that concrete clam was computed at
£14,000, including its sluices in cast iron, .kc. Now, c(etens paribmts, and allowing for the great difihre]lce in
the price of labour, the Loddon thou of same structure might reach from £20,000 to £25,000, and a- similar
d,un in Port Hacking Valley, at 35 feet high, and about 500 feet across, might be estimated at £15,000 at
most, with its sluices built in.
The other und minor d,ums, with only concrete cores, would be of comparatively very small expense,
and the whole set of them might be estimated at £15,000.
Next to these clams, costing some 65,000, but which may be, far short of the cost here, come.s the
one tunnel of 3 miles and 35 chains, which would he all cut out of solid sandstone, and would be available
for exca'ation by shafts at five differe,it spots, besides at the two ends ; hence the advantage of the westerly
dip, which reduces depth of sinkings. As the velocity to be given to the waters in the tunnel would be by
a gradient of 45 feet to the mile, besides the head of water at the inlct, there would be no necessity of using
cement or masonry anywhere along its comae. What the cost of this work would he I know not, and must
leave to others to determine.
To many this underground work of 3.1,- miles may seem to be very great; therefore it may be desirable
to mention that in the Nepean scheme, wl,ich was adopted by the Water Commission, they start at 63 miles
from Sydney with one tunnel of 4 miles and 49 chains, and have in all ten tunnels aggregating 10 miles
and i elm ins, besides 10 miles of 46-inch diameter iron mains, and over 3,000 - feet of iron aqueducts in the
first 17 miles of the total 63 miles to Sydney ; whereas, by lily shoi4eut scheme on the high levels, I have
only the one tunnel, and do not require a singie foot of iron aqueducts in the ranges before the waters enter
the, long mains of about 28 miles to Sydney.
Following my proposed work comes the open aqueduct for 4 miles, to the delivery mains on the
Bottle Forest Road, at 28 indesfroin Sydney. This aqueduct would be constructed like the north-west feeding
aqueduct to the great reservoir, and would be all cut out of solid sandstone, with a gradient of 5 feet to the
mile. The expenses of this work would be a matter for tender.
Beyond time above sunpie works, as compared with other water schemes, and viewed as a national
undertaking and for such an achievement, there would remain the large and chief cost of the two high delivery over-ground mains, in wroughtironor in steel, of 18 inches diameter—these to run side by side as far
as Cook's River, on their way to deliver respectively 4,270,891 gallons daily to the Petemuhani and Co-miterbury heights, and 4,029,143 gallons daily to Waverley, with the respective heeds of water of 850 and 750
feet, as computed by Eytelwein's formula; and. these two high delivery mains to be coupled together by
union loints above where they would part company at Cook's River, so that in ease of necessary repairs to
either pipe the other could go on serving both Petersham and Waverlcy alternately; and then would remain
also the low delivery main from about 24 miles from Sydney in the Port Hacking Valley. This main is
proposed to be of 36-inch diameter, estimated to deliver 5,407,533 gallons daily to some reservoir of nearly
the same level as Crown-street, if not into that reservoir itself. In all 13,71 7,561 gallons.
Here again, for these mains, I am unable to arrive at any satifactory estimate. All I know Is that
there are engineering firms here that would be ready to contract for the manufacture of all the mains as fast
as they can be wanted. But this much I tla,ik I may ventui.'e to say, that as three such pipes as I propose
for adoption would deliver say twelve (12) millions of gallons of water per day, this would be making provision for a supply and delivery to a population of 300,000 at 40 gallons per head per day, besides having
stoinge and means of supply (less the additional mains) for a full million of it, future population, in the works
at the sources of supply, and supposed to be completed under my estimate.
However, let us charge the whole of the proposed works on a population of only 300,000, which
Sydney and its suhiuls may have in 1merlmaps less than, ten y-ears nioie ; and let us charge that population with
an expenditure on these works of only 40s. per head, and we have the sum of £600,000, which I should think
would be quite equal to the total expenditure on my scheme for it delivery of 12,000,000 galloims of water
daily, with ,neans to increase the supply to a very much larger extent. But admitting the possibility of any
imder-estim,,mate in the cost of my proposed water scheme, we may be satisfied to pa' more for the development
of a scheme which will give us a pin-c and abundant supply of water by direct gravitation, and which will
also afford immense hiydraulio power, besides having the means of trebling the supply. Let it be remembered
that in London, where material and labour is or was cheap, there the cost of the varmous water supply -works
represented a capital, before the great rise in iron and labour, equal to £10,137,000, a sum which represented
an expenditure of 60s. and not 4-0n a head upon the then population of that great city, and to which population liltered water is delivered at the rate of £26 per 1,000,000 gallons, or at an average cost of about the
forliet.lz part of afart/ming per gallon, or say +d. per day, or 7s. 7d. per annum, for the average consumption of
even 40 gallons per day; and yet the eight VTater Companies in London return handsome interest of money
on their works and capi ;d invested. Whereas, in Sydney, our water rates, for unfiltered and impure supplies,
.are. preposterously in excess of this; and the cheap blessing that is or should be at our command is denied to
us, and is still rendered prohibitory for most man mifacturi ag puiposes, and weighs heavily 111)011 the population,
by reason of the high rates of Sn charged on every room of every description attached to every dwelling,
even whether water be laid on or not; and of no less than 7d. per 250 gallons, or at the rate of £125 per
1,000,000 gallons by meter measurement, as against £26 in London for same quantity of filtered water.
And now I would wish to say a few words here on the subject of the value of the hydraulic pressure
and power which will be available by the adoption of my water scheme. My plan is wholly a gravitation
scheme; and having learnt by the developiucnt of the Nevada Waterworks, as published in the E-mmgimaeem of
the 3rd of April last, and copied into the &pinei, Ajail of the l8th July, that wrought-iron pipes there of
only 5-16ths of an inch, in boiler-plates worked into pipes of 114 inches diameter, bear the before unheard of
pressure of 750 lbm to the sqmue inch;—so 1 have considered that we should avail ourselves here of the high
pressure at our command, from near Madden's Plains, with 1,050 feet head of water at sea level, as against
1,720
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1,720 at the Nevada IVatenvorks ; as we should be enabled to use smaller pipes and cheaper pipes, by reason
of' the great velocity that would lie given to tl&e waters mider such a t]elnelldous head of water, and yet to
be quite safe from bursting who,' inrule of I oilei-pl;rtes of [roll. but better still in steel for the lower levels,
and varying according to elevation and pressure from 2-1 Gtlis to 3-16tlis and 4-1 Gths of air hid, in thickness
only.
With such hydraulic pressure for quick delivery we could avail omselves in Sydney and in Port
Hacking Valley of this valuable force, and turn it to aceouuit ill various ways for hydraulic lifts, turbines, & C.,
but most a(iviuitageothslv 50 in part by appiyrng it to the compression of air as the indirect- motive power to
send the sewage and waste waters of the city on tosuitable positions for irrigation outside the city, in same
manner as you will find partially described in Delabar's paper oii Ritter's great Works Ritter was the
inventor of this method, and applied it for the first time at Freihuig quite recently. I may mention here
that his method of freeing cities or towns from sewage and waste waters seems to be superior evcn to Capt.
Liernur's admirable plan of effecting much the same results, and whose system how is so extensivly adopted
in manY large continental cities. The difference between the two systems is that Lieriuu draws away all
sewage by form big a partial vacu Inn ill the sewers by a steam-engine acting on a large an'pmnp, which l.'ring.s
away, the sewage at will to certain centres, for its evaporation into poudrefle, which is packed in casks and
sent oft into the country, where it is bought with, avidity by the farmers, who have discovered that it is
iiiom'c valuable than the best guano. This system is foiuul to answer very well, and it pays to produce this
now highly prized manure, at the same time that it keeps the towns which are treated by Liertiur's process,
in a pei'fect state of purity and salubtitv.
flitter, on the other hand, produces the same results in It, for supei-ior way, by collecting the sewage and
the waste waters as they come away from the houses they are brought to two centres in the town, wherefrom and by a valuable application of a part of time great hydraulic power which he has at his co,nuiand lie
rids the city of everything both I iquid and solid Li-cia the sewers, and sends it dl to n great distance outside
the city and lngh up on to lands in two difihirent directions, where systematic irrigation is constantly niaiiltamed xiiI:l, important. results. This eutei-piise is found to pay those interested there iti Ritter's graml application of the compression of air through hydraulic force.
Practically we might compare the two systems to the priticipleof the syringe. Liernu r's system than's
the sewage into the partial vacua in, wlnlst Ritter's is the counterpart of the action of the sanie sYringe, and
dines all before it by the actio,i of the piston compressing the air.
Ishould apologizefor the, ahove digression from the direct suljeet uitoler consideration did I not; conceive
that my proposed- high pressure delivery of tin, waters, which would constitute it large portion of lliy proposed
supplies, has a most signi ticai it heai-i ag on the value of my scheme for giving such valuable motory power
vithout an' necessary waste of the waters used to create such action; whilst, at the same time, the hugh
pressure would give such quck delivery of liltre water into time city that pipes of less than half time size and
's'eiglit wouih,l deliver as much water from 1u proposed ui-take elevation (of 1,050 feet) as could he delivered
hr the low-level operation from the large and heavy main out of the Port Backing River fi-o,a all elevation
there of only 170 feet over the sea, or (say) to 34 feet above time level of the Crown-street Reservoir, from
whence I popose to take in thosehower waters.
In connection with such proposed available water-power, as well as for the dift\isioii of useful and
interesting knowledge, I have the pleasure of laying on the talile of this Society my recent translation fi-oni
the Germnair of Mr. Engineer Delabar's most uitei'estrng paper on Ritter's Waterworks at Fm-eiburg ; it is
lnke]1 from Diny4r'a Pot yiechniccd ,JOWI)Wl, a work of celehi-itv in Germany. I would propose that this
tu-anslation lie attached to this Mater supply paper as an appendix to the same, and taken as read, because I
consider that whatever thought I have given to the development of my water scheme I owe much of its
oriwnation to my having been favoured with the possession and i-eading of such a. valuable paper—a paper
which gives evidence throughout its every- pa-ge of the power of the great master mind that designed and
carried ,into execution the noble and varied voi-ks recently undertaken, and now in full operation at Freiburg.
I would gladly read the paper to this Society as all appendix to my own present lecture, so entirely is
it fraught with matter that would interest you much on the present occasion, but it would occupy too munch
time to do so, and I fear I may have already ti-espassed on your patience. But there is so much in that paper
which has helped me to tIn mik out my present water supply scheme, that I consider it to he, in a measure, as
I miseparable to the proper understanding of lay present Impel- as I must consider the affiliation of the proposed
.r.11a;va,i-:r Railway to be as indispensable to the easy development of the Sydney water supply by gravitation.
With these papers lalso leave on the table it copy of th5 map of my lute sinvey for the water supply,
which will facilitate the understanding of my whole scheme very materially. 1 have tried by such map to
make it so clear to intelligent minds that it should 1-equtire no further explanations than what I have shown
and wntten on its face. All the work-s requh-ed in my design are, mainly shown on the lnoit.dth of the map,
which represents only 7 miles of country. The other works that are proposed and which are not upon it, are
simply the extension of the north-westerly canal or aq neduet for 6 miles towards the direction of the western
slopes of Wonono, and the gi-eat concrete dam proposed to be erected where the waters pass tln-ough a level
and narrow gorge in the Port Hacking Valley, and where they are at an elevation of 149 to 150 feet over the
sea level at liigh-watei--maarl<, and which position would be some distance below the lowest free selections on
the river.
In puesenting my map to this Society, I desire to explain why there should lie any elevations shown
upon it to have been taken by the aneroid, and not with the level antI staff. Fortunately nearly all the levels
wore taken with time prbpem' instruments ; but when the survey was almost con-pleted, my assist-nit in the
work, and I liotli became disabled from illness ; therefo,-e, and to save useless expenses, I disbanded lily party,
sent thc heavy instruments hack to Sydney, and postponed the completion of the work but we finished it
later by means of all excelle]lt aneroid, a. prismatic compass, and a tape line.
In submitting this paper to the free d:iscussions of this Society, I desire to say that in all I have
:ulvauced, either for the Jllawa,ni- Railway development or foi: this proposed water supply, I have been
actuated by no interested motives. I have only had the good of fill in view, and therefore I hope I flay be
excused if I avail myself of this opportunity of saving that, having given so much thdught to the considera.tion of these ia,itters, I may lie supposed to have tliorougldy digested the suljects, and that I do hope that no
pressure of petitions from interested pm-ties will he allowed to bear with the public or on the Coveriminent for
any 'leparture from the prescribed route of time inte.nile'l Tllawarm-a Railway in its direct course to its only true
a mid legitimate terminus for a Lii tim re great co;, I trade, na muely, :t N omtli i3:ul aiain. as now surveyed,- —any
deviation from which would I feel sure l,e,-i fatal mistake.
- I
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I also desire to it-peat itiy I 'chef mid ho1'e. a bliclv expressed in my Rut ,,ij,cr on
Out Coal am!
Coal Potts " (real before this Society oil 6th August., 873), that the northeill coinieetioi, of the i\iaitland,
Newcastle, and Lake Maei1uarie trades with the Inn-hour of Port Jackson, at die Not-tb Shore, opposite
Cockatoo :l.s]a,al, may, speedily follow in the present awakening spirit of ia-ogress.
A ad now with reference to this water supply sehethe. I trust it will siot be thought that I aill
actuated by tiny ungenerous iiiotives towards the designers of the other grand designs. Whieji the 'Water
Commission prosecuted their labours several years ago, the IlI;i w,i.rn Railway wa_s not thought of, and consejueitly the Port Hacking River, north of Bulgo and ca-st of the IlIa.warra Road, was ilever visited by the
Commission, I LOF Wa S atty umoit of those waters or those of-the ii cad of George's River and of the Wantuoi-a
with tim south coast waters then coi iteinpiated. It is therefore to the development of the lilawarra
B1tii way that we owe that natund enlightenment which has led to the discovers' of a most valuable
water supply for Sydney, wholly to he brought tat Lv availing oui-selves of Natures simple laws,
and of following her own gravitation principle of the nortli-wester]y dips of her great coal lettin at our doors.
Such are my ideas towards the designers of the other water schemes and towards the gentlemen who
constituted the Water Commission of 1860. And on my own beli:ihf, li-ely confidently oit the language of
tile Commission, towards the end of their Report to the Gove.i.-imrnent, when they made the following
rem,u-ks
We now invite the closest scrutiny of our results, sensible that if on i. scheme (the Nepean) ha
in the main the best attainable, it will be improved by passing through The ordeal of enlightened criticism;
while if any better scheme sti]l lies undiscovered, this same criticism will. we trust, la-lug it to hghit"
Finally. then, with such lnghi-mindecl i-eniai-ks from the gent-I olnel m of tli e Water Commission, I. need
1101 hcsifate to say that, in advancmg muiy own gravitation water sup1dv sd I wile I 'efore this Society antI l,efore
the public, I rely 1m1,on its substantial excellence bv reason of its being based on geological deductions. I rely
on the natura.l features of its locality for abundant water supply and a uiidamit storage, far more than on any
useless amount of excessive watershed in it dronghty climate. I rely on its value for hydraulic niotory
J'owcr. I rely upon its comparative inexpensiveness; on its perfect freedom from all laura_si-i lg compensations
on the unsullied num-ity of its w;tteuu for delivery; on its short cut. cotus.ue for Sydney and on its great
simplicity, which milay cause the works, if my scheme be adop ted by the Country, to be completed within the
same time that the Illawarra itailway,—if siiaiiltanoously undertaken, - can be ready for traffic to
Wollongong.
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THE WATERWORKS AYD JNDTJSTRJAL OPERATIONS AT FRJflBLTRG IN SWI12EE.LAND. Br G.
DEtusu, G.E., or ST. UALLSIC, with plates.
As it loulliber of tit e S vis5 Society of Arts, which had its annual meeting at :rri:ihurg, on the 1 9th. 201-li,
and 21st August, 1872, 1 visited the prettily situated town of Ficilmurg, on the Saane River, and i,y sitel,
oi mr tunity I bec,une aequa.mtetl with the highly interesting waterworks and indnstri,d enter1,riscs which i
had been undertaken there in the last tin-ce veais.
It is as well to remark, at once, that the soul of these undcrtekings was in the pem-somi of its one
director (Mn Engineer Ritter), who is a highly cihucated and is at the same time a Very genial and enterprising mail.
This gentleman has not only concluded a contract between the city of Fi-eil aug and fibuself, most
favourable to both pai-ties, but lie has also succeeded in gaining the confidence of the capitalists of Treibun-g
and of other pa-its of Switzei-land, particularly of ila.sel and Winterthnr, to aid lii a iii the development of
his projects.
On the 4th of October a contract was entered into between the Town Council of F'til.'urg and Mr.
Engineer Ritter, which was confinned on the 12th of January, 1870, by the higher Council of the Canton
of ifs-el burg, and by which the town of 1'reiburg sold it. pau-t of their forests, ,ml,ont 1,400 English acres, to
N,-. Ritter, for the sum of 1,400,000 francs, equal to £56,000, ut
,d gave bin, at the same time authority to
eject waterworks and hydraulic motive works on the river Soitne ; but with this proviso, that lie wa-s to
supply the inhabitants of the town with an ample quantity of drinking water. as well its to furnish sufficient
water"poer for various industrial mills and works but of course for a correspondmg consideration. Upon
this Mm-. Ritter formed a Company, which was called the Societe GCnCrale Snisse des Eaux ct ForCts" This
Coiiipuiy ahiotted to Mr. ]Ritter no less a sum than 500,000 fI-aucs (€20,000) in paid-up shares. The
Co,n1,a,t iy was duly formed and incorporated by statute in Frei.burg, and at wldehi 11 ace it was to hohd its
luitume na etuigs. The direction of these technical and cenmmnercial works was thereon given over entirely
to \---- - flitter. 'it tIme onset the Society ttetermmtined upon carrying on the following operations
The economical farming of the forest pttrclitsetI from tlue town of Freiburg.
The water supply, for the tow ui
The building of a dam and Sluice oim time i-i var Stouie, amid the utilization of the water pover to
be thereby produced.
The ciection of a taw-inill, and of it large workshop for the Baltic, with it branch railway, to
connect it. with the Frciburg Tnmnk Railway Line.
For the development of these works the Com1mnys capital was reqmured to be 2,000,000 francs
(C80,000), eomposod of—
1,000 promoters' shares of 500 francs each = 500,000 flinmes.
3,000 preferential shares at 500. ,,
- = 1,500,000
2,000,000
Those
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These $hares were taken and allotted with the understanding that during the four building years
(1870-73) the shares of both classes should bear interest at the rate of 6 per cent, and the probable profits
should he so applied that 75 per cent. of these should go towards a reserve fiuid, and 25 per cent. of the
.aino should go for the declaration of dividends on both classes of shares.
Att-Anal to the originat or parent Company, Mr. Ritter brought aj)out the formation of branch
Cotii1,niins for the development of fish culture, of gathering ice, and of irrigation, called the "Societe' dii
Pisoiculture, Claeiers et Irrigation," which are obliged to have their centre in the town of Freiburg, and
which branch Compaiiies determined on carrying out the following projects
I. The erection of an establishment for fish culture, and therewith the stocking of the waters of
the canton for a circuit of about " GO hours,"
The building of several ice-houses for the commercial development of ice from the river Saaiie.
The litigation and the manuring of the lands on both the high elevations of the neighbouring
places, called Perolles and Weigles, by means of the waste waters and the sewage of the
town.
The erection of a bathing establishment, of a bleaching and washing establishment, of it swinilaing school in summer, and of it skating-place in -winter ; besides the utihzation of the
so-called Lake of Perolles " and of its approaches and banks for the formation of iileasux'e
grounds for the public.
For the development of these several undertakings an additional capital of 400,0-00 francs (1 6,000)
was required and was allotted in200 promoters' shares of 500 francs each
.,.
,,.
... 100,000 francs,
600 preferential shares
do
..
...
... 300,000
In the first two years (1872 and 1873) only the preferential shares received 5 per cent, interest. After
those two years have passed, the pron0ter5' shares will have interest also at 5 per cent. The probable i'est
of profits will he apportioned at the rate of 20 per cent. towards a reserve fund, 20 per cent. for the directors
and inanagenient, and the remaining GO per cent. for dividends to both classes of shares.
Besides these there are other works in progress, and which are held under speeial arrangements with
the Ixirent Company, and which are situated on the heights of Perolles, above Frieburg, and these are
An iron foundry and engineering establishment.
A large railway carriage inanufactoi'y.
- 3. A chemical manure factory.
Besides these there are other factories in contemp]ation for immediate building, namely,—a ptermill, it pottery and gypsum factory, it barley-grinding mill, and stone-cutting works, and there is no doubt
that other undertakings will soon follow.
The operations herein specified are of such inipoi-tance and of such general interest that I may venture
to say that a fuller description of them will be glad])' accepted. j: shall therefore try to describe them ;is
nearly as it is possible to do so without detailed drawings and representations. For a general outline of the
works, figure 1, showing it gi'ound plan of Friebiu'g, will be of service, wherein the projected new works arc
given in clark lines, and the sectional ilalls also, figs. 2 to 4, will help to demonstrate the dam and sluice
works, the turbines and the pumping gear, and the filtering works.
The cle.seription will extend to the following works
The great dam and sluice works on the Saane.
The waterworks for the hiydnmlic motors.
The filter and pumping works,
The telodynamic cable and wire rope transmission.
The saw-mill and large carpentering works, and the other industries on the plateau of Perolles.
The conduit of water and the reservoir of Quintzet for supplying Freburg with drinking water.
The canal conduits for the irrigation and for manuring the heights
f
o Pei•olle''and Neigles oil
both sides of the Saane.
S. The establishment of the fish culture, and the bathing places, and the ice-houses on tle lake of
Perolles.
The utilization and fam-ming of the forest which was purchased from the town of Freiburg
and
The erection of a branch railway line to coiniect the great timber and other works with the
main trunk line,
1.—TUE GREAT DAM AND Sizicx WORK,

(l'Ige. 2 C' .3.)
the sto.m'ting point or pivot of the whole operation forms the dam on the Sanne, This is it truly grand
structure, entirely constituted of cement concrete, and made for the express purpose of stopping and of hacking tip the waters a little above the town, south, to damn up the waters of the river to a stiflicietit height, and
to utilize the motorie power thus ol.itainecl.
This gigantic monolith is built entirely of cement concrete, is erected straight across the river for 590
feet ; over the surfhce of the water it is 39 ft,et hugh, and from the foundation of the dam at most 72 feet
the ground floor foundation is 08 feet J.'road, and the top of the din, is 10 feet 8+ inches bread or thick ; it
lies it cubic mea surëment of 61,000 cubic nmeti'es—eqn al to 83,714 cubic yaads. This
wom-k was commenced
in the year 1870, and was nearly fljnslied in 1873. By these colossal dimensions micl by this gigantic clam
we :no reminded of the Roman works, Neither expense no]' trouble was spared to complete the same in such
it manner as to hold it harmless for many years against all natural influences of such. as the water-pressure on
the foundation, or atmospheric action and changes from heat to cold, which naghit favour the deerepitation of
the side wall rocks on either siae of the clan, or shores of the river. The geological formation of the Sante,
in the neighbourhood of the dam, is similar to that of ow' eu-ri neighbourhood here at St. Gallen, on the
Sitter. Underneath there is a sandstone molasse which is certainly easily decomposed in the open air, but
hardens and becomes durable under water; above this appears a tolerably flu-n conglomerate, and uppermost
a loose swampy alluvium. Luckily, howevem', and exactly at the required spot for the dam on the river's bed,
there
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there was cropping outhf rocks and of liariler stone for it height of 19 feet $ inches on the most water-wearing
side of the river, and gave it most excellent foundation for the work (as may he seen by looking at sectional
figures 2 and 3), so limeh so that it justifies the hope that the, dam will last for a great many years.
Aftntherforesigltt was exci-cisecl inthat the surface of the rock upon which the foundation of the dam had
to comile, after the floo,: of the river was laid dry by pumping, was so hewn or picked as to present a succession of
steps, upon which the cement work of the dam would be raised ald united with the foundation rocks, so as not
only to secure the greatest possible strength to the structure but also to insure its impermeability from watci.
pre.ssui-c This work of cutting, or rather of picking out, was considered to be of the greatest consequence,
is may be itnagi unit when we find that the surface of tli e foundation exceeded I acre.
An idea of the difliculties that were attendant on the building of this damn may be formed, when we
are told that in getting the foundation done built there were five locomotive engines and eight centrifugal
pumps kept going itiglit and clay, and every d,iv, for it long period, ill order to pump the waters outlifted and
diverted from the foundation by means of a tunnel through the range at the side. It is a source of congratulation that the system adopted for this cement work has proved itself admirably. The sand and pebbles
obtained from the river were worked upon the spot with the cement. The cement came in the usual form of
casks of cement, whilst the pebbles, the stone, and the sand were obtained from the lied of the river in any
required quantity. Last winter, and under the severest cold, but assisted by sonic wiuming appliances, the
work was carried on unrnterruptedly and prosperously.
The sluice-gate with the inlet cana.l for the outflow and for the occasionril cleaning out of the now
lake of Perolles is now finished. A casting, weigh.ng about 6 tons, which is 23 feet long, 8 feet 2 inches
broad, and 8 to i1 inches thick, serves for the basis of the same. It is formed into one vertical eastiron frame, macic from four 1,ieces of T-fornied shape, in which a gmdeway wall is set, 84 dl which is macic out
of 7 inch square timbers of oak. The tunnel, which is cut through the rocks on the left side of the dam, was for
the plupose of diverting the waters of the river whilst the dam was building, is now about to be closed again.
'i.'hirough this damming up of the Saiute the waters which have a flow equal to 30 cubic metres, equal
to 6,61 7X gallons per second of time, are raised 34.1 feet to 39, and thereby a disposable water-power is
Obtained which is equal to 2,600 and up to 4,000 horse-power.
By this embankment the water is at the same tune tlirowj, back over a considerable suilnee, much in
the, same way that we ohsers-e the formation of Lakesiii our Alpine country ; and through the swelling and
backing all of the waters a new lake has been formed which Mr. Ritter has named the "artificial lake of
Perolles "; but it is expected that the present depth of the lake at starting will not be maintained, because
of the sediments of sand and earth masses, which in course of many years will be sure to affect its depth.
Howevei-, the flow of water per second of time through the artificial fail will not thereby be altered, and
therefore the disposal power will remain unchanged.
The upper surfhce of the lake is about 3,280 yards long and 197 yards wide, and it covers an area of
over 774,715 square yards, or about equal to 160 English acres. The whole cost of the dam and sluice
works was estimated at £14,600, anti the estimate is not likely to lie overstepped by the actual expenditure.
Up to the end of last yeal.'s balancing of accounts, and when the work was nearly completed, the expenditure
OIL the same had been only £13,247. This fortunate calculation of the estimates is owing to the foresight
and knowledge of the director, as well as to the fact mentioned before, tlnit the building material, stone, pebbles,
sand, ike., could be obtained in suflicicut quantity on the spot, so that the cubic metre 1334 cubic yards of
cement concrete as used did not exceed 5s. lOd. to lii Sd.
2,--Tirr WaTEnwoahis FOR

'IllS E,YDRAITLIC MoToRs,

Rig. 3

By reason of the above described dam and sluice work, as already stated. the raising of the Saane
water to from 33 to 39 feet, the enormous foi', of from 2,600 to 4,000 horse-power is, obtained. For the
pet-feet utilization of this enormous water-power a number of turbines, after thosystern of Girard, are adopted,
in which the, water is led through the canal A, B. 01 1) (fig. 2), which is 5-1feet 1 inch broad. Up to the
present time only two turbines are laid on. These ,iswell as the other driving machinery were made at
Winterthur. The other waterspaee or room, now in progress of building, is planned to carry four turbines,
and in all probability it will soon become necessary that the ether and further intended two turbines should
also be carried out.
From the 1,200 horse-power which will be obtained through these turbines, 600 horse-power will be
taken for the driving of those works which are already in progress of erection, and 600 horse-power will be
reserved for the lifting of the drinking water into the hgh-levei reservoir at Quimitzet, which is 525 feet
above the darn. For the coniinencement, and as long as there are only two turbines at work, there will only
be the half of this disposable power given to these undertakings.
For the lra.usnussioli of the mechanical driving power of those inclustria.l works which are now getting ready, and for others that are in contemplation, the so-called telodl)-naunc cable will be brought to bear
these we shall describe more particularly in our fourth h vision of this papei. For the lifting of the drinking
water to the Iligh-level m-eservoii' at Quintzet, four of Cirarrl's double pumips will be applied, besides the eastiron piping which we will describe mo,.'c closely in our 6th division. The abc,venamecl four pumps will be
made at Vevay, on the lake of Genes-,,,, and the piping at Selotl,urn,
The building for the tu,-hmcs and ptunps will be 1-2k feet long and ii feet broad, and is to be entirely
li-ought up from arockv foundation. It will he attaciled inimusliately to the east end of the dam (sea sectional
drawing in fig. 3), by which you niay- see the relative position of the tnrbiac and pumpiig-house, with the inlet
canal and the inlet pipes, besides the other leadin2' pipes of the dam and sluice works. By reason of the
floods wilich, took place in the spring of this year (1872) the erection of this building was very munch delayed.
During the late s,, 'lime]. the works have made great strides, and it is hoped to hove this nupoitant building for
the water-works covered before the cold winter sets it. Besides this it is co,lli,lcntly expected that time mounthug of the turbines and the wire-rope tral,smissio,ls of power will be, coinplc'ted this year (1872), The pumps
and the h-o,i piping for the water supply must be completed according to contract., by next spnng, and he UI
actual working order.
Thus by these uneasu es the inhabitants and the industries of the town of Freibuu-g have been most
spe.emlly cared for, with, pure drinking water for their Ilouses, and with watcr-powem- for their industries,
113—B
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given them to such an extent that their great advantages will become the envy of far more important towns.
In fkct nothing more noble can be conceived than these waterworks which are perfected for the sole piu'pose
of making water subservient to man's use—for his home. for his fields, and for his industries in life.
According to the estimates, the two turbines, the four pumps, the rnlet canals, and the double
huildmgs were rated in the first instance at 175,000 frs. (17,000). Up to the present time the cost by
the balancing of accounts gives only 68,272 frs. 27 cents. (12,730 17s. lOd.) for the buildings, £1,840 for
the two turbines, and £314 for the four pumps, or, altogether, not quite £4880,—so that the estimate for
these are not lilccly to be overstepped by actual expenditure. This favourable result has been very much
brought about by the fact that the waterworks could be entirely based on a rocky foundation, and that the
required hewn blocks of stone for the building were easily obtained on the spot. These, for instance, were to
be had from the excavation of the outlet canals and of the turbine house, and generally out of the excavations
that were necessary to be made in connection with the works,
3.—THE FILTER AND PUMPING WORKS.

(Fig. 4.)
In the dammed-up waters of the lake, and behind the dam and sluice works, there is a large towerlike vessel, made out of sheet iron, which contains the filter for the water intended to loss through it. This
iron vessel has a diameter of 191 feet, and is 161 feet deep. It is set up on the gravel beds of the Saane.
Inside it there is a circular easing of 1 foot 11 - inches thickness, which is made of cement, in order to protect
the inner filtered waters from coming in contact with the outer waters. The remaining vacant space is filled
up with the filtering medium, which is composed of various layers of coarse and fine gravel and of sand,
whilst above is the filtered water of the Saane and the clear spring water which was discovered by the
building of the dam and sluice works. That clear water from the spring, which is led in by a cement pipe of
peculiar shape, forms no inconsiderable part of the supply of drinking water for the town. A further part
of the supply required for the use of the town is obtained by filtering the waters of the. Sanne, which have
to pass through the various levels of coarse and fine pebbles and of sand, and become perfectly pure. In order
to arrive at this issue more easily the tower-shaped vessel is snrrounded with suitable stone and gravel beds,
and these are supported by a horizontal bed of cement, from the under parts of 'which they are made
impervious. (See section sketch, fig. 4.) In the same manner the piping through the underground canal is
connected with the filtering works and with the pumping work in the south-west wing of the turbine house,
where there is a shaft, in which the water comes in by natural pressure from the lake and where the pump
sucks it up. All this is well made, and the further introduction of thscoloiued water is guarded against. In
order to prevent the cloudy water of the lake from entering the filter, the upper part of the arrangement is
ejosed, but in order that the level of the purified waters may rise and fall inside, there is a long open pipe
(see fig. 4) placed on the filter, which in this way keeps up a constant connection with the outer air. By means
of the pumps when the works are all finished, the drhilcing water that is collected in the water vessel will be
forced up 160 metres, 525 feet, to the high reservoir at Qnintzet, the highest point of Perolles, from whence
it will afterwards be conducted by its own gravitation to all parts of the town of Freiburg.
The filtering works, with the connecting canal of the pumps, have been finished for a long time; and
the experience of this spring during the thawing weather, and the freshes in the liver which produced much
muddy water, goes to trove how very excellent have been the arrangements for the filtering, inasmuch as only
water as clear as crystal, and no discoloured water, is delivered into the town. But how long this present
perfect working of the filter may last is another question which the future will only be able to determine.
However, it is certainly fair to suppose that the filtering works, with their most appropriate arrangements,
are not likely to lose their efficacy for a considerable period, and that therefore it will not be necessary to renew
them for a very long time. The whole estimate for the filtering works was £2,000 at the commencement,
whilst the actual cost of the same, from the last statement of the director (Mi'. Bitter) only came to
£1,366 8s. lOd.
4,—TILE Tsnonynnic, OR 'WIRE-ROPE Taawmussiow.

(Figs. 1 and 8.)
For the present the first telodynamic cable of 765 metres (2,510 feet) is ordered to be made after the
pattern of that one which the finn of Bieter & Co., of Schaffhausen, made, and of which sort others have
been in use elsewhere for many years. This cable is to communicate motive power from the turbines, to the
extent of 300 horse-power, on to the plateau of Perolles, for the use of the various industrial establishments
that are already erected or in progrens of erection. For this purpose the cable is made out of very strong
wires, and is to be an endless cable, which will plity over suitable iron rollers fastened on to strong stone pillars,
which will have cast-iron bed plates (fig. 1). These will be put in motion by the turbines (fig. 3); and by
this means the motive power will be carried forward wherever wanted for driving the machinery of the
various industrial operations. The whole length of the cable, from the turbine-house in the valley up to the
saw-mills on the heights of Perolles, is divided into five stations, of 153 metres each (510 feet). The cable
itself is a wire rope of 3 centimetres (1 1-6th inch), and runs over bearing rollers of 45 metres (14J,feet) .in
diameter. The supporting pillais for the rollers are built of massive stones, and are of different lengths,
according to the various depressions or elevations on the line ; the highest of these, which is at the 4th
station, is 80* feet high. In consequence of the great slope or declivity on which it was; necessary to conduct
the wire rope transmission from the valley of the Saa,ie up to the various works, it became necessary to fill
up some depressions, and to make excavations for the even course of the transmission power; and even for
some distance the transmission had to be conducted through rocks by means of a parabolic tunnel. By
these precautions it was rendered possible to have the traction on an even gradient of only 107 per cent.
The first bearing roller is directly in the turbine-house, and is at an elevation of 10 feet over the
sin-face of the water at the outlet canal. The pillar of the first station, as may be seen by the plan and fig.
I, was built on the rocks, between the old and the new bed of the river Saane, and indicates an elevation of
291 feet. The support of the bearing roller of the second station is borne by the rocks of the tunnel itself.
The pillar of the thud station, although of an unimportant height, is being built on a projecting rock; the
same of the pillar of the fou,'th station, which is, as already stated, the highest of the whole, and is 80*
feet. The bearing roller for the fifth station is brought direct into the building of the saw-mill.
The bearing rollers and pillais for the three first stations are intended for a second cable, and are
reckoned to produce an effect of 600 horse-power. From the third pillar the transmission branches oft in
two
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two lines; the first, as stated, goes over No. 4 pillar to the saw-mill ; and the other passes along to the
railway carriage manufactory. These two end Atatloits are connected by a third line, which stretches from
the saw-mill downwards to the ice-houses on the Saane, and on the other side of the carriage factory on to
the foundry and engineering shop, and thence to the chemical inamue making works.
A second cable, for which the pillars are already erected, is planned for the direction of the lower
town, and next to the projected paper mill, &c.
The whole erection of die cables, together with the turbines, are given by contract to the firm of
Rieter & Co., of Winterthur, and are already nearly finished. The cost was at first estimated at £2,000.
This sum is however considerably overstepped, inasmuch as the director's last statement of accounts showed
the cost of the cables to have already reached £2,662 ITs. 2d. rfl]ese extra costs beyond the estimate arose
in this way: that it was detennined during the progress of the work to start the foundations of the pillars
directly upon tile rocks themselves, instead of building them as first intended upon the alluvial formation
which overlies the rocks; but this proves to be money well spent, because so much of the well-maintained
trnnsmissivc power by the cables depends upon the solidity of the under structures, and consequently would
be so much more economical and satisfactory for the driving of the machinery of the different operations
carrying on upon the plateau of Perolles, and in the valley of the lower town.
5.—Tna iNDUSTRIAL WORKS ON THE Piarsau OF PEROLLES.
We have now more specially to speak of the various industrial works, which are ready, and of others
that are nearly ready, for operation, and which are situated on the heights of Perolles, and close to the
Freiburg Railway which leads to Ti.ausaune,
. The saw-mill and great carpenters' shop.
The railway carriage manufactory.
The foundry and engineering works, and—
U. The chemical maniu-e works.
The first of these factories is the mechanical saw-mill and carpenters' shop, and this is retained in the
intet-est of the parent Company (Soeiétd Géndrale Suisse des Eaux et Foréts) in order that they may have
under their own control the economical use of their own forest timber, besides having at their own command
the profits to arise out of the sawingand the cutting up of the timber. The building that they have erected
for this purpose is 282 feet long, 131 feet broad on the ground floor, and where the saws and the other
machines are erected it is 24 feet high on the west side there is a building attached 32l feet broad, which
is for the offices and stores. The distance of this factory from the railway is 2,296 feet, and 2,510 feet from
the turbine-house, as already stated. The first cable is used for driving the saws and other carpentering
machines, and which cable up to this station has an effective power equal to 300 horses, and is availed of
as required.
Out of the number of the twelve saws and cutting machines with which this factory is to be pro;ded,
the large breaking down saw was finished, and was in full work all last summer, and for the then and
present working of which, two locomotive engines were used. It is expected that in November next (1873)
the building and all the erection of the machinery will be finished ; and as these latter gradually get into
work, so will the returns from the Company's forest lands come in more and more. Already, it may be thought,
from this brief notice, that this special factory will be of the greatest consequence to the whole tuidertaking,
and with these expectations it has undergone such expansion as is probably. not equalled by any other similar
establishment.
The next factory lies a little nearer the railway. This is the railway carriage factory, and was erected
by a branch Company. This establishment is not of less importance than the first-named One. For the
driving power of the various machines for these worksa part of the power of the first or saw-mill cable is
used, besides the direct application of the second cable to this factory. According to contract, lately entered
into between this branch and the parent Company, a motive power of 50 to 150 h.p. is provided, and the
contract embraces the annual sale of from 2,000 to 3,000 cubic metres (2,616, to 3,924 cubic yards) of sawn
timber from the saw-mills for the express use of this railway carriage factory—a quantity that will take
one-seventh part of the whole year's production of the forest. This establishment has also a most promising
futm-e before it, not only from its profitable pmthia.scs of tiniberfroui the adjacent saw-mills, but also from its
prospects of great returns by the sale and transpoi-t of their finished railway carriages, wither the very
advantageous position of being immediately by or on one of the most frequented railways on the Continent.
In like manner are the prospects of the next or third establishment, namely, the foundry and
engineering works. This is situated still nearer the railway station and on the junction line. Its operations
will be a great necessity for the carrying out of tl1e various new industrial works at Freiburg. For this
reason these engineering works have already been nearly it year in full operation, and when the wire-rope
transmission power is in fall working order it will demand a motive power from it equal to twenty horses.
The price of the motive power, for the present, is at the rate of 150 to 200 francs (Z6 to £10) per
annum for each horse power, accol-dmg to the greater or lesser power demanded by each individual establishment. Beyond die four abovenamed works, others are in contemplation in the so-called "IJudertowa" of
Freiburg on the Saane, namely, a. paper nianufactory; further on a gypstrin and pottery factory; and on the
heights of Pcrolles a stone-sawing mill and a barley-grinding mill ; and I am convinced that when 011cc the
n.bovenajned works get into full operation many others such will follow.
in connection with the gypsum works, which, as well as the clay pottery, are situated in the valley of.
the Satine and near the ice-houses, it may be mentioned here that the Company have discovered a rich
deposit of gypsum, the raw material from which is oonverted into use by both pulveiising it for manure and
by caleining it for making plaster of Paris of it. The gypsum fabric is connected Avith clay pottery works,
so as to keep the regular staff of men continuously employed—the gypsum for the winter, and the pottery
works for the summer.
6.—Tics WaTisawonKs AND Rssnayoia ON THE HEIGhTS or QUINTEET FOil THE sUPPLY or DIuNKINC
WATER FOR THE TOWN OF FR.ElBuno.
The waterworks for supplying Freiburg with good drinking water is thvu.led into the lifting and into
the delivery transmission. The lifting work extends from the pumping at the hydraulic workshop on the
Saane to the reservoir on the highest poinit of Perolles ; whilst the delivery starts downwards from the
Perolles reservoir to the remotest parts of the undertown of Freiburg. As already stated, this lifting operation
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tion of sending witeis from the State up to the reservoir at; Qitinizet is done by four of Ciraid's double p1t ups,
which will be thriven by either one or two of the turbines. From the reservoir on the heights of Perolies or
Quintzet down to the remotest p;uts of the town, the operation will be simply by the gravitation and the
pressure of the water itself. The quantity of woterwhich these four pumps will deliver every minute is estimated to reach 3,100
litres (682 gallons). This quantity of pure dnnking water will be equal to a quarter of the total water
eonsiuption of the town, when once tl e whole population avail themseli-es of this new method of water
supply, but which may probably not be very immediate.
The pumps were macIc by Roy & Co., of levity, and are of the same construction as those which that
fit-in delivered for the waterworks in Zurich and at Penny, uea.r Geneva, to the entire satisfaction of those
who ordered them. In eomiection with the water conduit is an air reservoir, 1w which the motion of the
water in the main is regulated.
The reservoir on the heights of Quiatzet is (lug out of compact clay, which is coated with cement. Its
dimensions in the clear are respectively 36 ft., 20 ft., and 300 feet, the contents of which wi]] oqual 1,307,537
galls. The surroiuuling walls measure below 3• ft. in thickness, and above 2 ft. only.
With reference to the cast-iron mains, the quantity required measures 12,467 ft. Of these, 7,218 ft.
are required for die lifting, and 5,295 ft. lbr the downward conduit. There were five tenders for eontmets
to make these, but the one from the finn of L. V. Roll, in Solothurn, was accepted, under the following
special conditioiis The pipes for the uplifting are to have a. diameter in the clear of 010 metre (16 inches),
anti those for the downward conduit are to be 013 metre (11 illchies)in the clear; and the thickness of the
pipes are to lie relatively in pt'oportion to the pressure, in three series.
To this cud the first series (A) for the uplift mai 'is is to be for 3,444 ft., with atluckness of two-thirds
of an inch ; the second series (:13) is for 1,9683 ft.; with It thickness of half an inch; and the third series (C)
for l,8U41 ft. of 04.5 inches. And for the downward piping, the first series 1), is for 984 ft., with a thickness of 0- 4:3 melt ; a second series (E) is for 984 feet and 045 inches ;and it third series (F) to be, 3,281 feet
with a thickness of 059 inches. This an'angement for the piping is after the seine system as that adopted
by Mr. Ritter in his waterwom.-ksereeted at Neufchatel. This system of coupling the pipes together admits
of their expansion and contraction, according to the changes of temperature, without risk of separation or of
leakage.
Before the pipes are to be laid, every separate pipe is to be tested for pressure, and bcside.s this the
contractors are placed wider a bond to guarantee their soundness for three years. The delivery is, by contract,
to be made in January, February, and March, and must be completed by the 15th of April, 1873. For every
day that the contractor may he behind time he has to endure, a penalty of £4, and until the expiration of the
three years guarantee time the sum of £200 will he kept back from the paymemits, but such sum is to bear
5 per cent, interest when paid. With re'spect to the prices paid, a• uniform rate was given for both calibres,
of 46 francs (.i I Gs. Dcl.) for the runiting metre of the, pipmg, and 300 francs or £25 per ton for the union
(hinges, delivered free in Freiburg. The cost of the main pipes collies, therefore, to £7,000.
The branch piping will be laid on by degrees, and in proportion to the growing demands of the population. By the contract entered into with the town authorities, the whole of the waterwo,'ks arc to be
finished and to be ready for use by the 1st of October next, 1873, at the latest; and by the same contract
the price for the water is never to exceed 50 francs (.2) for each 1,000 litres (220 gallons), delivered within
p.tclt twenty-four hours, per aninun.
7--LIE CANAL Coynuir roll IRRIGATION AND Maicunixe.
(Fig. 1.)

Independently of the supply of drinking water, there is tuiothcr and much more extensive system of
canalling for the purposes of irrigation and lnanunng the fields and meadows on the heights of Neigles, on
its north-west side on the plateau of Perolles, on the south and west with the sewage and waste waters col
leeted at two points of the lower town—the one in the neighbourhood of the projected paper mill, the other
near the great suspension bridge. This is to be the undertaking of a branch Company, as before stated.
And this second conduit will be as import4u)t to the inhabitants of Freiburg and its neighbourhood for sanitary conditions its for economical results, and it speak-s forcibl.y for the vast foresight and the well directed
enterprise of the ingenious promoter of these works for the general good. In the plan, fig. 1, the canals may
he observed by their dotted lines. These canals will terminate in proportionably large receiving tanks, from
which the, irrigation and manuring of the neighbourhood are pointed out by the radiating dotted lines.
The raising of this waste water and sewage is hiroughit about by a new method, discovered by Mr.
flitter, itild applied here at Freiburg for the first time. This method is based, .s is .lso Capt. 'Liernur's
system, on the application of compressed air, which will be applied in a direct manlier on the half liquid
matter that will be gathered together in the tanks for the up delivery, and will leave nothing behind. All
this will lie done without the aid of pumps as hitherto in use elsewhere,
8.—Tas ESTABLISIIMENT or Fisn-cuurusr, vmis BAThING ESTABLISHMENT, AND THE IcE-ROUSES 01
PEI1OLLES.
Al,out 1 irmile behind the dam, and on the left side of the newly formed lake of Perolles, and at a
pleasing and picturesque spot, may be seen the estabhish,nent for fish-culture, the bathing establislmment and
tire ice-liom,scs, ic., all joint undertakings of the one branch Company, as before stated. (Fig. I.)
The establishment of fish cz'lture was formed for the prnisevoi-thmy intention of stocking afresh the
wit (ci's of the canton for a circuit of about 60 hours around Freiburg. For this reason this branch Company,
or more properly speaking, Mr. Bitter (who sold the concession to the Company for £4,000), received froii,
lire Council of the canton of Freiburg tIre right of fishing for 50 years.
Time /ma(Jrrimg cs(aljiis/nnenl is connected with it .swilnlnimsg school for the stunner, and a skating school
in tire winter. There is also a washing and a bleaclang establishment here, besides a hotel, at which, in
summer especially, every agreeable and refreshing luxury can he obtained. This spot consequently is likely
to become a favourite resort for tourists. and is already one of the most attmctivc places in the whole neighlrou,'hood for the inhabitants of Freiburg. in the winter season a temporary residence there will give a fair impression of the severity of an
Alpine climate; but notwithstanding such a drawback the place will be muchfrequented in wi,iter for the
purposes of skating.
The
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The ice-houses ai.-e also inmiediately in the same neghhourhood, and are built in the steep and shelving
sides of the bank on the left side of the Saane. There are already two or three dug out, and it is intended
to have ten such ice-houses, each of which is to hold 200 waggon loads of ice. As it is intended immediately
to have a branch railway from the shores of the upper part of this lake, to be eoanected with the lllMfl
Freiburg line, for the special purposes of bringing their forest timber into the saw-mills, and the ice for
transportation to all parts, so it may be counted upon that this ice business also has the promise of a
flourishing future,
9.—Tnn TJT1LIZATION AND FARMING OF THE Foassps PURC11ASED FROM TILE TowN or FREIBURCI.
In consideration of the advantages to arise to the town of Freiburg by the creation of this parent
Company, as brought about by Mr. Ritter, and more especially as all equivalent for the important benefit of
the new water supply, those authorities made over to Mr. Ritter a large forest in the valley of the Saanc
above the dam on that live!-. The specification of this contract forms therefore one of the greatest groundworks of the whole enterprise, and affords a guarantee from the very first that the whole afihir will be carried
out to the satisfaction of both contracting parties. Against the great costs which the parent Company have
been subjected to, through the building of the dam and sluice works, through the turbine arrangements and
other waterworka, through the wire-rope transmissive power, and through the other industrial works, it will
be mainly recouped through its timber which it purchased from the town, and which the Company will sell
to the best possible advantage to the saw-mill, and the railway carriage manufaetory, besides selling timber
at good prices to ptircluise-s front the south of France.
As already stated, this purchased forest comprises no less than 1,446 acres, and was estimated by
forest experts at the time to be capable of yielding 6,071,250 cubic feet, and was therefore valued at 164,000
cubic metres. Until now timber cutting in this forest has been postponed, and 1oiicuiarly for this rcasou,
because the branch railway line for the transport of the products of the forest and of the saw-mill and the
carriage factory were not yet finished. In the meantime the value of the timber has become vel-y much
enhancod, and the Company has not only received no damage by the delay in the use and sale of the timber,
but on the contrary it will derive considerable advantages, independently of the fact that the timber has
taken a considerable growth since the date of the Company's purchase.
The farming of the same by careful culture, cleanmg, and flesh planting, was not in the meantimc
neglected. Besides the timber used from this forest for the erection of the Company's buildings, there have
been in this year (1872) no inconsiderable receipts through contracts for the supplying of railway sleepers.
But now they have began in good earnest to bring the timber into the saw-mill, and are fast preparing this
business for deliveries to the railway carriage inanufactery, and for the use of the other industrial works.
Next year, when the saw-mill and large carpenters' shop shall have been coimccted with the place of delivery
for the timber on the Same by the junction railway (fig. 1) with the trunk line at Freiburg, there will be
great gain from the forest, and energy will be exerted to convert the timber into money; inasmuch as sawn
timber, in form of boards, is paid for at the rate of 60 francs per cubic metre, and huilding timber in beams
and posts, at the i-ate of 45 to 65 frs. (Sl 16s. to £2 1 2s.) by dehvenes for export to the south of France
and as the charges against the timber, for cutting, sawing, and for the transport of the sawn timber, will only
reach 30 fumes, and for building timber 20 frs,, so will there remain to the profit of the Company about 30
irs. for every cubic metre sold (equal to £1 4s, on 36 feet of our English measurements) ;muid at this rate
the whole stock of timber at tliei1.- command would represent 5,000,000 francs (200,000). Of course this
large sum would not come in at once, and the Company will take good care not to use up the gains of their
forest in after years, inasmuch, that if they did do so they would destroy their future by thus sapping the
life-blood of the whole enterprise. But by the present prudent use of the growing timber, the Company will
keeli a just balance of the returns from their forest with their other profitable undertakings ; and therefore
the capital embarked in that forest must prove to be a safe investment.
10.—Tnu LAYING OF THE Baaxeu RAILW'Ay JUNCTION LINE.
The timber from the forest of the parent Company will be floated down and across the Saane to the landing-place on. the Like of Perolles near the artificial fishery, and will be conveyed from thence to the saw-mill
by means of a special railway or traniroad, where it will be worked up into hoards, into building and other
timber, or in form of some finished product from the large ca.ijentering shop, and from thence be further
conveyed to the railway station at Freiburg (fig. 1). This branch railway line is about two kilometres long
(2,187 yards), and its gradients, from the saw mills to where the legs are landed from the opposite side of
the Sanne, do not exceed 10 per cent, and from the sun- mill to the Freiburg railway station only 5 per
cent. The railway trucks, which will be used for the transport of ice and timber, as well as for the other
\vam-es and raw materials, will be driven by a, special wire rope transmission, which will have its motive pO\ver
given to it by that cable that drives the saws.
The construction of this railway is now nearly finished. Beech! was used for the sleepers of this line,
and these were ei-eosoted by a new plan, from which very good m-esulth are expected. According to the last
rendering of accounts, the cost of this railway amounts already to £1,437 is. id., and that sum does not
cover all its expenses. Added to this, it should be understood that small branch lines or sidings will have to be
attached to each of the separate works, as the promising establishments on the Lake of Perolles require such
approaches. The ineomings from this department of the works will, for some time to come, do no more that]
balance the expenditure. But when all the buildings are finished, all works in motion, and all the undertakings in full and satisfactory operation, the capital expended on this railway will douhtlesshyy icld good
returns.
By this paper I have tried to describe to my readers, in the ooneisest possible manlier, all the new
creations that have taken or are taking place at the old town of Freiburg, and I am convinced that they will
acknowledge with mc that it is to the great genius and enterprising spirit of the leading director, to whom
the special honor is (lime for the development of this magnificent and very important work. I think, also,
that great el-edit is due to the thianee gentlemen, and to the official pC'sOims and others who supported him so
poiveifully in his great undertaking.
On reviewing all these creations, which are the result of original genius, and of mutual trust and
confidence, we may be well disposed to agree with the elevating idea of the reporter of the i3asel newspaper,
who, on writing upon this interesting subject of Mr. Ritter's great works, says—" The people of no city need
fear
113—C
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f;ir its destwy, i'- he,i tint fi-uitfitl intelligence of bail Ls ably supported by wil]llig financiers, and that such
intelligence otherwise nieots willi the a knowlndginent and the co-operation of a whole popiil;thon which cannot
be mfluenccd in the least by party spirit, or by any hateful political passiolL "
liottly, it may be reniat-Iced, that for the completion of the various buildings and works, besides the
original capital, it became n&essary to issue deheithu-es for one and a half millions of francs (S60,000),
hearing interest at 5 per ccitt. and that the preferential shares of £20 (500 friLucs) at present stand at £22
(ooO francs), from winch, it Inn) he determined what good credit and confidence the whole undertaking enjoys
in the financial world.
Taken fro;a flee Ateejstu,-,, (Uania) Dingie-g i'obyf ech nice? Jovrnal, Thr,iaeej, 103, No 25.]
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NEW SOUTH WALES

SYDNEY SEWERAGE AND WATER SUPPLY.
(NINETEENTrI ANNUAL REPOET FROM MtNTOLPAL COUNCIL-1875.)
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SECRETARY.

Town Cleric's Oflice,
Sydney, 0 March, 1876.

I have the honor, by direction of the Right Worshipful the Mayor, to submit, for the infor
mation of the Parliament of New South Wales, the Nineteenth Annual Report of the proceedings of
the Municipal Council of Sydney, under the Sewerage and Water Acts, during the year 1875.
1. have, &e.,
TELOS. A. BUTTERFIELD,
Town Clerk (pro (cm)
IflNETE.ENTJI ANNUAL REPORT of the Munic))al Council q the Ui!,1 qf qdncij,
q/' their
p;'occedniqs vndcr the IVater and Sewerage Acts.
WATER Wonxs.
THE enginds and pumping machinery at Botany have been working throughout the year 1875 in a most;
efficient manner; two engines out of the three have been constantly at work, excepting eccasionally for
three or four hours at a time when the reservoirs have been signalled full.
Early in December, 1874, it was found necessary to put on the third engine to keep up the supply
during the dry weather; the three enines continued constantly at work until the end of March, 1875,
night and day, except when on the hig-leve], at which time two engines only can be employed.
During the corresponding months of this year the third engine was never required to be put on,
two engines having been found ample to keep up the supply ; this is attributable to the increased storing
capabilities of the Laehlan by the construction of new dams, and the enlargement of the old ones, the
water from which is delivered in Sydney by gravitation ; and also from the great saving effected in thó
consumption of water to closets by the enforcement of the provisions of the Water Pollution Act, which
caine into force on the 22nd July, 1875.
During the year no casualties have occurred to either the machinery at Botany or to the 80-inch main.
The several new works throughout both the Botany and Lachlan watersheds have stood remarkably
well, and have only required ordinary attention to keep them in thorough repair.
As the capabilities of the Botany and Lachlan water supply, have been so frequently questioned,
and so little is really known as to their vast resources for a. continuous supply of water, I think it necessary to furnish such information as will satisfy the public at large that there is no cause to dread the
supply to the city running short; and with this view I append a return made after seven months of severe Appendix C.
drought, which shows that there was more than half the quantity of water still stored in the dams than
there was at the commencement of the dry season. it other dams be constructed, as proposed, on the
present watershed, and also the Bunnerong dams, as sanctioned by the Council (the watershed of which is
on the Church and School lands), 1,608 acres would be added to the existing catehment area, and the
storing capacity would be more than doubled.
A contract has been entered into with Mort's flock and Engineering Company for the supply and
erection of ,in engine and pumping machinery to be erected at Crown-street Reservoir. When this work
is completed it will relieve the Botany machinery considerably, as the engines would not then have topump to the lngh level as they now do, which at present is found to be such a strain on them, besides
enabling a much greater quantity of water to be sent in when the demand requires it.
A tender tas just been accepted from Mr. W. WTaticins for the enlargement of the Paddington
Reservoir, and the work is now in hand.
The total quantity of water pumped up from Botany into the service reservoirs during the year
1875 was fifteen hundred and one millions eight hundred and twenty-five thousand six hundred and thirtysix (1,501,825,630) gallons, weekly average twenty-eight millions eight hundred and eighty-one thousand
two hundred and sixty-two (28,881,262) gallons, being a decrease on the yea
r
1874 of only six hundred
and eighteen thousand eight hundred and twenty-two (618,822) gallons.
The quantity of coal consumed by the Botany engines during the year 1875 was 6,254 tons, being
,in increase on the previous years of 13t tons.
The number of houses connected during the year was nine hundred and Jiftv-nine (059), and the
nnmber of houses now receiving and paving for water is twenty thousand eight hundred and thirty-three
(20,833).
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The istitnber of' meters fixed is two hundred and fifty-eight (258), and the quantity registered as
passing through them was sixty-seven millions four hundred and fifty-five thousand (07,455,000) gallons.
The total length of pipes laid during the year for the extension of the water supply to the city and
suburbs has been four and three-quarter miles and five yards (ft miles and 5 yards). (See Appendix A.)
S1wEnAG:.
The tii:iii sewers tlir'ougholLl the ciy Ire in fair order, and 'very little repairs were required during
The year.
During the year 1875 the extensive sewerage works for the construction of the Hay-street stone
sewer extension, together with the silt-pits in connection therewith, have been satisfactorily completed; the
length constructed this year is 85 feet, which, together with .320 feet completed last year, making a total
length of 1,175 feet.
Five hundred and twenty-four (524) additional house connections have been made with the sewers,
making a total of seven thousand seven hundred and thirty (7,730) houses throughout the city.
During the year 1875 one thousand and fifty-five (1,05.3) yards of stoneware pipe drains have been
laid, of the dimensions and in the localities' detailed in Appendix B.
Fi NA NC TAL
receipts
and
expenditure
on aceou]it of the water and sewerage works
The annual statements of
Ilir the year 1875, certified by the City Auditors. are attached hereto.
B. PALMER,
Mayor.
Adopted by the Municipal Council of Sydney, this 9th day of Manh, A.]). 1876.

Thos. A. ]3CTTERPXELD,

-

Town Cleric, pro tern.
APPENDIX A.
WATER-rArxs laid during 1575

3-uccu Pu-es.
Ulmpmans-lane ......... .......... .......
Burton-street. ..............................
College-street ............................
Little Gloucester-street ...............
Jamison-pinee, Surry IIillc ............
Pitt-street .................................
Murphy's-lane ...........................
Crown-street Ultimo ..................
Prince Alfred ]Iospits! ..............
ilereford-sti-ert, Globe ..................
Margaret-lnno ...........................
3laeqnarie-street ........................
Beach-street, Woolloo,nooloo ........
Glenmore Road ...........................
Oastlerengh-street. ....... ................

Pip-I.

'

34
5)
35
22
45
.12
23
iS
6
50
13
14
12
4
.14

is

150
40
4.2
30
12
102

Total ...............
4-nien Pirns
lCensiedy-strecl.. Globe
Foilow-place ............. .. ... . ... . .... ...
Sussex-street, Gamperdown ............
Darling Poinl, Roed .....................
Mary-street South .....................
West-lane, Waterloo .................
Elizabeth-street, Redfen, ............
Susan-street, Campei-down ............
Welh-st.reel., Redteri, ................
.1 inrtioii-street, Globe .................
Denison-street, Caniperdowu ........
Isabella-street.,
do
.........
Crown-street, Ultimo ..................
Grose-street-, Camperdoirn ............
Parker-lane ..............................
Caniperdown Road .....................

Yards
102
27
109
713
138
134
78
57

1,121
13

.31
21
90
64
20
57
15
103
33
7
17
15
111
35
42

Oil
270
198
60
169
50
316
1.01
25

4-asen Prrzs—eoatd,
University, John and Thomas sts.
Niihsdale-street ...........................
Fort-street .................................
Bruwn-street, Camperdown ............
Armand-street ...........................
iopewell-street ........................ ...
Glenmore Road ......... ... ........... ....
Burton-street, Camperdown .........
Siniti,-street ..............................
Xippax.street ...........................
Abattoirs' Road. ........................
Ncw,town Road ...........................
St. Mary',, Oainperdown ...............

7

6

IoInl...............
5-mci, Prras.
Albion-street ..............................
AbsItoirs' Bridge ........................

'

5,250

150
363

49
121

Tots! ...............

6-nceu FirEs.
South hood Road ........................
Glenniore Road .. .................. ......
Macquarie-strect ........................
Foveasi; Waterloo, and Kippax sts

513

59
154
172
67

Total...............

41
45
341
121
133

Yards.
240
193
24
64
153
243
100
216
154
307
1,397
21
18

Pipes
77
64
8
20
51
81
33
71
51
101
426

5-DIcE PIPES.

119
333
45
267
1,184

-

Bide Park ................................

33

99

12-tren P,pr.s ...........................

27

93

APPENDIX B.
Sroynwxau SEWERS laid during 1875.
'J-nceir
Kensington-street-, extension...... ..... . ...... ......
Union-lane, off Kensmgton-street ...............
Union-lane, extension ..............................
Clyde-street, extension ..............................
Wellington-place, ofFDowling-street ............
Little Albion-streel. .................. ...............
Lane between flellevue and Belmore streets
Lane between Mary and Maequsrio sts. South
Lane between Misequarie-street South and
Belmos'e-st.reet. .................................

12-mess.
feeL
75
45
140
15
195
226
320
400
290
1,705

fast.

Grorge-street South, for Bank of New South
Wale, .............................................
.Kensington-street extension ........................
Stephen-street, Woo!loomooloo .................
Little Gloucester-street ..............................
Maequarie-streeb South ..............................
16-ixca
Foveaux-street .......................................
24-sxcn,
Maequarie-street South and Ann-street .........

80
50
290
400
150

970
270
220

APPENDIX
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APPENDIX C.

RETuRN of the Condition of the Botony Dams from lst July, 1875, to 31st January, 1876.
Quantity Expended.

Condition of Dam,.

Month.
Sydney.Evaporated. Run towest.
1875
Jul.T

I
105,181,840 6,712,725

( July 6 9"overwe
13
Full
111,894,5653
20
C. ,,27

I
I

Aug. ----98,359,200 16,182,353I 48,605,50 163,207,053

Sept. ....126,968,960 21,129,0601

Oct.---1119,331,088 27,467,778

Nov. .i117,269,440 38,032,308

Dec.... 135,820,496 37,609,162
1876.
Jan.

148,095,020

148,798,866

155,301,748

( Aug.3
10
11
p 17
24
31

Full

Sep. 7
14
21
28

Full

( Oct. 5
12
19
26

Full

Nov. 2

Fall

N. 6.

4" over woii" 6" over
Full
Full

6" over
Full

"

MIII Fond.

Full

Full

Full

EtVa. ham.

unglue Pond.

Wind.

1,583 1611 W.N.W. 24,000,000
,.

24" over weir

1$"

Full

Full

Full

Full

24" over weir

20" over weir

b'ull

Full

4983 1-700

W.

6489 1,055

S.

Irl Jan. 4
'p 11
157,314,792.
18
25
31

Full

Full

Full

91

ft overflowI

174"

"

Empty

Total...

Full

11

11

24,400,370 395,164,380

"

0-881

W

V

7" over weir 36" fr. overflow I

10-764 1-867

E.N.K

3" over weir; 81"fr. overflow ')
3"
,,
100"
"
3"
95"
I 9'392 1421
3"
81"
2"
109"
..
.

B NE

3"
Full

-

)

,,

"

11
71

i4s000,000 4,435,250419,564,750

24" over woir 214"fr.overflow1
4"

Full

424,000,000 -

fr. overflow )

s-gsi

23
30

424,000,000

)

11

64"
Full

j

I

1" over weir

21" over woir
4"fr.overflow
41

I

,tored at cud
of mo,,ti,.

)

.,

3839 0-520 W.N.W. 24,000,000

Full

-

i)eenasn

6" over weir 84" fr. overflow '
16"

F

1 Dec. 7
14
21
28

173,429,668

No. 4.

Quantity
stared at
commence.
mont of
month,

Astronomical fleporl.

66"

46031 9-055

FRANCIS BELL,
,
City Engineer.
NoTE—the above return clearly shows that the actual decrease in quantity of water stored in the dams is for the mouth of January, 1876, 28 per cent, of the total quantity conru,ned by pumping to Sydney and
by evaporation therefore the 252,892,375 gallons in the dams at the end of January represents a total of 708,000,000 gallons actually contained in the watershed at that date.
15th Fobruary, 1876.

.
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4
STATEMENT of the Receipts and Uisbnrse.uienls of the Municipal Council of' the City of Svdnoy, on account of the Water
Fund, for the half-year outing 30 Juno, 1875.
flisbeirsenient!.

Itoceipt.'.

..
From Water-works ...
Miscellaneous Receipts
Premium and lnterei-t
Balances, 30 lone. 1875—
The Colonial Government
DebentUres ............

I

£

el. '
£
Lieneral Works .........
10,26330 6
i;otany ivorIes .........
3241 9'
Salaries of Officers
178 1711
— 10,788 10 2 Office Expenses .........
Jnr.ldental llxpens........
liii crest Ex1w:i,es
213.337 19 1
...Ilol;eoo 0 0:
314577 19 5 11am net's, 1 January, 1875—
'the Oolo,,i ci Governine, 6
...
..
isebent.... ...
...
...
Union Bank...

£

ad.

19417 37

213.337 jst 5
80.300 0 II
12,631 1110
2,33188

nUance 'Isle by Mul.n hank. 39 .1 nun, 1875

—

-

'. .!

8.505 11 8
6.320190
1.592 171 :7
194 2 7
'1228
2.8.12 3i 0

£334il2695

934,329 911

We certify that we have audited and exninincd the accounts from which the above statement is made up, and found the
same to be correct,1 rs,
11. A. TAYLOB,
PIJI LIL' CALE1AGIIOR ; City Audito
STATE3ICNT of the Receipts and Disbursements of the Municipal Council of the City of Sydney, on account of the Sewerage
Fund, for the half-year ending 30 -Tune, 1875.
nishursemenie,

Itecelpte,
J
From Misrellauieous Receipts
Premium and interest

£

-

8. at.

638 3 1
CO 18 7

'

£

'

£

£

a. 0.
General Works .............613 12 2
.102
6, 6 4
...........
interest Expenses
137 15
701 18 0 Salaries of Officers
a. 0

1
1

Balances due 30 June, 1875—
...-200,300 0 0
The Colonial (iovcrnsteat ...
flebenlore, .............191,200 9 0
...... ... .11,224 4 2
Union flank ...

Balances due I January, 1876—
... 209.000 9 0
eri
The Colonial Govnnent
1)ebentures ..............189.190 0 0
Union slack ..............6,606 1 1
402,421 4 2

.

a. 0.

7,113 1 1

195,973 1 1
440312622

£403,126 2 c

We certify that we have audited and examined the accounts from which the above statement is inane up,
the same to be correct,—
it. A. TAYLOR,
ctI y
Audlors
i , l'UTLIP CALLACHOR,
ABSTRACT of the Receipts and Disbursements of the Municipal Council of the City of Sydney, on account of the Sewerage
Fund, for the half-year ending 31st December1 1875.

£

a.

11

£

£

a. el.

a I.

£

s. 4.

209,000 0 0
...
--------- ...------------40 8 10 The Colonial G,,rerisment ---------- 191.200
Premium anti Inlernt
0
I)CbenIlista
--------------.......200,000 0 0
The Colonial (lovern,,icnt ...
tub,, llaak ----------------11,221 4 2
---------------- 197,100 0 9
Debentures
-409.424 -t 2
2
8
...
-------12,313
Union iP..nk ---...
...
... - 816 ia 2
---...
---.409,713 2 8 General IVork- ...
I
0,168 18 2
.............
interest
Expenses
I
Salarie, of Officer, ------------- 372 10

'

'

I

--

-

I

£40976211 6

£409,782 11 0

We certify that we have audited and examined the accounts (rem which the above statement is made tip, and found the
same to be correct,—
,
R. A. TAYLOR,
,} City
Auditors.
FUILW
CALLAOROR
AnSTRACT or the Receipts and Disbursements of the Municipal Council of the City of Sydney, on account of the Water 1"nnd,
for the half-year ending 31 December, 1875.
Diah,uraetnentF.

I

Receipts.

£

,. ti
8
.
nalenee due by Union flank. 1 July, 1877. ...... ... ... ... .2,336
...
.... 18.5Th 5 8
...
tiom Waterworhes ...
0
187 8
litesellanenus Reeel1ats
remiu,n and Internal ..........1 21 ii 1
8.038 8 6

$

213.137 i9 11
101,209 0 0

Theni
Coloal Govcr,iniee,t
5)L'lmntores

General Work, ............
Imtany Works ............
Salarie, of Officers
Office Expenses ............
nalanre due to Colonial Government... ' 213,337 19 3
Interest }3x1,otises
........
0
--------------0
1104,100
I)sFenrtire,
117,437 19 3 Incidental Expenses .........
...
...
Salalire of Amlito. ...
l5

---

Oil 0 0

Balniee due liv Union Bank, 31 Dec.? 187$ ......
338,112 16

11

114,517 10 :1

7,551 4 2
5,21514 4
1,192 19 11
3534 0
3,618 0 0
100 0 6
17,863 2 11
6,011 14 3
338,412 16 1'

-.

We certify that we have audited and examine-ti the accounts from which the above statement is made up, and found the
same to be correct.,—
B. A. TAYLOR,
Auditors.
} City
PHILIP CALLACROR,
Sydney : Thomas Ilicl,"r'lo, C.overnment A'riiiter,-1876,

[ad.]
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1875-6.

LEGIsLAtiVE ASSEMBLY.
NEW SOUTH WALES.

CATARACT AND NEPEAN RIVERS.
(DISCIIARGE OF WATER FROM, DURING 1874 Lu) 1875.)

Ordered by ties Legislative Arsem big to bepren/ed, 18 Ianua j, 1870,

-

Itainfati
at Siiiton.

Month
-

I

Pleeliarge over Sides at
Cntaraet River.

Discharge over Weire at
Neiwan fleer.

)Sieeiiargn over Weirs at
I TotalCataract
and 2,ep'an.

1874.
Inches.
January..............
February ...........
SMereh
ApriI .................
May .................
Juno .................
luly....................
August ...............
September ............
October ...............
Novouibt-r ............
December ............

224
7.79
4-90
167
286
3-80
4-37
-80
102
2-35
19-i-30

Total for 1874

1107 millions of gallons
4,100
2145
1132

1,313 millions of gallons ....... .2,420 millions of gallons.
33,592
37,697
3,503
5,618
1,800
2,982
4,559
1,074
5,341.
9,051
8,307
,,
11,051
7.267
10,697
888
,,
,,
1,194
1,375
1,795
457
785
254
,,
320

2,515

4,610
51744
3,430
306
420
328
66

,,

,,

,,

25,903 millions of gallons.

68,708 millions of gallon'... .... .94,600 millions of gallons
1875.

Jitnuary ...............
February ............
March ..................
Api-il ..................
M ey .................
Juno ..................
July ----------------August ..............
September ...........
October ...............
Novomber ............
December ...........

Total for 1876 ...

1-70
9- 78
3-38
2-31
6-30
&25
.49
.53
-67
1-01
-70
2-71

21 millions of gallons
1,547
,,
,,
5,880
3,234
4,634
3,780
832
526
]30
83
17
8

3483 - 20,710 millions of gallons....

174 millions of gallons
2,978
13,387
7,124
,,
15,114
,,
12,974
,,
2,920
410
356
287
106

,,
,,
,,

,,

105 millions of gallons.
4,575
19,276
10,358
19,748
16,754
3,752
51-9
439
204
114

56,753 millions of gallons ....... - 77,463 millions of gallons

NOTE-The above returns 'ho not give the full qn,ntlti.'e w Inch peseed down the rivoas, us it was found on rOCOTIL exanilnalien that lice
gaucee hia,I been Injnred by floods, so that it eonejdennble ,j,,anhity of water patent away und,-ru,-ath without beling regieteret. The gauges have
now, however, been restored.
* For sixthen days during the,,, two months t here were no recorda kept of the diocharge,, in consequence of the 11mev, of the offieçr whose
duty it wan to record then,.
-

[3d.]
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1875—B.
LEGISLATIVE ASSEMBLY.

NEW SOUTH WALES.

BOTANY WATERWO1IKS.
(UcFORMATI0N RESPECTING.)

Ordered by the Legislative Assembly to be printed, 1 Jiaze, 1876.

RETURN to an Order made by the Honorable the Legislative Assembly of New
South Wales, dated 31st of March, 1876, That there be laid upon the Table of
this House, a Return showing,—
The number of gallons of water pumped from the Botany Waterworks
"per month, from its opening to date of Return.
The quantity pumped to low and high service per annum, from
"opening to date of Return.
The quantity received in Sydney per annum through Busby's Bore,
"-from and to same dates."

(3fr. Sue herlaind)

615—

714

9

BOTANY WATER WORKS.

THE TowN CLERK to Tas PBDWIPAL UYDEB SEcnnsnr.

Town Clerk's Office,
Sydney, 31 May, 1876.
Sin,

Referring to your letters of 1st April last and 23rd instant, requesting to be furnished with
information called for by the Legislative Assembly for the purpose of being laid on the Table of that House,
I have the honor, by direction of the Right Worshipful the Mayor, to forward herewith a return prepared
by the City Engineer, showing the quantity of water pumped from the Botany Waterworks during the
years 1800 to 1875 inclusive.
I am desired by His Worship to inform you,That the City Engineer is unable to show the quantity of water Bent from Botany during each
month of the year, as the register has been made for each week.
That the quantity supplied to the Low and the High Reservoirs has not been kept separately
up to 1809. (The High Service Reservoir was brought into operation in May, 1866.)
No account of the supply by means of the Tunnel or Busby's Bore has been kept. The
supply was very uncertain for several years previous to 1872, in which year it was thoroughly
cleaned out and repaired, and since that period the supply has been abundant, being estimated
by the City Engineer at one and a quarter (1*) millions of gallons of water per thy.
I have, &c.,
THOS. A. BUTTERFIELD,
Town Clerk, pro tern.

QUANTITY of water pumped from Botany during the following years. The engines were started for the

first time on the 6th Deccmber, 1859.
Year.

Low LeveL

Uigh Level.

Total Gaflona

311,060,240
425,894,256
414,725,552
474425,856
570,568760
629,773,776
530,613,028

326,008,080
384,000,000
618,344,882
614,510,568
657,267,552
875,060,504
958,640,221
955,436,976
1,222,540,272
1,398,872,984
1,600 3S%456
1,324,209,268
1,490,841,390
1,341,609,552
1,502,444,458
1,501,825,636

1860

isal
1862
1863
1864
1865
1866
1867
1868
1869
1870
1871
1872
1873
1874
1875

1,087,812,744
1,174,489,200
909,4.73,716
1,016,415,534
771,040,792
872,670,082
971,212,608

FRANCIS BELL,
City Engineer.

Town Hall,
31st May, 1876.

Lad.]

Sydney: Thomas flichardo, Government I'rinter.-1876.
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1875-6.

NEW SOIJTII. WALES.

LIVE STOCK,

REPORT
FROM

CHIEF INSPECTOR, FOR THE YEAR 1874.

Picøtntcb to vadfaillcut b

SYDNEY: T11OXAS lH011Akt)S, GOVERNMENT P1WcTEE1
51—A

1876.

71"
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LIVE STOCK.
REPORT FROM CifiEF INSPECTOR, FOR THE YEAR 1874.

THE CHIEF INSPECTOR OF STOCK to TIrE HONORABLE nnj Mmispnn ron L4ums.

Department of Lands,
Sydney, 12 November, 1875.
I HAVE the honor to submit herewith my Report for 1874. and in doing so I would once more call attention
io the very imperfect manner in which the information asked from the owners of stock ],as been given. In
a. great many instances the forms distributed were not returned, and in others the answers they contained
were of the most meagre description. The consequence is that the abstracts furnished to Inc by the
inspectors are, to a large extent, their own opinions and estimates, and the present Report is framed not
so much for the purpose of giving correct information on the subjects with which it deals, as to show how
and to what ext-cat that information might be given.
It is difficult to account for the reluctance shown by owners to give this information. It cannot
be said that any of the particulars which have been given during the last four or five years were, so Ihr as
the owners are individually concerned, ever divulged; and it would Put them to exceedingly little trouble
to complete and return the forms sent them.
So far as the question relates to diseases in stock, it is absolutely necessary, if any veal progress
is to be made in eradicating them,—that the information asked for should be supplied, for it is only in this
way that the nature, extent, and proper treatment of these scourges ca,t be ascertained. So clearlwas
this fact impressed upon the members of the Stock C'onfercnce held in SydneyNovember
in
last, that a
resolution was unanimnonsly passed to the effect,—" that the several Governments should be invited Co
take Power where they do not already possess it to obtain returns from owners of the number of their stock
and the diseases affecting them''; and in keeping with that resolution I would suggest that, if the sketch
of a measure which has been agreed to by the Conference for the prevenl.ion of Diseases in Stock, and
which contains such a provision as this, is not to be put into shape and submitted to larlianieut, the power
here referred to should be obtained by bringing in a short Bill as early as possible.
Although it is not perhaps so essential that the other infbrmation asked from owners should be
given, this also would be not only very intei'esting but very useful for if o.wners generally were to answer
the questions contained in the cireularsaddressed to them, the experience of the whole Colony would be
obtained in regard to many important matters relating to the management and breeding of stock, and a
great deal of highly valuable information would thus be supplied to owners in hundreds of ways which
would tend most materially to their individual benefit, as well as to their interest as a class.
It is because I consider that the omission to which I have called attention arises chiefly through
want of consideration on the part of owners, that I have taken the liberty of bringing it under notice, for
it cannot for a moment be supposed that any owner of intelligence will go so fkr as to ray that he is so
very well acquainted with stock and their management-and all the ailmenl:s to which they are subject,
that lie does not consider the experience of all the other owners in the Colony of any value to him.
Only those owners who occupy 2,000 acres and upwards were asked to make returns.
HORSES.
Tlir Ntl3113Emj OF 1-ionsxs.
This, as given by the Registrar General for 1874, was 328,014.
Tim DI1'FERENT BREEDS.
By tabulated Statement No. 1 it will be seen that the different descriptions of horses are returned
at about one-fifth each of draught and light harness, and three-fift ire
saddle horses.
Honss FIT FOR THE INDIAN MAR ICET.
These are returned as numbering 2,487.
On 217 holdings horses run at larg
no return.

How HORSES ARE KEPT.
011 080 they are in paddoeks, while in 107 cases owners make

INCREAsE AND DECREASE OP hORSES.

In 217 eases they are reported as iereasiug, in 43 as decreasing, in 200 as stationary, and in
526 no information is given.
IMPROVEMENT or HORSES.
On 847 holdings hIo1es are reported as improving, on 26 as deteriorating, on 137 as stationary,
and as to 020 there is no information.
STUD HORSES flqTEODECED.

The returns give 122 entire horses introduced, principally thoroughbred, and 31 mares.

7'P
4
S. Wir& Tionsrs.
The wild horses in the Colony are estimated at 100,744.
9. Dxsmsr.
Beyond it few cases of strangles no disease is reported.
10. TAx ON Honsss.
There were 4353 owners who did not offer an opinion on this question 1.90 were in favour of a tax
on ent.ires 46 for its being imposed on mares; 17 on either horses or inarcs;and 190 were against all
taxation.
CATTLE (A).
1. TuE NUMBER.
The number of cattle in the Colony as given by the Registrar General for 1874 was 2,710,374.
2. DrrrEItEir BilEims
On 522 holdings the cattle are returned as Shorl:-liorn.
,,
Herefoa'd.
,,
On 41,
Short-horn and Hereford.
,,
,,
On 96
,,
Devon.
,,
On 38
cross and mixed breeds.
,,
On 402
,,
On 281 holdings owners make no return.
INCREASE.
672 owners report an increase, 55 it decrease, 118 that their herds are stationary, and 523 give
no
How KErr.
In 591 cases the herds are returned as running in paddocics, in 335 as at large, in 1.40 as boils in
paddocks and at large, and in 309 no information is received.
IMPROVEMENT.
On 529 holdings owners report their cattle as improving, on 9 as deteriorating, on 121 as
stationary, and in 722 cases they give no information.
6. PEDIGREE S:rocjc INTRODUCED
848 bulls. 226 females; total 1,074
...
Short-horn ...
...
,,
107
82
25
,,
Hereford ... ... .,.
,,
12
10
,,
...
2
Devon
...
..
932

261

1,193

CATTLE (B).
I.—PLEUEO.PNF.UMONTA.
.Tiroeuiat ion—The retnrlls show that 201 owners inoculated once, 36 twice, 20 thrice, S four
times, 2 oftener than ei.v tinws, and 70 often, in all 331; while 240 report that they never inoculated,
and 550 give no information.
Of those who inoculated, 304 used the virus from the lung, 23 from the chest, and 7 do not
say *hat sort of virus they used.
Of those who did not inoculate, 240 are reported to be in favour of inoculation and 64 against it,
while 158 do not q/Jr an opinion with regard to it.
Of those who tried inoculation, there are 310 in favour of it, 17 aqainst it;. and 25 do not offer an
opinion.
Other treatsnent.—The other remediee tried were—bleeding, tar on the nose, doses of nitre, and
fumigation with sulphur.
U,—OTun DISEASES.
1. cancer—Only 14 cases of this disease are reported.
2. Ophtlalinia.—This ailment is reported in only, 1. instances.
3. F/uke—There were only a few cases in a single district.
4. W&rms.—Only in two districts, and very slightly.
5. camber/and Disease—IT as prevailed slightly in one or two districts —only ii cases in all.
0. Blaek-lcg.—A good few cases of this disease have occurred in several districts. The cures tried
have been bleeding and inoculation with garlic in the dew-lap. The latter is reported as an effectual
preventive.
7. Poison Pea—A good many deaths are reported as having oecured in the North-western and
Northern portions of the Colony, through the cattle eating this pea. It seems to be spreading.

SHEEP (A).
1. TilE NUMREE.
The nnmber of sheep in the Colony in 1874 was 20,709,388, and 22,767,410 in 1875, being an
increase in 1875 of 2,058,078.
2.

719

2. Coiciwo AND CL0TUINO.
The returns give 0,100,000 combing sheep, and 5,490,000 clothing, while with respect to 0,420,000
it ia not stated whether they are combing or dothing and in a good many cases owners give no information.
3, Loxo.wootjjp AND ChesS-Bay]) Snp. Ofthese some 125,000 are returned; and they are given as being of the following breeds
Loicest, 15,881; Lincolns, 0,771; Downs and other breeds, 37,583; and Oross-brcd sheep, 62,242.
4. How nn.
In 395 cases the sheep are teturned as depastured in paddocks, in 504 as shepherded, in 88 as
both in paddoc]s and shepherded, and in 381 cues no information is given on this point.
hrrnoiinr.
On 681 holdings the sheep are reported to be improving, on 43 as deteriorating, on 72 as
stationary, and 548 owners ina'ce no return.
0. STUD SHEEP UTRODUC2D.
The returns show that of these sheep there were 23,412 introduced, of which 18,086 were Merino;
343 Leicesters, 4,711 Lincolns, and 42 Downs.
THE ADVA2cTAOES or FENCING FOR SiftEr.
Imnprovement.—() in the health and soundness of the sheep; (2) in their size and stamina;
(3) in the quantity and quality of the wool; (4) in the carrying capability of the holding.
Saving.—(1) in expense of management; (2) in the losses arising from shepherding, especially
from bad shepherds..
Advantaqeg to Ower.—it relieves him from the trouble of managing shépher!s and hut-keepers,
and allows him time to attend to the improvement of the breed of his sheep.
General benefit—This is stated by owners to be an increase of the value of a run of from 20 to
60 per cent.
SHEEP (B).
I.—LAXBINO.
The general average of shepherded flocks was .721 per cent,, of paddocked sheep 75 per cent., and
of sheep dcpastured both ways 741
4 per cent.
1Ir-CLIP.

Greasy—

The average clip of greasy wool in shepherded sheep was
addockcd
E
both
,,
Orecic-waslied—
The average of shepherded sheep was
paddocked
both
Hot water washed—
The average of shepherded sheep was
paddocked
11
beth

Scoured—

...

...
...

lbs. ozs.
4 3i
... 4 15v
... 4 10v

...

2 i2

3 *flr
2 l2ir
2 8
2 11-

The average of shepherded sheep was

2 2
28
both
...
...
...
.
... 2 10
TII.—DIrJuDrtENcE IN WEIGIT.T BETWEEN CoMBING AND CLOThING.
On this point 1,238 owners give no information, 75 cannot say, 4 that there is no difibrence, 32
that there is a slight difference infavour of combing, 4. put the difference at 8 ozs., 2 at 12 ozs., 1 at
16 ozs., 4 at more than 16 ozs., and 0 state that combing is the more profitable.
nngLlnnlrn,1

SHEEP (C).
Foov.ao'r,
i.. Prevalence of the disease.
366 owners give no information on the subject ; 333 report that their sheep have
not been affected;
475 that theirs have been sliqhily afFected ; 9 that theirs have been badly
affected; and 62 that theirs
have been vy
er badly affected.
2. (Yuj'n h'ird
(1.) Arsenic alone
has been used by 80 owners
and bluestone
15
tar
2
lime ...
2
tar and soft soap
2
soda...
,1
aqnafor'tis
1
tar and blncstone
1
(2.)

720
0
(2.) Bluestonc alone ...

has been used by 59 owners.
,,
12
.,
10
,,
4
,,
4
3
,,
2
,,
2
,,
,,
2
,,
..
1
28
...
. 4
...
.,

...

...

...
...
and tar
kerosene ...
..
turps
...
...
tar and turps ...
]llne
...
...
carbolic ...
...
fat
...
...
...
tar and salt
castor oil and tar
(3.) Uarbolic alone
..
..
...
and nitric acid ...
...
tar ...
...
...
turps
..
...
sul phunc acid
.;.
;.,
(1.) Tar alone ...
and kerosene
,
...
...
turps
...
saltpctre
.
lime
..
..
..
.
(5.) Batter of an!nnon?/ alone
(0.) Muriatic and nitric acid
...
.
(7.) Limo alone
(S.) Sulphuric acM ...
Pollid's spec f/Ic ...
..

...
..
...
...
...
...
...
...

...

11

11

Alien's
Jlfcl%Tcrin's ,,

..,

...

...

11

11

11

1

...
.. .
..

.,
,,

1

...

,,

,..
...

,,

2
0
2
1
1
15

,,

,,
,,
,,

...
...
...

7
2

,

.

,,

...

11

1

1

...
,.

...

1

41-3 owners give no information on this subject.
SIi:EEP (D).
I.—FLTnW..

301 owiier,.3 give no information in regard to this disease ; 528 report that none of their sheep were
affected 117, that their sheep had the disease slightly ;aiid thirty-three, that theirs were badly affected.
IT—WoRMs.

257 owners make no report; 505 return their sheep as unaffi3ctcd; 145, that they were shg]itly
affected ; and thirty-two, that they were badly.
IIT.—Cunrs TItlED POB FLUKE AND WoRMs.
... was used by
...
...
...
...
,,
and sulphur
...
...
...
.. .
,,
...
...
.. .
sulphate of iron

(1.) Salt alone

(2.)

(3.)
('I-.)
(5.)
(0.)

turps ..
...
...
...
sulphate of iron and gunpowder
sulphnr
turps
chateoni
...
...
...
..
Turps alone
...
...
and warm water
...
...
linseed oil ...
kerosene oil
...
...
...
...
horehonn ii . . .
gunpowder...
...
...
...
...
...
Gunpowder alone
...
Ol(finan and &vtlzernwood ...
...
Pot!iës Specific and Tonic Food
...
...
...
Horc/iound alone

...
...
.. .
.. .
...
...
...
.. .
...
.. .
...
...
...
...
...

,,
,,
,,
,,
,,
,,
,,
,,
,,

,,
,,
,,

74 owners.
30

37
2
6
1
1
4
1
1
1
1
5

2
2
1
4
1

GENt1IAL (A).

1. New Roads req rind.

In .928 cases owners make no return under this head; in 235, they say that no new roads are
required; and in 158 cases they recommend new roads.
2. New Reserves required.
Iii 928 cases owners make no return under this head ; in 101 cases they say that no new reserves
are required; in forty cases they say that there should be reserves every S or 10 miles; and in sixty-four
cases they recommend new reserves.
3. PVclIs or Tanks required

in 927 cases owners make no return as to this in 207 they say that none are required in their
district in eighteen eases that there should be wells or tanks at; every 8 or 10 miles along the droring
roads; and in sixty cases they recommend new wells or tanks.
Tnt

7'2
7
Tnt

COST OF WELLS, TANKS, AXe DJUIS.

1. Cost of Wells.
The average price per foot for sinking wells ranges, in the different districts, from 15s. to 30s.
2, Cost of Tanks.
Pick and slwvel—.The price ranges, in the different districts, from is. to is. Gd.
Horse and cart
Plough and scoop

iod. to is. 3d.
Gd. to is. Gd.

3. Cost of Dams
(i.) Pick and shovel—i'he price ranges, in the different districts, from is. to 2s.
(2.) Horse and cart
.,
is. to is. 3d.
(3) Ploaq/t and scoop
4d. to iod.
0-ENERAL (B).
I.NAxiyE

Doos.

i. Extent of losses caused by them, and nunabc;' of sheep destroyed.
in 706 eases owners make no return in 263 eases they report they have had no losses; in fiftytwo, that their losses were slight; in thirty-nine, that they were considerable; in thirty-five, that they were
great; and in other cases, 23,686 sheep are reported to have been destroyed by these dogs.
2. Legislation for their extirpation.
There were 339 owners in favour of a law being passed for the eradication of native dogs, and
thfrty-seven against it.
II.—Tuii Doos.
I. Extent of' losses, and snonber of sheep destroyed by them,
In 080 eases owners make no return; in 207 eases they state that they have had no losses ; in
seventy, that they had slight losses ; in twenty-six that their losses were eonsidei'ab]e ; in ibrty, that; they
were great; and other owners report that they had sheep destroyed by tame dogs to the number of
21,151.
2. Extension qf the Doq Act to whole Won,1, and increased tax.
There were 310 owners in favour of this, and sixty against it'.
ilL—Awrirrcjn, Gjussts

Dis'j'nicrs,
These were rye.grass, clover, coeksfoet, prairie, bokhara-grass, buftido, lucerne, and couch.
GROWN IN SEVJotnL

GENERAL (C).
DrE DIFL'EuENr

sours

05

Viincss

ERECtED, AND Pitiers nR ME LE.

Wire (alone)..

2 wires.
3 ,, £31 to £30 for cattle.
4
5 ,, £40 to £50.
6 ,, £50 to £75.
7 ,, £00 to £00.
IVere and battens.

O wires and 3 battens with posts 18 ft. apart, Lou.
U
,,
5
,,
23 and 30 feet apart, £1.5 to £60.
iron posts and iron wire.

U wires, £100.
and one rail (both split) with wires

2 wires,
3 ,,
4 ,,
5 ,,
6 ,,

£35 to £43.
£60 to £0.5.
£50 to £75.
£55 to £St

£:u to £93.

Posts and two rails (is/i split) with wires.

2 wires, £80.
3 ., £63 to £95.
Post8

722

Posts and three rails (all split) with wires.
3 wires, £05 to £00.
Irregular B'ooden Fences
Bough and tumble, £45.
Chock and log, 2 rails, £20 to £50.
3 ,, £00.
Dog-leg, £25 to £40.
Drop fence, £20 to £30.
Log and brush, £20.
Brush with fork and top rail, £20.
Two-railed split fence.
£40, £48, £50, £55, £60, £67, £70, £72.
Two-railed split fence ear/lied up.
£82.
Three-railed split fince.
£57, £04, £68, £70, £80, £85, £00.
Jour rails split fence.
£80, £100, £125.
Split posts and round rails.
£36.
Brush fence.
£12 to £30.
Sapling.
£25 tofl5.
Stone.
£120 to £130
For both sheep and cattle the most generally approved fence is split posts and one split rail (top)
with five wires; the next, the same posts and rail with six wires ; the next, six wires and battens. For
cattle only, two-railed split fence geuera.11y approved.
ALEX. BRUCE,
Chief. Inspector of Stock.
-.

HORSES.
RETCRN allowing the number of Horses in the several Districts ; the number fit for Indian market; the increase and decrease of
Horses in the several Districts ; their improvement; the number of Stud Horses introcieeecd
their Breeders' names; and the opinion! of Owners to a tax on horses.
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CATTLE (A).
RETrRI showing the Number of Herds of the different Breeds in the severel Districts, their Increase or Decrease, how they are Depastured, the Improvement in the Her(b, the Number of Pedig
r ee Stock introduced,
and the Breeders' names.
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str,tlniJ
..ultor
31
30.Warialela..,..,,.. 16
3
20
9
19
4
4
42
9
24
8
93
27
19
93
13
2
15
l),,l,ho
lo,II,,,ntt'r
nl.Wentwocth
5
4
.6
8
12
9
2
W.II&Thnn,1os00.,Ursn,s
6
32. Windsor
2
7
2
2
2
e,
1 rborI
20
20
5
6230
2
2
21
2
3
6
8
2
14
14
%I;YYh,;ned
95
3&Youn,g
12
18
2
22
22
9
9
21
30
7

.

,

.

I

,
,
i
...........
..............
,
.......
.........
. ........................................................
1. . . . ic 11(5 1 1 5 1 119 ........ ,..,. 11 . , 11 ....1 . .,. ....1 1IS!.ol Goo'ebs, .........8
........S
..t'r'
:
:
:
:
...........
F
.
F.
,
........
a
1
.
5
.
.
.
,
............
2
11
....
........I
.
.
.......
&
'
1
:
Sines ...........
...........
1
.
.
2
4
2
5
.
,
--•
...........10 . . . .
. . 1 330 51223
. 0. .......................
10
,

529

44

96

38

402

281

672

55

2101

33,5

140

300

529

121

722 1 84S

226

1074

82

25

107

2
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CATTLE (B).
RETURN showing th number of times Owners have inoculated for Pleuro-pneumonia in the different Districts ; the sort of Virus used ; Owners' opinions as to the efficacy of Inoculation; the other remedies tried; and
the extent to which Diseases other than Pleuro-pneumonia have prevailed, and their treatment.

Number of times Owners had inoculated.
District.

x,st.

a

&Bourke
6. Braidwood
l.Careoar .......
S. Cooma .......

ITUS
--

1o.

1.Albury
2.Armldale ........2
3.Balrsnald
S4
4. Bathnrst ........13

Isn't of

1

2

H

3

4,o

s

6

-

Opinions ofOwnei-s
______________________
Who dii not Who did
Inoculate.
Inoculare.

,-

.

Other l3emodies tried,

a

=
•

':
MoreJ
thanofteaLun.Claest. ,,

.

-

.

-

:

I

-

-

I
2
2'
...
20
26
5
426
1
Bloedinghcavily
...
...
...
..... .....................
3 .................
11
3
1
2
214 ..................
1
4
1
1 ... ..............2 ..........'...
2
2
1 Bteeslingzsneeessrssl ................2
15 22
3
3 ...........
12
50
...
25
0 15 45
4
1 BleedIng, ar,d use of Stuelelsuhu tar
...............7
6
5
I
3 .......................3
716
...
15
2
6
2
1...
--'
1 I 2 ....................3
..
4 ...
6
3 ...
...........................
S
76
923
2...' ...............24
34
3 21 23 .2
21 19 11
6 .............
33
2 10 22 ...
4 14
1 ............................
6 eases

.4

11

..J...

i

9. Coona.barabran .....39 11 10 ................
...
10
30. Corea,e ...
.....o cattle,
fleulliquin
No return.
Dnhho
6
10
4
1 1 ..........
1
9..
13.1-34cm
2110
4
3 ............
7
4
14.Forbes
1223
5
1 ..........
54
50
2
.......
15. Glen Innes
16
3 ...............
19
...
16, I boulbe..........Ii
...............3
7 20
10
4
17. OratIon ........"return,
Is. Gundsgal ........No return.
19. I-lay
47 17
0 ...........
,..

12

7

21

6

...
3

a

9

9
1
10

...
...

4

1

2
1 ...
210...
to
4 13
1
6 22 ...

Salt nr.d dry feed recom,,,ended for fluke
and worms.
Bleeding tried for black-leg.

Bleeding trieit for black-leg, but with on.
satisfactory results.
BleedIng, and inhaling salpin,r, kerosene..............................Bleeding for 1le.uro-pe, i,aionia on several
and
statiuzis, with varied success.

1 llIm'Slng ......
1 Bleeding ......

,

leemarks.

...
...

...
...

...
...

.... few
lease ............lease
... ................
lease.

Afewdmtllsfrornluinpsintlietl,roal-.

-

5 ................................ ............
Heavy oases from pelsni-j,ea.
1- BleedIng ...................................1
9
Øee owner inocsiIa'ett Isle ijIL3C with garlic
I,' dewlap for hlaek.leg.

......

3
3 15
3
2
One Owner fumigated cattle with sulphur Several ................
Several tienthis fret,, swelling Is, throat-.
result not satisfactory.
23. Maitland ........3
5
9
7
I ..............
6
6 .........................
1
7
BleedIng for black-leg with, good results.
21. II ejilnetle
6
No return,
1
6
I
22. )[erriwa
2 ..........2 ................Not stated, 3
1 ..........1 Illesellug ......................... ....... .........
23. Slufig.......
:1 17
3
I
11
................4
........
1 7
4
BlseUln, with doses of nit-re 3 successful.. ...... ....... ..........
24. Narrabrl ...
... ....eturn.
25. Pert Ilnequarlo
4
1 .........
4
5
3
6 ...................................
7 12
1 6
9
heavy losses from black-leg bleeding sueI
ceseful ii a few
26. SIngleton ......j
1
1
1 ... .......
1 ........6 .... .... Bleeding heavily
2
1
3
.......................Several cattle died on one station teem eye
......
21. Sydney .......... No cattle
disease.
25. Tamworth
.31177 4
1
1 ....
12
6
1 18
3 13
Bleeding during first stage of disease
...
12
10
7
29. Ivagea Wagga
61
2
1 ........
.....
5
Not stated
1
SO. 'Warialda ....... 55 ........
.s
................................................................ Several deaths from p019011-pea.
3l.Wentwnrth
7
4
2......
I ......
2
1 1.
5
3
32. WIndsor .......
4
1
'2 .................
2 .... ........
12...,...
B3Yess
,,
25
2
5
2
4
7
1
5 ..... 2 ................................................,.,..
34.)oung
loreturn
2 ,

.

-

$

'
',

'

_I

01,

,

MO 246

I

%1I16l

20

HHIPHPI210

.....................................................- , .......,
... ..........
11
j

64 198 j31oJ17J25

Bleeding ...

...

141

7

11

-

SHEEP-(A).
TAnL1 showing the number of Sheep returned to the several Clerks of Petty Sessions throughout the Colony, during 1874 and 1575, and the increase or decrease for the latter year.
is no
.

No. of Sheep,
1874.

No. of Sheep,
1575.

Albury ................................................. 220,802
139,355
Arsnidale .................................................420,674
359,239
Ashford .......................................... ........2,809
3,858
Britranald .................................... ........654,542
818,053
Barrsb'i ..................................................81,666
82,475
Bathsurst .................................................164,865
170,365
Bega .............................. . ...... . ...............1,991
1,170
Berrinsa ..................................................17,430
14,415
Binalong .................................................69,089
40,288
Bourko ................................................653,557
784,449
Broewarrina ...........................................173,898
178,707
Braiclwood ..............................................22,851
9,879
Bombn.la .................................... . ...........214,606
207,043
Bundarra ..............................................120,334
69,160
252,861
Burrowa .................................................268,093
:aingera .......................................... ...........
1,029
Camden .................................................4,671
'
4,909
Canpbclltown ................................. .......1,380
035
Careotir ................................ ............... 251,675
279,972
Cassius ............................................... 233,772
230,536
Cn,,no,,ba .............................................181,044
206,566
514,479
Coossia ................................................485,2443
Cow-rn ...................................................175,032
223,077
Coonamble .............................................317,645
397,529
Cootaniundry ........................................15,928
31,785
Coonabarabran .......................................673,057
523,129
Uorou a
513,701
,355 315
Coolah ............................................. - ----- -- --112,906
Dandaloo .........................................42,937
103,428
Deniliquin ........................................
834,323
870,262
Dubbo ---------------------------------------------601,355
649,777
Eden ...............................................2,681
955
Euston- -------------------------------------------83,257
86,480
Forbes ... .......................................455,980
576,097
Glen Inne5 ..................... .....................
221,893
233,659
Gongolgon ------------------------------------------24,483
55,954
Goulbuns -----------------------------------------135,538
13-1-21.1
Gronfell ..................................... ----- ---87,125
89,140
Gunning --------------------------------------------115,584
126,545
--161,115
Onndegai ---------------------------------------158,972
--362,195
Gunneda]i ---------------------------------------5-10,920
ulgong ------------------------------------ - ---- - ---51,660
20,920
Hay . ...............................................
3,018,404,
3,408,455
Howlong .......................................... ..
17,508
19,984
12,214
Hargraves ........................................
13,311
Hurtlev ...........................................
5,163
4,260
II ill End ......................................... .............21,38P
Inverell ...........................................
244,365
152,221
328,869
Jerilderie ........................................
261,649

Jnerr&,
1875.

1,049
163,511
812
5,500

130,892
4,809

1,929
238
28,297
5,764
25,522
26,233
48,045
79,854
15,807
112,906
60,491
35,939
48,419
3,223
120,117
11,766
31471
2,015
10,961
178,725
480,051
2,356
1,097
21,351

Decnase,
1875

District.

-

No. of Sheep,
.1874.

No. of Sheep,
1875.

loot-as',
1874.

Decrease,
1875.

81,447
Liverpool ... .................................... ...
2,948 I
2,945
31,435
Morriwa ..... .......................................
113,075
88,443
24,632
. .........Menindie .........................................
649,412
737,520
88,108
........- Moatun .............................................95,301
91,139
4,162
.........Molong ............... ........................... ..
239,927
248,347
8,420
..........Murrurundi .....................................
393,051
421,283
28,232
821
Morangarell .......................................70,908
119,044
48,136
3,015
Mtidgoe ............................................
114,2:32
115,353
1,121
Muswellbrook .......................................35,815
28,801
28,6647,351
..........Murrarnburrah .......................... ..........
6,933
23,038
16,105
..........Mulwala ...............................................572
1,394
.
822
Nnrrabri ........................ ................. ..
12,972
341,701
352,161
10,463
Oboron .............................................5,030
7,563
1,600
3,230
51,165
Orange .............................................58,591
66,802
8,271
Obley
................................................
15,739
69,887
61,960
7,927
..........Paterson ............................. ............. ...
2,300
1,200. ....
1,100
..........Queanbeyaa ......................................
215,073
225,600
10,527
445
l4oekley .............................................33,84-5
39,365
5,520
...........Evistone ........................................... 83,270
99,374
16,1.01
---------- -Scone ................................ ..............
140,4.20
143.889
2,460
---------- Singleton .........................................82,377
47,643
34,734
---------- -Sofala ........................... ....................
6,959
8,009
1,133
...........Stroud .................................. ....... ..
1,500
1,500
...........Tamrorth .................................... ....
466,965
437,2175
29,290
...........Tenterfield .........................................80,166
83,138
62028.
149,928
Ten-mile Creek ---------------------- ------------189,068
319.090
130,922
125,386
Tocumv.at
lob o17
227,305
68788
..............Trunkey Creek ...................................22,451
28,639
6,181 ..
............Tuinberumba ......................................20,500
20,500
............Tumut...............................................68,981
37,974
31,007
............Urana ............... .............................. ..
226,282
501,629
275,347
1,726
Walgott ............................................209,631
208,241
1390
............Wssgga Wogga ...................................1,075,147
1,372,896
297,749
............Warialda............................................626,631
649,365
22,734
........... Waleha .......................................... ..
102,748
180,864
11,884
........... Wellington .............. - ........................ -173,698
175,629
1,931
1,327
Wentwortli ....................................... -540,253
521,649
18,524
........... Windeyer ....... ............ .................... ..
4,481
4,481
........... Wilcasinia -----------------------------------------269,077
. 381,301
112,224
2,143
Wollousbi ........... -........................... --600
600
........... Yass------- ----------------------------------- ------ -162,675
213,750
51,075
Young ...............................................426,964
30,740
494,474
67,510
--- .....................Totalq ......................-.... -20,436,391
2,9103 723
22,463,013
914,101
........... Add lots tinder 500 .............................272,047
804,403
31,456
903
--________
Grand Totals ....................20,709,338
2,972,179
22,767,416
914,101
92,144
67,220
Net increase on the year 1874 .............. ................ .
2,058,078

B;TVRN by the Inspectors of the number of Sheep in the several Districts in 1874; the number of each breed; how they are depastured ; their improvement; the stud sheep introduced ; the names of their
breeders and the number of Districts into which each broeder's sheep have been introduced.

Stud Sheep introduced.

Number of different Breeds of Sheep.
flow depastured.
Di.triet.

Number
of
Sheep.

3lerino,

Combing. Clothing.

Long-wool.
-.
Downs
coln. oVr Crosses. docked.
T
r
breed.

Stato of Sheep.
Breed and Number of Sheep.

Both.

N.S.

proTg.

St lion-

N.S.

3(crino.

ter.ncoln.
Li

.ne
°thers.

Their Breeders Names and Addresses.

aroeses.

5
274
121
........
7
47
1
88 - ----- ---- ----A
110
5,401
38
7
1. Albury ......
.....449,323 401,032
32,990
'ulteral Co:::
118 ..........
........... 14
4
8
36
4
1
51
Hayly N.e.. Iludgee
29
2. Axmidalo
653,080 .......
2 ....... .....
3,950
33 ........
19
11
412,610
3,950
3. Balranald
621.650
404,950
g''erriwa":
13 ......
5
5,967 24,430
7
48
112
5
' .................)ilhekman S. A., Mudgee ........... 2
106,369
07
4. B.thur,t
275,976
140,109
20
I
:::
::
...........
1,682
25
'
7
8
20
1
t0bdrtTe09
786,819
.......
30
5, Bounce ...........999590
213,771
Bro
3 .............
30
1,875
2
8
3
4
5
cainpbellfl.1J.
...
...
800
1
... ......1
6.Braidwoed
10,725 .......
140
48
23 .........
29,059
4,937 - 10
9
112
19
2
228,810
45
30
...
291,863
7. Carcoar...
.....654,737
Ii?
25
202
46
5 ......
4
38
4
6
22
3
3
Cochramees..................1
8.Cooma ...........488,976 ...............
Itia
190 ...........ubcrof.
6
2
10
3
1
9
' ......
200
1
.,. 813,116
4
9. Coonabarabran
450
1
400 ......
45 . ..
44
S
430.227 ...........
Ccx Ilonbie. E. K., Iludgee
10. Corows ...........1,373,029
942,802
Cox}'.&A.,)iudgen
...........1
20
29 ........
/.....................
11. Denmlaqumn .......1,150411
- ..........Cox ilonhie. C. 11. Mudgee
2
888 ......
8
5
26
ft
79
9
4
..............
1
736,976 ...
600
66
9
Co. V., M'ldgeo
12. Dubbo ...
...
.....1,262,1St
525,208
4
Fisher
C.
B,,
South
Australia
.................
42
..
.....
4_
I,. Eden ...........198484
Gibson Jas., Tasmania ...........9
2,580 ..........Jiauiday Mr..........
4
17
20
19
'71
3
.....' 1
48
...
.....1,014,310 607,310 407,000 ....
14. Forbes ......
296
2
6
4
160
0,080
14
5
8
61
6
241,478
4
60
3
6
4
104,730
15. Glen 'noes ........346,208
278
142
31
100 22,330
12
7
2
4
11
26
100
30
16
....,.
18
...........1
142,368
68,200
Hume -, Castiestoad
16. Goulbun
53,338
flume-, Overton ..............4
IT.
Grafton
...
..............................Lamb
& floberts, Mudgee ...........1
4
fl...
IS. Gundagal ... ..............r......................Learioonth Messrs., (looroong
5,457 .......... oL,ThitMwst:::
27
43
41
24
1
19. hay ......
.....1,278,753 ........
......
5'
1
2
1
............
70
8
...,..
4,100
................
140
1
......
6
...... Jar A., Colley Creek ...........1
20. Maitland
Mr., S,A ...............1
21. 3lenmndme ......................................Marchant
Massey C., Ciundaron
...........1
12
1
51
62,786 ........
4 ,
6
7 ......
405,638
332,853
13
Mitchell Mr., Tabletop ...........
1
22. Iferrlwa
Murray
7.,
South
Australia
3
5
1,088
600
2 1,307 ...........
44,297 ......
10
20
2
23. Mudgee ...
...
156,718
81,935
... ..
M'tnnes It., l'icton ..............1
...
Narrabri
......................................
3['Kinnon -,Guuambll
2 .....................
167 ...........
Port Macguano
55
600
4
2
600
3
4
5
8 .....J'arrnmore-,Tesmania ...........1
22,370 ....
Singleton
Pet.' RIver Co. • Ooonoo Goonno ........1
2,.
Sydney ... ... ....................-.............................
1
, l'iieher $1rs.. New England
2,790
21
...
56
10
40
21
1
35
31 .....RileyJ.3'., Iludgee...
3
.....1,308,622 305,963 410,836
...
.....
28,Tamworth ...
...
55
.........
481
9
58
14
29. Waggawagga
2,586,600 1,395,700 1,190,900
6
1
1
44
2,174
14
50
80 .....]lusseut'W,n..................1
668,250 .............
9
1
2, Warialda
11
856 .............
2
IS ...........
... ..660,091 263,617 337,374 .........
31. Wentworth ...
mv?'::
4
383 ..............
1 ..........................
...........2
02. Windsor
SmIth John, Ealliuret
8
100
9
7
10
150
...
.....205,887
219,089
4,200 14,086
24 .......
7
1
2
nt
ö
5t
M. lass ...
2
22
36
42
150
350 .........Wilson S.. Coree
...
.....289,580 ..............
2
13
..............1
34. Young ...
WoodhLouse)&1L,Mt.Gilead
1
9,771 37,886 02,242
395
604
88
381
548 18,086
4,741
42
...
....18,141,867 6,104,962 5,490,901 15,881
681
43
72
313
Totals
108

:::::: I
:::

SHEEP (C).
ThETURN

of

the Lambing and

Clip

in the Shepherded and Paddockcd

Flocks, and of

the opinions

of

Owners as to the diWerence in weight between Combing and Clothing Sheep.

-

Clip.

Difference In weight of Combing and Clothing.

J.lLmhln,
C reasy.

District.
herdd docked

110th

berdA

dOCkCth

lbs. or,. lbet
1.Albury ............73
410
2.Armidale ....................Ml
45
alsatranald
70 .............
4.Bathnrsl ..........sit
961
85
401
S. Bourke ..........92
524
4 8
71

Creek-washed.
Both

herdl

doeked

Iloth

as. lbs. or& lbs. oze. lbs. 07.3. lbs.

411
38
5O

415
42
412

llot-water-wa,beth

07.5.

She

Both

Scoured.

s.

r.d
dock ii

Comb-

-

18151fl

No
Cannotfl.ff
Y.
nC

blight

40/

Sn,

i

os

xro
a5on'tbsn

I

lbs. ors lbs. or& lbs. org. lbs. or.,. lbs. ore. lbs. ozs.

212
27

Ilemarks.

most

315
314
55 ..................
12
41
I ........................
28
29
..... ..... 24 .......... 210
56
414 .................... 28 .................1'
of
30
31 ......................................
t
1
1! 1
5 1 ............... 2 4
2 10 .....
2 2 ...............Si .................. .............. Combing heavier, sheep
laster, and constitution
stronger.
6.Braidwooti
CI
00
57
48
50
28 ..................................
10
214!
2
1
7.4areoar ..........51
1,0
412
212
213 ................................. 1 . ...........
48
s
8.Oomna ..........7u
213
211
112 ..... 60
218 ...............................51 ..........' .............................1
0.Coos,abarabran
75 ............46
34
410
52
30
-i
20
34
211 .................... ...5$ ...........
1 ............I
1u.Corewa ...........
30
..............................................
38
a
°t .........
11.Denhliquin
b31 .......
60 .................. 304 ........................29
12.J)ubbo
'76 ..............46
41.5
41
214
31
210
214 ...................... 115
7:' ............40
litEden
2 .....................................................
40
.,.,..
42
]4.l1orbes
784 .............48
49
....
34
31 ............................. I
34
2
28
1
1
1
I
lo.Clsntnnes
46
........... 24
50
47
40
24
45
25 .....................22 .................
2
B.Goull,uro ...
lOs
.....
7)4
704
50
512
0
31 ....... ................................lO
5
17. Grafl.on ...
.....Nil.
IS. Gnndcgai ...
........
o19.Jlay
...
... .....
'79
60 .......
312 .......................................
15
.2
20,Maiiland ..........85 ........48
58 ........
50
3 ..................................
14
21. Menindic ............774
............................
22.Merriwa ........73 ............40
52 ........
215
30
.................10
26
2aMndgee ........14
81
311
38
30
30
210
27
2
21
I
1

,

i

-

SI, N,rrnlsri ...
.....No Re turn.
4 3 .............
25. l'ertlrocquarie
25 .............
c .......................
20.Sh,cletou ...
..........
.....Nofleturn
212 ......... 2 8 ........... ...... ........a
27. sydney ...
... ..No Re turn.
28.Tnmwortls
03
10
'70
410
46
274 .......... 203
20 .......................... 57
814
1
1
I .......
I
20.Waggawagga
62 ........
414 .......
31
29
........... ...... .......
64
30.Wisrialda ........8434 .............40
.........27
25 ......................................... 00
b1.Wentworth
68 ........
28 .............................................. 14
871 ........
32. Windsor ........50
4 0 .................
89 ........
7
i&flss
............
40
315
16
44
214
334,213 ........................................... 20
4
1
34.Young
80 ................48 .....
210
60
........................................
30

.

—

1 30

l7en.,ralAye.ra5es...

724

71

742

4 89,

415%

410?,

212

34,9) 212k

2 8,9j] 32

211

2 2 I1) 2 9

210

1,238

75

4

32

10

4

2

1

4

6

-

SHELP (D).

Bn'unx showing the extent of the prevalence of l?oot..rot, and the different Cures tried in the several Sheen Districts.
Extentofpmvalenee
of disease.
District.

's

Arsenic, and .Ar9?1c in combination

Cures.
Carbolic akne, anti in

Bluostouo atone, and in combination with—

d
!i

ti
F

and in .1.
e0iiit

Ii 1IIH

Spcei#e.s.

I

i.Alhnry ........................4
9
4
1 71 ............1
2
3 ............Ii 2 .................
2! 1
1 ....................
21
Arsi,iilale ...
...
...
............. No Information
I
50
I
flatranald
.................... diseee.
4.11alIi,irst .......................73
43...
II
2 ...............
4
1.1 ..
1
3 ...........2
1
6
1
I ..........4
4 .........
1...
14
............. No disease.
3. l3oitrlco ......
...
6. 35cm. idwood
.......................
........................
1
.......................
I
7.Carcoar .......................
....................S...4
...
2
8
2
1 ............211 ............4
ii...
...
.......................Si
S.Coonsu
4
..........
7
ii ..........................
54
1 ............
9.000 lzabarabran ....................32
31
7
1 ......... H ....................1 ................I .................
1 1
1
1
13
10. Corowa ...................... No dissase.
11. Denhliquin
12.Duhl,o .......................
34
S
7., .......................3...,
.......
I ................
1 .............
69
24
31...
7
1-.- ........................................
... ....
S
a .............4
14.Forbes ...
........18
...
...
...
...
26
47
9
2
2
lI
............................
8
....
.................
3
....
.....
3
I
15.Gleninnea
....................
8
9 ...
2
16.Oosilb,,rn .......................8
..................1
21... II
4
-I
1 1 .............
2 ..................
1 ............1 1...
20
...
...
...
37 Cnftou ...
...........No return.
....................0 return
18. Gundagni
I
.......................41
19.ifay
I
21
4
1 ...
......................................................
20.3(n,'tland .......................1
4
3
1 ..........
a ..............................................
32
2t. Manindia ...................... No return.
22 Merrlwa ...................... No 'Itsoase.
fl3tsitlgee ........................2
3
............................
18
1 ...............4...'
1
2... 1
24. Narrabri ......................
I
............
23.l'ortMaequnne ...
...
...
.......
...
2 ...
...............
1
I
......................................
26. Singleton ......
.................I
...
U ..............
1 ...............................
4
2tSydn'Fy ............
...
...
... No tutura
28.Tainworth
................... 21
.....................
15
18
4
..........
I
a
1
6
1
........U
29.lS'uggaWsgga ......
...
...
16
42
35
I
1
4
:i Warialdi ........................
.........................................
'°
I
4
31. Wentworlji
'
disease.
22. \Vind5or
dIFCSC.
20
2
2
1
34.Young
4
3
2.51

.

.
.

i • .......................
...............
...................
...................
..........
.
.......................
............
.....No169 3 .. . .........
I
I
........................
. . ..............
. . . . . . . .I ..............................................
.................................1.......1.. 9
,,:

01

RtTUBY

showing the

SHEEP (B.)
tcnt of the Prevalence of Fiu]io and Worms in Sheep, and the Cures tried in the several Sheep Districts.

Cures tried for Fluke and Worms.

of Worm
nxtent of Prevalence of Fluke. Extent of l'revaieuee
Disease.

Salt alone, and I. combination with-

Turps

alone, and In combination

j

I
1.Albury ...............................5J41
4
3L..
..
2. A.rmidalo ............................ Pinko and worms PreTRIe.t.
3 Bairnald ............................ No disease.
4.11alhurst ..............................11051101 21. 1 112
5. Bourko ................... ............ No disease.
6. Braidwood ...........................31
..,
2
...
12
7.Cnrcoar .................................204
lii
1
.
195
8.Cooma ............................... 34
4
7
6
44
,..
9. Coonabarabran ...........................
...
54.
... I ...
10, Corowa W4L,..I4..'iPts'• No disease.
11. Deniliquin ........................ No dlseMa.
12.Dnbbo..................................3
4
...
...
73
13.]iden .................................. 10
22
2
...
30
8
...............................
18
2
...
...
...
14. Forbes
71
3
15.0-lenlnnes ......................... 5
5
5
9
5
............................
1G.G-oedburn
421 10
11 12
ft ................................No return.
17. Graon
18. Gundagni .............................No return.
,.. 61 8
19.May ...................................58
2
8
4
20.Maitland .............................3
4
1 2
?,Ioninclie .............................No return.
...
Merriwa .............................No disease.
.
23.Murlgee ............................SlOt
6111129
24. Narrabri ........................... No return.
25. Port Maequario ....................No disease.
26.Siiigleton ............................l
. ... l 21.12 ...
27. Sydney ................................No return.
... 43 lo
29.Tamworth ..........................44
15 1 2
...
1 ... ... ...
29. Wagga Wagga.......................63
15
30.Warialda .............................38
7 ... 34 10
..No disease.
Wentworth ..........................
Windsor .............................No disease.
33.Yass ...................................14
4 16 ... 16 13
3&Young .....................................
... ... 27 ...

... H..
5
,..

24
6
1
32
3

...

...
1
1
1
2
5
...

...

...

...............1

..
1

,,.
1

,,.

...
...
..,
...

,.,
1 ...............1...
...
.,.

3
23
2

...

1
5

,.,

5

7

4

1

4

.,
...
,,,
...

..,
1
1

4

...
1
...
...

1 ...
... ...
... ...
2
...

1
1
1

...

2

10

3

...
...

1
18

301523111733257565144132

74

36

37

3

,..

...
10
3
..,

.,
...
...
2

33

...

1
,,,

,,,
1
...
...

16

,..

4
,.
15
1
1

...
1
1
3

...

5

15
3

...

...

2

,

,

2

* Vety efficacious.

...

. ...

...

...
...

.,,
...
...

...
...
.,.

.

...
...
...

...
...
...

,

1

.,

...
...
...
...

.,.
...
...
...

...
...
...
.

,,,
...
...
...

...
..,
...

...
...
...
...

...
...
...
...

...
...
...
...

...
...
...
...

...

...

...
...
1

...
...
...

.,.
...
1

...

3

2

B ft I

i

...

1

1
9

3

.

5

6

..

.

...

...

...
...

I

rrILb-

2...

1
....................2...

...
...

I

....... L

1

1

2

I
...............3

3
4

I 1I 1

1

15221 1

14

1

1

73:i
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SHEEP (F).
RErun showing the Number of Stud Sheep introduced into the Golony by sea during the year 1874, the different Breeds,
where from, and the Importer's Name.
Date.

Morino.

Lincoln.

Leieester.

January 19 ..................... ...248

Total.

248

19.............................30

30

23...................................17

17

Victoria ............ . Wilson Bros.
(10 ............. G. Maiden.
Tasmania .......... II. Burbury.

23 .......................70 ............70j
February 6 ......................

do

do

159

159

do

Messrs. Clarke Bros.

6 ......................... 78

73

do

A.l'ully.

9 .............................70

70

do

Thos. Dawson.

20 ..............................7

7

do

R.Rouse.

21

do

G. F. Waut.

20 .........................21' South Down!

11

Nainesof importers

Where from.

20 ...............................3 ........3

1

do

do

April 6 ...........................19

19

California .......... G. Gill.

June 8 ............................. .... ......47

42

Vietork ..............G. N. Grifliths.

12 .........................

291

294

do ............. W. M'Mister.

15 .........................

236

236

do

July 11 ........................ I

do

149

149

20 ..................................167

167

do

do

August 17 ...............................60

60

do

P. S. Clibborii.

11

21 ......................

Tasmania .......... W. Murphy.

276

276

\wtoria ..............Russell & Slrnw

29 ........................136

136

Tasmania .......... Messrs. Clarke Bros.

Septcmber 14 .................. ...44

44

11

18 .....................416

I.

416

Victoria ............. \V. Clarke.
do ............. Armstrong &M'Venn.

October 16 ......... ...... ..........99

99

do ............. 3fort & Co.

19 ........................33

33

do ............. Maiden, Bill, & Co.

30 ......................2

2

November 23 ....................264

264

2,242

143

534

2,940

do ............ JAlford.
do .............. G. Maiden.

GENERAJ (A).
RETURN

Di,trlct.

showing the number of Owners in the sevenl Districts who recommended New Roads, Reserves, Wells, 'tanks, or Dams, for Travelling Stock, and of the Cost of their construction.
I
Ocat of Tanks and Darns.
J
I
Wells,
of
\VeIls
or
Tanks.
'
C
ost
New Reserves.
New Roads.
Dams per yard.
Tanks per yard.
i
horse and Phonh and
and
'ubc
le~
i'er fooL
NH. IIUn!11 ___
N.S.
J v
Ib0LM151
Nil 10 rYjOrI equired.
p.
''k and 51b0T01I earl

33
1.Albury ..............................35
2. Armidale ..............................
3. 13a1ranald ...........................33
4. Bathnrst ..............................
4
5.Bourke ..............................19

Braidwood ........................18
Carcoar ..............................161
& Coon, ...............................10
26
28
9. Coonabarabran ......
25
10.Cowra ...............................17
11. ])eniliquin ...............................
8
12.Duhho ...............................62
,

...............

13.Eden .....................................22
71
14. Forbes ................................3
5
15.Glenlnnes .........................17
11
16. Goolburn ............................38
2
17. Grafton ...............................65
18
19
8
20.Maitland .............................8
21
22. Merriwa ............................27
5
23.Mudgee ...............................16
24
5
25.PortMacquario ....................16
26.Singkton .............................3
27
64
28. Tamworth .........................
64
29. WaggaWagga ...................
60
80.Varialda .........................
13
31. \Ventsvorth ......................
32.M9ndsor ..........................7
4
29
33.Yass ...............................
34. Young .............................60
.

Gundagai

.

Hay

5
3

2

33
24
3.3
158
63
26
18

4

2

Narrabri

2
3

4
4
1

3
27
25

37

29
17
13
161
70
30
17

2

64

2

6

15

22
41

2

38
67

9
2

11

4

34

4,

235

1

8
2
2

ii)
43

55

1/1,113

111,1/2

4

3 20/. to 30/.....1/., 1/3
1/3
1/
10

/8, /10

/9,1/6

...

...

25
26

3
22
80
4
5

15/., 20/

2

1
1

11
1
1
14

1/2, 1/3

112, 113
1/2,1/ 8

1/6
1/4, 1/6
1/.

1/, 1/3

1/1,1/3

3/3,1/6

VA

20/., 30/

/10, 1/1

1/2, 1/3

9/,

/10

1/3, 2/-

/4,, /10

112,113

/7
/9, /10

...
...

5

1

26

3

16

4

7

1
3

5

8

25
22

3

15
3

8

1

14
3

57
1
1

64
62
62
14
5
32

7
2
5
2
2

60
158

...

1

1

9

1

.

1/.

...

7

57

8
...

...

.,

...............................

928

3

1
1

..,

66

...............................

..................................

24

...

...............................

. Sydney

2

,

.....................................

. Menindie

.

11
3

928

161

40

64

66
58
65
10
7
29
60
927

20/.

5
6
2
4

1/4,1/6
1/2

1/1

/6,/I

...

2
207

1/4
1/.

3
60

18

18/9, 25/.

1/1, 1/3

1/-

,

111,113

18,111

1/2,1/3

1/0, 1/2

/6, /0

&ENERa (B).
RETURN showing the losses through Native and Tame Dogs, and the number of Owners who are in favour of legislating with respect to them; and of the different sorts of Artificial Grasses grout in the several districts.
Native Dogs.

Tame Dogs.
LStfldfttion toe their

Jtent of losses by Native Dogs.

District.

Not stated. None.
Albury ..................13
55
Armidale ...............40
1
3.JIalranald
32
4. Bathurst ...............114
2
5. Bourke ............... ...13
2
6. Braidwood ..................5
7. Carcoar ...............152
9
8.Cooma ...................44
0
9. Coonabarabran
3
31
10. Corowa .....................44
Deniliquin ..............
Dubbo ............... - 69
13,Eclen ................6
2
14. Forbes ......................40
15. Glen Innes
2
7
16. Goulbuni
33
15
Grafton
Gunrlegai
19Ray ....................54
6
20. Maitla.nd ..............15
Mcnindie:
MTerriwa
23. Mudgee ..............12
3
24. Narrabri
25. Port Mncquaric
8
1
26. Singleton ..............5
Sydney
Tamworth
11
24
29. Wagga Wagga
64
.
30. Warialda .............35
31. Wentworth
32. Windsor ..............7
33.Yass....................27
7
34. Young .................37
796

263

Slight. Co {'
e.d

Great,

3
1
2
3
5
3

3
1
2
2

'3
2
2
5

1
1
11

9

4

2
4

2
14

52

Number
sheep

of

For.

5
10

62
10

4
4

2
1

1

1
1

4

15

2,807

14
1
27

11
23
5
6
48
67
7
28
10

4

50
750

12
9
5
31

680 1

207

9
13
75
15
7

1

4

3,595
2

1
12
1

4

3

35

23,686

339

1

9
2

4
20

1
37

2
1

3
2
, 21
4
1
1

2
2
2
2
4
1

1
11

4

......
4,857
120

39!

17
1
3
4
49
1
22

Cb'dar. Great.
Sught. F

39
3
12

15
4
19
2
21
45

7

Against. Not stated. None.
11
39
36
5
27
51
64
27
29
69
16
5
24

600
810
40
6,760
20
1,050
2,222
3

4

IgislatIon.

Lytent of losses by Tame Dogs.

17
5
1
1
2
2
1

6
5

Number
Sheep FoT
Agm.xt

of

...
15
2
108
5
4
41
22
43
43
11
11
66
15
15

...
1
..
9
...
..
9
...
...
..
...
...
10
9
...

Rye grass, clover, and cocksfoot.
,, prairie, lucerne, and boekara grass.
Nil.
Rye grass, clover, prairie, and bullhlo.
Prairie-but it failed.
Rye grass and clover.
Lucerne and rye grass.
Nil.
Lucerne and prairie.
Prairie and lucerne.
Prairie and lucerne.
Prairie.
Prairie for winter; lueerno for summer.
Prairie, cocksfoot, rye, clover, and lucerne.
Clover, rye grass, lucerne, and prairie.

6
5
...
20
...
3
...5
30
10
...
14
...
5
50

...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
21
...
...
...
...
1
...

Couch.
Clover, lucerne, and prairie grass.
Lucerne and prairie.
Lucerne, prairie, rye, and clover.
Prairie-lucerne failed.
Prairie, lucerne, rye, clover, and buffalo.
Prairie.
Nil.
Prairie and lucerne.
Nil.
Rye, clover, and Lucerne.
Nil.
Nil.

24,151 549

60

600
520
2,587
6,065
200
2,174
380
1,902
475

290

2
1
1

5
14

4
10
26

40

Return of Artificial Grasses grown in the
several dl,tncta,

1,028
230

7,700

LI

734

735

1875-6.
LEGIsLApIv1 ASSEMBLY.
NEW SOUTH WALES.

LIVE STOCK.
(INSPECTION OP SHEEP AND CONVICTIONS UNDER SHBEP ACT.)

Ordered by the Legislative Assembly to be printed, 16 February, 1876.

RETURN to an Order made by the Honorable the Legislative Assembly
of New
South Wales, dated 21 April, 1875, That there be laid upon the Table of this
House,—

"(1.) A Return, showing the number of Sheep inspected by each Sheep
Inspector for the year 1874, stating the name of Inspector, District or
Districts, Owner of Sheep, and where inspected.
(2.) A Return showing the number of convictions that have taken place
under the 'Diseases in Sheep Act of 1866,' from 1872 to 1874 inclusive;
also stating the name of Inspector who gave information, and, amount
"paid to such under such convictions."

(Mr. T. G. .Dangar.)

No.

Yenta of Inspector.

SCHEDULE to No. I
Address.

Page.

I. Norman P. Lockhart ...............
.......................................
Albu,,x'
................................................
2. Arthur J Maister ...........................Armidale
......
................................ ................................................. 22
8. John MLeod ................................ . ... Jlalranald ..............................................................................
4. P. L. P. Croaker .............................. Bathurat ................................................................................ 2
5. Thos. W. Foo½ ................................. Bourke ................................................................................. 3
6. james Aldcorn ................................ Braidwood .............................................................................. 6
7. George Rowland, .............................. Carcoar ................................................................................ 7
8. Stewart Ryrie ................................. Cooma ....................................................................................
9. John Xennedy ................................. Coonabarabran ........................................................................ 10
11
Ephraim Rowe ................................. Corowa ...............................................................
........ ..........
12
Alexander M'Collough ..................... Deniliquin ..............................................................................12
John S. Brown ... ........................... flubbo ....................................................................................
John T. Tresilian ................... .......... Eden .................................................................................... 13
14. W. whiuen Davis ........................... Forbes .................................................................................... 14
14
15. Charles B. Lowe . ............................. Glen ICCOd.....
.......................................................... ............... 15
16. F. M. Chartoris ................................. Goulbtrrn ..............................................................................
16
17. T. S. Swinclells ..................................................................................................................
Grafton
17
18. Angelo Centauri .. ............................ Gundagai
.......................17
............. ...... ............... .....................
19. John A. Keighran ........................... flay.......................................................................................
20. Thorns, flumes, .............................. Maitland .............................................................................. 17
21. John N. Wilkinson "......................... Menindie ............................................................................. 17
19
John Roper .................................... Merriw, .............................................
19
Henry Single................................... Mudgee ............... ....................................
.......... .........................................20
J. W. Jones .................................... Narnbri......................
...............
. .......... ......................... .................... ..20
John Ducat .................................... Port Macquarie........................................................................
26. Edward Afford ................................. Singleton .............................................................................. 21
21
27. George S. Yeo ................................. Sydney ....... .................... ...........
.............................. ............. 22
28. W. D. Dowe .................................... Tamworth ..............................................................................
29, C. T. Brent.nall ................................. Waggn Wagga ......................... ................................................. . 23
F. W. Ridley ........................ . ......... Warjada .................................................. ...................... 23
31, Andrew M'Clymont .............................. W enwor ...................................................................... 24
32 George A. Cave ................. ............. Windsor ................................................................................ 25
25
83 Thomas Turner ..................................
...................................................
3
................................. oung.................................................................................... 26
27
264—A
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LIVE STOCKS
No.1.
RETURN of Inspections made by Inspecton of Sheep during the year 1874
Na e ft a to
and District r

D.N.

l'lace of Inspection.

Sheep District,

Number
of Sheep
Inspected.

Name and Address of Owner.

1874.
January 2
8
24
26
gi
,,
February 24
24
March
4
5
9

No. 1.
Norman P. Loekhart,
Albury.

Henry & Belabor. Round RaIl
Mount
TabletopHill ...................Mbury..............-2500 James
Mitchell, Tabletop
...... ..... . .......... ,,
ro Richard Leahy, Moorawatlaa
Jlnngawannah
T.
R.
er.
CollinC, Biliaboag
,,
3003
lliilyhong ................. .....
4650 T. It. Mate, Tareutta
Brown Springs
Mitchell,
Tabletop
Janice
2
Tabletop
Fr enfelder, Urana
Gerogery ............................677 dies.
onoco John De.11lllabollg
Ilillahong Station
„,
7ou John Matchett. Nowronec
Round Hill ............ .......
3500 Ileinry Coward,Cumnbobla
„,
Carahobuta ......... ... ... ....
M'Meeking, Illanue
elanus ...............................2300 Robi,.
„......,
2300 WillIam Maxwell, Onorabergana
II Doodle Coorna ............ ....
P. H. Mate, Tarcutta
is Brown Springs
do
do
tate
,,
:2 Tomherumnba ....... .........
600 Daniel Chanery. American Yards
13 Four-mile
April
Balfosir,
Round 11111
&
IS
ooty
,
2500
21 lto,mnd 11111
John Morrire, Glenrork
24 iionntxin creek
Join
Fisher.
ifunderoaddern
2750
27 Ceokardinia
1000 Mrs, Flynn, Mountain Creek
May
4 Mountain Creek
1300 Charles Ilardwoll, Oheron
23 Bark Creek
po Alfred alourant, Bark Creek
Do
25
500 Mrs. Flynn. Mountain Creek
,,
28 Mountain Creek
Reid & Baleomblr, Moombria
2am
16 BilIabong
July
T. A. Wallaro, Quat Qoatta
25 Ilowlong ............................ am
so Edmond 31. Bond, Mountain Crook
August 25 MountaIn Creek
2 - Olsas. Franenfe.lder, lirana
Yantyal,I
0350 Richard .Iooes, Bark Creek
31 Bush Creek
5 llenty & Balfour, Round Hill
Round Hill
0350 Richard boos, Bark Creek
October 13 Monutain Creek
John A. Wallace, Elewleng
000
o6 Ilillabong
1300 John GillIsa, Wallundree
Novemhert2 Tabietop
Richard Leahy, Moorawatlia
6
04 viney Range
5 Itenty & Balfour, Round Hill
27 Ronud still
o5oo Henry Cowan1, Carabobilla
December 3 Carabobula
50 IT. It. M'Bean, Ilowiong
Booed Hill
Richard Jones, Bark Creek
1000
$ Back Creek
G. H. M. Collins, lllilabong
600
7 Round Hill
F. J. Kirby, Brookong
14
do
o
at
in Jolimi Siatchelt, Nouranie
do
William Maxwell, Walboudrie
02
do
aS
657 Frank Walker, Ravenewood
25 Ravenrwood
70293

630 Bobt. IT. i'errott, Armidale
January 03 Ilaroldeton............ ..........Arnildale
do
Boo IV. Fenton,
Kelly'e Plains
Mrai' erry, Bendrnlere
1200
March IS Bendemere
do
D.Curry
248
do
2300 Mrs. Scott, Waleha
og Surveyor's Creek
2934 John Connoll, do
20 On road, travelling
moo David Jan,ielon, do
21 Wabeha
2400 51. H. Marsh, Uralla
22 Salisl,ury
1500 A. B. ileifleld, Armidale
April
7 Everslelgh
do
too He. M'Cully,
23 Baker's Creek
0250 Leigh & Auderson, do
May
o Cameron's Creek
do
Qoo,Cross,
1200
Tilboeter
June
No a.
H. U. March
a
25 Bowralong
Mess.
tverett.
wandsworth
0200
,,
27 Allera ...............................g000 A. Waurhope,
£3. Mailter, .A-rmnidale ...
do
2 Moudory
1100 0. . Fenwiok, Walcha
Europambele ......................,..
July
Richd. iJenne, do
30 Pia ...................................3200
do
Norton,
Tiara .................................500 Ed.
Jno. Fletcher, do
2300
,,
Auguet 3 Orundonhy ......................
0200 Strs.JOhn Scott, do
4 Aberl,aldlO
Scott, liendemnere
Surveyor's Creek ..................Mrs.
do
Mrs. Perry,
Bende.nlore ......... ... ...... .........
Cross, Armidale
G
co.
2300
September24 Tilbuster
5 lane Burt, Bendemere
November 7 Benelemcre
ogon Dangar Bros., lJralla
Goetwich
30457
12 Henry Miller, Moibourae
ggalranaid
Enston
.............
...............
January
2
1
do
4055 C. B. Fisher,
do ................................gono
S
\l'sn. Walker, toeton
February 4 Canally
James
Smith,
Darling
River
6725
March ia Eneton ................................
6am Jion. Wmn. Taylor, Keller
04 Boston Station
April
Wm.
Walker,
Boston
4000
Mailman ..........................„,,,,,,,,,
7230 R. P. andW. Smith, lAchian River
May
a Euston,,,.........-.--......'-'-'.....„,,.,,,,
Soon Henry Miller, Melbourne
do ... ... ........................„.,..,
goo Wm. Walker, Meilman
19 Meilman ...... ... ... .........
anon Maguis'e and Cohen, CanaRy,
Canally ..........................„,,,,,
J. 31.'Keau, Menlamein.
,,,.,.,
2000
22 Sfooloomoon ,,
,,
jam Grant and Childe, Moulalneio
23 Nysng
do
am Gnnnt and Child,
Cloaling .....................
,,.....,
do
do
,,....,,
goon
24 Cunninguke
do
B.
and
W.
Me,dale.
gono
Weorong .............i
Geo.
Ashwin,
Campbell's
Plain
oaoo
,,
25 Campbell's Island
'c....”
lao. 3.
,,.,.,,...
So I. Simp'on, Goun
Goon .,,...,,..,..,.............
W.
Winterbettoni,
Coon
,,.,,..,..,
640
,,
do ............................. ,,.......,,
3. M'Leot, Bairanald......
do
270 II. It. Clarke,
do .............................
3000 Grant and (Thilde, Mnuiamein
26 Cnnnmeoko .,...,
do
.1.
Beekford,
,,,.,,,,
600
27 ChaSing
do
Sore 3. M'Kcan,
28 Siooloomoon ......... ..... ....,,
do
paterson,
11.
3000
29 Tehelery
do
P.
Hem,
and
gceo G. A.
Retry Rerry
do
Creswlck.
)i.
.........
6go
30 Leawala .,.....................'
1500 Walter WiillaflleOn, Balraaatd
,,...,,....
2 Yanga
June
do
Maguire
and
Cohen,
am
,,...,.,...
2 Canaliy
anoo Wm. Walker, lehman
.......................... ,,,,,......
3 Mailman
Henry
Miller,
Melboorne
,,.........
3000
July
17 Toungera
4. A. and P. M'Crodie, Feangil, Swan fish
,,.........
is Piangil ...............................,,.,,.......
.......
do
do
aam
do .....................
20
John Bevenidge, Tyntyndgor
C
Tyntyndgeir .................... ,,.........
Thomas
lye
Swan
Hill
jam
Swanhill ........................
. ,,.........
11
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and Distlete.

No. 3—continUed

Place of Inspection.

Date.

Sheep Dilt,rict.

Number
of S'lseej

Name and Address of Owner.

I

1874.
300o S. II. Officer, Swan Hill
23 llurrny Downs ................ Bairanald
July
Metool .................................50 Executor late .f. Dennis, Geelang, Victoria
2
Murray Downs
n S. B. Officer, Swan Hill
5800 Messrs. Pile, Cuthero Station, Darling River
Swan Hill
iaoo John Beveridge, Tyatyndgor, Swan 11111
aS l'yntyiodger
aSco bim. Walker, Meilman, Lower Murray
29 Toolcyhue
Sjo W. and it. hastings, Tooloybut
do
30
6o A. Kirk. tooloyhuc
do
I'iangil ....................................2500 A. and T. Macradio, Piangil
Henry Miller, Melbourne
500
1 Youngera
August
4350 lion. IV. taylor, Over Newton, Xeilor,Vktoris
$ boston .....................................
2000
do
do
Soptembor 4 Eustcn Station
4000
do
Euston ...................... ...............
do
o
do ................................... 000 Cecil Cubes, Tondara Station
ja
3202
A.
tobin,
Tl,nrnapatcha,
Paroo
River
...................................
do
23
loon lion. W. Taylor,Over Nosvton,Keilor, Victorti
Boston Station
October
toco
Win.
Walker,
Sreilman,
Lower
Murray
,,
3 Bonautabln
3000 A.&P. Macphoreon, Pa&ka,Balranald
Bedurn...... ... ...........................
4000 }'. Parker, tinamong, Deniliquin
4 Block 3)
3000 B. & A. SAndals, Deolliquln
Ifagesita
3000 J. & J. Thompson, Woolpogarle, Balronald
6 Woolpagario
2000 David Chryatal. Stulurulu, Balranald
Mulursain
do
do
do ............................3500
8
9400 I-Ion.
Taylor, Over Newlonxtllor,Victoria
10 Manfred
:100 Ron. Win, Campbell, Brighton, Victoria
dare.. .... .......................... ...... ...
aoco Ceo. Fairbairu, St. Kilda, Melbourne
22 'PIll Till ..................a
9500 A. &P. Macpliersnn,Paika,Balranaid
Ilothira ...................................
3000
do
do
do
33
November 4 Euston........................................3950 C. B. Fisher, Melbourne
2000 S. II. Oflicer, Murray Downs, Swan Hill
Murray
Downs
ad
11
G000
do
do
do
25
4000 Maguire & Co., Balranald
February 7 Mciluan ............ ...............,,...,
Win. Walker, Roston
do .....................................
April
27
lion. W. Taylor,Ovor Newton, Keilor, Victoria
do ...... ......... .......................
11
11

S. M'LeOd, Bairanaid

219:14
Janoary

i

4
6
io
aa
12
o
23
24
15

27
ag
20
24
25
No, 4.
T. L. P. Croaker,Bathurst

26
February 3
,,
,,

.

6

7
8

10

73

33
14
15
17
ug
March

23
6

1480 Hunt. & Crawford
itvana Plates .................. . Bathurat.............
Orange Road
1336 George Lee
Do
3600 II. Dales
.5. N, Gilmour
Bathampton
2o
Orange Road
750 SamI. Crawford
Sale Yard,
3300 Aebo, Simpson, and others
Common, &e
2200 Butchers aud Email owners
l)ockavino
,Goo William Kite
Torn Bank
xzoo Arehd. Campbell
i50o Irugh Slibriaw
Green Swamp
Meadow flat
640 Dent, Stack
,,
600 Jolla Bobbie
Near $ame ...... ................
900 Case, Dovey, & Dossier
Sydney Road to Hydal
I. II. .c. Scott
Solilory Creek
702 George Toolo
Sod Walls
65. Collins & West
Year same
Jerry's Mount
600 Mrs. R. Charlton
Long Swamp
1300 II. .1. VIncent
Slippery Creek
830 Fur. Neonan, &t.
.....,
Mutton', Falls ................
1200 U. It. IV ebb
w. & .1. M'r'auley
Blenheim
4
O'Connell
1500 Jobs' Morgan
1050 Edwd. Locke
Dirty Swamp
Kingisorn', Falls
gao Win. Hamilton
3700 Dnrnck & Webb
Mncx3oarle Plains
,,
idoo Oalace, Shepherd
Lees' l'addocks .................
Son Various owners
Sal, Yards
Bruce Dale
lSoo Win. Isy. Suttor
noo John Ford
Cleat Creek
Around Peel
700 Abern &Culnoalngs
upper Creek
600 Jeichd. hioggett
12550 Henry Stelton
Wlnburndale
Yarrows
1600 H. S. Forrest
Kelon .....................................500 Inglesole—Tindale
,Ino.M'l'blllamy
Mount Tamar Woolsbed
Woodstock ...... ............... ..
,,....,
Son Janice Rome
3000 I. Jr. Stewart
Swan Ponds
3500 W. B. Rankin
Salham. &o, ...................
,,
520 Ivy Sloan, i,acl,lan
Orange Road
350 Jolla Lee, Carcoar
Carcoar ........................
,,
,,........,
Orange ...... ......... ..........
3538 George Lee, Relso
,,...... ...
2000 J. Barnes, ilathurat
Green Creek ...................
ate,, C. IV. Croaker, do
Denton llolme
Bath Creek ............... ........
,,.........
755 l'hns. Quinn, do
Mouotain Itun
3500 henry Itutler, do
Back Creek.......................,,.....,
530 J'atk. Begley, itockloy
Lagoon ..........................,,....,,
Thoo Rout. Ache, Bathnrst
C. Nash,
do
Kangaroo Springs
Sewell's Creek
3500 B. 3' 'l'buliamy, do
Con.
Uwyor,
lloekley
1520
Reedy Creek
B. Stangor,
do
tmp's River
Chariton, &e .......... 5800 B. WPhillamy, Batborit
2300 Chas. Skinner, Bockley
Popper's Creek
do
Davy's Creek
357- Josh. Se.well,
25500 ,Sas. M'Fee, Swallow's Nest
Swallow's Neat
C. C. Warby,
do
Eagle Vale
3
O'brien's Creek
850 .lno. Jones, Rockley
do
,,
gao Thou Slums,
Triangle ...... ....................
TrIangle Flat...................
,,
taco F. & G. liarnes, do
,,,.....,..3GaoJly,in.Prees, &c., do
sit. Neville ... ...................
Jumper's Flat
930 Sand. Doulnian, do
do
000 By. Jiockley,
Camp's River
2500 Win. Brownlow, do
do
do
it. Mid, Crowbnrst,do
Foster', Valley
950 Goldsby & Colburue, Rookley
Bath. S. Yards
1250 Webb, Stewart, & others, Rockley
T. J. HawkIns, Batburst
Hereford
do
2000 Ily. ltottou,
Blackdown
do
Clear Creek
3000 Jr.. Ford,
Inc.
3f'Xlnnon,
Lbnek
ilns
3
Limekilns
Ml. Rems,
do
8
S arLo
do
Oge
1357 Jno Tobin,
do
do
880 Cbas.Franks,
700 VarIous ownsas
Bath. S. Yard,
Boo J. W. West, Forbes
Careoar Read
3300 Ceo. Oaks,, Sydney
Orange ........................... ...
.........
,,
co It. II. lane, Orange
do
Bath. Sale Yards
950 Foster, Shepherd, & others
Sofaln Road ...................
,,
1500 Jon. howard, Sofala
too Josh. Smith, Ba.thnrst
George's Plains
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Name of Inspector
and DIstrict.

No. 4"-'Q0544n,c&L

T. L. P. Croaker, Bathurst

Place of Inspection.

Date.

1874.
March

Sheep District.,

Number
of Sheep
Inspected.

Name said Address of Owner.

. Bathurst
Can Flat
•
700 Ti,os. Quinn, Cow Flat
Shirat ............................... 1450 Eat, L. W. Croaker, Dathnrst
Illack
Reck
Mrs. Whalan,
x
do
7
Spring Creek
J. Baker, Itockley
Camp's River
O'Neill, Council, Sec., flockley
do
'zoo Jno. Murphy, Lagoon
if Carcoar Road
1200 'I. H. Stewart, Dubbo
Batl,nrst
400 J. Millar, (Iowan
Vale Road
380 J. Lovect, O'Connell
12 Opl,ir .................................
1200 1'. Coetello, Blayney
a000 J.asSmith, do
13 Carcoar
do
Goo - Belgowan, Burrowa
17 Bartlett's
,,8 T. J. liawlclat,, Bathurst
Near Cams
do
2500 15. Golsl,y
Winabledoso
1400 Jno. Loan, Caloota
Rttleodalo
do
,00 P. Tarnach,
do
x8 Galbraith, &c
2510 N. Wilson,
Calaiuls Creek
700 Mackit, Ryan, do., Caloola
do
Brown's
1400 Owen Quinn,
19 Brownlse
1500 Jun. M'PhllIamy, Bathurst
Jumpers' Flat
T.
l)olsnou,
ilockley
go
Cherry Tree 11111
do
•
1000 mo. l',a,ill,
Dun's Ilok
400 Fras. Press, do
Thos. Ryan, do
20 lIe. Nevil
con J. & (I Barnes, Roei1ey
Triangle Flat .................
.........
11
do
Judd's Creek
730 Wm. Hughes,
quo llcyward & M'Gill, Rockley
2'
ste
h1'leanan
e!r
Sceloy,
Grant's
to
700
Bunnamagoo
4300 MIntesh & Oakes, Bathurst
ro ifockley .........
g,,r,, M. A. Smith, Tuena
25 Sofda Road
40 ii. Cadden, Gnulbnrn
.........
J. N. Gilmosar, Bathurst
26 Careoar
27 Sofala ............................
„...,
doo eThos. Aslae, Capertee
AprIl
a Bathurst
673 T. Ilydn, Vudgee
Carcoar Ltoad.....,
,,
,,....,
600 Jams's Gra,,t, raehlaa
sin
1600 T. Marsdcn, Bland
Bathcnrst
, F. Sutlor, Bathurst
6 itooks ............................
1400 Thee. Kite, Kelse
s'oleill,' .........................
.,
1200 Fenton, Spice, &s., Guyong
do
(;oslolplsi,a ......................
„.......
oo Fit. Glalson,
1
'to
600 Coo. II awko,
7 )'onsjarves ................,
F.
Cl.
Webb,
do
Ems, Creek, Re
20500
700 Butchers' sl,eep
Frederick's Valley
480 Joe Boner, l'retty Plains
Willow Fano ,....,
,,.........
Iwo W. G. Lane, elnyong
Icily ................................630 Tom Gaynor, S. Co., Teely
do
Lewis' ['ends, &c
1woo Treweake lIrs.,
g Clifton Orovo... ... .......,
,,
Sea J. B. Lou, Orange
J.
T.
Lane,
do
do and Oakey Creek
5000
Rose Hill ... ......................
.....,
con J. B. Lane, do
do
10 lines Dale
2500 Mm. Dale,
Orange ............................
...
1300 llutehers' sheep
Wellwood ......................
s,”'
Soo And. Kerr, Orange
ix orange Road
5o0, Towns & Co., Sydney
hockey & TAawood
,,
13 Bathurst S. Yards
do
Common
1400 Butchers' sisrep
,,
. ...
15 LagOOn, do....................
7000 Joe. lt'l'hillamy, Bathurst
,,
Camp's River
Jun. Murphy, Lagoon
lit. Stroinlo
1700 Todd Bros.
16 O'Connell
,ioo .Jno. Morgan, O'Conrsel
flleashel,n
5000 if. & J. 31'Ajsley, Mutton's Pails
do
17 Snake's Valley ,
'.'...,
750 Whltford & others
Tarann,sls ............ ..........
.,.,,,,,
Thus, Webb
do
so
C. Au,tia
Near sa.... ......................
do
on Bdwd. Locke, Dirty Swamp
on Dirty Swansp ... ......,....,,
........
1910
Saltwater Creek ....,...,
,,
e500 T Kite, s,nr., Kelso
Macqua,is l'laisan.......,..,,
West, Lee, See., Bathurst
,,.,
i600
do
21 Lees' I'addoek ..,........,
s,
7200 fly. II oghe.s,
K,'lsn ......,.........,.......,
,,
......
do
500 R. P. CousIn,
llumphriev,
Browniow,
Re., Batisurst
17 Bathurst S. Yards
,,,....,
izoo
.........
Smith, West, and others
May
7
4 Bathurst Sale Yards
„.........
1500 Jas, Strachun, Darling
5 Bathsursi..........................
%'alo Road
Sso ICy. Busier, Bathurst
Fenton home ...... ..........
,,
1480 C. W. Croaker, do
J. Barnes.
.........
do
6 Oak Mount ......... .............
1
lOttIe, flat
a600 P. Larnas,la, Caloola
Joe
Ryan,
Dutbo
S Reek Forest ........,........,
1600
Sea T. H. Stewart, Batburst
9 llswla ..................................
Balbnrat......... .... ..... .......
„... ...
700 Sno. Smith, Force
Juno
x Itathnrst S. Yards
Goo Several owners
11. Begley, Boekley
,,
3 N ounta in lien ................
5
Back Creek
750 Thea Qninas, Cow Flat
Foster's Vahlry,....,..,,..,
,,.,
poo Joyce. Lockhart, & Co., Roekley
do
,doo C. Skinner
4 Pepper's Creek
do
do
1300 Watson Steel,
.5 tong same ...................
&
do
„.,..,,,
1400 Neil, Baker, Co.,
Itor,kley
6. Goldshy and Evans,
cia
Near sslz,c ......................
do
3300 Ily. Hockey,
„...".''
Camps Ilivor
' do
1100 A, Crowburet,
do
Camps and ['ye's Plain ..,
6000 W,a, lirowniow,
JSn,snamng,uo
do
45mm M'Iotosh and Oakes
3300 las, lf'I'lsee, Swallow's Nest
6 Swallow's Nest
Eagle Y,Ll
C
C.
Warhy,
do
1600
Judd's Creek
49O Area. finches, Rockley
sIc
1100 MCIII, lIeywnnd, do
Grant's Creek
750 M'Lennan, Scbeley,do
O'Brien', Creek
do
830 J no. Tone,,
do
Triangle ('re,'k
1100 Thus. Burn,,
Triangle Flat
do
.1370 J. & G. Barnes,
'I'runkey Fond ................
,,
geo Night, l'ress,&c., do
do
(ma ery'trec Hill
,,,.....,,
780 Jul. PuellI,
Jumper's Fiat ................
do
„,,..,,..,
g8 'I'. Doulman,
Five owners
Is Sale Yards ......................
,,
.cc
7c000 Kit” and CousIns, Memo
13 Mary's Lane Maequarie
.
Than Kite,
do
is fleets .................................1200
lvii,, Classon, lhlav,iey
Jh,,ags'on Creek
1
Ceorlolphin
3500 Itlel,d. al,sson, Guyong
do
15 l'enslarvis
s6uo Gee. Hawks,
elsa, Creek, &
o7oo T. 0. Webb,
do
17 FrederIck's \'ally
xoo llawke, Carrott, & Frost,Guyong
O range.................................
......join Botcher's sheep, Orange
lOot,laIe
2300 Win, Date,
do
&pe Andrew Kerr
is \%'-llwood
Or.
a ,ge h e a d
lro Pr anci, Lord, Sydney
ee
0 31.BoTannerand
t he others
Onnc
722 Ba tl, ,I rst Sal
.
,.,
lena Vesrions owners
............
July
, liathurat
794 Iteasl, Croaker, & Cc,, Bathurst
Hereford
F. J. HawkIns,
do
3
6
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cud District.

No. 4-0ntinued.
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1874.
July

Place of Inspection.

Sheep District,
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m
4

Name and Address of Owner.

I3laekdowuj ......... .......... Bathuret
olco Ily. flotton, Bathurst
Brucedale
2500 W. it. Sotlor,
do
Clear Creek
a8 Thea. Cummings, do
do
do
1400 Too. Ford,
6 Killoobiel
3100 W. B. Itankin,
do
lit. liankin
do
ocoo A. 001103,
Ilatton.... ............................... oq Miller Bros.,
do
)lilkors Flat
io Ily. Prior, ltgllnton
7 Yreemantle
2000' .liio, Cahill, do
lCillooglseatt'a
B000 P. Anderson, Chambers' Creek
Cowan ..............................
..........000 Inn. Miller,
do
8 iSlarney'e Corner
2000 P. ChIlies, 11111 End
Broonbine
V. howard, do
Willow Glen
2000 Jo,. Board, Box Ridge
Turon River
65. F. hlrnrlon, do
9 GlmhIe Station
N. Sparkes, Millamurra
lisedy Creek
do
Boo Ja,a Palsy,
Milia 51 nrrah
oco 1. C. Suitor, Peel
l'oolfl Station
By. Butler, Bathurst
to Winburndale
J, Cranston, Millalamrah
ix Bathurst
S. Crawferd, Bogan
13 Sale Yards
Various owners
20 Dummy Swamp ..........................870 l'eole end Ilumm, Dunkeld
do
'Um'
, Kite, Kelso
0400
Icely and Ophir.
000 Wni. Tom. Jun., 11111 End
or Lewis Ponds
Treweslee Bros., Ophir
Onkey Creek, &c
J. P. Lane, Orange
Clifton Grove
J. B. Lane, do
e
32 Willew Farm
W. Cl. Lane, Onyong
lOose 11111
2400 J. B. Lana, Orange
Lewis l'oiids
Finch
and Slater, lcely
450
Little Forest
o Jas. Ahern, lull End
24 Orange Read
Ii.
C.
Vall, Davy's Plain
0046
25
do
2344 P. DuriLek, Dublin
27 Sale Yards
Gilmonr, Mutton, and Lee
August
3 Dockalrn
ib5o Wni. Kite, Kelso
3lauarie Plains
450 K West, O'connell
'l'Indale'e hollow
Wm, Webb, Mutton's Fails
g
Dirty Swamp
do
adoo Ed. Locke,
Kinghorn's I'afi
P.
Gatloereote,
do
700
O'connell
1100 Jno, Morgan, O'connell
4 lilenhelin
4750 \S'. & J. M'Cauley, Mutten'a Pall.
Itound Oberon
,on Mutton Keen, &c,, Oberon
Tarrannab
xc,, R. WebL Muttou'e Falls
5 About anne
sdoo Higgins, Barrett, & Co., do
Snakes Valley
no ivhltford and Fits,
do
Bendo River
Reeves, Taylor, & Co., Oheron
Duckmalei
2000 Jno. hogan,
do
6
do
840 Armstrong, Bailey, & Co., do
Lewtlior ..........................,,
6o Kirk, England, & Co., Hartley
Marsden's Swamp
11
m800 .1. Dahzieli, One Tree
About Hartley
don Field, Jams, & Co., Hartley
7 Cox's River
qoo Wilcox, Sandcls, &, Itydal
Solitary Creek
oo W. J. Seett,
do
Sod Walls
do
yon Josh. Poole,
8 Sydney Oload
0300 Dohie, Dewier, & Co., Meadow flat
Worrie
1750 Archer & hlumphries, Mitchell'. Creek
Coolamidgee ........................... o Will, Parr,
do
00 Green Swamp
mono 1!. Sbiriaw, Green Swamp
T. L. P. 4',r0eker, Ba h urst1
Raglan
400 J. II. Stewart, Bathurst
23 Bathnrsts.Yards
do
oo lIy.Lee,
17 Hathrop
ito E. Weh,b,
do
Gorman's
hut
...
11
310 W. Cornwall, do
Wblte Reck
600 C. Ache,
do
m8 Lagoon
ow shosit, Ashe, Lagoon
Kangaroo Springs
3200 C. Nash. Bathurst
Camp's River
Boo Jon. Murphy, Lagoon
Glen Thk
2500 R. M'i'hillamy, do
09 Mount Strombo ...............
..........
mono Wm. Todd, Jun., O'Connell
Stony Creek
490 SIrs. Foran,
do
20 Native Dog
480 fl D'insger,
do
21 Epinglon Park
4100 H. Humpbries,
do
24 Sale 'Yards
400 J. Sewelt, Itockley
Bran's Plains
500 Fester Davies, Bathurst
Woodeleck
60 y55. 'Lucite, Evans' Plains
Swan Pnndl ....................,,
J It. Stewart, Bathurst
Denton home .................,,
1500 0. W. Croaker, do
September
George's Plains
600 Josh, Smith, Bathurst
Apsley ............................
,
opn A.J.Pelchy, do
V.I. Creek
700 By Butler,
do
7 Sale Yards
640 S. West, Forbes
Bath Con,men
000 Butcher's sheep
8 Kelso . ..................................
..
don huglesole, Kite, Kelso
Winburndale
2400 P. Kite, sen.,
do
'Yarrows
900 H. .5. Forest,
do
9 Clear Creek
'ion Cuinnings, P., do
do
500 B. hioggett,
do
Lime.kllns Road
idno P. Bou,,nd, Forbes
Ll,ne.kilns
Son IT. IIelt.on, Limekllos
Near sense
3000 Ino, lL'Kinnon, do
00 Tobin's Oahey
0400 Jno, 'helm,
do
Sugar loaf
MI. Reams,
do
Palmer's Oakey
rso lao. Fi'rguson, Palmer's Oakay
do
900 D. }'ergueon,
do
•
do
700 C. Franks,
do
or Wyagden, Soc
J. B. .luttor, 'Wyagden
Millamurrab
ono T. C. Sutter Peel
Winbcsmndaln
2000 Jeso. Cranston, Milllaniurra
Salham Paddock5
0400 W. B. ltanl,in, Batliuret
14 Bethurst Sale Yards
600 Glimour Ache,
do
07 Orange Road
1540 Strahera Bros., Began
Ophir ....................................oouo J. Ii. Stewart, Dubbo
Carcoar .................................5o Wm. Smith, Blanny
21 Bathempton
2000 I. N. Gilmonr, Bathurst
Wimbledon
two Jo. Loan, C.I.I.
Bartlett's
11
2200 'Win. Geideby, sen., do
Ncar same
1700 II. Hawkins, Bathurst
22 Thorney ...................................450 WilL lvard, Caloola
Reedy Creek
700 .1110. 'Wilson, Blansy
Teapot Swamp
65n M'Cuulum,
do
do
480 1. Ryan;
do
Gaibraith, &c
2400 Noble Wilson, Caloela
33 Ettlerdale
Ti. Laruach.
do
Duecau'e shill
800 I'. M'X,'llar, Blanoy
Brown's Creek
o8n Owen Quinn, Caloola
Along same
Gin Paton Edwaxels, do
24 Browelee
1.
8n C. Cerry,
do

1
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I8'4.
900 Various owner,
Septem{str 24 l'addocic lots on road to Bathurst
Bath uret.
750 llwer, Parker, & Pearce
a8 Bathurst S. Yards
hers -Hughes. Bathurst
October ' Sale Yards
RoseCreek
7- It. Formnan, liglinton
670 A. Piper, Bathurst
Stony Creek
E. II. Piper, do
2100
do
1400 A. Anderson, do
Poole's Creek
H. Butler, do
1350
Poole's Station
700 Butchers' sheep, Wattle Flat
6 Wattle Fist
do
Sofala
Sofala ...........................2300
do
490 T. Gale,
Spring Creek
do
Soco J. Smerd,
Two-mile Creek
do
J.
Howard,
1950
7 Crudloe
Ico Five small owners, do
Turon River
,inao F. Kite, jun., Orange
Mulgan, &r
do
1870 31. IPArly,
9 M'Quarrie
700 S. Beachamp, Shepherd's Creek
Culeula
.,.
do
Edwd.
flows,
0000
Carr'e Orwell
do
2520 Wm. t'lneombe,
,,
10 Carragurra ........................
do
T.
Townsend,
1100
Gorragarack
do
loco R. Smith,
Finch's Farm, &e
loo. Giaseon, Jun., Orange
33 conoblas ........................1770 flos
do
lsarse,
,,
aoo
...
Grove Farm ...... ..... .......
j,00 Whlley, Agland, and three others
About Pretty Plains
Gao Tao,ner, Rose, & Fenton
14 Guvong to Bathurst
Stewart, Hockey, and others
i
Sale Yards
400 Butchers' cheep
33 Cow Flat
520 W. 13. Coke, Co. Flat
Selmore
800 C. Whalan, lsathnrst
Black Reck
530 Mrs. Wilson, Blanoy
Reedy Creek
540 A. 3I'atlaeeon, Caloala
22 Tea-tree Spriege
Jes. Smith, Blayney
reo
Near Reedy Creek
Parish .............................. 6o G. Shepherd, Caboola
- Strahau. Began
des,,
35 S. Yards
3300 Towns & Co., Darting
29
do
T.
J. Hawkins, Bathnrst
4030
November 3 Hereford
do
3200 fly. flotton,
Blacl<down
W.
B. Rankin, do
,eo
MaeqLaarie River
Colley,
Bglinton
A.
1300
Mount htankln
Gaao T. MIller, jun., Cleambers' Creek
Walton, &c. .......... ..... ......,,
r7oo Hy. Prior, Bglintou
4 Milker's Flat .....................,
3300 Jno. Cahill do
Freemantle
Boo, F. Anderson, Bathurst
,,
Chambers Creek, Tnrou,
80.
dcc lluthers, & Co.
5 Chambere' Creek
600 Jno. Miiier,een., Bathurst
Gowau. &e ............
65° Jag. Ahern, Hill lInd
Little Forest ...... ... .... ........,,
do
1800 C. howard,
Brombine ................ ........,,
,,
moon Treweeke Bros.. loely
6 Lewis Ponds, Ophir, Ste
PInch.
Pringle,
& Co., Jeely
Around Icely.....................750
is000 P. G. Webb Cuyong
SpringField, Emu Swamis,...
&o.
Rd. Glaseoms, do
7 Godolphin ........................4000
Poole, & others
Orange Road.....................Boo llo,vyer,
X. it. Stewart, Bathurst
3300
Swao Ponds, Ste
Hums, Evan'e Plains
Woodstock .................. ......doo Jas.
owatere
g Sale Yards ........................700 Various
3600 fly Butler, Bathurst
10 Vale Road & Reedy Creek...
do
F. B. P. Croaker, Bathurst
Shearing-shed, Deal River,
............7000 Jiao. M'Phillamy,
a
Ashe, St Cornwall, Bathurst
Lagoon Road .....................gdo Webb,
1757 - Bonn, Forbes
14 Careoar Road ....................
6sa P. Beiey, Rockley
16 Mountain Ron .... .. ...........
F. Qnsnn. Cow Flat
Back Creek ....................8o Lockhart,
mmins,
Cohisurse, Joyce,
& Cu ReekPester's Valley .................1500
Hockey, Bockley
LICY
17 Roekley Farm .................4000 fly.
&
Baker,
Neal.
OConnel,
Co.
Around Roelcley ..............1300
,co
J.
Dohnan,
ltnekley
..
Jumper's Flat ...............
Son 31. I'uaill, do
Cherry-tree Hill ..............
s5oo C. Skinner, do
i8 Pepper's Creek .................
4000 H. Stanger, do
Cha.rllon... ... ....................
Goon C. 31'Phiilamy, Bathurst
Reedy Creek, Ste. ..............
x600 Co.. Dwyer. Lagoon
ig Camps River ....................
hPPhiillremy. Bathurst
Davy's Creek, &e...............3000 R.
coa J. & P. Ryan, Pubbo
23 Rock Forest ............ ........
Bogs,. River
35 Orange Road ....................1300 S. Crawford,
xGao J.C. Smith, Boree
December 3
do
Leeds, & Co, Wellington
Same .............................1400 .Jno.
Jno. & fly. Lee, Bathurst
4 Relso Paddocks.................
do
,Goo Win. Kite,
Salt-water Creek
n
Thee.
7,1 utton's Fall
Tindale's Hollow ..............3200 Edwd.Webb,
Locke,
Bathuret
odon
Dirty Swamp....................
Jno. Morgan, O'connell
Lloanbedo .......................1250 F.
higgins, Mutton's Falls
Gao
Shake's Valley .................
do
900 Jr. Barrett,
Tarannah
do
Wm.
Webb,
gdo
Near same
1500 11.3. Vincent, do
Lou, Swamp
W.
3.
IrCauley,
do
&
5000
7 BlenheIm
Soo Whalan, Pita, & Co., Oberon
8 Oberon ........................ .....
do
Jr.. Hogan,
Duckmalol
goo Bailey, Armnetrosmg, & Co., Oberon
Along saene
Taylor, Reeves, & Co.
Bendo .............................750 Dwysr,
5100 fly. hlumpbriee, O'Connell
Park
9 Zesington
do
480 38 rs. Foran,
Stoney Creek
do
•,
woo W. & A. Todd,
Mount Strombo
,,
Co..
flayer,
Lagoon
iGo,
Camp's River
850 Jno. Murphy, do
same .............................. ..
4100 C. Nash, Be.thurst
10 Kangaroo Springs
3000 R. Il'l'hillaooy, Bathurst
Glen Bet
4500 R. Ashe, Lagoon
Davy's Creek, &e
1500 J. M'Phillamy, Bathurst
Mitchell's Plains
woo H.J. Peeehey, do
South Apsisy
do
on By. Butler,
Vale Road . ......................,
5000 Gilebriet & Watt, Sydney
24 Bathurst
Bathurst
Geo
Lee,
iggo
15 Orange Road
Campbell, Laehlau
Same ..................... ............. o Gee.
on T. CurseR, Dubbo
17 Coreoar
woo Stewart, Frost, & two others
21 Sale Yards
3700 Butchere' sheep
Bath Common
773016
12800 17. Towns & Co., Sydney Boorke and Bee'
l3semery
...................
......
January
6
No 5
warrina,
Wirtagooma
,,
Louth ............................ Bourke.................4000 J. Mathews,
T. W Poott Bourke
x8.xo J. C. M'Leod, Queeneland
February 35 Mount Oxisy
No. 4.—cosetsnuecl.
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Shcep Distrieh

8
II
35
25
29
8
II
28
6

Number
ofShsep

Name and Address of Owner.

Rourko
Bourke
S. Wilson, Yanko
14
Ia,,da ..............................7500 J. C. ill'Leod, Queentlaod
..
sandra ............ ... ... .........
,............9100 C. Guinness, Jandra
JionrIce ..............................17000 F. Murphy Jr Son, Moolochee
..............................d000 CI Guinness, Jandra
do
May
Fort Jiourke
9200 J. (J'Shannesey, Fort Bourke
West Bourke
Geerge Iqug, UnwiSe
Jandra..............................G000 Cecil Guinness, Jandra,
June
Bourke ............... ...... ......
Saco
do
do
Waraw,'rna
9000 Fraser Co., Queensland
6 Warrego ...........................8000 3lenr.lre
Co., Queensland
,.
do
8000 Robertson, Euroelo
do
July
29 Jandra..............................gcoo Ccci] Guinness,Jandra
.ugust
do
7522 Cope
Scott, Beemery
6
do
goco Cecil Guinness, ,landra
October
22000 W. Furlong, Murrumbidgery
7 Congolgan
35 Bumble
4000 11. Crowtller, Cadooge.
Queensland boundary
A. W. J. Adams, Brenda
Noveml,or I Bumble
J. Cidem, Wiely Wioly
2 Itokira ... ........................
Watt, Sydney
xo Gilebrist
SNilroy .. ......... .................Brewarrino,
do
xo
do
20 Culgoa ...............................waoo
do
do

z

is
i

F. W. Foott, Bourke

&

.

&&

&

252222
23

May

26

June

No. 6.
Jas. Aldeorn, Braidwood
and Berrima.

,,

4
5
6

1
July
September17
22
October
Novembe? 3
December 15

trriga .............................FartofBraidwood
360
..........................and Bervims
do
do
Mount Corang
330
l,arleyong
250
:Jectekuora
220
Tnniboye .....................................360
Jletlewale............ ... ..............,,
2000
Braldwoed
Douran Doura
700
St. Omer
,800
Corang..................... ...................
250
Barringurry
,o
Lagoon..... ...................................300
Slayfield
6.
l'tr,,ir.r .............................
ISO
Nowra ..... .... ................ ..................zoo
Oreeowell Point
35
do

-

8755

1

January

2
3
5
6
7
S
10

'

x
s4

z

i6
27

30
22
24
36
37
38

February

30
2
3
4
9
22
14
is
17

No. 7.
George Bowlands.
COar

is

,,
Car.

20
,,
11
01

21
23

37

March

' ,

&

Icely Son, Carcoar
S. U. Alford, OWTh
do
Was. 1-bed,
Coo. Grant,
do
Alexr. Caldwell,do
Ed. Cody, Canowindra
Alex. Ferguson, do
do
Slat. Dutfey,
do
H. Grlmsbaw,
do
31. Daly,
do
In. Brown,
do
King Bros.,
Joe. .iox,es,
do
Pearce Bros., Black Spring
do
H. Clayton,
Joe Clem.nts, Binda
do
llobt. Brigbt,
lbenj. Clemente, Bigga
fly. Glasson, Carcoar
Alex, Kiughorn, Lyndhnrst
do
11. l'oshaok,
Sam Ward, Careoar
Jas. Hargan, Mount Sfacejuarte
do
Wm. Vane
Wm. M'l)onnell, Sheet Bark
Elizabeth Pitman, Btayney
Joe. West, Lyudhurst
Son, Carcoar
F. S. Pearce, Spring Grove
Viclor Wail,, eowra
SI. Coaaelly, junr., Carcoar
B. I. I 'laments, Bigga
U. W. Davis. Condoblin
Jane Oushy, Cowra
Joe. Elliott, Long Swamp
do
rae. Begley,
Th. Elliott, Trunkey
A. 21'lnnes,
do
Ann Wright, do
(Tha,, M't'hillan]y, Batliurst
Wm. Elliott, Long Swamp
.Iohn Walsh, Roeklsy
T. A. Smlth,Trunkey
Margt. Ryan, Long Swamps
1'. M'Kellar Teapot Swami'
I'atk. Bess, 1L 31,wquarrie
TIes's. hudson, Trunkey
l'etor Boland, Grrnfeli
W. Glaseon, .Fllaynty
S. B. Glaseou, do
I.. Harrison,
do
B. Stimpeon, Carcoar
J. L. Cobb, Lyndhurst
Sfareden
Blayney
Costello Bros.,
do
Connelly, junr., Carcoar
Rd. (Ilasson, Blayney
Jas, Death,
do
A. WaIch, Vittorla
RusI, Glaeson, Blayoey
Jas. Ilalgowan, Roed's Flat
Jr's. Smith, hiathuret
Ceo. Larnach, Truakey
Gee. Elliott, lIt. Slacquarle
Jo,. Brigs. Carcoar
Je Costigan, Toena
Tb. M'Kenzle, Peelwood
Rt. Drain,
do
M'hcenrle, Tuena
Th. Bootbman, do

Jeely &
&
.,
.
.

.
.
..........
no ............................
1 '. & Son,
is
20
coo lvi i.
...........................
C
24
25

I

Coombing Park .................Carcoar
7000
lienni .......................................
500o
Caninibla
Soac
Sfrriganouria
Scoo
Wadelamadera ............................
3000
Stations .....................................
7000
tilga ........................................
i6co
Belubla ......................................350
do
2300
Belubula
o
Brown's Valley
1700
Nyrang Creek
2300
do
500
Bingham...........................
2700
Long Range .... ................
............
2
Silvey Crock ....................
3300
ii
Breakfast Creek
igoo
Reedy Gully ....................
pco
MKellrle's Creek
4600
.Sunnleido . ......................
2000
is
Two-mile Creek
o
Tarry'S Flat ....................
,,
OO
Reedy Creek
1700
Three.mile Swamp
760
Wood's Flat ....................
15o
,,
Stations .................... ... .."
poo,
Lyndhurst ... ... ................
Sco
Bangaroo
000
Or.... .....................................
3700
Parleigh
3000
Lumpy Swamp
3000
Wangoola Creek
Boo,
Cowra ... ...... .... ..... ..... ....
,,
8000
Mulgan Station
u000
,,
Long Swamp
2700
Back's Creek
2500
Grove ...... .. ...................
oo
Byrne's Creek
800
flyn,e', Spring
250
Cerowa
3200
Ford's Sprlllg
Be.
take', Dirt holes
37Malgurlea
2500
Buok'e Creek
gco
Duncan', hill ...............
......
502
Leamington
350
Diamond Valley
.440
400
Five.mile Creek ...............
,,
llelwoed
3500
Saltwater Creek
3700
Kangaroo Crook
x6o
Stations .........................7800
Ferr,eide .........................1700
Blayney . .....
40cc
Square
2200
Flyor's Creek
3400
Browiis Creek
4800
KIng's Plains
550
200
Station,
3400
Teapot Swamp
don
Rocky Bridge
Bald Ridge
3500
Granger's Creek
gon
Eva,,s, Swamp
250
Cook', Vale
5000
Jnnctian
Abereromblo
450
Maglo
3000
Old amp
840

Mrs. 3fulholland
J. Holland
1'. Quilty
J. Britten
SIrs. husk
J. Taper
P. Stewart
l!.Ma'ldrcll
II. Ball
W'. 3t'Dowall
J. W. Burn
.1. lleresford
A. Osborne
0. Berry
J. Monaghan
.5. At. lirowa
II.. llindmarsh
U. Ilyam
J. Morrison

28
3
4
5
6
7
9

12
13
24

17
t8

21

23
24

742

N

:ator

)Io. 7—eontersieed.

Date.

Plaee of Inspection.

.

'874.
24
IMarch
25

23
33
31
2
4
6

p

8

to
it
73
14
I

17
18
20
21
11

23
24
25

11

May

11

George Bowlacds, Carooar

,

26
28
29
3il

3
g
,,

,
18
33

11

Jus,e

22
23
xd
27
39
30
2

11
11

4
6
8
g
is

11

Number
of Slice;
Inspected

LImestone
. Carcear
•
440
Kangaloela Creek
740
Tatoo Flat
zo
Kangaloola Creek
530
Deep Creek
350
Meadow Flat
65.
Kangaloola Creek
203
Cal' 11111.,
3o
Mount .................................3500
,600
ICing's Plains
Green Gully
360
Rocky Bridge
4o
Sunuielde .......................
2020
,,
Little Forest
700
Curragh
xgoo
Yarraman
3.31 B.................................
3000
11
Abererenoble
7000
Fish River ......................
,............600
do
sgco
Streamvllle
1520
Wyeugloo
900
Sandy Creek
1620
Kangaroo Creek
x
Lyndhurst
2
do
2000
xoee
do
Carcoar
300
Coomblag
Oakey Creek ....................
1700
,,
Bundello
ou3
Grahine Flat
ixee
Maramba
750
Rocky Bridge
gee
Abererembie
dee
Sentry Box
gee
230
Daweon's Spring .............
tb
Grove ... .................................gao
Dinner I-till
200
Land Nod
boo
Stallons
8000
Jeremy ... ....... ................. .........hOG
Glenroek
ono
Beeanieal Springs
2000
Brown's Springs
5502
Goolagon
450
Bunker's hill...................
,,
leeo
Belmore ... ... ...................
,,
..,
1500
1t'yrang Creek
50)
James Park
2700

26

ApriL

Sheep District.

'a

53
11

15
iG
xl
xg
20
22

33

25

6

Name and Address of Owner.

Wm. Barnett. Tuens
Isa. Fenton, Peolweod
lea. Fenton, sent., do
Mary Iroes,
do
Wm. Tracy,
do
Tb. Mills,
do
A. A. Ilcarn
do
P. Mess,
do
Js. Grant, Mt. Macquarle
Marsden & Son, Blayney
P. Green. Mt. Maequarie
F. Twemlew, Prunkey
£ Klnghorn Lyndhurst
lIt. at'KclI, I5arcoar
C. Fareily, Thena
P. Farolly, do
Elieth. Well, Bigga B. & T. Coemrnh,, do
Win. Falsey, Reid's Flat
Is. Ilearo,
do
Ellen Hammond, Bigga
.N ewham
do
S. C. Blackman, do
Wm. Trantcr, do
Elleth. Pittman, Bl ayney
Mareden & Son, do
Ily. Oliyer, Cowra
P. hogan, Peetwood
Icely & Son, Careear
Tb. Glansen, Cadla
TI,. Ily. (lIaison, do
Eel. Burke, Carcoar
- Nswham, Reid's Flat
TIc. l'oielcy, Careoar
Aura Drady, Sigge
1Pm. Dunn,
do
F. lord,
do
I. Burke, Trunkey
W. King,
do
Ml. Hngao, Perlwnod
W. Jialletone, do
P. hackney, Black Springs
0. II. Ilackney, do
Ml. Coegrove, do
P. CoMes, Digs.
,le. Brown, Canowindra.
T. Byrnci, Goolagos,
Tb. Grant, Canowineir,
A. Collie,
do
Cues. Ginty,
do
Rd. head, Carcoar
1000 S. Flanagan, Lyndhnrst
Cudgelo
boo West Bros., Conyra
Stations
10000 J. Ousby.
do
Costa ...............................
1002 J. We,'oley,
do
Benni Creek
soon A. 3t'Clymatc, do
Lac],lan
3502 Ceo. Campbell, do
Jeremy ............................... nee W. Browsilow, Rookiey
Cooks V.I.
1600 —Cartright. Feelwood
7000 II. Carr, .hlindn
Muh,enris Creek
floulburu Flat
5003 ii. usd1, Tneoa
Kangaleola Creek
700 J. Fenton,jnnr., Preiwood
Taioo Flat
270 J. Fenton, senr.,
do
.luuct,on ............................
8000 D. MackenzIe, Junction
WatlIe Creek
Goo G. King, Wattle Creek
Deep Creek
,xoo M. M'Donnell, Peclwooej
Kangaloola Creek
,,
900 —Ford Bros.,
do
llonntal,, Run
1900 B. Siring, Trunkey
Limestone
3020 C. 3LPhellamy, Bathuret
geo G. FrancIs, Black Springs
Little Meadow
Mingera .........................
702 A. 31'Cull, Jerong
Glenroek
370 N. Coegrove, do
Bingbam
it. Tb. llogan, Oron
Diamond Valley
Inc A N Leey, Trunkey
,...........
Limestone Creek
Soo Jo. Grant, M,,unt Macguarie.
lla,,,mond Creek
475 G. Geodrellow, Carsear
Mend,,mera Creek
iso P. llumpliries,
do
Brl,,bla
350 It. De,,hsan,, Canewindre
do
100 Jy. Grant, (Jown
Jack ('reek
450 IF. Dooley, Canowindra
Big Flat ..........................,
4'S) J. Hartigan, Cargo
do
550 T. h1erkett, do
Goolayon
300 II. A. Dwyer, Coolagon
Mulyan
370 Phi. Anderson, Cowra
Nyrang Creek
250 Tb. Ginty, Canowindra
do
,,
Zoo C. Herkett,
do
do
500 II. Dave,
An
Mllburn Creek .................. gso J. Ilohan, Cowra
Benni ...... ...... .................. 35° B. Moran, do
Brown Creek ....................
100 R. Eastern, Islaynoy
Spring Creek
ala B. 000ley, Carcoar
Knocknardy
100 II. Scott, Jilayney
Windgrove
300 P. llanral,an, Rookley
Mountain Run
ac, Ja Flynn, Long Swamp
One Eye ......... ... ......... .....
70 B. Davis, Trunkey
,,
WaIst, Gully
202 Tb. Mow, Mount Macquarle
Dirt Holes
.30 TI,. WaI,h, liockley
Bald Ilidge Creek
300 T. Walch, Trunkey
Bumbar
520 P. Guest, Tue,,a
Wrens Nest
-Be J. I!smptou, to
JMng hollow
Goo M. Guibot, Binda
Fish River
230 W.Fogs,Reid's Flat
do
46o S. Ilearn, do
PalIng Yards
300 N. M'Kennio,i. Jerrong
St. Mary's
200 Tb. M'Kennion, . ,to
lerothers ............... ... .......,,
750 T. Stileell,
do
Middle Seation
400 W. Stilwell,
do
Dirt.hole Creek
390 B. Cheseer, Black Spring
Spr,ng S ale
'so D. 3Ialonsv,
do
Porter'e Retreat
520 Ph. Malony, do
Little River
do
37° C. Murray,
hovels Creek
350 Lane Bros, Cowra
do
,,
IV.
Smith
do
470
do
360 J. Smith
do
fl ood's Flat
iso W. M Donald, Sheet Bsrk
Back Creek
300 P. Robinson, Cowra

74::
9
e of f tspetor
mand shict.
No.

Date.
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Sheep District,

18 74.

Macit Citek ................... Carenar
400 . Tb. i'aton, Cowra
Jitelilan
430 R. Payne,
do
29 1iolnl,ul .......................
130 Jr. Power, Canowindra
:,
do
lao Tb. Tyler.
do
ito
10) 'rh. Small. (ioolagong
,TuIy
I ft,Lehlalt
300 P. CoIl,tt, Gown,
Jiulgen .........................
,... 2700 W. It. Watt, Bumhal,lry
3 Laehlan
iro, J. Smith, Cowrn
do
,Lo K. Jordan, b
do ...........................
4
go I Th , Smith, do
lIed Can* .....................
650 I i. ilitunneter, Jiiggn.
t
6 )lou,,I.ajn Rent
1300 B. Thing, 'Prunkay
Lumpy Swam1,
130 W. Morri,on, Tea.pot Swamp
I Rocky Bstdgo ...................,
1700 cos. Smith, Batliuret
Little Forest ...... ..............,
750 Itt. M'KelI, Careoar
o
to Ahnrcronibie
700 G. Spaldlng, Bigga
Jtarkdale .......................,............830 3%'.
Marks, Iliad,.
is Roseberry
2100 B. itidley, Migga
13 Blngbam .......................
gao Stevenson Bros., Black Springs
............
,
Flyer's Creek
r
4000 Tb. Lee, Bathurst
coombing Phrk... ............
i Stations
Icely and Son, Cuooiblng
s
.........................
7t
...........
,
B. Stitneon, Carcoar
IS
10 Rrivwanbaug
7500 T. J. Lawson, do
Lawson Creole
1600 L. Harrison, I3layne3t, Snonisid .. ......................
ao A. Rioghorn, Lynilburet
24 Larry', Flat
300 S. Ward, (7arcoar
IIon,s Creek
boo W. Iotiig, Truokoy
25 Stations
5500 lv. 31. Itothery, Clifden
Two-mile Creek .................,............too Tb. TooI,aok, Lylidljurat
F.'ire.mils Creek
500 .55. Flood,
do
28 Lumpy Ssran,p ................
3000
,
N. Connelly, Jun., Carcoar
30 ItOiwooti
6000 I Glaeso,i & So,,,, Blayiiey
.........................
Anguot
Grubi,,e
noe 1%'.Batty, Lyndl,slrst
4 Jlusleranger's Flat
'000 M. A. lIeu, Mount SEacquarie
Rock Britho ....................
800 S. J'eislev. Carcoar
Aborcrenitiio ...................
...700 0. Drudy, Jlicga
,
7 Qaiare.pot Swamp
1400 J. Duner, Lyndllurst
8 ilnIgait
. J. Ousby. Oowrit
7
to Coota ...........................
x000 J. Wenoley, do
Grant's Corner
450 I. (irant,
Hilton ........................................4000 S. 0. Alford, do
do
13 StatIons .. .... .....................,
g000 Sc. Sloan, do
14 ilerlganown ...................
Ioo V. Grant, do
o
rG Bangaroo .......................,........... 12000 leejy & So,w, Co.",.
18 Bunker Jill! ...................
,,
firoo Ph. Grant, Canowiudra
20 Canowinibra ...................
650 T. Foot,
do
Yellow holes
430 3'. ltlgant, Gown
25 Station, .........................
3000 if0. Itothery, Carcoar
Eureka
500 II. Lee, Bathsarst
24 Iey Creek.................
(i 4o Ilto.
do
..
Blak
................
g
oo
sR Smith. Ba thu rot
. .
25 Lacllan .
50
..,.
...
TI,
Sopp,
tarco,r
3targamna
Sso P. Newliam, htgga
.,,
27 Stooamville
13.
00 it Ilanimond, do
Wyangalo ......................
J,N ewbam, Held', Flat
...
.
.,
,5 Slulgan
W, H. Walt, Ijuenbaldry
4
19 i'arleigh .........................
3000 V. Watt. Cowra
'
..........
Jo Canimbla
11
8000 W.
, b
,tfiaAYr
September
igon R.BdghBinda
Betsy Flat
1000 S. Alexander, Trunkey
HCtlt hole ... ............................... on ,1....1'],ee,
Swallow's Neat
S WaS Ito Swamp ................
,
............
900 W. Vane, Mo,,ut SLaoquarlc
Dirty Creek
300
Tuoker
Bros.,
Carcoar
Wood', Flat
aioo P. Casaidy, Sheet-hark
Wiuigoola Creek
2
it.
Stimp,oa,
Carcoar
It Tilgia .............................,,
2500 B. Cody, ilogo,a
13 Slide ............................
2900 J. Itankin, Sheet-lark
Station, ........................
, ........... r000 West, Bns., Cowra
16 Goologon
c
W. It. Watt, do
15 Canilabla
eaao L Douglaw, Datbbo
19 l'ipeetay Creek ... ............
,
...........
3%'
. Ilamiltou. Goolagon
nzoao
II Stations
1300 A. CaIdwell, Cowrt
23 Cueumgiluen ..................I
31.
A. II arri,e, do
3000
25 Lyndliurot ......................., ...........
2100 Jl,ecoden and sea, Blayney
do
' ................. l'ittnian,
tb
di,
10 liv. Oliver, Cowra
18 Onkey Creek
5000 T. J. Lawson, Carcoar
29 Buadolla
3000 1. IL Glasson, Cadia
30 Flyers' Creek
, T. S. i'otrce, Spring Grove
October 2 Ctief,Ien .........................
,
...........
3200 Wise. Itotbiery, Carcoar
Stacebold .........................
3 StatIon,
4300 Ily. Glasson,
do.
,, ..........
..................... ...I
.%Iarsricn and Son, Jllayney
. Goao
o J-Iolwoo,l ..........
36- IV. Ii lasso,,
do
...............................
S
2
ITuel. (3 lasson,
do
g Atl,oll .........................
Itbclid.
Colasson,
do
.5s
,
,o Limestone ... ..................., ..........
I
dow,
B.
I'itt,nan,
do
12 LOulpy Swamp ................
, ..........
2300 It. Connelly, ,jsinr., CarOnor
13 Caisol,Iae ... ... ................
,
..........
2300 T. l'osrcr, Sprl,,g Grove
Forest
y LitlIc
Soo It. SPICelI, Carcoar
Larry's TI
. .
do
'5 }'er,,dds ........................
,
...........
3, I. GoIjI,, ljvndls,trst
17 Two.n,i lo Creek
........... Tool .1.
Tooh,ack,
Lvaell,urot
18 Flyers' Creek
4000 TI,. Leo, Bathursa
20 Statlo...........................
12000 Leelv ned Sons, Carcoar
I.....................I
.'
goon
10.5th, spoon,
do
23 Plane
4000 I A. Lynch, Coon
24 Rosily Creek ..................
,
...........
1700 355. Snntl,. Blayney
26 li'adi% .........................................Gao Ii. Glosso,,, (nilia
27 Shells .................... ........
, ........... 3o J. leankin. Sheet-hark
25 htoseherry
1500 11. P.idlsy, Jiigga
b
250 Ci. Ilidloy, do
lii li,gga ............. . ....... .......
,4w, S. MI liah,nes,, , bo
Nove,,,lar
(earrantr.dos,
.1. ICenoom Cargo
Ill5 Flat .........................
400 J Jlartlgai,, Ii)
..
,
3 stations
7000 Win. Itothery, Carcoar
hammond Creek ......... ... F
6. J. Goo,lfelto,v, Lyndbnrst
BaldoIn ........................
42 I W. Beddie, Cartoar
6 Jame' Park
go J. iv, Weot. Lyndl,urst
Gn,hbenlng
7 Fer,,sido ..........................
370 3, Rit,ninster, do
, ........
I7oo J. L. CobI,,
do
Sunniside ........................
g
.........
ingl,orne, do
CO King's Plains ................................1700 A. Battye,
l3,ll,uret
12 Cooi,,bing ..................................
7000 10013' & Son, Carcoar
6 Lynelhairet........................
.......... 3000 Slarsdon & Son, Blayney
17 Larrfe Flat
7000
B. .Stl,pson, Carcoar
09 Mandumera ...... ...........
o
,........... 3500 It. Glasnan, Blayney

Ii 11111€

George Rowlallds, Careear

Xamc and Address of Owner.

16

J

Ztj'I—JtS

5

74",
10
Faineofinipertor

No. 7—coletinso&.

George Ilewlaeds, Carcoar

Date.

I

1874.
~7orrnnberll

iS
:g
si

22
23
24
:6
:8
29
30

I Janenry

3'0. 5.

fleiOd
Insfecto

7came and Addrest of Owner.

I

[I

3Iogong ......................... ('arcoar
700 B. Cody, Canowindra
5') N. Daly,
do
Grecoodale .....................
60o It. Bawo,
do
Lageen ............ .............
,,
1350 J. Brown,
do
24 Browns Valley
760 J. louse,
do
Nyrae,g Creek
stoo King Bros.. do
:6
do
a800
Aw.
coils,
In
27 hloineore .. .......................
.
,.
do
,
oro . T. }'ook,
can,,win,lra ...................
6ro IL. Vower, do
28 lIdiview .........................
840 31. Deiffy,
do
Ureendale
I. .3. Grimehaw, do
29 C},entham'e 1101
A. Ferguson, do
2
3oTilga......................................... ..
700 . I'. M'RelIar, Long Swamp
December 2 Doucan I till
7200 J. Elliott.,
do
bill Dale
750 A. M'Jamefl, Tr,mkey
3 Bye'ne'e Creek
1030
Tb.
idliott,
do
Grove Creek ......... .........
,
.,
i900 13. O'Neil, Corp
5 F.dinboro.........................
.,
480 ii. Kenoon, do
Ca,ui.ogliss ......................
e600 W. 3L.ayue, do
7 Spring Creek
8o0 G. D. Sherwin, do
8 Canomodine
..........
11000 T. Grant, Cannwtndr,,
, .
so Stations ........................
1900 King Bros., do
I Ilat1gar00 ......................
,,
x25 C. llerkctt, It.
.,
Nyraug Creek
550 It. Denhnin, do
1:
hlelubela .....................
,,
GO T. Jlurkett, Cargo
Big Flat ......................
370 J. Ilartlgan, do
. ..
do
.,
G000 C. Spiller, Condohlin
1 C.00lagon
740 j. Uhety, Canowindra
15 Nyraug Creek
550 1, Dwyer, Goolagon
Goolagon
77

S. ht vrie, Coc,mi.

Sheep ilislriel..

Place of Inspection.

7303

cIa

570
do
6'20
Jack's Creek
13500
Sl,,tions
e0000
el,
I .'liefdon ..........................,
7"
6,,,j
Grnbln,nboi,c
Island ......J.....,
3 )
,,
cr130
Graiugcfl Creek ...........J
,,
450
do
12023
Errowanlxn,g
,
4000
Mulrnni:th ................... ................
It aequaric Swoutep ......... I
............oao
.......
, .
Buck's Creek...................
1300
1000
,,
do
Stations ........................ .
..
..
7

9'.Byrne;,
do
II. I)ooley. Ci,o w ludra
Sloan,
North
ifCun
If.
Teely ona Sosi, Carenar
Win. Itothery, to,
11. Roland, Gronfrll
A. Lynch, Careoar
C. Elliott, 5Loont, Macquarts
di,
is, Tracy,
9', Jr. Laweoto Cnrcoae
T. A. Susie]', Trt,iaicey
'lb. 31°,1, 31 on it liotrel coarSe
'Is, lie-toy, SMog 'Swallil'
do
11. ilyan,
C. M'Ph,hIi,,n,v, llnlhiurst

.3 1'. Crawford, 3 iiidabytic
1400 A lox. it 01,1" so,'. ]3ockley'e rt',S! ag
do
436 blat Power,
4
530 , .1.. Worland. Coon,,
:o
..........
21
900 i DanI. Myers, Nnoitybellc
do y
1
100 H. 31'llooald,
rho
546 David Delves,
620 1). O'Hare,
to
200 J. ,J;tines,
do
7070
do
22
B' Jardi,ir.
630 1). 3l.'Donald.
do
23
980 hail,. Sick
do
0130 David Roach, Beln,,,,J,, rib
do
c000 los. Bobbin,
1760 Win, Kiss,
do
Febro,trv 9
Goo B. bi'Intyre, Corona
1360 Daniel Main,
'I"
I. Voter Curtis
do
on
.........
.
60 st,'one% & 31 'Donald, (3)oteoi
2600 leo. Uoodwiu,
do
is
do'
..........
.
620 ILl Agnew,
2000 'I'm. Blake,
do
1040 P. & 5. Glenn,,,,.
14
:3d John Kelly,
do
1650 1'. 13, rtlev, C001l,n
17
..........
'lot
960 A. blake.,
e60 lietrlek Cnaey, el's
700 John Feilan. dos
iS
.
..........
..
Ii arch,
Ehierstie
...................
....
,
.
Go Williun Orr, 3liealaeo
as
2300 Las, Clifford, Corona
:6 )iredbo Ituti ..................{
:8
do River
n00 .1,7. Thompson, Ionig
Ilillelingra ......................
3300 .rohn Cosgrovc, 000ma
,
April
, Corona ...................... ......
,,
4a0a MoIre and laocr]e.y. ilobondarral,
.........................................
'do
702
............................................
.I 0 B ary ilaraaete, d,in,inaby
,,
,
Job,, Sneith,, Cnteralla
P.oscbr,00k
3300 Manrice lierriott. C'oio,,a
..........
, .
970 3 olin Cullin, linnyon
Bo"ynn ........................I
40 l.M'Kinnon, Goo,i,a
Cooma ........................... .
So Iloogi, Stewart, do
B Pi,,e Valley
Stack's Creek ...... ...... ...... I
330 J'eterKoeln,e,
do.
.
. .
370 Jag. Clifford,
to
9 ' Coema ...........................
400 Geo.3I'Dotiald, Jitoelahyne
do
870 M'Gregor Broth ers, Cocoon
Is Brookfield .....................
33 CoOns ............................
see Rd. higgins,
do
..........
..
, .
40 O c t. IL,, rn;, RI,,, 'ira
..........
.
400 Henry Brooks, Bob,,nd,irn,h
(1° ............................
, .
6 ,0 JIM' Clurs, Jindabyne
do ............................
May
I langnnurx .....................
200 Cues. Robinson. Gynriek
1000 S. J. J. Clifford, Coonia
,
4 Coom't ............................
do ............................
98 1'. Deogan, Gijesriek
Spring Plain ...................
940 ItyalL Broticers, (;oo,,,a
.......
0.
.........
200 The;. ltoi,ineon, Adanii,,aby
6 bleepCreek .....................
, .
do
120 Sa,ol. Whliakei',
to
Cadigai Creak................
30 John Cook,
do
,
' to
7 Happy 'alley
.
,
435 Thtos, Isoe.l,or.
8 Biggarn
700 C. Fletcher. .1 ilitial'yno
19 Cooma ........................................
:200 .1. Slocombe, Go,oll,nni
27 Ji,i ,iy W.11oer ................
1750 W'no. 13 arkoies, Corona
,
Myalla Crook.. .... .............
ioao David itoach, Nlanityhohbe
,
hiobnnderrab..................
,
iroo Wm. Kiss, Bob,,nderr,li
38
('o'ek
do
300 flos, Kirwan
.
, .
Dog RmLnei Creek .........
32') .lol,n Caletwell, .lIol',,nderrali
Jooe
a Iniimurgie .....................
'000 henry Grant,
do
.....
, .
Bol'nodarah ...................
.,
,a 3'. O'Jlara,
do
Old Hut crook ................
930 9lins. Dunn, Buckley's Croteis:
2 Happy Vol'....................
do
....... '
, .
.g3 Alfred Scones,
Snowy River
Sen Thou, Reid,
do
csoo A. lilon,fieh,l,
3 Marennatlsa ............
ste
2

0 iii,te lion, go ... ... .......... Cee,,,a
l' ailpney ......... ................
,
ISoleco Creek
flock Flat Crock
, .
Cranny's Flat
Niiiut hlIes
do
Lawless' Flat
jcimitybellc
(jurry Flat
Glenfinn,in .......................
Iioeo...............................
,,
3lya11a River
itocky lange
I3ohondarrah
Murrninhncka
do
Mittagotig
Cooioa ............................
, .
Middle FILl
do
, ..
hook Flat Creek
Cooma Creek
do
Brother's Creek ................
, .
.Jillimalong ...................
3 Itlimatong Creek
Back Greek......................
0'

B'. I Lamliton, Ii,

I
I

I

.............
.............

7415

11
Name of Inspector
and flletsirt.

No. 8—ro,,tJ,need.

Pate.

Plate of Inspection.

087,5
June

3

9
og
Jul,

8
9

on

q

Aug."

8
to
2'

22

30
Septemberi
3
4
23
24
23
aS
F.l'.yrl,', Coonia
zd
OClnl','r

2
3
5
4
74
17
31

Noveueherio
ii
12
41
11

I3
14
17
8
December
4
5

7
33
24
28

2 umber
I Sheep Diatrict. of Sheep
luepected

Name And Address of Owner.

BoLoco Creek ..---- ............' Coo,nn
550 ))anl. Cogan Buckley's Crossing
Whites Corner.................,,
183 Nathan White, Jindahyne
Snowy liiver Mountain
300 Robert Harvey,
do
Cooma
O000 Alex. Montague, Cooma
Snowy Hirer .Junetion
001 Wni. Brown, Jinelabyno
ICava .........................................g60 F. Kerr, Jiudabyno
lerri,iaIe
2200 Won. OlIver, Gejexriek
Coolna ........................................
:ioo W. Howard, Queanbeyan
Hue YlLIley ....... .... ........
floe Hugh Stewart, Cooma
Jllddlo Flat
moo Sen. Goodwin
do
Racecourse Flat
1400 Wen. Blake,
do
Nn,noralia
3700 A. Montngnd, Luteralla
Allots's Flat
600 J. Worlaud, Coouia
lto,ebrook It
'10 Pavid Scott,
do
Lithe Creek
zoo W. Itanunford, do
Kelly, Flat
3550 Andrew Butler, Niutityloelli'
Spring Flat
700 John 3feoney.Coorna
do
IF. C. Deseivaur 000ma
4
Cooma Cre.'k ...................
240 Josele Glennan, do
do
220 l'atnek Kelly,
do
Beck Creek
x6o John IJeilan,
do
do
-,
230 John Noes,
do
Jellin,aetoieg ...................,
250 Pat. Casey,
do
750
Aug.
Blake,
an
,
' .11illillngan....................
oo John Cosgrove.
do
lIn,,va n ................ ........ ..
too
.1.
\Yooderofl.
do
.,
Daisy hill .......................
1400 Mrs. Burke,
do
SI it tet.'ong
760 .101111 fliatler,
do
do
200 Wtit. Ecoleston.
do
31 ittegoug IJiat
Sjo Peter Curtis,
do
'
Springwell
'
3500 Jaa Lltehtclel,
an
ltrot.hero' Creek
jtoo Pat. Hartley,
do
Cottace Ciwek
g
3lrs. Prendergast. I3obun,larrah
SI alden 11111 ....................,,
sto Francis Mall,
' do
Wolwav
Dodds,
gSe
do
Bald 11111 ... ......... ... ..........,,
700 (leo. Blyton, Gejioriek
Siyark ...... ........... ............,
200
y Glanvilie. do
Abic
ra
Range ...............,'
. P. Shanahan, 00oma
, GeJ iz,'lck ..........................,,
2850 Brook,,. Bros., Gejierick
Jitidahyne ......................'
oo P. Willias,
m .Jindabyne
Happy jack's Corner
414 Wiu. Weston, Buekley'e Croesiti
Lazy Corner
4C
Henry Withers,
do
Coolatrialoitg
too Ri'. Higgins, Gej Prick
Gibraiter
230 Peter BOrneo, 00oiva
rneekei,,he ......................,,
omo Prnitt & Appleton, (2ooma
lisehe Flat ..................... .
950 Band Slyer,,
'
do
Spring Fl at
320 J. Devezvaex,
do
1 000mg CNvk
780 John S. l'etors, Nimityhelle
Nitnitytolh,'
soo S. M'Donaiol
do
cia
' ',
340 P. O'Slara,
do
In
620 David Delves,
do
Square flange ...............
207 John Lang,
do
Founlain Bead
'oso J. hudson, Cooma
Coo,na ......................... I
287 F. icene, Gejioriek
do
Go C. ]'ryee, Coom,
Shock Lodge .. ..................,
5oo Jioliti Blyton, Nimitybeile
Slyalla.... .................................
2500 B. & S. Pratt, Comm,
Curry Ems. .................... ..'.........
gdo Yr. Jacelina, Ntyhelle
])angolong
2400
Wallace, 00oiu,,
flnnuy's Fiat ...............'
hc5o C.AyIlng,
tybello
Pangeloog lt,,n
too If.
John Mulkerne, do
Coolna Creek ....................'
.70) bIb Gion,0000, Coox,ea
Umeralla Flat ...............,.
.550 SF
M. Engeiu,an. I do
Oakhill Vale
350 Mary Smith,
do
Omen Talky
570 P. Bowarmau,
do
',
ingeleira .... .... ................ .
452 Q. Koesman, Micalago
idliersibe
m Orr,
t6 Yr.
do
.Ilmmy Brother, .............
.ano Win. iiarknese, Nimllybelle
Olenfinnan ........... ..........
..
1270 P. Maonald,
,.
do
Colinton
1450 Patrick War,', Colinlor,
Spring Plain
1720 Bye II Bros.
fled Bank .....................
too Yr. ,mohnson
Dry 11am . ............ ..........,
.. 3°& W. Graham
Deep flee. ............ ....... ....,..........190 The.s. Roh,ineon
, ...........250
do
Whitaker
Oudegat Creek
.420
'
John Cook
do
3oco
.
H.
Shanley
,.
Bolero
1200
OIW'. 0. Herbert.
Coonolsy
It. STyles
Bolero Forest
700. King & Ibeywood
Happy Valley ....... ... ..... ..
.....
180 That, locker
,.
Bolero Run ......................, .
...
500 henry Barrett
iiueklndereu ..................., .
300 3!. O'Neill
...
ittucunabene .....................,.....
380 W. Wallace
.iiuilenbalong ...............................540 it. W. hleattie
Cowled Creek
430 .1 . Coneley
JunctIon of Snowy River
300 B. harvey, .Jindribyn.'
Guise's flange
320 V. Crawford,
do
Bolero Creek ..................., ,............350 Stat. l'ower, Bsirkley'a Crossitlg
Nninbla
700 TIme. flolby,
do
Nwnbla Bun ...................
900 A. Robertson.
do
...
,.
Mi'toitg It,,,,
2300 Snenl. SPite,
do
Slarrilaumbl.....................
,............z43o A. Bloomft,ld,
do
ilolaeo Run
2500 Merritt & Boee,
do
Snowy fir
500 J.Byrnee,
el,
Snc,g Corner ...................,
750 J. Weston,
do
111e lake, 33nllumlalong
, .............700 Oeo.M'Donaid,Jindtl,yne
Jeff's Creek
520 Hugh Northern, Gejizrick
000talaeudrie ..................., ............moo Semi. Matk"y
do
Tayhors Hill ............... ......
............. o it. WIlliams, Jillehabyoe
Coollngdrey ..... ..... .........
, ..... ........zloo David Ityrie, Cooma
llugutedra ....................................1300 OJias. Robinson OeiIiriek
157212

.Jan,eary '6 Greenbar.................
do.................
No. 9
J. Kenned3'. ('oonal,ara.

abaral,rnn...

5600 Gilcl,rist. Watt Os Co., Sydney
Yr. H. Ronald & Co., Nebea
T5
A. Tange & Co., Urawilkey
7120 Clarke & M'Leny, Murrnnabbdgee
1700 W. H. Ronuld & Co., Nebea
1986 Andrew Town, illchanoond
2000 York & Walsh, Sydney
1300 e Mr. Lee, Owydlr
0500 Mr. \'lekery, Eelgeroi
1700 Mr. Seville, Sloolcl Springs
1299 Mr. Vickery. F.dgeroi
3300
do
do

10
09

Si nndoornn ...........
Coolab .....................
do .................
F"brnary 4 Cooien.b,,rabran ........
10 BinnIa ..................
do.................
do .................
do ..................
24
M,irohe ly Coolal,
,, .

f

a

744
12

0

Somber
of Sheep

i4arne and Address of Owner.

1874
I
. Coonabarahr.en
31 Sluadooran
2400
1 March
2000
April
14 (Ireoobah
May
ns000
'6 Garrnwilla
18 fla,nainhri ........................
2000
near Teridgerie
8
3. near Jisulera ......................,............ 2140
do
1300
' ...........
Juno
4000
23 sonar Coolah
Sono
14 Ilomera
11
2
April
e6 Grocnhah
1112
110 Coonaharabra
Mdy
24 tlamambrie
2000
145,0.
7 nne
16 lSni,della .........................,,
26 CoolMi .................................1912
J. Kennedy. Coonalars.
,,
do
1990
bran,
.1 ely
iS
do
1700
4000
19 Ilinnia
1700
dIes
1580
August 26 CodaS' ................................
2000
Sepeenilser 06 isloo,,doonen
lesod
20 Penison Town ....................,,
22 Coolah
4000
:4 Jlntherno Road ...........
3
1 Coonabarabraso
2700
October
• 'to
3400
$
'1,1
30
288
x3n
Novemlser 6
to
do
i16
rio
1700
30 Coolroh ..................................
.......,
188
..

Mr. Connolly, Carcoar
M. & Corrigan, Ury try
Oswald Blocksoine, Wasiahia
]TlIl Bros., Nation Creek
James Murphy, Teridgerle
Andrew To wi, Richneoo,d
Mr. Farqulsarson, Kangaroohy
ftc,i. \'ickery. Sydney
J. Seville, SlosH Springs
Shanahan & Jennings, (losrissnawals
A. Tango c Co.. lirawllkey
Gilebrist, Watt, & Co., Lissniela
Messrs. Clariatias,, Walballow
W. H. P.ontld & Co., Ml,es
11111 Bros., Narran Creek
L. P. iredale, Goollsi
SIr Ylekery, Sydney
Mr. Seville, Liverpool l'lains
SIr. Macely, Oi,ssdemalit
St. Alison, Dalson,ey
Walter Douglas, Vagga %Vagga
3). & J. M'Sla,ler, llInssia
S. A. Biacknoan, Cooyal
A, Tango & Co., Urawlikey
Olsas & Corvigan, try try
.1 'Lines 3lui,hy, Teridg,'rie
(Bass & Oorrian. Cry Cry
Sir. Murray, 1nlroy
Vincent Willisms,e, 3[s,rrnrssn,l I
C. Pain, Tollosa

2, .me ofi
nspoclor

.

DM

Sheep DistSI.

Place of Inspection.

No. 9-00eatinueel.

.

128462

1 January

February

3
B
ii
ij
26
I

5
an
ci
20
23

April

Ii

26
27
39

May

:

4
16
23
13
29
8

Jnsoe
July

II

No. 10.

H. howe, Coroses.

.,
<

August

29
4

23
20

11

October

5

20

IZ

15
eg
22
24
November 2
6
9

I

.ierilderie ...................... Corowa
1350
l'abletop
6020
Corowa ............ ............... .. .,
2100
Muiwala .......................... ,........35o
Howlosig .......................... .,
. ........2
Jerllderie........................ .. .,
8000
Howlong .......................... ..
40
..
Collendina ........................... 35002
ilarryja .................... ..... ,
800
llroekleeby ...........................3500
Nangania
2300
Jerild... ......... .....................1400
Barry.ja
2000
Wongamong
1204
Corowa
2200
Nowrauie
320)
Goonambll ......................
cool
,......
Corowa ................ . .......
,...........
1914
Broekleshy
2372
Corowa
1500
Brocklesby ............. .........
,...........
2317
.Terilderie
zodo
Goal (5oeatta ............................5
Corowa ......... .................
....
2000
,.
loroebleeby
moo
Terrainia
30
throws .........................
2400
do .........................
,...........
2500
to.........................
, ...........
2200
B rocklesby ......................
,..2010
Isrookong
2794
Jerilderie
,sgoo
Mohosiga
32000
Corou............................................
5000
Goat Qualla ... ................
, .....
Corowa
'coo
Brocklesby
1253
Barngo ........................................
uoao
do

Peterson & Sargood. .JerilsIerle
mines Slltel,ell, Tabbies1,
Mencie & Co., Y,Lnko
I'. Dn,,ii; )Inlw,ella
B. J.eahy, Bowlong
31 Smith. Klansba
Alex .31' Bean, Ilowlong
31'Fariand Bros., Barisgo
3,. T. Kirby, Breokong
Rutherford & Co., Bland
J. 13, Came, Wnoiwortl,
Peterson & Sargood, .Jeriiderie
B. Lowe.s, isarryja
Cray & Neil. Saudy Ridges
llenty & Co., \'lr.toria
H. B. Coward, Nn'vraioie
}'linn &Fainily, Sfoualaln Creek
HenrIes & Co., 3'anko
Win. Jlalliday,Brookong
Lyell & Shnpaon, Nowranle
A. Laiigheisn, Beochworil,
Peterson & Sar,00d. .lcrileierie
W. Wallace, Qiat Qoatta
LyclI & SImpson, COrOSV1L
B. Andrews
It. P. SS'i,itty, Terranuis
31enrles & Co., Yanko
A. Langhelrn, Beechwsrth
Louvis & Connell, VICIOVI1L
do
Win. ilablidov, blrookoisg
reeereon:& Sorgood, Jerllderie
Band, Hahongo
Slerton, lieeehwortls
J. A. Wallace, Quid. Qs'atta
T. & IT. Osborne, 3lomalnng
Mencie, & Co., Yanko
. SPFarlan,l Bros., Beunsco

100

to

d o ......... ................,...........I2o
17 Brocklesby ......................
,,
a000
23 Molorals, ..........................
200
....
25 Jerllderie .....................
,,
500
27 Coulendina
5730
,
1500
29 Corowa ............ ................
, ...........
December x ,Torilderie ................. .......
:500
,............250
7 Slomalong ......................
Jlrrokoseg
100
9
ii (Sorowa............................
, ............23510
do
2
14 ltsrrow Plains ...... ..........
,,
60o

do
LyclI & Simpson, Nowranie
W. O'Brien, l3ubl Pulse
Messrs. Berlin, Mnrrniahldgee
.T. C. lllms, Aihusry
J. & II: Osborne, Stomolong
]'etereose & Sargood, Jerilsitrir
T. & It. Banisay, Narrow PIai,ts
J. Stare, Culnharooua
Lyell & Simpson, Nowra,,Ic
Slensies & Co., Yanko
I. & 11, JiasIsay, Narrow Pl,nsss

187819
November

1

3

9

1'

12
15
16
17
19

ci

SI
2,o. 11.
A.

31'Ooliough. DenilL.
qma.

22
23
22
23
:7
26

Moanis
do
dO
d's
do
In
do
d's

.....................'

do
do

des
do
do
do
do
do

-

do
do
rIo

28

do
do
d's
do
dIn
do

do
do
450
in

December

2993 J. Peters. Mssrrssinbidgoe
5192 J. lTesvltt. Crown Downs
5610 43,, }'airb,drn, Tell Tell
66o T. L. Parker, Qulamong
2700 Bailey, Bringageo
.
,.
4000 bearlilosOth, Grungle
4200 St. Campbell, Gelar
6044 J. Simpson, Mnsgiel
7510 1bps & Scott. Queensland
, ...........soo IT. Capron, JIe,,twood
.500 31. Lou,SIarI,ama
,
206o Wragge,llcneniignet
,..5560 Maine, & Co., Lachian
,,
1941 F. Johns, Hay
T. Nelso,,, Claro
, ......
3130 W. & B. Kennedy, Lynhisrst
4190 M'Avsry, Hay
,...........
2056 Mack Bros. Sllogals
,,
8063 Learmoull,, Grungle
,.........
315 3l'Phail & Co., Murrnmbidger
4550 'P. Parker, Qselanoong
, .........
2260 Doslot, Billahossg
156 Maynard, blares
450 Spoleswooel, Moire
.........
.,
1500 Riekeosen, Besoalla
1120 Robertson & Co., l'nrraeotta
,,
5820 Phelps. Aberoaale
Soo 11anning, Iloira
2230 Robertson, Toganiais,
3490 W. Campbell, Walmer
, ...........
,,
, ...........

'is'

29
25
T.

29

Denilirpain

.,

747
13
Name of tncpeetor
and Blotriet.

No. a I—cos,ti,, Ieee?.

Sheep District,

1874.
I Deee'mlor 3 3Joat
do
4
7

do

i

do
eta
do
do

7
A.)!' Cot lough. Peniliqu in
12

do
do

(Ill

9

do
lA

24
26

di'
dr

Is

11

-

Nario and Address of Owner.

2200 R;'ince & Co., barb Ian
3050 16a'oadril,b, Laclatni,
7400 Straclian & Co., LncIIi,L,,
187o A. M. Gilbert, CnwiIla
4000 31'l'haiI a Co., 'Tergamble
...........
,.............4700 Leannoi,th, (311ngle
505 fleecy & Co., Denilir1ui,,
,.... . ...... 31,48
Stairlirielgo & 17o..l '''Ira,
326 F. Wilsoat. )auko
.,
2507 .l'ctereon & Co., [cr11.1 'ri,'
3983 F's irliaLir,,, Tell Tell
.
, & Co , L;LC fl '
3760 IIct
13croils
.
,
.....486
w,n,fleriliqrin
,
. ........ .
'n
Grlmgl'
S00c Lc,,ruonti,
..
.......................Ave,, I lay
2950 LanaaIc fl,,rlIiqai

... ................... BeIiIIie1tliIi
............I

............ I

In

a

I of Sheep

.

.......
............

,

.o

.

145915

. ..... ..1803 J. ('rniksi,,arrk, )!unabobnni.
raibragar ..................Ol
.............stoa J. nod J. Doyla, Faroo River
9 JIrobbo ...... ......... .............
14 Springs ... ...... ..... .........
.......
7000 P. Baird, Springs
,
16 Rocky Station ................
..
.
364- F. Lane, Wanballgaloog
Emnalga .....................,
10030
Jlaoe. Fatten, Sydney
..
...........
a
4 Croonauir ......................,
Clement,,, lineal, RI [or
26 ilogan River ...................
04300 S. Wson,
iL
,..........
Y anko ('oveR
o8 Karrow,nine ..................
in
C. (4luine,e, )l.,rrnn,bi,igere,.
39 Dran,luliimaI
Davidson and Isairci, Dobbs
February 8 )Lino... ...................................... 8 A. Cruikehank, Wemobar
so Jialganàramino
14003 Sir F. Murphy, Vieloria
a3 Obley ... ......... ..............................
a
U. and J. Lee, Larras J,oIc,e
13 Obloy Station
'aoo 31. lCeenau, Orange
16 Elirnalga
Soc Ryan Bros., Canarron
4500 David Ferguson. lilack Rock
'7 Murrumbidgerers
19 Tray .............................................3000 31. Reed,,
do
ron
................
23 Wbarigalong
,,
8000 J. Ricinnorod, Fadd,onrigge
27 Dnbbo Bridgo
...r000 F. dos, Moa'lgeo
March
2 innetra Creek ................
,............Seen J. Richmond, }'aei,loaari,ggs
7 Dubbo ........................................7500 lId i,erizagtas, Severn ]llv,'r
en Taibragar
0300
Crawford, (ibley
,7)IacquInc .....................j
.2000 R. 'l'owoe & Co.. Sydney
o Bojekenbar ......................
15003 P. M'Culloch, Obley
,a Wellington .......................,..........3200
.
N. ('onneuly, Cercoar
23 Golirloblin ........................,
ueo A. C.ardanen, Welh,aglo,o
23 Plato Creek ...................
.......2020 .1. Sensor,
Jlubho
.-.
26 Murrtambidgeree ............
,,
0200 It. Dalireittly, Weilingtoa,
30 Eurnalgan .....................,..........
1500 I. Penrer, Dubbo
.....................I
April
nn
5 Colaoogle
..........2000
.
T. .S notth,
do
.... ...........................
.
8 Dobbo .......
.80,20
3. Stewart, Bathuosi.
so Wester,o Road
doeo P. S'eeclo. \S'rllliagteni
04 Mart]aaguy ................
...4700 II. Bird, Woiolsol,liaia
18 3funjery ........................I
,..t000 Stra,:ban Bros., Chic's'
23 'l'albragar .....................
J.
Canonbar
26 Dubbo .......................................3031 T. l'e'nxer, Brindamai,,
oo
27 R,eaig.a
.0000
W.
Alisou, Sy'ln,,y
39 Barbigat
S000 James Dean, D,ubbo
Meg
slee 11. Ryan,
3 WrII,ngi on head
do
3laequario
aa
- Ci, riot lao, liverpool Plains
so T"rraonoogamlne
12000 J. 31. Irving, Dobh,,
24 Wambangalotag
,............. oo B. Lane Obley
17 3iacquarie ......................
3000 — Orr, Liverpool l'taine
,
z8
do ......................
;o83 brian & Little, l'aroo River
23 Etloa,gersh
go,o Furioncro & OIOiTOeSs. Aturrmnbidgeree
34 Borroway
3000 31orrisen lines.. Dublso
as Dnbho .........................................9000 F. Flood 9 Co., Sydney
30 (4 Inerie
7000 )IX,,nzio & Jlyroea, Wellingto,i
Joolie
6 Dundnitlrns ... ... .............
,. ...........Gsoo I
Baird, Doibbo
S Troy ...........................................5003 Thomas
W. & P. Iliolo,trdoo,n, Cannonl,ar
II tIl)iey ............................
...
1000
S.C'rawford. Obiev
14 Sreeqooarle
aSoo F. & A.Co., 3Iudgee
15 Dubbo .. ..........................
,,
o 3. Stewart, liathunva
as Barbigat
.1. Dean. Dull!,,,
7
aa Cuanboogle
F. Sonith do
23 3Iauarie
3, Rite,
7
26 Springs
I 6800 0. Baird,drange
Ohio's'
July
'Ion J. Dugan, Dnlaie)
4 3tlooro ... ...... ............... ,
20)00
7 Buddalo Lake
[5,
)l'Killep, Dublin
02 (tnnninogbah .....................Cannonbaa'
30000 T. (7 lrj'rie, Rua'oro,daI,
18 Cannonlsaba
45000 .1. iinnvra, Ca,ononl,ar
24 Moorrannambin
25130 W. k I. llirlaar,lsear, Casa nol'flr
a6 Coo]ann
'
5000 A. 3lCnlloeh. Sydn,ey
29 Tavisratong .........................., ..........
'0000 0. & J. Lee, )(olon,g
29 Bogano Rh'er ........................., .....
4500 'F. & B. Culgon, Forbes
30 Ivambangalleng ......... ..... DnI,bo
13000 F. Lane, Dubbo
August
}7nioanago
2200 Tbos. Bonnet, do
107 010crie ... ........................
11
...
...
looco lLyr,oes & bPKcnsi", Wellington
ra Namina
l.coo T. Aarooae..
do
Is Mitchell's Creek
to
50Da It Martin,
19 Wellington
I
1000
W.
Dougiaa.'e, Wagga W'sggn
20
Apaley ........................
6cee
R. Codes, Wellington
33 Minoro...... ....................................o .1, Stewart, jinehurel.
aS Narrowoy
700o I). Baird, Obley
28 )leadoov
4000 .Js,m ee Ilorke. Obicy
September 8 llonthniao .......
..7mn D. Baird, Obley
12
do Creek
.i000 J. l'eoazer, Buo,liraaan
15 Fatddonriggs
40100 R. Jliehnnond, Wagara Wagga
18 Tooloon
2o
31. 2I3tahon, Tooleom
tlelaglah
Mrs. Fletcher, Coonamble
I 3
W lngoelen
56000 W. Alisoao. Wingorlen
I
27 Neigoovnie
14500 Bars en & A']l,,eheett., Coona,oI,lo
3o Quambonc
S000 B. Flood & Co., Quambenje
October 8 3Fobila............ ................ Canr,ónbar
2000 W'. Smiti,,
do
Scoo Denabo,a Bros.. Coona,nble
9 Bourtoao ............... ...............
52 SIerri )lerni ........................,
17000 G. Taiul,y,
do
iS Bourbon
311. Conneil,
do
s4
20 Bengal .............................,........... 13000 Job n Jonco. Cobbera
22 Carradgerv...................... Dubbo
6000 3. Stewart, Batbur.,i.
33 Talbragar .....................I
'' C. ('ox, 3ludgee
04 Bourbong .....................i
Sono p. Ci,e3tl,nn,, Calgoneira
28 Mitchell's Creek
'
ra
J. Rodda. Wellington
November 2 Brarrendoaog ....................,
nionnelo,, Bros., Shepherd's (Inset
,
Mumble
4 Apviey
Sir W. Vernon, Wellington
,,
.........................
7
8000 It. Oadeaa,
do
,
.........
.............
. .............
14 Cuerie ...
,
15 Mitchell's Creek
zSoo
R.
Daihunty,
do
20 Katella .........................
So,o F. B. S,ntior, Ilathorrsa
January

7

1.

No, II.
John F. Brown, Dnbl,o

Z

*

74P
14
Name of Inspector
anti District.
No. 12nti5tllM.

Date.
r874November 2
21
Decenilter S
8

Place of Inspection.

Sheep District.

Number
of Sheep
1neetccL

Name antI Address of Owner.

Dubbe ............................ Dubbo
W. Fur1ouç Mumbidgeree
Spnege ......... ......................
7000 1). Baird, 0 tey
i\t'Maln
1302 Trapps Li Lane, Orange
do
5000 It. Davidson, I'}undullamal
3o1,n S. Brown, flitbhe ...
To 1'lainCrce
liv
Dubbe
:::::::::
'6 3iacquarie .......................
w. lorry, fitibuin
og Eulomogo ..........................2
'Jisos. Ourack. do
ri Chombeogie ........................5
T. Smith,
do
953302
Aslon ...... .. ................... Eden .................8500 fl Maekay, ScIon
INovember
Aychers Flat .....................
2400 P. M'Cny, Archer's Fi;Lt
do
a
3. Stafford, Archcrb i2 iat
Iletibeabeeke ......................,
3000 31. Edavanie, letilteitihecke
Mount Pleasant
720
It. Edwards, Mount Pleasant
Babbenhecke ... ... ......... ......
685 Mr.'. Whitehonse, Bebbeniteeke
Belco.................................
(io J. Williams, Boko
Ilebbenbecka
2798 T. Thomas, Bebbenbocke
Bailya,uor
' 1203
C. lievO. Baltyanior
Iluekalong ................... .....,............54 J. Boochor, Buckalong
Bnngarby
968 J. Sayers, Isungarby
Burnisna
9500 It. Catiaptieti. Iiurttitt,a
Buasarhy ........................,............6746 aIrs. Peters. Bungarhy
llomata ................ ......... Fombala ..............3545 3Iri. Campbell, ]temhaia
do
780 Mrs. liidduiph, do
Currawang ...........................,.....' 09000 T. (.i'liaro, Cnrrawa,ig
Clenroy
3. Ryan, Olenroy
3378
Gnnningrah ................... liliota ....................;
No
or
lV. Oeaham, l3uniaingrah
Guilela,r's Plain
30 1). Kylea, Gusher's Plain
Delegate
John T. Tre.culian, Eden ...
A. 3EKeetinie, Deiegate
,
9500
Little 11am .............
7000 J. N,eiinison, Littl Ila n
Jteton
X. Langhon, Junction
Mount Coper
oco A. Mtechnio, Mount Cooper
3faherattl
A. Joseph, Si aheratta
12453
...........
Mount Pleasant
32W G. Gationak, Mount Pleasant
Mimosa lark ...................
..
,
[ Poloek, Mimosa ark
Native.dog Fiat
3500 A. Ilankin, Native-dog Fiat.
,,................
Spring Flat ...................
ui, Spring }'lat
Jones' Corner
450 S. White, .looess Corner
Dundundra
,ex,o C. Slierrin. Du,idanclra,
[1211 hl,uut ......... .............
450 John Smith, Ills], Plain
,'............ 501
Delegate .........................
M. Shiv1,, Delegate
.lot,es' Corner
It. Stevenson, Jones's Cerise?
800
Thistle lull
A.
W'itts, Thistle 111)1
793
lipeetny Creek ................
... ..56$ T. Branch. Piperiay Creek
,
Bommyumbia
1250 (1. Wallet, ilomnivumbla
Mrs. Stewart, Tstrsi,te
Wouloneilbig ................................3500
5337 lv. Mackay. Woilendibly
Suattghler.hOhlFe Creek
Sco J. Collins S anghter.house Creek
160°
Obley ...................... ...... Siolotig
14000 W. Douglas, Maroc Creek
I January
8 Coobang ......................... Forties .................Geco B. Way, Forbes
14 Forties ................ ............
,...............
C. IL. C,unn, Sydney
tin
............ 1es
20
Time, Catson, Forbes
di
26
12000 Turns. Finley. Melbourne
do
WIT. Clemeuts, Begata liver
do
February
t000 G. W. Davis, Rilletone
John
Burley, Burrows
5800 W. Furlong,
IS Ilolderudgcrn ................ liotong
3700
Orange
20 Forbes ........................... Forbes ................ 10000 - O'Shanassy, Melbourne
37 Greofell ...........................,............850 W. hamilton, Carcoar
Marrb
e Calahasli
3407 Kelly & Tout, Woliougosigh
..................... Condeilin
T. Jiluloet, Wiuuiandra
3 Condoblin
Coisliang ......................... Forbes .................9459 W. Furlonge. Orange
S Grenfell ..........................,............4500 Peter Roland, (ironfelt
Forbes ................. ......... ...............S000 R. C. Boynolds, Face
................................7840 11. Fisher, Detiiliquin
do
3200 sr. .LNolnn, Cueigellaeo
Wongagong .....................
1315 CrenfeU
..
1907 C. P. Pearson, Forbes
...............
..
...
......
Thchd. (DaMon, Carcoar
,...4800
rS Forbes .....................................tztoo
Soeo — hletiaerington, Severn Iliver
Tons & Co., Sydney
B.
do
ip (lii
4020 15'. Jfeelway, Grelifelt
.
,
19
800
C.
Smith,
Forbes
Bunetabnrrala
April
1S Obley
ltorangarsit
n000
c. atoregor,
.............. .............. alolong
occo,
\V. Douglas, Marra Creek
Forbes ............................ Forbes ...............5ow Jirs. Pitman, Blayney
No, 14.
do
,, 12to Goolagotat
12003 B. Flood, Sydney
.......................
1250 Polk. Kearne, Yaas
W. Whitten Davis,Forlses,
.,
aS (Ironi15t .........................,,
11000
Watt., Orenfell
U. B. llnme.
aroloig, and Contlotilin.
, 24 Forbes
sSuo
P.10.
Gunning
Stole,...........................
Slolong
3os lforbrcy ......................... key1,,,' .................9000
7600 W. KilO, Batliurat
May
Las.
Bevao,
(Ireafoli
to Cool,
m 3'. C. MLeod, Queensiaitd
'6 Bogan .......... ......... ............,...........10000 Plies. Robertson, Metboairne
21
24
FoldS's ...........................................4400 Ceo. Reynolds, Cunning
11
to
30
4500 P. Claney,Gttnniaig
Jane
do
4
Choke, Vase
......3000
,t
...t250 1'Gallaher
. Kearos,&Marongo
a324 Jimmaloo0......................................
Cowell ...............................,............3416 Kelly & Tout, Wolloagougli
& Smith. Forbes
July
4 Coobaog
icoo, sones
John Winter, Molong
....
...................
1.
7 Began .........
.......
---6
John
Kaightley,
Contlohltn
i1d Forbes
do
,...........a000 Thos. Robertson, Meliiourne
....
..........................
F.
Burns,
Forbes
..
,
4
Au'est '
do
soa8 J. B. Wood. Oreufoli
do
3850 F. Byrne, Bogaa
Condoblin
4
3500
Bolt & MEellar, Millstone
ao Buabalong
5000 Joseph Molt, . In
......................... Condobhin
nI Tounga
T.
Stuart, Sydney
7
September a Forbes............................ Forbes .................2400 A. Cunningham, Naleiag
4 iiroufeli .........................
3152
A.
C. Jones, uiantawang
........................................7500 A. Cunningham,
I ' . 1024 ]lForbes
Northiaml,ii
sgan ........................................
M000eld. Crowie Creek
33 Gunnlngblosd ................
, ........ ...o
'Tm. 31',Ewen, GilganniTl
2629 (Goolagong
m ar
.9000 10.0. Cooper. Moiongo
las. Whittaker, }1uguh
13O
October 4 Forbes ............................
goon (,eo. Iteynolds, Gonniag
.,
'5 Orenfehl .........................
13
.
,
20 Goobaug ........................
700 N. P. hlaviiah. Bayley
iS
Obtoy ........................................
1600 E. K. Oox, Bawdon
November S Megan ........................................
& Lane, TullunIry
12 Forbes..................... .......
i...........rs
ii'.appit
Quirk, Hoinbug Creek

VA
15
Yainao ftoøpec tor

.

Dale.

-

and

2874.
November :

No. 14.—etenthnrrd.

24

Sc. Whitten

Place of

lnejseetion.

Forbes

Sheep I}i,triel,

. J'orhcc

do
do

....................(3 tinning Bland

Davis, Forbes,

o: }'orlwe ..................... ......

April

2
19

May

30

—

Thee. ltobertsoa, foganain
m
elo

50034

. ....... ... ..oo

Stonehenge...................... Glen loses
Fnmleahad

Ranger', Valley

I

do

do

11

4 Funicalnd
6 Dundee
Deopwater ........................
7 Tentereld
9

Jo
13
i5
19
20
.5

a
June

ob
9
2

4
6
8
a

'o

12

iS

iS

20

.11th

2:
24
.7

7

8

17

03
e
16

18
or
24
23

Charles II. b-owe, Glen Inns.,

sjdo

Xamc and Address of Owner.

do

do

do

................... Began ...............
do
6o Shanahan & Jennings, W. llrook
December 1 Began .............. . .... ...... ..Foripi,, ................495 W. 3irctel., Hermitage Plain,
o Ohloy ........................... . Siolong .............
laaa~
J. Patterson, Forbes
Copbang ...... ................... Forbes ............. .. 2
IL Town, & do., Sydney
10 Goolegong ........................
...........
64
S. G. Wood. Gormasis H ilt West

Molting, and Vondoblin.

No. 13.

Number

of Sheep

.

.,

August

27

iS

29
4

8
11
ro
11

14
73
17
20
23
27
31
September 3
o
4
5

6

October

9
10
11
19
20
13
iS
t7
eg
:0

11

or

38
09
November 7
9

Xe

13
34

15
iS
17
it
ox

oS

19
30
Dceember. i
11

a

12
I5

do

C. Spillo, Jumble Plain,

0000 .1. Gibson, Reedy Creek
])iunsresq & Diomarea, }'ollniealj;ed

1200

3

300

0. Bloxoomo, Bauger's Valley

do

do
do

do

Dumareeq&flumaresq,Fumieabad
1400 0. Blosootne, Dnndeo
Boo It. ]Iarret.t, Deepwatar
1500 W. & 3. Christian, Tonterfield
'300

2000

do

do

to .......................
I6OO
do
eta
Geepwats,r
1500 Mr, Windyer, Deepwater
llighIlelil
1200 .1. MItchell, lliglifield
Claroveaux
1000 1. Cl'llara, Claroveana
Waterloo
I J. 'Int,vre, Waterloo
Newteail
iBee . S. Anelorson, Nioeetead
.............................
dn
tb
do
Wate rloo
.1....lutyre, Waterloo
ltlelnoee ........................... ....
Messrs. Campbell, Elsiunre
a
Byron ................................1020 C. White, Byron
do ............................
l
S. IJOlIt, do
11annoekhuri, ...... ......... .......
rIce • Fraser & Anderson, Jla,ii,uekls,irn
.Iittly Creole
1003 I. Gibson, needy Creek
18 est,hnlm
too II. Wyndham, Westhols,
llvron
1500 B. Wlnte, byron
Newstead ..................................0300 .1. Andtrs,,ti, Newsteat
do
oe,eo
do
.
Yarranforil
700 — Clibborn, Varraaford
b
,,
1400 Ii. Jilox,onie,
'to
do
tenri - iawkcs,
do
Iligliliekl
Boo 3. 31i(diebl, Jliglillel,t
cAere.....e
1400 J. U' il,soi, Clar. rca
Vii rotrifool ................................
7-1-Clilit,orii, marronford
F
k'tn,ut cab:.d
itco . Dellllale.sq & ])umare.eq, Fumicabad
Sew ote,i,t ......................
Boo J. Aneterso,, ,Ne,vatead
,
do
bYe ttel

sIce
1200
itoo
.10
iSeo
Walerl ....... ... ... ............
..
7400
..... ....
Xewstenl ......... .........................I
l'ei I torsoxi
(ceo
S oiiiigs .........................
, ............500
Swan Vale
1000
ICing's Plains
onrx
St'atorlc,o
once
}'u,nieal,ad
1300
Ba.taelava
1000
Nesslenel ........................... .... .
3'2
eta
.....................
2
llnlaelava
mOo
CInn,veaux
300
Fuinicalotel
tdoo
Waterloo
2000
Sewstea,j
zdeo
Itanger'e Valley
400o
Dundee - ------------------ ---- -,,
1300
Sloman',
1200
ICielmie's., ----------------------, ---------1003
Dundee
1000
Yarrowforeb
700
Fmnleabad
idoo
Varroirlord
1400
Stonehenge .................----, -----------Bce
Eighfielil
Newstnd
160o
Swan Yale
1300
Xewstead
tioo
}iIslnott
14cc
Inve rell
,Goo
Byron ...... ..................... -—----1400
.'a.us Int'l

'Jo
do
J. II • l,,l yre, Waterloo

J. Anderson, Nejwsl,ead

do
do
5. If -loIs- re, Waterloo
JAn deno,,, Newetoad
I I. al (orson, (11len bLnes
W. Young,
do
5. Williamson, ba-an Val,,
S. & I). Fletcher, Ri,,gs 11am,
-I. 31'lntyro, Wett.erlo,,
Dnmarese1 .9 J)urunre-a, Futiticabad
.1, lIves. Ito I aelava
J. Anderaon, New,Ieael
tb
do
T. Eves. Baleelava
John 3t','Illlan, Clareveat,
I)umartse1 & Dilniareeq,F ulnieabad
J.MJntyre, Waterloo
.5. Anderson, Newete,el
0. Bloisorno, Itenger'. Valley
F.OJltapl,e]l, Dnnd..-e
3. Sbonian, Glen hones
31rs. Kinlinlo, do
F. Walters, Dundee
L. Swankie Yarrowferd Ihlmaresq e Jiumareieq, .Funlmcaba.J
0. liloxeome, Y,, rrowforct
3. liodgeots, Stonehenge
S. Mitchell, hilghfteld
Mrs. Anderson, Newotead
J.Willlanioon, Swan Feb.31 rs. Anderson, Nowstead
3' rPsrs. Campbell, Elsinore
do
Inverelt
Fraser & Anderson, Byron
do ............................. ..
..
1400
do
do
Inverell
zoo3ressrs. Campbell, revereD
Nowsteael
'
it. i'att.w,, Nesrstead
teaimger', valley ....................ti Bloasoma, Ranger' Valley
do
:000
do
do
Dundee
odoo
do
Dundee
Deepwator ......................
, ...........
3200 lIre. Wlndoysr, Deopwater
ngerValley
Ra',
so Ranger's Valley
0. liTheme,
3
Deepwaier
oloo Mrs. Wludeyer, Diepwater
do......
do
do
Yarranford...........................1500 0, Ilboxeonte, Yarranford
do
Sec Jlawkes,
do
Shannon Vole ........................
SoO I'. 31111cr, Shannon Vale
...F
Fnnural.ad ...... .................
1400 Dnmaresq & Domaresq, }'nmleaba,L
I ..........
Stasgers Valley .................
3o00 0. Bboxsomoe, Ranger's Valley
Funoieabad .......................
soos & O'Hara, Fnmieobad
' ...........
Nowetead
1500 J. Anderson, Newetead
do
000O
do
do
Bannockhnni .....................200 O'Sullivan, Baunoekburn
do
oS,o Fraser &Anderson, do
do
'too
do
do
Byron ....................................000
do
By-mi,
roverell ........................
co
Messrs.
Campbell,
Inverell
...........
do
3020
do
do
Waterloo
2000 J. M'Int.yre, Waterloo
Stonehenge
10cc 3. IIo.lgere, Stonehenge
Deepwater
noo Mrs. Wlndeyer, Deepwater

Jraryln.nu

,beo 31. 11, Martlo, JtaTyland
StLanghlln, Maria Creo
31. 11. )IIar,h, 3taeyland
Tenterfiold ........................... ............
- &. J. ChristIan, Tentardeld
Maryland .......................,
000' II. It. Marsh, Maryland
Dee.water
zooi Mrs. Windeyer, Deepwater
Macia Creek ....................,,
Jlarynmd

(700
3020

5

75

*)

16
Nume ofT epeetor
and District.

1874.
December x
.,
.,
CharleslkLowe, Gleu Jones) I
I..
,.
No. 3 5.-.cen

d.

Sheep District

Place of Inspection.

Date.

(
3

Name and Address of Ohcr.

of Sbeep

.

1300 J. Oliappelt, Dundee
Glen Lii,,
I) undeo
Stonehenge..................................i4oc# S. Gibson, Stonehenge
Moredun ....................................2200 J. MItchell, Moredon
2002
Wauchupo, do
Moroclon..

-

i

Wm. Taylor, Goulburn
z80 Wnt. Stephenson. GonP, uric
330 Wa,, Brioham, Towrang
63 'rhos. holE. Artharaloigh
do
Go
to
do
do
22
I
tb
do
do
it,,
8.10
do
'ho
I®
do
do
Go
do
,.......
to
i6o
ito
do
do
tn
a6
do
do
itoo
do
do
1596
di'
o
dO
do
0603
do
Jarnie.i01,
hongro ach
Ma.
Wn.
8o
27
io
do
84
Gibalta.
rer
to
.......
do
it..
do
760
Campbell'e )ieaeliov
28 Loetcyoraloigl. ............................980 Arthur ]taukiie, Loekyersletgli
it',
ito
1050
do
.1,
100)
di'
............
29 Carrictc ........................ ...
o
S k r tt ggy C r ee k
ei.
Kye....
.
93
o
d
Ma r ,da n Roa d ...................
750 Estate of late W. Bradley. Lanadowu
...........
Inn,'.
r3 Rernuore ..................... I
do
nbc
849
...............................
do
i6
di.
do
845
do
I
do
do
900
nb
do
do
17 Kiugedate ............................850
ilO
845
do
Robert
Fenwiele,
Soobey
Motley
........860
Sootey Valley ... ... ... .......
ii Clear 111th...................................900 BoUt ,M'Lncl,lan, near Hills
do
do
Reedy Creek ................................315
to
do
19 3[nn,rnetl ...................................Sio
1350 A. S. Poelmore, Pejar
Pojar ........................................
goo diet. Sigg; do
do
20
do
do
930
do
,,
940 John Lovorty, Cook's Vale
22 Cooks Vale .................................
do
do
930
93 5
'to
dci
Fill's River
..
do
do
y6
23 ltoun,IWaterhole ...... ......
b
do
40
do
KenzIe,
Fasiifer,,
Wm.
M
Fill's River
i000 3 no. Sherwood, &Iong
.........
24 Dot...............................
do
do
..
980
hhioeAueloor ...................
do
do
998
..................
do
do
5303 Edwd. Seaman,
25 Fill's River ......................
do
do
...'..........
Belong .................. .....
.954
do
do
do
Job,.
Srarn,00t,
Beret
1442
co. i5.
.,
I Bone ........................................
"25
25 l'hos. .\farsden Laggaio
t'halal,a
ired. 3[. Ct,artcns. Goal-)
Fullerton
go T. J. }'otler, Follirtoit
do
do
burn and Jiernuja,
993,
.,,
27 Reeky Point
do
do
Jk'tong River
Sso
do
do
tsR
Cottieultiga,eg
............230 P. llannabany, Out.ticuttigang
do
cr98 ,r011108 Burnett., Loighwood
Leighwooel
do
do
1200
do
dodo
1000
DeMons Paddock
do
do
998
30 Boteng Creek... .....................
do
do
Soy
do
...........
John
Monies,
Glenrocte
24
........
16 Gteurock ........... . ..........
July
di,
do
000
17
do
do
do
do
1300 J. Cesburn, ]lighill
iS Big bull
Rating Forest .. ............. hierrilita
5o JMvid 3[orriee, Baling Forcot
do
do
300
do
do
do
700
do
J.
3.
Warren,
Menwortli
I20
.10 Menwertle ....................-.
do
do
760
do
do
Gldhury
21 3 high Range ................................s85 Ed. Roll, lEigh flange
loch.
Arnefleed,
Berrhnn,
850
Hurdle Range ................
...
32 Vangiodinuey .............................940 W. T. Cordeaux, Beedooley
do
do
950
Ibeudnoley
do
do
150
do
......
23 Iloec Vale ...................................33') J. lackey, Mote Vale
Walter
Morrice,
Brewley
...
Drowtey ............. . .... .............. ..
7
do
1300
do
...........
do
24 2. andialty ...........................................890 E. Carter, Golden Vale
11
do
do
400
.
do
Rirwarry......................... (ioulbnrn ...........1300 T. R. Leoehy, 1(en'warry
do
do
.23
do ... ......................
....
7
ILi]has, Ilanuaby
31.
Ilauniaby.............................
do
do
do
998
do
do
27 Middle Creek
do
do
1020
do
d',
do
906
)rath,ew Pearce, Warrage."
nrra,ree
3E. Chart erie, Su,,ienei'l
Sniumerbre....................
Robert Miller, Chttoburg
Cleatshurg
do
29
Gale, Gnulbmru
og
an !I'arlo
A,id.
do
d
98
do
do
d
to
903
do
do
J. R. Home,
13 Forest Lodge
R.M. A. Neeb3', Bangalere
as Ilangalore
19 57r1115 Valley
6e John Byrne, Spring Valley
do
do
700
do
Cooper Bros., Willereo
20 Willereo
do
do
do
do
'500
do
do
700
do
do
do
200
do
Spring \'atley
30 floe. Rowlands, Spring Valley
32p
hlsbelm Bros.,
Lerotc Creek
do
1840
do
do
do
:68
22
May

Gootbu.......................... Gocelburn
Towrang
do
23 Arthorelelgle
do
'11i
rio
do
25
it

d

.

'

,

,

&

,

.

,
.,

.

i

•

,
,

.

.

,
,

-

1

.

:6

,

0000
........i000

IV,

liallo .......... .... ........ ......... ,
ito
11
...................................
... tV'S.
..
..... . .... ,1100
........................
do
do
........................
.,
...... ...................,, .......... qoo 111,05. o
........... 3
IT o ........................
.
450
ii
o
do
.........................
iro
...............................
.................................. gso
1
............ ... .......... ,,
do
do
.............................
...................., ...........
.,,,

Rippill,1v
do
do

'ic

751
17
lines
we.r
.ad c I 0e1..ti

flate.

liaco of I ilC]lei: tom.

SI ie.i. l)ist rid.

Niiiulji,r
iifS]ierp
IiIojim:ted.

No 'no and Address of Ci wuer.

.
1874.
Xii. 16—.toim Giiie&.

I AugmiL

22

linda Criak ................... 0 oulIni vie ..........
Jiutliiiy .........................
.,
Ii hall iligs Pont,
ICippil.......................................
do

2900 Oii sliolni flees., Kippilaw
isoo
do
dci
1020
do
do
29 .
20,
do
ii.
550
(10
(In
730 A. Guy ,iier 31 eltOn
Spring \'alley
32 15. harden, Spring Volley
Seilber
eni
30, A .N.'J.aren, ,leririria
3 (Joalburn ..........................
15
b
350 Divid llroadliead, lnvrrarv
........................hi ericH
Ii
do
lv. I. 31fflffffl, Springfield
0
Spnhlarfield ...................... Colilburla
21X1e
to
In
22 'rho flai...... ... ................
30,
..........
do
tin
ii
do
.....................
i
2100
(10
do
9 ouhie.ii,o ......................
ion
In
(to
31111, Island
730
do
tie
23 l.a lie Ba! burst ..........................120 F. 311.s[ngtll wail e. Lake Il tli u rot
do
10(3
sIc
do
i
Coilginlntrgh ...................
340 Jr,. }'uiljnrnes, Codgiahurgli
,
do
300
.......
do
do
Tarrilaw ...................................2
31 c. Bonit. Tarrilow
24 .
In
402 Tho,. Blake,
iii)
........... ........
do
.. 1. ..
330
do
i.
do
II re. linbirl a ii 11.010
23 W hideli. iiia
540 .1 os!. ilrettou lvi idel sine
645
130
dee. C.odber
(In
do
300
do
do
26 .lLineriiIy
os David lironilliesil, Jnmpr,
,to
300
do
do
lluilgoiaia
45°Jits. Cotihan, ibuogo.ua
I, rod. 31 IIiartinl. boul.<
0.3 Ti ralail a .......................................A nilrew (litmsoIa 'riven.
burn and Jlrirni1i,
do
1300
do
do
30 Malmmel I
...
650 I it. .r. 3' nr1ihy, 31 a,,it inch I
do
6S6 l,FAieer,
do
November 12 Clear .............................
1120 . Itoh!. 3! • l,iulikiii Clear I Illis
Reedy Creek
do
do
13 Nommel I
730
un
(10
14 Friar
1300 .4. S. Podn,oro. VeJ1,r
16 U on bairn
1300 IlleJid, Siggei
do
di,
902
do
ilia
Chair Valley
ijo Fat. r.ynrh, Chair Valley
17 Ivoodville
isa, 0.1). flay. 1u1'oodvltte
do
1730
do
do
do
do
do
do
1126
do
do
iS
do
do
4
do
Cooks Vale ................................ iSa, John 1.aver!y. Cooks lois
un
30
to •
Iii
(10
do
076
ho
19 File liver
do
do
94°
......................
do
920 Md. Seaman. union1<
Solon; ......................................... 1130
do
iii
do
952
to
(10
20 DOle118 Level
~7 John Sherwood
Bt,te A niduir
1230
do
do
do
4
21 lullerlrin
1430 T. J. Fuller, EuIli,rton
iiociiyl'oint
057
do
III,
llolong lilver
in
1149
to
23 Gilulhsairn
2O Vied.
Chli,aii i Ilornilig100 Pork
95
No. 17.
.1. 5. Swinceils, Urafton ... So returns received
No. iS.
A iip,lo ('en tin, , Uuiidagai l'ore Lurne reedeel.
Nor, ni her 2 Hay llniilgi;... ... .....
........... li aiim I Booligal
3j Nil.
un
I
3200 1V. itnul K 3<enuoul'
ill
Inc,
fl
do
to
4
696 Thee. BallIe, Boinoruililiali
...............350 .1.M1floiilild i lCilfar:i
'1
I
do
5902 .1. 33. Pattorsum, Lachilaaa iliver
lxxxi Wlult,Iio'daai,i & Iliuiiaes, lS'Illaudra
do
3487 Stitubrk?ice & ('0., Cuba
7
to
4300 Now /.ealanil l(aa'leiog Co., Cnan ikuwiu,
lii
5561 Thus. liubertoon i Toogaumain
10
clii
4500 1'. PInker, Qninioiig
12
do
1491 31KeI hr & Ii oIl, Cudgel lien
2i 0. i9.
..
(10
(,0, 1 & 3, Lie month i, -Ta raw ii, a.
do
o
Coon T. J. L']iel1is, Albeiuinrle
.louin&u<eiEIirrni. Ihiy
un
3
do
,
- Murphy. Castlereagli
lu
14
&on 3l't<ellar & hot. Cudge]llro
.
rIo
15OQO Wtil (IngRam & 11 atnes lvii Ian ilra
(lii
16
'hoe. I lobert,oii fire 'an sin n lioairke
10034
do
23
san I'. Tyson Coorong
16 .
iIo
sq .1. Siniecuu II onglel
(Iii
17 .
1430 -IV1ILinsii n, Tiuui'a Lake
lii
J)ereiu,ber 3
I Liv .......................ni itrodnib Woollmung
iii
01
31338 Wi,. ifistoy, Woolnoudeu.I
3021
Tyaoii. Coorong
3100 1'.
1. Simpson. Iboregiel
,:
2619 R. Sloteearnr eli 1t Co.. ('owl Cow I
ii
do
8022 -31 u rpli y, (botlereagl
lu i
12
jo IF. 31'ilvoy, Wooloondool
do
14
11
Il. & A. 31l'arland. l'luelsnguiniuii.
a
do
6355 SitliolI &lunier, for Clianbnini Station

{

{

.Tilnbi.lry

SfaitlaaLd ........................ \1.iitt,nd
do.....................................
Slorpetii Qua ran tine
3lnrislti.......................
jo II alt mid ....................................
ii Ilorpethi Quo rend liac
..........
13 .11iLitland ........................ i
...........
14 31eiietla Quarantine
)iaitland
i
I.
aS 31or0e111 Quarantioc
17 Mait.land ..................................... I
do
20 Stoepelh and Ilnitlanil ,
:r TMorpctli Qiiaran tine
)Iiaitla,ad
22
do
do
24
25 Morpeth Quarantine
do
25 Slaltland
4

30
30
10

6

No. 20.
T]iomas flatnaeia, Malt.
laneL

lIe. loiter. .4.11ev (ireeiu
II r, elitIst 1111, 1! into0

30 1 Ii r. lMdi'r. Al her Ci rio,'
r 31 r. Weaver, Kit li,'rabal
1039
30

Mr. Christian, liliaton

30
20
1173
300
30

M r. Lojer, Ahlwv Croon
Sirs. A. Iteynolets, Feel
.11 r. Loder, .klatIey Utica,
Mr. Claniatiaai a tnton
do
do
Mr.7P Dowali, Singleton
Mr. Loder, Abbey Green

30

31r. Loder, Abbey Green

3

752
19
Same orInspector
and District.

No. lo—conlln ICe!.

Date,

l'Inrc of Inspertion.

1874.
i JanOI'Jry 29
30
3'
l'ebrunry 2
6
8
9
11

13
i6
19
.,

March

20

Maittand .................. ....Mail Ia,
Morpeth Q naran tine
3taitland.......................
3101pi,th Quarantine
Maltland.......................
do
31.orpeth Quarantine
do
Maitland .......................
Wood berry .....................
Slaitisnil ........................
)Iorpeth QuarantIne
do
do
......
I0ellinvar .....................

26
28
2
4
5
7
9

To
TI
13

17
19
20

April

Thom is flu rites,. 31511151151.

25
27
3
4
B
9

I Sheep District.

Slerjietli Quarantine .....
do
do
3Laitland .......................
11 Jilack Creek .................
13 3toitland .......................
is )lorpel h .......................
16 Maittanel
20 Brook's 11ia1. ... ...............
13 3Laie.Iand
30
to
Mar
4 Paterson . .....................
ii 3tnitlnnel ........................
14
do
6 }'eireet 11111 .....................
IS II all-I ant .......................
do
do
22 tori'et 11111 ....................
15 OsWald .........................
lb
Kalondali ....................
:8 Black I lilt ....................
3fnitl sod ........................
.1 silt
2 Ocw aid ..........................
F Mall-land........................
4
do
5
(
di.................
7 1) unmore .......................
(A,niiihelto
lulls ............
z° t'ori,et lull ....................
ir
ii
13
Wllilerisess ....................
19 J,s.chiisvar ....................
22 II iii6liiid .......................
ii
3 J.'oeIeitlbilL ....................
24
do
25
do
29 31 uPland ........................
30 Kalouthlt ....................
Ixieblnvar .....................
.1 ely
2
itoitland .......................
do
6 Kaloudali ....................
9 3taltland .......................
to
do
Windernsere
................
TI
'6 3laitland
30
do
21 3[owbray........................
22 Gresford .......................
23 Lowln's Brook ...............
24 Tongbiirn .....................
25 Tillanihy ........................
17 3faitland ........................
30
do
Auguit
8
do
ro
do
13
do
do
'6
24
do
ii
:6
do
28
do
31
do
sej,teuibtr 3
do
so . C.eloptiotl's 11111 ..............
14 Oowald.........................
ii
15 l'oe,lliln .......................
18 Maitland ........................
do
23 Wileternea..... ...............
....
2 4 (?essnock ........................
25 PockiLlisill .....................
25
do
October
a Sraitliind ....................
6
do
do
1: Cam 110110 1 lii t ..............
13
do
14
do
15 lltdttand .......................
19
dO
21
di)
24 Oswald
Noveinlier 3 SlaitJand .......................
10
do

3Ctnio and Addrrsl of Owner.

30 1 lir. lioder, A bbcy Green
rixat A. Loder, Colby Cisek
20
3Fr. Christian, MinIon
3° Mr. Lniler, Abbey Green
150 All. GlelidinninC
149 Clark Bros.. Bondarrah
uoo All. Arundcl
400 Mr. Sparke, Woodber,y
z;6n Mr. Bettington, Brindlr.y lark
149 Clark Urns, Bindarrah
20 If,. Christian, Jlinton
049 Clark Bros., Bundarrahi
so Botchers

5o

Mr. Jlettiogton, Brindley Park

izee Mr. Drown, Singleton;
760

Mr. Christian, lltnton

148

All. Bow man. Rothcnvood
Clark JIma, Ilindarrali

2

500

Mr. Little, Scone

148

Clark Bros.. 11 ulitbari-alt

148
148

Clark Bros.. 13 ilndarrnh
(Li
do

400

All. tuLle. Seone]

lix)

ilutcliers
Gig ,io Grovcnor
Mr. Christian
500 Gist & C roy enor
to Il iitelicae
I LOAI
T. C. Boy I I c 1.1.1 var
co .11 r.)l Roy
50 lluteliere
500 Jo s. Doyle, I noli iii yn
to Mr. Drown, Singleton
30 $1 r. A .ielrrooi,, Forest Ill II
boo
Mr. Sovell Liverpool J'lalni
500 'l'li hg, Austin, & Coor.n
3.Dr. Luidein al, C rcstbr
o .11 r. A nderoo,i, Forts till II
300 uses, Cooper
300 Mr. Doyle
300 Mr. Doyle l,oaluisvar
405 II ', Ceibozi
300 .11 1. 000lior: T,ncliinvar
2230 Mr. Cooper, iterriwa
300 All. Cohen, Lsver1ioo I Pabns
300
0.1'. Boivmaia
iso Bntchers
138.3 Mr. \ickcry
30 All. Anderson
$lol 'lies, Black Creek
270
Mr. .lIoylo
330 Mr. i.oOer Singleton
78 Mr. Ilnonald. l'oek;Lltsin
460 Mr. Kenny, Bronalois
3 Mr. Wilkinson, do
240 Mr. Jiryoii
270 Mr. Doyle, lThcI,inrnr
350 Mr. Kco1,, St. lleliei
500 M, Dyters
500 Mr. Christian, lliiitoa
130
M, Doyle
50 G. JodL-r, Singleton
3on Mr. Selioloy, Maitland
500 Mr. Sewell, LIverpool l'lauiie
100 Mr. Capper, Lorhinvar
1640 31 r. tV,.nvor. Kiekeratsall
570 II r. Christian, lb inloit
6
Mr. Fraulclonel. Palorsu,i
400 Dr. Lindenian, Grestord
1250 3 Ir. Pack, C reolont
70 Mr. Logan, Vely
200 31,. Davison, Paterson
700 3Cr. Glass. Singleton
500 Mr. Christian Itinson
do
do
750 A. A. Coy., Warrali
950 ilrs. A. Reynolds
70 Mr. Dockbam All. Vincent
Mr. Christian, Illnton
O A. A. Adams
soSo
do
750 Cohn Jones, Talu'e
6o lIt. Ciirisein,,. 111.1(00
800 hr. ]'ringle, Fool
60 Mr. Cooper, LoclIiovilr
470 Mr, Kenny. Branxaou
300 3Cr. Christian
500 A. A Coy., lVnrrnld
7 Mr. Irolmes
104 Mr. ICcIlnirn,
470 Al r. Kenny, Branalon
470
do
do
oo Mr. Christian, Ilinton
600 31 r. toiler, Colley Credo
523 Mr. l2hiietian. Itinton
600 Il r. hour, Colby Creek
6o hI,'. lligg'n go Weeloliha
aoro Mr. Christian, Hinton
53° Sioark & Iritchins
1413 A. Adsu,s, Conrny
500 All. Acorn, Jerry's J'laiIis
So Mr. Cooper, Locliiuvur
560 31 r. Christian, lii neon
coca
do
do

1000
1100

75
19
is

s
Name
antI 1)ietri

t °r

Pete.

Place of Inspection.

1874.
f November12
ig

No. 2essctisIss&,

27
as
29, 3o
December 3
.,
7
14
..
17

Tic ems s Boric ccc. SI nit.
hind.

a

L

,4

o

Number
of Sheep
Inspected.

Sheep District,

)iaiticud ......................... Mailland
2000
do
sco
..............
..........
do
g
do
do
So
...... ... ....................
do
ice
renock
......................................179
se
Bishop's Bridge ...........................so
Stall Ia id
2u
cIsc
Aou
...............
do
...
400
5:
................
do
..... .200
............................Sce
lu
............................4J
dcc
............................6o
In
............................23
do
clii
......... .. .... .............
:
8
tic
4o

.

,

.

•
Name and Address of Owner.

-

Mr. CLiff, Breexa
arke Ilitohe n
Mr. Pringlo, ]eol
Sir. Weaver, Keck elabell
Mr. Brotton
Mr Bretton, 21! urru ruudi
Mr. Kellmau cossueck
Butchers
Mr. tb ristian
Spark flitchen
Are. Dome reac3uo, Scone
Mr. TAttle, Scone
SIr. 1 )oyle, Black II lit
Mr. llritlona, Sfnnrc-urnnciIf
Mr. llnderweed
Mr. Bobs'
Mr. STerk, Sydney
Sir. ChristIan. lImbo

&

&

63597
Kuecicigu ...... ............... )feuic,di.............
tott........... .....................
S
.,
]<incblgo... ............. .........
4040
Plcmaiccamo Lake
2200
Alhcmsrie
4691
Theekerlug'. Crossing
8600
Speocclal ion Lake ............ .c
3600
cc
do
2200
Barrier 1109(1
2249
Gorge Station ................
4300
lCicccliii,... .....................................
1909
Ti,lirncc
3000
-All:emarle......................
.
Winleriga .....................
Terrysvicnuie Eec
ss
AdeLaide IZ.ad. JO:,nic'rc
59 0
liatigi..

If. 15 hughes, Kinolibra.
J. C. MLeed, Gippaland
II. B. Hughes, Kincbig:e
B. W. Dreyer, Tonga, "met,
IV. 11. Bradley, Jietirke
B. M. Vattot. Adelaide
B. II. Smith Co., Monnut, Sr ccrc:iclaonc
B. \Vfl)rc.yer, Tonga
(lorclen Co., Adelaide
hem
Leugton, Aclelnlcle
II. B. irugitce, Kinchiga
\V. B. P. Reid, Telano
J. S'lielps
J; M. Beget. Adelaide
'. T. Learmonlh, l'errywlnna Lake Station
3[Putloria, Sellars, &Co,. Slonut Ohicps

Seine

Wicnterlga ..s..................

}

2
4
(I

July

'15
iS
-4
6

.,

1!

10

O. 21

\

rtoic 5% 1km
5, co
Sr,'ulndle.

'1u

i

.
.

January ci
ad
24
Folsricary 3
6
March
ad
21
24
April
5
9
22
30
May
9
20
23
30

(

,

{

Knicueka
Kerkerk
C,ccc:lilla Joke

I

iii)

I

do
Scrope'c liange
SlIc.etr,
Thcnckering;e Creesic
60

&

&

&
&

B. S Begot, Adelaide
3850 t. 11 Smith Co., Mactot Sture.lcieon
4500 Dean, Laugton, Co., Adelaide
do
tie
6270 21. M. Begot. Adelaide
3053 11.31. hughes. K1iccliiga
6pon B. 5!. Begot, Adelaide
tIe
4550
do
do
4ozu
do
V. S. Yliullay, Wallace, Sieunt (unto
c,
4to
Various owners

&

&

}

'a

I

-Q
August

$

7
12
27
Snplenstcerlo
:0
28

Gorge cc1Icon

(
II mlii...........................................)
)

l'iucnani%arcc,t
ci,,
Ieer,'ka
'l'allawalka Creek
l'acuamuaroe lake
do
Tlcackeringa Creesiccg

'
,..........t
I

do

,

11 lngary, S. A. Tlcaek,,.1
rilega Croseicig.

.I
24
Noveml,er 6

ta
27
Ttotelcibor aS
20

{

Tlceekrncn' Cnncanngj

i'amacnaroo Lake
21loniadie

&

&

,

&

&

if. B. Ilnighes, AdeMicle

4

m I as I. charge

4°7
120

...............

Famuamaroo Lake
Notleylcoundary

&
&
&

)

4845

{
,...
{

&

423
R. 11 Smith Co Mount Iturtliceon
50 5 Ileod, Torrance, Cocnntnuicg.
Tlrer,.old Duffiold, Wenterrlga
Go
j
Bctsee II JiignalI i'aroo
Various stations. Hay District
mo
6300 Hood, P errauce, '6 Co., Curroaccings
6ocx, It. hi. Smith Co.. Mount .5' ucyhniacicI
3620 0. F. Suttor, ('ultowa
do
4300
do
3tica, B. SF. Begot, Adelaide
S000
lames PIle, CutJii'roo
stg B. II. Smltb,Stount c%lnrcbison
100 H. 35 hughes, Kinc:higa
4021 18. C. liawsen Soca,, flurta Ihlcoko

6

} C. Ii. Fisher, 11111 River'W. 1.. & E. T. Reid, Thiarno.

2100 E. iT. Dreyer, Conga, l'amto
9304 a C. hawker, Narraweeecs, liocirke
6
Kinchega boundary ..................... 120 }.ioiin Dnnne, I'irile, Bourke

,.......

183521
January

4 Ilobadeen ...................... STsrrlwo .............
5 h'engoly
24 Tlioriitsrate
30 Itarhon Vale
February to hara traIl
II Monut Tyrell
14 Ilobial a ........................
15 .lnglcweorl
ad Sporteinan, Ilollew
arch
2 Culllngral
4 Coemlmy Cottage
Tt'rregong

,
. ...... ..... ..........,...........
...........
.....................
s ...........

SI

April
Ye, 22

Jolmu Roller, Slerriwa

4

.,
..
May
June

July

In5
12
c

August
25
September 5

ag
103

30

October

Ll

21
29

3000

900
450
11434
4000
3278
65500
,
Mound. Tyrmil
630
Middle
3077
Ounelel,ri
t4
Creek
1300
flclingrove
3367
I
Ferosl Bally
916
LIangollen
4O
I
Wapungey
2599
hirindley Park
40t15
A ubin's
33230
Cassilis
49539
12000
I'iuuor
Coejahi
2400
Larnborongh
3300
Bethel
1300
Judy Kelly
3500
Wybon...................................... 5o
Qua Guan Crocle
(p036
Aberdeen
300
13rn
Belt Foe
Wapungay
88o
3800
Ibm broke
hlunn'Jrra
r863
Forest
856

0 Co"........................
o
....... ...................
11.11's
.....................

31
5
6
12
15
25
6
12
23
30
a

16300
17660
po
34930
3400
2979

St.

.............

.....................
, .............
...................................
............................
..........................................
................................
..........................................
....................
, ............

.........................., .....
......................., ............
......................
, ..........
Gully

W. Elliott, Teree
K. Fitzgerald, Tonguy
G. Fiudlay, Thorutwalee
1'. White, ilarben Yule
J. 'Bawler, Jara itch
W. Leard, Mount Tyreil,
bawler's, hSol,iala
Lcggett, Inglewood
J. MWonald, Ceseili.o
.Illaxlanad, Culiliagral
Bettlngton, Cooley
C ottage
J. Ceeper, Terregong
Clive, Collaroy
B. Cowan, Me','nt Tyrell
It. 31'Crae. Middle Creek
JIall, CundcLbri
B. Holder. Ilall'e Creek
KnIght, Bdingrovo
Thorley, Forest
Trustees of It. TrllI, Llaogolien
J. Bearer, Wapungay
hbettington, hhriudley l'ark
Dtumarcse1u, St. fin's
Busby, CaItls
A. Armmdi,ll, Timor
B. Abbott, Coojah
Cameron, Luamborongic
J. If'Phee, Bethel
3f'Rae, Lady Kelly
)ettloe, Wyhong
D.M'Intyre, Qua Gun Creek
Sirs, MDonc,Id, Aleerdten
M. SillIer, Bell Vue
'Naught, apungey
Noble, Pembroke
Noble. Mununrr.
l'eanou, Forest

P.
W.
01.
W.
0.
31.
T.
W.

Gully

S.
iT.
A. k W.
3. &
B.
C.
.5.
S. Sl
J.
W.
J.

A

W

0 icIly

754
21)
Zainenf Jn2jeeloi'
and

No. 22"eOFUUlll&,
John Roller .IIerriwo

]'laee of [napeetion.

Sheep l)lcerlol.

N:,rue curl Adolrres of I Seiier.

1874.
( Noveniher 8
i
December ,
3
5

GLoss of Mullen
wa
•
g:o M. lii,,.g, Olsen of Mullen
Creorn of Tartar
.
.
aao
T. Simmons, Cream of Tartor
issiu,w
52821 .1. & II. White, Ilelit roe
Willdun ......................................Iw..' no, WeIlsInn
!l'nolavaa ....................., ..........1220 E. Warren. Tnologan
Woottnn
1300 J. Good,, \S'oolon
is
1500
A. Or]. I ovegrove, Cooliabnlya
IS Coobabnlya ...................
..
..
451071

ran tary

v
2

'6
17
iS
31

No. 23.
Iletory Single, )Iu,lgee
cud Ilylotoote

.,
.,
aS
,,
$ February 2
10

23
26
17
no
13
24
25

28
Mare!,
or
54
'6
07

Henry SIngle. \futUee ...

..

no

21
33
24
:8
30

Api'il

'

September na
22
25

October

5
30
r
5
6
ro
aS
Ig
20
24

IT tnry.0o,
Al - I
Mood gee an,I

November 2
,,
3
9
zo
12

16

is

33

16
December 4
5
to
'5
16
17

Triangle Sirais p .. ........... )Iud;ree and Pal2 oco
(Li wy. Began
cC in,
31'odgeo ........................, ............'oco
do srneqo,ari a
lLvilah
200 It. bl'Macking, (j,,vensla,id
l(ylstono
iGoo M,ie,ennli. Livcr1,oi,l I'l,, ls
3tud"so ........................
202731. bell. Ijantlereagli
Ilylvlone ....... ... ...........
, ...........0400 b)angar. Cotleroy
Mwlg............................,
. & .1. Doyle, Colgoa
.....
Priangle Sn amp
2900 2 Liel,ao'dsoo, .11oçran
Crooked Corn
1400 Craickehanle. Macquarie
Sawplt Flat ..................,,
2700 ii'. F. flue Its on ' Costeln agl I
..
....... ..i$oo Viekery. Req., Edgeroy
Rylseono ....................,
near Ityleton,
1800
do
do
...........
do
2420 Dig!, C. & Ys,esnon, 81 aeq hens
]lylstous .. ...................., ... .......,;oca Bushy, Req .,Caesills
near Ilyletono
1750 B. Onr, Garrawillr,
leylstone ....................
2000 ClouD & Calvin, walgelo
CaIhertee
It. 3F1311, CaperteO
flyletous
1970 A. Tow no, _Vauhoi
near Rylotoiso
, ..........1975 W. N. Itundoell, Castlerengli
Ryletone
i86
TayLor, Esq., Collanoy
Itudgee ........................................252 lanies Gooan, Milroy
Itylsoone .................................... 4578 3. Doyle, Warrego
do
...........................
3026 Vlekery,}Swj., Edgeroy
b............................
- o800 81. 3! Lane, Liverpool J'lairio
.................
do
1700
iSevsll. Esq.,
do
Triangle Swamp
Ronald & Coy., Nel,la
1594
do
oGoo Tango & Co., lirawilliy
300dre .........................................1600 bliggln,. elaequarlo
Itylotone
3rudgee
2000 .01c ncr & C... I'Tell ilk,
do
o:eo Vickerv, F.dgsnsy
Triangle Swamp
.,
aooa W.F. llnclianno, CasLlereogli
btylotonc
e884 Giklorlet & Co.,Warrego
, ..........I
do
1458 Dive '1, Co.e Liverpool blame
llavilah
690 A. 314Xionon, WaggnWserr,'n
Rylotone
1351 11, II. }'iLe.gerald. Ih,slji'e
do
......................,..........;
1200 0. IV. Lawson, firemen
Ifo'lgso .........................„...,
40 II. Cailrlon, Genii urn
Ilvlstone ......................
oSco Ti. Yteken, Edgeroy
'i'riisugle Swamp
0644 Sevell. Req., Liverpool l'laii,s
Sawpit Golly ..............................
1300 York & Walsh, taro'ogrin
Rylotono ......................
mao lTenr.iec, C srvdi”
Triangle Swaonp
2
York & Co.,Tarra
,.
Rylstono
3000 if. Brown. Coiootoalsftr
......................, ....... ....
do
o4® B. Viekevy, }idgeroy
.......... .............., .....2400 ,loi000. Egg., Caotlereagli
near do
'10
os6o A. Towne & Co.. liona
w
thylstono ......................Il.dgee and IlyL
saoo Iliggins, Req., 2ane,n DOhr,i5
stone.
Cooeyal
1030 R. M. Fitzgerald. Toisgoy
i'ntta Buera . ........... .......,,
20o0 C. W. Lawson, liomera
b'ipeclay Creek
0330 Ilamlllon & Co. Collarov
Mudgee
2gn Allison & Co., Casllereagh
do
265 B. Poose, Guntoovang
Ccoeyal ... ........ .............,,
2270 Clarke, Es,1.. Nomoi
SI udg.......................................2771 0. W.Lawooio. Prenoer
Coogyol
3000 S. A. Islackinan. Cooeyat
flombira
1900 Maste.
rsEeq., ltos'kgigot
Cooeyat
2600 It, E. }'itr.gerald, longay
lEavilali
730 hiel,den & Son, Lnel,lao,
linmhlra
:58 )lurpltv, Seq.. 'lereilgiri's'
CooeyaL
3492 IL)! Fitzgerald, Babe,,
Benoblra .........................
3631 U. W. Lawson, irenier
lAweoii Creek
o
T. l'ateou, Wagea Wagga
Bombins .......................................:61: C. IV Laosr,,
m l:ombira
Onllenbomae
F. jsnehaoan, Coonamnl,le
{ '9°
1 (nine itnie ...... ...............
Alloomi iC Co., ilohomey
..-000
Cooeyol .........................,
aa
Class &Corrigan, (bin Bern
}
Culleobone......................., .............0300 Pangier, Itsq., Nanoni
do
......................
:oao W. F. Iluelionan,Caollereogh
......................
do
nasa Allison & Co., \Viiidtdee
)iodgee
l
A. A. Co., Liverpool Plains
oeeyal ........................
4000 Cliff, Req., ]ireoza
I
Bon,bir, ...................................{ 2417
C, 31', Lawson; Prenner
Reedy Crook
1704 iredale & Co., Liverpool Plains
do
0630 J. Arnold, blocky Creole
Cnllenlsone ...... ... .................
2380 B. G. Iligeln, Castleringli
Gulgong
gao Clark, Counoedalo
Ciooeyal ...... . .... . ... ...... ........, .........to 1. B. Macanob, Gurley
do
noao York & Co.. No000i
132940

1 January on
m6
32
Februitry a
4
g
No
J. W Jonee Nsrrobri
Pililga. sudivaigett. '

,,
,,

12
04

cook
Tarriaro .... . ....................
Narrabri
do
7
do
9
06
do
Bana
nbah
17
do
)F,inl's Creek
28

March

Narnibri .........................Nani'abri
0340
do
1300
eta
ooloo
do
, ...........1930
do
:doo
Billyeena ................ ......
ayo
Maul's Creek
346
do
,............na
do
700
Narribri ...... .................... .,
0400
.....................................a8
.
do

::::'::

,..........

6onc,
2700

0620
............
7800
, ...........oGoo
o800
25

10

B. Viekery, Ettgerov
do
B. Viekery, Icowley
M'Clung & Co., Currawllllngl,i
,Ies. Duff, l'ian Gobble
3'. it. Ccx, iSlUyerena
J. Cnrter, MauL's Creek
II. .Drultt,
do,
Jas. Esther, do.
3. B, Maeansh, Gurloy
B. Viekery. Edgerol
LCLoyd,cooiah
W, Pine Li Co., Taniaro
F., Vlckery, Edgerol
T. B. Manansb, (lorley
28.28. 55. & II. Coy., 3lillle North
E. Victory, Bdgeroi
.1. 0. Lloyd, Ilsnionhah North
1'. MOlnnity, btonanbn]i
13'. Driver. 3laul'e Creek

75:-;
21.
I

Nau,p of Ti,
or
- anl34511irl.

I
Pate.

I '!iei:e of In spec lion.

Nienil or
of Sheep
Lao ieeteel.

Sheep District,

N:iii ie and All rose of Owner.

F
1
s_i len Quinn .................... aTrabri
3000 T. Ii. B. TI ng'u, S U ncJaIs
li,taubah
15 B. BaIl,
''
.....................
tie
Ii,
6 . J. ICotlell,
do
4000 J. V. lloyd,
In
19 Narrabrl
4a B. Vlckery, Nowlet
A prO
z Terriaeo ....................................
g000
to.
Bhirliursat c
Poiar N,irrabrs
1. & S. Eelcforj, Mallarawaa'
1511
do
3500 J. & P. Cooper. Bogoouil.ti
(Iurley
l'oint
350 .1. Whitto,,, Wi'ti Was
7
Ti Xarriibri
z5ce IT. Viekor3, Belgerol
13
do
120 G. (best. NI,rratir,
cia
ii. 3'. IT irley. butcher
do
S. .Aticlle,
do
TI 1
2
ito
.......... ...........
I
1400 E. \'iekers', Eilgeroi
do
Ob4ei .1. 13.TfaeliIeiI.G,tI'Iey
2 .................
...........
..
I
IS Tarriaro
.
isee Danger Bros.. O'Mtaroi
..InI0
2 near Narraurt ..............
15020 \'. Jdoxeom, Flatt,ottom
..
3 (TaIaI hero] 110,11
30 I \'. .'Io nell, C ilatlisral ltoa it
s Isooheurral
19000 Moody liro., 'J'ntudona
oo U. Loiter, Sterelt
7 Merah ...........................
...........
TI Jfitolholiibo .......................
10 T. & II. 11111, Yarranbali
Ilui,glegulty ...................
.............sloe Evans Bras., Bit uglegil lie
............
2100 5 riontal Ilaitle, Q titci,slo.nil
9 K ilmnr,'
.
................. a,,
1053 (1. Day, Coghill
II Coglisli
12 (loonali ........................ I
Soo lioloirteon & Ryan. Ceoonahi
..
aS Norfolk
530
& Ib. EILtlier, Norfolk
Isnoadjeater
.
3240
Battier, llroadwaler
.
29 Coorna
£205 J). M. Fraser. 000tna
15
3000 'rang & Co., Pallel
I
2!
Farrabri
1203 G. Loder, Jterah
23 Near Sliorrabri
4205' .1, 33. Clirietlan & Co., Walliallow
25 Ofoltey ........................I
.2320 .1. Fletcher, Wee WaIL
Angost
3300 J. B. Christian, Walballos,
17 Narrabri
"
a! Jeirlcargo .....................I
...........t
35 .1, (rowley, lelroargo
24 (.Oiengra........................................
2 .1. iioreley, Goaliers
Sfollev .......................................
2500 J. Fletcher, Wee Voa
31 NtarWal'ett
5000 C. TV. Doyle, Wolgott
St'ptetnbor g Near Wei, Waa ............... j
gao .1, TOFarland, Wee Woo
.,
Narrab.. ...... ...... ...........4
21000 (5. Slianahaia 4d Je'niings, Ii arrawitla
........................I
do
23i22
S. Fletcher, Wee Waa
I
II Coon,:, ........................................
1300 J. Sr. }'razer, Ceonia
(lien Quinn
2300 Mostly Bros., Tnludona
17 Narral,ri ......................
aloe
do
do
,..........
20
eta
............
6030 T. E. (hristian, Walbohlons
202000It, Ienue, & Eatlaer, Breeza
,,,,,,,r
23 ...........................
I2300 Slely
oi Bros., Pulastorta
O.2toioer
2 Gal latheral
J.71' Tutosh, Queensland
zc
.
Itoggy C,'ek ...................
30 11. TiXeuzie, Ilogy Creek
Iteeety Hole
aoso S. & J. Eckford, B allawarray
Wattaraway
1200 Gilebnist, Watt, & (to., l)ault to
..................
Glen
Quinn
,..........
2300 Moiety llros., Pitludona
7
do
do
do
:ao
do
do
3700
9 Narrabri
12 Jlroadwoter
i
20 TV. Milno'r, IIcoadneater
...........
ioo 000dyer Bros. Baanbah
.
Baanbah .....................I
13 licnriendi .. ............ ... ...
.,.........
2500 ii. Ic. 15. Bather, lTsurieutti
b.
.... ......... . .......I
1200 'rlus. Baltic r, Tarrawol'
llaanbali ......................
,
3200 X. Clnristiun &Co., W'allialtow
14
do
2470 B, "iris & Co.. 'l'arriare
30 Narrabri ............ ... .....
1741 P. & A. 1101, Tarralibah
2 ........................1300 A. S. Doyle, Kilt trnn'
as
tt&i
.,.......,
3oeo Bucknell Bro., Yisrrawan
November 10
do
......,....,,.,
1633 J. A inidle, Rocky Criek
12
mb...................................
So T. & A. 11111, Yarraithali
do
1374 .1, 3). Tineamoph, Gurloy
is
etim
itsoa S. & S. Doyle. lboktra
I
20
do
.LF.&bl.Wl,ite,Buudo
1874.
Mt rob
21
3!

Ni). a4osiititi 'oil.

I

........................
......£
..................

.................. ......

J. W. jotip,. Nnrral,ni,
lit li-a and W'nt'ott.

...........

I

.

039223
Pramicie Ss'oo.e, Ke:mm peer
( .1anuary 15 C tenugi........................ lent )racqti a
20 3[oo nt Ileanant ............,
8 C. Syde'ntiaslm, \i':ir iii,,,
February 16 N allis Null
II. it awer.N nIl a Nut iii
13 Wi, rineton ..................................
3. Warne, \Varnctomc
28 X"ur1ieey
S. Bonbon, Xeenpeey
Mareh
.....................
do
do
to
............
9
17 Elsinoro ....................................
tea Richard Sole, 111cm ore
April
20 Kem1stey ........................
S Doolan, Rempery
21 lerederickton ............................
11
6 C,. Cooper, Frederie',kto:m
Slay
8 lcempaey
4 .1. Doolan, Nernpsey
22 Won Heel- ..................................
3So C. Kemp, Ci ton bock
...............................
3 UIhC
Frederlektou
4
s Cl. Cooper, Fredcriekton
Sloe.
,,
23
...............................6
do
do
do
July
18 holland's Plains ......... ...............I
IS \V. Walters, blolleande 11am,
25 Ctennroe .....................................6 0. Tingeo,
mlie
Illeaoroe
Augitit :1 Xcmpeey ..................................6 J. Pools,,, Rempsey
24 ElsInore ................. .... .....
...... ....
so Rieliarel bole, Elsinenc
September12 Macbray Itirer ...............................
J. Dooban, itesuptey
22 OlelIngie ........................
3o F. Scott, Glenugie
October
8 3100111 1'Ieaeani
8 C. Syelenitaon, Warneton
10 Yarrabandi,ai ............................. S. Chests, tarrabandimil
November 2 Macicay RIver ...........................
IV Robertson, lCeumpeey
a W.
20 Moonatba ...................................
8 IT. Davis, Green little
I, December 9 3l aeleay Pirer ................,
so IV. ]burnt, iceollisey
..

'l

No. 25.
Joho Puac, Pert
'tw irls.

Total

(

January

3
4

Siugletou ...................... Stnglctou
do....................
..
Aghton
.......................
,,
Uarensworth

So. iii.
,,

B. Albeit, Singleton

February

March

a55

........I

.........................

a5000Eliza Rnsmebl.

}

as
19
24

Jerry's Plains
1500
Carrington
1300
JTarnl.efleld .....................
480
Wadsworth ....................
430
Arebifield ......................
350
Clsarlten .........................
,,
700
llulger
100°
Doolern
5000
Neotoflold......................
.,
44(blendbreok
oo
Tea1rea
1500
}'orcltricl, .....................
.......
150
.'
Belford ............... ...........................go
Newfrougl,
1000

o
6
21
23
37
3
7

John Dines, Singleton

do
.29 J. flaIllie,
630 J. Maclain, Camberweit

J

'0
16

H

703

It. Prindell's, 000rnoo 00011,0
316. 1'nruell, Neneeaetto
.1. ic. Bowman, Jerry's Plaiji.
J. SquIres, Wnrkwortlm
Sir. Cl. P. Bowman, Siugletou
Alfred Cobe,rott,
do
B. . M'A11,ln'a, W'ankswortli
B'. Collone, Siogleteli
1%'. 3. Dangar, Neotsfleld
Win. Rudruge, Olondbrook
Ceo. Brooks, Thn'tree
J. fluilar, Fordoeieh
31.0. Yeonm,aue, B'. Sfaittand
3, C. S. Sf'IJoomill, Singleton

-

756
22
it aloe of Inspector
anti District.

N-o. 26—conhinsirrt

Pla

Dale.

(

F. Al fool, Sintleton .......

o84.
March

of inspection.

Number
of Sheep
Inspected.

Sheep Diotriet.

Name and Addnlss of Owner.

I

Bareona .........................ingletoti ........
o A A. 1)angar, Siugleton
Minambab .......................
B. A. hold,
do
Strachaii .......................
dco 5. Bowman. lorry's Ptni,i,
Siogleton
loon bun Ilownian,
do
is Warlowortit
io A. Moore, Singleton
21 Singleton ...... ................
J. Christian & Co., )forpetl,
,,
24 .lcrrvb Plains ................
,
2000 C oergia Loader, .AlThev Green
26
do
0000 .i.3leElhone, Sydney
April
2
dO
1300 It. l'rinelale, Coorno C.00mo
.........
,
do
S
900 P Price, mdli Crock
03 \Vomln,
oSo .r. hiopklne, Wonibo
,to
- .......
\V. J)nrhodn, Warkwort-Ii
ion
i5 .Jeiwys 1101,1;
15 Richard Hurleiv, ,ierry'e Plain
do
19
2on, J. 3fei [hone, Sydney
21 Clifford
I.
So S. ii. 1)1gb 5. Singloton
24 Bttlriew
F.....Aleorn. Singleton
07 Chain of Fond'
600 J. Wittine, Chain of I'oiloi°
29 .lorryb Flame
'20 I. Ileolnoasi .1 erry's Fini
I
May
Kelso
,1, .M'Donnelt, Icalno
t ockiando
S (iaklanol ........................................ A. Soufl,
I :oo
.1. II ronnie, itloe.qeiarie I'l;o
9 Singletoil
it I'Iaehett
302 W. l'earer, .lerrys Plniiis
'llfld
2 MOLiC01I i)ieii
20 .1, Brown, Singlotnn
0200 0. T. Loder, do
7 Wylie Flat
flarli on ... ... ...............
Gao Alfred Colocroft do
linIgc ...... ... ...... ..................... ... ....
000n
\V. C. 3fAI pisi, Ilnlgna
11 .1 orrrs Plainq
2903 It. lOom y, Sydney
15 Matson I ion
300 J. ]trosrne, Singleton
let Mary Vale
1503 blue Altfortt, Ifaryvioli
22 (]oorri nrC
}1.Joyd. J'ai'iael I, Ncwca'I Ii'
16 llodmonb orry
300 T. It. 110w; Sinaleton
.InI)
yn It. IloMen. Jerry's Plailin
5 Itnlboink
to 3!enain hal.......................
Gao tO......000ttls. .51011 an, nh
It
Xirktoit .... .............. .........
.........
....
ba,;,i, Bro° lsran'e Inn
15 Pockrn .......................................
to
3000 57. cothine,
19 .Ierry'oh' lou
31° .10. A Icoru. Jerrys I'I allis
23
In
do
40 llonn' York.
August.
1
Red1inak 11111
703 S. Jlerwin, bedpost liii'
ooce Siaieou Sitnone, toorroinellola
7 ()oi'r;ongont
S
dci
do
tion W. Jlrooker,
12 Ciloniaiee Creek
'oo J. Noble. Canibenrell
.....................
Dnlwirh
130 .1. boyle. i)ulwiclt
05 terry's 'lain,
.5 31eEtlioiI,,, Sydney
I ti loran7'
200 W. Ellis. (Jakrongo, a erry's .P.ange
September 4 Bridreni, 0
2000 (1. L. Letlahi'i,lre. Tidd2eittt, Ii
$Stt'.Itoii
300) C. hotter, Abbey Oree,,
II (2lnreuield .........................
.........
gao .1. WItib", 3'idinootassir
14 Skell a r tar
.........
30 W. Iowman, Skelartar
................
n'
05 Muoslibren
700 F. liowband. Sf now euitronk
aS Negoto .................. ......................
i300 .5. II. Oox,N eoa. do
19 Oakland
'
403 A. liowanait. Singleton
25 Singleton
sao 3. Christian k Co.. Slorlielli
tbetol,er
.....
Reined I. Jingi:, id
3 llavene tyortli ...............................
Itoeleberry
...............
.....
..................
steno, Jlranxtoli
7
ID . iIoekl.i ...........................
.,
B'. l'e,luiiis.Singleliiu
1020
t
Jerry's Plain e
303 Jt. Alcorn, Terry's Plain,
der
303 .1. It. Ihrnwnc, Sydney
do
'...........
40 II. lurk, berry's ['bilno
23 I'tinplierwe]l ..................
W..I,3)angar,N..otsfli.iil
,
N ovi.m her 2 Il'ark worth
900 A. 3 kunro, Singleton
Bogy
Flat
......................
'
2000 3, Glass.
Ic
7
,,
10) .tlior'rhIle
Gao )ohn .lford, 'Jerry's Vial115
17 Neotofleld
on A. A. Danear, Neotofield
20 ltridgemaie ...................
(Too O.L. 'Loll' h,ri'tge. ilrid,reim, 1
23 W'arkwortli ..................
..........I
J35 Win. lloI,dlen, W;erkworlh
07 lorry's l'laino ...... ....... ...............
7. 3I't12l110n0. Sydney
December x Singleton .................................,I
11° .1 olin Diner, Singlet' Ii
tilenridilliag
SI
I
403 J. A. l"nyeett. tilenridding
.
9 Myrtle Plato..............................
235 ' A. J1..Tol,00ton, ForIwlel,
12 Arehifiold
430 C. P. Jlowrraotn, Arehilelil
26 lorry's P alit,................
............,
G. Loeter.Siugleton
19 W'a rkwnrth, ..................I
.,
32 15'. Twhstrani, \V;Lrkwori Ii
27 Jerry's Pt1IllS
r
3. Oltess. Singleton
7
to
13
e6

I

.1 anlaary ag
23
J'elirnary

6
9

12

20

March

27
6
7
In
16

ig

No, 27.
Ci, S.

Yen, Sydney

,,
April
.,

20

23
2

6
10

11
13
15
24
27

30

May

11

4
5
7

9

38

Sydney ......................... Sydney
248 Wilson Bros., Ytoikn
do '
...
30 C. Maiden, Sydney
...
,
do
. T mia
87 J. Ilurburyasan
IFolnohush
1503 C..;L Pitt. agent., Sydney
Syoletoy
io Iriss Clarke, Gnnnondady
to
I'u[ty. T,nmmaia
78
do
70
.Dawsnn, agent, Sydney
Ilornebuoui
1240 Ilarri,nn, Jooas, & Petit ii. Sydney
Sydney
7 . 1. & JO. hone,,, Slndge,t
'
24 ' (0. F. Want. Sydney
do ...........................
Farrainatta
3)00 C. 30. PItt, agent, do
(lenteo ..................... ....... I'ictot,
51. Iltr.pntde.lo, Cleteler
3'
(Irielton Park ......................................140 W. Pieeley, Orlelton Poa'k
Cliflon ................................
540 10,3nnis.
!' J
Pleton
Syci w.v ........................ .ey
Sydn
"Windsor Cn,tle'
lloneobosh ......................, ..........
70 T. Daweon, Sydney
......................
do
, ............248 Wilson liros., Yanko
Sydney .........................
....12 If. Moore, Sydney
Olacquane Fields
2000 '1%'. P. Gordon, Maa1narie hells
Jio,nebu.,h .................. ....
'
1200 harrison. Jones, & Berlin, Sy,lney
Sydney
19 C, Gill, t'rall'e
Jlnmebush ...... ................
.,
x500 U. M. Pitt, agent. Sydni'
Sydney .........................
'
25 (3. Petty, Tasaitaltia
do
14 It. hiurbairy,
do
'to ........ . ................, .. .
6 ii. Dawbin. Victoria
ole . ... .................. .
,
ii Rotten, latlnrs t
do
w, Maxwell, Appin
do
IS J. Ilamsay, Nasa
she .........................
, ...........
in W. Dnmaresq, Scone
do
To W. Bowanan, Muewellbrook
b
t
14 T. fiekiter, Camden
do ....................................,
6 lv. motley. Narellaaa
Allandabo .....................I
too Messrs. York & Co.. Sydney
'.
I)obrnyd
12
3. Itamatey, 'laos
TIoo,ehaash
J. York & Co.. Sydney
do
1403
.3.
At. l'itt,
do
N.
Sydney ........................
,.........
3 CaptaIn Sayer, do
IlonLehueh ............... ......
'
3 3, Jlnrton, Walterswan
...........
I
.................................
do
1280 G.M. I'itt., Sydney
Annluao[aI. ...... ..... ... .......
, ..........
1040 York & Co., do
Ibomel,eish, ......................
,.
890 hlarrise,i.Jones. & Deylin, Sydney

75?

Nanso of litepeetor
and fliatriet.

sit,'.

i'laco of lilsIlectiol,.

'874.
Slay
20

2<t,. 27eLiitiji ted.

26
Jtiiii. 8
'5
22
25
30
Yuly

I

9
71

is

20
Aiigoit

30
3
6
i0

13
17

Ii. 15. too. yeliiey.

22
25
29
Seliteallier 7
54
r6
24
Oetolser 5
9
10

e6
'9
27
33'
Novei,ibrr 5
'ci
11
'9
23
II ur.siiiber

14
21

Si ee. lileiriet. Iofsheep

o .
Syley
. litton
Senag o
LH
byiovd,e,i,leebyin ah ........................................... Sydney......

N:,rne and Addres, of Owner.

39
a
Lkerp,ol
340
, Sleaanlo
g
190 N. lorbory, Tasmnia
42 If. Sl9vov, Sydney
do ........................
2 (2aptain.
do
.,
do ........................
294 .1 .3F.4iister, JAeI,ia,a River
do....................................
236
do
do
Homebusla
14& lb SI. Jilt, agent, Sydney
Sydney ........................
6 CaptaIn.
, do
Ilornebush
,,co Harrison, Jon, & Dcviii,, Sydney
l'etersl,an,
760 York & Co., Sydney
iTo,00hnsh
do
o SFAlister,
Sydney
.
,..........
do
4 Captain,
IT amobuslo ......................
,..........
1240 G. 31. Pitt,
do
Sydney
149 .1. .9Iorpi,y,
do
ilomebuth
1040 G. ii. Pitt.
to
Sydney .........................
,.........
,5
J. Stnrjtv,
do
do
2 Captain,
do
flon,ebnsh
970 York & Co.,
do
do
530 MAliotor,
do
ltai,dwieic
42 3<. W.Kvov,
do
1-lomeb ccl,
1270 Qui,alan
omebouub
Sydney ............................
p
3 I Caplcia,, Sydney
,
do
Clibborn, Agent, Sydi,ey
,....
do
276 . Rospell & Shaw, Hay
do
4 Captain. Sydney
do
do
do
6
,....
do
136 Clark Bros.. Tasmania
JIoa,obnsl, .................................
1270 ' 0. 1. Pitt, Sydney
Sydney
44 W. ('lark,,do
,In
..........416 Arnistroag, Stanmom
,
Rand wick
103 Si 'jeers. Clarke & Co., Sy,inrr
II cobb lack
11" rrisoii. Jones, & Dcviii,, Ny,! 'sty
gb
do
.:00 G. SI. Pitt. Sydney
,..........
Liver1,001 .........................
50 .11. Slarsdei,. Liverpool
31aei1uarie Yields ............ ............
....
W. P. Gordon. 3lalarie
u, Fields
Sydney
g Si on- & Co.. SviIney
do
ii aide,,, I till. &. Co., Sydney
101nebtish
946
do
do
do
.1. Sritggie, iloineboel,
,
Sydney
2 .1. Alford. Sydney
Sraninnrie FisTd' .............................1. Gorilon, M;ieqtiarie Yield.'
I Iooiei ci is] i...... ......... .... ..
,..........
1290
SI. Pitt, Svdiaer
Can,1,bciltowi, ................ 19,-ion
27 i. Jirnnnoosid, C:iii,plii'Iilown
di
bL pin,,
do
3 , it. (ob
do
do
,..........a 'iT. Clii 'pendaie,
flantlwii'k..................... S vdiiey ...
353 'I'. lleoitlerson, Sydney
Ilbnsi,
omr
do
4-5 Mod & Co.,
Sydney
279 Ii. 31;0den,
do
do
6 j Captain,
do
Canajierdi,wn
940 York .tc Walsl,,Ca niluerdow
lioiiieliut ii
,-xlelG. Si.. Pitt. Svdiioy
Narelian ......................... Sicton ..............
270 I W. Finley. icaretian
(;ie,,Tee ...............................................7400 P. }'itziratriek, Gienlre
ilonrebusi, ..................... yd,,ey...............
C,, r pill, Sythity
iii
970,. Seilliva,, & Si l"°°', Sy etiii'y

..

.... --- .............

60

... .........

..
........ .. ......................

49888.
ianu,aey 9

April
Slay

30
3
15
29
2

3
6
20
20

16
No. 8.

Tuna

IT. D. Unto, 'lamwortl,

9

20
JLIIy
8
18
Auu,uesS 3
4
8

is

Septezilber 5
October
23

Nave,,, icr 29
11

ficeonal er 5
iS

.1 itiLnilly

12
13

17
2lo. 29.
C. .1. Brent 'all. SVagga
iVisgga.

I

19
23
24
26
31
}'obroary 4
6

7

'l'iuinurortli .........I

68 It. Di,,es. Talooiaa, Warialda
Ilook,
ea T. Ii. Reynolds, Mooki, 19,,o Ridge
.
525 tue or! Ii
,............gao A. Loder. Colic,' Crook, Si urrureindi
terra C r,','lc
sado A. A. Adams, I;ineroi, flingera
U tossed au
19oo 'i's. Slevel, SIllier's Crook, B nrr,i rundi
Taniwer lii ......... ... ...... ... I
. ici,,, 1.00th,
do
740Stall, c'w H ill, SI uillft
Carroll .......................................
i8co is'. & J. flight, Yetina,,, 3V,,riiiida
(4,inaedali .....................
1402 Messrs. I'oyie, Wttylaui. Mont'
Goannible
oo T. Ti. B. B 'gee, tislsorne, Uonnodah
Tanaworlia .....................
II, Goelbolt, Carroll
; ..........I
Carroll
g4w Peel River L. & 31. Co., Stint,,, icarrabri
Tamsrorlh
3070 if. ,l. Danger, Neoleliold, Singleton
Qnlrindl .................. .... .. i
6co John 3t'I)oiaald, W'aliabadaio
...........'
Qnipoliy
Gos .1ohn lirowia, Singic'toiL
'ra ino't ri Ii ...... ............ ....
.........
,
a Wi'. lIrowlity, C!olilooditi i
Sl'ollo,nal ....................'
r3r.2 A. ii. IliLtIlild. choanoesi,,l,
do
lonO
do
do
Artfeeltl, U 'tuintelal'
400 . T. A.. Johnson,
to
,.........
Beetivo...........................I
r000 A. It. Il neinli n, Senuerion
Clay Holes, (3 ,ui,nedali ...rioo Thea, beatI, Cuarrabnbuii,,
Waihalioov
Son . Cltii4iau & Co.. Qnirindi
...........j
do,
.... . ........ .. ...i
do
'10
5700
Cnnnedai,
1950 iVililam Cl,rjstian, Tonterlicid
...............3 Flirt & Jeinnie, Spring Ridge, Quinndi
4 31 lIon, itlnenidge .........i
Carroll C .........................
taco- firnigar lime., Yailarol, Wariaid;t
Q Lnriii di
503 loIn, ('ainjilieli, Yarraman
Sloeki ......................................... . 'F. L. .hii'yn olds, Monici, l'ino Ridge
... ...... , 2,33 i G. odor. Abbey Greeai, Slngh.,iii,
llreez ......... ......... ... .........
Cnrrnb,,boio
2000 A. A. Adams. Cinerol, Warialda.
Quirincli ...................................
1220 T. B. Reynolds, Sloolti, Pine Ridge
Pine Ridge
'
ii5oo ja Seiville, SIilber'e Creek. ?ilurroarnnd,
...........j
Carroll ... ............ ............
1030 G. Farquerson, Cueleadi, Manilia
Bannable .....................
987 T. L. Reynolds, Pine Ridge
Qnipoliy ............. ..........
5. .3< lirown, Singleton
'l'imba,olier
5000 Scott, & Connell, Walelia
Cally Credo
15 .101111 Cliii, Sloonhie
..........
1700 Vincent Willianis, Uoenabarabr,nt
Kangaroo Cree'le, WaIte
baud,.
Bramble Creel, Qairindi
, ... 1041 A. Ii Doyle, Rillarsey, Nnrrab, 1
Qoirindi ......300 Sparkr & Ilnii'hinge.iveeland, line Ridge
Pine ledge
346 dcliii L. Macdonald, \Vnliabadftl,
Co.,Creek .....................
8700 Cliii line., Bnee'zn.
do
dci
2400
In

....... .. .... ...........
................ ...

Penu,ni gaieni,:e ................ Wagga. ii'agga
3300 it. J. Cilnian, Slitbigotig
dimly t2nmly...............
,............7800 (3. Smith, Wagga Wagga
Tongal ........................................8000 .5. Ilolloway, Tooyal
Bnekenhoi.... ................ .Narsonderte
a.
000 1,' Jenkisie, Bnrkenhong
lance............................ iViegga li'agg;e .....
'a000 A. 0. GilletI. Bnddigoner
]'oanu1igiilnna ...............
3500 N. Norman, Tumot
,
Slittagon,
4900 J. C. Itsynolds, Hay
Narrando,, .................. Yarandera
26000 A. Jiilett, Buddigouer
Por.n,ingilasuia............... 'Ca'."1 Wagga
en.
Si. O'Shanasaoy, Stoine
Gunil Ouwly ...............
.,
53co Ii, Craig, Srolongla
,
..........
.1,
701.1
Einm,gai,,Ia ... ................
Itinnel, Ceosabec

75w
24
Name of TnpecIor
and Diatnet.

Date,

Place of inspection.
.

1874.
Feljrnavv

No. :9—ro,fli,, 'eel.

hlreutnall. l%',,gg't 2
l%'agga.

Nuniber
of Sheds
1,, spected.

Name and Address of Owner.

(tart............................... Waggi, iVoggri
2700
E,nn,igamia
14020
Gobbagminb1in ...............I
4000
do
Gcco
Sandy Creek ...................
a7uo
......Eo
.
O'Brien'; Creel' ............... .......
.........
ilerryjury
r ......................
..
2300
'mingalar
o
la ........................ ....
t:cc

Sl0deC'O '5, 31 Ii, lyre, Omi ta
W. 1 )ougle,ss, Q nee,,slantt
31. So.wycr, Nawitoug
F. .1 emikine, Nunss
ge
R.C. Fear's. Sandy Creek
Xliii & Co., Wnggawagg,,
SInai
J. bite], lie.rry Jerry
7
W.])ntigla;s. Ilneenhlanil
F. }tellyOn. lily
(16
500)
TI
ad C tunly Gmnlv
55co N, Norman, )tala,,gl:i
j
m ninrna ................
27 J'oxne
o, holmes, White, & Co.. i3,,neline
,.
TI ,oioson & Doubleday, Lar hilats
..
31 Ooi,baginnb'lin ................
.,
6
April
r canoe .... . ...................... ..............
200) C. l'oarron. Forbes
14500 hI. Gilbert, Darling
4 Shangopiab
60cc J. A. Dallas, Steeool ('reek
S Gumly Gummy
Sandy Creek ...................
. A. DIII'S, iCildary
,,
3. Janice', Narraburr,,#
co Ennamareenyato
4000
1
(lii n,iw Gumiy ................
,..1200 'i'i,oniae limo., )larrs.
1°
IS. I rilloacay, Tong,,!
14
,..,..,
tS000
13 ITomingatarna ............... f
1000 . R. II, Poberts, Yarramoeler,,
3
i8 Gobbagomblito ......,.,......,
,........ Saoo serlin & Suns, Ganna,e
20 O'Brien's Creek
i 7000 E. holloway. Toogni
23 Eunonareenyaht
4000 T. Fennel, I,'owabee
35 Mittagong
cco , R. lick; ter,Alhnry
27 Enna,i,,ree,,valc
, Uciceom, YLIgogriIi
2000
I P. I 'lion
29 lint,' ly C only ................
rke, Bok're
,
3. Siarnr ............................
,...........3500 J'. i),,vi,, Naradhan
.Mav
2 Sittngopith ......................
I
J.
A.
JSallaA
Xildarv
dccc
, ..........
............
3980 .. Minis, Atbury
j Sandy Creek ..................,
...........
700 .T. 3Inlb,olland, Our,,
3 , lStmnonnreeuynit
Yore1, Wogga W,,gga,,,
35152 Ii. C. Pearson, Sandy Creek
,.......
3 I clove
moo .1, 3! Imlhollanet. OI1r%
_
J. mid, Morribrha
I C nmly 0 omly
.........'
II. Sl,Lg, lleramhuia
It . Moran ........................... ...---12 (mm. .............................. .............
.1, C. (illma,m, 3fittagollg
15 ' (iregar,Ion ....................
.........
2052 C. Ikoant, Slittogong
18 3 'o,ningnla run ._
4200 1, 10am'. Nor adhini
19 .Junee North
.,
5700 J. 3ieitin, Beeehwnrth
do
..................
6eeo .1, iceai,o, Narraburria
.........
31 CeImly Wit,,my ...............
.,.......,.
700 Ingram & ELliott, hook hub
16 Gobbngu,nbliim ...............
33cc J. Chishohn, Bland
.,
iluinly Gumly ........,.....,
37
.,
22000 J. Le,mrmoneh, Groongal
39
Junee ......,....................
W. Iiouglaee, Omacenslamiel
.,
a a'
30 Sandy Cr,,,, e.................
..,.,..,
Soo J. Mitlhoiland, Our:c
.1 one
.,
Ooo B. (7111,, ii' e A ibu ry
3 J',,miugalarn,e .........,,,...
ohon U. ii. ItoI,erts, N,, rand Cr:'
5 Ihu Ilonareenyahi ,,,,,,,,,,,.
......,
soeo llolt,mee, Whioo,&Co., llnitIi,te
9 CcmntlyCun,ly '''I
13 lvnllace Town
..
N. 31 ulkolland, Onra
17 loningn1arna ......,,,,.,,..
,,
22000 l%'. Dough,;.,. Queenslin'l
,.
22 Colombo
l'raoa
.........
I. liudd, Cuiomloo
,,
27 NaIl, Junee ................... Wage,, liagge
aa B. hilverton, North Junee
July
7 North lvaega Wagga.,.
650 .T.JeideinS, Cowab00
to }Snnonareoayaim
1
R. M'hntyre. ]innonareenyahi
1
110311 and Jhammcu,, 3(o,,nl,t'la
'Ituitom,
........................
.,
2000
3
14
1
Oobbagnml,Iiee ...............
12304 Dance & Co., Gamsen
33 l'omingalar,c,, ,,,.........,.,
620 .T. reiCh,, Berry 3 city
7 Sandy Creek ..... .............
„"''"'"'3000 .1. Ratio, l'nUiooj,
24 l'ontingalarn, ................
3000 .1. Davidson, Our.,
25 North l%'agea \Va0010
.,
33. A. Staeartney, Mondanditma
27
Wantabadgury..................
5cc J. 3i,tvly, Aludgee
30 Berry Terry ...................
,,
5000 J. Leitch, Berry Jerry
August
,,
5000 fl.3L'lntyre, E000uarceliyi,lt
3 i'otutngalamaa ................
4 Sand y Creek .........,,,......
2000 It. I. (oilman, 3tittage',,g
8 lotlilitgatar,,a
.............reB R. 31'Iutyre, Ennona reel, ye ii
............................
II juhiec
3164 A. S. Lewis, Kaimaly
14 Onra
2700 G. Sfuml,uU.and, Oura
19 FonainlMamna .. .......... ....
1050 It. M'Tntyit, Jivao,iaree,iyala
,
21 Alfreel"Pown
3437 G. tulholhand, (turn
.16 Gomoloagumblin ... .............
.,
jno U. Smith, Mittagong
Septeniber I Jun,'e ..,........................
geoo 1. Itoi,ert,nn, flogeon Ulcer
dci '':'"'""'”
.'...'
1497 0. 31 ulholland, (Jura
North B egga II':gg:c
..
a600 I'. lIngers. .4lfre,1 Town
S i'uflitop .........................
.,
0000 35. & A. We,dI', ]',tllilop
G000 C. Fcigi,ehtll, It uled.'n'r:nieL
16 Gregardco ....,................
u
.'.'''"'
3)20 (t Brown, Seittagong
19 North 'W'ogga Wagga
.,......,
ona A. J. Lewis, Naim
21 Alfred Ton ...................
..
doe W. Jones, Nyamba Creek
23 0rardoo ........ ............ '
1100 I. Jones, Aibory
26 North, l%'agga Wagga
-6. A. J. howl,,, Nair:,
Orte,ber aa Gummy Gummy ................
Petersen and Sargond, Tarrutt a
,,
15 l'onnt,gaha In'., .,..,.,.,.,,...I
32100 G. Stnit h, .Jimatoiag
27
do
It.
31'3,,tym'e, Eunnam ,Lrcersy,, I,
O
.,
20 (In ra
5. J. Darielj,,,t, 0 nra
........,..
S owe',,, 8cr 3 i'Otulltg,l'Lrn,I
5070 Jones andSmith, I',,rbs's
54cc C. l'ilgeinli, Y:LlgogTlti
4 JimlIionaL'oem,ynh
14
Ne wton Bros , Putt,,
ly
...............
23
cc J. Nxon, Gregreno
a
34
i
,g67 A.1 Beverilge, Wao taba]geo'v
.,
0c52 R. i1n,mti, l'aroo it iver
28 June ..... .......................
30 SIerra ...........................,
Con and ICing, Slangoplal,
g
Decoder
.Jnnoe .....................,.,
.T. David,ntm. Bogat,
c6
14 Gohhagumtoli,,
7.6 'Ii. llayiev. Sludge;
iS Om,ra ...,.......................'
.,
4200 1'. lZo,lgere. Atfrc,i Tow,,
is Ennona: eeae'a]t
1800 L. liv:, ii, Wollandoot
2i (littily Gumly
.,.,
Sscc A. iota,',, ll'agga %V,,ggo
27 Q. l'ossmorn', Toetnani,,
do
do
431 J. Gibson,
:''"'''..
; Otitaly Cumiw .......,....... ,
5100 V. E,lg.'hlIl. liimt,,la,,:,r:,
C,

ix
14
Ig
23
26

C. 7.

' Sheep ])iatriet.

093993
Jan,'ary

No 30.
F. W. iimdley.
and Sloros.

j
1% ariahda4
,

Iebmuary
,,
,,
March

April

Worial',Ia ...................... 'Wnrialdt,&Stoace
'
hangar Bras,. \'allarei
We'II,ona .................. ,,
A. A. Adam,, Cinerni
I'etmau .........................
33300 R. J. Glen twnrth, hToldel,'III
(lootnama .................. ....
Omsenid Ltloxsnnis, Ranger 'Valley
Yallaroi ........................ .
hangar Bros., i'allaroi
'Whtalan
Messrs.
Doyle, Wianlan
17100
Worialda.........................I
M . . Th, Y80mamm
Penn ............... . ........ ...I
Gitchriet, Watt, & Co., Sy,lney
Bognmitth
.1. & M. Cooper, .lhoggan,itdi
ilool,,ra
H. ha jeokin,, Nepean Towers
Gragin
A. & A. Kennedy, Sniertor
Oomn,ona ,
18350 F. & T. Cooper, Boganoildi
(huttysrwanhd,
I. Brown, Siogieto,m
('ohlro,h ............... .. .......,
Sleetro. lJoybe, nlin2ah
Worialda......... ................
A. A. Allan,, Ginemi
,..........'
Ynllaroi ...........................
...........
Dangar Dma, Goetwyok

75.-I

25
Rains of Ins odor
and Dlstre.

Date.

f

No. 30—continued.

P. W Riilley, 1% orinlsla
ond Stereo.

Place of Inspoctlon.

Sheep District,

Number
of Sheep
Inspected.

Name and Address of Owner.

1874.
April
...

Myall Creek ................... Warialda& Morce
L. J. Danga; Neotsfiold
Warialda
l)angar Bros , Gostwyck
Ellersile
I as. Wallace, lillerelie
Bogarneish
Daugar Sires, flostwyok
Crogn
Shoe. Phi fl1s, Gragin
Goondiwindi
F. C. iloweton, Sternodie
Stay ............ . Gournania .......................
Os. Bloxeorno, Rangers Valley
Bogasulidi .......................J. P. Cooper, Tcrrigong
\lungindi
Oriental flank, Sydney
Gragin
31903 J. Coventry, Slielpilo Creek
Mores............................
,
Osw. Istoxonme, Ranger's Valley
June
,., Yallaroi ..........................,
Dassgar Bros., Iloetwyck
Ceoondlwindi
Whitebcail A Co., Clarence River
lrolstepd
207:0 Duncan Anderson. Newetead
l'allal
Messrs. Cousins, Crawilkey
July
... Gonroama ... ......... ...........,
Os. Bloxsooie, Ranger's Valley
Warlalda
Dangar Bros., Gostwyek
liogamlidi .......................
,,,
A. A. Adanie, tiineroi
tlregnn
36340 CIII & Payne, Tonloona
Morso .............................
J. Christian, & Co., Tenlorfield
,
Warlaldn ...... ... ... ... ...... ..
Bangor Bros., Goetwyck
,
Oraln.............................,
Win. Waeeleops, Morden
Morse
J. B. Christian & Co., Wu,lhollouv
\Vm. l'errie & Co., Colledab
I August........Caidrnnrray
Joogainilelt
J. Uhrietiau & Co Tenterilold
,, (ionu,iisviitdi
J. B. Christian, Wollio]lonv
Boolooroo
55540 Shannon &. Jennings, W. Brook
Bogamildi
J. & P. Cooper, Bogannildi
Metre ......................................A. A. Adams, Welbon
Moiroy ..........................
Glass & Corrigan, 3tolroy.
September.,. \%'atlangra
Campbell & Gordon, Inverell
do
Itordon Wauhope, Req.
,,
... Gragin Station
I ingli Gordon, Uragin
.,
... ilyalla......................................F, C. Lainotte
do
Jlalstoaei
H. J. ('.repiswooet do
Ellerelic ..........................,
Tames Wallace do
DOl!lioin
Dennis Lowe
do
'liddle Creek
A. Coventry
des
Culllngeetta Creek
55404 Thos. Phillips
do
(Iragin Creek ...................,,
A. &'. A. Konnedy etc
Olep, I'reirio ....................
'Stephen
Cave
nagh
do
,
Reedy Creek
J. It. 011,5011, Reedy Creek
Waroalda
Dangnr Bros., Gostwyck
Tycamaah
l'oel River Co.. Uoonoo Goonoo
October ... Yarrawnh ...... ....... .. ...... ..
Iieeknell Bros., Yarrawnh
,
Bogamidi
J. & P. Cooper, liogamildi
do
Gill & Payne, Toolooma
Goondiwinplt
(Thas. l'arlsury, Queensland
Gonrnania .......................,...........38451 Os. Bloxso,nr, Ranger's Valley
J. Christian, Tentordetd
Rooiooroo
A. A. Adams, Wetbon
Siovenelser ... Ynllaroi ...........................,
I)nngar Bros., Gostwyck
lallal .................. ..................
Plans. Parseell, Woilbondinga
000ndiwindi
A. IL. Pahner, Brisbano
WarlaleLa
:1951 Gill and l'syne, Toolooma
Grainon ..........................,,
Campbell anti Gordon, Ivanhoe
Os. llloxsome, Rangers Valley
Combadeflo
T. W. Smart, Combadella
December ... SVallangn
e)e.Bloxsome,00nrnama
Yallaroi ............... ... ... .....
Dangar Bros., Gostayck
,
Tooloema
Gill & l'ayno, Toolooma
Cungowaraldi
26894
do
do
Warialela
do
do
Kelly's Gully
do
do
Warialda
do
do
Kunopia
Me2srs. Doyle, Whalan

P.

330723

I

h 0.3!.

I

A. MClymoni, 51 entworth j

Marelo

3

AprIl
Stay
Juno
July

8
IS
9
3
26
28
4

Anoint
October 10
November 5
9
in
11
11

Deeember I
15
ad

9500 Robertson Bros., Wagga Wagga
Chowilla Crossing Place.. Wentaeortli
do
,............7235 ,R. & W. SmIth, Daohlan River
do
,............700 Robertson Bros.. Wagga Wagga
lVontsrorth ....................,...........S000 Henry Millor, Victoria
Chowilla Crossing Place
............4300 I. Dickson, l'enola S. A.
,,
ios D. Cudmoro, Wentworth
do
C,stlioro ... ..................... . S[eni,sdie
320 James Pilo, Wsntworth
Wontworth
Chowilta Crossing Place
M. C. B. Fisher, S. Anstealia
Netley ......
............ .... ...... 3[eni,sdie ...... ..........Joseph Dunn, St onindio
Wontwortlo
Chowilla Crossing l'laee
3950 C. B. Tidier, S. Australia
Wentworth
s S. harris. Wilcannia
do
6 Ii, & IV. Reid. Stonindio
Chosvilla Crossing Place.,
9400 G. Itowkcn, Busigarso
96 John Slope, Wentworlh
do
,,
do
5004! J. White, Boston
do
.............4300 C. B. Fisher, S. Australia
'
5200 W. Duflield & Co., Sleesinelle
do
63589

Jansesry

No. 32.
G. A. Ceovc, Windsor ...

r
3

7
so
s5
17
2!
24
28
30
}ebron ry 2
6
8
.
an
'a
12
16
19
23
s'7
SEarch
2
4
p
10
'a
54

264-D

JCnrrajong ...................... Windsor
ice
Wi,sdsor
7
Btacktown
200
st,,rrir3ong
1705)
Blacktowu ...... ............... ..
ace
,
do
200
llir.hmood ......................
....
......
,
.isoo
Kesrrsjong ......................
1793
,...........
.Winelsor
050
leir.hniond
:re
KurraJ ong
70
Blaejlztow n
5103
Richmond
sb
Kurrajong
a
Romebush
M
do
77
......................
do
1030
Rurrejong
mo
W5est,'rn Road
200
Irs)
do
Blncletosru ...... ........ .... ....
, ...........5415 .
Si. Mary's ......................
, .........5o
Richmond ......................
ace
Western Road
iso
Jlurn'jong
2036
RIchmond
x5ce
Xnrrajoe,g
20
lelchneond ............ ..... ......, ...........
2oo

ICy. Xcwcomin. Belmont
B. Richards, Foirfield
Li. l'ye. Broakfoet Creek
.4. Crnikslia,sk, S[neeivarle
3. IC, Cle.ev.', lllscM own
B. Rye, llre,i,lsfaat Creek
W. Douglas
Siy. Bailoy, Nnopin
J. Dargan, Wisedsor Road
IL & P. itiehnrcleou, Dock Creek
It,Skutlaorpe, IC urrajoueg
J.Ryric, araei1,eareo
flight & Yeon,aue, Stars's. Creolc
L.W. Orr & Co., Garawilla
Sheep that we ro dipped
do
do
A. Roweomen, Icurrajong
Dr. )PlCeey, 3' ine.henl,usry
I. K. Clips,'. Block tow
A. A.Co.,Wsrrah 3. Sievil, Lierrpool Plain,
.1. Sloreisen, St. Mary's
It. Coning. llobartville
W. t.aenb. Greystanee
BIght & Yonmans, Werria
JR Viekery, Edgoroi
T. Winter, Rurrsjong
W. Garling, JLobartvitle

760
26
;,Jns;olctor

BlLn1e1do

No. 3:—continued

f

1874.
March
iS
21
24
26
27
28
31
April
4
9

Nnmls,r
ofshoopt

Sheep District.

[lace of inspection.

Date.

Noino and Address of Owner.

urn

...................... Windsor
retiree, Seven Hills
Seven
3636 it. G. II iggiios, hogan Station
Kurrajong
...
...
Itielsinond ... ----...............
...200 W. Carting llobartvillo
,.
5740 3. lIvers, Trunkey
l(nrrajong
2
Shannon & Jennings, Uonaweoriwa
Itiehinond
1200 York& Co.
Enfold............................
5590
Lawson, Premier
Richmond
Slnnire' ....................................100 J. Snithi, South Creek
250 A. Keweo,lieli, IloIrsiont
Kurrsjei,
0560 A. Towsi, Iloincrak
itlelimond
1540 P. Baton, Ilenigne
........................,
12
do
0400 B. Viekory, EdJeroi
13 liIae.lttown
1700
do
do
14 Western Road ................. ..........
2800 J. Drown, Canoonbar
do
15
so
T
l'eace,
Seven
Hi lls
21 Seven 1111k
788 Ti. Viceery Bderoi
g
23 Richmond
00
M Mnuor
I
ly, Cs sllerengh
29 Kurrsjong
100 IV. Las,il,, Prospect
,,
May
Prospect ...... ............ ......
5o .1, K. Cleeve, Ilungarrihee
7 Wesi.erse Road
200 Ti, Rouse, Rouse hill
It Windsor leonel
E. "T00mTiu, Belmont
14 Kuvrtsjong
50 J. Riley, Mulgon
18 Sluhgna
20 J. Morrieon, St. Mary's
20 St. It ary's
2305 J. SFc)il]lolLe, Wambobie
26 Illnektow,e
0007 J. .1). .\Faeansh, Gurley
27 W,stern Road
A1is,i, Castleroaghi
29 Itie.h,nond ......................
.............Sga
2C
Shannon Jennines Onrrnwarrawa
lone
Knrrajn... .....................
2600 A. A. Co., Warrnh
3 Enllold ........................................
.......
igoo
do
do
,,
2000 hill Brothers, Nnrrnn
5 Rieh,mon,8 ...... ...............
2000 York Welsh, ltogawildi
6
do
2945
Ponder. llendenieor
7 ic n rre,jone
6 J. Black, Wiseman's Ferry
July
3 Wise,nan's Ferry
2700
A.
Cruiclesliank.
Sleequarlo
Knrraj
.......................
7
4000 .1. Murphy, Tandgerry
9 Richmond
2000
l'orlc
Welsh
an l'enrith Road
......
...........
2500 W. Douglass
17 11. Douglass, Eurrsjong
Ti. Vlckel'v, Edgerol
Enfold ........................................
4
2000 31 'buy
Bosnian, -Tall ywait to
it nrrajol
'8 lliel,snond ......................
.............. Sawyer White, Bnndahsllla
a
1793
By.
Bailey,
Canopia
Western
Road
...............
:a
:ona llichardsnn Bros Dude Creek
24 Richmond
axte,
York
Welsh
l'enrilh Road..................
2700
Leslie. Castlereagh
26 hUeS ,nir,n d
2000 Richardson Bros., uuek Creek
do
os
Messrs.
lhlehnrdson,
Aegtiet
F.nflsld
........................................
do
3
York
IveIsh
,.........
4 l'e,iritle Road ...................
1700
Iloliald
Co.,
Nebia
Itiebmonel
8
2974 York
Co.
13 Icurrajong ......................
1720 lhill Bros., Narean
,,
14 Richmond
300 F. Weston, Ilorsela'
,,
29 Western Road ............. ...
400 R. i'ye, 3saelern Creek
Eastern Creek
J. Brkn, Baulkham Ililis
25 Ilanlkham Ilillo
50 J. Dargin, Windsor 11,sad
28 Windsor Road
..........
......................
1C'O
J. leer risen, Sonth Creek
St.
Man's
1
3
1489 J. Seivel, Liverpool Plains
Sm', ': 2 Kurrojong ................. ..............
050
Dr.
StRay, IV. Bead
7 W'estern Road
250 IL Neweosnen, Belmont
20 Kurrajong
90
J. K. Cleeve, Rlaektown
26 IS'estern Road
20 It .Sksithorpe, Knrrajong
20 itureajooc
1500 IV. Slosely, I lnle.iarroll, N ,siisoi
28 llielnnonff
2 r
50 SE. Shepherd, Richmond
In
......................
October
2 J. Kennedy, Bell's Line
Bell's Line
I
8 Western Road ...........................2 5 1. eston, oraley
liesoxs. White, Bando
22 Enfleld
1500
do
do
13 Richmond
2900 J. evel, Liverpool Plains
a
do
50
stall, Pitt Town
ig I'itt Town
20cc' M'Slaslers, Liverpool Plains
21 Enfold
L. Rather, Kurraijoieg
27 knrrajong
7 J. Winter, North Itieliniond
30 North Riebmond
J. K. Cleeve, lhlaektosvn
l)eember 3 hllaektoavn
35
J. Slorrkon, South Creek
7 St. SLory':
Judge 3111'arlane, hloba,'t Villa
35
IbSen
Villa
g
Liverpool Plains
Richmond
J. Crilol,, Non h Richmond
14 Knrrajong
3am) Bnekossll Brothers
a
Boa,.
(flirt l3rothers, Bnrga
'6 Richmond ...
3000 Bucknell Ileutbers
17 Western Road
35 Judge Sularland, hobart Villa
og Richmond
Busby, Cassius
23 Enfold ................
2700 J. Nedale, Liverpool Plains
24 Richmond

,

I

,

.

:

.

.

-

.
.

i

}

,
,
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-

.-

G. A. Cleevo, Windsor

&&

,

-

,

,.

•

,

&

&

,,

.

&

F

- &
&
&&

,

r

-

,
,,,

i% W Il
............................
......................
C..Si
,,...,.,,.,
.. .........
................
10
......................
.,,,
o
......................
, ...........
........................
...............
at
...... ..........
........, . ................
......... - 10 T. II,
...........
11455mw .. ..........
.............
....
,...........
..
,, ............4000
..................
.................
IGoo —
...............
023037

1

8600
28
.................
. ...... .....Quea,ilseyan
Vase ...................
......................................
February
5700
....................................
3000
36
3020
27
1805
.......................................
11
SEarch
a - do ......... ...... .......................{
35
lass Plains
- Mgoo
10
Gsindaroo ...................... Qneanl,,'ynn
200
-2' . Dalton
Yarrowat Creek ................ Yin .....................3020
.............................
agsn
April
4
,,
...................... Queasibeyan
80oo
Slnrrnmbnl, ................... lass .................... 7976
10iig Gssnilsroo
fluisning ... ....................I .....
a 70
lass ................................
, ..........
May
25 Qtie,ushseyan ................... Q,ieniil,eyan
o
27 Cosslsuary
7—
..................' Jflise
10410
lass ............................... floe .... ................ao
ul, . 17ana3 Q,ti'asah.'yan
sb.............................................
Augnst- 13
sIn .............................................42
September S 55t,e,inheyan .................. Queas,boyon
g000
935
so
sIn
1115 CCanlsuary
350
nining ... ...................... )'ass ..................
5600
.....
October ax
do
.........
...........
.,
'
egco
........................ ....... ,, ........ ' 7000
os
3lass
onss' Creek ...................
49oo
141725 1581
......................................... 1300
7000
Luke Oeorg
32 lass...................... ....................276
November 6 Bownii................ .....................
iS lass ............................... ,........., .i:000
January to

20

No. 33
Thomas Turner, lao,

Ginindera ..........
Stsarrnmbidgce
lass
Dalton

A. Cunningham, Lanyon
Mrs. Lsbane, Albury
J. MIsonald, Qneanboyan
Frank llnme, Gunning
Cregg, Bniielwood
B. Hines, lass
A. a[Cullnm, lass
J. Don,elly, Tlywong
J. Buiet, D,Llton
Bayley, Gunning
Donally, Bywong
Tames Ramsey. lass
Frank tome, Gunning
Roper, Wsgga Wsgg,;
rile. arwoolo
Douglass, ('ooma
Thos. Rutledge, Carwoola
Morgan, ngga agga
Barter. laos
it. Potter, sonetagai
Davis, Ginindera
A. Gibbe,Y arr,elnmla
Brooks Wallace, foomo
William Cosae'k,
Thos.
thinning
A. Cnnmnghalal, Lanyon
J. hSt'Donald, Qneanbeyan
Davis, lane
Cooper, Bros., Loke George
Ilnasell Shiesrn, Wagga Woggo
Thomas limes, lass
HInes
do

P.P.
D.
C. Osijo
B.
11. it. ISC 11
W.
&
I3'iyl,'y. loss
0.
it

27
Name of Inspector
and

Date.

Place of Inspection.

Sheep District.

Number
fp
Inspected.

Name and Addrtsa of Owner.

Xo. 3—cositfoteed
TIIOIQII a Tumor, nsa

(

December 2
P

Chain of Ponds ................ Yass ...................845
III OS ...........................................3057
3........................................94
Total

January

Too. 34.

132966

fuiigero ......................... Young .................7
11. D. Campbell
7' arengo ....................................
11000 Church & Hill
I alabasli ...... ................. .
.,
13000 Kelly & Tout
.\loppity ......... ............ ....
,........... 13045 Carlo )l arino
11
Burr.a,uunda, Tray
6952 J. Croaker
a: Cooligong
5000 P. )lntoney
Th ong...........
...... ..........
,.
13 Upper Cooligoug
In. II. Brown
14 Young ..........................
5 llarwang
11000 I. Welman
n
Ilitlbaaok .........................
20000 WIn. 7IIIUnuFJI
17 Jugiong
,.
do
18 lleedy Creek
i5cose J. Lehane
)llllor, .........................................4490 1. T. Carry
19 illalong ... ...... ................
,
21000 II. Itroela
20 .11enalinino ....................
20 Jiitrrowa
Iturrowa
,,
22 ilrouglitonsworth
4500 II. T. It Wotton
23 humbug ..........................
, ...........
20 .1. Prong
24 illirrowa
.,
Burrowa
25 Flshir'a Creek
1300 Chuath & Hills
30 Jfo1upio.y
5129 TIme. 7Iayho
31 ItIck Creek, 1 ong
Li
5720 .1, It. Watt
Felmrulary I iieIaliila
30230 lOu Id II
2 71 ornuganull
13:58 1)310 regor
11
3 17119cr ilelabLila
h000 C. Beyiiolcls
4 Ilurnumunita Troy
6983 I. Croaker
5 Klkianum
7000 1 WIIICII
0 Ilogo lIogolong ................
,
x$000 C 1,1011 BIOs.
9 bliiiilhalttry ......................
,,
21000 W. It. Watt
10
lee
I. Pring
fl
Pananbi II...................................3330 .1 (Tliew
a: Young
,,
Young
15 IJurrangooz Creek
,.........4
G. Beynolds
16 Stouev (reek
.8000 John Allen
13 I Satidiwells
10602 \\'allis Bros.
19 lValli.ilelbsen
81 A. Aluekay
20 4uiiai uglianu Plain
...........
70000 S. K. Salting
:4 Illalo'Ig
21002 Il. Ilrowo
25 liarwacug ... ... .............. ...I
21000 J. Weliian
28 Klelangan ..................... J
,.... .......
ioo, I. A. Murphy
27 il elrniwn
Burrowa
,,
28 SpHngflalcl .....................I
6500 Spriilgfli.lel
3larrlm
5 3Farengo ........................I
11000 Church & Hills
6 \VaIntanuiub.e ............. ...
...
...... ... .:n Kelly & Tout
7 Young
Yoau ig
,
8 Stone, (reck
.Bsoo S. Allen
Ggari
oo
...........................
.
............
I .i
:3500 Tell1,rd & Rutherford
9
10 Illaial Plains
3 acco D. SlOrogor
12 Bland Station ................
,
7720 ja.'. Chlahelm
Is llelemlmnl ......................................
30230 Steel Calitwell
IT Jirihery ........................ F
............Boco Barber & 3l'Callum
Young
17 Young ............................
,,
20 Slo1Iplty
3045 C. Marina
21 }'i,IIer's Creek
9000 J. litirlee
13 Coreoman's Creek
Coopers Bros.
24 llorros.... ........ ... ............ ................,
B'irrowa
26 Everton .....................................8620 A. It. ionic
23 Ballyryau ...................................5400 5. W. Ryan
29 1)islihiol, Creek ..............................:500 JiLs. CII lehelin
30 Wallah Wolla .............................40010 Taut (lorIuau
31 Castleateade ...................
s000 F. It. ilume
.......
April
Everlon ..........................,
..........8620 A. H. llamas
"*11w Wollab .............................4000 Sane Corloam
9 Bnrromva
iurrowa
,
20 Bxi.eilc Creek .................................0300 3". It. 11111cc, junior
14 .Ith.nieitty .................................13045 C. Marina
Is Young ..........................................Young
Ilurramuncla Troy
6982 John Croaker
oG Kikiamah
3'. Walsh
7
07 ilurrangong Creek
1
Walter Douglae
18 hiogo Bogolong ................
, ............a8roo Gibson Jima.
19 Forbes ItoacI ...... ..............
'nones Culgan
,
4
20 Carrogobal ......................
mSeoc Gibson urns.
14 iSland Plains
7720 Chicliolmn jima.
25 Bland Station
1200 john alilane
z5 Curraburrama ..............
, ............
Won. ilegass
,
29 Billylong Station
,,
It. ltikctson
29 ilarsdeai .........................
I ............
,, Marselen
3- Back Creek .....................................French Bros.
I'd ay
a Moruongarell Creek .......................4000 Cli isliolan Bros.
I Sloonloucea
,
Wan. Caliwell
3 Crognia .....................................
23500 Tclforal anti leuthivforel
..........
4 (lereldrn. .........................
..
27000 Wui. Allen
6 Yeoyeo Creek .........................
. ......
s000 John IInr1hy
7 Combaunimig ..........................9997 3licliael Coanans
(hi
iii]
ebomadyall
.........................
11
y300 W.L. OBriemo
S Teimiorue ...................................36000 .ThIeu 31 Pbicreola
to Levels ............................
..... . .....
..
loon 'Win. Clement,
01 MaiaIuIanaae ......................
II
..
3036 S. Pawsey
,.
12 Few Station ..............................24600 Boberteon JIm,.
03 Xarralini.rn ...................
a
,............(igern John Mean
3lcrulo Bawl Creole .....................5000 ,IoImn Ibotherford
i6 Storamegarell ..............................13158 B. MCregor
17 Cudgel Creek ..................
a
, ............5059 Jehn OTILY
19 Jselaabmmla
ii
30230 Steel CaIdwell
23 liurramamonda 'Prey ........................698i John Croaker
24 Poolesoug .............................6303 Job }'oaaler
2 STem.mlle ....... .. ............... ..
, ............3172 David Taylor
26 Young ............ .........................
,, young
27 Cumiagera
7000 W. I). Campbell
28 Jlaek Creak
:000 Frank Ilume
29 Jiurrowa .........................
a
Burrowa
,.............
June
3 Everton
8620 A. If. Home
a,
4 Back Creek
las. Ilardinan
5
ma
S Springfield
6on Yae. Po1iliiu
6 Beverley .........................
W. a Campbell
,,
7
B Cuminary
4000 Panic OorI,aln
II Durrowa itivor
as
1800 las. flnyor
12 llari,aigo ..................
a,
... ....
,...
........
11000 Church and hula
ma
13 leatolick 3rerrell
9000 Ceo. Osborne
6
7
8
9

I

C. C. B lsladm, Young

0. Armstrong. Wagga Wagga
.1. Cli isliolm, Gouhlo In
ItOl3lld, Wagga WlLgga

9.1
Name of Ihepector
and District

No. 34—cenUniIect.

0874.
June
04
13
16
18
19
20
21
22
16
27
28
29
30
July
e
2
3
B
9
xi
12
14
15
iS
17
iS
9
255
22
22
23
24
25

•

.

August

aS
28
29
so
3x
6
1

C. C. Wildash, Young

8
10
it
Ia
14
i5
17
iS
59
on
03
24
25
26
27
38
29
30
31
.Septensbrr ,
2
3
4
5
22
23
2.5
25

eo

Oelnhor

27
:8
29
30
I

a
3
4
7
:g
10
ae
12
13
76
17
iS
19
21
22
33
:4
25
36
28
29
30
30
November 6
g
8
9
10

•

.,

Sheep District.

1 lace of Inspeotion.

Date.

xi
72
03
14

is

17

I

3 timber
ol blimp
Inspected.

3aine

hull

Address of Owner.

John I'ring
3
C,eivtlaer...... ... ................Young ................
22154 Ceo. Campbell
Worriugong
20000 W. H. Watt
Bumbaiciry
1600 N. Bennisrd
Lachlaoi River .................
35110 J. X. Ryan
Breakfast Creek
3000 Thilk. Maloney
Stoney Creek
4000 Ceo. Bn5en
Gegullalon
,, Burrowa
Burrow
John 11 tirley
Fisher'e Creek
9
3416 Kelly and Tout
Wambanuinba
5129 Thoa Mayho
Mnppltty
28 John Tout
Irish ,Iack'& creek
tpeOo 1. A. lrurplsy
Kalangan
5000 F. IS. lliunrJ
Castlesteads
5400 T. 5. Ryan
]dallyryan
IJurrewn
,,
un rrrasvlL
18000 Gibson Bros.
fl,h sliver
IValish Wallah ...............................4000 lane Gorham
G000 Thomas Wilding
Gunn1ry
,ioo gas. Dwyer
Bnrrewa Sliver
1622
A. 11. 1 lunac
Evert,,st
205 Etlwcl. Mitchell
Baok Creek
Cungera .......................................7000 W. D. Campbell
3000 Catherine Corcoran
Coreeran's Plains
100 1'. K. home
Burrows River
13045
0. 3laril'n
aloppitt3'
Your,
Young ..........................................,,
a8xoo
John Alicia
Stone', Creole ...................
5700 M'Cnlluna sn8 Barber
Jlurrangoug Creek
Jr., ltabert3
Currawang
,, 131ualong
Jsinalong
3400 moe. Drummond
Bogoleng
15000 J. leltano
Coppaboll;
Ililern ........................ ................449° .T. J. Carry
20000 A. Brown
Iltalolig
,, S. Osborne
Jugiong
20000 Wm. Macanti,
Reilbank ..........................
1...........
500
Frank ilsonts
.................
.............
llarrv's Creel,
,,
liurrown
Burrowa ....... ..................
,....
5200
Jag. liarelilnan
Back Creek
7000 W. P. CamlitaclI
Beverley
k'isIscr'q .......................................9000 John ljnrley
4000 Ceo, Resent
Gegullaleng
iI t
Church and hills
i\Iari,n go ......................................
3416
Kelly and Tout
Calabash
Young
Youne......................................,,
Was.
gutherknul
4000
Bendlelc Morell
3830 John Chew
Denaublila
2'y10 John l'ring
Crowtlter
02164 Ceo. Campbell
Jerola ........................................
21000 W. R. Watt
Bombaldry
7000 W. P. CampbeLl
cnngora
Goco moe. Wilting
Gunnery
3000
Roger Ryan
Waterhele Flat
Burrowa
Borrows
SSao A. H. Home
}]vorton
,,- A. B itidleton
Broughtanewortb
210
H. Brown
Beladilllne
Illalong...... ............ .....
70000 & K. Salting
Cunninghoiii l'lains
21000 JoInt Yel,nan
Barwallg
10400 John Murphy
Kalatagen
Moppltty ..................................... 13045 C. Marina
Young
Young .........................................,,
ISIro .501511 Allen
Stonoy Creek
Wailis Jlroi.
206)0
SandIwehle
oin
Church & sulk
Marcngo
W. P. Campbell
7002
Boverley
J3urrowa
Bnrrowa
,,
W. 1). Campbell
Beverley ...........................
7
,..............050 P. S. 31Leod
Dirt hole Creek
4000 Gao. Eason.
GogullalolIg .....................
John l'ring
Narra Allen ......... .............
,...........20000
3300 S. A. Ryan
Breakfast Creek
I'atk.
Maloney
315)0
Stonoy Creek
.nleyn 3lerg;en
...... ...........
Cleunvoti .......................,
4200 i'atk. Claiicuy
Carramnmblls
,, Burewa
Burrosva
.............7000 W. D. Campbell
Cungerd ...................... .....,.
John Pring
w0ro
Crowther
20020 W. H. Watt
Bumltaleiry
Ceo.
Calnpbell
Jernla ........................................ 22164
l)ananblhla.. ................ ......,..............3830 John Chew
John
MDonalsh
Beudiek 3Iorrell
,.............5000
Young ............ ............... .............,, Young
- 13045 C. Marina
Moppitty,
Cunaillgilam Bros.
12
Burrangong Creek
GgSa John Croaker
liurralnunda Troy
Kikilillials ........................
,......... ...7)0 Patk. Welsh
'.............30250 Steel Caidwell
JicInbihia.... ....................
18000 John Allen
Stoney Creek
,,
Young
Young ...... ......................I
............
6303 Jab Fuwler
Upper Caolegong
.J.
Marooney
000
Jerribong
Sevon.niile ........................,...........Sgoo }I. Brown
'rlios.
alu,grave
1522
Jlorrasgong
BnlIa CreelSoo Ellen White
Wm.
Maeanela
Bobbera Creek
21000 11. Brown
Illalong
3fyiora............................. '........
4490 J.J.Carry
3400 P. 15)rlllnlnond
Baokham
Jsogolong ....................... ,............4500 R.Jn han
Reedy Creek .................... ,............05000 J. Lohano
4300 Chisholni Bros.
Fisher's Creek
Burrown
Jdurrowa
Gibson Bros.
x8
Fieh River
Thee.
Wilting
Gunuary .....................................6
4002 Jane Gorbam
Wallah Wrthlah
03000 Cooper Bre,,
Carramuotablia
5000 ins. hlnrdulllala
Back Creek
5203 Newman & Sands
Harry's Creek
ararengo
4950 X. T. Beaumont
3416 Kelly & Tout
Calabasli
7000 John Burley
Wambannmba ... ............
,.....
Young
Young
oo - John Iring
Crowlher
22164 Ceo. Campbell
Jernia ........................................

76?c
29
Name of Inspector

Place of Inspection.

Date.

Shep District.

InsteI

Name mid Addross of Owner.

1874.

2lonoo W. B. Watt
. Young
5. J. F. Gray
19 BulLa Creek
Ogb: John Crocker
:0 Borramunda Troy
1522 Thus. Mnsgravc
22 Beirrangong
Young
32 YOLIn9 ...................................,,
18003 John Minn
23 Stoney Creek
2503 W. Gallagher
24 Iloirrangoleg Creole
25 Jtnrrowa
,, Boirro,ea
000. Ea,eon
28 Gegollaleng
4
)'atk. 3tslnney
og Stoney Crook
3
3900
Jonkyn 31orgin
30 Clonavon
............3800 A. .3ticldletoie
December 4 Broeigbtonswortli
21000 II. Brown
5 Bendinino
,,
tIn
6 lItalong
4490 I. I. Carry
7 3lilora .........................................21030
SeIne
Wolinan
llarwang
.....................................
,,
8
Young ........................................... Young
9 Sandiwotis
............
p
loGo
Wallis
lIre,.
......................
ii
I80OO John Allen
io Stoney Creek ..............................
13 Young ............... ...................... .....,, Young
5500 Ceo. Iteynolde
14 Spring Creek
23500 Telferd & Rutherford
15 MiLloug ...... .................. I
,,
do
iS Grogan
,,
Wax, caidwell
Moonbucon
17 Gerald...........................
32
030
Davicloon Bros.
8
o
2500 EcIweL Mitchell
ig Congon Crook
3lurrumburrah
ro Scurrumborralo
Burrowa
it lturrowr
:t Ilverton ......................................8620 A. Pr. Ilomo
3800
J3roughtonawor111
29
,... A. )tiddleton
5000 Jes. ltardiinan
30 flack Creek
324c616

I Novembor i8 flombaidry

No. 34—contimeed.

C. C. Wildach, Young ...

No. 2.
RETURN showing the Convictions obtained under the "Diseases in Sheep Act of 1800," from 1872 to 1874
inclusive, with the amount paid to the Inspector in each case.
Pate, Breaches of tim Sheep Ant for whloh roformiotions

Addross.

s.d.
Failing to make return. of sheep to C. P. Sessions Elliott ilerlot, Carabobla ................ 2 10 0
Failing to give notice .............................. ............. Michael Kelly, Albury ................... 0 10 0
do
0 10 0
...........................................
Doregister
Failing to
lremieoe .............................. .... Chorlee Blong, Ten.mile.............. ..... 0 '0 0
Failing to make return of sheep to C. P. Sesocionc . Aniestrong Bros., loran ................... I 0 0
3-eLi 111 to givo notice ............................................1. C. Foster ........................................
Travelling sheep without permit ............................ W. C. Herbert ............................... 4 I 9
Failing to make return to Cleric of P. SessIons ....... Pierce 3[alier. Waliundrie ................ 0 2 6
Failing to make return to C.P.S............................. Patrick .\turphv, l'iney itango
0 10
Failing to register premix.... ......................... ....... tTho ries lilong, Ton .inilo .................0 10
Falling to make return of sheep to C.P.S.............. Arnesirong fIres.. Taran ................ 2 0 0
Failing to register promises .................................. Kyle and liaR, Albury ................... 0 2 6
Do
do
........... . ............... ....... F. W. Wynark ............................... 0 2 6
.................................. Iliehard .iohnoen ............................ 0 2 6
Do
do
..................................MichaeL Kelly .............................. 0 5
do
Do
Failing to make sheep return ................................C. Italeus, .lonclera ......................... 0 10 0
Failing to give notioc ........................................... George Paterson, Calebar000,L ...........0 10
Do
.................................. Wm Morton, Becchworth ............. 0 10 0
do
............... ............ ....... Wne. Fraskl.. ... ............................ 0 0 6
Dodo
Falitmeg to hrand sheep ............ ............... ............ 'B. ('leant, 18ovne.............................0 10 0
.............................0 5
do
Falling to register promises ................................. p
Neglecting to register run ..................................... Job,, Moffit, Hovel ..........................0 2 6
..................................
...
Joeph
s
do
Brow n, SI ajor's i'lid us...........0 2 6
Do
.........
....................
......
..
.
do
Neglecting to brand sheep ... ................................
...
............
....
..00 22 66
Neglecting to register brand ....................................do
...le
Jing Arnold. lal
Songo....................I 5 0
Travelling cheep w ithout poroeit............................
Failing to give notice ................ ............. ...........Se,t.ConsL lirislow and mu...... ......
Failing to produce cortilleat.. ............................. .WilLiam Dosthfmeld ......................5 0 0

No.
Norman P. Lockhart Atbury............. 1872
0973
............
............

Name and Addrom of DofeadnuL

,,
.,

1874
...............,

..

1874
No. 2.
A. S. Moister ...........Armidale ...........Nov. g.
No. 3.
John M'Leod .......... Batranald ........1872 to
1874
No. 4.
,,
T. i, 1. Croaker ... flatburet
1874
No. 5
I. W. Foott ..........]Sourke.............. Iay c.

20 iS 0
0 15
Nil ........................... ..................... ...................... Nil ..................... ..................................
None ........................ ...... ............ ............... ... ........None ... ........ ...... ........... ..................
Breach of Section 79 ........................................... 0. W. Scrivener, Wanncring ...........3 7 6
.......................................... C. li6e Brown, iveinuorah ..............3 7 5
o
D
Do
Tlioenas Murray, Lccwfcumedlnnd ... 3 2 0

Clausm 75 ............................................................. Janeflent, llondemere ......................

1872 to
No. 6
JomesAldeorn ....... Braidwood
1874 In ............ ...... .. ...................... .......... .. ...... ...... .Nil ...............................................
1874.
No. 7
George leowlaods ... Carcoar .......... May o Breach of 72nd sectIon—neglecting to brand shee,p. John Caehan, Bleyney ....................0 en o
............ Aug. 4 Brraeh
of 41st section of Diieaees to Sheep Act— Charles ltugbcs................................m 2 6
foiling to give notice.
1 12 6
lenS.
1873 to j
Cooma ..............1874. Nil ...................................................................... Nil..........................................................
Stewart 113-rio
No. 9
1873.
John Kenoody ....... Coonabarrabran Feb. 14 NegLecting to register premises............................... James Dawson, Doreen Creek, Liver- 3 5 6
pool Plains.
Jo Neglecting to brand ............................................. William Nelson, s'oouabarabran
Edward
Lyons, Coomeabacabran
II:4 9Ii
g Neglecting to register prenaisei..............................
Blackburn, Betar Creek, Coona- 1 12 6
.............................. - Johnbarabran.
do
April201
Do
IT. Purday, Tumble Creok, 4 17 0
11 291 Neglecting to register premlses neglecting to brand Ii. Coonnmnl,le.
Thomas
Millar, Yokabaley, Coona. 2 7 0
Neglecting
to
register
premises
...............................
May 5

I

764
30
Natne of Inspector
obtaining eonvictim'.

Address.

Data

.ttoot,ot
Broaches of the Sheep Art for which Informations Name anti Address of Defenda,,t. ciii
to (he
'rem laid.
lo,sevLoo.

No. p-continued.

£ e. d.
Negtcettitg to brand cheep ------------------------------------William Bennett, Spear flue
Bundella.
I

John Kennedy -------coonabarahran

No.to.
B. Rowe ------ - - ------- - Corowa------------ - Jan. 3 Travelling sheep without being branded --------- ------- las. Clellanel, Come-a .................
............
. - IT Travelling sited, without permit ........................ ....eremiah Cav,ntah .......................
874.
No. ix.
A. 31'Collongh ...... Beth hit nm--------Nov 15 Travelling without permit ........................ ... .......... IT. Loinsa. Qt,eenelanei ................
D ie
do -.................................... T. flimsy, Eueto,, .......................
........,
Do
...... ... ............................ It. 3lonin, Claw .......................
,,
do
5872.
No. 12
.Tehn S. Drown ...... flubbo ............ Dec. 4
1873.
............. Sept. 4
............. (Jet. '6
1874.
... J an. eG
..............-.
14

, 1873.
No. lIt
I
John P. Tngihinn. Eden ................ Aug.

-

.. 29

,.

Ylay

I .. so5

July 4
7
20
.&ug. 1
4
Sept. r

5. 3

is 6
150

0

1

17 6

100
Ion
100
300

Pithing to givo notlee to owner ... ........................ ..II. haute .....................................

0 10 0

Leaving carwues ......................... ........................ It. Wphihilmy. ilathuret ..............
Failing to rcgtster brand ..................................... 0. Aruats, Mudgee ......................
Failing to brand with I? brand ............................... F. B. Lane, Wanihasealong ........
Failing 10 make annual return ........................ .... Thomas Fatten, Sydney .................
Falling to register brand-section 72 .......................John Xcvii,, Beinhala ................
Do
b........................71 ark Walleer, fleIi,h-lia ...... ...........
tin...... ...... ... ... .....
,o
es Walker. Bot,ibala ..............
DI o
...................... Charles Shterrin, Bolabala ..............
do
lYe.
..... . ........... ..... (iel'rgn lumber. Bonibala .............
to
Do
tin
... ...... .. ......... ...
Donald, Iloanbala ................
............ ...........James Merton, ]iombala ..............
do
Do
tIn
.........................
Collins, Iloenbala .................
5
Do

1874.
No. 14,
W. Whilton fins.. Forbes. blolong, .11(11. 4 Lslng an nitregietered brand ............................... 0. P. Wood, Grenfehl ....................
& Coodehohxt, ,, 1415 Neglt.i'ting 1° register pt'emoieee ............................ 0.1. Wood, Grenfell ....................
Feing an unregistered brand ........................ ..... ...lIilrhell Brown. Mongwonga ........
.. 29 Not It rending his oh tiep with a rrgist(red brand ... CI,rimto1,It Cr fleet, Cnrrnj osig .......
-.
Mar, j Neglecting to brand tie tritroilisigelteep with ilie Janus NelliE, Forbes ...................
letter T.
1)
do
to
4
Alien 31Lonn, Perbe. ... ..............
is

360
19

]it
to
-shear'. ood, Gianning ... ..............
do
Do
do
Chat. (u,n,e,n .............................
C sing an sin registtreel bran it ................................. Tin '.Slot ......................
Neglecting to h,ranti Ins sht,''h,...............................dt Inrelow. 3t,tleng.................
Negleeting to register brand...................... .............tame 7hill;tr. Toosong .................
Uei ig a not's registered l,rand ...... ..... .... ...... ......... Frank Tn p Cud at .......................
........... . ............ ...... moe. Davis, '1'oot,'nn ....................
1)n
'ho
Do
- do
.......... ........... .. ..........Crabtree, loogong ..............
................................
Do
(to
J. . Pour.. ... ............ ...... ...........
Ii,'
do
................................Win, isartier, Cargo... ....................
Do
............................... Coo. Coehrane .............................
do

10 0
0 10 0
0 In 0
'0 0
so 0
0100
so n
10 0
400
10 0
ooel
2 6.
0 5 o:
2

19 7

2

TO 5

110

88
7 410.
2 6.
015 0
15 0
i
o
Is 0
o
015 0
015 0

28 Ti 6

Xcii

1873. Failing to brand sheep ...................................... A. M'Aipioe. Cien Dines ..............
1873.
Jetty 17 Fitlll tsg to "take retu........................................... C. Lewle, Bind...............................
........ .
11 3t Faili ig to itolte rotu......................................... Ii. 3(nrpltet, II is ,ttmnett .................
1873.
......... Aug. 0 Faih,tg to give not.ieo to Inspector of removal .......Wililana Bear.tey, lion, lats. ...........
1874.
........ Aug. 7 Falhittg to make returns........................................ It. )tiller, Slyrtlevihle ....................
Sept. s,
Do
......... ............ ................... 3. Ilyrne, Cttrjawa,,g ....................
to
.........
......... ,, 41
do
ISo
..... ...... . ......... ...................W. CiiisI,olt,t, Goulbura .............

Charles B. t.&1ve ... (lIen mae,
No. itt
P.31, Char: -rio ....... Ct onllmrn

Nil

No. 18.
Angelo Uetttauri

Nil....... .. ............ ...... ... .........

1874.

(}nntlagai

....... t872 to
1874.

Nil ...........................

No I a.
John A. Iieighran,, Tiny ............... 18 72 to Nil...............................
1874.
No. Co.
1872
to- Nil .....................................................
Thomas Ilornees
Mat thand..........
1874.
1874.
No. 21
John Norton Will Yleoindie .......... Sept, 17 introducing 320 stud Itnus from Sooth
without hrst hinvitig oill,tined mnspec
It itsis it
ficate.
No. 22.
John Doper.............3lerriwa ..........1873.
1873.
Dee.
1874.
Feb.

Nil
Failing to give notice to owner ... .....................
Fatling to snake returne ... ... .........................

2 ID 0

O 10 0
2

02

6

389

No, 17.
I', S. Seined.......... Ilrofton .......... 1872 to Nil...................................................

...

026
013

. ......................................

I ........
I ........

Nil ......................................

Nil..................
James Pile, Cotherno .......................o o
J. 1)nnne, Netely ............................

Hill............... ... ......................... . .... I .........I
Norton ......... ...................................a 6 6
John M'Nougbt, Wapungay..............

6 6i
.........

1

Henry Stnjie .......... Bfudgce .......... 1872 to Nil ................................................................
1874.
1872.
No. 24
Feb. 23, 30 Vie., No. xG, OX. 43. Travelling without cleft
J. IT. Jooee. ............ Narrabri,
I'iiihga, asad
brand.
Aug. 3t 30 vie., No. iG, tee, 42. travelling withtoett stabWatgett.
brand.
Nov, 7 Illegible station brand-neglecting to brand sri
1874.
tue letter P
Mar. 57 30 Vig., No. xG, ste. 74 .......................................
Do
do
21 Travelling sheep without station brand ...........
31 74 ciauoe, 30 Vie., No 16...................................
Do
To
Apr. 13 74 ste. Neglecting to register premises..............
Do
do
1.
Juno a 30 VIe., icc. V. WitItont station brand ............

Nil ....... I .......

Tames Taylor..................................4 3 4
B. Co3'le, Tregannan ........................3 3 6
Wni, 11'Gutnttess .----............. --- .......4 3 4
F. St'C'innitty, Doanhah ................. s 6
W. fines, Maure Creek ....................0 2 6
T. 13. lb. liegee, Guns,edah ..............6 5
G. hell, Batanbais ............................. 2 6
X. Kcliett, liaanbal, .......................0 2 6
K. Onset, Nt,rrabri .......................... 00 0
It. P. 1tnxtey, Narrabri .................... 10 0
John Baker .....................................31 5 0
50 9 a

-

765
31

ctio

Breaches of the Sheep Aetfor which informatione

Address.

No. -5.
John Ducat
. Port Mawjuario 1372 to
1874.
No. n6
1872 to
Edward AllureS ....... SIngleton
'874
No, 27.
1872 to
G. S. Yen..... .......... . Sydney ... ..........1874.
.
No. 28
5873
W.mD.
1)Dowc
TILTn,vortll ...... July 8

No. 29
C. J. lirentotall

Name a,id Address of Defendant.
Lad.

NIL

I' Nil

NIl ............... .... . ............................... ......... ......... .Nil ...................................................
Nit ..................................................................... . aNd
Failing to furnish C.P.S. brands .................. ...........\Irs. Pamell. Quirindt ...................
Failing to Sound ejoeep ... ......... ............................Mrs. Davis, Doughboy Follow..........

0
0

5
5

0

1874
0
Feb. 25 Failing to furnish V.P.S. with returns ... ...... .......... Samuel Melville, Trarikey ..............22 10
IV P. Kealie, Batido ....................... tO 0
....................
Do
do
2
10
0
...........
T.
V.
Willo.Alleio.
Wetalibalt
..................
Do
do
...... ...... ... ... Ed. Davis, Carrall ..........................0 0 6
..
Do
do
0
0
6
Thee.
Colis,
Cnrrall
.........................
Failing to keep sheep legibly brantlot. ..................
......... ......... ...Tames Warner, u'amsrorlh ..............1 0
Do
24
do
...................Geo. iterret. MurrurultdL .................0 5 0
Do
JuLy 8
do
gdO
1873
-Wagga 'Vat-ga Feb. 20 Potrellitig without permit ......................... ........... .mac
. (iraham. Butt.....................a o o
- Ma r. 14
................... Robinson, W aggu Wogga .......... 2 10 0
Do
do
June 3 Leaving carcass, .............................. ......... ......... .John tudor, Coliritm ...................... 7 10 0
Sept. 4 FoilIng to give toot ice to owner...................... .. ....... Wol I aol A rmalrotig, IVII99a Wogga 0 In 0
A0g,4
................... B. Ilollitway, Tooyal ...................... 0 6 0
iso
So
July 14
Do
...................P. Carroll, Galeeno ..........................1 10 100
do
15 TravellIng without T brand ..................................J. Leiteh, ilenjeny .........................1
2 105 0
Aug. 4 Travelling withont permit ................................. .....II. .L. Oilman, Mittogoug .................2100
ree ...........
Sep. 21 Failing to give notice to owner ................................William .1 ones, kyamba Ck
20

No. 30.

11 tO

1375
F. W. Itidley ..... ....Warialcia nod Slur. 25 40th section, breach of ....................... ............... ....Thomas Graysoto, Eelgeroi ............2 10 0
1 15 3
M ore,:
April14 Breath of 72nd section ..................... ...................domes C. Lowell, i3algowrie. Little 7 10 0
1 5 0
1'laln
a 0
...... .............Alfred Wilkins, Little
3' ay 4
Do
do
I 10 0
Drench of 41st section.......... .......................... ....... Win. Baker, (Joolootiti, Warialola .,. 300
,8,o
78
0
I
NO. 31.
1874
0
00
0
A. M°t lymont
Wenlworth ... Nov. introducing sheep contrary to provisIons ofeections, Captain T,nlcs, steamer' 'i'elegrnplo
45and45
No. 33.
1872
.
Co. A. (Jieeve .......... W moeher .......... aN lv. Crossmg sheep ft,in coast Sen It diet me twi.th,ot,tF C... 1)eotopsey, h,no 1iat tie .................10 0
leelnl lb1ipul
0 u 6
1873 Crossing sheep from coast seals diotrici, u-iLttout SI. Bowman, North kurrajong
Seeing dipped
2106

No. 33.
Tltom'te
Turner
No. 34

Yio 5 .....................Nil.....................................................................................

C. C. Wildash.......... Young .............

.872 to
1874 Nil ............................................................................................

Sydney: Thomas Itichard,, (Joveritment Printer.—itTfl.

[is. Or?.]

76t

767

1875-6.

LEGISLATIVE ASSEMBLY.
NEW SOUTH WALES,

LIVE STOCK.
(RE1 LiEN FOR YEAR ENDING ul 312%RC1T, 1376.)

Ordered by the Legidative Ascmb7s, to be priiilcd, Ii: June, 1576.

A13STRA.CT sliowiii( the NL'MHEa or Swcrc in each Police District of the Colony, during the year
cliclIug 31st March, 1876, rlistinguisliing the number possessed byFree]iolders under Conditional Purchase.
Other Frecholders.
Leaseholders of Land Conditionally Purchased.
Other beaseholders.
Description of Stoell.

''Co of,
Stock- I

Na.. of Voliec District,

horned cattle.

NurnIr.

lcunibcr.

sheep.

I

Totals.

1'i.

-

Number.

32,373
23,320
3,091
1,766

39659
342,651
19,106
126,104

2,903
552
140
248

433,916
370,169
23,276
128,535

11,80

60,550

879,520

4,048

955,398

56

4,638
4,100
1,462
1,479

29,432
52,341
24,905
20,371

230,999
358,429
50,210
156,

1,653
649
668
3071

266,722
415,519
67,245
179,29

Total .................628

11679

117,249

796,579

3,277

923,784

113
20

59
99

717

123
43

11 012

10

.........................JOB
CD

833 1
238
48
51

Total .................1,170

íA
Ar IIi
i

noises.

6,976
3,346
94'
517

(A
Alburv

- -

13
l .........................................JC
ie
CD

31 7

245

110

I

_I
'

(

(A
)Ialra,iald .................................... 13

10

B

12

1310

27,109

542,179

21

570,609

Total .................23

1,443

27,267

442,906

187

571,803

2,927
5,542
164
2,532

7,818
14,959
373
5,693

57.343
107,453
2,252
31,709

I

"747
3,306

I

1,437

69,835
131,260
2,887
41,621

29,043

198,7571

&88

24503-

íA

nau mrst

298

B 350
.........................................JO
24
CD 300
Total .................072
334
62
13
23

3,172
657

Total ...............

44,916
17,860
1,245
1 ,347

1.786
.526

201

33,343
12,391
359
722

432

4,140

47,315

2,332

11,783

65,570

CAI

34'
130
208

11,494
14,864
1,037
11,370

1,789

ID

1,077
1,485
105
597

2,605

2,178
950
129
690

15,538
28,837
1,271
15,262

3 264
1

38,765

15,952

2,947

6e,98

(A
B
Be'a
I, ..................................... .....JO
CD1

)E
pdIana .......................................C

Total ................. 764

057-

6,617
4,286 '
276
604.

17 2

110

,

WE
9

Drsr.ription of Stock.
Name of

Non!
I Stack.

Police DI4rict.

horn

Irorned Cattl

-

Totals

Sbaep.

Pigs

Nu,nln,r.

Number.

..

Number.

Number.

(Al 151
54
)B
JO
i
2

2,121
1,577
20
6

15,722
18,751
900
ii

137,718
140,642
137

931
240
19

156,492
161,210
1,076
07

Total ................ 208

3,724

35,384

278,497

1,190

318,795

(1 259
- ....................................... ')B- 25
BoOhova
)O
5

3,654
1,014
96

11503
4,345
141

247,725
86,340
7,903

1,420
271
32

264,302
91,970
8,172

Total .................296

4,795

16,134

343,368

. 1,730

366,027

37,949
19,986

162,186
'79373 !

319
132

201,825
200,363

63,601

601,566

136

667,397

121,536

943,125

587

Bombala

(A
Bourke ....................................... B
jO
(1)

421,371 ,
872
?nl
43 .2,094

Total .................112
/A
Braid 'Too .................................... B
)C

4,337 F

8,776 '
25,503
11/9' .
4,058

3,992
13,716
94 ,
6,S1

,,6,
03

14,730
43,096
2,201

283

ss

5,j6o

40,128

18,483

2,041

65,812

298

1.398
2,771

255
6

1,951
3,885

125

525

1601,328
2,816 .
240
253
23.
83
763

Total ................ ,o6
!941
(A
B
123 .
Brisbane Water ..............................
1)

128 .

42.

Total ................ 276

I

272
U

1,082

6156-/

8o
86 !
19
257

,8o
7,531
i6
1,160

17
116

2,390
1,327
150
711

,107
9,889
334
2,128

j,991

15,756

133

4,57822,458

3,304
25,628

233 '
7,576

523
2,524

38,772

1,935

2.017 •

20,407

573

63 874

31

195

555

10,505

1,107
1,468
39
306

65,714
205,252
594
24,361
295.921

!

Total ..................71

634

4,586

888

(128
Al
68
o rouee ....................................... ) B
)O
34

I

(A: 89
Camden ........................................ B 230

522
2,744

339

1,905

14,550 .

Total .................664

5.1 92

43 65;9744 '

A8

17

61

(Jampbelitown ..............................

3DF

8844

Total ................ 1731
(A
13
Car-oa F ......................................
)C.
(1)

4

1,043

li
6,8o6

2,101

h,03H5,lSs 9,836
4,350 '
124
63
531
1,853

g
41

5M33
189,598 F
368
27,670

6980j

16,952

269069(292o

2,601
1,198
175
32

8,159
10,525
1,936 '
44 I

75,966
289,949
21,000
2,500

711
134
14 $

87,437
301,806
23,125
2,576

4

4,006

20,664

38l

859

414,944

366
39
72
21

6,198
1,6
129
144

49,360
18.238
675
451

385,308
122,866
8,563
61000

1,407
277
17
7

442,273
143,030
9,384
6,6o

Total ................ 419 F

8.120

68,724

522,737

1,708

601,289

2,694
2,216

18,752
16,68

236,979
34475 I

829

259,284
364,010

2,431

58,965'

751

536,763

7,378

94,664

1,918

i,16o,io

Total ...............

F

(A
)B
jO

j49'
27
.

3'

1

Total ...............
(A
Coon,a

143

4,582

I

-

Casoitis

i,o6g,8

13

)C

(A

I

148

D15O1

Total ...............

245

1

I

47460 I
1,056,370 ,

.

769
3
Description of Stock.
Noel

Name of Felice District.

Stock-

--

Totals

Ilercea

Horned Celtic.

Sheep.

l'lg,.

Number.

Number.

Number.

Number.

holders.

(A

94

B

Ma ..........................................

3
4
.................146
CD ,

Total

Denhiqofli
•

(A
.................................... ) B

92
o
14

o

P
Miscellaneou
Total ................465
A.

2
53

P

3,871

50,316

4.084

28

36

97,353

2,844

,,44
2,886
66
119
.

5,104

48
7

fowling ........................................

"344

1,421

202

353
-

467

55,998
102,994

~04

136
13

8,149

148,473

630

16o,o96

5,511
24,515
133
398
4,002

119,798
1,444,441
102

1,020
560

127,773
1,472,402

34,559
1,384
1858

9
167

103
2,519

4,425
2,124

40,738
41,081
928

I,/ Oj

57,464

20

77

2,242

55

62,110

1,623,510

1,694

1,664,867

935
46

1.476
960

3,692

292,137
514,346

338,642
557,959

-

376
1

1,862

8,622

113

Total .................183
(A 298
uuuo ..........................................JOB 100
22
CD 79
Total .................499
A 83
ungag ........................................ B
6
P 119
Total .................aS,
.

(A
r.102 ...........................................513

66
66

JO
2
C1) II
Total .................145

9,832

178,711

11195,017

2,504

1,386,064

389

3,209
10,805
173
4,084

12
225

1,245

545

4,155
13,114

20

2,113

53

264
6,835

18,270

257

3,956

24,368

8,565

137
921

762
921
24

67

10,107
11,59'
71
6,191

27,960

839
39
618

1,$8
643

28.334

9,015
32

29,754
459,709

1,627

23,501

1,058

1,774

47,269

S
is

3,817
1,292
142
403

8,665

506,246
362,399
40,040
132,088

1,214
531
22
31

141,187

Total .................307

5,654

37,118

1,040,773

1,798

1,135,343
60,315
217,626
3,153
19,482

217

67

(A
13

144
41
8
CD 16
Total .................209

1,589
2,527

617
361
28

4,858
4,872

ones ....................................

(A

.................................... 5 B
JO
-

D eSo
Total .................i,i86

(A
B
5
.......................................
ton
12
JO

446
287
S

(A
5 cB
CD
Total . ............. .

.......................................

'A
Gnndoi ...................................B
C
CD
Total ................

46
494
4,656

26,394

4,790

48,765

487

40,910
100
18,923

174,002
2,970
20

187

69,407

2257757

9,474

37
45
756

558,546
390,616

44,994

300,576

29,784

34,780

179
11 715

49,072
11051
14,096

117,414
322
14,068

3,092
2,817
105
11 779

72,514
174,175
1,657

11,624

94,003

166,584

7,793

280,004

32,608

646

28,874

620

38,860
33,737
2,730
19,786

3,347

31,658

2,601
328
2,008

16,196

40

2,259
1,642
331
1,542

8,284

79,742

1,313

5,774

95,113

97

1.362

948

19,215

20

5,642

87,146
86,380

475

9

214
327

80
5,732

143,950

22

108,198
93,165
299
150,031

129

2,851

30,669

317,476

697

351,693

32,234

225,457

2,C00
1 302

264,535

12
II

4844
,
1 59
7'

2000
43

43

11

118,41!
2,570
251

490

8,612

50,982

323,115

3,358

386,067

Cl) 231
Total .................1,o4S

,ren'e,.

360,200

5,889

CD

on IL urn

95,964

363

15
235

(A
B
or ci .......................................... JO

en

2,920

1,342
408
129
625

2,064

,
666
126,

7

,

195

5

-

770
4

1)rscriplion of iftoek.

Name of l'olice Dimiet.

Stock-

i,ordc.

horned Cattle.

Sheep.

.

I

'Iota],.

t'ige.
--

NurnI,or.

)in,ni er.

A

227

,

121
21

1,836

59

69

Total ------------- -- fl6

4790

ha tie
D

Jave oil

A

147

H

48

I

881

1.573
794

787

Nu abet.

]

N umber.

10,473

7,225

2050

21,975

7,709

(

20,040

1140

30,725

2147p

2,528

855

464

4,807

89,454

15,982

77,029

6,370

33,344

1 76

526F

I

1, 583

5,840

96,558

719
109
134

93,914

40.835

___-

Total ............... --229

3,161

rA'6

-

B

Kiarna

)0

(1)
(A

2

204

2,447

30,439

906

6'

7

i

4,985

65

I

8,147

1,166

,

17,735
11,533
431

122

728

Total ............... --243

1.429

(A
M'Leav River--------------------------------- )LB
U)

~ k.

B

-------------------------

(11

l)

'

1,871

312
255
321
209

1,471

133
862

Total .................708
Maitland

i6,t

68

16
7
546

2,559

A
Manning Ricer -----------------------------I

cB.

C1

269

'

24

!

14,04
644

3,43
1'

14,959

320

20,964

5,913

3958

45271

10.988

89

982

28,

3,203
252

16,384
748

2,26

61 82_

372

3,839

I

18,o8

422

'

6,700 I
I

1,221

,,

Total --------------- '1,424

6,670

i,i8
i,o6z'
6,oSS

197
'.-.

256
1,884

7,842

x6

424
230
1,462

13,703
8,210
11,677

Total .................64

2.990

41,332

2,129,121

530
412

1 1 402
1.452
so

107,004

37

9
2

64
31

I .........
883

3.337
257,658

874

(A
B
Moania ..................... .................. )o
CD

22,136

2,198

Total ------------ ------6 x

(D

,,851

4
1,5 95

37C1

52

B

!465441.38o
i6

31 581 I

(A3
Metropolitan ----------- ---------------------- - B 1,079

176,990

194,634
'

12,338

70

3,,67

(A

596 I

282
29,581,

6,612

244

'°

•I

Milehell ---------------------------------------

40,024

22,424

940

342

22,196

,,00S

3 fl

Mi,eellancou,---------

1,009

I

2,229

10
5,527

,

16,662

31

1441
12,899

'

114
4,212
6,232

589
I

25!
2,115
22

1.912
124

1

157

.

'.

631

86

147

28

231,309

13

41 3371321 258

_±i?_

Total

962!

1,878

841

1,269

13

CD

24

678

12,991

11115
4

29'
317

------

200027l

96

9

184

Total ......... ..... - -536
Liverpal

27159

499,830
28,643

-

'

5,515

29,469
4
9,978

276

3,878
6,466

4,23!

20,326

207
30

266,581
191,147
202,977

3

104

344.

1

513,082
1,173,787

9

30,789
108,948
75

--__313

239,952

214
So

4
5

t6
48

Total -----------------104

,,00G

2,977

386
14

3,316
966

111,966
190,822

1,054
218

1,840

S

31

646

7,739
2,749
46
21691

61.379

91

193,755
1,050
64,807

4,98412,225

366,007

1,37'

384587

73

25,295

1,408

(A
B
Molong -------------------------------------- a
Total ----------------

478

A

Modgee ...........................

146
.......(B 1 6
CCI 89

Total ................

ss6

-

4
69
681
5,532

73

2

93

9
135,656

4

1,232

2,790

21,367

132,205

10

140

124,075

36,490
63
120,020
6
208
7935,496

3.110

162,214

r7f7

''1

U

Name ii Pollee 1)i;triet.

Stocic.

Horee,.
home,! Cattle.
______________
Number.
Number.

h ioleters,

(A
Murrurtimli .................................. B

74 1
29
8

P
Total ................
Mitawellbrook

(A
...............................

O

])eeeriptial, of Stoel.

-

No.of

1,589
978

6172
16,293

96

Sy

l9g,.

Nuniber.

Number.

87,388

95,591

442

336

332,963

4
_6
22572(
402808 -313

281

XIS

2,6731

206
4

2,069

17,976
22,94

21

189

1,121

Total .................27 7

Totals

Sheep.

315,356

1

428,866

26,580
17'775

905
213

47,530
428

9,000

69

10,379

1,214

101,831

701
119
139
210

25,870
11,318
112,636
100'493

4,028

43,162j

53,4271

12,954
1,936
53,885
26,741

11,363

1

852
423
989
1,597

u2

3,861

(A
67
Xcwea,tic .......................................73

215
277

927
36
1,604 ...........0

136

1,314
2342

.D '84

369

2,147

521

3,037

Total ................ 229

877

4,8211

1,079

6,863

N

ibri

,F

(A
........................... B
JO
(1)

)

iS
22

.

Total ................

Oran e

A 435
.8 112
.......................... 30
53
CD, 85

7,946 ,
4,2171
1,339
4,365
45
537
777[9
6,63

(A

1

2,469
22,900
1,369
35,424
132
1,406
4621

14.417

45,182

4,432

4,367
29,440

250,736
1,681,117
64
1.777,829

'

i

70,790

116
36
7
62

1,804
2.999
93
3,531

47,566

Total ................221

8.427

81,904

3,709,746

1,397

3,801,474

65
3.887

2,36!

8
"375

96
9171

..........................)0

(3)

Parrarnatla ...................................

R

31

231
1,548

6
517
2
148

2,151

(A64
6j
l'akreea ........................................
CD 12 7

502
"'

537

3,859

3,830
1,109
872
496

_._±tI'

(A9
Peitt
ar I ....................................... 13 204
)c
1
(1) 232

.

37
1,724
14
1,555

)

-

I

378

54

1,908

9

4,918
19,140
28
9,730

57

1,993

-_3,414

33,816

32,704
10,295
5.537
2,431

36,173
11,224
2,165
14,112

2,478
623
1,077
701

5,185
23,251
9,652
17,740

50,07

6374

4,879

125,827

37
6,634

1,764

38
762
I
4
2,227 -__1,114

112
10,884
33
12,585

-__3,99'

1,918

23,614

.I

913
1,714

5,192
11,242

252

2,657

j

I
'"?
2,190(6,578

(A' 302
ains ............................... B. So
0
96
(1)
59

903
258,310
232 I 1,713,788
17
205
245
1,829,171

1,732

Total ...............25S

Total ...............

I

1

579

Total .................673

a nek

86
8,268
28,351
302
1

.

Total
0th

8,840
57,573
71,945

7,689

35

'.ff

-

22

jf

3330

_ 14,375

88
121

66
936

3,712
8,465

30

360

2,045

Total .................244

1,870

14,251

127

2,915

597
871

6,614
22,569

1,649

1,137

9,997
33,893

940

6,254

119

1,642

8,955

2,370

3,635

43,865

Total .................
(A
Port Macquarie .............................. 3 B
(1)

A

96

Port Stephens..................................B

D
Total ...............

88

'

127

t

.

19,163

772
/
C;

I

Deecription of Stock.

No, of

Name of Pollee 1)i4rIct.

Stock.

holdere.

(A

learned Cattle.

Sheep.

Pigs.

Number.

Number.

Number.

Number.

3,338

313

77

36,213
149,572

547

185,344

705

3,630

34,032

219

38,586

8,014

53,539

220,417

1,951

283,921

603

99

17

40

6,282

918

621

8,938

4,700

41

1,238

6,906

2,208

11,631

999

1,923

16,761

2,959
2,179

i6,go
118,602

33
715

1,848
16

121:658

12

53

79

49

iSo

Total .................578

5,347

137,127

748

2,100

145,322

6,838

13,625

0,304

7,717
254

102,544

657
76

23,618
012,468
3,167

3
867

45
37,428

302

37,370

4486'113

5,184

])

r76

Total ... ..............3o:
(A 480
Thdimond River
(,D
'A
Rylelone ........................................ o

6)

194
72 I
14
27

46

1,550
145

,
.

2.692

Total ..; ............. H3$79
(A

)B

Scone

18,669

2,376

198
56
4

1,700

1 , 51 6
69,313

16,055

I

453
Total ................
.... ..

(A
.........

ion , . oven ...........

ainv 'oit

I

-

4,239

35,384

787

7,994
8,565
435

89,327

H

05

62

326

1,455

7,061

669

3,804

24,055

A

538
017

7,689
3,977
046
284
387

36,938

B

12,483

72,860

1,109,925

x,68

9,148

10,723

,,,...,"',,:..

.......................
.............

P
Mieeollaneons..,...

,,,

Total ................688

29,990
170

4,9D
866

-

21,630

130,275

o

10,211
11,458
622

229

79
308

66

1,325
,

11510

..........

'Total

270
207
121

U)

T

Soi

59

1.167
15
927

Raymond Terrace ..............................
.B 1072

Sl

I

,

Total ................ 5o3
A

58,895

17,717
32,019

1,127
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ct,,ry Then,,,, Eiet1ards, Government l'rmnler,-1876.

E. G. WARD,
Registrar General.
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1875-6.
LEGISLATIVE ASSEMBLY.

NEW SOUTH WALES.

LIVE STOCK.
HEPORTS FROM STOCK INSPECTORS,)

Ordered by the Legislative Assembly to be printed, 13 Thne, 1876.

RETURN to an Order made by the Honorable the Legislative Assembly of New
South Wales, dated 27 April, 1875, That there be laid upon the Table of this
House,Copies of the Reports of the various Stock Inspectors throughout the
Colony, furnished in compliance with the Circtilars issued to them by
"the Chief Inspector of Stock, under date 28th August, 1st September,
and November, 1874, and which were directed to be furnished on 1st
"February, 1875.
Maps of the various Districts forwarded to the Inspectors of Stock as
"per these Circulars, and showing the information marked on such in
"compliance with the fourth paragraph of Circular of November, 1874,"

(Mr. T. U. .Dctngar.)

.Yan,e of Inspectors

xo. District
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

6.
7.

8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.
24.
2.5.
26.
27.
28.
29.
30.
31.
32.
33.

SCHEDULE.

Dates of Reports

flat

Albury ............ Nonnan P. Lockhart ...... 16th September, 1874; February, 1875 ... ................................. 2
Armidale ......... Arthur J. Maister ......... 15th June, 1875 .................................................. ...............
Balranald ......... John M'Leod ............... 20th September, 1874; 24th February, 1875 ............... ............... 66
Bathurat ............ T. L. P. Croaker ............ 15th June, 1875 .................................................................. 1•1
Bourke ............ Thomas W. Foott ......... 14th November, 1874; 30th January, 1S75 .............................. 12
Braidwood ......... James Aldeorn ............ 30th January, 1875 ..................... ..... .... ....... .......... ................ 14
Garcoar ............ George Iow1auds ......... 15th September, 1874; 10th and 12th October, 1874; 14th Feb 14
nary, 1875.
Cooma ............... Stewart Ryrie ............... 16th September, 1874; 25th January, 1875 ................. . ............ 16
cbb ... John Kennedy ....... ........ 20th October, 1874; 9th May, 1875 ...................................... 17
Corowa ............ Ephraim Howe . ........... 18th and 22nd September, 1874; 29th January, 1875 .................. 18
Deniliquin ......... Alexander M'Collough ... 26th September, 1874; 16th February, 1875 ........................... 20
Dubbo ............... John S. Brown ............ 15th September, 1874; 19th and 21st January, 1875; 12th April, 23
1875.
Eden ............... John T. Tresilian ... ...... 14th April, 1875 ... ......... ............. ............ ....... ...................... 27
Forbes............... W. Whitton Davis ......... 11th February, 1875 .... .................... ... ... .............................. 27
Glen InnS ......... Oharles B. Lowe............ 12th October, 1874; 8th March, 1875 ............... ........................ 28
Goulburn ......... F. M. Cbarteris ............ 11th and 15th September. 1874; 20th February, 1875 ............... 30
Grafton ............ Inspector resigned No report received.
Gundagai .. .... ... Inspector resigned No report received.
Hay ......... ......... John £ Keighraa ......... 23rd Time, 1875 .................................................................. 31
Maitland ......... Thomas Burness ............ 16th September, 1874; 3rd February,1876 .............................. 32
Menindie ......... John N. Wilkinson
7th December, 1875 ..............................................................
Merriwa .............John Roper ............ ...... 29th January, 1875 ............................................................... 34
Mndgee ............ Henry Single ............... 21st December, 1874; 9th April, 1875 .................................... 36
Narrabri. ........... J. W. Jones.................. 14th September, 1874; 3rd and 17th October, 1874; 31st March, 37
1875; 16th June, 1875.
Port Mnequnrie... John Dueat .................. 15th and 26th September. 1874; 3rd May, 1875 ........................ 40
Singleton ......... Edward Afford ............ 21st September, 1874; 16th June, 1875....................................
Tamworth ......... Thomas Dowe ............... 21 st September, 1874; 9th February, 1875 .... .......................... 42
43
Wagga Wagga
C. J. Brentuall ............ 25th September, 1874; 16th February, 1875..............................
Warialda ......... F. W. ltidley ............... 21st June, 1875 ............................................... .................. 44
45
lVentworth ...... Andrew M'Clymout ...... 19th September, 1874; 12th March, 1875 ................................. 47
Windsor ............ George A. Cleovo ........ 7th October, 1874; 13th October, 1874 ....................... ............ 49
Yass ............... Thomas Turner ............ 26th April, 1875 .................................................................. SI
Young... ............ C. C. Wildash ............... 26th October, 1874; 1t March, 1875........... .... ........................ 51

263-A

* Orderod to be printed without Maps.
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LIVE STOCK.
1.-ALBURY DISTRICT.

STOCK LNSPECTOIL LOCKHART to Tun OFFICER IN CiisnoE, OCCUPATION or LANDS.
Albury Sheep District Office,
16 September, 1874.
SIR,

I do myself the honor to acknowledge receipt of your circular of the 28th ultimo, on the
subject of obstructions being offered to travelling stock, through water reserves being fenced in, or
partially so, by pastoral tenants or others, and from other causes.
In answer thereto, I do myself the honor to state that, nowhere within the limit of my district are
stock detained by the narrowness of the gates from proceeding on their journey, nor am I aware of any of
the main routes being closed, thus obliging stock to be taken many miles round.
I am aware, however, that water reserves left expressly for the use of travelling stock, are being
diverted from the objects for which they were dedicated, by being continually used by the squatters and
free selectors in their immediate neighbourhood, and are practically of no use to those for whose special
benefit they were intended.
This is felt by owners of travelling stock and, teamsters to be a very serious hardship, and one for
which, at present, there seems to be no redress.
The land has been, as I think most unfortunately, alienated right up to the main roads, and as the
country is being rapidly fenced in, upon these water reserves, small in extent, and situated at great distances from each other, do drovers and teamsters depend for the sustenance of the stock in their charge.
In very many cases also, the pastoral tenants and others have fenced in these reserves, thus
depriving the public of the use of them altogether.
I am informed by Mr: District Surveyor Wood that he is recommending in many cases the cutting
up of the reserves for sale, simply because they ar6 being diverted from the use for which they were
originally dedicated, and are of no benefit to those who were really intended to profit by them.
It would appear to me, that the only practical solution of the difficulty would either be by fencing
in these reserves, and charging a small sum for their use, or giving some Government officer the charge of
them, and furnishing him with ample power to see that they are being only used by those parties for whose
benefit they were actually intended.
I have, &c.,
NORMAN P. LOCKILARP,
Inspector of Stock.
Mn. GORDON Bauen to TaR CHIEF INSPECTOR OF STOCK.
Upper Murray, 15 September, 1874.
Sn,

In reply to your inquiries in circular of the 28th ultimo, I have the honor to inform you that
I do not find any OK the reserves for travelling stock fenced in, or in any way cut from the use of the
public.
It has, however, been the practice of settlers holding land adjoining those reserves to depasture
their stock on them, so that little or no grass is left for travelling stock.
I find that (with very few exceptions) every settler along the line of road between 'Welaregang
and Bowna has erected gates, and in some cases put up sliprails only of a width not exceeding 10 feet,
which are a very great obstruction to travelling stock.
I am not in possession of a sufficiently accurate map of the roads to say, with certainty that any of
the public roads have been completely shut up, but it was stated to me that Mr. B. Gray, pastoral tenant
of Waleregang, had shut up the old route which had been in use for years, and thus compelled the traffic
to be sent some 5 miles round.
I would also call your attention to the surveyed road through the conditional purchases of John
M'Intyre, in the parish of Fantier, which is impassable for some months every year from the overflow of
the Murray, and would suggest that a new line of road be marked out along the higher bank, which
could be done at a very trilling cost, and would be a great boon to those travelling stock along that route.
I have, &c.,
GORDON BRUCE.
Albury Sheep District,
February, 1875.
REPORT on the state of the Roads, Reseiwes, &c., in the Albury Sheep District, by Norman P. Lockhart,
Inspector of Stock.
No.L
Main Southern, from Albury to Kyamba Gap, 59 miles.
Upper Murray Road, from Albury to head of Murray, 100 miles.
Doniiquin Road, from Albury to Howlong, 20 miles,
Road from Germantown, joining road from Albury to Wagga Wagga at Cookardinea, 20 miles.
5, Road from Albury towards Wagga Wagga to the limits of district, 60 miles.
Road from Gerogery to limits of district rid Walhalla, 22 miles.
Road from Albury to Piney Range rid Jindera, 40 miles.
S. Road from Main Southern Road to Tumbernmba rid Carabost and Glenroy, 44 miles.
9. Road from Germantown to Piney Range rid Carabubula, Round Hill, and Walla Walla, 45 miles.
10.
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Road from Main outhern Road to Tumberumba v14 Neal's, Yarrawan, and Copabella, 40 miles.
Road from .Tengellin on the Murray to Tarcutta vid Copabella, 25 miles.
Thosq are the main tracks used in this district. There are, of course, by-roads and bridle tracks, to
which in this report it is unnecessary to refer.
No. 2.
There are no roads or tracks running on both sides of the same creek in this district.
No.8.
This is a question most difficult to answer with any degree ot accuracy, and I fear much that I can
only give in approximate estimate. I shall deal with the roads as nuwbered.
On this main road there is not nearly as much traffic as might be expected, and during ordinary
seasons I do not estimate that more than 3,000 head of cattle and perhaps 20,000 sheep pass along. No
doubt this number will be much increased as railway facilities are opened up.
This road is very little used by travelling stock, the Upper Murray cattle almost invariably cross
at Waleragang, whether bound for the eechworth or Melbourne markets. Probably not more than 1,200
head of cattle and 3,000 sheep pass along this road in any one given year.
I am probably within the mark when I say that only 700 or 800 head of cattle and possibly 5,000
sheep use this road in any ordinary year.
This road has only been recently opene& up, and is at present used by teamsters.
A considerable quantity of stock would be brought along this road were reasonable facilities
offered for their travelling along in comfort. As it is, what with the land being alienated right up to the
main roads on the one hand, and the reserves being either fenced in altogether or eaten up by the stock of
settlers in their immediate vicinity on the other, the travelling of stock is attended with much difficulty
and depreeiatiçn in value. I do not think that more than 2,000 head of cattle and 12,000 or 14,000 sheep
use this road in ordinary seasons.
This road is little used for stock travelling, a few sheep-owners from Walla Walla., Wallandool
and the vicinity send stock sometimes by this road to the Beechworth and Melbourne markets, but I don't
think we can safely say that more than 800 or 900 head of cattle and 6,000 sheep annually pass along this
road.
On this road there is no traffic of stock, it is now however very much used by wool teams, many
from Urana, Mahunga, Wongallue, Brooking, and the Murrumbidgee.
S. In ordinary seasons little or no stock pass along this road; a few hundred head of cattle, say 500;
may pass down for fattening purposes, and possibly 4,000 or 5,000 sheep. Of course now immense bodies
of sheep are fleeing to the mountains, and the traffic will be very great for some months, but such a season
as this has not been experienced for many yeas's, and it is to be earnestly hoped may not occur again.
This road at this dreadful juncture is being lined with travelling stock; in general seasons it is
scarcely used.
This road also is but seldom used for travelling stock; some hundreds, probably about 700 head
of store cattle come aown from the mountains by this route, and possibly 3,000 sheep.
I don't think this track is ever used for travelling stock; buggies and drays sometimes pass
along, but it is most frequently used by horsemen.
No. 4.
I consider a very serious mistake has been committed in dot having roads much wider. The
should have been 5 chains wide; for the last thirteen years I have been lifting up my voice (feeble thoug
it may be) on the subject. It is too late in many eases to undo the evil that has been committed or
rectify the mistake, the land has been alienated on both sides in most places right up to the roads, which
are generally two chains wide. None of the roads in my district are sueiently wide, I should strongly
recommend that even now where practicable roads should be proclaimed five chains wide.
No. 5.
None of the roads in my district have been, from causes stated in the fifth interrogatory, rendered
unfit for travelling stock.
No.6.
This question is disposed of by the answer given to No. 5.
No.?
lithe reserves already in existence, and those which in the course of this paper I shall recommend,
be properly looked after and appropriated to the uses for which they are intended, and to that use alone,
travelling stock will be tolerably well provided for, although not nearly so well as might have been had
action been taken before so much land was alienated.
No. S.
I think the facilities for moving stock are in this district ample so far as roads, tracks, &e., are
concerned, provided reserves, camping grounds, and watering places are properly supervised.
No.9.
I do not think so.
H—PUBLIC GATES.

One broad gate is much preferable to two folding ones. Gates ought to be made of light sawn
material, 12 feet wide in the clear, and fastened to the posts with very strong bolts passing through the
posts and screwed with powerful screws. The round posts ought to be of a very substantial description,
at least 18 inches square, charred, and put 4 feet in the ground; where to be had, they ought to be red.
gum and bound with iron. The lighter a gate is, always supposing it to be well put together and strapped,
the longer it will last; the very weight of gates framed of heavy materials tears them to pieces. The
gates should be self-closing.
There are no public gates in my district.
In.

7Th

lII.-CzossIN 0-PLACEs.
There are no crossing-places in my district which require to be dealt with in the way indicated
in this question.
IV.-REsEnvEs ROE GRAss AND WATER.
There are not at present sufficient reserves for feeding and watering travelling stock in my
district either in the vicinity of towns or anywhere else. If my recommendations be attended to, and
officers be appointed to see that those reserves are applied to the uses for which they were dedicated and
to those uses alone, then travelling stock and the cattle of teamsters would have something like fair play
dealt out to them.
On separate enclosure the question has been very fully answered.
Travelling stock have not in many cases access to the half-mile to which they are euhtled, and
reserves are in many cases fenced off so that they are of no use to travelling stock. The remedy appears
to me a very simple one: let officers be appointed with fall powers conferred upon them to put all these
things on a proper footing. and once put to rights to keep them so.
In this district the reserves set apart for travelling stock are invariably used by the stock.ownbrs
in their immediate vicinity, and are utterly useless for the purpose for which they were intended. There
appears to be two methods by which these reserves and watering places may be properly utilized: either
by having them fenced inaud placed under the supervision of trustworthy and competent meu,who might
charge an almost nominal sum for their use (I question, however, whether this would answer), or appointing officers part of whose duty it would be to look after these various reserves and watering places.
V.-Dnxs, TANKs, OR WELLS

Dxovm'o ROADS.
I have fully answered this question on separate enclosure.
I have made this report as full as possible, and have, to the best of my ability, marked on the maps
the various reserves, both those which at present exist and those which I have recommended. The county
of Hurne is on such a scale that I have found it almost impossible to indicate all the reserves I would have
wished ; it would have been much better that a similar plan to those of the counties of Goulburn and
Selwyn.
From my own knowledge, and from information which has reached me from various sources, I have
no hesitation in stating that throughout the whole of the Colony reserves are fenced in, and used by
lessees of the Crown who do not pay for them and have no right to them, and that in very many cases
arties who are legitimately travelling their stock to market have very great difficulties to contend with
through the obstructions that are thrown in their way. No doubt some trouble and difficulty will be
experienced in putting these matters on a proper footing; parties will be unwilling to give up what they
have so long been using, and using too free of expense, and small farmers in the vicinity of reserves, who
think they have acquired a sort of pre-emptive right to them, will demur to relinquishing them. Nevertheless a very great boon indeed will be bestowed on owners of travelling stock, teamsters, and others, if
the results of these investigations have the effect of placing the reserves, watering places, &c., under the
supervision of officers who will be responsible for their beiug properly utilized.
ON

NORMAN P. LOCKHART,
Inspector of Stock, Albury District.
Main Sau therm Roa&--Reecrvee, 4-c.
1. Munga.lareena Rservo, extent about 125 acres.
a Proposed to be extended by the addition of about 100 acres, making in all 225 acres.
.ZV.B.-A most valuable reserve, from its proximity to Albury.
2. Watering-place, about 40 acres, Thurgoona.
8. About 700 acres, at Bell's Nine-mile Creek, Gazette No. 72. A. most invaluable reserve, at present completely monopolized by the neighbours round.
4. Watering-place, about 60 acres.
5. Temporary reserve for passage to water, about 600 acres, No. 73 Gazette.
I propose this should be made a permanent reserve.
6. Mullengandra reserve, 500 acres at least, No. 32 Gazette.
No use except to immediate neighbours.
7. Woomagamo reserve, about 160 acres.
b Proposed addition of about 40 acres.
8. 320 acres over gap, No. 579.
9. Near Forty-mile Hill, Nos. 648 and 454.
10. Public reserve, No. 88.
Proposed addition, about 60 acres, part of No. 389.
11. Gazetted reserve, No.
, Four-mile Creek.
d Proposed reserve, about 240 acres.
Upper Murray Road, No. 2.
12. Watering reserve, about 60 acres, No. 611,
13. Reserve gazetted, but number illegible, about 40 acres.
14. Dora Dora reserve, No. 07, withdrawn from lease.
Proposed reserve about 320 acres (Seven.mile Creek), part of reserve No. 233,
f Proposed reserve of 320 acres, if land vacant.
g Proposed reserve about GO acres, part of reserve No. 236.
h Proposed reserve of about 640 acres, Murray River, part of No. 247.
i Proposed reserve of about 640 acres, Murray River, part of No. 249.
k Proposed reserve of about 320 acres, Murray River, part of No. 250.
i Village reserve at Webragang. Proposed to be made public. No. 973.
m Proposed reserve of about 40 acres, portion of No. 255.
Denthguzn
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.Deniliquin Road (to How/on9), No. 8.
o Proposed reserve of about 10 acres, for watering purposes. Can be very imperfectly shown.
plan. 16. Reserve No. 51, about 100 acres, enclosed by fence by Bight Brothers. Obstruction shown on
About 60 acres, reserve No. 56.
About 960 acres, No. 30.
Road from Germantown to road from Albury to Wagga Wagga, No. 4,
Reserve at New Billabong Bridge for watering purposes, about 50 acres, No. 554.
Reserve at bridge over Back Creek, No.

gazetted,

Road from Albury to Wagqa Waqga, No. 5.
About 60 acres, No. 68.
p Proposed reserve of 320 acres on Gerogery Creek, with access to reserve of 40 acres at
Springs. Part of No. 159.
Reserve of 320 acres, No. 161.
Fenced in by Samuel Watson, Esq.
Reserve of 40 acres, No. unknown,
Reserve of 640 acres, Nos. 644 and 947.
This reserve is, I think, fenced in by Messrs. Heuty and Balfour.
Village reserve, extending on both sides of the creek, consisting of about 640 acres. Not

This is a most valuable reserve, not only for this road but also the road from Germantown to
Piney Range, which intersects it. The run of the flocks of Matchett and Culnane upon it,
however, renders it quite useless to the public.
Reserve 655.
This ought to be a very valuable reserve, as there is a never-failing spring upon it. This is
however fenced in, to the very serious injury of travelling stock.
213. Village reserve, No. 112, about 1,280 acres.
This reserve would be invaluable if it were applied to its proper use. I think this is a place
where a dam might be very beneficially constructed at a probable cost of £450.
Portion of reserve 624, about 400 acres.
Road from Gerogery to Wa/la Wa/ia, No. 6.
Reserve No. 162. Fenced in by Samuel Watson, Esq.
Reserve No. 607. Fenced in by Samuel Watson, Esq.
Reserve No. 894. Used by, the lessees of Walla Walla Station, about 1,000 acres.
Reserve No. 158. At crossing-place, 40 acres.
Road from Albury to Piney Range, No. 7.
Reserve No. 63, about 120 acres. I think this is a place where a dam might be very usefully
made, at a probable cost of £360.
Reserve No. 67, about 200 acres.
q Proposed reserve of 400 acres if it can be obtained, in order that a dam may be made. This.
is a most important place for a dam, as in such a season as this many miles might be traversed without finding water. Probable outlay £630.
Upper Tumberumba Road, No. 8.
Branching off the Main Southern Road at the . Little Billabong Reserve," traverses thence about
15 miles ; then at the dividing range between Williams and Carabut enters the Wagga Wagga District,
runs through that for about 15 miles, and then at the dividing range between Carabut and Glenroy re-enters
the Albury District, and on to Tumberumba.
r Proposed reserve at Springs of 320 acres.
Reserve 848. Considerable size.
Road from Germantown to .Piney .Eanqe, No. 9.
This (in seasons of drought such as this is unfortunately turning out) is a road of great importance, and requires ample reserves to be left for the use of the travelling stock that flee to the mountains;
at present it is most inadequately supplied with facilities for stock travelling.
Reserve No. 456, about 100 acres.
s Proposed reserve of 640 acres, portion of 327.
Proposed reserve & 640 acres, portion of 325.
About 3,200 acres, village reserve, Wallandry.
Road from Main Southern Road to Tumbcrzmba, viii Riaje, rarara, and Copabella, .?3TO. 10.
On Fbur.milc Creek, portion of reserve 201.
Yarara, portion of reserve 241.
Copabella Reserve.
uProposed reserve at Boggy Creek, 640 acres.
Road from .Tingellie to Taroutta, via Copabella, No. 11.
Jingellie Reserve, or any portion of it that may be available.
Portion of reserve No. 328.
It will be observed that there are three localities where I have recommended the erection of dams
for the use of the public
On the road from Albury to Wagga Wagga, near Cookindinea.
On the road from Albury to Piney Range, near Jindera.
Also on the road from Albury to Piney Range, near Burranbuttock.
- Those proposed sites for dams are marked on the plans with asterisks.
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2.-ARMIDATIE DISTRICT.
TOCK INSPECTOR MUSTER to Tux CHIEF INSPECTOR or STocic.

Sheep Inspector's Office,
Armidale, 15 June, 1815.
Sin,

Referring to your circular of the 30th November last, and memo. of 12th instant, requesting
me to visit the different droving roads and reserves used in the passage of stock through my district, I
have the honor to report as follows
I have visited all the chief roads, and am otherwise acquainted with the requirements of my
district as regards the passage of stock. The reserves proclaimed from time to time in the Government Gazette, and which I have marked
upon the general map herewith in red, are those in use, and are in my opinion suitable, and meet all the
requirements in that portion of my district.
I have, however, suggested on the respective county maps herewith additional routes for the coast
districts, which I beg leave to recommend for your approval.
These routes are shown in red lines, and numbered 1, 2, and 8, on the maps of the counties of
Sandon, Vernon, ilawes, and Sandnn and general maps and separate description ofeach route I beg also
to enclose.
The camping reserves made alopg the routes on the creeks and rivers are suitable, and will provide
pasturage in time of floods; in other localities the width of the stock routes afford their own camping
sites.
In a district like New England, where grass and water are abundant, I consider 20 chains sufficient
for the principal stock routes, and 5 chains on less important ones.
Stock from the coast and that bred in this district form for the most part the stock that travels
through it, and they may be variously estimated at (say) 10,000 cattle and perhaps 30,000 sheep.
I do not think the droving roads laid down on- general map can be shortened or improved, and I
think they are all the district requires. I am not aware of any obstructions on any of them.
I have, &c.,
A. J. MAISTER,
Inspector of Stock.

Reserve No. I.—Counties of Sandon, and Vernon
The Crown Lands 24 chains on either side of the road from the already poclaimed cattle route at
reserve 29, Salisbury Water, to the road from Walcha to Nundle, as shown on map herewith.
N.B.—I think from the abundance of feed and water on this road, and also from the nature of the
soil, that the width proposed will be ample for all stock travelling.

Reserve No, 2.—Cowntics of Vernon and .flawee.
The Crown Lands, 24 chains, on either side of the road from reserve No. I, at Walcha, to Mount
Sea View, vid Yarrowich, as shown on maps herewith marked stock route No. 2.
N.B.—I think, from the abundance of feed and water on this road, and also from the nature of the
soil, that the width proposed will be ample for all travelling stock.

Reserve No. 3.—Counties of Sandon, Clark, Raleigh, and Fitiroy.
The Crown Lands within 5 chains on either side of the road from Blicke River, on the Armidale
and Grafton Road to Woolomombi, and 5 chains on the left-hand side of the same, from Woolomombi to
Armidale, by the new 'surveyed line by the Snowy Mountains,
N.B.—I think, from the abundance of feed and water on this road, and also from the nature of the
soil, that the width proposed is ample for all stock travelling.
A. J. MAISTER,
Inspector of Stock, Armidale.

3Bi%J4RANAJD DISTRICT,
STocK INSPECTOR M'LEOD to Tms Cuiar INSPECTOR OP STOCK.

-

Euston, 20 September, 1874.
I have the honor to acknowledge the receipt of your memo., accompanying a letter from the
Officer in charge of the Occupation Branch of Crown Lauds, relative to the fencina in of water reserves, main
routes entirely closed against travelling stock, and that gates only 10 feet are le?t on stock roads.
I reply, I beg to state, that so soon as I c'a obtain the desired information upon the various matters
above stated, I will communicate the result.
If I may be allowed to express an opinion with respect to the 10 feet wide gates, I cannot see that
wider ones are necessary, unless in exceptionable instances, where the eoñntry is very boggy. Iput 200
head of cattle through a gate that width a few days since; they went through the gate in about ten
minutes, and without the slightest difficulty.
As for sheep, it is absurd to say that a gate ten feet wide is not sufficient far any travelling mob of
sheep, even if they numbered 20,000. As you are aware, where large lots of sheep are driven from one
part of the Colony to another, they are not brought up to a gate in a lot of 20,000, but (say) in eight
different flocks, of something over 2,000 each; and I think you will agree with me, that a gate of the
width in question is sufficiently large to carry a flock of that size through in ten minutes, which should be
sufficiently quick not to outrage the patience of any drover.
In conclusion, I am of opinion that the drovers, as a class, have every consideration shown them,
but unfortunately there is a sprinkling of bush lawyers among them who will not be pleased, and so make
unfounded assertions.
I have, &c.,
J. M'LEOD,
Inspector of Stock.
Sm,

Stock
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STOCK INSPECTOR M'LEOD to THE Ciuxr Tiisi'ncioa OP STOCK.
Euston, 24 February, 1875.
Sn,
I have the honor to inform you that I have forwarded by this mail my report in answer to the
various subjects contained in your circular of the 30th November, 1874, so far as it affects the Darling
part of my district. I did expect that the whole of the report would have been forwarded, but 1 find that
I cannot complete it until I obtain some further information.
I have, &c.,
JOHN M'LEOD,
Inspector of Stock.
STOCK INSPECTOR M'LEOD to TEE Curry INSPECTOR OP STOCK.
Euston, 24 February, 1875.
Sn,
I have the honor to acknowledge the receipt of your circular of the 30th November, 1874.
In replying to the questions submitted to me,:I am afraid there will be some difficulty in explaining
clearly the labyrinth of roads traversing this district, and regret that I am not Closer to Sydney, when a
personal explanation would do more to enlighten you upon the various subjects than pages of writing.
You will notice that, in framing the maps that there are portions of other districts, in addition
to my own.
My reason for including parts of other districts was that you might see how roads recommended
by other Inspectors suited the roads advised by myself; or those roads at present running through my
district.
I shall now endeavour to thake my explanations as clear as possible, and commence with the western
end of my district, or that portion adjoining the Wentworth District, at Coiwang, on the river Murray.
Those very important roads---the one from South Australia, and the other from the Darling, meet
at Wentworth, follow the Murray, and enter my district at Collwaug, on the Murray.
This road is much used by stock from the Darling and South Australia—the Darling stock being
fat ones for the Melbourne market, and those from South Anstralia store stock for sale. I have known
180,000 sheep and about 4,000 head of cattle to travel this road during one season.
Of late years the store stock from South Australia has greatly-fallen off; there is still a considerable number of Darling and Queensland stock that make use of this road—say from 40 to 50,000
sheep and 3,000 head of cattle.
The country between the Wentworth and Euston is of inferior description, there not being an average
of more than 3 miles in width of decent country between the river and the mallee. I am of opinion that
a road a mile wide should be reserved from selection and sale along this line of route, and be given up to
travelling stock if you deem it expedient to do so. I cannot see the use of reserves; the mile wide would
give stock access to water, which is all that would be required.
There are two roads coming into Euston from Wentworth, one leaving the river at Bengallow
Creek, and the other at Mount Desperation; as shown in the tracing.
The road leaving Bengailow Creek passes through some 8 or 10 miles of mallee, then middling
country into Euston—(this is the road ued by the maifl-'--but in ordinary seasons without water. There
is at present a lake, called Lake Prill, filled during the high flood of 1809 and 1870, 8 miles fron Euston,
but that cannot last for any length of time.
The other-road leaves the Murray near Mount Desperation, and passes through 10 miles of mallee,
when it again strikes the river, and is the road generally used by travelling stock.
To follow the river round from Mount Desperation to Euston would lengthen the road qnite 40
- miles, there being a very deep bend between Mount Desperation and Euston, as shown in tracing. A
great saving in distance could be made between Collwang and Euston, but quite unfitted for stock as it
would be through dense malice. I therefore consider it would be advisable to leave both of the roads
before mentioned open, reserving the one via Mount Desperation 1 mile wide, and when the road reaches
the Murray, 5 miles from Euston, to be so laid out as to head the waters during flood-time.
Should you think it advisable to leave the other road open, a reserve of 320 acres should be left
on the north-west side of Frill Lake, as shown in the tracing.
There has been a great mistake made in the manner in which the township of Euston has been laid
out, and if it could be remedied in any way I think-it deserves some attention.
During high floods, in fact even ordinary flood, the town is within an area of 100 acres.
The town is built upon the most eastern boundary of the reserve, that being the only dry spot;
the telegraph office, which is situated about the centre of the township, is within 100 yards of the boundary,
along which runs a post and rail fence recently erected by the Crown lessee of Euston Station, thus
hemming in the township in a small triangular piece of ground, as I previously mentioned, of about 100
acres; the land on the outside of the fence in question, or on the north-eastern side of the township
boundary, is a good plain and the only high land where the township could have extended; this land has
been recently alienated from the Crown, and is now in the hands of the Crown lessee of Euston Station.
The land in question has been parted with without reserving a road to Wentworth, which should
have left the township boundary at the same place that the Balranald Eoad leaves the boundary of the
township. This is a road which cannot be done without during even ordinary floods. I would therefore
recommeud that a road be run through this land. It is only through the courtesy of the late purchaser
that people can reach the Wentworth Road without going some distance round. I would therefore
strongly advise that a road be run through the land in question, and the reserve extended in a northwesterly direction beyond the purchased land.
During ordinary floods a great part of the reserve is under water, and that not under water is the
most distant from the township, consequently of little use to the inhabitants.
The first 9 miles of the road leading to Balranald after leaving Euston, is fenced on the right hand
or river side, with the exception of a small river frontage about ha,lf.a-mile above Euston station, and 34
miles from Euston; this piece of land should be secured as a stock and water reserve; it has a frontage
of about half-a.mile to the river, and is high land. I have marked its position in red dotted lines at the
point of a bend in the river.
With
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With regard to the 9 miles of fencing between FusIon and Lake Benanee, Twill leave the first 3
miles, as that encloses the horse paddock belonging to the station, and draw your attention to the next 6
miles, viz., from }lustou Station to lake Benanee. The whole of the land enclosed by this fence is Crown
Lands; so far as I know, the country left for travelling stock is of inferior character, but as the distance
from Euston Station to Benanee Lake is so short (6 miles) I canTot see that any very great good would
be obtained by causing the fence to be removed. The country around Lake Benanee is very good, being
open Bait bush plains. There is a small reserve on the above lake, as shown in the tracing, on the western
side. I do not know for what purpose the above reserve was left for, if not for stock purposes. I would
advise it reserve 320 acres adjoining and (in the north side; I would also recommend a reserve of 320 acres
on Lake Proa, north side. Lake .Proa is 3 miles nearer Balranald, and also close to the road.
When the road leaves Lake Proa it does not again touch the rivpr until arriving at Meilman
Station, a distance of? miles: if a reserve were made there, it would be within a hundred yards of the
home station; the river at this point takes a bend to the right, and this bend is the station horse paddock;
8 miles further on and the boundary is reached where a reserve was proclaimed during the high flood of
1870, for crossing stock by steamers ; perhaps this would answer for a stock reserve—it is doubtful if it
will ever be again used for the purpose it was reserved.
The reserve above mentioned is at the boundary of Meilmanand a block not named but immediately
under Merowa. The reserve is shown in the tracing.
The road leaves the Murray at the before-mentioned reserve and does not again touch that river,
but follows creeks and branches of the Murray and Murrumbidgee until it reaches Lake Waldean,
between the last-mentioned reserve and Lake Waldeara. I have dotted in two reserves at distances of
from S to 10 miles apart. There is a reserve at the lake, but for what purpose it was left I cannot say. I
would advise a reserve on the north.west side of the lake and adjoining the present one; I have marked its
position on the map. I believe the present reserve was marked by Mr. Surveyor M'Cabe many years
since. Lake Waldeara isiG miles from Balranald; if a reserve were left half way (1 square mile), I think
it would meet all requirements.
The road from Euston to Balranald could be shortened quite 15 miles by following the telegraph
line; it would be through Malee; the greater part of the way would necessitate the construction of tanks,
as there is no water. The telegraph line is used by the mail and other vehicles.
Before leaving Balranald I may mention that I think it advisable to increase the size of the reserve
by extending it up the Murrumbidgee say for I. or 2 miles, not to be used by the inhabitants, but to be
altogether a travelling stock reserve; the reserve only to extend up the river on the north side.
Balranald is a most important crossing-place; and when the approach, a wooden structure on piles,
half a mile in length, is completed, and now in course of erection, a vast number more stock will travel
that route.
Stock that now travel from the Darling via Booligal and hay, during the flooded seasons will take
the more direct road by Balranald, where they will be sure of a crossing em route for Victoria, I therefore
consider that every facility should be afforded travelling stock at Balranald.
I have now concluded my observations upon the road leading from Wentworth to Balranald, but,
before leaving the Darling district, would ask you to follow inc into the back country between the Darling
and Murray, and Darling and Murrumbidgee
The first road which I shall bring under your notice is the Great Northern Road, or main road
leading from the Darling to Booligal. You will notice on the tracing that this road skirts the most
northern end of my district, and is the road upon which tanks and wells have been made by the Govern.
ment, and is a road over which a large number of fat stock travel to the Victorian markets. Immediately.
under the above described road is another travelling route for stock, tending in the same direction and
joining near Booligal. This road also carries a large number of stock, and leaves the Darling close to
where the upper road strikes out from that river.
I shall now draw your attention to one of the most important roads in this district. You will
notice by the tracing that it leaves the Great Northern, or Main Booligal Road, on Kilfera block H,
passing through Kilfera block F, D, and A, until it reaches Miparo, or Manfred, when it turns to the east
vi&. Clare block B; thence through the corner of Dolmorero and Till Till, Yhoul, Chnowe, Saharra No. 2,
to Darling block D; here it takes a westerly direction through Nillebad to Bedina, thence east by south
through Toylandbool to Paika Lake and Balranald. There is another branch of this road leaving Darling
block 1), and passing through Juanbung and Yarrawal to Paika Lake, and thence into Balranald; this is
something shorter than the other road.
The last-described roads bring more cattle and sheep to the erossing.place at Balranald than all the
other roads put together; large numbers of fat stock from Queensland and the Upper Darling use this
route as their most direct road to Melbourne ; when the approach at Balranald is completed I calculate
that three times as many stock will travel that road, for the reasoa that they are sure of crossing at any
seasons of the year.
The above roads pass through excellent country, and after crossing the Murrumbidgee at Balranald
continues its course (as shown in tracing No. 2) to the crossing-place at Tooleybuc or Swan Hill.
You will notice that i: have drawn a red dotted line from Paika Lake to Clare block B, where there
is a junction of a number of roads ; the red dotted line is thcn continued to the fresh.water well marked
in green; this proposed line would pass through good country, and curtail the distance very materially.
The reason why these back country roads are so crooked may be accounted for by tetimsters and
others following the improvements for the purpose of obtaining water, &-e.
The number of stock that yearly make use of the above road cannot be less than 10,000 head of
cattle and from 50,000 to 60,000 sheep, nearly the whole of these being fat and destined for the Victorian
markets.
This is one of the roads which should receive the attention of the Government in fact if that road
was made a thoroughly practicable road for stock there would be but little more wanted in the way of
water improvements.
The distance, if the road was made straight, would not exceed 100 miles, say seven tanks or wells.
.1 cannot at present lay down the exact spots where these wells or tanks should be placed, but there will
be no difficulty when it is determined the distance they shall be apart in finding suitable places.
Tanks
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Tanks should be placed in such a position as to secure as large a shed of water as possible, at the
same time giving every attention to the description of ground in which it is placed clay being the best for
such a pm.pose.
The next road in importance which I shall bring under your notice is one leaving the Darling at
l'ooncary and running a south-easterly course until it reaches Arumpo, when it turns direct south to
Boston; there is also a branch of this road running east from Boomarecool to the Bedena Block, and
thence south-cast into Bairanald; that part of the road leading from the Darling to Euston passes through
very good country with the exception of a few miles after leaving the Darling, and also for a short distance
before reaching Lake Benanee.
The branch road which leaves Booniarecoul block also passes through fair travelling country. This
is it line of route which would require tanks or wells—but I think for the preseiit only the direct line into
Eustou—and for the reason that stock leavingthe Darling at Pooncary can i-each Swan 1-jill in the same
distance vM Euston that they can by going vM Balranald if their object was the crossing place at
Balranald, during the flooded season of the year, then there is generally sufficient surface water for
travelling stock purposes.
Should you consider this road of sufficient importance to place wells or tanks on it, six tanks or
wells would be sufficient for all purposes ; the distance is about 100 miles.
You will notice that by making the road straight a considerable saving could be effected, but as it
would be nearly all through malee perhaps it would be advisable to leave the road as it is.
There is a belt of make following the Darling and Murray in a parallel line for it very long distance,
and the nearer it gets to the confluence of the two rivers the inure dense it becomes, and at last the open
country ceases md there is nothing but inalee, excepting it narrow strip along the rivers; it is the same on
the Victorian side of the Murray as far up as Swan Hill. The number of stock which travel the above
described road will be about 2,000 head of cattle and 20,000 sheep.
The next road which I shall bring under your notice is a branch road starting from Golgolon, on the
tracing, and running in a south-easterly direction to :Balranald. This road is occasionally used by stock
from the Upper Darling; it is through very bad country, and a road which I do not consider of sufficient
importance to induce the Government to make any improvements.
There is a road entering my district at Oxicy. on the Luchian, as shown in the tracing, and running
north until it joins the road from the Upper Darling on Clam block B. This is it road which could be
made niucli shorter, as shown j y the red dotted line, and it is through excellent country; the only difficulty
is a creek on Juaiibung, over which a stock bridge would be required.
This road is not made much use of at present, but in course of time will doubtless become all
important road, as it leads to Hay ; or by crossing at Maude, on the Murrumbidgee, is a direct line to
Deniliquin or Moama.
There is another road in the Darling part of my district which 1 have neglected to mention; it
leaves the Main Darling Road to Balranald on Meparo or Manfred Block, running through Meparo or
Manfrcd, West Muruluru, 0-ol Gol, and upon reaching Golgolon strikes a road leading to Balranald, or
by keeping the west and by south course intersects the road from Pooncary on the Darling to Euston. A
great many stock take this route, more especially sheep coining into the frontage to be shorn, or fat sheep
from the back blocks intending to cross at Euston for the Victorian markets.
This road should be reserved, but I cannot see that the Government are called upon to make
improvements.
In concluding my remarks on the Darling portion of my district, 1 would strongly recommend that
those great arteries for the supply of fat stock to the Victorian markets, such as the Great Booligal Road,
and the road leaving the Booligal Road on Kilfera block B for Balranald, be the first to receive your
attention; and I would recommend that those roads be reserved from selection and sale 1 mile wide, or
resolves at each tank or well of 2 square miles.
I may here remark that the number of goats and other useless animals kept on the reserves
belonging to the various townships require the interibrence of the Government. People are not content
with keeping a sufficient number of goats to supply their wants with milk, but individuals go in for
hundreds ; the consoquence is that useful animals are driven to find their food on the surrounding stations.
Ishould think there must be from 800 to 1,000 goats at Balranald, Euston, and Monlamien in proportion.
I have, &c.,
-TORN M'LEOD,
Inspector of Stock.
PuJ3Llc GATES

It is almost impossible for me to show the gates in the tracing, it being upon too small a scale, and
would cause confusion; but I may explain that, with the exception of the unoccupied country, gates
are to be found about every 5 miles, or as follows :—From Coultoug to Euston, 5 gates; from Euston to
Balranald, 14 gates; from Balranald to Moulamien, 9 gates; from Balranald to Swan Hill, 11 gates; from
.3alranald to Tooleybu, 5 gates; from Euston to Pooncary, 5 gates; from Euston to Kilfera, 18 gates;
from Balranald to Oxley, 0 gates.
The gates vary in width from 10 to 12 feet ; they are generally made of sawn stuff, and swung upon
strong iron hinges that go through the posts, with a ]iut to prevent them coming out. Others are made of
round stuff cut from the bush. i ain of opinion that (he gates are quite large enough, at all events those
12 feet wide, for the passage of stock. I occasionally meet with a gate that, from accident or carelessness
on the part of the Crown tenant, has become disarranged and out of order, and consequently some tronble
in opening and shutting from the fact of it not swinging truly, hut upon the whole the gates in this district
meet the requirements.
TANKS AN]) WELLS.

I have endeavoured to obtain all opinion from it number of people to whom I have spoken, how
these wells or tanks are to be cared for when they are made, but it appears to be a question not easily
answered; in Ilict, I have not got in idea from any of those that I have spoken to that is practicable.
1 have two suggestions to make. The first is that when it line of tanks or wells is completed—for
instance, from Batranald to Kilfera block H—they be put up to tender, the successful tenderer to keep
the
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the tanks or wells in order, for which ho shall be paid by the owners of stock so much per 1,000 for sheep
and per head for cattle:
The other suggestion is, that whore the tanks or wells are finished, and properly secured by good
substantial fences, that the Government appoint some one to each line of route upon which wells or tanks
are placed. His duties would be to see that the property, under his charge was kept in proper order, and
receive fees from stock requiring water, say it farthing a head for sheep and 2d for cattle.
Tanks should not be less than from 15.030 to 20,000 yards. The present cost of that description of
labour is from is. 3d. to is. Gd. per yard according to situation.
Boring costs 5s. per foot, while tank and troughing will cost about £200.
Well-sinking in the back blocks costs about 33s. per foot. There is then the uncertainty of procuring good water. I am of opinion that tanks would be preferable ; the snpplr of water would then
depend upon the size of the tanks.
A Mr. Toohay is said to have patented ,in invention in Melbourne which will very much lessen the
cost of tank-sinking. By his invention tank-sinking is calculated to cost about 2d. per yard. Each
machine is supposed to take out 30 tons per hour. The machine costs about £120.
I understand that the Hon. William Tayloi-, of Overwenton, Keilor, Melbourne, has purchased two
of the above machines, and that they have been satisfactorily tried upon his property at the above place. The
machines are intended for his back blocks in this district, and from whom you would gain every information.
The first road which I. shall bring under your notice in the Murrumbidgee portion of my district,
and making direct for Swanhill and Toollybuc crossing-places, at a distance of 25 miles from Balranald, the
above road crosses the Wakool, a very large stream in the flooded season. The above crossing is known
by the name of Talbett's Crossing-place. Nearly all the stock from the Darling and the intervening back
blocks between the Murrurnbidgee and Darling, which cross at Balranald, also cross at the above crossing.
I find that I have laid down the road in the accompanying tracing slightly too much to the west ; the
pencil line in the tracing will be nearer its position. The two reserves which I have laid down between
Yanga Lake and Talbctt's Crossing-place should be on the vest side of the road it is 0 miles from
Talbett's to the crossing-place at Toollybuc on the Murray. You will notice that I have recommended it
reserve half-way between the two crossing-places. Stock can cross at Toollybuc when they cannot cross
at Swanhill, and there are better appliances for the passage of stock for instance, there is an excellent
punt and good pontoon bridge. 1 would strongly advise that a road 1 mile wide be reserved from sale and
selection between Balranald and Toollybuc, and do away with reserves. This will always be a very
important road.
There is another road leaving Talbett's Crossing-place for Swanhill, which follows the Wakool for
some 23 miles when it enters the Murray Downs property. For 13 miles the laud is purchased on the
river side of the road, in fact nntil it reaches Swonhill. There are two reserves left, one close to the
Spewan Creek, as shown in the tracing, and another 5 miles further on nearer Swamilmill. The road through
the purchased laud is 3 chai is wide. You will notice that I have recommended three reserves between
Talbett's Crossing-place and where the road enters the Murray Downs property. I understand that all
the reserves on the Murray Downs property have been specially included in the run for assessment.
The two reserves inside the purchased laud, the one in black close to the Spewan Creek, and the
other in red and black 5 miles nearer Swanhill, should be made stock reserves if the road is to be made
any use of as a stock road. The country is very flat on the New South Wales side of the river at
Swanhill, and consequently in flood time the water flows out for a ]on, way. Were it not for a bridge,
erected by Mr. Officer on this purchased land, it would be impossible to reach Swanhill without swimming.
I do net think that a permanent roadway could be made to the Swanhill Crossing-place under £2,000, if
for that sum; the distance is about 1 mile.
The average number of stock that cross at Toollybuc and Swanhill cannot be less than 10,000 head
of cattle, and from GO to 70,000 sheep.
The next road I shall bring under your notice is one leaving the Main Balranald Road at Yanga
Lake and crossing Yanga Creek by a private bridge. This line of route shortens the road to Moulamion,
but there is a distance of something like 25 miles without water there are some lakes about half-way
that have water in them at present, and which were filled during the high floods of 1869 and 1870. These
lakes must have 'een dry for many years previous to the extraordinary flood of '69 and '70 and will shortly
be dry again.
The road which stock take at present that wish to reach the Moulamein from Balranald, or vice
vend is from Balranald, vid Yanga Lake to Talbett's, and up the Edwards. The distance from Yanga
Lake to Talbett's is about 20 miles, also without water; so, perhaps, it would be advisablo to sink a tank
half-way between Talbett's and Yanga Lake, and make that the stock road to the Monlamein as well as
Swanhill; the distance saved by the first-named road, viz., by crossing the Yanga Creek, over which a
bridge would be required, is not more than 7 or S miles. I may mention that no fat stock would take
that road, as it is not in a direct line to any market. There are two or three squatters in the Deniliqnin
District who have back blocks between the Mnrrumbidgeo and Darling in this district that would make
use of the road, but with the exception of those persons, and perhaps an odd lot of store sheep purchased
by some one, there would -be little traffic on the road. There is another road that leaves Balranald and
crosses the Yanga Creek at the private bridge before named, which winds its way up the Murrnmnbidgee
to Mande and there to Hay. This is another useless road, and scarcely ever used by legitimate travelling stock, for the simple reason that it is not a direct road to any market or place ; being a good
frontage, loafers are the principal stock that take advantage of it.
The next road that I shall draw your attention to is the road from Talbett's Crossing-place up the
Edwards to Moulamein, and thence to Beniiquin. This road is very much in want of two bridges, one
over a creek about half-way between I%loolpar and Talbett's. I do not know the name of the creek, but
the cost of pinelog a bridge over it would not be much—say £150.
There is also a bridge very much required over Forest Creek, between Mool par or Salisbury Plain
and Moulanmeiri. This. a dangerous creek, more especially for strangers, and there is a considerable
amount of traffic on the road. There is plenty of timber the building purposes close at hand. I do not
think the cost would be more than 9200.
I must now ask your attention to a very important road in this district, viz., the direct road from
Moulamein to Moamo, at present almost shut against the public.
A petition to the Minister for Lands is, 1 understand, in course of signature for the survey of the
road in question. I may quote the following from a letter I received from an influential gentleman in that
part
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part of the district,—" On Saturday last I received a petition addressed to the Minister of Lands requesting him to open up the road from Moulamein to Moarna vid Chowar; owing to these matters being in
your hands 1 decline to sign it at present. It appeals that about six years ago a road was surveyed from
Moulamein through Nyang red Chowar on the Neitnur to the centre of the Chowar Run, and there
abruptly stopped; this road was only five chains wide. What is required is for this road to be proclaimed
the usual width for stock, viz., a mile where not prevented by purchased land. From Chowar the road
goes by North Wakool to Thule Lagoon, thence to Perecoota through Toorangabby and on to Moama.
There is so much alienation of Crown Lands going on that you will see the necessity of speedy action." I
wrote to you concerning this road some years ago ; there have been continual complaints as to the difficulty
in getting through to Fdoama; if I recollect rightly, Mr. Cameron, of Chowar, purchased land at the
crossing-place on the Xeimur for the purpose of preventing stock travelling that way.
This road, if opened, would be much used by fat stock for the Melbourne market, and would be
a great saving in distance, as stock from that neighbourhood have now to travel via Deniliquin, which I
suppose must be quite 50 miles out of their direct route. I am sorry that I have not had time to
inspect the line of route ; I am quite unacquainted with the road exceptingto the boundary of my district.
You will observe on the tracing that the road crosses the Edwards at Moulamein, then following the
Edwards up until it reaches the boundary of Nyang with Balpool, it then runs south-east through
Chowar to Thule. I know nothing of the road after it leaves Nyang, but have marked it to Thule in the
direction 1 suppose it would take. I would strongly advise that this line of road be reserved from selection
and sale until it can be surveyed. I presume that Mr. Inspector M'Cullough, of Moama, has brought
this road under your notice.
There is another road going direct south from the Moulamein to the Murray, and passing through
Nyang, Noorong, and Gonn; this road has never been used by stock to my knowledge, but being a direct
road to Sandhurst may at some time or other be made use of.
There is a road marked on the tracing leaving Swanhill and running through Murray Downs,
Willikool and Melool to Gonn; this road is seldom used by travelling stock, still it is a road which should
be kept open.
The road from Moulamein to Maude should be a mile wide; there will no doubt be a large number
of stock travel that road when they can cross at Moulamein and make direct for Moama vid Nyang,
Chowar, and Thule.
In conclusion I may state that, as large areas of country are continually being alienated from the
Crown by purchase and selection, that it is quite possible that some of the reserves laid down in the
tracings may encroach upon such lands. I trust you will excuse the very rough manner in which the
tracings have been got up, it being my first attempt at such work.
I do not k-now of ,my new roads required in the Murrumbidgee part of my district, but would
recommend that neither sale nor selection be allowed where important stock roads are laid down, until the
Government have determined upon what they will do in the matter.
I have, &c.,
JOHN M'LEOD,
Inspector of Stock, Bairanald.
I shall now answer the questions contained in your circular of the 30th November, 1874, seriatim:The roads and tracks for travelling stock will be found in general report.
The Murrumbidgee and Edwards are the only rivers that have roads on both sides. The road
on the west side is the one used by travelling stock ; the road on the east side is seldom or ever used
excepting it be by loafers. Neither can be used in the flooded season. The road on the north side of the
Edwards, which is the main road to Deniliquin, is the road in general use. If the road is opened from
Moulamein to Moama, the road on the south side will be made use of for a short distance.
This question is answered in general report.
All droving roads should be 1 mile wide.
Does not apply to this district—no metalled roads.
Any alteration is mentioned in general report, and shown on the tracing.
More direct roads shown on tracing, and mentioned in report.
S. Attended to in report and tracing.
0. If obstruction means when a road is fenced on one side and not on the other, there are several
eases of the kind; but in all cases they have plenty of room on one side, by which I mean they can (the
drovers) get the width allowed by law. There is a fence between Easton and Coltwang which runs along
Bengallow Creek, which I think should be removed, or travelling stock allowed to go inside, for the reason
that there is nothing but malice scrub on the side they have to travel upon.
10 and 11. Will be found answered on a page headed "Public Gates."
The crossing-places at all the punts, with the exception of Swanhill, are abrupt; an expenditure
of £20 at each crossing would improve them very much.
The reserves recommended will be found in general report.
Refer to general report.
Answer given; refer to question 9.
10. When stock are running at large or in paddocks I cannot see how reserves are to be protected,
unless they are fenced.
17. Wells and tanks are recommended in general report.

No. 4.—BATIITIRST DISTRICT.
Srocw Izisrzeron CReAm to Thin Canr I±rsncron or STOcK.
Bathurst, 15 June, 1875.
I have the honor to acknowledge the receipt of your memo. of the 12th instant, in reference
to your circular of instructions dated 30th November last. I beg to state that my report would have
been sent in months ago, but that after many ineffectual attempts to mark the roads upon the maps I
I
was convinced of my utter'incapacity to comply with this request.
Sm,
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I enclose a report written in January last, but the maps (which are sent by this post) are not
marked, for the reason stated—that I cannot understand them. Admitting my incompetency in this
direction (which I exceedingly regret), 1 am conscious of having performed the ditties of my appointment,
as far as the means at my disposal would allow, with care and consideration.
I have, &c.,
T. L. P. CROAKER,
Inspector of Stock.
I.--Dnovmcs Rons AND TRAcKs.
No. 1 a. From Shepherd's Creek, tid Mulyan, Ophir, Teely, Swallow Creek, Mary's Lane,
Bathurst, Macquarie Plains, Dirty Swamp,Mutton's FalI, SodweUs, Rydal, to Wallerawang.
b From Orange, tiá Lees Paddock-, Pretty Plains, Dungeon Creek, and along Rodd's line of
road to Evans' Plains and Bathurst, running nearly parallel with main mnacadamised road,
and always used by drovers.
c From Laehlan, vid No. 1 Swamp, Caloola Creek, Back Creek, Mitchell's Plains, O'Connell
Plains, Mutton's Falls, Sodwails, Rydal, to Wallerawang.
d From Mudgee, 'rid Crudine Creek, Sofala, Wattle Flat, Limekilns, Clear Creek, Winburndale,
Kelso, to Bathurst.
o From Mudgee, 'rid Blackman's Crown, Ben Bullen, Cullen Bullen, Lithgow Valley, and along
Bell's old line to Currajong and Sydney.
f From Boeldey, vid Swallow's Nest, Native Dog Creek, Oberon, Duekmaloi, Marsden's Swamp,
Oae.Tree Hill, along old mountain road to Sydney.
No. 2. No roads or tracks following rivers or creeks in this district continuously.
No. 3. On No. ir, 9,000 sheep and 2,000 cattle ; on No. U, 35,000 sheep, 10,000 cattle; on
No. le, none, or very few indeed; on No. 14, from 800 to 1,000 sheep and a few stud cattle; on No. ir,
0.000 sheep, 15,000 cattle on No. If, none, an occasional mob of cattle.
No. 4 (1). Half-a-mile on either side of road should be enough.
(2). Where the land is unalienated they are right; where it is not, of course no ilteration can be
made.
No. 5. The Main Orange Road is the on7y one rendered so, but it is not used for drovers. See
remark No. 1b.
Nos. 6, 7. From Orange No. U, as already described, should be secured, and reserves made wherever
practicable. Bell's line, all through to Currajong from Waflerawang, should also be reserved for stock
travelling and the line from Shepherd's Creek (No. is) to Bathurst 'rid Ophir should be marked, and
reservations made. There are no other roads in frequent use.
No. 8. I think not. But the present roads and tracks, wherever the land is not alienated, should
be marked 1 mile wide, and good.sized reserves made at least every 10 miles, for the exclusive use of
droving stock.
No. 9, None.
11.—Puntic GATEs.
No. 10. The size and same description as those used at the_Government tolls would answer very
well; if double, the two supporting and centre posts securely capped.
No. 11. None,
III.—Cxossio.pi,scjs.
No. 12. Crossing.places good enough for stock passing.
IV.—REsnzvEs ron Gmtss AND WATER.
No, 13. No.
No. 14. Large reserve needed at or as near as possible to Wallerawang. At Raglan and Orange
railway sth±ions no land is available, nor within any such distance as would make it of any service to stock
waiting for passage. Answered in Nos. 6, 7, and S.
No. 15. Yes.
No. 16. I can find no reserves in this district set apart for travelling stock. Free selectors and
other owners of lands are in the habit of using the commons, but as far as my information goes there are
no obstructions.
\T.._Dflms, TANKS, AND WELLS ON DR0VING ROADS.
No. 17. Nothing of the sort necessary. Plenty of natuSi water.
Memo.—All the sheep now sent from here to the Sydney markets go by rail, and as soon as avail.
able preference will no doubt be given to this mode of transit from Orange. Only cattle and horses will'
be driven.
P. L. P. CROAKER,
Inspector of Stock.

No. 5.—BOURKE DISTRICT.
Srocx INSPECTOR FooTr to OrPreEn
SIB,

IN ChARGE,

OCCUPATION OP LANDs.
Bourke, 14 November, 1874.

In reply to circular 74-1630 M, I have the honor to state that I am not aware of the existence
of any such obstructions as those specified, on the main travelling roads in this district.
I have. &c.,
T. W. FOOPT,
Inspector of Stock.
Forwarded through Chief Inspector.
S'rocic
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SiocT;. Ixsi'ucion Poor. to Tn Cutr INSPi;CTO1i or Spocic.
Bourke, 30 January, 1875.
Si',
I have the honor to furnish the information concerning di-oving roads, &c., required in your
circular of 30th November, 1,874.—(74-1.820, SB.)
I.—Daovno ROADS A2cD TnAcFcs.
1. a Road from Queensland Boundary, west of meridian 140°, crossing Culgoa and Darling Rivers,
proceeding up the Bogan River, thence to Dubbo.
Ia Road from same point, diverging from former at Ernngonm, crossing Darling River at Bourke
thence vid Oxley's Tableland to Pink Hills, where it rejoins the other road.
Road from Queensland boundary on the Proo River, crossing Warrego River at Pont's
Bridge, crossing Darling River at Bourke, and then joining a, Ia.
4 Roads from Queensland boundary down the Culgoa., Bide, and Bokhara Rivers, joining a. Ia, e.
Road up the M.arra Creek.
f Road from Bourke to the Lachlan via Cobar.
g Roads on both sides of the Darling River through the district.
h Road from Queensland boundary down both sides of the Paroo River to Wilcannia.
I Road diverging from /à, at Wurraniut.ty; thence to the Darling River.
j Road from Queensland boundary down east side of the Warrego River to its junction with
the Darling River.
2. a West side of Bogan River preferable in all seasons.
q Both necessary.
I'. Both necessary, as the one most used (east side) is impassable by stock in floo,l-tiine.
2. a Cattle, 5,000; sheep, 100,000.
Ia Cattle, 1,000; sheep, 130,000.
Never knew of any. Sheep, 50,000,
4 Cattle, 3,000; sheep, 50,000.
Cattle, 5,000; sheep, 80,000.
f Not long opened. Sheep, 100,000.
g Cattle, 5,000; sheep, 100,000.
A Cattle, 8,000; sheep, 120,000.
i Sheep, 10,000.
j Cattle, 4,000; none of late years.
Half-a-mile on each side of the road (3 chains wide), and in cases where a fence bounds the
track on one side, a mile should he allowed from such fence to constitute the road? Yes.
None.
0. None unfit.
No change necessary at present.
None at present,
None,
1I.—PUBUO thns.
One pair swinggates, 12 ft. wide, for general traffic, with two slip.panels, each 10 ft, wide,
adjoining for stock.
Seventy-one gates at present (indicated on map by blue stroke) ; number increasing, as fencing
is progressing rapidly in this district. Those erected are of various sizes, generally as recommended in
10; but a few are too small for stock traffic.
III.—CnossxNo-x'LscEs,
12, No alterations required in present crossing-places.
IV.—RE5ERYES POD GRASS flU) \VA'rEn.
18. No.
14. a Reserve on Birie Creek recommended, as that on the west side is useless to travelling stock,
being on the wrong side of the river. 2. square miles.
Ia Yes, at Culgoa Crossing-place, 1 square mile.
Yes, on north side of Darling River, at Brewarrina. 2 square miles.
4 Yes, at Pink Hills, on west side of Bogan River. 1 square mile.
Yes, at Gongolgon, on west side of Bogan River. 1 square mile.
,f Yes, at Mulrey, on both sides of the Bogan River. 2 square miles.
q Yes, at junction of Maria Creek and Darling River. 2 square miles.
It Yes, commencing on Darling River above Bourke, at boundary of permanent common, and
extending up the river to junction of Began River. About 8* miles frontage, and extending
back to Sydney road. Very necessary.
I Yes, on road to Ford's Bridge, about 1.5 miles from Warrego River. 1 square mile.
j Yes, at each of the springs on road fron Ford's Bridge to Paroo River. Small reserves sufficient.
k Yes, at Two Waterholes, on Lachlan Road, between Bourke and Cobar. 1 square mile.
/ Yes, at \STerrinia or Yellow Waterholes on same road. 1 square mile.
en Yes, at Nnllamut, caine road. 1 square tulle.
is Yes, at Erringonia, on east side of Warrego River. 2 square miles.
Yes, at Ford's Bridge, on both sides of Warrego River. 2 square miles.
p Yes, at Thauapntcha, on both sides of Paroo River, 2 square miles.
g Yes, at Mullinia, commencing on Paroo River, 1 mile below boundary of Effluence Nos. 8 and 4.
Both sides of the river. 2 square miles.
Yes, at Bilpa, on both sides of Paroo River. 2 square miles.
s Yes, at Wurramutta, both sides of the Paroo River. 2 square miles.
Yes
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Yes, at northern end of Kapabria Lake road from Paroo to Wilcannia. 2 square miles.
u The whole frontage to the Darling River on both sides, should be reserved.
15. The reserve at junction of Bogan and Bailing itivers has been, for the most part, fenced oft but
is not adapted to the requirements of travelling stock, being inaccessible in flood-time.
10. The above reserve is trespassed upon by Messrs. Hope & Scott's sheep, it being partly included
,in one of their paddock-s. The reserve at Ledbrinappa Tank on Warrego Road is trespassed. upon by
Messrs. J. and J. Doyle's sheep, but they do not use the Government tank. The reserve at Birie Creek
is trespassed upon by Messrs. Gilehrist & Watt's sheep, being included in one of their paddocks. See
IV. 14 a.
tIc. Three required between Bourke and Cobar, on Laclilan Road. Mark-ed x.t.ir. on map.
1'. One on road from Paroo River to Wilcannia. Marked v on map.
Probable cost of the abo :e £1,000 each.
I would draw attention to the state of the Government tanks on the roads between the Darllng
and Warrego Rivers. Through misusage and neglect they have, with one excepton (Ledbrinappa),
become almost useless for watering stock. The roof's have 1illen in, and the fences seem to have been
appropriated as fuel. The repairs necessary to each of the three tanks would cost from £150 to £200.
I have, Le.,
P. W. FOOTP,
Inspector of Stock.

O.-BRAIDWOOD DISTRICT.
STOCK INSPECTOR ALDOORN to THE CurEr IicsrEcrou OF Svocic.

Nowra, Shoalbaven,
30 January, 1875.

Sin,

Referring to your circular of 30th November, 1874 (74-1,820 S.D.) in regard to droving
roads, &c., I have the honor to state generally that the travelling of stock in my district is very limited,
consisting of occasional small lots of fit cattle brought by the butchers of the small coast towns, from the
neighbourhood of Braithvoocl or Sutton Forest, near Berrima.; and also for the last two years of small lots
of young cattle purchased in tlialllawarra isti-ict and taken to Braidwood or Goulburn Districts, the
roads used being quite sufficient for the traffic, well watered and free from obstructions, viz.
The coast road front Wollongong to Ulladulla. The road branching therefrom at Nowra to Braidwood, and the roads from Sutton Forest, Berrirna, &c., over the coast range to Nowra, Kiama, and
Gerringong. The only difficulty on any of these roads is at the crossing of the Kangaroo River on the
line front Nowra to Sutton Forest, &c., and the Government have recently advertised for tenders for the
construction of a bridge at this point.
All the roads referred to are kept in repair either by annual grants from the..Governmcnt or, where
they pa.i through Municipalities, by the several Municipal Councils, and having regard to the limited
traffic in stock I do not consider that any special expenditure is necessary.
I have, &c,
JAMES ALDCORN,
Inspector of Stock.

7.-OA1tCOAR DISTRICT.
STOCK INSPECTOR ROWLANDS to TuE CurEr INSPECTOR OP STOCK.
SIB,

Carcoar, 15 September, 1874.

I have the honor to inform you, for your information, that I have just reeived your memo, and
circular from the Officer in charge of the Occupation of' Lands, referring to reserves for travelling stock,
and have written to the district surveyor for some information on the subject, and as soon as I receive the
same I will forward you my report.
I also received your Report on Live Stock for the year 1873.
I have, &e.,
GEO. ROWLANDS,
Inspector of Stock.
Stoca INSPECTOR ROWLANDS to OFFICER IN CHARGE, 000upArIoN
or Lrins.
Sin,

Carcoar, 10 October, 1814.

In reply to your circular of the 1st September, referring to obstructions on the water reserves
on the travelling stock routes, I have the honor to inform you, for your information, that I have made strict
inquiries on the subject, and I cannot find that any of the difficulties complained of exist in this sheep
district, as none of the water reserves are fenced and no gates have been erected across the travelling
stock routes.
The owners of land adjoining reserves for travelling stock are depasturing their stock on these
reserves.
I have, &c.,
GEO. ROWLANDS,
Inspector of Stock.
STOCK
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STOCK LNsrEcIon Rowxaicns to OFFICER

IN

CHAnGE, OcerrsnoN or L&tis.

Carcoar, 12 October, 1874.
SIR,
I have the honor to inform you for your information that there is a number of men cutting
and sphtting timber on the Church and School lands in this district; these men are employed by the
contractors for the erection of the Bathurst and Orange Railway, for which purpose the timber is being
cut and split.
A large portion of these lands are now sold, and a very large portion of them is now being surveyed
for the purpose of selling them ; and as the men are getting the timber for road-making, will you be so
good as to inform mc if they are to be interfcred with, or if, they are to be compelled to obtain a woodcutter's license.
I have, &c.,
GEO. ROWLANDS,
Inspector of Stock.
STOCK ISsPEcTOR ROWLAND5 to THE CHIEF INsPECTOR OF Srocx.
Carcoar, 14 February, 1875.
in reply to your circular of the 30th November, 1874, referring to droving roads and reserves
for feeding, watering, and camping travelling stock, I have the honor to inform you for your information
that I have examined the various roads and tracks used for that purpose, and have marked with red ink on
the maps, which I now return, the ples where I think reserves are required.
The principal roads used for stock from Forbes to Bathurst is by Bandon to Goolagon, Cowra,
Wargoola, Number One Swamp, Caloola, into Bathurst; on this route there is a water reserve at Sapling
Corner, about 2 miles from Goolagon on the Lachlan River; a reserve is required at the JIack Creek now
bridge, near Collet's and Flood's selection; also at the Cowra reserve, at Coota, on or adjoining the
village reserve; one at or near the village reserve of Tintern ; one at or near the village reserve of Wangoola; one about 2 miles from 0-rubbenbong Creek and about 7 miles from Wangoola; one about a mile
from Mendumcra Ponds; one at the Dead Man Flat, near the Yellow Swamp; one at Number One
Swamp, near or on the village reserve; one at the Three Brothers, about 2 miles from G. Cheshor's 640
acres; one at No. 162, P. Pye's 40 acres 1 rood 16 chains, in parish of Bringellet; one at the foot of the
Oak Range, near B 192, J. Burnes's 85 acres on to Bathurst.
Some travel from Cowra to Number One Swamp by Shoe.t or Bark, by Lyndhurst and Mandumerit Ponds, which route I have marked with red, for which route reserves are required at No. 12, adjoining
Ausby's dam station, Cowra Road; at No. 13, near Flanagan's selection Sheet of Bark; at No. 14 near or
at village reserve, Limestone Creek at 15 on or near the village reserve of Lyndhurst ; at 10 at Michael
Burke's 28, 29 acres 2 roods, parish Somers, on the Number One Swamp, on to Number One Road.
Some travel from Forbes to Number One Swamp by Canowindra and Mendumera Ponds, for
which route a reserve near Eugoura Creek No. 16 is required; at Nyrang Creek No. 17, near King's
selection; on or near the village reserve at Canowindra No. IS at No. 19, near Mat Dooley's selection,
Jack's Creek; at No. 20 village reserve, Liscombe's Pools; at 21, midway between Limestone and Mullengulla Creeks; at No. 22 village reserve of Somers; on to Number One Swamp to Bathurst. About
10,000 cattle and 100,000 sheep besides loafers travel these three routes ; the last described is most used,
and the reserves marked are from 6 to 8 miles apart.
The route by Carcoar, Blayney, to Bathurst, being the high road, is not much used for driving stock.
The three routes that I have described are quite sufficient for the travelling stock that passes
through this district, and (only in very dry seasons) there is plenty of grass and water, and not many
lanes for them to pass through.
There is a route to Rockley, which requires a reserve about 2 miles from Joseph Pye's 640 acres in
the parish of The Three Brothers, and one at or near Porter's 2,000 acres on Pepper Creek, parish of
Ark-elI, on to Roekley, from which there is a good road to Bathurst or Macquarie Plains, which no doubt
will be fully described by the Sheep Inspector of Bathurst. ,No very great number of stock travel
this route.
There is a track used by drovers with stock from Mandumera Ponds to Goulburn by way of the
Crookwell, for which a reserve is required near 1-larris's selection on Mnndumera Ponds, parish of Luean,
and near Plum Pudding Creek; one at M'Kell's 30 acres at Tea-tree Springs, parish or Rosebery; one
at the crossing-place at B. Ridley's, on the Abercrombio River, parish of Rosebery; one at B. Clement's
sheep station, Davis's Creek; one at William Tranter's selection, Kangaroo Creek; one at Markdale; one
at Long Swamp, near Henry Carr's selections; one near T. Bray's 1,147 acres; and so on to Crookwell,
which no doubt will be fully, explained by the Inspector for Goulburn.
There are several other minor tracks along which a few sheep and cattle are driven, which I have
not marked, as they would require a large number of reserves to be made on them.
Question 2. There are no roads or tracks on both sides of the rivers or creeks in this district.
3. About 5,000 cattle and 100,000 sheep (not including loafers) pass along the three flrt roads
that I have described in about equal portions.
- 4. Droving roads and tracks ought to be 2 chains wide. There is a lane at Maequarie Swamp,
parish Neville, which requires widening.
The road from Cowra to Mandumera Ponds, and from Canowindra to Mandumera Ponds has
been metalled, and so are the main high roads, but are used for travelling stock.
The best route for travelling stock from Cowra is by the old Lachlan Road to Number One
Swamp. 1 do not see any way of making a now track from Canowindra only by a track that I have
marked from Canowindra to Cowra.
The roads and tracks cannot be improved upon only in the way I have described above.
I do not think that any now droving roads or tracks are required.
There arc no obstructions on the stock travelling roads or tracks.
There are no gates on the droving roads or tracks in this district.
Where there are any, they ought to be double swing-gates, each gate 10 feet so as to give an
opening of 20 feet.
12,
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No alteration or improvements are required at crossing-places.
There are not sufficient reserves for feeding or watering travelling stock.
1 have described where reserves are required. No reserve should be less than 150 acres, but
larger if possible.
Travelling stock have free access to the Crown lands and reserves in this district.
The reserves are trespassed on by stock belonging to the neighbours. I do not see any way
of protecting them unless by fencing.
)7. No dams or wells are required in this district, as it is always well watered except in a very dry
BSOU.

The above are all the particulars that I have to make at the present time respecting the routes and
reserves for travelling stock, with the exception of a track from Cowra to Canowindra, which I omitted to
describe in the proper place, and which you will find marked on my sketch of the road from Forbes to
Canowindra.
The track from Canowindra to Cowra is much used by sheep; about 50,000 passed along it last
year. A reserve is much required near to Mrs. Sloan's Currajon g Station, adjoining the North Logan
estate, about 5 miles from Canowindra, from which place to Wanvick Plains is about U miles, when they
have the Laclilan River into Cowra, about 7 miles.
I have, &c.,
GEORGE 1tOWLAXDS,
Inspector of Stock.

No. 8.-000MA DISTR,IOT.
STOCK lxsncvon Byrux to TUE. Cnnv Ixsrrcrou or Srocic.

Cooma, 16 Septomber, 1871.
Sis,
I have to acknowledge the receipt of your Report for 1873, and also of a memo. from you,
accompanying a circular from the Occupation of Lands Office.
In replying to the latter I shall address myself to you, as I am quite unable to read the signature to
the above-mentioned circular.
So far as 1. know there is not a reserve in this district wholly fenced in, though some of them may
be partially fenced, where land has been purchased or selected alongside.
A large reserve is a great attraction to selectors, who select alongside of it on account of the run it
will give them, as they consider they have as good a right to it as any one else.
For this reason reserves are generally the barest portions of country to be met with along the public
roads.
I do not see how this is to be remedied unless by enclosing the reserves, as it would be utterly
impossible otherwise to prevent the continual trespass of stock.
I am not aware of any public road having been closed in this district.
With respect to gates, I consider that a 10-feet gate is wide enough for all purposes, as a hock of
sheep of 3,000 could pass through it easily in ton minutes.
I beg to observe that, if the Sheep Inspectors are to have anything to do with the reserves, or are
expected to give infonnation about them, it will be necessary for them to have a correct list of all the
reserves in their respective districts, distinguishing those that are withdrawn from lease from those that
are not so withdrawn, and mentioning the position and extent of each reserve, and the purpose for which
it was made.
I have, a.,
S. BIBlE,
Inspector of Stock.
STOCK INsptcron Rrair to TEE CRIEr IrSPECTOR OP STOCK.

Cooma, 25 January, 1875.

Sm,

I now beg to forward my report on the different droving roads, traelçs, and reserves in this
District, and shall reply to the questious contained in your circular of the BOth November, in the order in
which they are asked :—
DROVUW BeAus AND TRACKS.

The principal roads in this district used for travelling stock are,1st. The road from Micalago to Nimitybelle via Cooma; this is the Main Sydney Road.
2nd. The road from Coatna to Buckley's Crossing vid Bobundarale, and from the Crossing rid
Nigebryrale to the boundary of Victoria; this is the Gippsland Road.
3rd. The road from Cooma to Liandra rid Adaminaby, being joined at the latter place by another
track from Eden and Bobundarab; this is the Tunmt Road.
4th. The road from Cooma to Braidwood vid Big Badja or Jingery. This track is very little
used.
There are of course, besides the above, other tracks too numerous to mention, along which stock
may be driven now and then, as in this district people ask no questions but go wherever they please.
No case of the kind mentioned in number 2 occurs in this district.
Sydney Road,—Cattle, 4,000; sheep, 25,000; horses, 300. Gippsland Road,.—Cattle, 18,000;
sheep, nil; horses, 150. Tumut Road,—Cattle, 1,000; sheep, 6,000; horses, 100. Braidwood Road,—
Cattle, 500; sheep, 2,000; horses 50.
Two chains wide, when fenced on both sides. No fenced inroads as yet in this district.
No road metalling to any large extent, only two or three hundred yards here and there, and
no necessity for the stock to travel on it.
No need to make any change.
Do not see how they are to be improved.
S. No new roads required.
9. No obstructions Lv fencing.
II.
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11.—PUBLIC GATES.

A common swing-gate is the handiest, and 10 feet is wide enough for any gate, unless where
large bodies of stock are frequently passing.
No gates anywhere.
III.— One SSUW-PLAc Es Nothing of the kind required in this district except a good punt at Buckley's Crossing.
IV.—REsEEns rox GRAss AND WATER.

Yes, when the temporary commons are allowed to be used. I am told by the trustees that
travelling stock may stay on the Coorna temporary common for 48 hours.
I have marked on the maps in red dotted lines the places where I think it is advisable to have
new reserves, or the old ones added to, but I cannot be certain that the land is not already taken up, or
will not be taken up next land day.
Travelling-stock have free access to the half-mile and to the reserves if the drovers choose to
use them. I do not know of any obstructions.
Yes, constantly, by all the neighbours, but chiefly by the selectors, to whom the reserves are a
great attraction for the sake of the run they afford.
1.7. Nothing of the kind required.
I shall now make a few remarks on the principal droving roads
The Sydney Road. From the peculiar position of this district, the road from Micalago to
Nimitybclle will always be the main road, on which it is of the greatest importance that
ample reserves should be secured at once from alienation, as in days to come they will be
the sole dependence of stock going to market. If the reserves are made in time they will
be there when they are wanted, but not otherwise; and 1 think that for the present, and
perhaps for some time to come, it will not be necessary to reserve the land from lease, but
only from sale, for the following reason —At present the drovers neither know nor care
about the reserves, but camp where they please, and feed their stock where they please, even
on purchased land, without hindrance from any one. But such a pleasant state of matters
will come to all and some day, and timely provision should be made in the prospect of such
an end.
The Oippsland Road. This is the main cattle road of the district, and I would apply the
above remarks to it also, at least as far as Buckley's Crossing. Soon after crotsing the
Snowy River the country becomes wild and rugged, and reserves are not of much consequence,
as the country is not likely to be more than partially fenced for many years to come. I have
however marked on the map the most desirable places for reserves in red dotted lines.
The Tumut Road. This road is used by stock going to and coming from the Western districts.
I have marked on the map the most suitable spots for reserves, but it is only in a dry season
like the present, when stocicowner- are sending their stock to their mountain runs for the
summer season, that they will be. required.
The tracks to Braidweod. One by Big Budja, the other by Breelbo and Jingery. Both of
these tracks are very little used, and there need be no hurry in marking reserves that may
perhaps never be required in such a wild rough country. I desire again to remark that the
roads from Micalago to Nimitybelle and from Cooma to Buckley's Crossing are the two
most important roads in the district; and as the country through which they ran is all good,
it is for that reason the more likely to be soon taken up and no more left for reserves. In
fact, some of the land I have marked for reserves or additional reserves may be already
taken up. I have made all due markings in pencil so that they can be rubbed out without
any injury to the maps
As the principal tracks diverge from Cooma I think it is desirable that a suitable slice of the large
temporary common, which contains 24 square miles, should be permanently set apart for the use of
travelling stock, or that the trustees should be instructed that travelling stock should be allowed to graze
over the whole of it without its being considered a matter of favour.
I cannot give any reliable information with regard to roads, tracks, or reserves in ether parts of the
Colony.
I have, &c.,
S. RYBIE,
Inspector of Stock.

9.-000NABARABRAN DISTRICT.
STocK INSPECTOR KENNEDY to THE Cnrnr INsPECTOR OP STOCK.

Coonabaraban,
29 October, 1874.
SIR,

In reply to your memo of the 1st ultimo, I have the honor to inform you that I have consulted Mr. Licensed Surveyor Conder, relative to the boundaries of the travelling stock reserves in this
neighbourhood, and be informs me that he only knows of one instance where these reserves have been
encroached upon by the lessee, namely,—at a place known as lloneysuekle on the Coolah Road. Mr. B.
M'Master has fenced off a portion of one of these reserves, but allows travelling stock to take an equal
scope on the opposite side of the road, which is unenclosed. He also allows travelling stock to water at
his dam near by, which if closed in time of drought would render this route impassable. There is therefore,
in this instance, no obstructions to speak of.
I have, &e.,
JOHN KENNEDY,
Inspector of Stock.
263—C
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STOCK bsrzcron KEicNxnx to Tus OILIEr INSPECTOR OP STOCK.
Coonabarabran, 1 May, 1875,
Sir,
74/60—&B.

In reply to your circular dated 30 November last, and numbered as per margin hereof, I have
honor to forward you the following information
I.—Daovixo R•oALos ar TakeRs.
The road from Tambar Springs to Mudgee and Cassius, vid Bomera, Oakey Creek, Binnia,
Coolah, and Denison Town, or Tungy to Cassius, vid Tarce Creek, and Taibragar. The road from
Coonamble to Mudgee along the right bank of the Castlereagh River Did Galargambone, Breelong, and
Mundooran, thence by Murrygon or Cobbora.
The road from Barradine to Mudgee, vid Coonabarabran, Beelar, Greenbah, Rampadules, Butheroo,
thence to Denison Town. Also the road branching oft at Coonabarabran, vid Ulimambra, Box Ridges,
Ulindale Springs, Weetalabar to Coolah.
These are the principal roads and tracks used by travelling stock.
I think a road should be left on both sides of every main stream throughout the Colony.
Tanibar Springs Road to Coolah, about 150,000 sheep and 6,000 head of cattle. Coonamble to
Mndgee rid Mundooran, sheep 50,000, cattle 5 to 6,000. Coonabarabran Road to Coolah vid Belar and
Greenbar, sheep 12,000, cattle 1,000.
6 chains1 All right except those on purchased land.
All fit for travelling stock but one.
The road from Oakey Creek to Coolah rid Binnia is almost unfit for stock traffic, especially in
wet weather, through the land being purchased and fenced along the road for miles. I think a better road
could be made from Tambar Springs to Coolah, by cutting across Bowen Plains viA Premer, through
Bremen's 0-np, thence down the Coolah Creek through the Boogamurra Plains to Coolah.
No alterations desirable.
S. New road required from Liverpool Plains to Coonabarabran rid Bomera, Salt Water Creek,
Purliwah, and Ullamambri.
No obstructions to speak of.
TI.—Ptnnric GATES.
A double gate of wood, with iron hinges, 14 ft. wide.
There are five gates on the road between Coolah and Denison Town, 10 to 12 ft. wide.
111.—C no s S niG—PLA C E S
Repairs are necessary at crossing-place, Coolah Creek, on the road to Denison Town ; estimated
cost, say £30. Reserves are required at both sides of creek at crossing. Repairs required at Breman's
Gap, should that road be opened up for travelling stock ; estimated cost of same, £200.
IV.—lttsntvts TOB GRASS AND WArn.
A few more reserves are necessary at the undermentioned places, viz.
At the Little Plain, half way between Bomera and Oakey Creek. A dam could be made at
this place at a cost of £150. At Oakey Creek, about 1 mile from homestead on the west side of road
leading to Coolah. At the Black Stump," on the east side of Coolah Road on the road from Coonabarabran to Coolah, rid Belar; at crossing of Belar Creek on both sides ; at the "Reed Beds," about 6
miles from Belar, on the road to Greenbah; on the road from Coonabarabran to Coolah, rid the " Box
Ridges," at crossing of Baby Creek; at Box Ridges, east side of road; at the Ulindar Springs, at crossing
of Weetalibab Creek, near \eetalibah.
15, Travelling stock have free access to the half-mile in width to which they are entitled on Crown
Lands, but a great deal of purchased land intervenes.
No encroachments worth mentioning. These reserves could be protected by the Government
impounding all stock found depasturing on them, other than travelling stock.
V.—Dnts, TKs, AND WELLS, oc Daovnco ROADS.
A few tanks and ;vells would be beneficial. The ma.p is so imperfect that it is impossible for
me to describe or mark their position with any degree of accuracy ; neither can I show the position of
the reserves on it There• are names on the map that I never heard of, while there are many others left
out altogether. A reserve and well required at the crossing of Bogledi Creek, on the Baradine Road, S
miles from the Baradine Township.
1 have, &c.,
JOHN KENNEDY,
Inspector of Stock.

No. 10.—COROWA DISTRICT.
STOCK INSPECTOR HOWE to TaB Cuizr INSPECTOR or STOCK.
Corowa Sheep District,
18 September, 1874.
Sin,
Your report for the year 1873, and circular from Occupation of Lands Office dated 28th
August, with your memorandum of the 1st September, came to hand only yesterday, on my return from
Urana District, and I will do myself the honor to forward through you, as soon as possible, a report
as to any obstructions to travelling stock in my districts, and reply to your memorandum, after making
some necessary inquiryinto matters referred to.
I have, &c.,
B. HOWE,
Inspector of Stock.
STOCK
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STOCK INsPECTOR HOWE to OFFICER TN CHARGE, OCCUPATION OF LAxns.
Corowa Sheep District,
22 September, 1874.
SIR,

having been requested by the Chief Inspector of Stock to make strict inquiries into matters
referred to in your circular to me of the 28th August, I now do myself the honor to report for your
information,—
The water reserves on the travelling stock routes in the Corowa and Urana Districts are not fenced
by the pastoral tenants or others, and none of the routes in my districts are entirely closed.
The gates on the travelling stock roads at the boundary fences are from 10 to 15 ft. wide, and the
breaks so made as to prevent sheep from seeing from one paddock to another, viz., serpentine lanes or
brush fences) or roadways in the place of gates, and some few feet wider; in some instances where the
narrow gate-ways or lanes have been poached in wet weather, and difficult to pass stock through, drovem
have pulled down fences.
Some of the difliculties complained about have been experienced to my knowledge.
I have, &c.,
B. HOWE,
Inspector of Stock.
Srocx INsrEcToit HOWE to THE CHIEF INsPECTOR OF STOCK.
Corowa, 29 January, 1875.
SIR,

In compliance with your instructions I have travelled over the droving roads and tracks in my
district, and, as far as the time fixed for me to report allowed, I have examined them. I enclose a tracing
showing the roads that come under my instructions, and I have marked with red dotted lines three proposed new roads which I think it would be a public benefit to open, and half a mile reserved on each side
to supply a present deficiency of reserves for travelling stock, particularly near Corowa., and secure access
to North-eastern Railway (Victoria).
In memo. A. 1 have recommended dams to be made at Corecn and Burryjaa, a dam and well at
Murray Hut, and large tank at the Boundary Gums. An outlay is necessary to clear a portion of new
road near Urana; and the dam at Turnback Jimmey, between Holland's Inn and .Terilderie, requires
improving.
I wish to recommend to be reserved for the use of travelling stock, and will send to you as soon as
possible a description of some land near Corowa; reserves should be made with as little delay as possible,
as selection is going on.
I have recommended watering-places only where they are absolutely necessary, and rendered so by
the distance from other water.
The most important road in my district is that from the Murrumbidgee to the Murray; it has
lately been made more direct by passing through Widgwa. The Surveyor General's Department have
already reserved half a mile on each side of the proposed road; it will be surveyed within a very short
time now, and the sooner it is opened the better for travelling stock.
I have, &c.,
E. HOWE,
Inspector of Stock.

Answers to Ques&ns.
I have marked in red ink the roads or tracks used in my district for travelling stock. See maps
and tracing.
I see no necessity at present for any change.
S. Estimate of travelling stock annually on road from Narandera to Corowa—Horses, 400; cattle,
18,000; sheep, 80,000. From Wallandool and down Billabong—horses, 200; cattle, 9000; sheep, 20,000.
From .lerilderie to Tocumwal—all horses that cross the punt, 740; sheep, 8,350; cattle, 4,356.
All main droving roads through the pastoral interior, and important outlets, should have harnamile reserve on each side. I consider a width of 5 chains on each side of other droving roads suflicient;
the greater portion of the roads where the land has been sold are too narrow, particularly down the
BillaboSg (not an agricultural country), but too late I presume to alter.
None at present; sufficient width now ; will prevent this in the future.
See No. 5.
Yes. See map and tracing from Jerilderie to Corowa, from 1\Tallandool to Corowa, and from
Coreen to Mulwala.
S. See No. 7.
Yes; but I think any obstructions would be removed without the necessity of reporting to the
Government.
Punuc GATES
Great variety of opinions about the best kind of gates. I would recommend a light but strong
double gate of simple construction, made to fall back in line of fence when opened. Gate posts cannot
be too large or too deep in the ground. It is very necessary to have 50 yards of timber fende on each side
of gates, with wide slip.rails on both sides to use when required in wet weather when gateway gets poached.
Boundary riders have to visit gates, and will at times find them open, however well or expensively the gates
may be constructed.
The whole of the stations and farms in my district being fenced, there are many gates on the
roads, and some brush fences with serpentine brush roadways; the latter much objected to by drovers, and
should be done away with if possible; very difficult at times to get cattle through them.
Nil.
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18. I have not yet succeeded in obtaining much information from surveyom as to reserves. Roads
and reserves along rivers and creeks have been so long established that any further provision beyond what
has already been made would be impossible; but I beg to draw your attention to what I now recommend,
and in answer to next No.
Additional are required, and marked on the map and tracing.
Yes, as far as I know; see answer to question No: 9.
10. Yes, by free selectors, small holders. Authority given to inspectors or their assistants (any
person they may appoint in their absence) would, I think, in a great measure put it period to the evil,
and greatly benefit travelling stock, for the most of the reserves are kept bare.

Dnrs,

TAxKs, AND WELLS ON ROADS.

17. Yes, see memo. A. hereto.
Matters occurred to me when passing over the roads that I could not attend to, as my time
was limited, and other matters may occur that I should bring under your notice.
Drovers tell me (what I believe is the case) that cattle can be brought better to the Melbourne
market from Mulwala Crossing-place than any other in my district, and I have recommended - a I mile reserve road from Coreen. I am informed that squatters in many
instances feed bare the travelling stock roads, but such is not the case in my district.
E. HOWE.

Memorandum—Estimate of Travelling Stock.
Question No. 3.—The greater portion of the stock before named pass into Victoria. About an
equal number travel through the Urana district via Jerilderie to Deniliquin, and from the Wagga and
Yanko Roads. The number of stock up and down the Murray bank road has been few during the last
twelve months—about 15,000.

Memo. A.
Dams required to be made at Coreen near township reserve, blind creek here.
Dam required at Burryjaa, blind creek here, both of the above places are on the main travelling
stock road from Murrumbidgee to Corowa.
Well and dam required at the Murray hut, on road from Jerilderie to Tocumwal; good water 12
feet down.
Dam required at the Boundary Green; see tracing.
On part of the road lately surveyed from a point about 2 miles from Urana on the north side, to a
point 7 miles from the same place on the same side of it, should be cleared for a width of 1 chain, as
the country is very scrubby, and the surveyed line could not easily be followed without.
Some outlay is necessary to improve the dam between Simon Holland's Inn, Yanko and Jerilderie,
STOCK INspEcron Bows to THE Cursr Issrscvos or Stocic.

Sir,

Corowa, 17 February, 1875.

In my report to you, dated 29th January, I stated that I would forward a description of some
land near Corowa that I would recommend to be reserved for the use of travelling stock.
Without the means of reference to any maps, I now do myself the honor to inform you that this
land is situated about 5 miles from Corowa on the main travelling stock road, and occupied as grass rights;
it is bounded on the south by John Dye, selector; Monohan's purchased land on the east, and Perrit and
others on the west and north.
On a portion of this land near the roadway stock can and do generaily get water, but with some
outlay it may be made a permanent and most useful watering place.
1,500 acres of land may still be reserved hereabouts ; there is a great deficiency of reserves near
Corowa. This spot is much used and required for stock going to market and wool teams, and I bring the
locality particularly under your notice for reserve at once, for if not it will certainly be selected before
very long.
I have, &c..
B. HOWE,
Inspector of Stock.

No. 11.—DFNILJQTJJN DISTRICT.
STOCK INsrncrolt GALL to Tan CRIEr Ixsi'zcron or STOCK.

SIR,

Moama, 20 September, 1874.

Referring to your memorandum of the 1st instant, attached to the letter of the OBicer in
charge of the Occupation of Lands Branch, dated 28th ultimo, I have the honor to report as follows
In my district, so fir as I can ascertain, there are noue of the water reserves fenced in, eithcr
wholly or in part, by the pastoral tenants or others.
There are no such obstructions as gates of any description in this district, neither are any of the
main routes closed by fencing; although no doubt great inconvenience is caused to stock by being Compelled to travel through lanes 3 chains wide—which are almost impassable in bad weather—the land on
both sides having been sold.
8.
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8. The Conargo reserve is now and has been used for years by owners of adjoining land depasturing
their stock thereon. I may mention two parties, viz., James MRees and B. Rogers, residing in above
locality who have from 2,000 to 3,000 sheep constantly on the reserve, in consequence of which there is no
grass left for the use of travelling stock; and carriers with teams are also seriously inconvenienced from
the same cause.
I have, &e.,
JAMES GALL,
Acting Inspector of Stock.
TELEGRAM FROM ACTUcG STOCK INSPECTOR Gitt to TEE Csnrr INSPECTOR OF STOCK.
2/10/74.
Srscx sending my report, find Parker of Quiamong has fenced in from 50 to 100 acres best portion of
Conargo Reserve,
Siocx L-cspEcToR M'CoLLouou to TUE Cnixr INSPECTOR OF STOCK.
Moama, 16 February, 1875.
Sir,

I have the honor to acknowledge the receipt of your letter of the 11th instant (75/263 S.B.),
and in reply beg to enclose you the maps with the reserves marked.
Finding I was unable to mark them with accuracy, I got one of the surveyors to mark it for me,
and am getting a tracing made on a large scale for my own guidance. Since answering your queries in
the first, I have been informed that the reserve at Conargo, on the Billybong, is made useless to the
public, part of it being fenced in by Mr. B. L. Parker, the lessee of Quiamong, and the balance of it used
by two selectors as a sheep run. Please inform me if it is my duty to take notice of it.
I have, &c.,
A. M'COLLOUGH,
Inspector of Stock.

STOCK INSPECTOR M'Cotnouon to TUE CHIEr INSPECTOR OF STOCK.

(Circular, '74-1,823 SB.)

Stock and Brands Branch,
Department of Lands,
Sydney, 30 November, 1814.

No. 1. Say what tracks or roads are used in your district for travelling stock.
The principal roads used by travelling stock in the district of which I have the honor to be in
charge, are the Wanganella or hay Road, the Billybong or Wagga Wagga Road, the Tocuinval or Albury
Road, the Moularnein or Edwards Road, all of which converge at the crossing-place--the bridge
Deniliquin—from which there is only one road to Moama, where they cross into Victoria, and on which 95
per cent, of all the stock travelling to market are obliged to travel. The only other track used is from a
IS stations on the south bank of the Edwards, and the stations on the Murray River, 40 miles below.
Moama, which in all do not amount to over 5 per cent.
No. 2. Where there are roads or tracks on both sides of the same river or creek, state particularly to which
the preference should be given, and if different sides arc preferred at different seasons say so.
There are only tracks or roads on one side of each creqk or river, with the exception of the Edwards,
which could be used by travelling stock, and which for the last twenty-five years have been preferred by
drovers before the country was fenced' in to the extent it is now, nor do I, with twenty years experience,
see how the other sides of the rivers could be made available for travelling stock.
No. 3. Give an estimate of the number of cattle and sheep which, in ordinary seasons, annually travel on
each of these roads or tracks.
I consider the traffic of the year 1874 must be taken as a Ihir average, in which oii;soo sheep and
23,330 cattle travelled to market, which would give as near as possible as follows :_'\\Tanganella Road,
45%, 275,310 sheep and 10,498 head of cattle; Billybong Road, 337, 183,540 sheep, and 6,999 head of
cattle; Toeumwal Road, 10%, 61,180 sheep and 2,330 head of cattle; Moulainein, 1.07, 61,180 sheep
and 2,330 head of cattle south bank of the Edwards and stations on the Murray below Moama, 5%,
30,590 sheep and 1,166 head of cattle.
No. 4. 'What do you consider a sufficient width for droving roads or tracks ; are those in your district
right in this respect; if not, say which are not?
I consider where the country is good the j mile is ample ; all the roads in my district have got this,
and I consider drovers have no cause of complaint, but in the 50 miles between Beniliquin and Moama, in
which 957 of all the stock travelling to market are obliged to travel, 25 miles of which lays through forest
country, and most of the land on each side sold and fenced in, with the exception of the reserves for the use
of travelling stock, nor can I see how this can be altered, or where another road could be made, as the
stock must come to Moama, and the road at present used is the only one to insure water in the summer
months. I consider even on this road eight months out of the year it is quite possible to maintain the
condition of stock.
No. 5. Arc any of these roads or tracks, through being metalled, or by reason of the large general traffic
or otherwise, rendered unfit for travelling stock traffic; if so, state which?
There is no metal used in any part of my district but in the streets of Dcniliquin. In very wet
seasons the road between Deniliquin and Moama gets a good deal cut up by the general traffic, but, as I
remarked in my answer to No. 4, I cannot, now the land is sold on each side, point out how this can be
avoided, and even in such seasons it reduces itself to in item of expense, as the owners of the land allow
travelling stock to go through their land at a reasonable charge.
No.6.
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No. 6. If any of them are unfit for stock traffic, say whether it is possible to make new stock roads in the
place of those which are unfit, and divert the traffic to the new roads.
I can only refer you to my remarks in Nos. 4 and 5. The road from Peniliquin to Moama is the
only road in my district of which I consider drovers have cause to complain, and, at present I cannot point
out how it can be remedied.
No. 7. Can the droving roads or tracks in your district be made more direct or turned through other
country for feed or water; if so, state how and in what direction, and show the direction by marking
it in red dotted lines on the maps.
Those roads or tracks were all chosen in the early times as being the best situated for grass and
water, as also being the most direct route to the Victorian market, and in my opinion cannot be changed
for the better.
No. S. Are any new droving roads or tracks required in your district ; if so, say in what directions, and
mark them in red dotted lines on the maps?
The same answer will serve as for No. 7, and when any new droving roads are required from back
blocks or new country, they are always made without any obstructions from the run-holder whose leased
land they go through.
No, 0.—Are there any portions of the roads or tracks in your district obstructed by fencing or otherwise;
if so, state the nature of the obstructions, and how they should be removed P
I do not think there are any obstructions, but cannot possibly say; but my reasons for thinking so
are, that a great many of the drovers using these roads are men who have been many years on the roads,
and are well acquainted with what the law gives them, and if obstructed would at once bring it under
notice, and in the position 1 have the honor to hold I feel sure I would have known of it, and should such
a complaint be made to me I will at once bring it under your notice.
No. 10,—What ought to be the size and description of public gates on droving roads and tracks P
I would not advise gates being allowed on public roads, but slip-panels, and to open as follows,—

No. 11.—Are there any gates on the roads in your district ; if so, report as to number and fithess, and
position, marking same on map?
There are no gates on any of the public roads in my district, but such as described in the diagram
of No. 10.
No. 12.—Say whether any of the crossingplaces at the rivers, or gaps, or sidings, or gullies, or mountains,
can be improved; and if so, at what expense; and state where, at one or both sides of any of the
important crossing-places, reserves are necessary for improving the approaches to these crossings,
and mark them on the maps.
There are now bridges at all the important crossing-places, all of which are used by sheep and in
some cases by cattle. The most important crossing-place for cattle, long known as Maiden's Yards,
Moama, have for a long time been both unfit and unsafe for the crossing of cattle or horses ; the posts
and rails are all rotten ; the forces or crushes into the river washed down by the falling in of the river
banks,—to remedy which would require new yards, which I consider could not be put up and proper
approaches made at a less cost than £400. Mr. M'Intosh, the late lessee, after spending over £100 last
year on the old yards, has erected new yards on his private property higher up the Murray, but it yet
remains to be proved if they will answer as well as the site of the old yards.
No. 13.—Are there sufficient reserves for feeding and watering travelling stock in your district, Specially
in the neighbourhood of towns and crossing-places?
The principal crossing-places are at towns, where the reserves cannot be increased, and at such
places as Beniliquin, where the reserves are in the hands of the Town Council, and who give their herds.
men orders to oblige travelling stock to keep to the road, where a day's rest would be most useful.
No. 14—If not, state what additional reserves are required, and their extent in each case, and mark their
position on the map.
No. 15.—Have travelling stock, passing through or along Crown Lands in your distñct, in every case free
access to and through the half-mile in width to which they are entitled, and also to all reserves that
may have been notified for feeding and watering travelling stock if not, how are they obstructed,
and how is the obstruction to be removed P
No. 16.—Are the reserves set apart for travelling stock trespassed upon by other stock; if so, say by
whom, and how these reserves should be protected for the use of travelling stock?
Since the receipt of the circnlar to which this is a reply, I have made it my business to bring about
conversations with the most experienced of the drovers as to any grievance they might have, and have heard
no complaints; and I would most respectfully suggest that it be notified to the droving public by advertise.
ment to them to lodge complaints where they consider they have grounds, as they alone can be judges as to
whether they get their rights or not, and as I said in No. 9 I feel sure if they did not I would have heard.
No. 17.—Are any dams, tanks, or wells, required to be made on any of the roads or tracks in your
district ; if so, state their position on the maps and probable cost?
At present I am not in a position to advise on the above, but with more experience, if I see the
necessity of tanks or dams, I will bring the matter under your notice, with the probable cost.
A. M'COLLOUGU,
Inspector of Stock, Moama.
12.
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12.-DUBBO DISTRICT,
STOCK INSPECTOR BROWN to OFFICER IN CRKEOE, 000trnTIoN or Lnms.
Dubbo, 15 September, 1874.
Sm,
In reply to your communication of the 28th ultimo, with reFerence to water reserves on
travelling stock routes being partly fenced, also treating of gates of insufficient width, and fences erected
across main roads,—I do myself the honor to state that a report as to such will be lbrwarded, and receive
my earliest attention.
I have, &c.,
JOIIN S. BROWN,
Inspector of Stock.
StocK INSPECT0IL Bnowr to THE CHIEF Txsrscron OF STOcK.
Dubbo, 29 January, 1875.
SIB,
is requested per circular of the 30th November, last, I do myself the honor to lay before
you the following report:—
DRovirce ROADS A2ID Thtcxs IN THE SCAB DISTRICTS OP DUBBO AND CANN0NBAB.
Question .2V. 1—The roads and tracks used by travelling stock in these districts are as under

The Bogan and Macquarie Rivers, The Duck, Gunniogbar, Marra, Marthaguy, Merri Merri, and
Talbragar Creeks, also part of the west side of the Castlereagh River; these run parallel to the streams.
Those approaching to right angles or cross country are as follows
Prom Wingaden, on the Castlereagh, to the main Merri Merri Road, at Quambone, in some
instances continuing a south-west courseto the Marthaguy, and thence to the Macquarie River.
From Coonamble, vid Tooloorn and Bringesse's, on the Aferri Merri; Tonanbung, on the Marthaguy;
and thence to Mayabone, on the Macquarie.
From Gelargumbone, on the Castlereagh, to Colli, on the Marthaguy; and thence down the
Marthaguy until its intersection with the main road from Warren to the 3larthaguy.
Again from Collie to Timberabongie, on the Macquarie, vid Coalbaggin and Burrowan.
From Galgandra to Dubbo, on the Macquarie, vid Coalbaggin.
From Mundooran to Wellington, vid Cobbera; and from Mundooran to Dubbo, vid Cobbera and the
Talbragar.
From Wellington to Obley, vid Curra Creek.
From Dubbo to Obley, vid Wanbangalang.
From Narromine to Obley, vid Wallaby Springs and Dilladerry; and from Narromine to the Bogan,
at Balgandramine, vid Wallaby Springs and Tomingly Creek.
From the junction of the Gunningbah with the Billeringa Creek to Nyagin on the Bogan.
From Cannonbar to Nyagin on the Bogan.
From Boggabadah on the Bogan to the Lachlan River, vid Pangie and Craway Creek.
No. 2—The main road from Bourke up the Bogan River is generally on the west side, especially
in flooded time, until it arrives at a point on the river known as Nyagin; there it crosses to the east side,
and to this particular point 1 would draw your attention: Sheep in going down the Began often omit
crossing at this point to the west side; the result is that they get entangled between the river and the
Guuningbar and Duck Creeks, which in many instances is a serious cause of delay, and in flooded times
much loss might occur, as a succession of watercourses flow into the Bogan from the eastward. Therefore
I would advise the closing of the present track on the east side of the river from Nyagin to a point about
1 mile below the junction of the Duck Creek with the Began; at that the main road from Cannonbar to
Bourke is cut; to make to this point travelling stock in flooded times would necessitate a bridge over the
Gunningbar and Duck Creeks, which, in addition, is a very low flooded country. On the other hand, a bridge
at Nyagin would at once give all stock free outlet to the west side of the river, and also do away with all
risk in time of flood.
From Nyagin up to Tabratong the road crosses and reerosses the river several times, and again
from Tabratong to .Derribong or Termibong ; over from there it adheres to the west side of the river until it
reaches Genanagay, thence on to Forbes ; but returning to Nyagin I would advise the road on both sides
of the river up to Bulgandrainine being reserved for travelling stock: for instance, sheep have been
detained for many days at Dernibong, those going down the river were not allowed through Mrs. Martell's
West Bogan blocks, and those coming up the river were stopped by Mr. Kerr from travelling further on
the east side. This matter has been much complained of as a serious loss to fat stock, they being much
knocked about,—when a track up the east side of the river to Balgandramine would have removed all
difficulties,—or otherwise a bridge at Dernibong.
The main road from Bourke or the Darling up the Macquarie is divided until it reaches Warren,
one line keeping what is known as the Marra Road and the other the Duck Creek; that which comes
across to the Duck Creek is most used—not being so flooded.
Taking Warren as a starting point upwards, and although the west side of the river is mostly used,
still I would recommend the roads on each side of the river as at present being retained.
° .—Th ordinary seasons I consider the number of cattle and sheep that travel the Began Road
is fully 300,000, and the number that travel the Macquarie 250,000, on the Talbragar, 400,000 ; about half
the Queensland stock make for the Bogan, and the other half cross the Macquarie near Dubbo.
No. 4.—I consider a main droving road should be 1 mile wide, but intersecting roads of short
lengths might be reduced to 1 mile.
The second question in No.4 is peculiar to answer, for the droving roads or tracks are being reduced
continually by selectors, so that stock have to travel on half their allotted width,—nor are any such boundaries defined.
No. 5.—I consider the main road down the Talbragar, as it gets near Dubbo, much injured for
travelling stock purposes, owing to the large qunntities of land that have been taken up, and is being now
rapidly fenced in.
.
No. 6.
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No. 6.—And I consider it quite practicable at present, to make a "new" stock route, by a slight
deviation.
No. 7—One of the droving roads from the Northern Districts has been much injured as it draws
near Dubbo; no reserve of any extent has been made near that township, and consequently large mobs of
sheep and cattle are hurried wten they get within a few miles of the town and river, pushed across and
driven away; and I would propose, as now shown on the chart (county of Lincoln), that a stock line
should be reserved, commencing at the junction of Mitchell's Creek with the Taibragar, and taking a southwest course to the Macquarie River, a distance of about 18 miles to Murrumbidgeree ; there the stock
would have the advantage of those large reserves lately proclaimed for stock purposes, and adjoining each
other, situated in the county of Lincoln, parish of Murrumbidgeree, No. 23, 5,900 acres, and No. 24 in
the county of Lincoln, parish of Guerie, 712 acres; this would be a flue route for stock going to the
Southern markets, and the large reserves above mentioned would be on the direct line, and by crossing
the river just below Cornish and Cruikshank's portion of 320 acres, to the west side, the stock would
still be on a large reserve, having the advantages of a fine country to travel through, and thinly populated.
This route must soon become of great value to stockowners, as on both sides of the river there is plenty
of spare country to proclaim large stock reserves, and on this line there will be ,in immense stock traffic,
as the reserves would be of very great value to stock travelling up the Macquarie to the Sydney or Bathurst
markets.
The next droving road is one also coming from the north, and leaves the Castlereagh at (]-algandra
thence on to the Macquarie, crossing either at Dubbo or some of the falls below ; thence to the south vid
Obley or Balgandramine.
Another road of great importance is that from the Marthaguy, leaving it at Colli, touching at
Baggabadah and Burroway, on the Macquarie., to Timberabangie ; at that part there is a fine fall, and
much stock are constantly crossing from both up and down the river, and from the Northern Districts.
The next line that I would bring under your notice is that which leaves the Castlereagh at
Coonamble, making for the Lachlan River some few miles below Condoblin, and touching at the following
plaees,—Tooloom, Burgesse's, on the Merri Merri, Marthaguy, at Wild's, vid the Back Creek; thence to
Tananbong; thence on to the Macquarie, at Mayabone; thence keeping a westerly direction, crossing the
Marra, Middle, Crooked, and Duck Creeks; thence crossing the Gunningbah, a short distance below its
junction with the Billeringa, making the Bogan at Nyagin ; thence following the course of that stream
upwards to Muda or Mudall Large Waterhole—here the river should be crossed, or not higher up than
Bagabadah, and it southerly course held for the Lachlan River vid Craway Creek. This route from the
Bogan has been travelled by stock, and is considered much better than the route from Daudaloo to the
Lachlan; and from my own knowledge I would prefer it; one has been tested, the other offers many
difficulties, and drovers are afraid to attempt crossing.
The next road is only 22 miles long, but is a main channel from Cannonbar on the Duck Creek, to
Nyagin on the Bogan. Stock very ofteu in coming up from the Darling turn off at Cannonbar, taking
this track for the Bogan ; and on the other hand, stock coming down the Bogan often require to make the
main burke Road, rid Cannonbar this track is much used by travelling stock, and I. would advise its
being retained for that purpose, although, I believe, objected to. I would also draw your attention to a
portion of road between Limestone Gully, in the parish of Guerie, county of Lincoln and Wellington In
time of flood, stock have to travel through portions of purchased laud owned by Mr. John Brown, of
Cannonbar, causing much annoyauceo Iitt stock drovers. I have marked a proposed line, and I have
also shown a double dotted line, which I believe has been lately surveyed, and which goes just round the
corner of the paddock; this is a very bad piece of country to got over, it being excessively hilly, broken.
up, and traversed with rugged limestone ridges, quite enough to cripple any fat stock going to market;
this, if adopted for that purpose, will be the worst piece of road between Dubbo and Wellington, and
must be very expensive to make and keep in order; the track I have pricked out is one that is used,
though objected to by the "Crown tenants," and also by people of business on the main road from Ponto to
Wellington ; it is however a fine level tract of country, and a quiet line of road, just suitable for travelling
stock purposes, and on that I should strongly advise being reserved for that purpose.
The old road from Wingaden on the Castlereagh to Quambone on the Merri Merri has been
obstructed by several fences ; the owners of the runs through which that road passed have objected to
stock going that way, turning them some 10 miles round; the original line was from Wingaden to Carri.
beah or Quambone, vid Caniemba, on the Nedgera Creek and Tundee; this road was much used, and is
one that 1 would advise being retained for the use of travelling stock.
Pniac GATES.
Public gates, in my opinion, should be double, each gate 7 ft, long, making an opening of 14 ft. for
vehicles, and on each side of the gate there should be a dead panel, and then three slip-panels, to admit of
stock drawing quietly through the roadway, though the gate should be well logged in fiat country, but if
timber is scarce, then have the clay well burnt, and such should be raised in the gateway at least 10 in.
above the general level of the country, and 20 ft. on each side of the gate ; this is very necessary, as
without, the gateway becomes hollow, and a deep pool of water is the consequence, quite preventing one
from opening the gate when in it buggy, without getting wet to the knees.
A public gate does not require to be very high, nor of heavy timber, 4 ft. is plenty high enough for
top-bar, four bars, 4 in. x 1 in., mortised into a 21. in. head and 6 x 3 butt, diagonal brace to each gate,
bolts to be uiedinstead of nails. The. above descriptionofgate, if wellput together, will ]astforalongtime.
There are gates in my districts—those on the droving roads number about 80, the slip-panels over a
hundred ; some of the gates are very well got up, opening and shutting easily ; others are of the worst
possible description, in fact disgraceful ; some are only about 11 ft. wide, and badly hung ; gates should
sbnt back so as to be out of the way of stock.
The slip-panels in many instances are quite as much as a man can put up, and each panel having
five rails.
The crossing-places on the Macquarie, and also on some of the trivuml streams, require improving,
but the expense would not be great. A bank on one side might require cutting away of the Macquarie,
or the bottom of a creek logging or stoning; the banks of the Macquarie would only require looking to,
as the bed is quite sound. It would not entail the same expense in making these cuttings as dam-making,
and I believe one shilling per cubic yard would be the outsidc value.
REsERVES
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This is a most i uportant question, and I would advise that each side of the river at Tintberabougic
be reserved up to 4.000 acres, also one at Minan, on the north side, 2.000 acres: one at Brilbali Fall, or as
near it as can be procured on the south side, 2,000; one on the Mngragnv, which is the main track from
the Castlereagh at Galgandra to Victoria i1t Dubbo, 2.000 acres ; one at the junction of Mitchell's
Creek with the Taibragar or Erskinc—this should be a large reserve of at least 4,000 acres; one at Drilnaarranah Creek near Campbell's selection, about 2,000 acres, embracing each side of the creek; one at
Byandra Creek, where the road crosses, of 2,000 acres. This is a large stock route between :nubbo and
Obley, the greatest portion should be on the west side of the road, but embracing each side of the creek,
the largest portion being on the south side one at the crossing-place on Towinglev Creek of 2,000 acres,
adjoining the village reserve ; one. at Balgandramiue on the Bogan south side of 4,000 acres; one at Derribong, each side of the Bogan River, 2,000; one when the road crosses the Bogan, nearthe boundafy of Lower
t
Tobraong
at the old station, each side of river, 2,000 acres ; one large reserve at Old Madthdl Waterholc.
This should be large, as then the great road to the Lachian and Southern Districts must cross the
Bogan, directing its course for Craway Creek. and through the best Bogan country, 8,000 acres would not
be too large, say 4.000 acres on each side of the river: one at Nya gin, 3,000 acres on the west side, also the
same on the east side of the Bogan; one where the Bogan Road junctions with the Duck Creek and Macquarie Road (that is the great high road to Bourke) on the west side of the river—this should also be a
large reserve, and embrace each bank of the Bogan, area 6,000 acres; one on the north side of Duck Creek,
commencing a quarter of a mile below the Cannonbar Bridge and running upwards, keeping the creek as it
frontage for 2 miles, then crossing to the south side, and continuing a line from the creek south 1
mile; thence by a line west until it crosses the continuation of a line forming the eastern boundary of the
suburban blocks of the Cannonbar township.
There are not sufficient reserves for feeding and watering travelling stock in my districts, and the
Ibllowing are certainly necessary in addition to those already mentioned:—
large reserve is necessary on the main road between Narromine, on theMacquarie River, and
\Vallab y,
A commencing at a little blind creek or watercourse running across the main 'Wallaby Road, upon
the Euromedah side of the clear ridges of' Ryrie and Alexander's Obley station, and running for l mile
fionting each side of the road leading to Wallaby, and running back about 1 mile from each side of the
road. This reserve would be on the Mount Park Euromedah Run and known as "Obley Ridges and
Springs." Stock have to travel 12 miles from the Macquarie River before reaching water except that
situated on the proposed reserve; this is the only water between the Macquarie and Wallaby, and is always
made for by drovers.
Another that I should propose and one that would be very valuable to travelling stock, is situated
at the main crossing place on the Cookaburra Creek, on the main road to Bourke, between Timberabangie
and Minore Falls. This reserve should run up the creek on each side from the road, and its area should be
2,000 acres—this would secure the only hasting water.
Another that I would strongly advise would commence from'wliere the road from Gnnningbar Creek
(this is on the new proposed route from Coonamble to the Laehlau River), and running down the west
side of the creek, so as to secure the Cookendoon IV' aterhole, which is situated about 3 miles below the
junction of the Billeringar with the Gunningbar. This reserve should be 6,000 acres, as soon it must have
it great deal of travelling stock to support, and here is the only lasting water in time of drought.
Another reserve that I would advise is situated on the Macquarie River, commencing at the southeast corner of Wemebar Run, and running up the river to Mr. B. M'Killop's fence; about 4,000 acres.
I would also advise, when the new proposed stock line leaves the Talbragar at the junction of
Mitchell's Creek, to proclaim a reserve of 2,000 acres midway between that and the Macquarie River,
near a place known as the "Pine Camp"; here at some future date a Government tank could be constructed, as this line must ultimately become of much value to the stock drover.
Another large reserve on the Macquarie River, where the proposed stock route crosses the reserve,
should be 4,000 acres on each side of the river if possible; this is very necessary, as stock may require to
wait pending sale transactions that may be carried on in either 'Wellington or Dubbo, and which may
direct their route to the Sydney or Victorian markets.
Another reserve which is much required would be on the Macquarie River, just where the
Wellington "l'en-mile Circuit" touches that stream, county of Lincoln, parish of Guene, Limestone
Gully; this would join the present small reserve there, and would be well situated, as it would be just a
mnce stage from Wellington rid the "new recommended stock track" from Limestone Gully to that township
the area should if possible be 2,000 acres.
Also it reserve on the Merri. Mcrri at Burgesses (new proposed stock route), 2,000 acres; one on
sante route at Mayabomie on the Macquarie River of 1,000 acres, each side of river; one at Mingeto on
the Began, junction of Buril Creek (new proposed stock route marked on chart), 4,000 acres.
Travelling stock have not free access to half mile on each side of all tracks, and consequently I have
advised the " new stock routes," nai.nely,—from the junction of Mitchell's Creek to the Macquarie River
at Murrumbidgeree;from the Ten-mile Waterhole to the junction of Buril Creek with the Bogan. The
first avoids much fenced-in country and small Ibrins, driving through the to\vnshi1) of Dnbbo, &c. ; the second
some 5 miles of road much fenced in each side, with bog and slush in winter. This would also refer to
the proposed line from Limestone Gully to Wellington.
With relbrence to removing any obstructions that may interfere with travelling stock, 1 would
propose that whatever is allowed on each side of any stock route should be reserved for such, no fencing
permitted within that boundary, and if fenced on one side extended on the other.
The reserves for watering and feeding travelling stock are in many instances fenced in, that is,
enclosed in large paddocks of 10,000 acres or more; these reserves are rendered almost nseless to the
public, many are not known, but the majority are so eaten down with the paddock sheep that fat cattle can
only take a drink and then leave. These reserves become very valuable to the run-holder especially near
towns, and of little to the public ; complaints are very rife nuder this head, teamsters can hardly make use
of them for it (lay's rest, but must water and move on ; a simple watering area of 10 acres would be of as
much benefit as the present reserves, so eaten down are they by the holders on whose runs they are
proclaimed, amid Ibis seems to increare as the country is more fenced in.
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The reserves set apart for travelling stock purposes are in every case trespassed on by adjoining
owners, so that travelling stock reap no benefit, and unless the reserves and roads for those purposes are
respected, the gasetting of additional reserves will be of more value to the Crown tenant than the drover
and I an of Opilli011 that some officer should be appointed to attend to this matter, and iimtead of
impounding the stock (unless stray stock), about which there is much difficulty, as the distance in some
cases would be 50 miles to the nearest pound, I. believe fine would answer every purpose, making it
progressive.
Some darns are required, and those on the main stock line from Coonamble to the Lachlan River 1
would direct your attention to. A dam could be erected at little cost in the Tooloom Creek—this would
make the water more lasting; and another on the Merri Merri—this would be quite sucient to pass stock
on to the Macquarie at Mayabone, from the Macquarie they would have plenty of water and grass vid
Cookendoon Waterhole to Nyagin on the Bogan.
Tanks would be necessary after leaving the Bogan in sonic seasons they could be done cheaper
than in others, and it would require judgment in selecting the spots of ground in that country. From
lad. to lSd. would be the probable cost per cubic yard when removed far from the river it would entail
additional expense, but all could be easily carried out by appointing a person to examine the country and
report local advice would be beneficial; the tanks would require to be about 12 miles apart—this would
allow sheep water every other day.
The crosses in red denote gates on the main tracks, but the scale of map is so small of the Duck
Creek and Marthaguy country, that it is impossible to place them in anything like position.
I know of no reserves but what are in use, that is, either used by the public generally or monopolized by the Crown tenant.
As far as experience has gone, wells are quite a failure in these districts,—that is, in the salt bush
country, for salt-water is always procured, excepting in the " lonkey,"—a tract of country between the
astlereagh and the Macqiiarie,—which appears to have been in ages past a large river, now filled with
sand ; in that formation water is procured at from 10 to 18 feet in depth, of fine quality, but the supply in
very dry seasons seems to till short, and the opinion is that it is a channel of large holes filled with sand.
In conclusion I would add, that I have found it quite impossible to procure all, the information
required; some of the charts give.little information, nor are the reserves on some of them marked, neither
have I had an opportunity of receiving information which would have given much assistance, from the
resident Government Surveyor, as that gentleman was on leave of absence.
I have, &c.,
JOHN S. BROWN,
Inspector of Stock.
StocK 1NS1'ECTOit BROWN to Tus Curur Ixsncvon. OF STOCK.
Dubbo, 31 January, 1875.
Sn
1 would solicit your attention relative to the cost of "tanks," which should more properly
have been entered in that report forwarded in connection with " charts" such merely mentioned the
probable cost per cubic yard, but estimating the number of sheep that would travel up the Bogan to
Muddall and across to the Lachlan in tine year to be 200,000, and cattle 12,000, with tanks placed at
distances of 12 miles, and each tank capabl.e of watering 17,000 sheep or 1,000 head of cattle, and allowing
each sheep three gallons a day for twenty days, arid each bullock twtiuty gallons per day for twelve days,
would require eight tanks of about 10,000 yards each ; these at 15d. per cubic yard would amount to £625
each, era total of about £5,000; this would allow a good margin for evaporation and soaluige, as the
sheep would only drink every other day. The tanks would require to be about 1-5 feet deep, 300 feet
long by 60 feet wide, fenced on each side and across the watering ends, which should be logged and made
lbn-shape. In some instances 15d. might be considered too high or not enough, but I believe it could be
Ihirly accepted as all average.
I would adviso that the tanks should not be more than 12 miles distant from each other, as at
greater distances stock would become so excessively thirsty in hot weather that all control over them would
be lost, consequently they could not be brought steadily to the water.
The approaches to the water should slope 1 to 3, the fencing and logging would cost about £35 or
£40 per tank, and the inclination of the side banks would depend on the nature of the soil ; but 1 to 1
would suit well in the West Bogan country.
I am of opinion that each tank could be finished ready for public use at all outlay of £605 ; this
would include, perhaps, all unforeseen items, leaving the tanks in a thoroughly durable condition for a
total sum of £5,320.
I have mentioned eight tanks as the distance across from Boggabadah on the Bogan, to the elbow
below Condoblin on the Lachlan, is, 1 believe, about 120 miles; but as the line gets nearer the Lachlan
River, dams perhaps (if the nature of the country would admit) could be adopted instead of tanks, which
would reduce the expenditure.
.1. have, Sic.,
JOHN S. BROWN,
Inspector of Stock.
STOCK Iwsrxcrou Buowr to Tus Cmntr INSPECTOR or STOcK.
Dubbo, 12 Apr11, 1875.
Sin,
I. do myself the honor to advise the reservation of the following portions of country for the use
of travelling stock, namely —4,000 acres situated on the eastern bauk of the Began River, about half.way
between Mr. Andrew T. Kerr's Derribong Station, and flue junction of the Tomingly Creek on the Oaks
Run, now occupied by Stracharn Brothers.
Also one oil the Tomningly Creek, about 7 miles from its junction with the Began River, area 21 000
acres, and to cuibrace each side of that watercourse.
Another
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Another on the main road between Dubbo and Forbes, situated about 6 miles from Wambangalang
Station, and 3 from Old John's station. This piece of country is known as the Gum Flat, and is
much used by travelling stock. The largest portion of the reserve should be on the ;vcst side of the main
road embracing each side of the watercourse, area about 2,000 acres.
I have, &c.,
JOHN S. BROWN,
Inspector of Stock.

13.-EDEN DISTRICT.
STOCK l.NsJ'.ECIoR PRESJLTA.N

Sin,

to THE Cjrnm' Ixsncxon OF Siocx.
Eden, Twofold Bay,
14 April, 1875.

In reply to your circular, as in margin, referring to cireulavs of 28th August and 1st September 74-7,'je 8.13.
last, in regard to the droving roads and reserves for feeding stock, &-c., in my district, I do myself the
honor to reply as follows
1.—Dnovn(G ROADS ANJ} ThAcics
Main roads, Eden to and from Bega, to and from Cathcart, and Cathcart to Delegate on route to
Gippsland.
2. None.
About 5,000 head of cattle to Gippsland, and 1,000 to Eden for exportation. No sheep.
4 'J\v0 chains wide. Yes.
The roads in my district are good, with the exception of .Pambula to Cathcart.
None unfit for travelling stock.
From Cathcart to Little Plain nEt Bald 11:111 and Maliaratta. On this line there would be better
fi?ed and water if land not selected.
S. Answered as above.
None of the main lines. There has been a great deal of selection of land between Cathcart
and Little Plains, aud this might be all obstruction to stock travelling that way.
2.—Puntrc GATES.
12 feet wide and selitacting.
U. None.
3.— Cnossmo.rjxcns
12, The crossing-places are all good, unless in times of great floods, which are rare.
4.—RESERVFS vOlt Gmiss AND WArn?.
13. No.
14, Reserves are required at Cathcart, Maliaratt;o, and Delegate.
So for as I know they always have.
having no reserves in my district there is no trespass.
None, time country is well watered.
I have, &c,
.TOHN P. PRESILIA N,
Inspector of Stock.

14.-FORBES DISTRICT.
Srocic INSPECT0B
Sum,

DAVIS

to ThE

CHIEF INSPECTOR OF STocK.

Forbes, 11 February, 1875.

In reply to your circular dated the 30th November last (74-11820 SB.), I have the honor to
forward to you the following particulars, with all the maps yon sent to me with the above-mentioned
circular
Dnovpca ROADS AND TnAcics.
I have marked all the droving roads generally used in my district for travelling stock thus There is a road on both sides of the Lacblan River, and the preference is given to the north
side, which is the best in flooded time, but the south side is the safest in dry weather.
I estimate the stock passing along these roads during the year at 800,000 sheep and 20,000
cattle.
I consider all droving roads should be reserved and left open, say 20 chains on each side, the
whole length of the road, and additional reserves at the principal watering-places. All the roads that are
fenced, in my three districts, are wrong inthis respect. A. road 2 chains wide is not suitable for large
nnmbers of stock.
There are two roads to which 1 would beg to call your attention, viz., the road leading up the
Laehlan River; from the bridge on the south side it is enclosed for the first 6 miles, and no feed or water
all the way, and there is another very bad place at Reagau'F, on the Bland, whore many cattle and sheep
get bogged between the fences, and teams cannot travel, and have to camp for many weeks at a time.
The former could be remedied by turning the stock road round at the back of Mr. J. B. Farrand's selection,
and the latter by diverting the traffic to the left side (in going from here) of Mr. Reagan's paddock, and
I may mention here that all the. i'oads near Orange, Molong, and Wellington, and in all places where
roads are fenced, they are totally unfit for stock traffic, especially fat stock going to market.
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I have stated in answer IS how the stock traFfic might be, diverted to avoid two had places, and in
my opinion the Government should not alienate land within a quarter of a mile on each side of all the
main roads.
I do not know of any roads that could be improved, or made more direct, except those I have
lnent1oned, and those I have marked on the snaps.
I have marked a new road leaving the Bogan River at 'Bogabeda,' and leading across country
to the Lachlan River, at Euabalong, marked thus in red .......also a new road from Porkes to the Upper
Hogan, also marked in red dotted lines . ......... These roads would be a great convenience to travelling
stock, and would save great distances, the former about 160 miles and the latter about 40 miles. It may
not be out of place to mention here, that I have marked, and strongly recommend, a road all the way on
both sides of the Bogan River. I have marked it in red, - - - -. Stock (fat and store) are often compelled
to camp at the various crossing-places on the Bogan when the river is up, whereas if there vasa road all
the way on both sides they could more along all right.
A road, leading to the water on south side of river, about 1 miles above Forbas, is obstructed
by Mr. Thomas Tozer. This road is measured 2 chains wide, and Tozer has fenced it in to about 9 feet at
one place, and at another place he has placed a haystack upon it, and ultimately fenced it right across so
that travellers and stock cannot go to the water. The season is dry and water scarce, and travellers make
sad complaints of this road being closed., I should think it would not be a difficult matter to compel Tozer
to remove the obstruction. Marked thus in red on the snap, R over .3 conjoined.
The size of gates on public roads and tracks should be not less than 18 feet wide, and properly
and substantially hung, with strong hi iges, and kept in good order, and the gateways should be kept well
metalled so as to prevent the usual bog-hole in the roads at nearly all public gates.
There are seventy-three gates on roads in my districts. Most of them are wide enough, but
sadly out of order and neglected. They are mostly made in two posts (which is right), but so badly hung
that they will neither stay shut or open unless they be fastened, and cattle often knock the props away,
when the gates will swing half to and stop the stock; besides, there is in wet weather a boghole in nearly
every gateway, so had that one can only reach the gate on horseback, and a person driving has no alternative but to go to his hips in mud and dirty water at nearly all the gates on public roads in my districts.
Sheep will not readily face this water and dirt, so that there should be wide slip-panels left for stock a
little away from the gates. I have marked all the gates in numbers with red ink, placing the numbers
nearly as possible where the gates are. No. 1 to 73.
I do not think the crossing-places or sidelings in my districts could well be improved, owing to
floods at times. Reserves at both sides at all the crossing.plaees would have been a wise provision, but
nnfortunately the ]and has been alienated by the Crown in most places and reserved in others, so that there
is not much to be done in that way.
There are not sufficient reserves for travelling stock in my districts. I have marked fifty.eight
new reserves in my districts, indicating the area by red dots. They are all very much wanted, and would
be,a great advantage to persons sending stock to market. In making reserves it is advisable to snake it
known that such has been withdrawn from lease, otherwise squatters drive off travelling stock and do not
allow them to camp. The reserves which I have marked with black dots are not used, because people do
not know whether they are withdrawn from lease or not.
I would recommend that reserves for travelling stock to feed and water upon be not less than
2,000 to 3,000 acres; when we consider that two or three different mobs may be on the same reserve the
same night it might be wise to snake the reserves larger, say 4,000 acres.
Travelling stock have free access to the half-mile on each side of the roads in my districts, but
not to reserves in all eases, for unless reserves are withdrawn from lease the lessee of the rtin will not allow
travelling stock to feed, water, or camp on them.
Reserves set apart for the use of travelling stock are constantly trespassed upon, either by the
owner of the run upon which the reserve has been made or by the nearest free selector, and I think it is
the best way to protect them for the purpose intended, would be to instruct all poundkcepers to impound
all stock found trespassing upon such reserves.
I recommend seven new dams for the use of travelling stock, and have marked them + on the
maps. They are qiuch needed, and would be a great blessing to all travellers; and I may add here that
there is a very waterless piece of road leading into Wagga Wagga from here. 1 am informed upon good
authority that there is no available water for stock from Wagga Wagga to Jerriwa, a distance of 45 miles,
and in dry time the distance is 15 miles more on to Cummings's, and those who go that way from here
always suffer much, and some sheep are always dropped on the way. I am informed also that these dams
would probably cost is. Cd. per yard and I am inclined to think so, for labour is very scarce and dear, and
men would require to cart water for their own use a long way while constructing the work.
I have, &c.,
W. WHJ.2 TEN DAVIS,
Inspector of Stock.

STocK
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15.-GLEN INNES DISTRICT.
INSPECTOR LowE to THE CHIEF INSPECTOR OF

Srocx.
Glen Inues, 12 October, 1874.

I have the honor to acknowledge the receipt of a communication from you inclosing me a letter
from the Officer in Charge, Crown Lands Occupation Branch, asking for information respecting the water
and other reserves in my district.
In reply thereto, I beg to state that I wrote to the district surveyor for informatiou on this sul.ject,
and his reply was that none of the reserves in my district adjoining main or other roads were ,fenced in; and
from my intimate knowledge of the district I can corroborate this statement.
.1 havte, &c.,
CHARLES B. LOWE,
Inspector of Stock.
StocK
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STOCK INSPECTOR

LowE to THE CITTnP

Sroctc.
G]en Tunes, S i\[arch, lS7.

INSPECTOR OF

Sin,
:111 reply to your printed circular of 30th November last, asking for information about the
drovuig roads and reserves in my district, Ibeg to furnish you with the following inlhrmatien.
I. I return map of district showing in red lines over the black the roads already in use as stock
roads, and in red dots those proposed as necessary.
There are no rivers or creeks in my district having a road on both sides of them.
I enclose separately an estimate of the number of sheep and cattle wInch pass annually through
and on the (lillerent stock roads in the district.
1 consider about 1-0 chains a fair width ; some of the roads being through purchased land have
only 2 chains. Where the land has not been alienated they are wide enough as far as I call ascertain.
. None of them a-re unfit by reason of metalling, &c.
0. None.
7. They cannot be improved.
S. Only one. On the road from Ashford to Glen Tunes a branch road is required, turning oil at
Strat.hbogic and passing through Vegetable Creek, thence through Ranger's Valley CI tlio Cheat Northern
Road at Dundee.
0. None of the roads are obstructed by fencing.
Thero should be two gates, each 12 feet broad, on all droving roads, or else a gate and slip-rail
to allow plenty of room. Gates of the description in diagram enclosed scent to answbr best.
There are no cates on the Great Northern Road exbcpt through the rJie]tterfle]d paddocics, and
they are never closed. On the road from WTarialda to Barnornie there are 0)1 Bimnockbnrn two double
gates, one single gate (as per diagram) and ano slip-rail. On Waterloo two large single gates
about 12
thet: wide. From Ashford to Inverell on Bnkulla there are three double got-cs about 12 feet wide, and on
the Glen Innes line to Grafton through Newton Boyd, two slip-rails 10 feet wide.
There are no bad crossing-places on any part of the rivers or creeks in my district.
.1 believe that reserves of 640 acres should be proclaimed about every 10 miles along stock
roads, arranging them so that they would occur as often as possible at crossing-places to creeks and rivers
and on both sides of same.
15. Stock have every access to the half-mile on both sides of the road. As to reserves for feeding
and watering travelling stock, I can see no notice of them on the map, so cannot tell. Water reserves are
c.rnsidered by the squatters to have been made especially to protect them, and they reserve to themselves
the sole right to graze over them, and indeed they are included in the area of Crown Lands for which they
pay rent.
1.7. On the road from Inverell to Glen Tunes one tank is required, as there is a stretch of conntrv
nearly 20 miles without water in dry seasons. I could not mark the exact position on the map, but it would
be somewhere about 1.0 miles from Inverell. The cost would be about £100 or £150.
There is no other information with reference to roads or reserves that I can think of that would be
interesting or useful to the Government.
I have, &c., CHARLES B. LOWE,
Inspecter of Stock.

ltovou estimate of the number of travelling sheep and cattle passing along each of the stock roads in
Glen Lines District.
By the Great Northern Road viii Tenterfield and Glen Innes, going south to Riverina, sheep (store)
10,000; cattle (store) 2,000. From Bonshaw side, viii Tematerfield to Ramornie, cattle (fat) 1,000. From
I he Clarence through Tenterfield and Bonshaw, cattle (store), 2,000. From the Clarence by the Newton
I3oyd line through Glen Tunes and Inverell, cattle (store), 2,000. From Inverell side to Ramornie and
(-1-ratIon, vid Glen Innes, sheep (fat), 3,000; cattle (lht), 1,000. From Bonshaw and Ashford side to
iLamornie, through Glen Iune, cattle (fat), 1,000 ; sheep (flit), 2,000. From Inverell side to Armidale,
say cattle (fat), 500; sheep (lift), 1,000. From Bonshaw side, viii Ashford and Inverell, going south to
Liverpool Plains, &c., cattle (store, 1,000; sheep (store), 8,000.
Memo—the numbers of cattle and sheep passing through to Bamnornie vary ver'v much, according
to the price of stock; when fat cattle are cheap, the number going down is larger bs- fir than utica they
are lea, and the same with sheep. I have endcavonrod to give a fair average.
C. B. LOWE.
Plan of gate and slip-rail to be used on crossing roads.

Wire fence.

Gate 12 feet wide, of sawn stuff.

Slip.raii 12 feet of split mu.!,,
and slueep.proof.
16.
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M.-G'OTJLBURN DISTRICT.
SToCK INSPECTOR Cusnmmrs to Tnt Cnn INsPECToR OF SToc.rc

/

Goulburn, 11 September, 1874.

Sm,
I have the honor to acknowledge the receipt of your memo. of the 1st instant, just come to
hand, enclosing circular dated 28th ultimo from Occupation of Lands Office, also your own report for the
year 1873.
I beg to state, with regard to the matters referred to in the accompanying circular, I shall make
every inquiry, and shall also attend duly to your own request with respect to reserves, and report to you
at some early date.
I have, &c.,
F. M. CHARTERIS,
Inspector of Stock.
SToCK INsPECTOR CHARTERIS to TuE Cnrvr 1.xspscrou or Srocic.

Sin,

Goulburn, 15 September, 1874.

Referring again to your circular 74/1,636 with accompanying memo. of 1st instant, i: have
the honor to inform you that, upon making inquiries, I find'that nearly every reserve is trespassed upon,
some of them fenced or partly fenced in, and that minor roads in all parts of my district are encroached
upon and obstructed.
To ascertain the extent of these encroachments would take months, and I wish to understand
how far my instructions extend. Am I to visit all these reserves and obstructed roads, and report upon
the facts, or am I to take action only when these matters are brought before me?
The amount of work necessary to enable me to report upon these matters would absorb my time
for at least three months, and I wish to have more definite instructions, because if my information were to
entail the necessity for my appearing at Court to sustain actions against persons unlawfully occupying
Crown lands or reserves, there is no saying how long I may be engaged in that duty alone.
I have, &c.,
F. M. CHARTERIS,
Inspector of Stock.
STocK INSPECTOR CKABTERIS to TJLI Cjrinr Ircsi'tcroz or Snocx.

Sn,

Goulburn, 20 February, 1875,
Referring to your circular of November 300, 1874, I have the honor to make the following

replies
I.—Dnoyixa RoADs AWl) TRACKS.
Nos. 1 & 3. From Goulburn Main Southern Road towards Yass. Estir'nate<l number of stock
travelling, sheep 30,000, cattle 15,000. From Goulburn Main Southern Road towards Berrima, sheep
10,000, cattle 8,000. From Goulburn to Beugonia, sheep (o)0, cattle 1,000. From Goulbnrn to Bore,
sheep 3,500, cattle 1,200. From Goulburn to Currawang, sheep 4,000, cattle 1,500. .l'rom Goulburn to
Lake Bathurst, sheep 2,000, cattle 1,000: From Goniburn to Collector, sheep 1,000, cattle 400. From
Goulburu to Gurrundah, sheep 1;500, cattle 700. From Goulburn to Gullen, sheep 15,000, cattle 5,000.
From Goulburn to Pijar, Croolcwell, and Binda, sheep 10,000, cattle 2,000. From Goulburn to Laggan
and Cooksvale, sheep 1,100, cattle 3,000. From Goulburn to Laggau and Bolong Level, sheep 3,000,
cattle 4000. From Goulburn to Taralga, sheep 3,000, cattle 5,000. From Berrima to Moss Vale, sheep
6,000, cattle 2,000. From Cross Roads to Taralga, via Banarby, sheep 5,000, cattle 3,000. From Taralga
to Abercrombie, sheep 2,000, cattle 1,500, From Marulan to Bungonia, sheep 6,000, cattle 5,000. From
Bungonia to Lake Bathurst and Boro, sheep 8,000, cattle 4,000.
Only one case in which: roads run nearly parallel on two sides of the 'Wolloudilly, viz., one to
G'nrrunda and the other to Pomeroy, the latter scarce ever used for stock.
See above, No. 1.
1 chain to fl chain. All right.
Only the Main Southern Road metalled to any extent, but all quite fit for stock to travel over.
Answered by No. 5.
1st, certainly not. Chiefly through purchased land.
The present roads are ample.
The foUowin roads are obstructed by gates and slip-rails :—From Goulburn to Lake Bathurst,
by one gate at Bronti from Taralga to Cross Roads, by gates and slip-rails; from Goulburn to
Gurrnndah gate near Ourrie's 2,000 acres; from Bungonia to Lake Bathurst and Bero, two slip-rails at
Balcomb's now Fulljame's and gate at i3ronti. These should be removed by instructions issued from the
Lands Department to the proper officer.
U.—PuJ3Lic GilEs.
Not less than 10 feet. Gates should be single, and as light as compatible with strength.
Only one, at the boundary between Bradley and Faithfull. In parish of Gundary a good and
sufficient gate, sheep-proof, 10 feet wide, well hung.
III.—Cnossixc-n,scts.
The crossings are quite sufficient for stock, though most require improving for general traffic.
IV.—Rnsunvns Foil Gntss AND 'WATER.
The reserves for stock are very insufficient.
At Bungonia. fronting Bungonia Creek on its north bank. At Yarralan Creolc in the parish of
Yarralan, on road from Bungonia to Lake Bathurst. Not less than a section in each case.
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The roads with vei'y Jew exeoptions run through purchased lands, and I am not aware of any
reserves left cxclustvely for feeding and svater ig travelling stock. Any reserves that 1 have visited are
village reserves and other small reserves ;and these are in some cases enclosed and in all trespassed upon.
Reserve No. 13, parish of Goulburn, enclosed, claimed as part of the Jiossi Estate. At junction of Yam and
Collector ltoadH, parish of Wologorang, trespassed upon by Cahill and the neighbours' cattle and horses.
At 2nd Bredalbane Plain, of' the 'vu about 500 acres are enclosed by Mr. Chishoim, and 100 acres left
open on north side of road. Reserve at Wollandillly River, Pijar, trespassed upon by H. Siggs, with sheep.
On road to Gurruudah vx, at 1 1. Chisholm's 931 acres, enclosed by Mr. Chishoim. On road from Goulburn
to Bore, in parish of Gunda.ry vu, east of Bradley's 11179 acres, fbnccd in by Mr. S. Emanuel of Lauds.
down, enclosed in a 5,000-acre paddock.
Answered in No. 15.
V. 17. Not required.
Par. 2. No further information to give.
3. Not in possession of any reliable facts.
4. in reply to the 4th par., I would state that 1 have marked as nearly as possible on the
maps the position of the various obstructions on roads, reserves, or recommended reserves.
Obstructions by a blue x on roads. Reserves enclosed or obstructed by red cross x Recommended reserves, blue border. Proving roads in Argyle, black and red. The maps which
were forwarded to me from your office last November I now beg to return to you.
I have, &c.,
FRED. it CHARTERIS,
Inspector of Stock, Goulburn.

19.-HAY DISTRICT.
StocK LNspEcTon KEIrnII1ALN to TIrE CHIEF INSPECTO1t or StocK.
Hay, 23 June, 1873.
In complia]lce with instructions conveyed in your circular 74-1,20 S.B., of the 30th November
last, I beg to report on the varions matters to which my attention was requested therein, viz.
I—PRoviNG ROADS AND TRACKS.

The roads used for travelling stock are the main road from the Darling, vi(I Mossgie), Booligal,
and the One-tree, thence to Hay, and from Hay going south, via Sixteen-mile Gums, Pine Ridge, Black
Swamp, and 'W'anganella, to Deniliquin.
Stock travelling from the Upper Lachlan and that part of the district go by way of Euabalong,
Hilbton, 'W'heelbah, and :Booligal, thence to Hay. In favourable seasons large numbers of stock leave the
Lachlan River at 1{illstou and Wheelbah, and travel by way of Gaubar, Gillah, and the Gum Swamp,
striking the Murrnmbidgen River, between Elillawa and Hay, ' This latter road has been greatly used by
drovers and others since 1870. Also, stock travelling to market; from the Upper Lachlan sometimes turn
off at Uabba, and go by Scrubby Ranges, Cocopara, to Darlington Point, on the Murrumbidgee River,
thence to Cudgee, Urana, and from there to the Springs, on the north-eastern line. I am not aware that
this route is a proclaimed road, that is from Uabba to Darlington Point, but it is a great convcntence to
settlers and othci.' residents in the Upper Lachlan district. Although in summer seasons water for stock
is not procurable, it is only used in wet seasons. Stock from the Lower Lachlan district travel by Oxlcy,
l\laude, crossing the Murrumnbidgce at the latter place, thence to Tcholery or Dry Lake, and on to
Doniliquin.
There are roads on both sides of all the rivers, and the stock travel on either side according to
the season, but the south side of the Lachlan is generally preferred—no choice on either sides of the
Murrumbidgee.
12,000. 3. I estimate the number of stock that travel these roads annually—sheep about 800,000, and cattle
4. I consider that a road 2 chains in width sufficiently wide to travel stock, and the roads in my
district are correct in that respect.
5. There are no metalled roads in this district, and the roads are quite fit for travelling stock.
6. None of the roads are unfit, and it would be difficult to better them.
7. The droving roads or tracks cannot be made more direct, and could not be diverted so as to
better them.
S. There are no new droving roads or tracks required.
All the roads have fences intersecting them, but none that will interfere with the traffic in
any way.
GATES.

Gates should not be less than 13 feet in width (double gates), and for the benefit of travelling
cattle there should be at each side of the gate not less than six panel of post and rail fence, with two slippanels in 'close proximity to the gate, as fat stock get greatly knocked about by trying to force them
through swing gates, especially when there is nothing only naked wire on each side of the gate.
ii. There are 1.2 gates on the roads in this district, from 12 to 13 feet wide; most of them are double
gates, and the remainder single. Their positions are quite suitable, but for fitness they require the post
and rail fence as before mentioned.
m.—oxossmo -PLAcEs.
It is impossible to improve on the present crossing-places.
IV.—REsnvvrs ron GRASS Afl WATER.

Plenty of reserves for the purposes mentioned.
No additional reserves required.
There are no complaints whatever of obstructions to travelling stock going through Crown
Lands, and they have free access to everywhere they are entitled to travel.
The reserves are not fenced in, and the sheep belonging to the station on which the reserves are
situated feed over it when on that part of the run.
V.
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Dttovjsa Eo.os.
One large tank is iiiuch required between liar and the One-tree on the road to Booligal, to 1)1)
placed at it distance of about 1.5 miles from Hay, as the travelling stock in summer-time, through not
being able lo procure water on the One-tree Plain, have to travel down the Laclilan River to Oxley, and
thence to Maude, or vice versa, as their destination requires, making in extra distance of 50 miles between
Booligal and Hay. There are Government wells and tanks on the road leadingfrom Booligal to \% ilcaini;t
via Mossgiel.
I have no other information to give with respect to roads, tracks, or reserves drovers make
their camping-places to suit their stages, whichgreatly depends on the season and as to reserves, if there
were twice as many more reserves they would be useless to legitimate stock travelling to market, as they
would be taken' advantage of by those parties who aunually travel their sheep, commonly called grasscaters." The squatters in this district allow a deal of latitude to legitimate travelling stock.
1 have been droving stock on nearly all the roads and tracks throughout the Colony, and always
found it the same; there never was grass on any of the reserves to feed cattle—eaten down by travelling
sheep, or sheep from the settler's mu. There is no part of the road between Wilcaunia and Denuliquni so
have of grass as the reserves.
1 don't preteud to nuderstand mapping, therefore you will please excuse any mistakes that I iiiay
have made. On the map the One-tree is made to appear on the eastern side of the road from thy to
Booligal, whereas it is on the western side, about of a mile from the road. There is no indication of a
road leading from Oxley to Booligal 01) the south side of the Lachlan River, whereas there is, and it is
mostly used by travelling stock ; it conies out at the Oae-tree and joins the road which 1 have dotted out.
I have dotted the GiIlah Road, as it is called, from flay to 1-liliston, also the road or track from Uabba to
Darlingtou Point. The runs in this district are all fenced, and, where the fences intersect the roads, are
on an average of about 5 miles apart, except about the homesteads, when they are much closer, say from 2
to 3 miles. Overall Plain and Wallaby Run (Moore's) has only a ring fence, so that the road from
MEvoy's boundary to Booligal is not intersected by any fence whatever. I have had no occasion to use
the map for the county of Boyd, therefore return intact.
[ have, Le.,
JOHN A., KEIGHRAN.
Inspectdr of Sheen.
1.BAMS, TANKS, AND W'E11L5 OF

20.—IVIAF2LAND DISTRICT.
StocK

INsFEcron BusiNEss to Tm; Cm ur

Sin,

IN-sPEcToR

or Srocx.
Maitland, 10 September, 1574.

I have the honor to inform you that there are no difileultiesin bringing stock to market through
this district, there being plenty of water on the route.
There are no gates on the roads within the coast district of Maitland, and through the Port
Stepheim district there are one or two gates across the road, but very few stock travel on that line, and I
never heard any complaints made by the drovers.
I have, &e.,
THOMAS BIJRNESS,
Inspector of Stock.

SiocK

Ixsricxox l3unwrss to TILE Cniur

1NSPECTOI1 OF STOCK.

Maitland, 3 February, 1875.
I have the honor to report that it reserve for travelling stock could be got on a piece of Crown
land about it mile and a half beyond Bishop's Bridge, on the south side of the road leading to the
Wollombi. There is a good deal of Crown land on the south side of the road towards the Tulumby
Mountain, and I think nearly extends to Millfield, and there is water on that back conntry. At the Black
Waterholes 6 miles beyond Bishop's Bridge, and on the south side of the road, there is Crown land, but
of a very poor description if the trees were ringbarked it would answer. There is a great deal of good
timber on it that I should say would pay for the ringbarking. The next place is near Cessnock, known as
the Bell Bird Creek; there is Government land there, and a little water. The Pigsties, 4 miles further
on, and nearer Millfield, is a better place. Near Millfield and on the south side of the road there is a good
deal of poor land belonging to the Crown; I also saw water on it. Ringbarking would do it a great deal of
good. - Beyond Millfield, and towards the Wollombi there is no land fit for a reserve. At Laguna on the
west side of Mr. R. Wisemnan's 800 acres, between the road and Mount Finch, there is Crown land that
ought to be reserved. The next place is at or near Mount Manning, where a large reserve should be left;
there is water on it. I find there are several small reserves on the road, but I could not find them out, as
there is no persou living on the road but those interested in keeping the land. There is a sinaltreserve
near Simpson's Pass that ought to be enlarged. The country is very barren and of no value; and at
Twelve-mile Hollow there ought to be a reserve left, I think, twelve miles from Wiseman's Ferry.
I now proceed from Maitland to the Paterson. There is it piece of Church and School land on the
Maitland side of Tocal—this ought to be reserved; I think Mr. Nowlan rents it. The next place is alter
crossing the river at Mowbray, and about it mile and a half beyond and joining the Gostwick Estate
(Cory's), there is Crown land and it reserve could be got there. A. small dam made across the creek
would save water. There is fine timber on the ground. There is another place beyond \TaUaroha, and
joining Mr. James Book's place (Wine Gully), where a small reserve could be got. After passing the
river at Dungog all the land is purchased, belonging to the A.A. Company, along the road as fhr as the head
of the Manning, the Church and School lands run on the west side of it all the way. A reserve ought to
be left at Cox's Crook, about 6 miles from Dungog, on the way to Gloucester.
A
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A road for travelling stock could be made from Berrico to Dungog (it certainly would be rather
rough) through Church and School Lands.
1. may as well mention that the charts for my district are on such a small scale that they are of no
use to me,
I have, &c.,
THOMAS BURNE8S,
Inspector of Stock,
DR0VLYG RoADS AND TRACKS.
The road from Maitla]Id to Wiseman's Ferry; the road from Singleton to Maitland, also the
road by the Cockfighters' Creek to Maitlaud; the road from Gloucester to Maitland.
The roads in this district are not near a river.
The cattle on the Singleton and Cocklighters' Road, coining to market, are about 16,000, and
sheep about 55,558. The Gloucester Road, cattle (store) 1.0,000.
Width for stock travelling, 1 mile on each side of the road where it can be got.
Reads that are Dot metalled are best, but where the road is a chain wide they do not suffer.
No, the land is all purchased, but stock are all brought by the old road from Singleton.
No.
S. No; from the land being all purchased the roads could not be altered.
9. The roads are generally fenced on both sides, so that no alteration could take place.
10. There are no gates on the roads in this district, and as gates are used for counting stock, it
is not necessary to have them over 12 feet wide, and that is as large as they could be made to stand; but
two of that width could be placed on the road where large numbers of travelling stock pass.
ii. None.
.12, The road to Wiseman's Ferry is very narrow insome cases, but from the nature of the country
it could not be improved. The rivers on the Gloucester line can be crossed easily if not flooded. In a
short time the rivers will all be bridged on that line,
There is not suflicient reserves near 3laitland, in Ihet there is none, and stock are kept in the
auctioneer's paddock, where there is plenty of water-otherwise water is scarce.
On the road from Singleton there is no Crown land. I have marked several places on the map
on the Sydney Road.
Does not ttppiy, to this district, as all the land is occupied.
10. There are no reserves for travelling stock in this district. One or two small reserves have been
left beyond the W'ollonthi, but the country is so very poor that they are almost worthless. After passing
Mouat Manning the whole of the country ought to be left for stock travelling-it will never be occupied
for any other purpose.
17.A few dams might be made on the reserves marked on the map, although the country is
generally well watered.
THOMAS BUItNESS,
Inspector of Stock.

21.-MENINDIE DISTRICT.
STOCK INSPECToR 'WILKINSON to Tics Cnisp INSPECTOR OP Srocic.
Menindie, 7 December, 1875.
I.-DR0VWG BeAns AND TRACKS
I.. Roads used for travelling stock, as marked on map with red and black lines.
2. Used: on both sides of the river. Stock cross from one side to the other when the river is
low-no preference.
3. Cattle annually travelling on roads through district, about 3,000. Sheep travelled on river roads
during 1874 were 134,192; on Barrier route, vid Thackeringa, 91,399. During 1875, up to date, on
river road 94,935, on Barrier road 56,400.
4. One mile? Yes.
5. No metal in district; roads only unfit in time of heavy floods.
G. None. New roads marked on map.
7. See maps-proposed roads.
S. See map.
9. There are fences crossing all roads, but there are gates or slip.rails so as stock can pass.
11.-PUBLIC GATES.
10.12-feet double gates, or OAhet double slip rails.
11. Yes fourteen gates on east side of Darling, nine on the west side of river, and six on the
Barrier route, from Menindie to Thackeringa. The gates are not, on the whole, good; as timber for rails
or gateis difficult to procure in this district. Iron gates would be preferable, as the intense heat in
summer destroys the wooden ones.
III.-Cnossnca.p ACES.
12. There are only two crossing-places in this district, viz., Menindie and Wilcannia, both worked
by punts; that !it Wilcannia well looked after, the one at Menindie very indifferent.
IV,-Rr,sERvEs FOR C-BAss nn WATER.
13. Yes.
..
14. None.
15. Yes. Gates are on all roads; no other obstructions, except in time of floods.
16. Yes; station sheep depasture on all these roads. Could not protect them without facing in
the roads, or shepherding the station sheep.
263-Il
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V.—D&Ms, TANKS, AND WELLS ON Daovxxo Roins,
17. Yes; tanks as marked on map. 'fhackeringa., Silestra, and Inkerman, Acacia Creek, Quandongs, and Beeheecha Lake; cost is. per yard, plough and s000j) work.
in reference to proposed tank at Thackeringa, it has been suggested tome by many owners and
drovers, that a quarantine reserve should be made from the boundary of South Australia up to proposed
tank at Thackeringa, there is a good watercourse for tank.
£ s. d.
Cost of Tank, 100 yards by 30 yards by 10 feet deep, 10,000 yards Co is. per yard 500 0 0
(l5Oposts)
Fencmg
300 @ is
...
...
io 0 0
...
1150 rails
Five wires, 5 cwt.
...
...
...
...
...
7 10 0
Twogates
...
...
...
...
..
...
2 0 0
Erecting fence ...
...
...
...
5 10 0
...
...
Estimated cost ...

...

...

... £530. 0 0

JOE N NORTON WILKINSON,
Inspector of Stock.

22.-ME1tRIWA DISTRICT.
STOCK Lxsj'rc•roit RoPER to THE Curry INSPECTOR

OF SToCK.

Merriwa, 29 January, 1875.
i1t,

In compliance with the request contained in your circular, dated 30th November, 1874, I have
now the.honor to report that]. have personally examined the difibrent droving roads and tracks in my
district and the reserves thereon so far as practicable, ancias explicitly and concisely as lies in my power
1 beg to reply as follows to the seventeen subjects you have placed before me
I.—DRovi.xo Roa.ns AND TRAcKS.
The most eastern droving road in my district crosses the raiige over a gap near the head of
Branch Creek, down that creek to Ellarston, on to Beiltrees, Bellevue, and Segenlioc, to
Aberdeen.
Road No, 2 crosses the Great Dividing Range, the northern boundary of my district, over a gap
named Crawney's Pass, via Arndell's, M'Donald's, F. R. White's, Timor, Waverloy, Gnndy,
Bellevue, and egenhoe, to Aberdeen.
Road No. 3 follows the Great Northern Railway Line, crossing the Dividing Range near
Murrurundi.
Road No. 4 crosses the Dividing Range at the head of Miller's Creek over to Coulson's Creek
down that Creek to Merriwa, and to Peberdy's, on Hall's Creek, the sonthern boundary of
my district; there is a branch of this road from Merriwa to Scone, crossing the Wapunguy,
flail's Creek, Wybong, Cuien, and Dartbrook.
Road No. 5 enters my district from the north-westerly, over the Dividing Range, about 8 miles
from Cassilis, on to Collaroy, Bogabri to Merriwa, where it junctions with road No. 4.
Road No. C crosses the divide after passing Elliot's, of Turee, and Fitzgerald's, of Tongay, and
goes on to Armstrong's, of the G'reen Hills, where it joins the road to Mudgee from Cassilis,
along that road past M'Donald's, and over the head of the Gonlbnru It iver, the west extremity
of my district.
Owing to the conformation of rivers and creeks it will be found preferable sometimes to be on
one side and sometimes on the other; as regards some of the creeks in my district, there is no proclaimed
road on either side—even down the Merriwa or Smith's Rivulet 1 believe there is no road.
My estimate of the number of cattle and sheep annually travelling on 'each of the stock roads
above enumerated is as follows:—
Road No. 11. Slice]) 5,000, but this number would be much increased by seasons of drought
forcing stock to travel to the ranges for grass and water and 1.500 head of cattle, chiefly, if
not altogether, the property of Messrs Campbell & Hungerford.
Road No. 2. Say 40,000 sheep and 20,000 head of cattle.
Road No. 3. Along Railway Line. I have no means of ascertaining the number, even approximately, as so many small lots for local trade pass along to and from, and so many reach the
railway stations, on their way to Maitland, Sydney, or other markets.
Road No. 4, on Coulson's Creek Road; say 50,000 sheep and 25,000 cattle, but the number varies
so in different seasons. A wet season the number would be less than I have given; a dry
season, more.
Road No. 5. 50,000 sheep and 25,000 head of cattle, travelling Cassilis Road. Three years since
there were many more.
'Road No. 0, or Rylstone and Mudgee Road; say 50,000 sheep, 20,000 cattle.
A droving road should be at least 3 chains in width, with reserves every 0 miles. None of the
droving roads in my district are right in this respect.
Only the Great Northern Road can affect cattle travelling in my district, owing to it., being
metalled. The black soil which prevails here is favourable for travelling in the dry weather, and the vcry
reverse in wet weather.
0. 1 cannot say any of the roads arc unfit for stock traffic at present, but believe that they will
become so as settlement progresses, unless provision is made to prevent it.
1 have marked in red dotted lines on the map the droving roads or tracks which can be made
more direct.
1 have mark-ed new droving roads or tracks required or nia.v be rcqui red in my district:, in red
dot! cd hues on I he leap.'
0.
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Slip rails and gates may be looked upon as obstructions, but they are, I think, preferable to
narrow lanes. The only road I have known fenced across here, after being in use by the public for more
than thirty years, was the subject of litigation here, but the adjudicating •Tustices seemed to attach no
value to the evidence adduced. It is scarcely for me to state the reasons why.
11.—PUBLIC GATES.
The gates on droving roads should be 20 feet in width, slip.rails should not be allowed. The
present swing-gate is not sufficiently wide. Why not have a gate grooved on its bottom ledge, so as to
run on a rail; where would be the difficulty of running back one of these gates on the rail 10 feet, and
the other the same distance in the opposite direction, thus securing the required space for egress and
ingress of 20 feet?
U. On road No. 1 there are eight gates; on road No. 2 there are ten gates and one slip.rail, from
Crawney's Pass to Bellevue, where it joins road No. 1 on road No. 3 there are only the toll.bar gates; on
road No. 4 there are two gates. They are chiefly swing-gates, and (say) 10 feet in width; at Terragong
reserve an excellent double swing-gate.
IT 1.—CRoSSING -PLACES.
12 My district can only be entered from the east, north, and west, by gaps in the ranges; with the
exception of the gap near Murrurundi, all are unimproved. Next to Murrurundi westward is a gap at the
head of Sparks' Creek, through the cedar brush, and as the best gap in the range was a favourite road for
travelling stock years ago, before the Warrah Company fenced their estate on the north and several
selectors on the south side of the range, stopping traffic for cattle over this gap.
The next gap westward is Miller's Creek gap—a bad gap, at least not nearly so good as M'Donald's
Creek gap, a few miles further west.
The next gap is called the Courage Young Gap, at the Nain, only used by the settlers in the
locality ; and more westerly is the Moon Rock Gap. near the head of the Kiln River, upon which I have
long ago reported—as, if a travelling stock road, could be formed this way, it would head the Warrah
Company's estate, along the western boundary of that estate, through the towflship at Black Creek, with
grass and water everywhere in ordinary seasons.
+
As regards your request for me to point out wherever reserves are necessary, I would suggest in
reply that it be made an established principle that all travelling stock routes be 3 chains in width, with
reserves every 6 miles.
At every important crossing a reserve should be made and, however hopeless it maybe to have such
a suggestion carried out, I cannot help pointing out how conducive it would be to the interests of stockowners to have reserves exclusively for travelling stock adjacent to all railway stations where any number
of stock are placed on the trains to be taken to market.
IV.—R•vsruvxs FOR GRASS AND
13. There are not sufficient reserves for feeding and watering travelling stock-in my district, and
my reply on this subject, as well as to the next number (14), will be a repetition of what I stated in
answer to subject No. 4, viz., a droving road should be at least 3 chains wide with reserves every 6 miles.
Travelling stock passing through Crown lands in my district are not; interfered with, nor are
'they obstructed in making use of the reserves, but the drovers are indifferent about making for reserves
with no grass thereon. That is the great obstruction, the reserves being denuded of grass by the stock owned
by squatters and selectors residing adjacent thereto.
The reserves are in every instance trespassed upon by other stock owned by squatters and
selectors located near them, who look upon it as their right. Every one must know that so long as the
reserves are as at present managed, so long will they be useless for travelling stock. The only certain way to
protect them will be by fencing them in, and charging a small fee from those who use them, to defray the
expenses that must necessarily be incurred in securing the grass for travelling stock. it is generally
imagined—universally known—that an extensive reserve in any neighbourhood is one of the strongest
inducements for an intending selector to fix Ins bear in quo adjacent thereto. I feel assured if it is intended
that these reserves should be useful for travelling stock, that ultimately the), must be fenced in with gates
and locks thereon, and placed under the charge of the inspectors of the different districts, who will have to be
empowered to engage men under them, to look after certain lines of road, their actions to be governed by
the information easily gathered from each drover that passes ; all ,ctati,cties relating to travelling stock will
fleer be correct, and aecp and cattle stealing will have become a thing of this past.
V—DAM5, Tcs, AND WELLS ON Dnovu Ro&ns.

1 do not anticipate any expenditure of this nature will be required in this district. There are
some of the reserves made at a distance from water, and it may be found necessary to adopt some method
of providing water thereon by artificial meaps.
In conclusion, permit me to state there are but nine reserves for travelling stock in my district,
viz. —On road No. 1, distance 45 miles, no reserve; on road No. 2, 461 miles, one reserve; on road No.
3, 36 miles, no reserve; on road No. 4, 44 miles, four reserves ; on branch road to Scone, 40 miles, three
reserves; on road No. 5, 34 miles, no reserve ; on road No. 6, 35 miles, no reserve. And, in the
belief that it is of the utmost importance to stockowners and to the Colony at large that every
possible convenience should be afforded fat stock while travelling to market, I beg to reiterate my
reply to subject No. 4, viz., that all droving roads should be at least 3 chains in width with reserves
every 6 miles, and this will make it unnecessary for me to propose any new reserves or to mark them on
the maps as you desire.
I have, &c.,
JOHN ROPER,
Inspector of Stock.
23.
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23.—MUDGEE DISTRICT.
SHEEP INSPECTOR SrrWLE to TUE CHIEF INSPECTOR OF Sioc.
Mudgee, 21 December, 1874.

Sn,

Referring to circulars of August 28th and September 1st, relative to droving, roads and reserves
for feeding, watering, and camping travelling stock, I now do myself the honor to report on same in
accordance with your request :DE0VING ROADS AND TRACKS.
1st. 'What roads and tracks used? Answer—Two; one by way of Ryistone, the other Bocoble.
2nd. 'Where there are roads or tracks on both sides of creek or river P Answer—There are no
roads by Bide of creeks or river. The free selector and sheep and cattle owner have taken up all the
water frontages.
3rd. (jive an estimate of the number of cattle and sheep which travel these roads? Answer—
About 6,000 sheep and 300 head cattle weekly.
4th. What do you consider it sufficient width for droving roads or tracks? Answer—Half-a-mile on
each side.
Are those in your district rightin this respect? Answer—No; many miles are fenced in atboth sides.
If not, say which are not? Answer—Both of them.
5th. Are any of these roads, through being metalled, &e.? Answer—There are no metalled roads
until you come out on the Sydney Road, and then only a few miles.
0th. If any are unfit for stock traffic, &c.? Answer—There is no possibility of finding new roads.
7th. Can the droving roads or tracks in your district be made more direct? Answer—The roads
or tracks cannot be made more direct or through a better country. (See marked on map.)
8th. Are any new droving roads or tracks reQuired in your district? Answer—No, only those
marked on map ought to be surveyed at once, and kept from being taken up by selectors.
0th. Are there any portions of the roads or tracks obstructed by fencing and otherwise? Answer—
Yes, they are obstructed by fences, most of it being purchased land.
10th. 'What ought to be the size and description of public gates on droving roads and tracks?
Answer-12 feet wide.
11th. Are there any gates on the roads in your district? Answer—Yes, three; one at Tongbong
Gap, one near 1?ylstoiie, and one at Round lull, Boeoble Road.
Size, description, and position? Answer—The proper size and description, and I think where they
should be.
Cxossiwa-p&wzs.
12th. Say whether any of the crossing-places at the river or gap, &c-, can be improved? Answer—
Yes; at Reedy or \Vialdra Creek, and at Slasher's Flat, on the Cudgegong, where the bridge is to
be erected. I cannot give an idea what the expense would be.
Where reserves are necessary at crossing-places? Answer—At Reedy Creek at both sides.
RESERVES FOR 'WATER AND C-BAss.
lath. Are there sufficient reserves for feeding and watering travelling stock, especially in the
neighbourhood 'of townships? Answer—No: all crossing-places on river or creek are fenced to the
public road, with two exceptions—Slasher's Flat and Apple-tree Flat. At both places it is the mail road,
and not the road stock travels.
14th. If not, state what additional reserves are required? Answer—Reserves cannot be made,
because the land is taken up. I have marked places for reserve on map.
15th. Have travelling stock passing through or along Crown lands to half-a-mile in width? Answer,
—They have not that width only at places, being obstructed by selectors' fences; the reserves are at a distance from water, with few exceptions.
16th. Are the reserves set apart for travelling stock trespassed upon by other stock? Answer.—
Yes, by free selectors as a pre.emptive right.
How should these reserves be protected for travelling stock P Answer.—By allowing the pound.
keeper of the district to impound therefrom.
17th. Are any dams, tanks, or wells required, &-e., &e.? Auswer.—Cannot give any information
until the roads or tracks are surveyed where dams or tanks could be made.
The Government should at once order a survey to be made, selectors are taking up land daily, and
if it is delayed those that I have marked out will be taken up. You request me to mark the old and
new tracks separate. I cannot do so, as part are old and new, and could not define them accurately. I
have forwarded the maps marked at once, thinking that the sooner they were in your hands the better, so
that they may be at once surveyed. -I shall be most glad to give every assistance to the surveyor. In furnishing the above information, and in marking out the map, I have done so to the best of my knowledge and
judgment after having travelled both; the only roads practicable for travelling stock to obtain feed and
water are those marked en the map. I have also made every inquiry from drovers and stockowners passing.
Hoping the above will be satisfactory,—
I have, &c.,
HENRY SINGLE,
Inspector of Sheep.
Stoex INSPECTOR SINGLE to THE CRIEr INSPECTOR OP STocK.
Sydney, 9 April, 1876.
SIR,
I have the honor to draw your attention to my report suggesting certain roads and reserves
for travelling stock in this district, more especially to that portion suggesting that the Crown lands situated
between Mudgee and Cullenbone should be reserved from sale, as there are several parties desirous of
purchasing.
2.
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2. I may state that should the land referred to be so]d, pales travelling to market with fht slink
will be put to great lnconvemence, as there is no other land available for tlreiu to ca-inji or graze on for
many miles, unless by placing them in pacidocks.
I have, &c.,
IIENItY 8IW4E,
I iispector of Stock, Mudgee.

24.-NARRAB1U DISTII.IOT
STOCK INSPECTOIt JONES

to

THE. OFFICER TN CITARGE,

Occnwriox OP LANDS.
Sheep inspector's Office,
Narrabri, 14 September, 1871.,

Sm,

I have the honor to acknowledge your circular of 28th ultimo, having reference to reserves
being fenced or partly so, also gates on main roads being too narrow for travelling stock.
I wilImake a- strict inquiry and report at on early date, and will then avail myself of the 01)1)01'.
tunity of making some remarks with reference to stock (especially cattle) passing this township.
1 have, &c.,
J. W. JONES,
Inspector of Stock.
STOCK INSPECTOR JONES

lo OrricEn IN ChARGE, Occin'ATjox or LANDS.
Sheep Inspector's Office,
Narrabri, 8 October, 1871.

Referring to your circular of 28th August, in reply I have the honor to report as request-ed for
your information,With regard to reserves on the road from Narrabri to Little Bumble, I have made a personal
inspection, and find the Reedy Water-hole Reserve, No. 307. noffled 1 October, 1867, is nearly all enclosed
by and within the Gundimain fence: Reserve No. 402, notified 28 October, 1867, on Mundi Creek (or
Ten.mile Creek) is also enclosed by the 0-undimain fence, a small corner excepted, as shown in the plan
at the local Land Office. The general reserve, one-quarter mile wide, from Narrabri to Moree, is also
Thnced on one side close to the road (as now used), from Bald IIill.s to Ten-mile Creek, thus causing
travelling stock some inconvenience, -as complained of. It must however bc'understood that the fence was
erected previous to the last reserve for stock being made. I am also informed of some reserves being or
about to be fenced on ilenriendi, hut will visit that locality next week and report.
With reference to gates, as complained of, some in my district are not sufficiently wide for
travelling stock. I will mention those too narrow, and about the width: One gate, Bald Hill, Gundimain
lince, 14 feet wide ; Dungalear and Bundaburena (Barwon), about IS feet wide; .Euroka, flwindah, and
l3rewon, are, I believe, rather narrow, also about 20 feet wide ; Guudebluie, Monie River, is also narrow,
and must of necessity cause some inconvenience in bringing large mobs of stock to market.
S. With regard to the main road being entirely closed, eauthng stock to be taken many miles round,
I am not aware of any such inconvenience existing in any portion of my districts.
4. With regard to taking paM this township, alluded to in my letter of 14th ultimo. I would
strongly urge that the prayer of the Narrabri Jockey Club (or their agents) be not complied with, because
it would then be almost impossible to take cattle past this township, as the land they require is not to race
upon but to enclose a piece of water most valuable for travelling stock, and thereby leaving only'as a road
over a lime, kiln and brick yard, whereas if the racecourse be retained as it is it will leave more room fbr
travelling and not cause unnecessary delay and inconvenience to travelling cattle.
I have. &.m,,
.1. W. JONES,
Inspector of Stock.
Sroc.mc Ixspxcrog JONES to Tax OrricEim

IN

CIIAIZOE, Occurxriox - or iAN DS.

Stock Inspector's Office,
Narrabri, iT Octobtr, 1874.
Sum,
Ijenriendi. I beg to inform you that I have made an inspection of reserves and fences on Baauibal, and
I find there plenty of reserves for travelling stock, if withdrawn from lease, and some mark to
define and point out to travellers where such reserves are to be found.
With regard to fencing, I find from Ito 2 miles of fence, erected close to the main road, on Hen.
riendi, erected now some considerable time.
Men are, howcver, preparing fencing stufi and are instructed to fence in the river side of run close
to the road, thus enclosing in the run a valuable water reserve from travelling stock (a lagoon never known
to be dry in any season).
1 wonld also recommend a larger reserve near the bridge, on Turrawon Run, as travellers are much
harassed by the owner demanding one shilling per team for depasturing on the run. There is already a
reserve, but far too small for the use of teamsters and travellers generally.
I have, &e.,
S. W. JONES,
Inspector of Stock.
Sxocx
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STOCK INSPECTOR JONES to Tnn CHIrP INSPECTOR OP STOCK.

Stock Inspector's Office,
Narrabri, 16 June, 1875.
SIB.

I have the honor, herewith, to hand you map referred to in your circular of the 80th November last, together with my report thereon, as complete as possible now, though not to my own satisfaction.
We require much larger maps, and more accurate, &c. Should I, however, in the course of. my travels find
that I have omitted anything important., I will at once communicate the fullest information to you.
I have, &c.,
J. W. JONES,
Sheep Inspector,
Svocx ijcsrccron JONES to Tar Curir

SIR,

Stocic.
Stock Inspector's Office,
Narrabri, 16 Time, 1875.

INSPECTOR OP

-

Referring to your circular of 30th November last, having reference to droving roads and tracks,
&c., together with maps upon which to mark roads as referred to above. I have the honor to hand you list
of roads and tracks now in use, and a. few new ones which I think desirable to open up for travelling
stock.
Section i:
I beg to submit a list of the old roads now in use for travellin g stock. Commencing at the upper
end of my district, which is about Coocoobindi, or the Rock, on the left 'bank of the .Namoi River ; thence
by the left bank of that Nainci, viii Turrawon, Glen Quin, Coomna Motley, Wee Wan. Bulgarce, Bullerawa,
Pilhga, Milehomie (old road), Come-by-Chance, near Bunglegully, and Goangra., to Walgett.
Commencing at the bridge on the Namoi River ; thence viii Narrabri, on the right bank of that
river, Gundimaine, Tuladona, Merah, Drildool, Millie, l3iicklebono, Tarraldool, and Kercargo; then crossing
the Namoi to Goangra and Walgett.
Commencing at Ciay's, 4 miles below Narrabri thence viii Gallatlieral, Boggy Creek, Bumble,
and Moree.
Commencing on the (mean Creek, on the Narrabri and Moree Road, and on the Malaraway Run
thence by that creek to Milhctjnn, then crossing the Waterloo Creek near Millie ; thence on the left
bank of the Millie, or Thalaba Creek, viii Bunnabuna. Oriel, Merriwinh)oIie, crossing and recrossing the
creek several times, as road now in use; thence from Merriwinboue to Poeketaroo ; and thence by the left
bank of the Barwon to Collereudabri.
Commencing at Weetee \aa, about 4 miles below Wee Was; thence byLoder'sfence to Gunederali Creek; thence to Loder's old darn on Piam Creek; thence viii J3nrran, and surveyed line, to Collytoodala, on the Thalaba Creek.
G. Commencing at Walgett, crossing the Namoi at Walgett; thence by the left bank of the Barwon
viii Uric Erie, the Brothers, Murkerdool, Collerindabri. crossing Collymongoo[ and Caid Murray. 7. Commencing at Walgett; thence on the left bank of the Barwon, viii tjroka., Yanwm dah,
Mooiabie, lirewon, thence to Brewarrina,
S. Commencing at Eumiuingbah, on the right bank of the Barwon; thence up the Ba.rwou, viii
Dungalear, Bundabarina., Collerivindabrie, and Mogil Mogil, and thence to Mungindi.
Commencing at Mogil Mogil, thence viii Gundabluie to Guoolooina, in Queensland; this road
will be much used on completion of the Walgett. Bridge.
Commencing at Eutninin bah as above; thence by the iarrah Waterhole; thence viii Leanillo
and Gumble Gubbon, on the Narran°River.
Commencing at Euminingbah, thence down the Barwon, viii Gingie, Ulab, Milrea, Boorooma,
and on to Brewan-ina.
Commencing at Boorooina; thence viii the Narran Hut, Wilbl Wilby, Gumble Gubbon, Angle(1001, Yarranbah; thence into Queensland.
Commencing on the right bank of the Barwon, about 4 miles above Ulah, on the Gingie Run;
thence vat Comeborrah Springs and Grawin to Wilby Wilby, on the Nan-an.
Commencing at Gindibline, on the Moonie River; thence viii Boorara to the Nan-an, joining
road No. 12.
- 15. Commencingat Walgett; thence to TC.ilgar, on the Castlereagh; thence by the right bank of
that river, vat KedgorBilla, North Takom, Bimble, to Coonamble.
Commencing at Coonamble; thence by the left bank of the Castlereagh, viii Buggle, Wingadee,
Oomogolan, Newga.1, Pollybrenon, Boggera, then crossing the Castlereagh, and thence to Brewon on the
Barwon.
Commencing at Kidgor, as in road No 15; thence Heness to Moorabie, on the Barwon.
Commencing at Come-by-Chance, near Bunglo Gully; thence, viii Boolerrora, rid Taroon to
Coonamble, or viii Tvronbone to Urawilkee.
Commencing at Coonamble; thence, viii Nebia, Urraivilkee, Terridgerie, to Barradine.
Commencing at Denabalie sheep station; thence, viii Kilmorie, Urrawilkee, to Barradine.
Commencing at Teclubo, on the Namoi; thence, viii \Vangan, to Baradine.
Commencing at Pilliga; thence, viii. Wangan, to Barradine.
Commencing at Gallatheral; thence by surveyed line to Gurly Point, on the Namoi.
Commencing at Molly Crossing, on the Namni River; thence viii Gallatheral, Edgerei, Berrigal,
to Rocky Creek;
Commencing at Werribilla or Collarendabri; thence viii Gamallulla, near Pian Gobla to
Yarranbob, on the Narran, and known as the Sixty-mile track.
The Yew Roads I would ½' to propose are,1. Commencing at Morriwinbone, on the Thalaba Creek; thence by Cryon, on Pian Creek; thence
by a track to the Lower Pian Ridge, 4 miles below Bucklebone, and on Bucklebone Run; thence viii
Bucklebone, crossing the river at or near Millie; thence by the old line to Pilhiga.
2.
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Commencing at lirildool, on the Namoi River; thence to Burren; thence by the left bank of the
Pian Creek to Gorian; thence by that crecic and track to Uric Uric, thus making the circuit complete in
the roads.
Commencing at Cooma, near Narrabri ; thence by Bohena and Boyle's, on the Borrah Creek;
thence by Cain's Rockey Glen to Coonabarabran.
Commencing at the itocky Crossing at Yarraldool, thencevid Bungle Gully to Benabli, to join
the l'illiga and Walgett Roads.
1 would here mention that stock do not travel vid Wallah Thurribri and Bogabri North, on the
right bank of the Namoi—they avail themselves of the bridge; even the Burburgate proprietors cross
their sheep at Barbnrgate, and travel them on opposite side of river, and cross them at the bridge again.
Pew stock pass down or up through Gundimaine, or Tuludona. or Namoi; all travellers prefer the other side.

Section IT
Referring to the second clause of yoflr circular, travellers prefer the right bank of Nainoi from
Weetee Waa, 4 miles below Wee Waa, to Kercargo, in good weather, and Namoi low; but in winter or
wet weather the left bank is always taken, as it is impossible to travel on the right bank in bad weather.
I would estimate the cattle 20,000, and sheep from 80,000 to 100,000.
1 would consider the present width of road, 1 mile wide, not too much, unless the road could be
reserved for travelling stock; then one half-mile would bea sufficient width, with proper reserves and a
list of reserves posted at the various Police and Post Offices.
None of the roads are entirely unfit for travelling stock; the most inconvenient is by Clay's,
4 miles below Narrabri, and Narrabri itself; when the racecourse is vested in trustees and fenced,
will be almost impracflcable. The road as now proposed, vi4 Barrah Creek, will in a measure meet this
when the river is low, not otherwise, as all stock will come past Clay's and Narrabri for the bridge to get
out back.
Answered in the above.
I do not think any alteration can be made to public advantage.
S. I have mentioned four new roads, and so marked as requested.
Some obstructions along the Narribri Road by conditional purchases, and where they are fenced.
Henriendi has some fence put up in Mr. C. Father's time. Mr. Clark, the present lessee, has posts laid
along the ground, but not erected. The latter can be removed by order of the Government. Milchomie
has a new road and water fenced in, thereby causing stock to travel from Bunglegully to Pilliga, a distance
of about 28 miles. The old road joins the creek in several places, and a much better road for stock in the
summer months. The lessee should erect gates on the old line.
Public gates ought to be made of light American pine, and well braced and strapped with it-on,
and to consist of two gates each 12 feet wide.
The gates chiefly consist of heavy sliprails 15 feet or 16 feet long, and sometimes two set of
them. Mr. Fletcher, of Wee Waa, has three light gates. Mr. Bargot, on the Moonie, has some good
gates, but rather narrow, though 1 have not heard of any complaints from that cause.

Section III
I do not think any iinprovenient is atpreent required at crossings for travelling stock, but I
would recommend that there be large reserves made on both sides of every crossing. Such reserves could
be revoked when not required.

Section 1V.
More reserves are required, but it is impossible for inc to mark them on the present size map, one
not a surveyor. I would beg to suggest that all roads be reserved 1 mile wide, for six or twelve months,
aud a surveyor with the inspector should traverse those roads, and make reserves where necessary, and the
surveyor would do such work correctly.
I have marked some reserves, but cannot do it to my satisfaction on so small a map, and 1
may here add in many cases very inaccurately made.
I believe all stock have access to water throughout my district (Milchomie excepted), nothing
worth mentioning in this respect.
All reserves are trespassed upon by Crown tenants—I know of no exception. They should be
marked with white or red paint, and put under the care of an officer of the district. 1 will further report
should I in my journeys see anything of which the Government should be in possession.
I have, &c.,
J. W. JONES,
Inspector of Stock.
STocK INSPEcTOR JoNES to TUE Cnirr bsneron or SToeL

Sin,

Sheep Inspector's Ofilce,
Narrabri, 31 March, 1875.

Referring to your circular of 80th November last (No. 744820 s. B) and your verbal iustruetion
to report upon Gurly speeially,—I have now the honor to report for your information that I have visited
Gurly for the purpose of seeing for myself, so as to report as correctly as possible the kind of country the
proposed road for travelling stock is intended to traverse.
2. I travelled over the road as surveyed, commencing on the ridge from Edgeroi to Gurly, at back
of Mr. Irving's selection ; thence the surveyed road to Plain Creek and Gurly Creek; thence, though not.
surveyed, the road for 3 miles consists of myall plains and a small dense oak scrub; after that the road
must pass through a very dense oak scrub of about 4 miles or 5 miles in length, without a break, and no
permanent water the whole distance.
3. I next travelled down the creek from Gurly to Bumble, at the junction of the Gurly Road with
the Narrabri and Moree Road, and on this road there are only two permanent waterholes, and on each of
these—as far as 1 ascertain—reserves are made, thus securing the water for travelling stock when
required.
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required. Windindillah is the first water from Gurly, a distance of S miles at Gurly there is tione only
made water and from Giirlv to Gaflatlieral, a distance of 30 miles, ri4 3![yall Hollow, there is not a drop
of' permanent water, though it is true Mr. Ifacansh has large darns for his own stock they would not be
for the use of the public travelling with stock, and water can only be secured at a large outlay.
The road at present in use is quite equal to all demands, if water be made in7 Gallatheral
Creek, Ten-mile Creek, Geehan Creek, and Little Bumble Creek. This road is and always will be required
for travelling stock, and should be the first to be improved by making water, &c., to be of most use
to the public generally.
Gurly has been improved by fencing and dam-making, &c., at a cost of at least £30,000, that;
until there is some demand for roads I am of opinion it would be desirable to retain as much as possible
the run entire for so valuable a Crow-n tenant, one who is so desirous of improving the run; and if these
roads are as proposed it would open out the country for loafers, and thus to agreat extent destroy a
valuable property without a demand for it.
U. At the same time, there is not the same facilities for making or reserving water on the proposed
road through Gurly as there is along the old line between Narrabri and Moree ,-and further, by securing
water on the latter road would be of vast importance for the Barwon stock vicIr Millie, which passes that
way for the Maitlaud and Sydney markets.
7. While strongly recommending the present road in use, I would urge that ample reserves be made
along the Gurly Creek and elsewhere, to meet any future demauds, so that the Government may open a
road at any time when so required.
S. I would beg to suggest that, while it is necessary to have plenty of roads for our fat stock, yet
opening of unnecessary roads will only encourage loafing, and thereby deprive the Crown of much of her
revenue, because if runs are so much intersected with unnecessary roads the lessee cannot pay the same
rental as heretofore.
o. i: would further recommend that all roads and reserves for travelling stock be withdrawn from
leac, and that a small tax be imposed upon all travelling stock and teams to pay for making and maintaining a supply of water for stock and teams.
10. 1 am informed there is no demand for a stock road through Gurly, at the same time teams and
others are not stopped in any way.
I. have, &c.,
J. W. JONES,
Inspector of Stock.

25.-PORT MACQJTJARJE.
STOCK IS1'EcToR Ducx'r to TUE OFFICER IN CMAIWE, OecurArroN OF Lasns.

West Kempsey, 15 September, 1874.
Sin,

1 have the honor to reply to your circular No. 74-1,636 M, received to-day.
There are no reserves marked out in this district for the use of travelling stock, but in my
opinion such reserves will soon be in absolute necessity, as conditional purchases for granng plLrposes are
being pushed out and taken up rapidly.
I am aware of several slip-rails having been placed by conditional purchasers on the main lines of
road used by travelling stock, and only of the width stated in your circular, being only 10 or 12 feet wide,
at same time I have never heard any complaints having been made by drovers.
I have, &e.,
.TOHN DUCAT,
Inspector of Stock.
STOCK. bsl'ECToE DUCAT to Tan OFFICER IN CHARGE, OCCUPATION OP Lnns.

West Kcmpsey, 26 September, 1874.
SIB,

I have the honor to draw attentiou to my letter of 15th instant, in reply to your circular
No. 74-1,636 M, wherein I state that no reserves for the purpose of camping stock had been made. I was
not aware that any such had been marked out, nor could I receive any information at the Land Office here
of such reserves.
2. .1 have now seen Mr. Surveyor ilerborn, who is out up the river on duty, who informs me that
there are five reserves on the south bailk of the river, situated on the main line of road to New England,
and two on the north bank; that new portions will be reserved at suitable positions.
All reserves in this district being open ground are subject to the trespass of stock belonging to
the runs pn which reserves are made; in no instance does any one appropriate any one of them to his
special use.
Is. It would be of much advantage to inc for reference if maps of the counties of Dudley,
Macquarie, and Raleigh were forwarded me. I am often applied to for information on positions of
conditional purchases and different reserves.
I have, &e.,
JOHN DUCAT,
Inspector of Stock.
STOCK IKS1'lwToIt ilneiT to Tan Ournr L'csrncron OF STOCK.

West Kempsey, 3 May, 1575.
Sri,
I have the honor to submit my report of the stock roads in my district.

County Dudley.
1st. There are two roads through this county, one by the river, and the- second a track known as
Pyfe's Hill Road, and the chief or main stock road. This track has never been proclaimed as a road, only
w from usage. it is the best adapted for stock travelling in all weathers, and in constant use. I have
marked
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marked its direction by a red dotted line to where it joins a blue dotted line the latter showing all old
road that has this year been supplemented by the Roads Fund to be repaired from Itolland's Plains to
iCciapsey. This route is the main stock road from the Upper Macbay to Maitl.and, Manning
River, Port
)iaequarie, &e.
The river road is usedchiefly by stock to :lCempsey and for local consumption. The crossings are
very numerous, but easily accessible, being low shingly beds both sides. On the north bank of the river
is a road to New England in course of construction by Government grants.
Macguano, .Raloigli, and Fitzroy.
The roads in each of these counties are under the Government Road Inspector's care, and have an
annual grant voted for construction and repairs.
2. During deed times the Fife's Hill Road, in County Dudley, is the only road that can be used.
At all times the pretbrenee is given to it for stock travelling, as the stony crossing-places by the river tend
to cripple stock. All stock only travel by the main roads in the three other eount]es.
:3. By Fife's Hill Track, by way of Holland's Plains, the average annual number of stock is
about 2,000 head, by the river road about 1,000 head; sheep, nil, Macquarie County, en route to Maitland
by Hastings River Crossing, about 3,000 head; same county, from Upper Hastings, about 1,000 head cattle;
sheep, 370 head.
Fitzroy and .Raieigli Counties.
Anntal average number of cattle about 200 head ; sheep, nil.
There is little or no fencing on the roads in these counties, and no limit is ever allowed for
travelling stock. All proclaimed roads in these counties are it chain wide, which I believe to be sufficient
width for the number of travelling stock here. Fife's Hill Track has not been yet proclaimed as it
public road.
No metalled roads in these four counties.
These roads are all well adapted for stock travelling, being well grassed and watered and sound,
A short diversion of the Fife's Hill Track could be made from Wabro Creek to Parabel Creek, as
shown on the map by it blue line—it would save 3 miles.
S. No siew roads required.
There are three fences across the road at Moparabah Station, l'arabel Creek, a slip-rail and
horse-gate on each for travellers and stock. These fences are on purchased land. No complaint has ever
been inale aboutthem. Two fences cross the road at Yessaba Creek, on the Holland's Plains Road, one
fence being the boundary of a conditional purchase made by George Irvin Scott, the other fence is placed
and crosses it village reserve to enable Mr. Scott to secure water to his conditional purchase ; the floods in
the creek debar fencing up to it; a slip-rail and horse-gate are in each of these fences. The positions of
the obstructions are marked by a short blue line at each place. In the town of West Jiempsey two portions
of streets are shut up, one being used in a grazing paddock, the other street being under cultivation. I
have marked them by a blue line from Smith-street to the river. There was much complaint of these
obstructions preventing stock having access to,the river during dry weather.
Public gates would require to be at least 12 feet wide, I believe, as double gates of 6 feet
wide each, to prevent them consequently breaking down ; made of sawn timber.
1.1. There are no public gates in any of those counties; the slip-rails already mentioned are situated
where the road shows to go through the fence at the blue lines.
CROSSING -1'LAcE S.
12. The crossing at the Hastings River, at T. C. P. Morton's purchase of 1,207 acres, urgently
requires opening and widening; the banks on the south side will only allow of three or four beasts to go
up at a time, causing great risk and detention in crossing cattle over. The north bank is a scrub that
requires falling and widening; the cost would be about £60. The crossing is marked thus 0. A
siding at the top of Fife's Hill is much in want of making, also two or three small gullies from Oreen
Creek to Wabro Creek, the banks opening, when the whole track would be even passable for drays during
floods in the river—cost in all about £100. A siding on Trapand's Hill is also in a dangerous state—it
nught be widened at a cost of £100.
REBEIn'Es FOR Giuss AND WATER.
1:3 & 14. There is, I believe, only one stock reserve on the line of road in use for stock, the others
being village reserves (some others have been sun-eyed on the original line of road to New England ; that
road has now been set aside for the one surveyed and being made by the north bank of the river) ,-aiew
others are necessary. I have marked them on the map, No. 1, Stock and Water Reserve; No. '2 (at
Skilhion Flat) Stock and Camping Ground. Both these have lately been marked out by the district
surveyor on 1;oo small a scale, only 10 chains by 40 chains, my opinion being that either a stock or camping
reserve should not be iess than 1 mile square. Nos. 3, 1, 5 as stock reserves will no doubt soon be
much required free selection is pushing out so fast.
All travelling stock have no limits to feed and water along all the roads, and have full and free
access to any reserve marked out.
The reserves are all open, and all bush cattle may and do feed across them at will; these cannot
well be prevented unless by fencing. Yessaba Creek.
7, I have already shown is partly fenced off
by G. I. Scott to enclose water to his conditional purchase, No. 56.
No dams, tanks, or wells are required in any one of these counties.
It is now so many years since I have travelled through any of the other counties or on the roads, nor
al-c there any drovers pass through by this coast district, that I am not in a position to add any information that would be reliable or of any advantage; the roads have been much changed, and free selection has
so altered the frontages that I could not trust to any former experience I was possessed of. All stock
travelling have such latitude allowed them through these counties that no alteration could be suggested.
I have, &c..
JOHN DUCAT,
Inspector of Shcep.
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26.-SINGLETON DISTRICT;
STOCK iNSPECTOR A.saonn to To : Cinur issncroa OF StocK.

Singleton, 21 September, 1874.
Sin,
I have to report for your information,1. There are two or three of the water reserves in my district pirtly fenced in, not by the pastoral
tenant but by persons owning purchased land adjoining, and travelling stock are not prevented grazing
thereon.
2. I am not aware of any narrow gates being left l.o obstruct travelling stock, or of any main road
being entirely closed.
8. 1 may also report that there are great complaiut4 of the owners of land adjoining two of these
reserves grazing their stock thereon, viz., one near Muswellbrook, on Sir Thomas Mitchell's line of road,
and the other at Sadler's Creek, on the road from Denman to Jerry's Plains.
I have, Le.,
EDWARD ALFORD,
Inspector of Stock.
STocic INsPTcToR ALF0BD to Tnt Cain INSPECTOR OP STOCK.
Singleton, 10 June, 1875.
SIR,

Referring to your circular (74/1,820, SB.), November 80th, 1874, 1 beg to forward you the
following replies to the questions therein stated
I.—Dicovnu ROADS AND Tnc.tcs.
Question 1. The one mar]ced red in the map.
2. The only road is the one marked red in the map.
3. :30,000 cattle, 75,000 sheep.
4. i: consider that the droving roads or tracks through tJt'ovii lands should be half a mile wide,
and through purchased land 2 chains wide. The roads in my district, being mostly through purchased
land, are 2 chains wide.
5. No.
6. There are none unfit for traffic.
7. They cannot be made more direct, or turned through bettor country.
S. No new roads required.
U. No roads or tracks are obstructed.
II.—PUBU.c GATEs.

10. A single gate 15 feet wide.
ii. There are no gates on the roads in my district.
Ill.—Cnossnw-:I'LAcES.

Two substantial bridges are required, one at Jerry's Plains at the place marked + on the map
aud at the crossnig.place at Dcnman, which i: cannot mark, as the map sent does not extend far enough
north to indicate where the crossing is. Cattle and sheep are frequently detained at these crossing.places
1teu there are freshets or floods in the river, and sometimes for a considerable time, whereby the value of
the stock is greatly depreciated.
TV—REsERvEs FOIL G-nss AND WATER.

There are not sufficient reserves for feeding and watering travelling stock.
There are no Crown lands in my district available for cattle reserves at crossing-places or in
the neighbourhood of towns, except a village reserve situate about 9 miles east of Warkworth, which
should be converted into a cattle reserve. it is useless at present for cattle, as there are generally about
2,000 sheep on it belonging to the adjoining occupier. it is also trespassed upon by straggling stock. The
maps sent do not extend snffieiently to enable me to mark the position of the reserve.
yes. No obstructions.
10. One of the reserves lias been trespassed upon by the late Mr. F. White, and it is occasionally
trespassed upon now. Trespassing could be prevented by appointing persons to protect the reserves, and
the officers who could perform that duty most economically would be the present staf of inspcetors
%r._.uA31s, 'TANKS, AND 'WELLS ON Ditovuco Roans.

17. None are required.
I have, &e,
E. ALFORD,
Inspector of Stock.
Mto,---fhe maps sent me only show the 3laitlaud cattle road from Warlcworth to 4 miles west of
Terry's Plains, and omit all notice of that road from Black Creek to Wam'kworth, and from 4 miles west
of Jerry's Plains to halt's Creek; thus only showing 12 miles out oVa length of 60.—B. A.
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27.-TAMWO1t.Ull DISTRICT.

Sip,

Srocic INSPECTOR. Dosvr to TuE Cuxur INSPECTOR OP STOCK.
Tainworth, 21 September, 1874.

I have the honor to acknowledge the receipt of your memo. of the 1st September, 1874, and
will make strict inquiry into all matters referred to in the eircula.r accompanying the same, dated 28th
August, 1874, and numbered 74/1,636 Ar,and report on any such obstructions that may be on the travelling
stock roads in this district.
I may acid that, as it is so difficult to obtain the information required relative to the roads, bonnilanes of reserves, or alienated lands, from the district surveyor, if a plan of the same could be obtained
from the Survey Office, and sent up to me, it would greatly facilitate matters.
1 have. &c.,
THOMAS DOWE.
Inspector of Stock.

Sn.

STOCK 1NSPECTOn ])owa to Tar CHTF.F TNsrECron 01' Srocx.
Tamworth, 9 February, 1875.

In answer to your letter of' the 3rd instant, and numbered as per margin, with county maps 75;20, 5,13,
forwarded.I have the honor to inform you that I have marked the roads to the best of my ability, according
to instructions contained in your circular of 30th November, 1874, but beg to say that there are many
by-roads used for travelling stock in this district, which are not marked on the plans sent; nor is it possible
±br me to place them in their respective positions, the plays sent being of such ancient date that even
some small creeks are left out altogether however, I may say that there being so many selectors now in
this district, and many of them being owners and consequently purchasers of stock, principally sheep,
that all roads, ;vit.h the exception of those stated in my report of the 28th January, 1875, are used for the
purposes of travelling stock. The road from Boggabri vid Gunnedah and Breeza tc Mnrrurundi I should
say has :in annual estimate of 75,000 sheep and 5,000 head of cattle travelling. From Boggabri vid
Mellally, Tamba., to Coolah, 100.000 sheep and 12,000 head of cattle. From Barraba, vid Borah, Carroll,
to Guiinedah and Breeza, 65,000 sheep and 4,000 cattle.
The road from Tamworth vid Nundle, Crauruy, to Maitlanci. &c., 18,000 sheep and 3,000 head
of cattle, The road from the Moonbi to rramworth from thence to Carrabubula, Weriss Creek, to
Murrurundi, also Carrabubula vid Breeza, Pine Ridge, down the Warrah Lane to Merriwa, 70,000 sheep
and 10,000 cattle. The roads from Yarrama.n, Black Creek, Tamba, Bundilla, Coomoo Coomoo, Triukey,
Colly Blue, &e., to Coolah, 60,000 sheep and 12,000 cattle, The road from Gunnedab, rid Woondooba,
Bando to Tamba, 15,000 sheep and 3,000 head of cattle. The road from Tamworth, vid Sumerton, to
the different settlers on the Peel and Namoi, 7,000 sheep and 500 head of cattle. All other roads have a
smaller nninbe.r of stock annually travelling on them.
With regard to the reserves for travelling stock in this district it is impossible for me, with
the re!crenees to hand, as well as the information to be obtained by examining the maps, to tell which are
reserved for the use of travelling stock and which are not, so I have only marked two as being wanted, both
being on W'ambramarra Creek on the road from Nundle to Crawney. Although there should be many
more made in the district, I ama not in a position to mark the same on the maps herewith sent.
I have, &c.,
'THOMAS DOWE,
Inspector of Stock.
Answers to Questions asked in Oireular of the 30t7l November, 1874, and numbered 74/1820, S. B.
1st, The only roads not used for travelling stock in this district are those passing through the A.A.
Co. grant, Warrah, from Black Creek to Doughboy Hollow. The road from Tamworth to G'oonoo Goonoc
and Wal]abadah, through the estate of the Peel River I 'and and Minei'al Co.. and the road from Tulcumbab
vid Carroll to Gunnedah, on the north bank of the river Namoi.
2nd. On account of the rivers often being in a flooded state, i would propose that all roads, where
possible, should be open to the use of travelling stock.
3rd. It would be impossible to estimate the number of stock annually travelling on these roads
or tracks, but can state that the principal portion travel to market either by Boggabri, Gunnedah, Breeza,
to Murrurundi or Merriwa, or up Cox's Creek vid Melally, Tamba Springs, to Cassius.
4th. I consider nothing less than 6 chains it sufficient width for travelling stock; all the roads in
this district being much too narrow.
5th. This district is now too thickly populated, as well as there being too much land bought up, to
think of making any new roads in place of the old ones.
7th. The roads cannot be made more direct, unless through the A. A. Co. grant, from Warrah to
Doughboy Hollow.
8th. a A road wanted from Yarraman, down the creek to reserve 287 from thence to the Pine
Ridge vid Denby Point and Kickerbill, Mooki River, to enable stock to reach the Quirindi terminus.
6 A road from Long Point, on the Mooki, to Colly Blue, to enable store stock from New England,
&c., to get on the several branch roads leading from there to their several destinations.
o A road from Tarpoly Creek. on the Barraba ltoad, vid Ironbark Creek to I3undarra ; although this
route is not much used at present, as the country becomes more i;hickly populated it will be greatly used
as it travelling stock route.
9th. One gate 12 feet wide, on the boundaiy of Messrs. Bight Bros. run, on the road from
Carroll to Gunnedah ; also one slip.panel on the boundary of Messrs, Dight & Christian's run, on the
road from Carroll to Breeza ; fIve gates on the road from l3oggobri to Melally, on Messrs. Clark Bros.
('rullendaddy ; four of these being double, and one a large swing-gate. ]"our slip-panels on Wallhollow
run (Messrs. Christian &• Co.), on the road from Breeza to Pine Ridge, and from Werris Creek to the
Pine
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Pine Ridge; two slip-panels on Trinkey (Messrs. Wever's), on the road from Bando to Golly Blue ; one
double gate at Bando (Messrs. White Bros.), between Melally and Bando. I may mention that I have
heard no complaints from drovers relative to these gates, with the exception of the tburth gate, on Gullendaddy Run, known as Melville Gate, which is placed in a low spot, and consequently it is almost impossible
to get stock through in wet seasons.
10th. Two swing-gates, 10 feet wide, each to open either side, being on side posts, with three bars,
and where necessary wired to render them sheep-prooll
11th. There are no public gates in this district.
12th. None of the crossing-places at the rivers, or gaps, or sidings, or gullies, or mountains, can
be improved, as every wet winter the crossings alter considerably.
13th. There are not sufficient reserves in this district.
14th. d There being no reserve for travelling stock, in the neighbourhood of Tainworth, I would
suggest that the Government reserve it portion of the towix common for that purpose—say 320 acres.
e That large reserves be made on each side of the Peel River, at the crossing known as Crotty's,
below Menindebri; both these reserves should be large. A reserve wanted at Dead Horse Gully, about 5
miles from Mauilla, on the road, to Tatnworth.
f A reserve on the Maoilla, on Messrs. Harden & Eastwood's Run, as close to the Manilla crossing
as practicable. A reserve at Tarpoly Creek, on the road from the Manilla to Barraba. A large reserve on
Borab Creek, on the road from Barraba vid Borah to the Namoi, known as O'Mullane Crossing, on the
road to the Peel and Carroll.
g A reserve wanted between Barraha and Cobbadah. A reserve between Bando and Tamba, also
between Bando and Trinkey, and about 5 miles from Bando. A reserve between Coomoo and Triukev,
one at Yarraman, and one between Black Creek and Tamba Springs. I may mention that where possIble
all the reserves already made for the use of travelling stock should be enlarged, and surveyors instructed
to mark out reserves all over the district, at distances not exceeding 12 miles, for the convenience of
travelling stock, surveyors being able to tell correctly whether the land is private property or otherwise,
It On the arrival of the railway at Tarnworth. a reserve will be required at Quirindi, 'Weriss Creek,
and Currabubula.
15th. Almost all squatters in this district have Crown landsfeueed to a greater or less extent along
the Government roads.
One reserve has been partly fenced off by Messrs. White Bros.. about 4 miles down Cox's Creek
from Bando, on the road to Melally. I cannot say how the obstruction is to be removed.
16th. All the reserves set apart; for the use of travelling stock are trespassed on either by the
squatter or selector adjoining, and when the travelling stock get to them there is no feed left.
17th. All the reserves on Gullendaddy line being now dry but one, shoe) have to travel three and a
half days without water. A well should be dug on each of these reserves, with troughs, &e., for watering
travelling stock. A tank should be made at the Round Island between the Pine Ridge and Miller's Creek,
stock in this dry time not being able to get water for about 27 miles, A. tank wanted between Trinkey
and Coomoo Coomoo. A tank wanted between Tamba and Black Creek. A tank wanted between Gunnedah and Woondooba, also one between the latter place and Bando.
Relative to other districts, i hear from drovers that Mr. M'Master, at Bunja Creek, Coolah, has the
reserve fenced so that stock cannot water without trespassing.
That there is a house and stable owned by Mr. Peperty, on the main road, at 1-loll's Creek, between
Merriwa and Penman, by which drovers are greatly inconvenienced.
Also, that Mr. James Allison, Oakey Creek, has fenced off the reserve for travelling stock, to the
great inconvcnieneQ of drovers.
Should new reserves or roads, &c., be granted, I would suggest for the convenience of drovers and
others, that plans showing the various roads and reserves in each district be printed, to enable all persons
when travelling with stock to know when they were trespassing or ot;henvise. I should say that there
would be a ready sale for these plans.
I have, &c.,
rJrrn3fAs DOWE,
inspector of Stock.

28.-WAGGA WAGGA DISTRICT.
Siocic INSPECTOR BRENTNALL to THE CnEr IN5PECT0E OP STOCK.
Wagga Wagga, 25 September, 1874.
SIR,

I am in receipt of your circular of 28th nitimo, relative to the difficulties experienced in
bringing travelling stock to market, and after making strict inquiries into the difficulties complained of, I
have the honor to inform you that in nearly every instance where reserves are left for the use of travelling stock they are with the run fenced in and otherwise used by the pastoral tenants.
I have also the honor to inform you that it is the usual rule to have gates from 1.0 to 1.5 feet wide,
passing through which stock are considerably delayed and even damaged, in fact so bad have some
become that it is difficult and even dangerous for a buggy to pass through ; besides which the gates on
each side are rendered more difficult for passage by the erection of what are termed " breaks " put up as
baulks to the station sheep passing through.
I have also the honor to inform you that in some cases the main route is entirely closed, thus
compelling stock to go round some miles, but only in a few instances.
I have, &e.,
CHAS. J. BRENTNALL,
Inspector of Stock.
STOCK INSPECTOR BRENTNALL to THE CHIEF INSPECTOR OP STOCK.

Wagga Wagga, 10 February, 1875.
SIB,

I have the honor to reply to your circular of 30th November last, referring to the circulars of
I
28th August and 1st September, regarding the droving roads and reserves.
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I have the honor to inform you that after personal examination of as many of the roads and track-s
as time has permitted inc to make since I received your instructions, I beg to forward to you such inferniation
[ have been able to acquire, and, deeming it the better way to report as concisely as I can, I
reply to your questions as iintnerically proposed
From Narraudara to C'uudagni, vid 'WTn.gga Wagga, on each side of the river Murrumbidgee,
also from Urana to the cross roads meeting the road on southern side of the %[urrumbidgee to Wagga
Waggt; also from Wagga Wagga, rid Hanging Rock, Munclawadara to Woolandoo], thence to Billabong
Creek; also from Wagga Wagga to Albury, rid Sandy Creek, Manjiplah and Coekindina.; also from
Wagga Wagga to Main Sydney Road, rid Book Book and ICyamba; also from Wagga Wagga to Cootainundra, vid 3 unce and Bethungra; also from 1\Tagga Wagga to Forbes, rid Junee, Combaning, and the
Rocks, and Morangarell ; also from Wagga T gg to i\icrool Creek, rid Kindra and Coivabee.
A It the roads referred to I consider absolutely necessary at all seasons.
On the up river road as many as 500000 sheep have been known to travel on either side in a
(1 ry season, and comparatively few cattle. On the main road from Lach]an to Wagga Wagga, rid
Combaning and Junee, about 150,000 sheep and 10,000 head of cattle other minor roads in pi-oportion.
4.1 consider that where roads are enclosed- they should be at least 4 chains wide, but wherever
practicable one half-mile on each side of the road should be allowed for grazing purposes. Ma]iy of the
roads in my district are ' not right " in this respect, free selection of lands, in a great many instances
immediately on the highway, having limited droving accommodation to the road in sonic instances—in
some instances only 1. chain, and no instances more than 2 chains wide. All the roads are more or less
affected in this respect, but more especially those on each side of the river, some of which by fenced and
unfenced selections, and by the fencing of Crown lands, have become almost imiuti-aulicoble for travelling
S do c k
S & 6. None.
7. The roads specified are required as they at present stand, but additional roads might be proelaimoed, viz. —The road from Forbes to Wngga Wagga, leaving the present road at Marsilen's
on Bland Creek, crossing the creek, taking a course through lIilla.bong Creek Run, through '\Vest
ll
ia.nit
Plains, •Iamieson's Back Creek Run, Barmodinan ; thence by Posey's Mandamar Station,
George Baiman's 1\[erool Creek Station ; thence to Mimosa, to .Junc,e. where the present road is
net. Also to Narrandara by same route to Hainan's, Merool Creek, where the present road is met.
Also to Cridgelico, Laclilon River. rid present route to Merool Creek; thence via Bygo, Ynlgagr'in, 'Wnl- lpndry, and Merringoreen, to Cudgehico and Laelmlan River. As the roads above mentioned pass through
the 40 unti'y not inclnded in the count:)' in a PS forvmt rderl to in". iii tIme places mentio nec1 by moe arc not,
sufficient])- indicated in the Co]ony map, I. ain not able to show them as requested.
S. Yes, as shown nbove.
9 'Yes by the fencing in or Crown Lands within half-a-mile of the road, especially on the main
roads on both sides of the river.
11-10. FIr feet wide, with ample accommodation of shifting panels at least 2 chains wide.
It. Yes. Innumerable, of every possible size and description.
111-12. The crossing-place at Morangarell over the Bland Creek should have a bridge over;
sevei'ai people have been drowned there, and petitions sent down, but as yet nothing has been done. This
is roost urgent. A good bridge eontd be put up to answer all purposes for about £600,
11-13. No.
A. piece of vacmust land on the western boundary of the town should be reserved as a campingplace, for which a numerously signed petition has been sent to the Minister for Lands from the residents
of Wagga lr\Tagga, at Wallace Town, as shown on the plan; 2 miles square at ,hnmee. 1-lurley's and Bethnngra the same,
No. They are obstructed by fencing; the only way to remedy it is by removing the fencing.
Yes, by neighbouring stockholders. They should be placed iii charge of Crown 1iandsRngciu,
which duty could be filled by the Inspectors of Stock.
V.-17, Tanks or dams are very much required at Wallace Town, -Innee, and I'Iurley's. Numerous
petit ions have been sent down to this effect. The expense of each would not exceed at the utmost £400.
I have the honor to inform you that I have no other information respecting reserves, &c.
I may also state that I have personally examined the new tricks proposed by me, though in sonic
canes out of my- district, bei rig in ore th aim a In nidred miles from Wagga 'Wogga, hence my dcl as' in furnishing this report.
I have, &e.,
CHARLES ;r. I3REXTNALL,
Inspector of Stock.

STocK

20.—WARIALDA DISTRICT.
lxsvEcTou EIDLEY to Tran Cumnr 'INSPECTOR OF

S'rocx.
'W'arialda, 21. .Fune, 187.

Sin.
Referring to your circular of the 30th November last, I have the honor to report four- droving
roads for travelling stock. Conunencing from the crossing-place at U-oondiwindi, Queensland, travelling
sonth through this district the nearest road. Commencing at Bogahilla vi( l\tcrriwa, Coppyrnorambilla,
Toohoona, Welbon, Kidkin, or Bogree, crossing the Big River at Boolouoo, thence via Wee Bollo Belle,
crossing the Mciii River to Moree, Tycannah, Burible, Millie, and Narrabri, or Wclbon rid Coorah, Cowbail, Binguang, Benabar, Wirrah, Yarrawall, and Mungindi, or Caidmnurry, Collymungool, and Collyrendubri to \Talgett
Welbon rid Midkin, Boolooroo, crossing to Moree, or Tareelaroi, crossing the Big River at Pallamallawa, thence up the Big River rid Binneguy Gravesend, crossing the river again at Gineroi rid MoIrey,
crossing Myail to Bingera. Or, from Gineroi, on the south side of the river, rid Singapoor, Baughut,
Po-ilal, ,Derra Derra, crossing the Gwydir at Etmlouri, and over Bell's Mountain to Cobbidah Station, and
through Cobbidah Barraba.
The
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The second nearest road, commencing at Bogabilla, viii Merriwa, Coppymorambilla, Tooloona, Cox's
Creek, Gunyerwaralda and Bogamildi to Pallamallawa, crossing the Big River there; thence vid Binneguy,
Mungibundi, IVee Bolo Bob, AJorec, and Tvcannah, the same route to Millie and Narrabi, or down the
river as before to Walgett. The third road, not quite so near as the before-mentioned, also commeneiilg at
Bogabilla and Merriwa vid Boonal, Tuck-a Tuck-a, Iloldfast, and up the MIntyre to Yetman ; thence across
the Common vid i3lue Bobby Plain to Yallaroi and Gunyerwaraltht and Bogamildi; thence vid Pahlamallawa, crossing the river there, and then vid Morce to Icarrabri, or down the Big River to Walgett as
before.
Or, from Gunyerwaralda vid Oregon to \Variald;t and Bingera, crossing the river there; thence from
Bingera Station and main line of road to Cobbidab and Ba-ri-aba.
The fourth road is a long way round, commencing at Bogabilla, thence up the Miutyre via Tucka
Tueka to Yetman, and then rid Trigamon to Wallangla;
encethvid 0-ramon and Reedy Creek or Gragin
to Myall Creek and Bingera, crossing the river there, thence to Cobbidah and Barraba as before; or from
Bingera via Moiroy and 0-ineroi, crossing the river there; thence to Cobbadah and Barrabaasbefore. Or
from Bingera via Moiroy and 0-ineroi, crossing the river there, thence sits Singapoor and I3inncguy down the
river to Morce and Narrabri, or Walgett as before. This road is at least 100 miles ronnd, but all the
sheep bad to travel by this road to Walgett en rants to Victoria in the great drought.
There was another road from Gundiwindi that stock used to travel on some twenty years ago, and
which has never been used in my time. I think itought to be opened again, as it would be a very great
convenience to stock travelling from Queensland, particularly in a dry season, but; [ have no doubt there
would be great opposition to its being opened again.
Comnmeneing at Bogabilla and going down the Mintyre via Itoobera and Boronga; thence to
Kunopia to 0-alan. Corn-nh, Welbon, and Morce, or TCuiiopia down the river to Walgett. The first road is
the nearest with tire exception of the last, but stock (all only travel upon it in a good season, as there is
no water upon it for 50 miles. between Coppymnoramnbilhi Lagoon and WTelbon, in a dry season. The
second and third roads are genorally used the most, but I have known sheep to travel on them for three
lays without getting water in a dry season.
in the great drought the fourth road was the only road that: sheep could travel upon to get water,
and then I have known them to travel two (lays at a stretch without air.
All the roads in this district are badly watered for tr.rvelhing soek in a very dry summer.
I consider all these roads should he reserved from sale half a mile wide for travelling stock, with a
large reserve for camping where there is water, or water made at least every fifteen miles but it is toO
late now for these reserves in this district, as in a great many places on the Mrirtyre River the land is
purchased close up to tIre road ; and the sam2 between this and Inverell, the land is purchased close to
the road.
The Inverell Road is also very badly watered --there is no water anywhere oii it in a dry slimmer,
with the exception of private dams.
All the roads mentioned are used for travelling stock
There are roads on both sides the Big River in places, and the best sides for travelling stock.
There have been as many 350,000 sheep travelling on these roads, but I should say the general,
average wuld be about 150.000, and about 10,000 or 15,000 cattle.
1. consider half a mile ought to be reserved from sale oil every road ibr stock travelling, with a
reserve for camping every 10 or- 15 miles. The land is purchased in Inan - places close up to the road
between iVarialda and Bingera, and Warialda and inverell, and down the M'[iityre, and in many places
only 1 or 2 chains left for the road.
The road is only metalled in a few places between Wariolda and Bingera, and Bingera and
Cobbidah, where the mail coach travels.
I think the roads everywhere in this district want repairing for any traffic.
I do not think the roads can be made more direct, but they could he made better by making
more reserves and dams for camping where there is no water, and culverts over the creeks and gullies.
S. I have not heard of any new droving roads or tracks required in this district.
There are some portions of the roads and tracks obstrurted by fencing, but gates or slip-rails of
the usual width are put in the places.
The usual widths of public gates on droviog roads are 5 yards, with double gates.
There are some gates on the roads in this district, between Warialda and Inverell, two on the
Reedy Creek Run, and four between Warialda and Wallangra, also three gates between Myall and
Bingera, all about the usual size, double gates.
There are a great many crossing-places, and gaps. and sidiags in this district want improving.
In the first place there is the gap between Bingera and Cobbidah, known as the Devil's Elbow, a very bad
place; then there is the crossing-place at Myall Creek, between this and Bingera, on the main road, a very
bad place ; also the crossing-place at this creek on the road to Oregon ; also the Back Creek, between
Oregon and 0-unyerwaraldi ,--also the deep gully between Oregon and Bogamildi; also the Mosquito
Creek, between Bogamildi and Mores; also both crossiug-places of the Big River, on the Boolooroo Bun;
and a large reserve at the low-er crossing-place for camping, on the road to Moree ; also the crossing-place
of the Mintyre, between Goondiwindi and Bogabilla and a large reserve for camping; also the crossingplace at Mungindi, on the Lower Barwon, between New South Wales and Queensland; also many others
too numerous to mention. A]most all these places want cutting on both sides. I cannot estimate the
expense.
There are not sufficient reserves for feeding and watering stock in this district, and where they
are they are not large enough, and always encroached upon by either squatter or free selector.
Additional reserves are required for feeding and watering stock in every part of this district.
I cannot mark the map properly, as all the stations are not given, and another thing, I am not a sufficient
surveyor to mnnrk what you ask me.
Travelling sheep generally take their half-mile on each side the road, but they are generally
hunted on by the owner of the station until they get off his run.
All tIme reserves are encroached upon by the owners of the station or the free selector, everywhere in the district. Dams, tanks, or wells, all required for droving stock on every road in the district in a dry
season. I cannot state the cost. I shall be very happy to give you any further information thatl can, but]
am
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am not engineer enough to give you the probable cost, or estimate the value of all the cuttings, sidings,
darns for watering stock, and culvqrts, in this district.
To improve the crossings of the rivers,, creeks, and gaps, and make cu!verLs and dams, and find tanks
for watering stock, would cost some thousands of pounds.
The roads in this district 1 think are the worst in the Colony, in fiuct they are a disgrace to the
district. Go all over Queensland and you won't find such bad roads as there are here, without you go out
to the Palmer.
I cannot inar]i the snaps—I am not a surveyor enough to understand them properly. I have spoken
to surveyor about it, and shown him the maps and questions asked, and he says that 1 cannot do it; to
mark the creeks properly with those maps, that it would take a'good surveyor to do it.
I have, Le.,
F. W. ifiDLEY,
Inspector of Stock.
it

30.-WENTWOR,TH DISTRICT.
Srocx INSPECTOR lVCr2yMosT to
Sin,

THE

CHIEF INSPECTOR OP STOCK.
Wentworth, 19 September, 1874.

in acknowledging receipt of your memo, dated 1st instant, with accompanying communication from the Occupation of Lands Office, concerning reserves, &c., for travelling stock, I have the
honor to inform you that the matters therein referred, to shall have my immediate attention; and in order
to assist me in making the required report, I will feel obliged by your procuring for me from the Govern.
went Printer a list of the gazetted reserves in the district, and if possible suitable map, to enable me
to trace the roads and lands reserved, for the use of travelling stock. I fear I will not be able to get any
information from the district surveyor, who appears to have too much work to do.
I have, &e.,
A. M'OLYMONT,
Inspector of Stock,
It

STock LNSVEcT0IL MULt\iocr to Lus Oi'ricni IN Cinuwi, OCCUPATION or Lnns.

Wentworth, 28 September, 1874.
I have the honor to acknowledge receipt of your circular dated the 28th ultiino, respecting
the difficulties experienced in bringing stock to market.
On making inquiry into the matters therein referred to, i have now to report to you that in this
district some of the water reserves have been partially fenced in by the pastoral tenants.
That there are no public roads surveyed in this district ; and in consequence of the nature of the
country—its being liable to periodical floods—there are more tracks than one used by stock travelling on
the same route.
That on these tracks some of the gates are not more than 10 feet and very few over 12 feet wide,
whilst in many places the land is wholly fenced oft' upon one side of the tracks.
I am not aware that any of the tracks formerly used have been entirely closed up.
There has been only one reserve proclaimed in the district for the use of travelling stock—that
situated at the erossing.place on the South kustralian border; and as the pastoral tenants and the owners
of the adjoining land are depasturing stock thereon, it is of very little use for grazing purposes.
The great difficulty experienced in bringing stock to markets is the want of a surveyed road with
large reserves subject to certain regulations, and this di'fllcnity will increase as the lands on the river
frontages are being alienated.
Where the sheep are shepherded, it is the practice for the lessee of the run to eat up as much of the
grass as he can on both Bides of the road.
i: have, &e.,
A. M'CLYMONT,
Inspector of Stock.
Sin,

Srocx INSPECTOR M'CLYMONT to Tin Cirni INSPECTOR
Sin,

OP STOCK,

Wentworth, 12 March, 1875,

Referring to your circular, dated the 30th November. last, in regard to the droving roads and
reserves for feeding, watering, and camping travelling stock in this district, I have now the honor to report
to you the following particulars with respect to the country over which I do duty:—
I.—Daovnw Rosns AND TRACKS
No. 1. The road on the route from Euston to Wentworth, commencing at Coltwang, on the Murray
River, at the line dividing the counties of Taila and 'W'entworth; thence following the course of said river
via 0-el G-l. Bridge, Wentworth, the Anabranch bridge, Merona, and Lake Victoria., to the South Australian
boundary.
No. 2. Commencing near Lowe Lowe on the Murray River, thence up the west bank of the Ana.
branch Creek, via Wilpatara, Bulpa.nga, and Poplltah Lake; thence keeping to the west of that lake, and
the flood waters of the Anabranch and Darling to Menindie.
No. 3. Commencing at the Anabranch Bridge, near the junction of that creek with the Murray
River, and following tip on the east bank of said creek, tid 'Wilpatara, ]3ulponga, 2unnenmigie, Stony
Oreek, outside Yellow Lake, to the Untah 'Watorhole on the Anabranch; thence along the course of the
creek
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creek to Yartlia Lake, and keeping round the west side of that lake to C0000na Point,n o the Darling
River, about 6 miles above the creek, lloiviiig into Yartha Lake and-thence alongt the wes bank of the
Darling to Mcnindie.
No. 4. From Wentwortli up the west bank of the Darling, and joins No. 3 main road about a
miles above Yartlia Creek.
No. 5. From WTentworth up the east bank of the Darling, vi& Pooncaira and Morara Station to
Meniiidie.
)lEinor Roads cad Zaeks used wlicn-pracuoable, and danny liiqh fl-cods

No. 1. Commencing at the Mcrgnong Reserve, on the Murray River, about 6 miles aboveWentwortli,
thence nort:h-westerly, and joins No. 5 main road, near Tapio Station on the Darling.
No. 2. Commencing on No. 5 main road, near Pooncaira, on the Darling Itiver; thence easterly,
through the back country blocks. vi& Arumpo Run ; thence south-easterly to Prungle Run; and thence
southerly to Euston, on the Murray River.
No. 3. Commencing at Prungle Rmi oil No. 2 minor road, thence south-easterly and south to Paika
Lake and I3alranald, on the Murrunibidgee River.
Tracts Nos. 2 and 3 are occasionally used by stock travelling from the upper and middle Darling
country to the Victorian markets, and when practicable is a shorter route and a much better grassed than
along the river frontage.
No. 4. That on No.4 main road, commencing at Sturt's Billibong,about 20 miles above Wentworth;
thence westerly and south westerly to \Vilpatara5 on the Anabranch Creek; thence across that creek
westerly and south-westerly, to join No. 1 main road at Lake Victoria.
No. 5. Commencing on No.4 main road, on the 10-mile point above Polea Station, on the Darling;
thence westerly keeping round Yartha Lake, and joins No. 3 main road. This track is used when Yartha
Creek is flooded.
Question 2. There are roads required on both sides of the Darling River and Anabranch Creek.
By making crossing-places and bridges at certain places the preference would be given to the shortest
route by fat stock going to market, either to Melbourne or Adelaide, as the case may be.
The estimated number of stock annually travelling on the roads from the Darling to and from
outli Anstralia—is cattle about 1.0,000 and sheep about 150.000. On the road from the Darling, to and
from Victoria, about 12,000 cattle and 20,000 sheep. I cannot give an approximate estimate of the
numbers annually travelling on each of these roads and tracks; it depends upon season and the height of
the floods as to which road, they travel on.
1. consider 3 chains a sufficient width for droving roads. There are no surveyed roads in this
district, but where travelling stock have got access to the half-mile to which they are at present entitled
on both sides the road, it is considered sufficient.
5 and 6. There are no metalled roads, or roads otherwise unfit for stock travelling in ordinary
seasons in this district.
7. None of the droving roads now in use can be diverted without expending large amounts in
making artificial watering places, constructing bridges, and making approaches thereto.
'Pilo road oil the vest bank of the Anabranch can be made more direct, by diverting it across the creek
flowing into Popiltah Lake, and marked on the map. The crossing-place on this creek can be made
practicable, during ordinary floods, at a trifling cost.
S. A more direct track, and throngh better country for feed, can be made from the Anabranelm to
the crossing-place on the South Australian border, -which can be used to great advantage by stock
travelling to the Adelaide market in the winter season or after heavy rains; the direction is marked on
the map.
0. Since the runs have been fenced in I suppose the gates erected across the roads are considered
an obstruction, and there are a great many such on all tIme roads throughout the district; on an average
there are gates every 6 or 7 miles. It is a difficult matter to recommend a remedy for this obstruct-ion.
I would propose granting greater privileges, by making reserves solely for the use of travelling stock.
11.—PUBLIC GArEs.
10 and 11. There are no public gates in this district. The description of gates used are common
swing-gates, from 10 to 12 feet wide. The only complaint made of their obstructiveness is that they will
not open and close of their own accord.

IIJ:—CEossIxc.rncEs.
There are no improvements required on any of the crossing-places used at present.
IY.—Rssritvns ron Gnsss .&xn WATImi.
There are not sufficient reserves for feeding and watering travelling stock in the district. Not
having access to any authority on this subject, I am nnable to know what reserves have been already
specially set apart for the nse of travelling stock. There are several places notified as watering-places for
stock, but .1 have been informed that these are only reserved for the use of the lessees of the runs. 1
only know of one reserve which has been notified for the use of travelling stock in this district.
For the purpose of feeding, watering, and camping stock legitimately vravelling,I would recoinmend that reserves at least 2 miles square be made where practicable—say
every 6 or 7 miles apart, along
the roads and tracks throughout the district, and that the same be protected solely for their use. In
consequence of the meagre information afforded on the map furnished to me, and from not knowing time
boundaries of such lands as may have been already reserved for other purposes, or of lands alienated, I
am unable to mark on the map the position of the required reserves.
In addition I would recommend that larger reserves be made—say 4 sqnare miles, near to crossingplaces and townships—at the following places where marked on the map:—
On. No. 1 main road, near the Anabra.nch, about 6 miles from the town of Wentworth.
On No. 3 main road, near Bulponga, on the Anabranch, a reserve and crossing-place is
required to No. 2 main road, for stock travelling to South Australia.
On No. 5 main road, about 4 miles north from the town of Wcntworth.
4.) On No. 5 main road I would recommend a reserve for a crossing-place on the Darling,
C0000na Point on No. 3 main road..
(5.) On Wilpatara, on the Anabranch, a reserve is required for a crossing-place.
la.
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1. Travelling stock passing through Crown Lands have not in every ease free access to the halfmile they are entitled to on both sides of the roads; as in several places the lessee of the run has
encroached upon that right by erecting a fence along one side of the road, fencing off from that side the
bends or angles of the rivers and creeks. Also, in places where the road runs parallel and close to the
banks of river and creeks, travelling stock have got access to feed only on one side of the road. As
a remedy for these obstructions, I would recommend granting the privilege of having access to the Ibli
width to which they may be entitled, on the opposite of the road from such fence or other obstruction. And
also by making sufficient permanent reserves for watering and feeding stock, in which case I think that
access to one quarter of a mile on both sides of a road will be sumeient, instead of one half mile as at
present.
10. lii this district there is only one reserve that I am aware of, as set apart for the use of travelling
stock, viz., that situated near the crossing_place on the South Australian border, and it is trespassed on,
both by the lessee of the run and by a conditional purchaser of adjoining land.
It is a diflicnit question to solve which is the best way of protecting reserves for travelling stock.
Now, the lessees of Crown Lands have their stock running at large. I consider these reserves would be of
no use for feeding unless they were fenced oft from all other lands, and some one appointed (who would
have to reside on them) to prevent trespass.
I strongly recommend, if such reserves are to be made .t all, it should be done at once in this
district, before all the water frontages become alienated. Regulations for their protection could be made
at some future time.
V—DiMs, TMqmcs, an WEns,
17. A tank is required on No. 4 Minor Road, about half.way between the Anabranch and Lake
Victoria. The cost of excavating same will be is. 2d. per cubic yard; sinking wells in this district is so vcry
expensive, that it is out of the question to attempt it for the use of travelling stock; and tanks cannot be
depended on for any length of time, the rainfall is so little and the evaporation so great in the summertime.
I beg further to report to you that, from information received, it new road is urgently required, to
start from outside of my district. From near Menindie, on the Darling, across to the Barrier Ranges to
join the South Australian surveyed road, near J3rinkworth Well, on the border. On this route there ate
great natural facilities for obtaining water, in catching-places on the surface and by sgtking a few wells,
all the stock tralfic from Queensland, the Upper and Middle Darling country, would be diverted to this
route in all seasons, to the Adelaide markets ; I have no doubt the Inspector at Menindie will be able to
mark the best route for this new road.
:r have, &c.,
A. M'CLflIONT
Inspector of Stock.

31.-WINDS011 DISTRICT.
Siocic ]NS1'EcTOB CL};EYE to Tirs Gum'
Si I?,

or Srocic.
North Richmond, 7 October, 1874.

IXSFECT0R

Li aceordauee with your instructions of' the 15th September, requesting me to inspect the
stock droviug road from Richmond along Bell's Line Road to the point where thatroad intersects the main
road from Mudgee to Wallerawang, &c. 1 beg herewith to submit to you the following information:—
Firstly, I propose to bring under your notice the places and situations required to be set apart for reserves
for feed and water for the convenience of travelling stock; they may appear numerous and close together,
but the country
s i so poor and mountainous that the reserves would soon be exhausted from the quantity
of stock using them, if there were not plenty of them.
Starting from Richmond, the first proposed reserve for feed and water is situated about 15 miles, or
about 34 miles from foot of cut rock, on the south side of Bell's Line Road, area proposed, 1- mile long,
and f a mile deep. Connors Swamp, about 2 miles from Taberagoo, 20 miles from Richmond. Feed and
Water Reserve, on north side of Bell's Line Road, commencing at a tree known as the 2-mile Beach Mark,
thence west along Bell's Line 1 mile and 1 mile deep, purchased laud in front of this proposed reserve.
"Timmins Swamp," about 35 miles from Richmond, on the north side of Bell's Line proposed
area, 1 mile square, 'Water Reserve.
New Found Out.," about 37 miles f'oin Richmond, at the turn off to Mount Wilson proposed area,
a mile on each side of marked.tree line leading to Mount Wilson, and 1 mile deep, Feed and Water
Reserve, Junction of Old Bell's Line and Maddoek's Line, a. feeding reserve-for 2 miles on svest of Maddock's Line and 1 mile deep, commencing at the junction of, the two roads 48 miles Iloin Richmond.
"The Slide," about 41 miles from Richmond, on south side of road, about' a mile square, a water
reserve. (This ought to have come before the junction reserve.)
"Happy Valley," about 50 miles from Richmond, on south side of road, area l a mile square.
'wra.i er reserve, Kangaroo Creek, about
56 miles from Richmond, commencing where road leaves Kangaroo
Creek, running back or east towards Brown's accommodation_house, 2 miles and ? a mile each side of road,
for feed and water.
I wish now to bring under your notice that time stock do not travel along the surveyed road from Kangaroo Creek, but take a nev track known as the Ben Bullen Track; the drovers have from their own contnbutious had a track made, but the free, selectors are now talking of stopping them it is of the utmost
importance that this track be declared as shon as possible a 0-overomeut road. The very flict of the
drovers having had it track cleared shows their ideas on the subjeci:.
This track leaves Maddock's Line where the Maddockne
's LineRoad branches oft from Kangaroo
Creek on the Walgan Road, thence to Gardener's selection, and striking the main Mudgee Road at Welsh's
public-house; the advantages of this track —a saving in distance of 5 miles, good feeding and wateringfilaces on (supposed to be) Government laud.
At present one selector of 40 acres on this line (Ben Ballen) claims both sides of the main water
in his selection, but I think it is impossible for a. selection of 40 acres to be measured on both sides of a
main
2G3—G'
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main water; on the strength of it he extorts money from the drovers for watering, though there is plenty
of water at the back of his selection; but, so to speak, he blocks the gangway and cannot be got at. This

wants looking into. The selector's name is Chester.
Respecting Mount Wilson, nut afrai4 it will not be of much use to travelling stock. The turn
off is at a place known by the drovers as New Found Out, and is 3 miles from the road. It is rather
difficult of access, and the stock would have to go in and out on the same track, thereby no headway can
be gained, and I consider it is not much superior to New Found Out Reserve. If a decent track could be
found from Mount Wilson to the Bald Hill, or any way towards Toinah, it (Mount Wilson) would be
valuable as a reserve. At present the brush is too high to put stock into it with safety, but a bush fire
would remedy this evil.
Respecting improvements in the Bell's Line Road, I might suggest the best way to remedy this
evil would be for the Government to give a large amount towards the repail's; as I am quite sure the
present Road Trust, composed of Messrs. Lamrocic, Bowen, and Comerie, have made great improvements
sisice they have taken the trust, and it is surprising, considering the money at their disposal, the cuttings
and roadwork they have done.
The two worst places are Mount Tomah and Jacob's Ladder. I. estimate these places would require
£200 each to be expended on them to make them good.
Before closing this, I would like to bring under your notice that a reserve is required on the
Bulga Road, where that road crosses Wheeney Creek.
1 have, Lie.,
G. A. CLEEVE,
inspector of Stock.
STOCK INSPECTOR CLEEVE to THE CaTEr INSPECTOR or STOCK.

North Richmond, 13 October, 1875.
I beg to forward you the description of track used by the drovers of stock across Bell's Line,
and known as the "Ben Bullen Track."
The starting point being where Maddocks' Line leaves Kangaroo Creek, at it distance of 4 miles
beyond or uorth-;vest of Brown's accommodation-house, thence northerly along it cleared track for a
distance of 4 nibs, where the Walgea Road is intersected; thence northerly to Gardiner's house, at the
head of Ben Bullen Swamp, it distance of ö miles thence northerly to the gap where this track junctions
into the mom Mudgee Road at Welsh's Public House. Total distance of Ben Bullen track about 14
miles.
I might further state that a selector named Chester, adjoining Barton's ground, is the party who
charges the drovers for feeding on Ben Bullen Swamp, though believed to be Government ground, and
perhaps the Government ground around Chester's selection could be declared it reserve for the present,
till the line is surveyed.
I have, Lie.,
S. A. CLEEVE,
- Inspector of Stock.
S'rocK INSPECTOR CLEEVE to Tau Orvicsa IN CnsnoE, OCCUPATION OP Lans.

North Richmond, 7 October, 1874.
Sir,
in compliance with your letter of the 28th August, 1874, instructing inc to report on the
obstructions (if any) to the reserves, Lie., for travelling stock, 1 beg to inform you that 1 have visited the
reserves situated in my district, and find that there are no obstructions.
I have, Lic.,
S. A. CLEEVE,
Inspector of Stock.
STOCK INSPECTOR CLEEVE to THE CUTEr InncTon or Sioci.
Sin,

I beg to enclose replies to the various questions contained in your circular of the :10th
November, 1874:1..—Dnovwo Roins AN]) TnAeics.
Bell's Line, Bulga, Blue Mountain, and Wiseman's Ferry.
Chiefly over mountain conntry, crossing rivers and running parallel to them.
Bell's Line, cattle 8,000, sheep 50,000; Bulga, cattle 0,000, sheep 30,000; Blue Mountain,
cattle 2,500, sheep 10,000; Wiseinan's Ferry, cattle 200, sheep 5,000.
Three chains. Most of the tracks are over barren mountains. The tracks are unenclosed, in
the Coast Scab District, the Blacktown and Western Roads are both of insufficient width.
The Western Road, as regards the metalling.
0. Cannot advise any way of making new roads or diverting the traffic.
7. Only in one case, that is the western end of Bell's Line, already specially reported on.
0. No obstructions, excepting on Ben Bullen Swamp, on the western end of Bell's Line, upon
which 1 have specially reported in previous report.
11.—PUBLIC GATES.

10 and 11. There are no public gates in this district.
Ill.—Cnossuco-1?LAcF:s.

12. The crossing-places are tolerably good, cxcepting in times of flood.. A. high level bridge over
the Hankesbury River at North Richmond would litcihtate the lrausit• of stock.
Iv.
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FOR GRASS AND WATER.
13 and 14. Besides those places recoititneudecl by me as feeding and Nvatcling reserves in my special
report on Bell's Line, additional reserves are required where the Bulga RoZ crosses the Cole and
Wheeney Creeks en ,'onte to the ICurrajong, on both sides of the creeks, of an area of 500 acres each.
No obstruction.
Not trespassed on.
V.—DAM5, TANKS, AND Watns.
None required.
[ be.- to state that I have received no map " on a large scale" showing l3ell's Line, and it is
iuiposible to mark the places suggested as reserves and watering places on the small-sealed map ; but 1
conclude that my former report on this road gave the required information, and for this reason no largesealed map similar to that showing the Bulga Bond was sent.
I have, &e.,
G. A. CLEEVE,
Inspector of Stock.

MEIro.—TIie two reserves recommended are shown with dotted red lines in the north-west corner of the
map of the County of Cumberlaud. Also, one of these reserves1 viz., the place where the Bulga Road
crosses Colo River, is shown in the south-east portion of the map of the county of Hunter.

32.-YASS DISTRICT.
Siocic L'csracTon TunER to THE CRIEr INSPECTOR

Srocic.
North Yass, 26 April, 1875.

'OF

Sin,
With reference to your cikulay of 30th November, 1874, 1 have the honor to enclose information to the best of' my ability, on the questions therein cont:aine.d,—also, to forward the maps which were
sent by you,—and beg to state that I am unable to indicate by marking on them, the pQsitions of the
obstructions, reserves, or portions of the roads or tracks you refer to, inasmuch as they are not shown in
the maps and at the same time to state, I am not in a position to give the required information as regards
other districts of the Colony, being perfectly unacquainted with any but my own.
I have, &c.,
T11OMAS TURNER,
Inspector of Sheep.
Any that are suitable for stock droving.
No preference can be given to any roads or tracks on either side of the rivers and creeks in my
district that are used for travelling stock.
Cannot form an estimate of the number of sheep or cattle travelling through my district
annualy, as many must pass without my seeing them.
A quarter of a mile on either side; not any of them right in this respect.
That portion of the main Southern Roaa passing through my district metalled throughout,
rendering it partially unfit for travelling stock.
To avoid the above-named road, travelUng stock in most cases take the tracks that are used for
the purpose of travelling.
Roads or tracks for travelling purposes in my district cannot be turned or made more direct.
None.
Some few obstructions by feneing,.but where such exist, gates or slip-panels are placed.
30. Two rods wide I consider a fair width for slip-panels for the use of travelling stock.
Yes. Cannot form an estimate as to their number, as they often vary in position.
Crossing-places at the rivers and creeks used by travelling stock in various places, at which J
consider reserves unnecessary.
Not sufficient reserves generally for travelling stock.
1.4. Impossible for me to state, there being so much purchased land.
Travelling stock have free access to the half-mile in width in all cases, where not prevented by
purchased lands.
Reserves in almost all cases' are used by the adjoining stockowners, unless when occupied by
travelling stock.
No tanks, dams, or wells required to be made on any roads or tracks for the use of travelling
stock.
T11OMAS TURN}1E,
Inspector of Stock.

33.-YOUNG DISTRICT.
Stocic LNsrEcroil Wanisu to TUE Cuitr iNSPECTOR OF Srocx.
Burrowa, 26 October, 1874.
SIR,

Referring to your letter of the 1st September, enclosing circular from the Occupation of
:Lands Office, in which there are difficulties represented to the Governm°ent, in consequence of reserves on
the travelling stock routes being in some places fenced in, or partly so, by pastoral tenants or others, I
have the honor to inlbrm you that I am aware at the present time. of two cases only in my districts in
which any portion of lands are fenced in on any point of the travelling tock routes—causing at these
places
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p1aces to slight a divergence of the road that I consider it not in any measure detrimental to travelling
stock. In both these cases 1 have ascertained that the land was so enclosed previous to the notification of
travelling stock roads of 18th July, 1873.
That in all eases that have come under my observation where gates are placed across his
travcllin<' stock roads, there is also a double slip-panel for the convenience of such stock at these points.
90 main routes, such as are laid down in the charts, for the use of travelling stock, are to my
knowledge entirely or otherwise closed.
I am fully aware that owners of ]and adjoining reserves for travelling stock depasture their
stock on many of them, and I have not the slightest doubt that it is done in almost all eases of unenclosed
reserves.
.1. have, &c..
C. C. WILDASH,
Inspector of Stock,
STOCR INSPECTOR \STiapAsIi

to

T11L

Cii tsr ixsrncron or S:rocx.
Burrowa, 26 October, 187.1.

.8 in,
In referring to your letter of the 24th of September, 1 have the honor to state that there are
various routes or droving roads for travelling stock from Forbes and the Lachlan River to Wagga, Wagga
and Narandera, namely :—One from Cowra to Wagga Wagga and Narandera viâ Young, Marcugo, or
Condobliii; one from Cowra down the Tiachlan River to Narandera, vid Hay; one from Forbes to Wagga
Wagga and Narandera vid Young; one from Forbes to Wagga Wagga and Narandera rid Morangarell;
one from Forbes to Wagga Wagga and Narandera rid Marsden and Stumbey Creek,
2. From several of these roads passing entirely through other districts than mine, I am not in a
position to give approximately an estimate as to how many cattle or sheep travel by them during the year.
3. I do not conceive that these roads could be shortened, but capable of much improvement by
making necessary reserves for travelling stock to water, and have their regular camping grounds.
4. I should say it is essentially necessary that reserves should be nade for travelling stock in the
neighbourhood of Forbes and Naraudera, also at Wagga Wagga to a large extent, at which place there
appears always to have been a great rendezvous for stock travelling for the Victorian markets.
I have, &e.,
C. a: WILDASH,
Inspector of Stock.
Sroer Irsncroit WILDASH to Tnu Cninr INSPEctoR or Srocic.
Burrowa, 1 March, 1875.
Sin,
with refhreuce to your circular of 30th November last, I have the honor to supply you now
with what information i am at present able, with regard to the droving roads and reserves for feeding,
watering, and camping travelling stock in my district, also to forward the maps received from you, which
I. shall be again glad to have as you mention; when the information is collated by the Surveyor General.
1. regret to think that the information you seek is very short of what you may require, and may
mention that I have taken every trouble to make all inquiries from the proper sources, as well as
endeavouring to make myself acquainted by personal inspections, in order to give the necessary
information.
With regard to any information from other or neighbouring districts, 1 regret to say that from my
own personal knowledge of them, and the little opportunity of seeing any one who is able to give me any,
1 am not in a position to do so. I will, however, further endeavour to gain such that I can when going
about my district.
I have, &c.,
C. C. WILDASH,
Inspector of Stock.
Answers to Questions
Every road or track in this district is used, if suiting the convenience of travellers.
There are no roads on either sides of any creeks which are not required, as they lead to other
districts.
Itis impossible to fbrmn even all approximate estimate.
I think a quarter of a mile on each side of the road suffieieut. Roads iii this district are of this
width.
5. None metalled, and none unfit for stock travelling.
6. See No. 5.
.7. The tracks are so numerous that travellers have no difficulty in driving in a direct road.
S. It would be advisable to have droving roads proclaimed and land reserved from sale on all
principal roads in the district, namely, from Yass and Goulbarn to Wagga Wagga, Young, Forbes, and
Cowra. Tracks are marked in red ink so far as these tracks are laid down on the maps; but very few are laid
down, and it would be impossible for me to show their exact position on the maps.
Some are obstructed by fences, but at many of them gates and slip-rails are left on the roadway
for travellers.
Generally the openings are about two rods wide, and this I consider fairly sufficient..
There are a number of gates on many of the tracks, but I can form no estimate of their number
as they are fluctuating. The tracks on which these gates are not being marked on the maps, their
position cannot be marked.
Many of the crossings might be improved, but the mode or expense of doing this I cannot
determine, it would require the services of a road engineer to do this. Reserves are advisble at the crossings, but at many places the lands have been already sold.
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I have never been furnished with a list of reserves referred to in this question, and cMinot
obtain the information it the Land Offices. 1 am therefore unable to give a reply.
See No. 13.
only in two cases within my knowledge have the fences or paddocks interfered to a slight
extent, by which stock have to go round a fence instead of through a corner of a paddock. This does not,
however, obstruct the travelling.
10. So far as I know of the existing reserves, they are used generally by the owners of the a4joiniug
runs when not occupied by travelling stock.
17. The prixe.ipal roads on which it would be desirable to have wells or tanks, are on the road to
Wagga Wagga beyond Wallendoon, Young vid Grenfell to Forbes, Young to Yeo leo Creek, Marsden to
t'orbes, and Young to Cowra, Without making a special survey of the roads, and obtaining information
as to lands sold, &c.. \vhielL I cannot procure, it would be difficult to note exactly where such works could
be carried out; the expense I can ioi'm no idea of, beyond the fact that it is difficult to get dam-makers to
work at is. per cubic yard.
.1 have, &c.,
C. C. WILDASH,
Inspector of Stock.

Sytiucy Thoma, Richoril, Oovernmeot rrioter.—irC.
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EXTRACTS FROM 'THE VOTES AND PROCEEDINGS OF THE
LEGISLATIVE ASSEMBLY.

Vons No. 8. Thnnir, 26 NovEInEu, 1875.
6. DisrasEs AFFECTING Lrvz STocK ("Fonnat" Motion) :—Mr. J. S. Smith moved, pursuant to
Notice,— That a Select Committee be appointed, with power to send for persons and papers, to inquire
into, and report upon, the prevention of the Diseases affecting Live Stock, and the constitution and
working of the Stock and Brands Branches.
That such Committee consist of Mr. P. G. Dangar, Mr. Lord, Mr. Garrett, Mr. hay,
Mr. Phelps, Mr. Robertson, Mr. Stuart, Mr. W. H. Suttor, Mr. Day, and the Mover.
That the Proceedings of, and Papers referred to, the Select Committee of last Session, be
referred to the said Committee.
Question put and passed.

VorEs No. 85. lVEDzcEsnAr, 2 flnur, 1876.
2. PnRns
Mr. Garrett laid upon the Table,—Return to an Order, made on 21st April, 1875, in reference to
the Inspection of Sheep, and the Convictions that have taken place under the Diseases in Sheep Act.
Mr. P. G. Dangar (by consent) moved, without Notice, That the Returns having reference to number
of Sheep and Convictions under Diseases in Sheep Acts also, Return of Reports, &e., from Stock
Inspectors, laid upon the Table of the Rouse, be referred to the Select Committee now sitting on
Diseases affecting Live Stock.
Question put and passed.
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
-3. Disrasss Ar}'rcrncG LrvE STOCK —Mr. J. S. Smith (by consent) moved, without Notice, That the
Select Committee on Diseases affecting Live Stock have leave to make a Special Report.
Question put and passed.

VOTES No. 36. THunSDAY, 3 Pznunr, 1816.
2. DIsEAsES AFFECTING Lrit STOCK —Mr. J. S. Smith (by consent) moved, without Notice, That the name
of Mr. Yarnell be substituted for that of Mr. Stuart as a Member of the Select Committee on
"Diseases affecting Live Stock."
Question put and passed.
5. Disrasts AFrEcTTNG LIVE STOCK —Mr. J. S. Smith, as Chairman, brought up a Special Report from,
and laid upon the Table the Minutes of Proceedings of, and of Evidence taken before, the Select
Committee for whose consideration and report this subject was referred, on 26th November, 1875,
together with Appendix.
Ordered to be printed.
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DISEASES AFFECTING LIVE STOCK.

SPECIAL REPORT.

THE SELECT COMMITTEE of the Legislative Assembly, appointed on the 26th
November, 1875,—with power to send for persons and papers, to inquire into and
report upon the prevention of the Diseases affecting Live Stock, and the constitution of the Stock and Brands Branches,—and to whom was referred, on the
same date, the Proceedings of, and Papers referred to, the Select Committee of last Session, and, on the 2nd February, 1876, the Returns having reference to nunl,er of Sheep and Convictions under Diseases in Sheep Act, and
Return of Reports, ic., from Stock Inspectors,—beg to submit the following
Special Report to your Honorable House :—
Your Committee, having taken the evidence of the Witnesses4 named in A. Bruce, Zeq.
W. Hay, Bsq., KP.
the margin, recommend, that the services of all the Inspectors of Sheep, with the G. Day, teq., M.
exception of those on the Borders and those in the Coast Districts, be dispensed
with at the end of this year.
No. 2 Convinittee Room,
Sydney, 3rd February, 1876.

JNO. S. SMITH,
Chairman.
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PROCEEDINGS OP THE COMMITTEE.
WEDNESDAY, 15 DECEMBER, 1875,
MEMBERS PRESENT
Mr. Pheips,
Mr. J. S. Smith,
Mr. Day.
Mr. J. S. Smith called to the Chair.
Entry from Votes and Proceedings appointing the Committee, and referring Papers thereto, read
by the Clerk.
Printed copies of the Papers referred, before the Committee.
Committee deliberated.
Ordered, That Alexander Bruce, Esq., be summoned to give evidence nest meeting.
[Adjourned to Friday next, at halfpast Two o'clock.]

FRIDAY, 17 DECTJMBER, 1875.
MEMBERS PRESENT
Mr. T. G. Dangar,
Mr. W. H. Sutter,

Mr. Day,
Mr. Phelps,

In the absence of the Chairman, Mr. W. H. Sutter called to the Chair pro tern.
Committee deliberated.
Re.assembling of the Committee to be arranged by the Chairman.
[Adjourned.]

WEDNESDAY, 22 DECEMBER, 1875.
MEMBERS PRESENT
Mr. J. S. Smith in the Chair.
Mr. W. H. Sutter,

I

Mr. Day.

Alexander Bruce, Esq. (Ulzi4' inspector of Stock and Registrar of Brands), called in and examined.
Witness handed in certain documents, which were ordered to be appended. (See Appendices A I to
A4.)

Witness withdrew.
Re-assembling of the Committee to be arranged by the Chairman.
[Adjourned.]

TUESDAY, 18 JANUARY, 1876.
In the absence of a quorum, the meeting called for this day lapsed.

THURSDAY, 20 JANUARY, 1870.
MEMBERS PRESENT.
Mr. Hay.
[
In the absence of a quorum, the meeting called for this day lapsed.
Mr. J. S. Smith,

THURSDAY, 27 JANUARY, 1878.
In the absence of a quorum, the meeting called for this day lapsed.

WEDNESDAY, 2 FEBRUARY, 1876.
ME]BERS PRESENT
Mr. J. S. Smith in the Chair.
Mr. Day,
Mr. Hay,

Mr. W. H. Suttor,
Mr. T. G. Daugar.

Committee deliberated.
Alexander Bruce, Esq., called in and further examined.
Witness handed in certain documents, which were ordered to be appended. (Sec Appendices A 5 and
At) Witness withdrew.

William
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William Hay, Esq., M.P,, a Member of the Committee, examined in his place.
George Day, Esq., IVLI'., a Member of the Committee, examined in his place;
Committee deliberated.
Motion made (Aft. T G. .Danqar), That the Chairman be instructed, to draw up a Special Report,
to be submitted to the House, recommending that the services of the Inland Inspectors of Sheep be
dispensed with at the end of this year.
Question put and passed.
[Adjourned to To-morrow, at Three o'clock.]

THUJ?SDAT 8 17EBRUAM 1876.

MXMBERS PnrsENr
Mr.. J. S. Smith in the Chair.
Mr. W. H. Suttor,
Mr. T. G. Dangar,
Mr. Hay,
Mr. Day.
I
Entry from Votes and Proceedings referring papers to Committee, read by Clerk.
Cl]airman submitted Draft of Special Report, which was read 1° as follows
Your " Committee" recommend, that the services of the Inland. Inspectors of Sheep be dispensed
with at the end of this year.
Amendment proposed (Mr. IV. M. But/or), That the words "do not" be inserted after the word
"Committee" in the first line.
Question,—That the words proposed to be inserted be so inserted,—put.
Committee divided.
Aye, 1.
Mr. W. H. Suttor.

Noes, 8.
Mr. Hay,
Mr. Day,
Mr. P. 0'. Dangar.

And so it passed in the negative.
Further Amendment proposed (Mr. Hay), That all the words after the word "Committee" be
omitted, with a view to the insertion of the following words :-" having taken the evidence of the withesses* •A. Bruce, E
named in the margin, recommend that the services of all the Inspectors of Sheep, with the exception of
Z' a!k
tho e on the Borders and those in the Coast Districts, be dispensed with at the end of this year."
s
Amendment put and agreed to.
Special Report as amended agreed to.
Chairman to report to the House.
Committee deliberated..
[Adjourned to Wednesday next, at Two o'clock.]
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LEGISLATIVE ASSEMBLY.
NEW SOUTH WALES.

MflTTJTES OF EVIDENCE
TAflN BEFORE

THE SELECT COMMITTEE
ON

DISEASES AFFECTING LIVE STOCK.
WEDHESDAy 22 DRUEMBfl, 1875.
Jttcitt

MR. DAY,

MR. J. S. SMITH,
I
Mn. W. H. SUTTO1I.

JOHN S. SMITH, ESQ., IN THE OUAa
Alexander Bruce, Esq., Chief Inspector of Stock, examined:Uhairman.] I believe you lately addressed a circular to the differcut Boards of Sheep Directors, as to Alex. Bruce,
the desirability of retaining or of dispensing with the service of the Inspectors in the various districts?
Esq,
I did. This is a copy of the circular sent, with the memo, attached. (The witness handed in the same. Tide t-Appendix A 1.) I omitted to mention in this memo, another duty which the inspectors have been perform- 22 Dec., 1875.
ing; they have been acting as Crown Land Bailiffs—that is, they have been looking after those people who
cut down timber without a license, and thosc who are in the illegal occupation of reserves and Crown
Lands.
That is the inspectors under the Scab Act? Yes.
AIr, Suuor.J Do they receive nothing for that from the Government? They have got nothing as yet in
the shape of salary. in some few cases they have had their travelling expenses when they were sent long
distances—as, for instance, the Port Macquarie inspector, who visited the Manning to look after people
cutting without a license in the cedar brush.
Uhai;-nian.] You have with you, I believe, all the answers from the diflrent Boards and individual
directors who were written to F Yes, I have them, and I have also an abstract of them.
Have you lint them into a tabulated form? Yes; I have made up the returns as they came in UI) to
the present time.
Have you any further returns you expect to come in? There are a few. You will see in the list
that I have got twenty-two complete answers out of twenty-seven. In five cases individual members of the
six Boards have expressed an opinion, but not the majority.
Mr. &tttor.] They had not a meeting? They had not a meeting, but they sent letters.
(The witness
handed in the Ahetract, Opinions of Boards. Tide Appendit A 2.]
S. Uhairmam.J What is meant by "conditionally," and the remarks in the abstract? It means that at
Bathuret they believed the inspectors were not necessary, but that if the other districts wished to retain
their inspectors they wished to retain theirs also.
"Cannonbar—i director for, 2 against,"—ivhat does that mean? In that case there was no answer from
the Board, or from the majority, but three letters were received, two against and one for. In the cases so
marked the individual opinion of the person is expressed.
The total makes 19 for, 2 against, and I conditionally? Yes.
Mr. Day.] Have the persons who have replied sent their reasons? Yes, in some cases; in others they
have merely sent a formal note, saying they held a meeting and their decision was so and so.
M-. Sutter.] How are the directors appointed—by a meeting of sheep-owners? They are so where
they have a meeting ; where they have not, they are appointed upon my nomination, but my nomination is
merely for the re-appointment of the old directors, unless I have received intimation that any of the
gentlemen have left the district.
18.
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Alex. Bruce, 13. Do you think the Committee would be justified in taking the opinion of the directors as representing
Esq.
the opinion of the sheep-owners? I think so.
14. Chairman.] I understand it is in this way a meeting is called of the diâ'erent sheep-owners of a
22 Dec
particular district, and these when they meet elect directors. If they do not meet by a certain date the
Government gazette certain directors—is not that the case? Yes; I will read the section of the Act.

(The witness read the 4th section of the Sheep Act.)
Mr. Suttorj What rule guides you in the nomination of directors, when you are called upon to do so?
I nominate the old directors.
Mr. Day.] They are always large sheep-owners? Yes. In some cases, where parties have left the
district, I refer to the member or to the Chairman of the Board of Directors.
Chairman.] In the case of it vacancy occurring in the Board, how is it filled up? In the same way as
the annual appointment: a meeting is called by the Minister to fill up the vacancy, and in such cases I
may say I have generally to nominate, as the sheep-owners do not,take the trouble to attend a meeting to
elect only one director.
Mr. Day.] Is there not a certain amount of money put at the disposal of each Board for the expenses?
No, they are allowed £1 a day for travelling expenses; they send in their vouchers. There is no sum put
at the disposal of each Board.
10. What does travelling expenses mean—the travelling expenses of the directors from their places of
abode to the place of meeting and back again ? Yes ; there is no allowance for their time. I will put it
expenses
in a way you will at mice understand:—Mr. Mitchell, of Woomargaina, has two days' travelling
to attend it meeting of Directors at Albury, that S £2, the distance from Albury being 30 miles.
Then he would be allowed the same to Mullengandra? No; he could attend the meeting there, and
go back again the same day, the distance being only 10 miles.
Then he would be allowed only £1? Yes; but if he were to go to Albury, he would not be able to
do the business and return on the same day.
Then is this amount defined in any way, or is it unlimited? It is defined by the regulations to be £1
a day.
I mean the gross amount allotted to any Board? There is a sum put on the Estimates of £200 for the
whole Colony.
Is it unlimited—can they travel as much as they like? It is for me to certify to the vouchers, and if
- they had not been attending on the business of the Act I would not feel it to be my duty to certify. I
know whether a meeting takes place or not, and its olject.
Mr. Suttor.] You only pay travelling expenses when a meeting is called by the Chairman of the
Board? Yes.
five directors
A&. Day.] Every one of these Boards, both inland and on the border, receives £5 if
attend a meeting? Yes, for one day each.
Does not that amount to a very considerable sum of money? We have never overrun the amount
placed on the Estimates-2200 a year. I now beg to hand in the various answers to the circular already
referred to. (The witness handed in the same. Tide Appendia' A 3.) I would also beg to hand in a paper
in which I have prepared in greater detail what in substance is contained in the memorandum forwarded
by me with the circular to the Inland Boards already before the Committee. (The witness handed in the

same. Vide Appendix A 4.)

Will you prepare against the next meeting of the Committee a return of the amount of contribution
paid by those who are in favour of the retention of the sheep inspectors, as compared with that paid by
those who are opposed to such retention? I will.

WEDNESDAY, 2 FEBRUARY, 1876.
ljttztnt
Mn. T. G. DANGAR,
Mn. DAY,

JOHN S. SMITH,

Mn. HAY,
MR. W. H. SUflOR.
ESQ., IN THE OnAIR.,

Alexander Bruce, Esq., further examined:—
think
you
are
aware that this Committee wish to bring up a Progress Rcport with regard
A. Brucc,Esq. 29, Chairman.] I
to the retention or non-retention of the sheep-inspectors in the interior of the Colony? Yes.
2 Feb., 1876. 30. Having read the various reports that have been sent to you by the directors throughout the Colony,
will you give your individual opinion as Chief Inspector of Stock? Would it be out of place to ask the
Committee to take up the matter in the order in which I have dealt with it,—flrst with respect to the
sheep, and then with the other subjects?31. We know, from the perusal of the answers to the circular, that a large nnmber of sheep-proprietors
think the inspectors should be retained, but we want your opinion? My individual opinion is that in the
meantime they are not doing work that calls for their being retained, but that if they had the different
things to do 1 have mentioned they ought to be retained.
82. That is in regard to cattle? In regard to cattle; in regard to their being inspectors of pounds and
several other matters.
Do we understand this,—that with regard to their inspecting sheep they have scarcely any (luty to
perform? So far as disease is concerned. They have duties under the sheep Act, with respect to branding
and with respect to travelling, with respect also to the payment of contributions, and various other duties
under the Act, but not strictly speaking with respect to disease.
Are there very many cases brcught under your notice of dereliction of the Act with regard to travelling
or branding? A good many; I may mention that a return, which has been called for by Mr. Dangar, in
which those cases that have occurred within the last two years are given, will probably be laid - on the
Table of the louse to-night. That includes a statement of their duties, and the number of convictions.
What we want to gather from you is, whether as to sheep alone, the inspectors of the interior should
be
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be retained or not-is there sullicient duty for them to perform P Speaking with reference to disease in A. flraee, Eeq.
sheep, under the Sheep Act, there is not.
36. Not sufficient to justify you in recommending the Committee to retain them? That is, speaking 2 Feb., 186.
with reference to the Sheep Act alone.
37. Mi'. Hay.] How many coast inspectors are there? Do you mean border inspectors?
38. No, on the seaboard, leaving yourself out as Chief Inspector? One at Eden, Shoalhayeji, Sydney,
"tYindsor, Maitland or Newcastle, Port l\facquarie, the Clarencc.
39. Are sheep landed at these various places? Yes.
40. Quarantined? Yes.
41. Have you any idea how many have been quarantined at Eden and Shoalhaven P A. few at Shoalhaven.
42. Any at Eden at all? Occasionally a lot from Monaro.
43. Newcastle P A great many at Newcastle.
44. Port Macquarie? Very few.
45. Is there any need for an inspector at Windsor? He has to watch Broken Bay and the Hawkesbury
River, which is the boundary of the coast district.
40. Are any sheep landed at Broken Bay? No, but lie has to watch the coast district.
47. On the border-between here and Victoria-you have, I think, four or five? Two at Albury, one at
Corowa, one at Moama, one at Euston, and one at Wentworth.
48. .2l&. Day.] Is there none on the South Australian border? The inspectors at Menindie and at Wentworth take the whole South Australian border.
49. How do they manage to supervise stock crossing the border from South Australia to New South Wales?
Owners intending to introduce sheep give notice that they are to cross, and the inspector examines them.
50. Have they to travel from Meniudie to the South Australian border? From Menindie to the Barrier
Ranges ; they cross at a place called Thackeringa into the Menindie district.
Jfr. Hay,] May I ask you how many you have on the Queensland border? One at Tenterficld, at
Warialda, and at Bourke.
That would be about seventeen altogether to guard the outposts of tIme Colony? Yes.
How many interior inspectors have you, irrespective of the border and coast inspectors? There arc
eighteen.
54. With regard to these boundary riders. I suppose you are aware that they were put on at the Murray
at the time when the sheep on the stations on the opposite side were scabbed? Yes.
55. It is not to be supposed that every inspector is to have a lieutenant to do active work under him. I
wish to know whether you would advise, if we were dispensing with the interior inspectors, we should not
also dispense with the boundary riders, who act as lieutenants to the inspectors on the borders P To a
large extent the question of boundary riders has been left to the directors in the district. There has been
a reminder sent periodically asking them to dispense with them when they could, but they have been
anxious to keep them on, and as we are not certain about the cleanness of Victoria, it is desirable they
should be retained for the present.
50. 'When there was a good deal more scab'witlnn 50 miles of the Murray we had not these people; it
was only when it appeared on the opposite side of the river they were appointed? Yes.
57. I suppose you are aware from the reports you receive from the Inspector of Sheep in Victoria that
there is no scab within a hundred miles of the Wurray? I do not know that.
58. The Acheron is the only one that has been affected and that has been twelve months clean, though
they are going to allow twelve months longer to see if there are any signs of the disease. That is a
hundred miles from the border. The question comes whether these boundary riders are Rach superior
men that they should be kept on at £150 a year to do nothing, or whether if a necessity for them should
arise we could not get them at a moment's notice P The directors should look after that.
59. C'hairinan.] 1 suppose it is not usual for these boundary riders who are paid £150 a year to be allowed
to take other employment? No, so far from it that they
e ar required to do so many miles a day, to visit
certain places, and to report themselves.
60. A&. Day.] How many boundary riders are there between Albury and Walleragang? About six now.
61. They might be dispensed with, as there is no scab there? I thought so, and intimated to the directors
that I thought they might be dispensed with; but, as I have said, this is a local matter, and it has been
left in their hands.
62. .A&. Hay.] Generally it is the same with boundary riders as with inspectors, each has his particular
friend-is it not so? It may be.
63. Mr. .Danqar.] At your last examination you promised to produce a return of the number of sheep in the
districts in which the sheep directors were in favour of and against the retention of these inspectors-have
you that return? Yes. (The witness handed in the same. Vide Appendix A 5.)
64. In a return which you ]landed in at your last examination, it appears that the expense of the
inspectors,as shown there, is £7,350, while the gross expenditure is £11,582 P I believe a return called
for by you, now befbre the Committee but not ]landed in by me, shows that to be the case, but the
Estimates will show.
65. Do you consider the appointment of these inspectors by the local Boards objectionable or not? 1
think the objection lies in this-that there is no stipulation as to qualification. I do not know that there
would be any improvement in transferring the appointment to the Government ; in some cases there might
be-in others there might not. We have had some appointments made by the Government that were not
better than those made by the directors. One advantage would be that the person appointed would
frequently not be a local man-he would have no connection with the district.
60. There would be greater responsibility? Yes, but if any change were made at all it should be with
reference to the requisite qualification.
67. Some of these appointments are made by these Boards? Yes.
OS. Are there often differences between them as to the persons to be appointed? Yes, it is inconvenient
for these several Boards to meet at the same time at the same place, as some of the directors are dragged
a long way from their homes ; there could be an improvement made upon that.
69. What would you suggest? That each Board should meet at its usual meeting place, and the majority
of votes should decide.
70. You think it better that the appointment should rest as it is than that it should vest in the hands of
the Government? I am doubtful upon that point-the great necessity is the guarantee of the possession
of qualification on the part of the person appointed.
100-B
71.
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A.Bruce, Esq. 71. In your circular to the different Boards of directors you say one reason for retaining inspectors is that
r—'-- - they are the best persons for determining roads and reserves—Will you state your reasons for that
2 Feb, 1876. opinion? So far as travelling stock are concerned, the inspector has a better opportunity of seeing what
they require than anybody else. His duty is to meet travelling stock at all points, and to examine them,
and he would see how they fared as to feed and water.
Is it your opinion that he is better qualified to do this service than the surveyor of the district P I do
not think his opinion should be acted upon alone, without reference to the surveyor. The report of the
inspector now goes to the district surveyor, who has, in fact, to decide where the roads and reserves shall be.
Do you not think that these inspectors being appointed by local. Boards might be influenced in their
recommendation of roads and reserves? No doubt they might, but their decision is not final; they merely
point out the wants of a district, the matter is then referred to the district surveyor, and then to the Minister.
Are there any amendments required in this present Scab Act ? I think some amendment is required
in respect to the coast districts, to enable sheep to go back from market or from the neighbourhood of a
market with less incdhvenience and expense than now.
Then I infer you think it unnecessary that sheep coming into the county of Cumberland should be dipped
three times? Yes, I think it might first be reduced to one dressing, and at length to a mere inspection.
Do you not think if it were possible for you to travel about and to excrcise some supervision of these
inland inspectors this Act might be much better carried out? I think so decidedly; I think I may have
neglected my duty somewhat in this respect, but the department has so long been in an unsettled state—
there has been so much uncertainty as to the retention of the inspectors, that I. have not asked permission
lately to go out. If the inspectors are retained and they have some ,of the other duties given them which
I have mentioned, I have no doubt at all that they would do very good service and would give value for
the money they receive in the way of salariS: and I believe that we might ultimately get rid of pleuropneumonia.
It would be necessary for an Act of Parliament to be passed before these new duties could be imposed
upon the inspectors P Yes, in every case, and that is why I have not asked them to do anything with
regard to cattle. Some measure should be passed to give them charge of pounds. In respect to this
I am often receiving letters such as one I have here, dated the 18t, from a gentleman, calling my attention
to the way in which the stock are cruelly starved in a pound in the neighbourhood of Sydney.
I infer from your evidence that you are in favour of temporarily retaining these sheep inspectors with
the view of imposing extra duties upon them hereafter, but if those duties are not imposed you think
they might be dispensed with? If the Committee think the suggestions I have made should be carried out—
then the inspectors should be retained, as I am confident, especially from what I have seen lately, in
respect to pleuro.pneumonia, that we should be able to get rid of the disease. There is also anothet
matter in which they would be of service—I allude to the prevention of sheep-stealing. This crime is
decidedly on the increase. A gentleman ca]led at my office to-day who lost 500 sheep from the neighbourhood of Cassiis. The superintendent traced them as far as Barraba, where he found them with the
brands altered. There is a regular gang of sheep.stealers there that works with one or two other gangs in
different parts of the Colony.
Have you any other papers you wish to hand in? I hand answers from four additional Boards in
reference to the retention of the inland inspectors. (8cc Appendix A 6.)
SO. Chairman.] Have you had opportnnities of conversing with these sheep inspectors who have been
appointed by the local Boards? I had frequently, when I was out from 186-1 to 1868.
Latterly? Latterly I have been very little out.
Do you know whether many of the appointments made were of individuals who would have a thorough
knowledge of scab if it did break out? I believe that was looked on as a qualification by most Boards,
but I cannot speak positively, because I had no power to put the question. No qualification has been
required, and as I have before stated, I think there should be some examination before appointment.
Do you not know, of your own knowledge, that these inspectors who have been appointed are men
who have a thorough knowledge of scab if they see it? I do not know.
You think it would be objectionable to appoint men to this office who do not know what scab is? I
know a good many are acquainted with it, for we have a good many of the old inspectors.
AIr. Hay.] Have you ever had any complaints made against these inspectors for dissipation and
drunkenness? Now and then there have been some complaints.
AIr. Dangar.] Have you ever known the duties of some of them to be so slight as that they have been
able to perform other duties, such as carrying ballot-boxes about the country? They have made applications to the Minister to be allowed to do it.
And they have done it? Yes.
And for which they have had extra pay? I do not know.
Who performs their duty during the time they are occupied? They get leave, on the understanding
that one of the directors will do the duty.
Aft. Hay.J How do you think they could be useful in preventing sheep-stealing in what way could
they do that duty better than the police? In the first place, they know more about sheep, they would be
much more likely to notice anything suspicious with regard to ear-marking or branding of sheep. If an
inspector were a sharp man, he would notice in a little lot of sheep whether there were different sorts, and
he would have all the sheep-owners and their brands registered in his register-book.
Do you: think the men who stole the sheep would bring them to him to show them? No, but in the
course of his duty as scab inspector he would go over the runs, and would see the sheep.
If called upon? He has the power to enter upon any run at any time.
Chairman.] Is there any stated time during the year that the scab inspector has to visit the district?
He has to visit every run in it once a year at least.
Are you aware that in many instances a scab inspector does not visit a particular run once in three
years? I am not aware; I would not say that such a thing has not occurred.
93. Mr. Dan qar.] Have you ever known any of these inspectors to act as Deputy Returning Officers at
elections? I think I have heard of such cases.
90. From your knowledge of local inspectors, would you consider, as a rub, they are well versed in the
knowledge of scab? Taken as a whole I should think they are; there may be exceptional cases.
97. Chairman.] Have you any further papers you wish to lay before the Committee? No other papers
in reference to the retention of the inland inspectors.
98.
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Mr. Suitor.] Supposing it were thought not desirable to abolish the office of interior inspectors, would A. truce, Esq.
you recommend the amalgamation of some of the districts P I would propose that they should be retained r—'--'
with a view of dealing with cattle disease, and if cattle disease is to be dealt with a full staff will be wanted. 2 Feb., 1576.
Even although cattle disease is not to be dealt with, it would certainly be useful to retain inspectors to see
to the working of the Brands and Cattle-stealing Prevention Acts.
For the purpose of carrying out the Scab and Sheep Acts you would not require them P They are not
actually required, so far as disease is concerned, but they are required for other purposes under the Act.
William Hay, Esq., M.L.A., examined in his place :

Chairman.] You have heard Mr. Bruce's evidence given to-day before the Committee, and we wish Wi]liam flsv,
to gather from you whether, from your individual experience, and from what you have heard from Mr. Esq.,M.L.A.
Bruce to-day, you think the inspectors in the interior should be retained or not? So far as my opinion
goes, and it is founded on experience, they are quite unnecessary for carrying out the Sheep Act with 2 Feb., 1576.
respect to disease and have been for some time past.
Are you of opinion that the inspectors on the coast and border should be retained P Decidedly.
You would recommend that the office of interior sheep inspectors should be abolished? Yes, that is
my opinion.
108. Mr. Suitor.] All P Yes, the whole of them, for you cannot dismiss one without the other; there is
no reason why one should be retained and the rest go; but in dismissing them I should recommend that
they should have twelve months' notice or pay.
104. Mr. Day.] Do you think from your experience of sheep that it is necessary to have these inland
inspectors to prevent people travelling without giving notice and without branding P No, I think
the squatter through whose runs they pass will look sufficiently after that, and as far as branding goes I
do not see why the police should not lay information against people not having their sheep properly
branded. They would receive half the penalties.
lOu. Taking your district of Riverina, where most of the country is fenced in and the sheep are turned out
to the paddocks, will there not be a great deal of boxing and mixing if no notice is given of sheep travelling? There is notice given under the Lnponnding Act, not under the Scab Act, 1. think.
100. Under the Land Act P Yes.
Then if these inland inspectors were dismissed you would propose to leave the whole of their duties in
the hands of the police? Yes; if there is no disease I cannot see what duties they have, All the outcry
about branding was in consequence of the disease, in order to be enabled to identify the sheep; and I do
not see why'the police should not look after travelling stock passing a township to see that they are
properly branded.
The duties I more particularly refer to are registering premises where sheep are taken for the first time,
and also returning sheep, and returning at the proper time P These returns go to the Clerks of Petty
Sessions—the inspectors have nothing to do with the returns. You get the notice from the Clerk of Petty
Sessions even now.
You would recommend that these various duties should be carried out by the police? Yes.
Mr. Danyar.] Previous to the passing of this Act they were carried out by the police? Yes, and the
Dog Act also.
Mr. Day.] At the present time the scab inspectors carry out the Brands Act as well P The Brands
Act in sheep.
And cattle? As to the Brands Act, with respect to cattle I do not think sheep inspectors should be
kept for that—I fancy the police should see the law carried out in that respect.
You think cattle as well as sheep owners should pay for that? Yes.
Chairman.] In your experience have you known these sheep inspectors to have been very diligent in
the performance of their duties? I am sorry to say not; they generally visit the home stations once a
year, but they make no inspection.
They do not ask to go through the flocks? No, I never knew an instance. As a matter of form, in
the border districts before removing sheep you have to get a permit; but this is given by the inspector,
who never sees the sheep.
110. Mr. Suitor.] Are you aware that sheep are subject to another disease—catarrh? I have never had
any experience of the disease, I have never had catarrhed or scabbed sheep within the Colony of New
South \Vales.
Are you aware that the inspectors are required to look after catarrh as well as scab in sheep? I am
not aware of that.

(Mr. Suitor handed the Act to witness.)

Do you know that catarrh is a disease that breaks out among sheep without being introduced P I
have had no experience of that. I believe from what I have heard from others that it is a disease that will
break out withoutany contact with diseased sheep that is to say, it will originate from circumstances such
as the low condition of the sheep without contact, which scab will not. It is infectious after it has
originated I understand.
Are you aware that many years ago catarrh among sheep was a great scourge in New South 'Wales?
Some fifteen years ago in Monaro sheep were affected with catarrh, and I am aware that in travelling they
infected other flocks,
You never can tell where an outbreak may take place of catarrh among sheep? I do not know
whether there has been any receut outbreak of catarrh.
11. .211r. Day.) As a very large sheepownoi' having had great experience, you are thvourable to the
abolition of the sheep inspectors in the interior? I think their office a perfect sinecure; the men have
nothing to do; and it is unfair to the Country that a staff of idlers should be kept up unless there is some
good reason for it.
Mr. Suitor.] have you had any experience of foot-rot and worm disease P Of foot-rot--not of worm
disease.
Do you think foot-rot infectious? No.
Or contagious P 1. do not think so? 'I have found in some places the fore legs of sheep diseased and
their hind legs perfectly sound. After niany years' experience I think foot-rot is not infections.
George
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George Day, Esq., M.L.A., examined in his place:—
George Pay, 125. Chairman.] You have had an opportunity of hearing the evidence both of Mr. Bruce and of one of
hsq., M.L.A. ourselves, Mr. Hay; will you kindly give us your own view with regard to these inland inspectors, whether
Feb i8"6 in your opinion they should be retained or otherwise? I do not think they should be retained; I think
2
they are perfectly useless.
126. You have had, I believe, a large experience in sheep? Yes, I have had thirty-five years' experience
in this Colony.
127, And you think from that experience you have an intimate acquaintance with the requirements?
Yes, and Ii'oin my experience I do not believe these inland inspectors are at all beneficial, or of any use at
all to the stockowners of this Colony.
Are you of opinion that the inspectors on the border and coast districts should be retained? Yes, I
think all the inspectors on the borders should be retained for the present, as I think they are doing good
service.
And in the coast districts? Yes, and on the borders of Queensland, Victoria, and South Australia,
because they are not thoroughly free from scab in Victoria, and for the small amount of cost it is better
to be on the safe side than to risk disease coming to the Colony. For that reason I think the border and
coast inspectors should be retained for some time to come.
J&. Dangar.] Are you of opinion that the provisions of the Act can be carried out without the
services of these persons P Yes, I think so. Parties travell'mg sheep through a run without giving twelve
hours' notice to the owner are liable to a heavy fine.
Do you not find that this giving notice in some cases necessitates the employment of two men instead
of one? I think the Act might be amended in such a way as to give a great deal more satisfaction on
both sides. ]n many cases it is necessary to have three hands with travelling sheep.
Do you consider that there is sullicient employment for these men? I think many of them have
nothing to do at all, and many find employment and earn money in other ways.
Ohairrna;.] In your experience do. you know that they frequently visit the different stations?
They do visit, but very seldom; I think the only inducement for them to visit is to get convictions so that
they may obtain half the fines.
Do they frequently ask to see different flocks of sheep? I never knew them ask to see sheep.
Jfr, Dangar.] You think then that they rather harass than benefit the stockowner? I do not know
that they harass, they look carefully after the Act, for if they can get a number of convictions on which
the fines amount to £10, they receive half, or £5, which is equal to it week's work.
J&. Sat/or.] Do you think the supervision on the borders is so good that it would be impossible for
infected sheep to cross? No, I do not; I think scabby sheep might be introduced very easily, but it is to
a certain extent a means of prevention.
Supposing scabby sheep were to find their way into the interior of the Colony, and these inland
inspectors were dispensed with, do you not think the sheepowners would find themselves in an awkward
predcame11t? I think it would be impossible for scabby sheep to get into the interior of the Colony without inspection and without infecting the districts through which they would pass.
133. Do you not know that in one case scab broke out on the Bogan, in the very centre of the country?
Scabby sheep would not be likely to go to the Bogan without infecting the country through which they
passed. At that time I presume sheep could travel from one country to the other without supervision;
but the country is now free from scab, and it would be impossible to bring scabby sheep into it, because
they would have to pass the border inspectors. '1' he only way in which scab could be introduced would be
by diseased sheep swimming across the river, but it is not likely they would travel away to the Began.
130. We know as a fact that for a considerable distance on the Victorian side there is no scab? There
is no scab within a hundred miles of the Victorian border, and their quarantine regulations are much more
stringent than ours.
Do you think if the boundary riders were under stricter surveillance they would be more efficient P
I do not think it matters much about their efliciency at the present time, because, whether they are
-.
efficient or not, there is very little scab for them to prevent.
Are you aware that they frequently undertake other work than that they are paid for under the
Prevention of Scab in Sheep Act"? Yes, some of them—not the boundary riders, because the inspectors are there to look after them, and they have to travel from one station to another along the borders.
.11fr. Suitor.] Have you any experience of catarrh? Yes.
From your knowledge of eatarrh do you think it desirable to do away with all interior inspectors?
If we had an outbreak of catarrh in this country I do not think it would be desirable to do away with the
inspectors, bntl think until we have it is as well to save our money, for we can always get as good men as
these at five minutes notice it we want them. If a man has 100,000 sheep now he has to pay £50, and
that is a considerable sum, and while the country is free from disease and we keel) the border protected
we are safe.
Chairman.] Do you think in many instances the directors are quite capable of dealing with the
matter without any inspectors 9 1 think so. I think the directors are quite sufficient in the interior parts
of the Colony.
or
Do you think they are more efficient in many instances than the inspectors? I think they are, forthey have it greater interest at stake, not only as far as concerns themselves but their responsibility to
others, besides they are scattered about the country, perhaps a hundred miles apart, and they are on the
ground and would be better able to give assistance.
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Al.

[Circular.]

Department of Lands,
Sydney,
August, 1875.

Sir,

I am directed by the Minister for Lands to request. that you will favour him, on or before the 15th October next,,
with the opinion of your Board as to the dsirabiIity of retaining or dispensing with the services of the inspector for your
district, and to forward for your consideration the aeoosnpanying copy of a snemoranduni submitted to mm with regnrcl to that
question by the Chief inspector of Stock.
2. I am to add that the information here asked is required for the Committee now sitting in the Legislative Assembly,
respecting the Diseases affecting Live Stock, and the constitution and working of the Stock and Brands Branches.
I have the honor to be,
Sir,
Your most obedient servant,

The Cl,airman of the
Board of Sheep Directors,

Memo.
IriL.AND INSPECTORS.
Tan reasons for retaining these Officers are the following—
Sletp Act.
There is a certain amount of risk that, although there are border and coast inspectors, sheep infected with scab
might be allowed to pass them unobserved, and thus spread the disease throughout the Colony, without its being detected, if
the inland inspectors were all removed.
There is also still some risk of outbreaks of catarris occurring.
There are many provisions in the Sheep Act, relating to the branding and tivelhing of sheep, which require to be
carried out, even when there is little or no risk of disease, and which would fail to be so if there were no inland inspectors.
Owners will never be at the trouble of looking after each other with regard to these matters, and as a rate they would muds
rather pay inspectors to prosecute than do so themselves. The directors, again, would ucithey have the time nor the inclination
to see these provisions of the Sheep Act enforced.
lVo,',,,s and fluke.
Discussion has lately arisen as to whether sheep affected with these ailments should not be prevented from travelling
into districts in which they do not natorally exist, as there is no doubt that sheep infested with these parasites carry the
,nfrction to sheep which would not otherwise be allbeted, and it is very probable that some action will an long require to be
taken to prevent this.
Cattle disease preren ion.
It is universally admitted that something ought to be done with respect to pleuro-pneurnonia--that, at any rate, cattle
.netually effected with that disease should not be allowed to travel, anti tl,us sow the infection broadcast as they go. Indeed
some go so far as to propose the compulsory inoculation of all herds infected with pleuro, and there are cnrtiti,,ly very stronggrounds for advocating that course, as the returns lately received at this branch show that,, taking the owners in all the different
districts in the Colony who have inoculated, there are rig/deems "for" to one "against" hiuculation.
If any ineasnro were passed for dealing with this disease, eattleowners would require to contribute to the payment of
the inspectors' salaries ; and, if they did, 5s. per 1,000, or onefourt.h of a furtbing per sheep, would then be sufficient as eontri
bution under the Sheep Act.
Brands and CollIe-stealing .Prerentioa Acts.
Under the Brands Act the inspectors assist owners in registering their brands.
They see the provisions of the Act in regard to branding, droving, &e., carried out. If they are not, the Brands Act
would very soon become a dead letter, and the trouble and expense of registering in a great n,easure lost.
They aid the police in the detection of sheep and cattle stenlers. This is especially the case in regard to sheep-stealing
which, with the turning out of sheep is becoming rife in many parts of the Colony, as they examine the stock in the course of
their duty as inspectors, and can tAke uotioe of any suspicious brands and marks with which they may meet.

Jispoum.dimmg Act.
It has been proposed that inspectors of stock should be inspectors of pounds, and a Bill giving them the supervision
of pounds and poundkeepers has been in type for the last four or five years.
A pound now, instead of being a convenience to a district, is oftea only a nuisance, and this arises almost entirely from
the want of supervision; poundkeepers in many instances doing to a great extent as they like,
.Droring roads and meserres.
Inspectors have recently been called npnn to report upon these roads and reserves, and these officers are in the beat
possible position to do this duty, and to protect the interests of the public so far as travelling stock are concerned.
When the question was put to the different Boards of Directors in 1872, as to whether the services of tile inland
inspectors could be dispensed with,12 answered in the negative,
4 answered in the affirmative,
nnd 2 sent no reply.
IS
Although there was a considerable majority in favour of retaining the inspectors, it is probable that it would have been
still larger, if the Boards had been awaro of the proposal to give the inspectors other work to do and redteee the sheep
contributions.
A. B.,
The Under Secretary for Lands.
22 ApI., /7.
A2.
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A2.
A3S'rBAOT of Answers received from the Inland Boards of Sheep Directors, in reply to circular of 8th August: last requesting

their opinion as to the retention of their Inspectors.
No,

-

District

I

Retention.

Remarks.

i

br. Against

1 Armidale ........For
2 Bathurst ......... Against Conditionally.
3 Directors for.
3 Booligal ...........For
4 Browarrina ... For
5 Cannonbar ............. 1 Director for, 2
agaiust.
6 Carcoar ...........For
7 Condobolin ... For
5 Directors for.
8 Coonabarabran For
9 Dubbo ...........For
10 Forbes ..........For
11 Goulburn ....... For
12 Gundagai .................. 2 Directors for.
13 Her ............. For
14 Merriwa ....... For
15 Molong .......... For,

District

No,

16

. 17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25

26
27

Retention.

Remarks.

Mudgee .......... For
Narrandora ............. 1 Director against., 1
Director for.
Narrabri ....... For
Filliga .......... For
Queanbeyan ......Against
Singleton ........
Tnmworth ... For
Urana ...........For
Wagga Wagga. For
Walgett ........... 1 Director for.
flss ..............For
Young ...........For

-

C

.

________________
. fiii Against.

-

For ... 19

Against.

2

*

1conditionally.

A3.
ARMIDALE.
C. D. Fenwiok, Esq., to The Chief Inspector of Stock, Sydney.
Armidale, 8 October, 1875.
'Sir,
I have the honor to enclose report of a meeting held in Armidale by Board of Sheep Directors.
I have, &c.,
C. D. yEIcwloL
AT a meeting of the Board of Sheep Directors for the district of Armidale, held this seventh day of October, at the Court
House, Armidale, in necordanco with instrnctions received from the Under Secretary for Lands, in his communication dated
18 August, 1575, addressed to the Chairman of the Armidale Board of Sheep Directors—present at said meeting, C. 1).
Fenwick and E. C. Blomfield—it was unanimously resolved that the three (3) reasons for retaining the inland sheep inspector
we fuUy recognized, and that it is highly desirable that such officer be rctainea in this district. Also resolved—

Regerding worms and fieke
that the Board do not consider the danger of contagion sufficient to preclude sheep from travelling.

Cattle disease prevention
The Board consider that eattle should be inoculated before starting on any journey, and that inoculation is decidedly
beneficial and should be made compulsory.

Brands and Cat lie-st eaUeg .Preventiom Acts.
Impounding Act.
Drovieg roads and reserves.
Respecting the above, the Board think that the sheep inspector may be reasonably expected to assist in carrying out
the provisions of the above Acts, in addition to the other duties of his office,
C. P. FENWICX,
Chairman.

BATIURSP DISTRICT.
H. Rotton, Fsq., to The tinder Secretary for Lands.
Jllaekdown, Bathurst,
26 August, 1875.
Sir,'
Referring to your circular letter of the 18th instant, I have the honor' to inform you that I convened a meeting of
the Sheep Directors of the Bathurst Board for the purpose of taking your letter into consideration, which was held this day.
Notice was taken of the ,ne,norandu,n of Mr. Inspector Bruce embodying reasons for the retention of the inland inspectors,
and the enclosed nios,,ornndum was unaninlous]y agreed to as the Board's answer to your letter. It will be obsorvod that
the memorandum is an answer to Mr. Bruce's reasons taken seriatim, and may therefore be considered to apply to the quest ion
go,iorally rather than to this district in particular. Tile Board has taken this course because its members do not desire to be
understood as recommending the dispensing with the services of the inspector of their district unless it may be determined to
dispense with the whole stall' of inland inspectors.
I have, &e.,
HENRY ROflON,
Chairman, Bathurst Board of Sheep Directors.
Meniorandusu referred to.
Tax whole Colony heing now free from scab, it is considered that the coast and border inspectors ought to be able to prevent
its spreading to the interior, should it by any chance be again introduced. It seems unnecessary to employ a stall' of district
inspectors only for the purpose of preventing the barely possible contingency of scab oscapiog the notice of the coast and border
inspectors, and, unless inland inspectors can be found other duties, we think the expense of retaining them unwarranted.
As to Mr. Inspector Bruce's reasons, taking them seriatim, we say
1st, The risk is very little.
2nd. 10th Victoria No, S provides.
3rd. These provisions are now more vexatious than useful, and now that scab is eradicated would be better to be
repealed.

Worms
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Worms and fluke.
Doubtful if any legislative interference would have any beneficial effect, or indeed if it could be operative.
Cattle disease preeention.
Not within our province as sheep directors to advise upon, but we may say, even if it should be considered advisable to
legislate upon this matter, it is very doubtful if scab inspectors gdneraily would be competent persons to appoint as cattle
inspectors also.
Stands and Cattle.sj,eal icy Acts.
Cases have come under our knowledge by which the Brands Act has been made an instrument of annoyance by over-zealous
officials rather than useful in the prevention of cattle-stealing, and we have come to the conclusion that the Brands Act as a
wisule is of very doubtful utility. The Cattle-stealing Prevention Act has been in force many yeas-s nr,d seems to have worked
satisfactorily without the interventinu of all inspector, but it is proposed to consolidate these and other Acts, and a Bill for that
purpose—" Stock-stealing and Straying Prevention Bill" has been snbmited for our consideration and report. Should this
Bill be passed into law it would render the appointment of inspectors compulsory, but as to that Bill we have reported as
follows :-" We are of opinion that the Acts now in force are quite sufficient for the purposes contemplated by this Bill, that
passing it into law would be ever-legislation, and that many of its clauses would be far more troublesome and vexatious to stock.
owners than useful. The present Brands Act we consider of doubtful utility, and the circumstances of the Colony now render
advisable the repeal of several of the clauses of the Scab Act. Should this Bill l'" it, would resider necessary the permanent
establishment of a department which was originally only temporarily erected to meet certain circumstances then existing,
which have since if not altogether ceased, at least become so much ameliorated as to require but little interference."
Imposindi,sg Act.
In municipal towns, pounds arc under the control of the Corporations, and in the country places they are under the
frequent observation of the police, and of persons impounding and releasing stock, and the poundkecpers are besides obliged to
give security and are under severe penalties for misconducting, &e.
Eoads and reserres.
District or licensed surveyors appear the most fitted for this duty.
Correct copy of resolutions passed by Bathurst Board of Sheep Directors, at Meeting of Board, held 26th August, 1875,
no dissentient present,—
CITAS, M'P]TILLAMY, Esq.
JOhN N. G-ILMOTJR, Esq.
HENRY ROTTON,. Esq.
JOIJN M'KfNNON Bag.
HENRY ItOTTON,
Chairman.
BItE WAR1IINA.
S. Govan, Esq., to W. W. Stephen, Esq.
Milroy, Brewarrina,
13 Se1,t.ember, 1875.
in reply to your circular of date 18th August last, I have to-day forwarded to the Minister for muds the opinion
of (lie Board of Sheep Directors as to your menlo. headed "Inlamid Inspectors."
I have, &e.,
JAMES GOVAN,
Chairman.
S. Govan, Esq., to The Minister for Lands.
Milroy, Brewarrina,
13 September, 1875.

Sir,

in compliance with the request of a circular forwarded to mile by Mr. W. AV, Stephen, I called a meeting of the
Board of Sheep Directors, and I now attach the minutes of said meeting, se it 'Jund inspectors, which I trust will give you
the information you require.
I )lave, &c.,
Jnl:Es GOvArc,
Chairman Board Sheep Directors.
Memo.

IrLAND IYBPECrons.

Tisa reasons for retaining these officers are the following:—

Sbe Act.
1. There is a certain amount of risk that, although there are border and coast inspectors, sheep infected with scab
might be allowed to pass them unobserved, and thus spread the disease throughout the Colony, without its being detected, if
the inland inspectors were all removed.
The" is also still some risk of outbreaks of eatarrh occurring.
There are many provisions in the Sheep Act relating to the branding and travelling of sheep which require to be
carried out, even when there is little or no risk of disease, and which would fail to be so if there were no inland inspectors.
Owners will never be at the trouble of looking after each other with regard to these matters and as a sale, they would mutEs
lather pay inspectors to prosecute than do so themselves. The director,, again, would neither have the time nor also
inclination to see these provisions of the Sheep Act enforced.
- Worms and-fluke.
Discussion has lately arisen as to whether sheep affected with these ailments should not be prevented from travelling
into districts in which they do not naturally exist, as there is no doubt that sheep infested with these parasites carry the
infection to sheep which would not otherwise be affected and it is very probable that some action will era long require to be
taken to pr.vent this.
Cattle disease praesmtioms.
It is universally admitted that something ought to be done with respect to pleuro-pneumonia,—that, at any rate, cattle
actually affected with that disease should not be allowed to travel, and thus sow the infection brondeast as they go, indeed
some go so fsr as to propose the compulsory inoculation of all herds infected with plcuro; and there are certainly very strong
grounds for advocating that Course, as the returns lately received at this hraneh show that taking the owners in all the
diffi'remst districts in the Colony who have inoculated, there are eighteen ' for "to one a€ainst" inoenlation.
If any measure were passed for dealing with this disease, cattle-owners would require to contribute to the payment of
time inspectors' salaries and, if they did, 5s. per 1,000, or one-fourth of a farthing per sheep, would then be sufficient as
contribution under the Sheep Act.
Srands

0
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Brands and altle-steating Prevention Acts.
Under the Brands Act the inspectors assist owners in registering their brands.
They see the provisions of the Act in regard to branding, drovitig, &e., carried out. If they are not, the Brands Act
would very soon heroine a (lend letter, and the trouhie and expense of registering in a great measure lost.
They nut the police in the detection of sheep, and cattle stealers. This is especially the case in regard to sheep
stealing, which with the tinning out of sheep is becoming rife in many parts of the Colony, as they examine time stock in the
course of their duty as inspectors, and can take notice of any suspicious biands and marks with which they may meet.

impounding Act.
It has been proposed that inspectors of stock should be inspectors of pounds, and a Bill giviag threni the supervision
of pounds and ponndkeepers has been in type for the last four or five yçars.
A pound now, instead of being a convenience to a district, is often only a nuisance, and this arises almost entirely from
the want of supervision ponndkeepers in many instances doing to a great extent as they like.

bra ring roads and reserves.
Inspectors have recently been called upon to report upon these roads and reserves, and these officers are in the best
possible position to do this duty, and to protect the interests of the public so far as travelling stock are concerned.
When tire question was put to the different Boards of Directors in 1872, as to w]actlrer the services of the inland
inspectors could be dispensed with,17 answered in the negatire,
4 answered in the affirmative,
and2 tent no reply.
18
Alt )long]) there was n considerable majority in favonr of retaining the inspectors, it is probable that it would have been
still larger if the Boards had been a ware of the proposal to give tire inspectors other work to do and reduce the sheep
contributions.
All., 29 Api/iS.
The Under Secretary for Lands.
Brewarrina, 11 September, 1875.
Gory of minutes at a meeting of Sheep Directors held this day at the 11 Sportsman's Arms Hotel."
Present James IT. Doyle.
Jamn,,s Govan, Chsainnan.

inland inspectors,
We agree with 1st and 3rd clauses of memo. attached under heading "Sheep Act."

IJ'br,ns and ftc/ce.
We have never known these diseases in the salt-bufli district.

Gattte diseases prevention.
We are averse to compulsory inoculation, and further think that to prevent travelling plenro cattle would be d flianit.
We would suggest that. the drover should kill and destroy, by burning or burying, any cattle shoai ng disesse while travelling.
We think that mitt Ic-owners should contribute towards inspector's salary.

Brands and cattic.stealing Prevention Acts.
We agree with clauses 1st, 2nd, and 3rd under this heading.

Impounding Act
We think that pounds should be left under the inspection of tire police in each district.

-

Proving roads and reserves.
We think sheep inspectors well qualified to inspect and report on roads and reserves.
We decidedly think that the inspector is needed in our district,

For Sheep Directors,
JAMES GOVAN,
Chairman.

SiNes writing about the necessity of keeping our inland sheep inspector, I have received petters from two brother
sheep directors, wiro write as follows
"It appears to inc that there is no necessity to thaintain a local sheep inspector, as long as the coast officers and
!hiose on the Victorian and South Attst-raliau border are thoroughly efficient officers. 'There can be no danger of scab
infer-lion, and it is scarcely advisable to maintain officers merely to see that travelling stock are branded, and that is virtually
all the officers here have been doing for a long time past."
As fur as the matter of inland inspectors go, had our meeting been a full one the advisability of retaining these
officers would have been a decided nifiuir. I am of opinion that some official must be kept, if only to thoroughly inspect
travelling sheep, as many drovers are very careless and pick up sheep.
I have, K-c.,
JAMES GOVAN,
Chairman Sheep Directors, Brewarrina.
-

BOOLIGAL.
H. Edgar, Esq., to The Minister for Lands.

South Thoaonga,
Booligal, 11 December, 1875.

Sir,
I have the honor to acknowledge receipt of circular of the 12th November, forwarded by the Chief Inspeetorof Stock,
in reference to the retention and employment of the inland inspectors of stock and I beg to inform you that, in any opinion, the
retention and employment of the said inspectors is most desirable, and I ant afraid if such inspectors were discharged a serious
loss would accrue to stock•owners and the country generally.
I have, K-c.,
RICHARD EDGAR,
Sheep Director.

CANNONBAll.
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CANNONBAR.
W. H. Clenients, Esq., to The Minister for Lands.

Lower Cagehir,v,
17c1 Obley, November 27, 1875.

Si",

hi reply to circular received from the Chief Inspector of Stock, Sydney, reqttestasg, on your behalf, to know iiiy
individ lull Opinioll as to the desirability •or retaining or dispensing with inland inspectors of stock, I have the honor to inform
you that I ant decidedly of opinion that they are not required.
in t,ss o'er to the reasons adduced by the Chief Inspector of Stock in favour of their retention I reply
1st. Border and coast inspectors should be snilicient protection.
2nd. No reason for appt'eiiension that I am aware of.
3rd. The provisions relative to branding sheep are for tile most pot't not required and should be rescinded. A large
a,uo,stit of labour and in) my to wool is incurred without any eorrespotuhtlg benefit. As to the travelling provisions, owners will attend to their own interests in that respect.
11'o,',ns and fluke.
I am of opinion that sound districts are liable to become infected by the intrud,,etion of sheep infested with these pansites, but there are great dittienities and eon fhicting interests to contend with in passing a prohibitory Iliensuro.
Cattle disease prerention.

Same as last.

Brands and Cattle-steed ing Prevention Acts.
1st. One office in Sydney should be sufficient;,
2nd. Owners' and police supervision sufficiemit.
3rd. Same as last. Never know of a convietioa through their (inspectors') instrttuseutality.
lsnpovstdisr,g Act.
Not sufficient importance to warrant their retention on that accetrnt.
Droviisq roads and reserves
Surveyors should be as competent to report upon them.
1 do not wisit this to be understood to apply to the inspector of this district more then others, for I believe him (Mr.
J. S. Brow-ti) to be quite as competent and efficient to inspector as any other, and if any are retained I certainly recommend
him.
With reference to sheep braisding I would suggest that the registry be made at one office in Sydney, and that only 'one
person be allowed to "so the same brand throughout the Colony.
I have, to.,
W. If. CLEMENTS,
Sheep Director, Canslonbar.

J. Brown, Esq., to The Chief Inspector, Sydney.
Bellmottnt house,
Cannonbar, 6 December, 1875.

Sir,

I have the iioilor to say, iti answer to your circular headed '' Inland Inspectors,'' first—
rIhja t nithiough there may be risk of scab by sheep travelling frai
lthe ileigllbonrillg Colonies, that sheep inspectors are a
farce, for it, would be greatly th e fault of the directors if such a thing should be allowed not so now, as they may be ;ulhd
by inspectors not ci tending their duty, and I can say I verily believe a mob of infected sheep may easily travel up my district
and the inspector know' nothing of then,, unless the Board of Sheep Directors took the elitef part of the inspector and niark
inquiries into these matters. If again the provisions of branding was not carried out, who is there here to see even this point,
if the owners di,l not take able steps themselves, and the Sheep Act enforced?
There is one olause in the Act deserving of amendme,st, viz., that owners travelling should give every occupant not less
than tweh'e hours mid not greater than forty-eight hours notice of his intent mIs to enter the ruls of another.
Sreo,sd, The illOC,ilat.ieii of cattle is the greatest abstit-dity of all. My neighboin', Mr. Asheroft, is eOlistIhitly itsoculat.
itig Ii is lsertt, and is always troubled with plenro, and I have been compelled to shift my herds from Puck Creek and put sheep
on (Ito country. Itioc,tion
iln is a snare and none but those experienced know better. I, for one, inoculated say herd for two
years, but was quite satisfied with the result to not do so any niore.
The registrat ion of brands has bee,, in my opinion a great boon to cattle cud sheep stealing, for simnihsr brands have
been registered in these districts, and cattle-stealing carried out with, the greatest impunity, and in a great measure the Act
protected theni it, so doing, and I think that unless we can get a better law', that inspectors nrc little or 140 good, for in lIly
district alone it would take twenty inspectors to prevent cattle-stealing it in itself has become quite a science with the ml offer,
for in years gone by they only wanted unbrallded calves; now that class only look for fat and ,narketabte stock to steal, an d
g':t a ma nehs quicker return for their risk, and its a very st,snll risk. Whets to be bonsidercd that, the Brands Registration Act
would be a dead letter, I. for one would consider it fat' better thait if it were in force, as t lien we could follow up the old
sst cut of bra ttd ing on the ru up and ribs, wIt id i V'°tt Id do ass-ny in it great:. Ia easu me with tile carrying off large snobs of. cst (tie
by thieves. You ran in all probability form all idea of the state of cattle in this district by the last eattie-stealillg eases brought
before time Dnbbo Qtn,rter Sessions.
'J.'m'ustitsg you will not misconstrue any of nsy remarks,—
I have, 'to.,
JOHN BROWN.

W. W. Hichardson, Esq., to The Minister for Lands, Sydney.
Moonagee,
Cannonbar, 18 November, 1875.

Sir,

In reply to a circular from the Chief Inspector of Stock with reference to the retention of the inland inspectors, I
beg to inform you that in lily opinion their sell- ices should not be dispensed with, as in the event of at outbreak it would be
diflicult to replace ps-act ieal men at a )slOtt,e,it's notice, and as the fund from which their salaries are paid conies wholly f,'omn
the sqitmtt er, orrat lid' sheep-owners, as long a, they are willillg to paycontribution
ilte
I cannot see why the questioss should
be rai,ed. I ntay mention that n-hat is generally t huoutglit unfair atid unjust is t lint the services of the inspectors are now more
generally required in cattle aflhirs, and that the owners of cattle do not pay one penny towards tIme
of these
m aintence
na
ofli9ers.
I have, etc.,
W. IV. RICHARDSON.
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CAB COAL
V. M. Bothery, Esq., to The Minister for Lands.
-

Clifden, Carcoar,
(Circular.)
November 13, 1870.
75-2293 S—B.
Sir,
In reply to your letter of 12th instant in reference to a letter addressed to the Chairman of the Board of Sheep
Directors, Carcoar, I beg to state 110 intimation of such it letter reached inc.
As regards the forwarded, printed reasons for relaining the services of the inland inspectors, all my experience in live
stock of forty-four years it, New South Wales enables Inc to agree wholly with t hem.
In paragraph 3, tinder 1,110 head of "Brands and Cati ic-stealing Preveation Acts," I would suggest time inspectors being
instructed to give the earliest infora,ation to the police of any suspicions cases their constant peregrinations may bring under
their notice, and that the inspectors be instructed to assist the police in the prosecutioli, and that the police, who have no such
know-ledge of sheep as an inspector has, should have smotiee to that effect.
Inspectors of stock should be inspectors of pounds, with instructions to prosecute, and should be specially directed to
prosecute whero the poundkecper leaves his pound and collects, stock for his pound,—a eonamón pracliee in these parts.
I have, &e.,
W MONTAGTJ BOTUERY.
W. Glassou, Esq., to The Miniiter for Lands.

Trevellian, Blayney,
November 30, 1875.

Sir,

lii reply to your regnest vith respect to the retention and eniploymeiit of inland inspectors of stock, I beg most
respcctfnlly to say, as it is proposed to give the inspectors of stock other work to do, and to reduce the sheep contributions, I
not decidedly of opinion the inspectors should be retnilsed.
I have, &'c.,
WM. GLASSON,
Sheep Director, Carcoar District.
T. II. West, Esq., to The Chief Inspector of Stock.'
-

Cudgelo Cowra,
December, 5/75.

My dear Sir,
In answer to circular dated November 1211,, I beg to state I do not think there is any necessity for the retention and
employment of inland inspectors of stock. In this district there has not been for many years either scab or eatarrh there
is it little Ii ike and wornis nmisoi]g Site young sheep, but not in our im,nediate neighbourhood. About Carcoar, Blayney, No. 1
Swamp, and Mount Macqnarie, fluke at nays prevails, as the country is principally low marshy flats, The sheep in the neighbourhood of Cowra are at present in a very healthy st ate; es-en loot-rot secuss to be wearing out—it only prevails where it is
neglected. The dry seasons have assisted its cure in a- great nseasure.
lam, &e,,
13105. IT, WEST,
Thos. R. leoly, Esq., to the Minister for Lands.

Coombiag Park, Carcoar,
November 28, 1875.

Sir,

I have the honor to acknowledge your letter of the 1201 instant., requesting nsy opinion as to the desirabihty of
retaining or dispensing with the services of the sheep inspector of this district, and in reply, beg to state ('is smiy indis'mdnal
opinion) that 1 think it will be a ,nistaico to dispense with the inland inspectors.
The reasons give,, for retaiuisg their services by Mr. Ulnef Inspector of Stock, its his incumo. of the 22nd April last, are,
in my opinion, very pertinent to the question, and have my approval.
I have, &c.,
TilOS. It, ICELY,
Chairman of the Board of Sheep Directors, District of Carcoar.
At this season of the year it is almost impossible to get a meeting of sheep directors, and this has caused the delay in
my reply, which I hope in yet in time for your requirement.
CONDOBOLIN.
J. bIt, Esq., to W. W. Stephen, Esq.

Wooyes, Eauabalong,
25 September, 1875.

Sir,

In reply to your circular refes'riug to sheep inspectors, we arc of opinion that the retention of that office is most
desirable its a safeguard against the travelling of diseased stock, and we thoroughly agree with the reasons stated in the second
page of your circular for retaining the said officers.
We are further of opinion that in many cases it would be advisable to join the duties of the inspection of pounds an11
stock, but that in some places, where the pounds are far apart and the nuinher of trarellimig stock very great., this would not be
feasible unless the inspector had an assist ant.
I
JOSEPh IIOLT,
Chairman of Condobohia Sheep Board.
COON ABARABRAN.
W. M. Ronald, Esq., to A. Bruce, Esq.

Nebea, Coonamblc,
20 November, 1875.

Dear Sir,
B cferring to your printed circular, winch should have had my attention sooner, but being has), shearing it got
overlooked for thesnmsse reason l have not been able to attend a meeting of the Board of Directors. With regard, however,
to the retention or otherwise of the inland inspectors, I am qtute of opinion they should be employed. There are many diseases
sheep arc liable to, and an out-break may occur at any moment it is absolntely necessary to have inspectors thcn—aiucli better,
therefore, have them ready for any emergency.
W. M. RONALD.
Report of 11. Kelly, Esq.
Sheep Act.
I not entirely in favour of retaining sheep inspectors, their salaries being a charge only upon the class interested.
1 do not tlmink these ailments arsi infectious.

cattle
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Gal/ic 1)/scare 1',yrention. Act.
1 do not think diseased cattle should tntvol, or, if they diii, the earcasses of all dead beasts should be burned by the
owner. I am not in favour of eonipulsoi- inoeuhit.ion— I lie owner of the s tock will do what is best to protect his own interests.
I think these Acts should be continued, and I he dul.ies discharged by sheep inspectors in connect ion herewith are
very iniportil,it.
I think siieep inspectors, or some other person, ought to be appointed to inspect the pounds. The Impounding Act
also, in my opinion, requires very great amendment.
0. 1 certainly think the interests of persons travelling with stock ought to be protected.
A. H. KELLY,
Garrawilla, Boggab'ri.

14/12)75.

The Clnof Inspector of Stock to U. Kelly, Esq.
Circular. 75/2,293. S.D.

Department of Lands,
Sydney, 12 November, 1.875.

Sir,

As no answer has been received in reply to the circular of which the accompanying is a copy, addressed to the
Cl,airn,ni, of yonr Board, with respeetto the retention and employment of the inland inspectors of stock, and as it is likely
that you will now be I oo much engaged with your shearing to attend nay meeting of the Board which nnglit be called, I ala
directed by the Minister for Lands to req,sst. that y
in your individnal opinion in regard to these qutswill favour lo ,vith
lions.
I have, &e.,
ALEX. BRUCE,
Chief Inspector of Stock.
Men,o.

INLAn) Issi'xorons.

THE reasons for retaining these officers are the following:1.—Sheep Act.
There is a certain rtmounl, of risk that, alfhoin,
h there are border and coast inspectors, sheep infected with scab
aught, be allowed to pass ti cia unobserved, and thins spread the disease throughout the Colon)' without its bcing detected, if
he inland inspectors were all rein oved.
'J't,ere is also still son,c risk of outbreaks of entarrhi occurring.
There are iminmly provisions in the Sheep Act relal big to the hnluding and travelling of sheep which require to be
carried 0'it, even w1nin there is little or no risk of disease, an it which would fail to be so if there were no inla, id inspectors.
Owners will hove,' be it Ilic tqflu2 qf looi
tftcr cacti other with regard to these matters; and as a rule, they would much
rather pay inspectors to prcog
s,,n tp s themselves. The directors, again, would neither have the time nor the inclina'
tion to see these provisions of tte lçp Act enforced.

2.— IITO, us an"flsilce.
2. Disem,ssion has lately arisen as to whether sheep aflbcted with these ailnwnta should not be prevented from travelling
into districts in which they do not naturally exist, as there is no doubt that sheep infested with these parasites carry the infection to sheep which would not othcr,vise be allcted ; and it is very prob.sble that some action will crc long require to be taken
to prevent: this.

3.—Cattle d/sea.e ps-crent/os,
It is universally admitted that iomnetlnng on"lst to he done with respect to plcuro-pnennionia—that, at any rate, cattle
n etnslly n lk'ct ed with that disease should not be allowed to trovel, and tln,s son' the infection broadcast as tbe3' go. Indeed
sonic go so far as to propose the compulsory inoculation of all herds infected with pleuro ; and there are certainly very strong
grounds for advocating that course, as the returns lately received nt this branch, show that:, taking the owners in all' tIm ilitibrent
rtistriets in the 001011)' who have inoculated, there are ciqisleeis '' for" to one "against'' inoculatiOn.
If any hncissttre were passed for dealing with this disease, cattle-owners would require to contribute to the payment of
the inspectors' salaries; and if they did, Ss. per 1,000, or oncfourth of a fartlung per sheep, would then be sutticient as
contrihnt,io,i nndor the Sheep Act.

4.—Brands and C'otttc-stealinq .Thei,entio,s Acts.
Under the Brands Act the inspoctors assist owners in registering their brands.
They see the provisions of the Act in regard to branding, droving, &e., carried out. If they are not, the Brands Act
would very soon become ft dead letter, and the !roublc and expense of registering in a great meastiro lost.
Tltoy aid the poliea in the detection of sheep and cattle stealers. This is especially the ciLse in regard to sheepstealing, which, with the turning out of sheep, is bcconnng rifo in many parts of the Colony, as they examine the stock in the
course of their duty as inspectors, and can take notice of any suspicious brands and marks with which they may meet.

5.—Impounding Act.
it has been proposed that inspectors of stock should ,be inspectors of pounds, and a Bill giving them the supervision of
pounds and poundkeepors has been in type for the last jour or lye years.
A pound now, instead of being a convenience to a district is often only a nuisance, and this arises almost entirely from
the want of supervision ; ponndkeepers in many instances doing to a great extent as they like.

0.—Drorissg road, and s'eses-res.
Inspectors havo recently been called upon to report upon these roads and reserves, and these officers are in the boat
possible position to do this duty, and to protect the interests of the public so Car as travelling stock are concerned.

Wl,cm, 1.110 question was put to the different Boards of Directors, in 1872, as to whether the services of the inland
inspectors could be dispensed with,12 answered in the negative,
4 answered in the affirmative,
and2 sent no reply.

is
Altbough there was a considerable majority in favour of retaining the inspectors, it is probable that it would have bee,,
still larger if the Boards had been aware of the proposal to give the inspectors other work to do, and reduce the sheep
contributions.
TIe Under Secretary for Lands.

.
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J. L. Brown, Esq., to The Chief Inspector of Stock.
Coonabarabran,
1.7 December, 1875.
Sir,

In reply to your circular of 12th ultimo, as to the retention of scab inspectors, I am pate in favour of their being
retained, for them are such numbers of stock continuatly travelling which require looking after.
Sheep-stealing is also becoming of more frequent occurrence, and the inspectors are of great assistance to the police iii
checking this evil.
I have, &e.,
a. L. BROWN.
D. M'Rac, Esq., to The Chief Inspector of Stock.
Brauxton House
Hunter River, 14 December, 1875.
Sir,
In reply to your circular of 12th ultimo, which I have only now received, I beg to state that it is my firm opinion
that the inland inspectors of stock ought to be retained, for several reasons.
Although the Colony is at present free from disease, it is difficult to say when disease may break out amongst our flocks.
Hitherto in this Colony, in fact until very recently, all the sheep were shepherded, but under the present system of
fencing in runs the sheep are turned out into large paddoeks therefore, in the event of any disease being introduced, it would
be much harder to be dealt with than in former times, when the flocks were more under the control of the owners, by
having them shepherded. In proof of this, they have been ettesnpting and using every effort for the but twenty years to get
rid of scab in Victoria, in which they have not yet succeeded, simply because their sheep were psddocked.
I have no hesitation in saying that it would be very imprudent to reduce the preseat staff of stock inspectors.
I have, &e.,
DUNCAN WRAE.

DUBBO.

-

J. Pener, Esq., to The Minister for Lands.
Bundemer,
Dubbo, 27 September, 1875.
Sir,
As your circular of the 18th August, requesting to know the opinion of the Board of Sheep Directors for this
District—" as to the desirability of retaining or dispensing with the terviecs of our inspector,"—reaehed ]ne at a time when
it would have been extremely inconvenient for several members to have attended a meeting of the Board, I communicated
with them by letter, and I have now to inform you that those from whom I have received replies, forming a majority of the
Board (and I think the other members also), are in favour of retaining the inspector. I may add that I. have put the question
to several sheep-owners. if they are in favour of doing away will, the inspectors, and they have all replied in the negative.
It seems, however, to be the opinion not only of sheep-owners, but some cattle-owners also, that the inspectors ought to be
made inspectors of cattle as well ns of sheep, and that. eattle-owners should contribute towards their snaintenanop. They might
be made just as useful to owners of the one as to owners of the other. But we think the Chief Inspector is labouring under
a mistake when lie says they aid the police in the detection of sheep and cattle stealers passively perhaps, but oertninly not
actively. The examination of stock too is generally dispensed with, unless specially requested except stock travelling.
We think also that the stringency of some of the provisions of the Sheep Act might now with advantage be relaxed,
especially section 42. Sheep intended to be travelled long distances, if once legibly branded, and reported as such by the
inspector nearSt to the station from whence they start, it should be sufficient that any subsequentt inspector examining these
sheep on the road, and finding some of the brands worn out or otherwise indistinguishable, to order them to be rebrsnded, and
failing compliance, then to summons the offender. Further, when no disease exists, a person purchasing sheep from another in
the same district should not be required to brand them with the letter T if they bear the station brnnd. Cases of great hardship have occasionally come under our ,sotiee from the operation of this clause, and we think there is no accessity to make this
Act oppressive.
There are many things in connection with live stock where inspectors might be more useful as for instance, in the
application of remedies for the euro of different diseases to which sheep and cattle are liable. Worms and foot-rot in sheep
pear to be spreading rapidly throughout the country, and if a cure could be found for tlscso diseases, it would be a been to
persons whose flocks are so infected, as well as a gain to the country at large. The same remarks apply to diseases in
cattle.
Finally, we think the department might be made an increasingly useful one might be effective without being opprcst
site, and that the inspectors, along with other duties, might add that of collecting valuable information from observation, in
connection with different diseases affecting those valuable animals, horses, cattle, and sheep.
I have, &e.,
J. PENZER,
Chairman of the Board.

N

FORBES.
H. Clements, Esq., to W. W. Stephen, Esq,
Rugourn, Forbes,
September 6, 1875.
IM
In answer to your circular letter of thG 18th August last, I beg to state that I have ascertained the opinion of our
Board as to the desirableness of retaining the inspector of sheep for the district of Forbes. All the directors are of opinion
that he should be retained, for the third reason that is given under the Brands and Cattle-stealing Prevention Acts, inasmuch
as the inspector has facilities which the police cannot possibly have.
The majority of the Board are willing, as far as they are personally concerned, to pay double assessment if another
inspector was appointed, as the three districts, viz., Forbes, Molong, and Condobolin Districts, are altoget;hcs' too large to be
efficiently inspected by one person. We think that other reaso,,s advauced by the Minister for Lands substantial reasons for
retaining a sheep inspector.
With regard to your remarks as to the members of Boards who were in favour of dispensing with the sheep inspectors,
ours was one, but as the inspector has been given (as you say) other duties, the Board are now of a different opinion than that
they gave in 1872.
I have, &c.,
HANBURY CLEMENTS,
Chairman of .the Board of Sheep Directors, Forbes.

GOULBURL
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QOULBUJ1N.
F. R. L. RoaM, Esq., to W. W. Stephen, Esq.
Goulburn,
21 September, 1875.
Sir,
A meeting of the Sheep Directors was held at Goulburn on Tuesday the 21st September, 1875, when the circular
letter of the Under Secretary, Department of Lands, was considered, and the Board were of opinion that it would be unadvis
able to discontinue the services of the inspector of stock.
I have, .&e.,
F. B. L. BOSSI,
Chairman.
F. If. Charteris, Esq., to The Chief Inspector of Stock.
Goulburn,
21 September, 1875.
Sir,
I have the honor to inform you that at a moetins of the Board of Sheep Directors, held at Goulburn, on Tuesday,
21st September, 1875, for to take into eonsidcnitien the circular letter of the Under Secretary for Lands, that it were the
opinion of the Board it would be sinadvisable to dispehsc with the services of the inspector of stock for the district.
I have, &o.,
FRED1C. M. CHAItTERTS,
Inspector of Stock, Goulburn.
GUNDAGAL
A. Eankin, Esq., to Chief Inspector of Stock, Sydney.
Bombowlee Station,
Tumut, 16 November, 1875.
Dear Sir,
In reply to your communication of 12th instant, I beg to state that I ripprovo of the retention of the services of
the inland inspectors of stock.
Yours obediently,
ANGUS RAJiICIN.
.L Osborne, Esq., to Chief Inspector of Stock, Sydney.
Bonbarlo, Gusidagni,
November 16, 1875.
Sir,
In reply to your circular, dated November 12, 18753 I beg to state that I am directly in favour of retaining the
services of the sheep inspector for this district, and would think it most unwise to have such services dispencd with.
Tim items contained in copy of memorandum submitted by the Chief Inspector of Stock to the Minister for Lands I
perfectly agree with in all except that portion relating to sheep affected with worms or fluke, and from my experience I believe
that sheep so nflhetod would be cured by removal to a healthy district, and that no danger exists of infecting other hocks.
I am in favour of inoculation of cattle affected with pleuro-pneumonia, and even these not affected, as a preventative.
I have, &c.,
JAMES OSBORNE.
HAY.
F. Chambers, Esq., to The Under Secretary for Lands.
Pevensey, Hay,
October 6, 1875.
Sir,
In pursuance of the request coistainod in your favour of the 18th ultisno, I called a meeting of our Board of Sheep
Directors for this (lay.
Only one director besides myself was able to attend, in consequence of all being busy with their shieaniig operations,
the remainder writing to say they were unable to attend, but expressing their views as to the desirability of retaining or
dispensing with the services of the inspector of the district, And oil agree in considering that it would be most undesirable
and unwise to do away with any of the inland inspectors, and quite concur with the Chief Inspector in the reasons given by
him for retaining their services (which reasons accompany your circular of the above date), especially noting his th,rd reason.
And we all go even further than the Chief Inspector, and consider that it would even be advisable to appoint more inspectors
throughout the Colony the 'stock-ewners feeling that these inspectors are their only protection against the introduction of
disease and the abuse of droring roads and reserres.
We am of opinion that shom,ld the inland inspectors be done away with, and disease by any chance break out, great
Injury and in many eases nun might be caused to the stock-owners before new inspectors could be appointed.
We can testify to the fact that the services of our district inspector am being constantly called into requisition—more
especially with regard to the carrying out of the Branding Act.
I may also mention that 'I have received letters from several of the sheep-owners of this district expressing their views
on this matter, which am in substance exactly the same as those expressed above.
I have, Sc.,
F. CHAMBERS,
Chairman of the Board of Sheep Directors, Hay.
MERRIWA.
F. White, Esq., to The Under Secretary for Lands.
Sir,

Rarben Vale,
Blnndford, 20 October, 1875.

In reference to your circular letter of the 11th August., 1875, 1 have had the enclosed documents (being the
opinions of the several Sheep Directors for the district of bfcrriwa, whose signature, are attached) forwarded to me this day,
with a request that I would add my own opinion and forward the whole to you, which I now beg herewith to do.
A meeting of the Directors has not been called to consider this matter, for the reason, I believe, that no Chairman has
yet been appointed,
I am, &c.,
FREDX. WHITE,
Harben
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Ifarben Vale,
Blandford, 28 October, 1875.
I AM of opinion that the inland inspectors of Sheep might be retained with great advantage, if competent men could be
obtained to fill the ofilee. To effect this object, the district, I think, might be enlarged and higher salaries paid, to which limo
owners of cattle and horses ought to contribute.
A more efficient systion of control and supervision ,I think ought to be established, as the inspectors under the present
system are practically under little or none; and, in ninny roses I heir d ities are rely negligently, if at all, performed. Many of
them also, I believe, are totally unacquainted with the disease, scab, to gtmard against which is the first object of their
appoint inent.
With regard to the inspector of this district, I am of opinion that unless more eflicieney can be obtoined, that his
services ought to be dispensed with.
FREDJC. WHITE,
Sheep Director.
Collaroy,
Merriwa, 12 October, 1875.
I AM entirely adverse to the abolition of inland Sheep inspectors, for the reason Ihat, I am at a loss to see who is to do their
work.
It has been suggested that the police should take their place, but I consider that they have already more than they can
efficiently look after.
The district where the writer resides gives ample proof of the necessity of an active inspector. We have one of course,
but lie is practically s,,eless, never going his ronads or visiting the flocks of the different owners roil rid about ; and the iiicon
venienec arising froni the want of an officer, to whom we can go for information, or, if necessary make complaints, is severely
felt.
I consider also that every individual Sheep inspector is an additional safeguard against disease, and that their abolition
would greatly facilitate the spread of scab, should it ever make its appearance amongst its again.
CHAS. F. CUTE.
Sheep Director.
T'ierriwa, 26 September, 1875.
I CONSIFER inland inspectors a useless expense. If disease should by any chance pass tire coast or border inspectors; directors,
being interested, are more likely to detect it than paid inspectors.
believe a heavy penalty inflicted on parties having diseased Sheep in their possesston and not reporbng the same to
nearest director, would be ithotter safeguard than inspectors.
The police are more likely and better able to see the provisions of the Sheep Act, in reference to branding and travelling
stock, carried out than any one else.
J. COOPER,
Sheep Director.
Brindicy Park,
Merriwo, 1 October, 1875.
I AM of opinion that the inland inspectors may now be dispensed with, and in their place an additional number of border
inspectors sI mild ho appointed.
As regards the Sheep Act, if Sheep iafeeted with scab were by any chance allowed to pass tlie.coast or border inspectors
the inland inspectors would riot be likely to detect the infection, as, from what the writer can learn, the inspectorsave most, lax
in i-li 'i r visits of inspect ion on ns.gst. (lie flocks in their respective di striets, and especially in this district, no attention is paid
by the inspector to the proper carrying out of the branding of sheep.
Under the linpomniding Act 1 consider that die police would be more effective as inspectors of pounds, there being
usnalt v two or t.ln'ee st1itionorl at every town or village where a pound is established.
ThS. B. BETTINUTON,
Sheep Director.
F. Brown Esq., to The Chief Inspector of Stock, Sydney.
St. Aubins, Scone,
15 November, 1875.
Sir,
Your circular, of the 121h instant, accompanied by memo. on inland inspectors, but not the copy of the
Copy atrhncoiar
saint to Mn.
circular addressed to the Chairman of this Board of Directors for this district, and which I should like to have seen, duly
Brown 17 X,,r.,
reached me.
.
.
I sri.

In reply to your request for my ,ndiv,dnal opinion with regard to the questions submitted, I am in favour of the reten.
lion oft lie inland inspectors; their d nI,ies should be increased as well as tlr,'in salary. The suponvision of pounds and looking
after the public reserves snight advantageously be given them ; at the Sallie time they should have the power to impound from
these reserves, or their nppoint;mnent. would be useless. The compliance with thus, provisions of the Brands Act should also be
more strictly looked after, and penal ties e,mforccd where the law has been clearly evaded, &e.
Sonic legislation with regard to fluke and worms in Sheep, pleuro'pneumonia in cattle, &c., seems probab]c,—is an additionnl reason for retaining their services.
I have, &e.,
FREDERICK BROWN,
Sheep Director for the District of Merriwa.

MOLONa.
P. J. Smith, Esq., to The tndcr Secretary for Lands, Sydney.
Derowie, Toogong,
27 September, 1875.
Sir,
- With reference to your circular of the 18111 August, 1875, addressed to the "Board of Sheep Directors, Moloag,"
I have the honor to imiforir, you that at a mocti,rg held at N olong on the 22nd inst. it was unanimously held1st. That it is not advisable to dispense with tire services of the inland inspectors at present;.
2nd. That a ,neastmre should be passed by the Legislature to snake cattle, owners contribute to the cost of the departS
meat, the whole of which is now borne by the sheep-owners, although the former receive equal benefit from the labours of the
inspectors with regard to brands, &c.
I have, &c.,
F. SAGa SMITH,
Chairman of Molong Board.
MI7JDaEE.
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MUDGEE.
J. Atkinson, Esq., to Chief Inspector of Stock.
Mudgee, 15 November, 1875.

Sir,

In reply to your loll or of the 12(1, instant, request log 'lie, as one of the sheep directors of this district, to give my
,ndsvidtnsl opinion as to the retention of inland inspectors of stock, I beg to shy that I lull decidedly of opinion that their
services should be retained, but that the sheep contribut ion might be reduced, consideriig the work performed by the
inspectors is in no win- relating to sheep.
I have, &c.,
JAMES ATKINSON.

(Circular.) 75-2,203. S.D.
Sir,

Chief Inspector of Stock to S. A. Blackman, Esq
Department of Lands,
Sydney, 12 November, 1875.

As no answer has been received in reply to the circular of ivh,icli the accompanying is a copy, addressed to the
Chairman of your Board,nith respect to the retention and employment of the inland inspectors of stock, and as it is likely
that you will now be too much engaged with your shonring to attend any meeting of the Board which ought be ealled,—I "In
directed by the Minister for Lands to request that you will favour him with your individual opinion in regard to these questions.
I have, &e.,
ALEX. BRUCE,
Chief Inspector of Stock.
I AM in favonr of the present sheep inspectors being retained, and that they be given the supervision of the pounds, which
are gradually becoming it nuisance instead of a convenience under the present system.
S.A.D.
Marginal Notes by B. W. Ccx, Esq.
Memo.

INLAND INSFEOTOIiC,

Tnii reasons for retaining these officers are the foUowing
Sheep Act.
I. There is a certain alnonut of risk that, althongh there are border and coast inspectors, sheep infected with scab
might be allowed to pass them unobserved, and thus spread theea
disse throughout the Colony without its being detected, if inland ifl1'OC
the inland inspectors were all removed.
tors ,beuld be
retac
There is also still sonic risk of outbreaks of eat-arrh occurring.
There are many previsions in the Sheep Act relating to the branding and travelling of sheep which require to be
carried out, even where there is little or no risk of disease, and which would mit to be so if there were no inland inspectors.
Owners svitl never be at the trouble of looking after each other with regard to these matters ; and as a rule, they would much
rather pay inspectors to prosecute tuna do so themselves. The directors, again, would neither have the time nor the inclina
tion to see these provisions of the Sheep Act enforced.

Ikon,,e and ft eke.
Discussion has lately arisen as to whether sheep affected with these ailments should not be prevented from travelling
into districts in which they do not naturally exist, as there is no doubt that slice!) infested with, these parasites carry the cannot be celis
infection to sheep which would not otherwise be affected; and it is very probable that some action will crc long require to be muaIelLtsd.
taken to prevent this.
ce/tie thsea,cr preretmtsoe.
It is innversallv admitted that something ought to be done with respect to pleiro-pueimouia—that, at any rate, cattle
actually afibeted with that disease should not be allowed to travel, and thus sow tl,e infection broadcast as tlsey go. Indeed rav,,r or In
sesne go so fin- as to propose the compulsory inoeulat ion of all Iserds infected with plesiro ; and there are certainly very strong inoculation.
it. ,
grounds for advocating flint course, as the returns lately received nt this branch show that,, taki, sg the owners in all the
d ihl'ercnt dist;riets in the Colony wlso have inoculated, there are ei,qh teen "for" to one "against'' inoculation.
If aisy measure were pisssed for dealing with, this disease, eattleowners would require to contribute to the payment of
tIse inspectors' snh,ries and, if they did, 5s. per 1,000, or one-fourth of a farthing per sheep, would then be sufficient as eonribution under the Sheep Act.
Brands and Uattte-stealisey Preren/io,, Acts.
Under the Brands Act the inspectors assist owners in registering their brands.
They see the provisions of the Act in regard to branding, droving, &e-, carried out. If they are not, the Brands Act
would very soon become a dead letter, and the tronble and expense of registering in a great measure lost.
They aid the police in the detection of sheep and cattle stealers. This is especially the ease in regard to sheepstealing, which with the I oniing out of sheep is becoming rife in- many parts of the Colony, as they examine the stock in the
course of their duty as inspectors, and can I ake notice of any snspieiosis brands and marks with which they may meet.
Jamponisdog Act.
It has been proposed that inspectors of stock should be inspectors of pounds, and a Dill giving them the supervision
of pounds and pouadkeepers has been in type for the last four or live years.
A pound now, instead of being a convenience to a district, is often only a nuisance, and this arises almost entirely from
the want of supervision; pousidheepers in many instances doing to a great extent as they like.
Dreamy soar/s and reserves.
Inspectors have recently been called upon to report upon these roads and reserves, and these officers are in the best
possible positiou to do this duty, and to protect the intetests of the public so far as travelling stock are concerned.
When the qnestioss was put to the different Boards of Directors iii 1872, as to whether the services of the inland
inspectors could be dispensed with,12 answered in the negative,
4 answered in the affirmative,
and 2 sent no reply.
18
Mthougls there was a considerable majority in favour of retaining the inspectors, it is probable that it would linve been
still larger if the Boards had been aware of the proposal to give the inspectors other work to do and reduce the sheep
contributions.
The Usider Secretory for Lands.
AD., 22 ApI. 175.
N.

rold be
R. W. C.
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N. F. Bayly, Esq., to The Secretary for Lands.
Havilah, near Mudgee, 15 November, 1875.

Sir,

I have the honor to acknowledge receipt of circular addressed to inc by Mr. Bruce, on 12th instant, and beg to
express my deenled opinion that it would be most unwise to abolish the ofliec of inspector of stock.
The Colony is at present free from that scourge known as scab in sheep but should any attempt be made to relax the
law, as at present so vigilantly and ofliciontly carried out by sheep inspectors, there is 110 manner of doubt it would soon
find its way into the Colony again. And there are many othsr reasons besides those in well and truly explained by Mr. Bruce
in his circular of August last wby it is absolutely necessary to rctaiu sheep inspectors.
My opinion is that any opposition will entirely arise through the narrow.nundcd views ofsheep contributions, and want of
that consideration which the importance of the matter demands.
I have, &c.,
N. P. BAYLY.
NARRANDERA.
J. Holloway, Esq., to The Minister for Lands.
Estella, Wagga Wogga, 4 December, 1875.
Sir,

In answer to a circular from the Chief Inspector of Stock with respect to the retention and employment of iuland
inspectors, and requestang me to forward you my views on these questions, I have the honor to state that, from observations in
my mi ,ncdiate neighbourhood, I am led to the conclusion that, in the absence of the infectious disease known as scab, the reten—
tion ond employment of inspectors is of little if any use, as in most instances I believe the situation is that of ssnecure only,
and my opi n ion is that the sooner inland inspectors are dispensed with the better.
I have, &e.,
JOHN ROLLO WAY.
F. Jenkins, Esq., to The Minister for Lands.

Buckingbong, 15 December, 1875.

- Dear Sir,
I regret very nuichi that. I have not been able to afford you the information rcouired relative to inland inspectors of
stock, ke. This is on account of the extra pressure of business at tins time of year. I beg to do so now.
And have the honor to be, &o.,
FRANK JENKINS.
P. Jenkins, Esq., to The Secretary for Lands.

Backingbong, 15 December, 1875.

Dear Sir,
I have the honor to inform you that I am in favour of the retention of inland inspectors of stock, and ogrec
generally with the reasons for retaining these officers. My individual opinion is that no diseased sheep or cattle should be
allowed to travel at. large ; that the inspectors should be inspectors of " pounds," '' droving roads," and "reserves"; and that
the services of these officers are "generally" required.
I have, Sec.,
FRANK JENKINS,
NARRABRI.
A. J. Doyle to The Under Secretary for Lands
Sir,
For the information of the Honorable the Minister for Lands I have to state that, in compliance with his request.,
a nieeting of the Narrabri Board of Sheep Directors was held at Narrabri on the 19th instant, at which all the members of the
Board attended.
Copies of the resolutions passed at said meeting are herewith enclosed.
I have, Sec.,
ALFRED .3 DOYLE,
Chairman.

A. J. Doyle, Esq., to The Chief Inspector of Stock, Syduey.

Killarney, Narrabn,
12 July, 1875.

Sir,
I have the honor to inform you that your communication of the 26th April last, reqnesting the opinion of the
Nftrrabri Board of Sheep Directors, as to the most desirable place for Lite inspector to reside, was duly considered by an
adjou rued meeting of the Board holden at Nnrrabri on the 9th inst.., and it was nnanimensiy considered that Narrabri, as the
key to the district, was the most suitable place. According to stntistaes placed before the Board it appears that, in the years
1572, 1873, 1874, there were 651,044 sheep and cattle inspected at Narrebri, while only a comparatively small s,umber were
inspected at Pillaga and Walgctt doubtless many ,, are sheep niust have passed through Wnlgett tl,an wore seen by the
nispector and therefore not given in the returns ; yet there cannot., in tl,c opinion of the directors, be the least doubt as to Nnrisbn being the most advantageous spot for the inspector to reside at. Regretting that, in censequelice of my long absence
from the district, the subject matter of this communication was not attended to at an earlier dato,—
tam, Sec.,
ALFRED J. DOYLE,
Chairman N.B.S. Directors.
RasoarrioNs passed at a meeting of Narrabri Board Sheep Directors, held at Narrabri on 19th October, 1875, in compliance
with request contained in communication from tnder Secretary, Lands, dated 18th August, 1875.
Proposed by James Mosely, Esq., seconded by William Pine, Esq.
That the Narrabri Board decidedly consider that the iiitand inspectors should be retained, and that in addition to
their duties as sheep inspectors, they should be inspectors under the ' Brands and Catt]e.stealing Prevention Acts,'
Impounding Act,' and any other Acts that may be passed for the protection of stock-holders, or suppression of diseases in
stoek." Carried unanimously.
- Proposed by W. Pine, Esq. seconded by D. M. Fraser, Esq
i'hnt, in the event of the foregoing duties being imposed upon sheep inspectors this Board suggest that fair salaries be
paid the inspectors, so as to enable them to do their duty fairly in all seasons, and that no portion of any fines be received by
them." Carried nnannnously.
ALFRED .3 DOYLE,
Chairman
PILLIGA.
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PILLIGA.
W. Evans, Esq., to The Chief Inspector of Stock,
Bungle Gully,
November 23, 1875.

Sir,

I am of opinion that the inland inspectors of stock should continue to be employed.
I remain, &c.,
WILLIAM EVANS.
W. J. Cousens, Esq., to The Chief Inspector of Stock.
Urawilkey, November 24, 1875.
Sir,
I have the honor to be in receipt of your communication and circular, dated 12th November instant, and have the
honor to state that I am individually of opinion, concerning the first three clauses, that inland inspectors are necessary, and
whore their duty is carried out with integrity, that sheep-owners benefit to a great oxtent not only by means taken to prevent
the spread of diseases, but also the supervision of travelling stock,
I am not prepared to give my opinion as to compulsory inoculation for pleuro, but I am myself in favour of inoculation for plcuro.
With reference to making inspectors of stock inspectors of pouads, I think it would be desirable, as at present they
have very little supervision.
At the late meeting summoned by the Chairman of the Board of Sheep Directors, Pilliga, I did not get notice in time,
or would have attended.
I have, &e.,
WALTER J. COUSENS.
B. B. Campbell Esq., to The Minister for Lands.
Bulgarrie, December 7, 1875.
Sir,
In reply to a circular from the Chief Inspector of Stock, I beg to say I am of opinion that it is necessary to
retain the inland inspectors, on condition that they fulfil all the Chief Inspector's reasons for retaining them.
I have, &o.,
B. B. CAMPBELL.
if. Day, Esq., to The Minister for Lands.
Coghill Station,
December 5, 1875.

Sir,

I am in receipt of a circular from the Chief Inspector of Stock, and am quiteof opinion of his reasons for rctain
ing the inland sheep inspectS.
I have, Lie.,
HENRY DAY.
P. G. Dangar, Esq., to The Minister for Lands.

.3

Pilliga, 6 Oct., 1875.

Sir,

I do myself the honor to inform you that a duly convened meeting of the Board of Sheep Directors for Pilliga
District was called by me by advertisement and circular to take place here this day, to consider your circular of the 18th of
August last, but which could not be proceeded with in consequence of a quorum not being present.
I have, Lie.,
PROS. G DAFGAB,
Chairman Pilliga Board Sheep Directors.
Perhaps in cases such Be this the opinions of the individual directors might be asked, as there is little chance, at this
season of the year, of a meeting being held.—A,B., 13/10/75.
The Under Secretary for Lands.
Approvod.—T.G., 14110/75.
T. G. Dangar, Esq., to The Chief Inspector of Stock.
Bullerawa, Wee Was,
4 November, 1875.
Sir,
In reply to your letter of the 19th ultimo, No. 75/2293 S.D., I do myself the honor to state that I am of opinion
that all inland sheep inspectors could well be dispensed with. They only harass and annoy stock-owners, and paid too much
for the paltry services they perform. I decidedly think the Coast and Border inspectors should be retained.
At any time scab made its appearance the Government have the power to appoint.
I have, Lie.,
TROS. G. DANGAR,
Sheep Inspector for Pilliga District
QUEArBEYAN.
A. Cunningham, Esq., to W. W. Stephen, Esq.
Lanyon, Queanbcyan,
12 October, 1875.
Sir,

I have the honor to acknowledge the receipt of your circular of 13th August, addressed to the "Chairman of the
Board of Sheep Directors, Quoanbeyan," and to state, for the iuformation of the Minister for Lands, that a special meeting was
held yesterday, for the purposo of considering the said circular, with its accompanying memo, by Mr. Bruce.
The Directors present were Anãrcw Cunningham, Thomas Rutledge, and William Davis.
The matter in question was fully discussed, and I am authorized to state that we are unanimously of opinion that the
services of a sheep inspector for this district am not required, nor have they been for a very long time, and that they may
therefore be dispensed with, without any detriment to the sheep-owners and stock-holders general]y.
I am also to add the directors feel confident that, in the event of any emorgency arising in connection with the "Sheep
Diseases Prevention Act," the powers conferred on them by the 13th clause of the said Act, coupled with their own individual
interest in such an important matter, would be quite sufficient to set them in motion.
This may be regarded as an answer to the Chief Inspector's reasons for retaining the services of inland inspectors
eneratly, but this Board desires to guard against it being supposed that it has any reference to border and coast sheep
inspectors.
I am further to state that, in the opinion of this Board, any legislation intended to prevent the spread of worms and
fluke in sheep would most likelyprove to be harassing and ineffective. The same would apply to compulsory inoculation of
cattle, as we regret to say it has done in the practical working of the Brands Act, which is very generally regarded as of very
doubtful utility.
I have, Lie,,
A. CUNNINGHAM,
Chairman of Board.

100—D
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G. Loder, Esq., to The Chief Inspector of Stock.
Abbey Green,
13 November, 1875.

Sir,

Yours of 12th instant was the first intimation I had that any opinion of the Sheep Directors was solicited. If
our Chairman received the notice, he did not disclose or summon the local directors to discuss the matter. After receiving
yours yesterday, he then told me he had received such a notice; but thought I was too busy to attend a meeting, and would
himself reply; to that I objected, and desired him to call a meeting for Tuesday next, after which you will receivo our
opinion.
I have, ke.,
0EO. LODEII.
G. Loder, Esq., to The Chief Inspector of Stock.
Abbey Green,
2 December, 1875.

Sir,

I have the honor to acknowledge receipt ofyour circular 75/2,293 SB., dated 12th November.
In reply, beg to inform you that our Chairman did not summons the directors as you requested, but had a corner interview with the sheep inspector's brother, Mr. John Afford, and informed me a few days ago, did what he considered necessary,
that was, advising that the whole of the insFeetors be continued in office through the Colony. That not being my idea, I
would suggest that only the coast and border inspectors be eontiuued. The whole of the Colonies being free of scab, I think
the district inspectors unnecessary.
I have, &c.,
GEO. L011ER.
SINGLETON.
Messrs. Brown and Alford to The Secretary for Lands
Singleton, 22 November, 1875.
Ron. Sir,
We are in reeeipt of a cireuiar from A. Bruce, Esq., Chief Inspector of Stock,, with respect to the retention and
employment of the inland inspectors of stock or dispensing with their services and the number of
to which
their duties apply. We beg to state that those officers are yet highly necessary and would recommend their retention.
We are, tic.,
JOHN BROWN.
S. ALFORD.
S. C. T. M'Donnett, Esq, to The Secretary for Lands.
New Freugh, Singleton,
80 November, 1875.

Sir,

Having considered the purport of your circular of 12th instant from Chief Inspector of Stock, requesting my individual opinion with regard to certain questions respecting the retention and emplovnient of the Inland Inspectors,
I have the honor to report that, until receiving your reasons for retaining these officers, my impression was it was a
useless expenditure of public money, and that these appointments were a perfect sinocure as far as being acquainted with what
has been done in this district but should the various duties as therein enumerated be carried out in their integrity, and the
additional one of inspecting the various pounds be carried out, I think the services of these inspectors would be worth their
retention.
With regard to the prevention of disease pleuro-pneumonis, I am far from being convinced as to the judicious and
expedient necessity of compulsory inoculation, having great doubts as to its efficacy.
I have, &e.,
J. 0. T. M'DONNETT.

TAMWORTII.
P. G. King, Esq., to The Under Secretary for Lands.
Tamworth, 8 October, 1875.

Sir,

In reply to your circular letter, dated 18th August, J have the honor to inform you, for the information of the
Minister for Lands, that at a duly advertised meeting of Sheep Directors for the district of Tnmworth, at which Mr. John Gill
and myself were present, the following replies to the memorandum referred to were agreed to, affirming in the first p]nee the
retention of the services of the inspector for the district, but expressing the opinion that to retain them it will be necessary to
collect only one-fourth of the sheep assessment, leaving a large margin for the general expenses of the Stock and Brands Branch
of your Department.
Replies to memo.
Sheep Act. (See above.)
Worms and fluke—Sheep affected with worms should not be allowed to travel into districts where they do not exist
whether naturally or by introduction. "Fluke" may travel.
Cattle disease prevemtion.—Conipulsory inoculation is not recommended, nor is legislation required.
Brands anti Cattle-stealing Prevention Acts,—(See above.) Brands ought to be placed on animals in the order proscribed by the Act.
fmpoundiscg Act—Inspectors of stock should be inspectors of pounds. No pound ought to exist where there is no
police station.
I have, tic.,
PHILIP G. KING,
Chairman of the Board of Sheep Directors at Tamworth.
URANA.
C. M. Lloyd, Esq., to The Secretary for Lands.
Yamma, Urans, 6 October, 1875.
Sir,
I have the honor to inform you that, at a meeting of Sheep Directors for the Urana District, held at Urana on the
5th instant, to take into consideration the circular from your department., dated 18th August, 1875, as to the opinion of the
Board as to the desirability of retaining or dispensing with the services of the inspector of the district, it was unanimously
resolved that, in the opinion of the Board, the inspector's services should be retained.
I have, tic.,
CHARLES M. LLOYD,
Chairmen of Sheep Directors, Urana.
YASS.
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YASS.
R. A. Barber, Esq., to The Under Secretary for Lands.
Yass, 18 September, 1875.
Sir,
At a meeting held by the Board of Sheep Directors, at Yase, on the 9th instant, in accordance with circular from
the Minister for Lands.—proposed by Mr. J. F. Gray, and seconded by Mr. J. M'Bean, that Mr. B. A. Barber be elected
Chairman for the meeting.
The Board of Sheep Directors unanimously agree on the subject of the indispensability of retaining the services of the
district inspector, and entirely acquiesce in the substance of the memorandum of the Chief Inspector attached to the Minister's
circular above referred to.
The district inspector reported to the meeting that all sheep throughout the district are in a more healthy and thriving
coadition than for years past.
I have, ke.,
B. A. BARBER.
WAGGA WAGGA.
T.. W. Hammond, Esq., to The Under Secretary for Lands.

Wagga Wagga,
16 September, 1875.

Sir,
With reference to your letter of the 18th August, requesting the opinion of the Board of Sheep Directors for the
District of Wagga Wagga as to the desirability of retaining or dispensing with the services of the inspector of stock for this
district, I beg to state that Messrs. Cox, King, and myself met, and were quite unanimous in believing that the inspector's
services should be retained. The reasons set forth in the Chief Inspector's memo. are so ample that we feel it unnecessary to
add to them.
I have, &e.,
TRO. W. HAMMOND,
Chairman.
WALGETT.
J. B. Doyle, Esq., to The Ministir for Lands.

Walgett, 16 December, 1875.

Sir,
I received a circular from the Chief Inspector of Stock, dated 12th November, requesting me to give my opinion, and
forward the same to you, as to the desirability of retaining the inland inspectors. I would not advise the dismissal of the
inland inspectors, but I would suggest that each of them should be called upon to send in quarterly reports, either to the
Chief Inspector or to the Board of Directors, stating the number of stock they had inspected; and also, the different parts of
their districts they had visited. As many thousands of stock cross and reeross the Barwon, new this township, which are not
seen by any inspector, I would also suggest that the police be instructed to look more strictly after drovers and their delivery
notes very many drovers take stock from all parts of this large district, and deliver the same at the sale.yards, Sydney, or
Maitlnnd, without ever being called on to show their delivery notes; in fact, so seldom are drovers called upon to show their
delivery notes, that some do not think it necessary to get a delivery note at all, and when this state of things becomes generally
known, I fear the old habit of years ago will be renewed by that of taking cattle whenever a chance oflers. In October last I
had a bullock taken from this run, some 850 miles, to Maitland Saleyards: the bullock was by chance seen in the yards by my
cousin, and claimed for me ; my agents then wrote and informed me of the fact. If the inspectors or police were more strict,
cases of thss kind could not occur. If they do not look more closely after travelling stock the Brands Act will soon become a dead
letter. I also think the pounds should be looked after more strictly; at present they assist horse-stealing, or the next thing to
it. I may have a valuable horse; the fellow who takes a fancy to my hone does not like to run the risk of stealing him, so he
has him smuggled away to some byway pound, and be is sold, and for a mere trifle. Cases of this kind are but too common.
I will state here another reason why poundkeepers should be under a strict supervision. Some years ago I paid £13 for a
horse, and be was knocked down to a neighbour for £15, at Walgett pound sale. A year or so after the pound books were left
with me, and I saw the above-mentioned hone set down in the pound book as having been sold for £5; thus the poundkeeper
had the benefit; of something like £10. I pointed this matter out to the P.M. then acting, but Be the poundkeeper had left
with one or more warrants out against him no steps were taken with regard to the false entr7 in the pound book.
I. have, &c.,
S. B. DOYLE,
Sheep Director, Walgett.
G. A. Murray, Esq., to The Chief Inspector of Stock.
Milrca, 8 December, 1875.
Sir,
In answer to your favour of 12th ultimo, with respect to the retention and employment of the inland inspectors
of stock, my opinion is that, for the reasons you give in your circular, as well as for other causes, it would be of advantage to
the several thstricts, as well as the country at large, to retain the services of those gentlemen.
I have, Lie.,
G. A. MURRAY,
Sheep Director, Walgett.
WENTWORTH.
Mr. A. M'Clvmonts, to The Chief Inspector of Stock.

Wentworth,
30 October, 1875.

Sir,
I have been requested by the Board of Sheep Directors to forward you the prefixed copy of minutes of a meeting
bold here on the 27th instant.
I have, Lie.,
A. M'CLYMONTS,
Inspector of Sheep.
Mrrwrns of meeting of Sheep Directors, held this day, the 27th of October, 1875, at Wentworth.
Present —Win. Crozier, Esq, P. H. Ludmorc, Esq., Thomas 0; Brooke, Esq., Chairman.
The Chairman stated—" Having seen from the Press, the Under Secretary for Lands has written to some of the Boards
of Sheep Directors, asking for an opinion on the advisability of retaining or dispensing with the services of the local inspectors,—No communication of the kind has been received by this Board, yet the matter is of such importance I have called
you gentlemen together to discuss the question, and place the views of this Board before the Chief Inspector of Stock in
Sydney."
After
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After some discussion, the following Resolutions were unanimously agreed to
1st. This meeting is clearly of opinion that, as the local inspectors are the sheep-owners' only Protection against the
introduction of diseased sheep, it would be most unwise and unjust to the Colony in general to dispense with
their services especially so as attempts have so recently been made in some quarters to legalize the introduction
of Victorian sheep into this Colony.
2nd. This meeting is also of opinion, to carry the proposed now Brands Act out effectually, an additional i nspector
will be required in this district, as stock are constantly going to and from Victoria and South Australia, by routos
lying 20 to 70 miles apart, in opposite directions, thus rendering it quite impossible for one inspector to see all
the stock passing through the district.
3rd. This meeting also desires to place again on record its opinion that legislation is urgently required to prevent
sheep affected by fluke or foot-rot from travelling through clean districts ; and that all persons in charge of
travelling stock, not with sheep alone but every kind of stock, ought to be by law compelled to givo the usual
tweaty-four hours notice before entering on any run.
11108. C. BROOKE,
Chairman.
YOUNG.
J. Pring, Esq., to The Under Secretary for Lands.
Crowther, Marengo,
16 September, 187.

Sir,

Referring to your circular of 18th ultimo, in which the Sheep Directors for the Sheep District of Young are
requested to send you their opinion as to the desirability of retaining or dispensing with the services of the inspector for this
district, I be to inform you that I called a meeting of the Board, to be held at the Court Rouse, Young, on the 15th instant.
No other member of the Board but myself attended; I have, however, received letters from two of the Directors,
viz. :—Mr, G. Campbell, of Cowra, and Mr. W. D. Campbell, of Burrowa, in which they both express their opinion that the
services of the inspector for this district should be retained, an opinion which I fully endorse.
I have, &e.,
JOHN flING-,
Sheep Director.
A4.
ItnsoNs for retaining the services of the Inlaad Inspectors of Stock, and suggestions for their employment in now duties.
L—TKE PBEVENTION OF DIsE&SES IN Srocx.
1. Scab and catarrh (Sheep Act of 1866.)
If the inland inspectors were removed there is a risk, althoughperhaps only a shght one, that notwithstanding there
are border and coast inspectors, sheep infected with senb might be allowed to pass into the interior unobserved, and thus spread
the disease throughout the Colony, without its being detected, as it would now be, by the inland inspectors.
There is still some risk of outbreaks of catarrh occurring.
There are many provisions of the Sheep Act-,!sueh as those in sections 40, 42, 48, 58, 67, 68, 69, 70, 72, 74, 751 76,79,
and 80,—relating to travelling sheep, coast district sheep, droving, branding, registration of sheep and runs, and the payment
of contribution, which would be very imperfectly carried out, and in many cases entirely neglected in the inland districts, if
the inspectors there were dispensed with. Owners will not enforce these provisions, and as a rule would much rather pay the
small contribution now levied (half a farthing per sheep), and let the inspector enforce the Act than do so themselves ; for
although they did not object, which they in almost every ease do, to proseoute their follow-owners for breaches of the Act, it
would, even as a mere matter of £ s. d., be better for them to pay the inspector than lose their own time over these eases.
Although, therefore, there is now no scab in the Colony, and the inspectors in the inland districts have very little to do in pre.
venting its introduction there, the owners in these districts claim that they are entitled, as they pay their share of the contribution, to the services of an inspector to see th e provisions of the Act to which reference has been made carried out and thus
save them the loss of time and annoyance of enforcing them themselves; for although originally passed for the prevention of
disease, and still useful for that purpose, they have been found to be very necessary for the protection of property, and of great
service to owners in the working of their stations and the travelling of stock.
There are certainly owners in the inland districts who would allow these provisions of the Sheep Act to fall into
disuse rather than contribute to the expense of retaining the services of the inspectors in these districts; but it is believed that
those who hold these views are in the minority ; and if, as it is here proposed, there were other duties assigned these officers,
and a considerable proportion of their salaries made up from other sources than the Sheep Fund, there would be very few, if
any, owners in the inland districts who would ask for the removal of their inspectors.
Supposing again that, with the exception of those in the Ray and Wagga Wagga districts (which are too near the
Victorian border, and We much exposed to infection for their inspectors to be dispensed with), the inland inspectors were
removed, the saving on the whole estimate would only be about *th of a farthing per sheep or about 2s. Gd. per 1,000,—not
enough to admit of any material reduction on the present rate of contribution.
2. Worms, Fluke, and Foot-rot.
It is now generally admitted that these ailments are in many parts of the Colony, to a certain extent at least, infectious
or contagious, and the owners in those districts whero these ailments have been introduced by sheep from other localities are
beginning to ask for some law which will prevent sheep affected with these ailments from travelling into districts in which
the sheep are naturally free from them, and would remain so if these diseased sheep did not infect their runs.
The evil here pointed at is a very serious and growing one, and some action ought, as soon as possible, to be taken to
remedy it. One remedy which has been proposed appears feasible, so far as it goes. It is that the contribution now paid on
sheep should be raised, to a large extent, by a travelling rate per mile on all travelling sheep per 1,000, according to the distance
they pass through Crown Lands. Such a rate would bear comparatively lightlyon all owners whose sheep were travelled legitimately to market; while it would fall so very heavily on those travelled for grass and water, or leaving their own unhealthy
runs in order to pass the dangerous season of the year in districts free from those ailments, that they could not afford to travel,
and would give it up. If any law of this nature, or any other measure with the same object in view were passed, the inland
inspectors would require to be retained to see it carried out.

Fteuro-pneumonicr.
It is now almost universally admitted that something ought to be done to stay the spread ofpleuro-pneumonia, and that
at any rate cattle actually affected with this disease should not be allowed to travel as they now do, sowing the seeds of the
disease broadcast as they go. Some again, go so far as to propose the compulsory inoculation of all cattle infected with pleuro;
and there are certainly very strong grounds for advocating that course,—as the returns lately received show that, taking all
those owners in the several districts who have practised inoculatioo,—there are eighteen in favour of that treatment, to one
against it.
If any measure were passed for dealing with this disease, cattle-owners would require to contribute to the payment of
the inspector's salary; and in that use Ss. per 1,000, or a fourth of a farthing per sheep, would then be sufficient from sheepowners.
II.—B,wci,a AND CATrLz-$TEALINa PREvsNrlos AcTs.
TIlE following are some of the duties of the inland inspectors under these measures, namely,They assist owners in registering their brands.
2. They see that the provisions of these Acts in regard to branding, droving, notice of impounding, &c., are carried out.
If they did not, these measures would be entirely neglected, and all the trouble and expense of registering would, to a large
extent, be lost.
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3. They aid in the detection and conviction of duffers and cattle-stealers. This is especially the case with regard to
sheep-stealing, which is every year becoming more rife, with the turning out of sheep, as inspectors have the opportunity,
while cxaminiug stock, in carrying out their other duties, of observing anything suspicious about their brands or marks, and
communicating with the police or the rightful owner of the stock.
The Brands Act confers great benefit on stock-owners in the foUowing among other ways—
(1-) In the recovery of stray stock.
In the settling of questions of ownership.
In Riding to putdown dufliug and stock-stealing.
In making a brand all but prima/erie evidence of ownership.
In preventing the brands of superior breeds of stock from being pirated
and if the iniand inspectors were removed, these benefits would be lost to a great extent, as the provisions of the Brands Act
would seldom or never be enforced.
111.—Irspacrons or PouDs.
It has been proposed that the inspectors of stock should be made inspectors of pounds, and a Bill assigning them that
duty has now been in type for the last five or six years, and on two or three occasions been read a first time in Parhasuent.
A pound, as pounds are now generally conducted, is not uufrequently anything but a convenience. This arises entirely or
almost entirely from the went of pruper supervision. As things now are, poundkeepers at a dist,mce—as the majority is from
the place of Petty Sessions—can do very much as they like, and often do what is quite illegal with little or no risk of detection.
For instance, they can among other things starve the pound stock, purchase at their own sales, sell to any one they like, and if
they were so inclined, even embezale the proceeds of the pound sales.
Under the supervision of the inspector for the district, who would frequently visit the pounds, see how the stock were
treated, and examine the books, these derchctions could scarcely occur.
IV.—Supniwisiorc OT TRAVELLING Sxocx.
Inectors have recently been called upon to report—
W.) As to whether travelling stock are getting the grass and water to which they are entitled while passing through
or along Crown Lands.
Whether any of the droving roads or the access to any of the reserves were obstructed.
Whether any fresh reserves or droving roads were necessary.
And it was conternplsstod to put the reserves set apart for travelling stock into their charge and give them the power of
impounding the stock trespassing on these reserves from adjoining lands, or suing their owners for the trespass.
The inspector moving about as he constantly is in his district, is in a msseh better position than any one else to super.
vise the passage of travelling stock through it, and to see that while they obtain the grass and water to which they are entitled
they do not trespass nor "loaf" upon the owner of the run.
V.—Cnowr LAND RANOP.Ite OR Bamurrs.
Inspectors have also in some eases been doing duty as these officers, and enforcing the existing regulations with respect
to the illegal occupation of Crown Lands, the cuttin of timber, and the removal of stone and other material from these lands
and all these duties they could very well attend to, without neglecting those they were more especially appointed to carry out.
VI.—Coanormoii OP STATISTICS.
This is another duty inspectors could discharge in the country districts, and more efficiently than any other class of
collectors that could be appointed, without neglecting their regular work. In fact, the collootion of statistics would lead them
over the very groand, and to a large extent obtain the very same information as they now collect as inspectors of stock. As it
now is the statistics are very far from reliable. Several propositions have been made for appointing properly qualified paid
collectors; and there is no doubt but that the inspectors could do this work at a far less rate of remuneration than any one
else, besides being thoroughly responsible for the manner in which it is done.
In conolusion, supposing that it might not be necessary, now that the Colony is free from scab, to koep up a full staff of
inspectors for the mere purpose of carrying out the provisions of the Sheep Act, to which reference has been made, or any
single act or duty which has been mentioned,—still it may be highly expedient to employ such a staff at the joint expense of
several Acts which require special officers to enforce their provisions, and to pay the inspector aproportionate'share of salary
in each case from the proper fund for the several duties assigned to him. In this way the charge would be comparatively light
on all the funds, even on that of the Sheep Act, while a full staff of officers would be maintained, and the work properly
carried out.

[To Evidence of Alexander Bruce, Req., 2 February, 1876.1

A5.
Jtnunp showing the number of Sheep in the several districts under the supervision of Inland Inspectors.
Sheep District,.

NO. j

I.
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
31
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27

Se. of Sheep.

Remarks.

Armidale ......................653,930
Bathurst ......................275975
See Hay
Booligal ........................
Part of Bourhe Sheep District.
Breewarina ...................178,707
Included in Dubbo Sheep District.
Cannonbar ...................206,566
Carcoar .........................554,937
Condobolin .....................
See Forbes.
.
Coonabarabran .............813,116
Dubbo ......................... ,055,618
Forbes ..........................765,963
Goulburn .......................342,368
Gundagai .......................350,450
flay ............................ 1,278,753
Merriwa .........................405,638
Part of Forbes Sheep District.
Molong ...........................248,347
155,718
Mudgee .....................
Narrandera .......................... See SYagga Wagga.
Narrabri .........................352,164
Pilliga ..........................126,995
Queanbeyan ....................225,600
122,370
Singleton ........ ..............
Tamworth ... .................. 1,308,622
501,629
TYrant .......... .. ..............
Wagga Wagga ............ .... 2,586,600
208,241
Walgett .........................
Yass ............................ 213,750
494,474
Young .........................
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APPENDIX.

AG.
ADDInonL Replies received from Sheep Directors respecting the question of the Retention of Inland In,nont.ors.
District

Retention.

Director's Name.

Remarks.
For.

Booli i
I,
000nabarabyan ..........
Walgett. ..................
Singleton ................

Against.

Geo. C. Loughnan ...................For ......................

it. A. Molesworth ...................For ......................

David Watt ............................For ......................
B. M. Rose .. ..........................For ......................
W. G. M'AJpfr .................................. ............. .Declines giving ieply. Not eligible
to hold office as Director.

.urnuuu, urn ,January, 1876.

BOO LIGAL.
G. C. Loughnan, Esq., to The Chief Inspector of Stock.
Melbourne, 6 January, 1870.

Sir,

Having been absent from the Lachlan, in consequence of winding up my late father's affairs, I only got your
circular the other day in reference to the question of retaining the services of the Sheep Inspectors. In reply, Igive my
opinion decidedly in favour of retaining them, for all the reasons enumerated on the back of circular, and I think it would b e
very well indeed if they had some control over the poundkeepers.
I have, Sic.,
GEO. C. LOUGUNAN,
of Booligal.
R. A. Molesavoath, Esq., to The Chief Inspector of Stock.
Cowl Cowl, Laclilan River,
28 December, 1875.

Sir,

In answer to yours of the 12th November, I beg to inform you that I am in favour of retaining the inland inspectors
of stock, as they are of great use in preventing cattle and sheep stealing, and could be made of great service in reporting on
roads, and bygetting the supervision of pounds they could stop many abuses. They could also stop cattle travelling with
pleuro if thought advisable ; and I think all cattle-owners in this district think cattle actually affected should not be allowed to
travel.
1 have, Sic.,
R. A. MOLESWOItTH.
COONABAnBIIAN.
David Watt, Esq., to The Chief Inspector of Stock
Pine Ridge, Denison Town,
14 December, 1875.

Dear Sir,
I am in receipt of your letter in reference to the inland inspectors of stock. I bolievo it would be a great
mistake to do away with the services of the inspectors. I attribute the Sound healthy state of the stock of the Colony to the
efficient manner in which inspection is carried out., and I believe the directors of this district are in favour of continuing the
inspectors. There are very few squatters indeed who do not pay the contribution with satisfaction.
I have, &c.,
DAVID WATT.
WALGETT
D. M. Rose, Esq., to The Chief Inspector of Stock.
Llanillo, Walgett,
17 December, 1875.
Sir,
I am decidedly in favour of retaining the services of the inland inspectors, so long as they are controlled in the
exercise of their duty, and not allowed to use the arbitrary powers conferred on them to the anooynnce and unnecessary delny
and expense of legitimate travellers. I also think it demoralizing for public officers to receive half of the fines, and would
suggest that the fines be paid into the general fund, and the salaries of the inspectors raised. I am opposed to over-legislation
in the matter of disease in stock, and consider that if wormy and fluky sheep are prevented from travelling into a salt-bush
region, you inflict a great injustice on the unfortunate owners of said sheep, and I doubt very much whether fluky sheep do
carry the infection along with them. I know nothing of worms, but have had over thirty years experience of fluke and have
cured tens of thousands with salt-bush alone.
On the whole, I am in favour of retaining the inspectors, iacroasing their salaries, and depriving them of the moiety of
the fines.
I have &c.,
B. M. ROSE.
SINGLETON.
W. G. M'Alpin, Esq., to The Chief Inspector of Stock.
Bulga, 17 December, 1875.

Sir,

On receipt of yours, 12th November, I was qnito surprised to hear you had not received the circular which I had
filled in and seat about the 14th October. I gave you my opinion on all the different questions as far as my individual
opinion went ; and I told you in the circular I am not a sheep-holder new. I wish you to withdraw my name as one of the
sheep inspectors now, having only just a few running about. I beg to decline acting as one of inspectorl.
Therefore, I beg to remain,
Yours respectfully,
W. G. M'ALPIN.
Sydney Thomas Biehards, Government Printer—ills.
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1815-6.
EXTRACTS FROM THE VOTES AND PROCEEDINGS OF THE
LEGISLATIVE ASSEMBLY.

- Vons No. 8. FBmAY, 26 NOYEr&RER, 1875.
6. Dxsnss AEFECTING LrvE STOCK ("lThrrnal" Motion) —Mr. J. S. Smith moved, pursuant to
Notice.—
(1,) That a Select Committee be appointed, with power to send for persons and papers, to inquire
into, and report upon, the prevention of the Diseases affecting Live Stock, and the constitution and
working of the Stock and Brands Branches.
(2.) That such Committee consist of Mr. P. G. Dangar, Mr. Lord, Mr. Garrett, Mr. Hay, Mr.
Phelps, Mr. Robertson, Mr. Stuart, Mr. W. H. Suttor, Mr. Day; and the Mover.
(3.) That the Proceedings of, and Papers referred to, the Select Committee of last Session, be
referred to the said Committee.
Question put and passed.

VOTES No. 35. Wamtsnn, 2 FEBRUARY, 1876.
P&YERs
Mr. Garrett laid upon the Table,—Return to an Order, made on 21st April, 1875, in reference to
the Inspection of Sheep, and the Convictions that have taken place under the Diseases in Sheep Act.
Mr. T. 0. Dangar (by consent) moved, without Notice, That the Returns having reference to number
of Sheep and Convictions under Diseases in Sheep Act; also, Return of Reports, &c., from Stock
Inspectors, laid upon the Table of the House, be referred to the Select Committee now sitting on
"Diseases affecting Live Stock."
Question put and passed.
Disnsas AflECTThG LrvE STOCK :—Mn J S. Smith (by consent) moved, without Notice, That the
Select Committee on Diseases affecting Live Stock" have leave to make a Special Report.
Question put and passed.

VOTES No. 36. ThURSDAY, 3 FEnuny, 1876.
DISEAsES £FEECTING Lim STOCK :—Mr. J. S. Smith (by consent) moved, without Notice, That the
name of Mr. Farnell be substituted for that of Mr. Stuart as a Member of the Select Committee
on "Diseases affecting Live Stock."
Qu&tion put and passed.
5. Disnsrs iYFECflNG LIVE STOCK :—Mr. J. S. Smith, as Chairman, brought up a Special Report from,
and )aid upon the Table the Minutes of Proceedings of, and of Evidence taken before, the Select
Committee for whose consideration and report this subject was referred, on 26th November, 1875,
together with the Appendix.
Ordered to be printed.

VOTES No. 38. TUEsDAY, FEBRUARY, 1876.
Pn'im :—Mr. Garrett laid upon the Table,—Return to an Order made on 27th April, 1875, in.
reference to Reports from Stock Inspectors.
Ordered, That the Documents be referred to the Select Committee now sitting on "Diseases
affecting Live Stock."

VOTES No. 62. TUESDAY, 21 Mncn, 1876.
8. Psrnss :—Mr. Garrett laid upon the Table,—

(4.) Final Return to an Order, made on 16th July, 1975, in reference to Diseases affecting Live
Stock.
Ordered, that the Documents be referred to the Select Committee now sitting on "Diseases affecting
Live Stock."
VOTES
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\T0TES No. 09, FRIDAY, 31 Mneir, 1870.
3. Disnsis AFFECTING LIVE &OCK
(1.) Mr. J. S. Smith (with the concurrence of the House) moved, without Notice, That the Report by
the Registrar of Brands on the Brands Act of 1806, and on the sketch of the measure which has
been framed for its amendment, together with Papers relating thereto, laid upon the Table on the
3rd instant, be referred to the Select Committee now sitting on "Diseases affecting Live Stock:"
Question put and passed.

VoT1s No. 121. WEDNJsnAY, 12 JULY, 1876.

9. Disnss AFFECTING LIVE STOCK :—Mr. J. S. Smith, as Chairman, brought up a Progress Report
from, and laid upon the Table the Minutes of Proceedings of, and Evidence taken before, the
Select Committee for whose consideration and report this subject was referred on 26th November,
1875, together with Appendix.
Ordered to be printed.
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DISEASES AFFECTING LIVE STOCK.

PROGRESS REPORT.
Tur

SELECT CoT%DIInEE of the Legislative Assembly, appointed on the 26th
November, 1875,—" with Power to send for persons and papers, to inquire into
and report upon the prevention of the Diseases affecting live Stock, and the
constitution of the Stock and Brands Branches,"—and to whom were referred,
on the same date "the Proceedings of, and Papers referred to, the Select Committee of last Session,"—onthe 2nd February, 1876," the Returns having reference
to number of Sheep and con.vzctions under Diseases in S/ieep Act; also Return of
Reports, te.,from Stock Inspectors,"—on the 8th February, 1876, " the Return
to an Order, made on 27th April, 1875, in rqference to Reports from Stock
Iizpectors,"—on the 21st March, 1876, " The Final Return to Order made on
lOt/i. July, 1875, in reference to Diseases affecting Live Stock;" and on the
31st March, 1876, "the Report by the Registrar of Brands on the Brands Act
of 1866, and on the sketch of the measure which has been framed for its amendment, together with Papers relating thereto,"—have agreed to the following
Report:—
Your Committee having examined the witnesses named in the List, and considered the documents referred to them, have arrived at the following conclusions :That your Committee are unable to conclude the inquiry during the
present Session, owing to the number and variety of the subjects contained therein,
and they recommend that it be resumed early next Session.
That your Committee have taken sufficient evidence to convince them that
it is necessary to amend the Diseases in Sheep Act of 1866 and the Imported Stock
Act of 1871, and they recommend that Bills be prepared by the Government
during the recess, and introduced during next Session of Parliament, to amend
those Acts.
That the suggestions made by the Cinef Tnspector of Stock, in paragraphs
5 to 19 inclusive of Appendix AA 1 to his evidence, should be embodied in the Bill
for the amendment of the Diseases in Stock Act.
That the suggestions made by the Chief Inspector of Stock, in paragraphs
1 to 10 inclusive of Appendix AA 2 to his evidence, should be embodied in the Bill for
the amendment of the Imported Stock Act.
That your Committee have been unable to enter fully into the consideration of the Sketch Stock Stealing and Straying Prevention Bill which has been
referred to them, and in regard to which they have taken some evidence, but they
have seen sufficient of its provisions to arrive at the conclusion that it contains the
materia].s necessary for an effective measure, and would recommend that a Bill
based thereon be framed during the recess and introduced next Session.
That the amendments proposed by the Sketch Stock Stealing and Straying
Prevention Bill relative to the Brands Act would lessen the work and the expense
of carrying out the provisions of that measure; and your Committee are of opinion,
from the evidence adduced, and the information contained in the Return referred
to them of the reported cases of stock-stealing, that any alteration of the law
which would tend to put down that crime is urgently called for.

No. 2 Committee Room,
Sydney, 6th July, 1876.

TNO. S. SMITH,
Chairman.
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PROCEEDINGS OF THE COMMITTEE.
WEDNESDAY, 15 DECEMBER, 1875.
MEMBERS Pnxscn
I
Mr. Phelps,
Mr. J. S. Smith,
I
Mr. Day.
Mr. J. S. Smith called to the Chair.
Entry from Votes and Proceedings appointing the Committee, and referring Papers thereto, read
by the Clerk.
Printed copies of the Papersreferred, before the Committee.
Committee deliberated.
Ordered, That Alexander Bruce, Esq., be summoned to give evidence next meeting.
[Adjourned to Friday next, at half-past Two o'clock.]

FRIDAY, 17 DEcEMBER, 1875.
Man3ns PRESENT
Mr. P. G. Dangar,
Mr. Day,
Mr. W. H. Suttor.
Mr. Phelps,
In the absence of the Chairman, Mr. W. H. Suttor called to the Chairpro tent.
Committee deliberated.
Re-a8sembling of the Committee to be arranged by the Chairman.
[Adjourned.]

WEDNESDAY, 22 DECEMBER, 1875.
MEMBERS PRESEIW
Mr. J. S. Smith in the Chair
Mr. Day.
Mr. W. H. Suttor,
1
Stock
and
Registrar
of Braith), called in and examined.
Alexander Bruce, Esq. (Chief Inspector of
Witness handed in certain documents, which were ordered to be appended. (See Appersdiees A 1to
A 4. Special Report of 8 Fer nary, 1876.)
Witness withdrew.
Re.aasembling of the Committee to be arranged by the Chairman.
[Adjourned.]

TUESDAY, 18 .TAXUARY, 1876.
In the absence of a quorum, the meeting called for this day lapsed.

THURSDAY, 20 JANUARY, 1876.
MEMBERS PRESENT:—
Mr. Hay.
Mr. J. S. Smith.
I
In the absence of a quorum, the meeting called for this day lapsed.

THURSDAY, 27 JANITARY, 1876.
In the absence of a quorum, the meeting called for this day lapsed.

WEDNESDAY, 2 FEBRUARY, 1876.
MEMBERS PRESENT
Mr. J. S. Smith in the Chair
Mr. W. H. Suttor,
Mr. Day,
Mr. P. G. Dangar.
Mr. Hay,
Committee deliberated.
Alexander Bruce, Esq., called in and further examined.
Witness handed in certain documents, which were ordered to be appended. (See Appendices A 5 and
A 6. Special Report of 3 .Fe&ruary, 1876.)
Witness withdrew..
William
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William Hay, Esq., M.P., a Member of the Committee, examined in his place.
George Day., Faq., M.P., a Member of the Committee, examined in his place.
Committee deliberated.
Motion made (Mr. T. G. Dangar), That the Chairman be instructed to draw up a Special Report,
to be submitted to the. House, recommending that the services of the Inland Inspectors of Sheep be
dispensed with at the end of this year.
Question put and passed.
[Adjourned to To-morrow, at Three o'clock.]

THURSDAY 3 FEBRUARY, 1876.
MEMBERS PRE5EN'r
Mr.. J. S. Smith in the Chair.
Mr. T. G. Dangar,
Mr. IV. II. Sutter,
Mr. Day.
Mr. Hay,
I
Entry from Votes and Proceedings referring Papers ta Committee, read by Clerk.
Chairman submitted Draft or Special Report, which was read 10, as follows
Your ' Committee" recommend that the services of the Inland Inspectors of Sheep be dispened
with at the end of this year.
Amendment proposed (Mr. W H. Suitor), That the words "do not" be inserted after the word
Committee" in the first line.
Question,—That the words proposed to be inserted be so inserted,—put.
Committee divided.
Noes, 3.
Aye, 1.
Mr. W. H. Suttor.
Mr. Hay,
Mr, Day,
Mr. T. G. Dangar.
And so it passed in the negative.
Further Amendment proposed (Mr. Hay), That all the words after the word ' Committee" be
omitted, with a view to the insert;ion of the following words -." having taken the evidence of the
withesses* named in the margin, recommend that the services of all the Inspectors of Sheep, with the
exception of those on the Borders and those in the Coast Districts, be dispensed with at the end of this G. Day1 'Eog., 'Mr.
year."
Amendment put and agreed to.
Special report as amended aqreed to.
Chairman to report to the House.
Committee deliberated:
[Adjourned to Wednesday next, at Two o'clock.]

WEDNESDAY, 9 FEBRUARY, 1870.
In the absence of a quorum, the meeting called for this day lapsed.

WEDNESDAY, 16 FEBRUARY, 1870.
MEMBERS

PREsENT

Mr. J. S. Smith in the Chair.
Mr. Day,
I
Mr. T. G. Dangar,
Mr. Farncll.
Entries from the Votes and Proceedifigs, substituting the name of Mr. Farnell for that of Mr.
Stuart on this Committee, and referring Papers to the Committee, read by the Clerk.
Papers before the Committee.
Committee deliberated.
ALexander Bruce, Esq., called in and further examined.
Witness handed in a Paper suggesting amendments required to be made in the "Sheep Diseases
Prevention Act," which was ordered to be appended. (See Appendix £A.1.)
Ordered, That Alexander Bruce, Thq,, be summoned to give further evidence next meeting.
[Adjourned to Tuesday next, at Two o'clock.]

TUESDAY, 22 FEBRUARY, 1876.
MEMBER PilEsnir
Mr. Day.
In the absence of a quorum, the meeting called for this day lapsed.

WEDNESDAY,
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WEDNESDAY, 15 MARCH, 1876.
MEMBERS PRESENT

-

MrW, Suttor,
Mr. Fame]1,
Mr. Day.
Mr. T. G. Dangar,
In the absence of the Chairman, Mr. Farnell called to the Chair pro tern.
Eutry from Votes and Proceedings, referring documents to the Committee, read by the Clerk.
Alexander Bruce, Esq., called in and further examined.
Witness asked leave to withdraw certain Papers in reference to Pleuro-pneumonia which were
handed in by him or 2nd February, 1870.
Witness withdrew.
Committee deliberated.
Motion made, (Mr. T. C. .Danqar) and Question,—That certain documents handed in by Mr.
Bruce on 2nd February last, be withdrawn,—put and passed.
Ordered, That Alexander Bruce, Esq., be summoned to give evidence next meeting.
[Adjourned to Wednesday next, at Two o'clock.]

WEDNESDAY, 22 MARGH, 1876,
MEMBERS PRESENT

Mr. J. S. Smith,
Mr. Farnell.
I
In the absence of a quorum, the meeting called for this day lapsed.

FRIDAY, 24 MARCH, 1876.
MEMBERS PRESENT

Mr. Farnell,
Mr. Day,
Mr. T. G. Dangar,
Mr. Hay,
Mr. W. H. Sutter.
In the absence of the Chairman, Mr. Farnell called to the Chair pro tern,
William Halliday, Esq. (Grazier), called in and examined.
Witness withdrew,
Committee deliberated.
Ordered, That W. H. Sutter, Esq., M.P., be requested, and Alexander Bruce, Esq., summoned
to give evidence next meeting.
[Adjourned to Wednesday next, at Eleven o'clock.]

WEDNESDAY, 29 MARCH, 1870.
MEMBERS PgEsnc

Mr. Farnell,
Mr. W. H. Sutter.
J
In the absence of a quorum, the meeting called for this day lapsed.

THURSDAY, 0 APRIL, 1876.
MEMBERS PRESENT

Mr. J. S. Smith,
Mr. Farnell.
I
In the absence of a quorum, the meeting called for this day lapsed.

WEDNESDAY, 12 APRIL, 1876.
MEMBERS PRESENT

Mr. J. S. Smith in the Chair.
Mr. T. G. Dangar,
Mr. Farnell,
I
Mr. Day.
Alexander Bruce, Esq., called in and further examined.
Witness 1anded in Paper suggesting amendments required to be made in the "Imported Stock Act
of 1871," which was ordered to be appendcd. (See Appendix AA 2.)
Witness withdrew.
Committee deliberated.
Ordered, That W. H. Suttor, Esq., M.P., be requested, and Samuel Clift, Esq., be summoned to
give evidence next meeting.
[Adjourned to Wednesday next, at Two o'clock.]

WEDNESDAY,
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In the absence of a quorum, the meeting called for this day lapsod.
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MEMBERS Pnns.EgT:--

Mr. J. S. Smith in the Chair.
Mr. W. H. Sutter,
Mr. Farnell,
I
Mr. Day.
Alexander Bnice, Esq., called in and further examined.
Witness withdrew.
Committee deliberated.
Re-assembling of the Committee to be arranged by the Chairman.
[Adjourned.]

TRURSDAY 1 JUNE, 1876.
MEMBERS PRESENr

Mr.. Farnell,
Mr. Hay,
I
Mr. W. IT, Suttor.
In the absence of the Chairman, Mr. Farnell called to the Chairpro tern.
Joseph M'Gaw, Esq. (crazier), called in andexnmined.
Witness 'withdrew.
The Hon. I. B. Wilson, Esq., called in and examined.
Witness withdrew.
lames Henry Davidson, Esq. '(Grazier), called in and examined.
Witness withdrew.
Committee deliberated.
Re-assembling of the Committee to be arranged by the Chairman.
[Adjourned.]

FRIDAY, 9 JUER, 1876.
MEMBERS PREs1NT

Mr. I. S. Smith in the Chair.
Mr. T. G. Dangar,
Mr. Day,
I
Mr. Farneil,
James Wilson, Esq. (Grazier), called in and examined.
Witness withdrew.
Committee deliberated.
Re-assembling of the Committee to be arranged by the Chairman.
[Adjourned.]

0

THURSDAE, 29 JUfl 1876.
MEMBERS P;tEsncr

Mr.. Farnell,
Mr. Day,
Mr. P. G. Dangar,
Mr. W. F. Sutter.
In the absence of the Chairman, Mr. Farnell called to the Chairpre tern.
Committee deliberated.
meetin Resolved, That the Chairman be instructed to draw up a Progress Report, to be submitted text
e.assembling of the Committee to be arranged by the Chairman.
[Adjourned.]

THURSDAY 6 JULY, 1876.
Pnir.sr.rrr
Mr.. I. S. Smith in the Chair.
Mr. Farnell,
Mr. Day.
I
Chairman submitted Draft Progress Report. Same read and agreed to.
Chairman to report to the House.
MEMBERS
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NEW SOUTH WALES.

MINUTES OF FIJET11ER EVIDENCE
TAZSN BEPOBE

THE SELECT COMMITTEE
ON

DISEASES AFFECTING LIVE STOCK.
(The previous ffividence taken lie/ore this Uornnzittee, with the Appendices thereto,
will be found priiited with the Special Report brought 'up on 3 February, 1876.)

WEDNESDAY, 10 FEBRUARy, 1870.
Preornt ;—
Mn. T. G. DANG-Alt,
Mn. DAY,

Mu. F&RNELL,
Mu. J. S. 8l'iilTll,

J. S. SMITH, ESQ, IN THE O&up.
Alexander Bruce, Esq., further examined ;Ohairnuin.) I believe you have framed some amendments vhich you propose should be made in the A. Eruce
Sheep Act P Yes. (The witness handed in the same. Vide Appe•nditr
AM.)

Esq.
The first suggestion you make here, is
The definition as to size of paint brand in the interpretation
clause to be omitted, and the term 'legible' inserted." Do you think it is not necessary to have a paint or 16 Feb., 1876.
tar brand? It is necessary to have a brand, but its legibility is of more importance than its size. There
is another matter that has occurred to me since I framed this suggestion. Some parties have been in the
habit of using one brand for a fire-brand and another for a tar-brand, and it is a question whether they
should not be confined to one brand for both purposes. Some of the brands would suit well enough for a
paint or tar-brand that would not suit for a fire-brand.
There are many letters that you could use for a tar-brand that you could not for a fire-brand, because
many letters are prohibited? Yes, and you could not put a large brand on the nose.
I see you suggest a new clause, that—"A Board of Examiners be appointed by the Government, consisting of one medical man, one veterinary surgeon, and the Chief Inspedtor of Stock" Will you explain
why you think this necessary? Some qualification is necessary to prevent what has occurred in several
cases ; parties have been appointed who were, by general opinion, considered unfit for the duty.
Is there anything in the Act providing for a Board of Examiners? Nothing ; that suggestion you will
see is marked as new.
You also propose—" The Board to be guided by regulations to be made from timeto time by the
Governor in Council"? That would follow as a matter of course,
"No person to be eligible for nomination for the olfice of Inspector who does not hold certificate of
fitness from the Board." You are aware that the Committee have reported that they think Inspectors
are not necessary?Inland Inspectors.
8. This you intend to apply only to Border and Coast Inspectors? As far as the staff remains, of course ;
in fact in that case it would be more than ever important that the Inspectors should be perfectly fit—if.
the staff were reduced.
You propose the next as a sort of addendum to sections 5, 6, and 7? Yes. It has been found this
year, for the first time in electing Directors, that in some districts the small sheep farmers have been able
to swamp the larger, and I would propose cumulative voting, as this may be considered a sort of municipal
matter,
You propose "Sheep-owners to have votes .at all meetings called for the election of Directors as
follows, viz. '—Owners of 500 sheep and under, one vote; owners of
sheep and under
two votes; and one additional vote for every additional
sheep "P Yes, the question is, where the
line should be drawn for two votes—whether it shall be for 6,000 and upward till you come to 10,000, and
then another vote for (say) every 5,000 sheep, or where.
36—A
11.
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A.Bruee,Esq. 11. .flfr. Day.] Do you not think it should be less than 10,000 for two votes, or may you not upset the
i' object you have in view? Perhaps so.
16 Feb., 1876.12. AIr. Dangar.] You merely suggest the principle of cumulative votes? Yes.
Chairman.] Your sixth suggestion is an addendum to section 12 P It is an amendment of that.
Of the whole clause? No; of one of the provisions. The old Act says—" Whenever the Minister
may consider that the services of one Inspector are sufficient for two or more Districts the Directors in such
Districts shall meet together in some place to be appointed by the Minister and nomiute an inspector
for such Districts." When an inspector is appointed for more than one district, it is found to be inconvenient to take Directors away from their homes to attend meetings in other districts.
Aft. Dan gar.] You propose that the Directors in each district should meet, and that the majority of
votes of the three Boards should carry the nomination P Yes.
chairman.] Suggestion 7 is merely that, where the Directors shall not meet, the Governor in Council
shall appoint the Inspector P Yes.
I hardly understand your eighth suggestion—" Sheep while being carried by rail, so long as they are
not infected, not to be subject to the provision relating to quarantine, nor to those relating to the Coast
District, if they start from a portion of the Colony not within that district" P Suppose there were a
quarantine somewhere between Bathurst and Sydney—in a portion of the country ineinding the railway—
if sheep were to start from Sydney by rail as the law now stands, they could not go on to Bathurst
because they would be going through quarantine; but if they remained in the trucks there would be no
risk in their doing so; and there is a clause in the Home Act to the same effect as this suggestion, by
which sheep are allowed to pass through quarantine so long as they remain in the train. In the same way,
Sheep going to Goulburn by rail from Bathurst, or Mudgee, would be detained at the Parramatta .Junction. though they never left the trucks, because the y come within the coast line.
You do not think there would be the slightest danger? There would be no danger so long as they
were not taken out of the trucks.
Your ninth suggestion is, "Owners travelling sheep under the 41st section to give not less than twelve
nor more than forty.eight hours notice of intention to pass through or along a sheep rnn."—Is not that
in the old Act? The words "not more than forty-eight hours" were in the old Act of 1863, but in the
existing Act the only words are "not less than twelve hours."
Is there not a clause to that effect in the old Land Act? No, the provision in the existing Sheep Act
was supplemented by regulation, but there was a questiQn as to whether it could be done by regulation, as
it was a material point.
Your tenth suggestion has reference also to clause 41—" Such notice not to be necessary where the run
is separated from the road by a sufficient fence, nor in regard to sheep while being carried in a conveyance" P Yes.
You next say "In clause 42, instead of 'such owner's' station brand the wording should stand ' an
owner's.' The clause would then run thus—" Every owner of travelling sheep which are not legibly
branded with the letter 'I in addition to an owner's known or station brand, shall for every such sheep so Unbranded incur a penalty not exceeding sixpence, and not less than one penny"? Yes; the reason for that
is this—a butcher or dealer buys say a thousand sheep, starts with them ou the road, and they are his
'sheep, and as the law now stands lie would be obliged to brand them with his brand before be travels
them. It is enough to have an owner's brand, that is the brand of the owner from whom he bought them,
and the letter T.
" Fees for sheep in quarantine to be fixed by regulation instead of by schedule under the Act."—Will
you explain that? As it stands now the feels fixed too high, at a shilling a day for sheep in quarantine,
and a regulation wns made fixing it at sixpence; but here again there was the same question as to the
power of altering the fee by regulation. There is a profit to the quarantine at sixpence, and it was
thought to be sufficient to charge that rate. There is another thing. There are times when the regular
quarantine cannot take all the sheep imported, and these special quarantines have to be appointed, in
those cases there ought to be no fees exacted where the land proclaimed is owned or rented by the owner
of the sheep. The matter should be left in the hands of the Government, who would fix the rate of fees
according to the cost, and remit them where they were under no expense.
Mr. Earns/i.] You have in fact to appoint more quarantines than one P Yes. There are now 500
sheep in special quarantine at Homebush, and more than 1,000 sheep altogether in quarantine about
Sydney.
Then by this regulation the fees might be fixed according to the circumstances for the time being?

Yes.
chairman.] You next propose to reduce the number of days' quarantine from sixty to thirty? I propose to reduce it, but I thought I had left the number of days blank to be filled up when the Bill was
framed. It would be quite safe with thirty days; sixty days unnecessarily increases the expense and
trouble to the owners of sheep, who are at considerable expense in conveying the sheep here and thence to
their stations. This is especially the case in regard to those who have brought sheep from Victoria, and
have to take them back to Riverina.
Mr. 13'arneii.] Hew would it answer to have a clause framed in this way—not less than thirty nor
more than sixty, leaving it discretionary? This quarantine is for uninfected sheep. If there were any
doubts as to their cleanness there might be reason for giving power to increase the time, but we have
little or no doubt about that, as they are examined before landing.
28, Ohairman.] With reference to your 14th suggestion, is this a new clause or an alteration of the 55th?
It is an alteration. It is. here suggested to work the clause by regulation. Now it is a hard and last law,
and is not carried out. Under it sheep coming from Morpeth by steamer are subject to certain examination and restiictions. The clause is of use only when there is scab in the Colony; and it was because
scab was in the Hunter district that we were very particular about sheep coming by the steamers. Now
that there is no scab the law is a dead letter, but there ought to be power to put it in force when
necessary.
Your 15th suggestion is—" Sheep coming within the Coast District to receive one and as many more
dressings and at such times as the Governor in Council may by regulation direct, before leaving it"? Yes.
Now they have to undergo three dressings and to stop for twenty days, and this is altogether unnecessary,
as there is no disease in the Colony. When the neighbouring Colonies are altogether clean, the dressing
30.
might be dispensed with, and the sheep allowed to go back on inspection.
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30. Suggestion 16 is with reference to clause 72—" Every owner to have only one ear-mark, but if he owns A. Bruce, Eeq.
more stations than one, and they do not adjoin, he may use one ear-mark for each station. Where they
do adjoin, to use only one ear-mark for each set of adjoining stations" ? The ear-mark would be another 16 Feb., 1676.
link in the evidence in cases of sheep-stealing if this were carried out. I believe there is no necessity
for owners having more than one ear-mark. They would, of course, also have the age ear-mark, which
need only be small—merely a slight notch on the side of the ear.
81. The next is new altogether,—" No owner to cut off more than one-fourth of a sheep's ear in
marking, nor cut it straight across, nor re-mark a sheep's ear on purchasing it from the original
" The originI owner could put his own or sI:ation mark on (say) the right ear for ewes, and on
breeder?
the left for wethers. These marks are of great use in drafting. When sheep get mixed they are drafted
by the ear-marks. I think the ear should be rigidly preserved for the ownership mark, and paint brands
used for distinction brands. In many cases the fire-brand is a blotch, or it would be very easy to blotch it
if a thief got hold of the sheep, and it is therefore comparatively unreliable.
AIr. Daagar.] How could you allot a different ear-mark to each owner where there were fifty or a
hundred owners in a district P I believe you could; you can get a great many when you set yourself to
do it. I believe the number of ear-marks is almost illimitable. I do not think there would be any
difficulty in getting 100 different ear-marks for a district. In Thverina I believe sheep-owners stick •
closely to one ear-mark. They do not mark the ear for the different classes of sheep further than by the
simple notch ; for the age, on one ear for the ewes and on the other for wcthers, and they indicate the
age by the position of the notch on the ear—rUnning up one side and down the other—but they do not
make a swallow-tail for one class of sheep, a straight across cut for another, a half-penny for another.
If the plan here suggested were carried out it would be of great use, considering how easily the paint
brands are shorn off and fire brands are blotched. Chairman.] Your 18th suggestion is,—" All ear and other marks and all distinctive working brands or
marks denoting the age, class, or breed of sheep, to be registered with the Inspector for the District along
with the sheep brand." You propose to register the particular age brands? Yes ; neighbours could have
a particular mode of denoting the different ages, which the Inspector would record with the entry of
the brand in his register.
-Mr. Pan qar.] All the age brands would be alike in the one district? They are not bound to be; one
man might begin on one side and another on another.
85. How could they do that if there were fifty in a district? I do not say
eythcould n every
i
case
- in a district, but as regards neighbours, one man might have the age mark in one way and another in
anothcr, and still be done by notches. It is with the view of identifying ownership that the suggest!0n, is
proposed. Uhairman.] Suggestion 19th is this :-" In cases of prosecntions for offences and convictions; the inspector be entitled to receive an order for travelling expenses incurred by him in serving the summonses and
carrying the prosecution throngh, but not any moiety of the fine, which shall all be paid to the credit of
'Sheep Account' at the Treasury. That is entirely different from the old clause? It is an alteration of only
a small portion of the clause, which says—" such penalties after deduction of the expenses incurred in their
recovery shall be paid by the Clerk of Petty Sessions, one-half to the'informer or prosecutor, and the
remaining half to the Colonial Treasurer, to be placed to the credit of the 'Sheep Account' -hereinbefore
described."
You propose that the inspector shall be entitled to receive an order for travelling expenses—that is
from the Board I suppose? No, be should be allowed his expenses by the Bench, and not receive half
the fine.
Mr. .Darrqar.] Does not the dipping of sheep in the county of Cumberland lead to very great inconvenience? Yes, as it is now.
89. Is there anything you could suggest to lessen that inconvenience? What I have already suggested—
that there should be one dipping instead of three, and that they should be allowed to go as soon as they
had got their dipping.
40. is any record sent to your office from local districts as to the registration of fire or tar brands? No.
41, Do you think any inconvenience arises from the registration of the same brand in two districts? Yes,
I have had some cases of that, where the owners of the brand are neighbours though in different
districts.
Could you suggest anything that would remedy this evil? That each inspector should send me
annually, or perhaps half-yearly, a list of brands registered with him, and then I would be in a position to
see whether the brands in the adjoining districts clashed, but it would be necessary that power should be
given by the Act to make one party alter.
Could you suggest any better mode of giving notice by the sheepowners than the present. It seems
to me a very heavy tax on sheep-owners, as it necessitates three men with a flock of sheep where one or two
would be sufficient? It might be done to some extent by requiring a written notice, extending the time
within which notice can be given to from seven to ten days, and allowing notice to be sent by post.
Do you think on a run where there are fences it is necessary to give notice at all? No, not where
the Ihuce between the road and the run -is sufficient.
Under the present law it is? Yes.
Would you suggest the abolition of notice in that case? Yes, and in the case of sheep carried in a
conveyance, notice has now to be given where stud sheep are carried in a conveyance.
Are you of opinion that when a vacancy takes place in a Board of Directors that it might be filled up
by the remaining members of the Board, instead of being referred to the Minister? I think it might be;
it would save time and trouble if the Board were allowed to do so for the current year.
Do you not think it would be of very great advantage to the stockholder if the laws existing
respecting stock were consolidated? Yes, I think so.
Have you ever given this subject consideration with a view to the consolidation of the law? Yes;
Mr. Forster asked me to put materials together for that purpose, and there was a sketch of Bill drawn up
and printed, having that object in view. That sketch has been dealt with by the Stock Conference in
November, 1874.
And approved? It was gone over clause by clause, and it has since been printed by order of the
House among the papers laid on the Table on Diseases affecting Live Stock.
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A. Bruee,Esq. 51. Mr. Day.] What evils have you round to arise from similar brands being registered in adjoining dis.
tricts P I have not had very many cases brought under my notice, and perhaps that arises from my not having
16 Feb., 1876. got, as I might have done, a return of the brands. But not having power to deal with the matter should
there be two similar brands owned by neighbours in adjoining districts, I do not ask for the brands.
52. Have you heard any complaints? I had a complaint yesterday, and I have had others before.
58. Do you think from your experience that it is necessary to give notice of the brands in weaning? I
have had a good many tomplaints from different parts about neighbours not behaving to each other as
they ought to do, and that there has been considerable inconvenience and loss on that account. I think
if there could be a workable pro'ision framed with respect to notice it ought to be made law.
You think it is necessary to compel owners to give notice to their neighbours of their intention to
brand at the weaning? I think it is desirable, but 1 have heard considerable doubt exjressed as to
whether it is practicable. Suppose an owner had a number of small neighbours, as is sometimes the case,
he would find it inconvenient to send notice to all and to ha%'e them all present at muster. Some would
not like to be troubled with it.
They need not come? But they might come. Somethiog of the sort is very much needed where
there is a particular muster, such as that of weaning, and perhaps some other musters, and with the
turning out of sheep this is becoming much more necessary because it is not now as when the sheep were
shepherded and kept more in hand. Sheep now are; becoming more like cattle, and stray from one man's
run to another.
I suppose you are aware that it is impossible to mother lambs at weaning and branding times? Quite
impossible.
Are you aware that the usual custom is to count the ewes, and to allow a lamb for every wet one? I
do not know that; I have not had any practical experience in the working of turned out sheep. I know
that fences are often imperfect and get burned or broken down, and that sheep belongmg to diffcrent runs
get mixed.
Do your inspectors ever exercise any inspection over the branding of sheep and see that they are
properly done? They ought to see that they are legible.
Have they power to do so? Yes, it would not be a brand unless it were legible according to the
provisions of the Act. I think the Act is somewhat defective on that point; it says—"a brand shall be
conspicuous." It would be conspicuous if it were merely a large blotch ; it should be legible.
Mr. ifarnell.] What are the boundaries of the quarantine land for the coast district of Sydney? It
comes through beyond Picton in a line to the junction of the Nepean and Warragamba, and then it keeps
the Hawkesbury River to below Windsor at Sackville Reach.
Was there not an agitation some time ago for the alteration of these boundaries—to make them nearer
to Sydney? Yes.
And it wa-s refused? Yes; a line between Parramatta and Homcbush was asked for, but it was seen
that that would practically be having no boundary at all ; for to maintain such a line would require a
regular staff of men all along it. Its being a mere imaginary line, there would be no diThculty in puttmg
sheep across it at night; and as soon as butchers found their sheep getting poor they would put them
over the line and sell them as store sheep to be taken up the country. Now we have a line that we can
ensure, besides being at a distance from the market.
Do you remember what reasons were given at the time, in addition to those you have now stated for
not enlarging the boundary? Yes. There was another reason,—that fat sheep sold atHomebush required
for Parramatta and other towns in the county of Cumberland would have to be dipped before they could
be taken over the coast line.
Mr. .Dangar.] From the reports received by you do you find that sheep-stealing is on the increase?
Yes, and the suggestions I have made with regard to ear-marks were so with the view of affording additional
links of evidence in cases of sheep-stealing.

WEDHESDAY, 15 MARcH, 1876.
ttgnit:—
Mn. T. DANGA11,

I

Mn. DAY,

Mn. W. H. SUnOR.

JAMES S. FARNELL, Esq.,

IN THE CHAIR.
Alexander Bruce, Esq., further examined:—
A.Eruoe,Esq. 65. Chairman.] When you were examined on a previous occasion before this Committee you produced
r—'---. certain documents in reference to plenro-pneumonia? Yes.
15 Mar., 1876. 66. I believe you desire to withdraw those papers, in order that you may submit them to the Committee
in a different way? With a view to their being laid upon the Table of the House and ordered to be
printed. I have also prepared other papers which have been laid upon the Table of the House and ordered
to be printed, in reference to the Stock and Brands Branch, but they are not yet printed.

FRIDAY, 24 MARCH, 1876.
3)ttznt
Mn. DAY,
Mn, FARNELL,
Mn. T. G. DANG-AR,
Mn. HAY,
Mn. W. H. SUnOR.

JAMES S. FARNELL, ESQ.,

IN THE CHAIR.
William Halliday, Esq., called in and examined:—
W. llslliday, 67. Chairman.] Where do you reside? At Brookong Station, in the Murrumbidgee district.
Esq.
68. You are a large pastoral occupant P Yes.
,..A
69. Have you observed anything in reference to the working of the present Stock Act? There are
24 Mar., 1876. several things that I think require amendment in connection with the Act. I think, for instance, that
the voting powers of the holders of stock require amendment.
70.
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There have been some elections recently of directors in the Deniliquin district? Yes; the facts of W. Halliday,
that ease I am not acquainted with, but I believe there has been some difficulty.
Eaq. There has been a great deal of dissatisfaction expressed P Yes, I believe so.
24 Mar., 1876.
I believe of late years a large number of small holders of stock have come into existence? Yes.
And in the election of directors they have an equal voice with large owners? Yes; owners of 500
sheep have an equal right with owners of 50 or 100 thousand.
Could you suggest to the Committee any principle that you think ought to be carried out in reference
to the election of these directors? I think one vote should be allowed for from 500 to 10,000 sheep, two
votes for from 10,000 to 15,000, with au additional vote for every 5,000 up to (say) 60,000, and after that
one additional vote for every 10,000 sheep over 00,000.
75, Then you approve of the principle of cumulative voting according to the number of stock P Yes.
70, Have you observed anything particular in reference to the working of the various Boards of Directors
throughout the Colony? Scarcely any of them have done any work, because there has been no occasion
for them to do much.
I presume you mean that there is no scab P There has been no scab for some years in this
Colony, so that, with the exception of the Boards on the frontier, there has not been much for them to do.
On the frontier they have had to keep a careful watch against the introduction of disease.
Under these circumstances would you think it advisable to do away with these Boards? Certainly
not. I think the great body of the stockosvners would decidedly object to that, seeing that the expense
of maintaining them is very small.
Is there not scab in some of the neighbouring Colonies? I am not aware whether Victoria has been
proclaimed clean or not; if it has been it is very lately. I know there were one or two stations in
quarantine as late as a month ago, and I believe scab does exist still in Victoria.
That being the case, you think it is necessary to keek up these Boards throughout the Colony P I do,
most decidedly.
Do you think they could be worked more economically than they are now? I scarcely see how they
could.
Do you think it would be safe to dispense with any number of boundary riders, or to reduce the
number of inspectors? I certainly would not reduce the number of boundary riders, nor the number of
inspectors either. Looking at the magnitude of the interests at stake, I think the charge upon the stock.
owners is a very small one, and that we ought to be careful how we diminish the amount of protection
afforded, 'With regard to the quarantine regulations, I think the time ought to be diminished: it ought to
be reduced from sixty to thirty days.
Do you think it is really necessary that all sheep importedinto New South Wales should be quaran.
tined in Sydney or in the suburbs? Yes, for some time to come.
Would you think it desirable to establish quarantine stations on the border P I think not for the
next twelve months, looking at the state of the Victorian sheep. I think the present system of quaran.
tining sheep ought to be continued for the next twelve months at all events.
You complain of the length of time sheep are required to remain in quarantine? Yes; there is no
necessity to keep them so long; every practical man knows that even if scab is detected, thirty days is
ample to cure them. Why then keep them other thirty? The loss is sometimes considerable from deaths
while in quarantine, through the different ways of looking after the sheep, and the loss is greater in sixty
days, than it would be in thirty. Thirty days is ample for all practical purposes.
There was a Special Report from this Committee recommending that the scr%ces of the inspectors of
sheep, with the exception of those on the borders and the coast districts be dispensed with at the end of
this year? I would decidedly object to that, because there are other things to be attended to besides scab;
for instance, fluky sheep are often sent travelling, and if the inspectors are not there to compel the owers
to bury or destroy those that die on the road the disease is liable to be propagated. I am myself more
afraid of fluke than of scab even. I would almost as soon have a flock of scabby sheep travel through my
run as a flock of fluky sheep, many of which would be left dying on the wayside. The inspectors ought to
be there to look after such matters as that. In fact the services of the inspector for the 'Wagga 'Wagga
district were called into requisition very frequently last year to grapple with that difficulty.
In fact then, even if the whole of the Colonies were free from scab, you would still think it necessary
to keep up the machinery connected with stock P Yes, I think so, seeing that the cost is so slight compared with the magnitude of the interests at stake. I do not think sheep-owners would grumble at the
expense, but would prefer things to remain as they are.
Do you experience any difficulty in reference to travelling sheep P I have experienced great loss from
what we call the loafing gentry, going about the country feeding their sheep on the reserves and on other
people's runs. I know of one man who bought 50,000 sheep immediately after shearing, and unblushingly advertised for drovers to travel these sheep till the winter rains came on. The reserves were flever
intended for anything of that sort.
Do you think the services of the inspectors could be made use of for the purpose of controlling travelling sheep? I do if you give them more ample powers. I would suggest that w}ien sheep are intended to
travel, permits should be issued to these men for a given time long enough to enable them to reach their
destination, and that there should be a fee for the renewal of such a permit, which fee should be doubled
every time the permit was renewed; and in the event of the sheep coming to in'
and going into consutnption the fcc should be remitted, because it would be improper to levy a charge of that sort on stock
travelling legitimately to market.
90, Sheep are liable to other diseases besides scab? Yes; fluke and worms arc more dangerous to sheep
than scab ; the losses caused by them are far greater.
Mr. flay.]- Does that apply to Biverina? Yes, I believe it is a well-known fact that sheep in the
mountainous parts of Riverina are fluky and liable to propagate the disease when removed from the Inountains. I have known as many as 9,000 sheep out of 30,000 to die in six weeks travelling from the mounthins to a salt bush station in Riverina, and only for the inspectors these dead sheep would have been left
lying about the ground, at the risk of propagating the disease.
I understood you to say that this applied to the whole of Riverina? It would apply to the northernmost portion of it.
That is a very small portion of Riverina? There are a large number of sheep there.
04.
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W. Railiday, 94. There is no fluke on the northern side of the Sydney road? I am not prepared to say there is no
Eq.
fluke, but the general opinion is that to the north of the Sydney road it is safe.
95. Chairman.] I believe sheep are liable to the disease called small-pock, are they not? I have heard of
24Mnr 1876• it, but it never came under my notice.
90. You are aware that on the Continent it has spread very largely? I believe so, but I do not think
there is much risk of it in this Colony. Worm, fluke, and scab are the diseases sheep are most liable
to here.
You are aware of the law with regard to the rate of travelling sheep? Yes, six miles a day.
Do you think that a fair rate? I think it is. But I certainly thing they ought to be compelled to
travel in a legitimate manner, that is to say, not to go about eating the grass of their neighbours' runs
withont paying for it. The Government has proclaimed reserves, and if they eat this grass the Revenue
ought to benefit by it, unless the sheep are legitimately travelling to market. The great hulk of the
stockowners consider this a very great grievance.
In your opinion there ought to be some provision by which the inspectors could deal with travelling
stock feeding on other people's runs? Yes; I can only suggest a remedy in the shape I have mentioned—
a permit to travel sheep to their destination, and at the expiration of that permit they should pay for its
renewal from time to time.
Are you aware of any recommendations made by the Inspector of Stock as to branding and marking
sheep? Yes, the Inspector of Stock would like to alter the clause in the Act so as to have the term
"legible" inserted. That I decidedly object to, because it would bring about any amount of difficulty in
detcrmiuing what is a legible brand.
As to ear-marking, does any difficulty ever arise in that respect? Very great difficulty sometimes.
I think each station, or a group of stations in the same neighbourhood, should be confined to one ear-mark,
to be called the station ear-mark ; and that ear-mark should not be interfered with by the owner himself
or by purchasers of the sheep that is to say, I would certainly object to any other mark being put on the
same ear. I would operate upon the other ear for the age-mark. I would look upon the station earmark as the same as a fire-brand, not to be tampered with in any way; but I would allow full power to
operate upon the other ear.
Is it absolutely necessary to ear-mark the sheep in reference to age? Yes; you cannot work a
station to advantage without it. When drafting sheep you must have the ear-mark to guide you, other
wise there would be any amount of confusion; the sheep would get mixed up all together. I consider it
strictly necessary for the proper working of a station to have an age ear-mark.
Is there not some difficulty experienced at times in the prosecution of people for sheep-stealing, in
the identification of the sheep? Yes, it is a very difficult matter.
Could you make any suggestions as to how that difficulty may be met? I could not make any better
suggestion than I have already made, that the station ear-mark should not be tampered with once it was
put on.
Could you state to the Committee any general information, or anything in reference to this matter
that you think ought to be done? In the first place I would define what a brand is. As I have said, I
object to the term "legible" as proposed by the Inspector of Stock; but I think the size of the brand
should be defined, and my own idea with regard to the size of it is, that it should be 4 inches in length by
three-eighths in width. I am satisfied the term "legible" would lead to confusion.
100. What kind of brand do you refer to? The tar or pitch brand. The fire-brand might be all inch,
as in the present Act. 1 think too that owners of travelling cattle should give notice when they are
coming upon a run. Cattle have been on my run as long as ten days, and I have known nothing of it. I
think that is a substantial grievance. Why should these men be allowed to roam about the country without
gi4ng notice, any more than men travelling with sheep? I have had as many as 2,u00 head of cattle on
my run for ten days, and I knew nothing about it—in wet weather when the ground was boggy; and we
did not care to ride our horses about. There can be no hardship in compelling these men to give notice.
Any stock travelling should be compelled to give notice of their passing to the owner of the run.
What would you think a sufficient notice? The same notice as is required in the case of sheep—
not less than twelve hours nor more than forty-eight hours. Do you know whether cattle in your part of the country are at all affected with pleuro-pneunionia
now? I believe there is some little of it in the Wagga district.
You are not a breeder of cattle yourself? To a small extent; my stations are priacipally sheep
stations.
I presume you have given some consideration to this question of pleuro-pneumonia? Yes.
Do you think inoculation is a preventive? Yes, I think so from what I have seen of it. I think it
ought to be made compulsory by law.
Are you aware whether the cattle in that part of the country are affected with any other disease than
plenro.pneumonia ? I should think not. No disease among cattle has come under my observation for
many years except pleuro-pneumonia.
Mr. Day.] You said that in your opinion the inspectors in the interior should not be dispensed with.
Can you give the Committee any further information with regard to the duties they carry out, or that you
think they ought to carry oqt? They are very useful in causing diseased sheep that die when travelling
to be destroyed, and so lessen the danger of infection.
Is there any other reason why they should be kept on? I think they should attend to the reserves
throughout the Colony and look after travelling stock generally. One inspector generally informs another
when any sheep are travdlling. I believe the inspectors are acquainted with the whole career of sheep
travelling from their starting to their destination—they watch over them generally. That is one reason
why Ihey should be retained.
Do these inspectors often visit your station? I see them perhaps two or tlu-ee times a year. If
there is any occasion for their coming, they do so. If there have been any diseased sheep left on the
roadside, they come and cause the owners to destroy them, and sometimes they prosecute for neglect
to do so.
118. When they come they generally visit the sheep on the station? Not as a rule.
Did you ever know them to inspect your sheep? No, never.
You stated in one answer that you think quarantine should not be allowed anywhere but in Sydney?
Not
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Not for the next twelve months. I think the..measures that have been taken have been very successful soW. Halliday,
Esq.
far, and we are not yet aware that Victorian sheep are all clean, and therefore I think we ought to wait
another twelve months before making any alteration.
Do you think it would be possible for scabby sheep to pass through if quarantine were allowed on 24 Mar., 1878.
the Border P Yes, there would be greater danger of their escaping there than in Sydney.
Is it not possible for them to pass through in Sydney? Almost impossible :.and I think it very
probable that if a quarantine station were proclaimed either at Albury or Moama, they would get away.
Are you a Director of Sheep in the Urana District? Yes.
I scarcely understand how you would propose to deal with sheep travelling in search of grass P I
think it permit should be given before allowing sheep to travel.
I do not see how that would do much good? That permit would terminate (say) at the end of a
month, and a fee would be charged on the renewal of it. If a man asked for a renewal of his permit,
there could be no doubt what his object would be.
Might not it luau ask for a permit for a very long journey, say from the Darling to the mountains, or
from the mountains to the Darling? If he were buying sheep in the mountains to take to a station on
the Darling I should call that legitimate travelling.
Supposing a man asked for a permit to travel (say) from the neighbourhood of Wilcannia to Tumberumba, do you think you could prevent him from going to Turnberumbaand back? I do not think the permit
should extend to give him time to go there and back. In fact I would not make any permit for a longer
time than it month. I think if a man travels sheep for more than a month he ought to pay for the grass
they consume, unless they are travelling to market, and then I would give him a rebate of the whole of it.
What charge would yoa suggest? I think the charge should be sufficient to make it unprofitable to
travel. I would, if possible, compel men to keep their sheep on their stations, improve their country,
and make water, in place of eating the grass of other people who go to the expense of doing this. I
cannot see why these men should use the reserves of the Colony, and pay nothing for them.
Mr. .L)angar.] I presume your experience is chiefly confined to the border districts? I have had
experience in the inland districts as well.
Do you consider that the inspectors have sufficient employment under the present Act? They do
not seem to have very much to do, but at the same time I would object to any diminution in their number.
I think they might do more work.
Do you not find the present Act troublesome as regards travelling stock—that is, as regards giving
notice. it almost necessitates having two or three men travelling with a flock of sheep. Could you
suggest anything to remedy that? There is only one man required to give notice. One man could give
the notices for 10,000 sheep.
You cannot sugest any better plan than the present? No.
Do you not think there ought to be some guarantee for the competency of the inspectors—some rigid
examination as to their knowledge of disease? Yes, I think they should be examined.
Does your Board elect the inspector for the district? Yes.
Have you found that there are any diculties in the election of inspectors where there are more
Boards than one? I have never had experience of it, but 1 can see that there might be a difficulty.
131. You said inoculation was a preventive for pleuro.pneumonia; you do not think it is a cure? I do
not think it is an absolute cure—it is merely a preventive, it depends upon how it is applied. I have
seen it almost an absolute cure, and I have seen it a lamentable failure. It depends very much upon the
sagacity of the man applying it. I would make it compulsory.
Mr. .Day,] Where you have noticed that, do you know the kind of virus used? I do not. I have
to experience personally, but 1 have seen the operations of my neighbours in the northern portion of
Victoria.
Mr. .Danqar.] I suppose you are aware that the inspectors of stock have been asked to report upon
roads and reserves ;—do you think they are competent men for that purpose, and not liable to favouritism?
The same remark might apply to any man. I think they are just as little liable to favouritism as any one
else.
Do you think they are more competent than surveyors or Commissioners of Crown Lands? I think
they ought to know better what is wanted for travelling stock ; but it might be better that the Commissioner of' Crown Lands should have sometiug to do with it. I think they ought to know the requirements
of the district, but their report should be subject to the recommendation of the Crown Lands Commissioner.
I would scarcely give them full power to at upon their own judgment.
Mr. Hay.] Do you think one of these inspectors is the proper person to say whether a reserve for
travelling stock should be made on my run or on another person's run, when I am one of the;Directors
over him? it is almost a false position to put a man in. I would subject their reports to the revision of
the Crown Lands Commissioners.
.?lfr Suitor.] Do you know from your own knowledge whether fluke, foot-rot, and worm are contagious? I believe they are in certain country. I believe that in country favourable to them they could
be propagated in that way.
Did you ever know of cases of fluke, foot-rot, or worm in the salt-bush country? No, I believe that
would ('heck it, but I do not believe it would cure it I do not believe it would spread.
Are you of opinion that it would be desirable to include these diseases under the Act? I think fluke
ought to be incltided. Catarrh is not known now. I have never had any experience of that disease. I
should certainly be of opinion that if eatarrh broke out in a flock of sheep they should be destroyed at
once, and that there should be a tax on the stockowners of the Colony to reimburse the owners.
Do you know that catarrh in sheep is one of the diseases under the Scab in Sheep Act? Jam not
aware of that.
Do you think it would be desirable to establish quarantine stations at Albury or Moama? I would
not for twelve months. 1 would not be favourable to allowing any sheep to be quarantined anywhere but
in Sydney for twelve months.
141. You said that in your district parties have been prosecuted for leaving dead sheep on runs—Can you
inform under what law that is done? I do not know; I presume it was under some Act. The inspector
got a conviction. Large numbers of dead sheep were left on the side of the road, and the inspector
prosecuted, and compelled the parties to destroy them. I think there is a clause in the Act empowering
him to do so.
145.
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W. Halliday, 145. Is it not almost impossible to distinguish one fire-brand from another—are they not all blotched as a
Es.
rule? Yes. I would rely more on the ear-mark. I would not allow the ear to be cut straight across, or
allow two marks on the one ear used for station marks.
2Msr., 1876. 146. You spoke of compelling persons travelling cattle to give notice—Do you not think it would be
desirable to permit notices to be sent by post where mails run? I do not think I would give them that
privilege. The letter might not be delivered, and they might say they had posted it when they had not
done Be, and the statement could not be proved to be false. I would make it compulsory to serve the
notices personally. It is not a very great tax. Stock travel as a rule in large numbers, and it does not
entail much extra cost to deliver the notices. Only one man is required, and he could be of assistance
during a great part of the day in other ways.
Can you give any reason why, inoculation should be compulsory? It has come under my notice on a
large scale in Victoria. The losses some squatters have been subjected to through not doing it have been
far greater than the loss after inoculation. In cases where it has been done properly, I believe it has been
successful in saving a great number of stock.
Where the let alone principle has been adopted, has not the result been equally good? No, I believe
the let alone systcm has not been successful in any one instance.
Do you know of your own knowledge that pleuro is a contagious disease? I believe it is; I have
known my own cattle take it in that way.
Do you know of any other disease having been mistaken for pleuro? No, I am not aware of it.
Do you know of any large holders of cattle who are of a contrary opinion to that expressed by
yourself? Yes. I believe the holders of stock generally are not unanimous in anything.
Have you any knowledge of the opinions of scientific people on this matter? I believe scientific
people recommend inoculation.
Mr. Day.] Have you had any experience of scab? Yes,
Do you think the inland inspectors are competent to detect scab in sheep? I could not say that they
are, because they have not had anything to do with it for so long.
155. Mr. Suttor.] You think they ought to be examined as to their knowledge? Yes; I do not think any
man ought to be eligible as an inspector unless he has been examined by a medical man as to his knowledge
of scab, or unless he has had practical knowledge by having been engaged in curing scab on a station.
There are many such men in Victoria now.
150. Mr. Day.] How do you elect the inspector in your district? There has never been any election
since I went there. The scab inspector was there when I went there, and to all appearance he gives
satisfaction. No alteration has been mooted. In fact any man can discharge the duties of scab inspector
at the present time. I am not prepared to say whether the inspectors are efficient men or not.
Did you ever hear of any smuggling of sheep across the Border? I have heard reports of it, but
never anything definite.
Ohairman.] Have you paid any attention to the working of the Brands Act, as to cattle and horses?
No special attention; my attention has been more confined to sheep.
Are you aware whether sheep directors generally are in favour of retaining the inspectors? Yes, I
think they are almost unanimous that the whole staff should be retained.
Mr. Day.] If inoculation for pleuro were made compulsory, what plan would you suggest for
getting proper virus?. I think the Government Veterinary Surgeon ought to be the man to test it before
it is despatched for the purpose of being used.
101. Are you aware that the best virns may spoil in one day? I am not.
162. Are you aware that it is almost impossible to get good virus? I should not think so; I can scarcely
believe that is the case. I believe any quantity can be got off one dead beast. The most successful cases
I have known have been cases of that sort. I have never heard that there was any difficulty in gettin
virus. I am not prepared to say what would be the best mode of getting it. It is a more detail whic
the Board could work out very easily. I think it ought to be made compulsory, and I have no doubt
means would be found to grapple with the difficulty you suggest, though I am not prepared to suggest
any plan.
183. In ear-marking sheep, how many distinguishing marks could you put on the two ears? I would only
put one mark—the station mark—on one ear; but it would require a good deal of calculation to say how
many different marks could be put on the other ear.
Mr. Danger.] Has it come under your knowledge that sheep-stealing is on the increase? It has not,
in New South Wales.
Is not fluke caused by over-stocking and want of salt? The attack is more deadly if you do not use
salt, but I do not think that is the sole cause of it.
I do not understand how you think the inspectors prevent the spread of this disease? By preventing
travelling parties from leaving diseased dead sheep lying about. As a rule, when sheep are affected with
fluke, they are sent travelling before they all die, either for sale or change of pasture; and it is then the
inspector is useful, in compelling the destruction or burying of those that die on the way-side.
Chairman.] Do you desire to make any general statement? No, I do not know of anything else
beyond.what has been mentioned.
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Alexander Bruce, Esq., further examined
A. Bruce, 168. Chairman.] I believe you have some papers which you0 desire to lay before the Committee: Srhat
are they? Amendments which, I think, are called for in the Imported Stock Act of 1871." Te witness
Eq.
,-.,...,.-. handed in the same. Vide .Appendia' AA 2.
169.
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Mr. Tarnell.] Is that document similar in its character to the proposal you made some time back to A. Bruce,
Esq.
include pigs in the Act? Yes, and goats ; and also with reference to ships' cows, which now remain on
board while the ship is in port.
The fund for the administration of the Imported Stock Act is now in debt to the Consolidated 12Apnl,1876.
Revenue? Yes, and has been for two or three years back.
Have You any suggestions to lay before the Committee? I have handed a list of suggestions to the
Chairman-perhaps it will be best to take them seriatim.
Chairman.] Your first suggestion is-" To omit New Zealand from the definition of 'Australian
Colonies,' as New Zealand refuses to join the others in prohibiting stock from places outside the Australian Colonies "? Yes.
Mr. .7?'arncll.] Is it a fact that the New Zealand Government has refused? Yes, at least the New
Zealand Parliament have refused.
The Government themselves were anxious to fall in with the views of this Colony? Yes.
And prepared a Bill which was laid before the Parliament of New Zealand and rejected? Yes.
Chairman.] How long was that ago? A little over two years ago.
The second suggestion is-" To alter the definition of the term 'imported stock,' so as that it will apply
to Australian stock (cows) put on board London and other ships in the Colonies and brought back again"?
You will see the term imported stock in the Act defined "Imported Stock-All stock arriving by sea not the
produce of the Australian Colonies," and it is not an uncommon practice for captains to take home cows
and bring them back again as milkers.
Mr. Ji'arnell.] Is,there any danger to be ftpprehended from cattle that go home in ships in that way
and are brought back? Almost the same danger as if they were shipped in London, because most ships
buy sheep and pigs for ship's use in the London market, and these are attended by the same person as the
cows, who would be in contact with both.
And the cows would be liable to infection on board ship ? Yes, in that way.
Chairman.] The Act, as it is at present, does not touch this matter? The Act, as you see, only applies

to stock not the produce of Australian Colonies.

Have you known of any instances of this kind of cows having been shipped here? Yes, the captains
frequently purchased cows here. They got them cheaper, which induced them to buy.
Mr. li'arnell.] They sometimes exchange the cows they bring out for others here. Yes, they often
exchanged a dry cow for one in milk.
Are you aware that at the present time there is much disease in England? Yes, foot and mouth
disease has been exceedingly prevalent. Some short time ago a statement was made that through the
prevalence of this disease there had been a loss of thirteen mill ions sterling in twelve or eighteen months.
So far asyour last advices are concerned, the disease is still in England? Yes, though it was abating
a little. It generally abates in winter-time, as there is not so much traffic in cattle. Store cattle are not
then taken so much to markets and fairs.
Are you aware whether the disease is brought to England from Continental Countries now as much
as formerly? It has during the last few years been brought in a good many cargoes; but they now kill
the whole cargo if one is infected with the disease, and do not allow any of them to leave the port alive.
The disease, however, has, as I have said, been very- prevalent all over the United Kingdom itself.
Have you any knowledge whether any of these infectious diseases exist in the United States? I
know that plenro.pneumonia does. I do not know that at the present moment foot and mouth disease
exists there-it has been there. We have little or no information from America respecting the diseases
in stock.
San Francisco, is that free from disease now, both in sheep and cattle? Scab in sheep is very prevalent in California. I do not know that foot and mouth disease is there.
Could you tell the Committee anjthing with reference to the existence of disease in India? Rinderpest and foot and mouth disease are both there.
Is our law ample for dealing with cattle and sheep that may be brought from India to this Colony?
Yes, if amended as proposed. We have at present a total prohibition.
100. Chairman.] Your third suggestion is-" To amend definition of the word 'Stock' so as to make it include
pigs, goats, and other stock now omitted."? The present definition of "stock" in the Act only includes
"cattle and sheep."
Mr. .Dangar.] What is your object in wishing to include pigs? Because pigs are just as liable
as cattle and sheep to foot and mouth disease; in fhct, they would be more likely than cattle to bring it
here, because it is a disease that remains for some time in the feet, and an animal like the pig, from the
manner in which it is kept, would be more likely to be landed without it being seen.
You think it would be requisite to include pigs and goats: what animals do you include in "ether
stock" ? The disease is carried by deer, and the clause might be made to include any other animals the
Minister might think necessary.
103. Mr. Parnell.] By proclamation? Yes.
194. Uhairman.] Would deer be included in "stock"? Scarcely. Instead of the word "stock" the word
"animals" might be substituted. I may mention, that recently both Victoria and Queensland have put
the question to us whether our Act applies to pigs. In theirs pigs are prohibited.
105. Mr. Fame/i.] The Victorian Act gives the Government larger powers to make regulations than ours?
Yes. Their Act is worked almost wholly by regulations.
Mr. Day.] Do I understand you to say that the disease in the feet of pigs would communicate itself
to cattle P Yes.
If pigs were imported to this Colony with foot disease it would communicate the disease to the
cattle P Yes; either pigs to cattle or cattle to pigs.
Then the disease is identical in both P Yes; it is the same disease.
Would goats do the same thing? Yes.
Chairman.] Your fourth suggestion is-" To provide a penalty for persons trespassing on quarantines"?
Some parties landed at the quarantine ground and insisted on seeing the stock while they were in quarantine. It was not right for them to do so. It was at the time the cattle with foot and mouth disease were
upon Garden Island.
In proclaiming these quarantines, you cannot prevent people landing upon that island? I think
340-B
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A. Bruce, they should be prevented, at any rate, from coming near the cattle. We obtained permission from
Esq.
the Imperial Government to use the island and to proclaim it a quarantine.
202. I suppose a good many people land in boats? Yes; and we do not mind that, if they do not come
12A nil 1676 near to the stock.
203. Mr. Day.] I suppose permission would be gieii if it were asked for? It is not intended to prevent
people altogether, but simply to prohibit them from going near the cattle without permission. I have only
given the heading of the proposed clause in the paper handed in. When the clause is framed, the words
"without the written authority of the Minister" would be added.
201. Your fifth suggestion is-" To enact that importers be at the expense of keeping stock in quarantine
at present the expense is borne by Cattle Fund"? Yes.
Mr. raruell.] Are they now at the expense of the Cattle Fund? Yes.
I nnderstood you to say that there was no Cattle Fund? The Cattle Fund borrows from the General
Revenue. There is no provision in the present Act for taking fees for keeping the stock.
JT&. Day.] There are no fees charged for cattle in quarantine now? No..
Then the public have to pay for all the cattle in quarantine? Yes, they would have to do so if
there were not a prohibition, until the Act is amended.
Mr. Dangar.] The Cattle Fund pays when it is in a position to do so? Yes.
When it is not, then the expense of keeping cattle in quarantine is paid from the General Revenue?
Yes.
Mr. Day.] Where does this Cattle Fund come from? There was a fund that was raised in 1866 by
levying a contribution on cattle, but that is now exhausted.
Then virtually there is no Cattle Fund 7 No.
Mr. .Farncll.] There is no law by which you can raise this Cattle Fund? No.
0/tainnan.] Suppose sheep were in quarantine, would they be paid for from the Sheep Fund? Sheep
from the neighbouring Colonies pay under the Sheep Act. We do not allow sheep from any other part of
the world to come in at present; no payment is therefore at present required.
if sheep come from Victoria? They come as intercolonial sheep under the Sheep Act. We have the
power to charge fees under it.
Mr. Day.] Then, does the Committee understand you to say that when cattle are placed in quarantine they are paid for out of the General Revenue, but that when sheep are placed in quarantine they are
paid for by their owners? Where sheep are imported from places within the Colonies, they pay guaran.
tine fees but if sheep and cattle from places outside the Colonies were imported, they would, under the
"Imported Stock Act," as it stands, pay no fees.
I am speaking of the Colonies, and I.ask do the owners of sheep pay for their sheep while they are
in quarantine, and the owners of cattle pay nothing under similar circumstances? There is no quarantine for intercolonial cattle.
Can you bring cattle from Melbourne here without any inspection? With inspection-we inspect
them although we have no power to do so, but there is no quarantine.
Suppose you find them diseased? We have never found any of them diseased. We would take the
law into our own hands if we were to find any diseased.
Areyou aware that they have ,in Act in Victoria to prevent our cattle going beyond the Border unless
inspected? Yes.
Then we are entirely at their mercy, as they can send diseased cattle as fast as they like, and we
have no remedy; we canuot send our cattle there? Yes, as far as diseases now prevailing in the Colonies
is concerned. We have no Cattle Act.
Mr. .Fbrnell.] Have we no power under the law to prevent the importation at all from neighbouring
Colonies? Yes, we could do that, if there is reason to believe that any disease not now existing in AimS
tralia has broken out in any Colony.
Under the existing law if they do come in we have no power of quarantining cattle, but we havethe
power of quarantining sheep under the Act? Under the Sheep Act we can quarantine sheep; but under
the Imported Stock Act the power is only in reference to certain diseasQs,-diseases not known in the
Colony.
Jfr. Day.] Then virtually, if sheep and cattle were to be imported to this Colony with foot and mouth
disease, we could not prevent them from landing? Yes, we could ; but we could not prevent them from
landing if they had pleuro.pneumonia.
'What are the diseases included in the prohibition-pleuro-pneumonia alone? No, not pleuro.pneumonia, but "cattle plague" or rinderpest, ' foot and month disease, sheep pox, and any other disease which
the Governor with the advice of the Executive Council, by proclamation in the Gatefte, declares to be a
(new) contagious or infectious disease for the purposes of this Act."
I understood you to say a minnte ago that you could not prevent them coming? We can prevent
cattle infected with these (new) diseases, but not with pleura-pneumonia.
Then you consider the Act very insuffirionif as far as cattle are concerned? Yes; as a general
measure, and principally because it does not deal with pleuro-pneumonia in any way.
G'hairman.] The sixth suggestion is-" To provide for the keeping of ships' stock in quarantine on the
island while the ship is in the harbour ;"-that has relation chiefly to anything the ship may take back, as
milking cows? Yes, and sheep bought for the ship's use.
You think it necessary they should be kept in quarantine while the ship remains? While they are
on bqard the ship there is continual intercourse between the ship and the shore, and if there should be
anything the matter with the stock, the infection might be carried on shore. It would therefore be much
safer for the stock to be sent to the quarantine on the island until the ship is going away, when they could
be put on board again. There is every convenience at the quarantine for keeping them.
The seventh is-" To extend the time during which stock after they are landed are to be held to be
imported, from one to three months"-what do I understand from that? Supposing theprohibition were
taken off, and stock were allowed to land on undergoing quarantine,-1 propose to extend the period during
which they are to be held to be imported stock after they land, and to be dealt with as such, from one to
three months. And if our ports were open again for stock from England, they should only be admitted
after a quarantine of three months upon the island. Fourteen days is much too short-the incubation of
several diseases exceeds that time considerably..
You mean that it should be discretionary with the inspector whether it should be one or three months?
No, the present law says not less than fourteen days; but I think the period should be extendod to three
232.
months.
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You mean by this, not less than one month nor more than three? It might perhaps answer to make A. Bruce,
it discretionary for the Government to fix the quarantine at any time between one and three months.
The eighth suggestion is-' To provide for the eradication of these diseases among our osn stock,
should it happen that any of them were attacked" F A.s it is there is nothing in the existing Act giving 12APiii 1876
power to deal with any of our own stock, should the disease be discovered among them. For instance, if
any imported cattle had been smuggled on shore in Sydney, and were brought into contact with any of our
cattle and infected them, there is no power under the present Act to enable the Government to deal with
such cattle.
Number nine-" To provide funds for carrying out the Act, which are now exhausted." In what way
do you propose to provide funds? By levying contributions on cattle-a rate of sy a half-penny a head,
that would raise about £6,000 which would be ample for some years.
On cattle alone? On cattle alone.
Mr. Paine/I.] Should that be an annual assessment? No, it would be the same as under the Sheep
Act-the Government should have the power to reduce or to remit the contribution for any year as they
thought fit, and from year to year.
We have no diseased cattle now in quarantine? No, nor have we had for a considerable time.
Mr. Day.] You do not think £6,000 would be more than enough to carry this object out? It would
be enough for four or five years. The expenses would be comparatively small, even if the ports were
opened again, seeing that the importers would have to pay the expenses of their own cattle-it would be
only a question of the expense of inspectors in Sydney and one or two other ports.
Would you not suggest that there should be inspectors in the interior P Not for the purposes of
this Act. If pleuro-pneumonia or diseases now existing in this Colony were to be dealt with, it would
have to be put ii 1)01) a different footing. This Act applies only to diseases unknown in this Cqlony.
Do you not think it would be a good thing to prevent cattle affected with pleuro-pneumonia from
travelling? Yes, 1 think that ought to be done.
Has it ever come to your knowledge that cattle with plcuro-pneumonia have travelled P Yes;
applications are made tome contiuuafly to stop them, butI have no power to do so. From different parts
of the Colony I get reports from inspectors that mobs of travelling cattle are infected.
Would not the expense of these inspectors come out of this fund? An Act for dealing with pleuropneumonia would require to be framed altogether differently. This Act only deals with dieases not now
existing in the Colony.
Would it not be possible to amalgamate the two Acts in one? Yes. The measure framed by the
Conference, and now before the Committee, does so.
dliv. .Fhrneil.J A Bill was introduced into the Legislative Assembly some time hack, to this effect,
with reference to dealing with cattle in this Colony P There were some provisions in this Bill with respect
to giving notice of diseased travelling cattle and sheep which were objected to by a good many members, as
it was mixing up two subjects ; and it was thought better to omit them, to facilitate its passing.
Mr. Day.] Is it not possible to frame one Act to meet both these cases, that is-imported stock and
stock travelling in this Colony? Yes, it is quite possible to do so.
Would it not be better to embrace both in one Act than to have two separate Acts P The amendments in this Act are more urgently required than those to which you allude, and as the former are plain
and short they are not likely to be objected to by any one; but if a more comprehensive measure were
introduced, a considerable time would pass before it could be got through.
You consider it absolutely necessary to have an Act of Parliament with respect to diseased stock
travelling in the interior of this Colony P I do, most certainly.
Cattle as well as sheep? Cattle as well as sheep.
0/tairman.] No. 10 is-" To withdraw from the inspector half the penalty now paid him, and pay
whole into Cattle Fund." At the present time the inspector gets half the fines? Yes.
You think it would be a better arrangement if be did not get this half? Yes, decidedly.
How would you propose to pay him if he has to travel-would you allow him travelling expenses?
The question of travelling expenses would scarcely arise under this Act, but in the performance of the other
duties it would.
Mr. ifarnell.] What do you propose to do with the fine? To pay it into the Cattle Fund.
Afr. Day.] It is not proposed now to give the inspector half the fines inflicted by the Bench under
the Act in lieu of travelling expenses? It was advanced as a plea for the retention of this provision, that
the inspectors were put to considerable expense in serving the summonses and presecutuig, and it was
thought better that it should be specially stated in the Act that the inspectors were to get these expenses.
A good many Benches had refused them, although the Attorney General has given an opinion that
they were entitled to receive expenses and mileage for serving summonses-the police having refused to
serve them.
Can foot and mouth disease be cured in quarantine? Stock with foot and mouth disease would be
destroyed.
Can rinderpest? No, stock would also be destroyed if affected by that disease.
Then there is no quarantine at all for those diseases P No, only for the stock apparently sound. if
those which land apparently sound become diseased they would also be destroyed. Stock are put in
quarantine because they come from countries where those diseases prevail.
Is foot and mouth disease an insidious disease-does it show itself at once, or is it some time before
it manifests itself? The incubatiou of it is comparatively short.
What length of time elapses from the time of the beast first catching the disease until it becomes
apparent? From three to seven or eight days.
Once the beast catches it, is there no cure? Yes, not 2 per cent. of those attacked by the disease
die; but it is an exceedingly infectious disease, and reduces the cattle to a very low condition. It is
estimated in England that frosu were loss of condition every animal attacked by the disease is reduced on
an average £2 in value.
Would it not be resorting to a very severe measure to destroy cattle having this disease if it can be
cured so readily? It would in one sense, but the risk of landing diseased stock and spreading the disease
here is so very great, that extreme measures are necessary. If the disease were once introduced here, it
would kill our cattle wholesale; for through being affected in the feet, they would be unable to get either
grass or water.
261.
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A. Bruce, 261. These cattle would not mix with ours if they were placed in quarantine P No, that is certainly a
Esq.
pretty good preventive, but it is spread in so many ways that there would be great risk in importing stock
at all while the disease is -very prevalent in England. For instance, a case occurred some time ago in
l2April,1876. Sydney, where this disease broke out in cattle which were landed and believed to be free but which proved
to be infected. We could not imagine the cause until some twelve months afterwards Iheard the particulars from the captain of a sister ship, to whom the butcher of the ship which had brought the diseased
cattle communicated the facts of the case. It seemed that a few days after they sailed from London foot
and mouth disease broke out among the sheep put on board for the ship's use. The butcher stamped the
disease out by killing all the sheep that appeared to be affected. He skinned them and put the skins away,
until the shp was within three or four days' sail of Sydney, when they had rough weather, and he took them to
pad the cattle stalls to prevent the stock being injured by the rolling of the vessel. The cattle were
ailing when they landed, but the disease did not definitely disclose itself until two or three days afterwards. This bears out what I have said, that the disease may not appear for two or three months after
contact with the diseased object. When the disease abates, stock from England might be agaIn admitted
under the quarantine I have mentioned.
You say that only about 2 per cent, of the cattle attacked die of foot and mouth disease? Yes,
but in England they get hot mashes and are attended to in every way. Food is taken to them which would
be utterly impossible here. It is reckoned that during the last fifteen years the losses from the disease in
Great Britain and Ireland amounted to from seventy to eighty millions. The loss there from pleuropneumonia alene is estimated at two millions annually.

THURSDAY, 18 MAY, 1876.
Mm. DAY,
Mm, P. G. DANGAR,

Mm FAIl-NELL,
Mn. W. H. SUTTOR,

J. S. SMITH, ESQ., IN THE CHAIR.
Alexander Bruce, Esq., Chief Inspector of Stock, called in and further examined
Chairman.] Have you received any information about the new disease that has broken out among
sheep in Victoria, and to which there seems to be something similar in England and on the Continent? It
iS May, 1876. is said to be the Braxy" of Scotland, a blood disease—anthrax. Some fortnight or three weeks ago I
asked Mr. Curr, the Chief Inspector of Stock in Victoria, to send me particulars respecting it, and he
telegraphed that he would, but I have not had them yet. From the account I have seen there is very
little doubt that if it is not ' braxy"it is some disease of the same nature—an anthrax disease. The
Cumberland disease is one of the forms of anthrax.
You cannot form any idea when you will get this information from Mr. CurrY' No; I have noticed
since, that the Government in Victoria are prosecuting an inquiry as to the nature of this disease. The
only risk we stand of its being introduced into this Colony would be by sheep by sea. There are no sheep
allowed, as you know, to cross the Murray from Victoria.
265, Mr. Day.] How could we get it by sea, if imported sheep are put into quarantine for sixty days?
As it seems to be a disease of that sort it might lie latent in the system. I do not say we would allow it
to spread, but we might have it introduced. It might be brought here and discloso itself in quarantine.
Would it be possible for that disease, or any disease like it, to lie latent for sixty days? No, not for
sixty days; I would not say that, but it might be brought here into quarantine.
I suppose you are aware that the Cumberland disease does not lie dormant for sixty days? No, but
I believe it is considerably longer in the system than people generally imagine. If this is "braxy," it is a
contagious disease.
They do not know what it is? They have not declared authoritatively what it is.
Have any sheep died of it? A considerable number.
In one locality? In different localities.
All over Victoria? Not all over Victoria, principally in the western district.
All from the same disease? Yes.
Mr. Parse/i.] Do you know how it was introduced into Victoria? No; it is in Scotland an endemic
disease; it belongs to certain localities—and there it is occasioned by different states of the weather, and
different conditions of the animal for instance, sudden changes from poverty to fatness—the same as
brings on blackleg, and perhaps Cumberland disease with us.
274, Mr. Day.] This disease then could not originate here; it must be introduced by imported sheep?
I do not know that. Anthrax is common all over the world; we have it in two or three forms here.
But suppose we were thoroughly clear of that disease, would it be possible for it to break out
without introduction by imported sheep; I would not say it would not, because all these diseases are
thought to be, to a considerable extent, dependent on miasma.
It is quite possible, you think, for disease of that kind to break out without importation? Yes, I
believe it is. It is peculiar to certain localities under certain circumstances. Notwithstanding that, it is
contagious.
Once it starts? Yes.
I suppose there is no cure for it? No cure. Only preventive measures are of any use. The best
stoppage of the disease is change,—change of the sheep from the place they are on to another.
Mr. Ic rite/i.] Did I understand you to say there is no cure? There is no known cure for any of
these blood.poisoned diseases. We have had different forms of blood-poisoning here lately. We have
had it attacking horses, which is not usual.
Mr. Day.] It would attack a man? Of course it would by inoculation.
Mr. Parse/i.] The "Brands Act of 1866" was brought into operation under the Registrar General's
Department? Yes, with my assistance.
But you had no responsibility in the working of the Act? No, not until it was transferred to me.
288.
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288. Although you assisted the Registrar General in bringing it into working order, you had nothing to A. Bruce,
Esq.
do with the working of the Act subsequently? No, not from 1808 until it was transferred to my branch
lately. I was about eighteen months superintending its initiation.
Was the working.df the Brands Act as convenient and satisfactory under theRegistrar General's 18 May, 1870.
Office as under the Stock Department since it has been transferred? There are so many questions
relating to stock and country matters connected with the brands, that its proper place is I think where it
is now—in the Stock Branch. The way the registration was carried out in the Registrar General's Office,
in one respect, did not facilitate the work. Instead of amalgamating with the original directory the new
brands that were registered year by year, they were made into separate parts. You will understand that
when an application is made to register a brand, a search has to be made to see whether it has been
registered before. Under this system, when the brands were transferred to me, a search had to be made
in some twenty places to see whether the brand applied for had been registered before; that is to say,
a search had to be made in six parts of the Horse Directory and six parts of the Cattle Directory, in the
Quarterly Lists of Brands, and in the applications that had accumulated during the quarter, making in
all some twenty places. This caused great waste of time, besides uncertainty. Since the brands have been
transferred, I have Lad all the different parts of the Horse Directory amalgamated, and the same with the
Cattle Directory ; and when an application is made for a brand, I have now only to search in two places
instead of twenty, which expedites the work very much. On this account it had fallen about twelve months
into arrear, and these arrears have been pretty well wiped off. Another thing that caused great delay and
inconvenience was, that the applicant when he made application for a brand was told lie could not use the
brand until it was registered. As it had to be published so often, and the work was in arrears this
amounted to his not being able to use it for some six or eight mouths after the application was made for it.
To get over this difficulty applicants now receive permission to use the brands, after search has been made
to see that no similar brands had been already granted, at their own risk of challenge. The applications
for brands are published to give other owners a right to challenge if they think fit; but such a thing
seldom or never takes place. Owners now, on making application, are allowed to make use of the brands,
subject to this after-right of challenge, and in this way can use a brand as soon as it is allotted to them.
There have been several other alterations made which I consider advantageous. For instance, at the time
when the brands were transferred to inc., new brands were being made by adding a diamond or some other
sign to the brand previously registered; and this was creating considerable confusion, as brands allotted
in that way were sometimes allotted to people in the same neighbourhood as tbose who owned the other
brand minus the sign. There was no necessity for anything of this sort being done, because before leaving
the Registrar General's Office, in 1808, I made up a list of some twenty thousand available two-letter
brands. There are other matters that require some alteration, but the principal things that are wanted are
an alteration to enable the two Registers (the Horse and Cattle) to be put into one, and to shorten the
time during which a brand is published for challenge; which can only be done by an alteration of the Act.
During the time the registration was carried out at the Registrar General's Office, was it not a fact
that you used to have a large number of applications from stock-owners and others in refeçeuce to this
registration business? I had a good many applications for advice as to selection of branas and that
sort of thing. Having been connected with it at the Registrar General's Office, a good many persons
came to me after I left. Then again, the Country Inspectors were Deputy Registrars of Brands,
assisting parties in applying for brands, and seeing that the Brands Act was carried out; and I had certain
duties to do still under the Act, through having the supervision of these deputy registrars.
Did not that lead to some confusion? Considerable confusion and some little disagreement between
me and the Registrar General.
Do you know whether, when the brands were under the Registrar General, he did not do away with
the country registrars? Yes, the Registrar General several times objected to their employment; he said
he did not see the necessity for their being employed.
Is the Act being worked more economically now than previously P I can scarcely say it is, on account
of the arrears. There is another matter that I might allude to in speaking of that. When the first
applications were received for brands, an alphabetical list of the owners applying for brands was kept, in
order that we might be in a position to tell an), one that inquired at the office who had registered brands.
This list was made up when I left the Registrar General's Office, in a rough shape, with the view to its
being re-copied and kept as a register of the people who had had transactions with the Brands Branch ; but it
was never done; and fresh names were interlined until it was in such a state that a clerk has had to
be employed to make up the list afresh. It was not even kept up in this way. So entries had been
made in it for some time before the branch was transferred to me, so that no notes were kept of parties
who had registered their brands, and the only way in which they could tell whether a brand was registered
was by ascertaining what the brand applied for was, and searching in the list of brands. The consequence
was, this work had to be all done over again, and this entailed considerable expense. It is a very long job
to make up a register of thirty-five thousand names and addresses; and then time arrears which I have mentioned have besides to be worked off. On the whole, therefore, the branch has not been worked more
economically since it was transferred to me than it was before, through these arrears. When itis in proper
working order, and the amendments proposed are made in the Act,—shortening the time of publication,
making fewer publications necessary in the Oazdlle, and putting the Horse and Cattle Registers into one,—
then it could be worked so economically that I believe the revenue would about meet the expenses.
In page 3 of your report, among the papers laid beibre the Committee, you have referred to the
system of registration, the time occupied in registering, and the defects of the existing Act. Does the Bill
that you have prepared provide for all these defects? I think it does, so far as I am able to judge.
Mr. Dan qar.] Are there any important timings that you think ought to be submitted to Parliament at
once for alteration? There were two or three matters that I brought under the notice of this Committee
as urgent. They were in the shape of proposed amendments to the Sheep Act and Imported Stock Act.
Those would be different from the amendments of the Brands Act, which the Committee have just been
considering. These amendments are required, but they are not urgent. I may say I made these suggestions with regard to the Sheep and Imported Stock Acts with the view to a report upon them being
brought up by the Committee during the present Session, and considered by the Government during the
recess. One of the suggested amendments of the Sheep Act, cumulative voting at the election of directors,
if it is to be carried out, would require to be passed before the beginning of next year.
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A. Bruce, 291. The mode of election of directors? Yes, about which there have been some disputes. And then
Esq.
there is a very urgent matter about sheep which come to Sydney market but cannot go back without three
'•' dressings.
18 May, 1876. 292. Mr. Stiller.] The Act ought to prevent any two persons from using the same brand P Yes.
Is there any arrangement between the two Governments of Qneeueland and New South \Vales with
respect to brands? Yes, there is an arrangement that we do not use the same brands that they use, and
they do not use our brands. They have a peculiar form of brand. Their brands are all two letters and a
numeral in a line.
In Queensland they have a brand so distinctive that it can always be distingnished from a New South
Wales brand? Yes.
Could the same principle be carried out with the other Colonies? Yes. The Government of South
Australia brought in a Brands Act providing for brands with two numerals and one letter.
290. If that were not done, our Brands Act could be defeated to a certain extent? Yes. If the proposed
Act be adopted in South Australia, only Victoria will be standing out, and I have heard that something of
the same kind was in view there too. It would be an easy matter to get a different system for Victoria;
for instance, three numerals in a line.
297. AIr. Farnell.] I see that by the bill you have prepared you propose repealing the Act for the better
prevention of Cattle-stealing and the Sale of Stolen Cattle? It is nearly incorporated with this.
295. You propose to repeal the whole of these Acts? Yes, and to provide for the same matters in
this Bill.
Have you made use of the provisions of that Act so far as they can be made applicable in this Bill?
Yes. This Bill re-enacts the old Act, with some few additions and amendments.
The first part of this Bill, I observe, provides for brands? Yes. The first new thing is Inspectors
of Brands." That is merely an alteration of name. The deputy registrars of brands are now inspectors,
but under a wrong name. Their correct designatien will be Inspectors of Brands.
You propose to amalgamate the Horse and Cattle Registers? Yes; it is proposed that an owner shall
take the same brand for his horses as for his cattle, and then of course there would be but one register.
Mr. .Danqar.] Then it would be necessary for every owner to snake fresh application? Each owner
would have to elect which brand he would prefer.
C/tair-'nau.] He can do the same at present—use the same brand for horses as for cattle? A great
many do, but some do not.
3013. You want to snake it imperative? Yes. If an owner applied for a cattle brand, we have never given
that brand to any one else for horses.
305. ..41r. Dan.qar.] These brands are quite useless as evidence in the Law Courts, are they not? This Bill
would make them better evidence than what they are now. The brand is a very considerable link in the
evidence—and then there is the use it is to the police and others to let them know whose cattle they are
looking at; but as it is the case now that no two men in the two Colonies own the same brand, it ought
to go a long way as evidence.
300. Has it not been decided that a breeder can brand where he likes? Yes.
You first commence on the near rum1)? That is the way the numbers run; but suppose you begin
at No. 3, the law says the next owner must brand on No. 4; so that it does not matter where you begin
till all the places are filled up. Take a case where an owner commences on the last number—where does the next man begin? On
No. 1, and the police seeing that, would know that the last had been branded before the first. There is a
penalty imposed for going out of the regular order, as going from portion No. 1 to the last portion would
be. An owner putting on a second or subsequent brand must brand on the next succeeding portion; and
in that way it does not matter where he begins, for it is thus plain when there are two or more brands who
is the last owner branding.
Chairman.] You mean that it does not matter what part of the beast the original brand is put on?
No. If you begin on No. 3, the next owner must brand on No. 4, and the next on 5 ; and the only ease of
doubt would be where No. 1 and No. 6 were both branded on. In that case there would be some consideration required as to which was the last brand; but you would see that No. 1 must have been the
last put on because there would be a space between 1 and 6, The advautnge of allowing owners to begin
on any portion is that it allows neighbours to take different positions for their brands, which is a convenience, as they thus know from the mere position of the brand to whom the stock belongs. Another
advantage is that some owners, who have large brands which they cannot conveniently put upon the rump,
may put them on the ribs if they prefer it.
Do not the majority of people at the present time having registered brands both for horses and cattle,
use the one brand for both? Yes, the majority do.
-311. Mr. 1i'arnetl.] I see you have made a provision in the 63rd section of this Bill for poundkeepers to
brand cattle sold out of a pound? Yes.
flow do you propose that that shall be carried out—how are they to determine which is the last
brand? They would be in the same position as owners. They would see what brand was last, and would
put the pound brand next subsequent to that. They, would place themselves in the position of owners
who would have to brand, that is, they would brand in the order laid down by the Act.
Mr. Suitor.] Why is it necessary for poundkeepers to brand at all? There is said to be a good- deal
of wrong work going on about selling out of the pound; people saying they have bought stock out of the
pound when they have not; again, when an animal has got a pound brand on, the former owner will know
that it has been sold out of the pound if he comes across it. It is a recommendation that has been made
by a good many, and seems to be a useful one.
31-13. AIr. Dan.qar.] Does this proposed Bill of yours interfere with the existing Impounding Let? No;
the same clauses are in it as are in the present Brands Act.
315, Mr. mmdl.] Do you propose to brand any cattle that might be sold out of a pound that are
unbranded when impounded? Yes; every animal sold out of a pound would be branded, whether
previously branded or not.
310. Mr. .Dangar.] The 10th clause of this Bill provides a "penally for using brauding irons contrary to
three preceding sections "; what is meant by that? It was thought that it would entail very little
trouble on blacksmiths to keep an account of the brands they made, and that such a provision would be
a
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a considerable check on people using brands that were not registered; but it is not very essential, and if A. Brue,,
Bsq.
it be thought that it is not thoroughly practicable it might be left out. Brands cannot be readily branded
unless branding irons are made and this clause would be a considerable check that wrong branding-irons 181870
"
are not made. There is a clause respecting which there has been a good deal of discussion—the 34th
clause. It would be rather hard to make it thoroughly practicable. Like many other provisions it has
been put into the Bill as being apparently it good thing, without being at all certain that it is practicable.
I have spoken to one or two gentlemen who have a good many small settlers round them, as to whether
they would think it an inconvenience to give.the required notice, and I understand that the smaller settlers
usually had notice and attended these musters, but that the larger owners never knew when the smaller
owners wore mustering.
Chairman.] Referring to that part of the 80th section relating to fire brands on sheep; are you
aware that in branding sheep upon the face, very frequently, in heavy-woolled sheep, the brand becomes
entirely obliterated unless you remove the wool? Yes; I believe in some sheep you have not room to
put the brand on the face so as that it remains legible ; but sheep are worked principally by the ear-mark,
and it would be only where there was a question of disputed ownership that the fire brand would be of
use. it would be of use then when closely examined. I think it is most desirable to register the earmark; it would be a very material link in the proof of ownership. There would be no difficulty in getting
different ear.marks for all the owners in any district;, and the same system could be followed with regard
to sheep ear-marks as with regard to brands—the owners of the largest numbers of stock could have the
most legible ear-marks allotted to them.

THURSDAY 1 JUNE, 1876.
ljugznt
Mn. RAY,

Mn. W. H. SUflOR,

JAMES S. FARJNELL, ESQ.,

IN THE (JilAIR.

Joseph M'G-aw, Esq., called in and examined :-

J. MGsw,
Eaq.
Where do you generally reside P Principally at Bnrrabogie, in the Murrambidgee District.
820. This Committee hoe been appointed to inquire into the various Acts affecting stock, the branding of 1 June, 1876.
stock, and diseasos of stock. You are aware that under Act of Parliament certain powers are given to
Boards, and so on? Yes.
And you are aware that, under that Act, certain powers are given to stockholders to elect those
Boards? Yes.
Is there any dissatisfaction existing at present as to the mode of election under the law? I have
heard that there is, but I have not had much experience of it in the neighbourhood in which I live.
You are aware that it is intended there should be some future legislation on the subject? I understand that is the intention.
824. Could you give the Committee your opinions upon the matter,—for instance, as to what should be the
qualification of the electors of these Boards? According to the Act the qualification is one vote for from
500 to 8,000 sheep. I would propose that for every additional 5,000 sheep over and abuve the 8,000, the
owner should have an additional vote.
That is you would adopt the accumulative principle? Yes.
'What did you say was the lowest number you would fir? I would leave the law as it stands now,
that is one vote for from 500 to 8,000 sheep; but for every additional 5,000 I would entitle the possessor
to an additional vote.
'What is your opinion as to the working of these local Boards P I think they are very useful, in fact
I do not see how you would get along very well without them.
828. Do you think it is necessary to retain the inspectors? Yes, I think so.
329. As they are now? 1 think so; giving them perhaps some additional powers, and perhaps a little
more work to do.
830, Do you think it advisable that a quarantine station should be established anywhere on our borders P
I think not at present.
You practically understand our quarantine laws and regulations? Yes, I have had considerable
experience with them.
And you suggest no improvement in our quarantine laws—I speak more particularly in reference to
the importation of sheep from the neighbouring Colonies ? The only thing I would suggest would be
perhaps a shorter term of quarantine. Sheep have now to remain in quarantine sixty days. I think it
would be perfectly safe to allow their removal in it month. Sheep are presumably clean when they are
brought here, every care having been taken to prevent infection and to keep them from getting away
and when they are dipped here, I think thirty days quarantine would be quite sufficient.
Have you heard that some now disease his broken out amongst sheep on the Continent and in
England? I have heard it, but I do not know anything about it.
You are aware that the Government has power to prohibit the importation of stock from the
neighbouring Colonies, or from any other countries? Yes.
Have you noticed anything in that law which you think requires amendment? No. I think it is
right that the Government should have the power to prevent the importation of stock when considered
necessary to do so.
330. Notwithstanding New South Wales and Queensland are clear of scab, you still think it wise to keep
up the present machinery as provided by law? I think it is.
337. Suppose the whole of the Colonies were clear of scab, do you think it would then be wise to keep up
the present machinery? I think it would. There are other diseases besides scab, aftèeting sheep, as much
to be dreaded perhaps as scab.
388. Diseases that might voluntarily break out? Yes; and it is a great check to the introduction of
disease to have inspectors keeping watch: like a watchman guarding a warehouse, though be may not catch
a

Chairman.] You are engagedin pastoral pursuits? Yes.
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S. M'G-aw, a thief for years, it is possible his vigilance may prevent thieves coming. If stock is allowed to come in
Esq.
indiscriminately, there is no doubt we should have scab or other diseases before long. If the present
IN
machinery is kept up it will be a check against the introduction of disease.
1'
tine, 18 6. g Are you aware that the disease I have spoken of as having broken out amongst sheep has very much
extended in Victoria? I have heard it, but I only know it from hearsay.
840. Have you had much experience with cattle? Very little; we have only 200 or 800 head.
341. just sufficient for station purposes, I suppose? Yes, just ji small stud herd. I have not had much
experience with cattle.
342. Can you give the Committee any information in reference to pleuro-pneumonia•? No; I think if I
saw a beast Buffering from it I should know it was the disease, but that is all.
843. Can you give the Committee any information as to the desirableness of legislating to make innoculation compulsory? I believe that such legislation is considered to be necessary by a great number of people.
If inoculation is desirable, it would be better to make it compulsory upon all stoekowners to adopt it, in
the same way that vaccination of children is compulsory. But I cannot say of my own knowledge that
inoculation of cattle is absolutely necessary.
344. Do you know whher there are any defects in the present law in reference to travelling sheep, as to
the branding and marking of them, and so on? I cannot find anything in the Diseases in Sheep Act
about the distance which sheep should travel within a given time. The Crown Lands Act provides
that they shall travel 6 miles a day.
845. I am speaking now in reference to the marking of sheep? I think it would be well that there should
be an ear-mark. It is so, I think, on all well-regulated stations—they have one mark that is not interfered with as a rule; and I think it would be a very good thing if it were made compulsory on all stockowners to adopt it.
Have persons any difficulty in identifying sheep that are stolen? They have great difficulty. I have
heard of cases where the owner has had no doubt that stolen sheep belonged to him, but the ear-mark
having been tampered with, he has been unable to obtain a conviction.
Can you suggest anything to the Committee in reference to the working of the present law, or any
amendments winch you think should be made in it in a general way 1? No, I do not think I can.
343. AIr. Suitor] You said in answer to the Chairman that, in the election of local Boards of directors, it
would be advisable to have an accumulative system of voting—how do you arrive at that conclusion P We
have a large interest at stake, and we have a right to say who shall represent us on the Board of directors.
If I was the owner of 500 sheep, I should not have the same interest as the man with 100,000.
Why is there such a difference of opinion amongst the proprietors of sheep—I take it that the object
of setting the machinery in motion is to keep clear of scab? To keep clear of diseases of all kinds.
You saidyon thoughtthe inspectors should have additional powers—what additionalpowers do youthink
they ought to have P. I speak of their powers over travelling sheep. At present I do not think an inspector
could interfere. Suppose for instance, I had a hundred thousand sheep, and travelled them along the public
roads of the Colony at the rate of only two or three miles a day, I do not think the inspector would have
power to interfere with me. My run has a frontage of about 22 miles to a road, and within the last few weeks a
man with travelling sheep took a week to cross it. My man left him on a small reserve proclaimed for
camping travelling sheep, and within a few chains of the boundary of the run. We found afterwards
that he had camped on the reserve during the night and fed his flock on the run the next day. The
reserve is only something like 150 acres in extent. After he had travelled his flock two or three days
longer, he sent me a written notice that he was coming back again. He did come back, and spent nearly
another week in crossing by the run. We afterwards received another notice, that he was coming back
again. That occasioned me a loss and inconvcnieneo—I had to keep a man on horseback to go backwards and forwards to watch the sheep pass.
llowcould an inspector interfere in such a case when he has a large district to look after? I might
lay the information, the inspector might have power to prosecute-4 do not mean to say that I could make
a law that would work better than the present law. I only point out that such tbings do occur, and might
occur every day.
Still you have your remedy at law by bringing an action for trespass? I really do not see under
what Act I could prosecute.
Of course you cannot prosecute for trespass, but you could bring an action for damages? Of course
the Crown Lands Act says the stock shall be travelled at a certain rate.
And you think it would be desirable to create such a case as you speak of an offence? I think so
I think it is a case that ought to be constituted an offence by law. I admit that it would be hard to make
a law to meet all cases.
With respect to quarantine, do you think the present regulations require more than is necessary? I
do. !think sixty days quarantine is absolutely unnecessary. Thirty days would be qyite sufficient. I speak
perhaps rather selfishly in the matter. I am in the habit of bringing sheep from 1' ictoria, and having to
place them in quarantine for sixty days occasions me great expense, whilst the sheep are probably injured.
At times I have lost the use of them for the season.
Is it not better to do too much than too little, rather than run the risk of getting scab introduced?
Decidedly; I would rather go to any inconvenience than mu the risk of ihtroducing disease of any kind.
With regard to inoculatioa—you are aware there is great diversity of opinion respecting it? Yes
I cannot say anything about it myself. Some twelve or tlurteen years ago I had some cattle inoculated
and lost many of them. I have since thought the virus could not have been good, and that the cattle
were poisoned.
With respect to ear-marking sheep, do you think, in view of there being a large number of proprietors,
many of them small proprietors, it would be possible to give each man a distinctive ear-mark? I think it
would; not perhaps a distinctive mark for every proprietor in the Colony, but for every proprietor in a
district. It is an easy thing to vary the ear-mark, keeping one ear for the station mark,—say the right
ear for the ewe, the left ear for the wether.
Are there many conditional purchasers in your district? Not a great many.
There are some? Oh, yes. They all like to have a few sheep; some of them, I think, have a thousand
or two.
Of course they would each require a distinctive mark? They would. It might bellililcult for them
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to have if, because they buy store sheep, and it would be dilhcu]t for them to have brands of their own J. M'Gaw,
Laq.
unless they were allowed to alter the brands on the sheep they buy.
302. It is difficult to get it distinctive ear-mark for all these small
s
1 think it would be. I might
holders
sell some sheep to it conditional purchaser, and a few of' mine might afterwards get into his flock. I should 1 June, 1576.
not be able to say which were those I sold him and which were not.
363. chairman.] You are aware that the law provides that cattle and sheep shall be travelled a certain
disf.ance per day in one direction P Yes, that is provided in the Crown Lands Amended Act
364, Are you aware that the same provision has existed for some years in the Impounding Act? No, 1
was not aware of it.
IL. Haij.] The thirtieth section of' the impounding Act reads as follows —"Occupants of unenclosed
Crown lands through which any public road or thoroughfare pass may not impound any cattle horses or sheep
travelling along or through any such road or thoroughfare unless they be at the time of seizure at it greater
distance from the centre tl,ereof than half a mile Provided however that unless prevented by rant or
ilood such horses or cattle shall be moved on or along such road or thoroughfare at least ten miles and
such sheep at least six miles in one direction within every successive period of twenty-four hours,"—so
that you might have exercised your right and impounded those sheep—the inspector could do nothing
mode than you could have done yourself? Perhaps, then, it would not be wise to make any alteration of
the law in that respect.
Chairman.] 'What I understood you to eo:nplain of in regard to travelling sheep is that tey travel,
not with the view of their being taken to market or any particular place, but with the view of procuring food
for them? There is no doubt it is done to a very large extent. 1 have not suffered from that sort of thing
for the last few years, because the seasons have been exceptionably good, and feed has been plentiful; but
I suffered from it this year and also seven years ago very much indeed.
)- on will see that nuder the twelfth section of the Amended Laud Act, under the heading " MiscelIzmneons," there is the same power as is conferred by the Tmpounding Act, nanely, that if drovers do not
travel cattle at the rate of twelve miles, and sheep at the rate of six miles per day in the same direction,
you have vonr remedy, as was pointed out by Mr. Suttor, at common law. Would you suggest any alterif iou P .1. think not.
;Jos. That is, you do not suggest ally summary way of dealing with people who did not comply with the Act
iu regard to travelling stck
o? i have thought it over it good deal, and heard itdiscussed often, but.[. do not
think I over heard anything workable proposed as it remedy. I have heard it proposed that the owner of
it run should be allowed to charge such pcop1c, but 1 hardly think site1, a provision would work.
3613. Jh'. flay.] Inasmuch as the Crown Lands Act provides that Crown Lands within half it mile of a
public road, on each side, shall be reserved for travelling stock, do you• not think the Crown might
legitimately impose a small license fee for the time of travelling for instance, Queensland sheep are
frequently travelled for six months in out- territory, grazing and flitteniug by the wily, whilst no charge is
imposed? There is no doubt that such a charge nught be fairly made, and it would be a very good thing
if it were made but the difficulty would be inworking such a provision, it might be somewhat unjust
to 1ev)' a charge on stock going to market,,nd it would be difficult to draw time line.
370 if it was it charge of a very nmoderat:e uatue, do you not think it would be as legitimate it charge as
charging rent for Crown Lands P Yes.
371.. I have known people that had it very small area of land, who kept their sheep alive by travelling
them six months in the year? I. had known cases of that kind. I know of two small runs lifts' miles
apart, the stock belonging to which have been kept going backwards and forwards rather than on the runs.
372. Do you think it would be advisable to legislate to remedy these abuses, or (10 you think they will be
likely to die out from it:s being a very unprofitable way of keeping sheep? it is not a profitable way of
keeping sheep, and I think it has died out very much of late years.
:373, ,J'lfr. Suitor.] I suppose such abuses will be cured as the lands are bought up P Yes, when the land
is bought up the runs will be fenced, and the stock will be confined to the main ron.ds. In my case the
road is along the rivopfroin point to point ; and even if I had the land purchased on both sides of the road,
I. could not fence along the road, as the fence would keep my own stock from getting in to the river. There
are, no doubt, other stations in the same position.
37-I. Mr. Hay suggesteda license fee: do you not think that if a license fee were charged it would give
'the owners of travelling stock additional rights, whilst-it weakened the rights of the lessees P If they paid
any license fee they would consider they had a right to be on the land, as they do now ;at the same time
tImer would have to travel a certain distance every day in one direction,
:373. Okairman.] Von have spoken of some selectors who have sheep do they follow any other occupation
than grazing P Not in our district. A few of them plough a little for buy, but it is it very precarious was'
of making money.
376, Is there any further suggestion von would like to make to the Committee? No, I tlñnk I have
given the Coimmmnittee everything I could think of.
377. Mr. Suitor.] What is the present state of time healti, of the sheep in your district? Very healthy
we have no disease there. There is a little footrot, but very little.
:378. It is not likoly that any disease would be generated by local circumstances? Not in my immediate
ii eigi I hon rIm ood.
Ohairutan.] No fluke? No. 1 have seen fluke there ten years ago it 'vas brought on to the station
by some sheep which I had sent to the mountains at the head of time Murrumbidgee. I sent the same
sheep there twice, and they did get fluke, and a miumbe,- died aftem' they got back to the station.
'W'ere any of the other shetlp that were not sent of)to the mountains affected? Not that I am
aware of.
381.. They were not affected by the sheep that were brought down and which had the fluke? No, I have
not; seen ammvthiug the matter with any of the other sheep, either at that time or since. i: got rid of those I
speak of as soon as I could. A number of them died ; some I fitttened.
:3s2. That is to say, the fluky sheep did not affect those that were not fluky? Not so far as I am aware of.
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The Hon. John Bowie Wilson, Esq., called in and examined
.

.3S3. çhu.erniait.j i ou are await at the object for which this Comnuttee has been appointed

1 am and 1.
1 J'une, 1876. may state that I have been requested by several large stockowners, irnciply in the itherina district, to
come before this Committee, chiefly to give expression to their i iews with regard to the Act as they find
it impossible to come to Sydney to express their opillions themselves.! may mention that 1 have been
requested by Mr. Richard Blacluvood, of Hartwood, and Messrs. :Ilackwood and lbbetsou, of vkrai
ganilla, and Mr. Coebrane, of Widgiewn, to attend this Coininit:tee. The principal points they wished
me to speak about were. first, the mode of electing directors to the local Boards. At present only
a single vote is given to one flockinaster, whatever number of sheep he may own.
And they
are of the same opinion as Mr. i\'i'G-av, who has just given l,k evidence, that there should be a
cumulative system of voting. They say that a man with 500 sheep—and there are many free selectors
with that number in the Fiverina district—has as much 1)ower as the man who has a hundred thousand;
whereas the small holder pays little or .nothing towards keeping imp the present system of inspection.
Another reason they urge is this that to a small owner it would lie a matter of comparatively trilimug
moment if his sheep were scabby, and conseqpentlyasmall owner has not the same interest in keeping.thme
country free from disease as the large owner has. If scab broke out tmommgst'a flock of a thw hundred, the
owner could manage to keep the disease down and perhaps clue 1l'ejn, and lie would suftbr no material
injury; whereas, if I might use the expression, it would be death in the large proprietor. They think
therefore that if one vote be given for (say) from 500 10 8,000 sheep, an additional vote should be given for
every additional 5,000 the owner might possess. The only object these gentlemen could possibly have in
view is to keep the flocks of the country free from disease.
At the time the present law was passed there were very lewsitiall owners of sheep:- They were so
few that they were not worth taking into consideration inpassing the law. But the great bulk of the flee
selectors in the Riverina district are not agrieulturists, they use the land as pastorahists, for grazing
purposes. Their first object is to get it flock or two of sheep, and their interests become to some extent:
antagomstic to those of the large stockoivners.
They are thus carrying on pastoral pursuits on a small scale
Not only that, but they think they
would be benefited if there werc greater freedom of intercourse between the two Colonies. They have not
the same fear of disease being introduced from Victoria, where the disease exists ; and of course if they
saw it would benefit them, they might wish for freer intercourse between the two Colonies. There is
another matter I desire to refer to, that is, the placing of quarant;ne stations on the river Murray. The
gentlemen whom I represent think it would be dangerous in the extreme to establish quarantine grounds
on the Border. They prefer to incur time expense of bringing the sheep round to Sydney by sea that]run any
danger of introducing scab. They appear to have very great dread of quarantines on the Murray for that
reason. Every care is now taken to prevent sheep crossing the border. 'When the river is low, watch is
not only kept by the Government boundary riders, !nit they have boundary riders of their own; and every
exertion is made to keep the Victorian sheep froip trespassing.
380. Then you think it would be to the interests of the conntry to retain the boundary riders P 1 not
only arrive at that conclusion from the attention :r have given to the subject mysell but the gentlemen
whom I represent also think it would be detrimental to the interests of the Country to do away with any
of the offirs appointed under the Diseases in Sheep Act. The Country is put to no expense by having
those officers—they are paid out of it fund raised by a special tax en time flockmasters. The fiockmasters
pay that tax willingly, as a sort of insurance fee that their stock will be kept free from scab. Mr. M'Gaw
has suggested that certain additional duties should be imposed upon the inspectors. I think they ought
to be called upon to keep, as far as possible, it supervision over lravellmg stock so that in ease disease
broke out amongst stock travelling, the inspectors could insist upon those in charge taking proper means
to destroy the carcases whelk the animals died, and by that means prevent infection.
You have had large experience yourself in pastoral pursuits P About nineteen years.
And have given a great deal of consideration to the subject? Yes, both from being connected with
pastoral pursuits so long, and being connected with them also as Minister.
:389. As Minister you had to administer this p;u'hcul Act ? Yes, and 1 have always been strongly in
favour of it.
390. And your own opinion is in accord with the opinions of the gentlemen whom you now represent? Most decidedly. In my opinion the Colony has derived ;ncalculable benefits from this Act.
may mention that during the time I was Minister there was only one ilockmaster who objected to pay
the tax.
19L The inftmrmation you have given to the Committee has reference principally to sheep? Yes.
Can you give theConmuttee any information respecting diseases in cattle, such as pleuro-puenmonia,
and as to the advisability of' legislating upon the subject of inoculation P It is a very difficult matter. 1
have not that faith in inoculation which some people appear to have— I think it, is of doubtful efficacy.
$o far as vaccination in the human subject is concerned, 1 have not only no faith in it, but it perfect
dread of it--so much so that no pouver on earth would compel me to have one of my children vaccinated.
Instead of a. blessing I think vaccination has become a great curse to the commmtmmit.y. And I am very
dôubtful as to the efficacy of inoculating cattle against pleuro-pnc.umonia-. 1. was appai ited a mnemuher of it
Commission which had powers given it to examine some cattle that were affected with plcuro-pncnrnonia
and one thing that struck us when the cattle were killed was that many of them ivere found to be in a
convalescent state. I do not think the mortality from pleuro.pncnmnonia is so great as is sometimes
imagined. 1 think deaths that arise from other diseases am'e often put down to pleuro-pneunuonia. My own
impression is that the breeding of cattle is becoming so fine and close, both in these Colonies and in Europe,
that the cattle are more liable to inflammatory diseases than they were before. I believe it is very questionable whether the Colony will derive any great advantage front stock-owners bleeding from high-bred
stock, which ammy
mn
people appear to be so anxious about.
In inocnlating a beast ogainst pleuro-pnemimnonia, do you think it possible to infect that beast with
some other disease P There is no doubt of it. For instamice, to draw all analogy between the cow and the
human being—we know that it is a well established fact that hmummdreds, and 1 believe thousands, of
children have been infected with diseases through vaccination, such as svj,Imilis. I have seen in this city
hmeart-rthiding eases of children heiimg mmcd for uk throoghm vaecimmatiolm.
That is, they have been vaccinated for small-pox, and in the pro&.ssothier diseases have been conveyed
into the svstenu ? Nnmhers have becomrme mi pregnatel with syphilis. There is no mncamms of :mseertaining
.
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whether the vaccine is pure or not, it mar be taken front a child apparently healthy, and yet be impure, lion. J. B.
in consequence of latent diseases which may be in that child's system. And thus disease is transmitted Wilson, Lbq.
from one child to amiother. I think the subject of conmpulsorv vaccination is a- very dangerous one to touch
upon. Generally speaking, the squatters of NewSouth Wales are it very enlightened class of men; and 1 June, 1876.
if it can be proved to them that inoculation is a safeguard against plouro-pneurnonia I think it would
soon be generally adopted.
395. Do you think that a wise provision of our law which gives the Government power to prohibit the
importation of stock F I think it is a very wise provision, but it is a power that ought to be exercised with
a great deal of care. 1 think there is often a desire to carry it too far. When a person is well stocked
with imported cattle, he has of course no desire that any other person should go into the same trade, it
is a power that requires very great discretion in its exercise: I happened to be Minister for Lands some
"ears ago when it was proposed to stop the importation of cattle, and I did everything in any power to
oppose it. I may mention another circumstance that occurred when I was Minister for Lands, with
refrrenee to some cattle that showed symptoms of foot and month disease after they had been it short time
in the Colony. I. am not now alluding to Mr. White's cow ; but to some cattle that were placed on Dawes'
Point. 1 paid a great deal of attention to them, and I am perfecth' convinced that those cattle were
perfectly souud when they were landed in New South Wales. They were very high bred cattle, and had
been fed on stimulating food on the voyage out—oil-cake, hay, and other things. it was during the heat
of summer when they were landed, and they were placed in an unfortunate situation, where there was
neither suthicient air nor water at their command. I no, convinced that any cattle under similar circumstances would soon show symptoms of foot and month disease.
I am therefore led to believe that the
disease was not introduced to the Colony. but was generated here. The cattle were in close sheds, with
the hea.t of the sun pouring down upon them. l visited them in company with Dr. Cox, who has a
knowledge of stock, and as soon as the axe was set to work and portions of the sheds knocked down, so as
to admit the air freely, the cattle ommenccid to improve.
390. You think that so long as a! wise discretion is used the law is beneficial P 1 think it is a power that
ought to be in the hands of a Government:., but it should be used very charil.y indeed, There is another
subject upon. which 1 should like to make a remark or two, that is the ear-marking of sheep. It is tIme.
opinion of most of my friends, especially in Riveriva, that it would be an advantage to reserve it particular
ear for a station brand—say the neal' ear for a ewe and the off ear for a wether, and that steps should be
taken to prevent the station brand from being tampered with. Then in case of any sheep hcing stolen, il
they were followed up with rapidity,prima facie evidence might be obtained of the station brand having
been tampered with ; in fact, there would be strong presumptive evidence of their having been tampered
with.
8.97. It would facilitate the detection of stolen sheep P Yes, and would act as a preventative to theft.
895, Aft. Suitor.] I understand that ),our disapproval of vaccination arises from practice—do you see anything wrong in it in theory? I object to it on principle also. I think we ought not to generate disease
in any of our children under any partmeular circumstances. If we choose to bring tip our children as
we ought to do, with healthy constitutions, we can set independently of vaccination, and not fear the disease
it is thought to avert.
399. Still if it is a preventative P I no not believe it is a preventative. During the last small-pox epi.
(ernie atM
arseilles, 75 per cent of those who were attach-ed, and some of the worst cases, were persons who
had been vaccinated. There is very great difi'ereuce of opinion on the subject. But I am convinced from
what I have heard that aq opinion against; -vaccination is gaining ground amongst medical men at Home.
IOU. And you think there is a strong analogy between the vaccination of a human being and theinoculation
of cattle? I believe there is.
I
And from your experience with the inoculation of cattle, you think it would be useless P My preju.
dices are against it. As far as the inoculation of cattle is concerned, I. have had little practical experience,
hut I object to it in theory. I think a great deal more has been attributed to pleuro-pneurnonia than need
have been, it is not uncommon for cattle travlhing to get inflammation of the. lungs, and it is often put
down to pleuro.pneurnonia.
There are diseases which may be mistaken for pleuro-pneuinouin.? Yes; as soon as a drover finds
the cattle breathing hard and holding their heads down, he concludes they are suffering frompleuro.
pneumonia,
You think, in the light of onr present kuowledgo on the subject, it. is not desirable to legislate to
make inoculation compulsory P Most decidedly not, if I were it Member or the Assenbly, and a Bill
was brought in to make inoculation compulsory, 1. would vote against it in the present state of our
know) edge.

James Henry Davidson, Esq., called in and examined

C/'airinan.j W here do you reside P At Warbreccan, neat' Deniliquin.

J. H.
1 believe you are engaged in pastoral pursuits? Yes.
Davidson,
Principally in sheep farming P Principally sheep—I have very few cattle.Emq.
107. You are aware of the object; for which this Committee was appointed? Yes.
Have you paid much attention to the working of the Stock Act P With regard to sheep I have. 1 5unc, 1876.
For the last two years I have tilled the office of 4ireetor on one of the Boards in the district in which I
reside.
You are elected to tht office, are you not? Yes, by the various sheépowners of the district.
410.. Is there any fixed scale as to the number of sheep an owner must have to qualify him to vote for a director? The owner of from 500 to 8,000 sheep, or his duly authorized overseer, may vote at the election
of directors.
•
1-9
The owner of 500 sheep is entitled to one vote—the owner of a hundred thousand is only entitled to
'ne vote P Yes.
Do you think it would be wise in amy fimture legislation to provide for accumulative voting in proportion to the number of sheep a person may own P 1 think an accumulative system of voting ought to be
established.
418.
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413. What number of sheep would you fix as the lowest number that should entitle the owner to vote?
J. 11.
Davidson, The Act gives a vote to owners of from 500 to 8,000 sheep. I think an additional vote sliotild be given
Esq.
for every 5,000 or 8,000 sheep above that number.
We want to get at some minimum number as entitling a person to one vote, and then to adopt a
1 Juno, 1876. number for the accumulative system P I think up to 8,000 should he the minimum entitling an owner to
one vote-an owner or his duly authorized superintendent.
u would give to one owner? I. should be inclined to allow
What is the maximum number of votes yo
a vote for every additional 8,000 sheep lie may possess above 8,000. Iwould not limit the number of votes.
It might be based on the number of sheep or on the amount of contributions paid.
Being a director you have had a good deal of experience as to the working of those Boards I have
had some experience:
Generally speaking, (10 you think they work satisfhctorily P So 11w as my knowledge extends, tip to
the ajpoiutrnent of directors for the current year at J)eniliquin, the :Boarcm there always worked satisfactorily and smoothly.
-Li 8. Is it your opinion that the whole of the machinery now constituted by law should be, kept in existeuce,
irrespective of whether we have scab or other disease it] the Colony or not 9 I think so decidedly, otherwise
the law would become a (lead letter.
That is von are in favour of the retention of the inpeetors P Yes ; if we do not the law- will be of
no use.
New South Wales is now I believe free from scab? I believe it is.
Are there any other diseases you know of existing in the Colony P 1. believe fluke and tvorrns exist
in some parts of the Colony.
Are those diseases contagious or infectious? It is a moot point.; I believe they are.
There are many more sinail holders of sheep than there were some years ago? Yes.
421. That is, persons who have taken up small areas of land ? Yes.
.425. Do you think that will eventually have a tendency to deteriorate the quality of the sheep and wool?
By having small holdings P
Yes, holdings such as are now in existence? Not necessarily ; it depends upon the care which owners
bestow upon their flocks.
What is your opinion with reference to the establishment of quarantine grounds on the Borderssay between Victoria, South Australia, or Queensland, as the case may be? I see no objection to it,
provided there is no scab in the neighbouring Colony, and it is fbuiid desirable to estalilisli quarantine
grounds but it would be dangerdus to establish them initil it is ascertained beyond all doubt that the
neighbouring Colony is free from scab.
That is, you would prefer the law to be carried out as it is carried out now-that sheep, wherever
they might be brought from, should be brought by sea into the county of Curnherland P Decidedly.
is a great inconvenience and expense to owners of sheep, still you think, as a safeguard,
Although
t
i
I he law should be carried out as it is now, in preference to establishing quarantine grounds on the Border?
Most certainly.
430, Are you aware whether scab exists at the present time in Victoria? tam informed that it don.
I do not know of my own knowledge; I believe it does, and very close to the Border.
Are you also aware that recently another disease has broken out that is devastating the sheep there?
I do not know anything about it myself I have heard of it.
With reference to the ear.marking of sheep, cpuld you give the Committee any information how it
could be carried out in any way which would render it possible to detect sheep-stealing or that would give
some proof or evidence that the sheep had been stolen P If it were possible to adopt a system of earmarking, giving an car-mark to each owner, it would be a good thing to do; and I would make any
interference with that mark punishable, whether by the purchaser or anyone else.
483. Do you think it possible to carry out the theory of ear.marking? I think it could be done.
Are you aware that they have a system in Queensland? I aninot aware of it.
You think something of the kind could be carried out? I think so.
Has any difficulty been expenenced in travelling sheep by the obliteration of the brand.mark-eould
you make any suggestions with respect to that? I have never known any trouble to occur. It takes a
long time to obliterate a ¶mint or tar brand if it is properly done in the first instance.
What about fire-braaiding sheep on the nose? I believe it would be the most effectual way of dis.
tinguishing an owner's sheep-that is if a. character or letter could be got that will make a clear brand
-one that will not blotch.
Are you aware whether there are persons who travel sheep through the country for the purpose of
depasturing them, and not with the legitimate object of travelling them? I know there are people who
have done it; but I do not think there are many who do it now.
Could you suggest any, legislation that could take place to meet such cases, beyond the provisions of
the present law for travelling stock P No, i know of no means of preventing it. If owners or persons
in charge were made to travel sheep 6 miles a day they would gain but little by travelling their sheep.
Suppose a person did not travel his sheep 6 miles a day, bitt kept them on the road for a longer
period than is allowed by law-, do you think there ought to be any summary poiver given to deal with caes
of that kind, or would you leave the lessees or owners of the runs injured to take proceedings in the
superior Courts by action for damaes? The law fixes a- certain distance for sheep to i:ravelin one direction
every successive twenty-four hours; and incase that provision is infringed I think the aggrieved person
should be allowed to summon the aggressor to the nearest Bench of Magistrates, and a small fine should
be inflicted. 1, think some power of that kind should be given.
That is, there should be some speedy way of dealing with persons who loiter along the road-with
travelling sheep? Yes, on their failing to comply with the conditions of the Act.
1-Tare you had any experience with regard to cattle? Not very much.
What is your opinion in reference to inoculation for pleuro-pnenrnonia? It is hard to give an opinion
Opinions on the subject are so much divided.
But what is your opinion? I believe in inoculation, I do not exactly say it is a preventative, but I
think it mitigates the disease-it lightens it.
45. I understood you to say that the cattle you have are merely for station purposes P Merely for
station Iturposes.
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41.0, Could von suggest anything to the Committee in reference to this matter of stock—anything you
have thought of as likely to be useful in legislating on the subject P As regards the. inspectors, i thhá Davidson,
they should be retained. As regards pleuro-puennionia, .1. think that cattle tint are suffering from it
should be dealt with in the same \Vay that scabby sheep are dealt with—the owners should quarantine ('
them in some place on their run, and the animals should not be ai]owcd to leave it until pronounced 1 June, 1876.
healthy by the inspector.
417. Do you tlimulc it a wise provision that when sheep are travelling through the country, notices mUst be
sent to the holders of runs by which the sheep are to pass? I think it would be a grievous thing it' the
owner through whose run they are to pass did not receive notice, If the notices were simply posted the
sheep might go on the run at any time but if a messenger delivers the notice, the owner of the land
through which the sheep are to pass is in a position to know about what time to expect them on his land,
and he may see them through. As a ride, the owner of the run has to send a man with the travelling
sheep to see them through, and to keep any of his own sheep from mixing with the travelling sheep.
1 N. The present mode of giving notice is advantageous in enabling the holder of the run to take steps
I o prevent any of his sheep from getting boxed UI) with the travelling sheep P 1, think the provision should
i'eaiain as in the Act, and the notice should not extend over forty-eight hours, nor be less than twelve
sours. if the person in charge of travelling sheep is' allowed to send notices by post he may never send
them lie may make all sorts of excuses, such as that the jetter vent astray.
11:9. Are there many selections taken up on your run P A good many.
-150, Are those selections used pm meipally for keeping sheep P \es, all, with the exception of one. one
1 nan has some cattle as well as sheep.
1,51. is there no cultivation going on? Very little.
152. is the land suitable for a.grienitura.l purposes? The people who have taken it up say it is. Mv
experience has led me to the contrary opinion.
453. Mi. Su/tor.] In speaking of the voting power of directors, you think it should not be given to persons
possessing less than 8000 sheep P No I meant one vote for 500, and up to 8,000, as provided by the
A ct and in additional vote for every 8,000.
'IS I.. Are you aware that a Progress Report of this Committee has recommended that the inspectors should
be done away with P I am not aware of it.
455. Do you think it would be wise for the Committee to reconsider that decision P If their decision is in
lhvour of doing away with the inspectors, I think it would be very wise of them to reconsider it. Without
the inspectors F do not see how the law is to be carried out.
450. Do you think all pel'sons travelling stock, whether sheep or cattle, should be compelled to give notices
to time owners of i'LIns ? I think they should.
457. Wlieflir sheep or cattle P Yes. There is one remark I should like to make in reference to the
establishment of quarantine stations on the Murray—at Moama, say, or on the opposite side of the river,
where stock are most likely to be brought—in ease of diseased sheep being broUght on the New South
Wales side of the river, animals would be very liable to escape. If a sheep did escape, it would escape in
the midst of a sheep district, right into the heart of that part; of the iliverina that lies between the Mnrrmy
and the Murrambidgee. It is different in the county of Cuinberland. If a sheep escaped in this county
it would not be able to find its way to other flocks.
45S. That is in the event of sheep coining up from Victoria by rail P And brought into quarantine in
New South WgIes, It would be difileult to prevent escapes.
459. What remedy would you suggest P The present remedy, prohibiting the importation of stock until
the neighbouring Colony is declared free of scab.
400. Under the law sheep cannot now conic from Victoria? N0, but there has been considerable
agitation going on in some parts to get quarantine grounds established on the Border.
In your opinion, it would be unwise to establish quarantine stations on the Border? Very unwise.
Although it might facilitate the importation of sheep it would be very dangerous P Very iiangerous;
everything that has been done to prevent the spread of scab under the Acts now in force would go for
nothing in a very short time. We should have scab within three months, and the whole of the expenditure
that has been incurred would be thrown away.
4-63. And the introduction of scab into the Colommv now would be attended with very disastrous resnits ?
The results would be yen' disastrou,4 indeed.
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401. Chai;man.] I believe you have had large experience in the management of sheep P I 1maveat home, J. Wiluon,

in A frica, and in this Coloay. 1 am nov managing stations time property of the Into Dr. ¶I'i-aWl.
165. What lengtlm of experience have you had in this Colony? I have been here about seven yeal's.
160. lVithi regard to sheep-branding, eami you give us any of the results of your experience with regard to
ilie difibrent nor-marks and fire-brands P Fire-branding is not generally so satisfactory as it: should be, on
aceomnit of the difficulty in putting a good fire-brand upon sheep—the brands are apt to blotch. Earmarking is also very subject to being defaced or cut out, or else the ear cut off, so that, unless there be
some stnngent law made to prevent this being done, I do not see hov stockowners are going to manage
with regard to brands and ear-marks, since wholesale sheep-stealing has become the fashion. The firebranding, as it is eondncted now, is satisfactory in the district iif which it is done to a certain extent, that is
to tay, the inspectors of stock keep a record of all the fire-brands in their own district, but when sheep
are removed from that district—when you go in search of and find your sheep—you do not know but some
person may have a brand similar to yours in that district, and by the time you have ,one to see the district
inspector's record and find this out you do not find the sineep. One of the improvements I think
absolutely

Esq.
9
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J. Wi1son absolutely necessary is, that a record of brands should be kept in the head office, so that you could find out,
Esq.
by telegram in a moment whether a similar brand has been registered there, referring to your own district
registry by number. No two brands should be alike. Ti possible it should be the same with ear-marks.
tine, 1876.
467. AL,-. Farad.] You would have a registration? )-as, a thorough registration of marks, aid these
marks should bepründJhcie evidence of ownership of stock.
Chairman.] Do you mean that no two brands should be the same all over the Oolony? 1 am afraid
that is impossible, but I have never gone into it to find out whether it would be possible. In order to
exemplify what I mean, I may say I have had a great deal to do with a sheep-stealing case lately. A gone,
of men took a lot of sheep of mine just newly shorn, so that there were no means of identifying them by
the wool. I had a station fire-brand and ear-mark UOil them, and when I went and found the sheep 200
miles away, through two different sheep districts, and identified my brand, although defaced by the irnposition of another over it, I was unmet1 iately met by information that this brand I identified was a brand the
parties had used previously.
Your brand P A. brand similar to mine. This rather staggered inc, but the brand I found had been
defaced by putting another one. on it, and it would have been very difficult In find out, only that it had
been so i-cecil Ily done that any one with experience could see that the second brand was put on. The law,
should be, in my opin ion, that no brand that had once been recistererl as a station brand should be allowed
to be tampered with at all. If the law were made such that there should be otilone ear-mark and one
fire-brand apportioned to ever3- station, and their registry open to the inspection of any person, and such
a register kept in the central office, no doubi; the pnut'ice ui sheep-stealing would be very quickly di scoiitinned. Also, one of the most impoitant things to be considered at present is to prevent the cutting of
the ears off. On the Liverpool Plains, throiu'l, which I. traced these sheep. I, examined quietly twenty or
ihirtv difircnt selectors' flocks, and a more i7icoiigruoims lot of ear-marks, and sheep without ear-marks at
all, 1 never saw—sheep you knew by the wool these parties could not have bred in several instances long
wool crosses, Lincoln and. Leiecster.
flip J-u'ncll.J Tn the event of the propi'ietor of a station selling to some one else, would you permit
the brand to be altered P Certainly not. If legislation call effect it thorough system of branding, I should
make it imperative that all futm-e niarkiiw should be upon a different: ear. The fire-brand and station earmark would be permanent and the now et-mnarlc could he worked iipoii the other ear, as purchased stock,
or it could be done with tar.
'171. .2lf- Day] You would not be able to et a sntfieietit number of ear-marks to suit all 9 I am not
certain. These tlnns are very strange until one works them out. Mr. Bruce and I had a long talk about
it years ago, and be, ma into neil that you (-:in Fill IZ as many changes upon ear-marks as upon brands. I
think also that there should be a 1mermnit to I ravelling sliceji, and that this permit should be.eonntersigned
by the parties tlu-onglm whose runs the i- went is well no the inspectors of stock. 't'his would give
opportunity of tracing stolen sheep, the want of which is now a great defect.
472. 3/;- Fame/i.] You think it law embodying the principles you have suggested would be it great cheek
to sheq'-stealing P Yes, most undoubtedly.
47.1 Uhainiman.J Are you aware that: owners brand their sheep differently with a lime-brand and tar-brand P
They tb.
1)0 von think it is desirable that should be the-case, or that the fire-brand and tar-brand should be
similar ? I think if it; were made law that the fire-brand should be made primd facie evidence of the
breeder of the sheep, they ought not be allowed to have a tar brand it all, unless as a class or travelling
stock brand, that would only be a simple iai-k, and would come out every season at shearing. I mean a
numeral tar brand for distinguishing the classes that a sheep owner must have for classing his sheep
because he cannot go on putting on ear-marks for that purpose.
There is a suggestion in the I3ili before you that a. Board of Exammmiuem-s should be appoimiled by the
Government, consisting of one medical mull, one veterinary surgeon, and the Chief Inspector of Stock—do
you think that would work well P 1 think it would to a. eertoiil extent but if there were a properly
qualified veterinary surgeon on the Board, I do not see the necessity for including a medical man .1
would rather see a thorough practical sheep-farmer. That Board, I apprehend, would examine inspectors
of stock before they were appoint:ed—mnost decidedly, I consider they ought to he made to pass an
examination showing their thorough acquaintance with the snlject.
i n your
476 Wit!, regaid to the inspectors themselves, are they necessary inI:he interior of the country
opinion P Under the preseat Sheep Act, which. is one 110)' say, is exclusively confined to scab—and scab
having been once eradicated, is not likely to lireak out ngoiu—i hould say they might be done away with
in many districts, although they are very useful in collecting information and returns. Their duties in
connection with the scab law are, you may say, completely done away, as fam as ths existence of scab is
concerned ; but there are hundreds of other diseases which want- looking after.
Are we to understand that it' the inspectors had more to do in a general way with the diseases to
which sheep are liable, you would approve of their continuance P Yes but they should be a better class
of men, I mean men more conversant with their busifless.
Do you happen to k- now that any of the present inspectors know nothing about scab P 1. would not
say that, because I have never seen them tried. We have not any scab to test them with. There is
another point with regard to the inspectors. When scab was in the country, and the inspectors were
m the Boards of Sheep Directors, but now those Boards
first ap1ointcd, th ey received great assistance fro
of DireUors consider that their occupation is pretty well, gone, in so fai- as that disease is concerned, and
they do not make use of them so much, The practical working of the Act is left with the Ministem- for
Lands and the Inspector of Stock, the Directors not taking the same interest in it as before.
Mr. Do y.] Do you believe in fire-branding on the nose? I do ; there is no other place.
Do you think it possible to find a fire-brand for every owner of sheep in the Colony—such a brand
as will not run or blotch? I do not know the number of owners in the first instance, and I do not know
the number of brands that might be found. I have never gone into the question in that way; it is really
one of figures.
Do you think if there were four thousand sheepowners in the Colony, it: would be possible to Of a
distinct brand for each? 1. could not say without: trying to work it out, which i have never done.
4-82. It would be ntterly useless to talk about bringing a Brands Act for sheep into operation, unless we
were satisfied that Ave could get it distinct brand for each ownem-? You might have a different fire-brand
to hold good for each district, and make the difference in the ear-mark. I think by working the two
483.
together in that way you could easily get 4,000, and many more.
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483. Have you had considerable experience in lire-branding sheep upon thd hose? No, only since I came J. Wilson,
sq.
to this country.
-1st Are you aware that in eight eases out of ten the hre-hrtuds blOtUll and run? Is tar !Lj my ox peridnec
9 June1 1876.
goes 1 would not say so h.t eight; eases out of to11.
Have you seen many sheep fire-branded on the nose
Yes.
Could you detect what brand was on the nose without knowing the st;itioit bcani? In many eases
I could not, but I put that; down more to the carelessness with which it is put than anything else—that is
to say, that unless I was looking for a particular brand
could not say this was that particular brand
without some other guide to it. But then 1 do not think it is impracticable.
Chairman.) You would not like to swear, in a Court of .Justiee, to a sheep by its lire-brand? Certainly
not by its fire-brand alone, if it was not a brand I was thoroughly conversant with.
438. At). Day.] If sheep got mixed on the boundaries of runs—if they got through the fencing for
instance—would this brand be suBieient to enable the owners to reclaim their own? There need be no
difficulty about that if the owners are on good terms.
489, But supposing they were not friendly—supposing sheep are stole!) and taken to another run, how
, are you to be able to detect your own sheep? That is a very difficult matter to do if they are stolen, and if there is any malice about it.
Do you think sheep should be allowed to travel without giving notice? Certainly not.
oti the same as is provided for in this Act? I think the time specified- in the Act; is rather short
Nce
in some cases. I think a man ought to get a little more margin.
Do you think it would be sufficient to give notice by registered. letter? People do not get their
letters oftener than once a week or Once it fortnight in the country districts. I think there is no hardship
in the method of giving notice as travellino- is now—not to any person that has an honest intention in
travelling.
Do you think notice ought to be given to each inspector in passing along? I do 'would give the
inspector notice by registered letter, but if the proposed bill is to become law it mali would not have to
go very far to give notice to the inspector. because the officer of police in everyistrict
d
is to be air inspector.
491. Unless this bill, becomes law you are under the impression that the in]and sheep inspectors are
tisoless P [hey- are useless for anything with regard to diseases or with regard to travelling sheep, except.
that they have power to examine sheep, and i au inspector will use his power inthat respect with regard
to sheep-stealing, the delay involved in getting it eareh-warraiit is obviated but many of them do not
even like to take that position now.
495. U/eairman.1 It, is part of their duty to seq to brgnds P Yes but it is it part more liououred in the
broach than the observance.
496._It-. Day.] Any member- of the Board of Sheep Directors would have that power? They have power
to order the inspector to do it.
They can exercise all the powers of the inspector
That is not generally understood among tlieni.
After they had got rid of the scab they Jid not inquire what their powers were, or very nint-hi about it.
Ph0 fact of the Chief Inspector having to nominate sheep directors in so nuwv districts, is evidence that
the interest, \vi th which they regard the matter has cooled dow IL
C/iainnwe.] With regard to the election of boards of directors, do you approve of the present 5)1-[orts ?
No, not as the Colony is now. I. approved of it before, because there were not so many small sheep
owners ; but now 1 see that these parties are so orga used in n- bond of hostility to the larger owners I
think it 'VIII he necessary, in framing a Bill, to give votes more in accordance with the amount of stock
held.
499• Air. Day.] Cumulative votes ? Yes.
500. In ivliat proportion
That is a matter that would have to be worked out more upon the statements
of owners of sheep. is far as our district is concerned, it would work vell enough if the owner of sheep
up to ten thousand had one vote, and so on in proportion.
301. Do you think the small sheep farmers, in the election of sheep directors, would be likely to do any
injury to the large owners, if they had it all their own way? They would they have a limited interest in
the stock, and what could be done in small holdings- might be impracticable on larger. They might elect
men whom tie consider shudy,"—men who would endeavour to nullify the duties of the inspectors under
the present Act as vexatious.
The boards could do nothing that was not prej udielal to the small owners as well as the large P
Perhaps not in it degree, but there is a free masonry amongst small owners that does not exist amongm.
the large owners. It is rather invidious to express all these things, but really 1 have seen so much lately
in going about that I. am quite confident that; if the large owners' interests are attended to it will not be
by the small sheep owners.
I-low many votes would you give as a maximum P I would give an owner a vote for every station he
held if he had 20,000 sheep in one district, and 20,000 in another he should have four votes.
If a sheep owner has different stations in the same scab district, would you give him it vote for every
station? Yes.
And allOw mm the privilege of cumulative voting in proportion to the number of his sheep P Yes.
What is the maximum number of votes you would give under any circumstances? Five. I think
that would meet all questions as the holdings are now.
Do you think the Boards of Directors should be allowed to appoint the inspectors? No; I should
rather see them appointed on examination by a board. They might nominate.
You are aware they have the power of appointing now? 1 am. They might nominate, but the man
nominated should go through in examination. I should wish to see the status of the inspectors very much
improved by a qualification from aproperly constituted Board, and let the sheep directors nominate, but the
appointment to be with the Government.
500. Would you give the Minister for Lands power to ignore their recomiuendatiou? No; I think lie
has enough to do without going into stock matters at all.
dhEr. Jicrncl(.] Has your attention been called to a report fron, the Inspector of Stock in Queensland,
in which he proposes a system of pem-inaneutly numbering cattle by ear-marks? Yes.
Do you think it would he practicable to carry that out in retbrenco to ear-marking sheep? It might
be done, but it would require much greater attention than we have given to it vst. rilhie geat ditheultv
would
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J.Wilsou, would be in niaking a start. If we were sttrt;ing fresh it vouh[ be easy, but a great many of these brands
a marks are inexistence now in sheep.
and
'-'", 512. Would yo
u be fitvourable or not to esV blishiog quarantine grounds on the borders of South Austral ii',
9 Jude, 1875. Victoria and Queens].and P Certainly I would, until there was a prospect of confederation and working
all through together, We are subject to getting disease at any moment,
513. You are tware, that the law now is that sheep cannot cross the border, and that if you want to bring
sheep from the other Colonies to this you innst bring them by sea to Sydney, where they' are quarantined?
Yes.
514, Would you also have quarantine stations on any of our borders? Yes, for use only in ease disease
existed in other Colonies. I consider that the quarantine as conducted here is almost prohibitory or
introducing stock.
..
Then I understand you to be fhvoarable to the establishment of quarantine stations at the crossingplaces on the Border? Yes, for use when necessary; but not making it imperatively necessary that all
stock should go into quarantine. Let the stock be inspected, and then it necessary let them go into qiLaralltine. if there were in outbreak of disease we should have the power of shutting oft importation of stock at
once at the Border.
Is it possible to detect disease in sheep iinniediately—sitppose it flock were coming over from \ ictoria,
and the inspector were sent to examine them, would it be possible to tell in every case whether the sheep
were diseased or not? - No, he might not be able.
Then suppose it iluck of shep came over and were inspected and passed, might not disease break
It
out amongst tbeul and be spread to healthy flocks unless they were pat in it quarantine for a time
would be possible.
318. fib. Day] That would be possible at any other point as well? Yes.
And therefore to prevent the spread of the disease no sheep should be introduced at any point except
Sydney? I do not go to that extent. 5
Olnzii-ma4.] Does not the present Act give power to estahlislr places for q narantine P Ves, but 1.
think you will find that is for placing rnns, or portions of them, under quarantine only in ease or scab.
There is no general quarantine establishment anywhere but in Sydney, and this is used for stock prohibited
and colonial.
321. I&. Panic/i.] I want to clearly nnderstand whether you think it would be wise to edUablisli them (ill
the borders of any of the other Colonies on the supposition that disease might be in in any of those
Colonies? :i certainly think there onght to be two on the Victorian border and one on the Queensland
border.
592. You think it would be safe to do that instead of compelling all persons who wish to send sheep to
this Colony to send them by sea to Sydney P Yes.
523. Could you suggest any amendment of the law in reference to travelling sheep. is any nieoiiveiitenco
fell, by stock owners generally in consequence of people feeding their sheep through the country at times
I would do away with travelliiw sheep for grass and water altogether.t
Chairman..] The luau wholas 110 station should have no sheep P. The man who has no grass and
water should have no sheep, because these arc necessary for their subsistence, and be, infringes on the
rights of his neighbour.
Mr .Mwnell.] Do you think the reserves for travelling stock are sufficient? They are perfectly
sufficient for legitimate travelling stock purposes, but not sufficient for a man travelling 1.0,000 sheep for
grass and water. He has the same right now as a bond fide traveller. These reserves and stock routes
are made for bond jidc travellers, but he is not a bone /idc traveller in my interpretation of the matter.
AIr. Day.] Can you point out any remedy for this evil—persons who have not got any grass travelling their stock merely.to eat up the grass of their neighbours? The way to remedy it would be to make
a man make a declaration that his sheep were going to such a place and not to return. At present a man
can go through a run and turn round and conic back the next day. I think there should be a declaration,
with a very heavy penalty for breaking it. Whether a heavy license fee to travel would be any good I
have not considered sufficiently to be able to say. 1 think it would be licensing the evil.
Whatdo you mean by a declaration? That a man going to travel stock should make a declaration
of their destination, that they were travelling to a certain place direct, either for sale or having been sold,
without any reservation about coming back at all. They should not come back ; they should travel in one
direction. I would have no deception.
Would not that interfere with the arrangements of stock-owners who are travelling their sheep for
sale,—if they did not meet a market, would you keep them away from their station altogether P I would
not allow them to come back by the same route; and the sooner periodical Ihirs are established in different
districts the better. All "loafing" stock are said to be seeking it market.
fur. .Farndll.] Are you aware whether a disease unknown before has broken out among sheep in
Victoria.? No, I ant not aware. I think I did see something about it in the papers, but I am not sure
what it is. From the description given it is no new disease, and is identical with the rot—an endemic
disease.
Uhairnian.] Do you think the area allowed for travelling on each side of the road. is excessive P 1 do
not think it is in the back country, but it is so circumscribed inside now that they do not get it.
I.. 2Li. Earns/i.] Have you had any experience in inoculating cattle fbi- pleuro-pneunwnia 9 1 have. I
had it great deal to do with it in Natal for the stock.owners there, where the disease was very virulent,
when steps,werc taken to prevent its spread. I took up a series of questions and replies for the Govcrnmeat there, which I communicmted to Mr. Bruce before I came to this country. My replies have been
Jolly boi-ne out by flicts since. Inoculation was practised there in 1854, and now is in Natal compulsory.
in so far that all stock, as a rule, are sold by auction, and every auctioneer selling stock who does not
distinctly and emphatically inform the audience that lie will not guarantee them inoculated is liable to the
purchaser for the value of the stock that may die within a certain time from an outbreak of disease among
them, and for any damage that may accrue to the stock from contact with the diseased cattle. That is the
law at the present moment in force there. .1 was instrumental in getting that law passed, of which 1. will
forward
* NOTE (or erision) —I do not eonsid-r water carriage any protection from outbreak of disease, raLlier the reverse,
and the confinement and atniospliere are of themselves deleterious to sheep.
t Aummis (ome ,eri.vior) —TI lore is great inconvenience, and valuable frontages we cut up. the properly of the lease'
holder, winch in other countries would be called a robbery. Besides it engenders very bad kehing.
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forward copy. The result is that inoculated cattle always bring about one-fourth more value to the seller, I. Wilson,
Esq.
being considered a safe purchase.
Does inoculation prevent the spread of the disease? You cannot say it prevents the spread of the
disease, because it is only communicating the disease in a milder form; but it prevcnts the recurrence of 9 June, iS 6.
the disease in the same stock.
Stock that have been inoculated? During inoculation those that have passed a certain stage will
die, but those that survive inoculation will not take the disease again.
Then you are in favour of compulsory inoculation? In that way,—that a man should be able to trace
whether his stock were inoculated or not.
585. Would you compel all stock-owners to inoculate their cattle? No, because they could not always
get virus ; but on the outbreak of the disease I should compel any person to give notice of the outbreak of
the disease, and to inoculate any stock intended for travelling, if virus was to be had. I would prevent
the spread of the disease out of an infected district by stopping nuinoculated stock from travelling out of
it. At the present time pleuro cattle are left dying on the road, and to my ccrtain knowledge men during
the last wool season had their cattle inoculated on the road, and travelled with the newly inoculated cattle.
And 1 have no doubt these cattle would communicate the disease, as many of them were diseased at the
time of inoculation.
536. Ohairman. Are you aware that high authorities lay it down as very necessary that after inoculation
the cattle should have quiet and rest? I am. At present there is no person either to restrain newly
inoculated cattle from travelling on the public reserves, nor to make people burn up the stock that die on
the road, unless it be a policeman, within municipal boundaries. I should have all these diseases put into
the hands of the iaspectors of stock.
537, Mr. Day.] Do you think inoculation for pleuro-pnenmonia should be compulsory P Yes, where it is
possible to get virus. I would not say it should be done all over the country at once.
Do you think a calf, by sucking a cow, is likely to get the disease from her P Yes it gets the disease
almost in form of inoculation from her.
Have you known a cow to calve a calf thoroughly rotten with pleuro, and the cow at the same time
free from it ? No. 1 have known instances where the cow has been inoculated whilst in calf, and the calf
would not take inoculation afterwards.
Do you think the disease is contagious and infectious? I do, both, highly so.
Have you ever known one part of a paddock or run to be free from pleuro, while it will rage in the
most virulent form in the other portion? Yes.
Does not that lead you to belive that locality has a great deal to do with it? No doubt it has, but
as it is termed in science, the rnateries morbi is greater in one lot of cattle than auother, and the locality
may influence this.
Do you consider pleuro to be5epidemic or endemic? I consider it to be both; but the particular
positon of the cattle, the state of the atmosphere, and the locality, have a very great deal to do with it.
Any man might argue that it is endemic on that account, but in reality it is epidemic.
Do you think it advisable to prevent cattle affected with pleuro from travelling? i do. They ought
to be stopped at once. There are a great many men who start their cattle travelling, and offer them for
sale as soon as they find the disease has broken out amongst them.
645. If stock which have started to travel when free from the disease should contract it on the road, what
would you do with them? They ought to be blocked and quarantined wher& you stop them, until they
can be inoculated thoroughly.
What do you consider the best way of inoculating? Inoculating in the tail.
Byvirus from a diseased beast? Yes.
At what stage of the disease should the virus be taken from the lung? You may take virus in
almost any stage, but to be effective, you must take it from different portions according to the stage of
the disease. The second stage is the best. If the lung has become hepatized, I do not take the virus
from it at all, but from the liquid that is in the cavity of the lung. It is a very simple matter to ascertain
whether the virus is of a proper nature or not, that is if a man can distinguish between a lymph globule
and a pus corpuscle.
What do you think is the best way of keeping the virus? The only mcthod I have seen is to absorb
it in worsted and keep it dry and free from contact with the air. I do not believe in keeping it like
vaccine matter between two glasses. I have heard it can be preserved, in hermetically sealed tubes for
a long time.
You would not advise the use of virus that had been kept long? No. Three days is quite long
enough. It should never be used after decomposition has set in. The method of inoculation practised in Natal is a little different from what they use here. They always take the skin up between the
finger and thumb, and do not draw blood; they run the needle through between the skin and the flesh,
and take care not to touch the bone.
- Annxn (on renision) —Inoculation ought to be practised only by skilled men; and its efficacy, depending so much as it
does on the virus and performance, would be more generally believed. From an experience of thirty years amongst stock of all
sorts, and with reference to this Colony in particular, I would strongly urge the necessity of establishing a thorough soliool of
veterinary science in conjunction with the Sydney University. To excel in pastoral pursuits demands a technical acquaintance
with the veterinary art, and to keep pace with the age we live in. lience we might get inspectors of Stock, and thorough
knowledge to conduct the greatest industry of the country.
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APPENDIX.
[2b the Evidence of Alesander Bruce, Esq., 16 February, 1870.]
AAL
AMuNnlixns ISEQUIRED IN THE SEFEP ACT.
Section 2.
1. The definition as to size of paint brand in the interpretation clause to be omitted and the term "legible" inserted.
New.
2. A Board of Examiners to be appointed by the Governmcnt consisting of one medical man, one veterinary surgeon,_
and the Chief Inspector of Stock.
New.
3. The Board to be guided by Regulations to be made from time to time by the Governor in Council.
4. No person to be eligible for nomination for the office of Inspector who does not bold certificate of fitness from the
New.
Board.
6. Sheep-owners to have votes at all meetings called for the election of Directors, as follows, viz., owners of 500 sheep
Sections 5,6, & 7
cheep.
additional
sheep and under, two votes and one additional vote for every
and under, one vote; owners of
Section 12.
0. Where one inspector is to be appointed for two or more districts, each Board to meet in its own district and make a
nomination, and the applicant receiving the greatest number of votes on the whole to be held to .be nominated, If, however,
there be an equality of votes for two or more applicants, and the different Beards cannot agree among themselves as to which'
applicant should be nominated, the Minister to decide.
7. The Governor in Council to appoint Inspector where necessary, if the Board neglects or delays.
Sectiero 19,
8. Sheep while being carried by rail-so long as they are not infected-not to be subject to the provision relating to
Section' 29 to 32
and Stand 68 quarantine, nor to those relating to the coast district if they start from a portion of the Colony not within that district.
9. Owners travelling sheep under this (41st) section to give not lesi than twelve nor more tlianfortji-eiglit hours notico
Seotian41.
of intention to pass through or along a sheep run.
10. Such notice not to be necessary where the run is separated from the read by a suffIcient fence, nor in regard to sheep
Section 41.
while being carried in a conveyance.
Section 42.
11. In clause 42 instead of "suds owner's" station brand the wording should stand "oo owner's," Section 53.
12. Fees for sheep in quarantine to be fixed by regulation instead of by Schedule under the Act.
days.
Sections 54 & 46.
13. The length of quarantine for introduced and imported sheep to be reduced from sixty to
14. The provisions of section 55 to be worked by regulations, and only put in force when disease existed in the Colony,
Section 55.
and thea only against the infected and doubtful districts.
SectIon 58.
15. Sheep coming within the coast district to receive one, and as many more ¶essings and at such times as the Governor
in Council may by regulation direct, before leaving it.
16. Every owner to have only one ear-mark, but if lie owns more stations than one, and they do not adjoin, lie may use
Section 72.
one ear-mark for each station: where they do adjoin, to only use one enr.mark for each set of adjoinsng stations.
No owner to cut off more than one-fourth of a sheep's ear in marking, nor out it straight across, nor re-mark a
sheep's ear on purchasing it from the originnl owner.
All ear and other marks, and all distinctive or working brands or snarks, denoting the age, class, or breed of sheep,
to be registered with the Inspector for the district along with the sheep brand.
Sectson9i.
19. In cases of proseieution for offence, and convictions, the inspector to be entitled to receive an order for travelling
expenses incurred by him in serving the summons and carrying through the prosecution, but not any moiety of the fine,
which shell all be paid to the credit of Sheep Account at the Treasury.

[To the Evidence of Alexander 'Bruce, Eeq., 12 April, 1876.]
AA2.
AMExD3NTs CALLED FOR IN THE "INTOBTEID Sroeic Act or 1871."
To omit New Zealand from the definition of "Australian Colonies," as New Zealand refuses to join the others in
prohibiting stock froin places outside the Australian Colonies.
To alter the definition of the term "Imported Stock," so as that it will apply to Australian stock (cow's) put on hoard
London and other ships in the Colonies, and brought back again.
To amend definition of the term "Stock," Be as to make it include pigs, goats, and other stock, now omitted.
To provide a penalty for persons trespassing on quarantines.
To enact that importers be at the expense keeping stock in quarantine. At present the expense is borne by Cattle
Fund.
To provide for the keeping of ship's stock in quarantine on the island while the ship is in harbour.
To extend the time duriu° which stock after they are landed are to be held to be imported from one to three months.
To provide for the eradic 'tion of these diseases among our own stock, should it happen that any of them were
attacked.
To provide funds for carrying out the Act. They are now exhausted.
To withdraw from the Inspector half the penals;y now paid him, and pay whole into Cattle Fund.

29 March, 1876.

Sydney: Thomas Riclm.rde, Ijevenimesit l'rinter.-lS75.
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(PETITION TO MINISTER FOR LANDS FROM ALBURY AND BILLABONO ASSOCIATION)

Ordered hy the Leqislative Assembly to be printed, 21 March, 1876.

TO the Honorable James Squire Farneil, 'Esquire, Minister fbr Lands for the Colony of

New South Wales.
The Memorial of the undersigned Members of thi, Albury and Billabong Mutual Protection
Association,—

If ITht]thy SIJOWETH
r1hat your Memorialists are all engaged in pastoral and agricultural pursuits in the neighbour
hood of Albury, and have united together for the suppression of cattle, horse, and sheep stealing and to]the protection of their mutual interests.
That your Memorialists regard with the most serious appreheuision and alarm the present most
unsatisfactory state of the law as regulating the travelling of horned stock from one part of the Colony of
New South Wales to another.
That there is nothing in the law as it at present stands to prevent parties with cattle in the very
last stage of plenro-pnenmonia from travelling such cattle throughout the country, or from leaving their
diseased animals, when unable to travel any further, to die on the roadside or on the reserves or commons,
thus inevitably entailing destruction and loss upon the owners of healthy cattl e
with which these diseased
animals may have come in coutajt.
That 011 a recent occasion a large mob of cattle that had travelled from the Wagga Wagga District,
and amongst which were mapy animals in the advanced stages of pleuro.pneumonia, depastured all over
the country in the immediate vicinity of Albury. That many of these cattle were so hopelessly diseased
that they had to be abandoned by the owners as they travelled along, and were thus left to die on the
reserves or commons in close proximity to large and valuable herds of cattle.
That many of your Memorialists whose runs were travelled over by these diseased cattle made
application to the local Inspeetor of Sheep, Mr. Lockhart, for protection and redress, but without success
and that so urgent was the necessity and so imminent the danger that your Memorialists were compelled
however reluctantly to take the law into their own hands, and to destroy all the diseased animals upon
which they could lay their hands.
That the owners of these diseased cattle being unable either on the one hand to dispose of them in
the vicinity, of Albury, or on the other to introduce them into Victoria, were obliged to retrace their steps
and actually travelled them back by the very same route as they had used on their approach to Albury.
That your Memorialists respectfully submit that they ought not to be placed in such a false position
or be thus compelled to adopt such extreme measures to protect their own interests.
That your Memorialists would respectfully beg leave to draw the attention of the Honorable the
Minister for Lands to the very stringent and, as they believe, admirable measure lately passed by the
Victorian Legislature, whereby the Inspectors of that Colony are furnished with ample powers to deal
with this most destructive disease.
That your Memorialists feel assured that unless some measure be introduced into New South Wale3
similar in its character to that now in force in Victoria, very serious loss in some cases and utter ruin in
others will be the inevitable result.
That your Momorialisis in bringing this matter under the notice of the Honorable the-Minister for
Lands beg leave respectfully to express their strong conviction that this is a case that calls for prompt and
itnmediate action, and to express a hope that the Honorable the Minister for Lands will introduce some
measure when Parliament assembles to meet this great and increasing evil.
And your Memorialists as in duty bound will ever pray.
JAMES M'LAURI:N, President.
WILLIAM IIUON.
THOMAS MITCHELL, Vice-President.
WILLM. EDWARDS.
GEORGE DAY, Treasurer.
C. H. DIGHT.
JAMES DAY.
TIIOS. J. GIBSON.
AECUD. PA.TON.
SAMUEL BOWLER.
SAMUEL WATSON.
.
HENRY K. MED.
JAMES MITCHELL.
GORDON BRUCE.
3. WHITTAKER.

[Sd.J
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DISEASES AFFECTING LIVE STOCK.
(SKETCHES OF BILL AND CORRESPONDENCE.)

Ordered by the Leqisiative Axsem/th, to be printed, 31 March, 1876.

1{E'l'Tlmc to complete an Order made by the Horiorabl.e the Legislative Assembly
of New South Wales, dated 1.6 July, 1875, That there he laid upon the Table
of this House,—
(1.) Copies of the sketches of a Stock Disease Prevention 13111, which
"have been framed and circulated amongst the members of the Conference
"of the Chief Inspectors of Stock, held in Sydney in November, 1874,
"with the view to their eomin.g to an agreement o]1 the details of the
"resolutions they had passed on this subject.
A copy of the correspondence which has taken place between the
"Chief Inspector of Stock for this Colony, and the other members of the
"Conference, with respect to these sketches.
A Return from Stockowners showing the effect of Inoculation for
"Plcuro-pneumonia in Cattle.
(4.) Returns from Sheepowners as to the nature, symptoms, prevention,
and cure of worms, Thike, and foot-rot in Sheep.
"(5.) Copies of any Memoranda which have been submitted by the
Chief Inspector of Stock, to the Honorable the Minister for Lands, in
"regard to retaining the services of the Inspectors of Stock in the Inland
"Districts."

(Mr. I. S. Smith.)
SCEEBULE.

XII.

:I'scE.

I. Jtc1xiii by the Chief Inspector of Stock, showing the result of the inqsnry as to the ellicaey of inoculation for
.11 cii o-piieutiionia. 2 Fcliritary, 1376 ................................................................................................

2

Pup'rs rrfierred to in f/u otiorc Report.

'I.
3.
6
7.
S.
9.
JO.
11.
2.
13.

C rcu in,' to St ockowi, era, wi Ui lila, Ic b,, a therein refeireil to, forming Appendix A to Report ........................ 12
it cpi its lo t lie foiegi ii, ig Ci ieaiai' fn rn ' hers wI o hive inoculated. Append ix B........................................ ] 3
I teplics front ii wner. t'l, o I 'are not i nocnlato,l. AIiP0I idix C................................................................... 61
A i,straet of the nu,nl,er of cattle on the Run, the number of times june,, hiteci, the dates of in, eolatioi,, flue
iii,,, mine of cattlo i,nmeulated, the percentage sluoting svnmimtouas of the disease, and the tune iiseiise had
existed . Appendix 1). ....................................................
..........................................................
78
Abstract of vinis used hw
o long k eptho kept; am1 if resered, hn, adwi what success. Appendix
78
Abstract ok the aninmals killed for virus, stages of the disease, and post inorteimi appearances. -Appendix fr. .... .. 79
Abstract of operations by incision, injection, or with needle and thread, and of diflereiit sites of inoculation.
Appmidix(1.................................................................................................................................. 79
Ahmatract if elibets of iiioctdatio,t on cattle generally, cit particular sorts of cattle, and on Miluh cows.
AppendixH.................................................................................................................................. 79
Abstract of deaths from excessive swellings; their canre ; and of the cures tried, and effect. Appendix I. ...... SO
Al istract of dates of death is from disease after inoculation ii ni of owners' Opiniol is of iuoemdatio,i, and of coinpi Isory inoculation. Appendix
cmlix 3 .................................................................................................... 81
Abstract of cattle on Jtu,ms, of dates of infection, duration of attack, percentages affected, dates of disease
leaving, of ,ieatb,, front disease, and of owners' opilioiis as to inoculation and legislation. Appendix K. ...... Si
Owners' objections to inueulation. Appendix L................................................................................... 82
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11.—INOCULATED HEEDS.
The number of returns received from inoculating owners ...............................................................3
,,
cattle on the rita at date of inoculation .................................................................. 3
.,
times the owner had inoculated ........................................................................... 3
,,
cattle inoculated on each occasion ........................................................................ 3
The state of the cattle when inoculated ................................................................................... 3
The time the disease had existed in herd when inoculated ............................................................. 3
................................................................... 3
The virus used in inocnlatin .
.
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Stage of the disease of animal killed for virus ...................................................... ...............S
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How long virus was kept previous to use ........................................................................ 4
Preservation of virus with glycerine, &e., and result ............................... ............ ................. 6
8. The operation—
The different modes and result ...................................................................................... 4
The seat of inoculation ................................................................................................ 4
9. The effects of the inoculation—
When they became apparent .......................................................................................... 5
Percentage showing effects ...........................................................................................
Extent of swellings ......................................................................................................
Eff'eets on milking cows ................................................................................................ 0
(5) Percentage of deaths from excessive swellings .................................................................. 5
(6.) Cause of excessive swellings .......................................................................................... 0
-(7.) Cares tried for excessive swellings, and results ...................................................................5
10. Periods when deaths from disease occurred after inoculation ........................................ .... ........... ..C
11. When disease finally left the herd after inoculation ..................................................................... 6
12. Owners opinions—
As to whether they are "for" or "against' its practice ......................................................7
,,
compulsory inoculation ....................................... 9
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2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
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111.—UNINOCULATED HERDS.
The number of answers received from owners ............................................................ .................. .9
The number of cattle on the runs ..............................................................................................1.0
Row long the cattle were infected............................................................................................. 10
The time the disease existed in the herd ....................................................................................10
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The percentage of deaths from the disease ................................................................................. 1.0
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P/.—GENERAL REMMIKS AND CONCLUSIONS.

11

INOCWATION FOR PLEU1IO.PNEUM0NIA.
litrerr by the Chief Inspector of Stock, showing the Result of the Inquiry as to the Efficacy of inoculation for
Plcuro-pneumonia, ordered by the Legislative Assembly on the 16th July last, 1875.
I.—Ix-rnonucnoN,
1. Cireulare issued and returned.
In compliance with the nbovc order, 1,400 copies of the Circular and queries forming Appendix A to this
Report were distributed by the Inspectors of Stock in the several districts, among owners posscsscd of more than
200 head of cattle.
To those circulars only 554 replies have been received, of which 282 are from owners who inoculated
their cattle, and 272 from those who have not inoculated. In the case of the former the greater part; of thcsercplics
convey the required information, but in most of the latter they are very meagre and incomplete.
2. i.'Ac arranqenzent and puSlication ofrcturnsfrost owners.
it is recommended that the replies given by owners to the more important questions, such as Nos. 2. 3,
4.5,6, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19, 20, 21, and 22. in the Returns of the Inoculated Herds and 2, 3,4,5, 6, 7, 8, 9,
10, 11, and 22 of the Uninoculated, be printed in the owners' own words, and form Appendices B and C hereto;
but that the answers to questions 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, end 12 in the Inoculated Herds, relating to the selection of
virus and mode of inoculating, be onntted in all the returns except Nos. 17, 19. 25, 39, 76, 86. 89, 101, 106, 120,
137, 140. 146, 152. 171, 176, 181, 2051 221, 236. 275, and 277. as the replies to these questions (except in the returns
mentioned) contain no information which is new on the suhjeel;s to which they refer.
Tabulated lists of the returns by the owners of the Inoculated and ljninoculsted Nerds have Inca
compiled, giving the substance of the more important replies in melt set of questions, and showing, if owners are
"in favour of" or "opposed to" the practice of Inocu]ation. and whether They are "for" or" against" the compulsory inoculation of infested cattle; and it is suggested that abstracts of the information eontnincd in these lists be
printed, and form Appendices D to J (Inoculated) and K (Uninoculated).
A detailed statement has likewise been prepared of the objections raised by owners who have tried and
are not in favour of Inoculation, and .these objections Isa-re beeit answered seriatim, and with the answers form
Appendix L, which might also perhaps be printed.
The tabulated lists referred to above, when ntacle tip, show the following facts with respect to the inocuII.
lated and unnioculat-ed herds, and seem to call for the accompanying remarks, namely -
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TT.—Ixoct'LArnn Hnns.
1. The nu;nher of answers reeeieedfrons owners was 282.

This does not by any means include all who practise inoculation ; for many of the owners of large herds who
have on former occasions reported on inoculation have not done so in this instance; and if all owners possessed of
more t]ian 200 head of cattle bad done so, the number inoculating would have exceeded 400.
Then again the majority of our cattle-owners possess less than Lite limit here mentioned (200 head), and a
large majority of them practise inoculation.
2. The number of cattle on the runs oft/to owners who inoculated was 473,891.
3.. The returns as to the number of tinter owners have inoculated are as follows.

12 owners do not reply; 140 inoculated once; 70, twice 25, thrice; 10, several times; 4, four times; 2,
five limes; 1, six times; 3. often; 12 seven times; 2, twelve times; 2, twenty times; 3, regularly; 1, annually
Since '61: 1, thrice annually; and 4 a great many times.
That is, more than 1 of these owners had inoculated once ;1
7, twice; 1.11th, thrice ; 1- 20th, several times
and 1-14th different times, ranging from 5 to a great many times.
The number of cattle inoculated is returned at 395,137.
'J'I,e number returned in 1869 was 325,191,, making together 720,331, from which would have to be deducted
some included in both returns. But in neither ease were replies received from all who inoculated, nor returns of all
cattle inoculated, as owners frequently gave only one lot of cattle thounh they had inoculated several; and if the
lots under 200 are included we may safely assume that in this Colony alone a million of cattle have bee;, inoculated.
The state of the cattle when inoculated is given as follows.

57 owners make no return, 32 had no disease, 178 report that their cattle were infected in different degrees
from 1 to DOper cent. 5 owners report that their cattle were so variously, 19 that they had different rates of
losses Ta deaths of from 1. to 50 per cent, before they inoculated, and 7 state that they were losing from 2 to 20 a
day, and others from 10 to 12 weekly.
Attention is here called to the great prevalence of disease in these herds when they were inoculated, in order
that the elutne which then began to take place for Lite better may be observed; the infection in every ease
diminishing almost immediately after the operation; and, in all but it few exceptional cases, disappearing entirely
in the course of two or three months.
G. The tine the disease had e,ristei in the herdd prior to inoculation.
5:3 owners do not say, 25 state they had no disease, 34 inoculated immediately they saw the disease, 183
inoculated at various periods ranging from a few days to 12 mont]is after the outbreak, and 6 from 18 months to
10 years. When it is considered that the disease had existed in the majority of the inoculated herds for the lengthened
periods here mentioned previous to their inoculation, its comparatively speedy disappearance after the operation
(generally in one or two months), as shown in No. 11 of this report. could not possibly be attributable to any other
cause than the effleacy of inoculation.
7. l'7i'ies used in inoculating.
(1.) Description of nnthsal killed for virus.
In 221 eases this question is not answered; in 3. calves were killed; in 13, young rattle; in 10, 2-year old
steers; in 5, heifers ; in 9, cows; and in 3 cases bulloeks. Itwoald seem that so fax as the operation is concerned,
it is not a mattes' of importance whether the subject from which the virus is taken be old or young hnt it is
considered safer, in order to avoid conveying any other disease with which Lite subject may be aWeeted to the
cattle which are about to be inoculated, to select, where practicable, a young animal, otherwise ]iealthy, for virus.
Stage of disease in subject killed for virus.
In 113 cases, this is not given; in 20 cases, the first stage is reported; in 96, the second lingo; in 42, the
third stage ; in 9, various stages ; in 3, all stages; in 2, the last stage; and in 2, adead.
If lung virus is to be used, it is very essential that the animal should be in In early stage of the disease, as
even the good looking portions of those lungs in w'ltieh the disease has reached in advanced stage, and in which any
part of the hepat-ization is very dark, should not be used except in cases of necessity. But if' chest virus is usea,
it would seem that the animal may be in any stage of the disease; and those in the dry form of the disease, i.e.,
lookingt fla and hollow—not blown or haven, as in the wet form,—are the best subjects.
See answers given to questions—returns Nos, 19 and 86. Appendix B.
The extent of the hepatixation of the lungs.
In 123 cases this is not given ; in 6, it is reported that the left lung was affected; in .5 cases, ' one" lung
(generally the tight) is reported to have been affected slightly, "not much," and to the extent of 1.6th; in 4 cases,
various; in 15 eases," one-fourth" of one lung; in 1, one-third ; in 39, one-half; in 2, two-t]urds; in 1, "a good
deal ;" in 29, three-fourths; in (iii, the whole ; and in some cases, both lungs.
The sort of virus usedIn 36 cases this is not stated; in 174 cases, lung was used; in 54, chest; in 11, water in the chest; and
in 25, lung and chest mixed.
The different sorts of virus used are reported as equally efficacious.
Looking again at the amount of risk in using the different sorts, and taking all the returns in which the
ilcatlis from excessive swelling exceed 2 per cent., the returns are strongly in favour of the use of chest virus as
compared with lung, not only in the proportionate number of the cases where that virus is used, but also in the ral;e
of the deaths in that number :—For while in 259 cases, 169 (about 65 per cent.) are said to have used lung
virus, 54 (about 21 per cent.) chest, 11 (about 4 per cent.) water in the chest, and 23 (nearly 9 per cent.)
mixed virus,—out of the 00 cases in which the deaths from swelling are given at more than 2 per cent., it appears
that there were '1 eases (nearly 72 per cent.) in which lung virus was used, 8 (about 13 per cent.) in which chest
virus was used. 9 (about 3 per cent.) in which water was so, and 7 (nearly 12 per cent.) in which mixed virus
was used.
Then, again, if the average rate of deaths in the above 60 cases over 2 per cent. be taken, as arising from
each of the font- different sorts of virus, it will be found that the average rate of deaths in the ease of the lung
virus was C per cent. ; in that of chest, 4 per cent. ; in that of water, 9 per cent. ; and in that of mixed, C
per cent.
If
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If the foregoing facts with respect to the use of the different sorts of virus be tabulated, they show the
following results, namely
Chest.

Lung.

Percentages.

C/I

Percentage of eott]o inoculated
excessive swellings
den tIn from ,.

I

72
6

Wnicrin1 Mixed. -

20
13
4

4

9
12

9

6

(5.) How long virus was kept
In 33 eases this is not stated in 74, it was used at once ; in 155, at various periods, according to the stal;e of
the weather, from a few hours to four months—owners being enabled to keep the virus for the longer periods by
burying or sinking it in a well or water-hole, or keeping it cool by some other means. Thread steeped in virus and
dried proved a failure.
(6,) Preservation of virus with glycerine and other ingredients.
In 99 eases owners do not. reply ; in 172, they say they never attempted to preserve virus; in 11, they did so
with glycerine in quantities varying from * to—nnd in 11 of these cases it was a success; in 8, a failure. ; and in
7, doulitful.
In one case, each, saltpetre and glycerine, salad oil, turpentine, and filtering through charcoal, are reported
as having been successful, as also one. case where virus was preserved between glasses; in 2 easeS, virus preserved
by veterinary surgeons is reported as having failed; and In one case Mr. Pottie's virus had been tried, but not;
tested,

S. The operation
(1.) The different modes of inoculating and the result.
19 Owners do not reply.
made incision and put drop of virus in it.
,,
17
used grooved inoculating knife.
,,
21
used elongated speying needle or packing needle and worsted thread.
,,
134
and cotton wick or twine,
.,
85
,,
,,
,,
,,
handled needle and worsted thread.
,,
15
,,
cotton wick.
9
,,
300
From these returns it would appear that all the six different modes of inoculating were effective ; and if
they are put to the same lest as to their innoouousness as was employed in the case of the different sorts of virus,
the following results are arrived at. namely
After deducting the 19 returns in which there is no reply to this question, there remain 281 eases in which
the inoculation was performed in one or other of the six different modes of inoculating.
In 17 of these (or about 6 per cent.) the operation was performed by incision; in 20 (or about 7 per cent.)
with the grooved knife ; in 134 (about 48 per cent.) with the needle and worsted thread ; in 85 (about 30 per cent.)
with the needle or cotton and twine; in 15 (about S per cent.) with the handled needle and worsted ; and 10 (about
4 per cent.) with that needle and cotton or twine.
Then, taking the 60 returns in which the rate of deaths from excessive swelling exceeded 2 per cent., we
find that in these the operation was performed in 2 eases (about S per cent.) by ivcieioii; in S eases (about 13 per
cent.) with the grooved knife; in 25 cases (about 41 per cent.) with needle and worsted thread; in 20 eases (about
.13 per cent.) with needle and cotton or twine; in 4 eases (about C per cent.) with handled needle and worsted; and
in 1 case (about 2 per cent..) with handled needle and cotton and twine.
If, again, the average rate of deaths under the six different modes of operatin" be taken, it appears when the
operation was performed by incision to be about 6 per cent.; with grooved knife 4 per cent. with needle and
worsted 74 per cent. ; with needle and cotton or twine a little over 4 per cent.; with handled needle and worsted
5 per cent. ; and in the single case of handled needle and cotton 3 per cent.
In explanation of the high rate shown under the head of needle and worsted, it may be slated that worsted
was almost invariable used when inoculation began to be practised; and that a few heavy losses which were
sustained at the commencement, when owners hod not the necessary experience, brings up the percentage of deaths
under that mode of inoculating to the lngh rate here shown. With more experience the losses sustained with the
needle and worsted are now as low, if not lower, than with the needle old cotton or any other mode.
If the foregoing facts in regard to the efihets of the different modes of operating be tabulated, they give the
following results

Percentages.

handled Needle.

Needle.

Incision. o

worsted. I Cotton.
rercentoge of Cattle inoculated ..............................................
eases of excessive swelling ............ ............ .......
...............................
,,
deaths from ,,

6
a
6

7
U
74

43
41
74

30
33
4

] Worsted, counii,
5
6
5

4:
2
a

(2.) Seat of inoculation.
249 Owners do not give this information.
inoculated at the tip of the tail.
14
1 inch from tip.
,,
5
,,
2
5
. ,,
,,
3 ,,.,,, and over.
2
,,
The nearer the tip or point of the tail the inoculation is performed the better, for two reasons:—
(1st) The farther the seat of the inoculation is from the body of the animal, the more remote is the chance
of its being affected with swelling, and
(2nd) If it should be necessary to cut off a portion of the tail through symptoms of mal-inoculation
appearing, this can be (]one and stilt a vortion of the brush left, if the seat of the inoculation be as near the tip as
possible. Indeed, some inoculate in the very tip, for the reasons mentioned. As there are no bones there, no
injury could ensue, though the operator went deeper than he intended.
II
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9. Efihct.c of the inoculation.
(1.) When they became apparent
in 1.08 cases owners do not reply as to this.
0 ,,
,,
report 110 swellings.
S ,.
,.
a few days and various.
101
at different periods from 3 to ;30 days.
2 ,,
at different periods from 28 to 40 days.
(2.) Percentage showing effects.
10!, owners do not reply.
7 ,,
report none,
:3
one head.
27
,,
various, from to 60 per coil!:.
68 ,,
,, various, from a few to nearly all.
(3.) Extent of effects of inoculation,
In 120 cases owners do not reply.
7 ,,
,. say fl0fl.
11
Aiid the remaining owners report as follows.—
Slight—Of these there were 63 ; and they are returned as a slight dulness in the animal, twisting of the fail, a. raising of the ]iair near the inoculation wound, or n slight swelling there.
&i'n-r—Of these, 09 cases are reported ; and they varied in inunbev front a few to 5 per cent.
.kreessue,—Of these, four cases only are returned; in one case 2 per cent., and in three others
some.
The information under this head is meagre and imperfect.
(4.) Effect of inoculation on milking cows.
In 53 cases owners do not reply.
139 ,,
,,
say the cow's were not milked,
57 ,,
.,
were not affected.
2
.,.,,. were not inoculated.
8 ,,
,,
,, ,, ,, were affected in the quantity of the milk.
3,,,,
fl,.,,
were affected in quality..
3.,
.,
.. .... were affected in both quality and quantify.
1 ,,
.,
say i
t was doubtful whether or not.
(5.) The peroentage of deaths from excessive swelling.
'14 owners out of 291. make no report, thus leaving 247 who replied as follows
In 77 cases out ot' 247 (or about -?) the deaths were nil.
155 ,, ,.
,. (or .)
did not exceed 1 per cent,
,.
187 ,, ..
., (or about fl ..
.,. ,. 2 per cent.
214 ,,
,, (or nearly )
.,
4 p 'Cii t.
...,
2.30 ,, ,,
,, (or nearly +7) .,
5 per cent.
....
244
,. (or f)
,. 10 per cent.
,,
,,
,, ,,
and 3 ,, 15 per cent,, 60 per cent., and various.
On reference to the dates of Inoculation, these returns show a gradual and very decided diminution of late
years in the percentage of deaths from excessive swelling; for if they are divided into equal portions—as they
would be by drawing a line at the end of 1870—it will be found that, while in the 174 cases prior to that date, there
are 33 which show more than 3 per cent. of deaths (including some as high as 10 and 15, and one even 60 per cent.)
out of the 173 operations performed, after that date there are only 14 in which the deaths are over 3 per cent., the
highest being S per cent—except in a. single case, which is only 8 per cent.
This becomes still more apparent by comparing the returns received in 1889 with those of 1875, as to the
gross number. They are very nearly the same; there being 279 in 1860 to 287 in 1875. Thus, the "no deaths" are
46 in 1869 to?? in 1875. The deaths at 1 per cent. and under in 1869 are 96 to 155 in 1875; at 2 per cent. and
under, 131 in 1869 to 187 in 1875; under 5 per cent., they are 178 in 1889 to 216 in 1875; while the returns
showing 5 per cent, and over are 46 in 1869 to 31 in 1875.
(6.) The causes of excessive swellings.
In 188 cases the deaths were not excessive.
58 ,, owners do not say.
17 ,, virus from an aninial in a too far advnneed stage of disease.
4 ,. virus was putrid.
1 ,. wounding the tail too deeply.
7 ., too hot weather.
1.,, blood in the virus.
1 ., cold, frosty weather,
neglect.
1 ,, crashing in pen.
It is to be regretted that the information under this head is not fuller and more particularly stated, for it is
very important that the true cause of the excessive swellings which occur should be discovered and avoi,led in
fature. The use of improper virus, and deep and careless inoculating, were. no doubt, at one time the niost
frequent causes of excessive swelling. But it is believed that inoculating when the weather is very hot is now the
most, frequent cause of mel-inoculation.
(7.) The cures tried for excessive swellings.
1.07 owners make no report;.
9
tried no remedy.
78
,, cut off 1ho tnil above the inoculation wound with almost invariable success, if taken at all in
t:iiuc.
8:3
., incised the swelling with nearly as great success, if resorted to early.
5
,, fomented, with partial success.
4
,, tried searing, bleeding inside leg, drawing out the thread, and giving green food, with
partial success.
The following .ls'scharoties n-ere, applied to the incisions and scarifacatious made in the swellings —In sir
cases, butter of antimony ; in four, tar and turps; and in one, chalk. sugar, and corrosive sublimate.
Judging from the experience of severalquiet pedigree herds which, have recently been inoculated, it may
now be safely said that, with due caroand watchfulness (seeing the cattle every day), and the prompt application
of the proper reinethes for the prevention of excessive swellings, the deaths from that cause in such herds need not
now exceed I in 1,000. Even in the ease of bush cattle, if they be properly inoculated in moderate weather, and
kept for a month after the operation in paddocks, where they can be. carefully gone thuougli evei'y day. the losses
need not exceed 1 per cent.
(10.)
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10. .Period.c sc/ton deal?, occurred from ,lceasc after iiioeit/rtt,on.
141 owners fail to say.
.. return "Na deaths."
13
C
,, shortly, or a few clays after inoculation.
24
.. at various periods from 1 to 10 clays.
37
..
,.
.. 1 to 4 weeks.
13.,,
,,
,, ito 2 months.
2
,, 2to3months.
4
,. 1 each, 6, 8, 12, and 24 months.
As the have incubation of the disease extends in some cases to a period of five months, and its average
duration has been proved by practichl experience in Groat Britain to be abotit six wee]cs, it is proposed, in this
report to hold that all deaths which oceur within f/spec months of the date of the inoculation, arose llirourth the
cattle having been infected previously to their being inoculated ; and that, therefore, the operation coula have
been ot'no benefit to them. 'l'lus would allow a period of say two months for the duration of the nicubatiosi in
these few protracted cases, and one mont]i for the animal to be ailing after it was observed to be infected, previous
to its deatn.
From the above statement: it will be seen that only in four cases did deaths from disease occur at a inter
period than three mont/is after inoculation, and that, therefore, in none but these four cases are they likely to
have arisen through failure of the inoculation.
With respect to the length of time which elapsed after the operation .in these four cases, the explanation
seems to be either that the inoculation was only a partial one (part of the herd having been left uninoenlated), and
the disease could not be expected to leave the herd till it had run its course among the uninoculated rattle; or
that the owners mistook some other ailment of the respiratory organs for pleuro.
JI; may be that in a few cases the operation, though properly carried out, failed to take effect, and that in
these cases the cattle died of trite plcnro-pneumonia. If such was the ease there would still on that at'eoant be 110
more reason for doubting the general efficacy of inoculation than there is for losing faith in vaccination for small-pox,
beemise now and then all exceptional ease of failure occurs in that treatment.
11. Periods wlienycvro final/s1 le'fl the herd after inoculation.
fit; owners make '' no reply."
say "at once" very, soon, or in a few days.
35
8.5 ,,
say at diffei'ent times from 1 to 4 weeks.
:14,.
p
,,
4to8
,,
2 to 3 months.
27
,.
..
,.
3to4
4to9
5 years and long time.
not yet, never, and seldom or never.
16 ,.
,,
From the above statement it will be seen that in only 93 cases did the periods when the disease finally
left the herds exceed 3 ,no,,ths. If reference be niade to the owners' replies in their returns, the following cireuiuistanees will ho found with respect to them
(u) 'That in 4, cases the hci'ds ivere liii dly. diseased when inoculated ; and it is nothing unusual, when the
eati,le were in that state when inoculated, for odd animals, suffering from the disease, to linger on for :3
nr 1. months before they die.
(li) Chat in 11 cases the inoculation was only a partial one, and this was not a fair test is to the effect of
inoculation, for, is has been already stated, the disease would not leave the herd till it had gone through
the svliole of the uninoculated cattle, and it would take a considerable time to do that.
(e) That in five cases fresh uninoeulated cattle seem to have been put on the run or fresh calves have been
dropped.
(c/) That in two cases the inoculation had been only comparatively recently performed when the return was
made.
(e) That in only 5 cases was there no apparent reason for the lengthened duration of the disease in the herd;
lnit even in these it is more than probable the explanation is, that the owners mistook tuber-culosis or
simple pneumonia for pieu.ro.
The follow-ing table (which has been compiled from the replies contained in these 28 returns) will hear
out those explanations t—
No. of

Return,
3
7
13
22
29
:12
42
44
46
59
75
82
94
100
14

whoa Disease left
the lienS,

Apparent caine of protracted
duration of Disease in nerd.

3 or 4 months ....... Badly diseased.
6 months ............. Fresh infection.
not yet ............... . Partial inoculation.
not yet .................Do.
4 or 5 months .......ty
Pover
Of cattle.
never ................ Very partial inoculation.
8 months ............ No reason apparent
6 or 8 months ........Partial inoculation,
not yet ................ Very partial inoculation.
seldom or never ,
Do.
never ............... Fresh infection.
not yet ......... ...... Partial inoculation.
never ................ No reason apparent,
3 or 4 months ....... Herd diseased.

Xe. of
When after I ,,,,eniatio,i
Return. did unease leave Herd,

,

113
125
MII
136
175
185
188
225
243
244
258
2.59
275
76
14

Apparoet cause of protrartod
duration of Disease in iFerd.

not yet .............. .. Fesh infection.
4 months ............. Very badly diseased.
5 years ................ Very partial inoculation.
not yet .................Ftcsh infection.
not yet ..... ......... . No reason apparent.
4 months ............. Very badly diseased.
not yet ................ Partial inoculation.
9 months ............. Fresh infection.
not yet ................ Partial inoculation.
not yet .................Only lately inoculated.
3 or 4 months ....... No reason apparent.
never ................ Very partial inoculation.
No reason apparent.
about 4 months
not yet ................ Only lately inoculated.
28 returns.

Besides affording an explanation of the protracted duration of the disease in almost the whole of these
cases, this table brings out another fact very clearly indeed—that if the whole of the herd was inoculated, the
disease, in ahnost every ease left it in less than 3 months, while if the inoculation was only a partial one the disease
in many instances remained in the herd for periods ranging from 4 months to 4 or 5 yenrs, and in some cases it has
never left it at all.
12.
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12. Owners' ojnnions.
(1.) As to the eII!eaey and practice of inoculation.
7 offer "no" opinion.
11 say they are "drnibtfut."
234 ,,,,,, "infavoar."
19 ,,.. ,, '' against.''
About 13 for to 1 against inoculation.
These figures show all exceedingly strong case insupport of inoculation. Perhaps they are quite as favourable as could possibly be expected, considering thelittlo knowledge any of those who inoculated possessed as to the
proper virus and the correct mode of' operating. This is borne out to a large extent by the replies given and the
reasons adduced by those owners who are not in favour of inoculation and by those who are against It; and, if the
circumstances which led owners to hold such views, and the possibility of avoiding these circumstances in future,
be considered, the result of the inquiry will be still more favourable to inoculation. For if we take the ten
objections (as given in detail and answered in Appendix L) against inoculation, by the nineteen owners who are
posed to it and the eleven owners who say they are in doubts in regard to it (being thirty in all), and divide
eist into the three following classes—" Avoidable," " Untenable," and "Tenable "—it will be seen that they
stand as follows
(I.) Avoidable objections.
1. Heavy losses through excessive swelling.
This objection is by far the most general, and is held by nineteen owners.
It will be seen, ]iowcver, on reference to Appendix L, pages 82, 83, No. 23, I., that these losses need not
now occur, and are therefore avoidable.
2. Heavy losses after inoculation through mustering and yarding.
This objection is held by five owners, it may be that the mustering and yarding in some eases hastens the
death of diseased cattle, and even;erhaps in a few- instances leads to the loss of some which would have recovered
if they had not been mustered arid yarded. But—as has been pointed out—if the owner were to inoculate the mob
immediately he deteots the outbreak, this loss could not possibly occur. (See Appendix L, page 83. No. 32, U.)
3. The difficulty of obtaining proper virus.
This objection is held by one owner.
It will be seen from what has been said in this Report under No. 7 (4), page 3, and in Appendix L, pages
82, 83, No. 23, 1., and 85, 86, No. 52, TV., that the difficulty here referred to no longer exists.
(2.) Unte,,ublc objectioas.
4. Losses from pleuro after inoculation.
This objection is held by three owners.
It is very probable that almost all the cattle which died after the date of the inoculation would have been
lost whether inoculated or not, for as the deaths are returned as occurring in every ease but four (out of 247)
within three mouths after that date, it is most probable that all these cattle were diseased before they were
inoculated. Sec No. 10 of this Report, and Appendix L, pages 84. 85, i'o. 37.
5. The disease left the Inoculated and Unineeulated Herds at the same time.
This objection is held by four owners.
It is only reasonable to suppose that if all owner inoculated any of his cattle, he would begm with those
among which the disease had broken out and the explanation of the circumstance here adduced no doubt lies in
the fhet that this course was folloivecl by the owners in these instances, and that they thus stamped out; the disease
by inoculating all the cattle coming within roach of the infection. In hot this is the practice regularly followed
by owners who believe in inoculation; and they thus, in most instances, eradicate the disease by inoculating only
small portions of their herds. See Appendix L, page 83, No. 24, IT.
6. Inoculation introduces and keeps disease alive.
This objection is held by two owners.
It is not now generally believed (though it was so at one time) that inoculated cattle can convey the disease
to uninoeulatcd. But whether this be the ease or not this objection is untenable, for it is here recorded, under
No. 6 of this Report, that twenty-five owners inoculated their cattle before they were infected, and thirty-four
immediately they saw the first case of disease, in every instance but this, with complete success. Tire appearance.
therefore, of the disease in the owner's herd must be due to some other cause than the one to which he here
attributes it.
7. The disease is dying out.
This objection is held by 3 owners. It is not the ease that the disease is dying out according to the meanbig here applied to that term. Its virulence is no doubt decreasing, but only through the decrease of the subjects
liable to infection, and that is being brought about principally by the practice of inoculation. See Appendix L,
page 84, No. 32, IL, 6-9.
8. The disease is not infectious or contagious.
This objection is held by 6 owners. In raising this objection, owners commit a very great error, principally
through mistaking other ailments of the chest for plcuro. There is not a Veterinary authority new in any part of
the world who does not hold that pleuro is highly infectious or contagious,—most likely contagious. See Appendix
L, pages 84, 85, No. 37, II., 1-9.
9.—Inoculation is not a permanent cure.
This objection is held by one owner. It is not necessary, neither is it claimed for inoculation that it is anything more than a preventive.
(3.) Tenable objections.
10.—Inefficacy of inoculation.
This objection is held by 9 owners. Out of the 10 different objections raisedby those who are not in favour
of inoculation, this seems to be the only one to which any weight can be attached and which, if the circumstances that led to its adoplioa could not be explained, would be valid. But although there may be 1 few cases in
which the inoculation, even when properly carried out, failed to protect the animal inoculated, it is believed that
the explanation in the most of these cases lies in the fact that the owners who report that the operatian failed mistook tuber-cirlosis. inflammation of the hings, or sonic other affection of the chest or its organs, for pleuro,
See Appendix b, pages 845 85, No. 37, II., 1-9.
Under these circumstances the result; of the present inquiry ought of itself to establish the efficacy of
inoculation. But when it is considered that these returns (which gives us the fruit of eight on tea years' practical
experience acquired by some of our most intelligent and extensive stoekowners), are fully confirmed by every
inquiry which has been made in this Colony with respect to this question,—that these results are entirely in accordance with the experience of the neighbouring Colonies—of London,—of South Africa—of the Continent of
Europe,—of America,—and of every other part of the world where this treatment has been adopted,—no one in
these Colonies at least will surely now call its efficacy in question.
It may however be useful—especially to these who have not; yet tried inoculation,—to notice shortly the follow'
in g additional facts which eonie out in the present inquiry, and the fresh evidence which has been obtained from
Europe as to its efficacy, since the last inquiry was made, namely
(a)

w
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(a) the fact that w]nle all the returns by owners who inoculated (widt a few exceptions which have been
explained), show that the disease did not last in a herd in which the cattle had all bee,, inoculated more than three or
foer months, it did so in those which had not been inoculated for periods ranging from one month to ten years;
and in some it is reported as still existing, and having done so all along. This is the case also with respect to the
inoculated and uni nocitlated cattle in the herds in wInch, the inoculation was only a partial one, and accounts lot
almost all the eases of protracted duration of disease in inoculated herds. That there exists such a marked diflirence in the duration of the disease in inoculated and uninoeulated herds none-not even the opponents of inocit'
lation-have attempterl to deny ; and it is utterly impossible to account for this difference on any, other supposi.
Lion than that a true and perfect inoculation takes place, and that the disease is thus made to run its course in it
mild form through the whole of the cattle inoculated in a very much shorter time than if they had not been inoculated, and the disease allowed to take its course.
(h) The fact stated by owners in the following returns in reply to question 20, "that they had mixed
inoculated cattle, and known inoculated cattle to be mixed, travelled, and even worked with diseased cattle, without their becoming infected iii it single inst mac namely -Nes 1, 7 10 17 19, 20 28 30 36 38 39 ol 54 56
59 1 631 76, 86*1 87, 89, 91, 92. 96, 99, 101, 102, 103, 104, lot;, 112. 115. 118, 119, 121, 123, 131, 135, 137, 140, 1.41,
113t, 148, 161, 162, 165, 166, 168. 176, 181, 184, 187, 189, 200. 201, 205, 210, 212, 2152 218, 221t, 223, 221, 228,
230, 231, 234, 236, 242, 245, 246, 247, 260, 268, 270, 272, 277, 270, 281-sea'cnly-ciqht in all.
* 86. The owner's pure herd has been inoculated for six years, and there has never been a case of
disease in it though frequently in contact with cattle affected with 1leuro.
t 143. An inoculated worker was yoked up with a diseased one-the latter died without infecting the
former.
921. All workers inoculated but two, and sent on a journey, during which these two died, and none or
the inoculated.
(r) The fact stated by owners in the following forty-four returns in reply to question 20, ''that they never
knew properly inoculated cattle to he afterwards affected," nainely,-Nos. 4, 8, 1.1, 2.3, 3:3. 46. 47, 49, 55, 56, 58, 60.
66 68. 71 81 89 90 97 98 101 lOa 114 120 122 130 152 1.55, laB 1.59 172 17 191 192 197 211 223, 226
239, 21.1., 258. 265, 2611, 276.
The fact stated by owners in the following twent y.rLi returns in reply to question 20, 'that when pleui'o
attacked a herd a second time it was only the nninoeulated (the fresh calves which had been dropped after the pvcvious inoculation, and fresh uninoculated cattle purchased) whicli were affected. niune] ,-2ios. 1.7, 19, 20, 29,26,32,
36, 40, 73*, 106, 1211, 129, 1371', 140,142, 144, 154, 170, 176, 198, 199, 201. 233, 259, 253t, 264.
* 73. The owner in this case left sixteen cows nninoculated. and the disease left the rest of the herd in six
weeks; but the cows kept dying, and in it few'months he lost fifteen out of the sixteen.
t 1:37. The owner had heifers in one paddock and bulls in an adjoining one. He inoculated Ike heifers
and not the bulls. Not one heifer died, but several bulls. lie then inoculated half it camp of cattle
and left the other half uninoculated. None of the inoculated died, but the uninoeulated in great
numbers, though all running together.
253. Owner sent sixty inoculated workers.down the country in his teams, and with them four uninoculated
steers, which all died of plenro, but not one of the workers.
These facts which are w telling are eomparatwely few; but a great ninny more of the same sort might have
been given if owners had thought of doing so, instead of contenting then1selves with a general assertion of their
belief in the efficacy of inoculation. And there is no doubt. but that similar instances of that fact could have been
adduced in hundreds if the owners of lii.tle lots of quiet cattle-in which they are of course very much more
frequently noticed-had not been excluded by confining the returns to the owners of two handred or more cattle.
The fact that in this Colonyalone a million qf catt/ehave been inoenlatedand atieastanotltermillion. in the
neighbouringColonies, and that in all but it few exceptional eases every owner who has tried inoculation has always
followed up the practice when his cattle were infected.
The fact that almost all the returns received from those owners who tried inoculation and are opposed
to it, either show on the face of them sufficient reason for the owners' opposition tin the herd having been badly
infected before being inoculated, or in the operation having been improperly performed, or having been a partial
one, or for some other cause), or the circumstances which lend them to oppose it can be explained, as they have
been in Appendix L.
The very meagre and incomplete returns received from those owners who did not inoeulat,-showing
that they were afraid to give such full information as would enable a comparison to be instituted between the two
classes of stock.
(5) The fact that almost every veterinary authority of any standing on the Continent of Europe, including
such men as Professor Gerlaehi, Director lloll, and Mons. Ilonley, the heads of the Veterinary Departments in
Berlin, Vienna, and Paris-gentlemen of the very highest rank in their profession in the world-are all firm
believers in the efficacy of inoculation.
(i) That Professor Ganigee, of London, Professor Williams. of Glasgow, Mr. Fleming, the author of the
Standard Book on Veterinary Sanitary Science and Police, published so recently as last year, as well as other men
of eminence in the veterinary profession in Great Britain, are non' firm helievcrs in inoculation, and Mr. Fleming
adduces the following most i inportaut evidence in support of his Opinion, vol. 1, page 431
As a nieaus of ahridgnig the duration of the epizeöty and averting flue dangers attending lie development
of the disease by natural contagion, Willems, .of F asselt (Belgium), in 1852, proposed the inoculation of cattle
but which, on careful examination, were found lobe yet free from the disease. For
exposed to eontainuition.
mn
some years the result of his experiments were received with discredit or doubt, and the value of inoculation as it
preservative or prophylactic measure was negatived by a large majority of veterinarians, it is probable that this
was iluic to the insufficient observation and experience of tin.' anthori ties, as well as to the fact that inoculation (hoes
not, 1110(1 ne the characteristic morbid proeosses that mark the progress of the disease itself ;and hence it was
contended that anunals could not be so protect ed.
evcrtheless, for a long time the benefits to be obtained from this measure havebeen abundantly illustrated
in those countries in which, it may be saul, Ike malady prevails almost continually as in Bolgiuni, Holland,
Northern Italy. the Southern Tvrol, and allort.h Germany. France has also, in the opinions of the eminent
veterinarians. Boaley and ,tleynnl, advocated a recourse to the operation ; the immense utility of which has
been so folly recognized by the farinors and cattle breeders of that country, that it is now generally adopted by
them.
Authorities on whose statements the most perfect i'cliaiico can be placed assert that, since the adoption of
prevetit;ive inoculation, the districts and farms in those coi,nui.ries in which the hing'plague por.nianently prevailed,
are now completely delivered from the scourge ; and that it is excessively rare for all inoculated animal to be
attacked with, the disease-the percentage being ls than one, and rarely not more than two. J it South Africa and
the United States of America, as well as in Australia, the measure has also been adopted with great benefit, though
the operation has not always been properly performed. In Great Britain it has scarcely been tried; an
uitwarrantablopi'ejttdiee having apparently been raised r'gaeiirt it when it was first proposed.
"Official
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"Official Commissions have been instituted in Belgium, France, the several German States, in Holland,
Italy, and other countiies, and the conclusions of the majority of those have been favourable to preventive inoeula.
tion ; the few who have pronounced unmavourably, drawing their conclusions either from veryfew or doubtful cases,
or acting in a very partial spirit."
Theoretically, as Iteynal remarks, every analogy is in favour of inoculation for pleuro-pneumonia We have
stated that one attack of the disease gives the animal immunity for life, but that it cannot be communicated by inoculation
at least the peculiar alterations in the respiratory organs cannot be so indoced. Nevertheless, inoculation always produces,
aecorthag to the most conscientious and inipartial observers, and before the local phenomena appear, more or less intense
febrile disturbance ; the local effects being frequently accompanied by similar results in other parts of the body, and the
subcutaneous cellular tissue being equally involved. This fact has lent much support to the opinions held with regard to
the efficacy of inoculation. .4 no' the alterations produced at the scat of mocmia(wn prciciit absolutely the same fandaniented
sniflcetioas in the connective tiasni' as in the tertore of (lie lungs; sic hors the same cit ron-colonial exudation, (it times tuberc,tloiu elements, and imiso an excessIve prol/cretion of time fih'i-o_plmmstk elements."

(2.) Owners' opinions "for" and "against" Compulsory Inoculation.
51 owners do not reply.
S ,,
are neither' for" nor "against."
130
are "for" legislation.
5 ,,
are "for" legislation indirectly or conditionally.
10 ,,
consider legislation unnecessary.
78
are ' against " legislation.
282
It is believed that if there had not been' eonsides'able misapprehensioa on the part of owners with respect to
this question, the majority in favour of compulsory inoculation of the nature proposed would have been much
greater than it is. 'This misapprehension has arisen in two ways.
Although the question asks owners' opinions as to the expediency of making inoculation compulsory in
the ease of injected herds only, many owners, nsistaking this proposal for that for the compulsory vaccination of the
human subject, and imagining that the measure, if passed, would oblige all owners to inoculate their cattle whether
they were infected or not, have given their opinion against it ; whereas if they had observed that it was only in
the case of an outbreak of pleuro occurring in a herd that it was proposed to oblige the owner to inoculate, they
would have viewed the matter differently, and given their opinion in favour of compulsion of the nature proposed.
A great inasiy owners, again, imagined that if a compulsory measure were passed, they would be obliged
to inoculate their whole herd if a single case occurred on arms' part of the run. This is also a mistake, for it Ivill be
seen on reference to Resolution No. 1 of the Conference of Chief Inspectors of Stock held at Sydney in l'4ovember,
1874 quoted at page 50 of this Report, that it is only proposed to oblige the owner to inoculate the mob to which
the aflbeted an
nual belongs, and is no more intended that the whole herd should in that ease be inoculated, than it
is required by the Sheep Act that all, the different flocks oil a station shall be declared infected and dressed as if
they were so, because an outbreak occurred in one of them. If an owner would, imtn.cdiately on detecting time
disease in his herd, inoculate the mobin
in which it occurred, andall)all)-cattle with which those in the infected
mob mixed, in mneteen cases out of twenty lie would stamp out the disease without further trouble. Should it,
however, happen that a second outbreak occurred in another mob, the same course should be adopted with respect
to it, and an cattle mixing with it; and as a strict watch would in the meantime be kept on the herd, both by the
owner and the Inspector, there can scarely be a doubt but that any second outbreak would be detected as soon as
it was perceptible, and the infection completely eradicated at the second attempt. But even if an owner should
fail in a second or subsequent attempt to eradicate the disease, that would be no reason why he should not persevere,
for it was no uncommon thin g in cleansing a run of scab for the owner to make two, three, and even five and sit
attempts before lie was successful; and the only result of his failure in these cases was to make him more careful
and anxious in his next attempt.
There are some owners who are firm believers in inoculation, but who say that a compulsory measure is not
required, as they can always check the disease when it appears in their herds ; but in following that course they
lose sight of the following, among other strong reasons, for compulsory inoculation
.) The difficult' there is at times in obtaining virus, and the harm which may be done before it can be
met with.
.) The continually recurring loss and inconvenience through having to inoculate whenever an outbreak
occurs, frequently at seasons of the year when it is comparatively dangerous to do so; and
.) The danger there exists in indiscriminate inoculation, often carried out by comparativelveareless and
ignorant operators, of introducing and perpetuating other dangerous diseases of an hereditary nature,
such as tuberculosis, to which stock are liable, and which are known to be inocuhable.
This however is looking at the question of compulsory inoculation solely as regards the individual owner
whose cattle are afi'cted with pleuro, which, to a certain extent is a matter of but little importance, as the loss is
only the owner's own; bnt as regards the public, the question has a very much more important hearing. Shortly
stated, it is simply this —Whether the owner in whose herd an outbrenk of pleuro occurs shall be obliged to
inoculate the infected mob immediately on the outbreak being detected, and thus stamp out the disease, or whether
be should allow it to spread through the whole of his herd, and thus not only keep a dangerous nuisance on his own
run, to the loss and injury of his aeiglsbonrs and of all who may be obliged to travel stock through his run, but
also send his infected cattle to market, leaving the diseased ones here and there on the roads and runs as lie goes,
and spreading the infection far and wide. Now that the efficacy of inoculation has been fully established, such a
course is extremely shortsighted and wasteftul so far as the owner himself is concerned, most unneighbourly and
dishonest towards those whose stock are thus infected by his diseased cattle, and a source of very serious loss to the
Colony at large, both in the death of the stock and the reduction of the quality of the meat, whilo the continuance
of the infection in this way is perpetuating a large amount of suffering on our stock which tIme passing of a compulsory measure might easily avert.
Ill.—UNrxocuLATjsD HERDS.
1. The snm,nber of answers received from owners who did not inoculate their herds is 272.
Answers to the number mentioned certainly were received from these owners, but (as has been already
remai'ked) they have in many cases given no information at all, and have nearly all failed to reply fully to the
questions put to them.
Their reasons for adopting that course could not be that they were afraid of the information which they
supplied being1divulged, so far as they were individually concerned, for it cannot be said that any information
given nuder similar circumstances ban ever been made public ; and besides, in nine cases out of ten the lnmrticulnrs
which they are here invited to supply relate to circumstances which occurred years ago, and no harm could possibly have arisen even if they had been divulged.
Whether, therefore, those owners who failed to give this information were induced to withhold it because
they were afraid of affording an opportunity of contrasting the effect of the disease in inoculated and nninoenlated herds, or whether they were too careless to reply to the circular sent them, it is exocedingly to be regretted
that
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that they should have so far failed in their duty to a Select Committee of Parliament and the public as to adopt such
a narrow-minded, thoughtless course; for the opportunity has thus in a great measure been lost of contrasting the two
sorts of treatment, i.e., inoculating infected herds or leaving them uninoeulated; and the Committee cannot but feel
very much disappointed in not receiving information which they had a right to expect from every stockowner in
the Colony.
2. The number of cattle retrsrned as being possessed by owners who did 'not inoculate is 262,991, against 473,891
ret urned by those who did.

3. How long the cattle were infected
110 owners do not reply.
48
,, - say their herds were never infected.
55
,,
are not infected.
69
,,
were so at various periods from 1862 to 1875.
272
The herds returned by owners as "never" infected, are principally small,—none of them exceeding 1,200
head, and they are generally less than half that number. In many cases, too, they are evidently recently formed.
2. The answers "not" and "none" infected, seem to imply that the herds were not infected at the time
the returns were rnade,—not that the herd had never been infected. These answers "not' and 'none" are therefore not classed with "never."
4. 174, time the disease existed in the herd
212 owners do not give this information.
7
,, return various periods, from sometimes to? weeks,
9
..,,
,,
,,
from 2 to 5 months.
26
from 6 to 12 months.
18
,,
from 18 months to 10 years.
272
It will be observed that a very large majority of owners—considerably over two-thirds of the whole number
responding to the circular—give no information on this most important point; that, where that information is given,
only in seven cases out of sixty, or about one-eighth of the whole number replying, was the period during which the
disease remained in the herd less than two months, and that only in aixteen out of sixty, or about one-fourth of
that number, was it less than three months—while in forty-four cases out of sixty, or about three-fourths of the
whole of these sixty cases, the duration of the disease is given at over six months, and ranges up in some cases as
high as six, eight, and ten years.—lhereby fully bearing out all that has been said of the very great and wellmarked difflerence which there is in the duration of the disease in the inoculated and uninoenlated herds, and
unmistakeably proving the reality of the inoculation, see No. U. (5), Inoculated Herds, of this Report.
5. Percentage of cattle affected
In 219,enses this is not given.
30 ,, it is given as ranging from slight to 10 per cent.
9 ,,
,,
,,
from 12 to 20 per cent.
5 ,,
,,
,, .from 2Sto40 per cent.
9 ,,
,,
,,
from 50 per cent, to nearly all.
272
Here again the information is so very meagre and incomplete as to render it impossible to institute any
reliable comparison between the inoculated and urLinoenlated herds on this point.
8. Perceatszge of deaths from the disease
In 207 cases this is not stated.
32 ,, it is given as ranging from very sliglitto 5 per cent.
6 ,,
,,
,,
from 7 to 10 per cent.
9 ,,
,,
,,
from 12 to 20 per cent,
9 ,,
,,
,,
from 23to4o per cent.
9 ,,
,,
,,
from 40 to over 50 per cent.
272
It will be observed that, with respect to this most important part of the subject, too, the majority of owners
give no information. If, however, the particulars, so far as they are furnished, be taken as a criterion of what they
would have been in the other cases if answers had been generally received, it would appear that about half of the
ease' (32 out of 65, the whole number of cases in which answers were given) the deaths ranged from a very few to
5 per cent.; in 1.11th of them from? to 10 per cent. ; in 1-7th, from 12 to 20 per cent.; in 1-7th, from 23 to 40 per
cent.; and in 1-7th, from 40 to Si) per cent.: or taking the returns ranging from 30 to 50 per cent., it appears that
they amounted to 1-5th of the whole number replying.
7. Owners' opinions "for" and "against" inoculation
In 1.55 cases owners offer no opinion.
13 ,,
,,
are doubtful.
54
are "in favour of inoculation."
50
are "opposed to inoculation."
2-72
Although the owners who reply to this question are almost equally divided in opinion as to the efficacy of
inoculation, still the majority is on the side of those who are in favour of that treatment. This is fully all that
could be expected from those who have hitherto refused to try inoculation; and of itself is a very strong proof of
its efficacy.
S. Owners' opinions "for" and " against", legislation.
In TOO cases owners offer no opinion.
5 ,,
are doubtfuL
4
say it is "not necessary."
56 ,,
,, are "in favour of legislation."
107 ,,
,, are opposed to
272
It
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It was not likely that many, if any, of the owners who have hitherto declined to inoculate would be favourable to its being made compulsory, and the figures are quite as far in that direction as could be expected.
IV.—CnrrEnAL REMARKS AND CONCLUSIONS.
When, therefbre, the facts here adduced with respect to the efficacy of inoculation for pleuro-pneumonia, and
the nature and character of that disease, as well as the tiuitless efforts which have hitherto been made to stay its
spread in this and the neighbouring Colonies, are duly considered, the conclusions arrived at can be none other
than those agreed to by the Conference of Chief Inspectors of Stock held in Sydney in November, 1874, namely:—
That as in all other parts of the world, so in Australia, every attempt to cure this disease has proved
utterly futile.
That the endeavours which were made in these Colonies to stamp it out, by destroying the infected
herds, were complete failures, through the impossibility of maintaining a perfect quarantine of the
infected herds.
That inoculation for pleuro-pneumonia is now very generally practised, and has proved a thorough
preventive against the disease, and
That under these circumstances the only course left is, either—
(1st.) To let matters stand as they are, and allow those owners who are either too selfish or too
prejudiced to inoculate their infected cattle, to travel them as they are now doing
from one end of Australia to the other, leaving the dead and dying, and spreading the
infection in all directions, whereby the Colonies suffer a loss of something like haifa million
a year, Or—
(2nd.) To pass sonic measure which will niake the inoculation of infected cattle compulsory, and
otherwise regulate the cattle traffic.
Reduced to these two alternatives the decision mnst be easily arrived at, for it is very short-sighted as well
as very unjust, now that the efficacy of inoculation has been established, that mobs of diseased cattle should be
allowed to be driven through (it may be) scores of runs on which the stock are free from infection, and infect them;
and the only course left is for all the Colonies to pass a compulsory measure oontaining some such provisions as
the following, namely:—
That every mob of cattle which has become infected be inoculated, when the virus can be obtained
in the mob, or in any cattle within a practicable distance.
That owners give notice of every outbreak of the disease to their neighbours, to inspectors, and to the
public.
That no inoculators but those authorized by the Government be allowed to inoculate for others.
That properly inoculated cattle depasturing on a run, on the cxpiry of six weeks from the last case of
disease, be allowed to leave the run, and to pass over infected ground without being deemed infected.
That all travelling cattle actually affected with or suffering from plouro-pneumonia be killed immediately they are found to be so.
That if the travelling cattle in which any animal is thus found to be actually affected be fat stock,
they be taken by day to their destination by the roads least likely in the opinion of an Inspector to
spread the disease, and timely notice be given by their drovers to all owners of horned stock on or
near the road, that the mob is infected.
That where the travelling cattle in which any animal is thus found to be actually affected with pleuropneumonia are store stock, they be stopped and inoculated as soon as practicable, and afterwards
taken to their destination, as provided for in the next preceding regulation; but such cattle be not
required to travel more than sir miles a day for the first thirty days after being inoculated.
That in Colonies in which pleuro-pneumonia exists, the owner of travelling cattle give notice of his
intention to cross or pass along runs where stock of the same description are kept, if the road be not
separated from the run by a sufficient fence.
That drovers do not abandon any travelling stock, nor leave the carcases of any stock which may
die, undestroyed.
If some such measure as here sketched were passed and fairly enforced in all the Colonies for ciglsteen or
twenty months, there would not, be one outbreak of pleuro-pneumonia for twenty which now occur; and if—as
would naturally be the case—the strictness of the surveillance were increased as the prevalence of the disease was
curtailed, we might fairly expect that in the course of three or four years it would be completely eradicated in all
the Colonies; and, as the regulations with respect to the importation of stock from places outside these Colonies
are now on a thoroughly efficient basis, pleuro-pneumonia could never again obtain a footing in Australia.
ALEX. BRUCE,
Chief Inspector of Stock,
2nd February, 1876.
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CIRCULATe TO

-

Department of Lands,
Sydney, 80 August, 1875.

Sin,

A Jlethrn having been called for by Parliament showing the effect of inoculation for Plcuro-pneumonia,
with the view to the information being laid before the Select Committee now sitting in the Assembly, respectin
the Diseases aflbcting Live Stock, I sin directed by the Minister for Lands to request that you will fill up an
re-transmit to the Chief Inspector of Stock the aeeonipanying return on or before the 15th October next; and that
you will not only make your answers as full and explicit as possible, but that you will also give any other informalion which you may consider would tend to further the object of the present inquiry.
2. I am to add, that all information received in this way, so far as you are individually concerned, will be
held strictly private.
I have, &e.,
W. W. STEPHEN.
RETURN

by Stock-owners, showing the effect of inoculation for Pleuro-pneumonia in Cattle, called for by Order of
the Legislative Assembly, 16th July, 1875-

1.-INoCULATED CATTLE.

Name and address of owner of cattle, including post town of station where cattle were running.
Number of cattle on the run at the dates of inoculation.
State how often you have inoculated for pleuro-pneumonia, and give the dates as nearly as you can.
Number of cattle inoculated on each occasion.
State of cattle when inoculated; if diseased, state percentage of those showing symptoms.
How long were cattle diseased before they were inoculated?
Describe the animal and lung (i.e., stage of the disease and how much of lung was hepatized or marbled) from
which the virus was takea for inoculation.
S. How was virus taken? From the lung or from the chest? If from chest, was it the water in the chest, or
the virus found in smallqitantities near the lung P
0. How long was virus kept before it was used?
Did you ever preserve virus; if so, how? If with glycerine or any other ingredient, state the quantity of it
added to the virus.
State the result of your use of preserved virus.
how was the operation performed-with grooved knife, or with needle and thread P If needle and thread,
describe them.
1.3. How, when, and to what extent were the eQ'ects-i.e., swellings, twisting, &e.-of the inoculation visible.
Were milking cows which were inoculated milked immediately after inoculation? If so, did it affect the milk
in quantity, quality, or in any other way.
Did any deaths occur from excessive swelling caused by the inoculation P If so, state what percentage, and
what means were tried to cure the swellings, and their effect.
10. Did any deaths occur among the inoculated cattle from the disease after the inoculation? If so, how many.
and at what dates after the operation.
How long after the date of the inoculation was it before the disease finally left the herd?
State result of inoculation.
Are you in favour of or opposed to inoculation?
State here also any circumstance which you may consider proves or disproves the .effieaey of inoculation, and
especially whether any cattle which were properly inoculated were afterwards exposed to the iafecttcn, and.
if so, whether or not they were affected by it.
Give also any other information which you may consider of value with respect to the disease or to inoculation.
*Do you consider that an Act should be passed obliging owners whose cattle are infected to inoculate them,
when they can obtain the virus to do so?
II.-USINOCULATED CAnLE.

Name and address of owner of cattle, including post town of station on which the cattle were running.
Number of cattle.
Dates of infection.
State of cattle when infected.
How long disease existed in the herd.
Percentage of cattle affected.
When the disease finally left the herd.
The number of deaths from the disease.
Present state of the cattle.
General remarks.
* The question should be answered, whether the ciltie were juoculafeil or not.
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(No. 3-continued.)
Question.
Question.
Answer.
1,000.
Three or four months.
Inoculated twiec-1869 and 1870.
Prevention as concerning the station herd, with the
600 and 400.
exception of a few which came in contact with
About 10 per cent.
the Goulburn cattle. And cure of the latter,
About a month.
except when badly affected before inoculation.
In about seven days after inoculation the tails
Decidedly in favour.
commenced to swell ; as soon as I noticed them
Cannot say.
swell I cut off the tails above tue swelling.
Have not had sufficient experience to be able to
I never milked the cows at the time of inoculation;
give any information worth recording.
it does affect the udder, snakes it swell.
I do. They car' always obtain their own virus
I had a few deaths from swelling caused by neglect
when their cattle are-diseased, by slaughtering
through not attending to them in time.
one for the purpose.
10. A few deaths, but they had the disease at the time.
(No. 4.)
Second, a few days after.
1,200.
In less than a month.
Once-March, 1874.
A perfect cure.
400.
I am decidedly in favour of inoculation.
100 showing symptoms of disease, the rest were not
None of the cattle I inoculated took the disease
diseased.
afterwards, although diseased (travelling) cattle
These cattle came from Goulhurn, and had arrived
mixed with them.
only three weeks when they had to be inoculated.
Every herd should be inoculated, and all travellin
13. Swelling.
cattle that may be diseased should be 'destroye
14. No cows were affected.
as soon as detected.
15. Twenty-six died. No means were tried to cure the
I do; they can easily obtain the virus if the cattle
swellings.
are infected.
16. None.
(No. 2.)
17. Two months.
1,200.
18. Good.
Twice-about April and July last.
39. In favour of it.
First, 250; second, 550.
Cattle properly inoculated are not liable to take the
In certain paddoeks the disease (pleuro) showed
disease afterwards.
itself, and four or five were continually in the
No other information.
febrile state--some dying and some recovering;
Yes.
cough was generally prevalent.
Among the first lot the disease had existed several
2. About 400 head.
months (say, six) ; the second I inoculated
8. I have twice inoculated-once about three years
immediately on its appearance.
ago-once since; cannot give exact dates.
There were no swellings or twistings, save in one
About 300 head.
beast, which had a swelled tail, which sup.
Diseased, about ten showing symptoms, 3 per cent.
purated and discharged close under the tail near
About three weeks.
the fundanient.
18, First occasion the effests were very slight, showing
I\one.
about it fortnight after inoculation on tip of tail
one.
second occasion the effects severe, swelling of
No more than had occurred previously.
rump, tail, &e., three weeks after inoculation, or
About two months.
even longer.
is. I had the pleuro before I inoculated, and since I
Cows not milked for some time.
inoculated the disease has left my herd, but 1 am
One death only on the second occasion; tail cut off
of opinion that change from a low to a mountain
short and gashes made in rump, &c.
run has assisted in removing the disease.
There may have been one or two.
I am in favour.
All traces disappeared in about three weeks on both
Have had no experience.
occasions.
I sin of opinion that there would be no spread of IS. Most satisfiictory.
pleuro if sellers of diseased cattle in all the large 19. Certainly in favour.
cattle-yards throughout the Colony were severely 20. One beast had no tail, I therefore did not inoculate
punished. I have always brought the disease
him, and lie was the only beast in my small herd
from the sale-yards at Maitland, and till the last
that caught the disease after allowing a reasonattack have managed by isolation to get rid of it.
able time, but did not die.
I do.
21. I think all cattle should be inoculated whenever
(No.3.)
virus is obtainab'e, whether diseased or not, and
2, About 1,200.
that the virus should be taken from the lung,
Only once-about April, 1874.
not the chest.
The whole herd.
(No 6.)
450 bulloeks purchased from Messrs. Finley & Co.,
1,500.
of Goulhurn, were in a sad state of disease when
Once-ten years since.
delivered a month previously. They affected the
Nearly all at the one time.
station herd, which had never been diseased.
About ten in the 100.
About two-thirds of the southern cattle showed
A few weeks.
the symptoms, and of these about 100 died.
18. A few lost their tails or part of it.
lafterwards learned that the 450 bullocks had been
Did not milk any.
for some time diseased before Messrs. Finley &
No deaths.
Co. sold them to me, but cannot state how long.
About I per cent.; sometimes in a few days.
I purchased them about three weeks before
A. month or thereabouts.
inoculating.
The cattle showed an almost immediate benefit; the
38. Cannot say how long after. The swelled tails were
deaths were fewer in two or three days, and the
slit, and in a few eases cut off.
diseasà disappeared.
They were not milked.
10. Strongly in favour of it.
Scarcely any deaths-perhaps 2 per cent. The tails 20. Two lots of cattle going to Melbourne werS attacked.
were slit in the first instance, and if they swelled
they were inoculated and the disease disappeared,
excessively were cut off.
very few deaths took place after inoculation. I
16 A good many of those showing the symptoms badly
- hrfvt, not had any diseased cattle for ten years.
at the time of inoculation died afterwards- 22. 2sot without the disease was prevalent in the neighabout eighty or ninety. They kept dropping off
bourhood. I should inoculate my own, because
at intervals for two or three months.
if properly done it cannot injure.
(No. 1.)
Answer.
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(No. 7.
Question.

*

Answer.

3,000.
Five times-March, 1873; July, 1873; July, 1874;
September, 1874; October, 1874.
500 store bullocks in March. 1873; 1,000 station
mixed herd, July, 1878; 600 young cattle, July,
1874; 800 store bullocks, October, 1874; 200
store cattle, September, 1874.
Lost seventy head of bullocks out of mob before
inoculating in March, 1873. Did not lose more
than six from swelling after inoculation, and Dine
from the disease.
Disease showed in cattle for two months in first lot.
The other lots were inoculated so soon as one
beast showed signs of disease, and when virus
could be obtained.
Tail swelled, sometimes up to the root of tail. About
tea days after operation, sometimes not for three
weeks. Those which were much swollen lost
part of the tail, sometimes all of it.
Did not inoculate milking cows.
About 3 per cent, died from the swelling and other
causes, . if seen in time, and dressed with tar
and turpentine, and lanced, they soon recovered.
None.
About six months-a few eases showing out in those
which were missed and not inoculated.
IS. We have now not seen it ease of pleuro for twelve
months on the run.
We are in favor of inoculation.
In one instance we put 300 store bullocks into a
paddock by themselves, until we saw two eases
of disease; we then mustered all of them but
twenty, and inoculated them. Nodiseaseshowed
in those inoculated, but several of those missed
died. We have often had cattle die which were
not inoculated, and none of which were in paddock
with those that had been inoculated, and none of
which took the disease.
22. Yes-when they can obtain the virus-believing it
to be a sure preventive, but not a cure.
(No. 8.)
From 1,500 to 2,000.
I cannot say; but from 1862 up to the present year
say twenty times.
From 100 to 1,500.
Sometimes diseased-often 25 per cent. showing
disease.
Notmorethanfortniglit,exceptin 1869-when Iliad
sold and could not inoculate until fully 25 per
cent, died in three months.
Only once had I much swelling in hot weather, and
with cows. I was then under the impression it
was done too deep by a person helping me. Last
year I had one out of 300 inoculated with virus
from the chest swell and die.
I never tried it.
I had a good many cows once and about Spar cent.
of bullocks die. I tried cutting into the put
and putting in tar and Turner's eriate, but with
very doubtful success; the weather was hot.
J ncverknew but one case of death after inoculating,
and except when the beast was had at the time
of operating; but I have had several skin disease
not lasting long and the beastgetting fat.
I may say in all cases no time elapsed before the
disease was stayed, and the cattle were quite well
again in a month or five weeks.
sometimes it put cattle back considerably, and it
was two months before they were doing well;
but I have had them show no ill effects.
In favour; nor do I believe any one who has given
it a trial can be otherwise. Yet much is to be
learnt about it, and nothing proved as yet. A
neighbour of mine has had no pleuro in five
years; has never inoculated; has brought in
cattle ; has mixed with some diseased.
1 never had a lot of cattle yet (I might in the run)
which, if not inoculated, but had pleuro, sometimes immediately, sometimes six months after.
I never had any disease in those inoculated; I
may add, two bulls I got from M'Dougall, of
Melbourne, now two years, that were never
inoculated, and as yet have not had the disease.
I do not believe in infection or contagion. I
have seen in many times and places diseased
cattle mixed with sound cattle and no evil

(No. 8-ronhnucd.)
Qneit.ion.

Answer.

effects; but I think certain times and localities
the disease is carried about in the air.
I was away for nine years, but I know pleuro was at
different times in the herd; and when I came
back six years ago, a very large percentage died
of it-say 25 per cent, in the year-and I at
once inoculated, from which time for two years I
had no disease. It then came again in cattle,
brought in as store from Maneroo, of which 5 per
cent, died before I inoculated, after which none
died. The nextyear I agsin got store cattle,
from Tumut, and after being lucre six months
disease again broke out, and I again lost about
5 per cent. before inoculating, but not 1 per
cent. after. And since then I have had several
lots of cattle, and always inoculated; but one lot
in 1874, I inoculated three times, and each time
had-after one or two beasts died of pleuro-no
others showing it. None of the cattle I speak
of had ever been inoculated before. This year I
got 300 bullocks which were said to be inoculated, but after ten days here showed disease; I
killed the first and inoculated the rest; only two
died since, one of these I think from poverty.
I think it is a very difficult matter to legislate for.
First, because virus is not always to be had;
but of course, where disease exists, then it is to
hand, And I certainly cannot see, as it is almost
a proved fact that inoculating is of benefit, why
such compulsion is unjust. 1 think if all cattle,
store or breeding, started travelling well inocu•
lated, it would be a benefit to all concerned.
(No. 9.)
Herd cattle, 2,314 head.
No disease. None inoculated for many years.
5. When herd inoculated some years ago, diseased
stopped at once. Very few losses from swelled
tails, &c.
22. Yes; I am of that opinion, as there is no doubt of
the disease being contagious.
(No. 10.)
1867, 600; 1871, 600.
Twice. First time, September, 1867; second time,
August, 1871.
1867, 500; 1871, 600.
1867, about 25 per cent, of cattle showed symptoms
of disease; 1871, none were diseased, but pleuro
had made its appearance in the neighbourhood.
1867-about two months.
First time, 1867, a large number-about SUper cent.
-were much swollen in the tail; second time,
1871, about 5 per cent, only swelled in the tail.
On both occasions milking cows were inoculated, but
were immediately turned out.
In 1867, 5 per cent. died from excessive swelling;
tried laneing to cure swelling, and in most eases
sueeossful. in 1871 about 1 per cent, died from
swelling.
None that I am aware of.
1867-about two months.
I believe it is a sure preventive against the disease; the cattle thrive remarkably well about
six weeks after inoculation.
lam in favour of inoculation.
None of the cattle inoculated were afterwards
affected, and they were exposed to the disease.
1 believe the pleuro was first introduced on the run
by working bullocks. 1 would now inoculate if I
could obtain the virus.
I believe an Act should be passed making it compulsory on all owners of cattle, whether diseased
or not, to inoculate if virus can be had.
400.
Once.-November, 1874.
400.
Free from disease.
Tails swelled to a great extent, had to amputate about
1-5th of them.
Cows were not milked for some time after inoculation.
Five per cent, died from swelled tails. Tar and
turpentine were tried with little effect.
No disease appeared among the cattle.
Two months after inoculation the cattle were froe
from disease.
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(No. ll-conlinued.)
(No. 15-continued.)
Question.
Answer.
.
Qoestiea.
Answer.
No disease has appeared in cattle since they were indisease. Since then we have not observed any
ocalated.
sign of the disease.
In favour of it.
is t.Ve considered the operation very successful, and
that it stopped the progress of the disease in our
cattle.
350 head.
We are in flirour of inoculation, but would not wish
Only oncc-llth Mardi last.
to see it made compuThory where the disease did
350.
not exist in a herd.
Good; only three showing symptoms.
Within the last two years the district has not been
About one week.
free from disease ; but our cattle have not been
About two weeks.
attacked by it, neither those that were inocuNever milked after the operation.
lated nor those that have grown up since the
Three head out of 350; cut the tails off above the
inoculation.
swelling.
We believe in inoculation if the operation is pro10. Three, about two weeks after.
perly performed and with pure virus, and that
:17. Two weeks.
the disease is Dearly always eomuuinieated to
Good.
sound cattle by introducing diseased animals, or
Favour.
by coming in contact with them.
Never saw any symptoms after.
Yes.
No better than inoculation.
Most certainly.
(No. 16.)
2,000.
2, 3,000.
Part of the herd purchased twelve months ago, and
Three times, viz. 1871, 1872, 1874.
was inoculated at the time.
The first lime, 3,000; second time, 700; and third
5. No account kept.
time, 800.
22. If an Act was passed it would give work to more
Had been very bad just before about 1-8th showGovernment officials.
ing symptoms.
6. About five years.
(No. 17)
13. All the cattle swelled more or less; about 4 per cent.
badly, and about 2 per cent, lost their tails; some
2,000 at one time, and different nmnbers at other
times. 1.800 at 'Wellerie, Marra Creek.
lost their tails about half-way up, some close to
the butt.
I do not remember how many times, but several
times these last three years, and also many times
Never milked any cows immediately after inoculation ; turned them out for a month.
since pleuro first appeared in this district. I
No cattle died from excessive swelling.
think more than ten years ago.
'H It would be hard to tell how many were inoculated
A few cattle died after inoculation from the disease
the first and many succeeding times, for then the
about 1 per cent. ; cannot give dates.
The disease has never finally left the herd.
runs were not enclosed, and many strangers were
is. We are very doubtful about the result of inoculainoculated, and no count was kept, but in the
tion.
winter of 1867 about 1,200 were inoculated; in
19. Cannot oflbr an opinion.
1871 the herd, 2,000, was again inoculated; in
20. Many of the inoculated cattle were exposed to the
1874, 1.800 were inoculated on the Marra, and
infection, and odd ones died from it.
the Marebone herd about 1,000 were again done,
21. Have no infonnation to give.
and since, two lots of weaners, about 500 each
time.
(No. 14.)
Diseased, aboutO to 8 per cent, showing symptoms.
Perhaps two months.
1,000 inoculated twice, first in September 1866,
secondly in 1870.
We have used so much virus that it would be diffi4, 1,000.
cult to describe each; at first we used to shoot
In a bad state, 5 to every 100.
every beast showing symptoms until we got one
Two months.
with good virus. When inoculation was first
practised in this district dark virus was used,
It is visible in about eight or nine days with a swellbut we soon learned from exRerience to use
ing at the bottom of the tail, and a swelling
nothing but pale sherry-eoloureo. virus. Somebetween the hips, and sometimes in the chest.
times the whole of the lung was hepatized, and
Not any milked for two months.
when we found one in this state we used the
Several deaths from excessive swelling; not any
whole of it. Sometimes only a small piece of
means tried; 2 out of every 100.
Yes; a few from nine days to three weeks.
the lung was hepatized ; sometimes half black
About three months.
and half light-coloured. but the binclr part was
is. 1 approve of it.
always carefully excluded. Generally a young
In favour of it.
beast, and one that bad not shown symptoms
Any cattle that were properly inoculated would not
many (lays; head down, ears drooping, flank
take the disease.
heaving, eyes sunken.
22. I most certainly do.
El The beast was shot, and then bled, the shoulder
taken off, three or four ribs taken out (a but(No. 15.)
cher's knife will do this), and the lung if affected
2. 150 head.
take.] (lilt, if not the beast is turned over and
3. Once-October 1871.
the other side tried; if not too far gone, that is,
4. 140.
too black, it is cut up in small piece., and
6. Diseased. Out of 170 head about 20 head died by
squeezed into a dish or other vessel (if this is
the disease within seven months.
not to be got, the hide placed over a cattle track
0. Seven months.
or any small depression in the ground will do),
Swelling of the tail showed in about eight days after
when virus is all squeezed out of the pieces it
inoculation. About six head showed excessive
is then strained through a piece of muslin or
swelling, of which one died, the remainder reany cloth that it will run through, and is then
covered by bleeding or cutting off a portion of
fit for use. We have never used chest virusthe tail.
that is, the water that is in the cavity of the
No.
,
chest around the lung; we have always squeezed
One cow died from excessive swelling.
our virus from the lung.
One heifer died from the disease three weeks after
9. In cold weather perhaps three days, and sometimes
inoculation, after which there was no sign of the
directly after it was taken.
disease in our cattle for two years.
10. It has kept good for a week by using saltpetre, and
17 Two years after the inoculation, two head died from
also with glycerine; about an eighth of glycerine,
the disease; but we did not then inoculate, nor
and when with saltpetre a small piece in each
did any more of the cattle show symptoms of the
bottle.
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(No. 17-continued.)
Question.

rl

Sc-

Answer.

(No. 18.)
Question.

Answer.

I have not noticed any swellings result from using
2. 3,000 and 4,000.
preserved virus, and knew one beast to die
3, Cf_fifl in 1865, and last ycar,when I only inoculated the huh of the herd that were paddocked.
apparently from plenro about six months after
inoculating with it; and when on the Marra a
3,000 in 1865; 1,700 in 1875.
In 1865 there were 10 per cent. showing symptoms;
month ago noticed several weaners that had been
in 187-5 there were 3 per cent. showing symptoms.
inoculated with it nine months ago were very
Three months in 1865. one month in 1875.
poor, as though they had been sick from pleuro.
In 1865 many lost their tails; in 1875 not so many,
Always with needle and worsted, a broad flat needle
but fell away in condition.
about three or four thehes long for grown cattle;
Yes-they fell away in condition, and did not give
and if the calves are drafted separate, a smaller
half the quantity of milk.
one for them. The needle is run through just
In 1865 there were lOper cent, died; in 1875 there
under the skin, and a piece of the worsted is
were 5 per cent, died; nothing was tried.
left in the wound, about half an inch left hangYes; cannot tell, but about a fortnight.
ing out at each end; sometimes the worsted is
A month.
rim right through if the beast is hard to manage,
and this done twice is considered su%cient.
118. Stoiiped deaths.
Generally, ten days or perhaps a fortnight, or some- 19. In favour.
Last year, having completed a large paddock, I put
times a longer period elapses before swellingthe breeding cows into it, about 1,700, and they
that is, bad swelling-is noticed; of course the
did not fake kindly to the enclosure, but hung
tail begins to swell around the wound a day or
round the fence and sulked and fell away in
two after the operation is performed, sometimes
condition, and to that in a measure I attribute
the tail swells from point to butt, and also the
their taking the disease.
rump at each side; the thighs also swell someOnly in some cases. Cattle should not be interfered
times-theseare considered dangerous symptoms,
with after inoculation. and being driven as stores
and the tail is mostly cut off and the swollen
would be fatal to many.
parts scarified,
We have inoculated milkers and have not noticed
(No. 19-)
any ill effects from using the milk, and did not
800 at Satton Forest, 723 at Tarrago.
notice that the quality or quantity of the milk
Have practised inoculation for many years, having
was affected ; of course, if the cow swelled much
done about 1,100 head during the months of
the milk was not used, and sometimes the cows
June, July, and August last.
were not milked for n week or so after inoculation.
June 450. July 300. August 350.
Very few die from the effects, perhaps 1. per. cent.
The catde above mentioned were all northern
when the tail swells very much it appears to die,
cattle, and in each of the three lots pleuro was
and becomes as hard and dry as a stick, we the,,
noticeable, say 3 per cent.
cut it offabovo this, when the tail will bleed freely,
About two months.
but the beast sometimes dies after this even. We
in nearly every ease of killing a beast for virus, 1
have known this to happen when very good virus
find one lung marbled and solid, the other lung
has been used, and suppose thea that the bone
is seldom much affected. I do not kill a beast
has been touched, but it is mostly attributed to
till it is in all advanced stage, and only those
strong, or too dark virus.
whose sides fall in and get hollow, believing the
1.6. Yes, often; but the beastwns supposed tohavo been
blown out or swollen cattle to be more dangeraffected before lie was inoculated. It would be
- orisly affected and unsafe to use for inoculation.
hard to flu the dates, for I have known beasts to
1 never use anything but the pale yellow or amberlinger for months, and to get thinner and thinner
coloured water, which is generally found in large
till they died from weakness; in other cases they
quantities in the cavity of the chest.
recovered after a long struggle; others would be
I never use virus older than 24- or 48 hours.
only slightly affected, and recover in avery short
Never attempted to preserve virus.
time.
With steel needle and worsted, being passed
No. 16 answers this.
through the last inch of the tail, leaving a short
We are not quite certain that any good results from
end of the saturated worsted (doubled) in the
inoculation, but believe that it is efficient in pretail.
venting the disease.
In inoculating healthy local cattle there is seldom
I am in favour of inoculation, but do not think it
any swollen tails, but the travelled or diseased
should be compulsory.
cattle have say 2 to 3 per cent., which generally
I have always noticed that none of the old cows
appears three or four weeks after inoculation.
that have been inoculated ever become affected,
Have seldom done milking cows, and no difference
and some of them that have been through the
was noticed in any respect.
crush and inoculated several times have never
swelled after the first time and .[ have often seen 15- With commoncattle generally, cut off the tail and
gash with a knife the rump if swollen. In the
calves take the disease and die, and their inocuease of pure bred or valuable cattle, look frelated mothers never show a sign of it. 'When
quently at the tail, and, if any infianramntion
inoculating the herd, everything that Caine in
exists, pull out the thread; and, if that does not
was inoculated to make sure, and to save the
cure, split the tip of the tail with a sharp knife
trouble of drafting them, so that some old cows
two or three inches up from the end, this will
were done over and over again.
stop all inflation.
91. I recollect inoculating about 300 wcaners at MareFive or six per cci it. died after inoculation from one
bone, and Ihicti taking llieui to the Marra. Creek
to six weeks after the operation; not many occurStation, where they were turned out with the
ring after a month.
herd. About three months after we went dow-n
From six to seven weeks.
there to inoculate, and all over the run, cattle
Have never known it to fail to completely dispel
were to be seen stuck up with pleuro. 1 the"
the disease, after a month or six weeks.
took part.ienlar'notiee of every beast that .1 saw
Strongly in favour of inoculation.
sick, wishing to discover if any of the inoculated
Used formerly not to inoculate cattle purchased
weaners were sick, but could not see one.I
which appeared sound; but often disease would
knew them all, as their tails were squared, which
appear in them, also in cattle with which they
we always do when inoculating; and every beast
were mixed. Latterly, I inoculate nearly everythat died with pleuro, or that we killed to get
thing purchased, for the sake of the convenience
virus, we made it a point to exainme the tail, but
of being able to put any other stock with them
could never find the mark of the needle in a
without danger of infecting.
diseased beast.
Cattle, if not inoculated, being left with infected
22. I do not think persons who do not believe in inocustock, seldom fail to become infected, particulation should be compelled to inoculate, though
larly if the cattle are travelled or herded
I am a firni believer in it, and I think most of
together; but never knew a beast to become
those who believe in it will inoculate whenever
infected if it had been inoculated in the manner
they can get the virus; ours are always inoculated
above described, notwithstanding being travelled
at weaning time, the last time with preserved
and herded with unsound or diseased stock.
virus.
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(No. 19-continued.)
Qussuon.

Answer.

22. Should be glad to see inoculation made compulsory in infected herds, virus being always
obtainable there. The stock are thereby made
much more saleable.

(No. 20.)

(No. 21.-continued.)
Question.

Answer.

18. Seemed to cut off the disease so that it never appeared on upper portion of run.
19. In favour.
Thank it would be advisable if possible to keep cattle
in paddock after inoculating to watch results and
attend to tails if required.
Certainly not.

(No. 22.)
No cattle on the Bonde station have been inoculated.
6,500.
At Brown Mountain I had 200 heifers inoculated.
Twice.
No symptoms of disease showed when cattle were
Last occasion 400.
inoculated; but several cattle around the neighFirst time they were diseased; second time,healthy,
bourhood, had some with pleuro, and some were
can't say what percentage were diseased.
dying.
First time three years, second time six years.
Swellings visib]c generally from fourteen days to
Swelling and the loss of some tails, also the death
one month; the tail generally swollen, some even
of a number of cattle.
up to the connection with the tail and the body
Yes, and the milk did not seem to be affected.
of the animal.
Yes, deaths did occur, cannot say what percentage.
I never had any cows milked after inoculation
Yes, not many, perhaps one or two per year.
within the period of one month.
it never left the herd.
Yes; about 2per cent. Lancing the swollenparts
Have not followed it up, so cannot say, believe it
with a pocket knife freely until blood flows,
checked the disease.
which ought to be taken in due time before the
Yes, I am in favour.
swelling reaches the butt-end of the tail, or
My belief in inoculation was caused by seeing a
where it joins the body; if lanced in time, cattle
great many cattle inoculated in Queensland, and
generally recover.
the disease nearly died out for a year or two,
I never knew any; and I have known, by personal
then it broke out in the young cattle, old ones
experience, to have the cnlves of inoculated cows
none affected.
the, and the mother not affected-cow hem
All the old cattle were running with the infected
inoculated; and I have also seen inoculate
ones, we gave one sick bull gum leaf tea mixed
cattle travelling with uninoculated cattle in the
with bran, and the effect was magical, bull recovsame mob, and the uninoculated cattle dying at
ered in few days. I believe inoculation is a prerate of 10 per cent., and not one of the inoculated
ventative, but I do not consider that an Act
cattle affected.
should hepassed obliging owners to inoculate.
This depended upon circumstances. Cattle infected
No, it would be impossible to carry it out.
with pleuro badly, and inoculated at the time,
generally take about a month or two-all depending on the effect the inoculation has on the
(No. 23.)
vein.
500 head.
Inoculation is not so certain to take the right effect
Once, four years ago, inoculated 50 head, and had
on cattle when they have the pleuro as when they
more deaths in them than the rest.
are in proper health, and the percentage is cer50.
tainly 10 to 20 per cent, greater in death than if
Fair condition.
the cattle were inoculated when not affected with
A fortnight or three weeks.
pleuro.
Very little swelling.
I am certainly in favour of inoculation, and it ought
No milkers inoculated.
to be compulsory.
Four or five.
I have frequently seen inoculated cattle mixed with
Four or five in the course of about 10 days.
uninoculated cattle having the pleuro ; and I
Shout two months.
have never seen any cattle which have been inoculated, that is, the virus properly taken, dyer 19. Not in favour of inoculation, and will inoculate no
more.
have the pleuro.
21 I have never known a draft of cattle, which have 20. Have had no disease in my herd until now, in one
lot of cattle, not through the herd, I have seen
been driven a lo,ng distance, but what the pleuro
seven or eight dead within the last two months,
would appear in them, at their destination,
disease dying out.
sooner or later, but, if properly inoculated, it
will not; and it is a fact, no matter how clean 21. No sign of any disease in herd at present.
the herd may have been-that is, if no disease
ever appeared in the herd-yet, if driven 150 or
(No. 24.)
200 miles, pleuro will in nine cases out of ten
break out amongst them. Although my herd is
500 head on run in 1865.
clean, yet, for the general preservation of proTwice; once I think in December, 1865, and again
perty, the herd ought to be inoculated, as inocuin September, 1874.
lation is a preventative against pleuro ; but I
On the first occasion I inoculated about 200; last
consider that once cattle are inoculated the inyear, 290 head.
creasing herd should also be inoculated, that is
I cannot.
the calves, year after year.
In the first instance about one month; in the
22. I consider an Act, obliging owners of stock to inosecond about the same time.
culate, should, for the general benefit of the
In about ten days after inoculation some of the
colony, be passed-made compulsory under any
cattle began to swell.
reasonable circumstances.
Not much. I should no like to use the milk in
any form, for three months after inoculation.
The last time I inoculated more cattle died from
(No. 21
the effects of inoculation than from the disease.
About 4 per cent.; the means adopted to cure6,000 more or less.
I opened the swellings, and let the discharge
Once, in June, 1878.
- run out.
1,500.
About 4 per cent, died in a month or five weeks
Diseased.
after inoculation.
Six months previous the disease was observed conIn the last instance I think it most have left the
fined to one side the run.
herd when I inoculated, for I only inoculated
No milkers operated on.
290 out of 800 head, and only one beast of the.
Few if any, cut tails off some.
uninoculated died after.
None observed.
1.8. Worse than worthless.
About a month.
19. Opposed.
412-C
2.
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(No. 24-continued.)
Question.

Answer.

In the Coast District, where inoculation is resorted
to yearly, they are never free from disease; but
on Manoro (this district) very few inoculate, and
consequently very few deaths from pleuro. As
far as my experience goes. I am not in favour
of inoculation; because those who do not practise
it lose fewer cattle (in this district), than those
that do-that is, taking a number of years as an
average, say five years.
No.
(No. 25.)

Question.

(No. 26-continued.)
Answer.

About 14 days from day of inoculation, and continued for about 3 months. By swelling of the
point of the tail; in some instances the tail enlarged very much.
Were inoculated and milked as usual, withoftt the
slightest apparent effect upon the quality, of the
milk I think the quantity was less.
The tails of a few, cattle required lancing from excessive swelling. Two deaths occurred, through
the cattle not being observed in time-the swelling being in the anus.
Two head of cattled died very shortly after they
were inoculated, but they, were so much diseased
that nothing would have saved them,
Immediately. Some cattle had coughs for a long
eriod after inoculation, but no other deaths
E
have occurred amongst my cattle since they were
inoculated.
The restoration of the cattle to health. The perfect health of my cattle ever since-my herd
now numbering about 500. I sold all my cattle
as fat that were intended for market. 1 do not
think the cattle fell off, except what would be
expected through yarding, &c.
Strongly in favour, from the good results produced
in my own cattle from the success attending
my neighbours who inoculated; through no injury being done through inoculating the cattle;
and from the fact that the disease immediately
disappeared in two herds of cattle my brothers
drove from the Clnrence to Victoria after they
inoculated them. They were dying daily until
inoculated.
I purposely left two cows uninoculated, and three
steers were missed when mustering. Three out
of the five died from pleuro.
I think all cattle should be inoculated, when the
virus can be obtained. All the replies to the
enclosed can be made public, and the source
from which they are derived as I think information on public matters kept secretly has not
much weight.
(No. 27.)
2,000.
Once, September, 1871.
1,200,
About 10 per cent, showing pleuro.
2 months.
About one per cent. had to be dressed, or tails out
off.
No.
Some cases swelling reach up to rump, then scarify,
which gcncrallyseals up right.
Never inoculate any showing disease.
At once.
Can put them in paddocks with diseased cattle with
impunity.
In favour of it.
I have seen it succeed ever since pleuro, first came.
I do not think it is contagious; changeable weather
brings it out principally. I do not think cattle
ever take it twice. Absent from home or should
have inoculated.
22: No;people could not at all times comply with it,
bad season for instance.

About 3,300.
Occasionally, as required, between 1863 and 1865.
Not certain as to number of cattle inoculated.
Inoculated diseased andltealthycattle. Store catt.le
purchased from the North showed symptoms of
disease after delivery on the station, probably
from 15 to 30 per centum.
Diseased cattle, together with the majority of the
herd, were inoculated as soon as possible from
the time they were noticed having symptoms of
disease.
Animal for gone with disease, with a dark and diseased lung, was always rejected, and tile virus
of a lightish salmon colour only used for inoculating with.
The virus was taken from both lung and chest, and
some water was found in the chest intermixed
with the droppings of the virus.
The virus was generally used as soon as obtained
from the lung of a dead beast specially killed
for inoculating the cattle with.
Did occasionally preserve the virus with glycerine,
but did not depend upon it as efficacious, or
use it.
Camiot say what might be result, as it was not
used.
The operation was performed with grooved end of
toothbrush handles, withsufficient groove to
hold 2 or 3 drops of virus. Used also worsted
thread in short lengths with needle
Inoculated cattle (not all of them) showed swellings on the tails a few days after being operated
on.
I do not think the milk of inoculated cows is in
any way injuriouslY affected, except the animal
is far gone with the disease.
No means were tried to cnre the swellings.
Death occurred after inoculation with cattle far
gone with disease; probably from 5 to 10 per
cent., in the course of a few days, or say a fortnight.
The disease finally left the herd in about six weeks
after the date of the inoculation.
The results of inoculation, properly performed with
the proper kind of virus, is no doubt a safeguard
against the loss or death of the cattle, and a
preventative to their being at any future time
affected with the disease.
Am in favour of inoculation with any cattle suffering from pleuro-pneumonia.
I believe that in any case where diseased cattle
have been mixed up with healthy cattle on a
run, or in the yards, the latter may all take the
(2o. 28.)
disease in a mild form, and may never again be
2,000 head.
subject to the disease, even though they are not
In '65 and '66. Several times, in all about 6 times,
inoculated.
but the same cattle never twice, excepting when
Except the cattle are suffering with the disease, the
I used the bottled impositions sold by Veterinary
necessary virus cannot be obtained, and it is
quacks, which had no further effort than pure
only when th0 symptoms of disease appears that
water, and the trial of which caused very greatloss
inoculation can be performed by procuring the
from delay in checking the spread of the disease.
virus.
20 per cent.
I believe cattle owners generally would be disPerhaps a month or two.
posed to inoculate their calves at branding
13.
Always
more or less swelling or inflammation, and
time, provided they could procure the proper
in many cases part of tail dropped off. Worsted
virus.
through the incision, having the part wetted
with the matter in the incision, and then cut off
the remainder of worsted.
(No. 26.)
None.
1,303.
Yes, many; but in all, the cases of death were
Only once, March, 1871.
those diseased before inoculation.
1,303.
A few months, excepting calves, which I suppose
About 5 per cent.
took fresh infection from travelling diseased
About 7 months.
cattle passing through the run.
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(No. 31.)

(No. 28.-cant lasted)
Question.

Answer.

Question.

Au,wcr.

500.
I believe it was highly satisfactory. I will mention
Twice-in 1870 and in 1872.
one, fact. I had about 1.50 head, of cattle never
About 500.
diseased running many miles away from the in.
Five per cent,
fected herd and beyond all public traffic. I at
About three months.
length very carefully inoculated these with my
About two per cent, of them swelled from three to
own hands, and within a few weeks joined them
six weeks after. Some lost their tails, and some
with the main herd, while some of the cattle
swelled from the tail to the shoulders, but none
were still sick. Not one of them ever took the
died.
disease, or showed anything but the ordinary
Were not milking any.
results of inoculation,
Twelve head, about six months after.
The disease in this districthas now lost its virulence
Three months.
and when an odd ease does occur (the result of 19. Not in favour of it.
infection always from travelling stock) it is 22.
I do not think it would be right to pass an Act to
rarely fatal. 1 thoroughly beheve in the efficacy
compel people to inoculate.
of inoculation, but scarcely think it should, be
made compulsory, unless Government will under.
take to supply genuine material. Now it cannot
(No. 32.)
without verygreat difficulty be obtained, and if
2.
5,000.
people are to be compelled, the greater number
3. Three times-March, 1874; April, 1874; and
would in any ease use improper virus.
January, 1875.
See answer in 18.
4. March, 1874, 387; April, 1874, 541.; January,
22. Only if Government will supply the genuine virus.
1875, 60,
5. Cannot say any of these cattle were diseased pre(No. 29)
vious to inoculation.
Swelling visible from four to eight weeks after
About 450, more or less.
inoculation. Hard swellings about the root of
Only on one occasion, towards the end of the year
the tail.
1869.
No milking cows inoculated.
The whole of the herd.
About three tier cent, of deaths from excessive
Cattle in low condition when inoculated; some
swelling. Means used-cutting off the tail,
three or four head showing symptoms.
scoring the swelling with a knife, and dressing
Only a short time.
with turpentine. Some recovered under this
Commence swelling, extending to the loin of nine
treatment.
of the cattle, and in others causing the tail to
swell up to an immense size.
A few deaths from the disease about four or five
No.
weeks after inoculation. Cannot say how many.
Never finally disappeared.
The deaths caused from inoculation were some four
Cannot say whether any good result has followed
per cent. Means were tried to reduce the
from the inoculation, as the cattle were* turned
swelling but to no effect.
into time herd which were not inoculated, and
No deaths occurred from the disease after recovery
some have died from pleuro since.
from the inoculation.
1.9. . Opposed to inoculation.
Sonic four and a half to five months.
The results-the loss of four head to one deceased 20. As stated aboie, cattle that had been properly
inoculated were afterwards exposed to the
head from inoculation.
infection, and in some instances died from the
Under experienced management it might be beneficial.
disease.
I would not be in favour of compelling owners to 21. Whea the disease makes its appearance in the herd
inoculate.
do not knock them about any more than is absolutely necessary, and no serious loss need be
feared. To inoculate in such a case would
(No. 80.)
entail a serious loss, not only in the deaths, but
I have inoculated ever since pleuro first broke out.
the way the cattle would be knocked about
I have always inoculated whenever the disease
would prevent their fattening for some time.
showed among the young cattle, the old cattle
As far as can be seen, the uninooulated cattle
always being inoculated.
have not suffered from pleur oto any greater exGenerally about 500.
tent than those which were inoculated.
6. As soon as disease appeared I always inoculate. 22. I am decidedly of opinion that such an Act should
As soon as I saw one with pleuro 1 got him, and
not be passed. as it would cause great expense
killed him, and done all young cattle that had not
and trouble to stockowne.rs, without rendering
been done before.
them any benefit in return.
13. The swelling shows about nine days after inoculation, if the weather is hot. I never had many
(No. 33.)
swell-not more than three per cent. Get them
3. Some seven times.
in the lot and score the tail with a knife above
and right through the swelled part. They do 17. It was about 3 months hefore the disease disappeared
not lose their tails.
amongst the inoculated cattle, but I afterwards
put uninoculated cattle on the same run when
I never milked cows after inoculation.
the disease again made its appearance amongst
No deaths need occur from swelling if cattle are
the uninoenlated cattle, but the inoculated ones
looked after. I have scored hundreds of tails
kept all right.
and never lost one that was done so. If a beast
I am in favour of inoculation, but certainly not
swells, and is not looked, after, be generally dies
-nine eases out often.
compulsory.
Cattle that have the pleuro when inoculated someMy inoculated cattle, on their way to market: passed
over runs where diseased cattle were, but they
times die within a week; other very rare cases
did not become affected.
linger for along time-pine away, get lumps in
the throat, and at last choke.
About two or three weeks.
(No. 34.)
A sure preventative of pleuro.
I am in favour of it.
1,000.
1 have cattle that were inoculated five years ago,
In 1868 and 1869, about 1,500.
that have been among disoased cattle, and no sign
1,000 and 1,500.
of pleuro on them.
Those that were diseased were never inoculated,
The disease is not at all dangerous if properly taken.
and a great many died,
About three weeks.
Inoculation is a sure preventative. inoculate
if possible every time you wean calves, if you 13. Those that had taken swelled a little; some had
can get 'virus.
to be done over again.
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(No. 34.-eortinued)
QuesUon.

Answer.

4.
5.

18

Answer.

cattle are killed by it than if they were left
alone.
22. I do not consider it is necessary to pass an Act to
compel people to inoculate if it is of use,
people will adopt it, or any other plan for to save
their stock, without any compulsion.
(No. a.)
2. 2,000 head.
3. 1867 ; once only.
4. Every beast was thus inoculated.
5. About 25 per cent.
6. Three months.
13. Very much depends on the heat of the weathermostly about three weeks.
14. Not used when diseased.
15. About 3 per cent. loss by putting virus in the tail.
Cattle inoculated in the near lape of the neck
will prevent the loss.
16. Nil.
17. Immediately.
18. Quite satisthetory.
19. I believe in inoculation, and have good reasons for
doing so.
20. My cattle since being inoculated have often come in
contact with diseased cattle without any of them
being affected.
come.
21. The increase of cattle inoculated are still subject to
No. 36.)
the disease. But I have never seen a beast
2,400 and 760.
inoculated take the disease.
Twice-1863 and 1870.
I am astonished that there sliould up to this time
760 one; 2,400 the other.
be found any one that would hold out against
In good condition; about 5 per cent. showing
inoculation.
symptoms.
Such an Act passed would be a benefit to the country
Five months.
at large.
Swelling to the butt of the tail, very slight, three
(No. 39.)
days after inoculation.
250.
None milked.
125 inoculated before I bought thcm-1®, Dec. 28,
Only two died from the effects of swelling, watch
1874; 25, Jan. 23, 1875.
them, and cut their tails, if slightly bleed them.
5. I had had for some months odd cases of diseaseSeventeen died from four to five days after inoculaabout 1-3rd of those affected died; of those which
tion.
recovered, in the case of cows in calf every one
One month.
slipped her calf.
Found it exceedingly beneficial.
7. A 2-year old steer. First lung examined perfectly
In favour of.
- sound, the other lung partly hepatized, virus
The three joining herds, cast, west, and south were
only to be obtained from one end by cutting it
were greatly affected, dying fast, our cattle
off and slicing it and letting it drain in a basin,
greatly mixed, but were not affected by the
and then only enough to treat 100 head.
disease; exception only-one yearling that had
A 2-year old steer (not mine). Both lungs very bad
not been inoculated.
from cavity in chest. On one side obtained two
Not being very well up in the matter, yet, I may
wine
bottles of beautiM virus by merely bailing
state that I have used all kinds of virus, but I
it out. In 1864, when on the Macquaric, obtained
find that from the chest is the safest.
three wine bottles of splendid virus from a
Yes.
milking cow by bailing it out with percussion cap
(No. 37.)
box, one side of the chest, the other lung resembling rich dark plumpudding.
4.50 on the run at the time of inoculation.
S. See No, 7.
We have inoculated three different times, in 1870.
If carefully corked and sealed it will keep the same
and 1871, also in 1872 ; the last lot were 200 I
time as fresh meat-say two or three days in the
bought.
middle of summer. In 1864, in winter, I used it
First the whole herd, the two second tunes cattle
for an outside mob of cattle on the twenty.eighth
bought.
day, quite good.
The cattle showed no symptoms, but our neighbours
No.
were infected, and were inoeulntedto try and save
With a small spcying needle and three threads of
the spread of the disease.
worsted.
They swell in from eight to eleven days.
Among those inoculated on the 28th Dec., 1874,
I never milked my cows after inoculation. I do
two cows were noticed to have swelled tails
not consider the milk is fit for use until after the
about the end of the second week they were
cow is quite w'ell, say three months.
fomented with hot water; one recovered, losin
We lost about from 6 to 8 per cent, by deaths
her tail; one died in the fourth week, the swol.
from swelling; the means we tried, were to get
hug being internal. Among those inoculated on
the beast in the crush and cut off the tail to try
the 23rd January, 1875, none swelled sufficiently
and make it bleed.
to have them yarded, and none lost their tails.
We consider that inoculation is of no use. We
In 1864, on the occasion referred to, one family'
killed more cattle by inoculation than if we
of four or five head all lost more or less of their
had left them alotie. It is now over three years
tails; none of the others (sixty head) swelled
since we inoculated any cattle, and our herd is
noticeably ; none died. I also inoculated forty
perfectly sound, nor have we had during this
head for a neighbour lately; none lost their tails
time a single case. I no not believe in it, and
or died.
would never try it on my cattle again. I have
Yes-no noticeable effect.
seen instnnees of cattle that have been inoculated, and lost part of the tail by it, in about two
See No. 13.
years take the disease and die. I do not conOne death from pleuro about three weeks after the
operation.
sider the disease to be infectious, for if such
Since the death rQferred to (see No. 16) no deaths
were the case hardly any would escape. These
are our opinions, and also of a great number of
from plcuro. In 1861 the beast killed for vim
other people that have used inoculation; more
was the only one affected.

I have used the milk in 12 hours after; it took no
effect on the milk at all.
About five to the hundred died from swelling.
Very few.
Thiec weeks or a month.
The cattle look better than before.
Greatly in favour of it.
1 believe the disease is caused by close breeding.
Yes.
(No. 35.)
1,000.
1868 and 1869.
1,000, 1868; 1,500, 1869.
6. About a month.
Very few.
Yes, but it did not affect the milk.
About 5 to the 1,000.
Very few.
Six weeks.
Made the cattle look better.
Yes.
I have never known any to have it the second time.
Breeding close will bring the disease again.
Yes, but only in very good seasons, as knocking
them about in dry weather will cause disease to

2.
3.

(No. 37.-continued.)
Questkn.
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(No. 39-continued,)
Question.

Answer.

18. Immunity from future disease, but not a cure to
those already affected.
19. Infavourofit.
20, In18641 sold some inoculated steers and also some
- not inoculated; they were put into a paddopk
that was or had been diseased; none of those
innoculated were affected, of the others several
died. I have now some inoculated cattle running
in a paddock adjoining what a neighbour calls
his hospital paddock full of eareases of cattle
that have died from pleuro, and have no apprehensions. I consider the liquid from the chest
the purest virus when it can be obtained. I
think the disease is infectious, but it can also be
conveyed in the air without any actual mingling
of unaffected with diseased cattle.
22. No; I do not think that the disease is sufficiently
fatal in its attacks now to warrant such an amount
of interference with all owners as would be
caused by such an act.
(No. 40.)
900.
I first inoculated the whole herd, and the two follow.
ing years I inoculated the increase.
The increase was about 300 each year.
The herd was diseased, and a large percentage was,
I believe, suffering at the time.
6, I do not now remember, but I think two or three
months.
I believe only seven out of the 900 had swelled tails.
I inoculated about 120 milking cows, but they were
turned out for a week and then taken in and
milked, but the milk did not appear to be at all
affected by it.
After the inoculation there were nine deaths from all
causes; the only remedy tried was by cutting off
the part and covering them well with tar.
The number as stated above (nine); but cannot say if
they all died, from the disease, as some may have
been hurt in the crushing pen.
I sincerely believe the appearance of it was gone in
a fortnight, with the exception of some of the
tails not being well.
The result was that the disease left the herd as far as
those operated upon, but about thirty were
missed in the muster; it appeared amongst them
in the spring, they wcreat once done and nothing
further was seen, for I think it was five years,
when a cow the property of Mr. Elesmorc, caine
to one of mydairies and it was soon discovered that
she had the disease. One of the dairy cows took
it the following week, and another soon followed,
which we killed and inoculated the rest, and
strange to say it was stamped out.
In favour.
My working bullocks were, but they never suffered
from mixing with them.
22. I think any farmer or grazior having diseased eattles
for his own interest he should at once inoculate
them. I do not feel inclined to oblige owners to
do so. but they ought to be responsible to their
neighbour, if through their neglect he caused or
allowed his cattle to trespass, and by so doing
cause the disease to spread.
2,500.
Twice-once in 1867, again in 1875.
4-, About 1.600, 1867; about 2,000, 1875.
About 1.0 per cent.
About a month.
1 . Three weeks. Many swellings and twistings. About
5 per cent, had the tails taken off to save them.
14. Inoculated, but did not milk.
(No. 42.)
5,500.
Once-about 15th of February, 1874,
1.270.
The whole of the 1,270 showed more or less disease;
these were store cattle purchased by Mr. ilouae,
and some, about 150, had been previously inoculated.
Cannot tell, but from appearruice I do not think long.
The cattle very slightly affected when they first
came upou the station.

(No. 42-continued.)
Question.

Answer.

The effect of inoculation upon ,the 150 that were
inoculated, out of the 1,270 previous to coming
upon the station, showed great swelling, so much
so that in many eases I had to cut the tails off
close up to the butt. They recovered.
The milking cows upon these runs were not inoculated, Mr. Rouse's own breed of cattle never
showing symptoms requiring it.
7 per cent. of deaths occurred out of the 1,270
inoculated. Titoso which showed any signs of
swellings were at once cut off, but many died
without showing any other signs than ordinaryin such eases stareing, fluttering of flank, and
being constantly in same place.
All deaths occurred after inoculation ; some very
shortly after operation-say two or three days.
About eight months.
Partially satisfactory.
19, In favour of it, if done as soon after calves are
branded as possible, so as to allow them to get
strong, and certainly not later than twelve
months old.
In my opinion I consider if cattle are diseased when
inoculated, you must expect a great proportion of
deaths. None of the herd cattle upon these runs
were ever allowed to mix with the cattle infected
being all subdivided into small paddocks.
Were runs have the necessary improvements upon
them to allow of cattle 'so massed and kept
separate by fencing (should anything like pleuro
appear) will be the only means of keeping the
disease under, and putting a penalty upon any
diseased cattle travelling through any cattle
paddocks. 'l'ravelling stuck from the North seem
most affected with pleuro.
The owners should be allowed to use their own dincretion in the matter, but they ought not to be
allowed to travel them when diseased to the in.
jury of others, as I consider the disease infectious,
(No. 43.)
2. 000.
3. Once-in November, 1868.
4. 900.
14. Did not use the milk.
16. Two only.
39. In favour of; but not compulsory.
22. Should be left to the owners to act as they think
fit-.
No. 44
6,350.
Once-in October, 1874.
4'. About 4,000 were inoculated, and the whole herd
would have been so treated, but I was unable to
procure virus for the remainder.
5. In good health, with the exception of 1 per cent.
which were diseased, and nearly all of which I
believe to have died.
G. About one month.
They were not very closely observed ; but such as
I saw were one or two instances of loss of portion of the tail.
They were all inoculated, but I am not aware of
any deterioration in quantity or quality of milk.
No deaths ensued.
Yes. And I am of opinion that inoculation is of
no avail for any animal that has already become
affected with the disease.
About six or eight months.
It stayed the progress of the disease. Its beneficial effect was more immediately to be observed
amongst the weaners, who were inoculated as
calves at the time of branding, and who have
never since shown any syniytoms of the disease,
10. Decidedly in favour of it.
20. From the time of inoculation the disease gradually
lessened, iuitil it entirely disappeared, with the
exception of a few had eases which had become
chrome. The cattle were all exposed to the
infection, as there w-ns no attempt mado to
- separate the diseased from the healthy.
22. Xes ; if cattle can be inoculated at an early age, as
it is then most efficacious. The main difficulty
would I consider be the procuring the proper
virus u-hen wanted.
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(No. 45.)
Answer.

0,000-mixed herd.
Several times at the first outbreak of the disease.
Last time, winterof 1874.
Last time about 4,000 head.
Bosh.
At once.
Generally made no sign whatever.
i'4ever knocked off the milking, as the operation
was in no way observable, except on about 5 per
cent., which it killed.
Among milkers, in a large cheese dairy, 5 per cent.
were killed in consequence of the operation.
Tails cutoff.
Who is to know P
Disease left the herd during the process, both
among those that had been inoculated and those
that had not.
If the operation is performed in the Autumn
months, the result is as a "chip in porridge"
arrangement; but if practised in the spring
months, the results are most disastrous. I have
no doubi but that inoculation keeps the disease
alive in a herd.
10. I am most decidedly in favour of it in other peep/a's
herds, but will never try, it again on my on.
20. Don't know, or will never be able to find out what
properly inoculated means.
.21. If we had no Chief Inspector of Stock, and did not
rush so frantically after supposed perfect cures,
in time the disease would die out or become so
mild that nothing would be thought of it, In
fact we had almost arrived at that destination,
and would have got on all right only for Mr.
Bruce finding time hang heavily on his hands"For Satan,' &c.
10. If it is really desirable that a true finding of the
benefits or otherwise of inoculation should be
arrived at, wily not ascertain whether those
herds that have been continuously inoculated
increase faster than those not operated on. But
I fear as long as Mr. Bruce is in his present
office, it would be hopeless to try and set this
question at rest.
22. If it is desirable that the number of cattle in this
colony should be reduced, in my opinion there is
scarcely any mode I know of that will attain that
object sooner than by inoculating the cattle and
making it compulsory.
(No. 46.)
2. 3,000 or 4,000.
3. Inoculated first in December, "74, about 600; about
30 died from swelled tails.
4. 600 and 700.
5.per cent. showed symptoms
6. We don't think that the herd was ever free of the
disease since pleuro first appeared in this district.
Our last 700 were satisfactorily done in the winter;
a few died that hadpleuroprevious to inoculation.'
Bunkum.
See No. 3.
Sec No. 13.
It will never leave it or the Colony either.
Good in cool weather.
10. We are in favour of inoculation, although till very
recently were strenuously opposed to it; but we
value our liberty, so don't make it compulsory.
If properly done, we don't think a beast will take
the disease twice.
Our iden is, allow the owners inoculate or not as
they please; if made compulsory there would
be more loss of cattle, by enforcing the Act at
unseasonable times, than would be killed by this
disease if allowed its course.
We don't approve of an Act in this matter.
(No. 47.)
2. Never inoculated at Bungonia; no disease.
3. Inoculated cattle about fifteen years ago at Urana.
4. The number about 2,500.
5, About 5 per cent, showed disease.
6. About two months.
About 1.0 or 15 per cent. showed effects of inoculation; but I think those which did not show
symptoms benefitted as much as the others.
Mil&iag cows not milked after the inoculation.
Yes; about 3 per cent. The means tried were
lancing the swelled part andputting in tar, by
which a good many were saved.

Question.

(No. 47-continued.)
.

Answer.

A few deaths occurred during the first two months
after inoculation.
1,7. No symptoms after the first three months.
1.8. It staye4 the disease,
In favour of it.
I never to my knowledge saw a beast which I knew
to be inoculated ever take the disease again.
22. I think such an Act is necessary.
(No. 48.)
2. 6,000.
3. Not recorded.
4. Not recorded.
5. Herd partly diseased.
G. Not ascertainable,
Effects visible from first perceptible to loss of tail
and inflammation up the rump.
No experiments been made.
Yes; not appreciable enough to be recorded.
Yes; but very hard to say if the deaths were from
the original disease or from inoculation.
Generally the stoppage of the appoaranco of the
disease very quickly followed inoculation; but
I have lately witnessed appareatly no expected
result from inoculation.
19. In favour of; because experience shows considerable benefit, though there may be occasional
failures,
20. Proof or disproof is exceedingly difficult.
22. Not in the present state of the disease. I consider
it is quite in subjection without my legal interference.
(No. 49.)
About 500; as many more died before commencing
to inoculate.
Once, in the Spring of 1867,
4, About 400.
5. Diseased, about 20 per cent.
6. One year.
Li about 8' or 9 days a little matter was visible
where the cotton was left in the tail. Also, in a
few oases swelling in the rump at the butt of
tail, and later in the adders of cows.
None were milked,
About 2 per cent, died from excessive swelling.
Cutting the swelling, washing and working the
rotton flesh out, first with chalk and sugar and
corrosive sublimate, afterwards with theingers,
then applying turpentine and tar.
One or two died two or three days after, those were
bad with it at time of inoculation.
About a fortnight.
Thought at time to be complete success.
10. In favour of inoculation,
20. Cattle properly inoculated were exposed to the
infection without being affceted. The fact that
almost every one who his ever tried inoculation
approves of it, and continues to practise it,
would seem to prove its efficacy.
21. Inoculation should, I think, be performed early in
the spring before' the weather gets too warm and
the flies troublesome. The disease does not
appear to have been so bad since the first 2 or 3
ears after it broke out, at any rate in the Coast
istricts.
'
22. No, For those favourable to inoculation will do so
without compulsion, and self interest will oblige
the rest to inoculate if they see their cattle
dyin" while their neighbour's inoculated herd is
free Prom the disease.
(No. 50.)
3. 1863.
5. Dyiug, about 20 per day.
In favour.
Diseased cattle should not be allowed to travel.
My cattle have never been diseased since.
22. Yes.
(No. 51.)
About 8,000.
Very often in other places, but on this run in 1873
and 1874.
4, In 1873 about 2,500, and in 1874, 1,500.
Slightly diseased in 1873, but sound in 1874.
Only a short time.
13. The beast becomes out of order about the third day
and the tail gets quite limp, and gradually swells
until about the 21st day.
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(No. 54-eontinuca.)
Answer.
Question,
Answer.
Never inoculated any.
About 1 per cent.. iii 1873, but only one beast out of
Milking cows were turned out for three or four
11500 in 1874; 1 tried lancing and catting the
weeks after inoculation, we cannot say whether
tails off, by this means saved some of the cattle.
it affected the milk.
I never saw a beast die from pleuro after it had
We did not lose any front swellings; we cured them
been effectually inoculated.
by lancing, cutting off the tail, or taking the tail
About 3 weeks.
off at time loin.
I don't understand this question.
After the above cattle had been inoculated twelve or
Decidedly in favour of inoculation.
fourteen days no disease was visible ?15 the run,
I have known cattle to he tra.vellin, part of them
butnppearedthe followingspring, and mtbe spring
inoculated and part not ; the pleuro attacked
of every year since, but to no great extent.
those that were not inoculated and numbers of 17. Very few deaths have occurred on these runs since
them died, whereas those that were inoculated
1871.
remained quite sound. I could cite dozens of
We are strongly in favour of inoculation.
instances of this kind. The whole of this herd
Our experience in this is small, although after our
was inoculated about 8 years ago, at that time it
cattle were inoculated in 1871, they were mixing
was estimated that 50 per cent;, died from pleuro,
amongst and running on and off amongst an adand six weeks after inoculation they were quite
joining neighbour's cattle which were dying in
sound and remained so until 1873.
great numbers, still we lost no more cattle. Dis22. I am of opinion that such an Act would be of great
ease may show slightly in a large herd of cattle,
benefit to the country.
as it does every year, at; the same time do no
damage worthy of note, and if inoculation be
(No. 52.)
compulsory it would be very hard to ask a man
At the time I inoculated about 4,000.
to put his herd together in a drought like the
Once, about the year 1866.
present or last summer, when his herd are too
500.
weak to walk to the yards. his losses in this wise
Don't. remember the percentage showing symptoms.
would be far more than the disease would pro.
Don't know.
bably cause.
13, Don't remember.
We think such an Act would be injurious.
14. Don't know.
(No. 55.)
15. Some deaths, do not remember the percentage.
16. Store cattle that I purchased on the Richmond
500 in 1867, 1,200 in 1874.
River died from the effects of' plcuro.pneumonia
Have inoculated three or four times-first in 1867,
twelve months after they were on the Macquarie,
and last in 1875.
500 in 1867. and 900 in 1874.
some having their tails off from the effects of inoculation.
0. Diseased, but cannot state percentage showing
17 I believe it has been more or less in every herd in
symptoms.
the Colony since it first broke out, and that it
6. Several months on both occasions ; put off inocucannot be eradicated, but at the present time my
lating, thinking the disease would expend itself.
herd is very healthy, and I believe there is none
From two to three weeks after inoculating have
more so in the Colony.
always had some swelled more or less, perhaps
Those I had inoculated
.1 had more loss in than if
from 15 to 20 per cent.
they had been left alone.
Have continued milking cows after inoculating, and
Decidedly opposed to inoculation, and I believe
have not noticed any evil effects, excepting in
there are more cattle killed through inoculating
cases where a cow swells badly, in which eases
than there are die with plenio.
the milking has been discontinued.
I firmly believe cattle have pleuro a second time; I
Some deaths have always occurred frm sweUing,
had an imported bull that had the pleuro very
but never above 3 per cent. ; have often cut off
had in Windsor, he recovered, twelve months
a portion of a swelled tail, which mostly stops
afterwards I sent him to my station, after being
the swelling.
there over twelve months he got pleuro again
An odd beast now and again has died after inocuand died a few days after he was attacked with
lation, but after three weeks or a month the
it.
disease has disappeared.
I know one instanee on a station near mine on the
About a month.
Macquarie, where they had a hundred head to is. A decided stoppage of the pleuro-pneumonia
inoculate, they killed five head before they could
believed to be the result of inoculation.
get the lung in a fit state for the virus, which
Decidedly in favour of it.
was I feel certain, a much larger percentage than
Have known uninoculated cattle to die which were
they would have lost had they left the cattle
running amongst inoculated cattle, but have
alone.
never known a beast to take the pleuro upon
Decidedly not.
which inoculation has taken effect.
I do consider that an Act should be passed com(No. 53).
pelling persons to inoculate as above.
1,500, have only inoculated twice, once about seven
years ago, the second time two years.
(No. 56.)
Answered above.
2,000.
All the herd on the first occasion, about 350 on the
Once, about 1864.
second.
1,500.
6. Some time.
2 to 3 per cent,
Some of them lost their tails.
About a week or ten days.
Yes. Not that I know of.
The cattle were stiff and sore for a few days.
16. Impossible to tell.
Were not milked.
17. About three months.
One or two out of the 1,500.
18. Most beneficial.
There were about 1 or 2 per cent. died the first 10
19. In favour,
days after inoculation.
22. Most decidedly.
About 10 days.
We have never had it on the run since.
(No. 54.)
Yes.
2.800.
We have had cattle in paddoeks with those affected,
Inoculated 2,100, about middle of Tanuary, 1871,
and have never taken it-we mean cattle inocuand have not since had occasion to do so.
lated with those not.
The above number of cattle were inoculated
22. We thiuk an Act is unnecessary for it.
between 12th and 18th January, 1871.
0. About five per cent showing symptoms.
6. About five weeks, in which time about 700 died.
About 2,000.
13. About one per cent. swellings in tail, many of which
Twice, but a port-ion only that were brought newly
were very slight; the swellings appeared eight
on run about 2k years ago and 18 months ago.
or nine days after inoculation.
About 500.
Question.
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(No. 59-conthzued.)
(No. 57.-co n(iniecd.)
Answer,
Queslion.
Answer.
Que,tion.
had my inoculated cattle in paddocls adjoining
Slightly decreases 2 or 3 per cent.
my n&ghbour's cattle, with only a split fence
Only visible a few days.
between, and his cattle were dying and mine
13. Cattle appeared sick after few days about '5 per
erfectly healthy. 1 haye also had a diseased
cent. losing portions of tails.
beast get into my paddock and die there in the
A few tails were cut off; no deaths.
midst of my cattle without affecting them in the
None.
least.
Those sick recovered in about a month each time;
not noticed afterwards.
(No. 60.)
Favdurable.
350 on this run, which have never been diseased.
I am an advocate of inoculation as a preventative.
I acquired the practice of inoculation in Iliverina,
before I came to Monara. I consider once is
(No. 58.)
sufficient if properly performed, excepting some
From 1500 to 2,500.
that (at the time) are not predisposed to take
Three times-in the years 1874, 1870, and 1865.
the disease; such animals may hereafter require
In 1874, 200 head; in 1870, 35 head; and in 1865,
inoculation,
about 1,500 head.
Several hundred.
In 1874, about 5 per cent, were diseased; in 1870,
Three or four.
about 3 per cent. ; in 1805, about 5 per cent.
Considerable time.
First lot, about a month; second lot, about a week;
Much depends upon the weather at the time; if
third lot, about two nonths.
close and muggy, and the virus too old, the
About ten or fourteen days after the inoculation,
effects may be bad and shown by considerable
the tails of about 5 per cent, of the number
swellings high up the tail, which will sometimes
swelled and remained so about a fortnight.
prove fatal even after scarifying or hacking of; if
The milking cows after inoculation were not milked.
allis favourable, at most the beast will only lose
About 1 per cent. from excessive swelling. The
the brush.
tails were opened above the swelling so as to
I think it only affects the quantity.
In some inallow the blood to flow freely.
I have never been correctly informed upon the
stances the tails were cut off above the swelling.
subject, but inferred not more in the worst cirYes-about 1 per cent, within a period of fourteen
cumstances than four or five; scarify; various.
days, that is so far as symptoms of disease were
I am not aware of any; it may he that odd ones
perceptible.
did, which were not predisposed to take the disNone of the cattle died from disease after about a
ease
at the general inoculation.
fortnight.
About one month,
The cattle after being inoculated appeared drowsy
I doa't understand.
and sluggish in their movements.
I am in favour of it.
lam strongly in favour of inoculation.
On the Laehlan I heard of one squatter who did not
I am of opinion that inoculation cheeks theprogress
believe in its efficacy, but allowcd his herd to die
of disease and prevents cattle from taking the
on until he found his neighbours' cattle both
disease again, as .1 have never had a single ease
above and below had ceased to die after inocuafter inoculation.
lation ; he then had his cattle inoculated, and he
The virus should be taken from the lungs of a
then saved the remnant of his herd, having
young and diseased bullock or cow, about, the
previously
lost tsvo.thirds.
fifth day, and the animal slaughtered and well
I wouid not have the slightest hesitatioa in exposing
bled for that purpose. It ought also to be
ever such valuuble cattle, if properly inoculated,
strained through fine muslin and afterwards
with diseased beasts.
passed through filtering paper.
I
do.
I am of opinion that an Act should be passed compelling owners of infected cattle to inoculate
(No. 61.)
when they can obtain virus to do so.
About 1,400.
Once, and about eight years ago.
(No. 59.)
I had about 120. Thoy were running on the out150.
side of my run.
Several times, I do so when I brand up the calves,
About 5 per cent,
and whenever I buy cattle.
About two months.
When pleurofirst broke out I owned Kiargathur
In some eases the swellings were very great.
and Miekybil stations, and then inoculated over
Io.
2,000 head of cattle. Since I sold I have always
Yes, and about 3 per cent.
inoculated when I could proc-Ire virus.
Yes, and about nine days.
Diseased; about eight or ten per cent, showing 19. Yes, I am for inoculation.
symptoms.
22. No.
o. About a month.
In ten or twelve days the tail will show a sore(No. 62.)
raised spot and often swell more or less.
1.00
head,
I have continued to milk cows after being inocuOnce, four years ago.
lated and never noticed any difference in the
100 head.
quality of milk; if they swelled much we did
Pour head 'only.
not milk them.
A
month.
Yes-about 1 or 2 per cent. When the tail shows
Swelling-had to cut tails of some of them.
signs of stiffness from swelling, it should be cut
None milked,
oil' above the swelling, going up till it bleeds
None.
freely, which gives relief and prevents the swellTwo only, about ten days after.
ing going to the body.
None affected after; disease left them immediately.
A few may die that were sick when inoculated. I
Cured.
cannot say it is a cure, though I am satisfied it
In favour.
is n preventive.
None.
Within a few weeks.
None.
I have never known a beast die from pleuro that
Were inoculated. Yes.
was properly inoculated and show-ed signs of the
virus taking.
(No. 63.)
In favour.
2, 481.
My brother E. H. Lane bought 500 head of cattle
Three times-in May, 1875, August, and Septem
last summer. I advised him to inoculate, but he
thought them too poor; in less than a month he
her.
388 on the first occasion; the remainder on the two
lost CO head from pleuro ; we then inoculated
subsequent dates.
what remained, and only lost one after, and that
Free from disease.
was very bad at the time we inoculated. I have,
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(No. 63-continued.)
Answer.

Question.

13. Slight swelling in the tail about three days after
inoculation.
14. No.
it. None.
16. None,
In favour of inoculation.
After inoculation my cattle came in contact with
diseased cattle without any ill efFect.
22. Most certainly.
(No. 64.)

1.200.

Inoculated 600 two years ago.
600 only.
About 50 head died before inoculation.
About three weeks.
12. Very few swellings.
14. Not milked.
15. A. few head died from excessive swelling: only two
or three.
10. Some died after inoculation that were diseased
when inoculated.
17. Cannot say.
19. In favour of inoculation.
22. Yes.
, (No. 65.)
About 1,000.
Twice, To the best of my recollection 1866 and
1871.
900 and 700.
First sixty deaths, then ten. The disease had
show'ed amongst them about four months previous
to inoculation, and about five or six deaths after
inoculation.
13. The only symptoms visible is a small white swelling
at the tip of tail, :whero the needle passed
through.
14, Milking them when inoculated and afterwards, and
no difference in flavour or quality as I could
perceive.
Five or six deaths within a month after.
About a month as far as I could judge in appcar
an cc.
Every appearance of a cure,
In favour.
(No. 66.)
600 head.
Inoculated for pleuro-pneumonia in 1873.
Inoculated only once.
The number of cattle showing symptoms of disease
were 10 per hundred.
About a year.
13. Swelling took place in the tail about a week after
the inoculation.
14, Milking cows were not milked immediately after
inoculation.
There was only one died from the inoculation.
There were no deaths among the inoculated cattle,
only what showed symptoms of disease before
inoculation.
17 It was about a fortnight after inoculation before the
disease left the herd.
lam in favour of inoculation.
Any cattle which were properly inoculated were not
infected by the disease afterwards.
22. I certainly do consider that an Act should be passed
to compel inoculation when the virus can be
obtained.
(No. 67.)

16

300 or 400 head, about twelve years ago, i. c., 1864,
or thereabout,
1864.
Fifty or sixty.
I saw no symptoms in those we inoculated; but in
some we killed someyears after we saw symptoms
of the disease having been in the lungs at one
time.
About three or four months.
The tails swell, and sometimes fell off.
I forget.
Yes, but not many. We opened the tails with a
knife.
I do not recollect.
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No. 67-continued.)
Qucitlon,

Answer.

The cattle ceased dying from that disease, but half
of them died the following from starvatioa in
the drought of 1865.
I think it stopped the disease.
lam in favour of it.
I have known other cattle inoculated which did not
die.
I have had very little experience in this disease;
it appeared here eleven or twelve years ago. I
had the cattle inoculated and it disappeared.
l\iy sheep subsequently died, and I began purchasing cattle, that is how the herd has gradually
increased from about 150 or 200 in 1865 (the
year of drought.) to 750 or 760 at present.
Yes.
(No. 68.)
2. 200 head, more or loss.
3. Only once; that was in September, 1871.
4.. All upon the run.
Not more than 3 per cent., for immediately upon
perceiving the disease I inoculated.
Cannot say; I inoculated immediately upon perceiving disease.
Usually about from six to seven days after inoculation the tail swelled a little, and the hair looked
starey, or rough, as it were; but in very few
eases, if any, did, the tail drop off.
No; not until the effects of inoculation had
entirely disappeared.
Yes; two. 1 per cent. Cutting open to allow full
discharge.
Three; but these evidently were affected previous
to inoculation.
Almost immediately. I have never had the disease
among the herd since.
It evidently prevented the disease spreading, and
to my mind is it sure preventive.
ry
In favour of inoculation, but not compulso.
I never knew any cattle properly inoculated showh t e disease afterwards.
ing
Nothing beyond foregoing, with the exception that
I think parties travelling cattle from place to
place should be compelled to give due notice (if
not verbally, by letter) to owners of runs they
pass through.
Yes, I do; but I should think owners whose cattle
are infected would have no other alternative;
and as for getting virus this is simple, for their
own diseased cattle provide it.

(No. 69.)
3. In one case-about eleven years ago.
4. About six hundred (600) head.
15. None.
17- About three (3) months.
19. In favour of it.
22. Yes.
(No. 70.)

19. Strongly in favour where disease has appeared; as
a preventative is better than a cure.
(No. 71.)
9. 400.
Once, in August., 1863.
About 350 head.
About 20 per cent.
About 14 days.
Yes; a slight swelling.
Never tried any.
None died after inoculation.
None died.
About 10 days.
None died after inoculation.
In favour of inoculation.
None.
Nil. I believe from inoculation that my cattle
were saved, and from no other cause.
I am in favour of an Act to pass to compel persons
to inoculate.
(No. 72.)

2,000.
Twice during past five years.
600 and 400.
Store condition, about 5 per cent.
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(No. 72-eoiitinucd.)
Question.

Aoewer.

6. In the first case two months; second ease, three
weeks.
13. Some swelled about tails; have known cases where
effects of inoculation were seen on the ribs;
sores and swellings.
14. Some were; no visible effect.
15. Yea, about one per gent.; cutting infected tail till it
bled, which cured the beasts.
16. None.
17. About four weeks.
18. Perfect cure.
19. In favour of.
22. Think the question of inoculating or not should rest
with the owner.
(No. 73.)
2. 370.
3. Augufl, 1872; 1 had inoculated eleven or twelve
year's ago; I cannot say to the time.
4. 140 young cattle 6 months up to two years old.
5. No disease.
Swelling ; twisting of the tail.
it affected the milk in quantity.
16. No deaths from inoculation.
17. Seen no effect of inoculation after six weeks.
In favour of inoculation.
20. Ten or twelve years since, when the disease was
very bad in this district and in my own cattle, I
did not inoculate l6eows,butkept tomilk; mthree
months after inoculation of othor cattle, 15 out
of the 16 cows had died.

16,
17.
18.
19.
20,

21.
22.

(No. 74.)
4,500.
Once at Mabaratta, in 1867. Once at Mila, Feb.
mary, 1874.
Maharatta, 1,365 in 1867. Mila, 2,000 in 1874.
Sound cattle were inoculated. Thirty head which
showed symptoms, were bled and drenched with
Stockholm tar and iodine.
They showed symptoms of disease two month's
before inoculation.
Nine days after inoculation swelling was visible ; a
twist in the tail almost immediately after inoculation.
Milked nextruorning, milk used not affected. Also
working bullocks at work immediately after
inoculated; no ill effects.
About 1 per cent, died; tails scarified, and tar and
Venice turpentine inserted, the effects of remedy
very slight.
None.
One week.
Good.
In favour.
Our cattle were afterwards exposed to the disease
without any ill effects, which proves inoculation
if properly done with proper virus-that is,
chest virus with slight proportion of lung virus
-beneficial.
Bleeding is a cure to a certain extent but inoculation is a preventative.
Yes; most decidedly.
(No. 75.)
5,000.
In 1868, all the cattle. In 1871, a portion.
5,000 in 1868; 1,500 in 1871.
Diseased.
A month or two.
Tail very much swollen, in some instaneos even to
cause death, in some half.way up, and then fell
off. Chest virus not so powerful.
Milking herd escaped from pleuro.
Some deaths, Tails out off, which had desired
effect if done soon enough.
Have seen a few die from disease after inoculation.
Never left it for long.
In 1871 inoculated 900 weaners that had been
tailed and showed no signs of disease with chest
virus the same day it was obtained, turned them
out, and many had the disease afterwards and
died. ,Next day inoculated 600 heifers that had
the disease with the same virus, continued to tail
the hcifers, and they ceased dying.

(No. 75-co ntinue4.)
Question.

Answer.

Should inoculate if disease were very prevalent.
Believe pleuro.pnoumonia not to be infectious, but
an epidemic.
The disease that is called pleuro effects cattle very
differently now than it did in 1868. Cattle that
are affected now are ill for a few days, and either
recover or die ; most recover.
Most decidedly not.
(No. 76.)
Between 4,000 or 5,000; 2,000.
In 1864 inoculated the Eatoastll cattle. In 1873
and 1874 the Nymboida cattle.
On the l.st, some 3,000; 2nd, 500; 3rd, 300; 4th
800.
On first, could not give a correct percentage, but
the disease was very severe. Amongst them
could count from twenty to thirty head dead
per week. On second, thepercentage of those
showing symptoms would be abotit one. On
third, only four on the whole showed symptoms.
On the first, from six to eight weeks; on the second,
about a week; on the third, not a week.
1st. The animal was in what is known as the second
stage of the disease. About half of the lung was
too far gone for use; from the other half good
virus could be had, but the virus nlready obtained
outside lung was purer, that is, free from blood.
2nd. All lung in good state for use, slihtly
honeycombed, but filled and about it with a
sort of lemon-colour jelly matter, "the best
virus." 3rd. Lung ratlicr too far gone for extracting virus, but got good virus in the chest.
S. let. Prom chest, the water found there of a very
light sherry-colour. 2nd. The lung itself, cut,
pressed, and strained. 3rd. The jelly kind of
matter found in small quantities about the lung.
In all eases never more than forty-eight hours.
I have preserved virus to keep good for a few days1st, by letting the virus ruu through animal
charcoal, bottled and sealed; 2nd, by steeping
the setons made of candlewick in virus, drying
them, bottled, and sealed; 3rd, by merely
hermetically sealing and sinking in deep running
water.
I only tried the setons, and they acted rather
severely, causing much inflammation in the tails.
I never would use the knife, only used needle and
thread, which I used as follows :-l{ave a ball of
candlewick cut in lengths of two-inchpieces,
with a knot at one end of each piece. Put a
little virus in a saucer, where the setons or
pieces of cotton wick are placed to soak, leaving
the end that is not knotted on the edge of the
saucer-dry them, they are ready to thread and
use.
About the ninth day after inoculation the swelling
begins to show itself, when, if you examine the
tail, it will be found that if the wound made by
the needle is of a blackish appearance, and on
lifting the scab formod thereon a sort of
matter is found underneath, when it is so the
beast has gone all safe over the inoculation; but
if in place it has a reddish appearance and looks
inflamed around it, the tail should be cut of
above the inflaiaed part, or if loft the swelling
will spread up to the loin, and the result will be
either the loss of the whole tail or of the beast.
I have inoculated milking cows when milking, and
the only effect I could note was the milk being a
little watery like, but nothing else.
I never lost more than half-a-dozen head from the
effects of excessive swelling by the inoculation. If treated as I said in the previous question
(13) there is no danger of much swelling, but if
allowed to go too far up the only chance that I
know is cutting the tail at the last joint, and
perhaps have to scarify one or both rumps, and
put Stockholm tar over to keep flies off.
I never to my knowlcnge lost a beast from disease
after inoculation.
In the first, within a month; in the second, in a
week; in the third, only two head showed signs
of disease-one I killed for virus, the other I
bled and inoculated, and got over it.
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(No. 78.-continued.)
(No. 7G.-conthmed.)
Answer.
Question.
Answer.
Question.
The result of my inoculation was very satisfactory. 22. I do not think inoculation should be made eompulr
sory, because if, as I think, it is a preventative, the
1. do not believe it cures or prevents the disease,
fact of my neighbours not inoculating can do me
but cheeks the severity, that is, it goes through
no harm.
the cattle in a very mild form.
(No. 79.)
I am very strongly in favour of inoculation.
One of the principal reasons for my belief in inocu100,
lation has been from my own practical experience
Once.
90.
in watching its success on whichever part of the
run the disease has shown itself, and many deaths
0. Sickly. 5 per cent.
6. Four days.
occurring. As soon as the cattle were inocuTail generally much swollen.
lated no more deaths occurred. On several
Did not milk cows.
occasions I have put a diseased animal in a padFour or five.
dock with a lot more that had been inoculated
without in the least affecting them; but on the
None.
Two months.
other hand, on one occasion I put a diseased cow
Satisfactory.
in a paddock to kill for virus, and it chanced to
In favour of.
get out into another paddock, where the cattle
I consider inoculation will prevent cattle catching
that were in it had not been inoculated. The
the disease.
result was that in a week I had three or four
with the disease. I inoculated at once, and I 22. Yes.
(No. 80.)
had no further cases then. One of the principal
causes of some persons having failed in deriving
350.
the benefit of inoculation has in most cases, I
Twice-in 1803, and again July, 1875.
believe, been because the cattle had been inocu800 head 1863, and 350 in 1875.
lated carelessly, or the virus used was bad, and
a. All sound.
thereford the cattle were actually not inoculated 13. Slightly visible about the ninth day.
at all.
No deaths.
I may mention that doing my inoculation in 1864, at
None.
Fatonswill, most of the branding of that year
Very beneficial to the herd.
was being done at the time, so calves were all
In favour of inoculation.
inoculated as they were branded. I requested
We consider that cattle properly inoculated are
Mr. T. Hewitt, butcher, at Grafton, some four or
not exposed to the infection.
five years after to take note of the appearance of 22. We certainly do.
the lungs on those bullocks being killed there,
(No. 81.)
and which had been inoculated as calves, and his
350.
report was that, without exception, their lungs
Twice, 1865, 1871.
were in the most perfect state of health; whilst
200 first, 350 second.
older cattle showed signs of having been more or
0. Yes. 30per cent.
less affected, showing it by the lung sticking to
One month.
6.
the ribs more or less.
Row, swollen in the tail.
Such an Act I should consider to be for the general
Not milked.
benefit of all cattle owners, but should not comAbout 3 per cent. Cut their tails off and saved
pel to inoculate after the general herd has been
them.
inoculated, unless it be cattle born after such
None.
inoculation.
About 3 months.
Very good.
(No. 77.)
In favour of it, if disease is going about.
800.
The cattle properly inoculated were exposed to
Twice-about two years ago.
infection after inoculation, and were not affected
About 700.
by it.
Rather poor; about 5 per cent, with pleuro.
None to give.
About fourteen days.
Yes,
You may see the tail swell three or four days after
(No. 82.)
the inoculation.
1,500-Sept.
1874.
I have inoculated milk cows and milked them the
Once only, during SQptcmber and October of 1874.
next day. I could not see any difference in the
1,500.
milk.
A lot of 50 head that I had purchased two months
About 5 per cent. Cut the tail off. I have seen
before inoeulatin, and which had the disease
some cattle lose all their tail after inoculation.
when bought. died; up to that time at 30
Seldom any for a period of three years, when
per cent. The remainder of my cattle during
required to re-inoculate.
those two months died at about 1 per cent. from
About three weeks, in the inoculated cattle.
after-elects of inoculation-swelled tails, &e.
Cattle seem to thrive well after the inoculation.
In two months 1. lost about 14per cent.
In favour.
From the time the disease first broke out in this part
Ifproperly inoculated lasts for about three years.
of the Colony to now there has not been a year
leant give any other information than the above.
but what there has been some deaths frompleuro
Yes.
in my herd, although slight as compared with
others. 1 per cent. per annum would cover
(No. 78.)
them.
13,000.
Those I inoculated were not milked again for a
Twice-in June, 1873, and April, 1874.
month, when no alteration in quality could be
First time. 10,000; second time, 3,000.
detected.
Slight symptoms of pleuro showing on one part of
I consider I lost about 1 per cent. from swelling
the run.
within two months after inoculation, and 4 per
Inoculated at once.
cent, of cattle that had the disease when inocuVery few swelled tails-the evidence of the virus
lated. When swelled in the tail low down, I
having taken effect being a small scab on end of
cured several by cutting it off above the swelling.
tail, and the tail, bent upwards sometimes at end.
When high up and about the butt of tail, I well
Not milked.
scarified it with a knife. I attribute a number
No deaths that I know of from this cause. Very
of my losses to not finding the cattle when bad.
few deaths from the disease, about 2 per cent.
Since inoculating in September of 1874, I have lost
17. Three months.
from pleuro, out of those inoculated, about 1
. per
is. Good on this station.
cent.
In favour.
The proof of the efficacy of inoculation is that the 17 The disease has not and I do not believe ever will
leave the herd. Inoculation is in my opinion a
disease left the herd. Afterwards they were not
preventative,
but not a permanent cure.
exposed to infection.
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(No. 82-continued.)
Question,

Answer.

On thewhole unsatisfactory.
Opposed to its becoming compulsory. My experiences as related above do not warrant my inoculating a mob of 80 bulloeks that arrived here
some two months since. 5 head have died from
pleuro, and there are 4 others bad with it, but
which I think will recover. Had I inoculated
during first symptoms I consider the chances are
my losses from swelled tails, &c., would have
been as great. Station cattle are not so easily
managed as quiet dairy herds. Further, the 80
head, with the exception of the 9 head, to all
appearances are quite sound.
22. Such an Act would in my opinion be very arbitrary,
and not conducive of any great good.

S

(No. 85-continued.)
Question.

Answer.

I think two died after, but these must have had the
disease in them at the time.
I lost none only the two mentioned above at that
time, but have lost three lately, which I think
was the pleuro.
1.8. Very good.
I am in favour of inoculation.
I have had none die from pleuro until latey.
I believe that inoculation is a preventive, and for
curing cattle diseased with medicine I think is
out of the question. There may be a few young
cattle get over it, but I think it would not be 5
per cent.
I do.
(No, 86.)
My herd is composed chiefly of bullooks, which I
(No. 83.)
purchase and fatten to the number of about
Two herds-one of 140 and one of 56.
1,000 per annum; these I inoculate as purTwiee-1864.
chased.
See above.
Of this I have kept no record, but since 1865 I
Oqe herd (the largest one) 6 were diseased at the
have inoculated all cattle that have come into my
time of inoculation, 1 shot for the virus, 1 rehands as soon as I could procure the necessary
covered, 5 died ; the other, 3 diseased, 1 shot
virus. I should estimate that since 1865 I have
for the virus, 2 died.
inoculated about 12,000 head.
One month.
No record of numbers.
The tail swelled a little; but I think the large
In many cases the cattle have been diseased when
wound made by the needle allowed the matter to
operated upon, but cannot give the percentage of
escape. They were all well in three weeks.
those nffected. In some cases the cattle have
Yes. Lost one-third of their niilk, and was not so
been free from disease.
good in quality.
G. In some cases for several months, in others the
None.
disease had only just appeared, and some were
Good.
free from disease.
I am in favour of it; and it is the general opinion
7. I have usually chosen a beast in the second stage of
of the dairymen in this district that it is a sure
the disease, when only part of the lung was
preventive.
hepatizod; but from n-sore recent experiments I
Two gentlemen here would not have their cattle
have found that the virus which exudes from the
inoculated when the disease broke out, but let it
lung of a boast in the third stage of the disease,
run its course, until they lost one-third of their
and is of a clear amber colour, is fully as effective
herd. They then inoculated a few that were bad
and much less liable to cause inflammistion, and
with the disease at the time, and in a month the
will keep better than that procured direct from
disease was gone.
the lung.
I think the virus ought to be taken from n beast
In cool weather it may be kept for several days,
that is not far gone in the disease, and used at
but in hot weather it must be used within 24
once. Have seen very bad effects from virus
hours.
taken from a beast that was far gone with the
I have never been able to preserve virus, but believe
disease, and from cattle that had died of it; in
that whore ice can be procured it could be kept
fact the effects from virus taken from a beast
for any length of time. I have soaked the cads
that died of the pleuro was as bad as the pleuro
of wool in virus and dried them, but could not
itself.
detect any symptoms of inoculation in the cattle
Yes.
inoculated with them.
(No. 84.)
With a needle 5 inches long, with a round handle
4,035.
of wood at one end, a flat blade about of an
Once-February, 1875.
inch long and * of an inch wide, with an eye
1,800.
about * long and * of an inch from the pomt.
Slighlty diseased-scarcely 2 per cent.
I have observed that inoculated cattle begin to
About a month.
show the effect of the operation in about 5 to
A few instances of swelling in tail about eight or
7 days; the coat begins to stare, and there is a
nine days after operation; a few also were
general dulncss and stiffness of the whole carswollen all over the body.
case, and sometimes a cough; the tail seems
The milking cows were not milked for at least a
limp, and sometimes a little thick at the point;
fortnight after inoculation, and no perceptible
in some few cases the swelling extends to the
effects from the inoculation in the milk.
root of the tail.
Not 2 per cent, died from excessive swelling.
Yes, about 1 per cent.; I have saved cattle when
Where the swelling was confined to the tail, the
taken in time by cutting off the tail above the
tails were either cut off or the knife run through
swelling.
the hide or tail from top to bottom; but without
I have seen deaths after inoculation, but in all cases
any beneficial results.
the cattle were badly diseased before inoculation.
Unable to say, as not sufficient notice was taken
I have not noticed dates, but deaths, if any,
whether they died from the disease or from the
usually occur within a week or two.
inoculation.
I consider a herd perfectly safe a month after inocuSomewhere about six veeks.
lation.
Do not think the result beneficial.
Immunity from pleuro-pneumonia.
If with good virus, and properly administered, it 1.9. I am in favour of it.
may do good; but 1 think extremely doubtful.
I have a small herd of stud cattle which I have
Unable to say whether the cattle were properly
inoculated carefully for the last six years, and
inoculated. They were done in the ordinary way
though they have been in contact with diseased
by stoekmen, who may not have taken the virus
stall cattle frequently, I never saw a case of
in its proper stage.
pleuro in the herd, numbering about 100 head of
22. No; an Act of the sort would not be fair.
all sexes and ages.
My advice is to inoculate whenever virus is to be
2. About 300 head.
had, but prefer the spring and autumn, when the
3. Only once, about 10 years ago.
weather is cool and green grass plentiful. Take
4. 200 head.
the virus from the cavity round the lung. keep
5. About 4 per week.
it cool and use it fresh ; insert the seton lightly
6. About 2 months.
about 1 inch from the tip of the tail.
13. A few swelled a little, but came to no loss.
I think the time has passed when a compulsory
51. No deaths.
measure would be of any service.
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(No. 80-continued.)
(No. 87.)
Answe,
Question.
Answer.
Question.
We have sometimes had some 2 or 3 per cent, suffer
1870, about 000, all cattle in the herd; 1871, about
from swelling after inoculation, but it seldom
700 stores purchased.
spreads higher than the tail if proper care is
Four times-1863, 1869, 1870, 1871; all in winter
taken to open the infected part or cut off the
or early spring.
tail.
1,500, 220, 000, 700.
Milking cows were not milked after inoculation till
All cattle properly done will show symptoms if
all effects had disappeared.
your virus is any good; should be kept as quiet
Some deaths through neglect, but have always found
as possible after inoculation.
that a free use of the knife, if in time, will preAt first inoculation great loss was sustained beforo
vent deaths.
we could tell what to do or how to go about it.
A few deaths occurred after inoculation, but only
About one month, opened by lance or knife if
within the first fortnight.
inflammation or great swellings exist and matter
About one month.
forms.
No signs of pleuro in herd since inoculation.
No, not being either pleasant or wholesome.
Strongly in favour of inoculation.
1 per emit, after including operation, &e.
Have known cattle that were inoculated to be mixed
Answered above.
with diseased cattle, and they never showed any
Two to three months.
signs of disease.
Cattle afterwards improved in health and fattened
Consider that inoculation will in all cases prevent
bettor, even those that were infected at the time
pleuro, and if done properly, a herd may be kept
of inoculation.
sound.
In favour of it.
We are strongly opposed to compulsory inoculation,
From 1863 to 1860 our herd was perfectly free
and consider it would be interfering too much
from pleuro, although diseased cattle were often
with pastoral interests.
passing through the run, as stores from Queens.
land and other places going south to be sold, and
(No. [30.)
brought here again by purchased stores.
1,500.
The disease is not nearly so bad or destructive as
Twice-once in March, 1864, and 1870.
formerly. We occasionally see a young beast
2,000.
with it even now, which must always be the case
Diseased-S per cent. on first, and lOon second.
unlessyou always inoculate the calves at brandTwo months.
ing. Not over C head have been found out as
Slightly festering.
dying from pleuro this winter. Old cattle inocuI never used for a time,
Yes, 2 per cent. ; by cutting the tail off close
lated keep quite right.
I am not in favour of compulsion, the diseasebeing
above the swelling it would stop the swelling.
so much milder than formerly; and as I am a
No.
believer, if properly done, you can mix any quaa- 3.7. Two months.
tity of diseased cattle with them withoutinfeeting. 10. In favour.
20. Never saw cattle that were properly inoculated
affected.
(No. 88.)
(No. 91.)
About 1,200.
About three hundred (300.)
only twice, and the weaners only, both in May,
1875, April 22ad, 80; June 2nd, 40; September,
1874, and May, 1875.
8th, 125.
In 1874. about 600; in 1875, about 250.
80, 40, 125.
Diseased; upon the 1st occasionS showed symptoms.
About 3 per cent.
2ad ,, 1
Do not know.
3rd ,. 1
13. The swellings appeared in about eight days, and
ceased in about twenty-eight days.
About 8 months.
18. A slight irritation in the tail perceptible in about
14. Nevor tried.
JO or 14 days. Only four suffered from swelling,
15. Lost about 2 per cent.; did not try anything; let
them take their chance.
say 2 per cent. I have only seen one with the
16. Have not noticed any deaths since inoculation in
tail tw,sted.
those that we inoculated.
Three-about 1 per cent.-all died,no remedy tried.
I cannot account for the swelling, unless the
17. Nearly instantly in the inoculated beasts.
animal, from which the virus was taken bad had
18. Weaners inoculated, and well done, will very seldom
take the disease, and only in a very mild form;
the disease a day or two too long; the lung may
and scarcely any die.
have been a little decomposed.
19. In favour, of course.
None, except those that were diseased when
20, Have not had sufficient experience, but have no
inoculated.
fears of the disease if inoculated young.
The disease was checked at once by inoculation.
The best result, possible if properly done. Mi cattle
22. Yes, especially the young cattle, i.e., weaners, or
say at six months old.
ought to be. inoculated when young if possible.
I was very successful with my w'eaners.
In favour of it; most decidedly.
(No. 80.)
I have lost no cattle by pleuro since inoculation. I
consider my cattle properly done, having inocu1,th
lated myself; the first and second lots were both
Once-in July, 1873.
in
contact with diseased beasts, yet none have
1,000.
showu symptoms of disease since.
a. Diseased-S per cent, sick.
I have had 5 head affected in one night through a
About one month.
cold sea breeze after a very hot day; others have
The animal killed to obtain virus for inoculation
died from the same cause. Other people have
was in fair condition. When killed the beast
remarked the same thing in this neighbourhood.
was in the last stage of the disease, and the lung
In inoculating cattle the disease should be cornwas nearly all marbled or hepatized.
inunicated in as mild a form as possible, particuThe virus was taken from the chest, being the virus
larly if the cattle are fat. The cattle mentioned
round about the lung, but the lung was not cut
above were bred at Yass, and have not been in
to obtain virus.
contact with affected cattle. The cattle that have
0. But a few hours.
died, with the exception of a few-, came from the
10. We never preserved virus by artificial means, but
Tamest, from the herd of R. K. Broughtou. 1
have used it a week only on some occasions and
have heard lately that be has been breeding infound it had the desired effect.
and-in for anumber of years, which has weakened
Should
always
prefer
fresh
virus
if
it
is
to
be
11
the eoustil ution of his cattle.
obtained, as the old virus seems to cause the tails
Yes;
I consider all Act should be passed without
to swell.
delay. I shall inoculate yearly, now that I am
12 We have always used needle and thread, or rather
buying valuable animals to form a herd.
worsted.
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(No. 92.)
Question.

Anewen

About 1,400 on the first occasion, and about 3,000
on the second.
Twice; cannot give the dates when I inoculated.
1,330 at the first inoculation, about 1,400 at the
second.
Not a great many showing pleuro; cannot say what
percentage, because the run is scrubby, and
could not keep all the cattle together.
One month.
Milking cows were not milked immediatelj after
inoculation.
Yes; cannot say what percentage, because I did
not keep an account of what died.
A few within about one week after being inoculated.
Cannot say for certain, but think within one
month.
is. Successful.
19. In favour of inoculation.
20. Mi the cattle inoculated on the first occasion were
running with the diseased cattle at the second
time that pleuro broke out, but not one of them
showed the disease again.
22. Yes, I am of opinion that inoculation should be
compulsory, when it is possible to get the virus.
(No. 93.)
2. About 100.
8. Once-in the year 1.865.
Eighteen working bullocks.
Clean.
13. After fourteen to seventeen days a swelling about
the size of a hens egg appeared at the end of the
tail.
16. Five. From the seventh to the twelfth week after
inoculation.
Five died and thirteen lived.
I am not.
Mr. Abraham Davis, Double Swamp, Graft.on, who
has about 150 head of cattle which have been
running with inoculated cattle (diseased),drinkin
from the same water, eating the same grnss, nfl
even eating the bones of dead diseased cattle, has
never lost a head.
22. Idonot.
(No. 94.)
500 to 5,000.
Many times (say twenty), from 1863 to 1872.
From 5 to 5,000.
Sometimes diseased to extent of 10 per cent. ; other
times perfectly healthy.
From one minute upwards.
All depended on state of animal's blood and the
weather.
Same remark applies to this. Any blood poisoning,
however slight, will affect the milk of a cow.
is. Not more than at worst 1 to 2 per cent.
Yes. At different times, varying from about a
month to twelve months after the inoculation.
Never left the herd while inoculation was being
practised.
Though once a strong believer, in its being a pre.
vcntive of pleuro-pneumonia, practice has proved
it to be utterly useless.
Strongly against inoculation. Any one believing
in it must have had little experience-he merely
is a theorist.
EM Have seen cattle inoculated when diseased, and
the p.-p. pass off within a few days as from the
results of inoculation-then six months afterwards, when mixed with other clean cattle, take
it again, and suffer worse than the uninoculated
cattle-and disease pass off just in the same
mysterious manner.
21. I consider pleuro.pneumonia is at all times the resuIt of acclimatic changes and influences, as
iuluenza or measles in the human race; and is
very often coincident with the former in its outbreaks. As an instance, I know of four herds,
from 40 to 200 miles apart, ,which on a- given
day-rather more than two years ago, were
perfectly free from pleuro-had all of them,
smultaneouslj, an outbreak, which could be
fixed to within 48 hours, and when. not the remotest chance of infection from other cattle existed in two of the eases at all events, and this
was among inoculated cattle as well as uninocu-

(No. 94-continued.)
Qucstioi

Answer.

lnt.cd. People often inoculate just as disease has
gone through the herd, and then ascribe to inoculation, the result simply of nature- As an
instance, last June twelvemonths, I met a friend
who has a herd of cattle in Gippsland in which
he had never bad a single case of pleuro till
within a week or two of the date in question;
since when they were dying fast, and he hurried
oft home, to try inoculation as a forlorn hope.
(Disease was still going on, he told me, when I
again met him, four months afterwards.) His
men started out to muster cattle for inoculation,
when, as luck would have it, a change set in, and
some days of constant rain followed, rendering
theyards a bog, so that not a beast was inoculated. And after that date not one fresh case of
pleuro has appeared on the run. "So," as he
said, "I have had a narrow escape, as had I
been home a few days sooner, I would have had
cattle inoculated, and ever after thought it even
a cure; instead of leaving it to nature, I should
by my own act have done my best to perpetuate
the disease,'-which opinion I quite hold with.
Certainly not.
(No. 95.)
2. 270
3. Once in May, 1874; once in June, 1874; September 8th, 1875.
4, 250 in 1874; 20 in 1874 ; 13 in September. 1875.
Your showed symptoms and died; one I killed.
14 days.
13. First inoculation with needle-the cattle's tails
falling off and swelling-and the cattle kept
their f-ails straight out for several weeks. Second, with knife; only show a little stiffness for
about 8 days afterwards.
14 They did not givo the same quantity of milk. I
did not use it, and it was not so good, for a
month-and majority dried up through inocu.
lating.
15 2 calves and 1 steer out of 250, from swellings;
they had all more or loss swelling of the tail.
To cure them, I scarified and bathed them with
hot water, and other different means.
7 cows, about S or 9 days after-slipping the calf
and swelling in the lungs.
About one month.
Prevented the disease, as I have never had none
since.
In favour of inoculation.
My cattle being in paddocks, have never mixed
with other cattle since inoculating.
I consider calves ought to be inoculated when
branded.
Yes.
(No. 96.)
2. 760 to 780.
3- Twice; the first time about 8 years ago, the last
time in the latter end of July and beginning of
August last.
4. First occasion, from 5 to 600; last, 750 to 780.
5. In the first instance, as nearly as I rocollect, 40 per
cent. ; the last instance the disease had not got
into the herd.
6. The first instance, speaking from recollection, a
month or niore.
The last occasion no swelling or twisting appeared
till the heavy frosts and extreme cold set in;
and about 40 to 50 head of the gross number
swelled, and about 25 head died.
Milking cows were not milked for a fortnight or
more after inoculation.
About 25 head died out of the 750 to 780. If seen
in time, and the swelling not too great at the
root of the tail, merely scoring the tail well or
clttting it off does good.
In the first instance, 8 years ago, a good many; I
cannot say what percentage or at what time after
operation.
In the first instance, as far as I ca-n recollect, from
a month to six weeks.
First instance, stopped the cattle dying.
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(No. 100.)

(No. 96-continued.)
Question.

Answer.

Question.

Answer.

800.
Decidedly in favour of inoculation.
Once-about 1809.
Having inoculated three lots of cattle this season
800.
with the disease amongst them, it has stopped.
Ten per cent diseased.
Have had some of my weaners that were inocuInoculated six weeks after noticed.
lated running for over a fornight with diseased
A few swelled a week after, the tails cut off those
cattle and never took it.
that showed.
In every instance where 1 have known inoculation
Noise milked for sometime.
roperly performed amongst diseased cattle, it
About 3 per cent, died. See question 13.
F as stopped or checked it.
About 1 per cent. very badly affected when inocuCertainly.
lated.
(No. 97.)
Three or four months
1,000 head in January, 1875, running at Fast Glen.
Cattle commenced to fatten.
don, ten miles from Branxton.
In favoar; decidedly.
Twice ; the first was when the pleuro-pneumonia
Have no positive intormation to give.
broke out in this Colony, I think it is about seven
year's ago, the disease disappeared thea soon 22. Ido.
(No. 101.)
after the inoculation. Secondly, in January
last.
4;000.
100 head on the first occasion, and none died
I have never re-inoculated. The operation has been
through the inoculation. I had sixty head die
performed in my herd at three separate periods,
then by it before I inoculated them.
viz: Jan., 1867, April, 1867, and Nov., 1864.
Half-January, 1875. I inoculated 1,000 head, the
3,000 first; 1,000 second time; 600 third time.
pleuro showed in June, 1874, and got worse up to
This has been at the Clarence.
the time I done them, I had about sixty head die
Diseased, I. per cent. showing symptoms.
out of a thousand, from June, 1874, till January,
About one montlsin the case of the 8,000; and four
months in the case of the 1,000; 2 months in the
1875.
Seven months I had four head die through the
case of the 600.
inoculation, and six head through the pleuro
Virus was taken from very marbled lungs, and
after inoculation.
proved to strong, which caused many tails to
swell. In the case where virus has been judi&
13. Needle-there will be plen of the virus follow the
thread. I have lanced the swollen parts and cut
iously taken, a mob of cattle have been driven
the tails of when much swelled after inoculation.
a few miles, when a beast showing very mild
Four head died out of 1,000.
symptoms has been selected and part of the lung
Two head in a month or six week's after. taken before violent hepatization commenced.
Three months.
The beast should not have advanced to that stage
l.!y cattle are free from it now, and my neighbours
that coughing is caused by gentle driving.
cattle has it.
In the case of the 4,000, the virus was taken from
lain in favour of it.
the lung from a very diseased lung. In the
I never knew them to take it after inoculation.
other two instances water from the chest was
22. Yes.
taken from beasts very much diseased,
(No. 98.)
The virus taken from the lung was putrid before
7,000.
being used, through carelessness; the chest
I have inoculated three times, once about four years
water was used immediately after being taken.
ago; once three years ago; and last January.
No.
The first time, three hundred, the second seven
No.
hundred, and the last one thousand.
4,000 cattle were inoculated with grooved knife;
The cattle were diseased and about 5 per cent600 with needle and thread.
age showing disease.
Many died of the first inoculation, say 10 per cent.
About one month.
from swelled tails; none died of the second and
13. In about a week a few of the tails would swell, but
third.
not much; if had should be drove in and bled
Not milked.
as close above the swelling as possible.
First lot. Yes, 10 per cent., as the virus was too
14. We did not inoculate any milking cows.
strong and putrid when used. The tails were
15. We did not have any deaths from swelling after
well scored and proved beneficial. Second, no
inoculation.
swelling. Third, no swelling.
16. We had not any death amongst inoculated cattle
None of the cattle operated upon have ever shown
after the inoculation.
sign of disease.
17. Three months.
No deaths ever occurred after the first fortnight.
18. Inoculation perfectly cured my cattle each time we
Most beneficial when we understood how to take
inoculated, and is a very good thing.
the virus and use it.
19. I am in favour of inoculation.
Very favourable to the practice as a preventative.
20. It is not g6od to inoculate in too hot weather, as it
As a proof of the efficacy of inoculation I may menis apt to kill some of them. I never knew any
tion that the bulls of the herd were excluded
cattle that was once inoculated to be diseased
from the operation, these nearly all succumbed to
a second time, it will appear in the herd after
the disease, wIde the inoculated cattle recoverod.
the inoculation, but it is the cattle that is bred
Yes, some of the inoculated cattle were removed
afterwards.
to another run where disease was rife and
22. Yes, every person that has cattle should be comescaped contagion.
pelled to inoculate, if they once see the disease in
The chest virus of a beast half hepatized may be
them and can get the virus.
safely used. It is highly injudicious to inoculate
No. 99.)
young cattle when being out and branded; the
Three hundred.
disease flies at once to the purse and causes
Once only, August, 1863.
sweffings and death. The writerlately purchased
Three hundred.
a run from a Mr. l3agot (who never inoculated
Some dying, two out of 300.
until he lost about half his herd) and introduoed
About three months.
200 heifers badly diseased; he inoculated them
About ten of the number.
last Jan. 7th with chest virus which checked the
Yes, not that I remember.
disease at once, and no case has occurred since.
Four died, opening with knife using butter of
Bagot's cattle that remain and stray onto the run
antimony.
are diseased and dying; but mine are now
Yes, two; about one week.
healthy and fat. I wish I could compel Bagot
No signs after the two died.
to inoculate. The cattle Bagot has inoculated
Good.
on his own run are now after eight years of
I am in favour of.
pleuro free from disease.
21. I have seen inoculated cattle in the same paddock
Yei. If any owner's cattle are infected, the virus
with diseased cattle and not take it.
can be easily obtained.
-
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(No. 104-continued.)
Que,tion.
Answer.
Question.
Answer.
Since
inoculation,
some neighbours' cattle were
In 1865, 1,500 head; in 1874, 400 head.
affected, but none of the cattle inoculated here
Twice-First in September, 1865; second in March,
had it.
1874.
When inoculating, the operator should be careful,
First lot 1,500 head; second lot, 400 head.
when passing the needle through the tail, not to
First time, 21 per cent.; second time, half the herd.
touch the bone, as the tail will rot right off if
First time, two months; second time, six months.
the bone is touched.
In first lot, a good deal of swelling; in second lot,
I think that such an Act would be of great benefit.
not much.
(No. 105.)
Not for a few days.
Only once.
In first lot III per cent., by cutting off the tail
600.
above the swollen part; last lot none.
About twenty.fivo per cent.
None of the cattle operated upon now show any
About one week.
sign of disease.
In about ten or fourteen days, some showed inflamAbout one month.
mation in the tails, and others did not for some
In favour; scarcely any losses would occur if the
time afterwards.
virus is taken at the proper state; in my opinion
Yes. I don't think it affects the milk in any way.
the virus should never be much darker than
Opened the skin slightly, to allow it to discharge,
sherry.
and dress with butter of antimony.
The ones inoculated were exposed to the disease
One or two. Cannot fix dates.
but did not take it again.
Almost at once.
I should recommend March, as the best season in
Satisfactory.
New England; and that cattle be inoculated
Yes.
every seven or eight years.
I have never known them take the disease the
Yes.
second time.
Inoculate at once.
(No. 103.)
About 800.
We only inoculated on one occasion, when pleuro
first broke out in the district; we think it was
in September, 1804, we had the cattle inoculated.
They were all inoculated, except it might have been
a very few odd ones that were not got in at the
time.
All that were inoculated did not show much signs
of sickness; they could run very ivell.
The disease first showed in the herd in January;
they were inoculated in September following.
Some of the cattle swelled about the root of the
tail; we had only to make incisions on two or
three; a great number did not show much swelling at all; some lost the brush of the tail.
They were not milked for a few days after inoculation.
We did not find more than five or six die after
inoculation. Do not know if they died from
inoculation or not.
We do not know that any died, except the five or
six referred to above, about that time. We
only inoculated once. Since that time we have
only had one or two at different times that
showed symptoms of having died with pleuro;
they were so few that we did not inoculate.
We think in about 2 months.
It seemed in our ease to have resulted favourably.
We should inoculate again, if we saw it showing
much in our cattle.
Some travelling cattle have since passed over the
run our cattle were on and left sonic that died;
but our cattle did not appear to take it from
them.
22. Front our own experience, we think inoculation
desirable, where disease shows to any extent.
(No. 104.)
300.
Once, 1872.
250.
Only one diseased, which was killed to take the
virus.
They were inoculated about 3 days after the beast
showed the symptoms.
Some few days after inoculation the cattle had
their tails swollen and a few were swollen about
the rump.
I don't think it would effect the milk.
Three of the celtIc died, and there were some which
swelled on the rump. A good many were saved
by cutting off the tails when very bad, and lancing the rump.
After the swelling caused by inoculation had gone
down, no si"ns of the disease appeared.
Very satisfactory.
°
In favour of it.

Yes.

(No. 106.)
About 2,500 head.
Changing our cattle at various times, have frequently inoculated, but cannot state dates with
accuracy.
From 300 head to 1,000 head.
When cattle hegia to show pleuro, we inoculated
all cattle indiscriminately in the same paddoeks
where the pleuro shows.
As soon as we see the pleuro showing, inoculate at
once.
The animal affected droops its ears, slimes at the
mouth, refuses to feed, coughs if driven fast,
and generally stands away from other cattle,
S.
In the first stage of the disease, the virus will be
in a liquid state in the chest, which is the most
safe time to use it; but it can be taken from the
]ung and used, by pounding it in a bucket sand
straining it through very flue cloth or cambric
handkerchief.
The sooner used the better; if kept any time, it
should be filtered through charcoal before use.
We have preserved virus, by corking a bottle tight
and burying it under ground.
Have used it successfully, but prefer it fresh.
With speying needle and candle cotton.
Do not milk cows until one month at least after
inoculation.
Consider the milk not fit for use, therefore have
never used the milk.
Deaths usually occur from swelling after inoculation; the percentage depends on the virus and
weather. If the cattle swell use the lance freely
and dress with Venice turpentine.
Have lost as much as two or three per cent. after
inoculation, and generally in about nine days to
fourteen days, few die after.
About four to six weeks.
We believe in inoculation as a safe preventative.
We thoroughly believe in inoculation.
Have purchased two lots of cattle at the same salebne lot inoculated andthe other not-driven them
home, placed them in the same paddock, when
the inoculated ones lived and those not inoculated commenced to die.
We cannot tell why or from what cause cattle
take pleuro, but we feel sure inoculation will
stay the disease.
Most certainly we do.
(No. 107.)
300.
Only once, and they were taken off the run at the
time, and in Illawarra.
4, About 21,
About 5 per cent.
About twelve months, the disease had been on the
run at the time I inoculated.
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(No. 109-eoniinued.)
(No. 107-continued.)
Qu set to,
Answer.
.Answor.
Question.
13. I could not notice any swellings after I also
IS.
I
have
only
seen
one
show any signs of disease
cxaini]ied the cattle after when they were
after inoculation, and that one's mother died of
milking and could scarce detect the mark; this
it when he (the one referred to) was suckiag, about
was some months after inoculation.
two months before be was inoculated; I think
Never done any milking cows.
lie had the disease in him when done, but he did
None.
not die.
Only one, and she was diseased when inoculated.
The cattle I here describe were taken away from 19. I nm slightly in favour of inoculation as far as I
have iersonally tried it; I think there in no
the herd before inoculated.
great risk, and that it is a preventive, as the
No cattle took the disease after.
increase 1 have had last year, or rnther the early
I believe when properly done it has the effect of
portiomi of this, together with cattle that were not
stopping the disease.
inoculated, got the disease and were running in
20. The cattle that I inoculated were never exposed to
the same paddock, and none of those that were
infteted cattle after.
inoculated took it.
214. . The above information which I have given you is
respecting some cattle-about. 300 head of young 21. I have had great experience amongst cattle these
last 20 years, in the Wnrrego and Darling River
ones-that were running at Sutton Forest about
districts, also in Queensland in 1864. I have
twelve years ago. We hirouglit away about 30,
seen them die on one station as many as two out
and after they came to Illawarrafour died within
of three, and the adjoining station would not
a fortnight; we killed one of them that was ill
lose more than 4 per cent. I have several
at the time, and inoculated them all but two.
instances of the cow dying and the calf living,
None died but one after inoculation-she was ill
which was sucking to the last, and vice versd.
when done. I therefore have great confidence
(No. 110.)
in inoculation. The above remarks are not very
well connected, as it is a long time since I seen
2. 500 head.
3. Twice; once about nine years ago and again about
anything of the disease; but from the little
two years ago.
experience I have had, were the disease to
4. About 500.
break out in my herd I would not think one
5. Not diseased when inoculated, but the disease was
moment about inoculating every one. I believe
among surrounding herds.
that the excessive swelling arises from inserting
Tails swelled about from five to nine days after.
the needle too dee1, as the skin is very thin
Does not affect the quality of milk, but may not
under the tail and therefore may affect the spine.
22. I do, but I believe that the Government should
- have such quantity for a few days after.
Yes, a few-about I4per cent. Slit tail lengthwise
have a proper person appointed to do so, as an
above where inoculated, and run red hot iron over
awkward livid would be quite as dangerous as
it; then rub salt in.
the disease.
Yes, a few as above; can't say what dates.
(No. 108.)
Nearly 4,000.
About a month.
Good.
In four months, as virus could be obtained.
In favour of.
About 2000 in above time.
Disease did not show afterwards.
a. Free from disease.
In about nine days, tails a little swollen; from 22. Yes.
fourteen to twenty days some large lumps formed
(No. 111.)
each side of root of tail. Some of these were
Inoculated
once
fcr
fear of disease, 10th July, 1874.
extracted, and the animals recovered, and others
The number of them, 15 head. The cattle were
that swelled at the udder and on belly part died.
inoculated by a man going around the district
No milkingeows inoculated, they were mostly store
inoculating.
bulloeks or steers.
6. Never diseased.
None died from the effects of inoculation, except
No.
what swelled under belly, and none of these
None.
recovered not more than one per cent died.
16. There were not any cattle diseased before inocu- 10. In favour of it.
22. Yes.
lation.
(No. 112.)
Not in it.
As the cattle were not before diseased no result cvi700.
dent,bat inclinedto believe i;inoeulation as a pre.
Once-April, 1874.
ventive.
700.
In favour.
Diseased-S per cent.
One month.
None have come under my observation.
I have very little experience in this matter, and
Swellings were noticed in the tail about nine days
after.
don't feel justified in offering any.
They were not milked for a fortnight after; nothing
I do not consider an Act should be passed, although
noticed then.
I would recommend inoculation.
About 3 per cent, died from swellings. The tail
(No. 109.)
was scarified to cure the swellings, cured some,
300.
others died, some got right without being
May, 1874, and July, 1874.
touched, the tail came off of its own accord.
70 in May, 1874, and 120 in July, 1874. This
About 4 per cent, within two months after; none
included all the young cattle; many of the old
since.
cattle were done years ago.
About two months.
a. Cattle were diseased, about 4 per cent, showing
A complete preventive.
symptoms.
In favour of.
6. Twelve months, oft' and on, Iliad been losing some;
Its effect on this run proves its efficacy. The cattle
but about three months before I inoculated, the
on the neighbouring runs have had pleuro since;
pleuro showed to be getting worse amongst the
mine have not.
young cattle.
13. Fourteen days after inoculation some swelled about 22. Yes.
(No. 113.)
the buttocks and worked up to the hips ; those
were very stiff for a long time. Where the tail
About 1.50.
swelled the beast showed all symptoms of the
Only once, in the summer of 1863.
Inoeulated all on one occasion.
disease, with the exception of the cough.
Cattle were not diseased at the time of inoculation.
No deaths; I lanced the tail of one, which I think
Inoculated as a preventive.
saved it.
Not diseased.
I have had no deaths amongst the inoculated cattle,
though there have been diseased cattle with 13. Slight swellings in end of the tail among the cattle
in general a few were severely swollen about
them at different times nud for months.
the root of the tail, and rump-swellings occurred
17 About one month, but I put all diseased cattle away
from one to three weeks after inoculation.
from them at the time, whiehl did not inoculate.
412-E
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(No. 113-continned.)
(No. 115-continued.)
Question.
Answer.
Qne,tion. Answer.
The milking cows were milked on as usual ; did not
In the whole of my experience I have found inocueffect the quantity of milk except in those that
lation to be the best preventive against the
were severely swollen.
disease; if properly operated upon I nevcr know
One or two died from excessive swelling; tried
cattle to be infected again, even if they were exscarification of the parts, had no effect, swellings
posed to infection.
were very hard and remained so.
I always found it good to inoculate in showery
Deaths occurred after inoculation-one cow died
spring weather, and immediately after the disease
about three months after.
showed itself among the herd. I am greatly in
The disease has been among my cattle ever since I
favour of inoculation, but decidedly think that
inoculated, a few dropping off every year these
every one should be left to his own experience as
last twelve years, UI) to last winter when 1 lost
to the time best suited for inoculation, without
the last one.
the interference of legislation.
IS. The result of inoculation to me has been that I
N o.
brought the disease among my cattle by it;
(No. 116.)
whether I would have escaped by not resorting
2. Cannot give number.
to it I cannot say; others that did not inoculate
3. Inoculated once, cannot give date, it is eleven years
have escaped.
since.
My opinioa is rather against inoculation. I would
4. Xcpt no aecoant.
not try it any more, nor would 1 oppose others 14. No.
doing so.
16, None.
Cannot give a decided answer.
19. In favour of inoculation by doing it myself.
I believe that the disease is a visital:ion of Pro- 22. Not in favour of an Act.
vidence, and that it will run its course notwith(No. 1]?.)
standing all that can be done to prevent it. At
150 head.
the present time I think it is dying out.
Three times, 187243-74.
In the present conflicting state of opinions respect150 head.
ing the efficacy of inoculation or otherwise, I
Cattle had been dying for some months, four or five
think an Act making it compulsory upon persons
at a time showing plainly the disease.
to inoculate would act oppressively. I do not
About six months.
believe in the generally contagious character of
The above described mode does not much affect the
the disease; if it had been so I would have lost
cattle; very little swelling, but a keen observer
all my cattle before this.
would at once notice the cattle were sick.
I would not like to try it,
(No. 114.)
Out of 150 head I had only two deaths after inocu1,200.
lation, those were bad at the time the operation
I inoculated about six years ago, and have not had
was performed. I bleed copiously and bath the
pleuro since.
ribs with kerosene as a counter-irritant. Inmany
1,200.
instances they recovered.
There were about S per cent, showing symptoms
Two head, about a week after.
when I inoculated.
At once, with the exception of two head.
Six months.
Improved quickly.
If the virus is too strong some of their tails rot off,
I am in favour. There is no mistake in it staying
and they require to be looked after.
the progress of the disease.
I did not allow them to be milked for a month.
Upon each occasion my cattle were affected, and
I lost about S per cent, with swelling. The only
after inoculation the disease stopped almost imremedy I know is to cut their tails off.
mediately, have never exposed them to the
10. A good many died, but I cannot remember the
infection since, but returned them to the same
dates.
paddocks.
17. Six weeks.
I am not aware if a change of pasture would beneI am opposed to inoculation, unless the herd was
fit stock after inoculation, at all events it would
very bad with the disease.
do them no harm unless coming in contact with
J do not think a beast which is properly inoculated
other diseased cattle, and then I doubt very
will ever take the disease agam.
much if they would become affected. I believe
I do not know of anything but to inoculate if the
in it through practical results.
disease is very bad.
Yes.
I think the owners of cattle should please them(No. 118.)
selves, as there is more loss in inoculating, un400.
less the disease is very bad, and I have not
Not this last four years.
beard of many Lords being very had for years.
Swelling very little.
The disease comes in a different form to what it
Yes, were milked; did not affect the milk that I
did years ago.
am aware of.
(No. 115.)
No deaths.
About 1,000.
None that were not diseased when inoculated.
Have inoculated at various iatervals during the last
Althost directly.
twelve or fourteen years.
In favour.
From 200 to 500.
Cattle which have been treated for the disease may
Never inoculated without pleuro-pneumonia showbe in a paddock with cattle diseased, and will
ing itself amongst the herd.
not get affected. My cattle have not had any
Cannot say how long the cattle were diseased, but
disease in them that I am aware of since they
invariably inoculated immediately disease was
have been on the station.
discovered, provided the weather was favourable. 22. Yes, in all cases.
I am unable to say, as the effects vary with different
(No. 119.)
animals.
Not having been in the habit of milking immediately
300 head in 1865; deaths before inoculation, 60.
after disease. I am unable to answor this quesInoculated 80 head in 1874 no symptoms of disease
tion.
at the time, but when lulling for beef found the
Never recollect losing any cattle from the effects of
lungs adhering to the ribs, which is a sure sign
inoculation.
of pleuro.
I dont recollect losing any cattle from the eil'ects
5. See above.
of inoculation, unless the discaie had been on
6. 2 months in 1865.
them in great severity for some time previous to
Generally slight swelling at the end of the tail, but
being inoculated.
in a few cases the swelling will go to the rump,
Almost as soon as the cattle got over the effects of
and if not looked after the animal will die.
inoculation.
No cows milked within a month after inoculation.
As far as my experience goes I consider inoculation
No deaths ; if excessive swelling, scarify freely.
generally puts an end to the disease.
No deaths.
Decidedly in favour of it.
Immediately, as far as I could judge.
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(No. 119-eoatirnted.)
Question.

Answer.

Satisfactory.
In favour.
I know of several ]ierds that have been exposed to
infection after inoculation not affected.
22. Yes; there are sonic men in this district at present
whose cattle are dying with pleuro that do not
believe in inoculation.
(No. 120.)
About 400, January, 1874.
Have inoculated in the middle of smumer for the
last four years.
Commence with about 100 the first year, with the
after usual increase.
About JO per cent. were affected when I cornmeneed to inoculate.
I inoculated immediately the disease showed itself.
J noticed the effect of the inoculation by the twisting
of the tail, about fifteen days after.
I turned all out for five weeks, and then found the
milk much the same as usual.
I had no deaths from the inoculation, as the virus
was not taken from :in animal too far gone.
I had a few animals inoculated which had the
disease before I inoculated, and they died, but
only a few.
About two months.
The result good.
I approve very strongly of inoculation.
I always found inoculation a preventive to the
pleuro-pn eumonia.
I would be in favour of compulsory inoculation
when the virus can be obtained.
All my cattle are inoculated, except the calves of
this season, which I shall inoculate as soon as I
can get virus.
(No. 121.)
2. About 400 head well-bred cattle on the run when
pleuro broke out in the herd. About 200 head.
Once-about 1364.
200.
Herd diseased; symptomsvisible only in a few.
Several months.
13. Swellings were visible in different parts of thq tail
three or four days after the operation.
14, Remarked when milking cows got the pleuro they
lost their milk; did not observe any difference
in the milk of cows inoculated.
I believe no deaths occurred through inoculation
several had swellings on the tail, and I think
two had their tails cut off, which probably saved
them.
Three or four deaths took place after inoculation,
but were disdased previously, I think in about a
fdrtnight, but am not sure.
I have never lost a beast from pleuro since those
above referred to.
That it is a certain preventive, but not a cure.
Every man of practical experience of inoculation
must be in favour of it; and it is only those
who are ignorant of the mode or have failed
through injudicious treatment that are opposed
to it.
20 My cattle were amongst the first infected in this
part of the country, when nobody knew anything of inoculation, and I lost 200 out of 400
before I knew how to go about it; as stated
above, never lost any after.
21 A friend and neighbour of mine possessing a small
herd, knowing my loss, watched closely, and the
first one that was infected with pleuro he
slaughtered, and inoculated the rest, and never
lost another, though cattle were dying in all
directions.
22 I would not only make inoculation compulsory,
bt prohibit their removal for (say) three months
after inoculation. Virus can always be had from
a herd infected.
(No. 122.)
200.
Only in 1865.
160.
6. When inoculated there were forty dead; the rest
bad not taken the disease.

(No. 122-eoatinue&)
Question,

Answer.

6. About two months.
Swelling.
Not milked.
None.
None.
One month.
Some died after; none since.
Iwould not inoculate till the disease would appear.
1 believe inoculation good when disease appears;
none properly inoculated were affected.
Severe bleeding is of great service.
I don't think it requires an Act, as on their own
account they will inoculate.
(No. 123.)
There were over 3,000 head of cattle on say station
in 1361, when the disease broke out in them.
in 1864 1 inoculated those 3,000; six months after
I inoculated 500 for Mr. Hill, at Tiekkeman,
15 miles below my Lower Warrego station;
in 1865 I inoculated on the Bokirah Creek, for
Andrew M'Kenzie and B. Burrell, 3,500; in
1871, on the Thompson, for U. Forrester, 500.
3,000 for self in 1864; 3,000 and odd-that was in
the spring, latter end of same season-for Hill;
500 beginning of 1865 ; 3,500 for Andrew
MKenzie and Burrell; 3,500 in 1871 for U.
Forrester, Esq.; 500 on the Thompson, Queensland.
All those were dying fast out of Mr. Hill's; there
were only 500 left out of 1,000. When I inoculated them six months after there were 480, and
all well; all other cattle that I inoculated there,
not five out of the 100 died.
My cattle were inoculated as soon as I saw it, that
is as I saw the distemper was bad amongst them.
I never had any swellings after the way that I done
them.
My milkers were the first I done-about 150; I
put them all in the bad to do them ; the calves
I threw; we put all the cows that were milking
in next morning, and there was no difference in
their milking.
I never saw one of those milkers bad after; the
disease had not got amongst them when they
were inoculated,
My hash cattle. A fw died, but not three to the
100.
In three months after I sent 100 and odd of the
best bullooks that had been in Sydney for years,
and there was not a sick beast in the herd.
One and all inoculated on the Warrego, and all the
cattle done well; only those done with the
seton.
Iam in favour, and believe in it; and every squatter should be forced to inoculate, or else be put
in quarantine, the same as they were in Queens.
land before, or else the disease cannot be beaten.
I travelled cattle that I had inoculated through
diseased cattle, and they never caught any more
disease ; also the cattle that I inoculated for my
brother Andrew M'lCenzie, and Burrell, were
daily mixed on the Narren with James White's,
Esq., MB., and Forrcster's, which were badly
diseased, and never had disease again. White
and Forrester suWered severely through not
inoculating.
The beast that you take the virus from for inoculating must be well bled; there must be no
partiele of blood about the virus that ),on use,
and cattle that are bad with pleuro bleed badly,
so that it wants a man that understands how to
bleed a beast and take the virus to do so ; it is
the cause of many a death in cattle-bad virus,
and many a cankered tail into the rump, that I
would as soon see dead.
All cattle that
I saw inoculated paid well for the trouble.
All those men that did not inoculate suffered severely, such as James White, Esq.;
on the Narren and Darwin, U. Forrester. Narren
and Barwin. You see by this, where I inoculated in 1871 on the Thompson for U. Forrester,
those cattle came from the Darwin, and the disease was in them from 1804, and I know that
neither of these gentlemea knew what they lost.
At one time it was bad to travel up or down the

(No. 123-coiztinued.)
(No. 126-continued.)
Question.
Answer.
Answer,
We have never milked the cows immediately after
Narron for stench; and I believe that it does a
inoculation, but believe it does affect the quailman no good to travel amongst so much disease,
tity but not the quality much, as the calf Bucking
for I have had my hands very bad before now
does not seem to suffer.
through getting the skin knocked off them
Very seldom any of our cattle die from inoculation.
against the crust, I bad to use strong caustic
water.
If we thud the tail sw'ollen much, we cut it downI believe that every sqnatter should be compelled
wards from the root underneath,
We have very seldom seen any cattle die from
to inoculate as soon as he can obtain virus; and
I believe that without that the disease will
p]euro after being inoculated, although occasionally it beast does die from the swelling of
always be in the country.
pleuro, from the inoculated herd, owing to
(No. 124.)
defective operation.
160,
Almost immediately.
Tw'iee-Septentber, 1863; June. 1875.
18.' Decidedly a preventive to pleuro-pneumonia.
2,000'in 1863, 150 in 187.5; Deniliquin district,
In favour.
Gunning district.
The factthmat none of our cattle, cxc'epl;ing the young
In 1863 the cattle were slightly infected; in 1875,
stock that have nob been inoculated, not showing
not at all.
the disease, when our neighbour's cattle are
About three months.
frequently dying, and on our run (because they
The tail became all swollen hard and hung straight
don't bilief in inoculating) is as good a proof as
sometimes the lund-quarters swelled, virus taking
can be given.
effect from three days to it week.
I think it advisable before inoculating aherd invery
Not milked ; consider it unwise.
good condition, to herd the cattle until the
Do not think 1, pci: ccitt. died ; no means tried.
surplus fat is taken off, or pitt the cattle on low
Cannot say.
diet beforcinoculating, for the beast most likely to
As far as I can judge at this date, the disease left
suffer most from swelling after inoculation is the
immediately.
fattest in the herd.
Perfectly satisfactoty.
(No. 127.)
In favour, most decidedly.
6,800.
I inoculated after the disease bad entered my herd,
Twice-about 800 each time; first lot in 1868, and
and I consider I saved them by doing so.
1871.
If possible to procure virus, the calves should be
4,. About 80
inoculated at branding time. My experience is
.5. Disease, showing rather bad in only part of herd.
that inoculation is a preventive.
6. Four weeks,
Yes, decidedly; should be made compulsory.
13. A little swelling.
14. Not any.
(No. 125.)
15. Not any.
Onoe, late in 1866.
16.
A few deaths for three or four weeks after inocu3,000.
lation.
Very bad.
17. A long time.
Three months.
18. Cannot say.
Great swellings.
21. When cattle showing the disease, I find as good a
Not milked.
thing leave them alone and not knock them
10 per cent,, died from swelling.
about.
Not many died of the disease.
About four months.
(No. 128.)
I consider good.
230.
In favour.
Once-in I believe 1865.
Do not think any, but cannot say for a certainty.
Swellings in tail and rump, showed in about fourThis return refers to the state of the cattle when
teen days.
diseased in 1866.
Up to the time of the swellings showing, a marked
Yes.
falling off in .quaatity.
Yes, three-fifths of the herd, scarifying and ampu(No. 126.)
tation of tail.
About 7,000.
My cattle never had the disease.
August, 1874 ; April, 1874 ; Time, 1874. We
inoculate generally three times a year, after the 19. I should inoculate if disease appeared in my cattle,
weaners are herded and before they are turned 20. About a score of stray strangers was running with
my cattle at the time I inoculated, "of course
out, and we inoculate every beast we purchase.
they were not operated on"; nearly the whole of
659, 808, 740.
these died with the disease about ten months
Bather low in condition after being herded for
afterwards.
three months, two or three in the above lots
21. I am of an opinion that virus could be preserved by
showing symptoms of plcuro.
well saturating a fine sort of candle-cotton or
As soon as the disease was perceived.
something of the kind in the virus, and then
The cattle that show symptoms of pleuro are
evaporate the water, and place the cotton in well
generally the wenners, after having been herded
dried pickle bottles, cork and seal up.
for three months. When a beast shuous disease
we kill it, and take the virus from the hepatuzed 22. No, I would leave it discretionary.
or marbled portion of the lung; we squeeze the
(No. 129.)
brown marbled portion, and use it for inoculating.
500.
When we notice the beast very hollow, with
268 in 1870.
staring Lair, eyes sunk, lagging behind the
400.
herd, and when moved about quickly coughing
.5. Good order when diseased.
or giving a short grunt, we then think it ripe for
6. Three months.
virus. We seldom fail in getting the proper
Two weeks.
virus from any beast we kill.
Not so much as one would think.
We have never used the virus from the chest, or any
other part but from a portion of the lung.
(No- 130.)
Sometimes as long as 24 hours.
1.50 bead.
We have never tried, to preserve virus exceplangby
Once, in the latter part of 1864.
keeping it cold by enclosing the bottle in which
50 head.
it is put with a wet cloth, which we keep conFair condition, 10 per cent, showing symptoms of
stantly wet.
disease.
We use a needle and worsted threadDisease appeared about two months prior to modeAbout three weeks after inoculation the tail stiffens
lal.ion, but no diseased cattle were inoculated.
and occasionally swells, especially about the 13. Frequently swelling in the hindermost parts, and
rump or root.
tail falls off in some cases.

Qna,tion.

22.

13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
1.8.

21
22

10.
17.
18.
19.
20.
22.

910.
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(No. 130-conlinued.)
Questloa.

21

22

17.
18.
19.
20.
21.

Answer.

Cows never milked after inoculation.
About 3 per cent, died after inoculation, chiefly
from swelling ; no further means applied to
remedy them.
None visible died from the disease.
About six months.
Inoculation results were, about 75 per cent. lived, as
those most liable to disease had been inoculated.
In favour of it.
I approve of inoculation if performed before the
disease appears. I do not think any cattle
properly inoculated were afterwards affected by
the disease.
I approve of' the virus to be used in an early stage
of the diseased beast taken from, and the cattle
perforraed on should show no symptoms of the
disease.
I do consider an Act necessary to compel cattle
owners to inoculate.
(No. 131.)
300.
Once in January, 1875.
300.
10 per cent.
Three months.
Swelling.
Not milked.
2 per cent.
Two weeks.
Disease died out.
I ar favour.
Exposed, not affected.
My opinion is, all cattle should be inoculated when
branded.

22

2.
8.
4

17.

22.

13.

14

15.

I consider a law should be passed to compel all
owners to inoculate when branding yearly.
(No. 132.)
1,000 head.
Once, about 1864.
About 600 head.
About 10 per cent.
About six months.
Swelling in the tail.
To the best of my knowledge were not milked for
some considerable time after.
None.
About a month or so.
Opposed to it..
Cannot Bay, the inoculation is of any use, as the
cattle that were not inoculated stopped dying at
the same time as those that were inoculated.
I do not think so.
(No. 133.)
About 800, of which 700 were inoculated.
But once; about October. 1865.
Only once; about 700.
In a thriving condition when inoculated, about 15
per cent, showing symptoms.
About one month.
The effect was generally visible from 14 to 25
days, by the tail seeming stiff and slightly
swollen wbere the needle was drawn through.
In some cases the swcllin went up the tail to
the rump, and caused death to about 5 per cent.
The effects were worse in hot weather, through
flies blowing the inflamed parts.
Cows in milk were not affected for 2 or 3 days; after
that time, especially 8 days, the quantity was
affected, and also the quality. I tried to keep
it, but it would not keep so long sweet. But 1
never knew it to affect the calf. I saw the calves
quite sound until weaned, although the mother
was very much affected. Some cows died while
the calf was using the milk; still the calf never
showed signs of pleuro.
About 5 per cent, died from swelling going up into
the rump. I found bleeding in the vein inside
the thigh assist to stop the swelling, when done
in time. I bled through the fence, by striking
it Ileem into the vein, and then let the beast go;
about 1 per cent, died from loss of blood. I
oflen scarred the swollen parts deep, and put tar
on to keep off the flies. Some I saved from
swelling by cutting off the tail above the affected
part in time.

(No. 133-continued.)
Question.

Answer.

Some died after the inoculation-in one, two, and
three months; I think about 2 per cent. of those
inoculated. Several head was not found when
the inoculation was tried; those seemed as free
from disease as the rest after three months. One
herd mixing with mine was affected at the same
time, but was not inoculated-still they left of
dying as soon as an
About three months. All cattle round the neigh.
bourhood left off dying, inoculated and uninoculated.
About 5 per cent, died from swelling in the rump,
caused by too strong a virus. In using virus,
the bottom of the bottle or dish is always
strongest.
I would rather not inoculate, from my present experience.
The reason I disapprove of inoculation-1 have seen
pleuro cattle left on the run, when my herd was
free from disease, and not take the disease. I
have bought pleuro cattle and put them in a paddock will, healthy ones several times, but none
of the others were affected afterwards.
I think there is two kinds of pleuro. The first
cattle coughed more than those affected of late.
When it appeared last, young cattle suffered
most. I noticed all that swelled were sure to
die. When opened, there was a quantity of
llowish water about the lungs. I believe it to
the best for inoculating, as I have seen it
used, and affect the beast, but not kill any.
I for one would not consider that all Act should be
passed to compel anyone to inoculate, from my
present experience; as I have seen healthy calves
suck cows until the mothers have died, still the
calves continued healthy for I ala certain a year
after the death of the mother; and bought cheap
cattle sick, when my herd were sound, with no
bad results.

a

(No. 134.)
2. 400 on Yarrandidgen; 900, Dandaloo.
3. Once; eight years.
4 ]50.
6. Two years.
Never milked any while they were sick. I should
think it would affect the milk both in quantity
and quality.
Yes. Could not say how many. Never tried any
means to cure the swelling; the cattle took their
chance.
17. Five years.
Opposed.
No pleuro has been here, therefore cannot tell
whether the cattle would be affected by it.
22. No. For the inoculation the cattle would have to
be knocked about, and that would make them
worse.
(No. 135.)
2. 800.
8. Three times. Nine years since, three years, and
nine months since.
4. 400 head, 300, and 200.
ô. Nine years since lost nearly all inoculated through
stale bad virus. Second, and last time, very success fit I.
6. In first instance some time; second and third in a
measure prepared, and took it in time.
Swelled slightly, in some few instances very large.
Yes,it did not interfere with milking, only for about
10 days; but I think we could have milked sooner.
It was useless trying any restorative in the first
instance ; only two or three, in second or third.
Some lo.t their tails.
Nearly all in first instance, but as I have written
before the virus was bad.
In about a month-second, and last time. It disgusts Inc to think of slaughter in first, instance.
Perfect cure in second and third, and those who
state to the contrary are humbugs.
Decidedly in favour. I know cattle in this district
(calves) inoculated belonging to a dairy-the
half inoculated lived; those not, died.
Have alrt-ady stated. Have seen inoculated cattle
in sa,ne paiture with, infected cattle and no bad
result.
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(No. 135-continued.)
(No. 137-eonfinued.
Question.
Answer.
Answer.
Question.
I can say no more than I have done, feeling per- 12. In 1868, with grooved knife; but as several died
after inoculation then, in 1873 I used needle
fectly assured that inoculation if taken in time
is a perfect cure.
and worsted. As I thought the needles made
for me too large, I ground some sail needles, 4
Decidedly, and fine heavily the obstinate brutes
that will not.
inches long, flat ; an attendant ties a knot in the
worsted, and dips the end in virus, and cuts it
(No. 136.)
off when the operator has drawn it through the
skin as far as the knot, leaving about an inch in
7,060 to 9.000 head. First inoculation, about 4,000
the tail.
head; second inoculation, about 8.000 head.
1866 and 1874, both general inoculation of the herd. 13. With virus from fatty substance in chest; have
had no deaths from swollen tails extending into
All store cattle bought during 1867 to middle of
the body, and few swollen tails. I have known
1874, amounting in the aggregate to 7,560 head.
tails to swell four or five days after inoculatioh,
Cattle inoculated were never renlly free from
and once suddenly five weeks after, during some
disease. Percentage sometimes very great ; invery hot weather with the thermometer over 100
oculation in such cases being most successful.
in the shade for several days in succession.
Cannot say, but suspect much longer than is gener14.
Have
not observed,
ally supposed.
From ten to thirty days after swellings in some 15. In 1.868, using lung virus., about three or four per
cent, died; have tried setons and cutting off
cases-the majority a pustulous sloughing.
the tail, but found neither useful.
No.
15.. Many deaths; but. the worst cases occurred where 16. Yes, in 1868, when I used the grooved knife,
especially when hurriedly done, as it was towards
the mobs were most affected by pleuro.
the end of the inoculation, when the blood often
Yes. Cannot give numbers.
flowed freely, and, I think, carried away the
The disease has really never truly left the herd, as
virus ; but in 1873, when I used the needle, I
cases-solitary ones-are constantly showing
did not see any vases of disease or death from
themselves.
disease amongst the inoculated.
It does not net as a preventive, but it has stopped
17. In 1868, disease continued for some months, but
the virulence of the disease,
was ahnost entirely confined to uninoculated
I consider it is bettor to leave this question to the
stragglers, which had been missed at muster.
judgment of the owners. Am decidedly against
In 1.873 it disnppeared as soon as inoculation
compulsory inoculation by legislation.
was completed on that part of the run where the
In 1866. The fat cattle were sold to the Australian
males were,
Meat Company. Inconsequence of the establishResult in 1868 not satisfactory, which I attribute to
ment not being ready at the time I inoculated 18.
careless use of the knife, and many deaths arising
the Rnmornie herd, I drafted out all the fat
from use of virus squeezed from lung, causing
cattle in the camps and left them uninoculated.
swollen tails ; but in 1873, on this run, and in
I could discover little difference in the per cent.
1.874, in Queensland, I- entirely got rid of the
of deaths in the one case or the other.
disease by inoculation.
It was suspected by the writer and his men that the
kangaroos had the disease in 1866, the deaths of 19. Strongly in favour; have no doubt of its efficacy
now, although I began experimentally, and
these animals being unprecedented. If they had,
without much hope of benefit.
it is preposterous enforcing inoculation, and, it
20. On the first appearance of the disease I experiwould be well to make further inquiries on this
mented by inoculating my pure-bred beifers, in
subject.
apaddock adjoining one with young bulls, which
No. Because it would be impossible to inoculate
I left undone ; not one heifer had the disease,
to eradicate a disease, when the presence of the
but several balls died from it until I inoculated
disease is always necessary for the purpose of
them. I then took half the cattle from a camp
inoculation.
and inoculated them ; none died, but the uninoculated died in great numbers; they were all
(No. 137.)
mixed together again.
In year 1868, 8,070 in 1873, 8,604.
21. On the second visit of disease in 1873, I only
Twice in April, May, June, July, 1868, and March,
observed young cattle, born since 1868, its first
April, June, July, 1873.
visit, to be affected, and this is my neighbour's
In 1868, the whole herd; in 1873, all the male
experience. In 1873 the disease was much
cattle-about 3,000.
milder and did not rush through the herd as
Disease sfu'eading very rapidly in 1868, beginning
before, but lingered on a few cases at a time; but
on the side adjoining my neighbour. whose
if any cattle were travelled on the road, or even
cattle had it, about 15 or 20 per cent, showing
moved to another paddock, the disease was at
symptoms. In 1863, not more than 2 per cent.
once very rife. This too is my neighbour's exshowing symptoms.
perience as well as my own.
In 1868, began to inoculate as soon as disease
(No. 138.)
appeared, but it spread faster than we could inAbout 1,560.
oculate. In 1873, odd cases had been seen for
Regularly whenever disease broke out.
some months before inoculation commenced.
19. in favour.
Experimetitedon lung in various states, but latterly
22. If Government supply virus.
used only virus from fatty substance in the chest.
(No. 139.)
One lung is generally hepatized-sometimes
1,376.
both.
Inoculated once in September, 1873.
Ilepliedahove.
1,376.
From three days to ten-dependent on weather, and
3 per cent. on the herd.
if kept cool.
About one month.
Used virus preserved with glycerine on a station in
About 5 per cent.
Northern Queensland, but have forgotten the
Were milking cows ; did not make any difference
proportions employed I think one-fifth,
in the milk.
Inoculated 7,000 cattle at Richmond Downs, North
About 1 per cent, deaths. Cutting their tails off
Queensland, amongst which a few eases of disease
above the swelling.
had been seen during preceding twelve months.
Did not remark any that where diseased die after
As disease ceased entirely amongst those inocubeing opernted upon.
lated, and some tails were seen to be affected, I
About six weeks.
believe the virus to have been efficacious, especially as subsequently in travelling 250 fat cattle 19. In favour of inoculation,
from this run to the Palmer Diggings, of five '20. Did not see any of the cattle inoculated take the
disease the second time.
uninoculated oxen one died from pleuro22. I do not.
pneumonia, while no other animal was affected.
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(No. 140.)
(No. 140--continued.)
Question.
Answer.
Question.
Answer.
In 1.866 there were about 3,500 cattle on Glen at 21, ily cxparienee teaches me that cattle ought to be
date of disease first appearing.
inoculated in cold weather, as I consider it
lessens the risk of blood poisoning. I also think
I inoculated first for pleuro-pneumonia on Glen
that the lymph found on the outside of the lung
Elgin and Morven in 1866. I iiroeulnted second
is safer than the virus found in the lung. Of
for pleuro on NeutoDbOyd, Glen Elgin, and
eourseyou will pardon my npparont presumption
Morven about May and June 1873.
- when Itell you thatI consider there ought not
In 1866 about 3,500 inoculated on Glen Elgin and
to be a shadow of a doubt that inoculation is a
Morven. In 1873 about 3,000 on Neutonboyd,
certain preventive. 1 also go a little further,
about 500 on Glen Elgin, and 1,000 on Morven
and state that I consider it a cure as regards all
runs.
beasts in an early stage of the disease. in each
At each date of the large inoculations in 1860 and
instance after I have inoculated, the stoppage of
1873, at least 10 per cent, were in an advanced
death is so sudden that the effect seems curative.
stage. of the disease (that is on the parts of the
I am at present taking di.livery of three stations,
run then inspected).
two delivered to me, one on the Bigiliver (Meroe),
and one on theBarwin River (Willcrrie); onboth
0. In 1866 my cattle were about eight months bad
stations I found pleuro very bad. I inoculated
with pleuro before I began to inoculate.
them last month, stopping the disease, and so far
The cattle I have slaughtered for virus have inas I have information without loss.
variably been in the second stage of the disease 22. I am decidedly of opinion that an Act ought to be
-just when they are inclined to drop behind
passed that would have the efibet of compelling
their mob and get by a waterhole alone-but
owners to inoculate. ForI would inflict a very
before the grunting or last stage sets in. The
heavy penalty on stoekowners travelling eal,tle
lung nicely marked and about three-fourths of it
which showed clearly that they were affected
highly hepatized. If it is all Itepatized so much
with pleuro. Last year .[ lost £2,000 of cattle by
the better. I used the lymph which is found on
pleuro, which was conveyed to my cattle by
outside of the lung; it contains a large amount
drovers and carriers leaving diseased stock on
of pure virus.
the road passing through my runs. Very
The lymph I used is found on outside of the lung,
stringent means ought to be adopted to compel
it grows in pieces as large as a man's hand, and
all persons to inoculate when virus could be
is charged with very rich virus. In some beasts
obtained.
this lymph is not abundant. I have got enough
(No. 141.)
out of one beast to inoculate 2,000 of cattle.
In Oct., 1868, about 150; and in Feb., 1869. abuofI use the virus as quickly as possible after taking
200.
it. I find it keeps in a fit state for use two days;
Oct.. 1868 ; and Feb., 1869.
but on the third I find it becomes putrid and unThe first time about 30, and the second 97.
fit for use.
Cattle diseased-about 9 per cent.
I have never preserved virus. I lock it as tightly
In the first instance inoculated about thirty milkers
as possible and submerge it in a creek or some
immediately in the second, about four months
large body of water.
after disease appenred.
In the first instance several tails dropped off, and
1 use the ordinary spaying needle for inoculation.
one death from swelling at root of tail twentyI put a seton of worsted thread in the needle, dip
four days after inoculation; in the second inin the virus, insert the needle as near the tip of
stance the first deaths commenced twenty-sir
the tail as is possible, taking care to skim the
days after inoculation ; the last forty-three days
skin as lightly as possible, draw the seton
after inoculation.
throuah and see that a drop of the virus remains
There were only two or three being milked at the
in the incision.
time, but I did not observe any change in them.
When I first inoculated, in 1860, I used the virus
In all, ten deaths from excessive swelling; one was
taken from the lung. I lost as many as 5 per
deeply lanced, but died; all that swelled died
cent, by, swelling or blood poisoning. In 1873
There was but one ease of disease after inoculation,
I did not lose more than + per cent., or one in
and that was an uninoenlated cow which re400 head.
covered.
14. I have not allowed cows to be milked for domestic 17. A few weeks.
use until three weeks after inoculation.
18. Ten deaths, and the disease stamped out.
In favour of inoculation.
15 In 1866, I lost ö per cent, by inoculation. I tried
The ninety-seven head were in the same paddock
eautery mid fomentations, but I never saved a
with the last ease of disease (mentioned in answer
beast's life. In such eases I found the flies the
sixteen) during all its stages, but none of them
best doctors. 1873 my loss is so trifling that I
took it.
cannot give it a-name, I think one in 400 head
The only suggestion I have to make is to be careful
is too high.
to obtam the virus from a. beast in the early part
The deaths which have occurred by disease after
of the disease.
inoculation have always been very few indeed.
Yes.
I think 1. per cent, would be as high an estimate
(No. 142.)
as I could give.
I have never seen any new eases beoome developed
300.
after inoculation. Therefore; as soon as the
Once-January, 1875.
operation is performed the disease instantly steps
300.
as if by magic.
Good condition; three diseased.
The result of' inoculation has always been to
About one week.
suddenly stop the disease and it does this in
Slight swelling of tail, and sleepiness of animal
such it sudden manner that I consider it effects
operated upon for a few days after operation.
a cure in those beasts not in an advanced stage
Not milked,
of disease.
No deaths. In eases of over swelling and rotting,
I am in favour of inoculation.
tail was scarified and salt rubbed in above the
In 1866, at the time of inoculation, a number of
swelling.
cattle were missed,and as the inoculation stopped
No.
the progress of the disease, it was not thought 17, Can't say.
worthwhile to gather the remainder. The disease
Prevented spreading of disease.
lurked amongst those cattle for at least eighteen
In favour.
months after the date of inoculation ; and
Town cattle uninoostlated were running daily with
although they mixed constantly with the other
the above herd, and many of them died without
stock which were inoculated, they did not comthe inoculated cattle being affected.
municate the disease.
Yes.
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(No. 146.)
(No. 143.)
Question.
Answer.
Answer.
Question,
Three to five thousand when first inoculated,
M.
Only once-ten or elerea years since; pleuro being
As often as symptoms of the disease showed. First
in the immediate vicinity of Ulladulla and Milinoculated about 1,865, and ever since when I
ton but, where the grenter number of my cattle
purchased cattle that were not inoculated I have
were running-at Woodburn (the Pigeon House)
often vaited till the disease has broken out, and
then done it.
pleuro never reached. Having no proclaimed
road, all traffic in cattle was stopped.
On first occasion, 4000; and various numbers since;
I last inoculated; 1874, about 200 head, princi.
Something over 70 head.
paliy young stock.
The disease became very fatal at once, and I was
losing ten or twelve each week.
Very bad; can't say what percentage of diseased
About three weeks.
cattle inoculated in 1.865; but since, as 800" as a
case or two showed and I could procure virus, I
Considered in the second stage: the lung about half
marbled; the beast stood gathered up; separated
operated at once on stock not done before.
itself from the rest; and its sides heaved a good
On first occasion, about three months.
deal, with a cough if you made it to walk.
In about ten to fourteen days, the tails swelled,
The virus was taken from the lung; that lying in
some more or less, some rotted about the rump
and died, but not many.
the chest was considered to be too strong.
Were not milked.
Used the same, and next day.
No.
About 1 per cent, died from swelling and mortification; the swellings were opened, but did no 12. With a common pack-needle, and candle-wick for
visible good.
thread, dipped in the virus, and drawn through
No cattle ever died from disease after inoculation.
the skin of the tail, at or about the second joint
from the top-the thread being out leaving ends
No signs of disease were noticed in inoculated
sticking out on each side.
cattle; but cattled missed and not done have often
died, and this has been particularly marked in 13. I had three or four died, which we supposed were
working bulloeks.
ill at the time of inoculation. One died from
swelling in the tail-not kaowiug how to treat it.
Cattle on recovering improved in general appearance.
Two others recovered with loss of tail-from
being lascerated, which relieved the swelling.
I am very much in favour of inoculation, and will
always inoculate cattle that have not been done, 14- The cattle were milked all the time. Found no
and would like to do my weaners annually
difference in the milk.
20 I have known working bullocks that were not inocAnswered in question 13.
Three or four died after inoculation, which I think
ulated to have the disease yoked up with others
- that had been done; the diseased ones died, but
were bad with the disease at the time of inoculation-died in three or four days.
without any ill effect on those that had been
I saw no more of it., after about a week from the
previously inoculated. I have observed this in
inoculation.
some 150 workers in my charge, some ten years
I never had pleuro since in my herd.
ego. I have never observed any cattle inoculated
to die from pleuro.
Yes.
21. I have noticed that a great many more cattle die
From the day that I inoculated, the disease seemed
to be arrested at once. My cattle have not since
on the lower rioh lands from disease, than on the
been exposed to the infection, and-I have several
high scrubby, swampy, and mountainous country,
of the same cattle yet-being of excellent quality.
which accounts for the many arguments for and
I kept them to breed from.
against inoculation. I was superintendent for
My very old cattle are still perfectly sound, and
Mr. Bloxsome when the disease first broke out
in his cattle; I have been away from his station
never suffered from lung disease since. I would
inoculate every beast I have, if I saw danger in
for the last two years, but my experience here at
the neighbourhood.
Will ingaa, in a small lot of cattle, corresponds
1 do consider it necessary that such an Act should
exactly with the above. I would be in favour of
an Act being passed that all travelling cattle
be passed by our Legislature. I tlunk if the
cattle were once inoculated that it is not necesshould give notice going through farms or stations,
sary to do so again.
more particularly going through fenced land or
paddocks.
(No. 147.)
21 Not until the whole of the country is feaced in. I
300.
am of the opinion that inoculated cattle has
Once in December, 1873.
little to fear from diseased cattle coming amongst
300.
them.
Onlyafew.
(No. 144.)
A month or so.
2. 800 in 1865, all inoculated.
13. Did not affect in any way.
800.
14. Did not milk any at the time for seven days.
5 per cent.
15. None.
Twelve months.
16. None.
Merely swelled a little.
17. Did not appear after in the herd-in a paddock, 300
All inoculated and no perceptible difference.
inoculated-but remained in the herd on the
Two or three, and they were very bad at the time
Mera Creek until beginning of March, 1874;
of inoculation.
then disappeared. As I had prepared to inocuTwo months, but a number being very weak it was
late all my herd, could not find a diseased beast
longer before they got in condition.
in the herd to get the virus from--and not apNone that were operated on were known to be affecpeaved since.
ted after.
18. Healthy and sound; not a tail lost or affected.
I am in favour of inoculation.
All cattle that I have had operated upon have not 19. -In favour; it is not mitch expense to the proprietor.
been affected again that I am aware of, and
20. Did not see any.
numbers of the young one., have.
22. I do not think it would require in Act. to compel 22. I consider it should be passed at once.
any one, if their cattle were diseased, to inocu(No. 148.)
late.
In 1865 and 1.866, about 2,500 head,
(No. 145.)
3. Once, in December, 1862.
First at the end of 1865 and begining of 1866, not
including calves; second time about 1873, only
18. It is 13 years next December since I inoculated. I
the young cattle on one part of the run,
had no disease before in my herd of 250. I emFirst time 1,800 head, second time no account kept.
ployed an experienced person to do it, and the
result was very unsatisfactory-I lost 20 per
If 300 died, perhaps 30 recovered.
Those actually diseased could not be cured, and
cent. 1 have been among my Own cattle ever
would only live about fourteen days.
since. And I don't approve of it, If I sec a
beast sick, I rub some tar over the nostril; and I 13. Only about 5 per cent. swelled up the tail most of
have had no death from pleuro.
the cattle showed no signs.
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(No, 148-continued.)
(No. 151-continued.)
Question.
Answer.
Q,,e,tian.
.
An,vrer.
We milked the cows just the same, and did taste
likes. I would not, however, permithim to drive
anything or catch the disease.
them off his own property during the time they
were suifring from the disease.
It is too long ago to speak accurately, but very few
22. I am opposed to any law being passed compelling
died.
10. Some within fourteen days.
owners to inoculate, whether the cattle were
17. Fourteen days.
inoculated or not.
Most certainly.
(No. 152.)
Varying from 2,090 upwards.
The disease was brought to this station by carriers'
teams off the road, and those cattle on that part
I have inoculated with good success at various
of the run where the travelling teams camp and
times from 1864 up to present time.
The numbers varied very much, as I frequently
mix were the first to get diseased, and where we
bought large mobs of store cattle.
had the most losses, except our own working
In store cattle which had come a long journey Tam
bulloelcs.wlneb,though on thesame ground, never
certain that 40 per cent, of them showed syrupcaught it., because they were the first inoculated.
Pleuro first broke out in our herd about Decem.
toms of disease; but I never saw more than 5 or
ber, 1866, we had then about 2,500 head of
6 per cent, of the station cattle diseased at one
time.
cattle, and inoculated 1,835 head, not including
calves, in 18656. We suppose 300 head died of
I always try to inoculate as soon as possible after
the disease breaks out.
the disease, besides eattle'travelling on the road.
The disease was not spread through the entire
I have always seen the whole ofthelunghepatized ;
herd, by far the greater proportion died out of
and I believe that about the fifth day after the
one herd of about 370 head. Our cattle are in
beast is really sick to be the proper time to kill
for virus. If it is left too long, and the beast's
separate herds, some on one creek, some on
another, and those above the head station are
sides have fallen in, the virus will be bad and not
safe to use.
distinct from those below and seldommix. We
fully believe in inoculation, the first cattle inocuI have always used virus from the lung only. I have
also observed a liquid in the cavil7 of the chest
lated were the working bulloeks, and not one of
them died, though they were the most exposed
resembling virus taken from the lung, but have
not used it, although many experienced persons
to infection from other cattle and strange teams.
have told me that it has the same effect as that
After each herd was inoculated, after the first
taken from the lung.
twelve or fourteen days, hardly one died; those
dying previously no doubt were infected before
I alwaysuse it the same day it is taken from the
they were inoculated.
as if possible. I do not believe in keeping it
bet,
more than one day.
(No. 149.)
Never used it; do not believe in preserved virus
1,050.
by any means whatever, further than putting it
Once, March, 1868.
in a bottle and corking it up tight, and putting it
700.
in a deep waterliole over night.
Disoased, 15 per cent, showing symptoms.
it. I believe preserving virus to be a myth, and it
0. Six months.
would be a difficult matter to make me believe
13. About eight, after the tails swelled of some, about
otherwise, until I saw it proved by actual demon.
5 per cent.
stration.
14. Not milked.
12. I always use a common penkaife first to make the
15. Chop the tail off with knife.
incisioa, then use the needle and thread after.
16. None.
This I do to prevent the virus from bein stripped
17. Three months.
off too much, putting it through the skin of the
18. None died after.
tail.
19. In favour of inoculation.
13. If carefully done, not 1 per cent, will be affected,
(No. 150.)
and the swelling (if any) is generally visible from
ten to fourteen days after inoculation.
About 800.
14. Never used the milk of cows directly after inoculaOnce, in January, 1868.
tion.
About 700.
Very few showing disease, I was advised to inoeu. 15. If carefully inoculated and properly looked after 1
per cent. ought to cover any loss from swelled
late before disease got among the herd.
tails. The instant the tail shows signs of swelTails went dead, some swelled in the loins, some in
ling, the beast ought to be taken up and the tail
the hips, some in the chest, some in the twist
cut off above the diseased part.
above where the uddor or purse sets on.
10. A small percentage will always die of those who
Did not milk them.
had the disease bad before they were inoculated.
16. A few died. By cutting and pulling out a sort of
I never lost more than 5 per cent. after inoculacongealed lump in the parts swelled.
tion.
19. Opposed to it.
20. 1 have heard of cattle being inoculated in G'pps. 17. About six weeks after inoculation not a beast could
be found sick.
land, Victoria, and then took the disease and
died, and about 100 head of our cattle which we 18. I have always found that after cattle were properly
inoculated they cease to die directly.
did not do, done better than them we inoculated.
19. 1am decidedly in favour of inoculation.
20. lam convinced beyond a doubt that if cattle are
1000.
properly inoculated you may turn them into a
Once, in 1864. Have not inoculated since.
diseased herd with perfect safety.
All.
21. About two months ago I bought a snob of store
Suffering from the disease to the extent of about
bullocks at Penrith, which had come from New
100.
England. The plenro was very bad in them. I
Only a short time.
had them inoculated, and allowed them torestin
Swellings.
the paddceks two weeks aflenvards. Then had
No.
them brought to Goulburn. They are now in
Yes, a good many.
jay paddocks at Invernlocliy, perfectly well, and
Yes, a good many.
I only lost altogether about 1 per cent. I am
1.7. Some time.
of opinion that inoculation is like every other
I do not consider it satisfactory.
profession or calling-it must be learned by
I am in favour of leaving it to the choice of the
experience only. 1 eanremember the time, when
nwner whether he will inoculate or not.
inoculation was first introduced, a very large
Two years ago a working bullock sufferiji severely
percentage of the cattle died from the ef[ets of
from pleurostrayed amongst my cattle, had him
inoculation. The sole cause of this was the want
driven outinto a distant gully, where lie remained
of knowledge-how to get the proper virus also
till he got well. None of my cattle took the
the careless stupid ma,,ner they used the knife
pleuro.
or needle, by pricking the bone, which is the
I am in favour of leaving the owner to do as he
cause of the swelling in the tail.
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(No. 158.-continired.)
(No. 1.52-continued.)
Question.
.tnswtr.
Answer.
Question.
15.
No
deaths;
no
swellings.
I
do
not
think
a
compulsory
Act
necessary.
Every
22.
man no doubt will inoculate his own cattle to 17. At once, apparently.
18. Satisfactory
protect himself.
19. In favour. If it does no good, it seems to do as
(No. 153.)
little harm.
800.
22. No.
Twice-flrst, 1867; second, in Jany., 1875.
About 400.
(No. 157.)
About 2 per cent.
320.
In 1867, about eighteen months. 1875, 400 heifers
Once; May, 1874.
that arrived at station, they showed the disease
320.
and were immediately inoculated.
Bought 200 bulloeks, April, 1874; showed symptoms
About one in a hundred.
immediately at the rate of about 10 per week.
Not milked for a month.
Four weeks.
No deaths.
Very little swelling; two only lost portion of tail.
No.
Did
not milk for a month.
Six weeks.
No.
It was a success.
No.
In favour.
,Had no appearance of disease after inoculating.
Since the last operation there has been no appearVery favourable in my small ease, only lost two
ance of any disease on the station.,
after inoculating, and they were nearly dead
22. Yes.
bqfore. The month previous to inoculating lost
(No. 154.)
thirty-five.
2. 150.
In favour.
3. First in 1872. Inoculated 50 in October, 1874, and
I believe that I should have lost half the lot if not
75 in October.
inoculated, as they were sickening so quickly;
About five died. Several affected. After inoculaI saw no new symptoms after.
tion it ceased, saw little or no symptoms of 22. Yes.
disease.
(No. 158.)
About three weeks.
Generally swell a little. Sometimes the swelling
About 400.
simply arises to cause a little lump like a small
Once.
egg.
About fifty.
Never saw any effects in milk or butter.
Que beast showed symptoms only.
I can say I never had a beast die with inoculation.
Not known.
I have cut off the tail when swelling appeared to
I examined on the ninth day and found the tails all
rise too high, sufficient to cause it to bleed.
swelled and matter in the wound, with the excep.
None of which was properly affected, or had it at
tion of one or two, I then pulled out the setan,
the time of inoculation.
and squeezed the matter out, and nothing more
About three or four weeks.
was required.
The disease always dies away.
The cows were not milked.
In favour of inoculation.
No deaths occurred. Pulled sotoa out, and squeezed
In my experience among my own cattle, the cattle
tails.
properly inoculated escape the disease, and the
None.
young cattle from six months upwards to two
The one that was affected was turned to the bush
years are the most subject to it.
by liersoll and in about three weeks she came
21 It is my opinion all people should inoculate their
back, but was then very weak, and just able to
young cattle every spring of the year, or as soon
pick a little, but after that we could notice her
as possibly they can get the virus; or have them
getting better, although s]owly.
done by some compctentpartyunderstanding the 19. In favour.
business. Shall make it my business to inocu 20. I may, here mention that my cattle being a distance
late as soon as I can get the virus, overy year's
from the line of road travelled by the teams to
calves over three months.
and from New England, I have not had any
22 I believe all people should be compelled to inocutrouble with my cattle, but along the line of road
late their cattle, or keep them from associating
where the teamsters bullocks get mixed up with
with their neighbours, under a penalty.
the cattle, they have had great losses from the
disease in this district. We believe that the dis(No. 155.)
ease is brought from New England by the teams,
I have not inoculated the herd for about 11 years,
and I leave known some of my neghbours to
so 1. forget the number.
have inoculated, and it is always considered a
3. About three or four times. Cannot give the dates.
benefit, and I have never heard of any after
4. I forget.
inoculation- to be affected. My opinion is, that
5. They were certainly diseased, but the disease was
inoculation is a great benefit to cattle that are
but hght.
exposed to infected runs.
6. Inoculated at once-as soon as I could get virus.
22. I think that inoculation should be made compulsory.
Swelling and twisting of the tail.
Not milked.
(No. 159.)
By opening the tailor cutting it off prevents death,
Three to five thousand.
if swollen.
Several times since year 1864, inoculated a small
A few died; date uncertain.
number stud cattle. September, 1875, the disIt was among the straggling cattle for nearly twelve
ease, although at at times visible, has notbeen
months.
very serious last few years.
is. Good.
Herd slightly diseased.
In favour.
Occasionally a month or six weeks.
Cattle properly inoculated, I believe, will not get
About 1 per cent. seiiously swollen; have no faith
the disease.
in the efficacy of the inoculation, unless slight
21 Do not inoculate when the disease is bad, but as
inflammatory symptoms are visible. This will be
soon as you can get virus.
indicated by the hair being raised near the inci22 No.
sion on tail.
(No. 156.)
Think milk was always used.
2 Have not inoculated for many years. Reported
About 1 per cent. Sometimes out off tail, other
before as to our first attempt at inoculation.
occasions made deep incisions tinder same near
3- Only once-some eight or ten years ago.
to butt. Not always successful.
4. Some 1,500 or 2,000.
Yes, but only witlim a few days; believe- these
13. Cattle fell away in condition for a month or so; few,
would have died in any case.
if any, died. No other effects visible.
Always in a short time.
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(No. 159-continued.)
(No. 162-.continned.)
Question.
Answer.
Question
Auswer.
,
I
believe
in
soaking
the worsted for quarter of an
Believe it to be thoroughly efficacious, if carried
hour in the virus before use ; my reasons for
out properly.
'being partial to the worsted thread, is because
In favour of.
it can absorb more virus than twine.
Do notknow of any instance where a beast properly
Yes.
inoculated, as ever aftorwards been affected.
In 1.870 and '71, I inoculated a second time all my
herd, that is, including those inoculated previous
(No. 163.)
years; since then I do not inoculate a second
600.
time.
Once, about six years ago.
No; but if they fail to do so, they should not be
150.
allowed to travel them if diseased, without being
Odd ones bad, about twenty.
liable to be fined.
About a month.
(No. 160.)
13. Swellings.
800.
14, No.
Once-in 1865.
15. No.
740.
1.6. No.
Thirty per cent.
About a month.
About three or four months.
Satisfactory enough here.
13. Swelling.
In favour of it.
15. Five per cent.
16. Not any.
(No. 164.)
17. About three weeks.
13. Very good.
About 2,500, this is the total number in the herd.
19. In favour.
Twice: about eighteen months, and two and a half
years age.
(No. 161.)
Under 100, as far as I can remember, the pleuro
only attacked a corner of the run on each occa
About 1.800.
sion, and only the cattle running with the
I inoculated at various times during the year 1867,
diseased ones were inoculated.
as the disease used to show where the cattle was
I do not think more than tenor twelve bend showed
not inoculated.
any signs of disease, but those belonging to the
I inoculated about 1.300 or 1,400 during the year
camp were inoculated although to all appearances
1867.
healthy, the disease did not spread on either
The disease was on one part of the run and spreadOccasion.
ing fast till stopped by inoculation.
They were inoculated upon the first appearance of
Diseased, showing about six or eight weeks on the,
the disease.
herd before they were inoculated.
13. Only one beast was afterwards found with a diseased
There was very few swellings and no deaths.
tail, to my knowledge.
Milking cows was inoculated and kept on milking
I cannot consider the result as anything but favour.
and no bad effect.
able, but the attack was probably a slight one.
Some three or four head swelled slightly and they
As far as my own experience goes, .1 am in favour
were lanced and bled in the tail, they got all
of it, but other people can bring results that are
right, no deaths.
entirely opposite; a good deal must depend upon
1.6. There was no deaths in the inoculated cattle.
surrounding circumstances,
17. Saw no sign of disease a short time after inocula.
Pleuro here on each occasion broke out towards end
tion.
of summer and on different parts of the run, and
18. No sign of the disease since the cattle wasinoeuno appearance of disease has since been seen.
lated.
I shall do again as I did before, inoculate as
19. I ani in favour of inoculation.
quickly as possible after seeing disease on the
20. The only thing that came under my notice was that
run, the young cattle running with the diseased
my cattle was mixed with diseased cattle, and
ones, but not the rest of the herd, unless pleuro
never showed any sign of the disease.
were to appear to be general.
21. There was two stations adjoining me, their cattle
I should not inoculate any beast having any sign of
was bad with the disease, and they would not
disease and so advise instant attention.
inoculate for over twelve months after the disease
Before giving any definite reply to such a question
came in their herd, they lost large numbers of
I should consider it necessary to be possessed of
their cattle, and, after a great loss of stock they
more information on each side of the question
inoculated, and the disease has not been in their
than I at present possess, I have stated what I
cattle since.
would do in my own case.
22. I do consider that cattle should be inoculated where
the disease is prevailing in the district, for I
consider that inoculation is a preventative if
(No. 165.)
properly done, but there is a great many cattle
destroyed by being inoculated by incompetent
About 600.
peisons.
1870, 1872, and 1874.
About 200.
(No. 162.)
Dying at the rate of about two a week.
From 600 to 700.
About a month.
Three times-first 1867; second, 1870; third, 1.873.
About ten days after ninny tails were mitch swollen.
About 600.
I have never milked cows immediately after inocuAbout 10 per cent.
lating.
A. fortnight or three weeks.
About one per cent. died; I used a little tar to keep
The most of them swells.
flies off.
Not milked.
I have lost none from disease after inoculating.
Yes, about two in the hundred; by taking the tail
No. 6 answers this.
off.
I have never had cattle die from disease, after inYes, about five to the hundred; from three to four
oculating, it has in each ease checked the disease.
days after; 11 had the disease at the time of
I am decidedly in favour of inoculation.
inoculation.
Cattle inoculated by me were exposed to infection
One week.
in my neighbouñ cattle, divided only by a two
At the first instance it stopped our herd in a week
rail fence, yet they never suffered.
or ten days, and in every ease it answered.
22. I should not make inoculation compulsory, the
in favour of it, if you get good virus.
country here is all fenced, so little fear of spreadThose that were inoculated showed no symptoms of
ing the disease, all who beheve in inoculating
the disease, and were not infected in the least.
will do so for their own protection.
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(No. 166.)
(No. 170-continued.)
Question.
Answer,
Question.
Answer.
About 300.
1 did not for some time after have any of the cows
Only once. August, 1871.
I inoculated milked. I kept a few milkers which
Three days per the above number.
I did not inoculate.
All in good order; not over .30 head.
A very few deaths occurred from excessive swelling.
About 14 days.
1 did not tr)* any means to cure the swellings.
Several of the cattle lost their tails.
Jr. Yes, a few deaths occurred among the inoculated
Did not milk any for some time after inoculation,
cattle from the disease after inoculation, and
for we did not like to use the milk.
about 1 per cont., as near as I could judge. I
Lost about 14 head by swelling only washing with
think, too, about: abfortnight or three weeks after
warm water done no good.
the operation.
Lost five after in about eight days.
1 can't say for certain, but it was not a great while
Saw no disease in any, stoeksinee 1873.
after.
I think, to the best of any opinion, that I would
The result of inoculation was very favourable in
have lost a good many only for inoeulation.t
my case.
Favour it decidedly.
I am in favour of inoculation.
After my cattle were inoculated there was diseased
1 can only give this proof of the efficacy of inocu.
stock in my neighbourhood, but 'lone of any
]atioa-that I had some working bulloeks which
cattle were affected.
I did not inoculate, and the most of them died,
I should like to inoculate all stock while youngand I fancy by inoculation that I prevented the
say 18 months old-front good virus. I should
spreading of the pleuro.
feel that I was doing any duty to myself and 22. I do, most undoubtedly, if the virus be obtainable.
neighbours.
I am in favour of inoculation, but opinions differI am one for it.
(No. 171.)
(No. 167.)
.
2. About 120,
About twelve months ago.
4. About 90.
5. healthy,
13. Effect-tailless cattle.
18. Unsatisfactory.
See above.
Young cattle appear to me not to thrive so well
afterinoculatmon.
22. If it oan be proved that inoculation will save a
person's property self-interest., will be a much
stronger inducement to inoculate thanpassi ng
any number of Acts.

6:
13.
14.

IS.
19.
20.
21.
22.

z.
6.
15.
16.
17,
22.

(No. 168.)
250.
Once, nine or tea years ago.
250.
Only five or six.
About two weeks.
I had one died-it was swelled.
Did not milk any at the time,
One died tried no means to cure it..
One died, but don't mind how long after.
Don't remember it.
All got well but one. and done pretty well after it.
I am in favour of it.
There were other cattle about had the disease, but
mine did not take it after.
I have no more to give.
Yes, I do.
(No- 169.)
1,000.
Once-August 10th, 1875,
300.
o per cent,
Just showing.
Not visible,
None done,
None. .
None.
Some short time.
A complete stoppage.
In favour,
Certainly it should be done.

(No. 170.)
1,600 head,
Inoculated once-about September, 1866.
1.60 head.
Cattle slightly diseased-about 2 per cent, showing
symptoms.
I think about two months, as I did not for a short
time believe in inoculation.
13. Not having any large paddoeks at the time of
inoculation, I was obliged to let the cattle out,
and consequently I could not state to what extent
were the effects, though I noticed swellings in
some, and a good number lost their tails,

2. 500,
3. Only once-during the month of June, 1875.
490.
o. Only observed the disease in four beasts, two of
which were killed, the other two died.
6. I commenced the very day I felt sure the disease
was amongst the herd.
7. One half the lung appeared very far gone, resembhing congealed blood, the other ha was hepa.
tized-f'r'om this latter the virus was taken. In
another case the lung was not so far gone, three.
fourths were liepa-tized, one-fourth just on the
turn.
8. The virus in both cases was taken from the lung.
9. Nearly all used the same or day after it was taken
from the lung. Some was sunk in a water hole,
and kept fresh three or four days; some again,
mixed with rlyeerine, was kept for a week, this,
too, was sui& in water.
10. The above was mixed with ouc.sixth part glycerine.
11. No experience except as above.
12. Needle and thread-the needle was like an ordinary
sail needle, which I prefer to the handle needle,
because it can be betternided, with the object
of taking up less of the esh,
13. About five days after inoculation
inoculationswellings were
first observed, insome cases a month elapsed,
and in one or two cases 1 was dressing cattle two
months after. Only were some tvcntv out of
490 affected at all; the rest, beyond a slight rednass and very slight discharge, evinced no
suffering whatever.
14. in a few cases I believe the milk was affected, but
on thispoint I am rather doubtful.
1.5. From swellings I lost only two, and these were poor
niaserable creatures which would probably have
died whether inoculated or not, from the effects
of poverty and old age. Several of my best
cows were greatly swollen at top of the tail, but
recovered after the parts were cut open and then
covered with Venice turpentine, and butter of
antimony inserted, chanred ci ery third day and
hot fomentations applies:
16. After inoculation I lost none from the disease exeepting a valuable bull, which was very far
advanced before the remedy was applied.
17. I 5ii' no symptoms after inoculation,
18. In above remarks the result is pretty well given.
I feel sure my herd was saved by inoculation,
and yet I am puzzled at the circumstance of ten
milking cows, which were not inoculated, having
escaped the disease.
io. In favour, most decidedly, it can do no harm and
may do good. I believe my herd was saved by
inoculation,
20. My ten milkers, running in the paddock with cows
affected with pleuro, not taking the disease,
might be an argument of sonic value against the
efficacy of inoculation. On the other hand, I
cannot believe, unless I had inoculated, my loss
would have been limited to four, beasts; the
inference may be fairly drawn that had I not
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(No. 171-continued.)
Qoestlola.

Answer.

inoculated, the disease would have , qniekly
spread through the herd; then again, is it not
reasonable to infer that the ten milkers were
saved by inoculation having entirely destroyed
the seeds of infection.
22. I am greatly opposed to compulsory inoculation.
if by this means a stock owner can save his herd,
he will naturally adopt it, and cannot be injured
even if the disease be raging next door. On the
other hand, if an unbeliever, let him pay the
penalty; his loss cannot injure his neighbours
who have adopted the remedy. Compulsory
inoculation would necessitate the appointment of
numerous ollicials, whose ignorance in some eases
would cause great loss and trouble.
(No. 172.)

4,.

6.
6.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.

10,
20.
21.
22.

000 in February, 1870.
Three times-in 1870, 1872, and 1874.
950 in 1870, 300 in 1872, and 600 in 1874.
Diseased in 1870; it went generally through thc
herd.
About three months.
In quality.
There were about fifteen died. I sometimes cut
the tails off, which often cured.
I lost about fifteen through inoculation two or
three days after. No deaths occurred through
disease after inoculation.
One month.
Perfect cure.
In favour of it.
I believe in inoculation, as my cattle were dying
very fast till I inoculated, when they immediately stopped. I never saw a beast affected after
inoculation.
Yes.
(No. 173.)
400.
Once-in September, 1871.
About 400.
Showing symptoms every day.
About one month.
About six days swelluigs.
Were milked; affected quantity.
Two cows died which were forward in calf, I think
from being crushed in the per.
None.
I think about three weeks.
Never saw any more of it.
in favour.
Never saw any cattle affected after moculatedwith
good virus.
Care wants to be taken after with regard to swelling; if the rump swells, open it with a knife ; if
the tail, cut it off above.
Yes.

(Not 174.)
Eighty head.
Onee-12t]i August, 1871.
4, Eighty head.
Half my cattle were away from home. Amongst the
half at home I lost three by pleuro-paeumonia.
About ten days.
I San' little or no effects or swelling.
The milkers were inoculated and turned into a
paddock, where they were unmolested.
1.5. No deaths occurred.
One young bullock that had been inoculated was
very ill I applied the fumes of sulphur; lie got
fat; I sold kim; lie was killed, and the butcher
told mci be could sec lie had been ill.
The above.mcntioned'young bullock was the only
one that showed any symptoms of pleuro after
the inoculation. I think it may have been about
three weeks after that lie appeared ill.
is. I cannot state any result of the inoculation except
that, whereas before inoculation I lost two head
that I shot for virus, but the disease was too far
gone to be safe; after the inoculation I saw ito
more of the disease, but in the one case meatioued above in reply to question 16,
if). lam in favour of inoculation.
20. The disease was altogether so mild on my place
that I know but little about it.

(No. 174-continued,)
Question.

Sn,wer.

*

The half my cattle that were from home were
brought home very shortly after the other half
was inoculated they were turned on the run
uninoculated, but never broke out with the
plcuro.
I think it would be judicious to pass such an Act
(No. 175.)
2,500.
Once, in December, 1872,
About 400.
Not diseased.
Had not been diseased.
The swelling fakes place about three days after
inoculation, subsequently the tail drops off.
Cows were milked immediately. The milk was not
affected.
About 2 per cont, died. We cured the swelling by
cutting the tail oil' the beast.
A quarter percentage died of the inoculated cattle
from the disease. Then those which were not.
disturbed.
A few still fake the disease, but very slight, and.
generally recover if not disturbed.
Killed more cattle than we cured by it.
19 Opposed.
1st., disturbing the herd by mustering for inoculation ; 2nd, cattle were exposed to the infection,
and were affected by it.
'While the disease is prevalent, let the herd remain.
as quiet as possible. Shoot and burn any beast
having the disease so bad as to prevent recovery.
I am opposed to the Act, as more cattle die from
inoculation than otherwise.
(No. 176.)
About 400.
• I inoculated first in '63 or '64. I only inoculated
the working bullocks on the place, about 30, and
although the pleuro shortly after broke out in
the herd and killed a great many (83 broken.in.
dairy cows), not one of the inoculated animals
ever got the disease. Inoculated all the rest of
the cattle soon after the disease broke out, and
in about two months the herd was sound.
First occasion, about t.lurty working bullocks;
second, about two hundred mixed cattle.
The dairy cattle and mixed cattle were (some of
them) diseased; of those, some died and others
got over it. 1. do not look upon inoculation as a
cure, but a preventive. Have seen many cases
recover without being inoculated.
About two or three months.
The lung appeared very large and solid, like some.
tiling between liver and lung; cut some of the
ludg that was of lightost colour, with a clean
sherry.eoloured liquid showing in the cells, into
small pieces, the liquid will run from it and immediately congeal to the consistency of jelly or
water arrowroot; squeeze it through n piece of
musli and it will again become liquihed, nor
will it again congeal. The animal may have
been ill two or three or ten or twelve days, there
is no rule as to time. A beast that has the
pleuro cannot bear to go out of a walk, and if
made to trot, will immediately give one or two
little coughs; they always like to stand in water,
and nearly always die there. There is no greater
sisn of pleuro than grinding the teeth together.
Have heard of virus 'being taken after death (by
C. Long, Gresford) and used successfully.
For hew taken, see answer to 7. From the lung.
Only a few hours, and never used after the second
day. It is of the most vital importaiiec that
some way of keeping virus for use should be
discovered. The Government should offer a
reward for the best way of keeping it. Mort's
plan would be the best. To be kept at a central
position in each district.
On this subject, the importance of which can hardly
be over estimated, communicate with Mr. John
Smith, Singleton, care of Mc. Gco. Loder, Abbey
Green, or Mr. A. A. Dangar, Earoona. I again
repeat. that I lie Government should have good
virus kept by Mort's process in every district in
the Colony, so that those who wished could inoculate and brand at the same time.
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(No. 176-continued.)

(No. 1.77-eohjinucd.)

Que,tioia.
Question.
Answer.
11. I have never preserved any virus. but have often
About 1,000.
wished to be able to do so; for, if it could be
preserved, it could be tried and proved before
using it upon valuable animals, or before inoculating any number. I am satisfied that "tiort's
freezing process will, be very valuable to these
colonies for this purpose.
12. First, with a needle and worsted-thread dipped in
the virus; second time, only. use a pets-knife;
raised the skin just enough to draw blood, then
dipped the blade in a small bottle of virus and
put the blade through the same hole again. It
did just as well as using a seton.
'S. Lost fine bullock out of 30 by swelling. Many
cows dwelled badly and had to be scarified about
the rump and upper Fart of the tail; but, if the
operator understands his business, very few are
lost through inoculation.
Cows can be milked. It does not affect either
quantity, or quality. A new goes dry in one or
two days if she has thepleuro.
One bullock out of 400. Lost less than 1 per cent.
by swelling. In bad eases of swelling, the knife
must be freely used, and the animal if possible
should be fed on very soft green food-green
young lucerne is the best.
16. Yes; some cattle died after inoculation. Do not
think it is a cure; in fact, rather think that it
hastens,the end to inoculate an animal already
affected with the disease in its lungs.
Two or three months.
1.8. Saved every animal that was inoculated in good
time-i.e., months before the disease broke outand prevented the spreading of disease through
the herd after it had broken out, making them
again sound in two to three months.
In favour of it; and no one that had seen what I'
have (agreat aeal snore than I can now
write) could possibly be against inoculation.
Write to H. H. Brown, Esq. MS., and Mr. W.
Keliker. both of Lostoek.
TheSO bulloeks that I inoculated in good time were
exposed to the infection, but not one of them
ever caught the disease; other bullocks that I
purchased afterwards. uninocnlated, eauht the
pleuro and died. W. Keliker had his herd
(about 250), inoculated in good time-lost 1 by
swelling, but never lost any of the inoculated
cattle by pleuro. Pleuro afterwards showed in
his young stock-i.e., those calved after lie had
inoculated.
I have often since '64 seen isolated eases of pleuro,
and it appeared to be almost a different disease,
not so rapid in its effects on the animal, nor so
likely to spread to others. In such eases, I
should recommend shutting the animal in a close
place, and well fumigating with burning sulphur,
and a setou to keep a large running sore in the
chest; bleeding I have also practised, and I
think it is beneficial. All or nearly all thoroughly
practical men who have had experience believe
in inoculation. Should the disease ever break
out again in this district, as it did in '64, I am
satisfied that 9 stock-owners out of 10 would
inoculate. The Government should have a supply of virus kept at every Court-house in the
colony, by means of Mort's freezing process.
This would be far better than passing compulsory Acts, as, the virus being within the reach
of those who required it, in a few years time,
inoculating cattle would be probably be nearly
as generally practised as branding them.
No, I do not; for those who did not wish to inoculate would never be able to obtain the virus,
while those who did wish would hardly allow
any obstacle but distance to prevent them from
getting it. An Act should be passed, empowering the Government to declare districts infected,
and then, from good virus kept in central positions by Mort's process, inoculate all cattle in
those districts, or at any rate all cattle whose
owners desired to have them inoculated-the
non-inoculates's would only punish themselves.
(No. 177.)
1,300 head,
Twice-about 5 years ago.

Answer.

About 25 per cent.
Inoculated as soon as symptoms wore noticed.
14. Cows were not milked,
1.5. A few deaths from swelling. Scarified and salt
rubbed in, effect good.
About a month after inoculation no disease was
noticed.
Good.
In favour.
22. No. Some owners do not believe in inoculation.
And I do not think it is a very infectious disease;
travelling cattle have passed through these stations bad with disease and left no trace behind.
About 200 head. (No. 178.)
Once only-about three years ago
About 200 head.
Cattle as usual diseased, pleuro being prevalent; I,
had mine inoculated.
Not affected.
13. Virus took well in the cattle mentioned, and never
lost any by pleuro, nor has it appeared on the run
since inoculation.
1.4. Did not use the cows for some six weeks after inoculation; then the milk or its produce was not In
any way affected,
15. Ten lost by excessive swelling, or 5 per cent.; no
means were used; swelling chiefly in the tail
and hind quarters.
16. Nil.
17, Did not appear.
19. In favour, from the result of my experiments.
(No. 179.)
200.
Twice-the last time July or August, 1874; the
first time I cannot remember.
Not diseased after inoculation; about I per cent.
died.
Not diseased before inoculation.
The tail slightly swollen after from three to four
weeks; about 20 per cent. ; a few, say J per cent.,
lost the point of tail.
Never milked for two months after inoculation.
No deaths.
About j per cent, died from eight to ten days after
inoculation..
I have seen no symptoms of disease since.
In favour if properly done.
(No. 180.)
150.
Three times-1873, 1874, 1875.
Seventy, thirty, fifty.
Free from disease.
Had no disease for two years before,
About one-fourth of the aged cattle swelled, and
about two-thirds of the young cattle.
Never used the milk from cows immediately after
inoculation.
Did not have any deaths from swellings; opened
the tail with a knife; long cuts just through the
hide.
Did not have any deaths from the disease since
inoculation.
Never had the disease; the virus was got elsewhere.
Cannot offer any opinion.
Slightly in favour of inoculation.
21. Nothing to give.
(No. 181.)
3,000.
Once-viz., from 16th February to 23rd March,
1875.
About 2,800.
Only sligfltly diseased-odd ones dying. Inoculated in consequence of disease breaking out in
a very virulent form in a mob of the station
bulloeks then travelling on road (see question
20)
Had shown slight sigiss for two or three years.
Virus was obtained from animals in various stages
from those that only just appeared to be sick to
a beast that had lain down to die, the lungs
being in seine eases nearly healthy, while in the
last. ease were perfectly black. Went by colour
of virus ; selected that of a very pale sherry
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(No. 181-continued.)
Questlo a.

1.0
11

22.

19.
21.

Answer.

(No. 183-continued.)
Question.

Aniwer.

colour ; obtained that colour in the beast named
formed before the disease reaches its last singe. I
as dying, and whose lungs were perfectly black,
lost over two thousand cattle before Ibegan tornbut this was perhaps chance. Animals most
oculate, and none after except a few that were
likely to produce good virus generally only
nearly dead before they were operated on.
slightly sick
of opinion, however,
them
the is 22, I do. Diseased cattle ought to be prevented from
nou r.
le
travelling.
Chest virus-that is, water found in the chest and
(No. 184.)
the virus found in small quantities round about
About
3,000
head,
the lungs.
Inoculated four times, in 1864, 1865, 1866, 'and
Sealed up in bottles and burned, throwing a bucket
1867.
of water over the spot where buried to assist in
In 1864, 2,000 head; 1865, 800 head; 1866, 800
keeping a cool temperature.
head; 1867, 500 head.
Yes, with glycerine, in proportion of + glycerine to
They were diseased; about 5 per cent, showing
virus.
symptoms.
Unsatisfactory; one paddock, consisting of about
Three months.
1,000 bead, being inoculated with mixed virus,
The only effect visible was the swelling and a
did not, after having been inoculated, show any
weakness of the tail.
signs of having been so treated; disease, however,
They were not nulked.
has not appeared.
About 1 per cent. By scarifieatioa or cutting
With grooved knife.
it portion of the tail ofr, it had the desired effect.
The swelling of tails commenced from 16 to 21
No deaths, but in 1864 from 2 to 3 percent. Theyleft
days after inoculation ; about 5 per cent, lost
off dying about five weeks after the inoculation.
one or more joints of tail, and about per cent.
From five to six weeks.
died from swelling running up to rump and
I believe,itis a preventive from pleuro-pneumonia.
getting too bad before they were seen. those
1.0. I am in favour of inoculation.
seen and brought in were cured.
Our cattle after they hnd been inoculated never
Milking cou's not inoculated.
caught the disease after, while other cattle which
Yes, per cent. Those seen in time were cured by
were running with ours but not inoculated
opening the swollen parts at the butt of the tail,
seemed to catch the pleuro continually.
deeply running it knife as far as it would go in
I believe that all virus for inoculation should be
the lower part of the swelling, and letting the
taken from the lungs.
place discharge.
I consider that an Act should be passed.
None.
None dying after inoculation, and showing no
(No. 185.)
symptoms; impossible to say.
About 400 head.
Satisfactory.
Several times; first about .1860.
In favour, most certainly.
About 200 the first time, and the remainder the
We started 500 bulloeks south, which previous to
second time.
their starting had been herded on the station for
The first lot were not very bad when inoculated,
something over six weeks, allof them to appear.
but the second lot were nearly all diseased.
anee being as healthy as possible, among them
First lot about three months, second lot fully six
being 38 that had been inoculated some three
months.
months previously. After they left pleuro came
13. Had no opportunity of making frequent examinacame among them in a very virulent form, and
tions.
in a very short time-not more than three weeks 1.4. Yes ; but the milk was not used.
-04 head had died or had to be left behind.
Yes, a few; cannot say what percentage, not more
About ton days after it broke out the mob was
I think than about 2 per cent.
inoculated, which without doubt stopped the
Yes, a few; when the disease became too far
progress of the disease; but the most important
developed.
point in the matter being, that although the
1 sold a large portion of them off in about four
disease had shown itself in as bad a form as
months in capital condition, no appearance of
possible, not one of the 38 bulloeks previously
disease about them.
inoculated were oither sick or died.
Successful.
All cattle on run now inoculated, with the exception
In favour of inoculation,
of about 200 aged cattle and the weaners; these, 22. Yes.
if any possibility of getting virus, will be inocu(No. 186.)
lated at weaning before the weaaers when herded
are turned out.
I can't say.
Divided in opinion. All owners could not muster
Not for five years.
800.
cattle for the purpose. Not yet clearly proved if
pleuro is contagious ornot. if onlyepidemie, inOn the last ocension I inoculated as a preventive.
dividual inoculation ought to inawer.
And no cattle were then diseased.
In 3 or 4 days you nnght observe the swellings,
(No. 182.)
but often a week would elapse.
We never milked them after inoculation; we
130.
always turned them out.
Only once, in 1865.
I think about 3 per cent, died from the effects of
All diseased.
inoculation. in several cases of excessive swellCannot tell.
ing resort was had to the knife with favourable
Several lost part of the tail by rotting away.
results.
No.
I could hardly answer that question, but I think
None that lean recollect.
very few died of disease after inoculation.
Three died after the operation.
'With the exception of one bull, we have lost no
A.pparently about three months.
cattle on Cambaroona for years from disease.
Favourable.
Favourable result.
tn favour of.
I approve of it.
1 consider such an Act very desirable.
My opinion is that if the operation is properly performed, cattle will not suffer from inoculation.
(No. 183.)
I have no other information to offer. With the
For.
exception of the one bull mentioned before, I have
On all this I refer you to my former report, furnished
had no deaths from plelu-o-paeumonia for five
yeats afto. I beg to refer you on all points to the
years, nor any symptoms of disease.
very full report which I gave a number of years
I think that cattle properly inoculated will not take
ago, when lung disease was prevalent in this
disease, and I think an Act should be passed
quarter, I may state that I consider inoculation
compelling owners to inoculate, if virus is pronot only a preventative, but a certain cure, if percurable.
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(No. 187.)
Question.
Answer.
2. 400.
:3. We have, inoculated twice for pleuro. First in
1867, and again about the end of the year 3871,
since which date the disease has not appeared in
the herd.
In 1867, 300 were inoculated, and 400 in 1871.
The cattle on each occasion were diseased before
inoculated, but the percentage actually showing
symptoms were small, about 2 or 3 in the herd.
Inoculation was resorted to a few days after the
first appearance of the disease.
13. Swellings did not appear to any alarming extent.
I should think not more than S per cent.
14, Cows were not milked after inoculation. I should
think the milk would be affected.
About 2 per cent, died from excessive swellings,
which. .1 attribute to the cattle having been
turned out on the run and not found until mortification had set in. The tail of the beast was
cut off when the swelling was excessive, and
symptoms of mortification appearing.
I have never known an instance of inoculated cattle
taking the disease.
The disease finally left the herd in about a month
after the operation was performed.
Most satisfactory. The cattle ceased dying, and
appeared to improve in condition faster after the
operation was performed than before.
If. I am strongly in favour of inoculation properly performed. I firmly believe that a beast inoculated
with good virus, properly administerid. will not
aftenvards take the disease.
20. I have known cattle which were inoculated to be
exposed to infection in almost every possible
form, and in no case have I known an inoculated
beast to take the disease.
22. Owners of infected herds should be compelled by
Act of Parlianieat to inoculate,
(No. 188.)
15,000.
Once, in 1868, when over 12,000 were inoculated;
once, in April, 1874, about 2,00O were inoculated,
In 1868 the only cattle that the disease was amongst
were a few in one paddock (under 300 head),
from 10 to 15 per cent. were showing symptoms.
Since 1868, when a great many died from pleuro
after inoculation, there has never been above 2
or 3 per cent, of the general herd showing symptoms.
A very short time in 1868. Inoculation was set
about at once, after the disease was seen.
About ten days after inoculation the tails of some
began to swell. It was always found that there
were far more swelled tails iii hot weather,
Can give no information about this matter.
About 4or .5 per cent, died from swelled tails in the
hot weather. The means tried to cure them were
chopping off the tails arid bleeding.
All the heavy losses we had in 1868 were after
inoculation. About two months or less after the
operation the greatest losses occurred.
At certain times of the year there has always been
an odd case of pleuro to be seen, but it has never
shown itself very bad. In the autumn of 1873
and 1874 it was the w'orst it has been since 1868.
Very unsatisfactory ; had fewer losses amongst
about 2,000 or 3,000 that were left alone in 1868
than amongst the inoculated ones, and all our
subsequent experience tends to prove that it is
better not to inoculate.
20. We have always found that cattle thra.t were left
alone recovered from the disease as soon, and had
less losses amongst them than those that were
inoculated. One lot of young heifers, about
1,200 head, that were inoculated in Aprit or
May, 1874, showed no sigds of the disease at the
time, but about a month aIl.eru'ards the losses
were heavier amongst them than any on the run,
as many as 4 per cent. lying. 'We have also
found that cattle that are most disturbed during
the summer suffer more from pleuro than
others.
22. Decidedly opposed to it.
No. 189.)

2. About 4,000.

Questisn.

(No. 189-continnect)
Ausw,'.r,

3. Inoculated the whole herd once in 1867, and 1,800
last year.
Last year the cattle were nearly free from pleuropneumonia. I only inoculated a few diseased.
Some of them I killed and found the lungs quite
black and rotten.
I cannott say; but not long.
13.. [n the tail, rump, and sides, in lumps.
15. . Very few deaths. Open the swelling and take out
the spatter.
10. Very few. LTp to about three weeks after inoculation;
17. About three weeks.
In favour.
Some of the cattle were exposed. I did not notice
them affected.
22. No; because you may obtain virus, but the state of
the cattle may be too poor, and you would lose
more by inoculating.
(No. 190.)
2. 1,200 head.
3. Three times ; about seven years ago for the first
time; also about four years ago, and also last
November, '73.
4. All the herd the first time, nearly all the second
time; about 1,200 head.
5. About 4 or 5 per cent, were bad when I inoculated
them,
0. About three months, i.e., seven years ago. On last
occasion I saw a few and thought it better to
inoculate.
Sonic in four days. and sonic longer.
Not milked after inoculation.
Very few-2 per cent, about. Cut a piece of the
tail oil' when very bad to make them bleed,
I lost about 2 per cent. altogether; whether from
the swelling of tail, or disease, or crushing in
the yard, or from all three, I can't say.
About three months after inoculation it disappeared.
From only observing it generally, I cannot be
eertaia as to its results.
1 would never inoculate unless the disease came
amongst them. On the whole, I don't much
believe in it.
The adjoining herd were not inoculated the last
time the disease appeared, and yet it left that
herd about the same time as my own.
(No. 191.)
2. In 1874 I inoculated 630.
8. Once in 1874-about September, 1874.
4,. 630, in 1874.
G. 1 per cent.
6. Three weeks.
Swelling at the butt of the tail.
Milked immediately after inoculated ; neither
affected in quantity or quality, or in any other
wsy.
About two out of 100. Means tried, cutting the
tail off and scarifying the swelling.
Death after inoculation, one-eight days after.
1.7. About four weeks.
18. No disease appeared since,
19. In favour.
20. If properly inoculated never exposed to the infection ; but if wrongly inoculated afibets the
limbs and swelling in the chest,
21.. No other; only inoeulat.iag.
22. Yes.
(No. 192.)
12,000 head.
Tnoeulnted in 1866-7; also in 1.872.
Three thoRsand eight hundred (3,800) also 500.
Disease was strong in the herd when 1. inoculated,
The disease was in the herd fully three months
before I inoculated.
14. Did not milk after inoculation,
16. I started 2,800 store cattle on the road a week
after the inoculation was finished, rind lost about
4 per cent. I also started 500 head to Dubbo;
they were inoculated ten days before starting,
and I only lost four head from disease,
18. Very satisfactory. Loss of 4 per cent. on one lot,
2,800 store cattle to Melbourne; loss of + per
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(No. 192-continued.)
(No. 196-continued.)
Answe,
ci uestioii .
Ai,nvcr.
cent, on the lot started to Dubbo; loss of - per
In 1866 ten per cent. of deaths, in 1875 four per
cent, on those on station.
cent. of deaths. No remedy was tried.
In favour of inoculation, decidedly; and have had
Yes. Could not say.
extensive experience.
17. In 1866 about two months; at present there is a
I started, in 1865, 3000 head of stoic cattle not
little disease among the cattle.
inoculated, and lost from deaths 30 per cent.
is- ]. think it advantageous, as the disease will nearly
ivlicreas in 1867 i: started another of store cattle
die out.
for Melbourne that were inoculated, and ray 1.9. in favour.
losses from disease were only 4 per cent.,' and in 21. I believe this year half my cattle were put in a
another instance only and ij per cent. Whereas
large paddock and they hung round the fence
in my herd that were not inoculated there was
and fell away in condition, which predisposed
at least a loss of 20 per cent.; and from the
them to take it.
same cattle I inoculated some before starting 9') Yes.
them overland to Melbourne, and lost only 4 per
(No. 197.)
cent.
0 250,
When the virus can be obtained and the herd infected, I think that owners should be compelled
Once, April, 1868.
to inoculate.
250.
One and a halt percentage.
No. 193.
From November until April-in that time there
(11,) eleven thousand.
were 450 dead.
Only once, when the young cattle are weaned.
Swelling in tail.
About (2,000) two thousand,
Not milked until the following summer.
Very little disease showing on the lu]].
From date of inoculation disease finally left the
No disease showing in any of the cattle at the time
herd in twelve or fourteen days.
they were inoculated.
Disease stopped.
Not more than three or four out of every one
In favour.
thousand lost their tails by swelling from the
I believe cattle properly inoculated will not be
inoculation.
affected afterwards.
I have not inoculated; and milking cows I pre&r 22
I do not, as any one that inoculated his cattle once
nioeulating at the age of from six months to two
knows the good of it.
years old.
No deaths that I am aware of.
(No. 198.)
None that I am aware or
1,.
In favour ofNovember, 1867, and .Tuue, 1875.
I believe the percentage of deaths from pleuro1868, 1,500; 1875, 1,400.
pneumonia to be much less since I have regu0. Bad order and condition.
lady inoculated the young cattle as I wean them. 13,
Slight swellings.
I would rather sayan Act should be passed to force
Not milked.
the owners of cattle to inoculate while such cattle
Not any 1 believe.
are in a sound and bealthy condition. I do not
About
twenty or twentyfive died, hut these I think
consider inoculation a cure, but a preventive of
were hurt in crush, being in calf, or had disease
i )lcuro.pnenmonia.
bad when inoculated.
December; do not see any disease now:
(No. 194.)
1.9. Yes, decidedly in favour.
1500.
20, I saw no disease amongst the cattle inoculated in
The tails of great numbers would drop oIL
1868, all deaths were amongst the young cattle.
No experience on that.
21. I believe disease was brought on the run from
Very few deaths afterwards.
- freshly inoculated cattle passing through.
1 think a preventative but not cure.
0') s o, .1. believe in inoculation, but think it should be
In favour.
loft to the owner's option to do so or not.
(No.
(No. 199.)
840.
Twice; about ten years ago, and August, 1874.
1,500.
About 400 first time, and 840 last time.
Once-December, 1873.
About 10 per cent, first time, and 2 per cent. en
800.
the last occasion showed symptoms of disease.
0- 10 per cent.
About three months.
6. About three or four weeks.
The tail inmost eases swelled slightly, the end of 13. 2 per cent, swelled, .1 think, through the virus
the tail coming off in some eases.
being too strong. Cut the tails of three or fer.
Did not notice any effect whatever in the milk.
it. Milked day after inoculation found the milk
Only one death. Opened the swelling, and poured
good.
in butter of antimony.
1.3. Out of 800 lost about fifteen, caused through inilamFive or six died after being inoculated, but were
nation in the gut from the fundament stopping
diseased before. One died two months after
passage; found that; the cause in
the deaths.
inoculation, but it is most probable that the virus It. In a week after being inoculated.
did not take in this ease.
IT. Disease stopped after inoculation.
About two months.
1.8. Good.
I believe inoculation to be a preventative it' the D. In favour.
proper virus is used. I. do not think the chest 20. Pleuro ha s been in a di Ikrent part of the run from
virus is any use whatever. Have seen good rewhere the inoculated cattle depasture-about
sults from virus obtained from the marbled Jung
four mites.
No appearance of the disease
merely pounded up and used whilst fresh, alamongst the cattle that were inoculated.
though excessive swellings and the loss of a 21 I believe inoculation as a preventive, and that
good many tails is certain from using this virus.
virus can be kept a moderate time by securely
In favour of it, but do not consider that inoculation
corked and sealed, and kept in a deep water.
should be made compulsory.
hole.
No.
22 Some people believe inoculation. I do; others
do not. Let them please themselves. Cattle
(No. 196.)
infected ought not to be allowed to leave their
1866 about 3,000 head; 1875 about 4,200 head.
run until they are inoculated,
Twice, in the years mentioned above.
See No. 2.
(No. 200.)
in 1866 seven per cent.; in 1875 two per cent,
100.
8ix months.
Inoculated Once-in 1865.
Swellings, and in many eases loss or tail.
100.
Yes, milk not much afrected,
412-U

Quntion.

22
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2.

0.
13.
I4
15.
16

22.
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(No. 200-continued.)
Qutifloa.

Answer.

Diseased about one fourth.
About one month.
Not milked.
Three per cent. No means tried.
None.
Those that were diseased at the time of inoculation
soon died, within a fortnight; and then the disease
disappeared.
Successful.
In favour.
These cattle that were inoculated never had the
disease again, though cattle introduced on the
run after had the pleuro, and were running with
with them.
22. I believe that it is to the owners of cattle advantae
to inoculate ; still as pleuro does not scent to 'be
so virulent now, and under-certain circumstances
it is often very injurious to disturb a large herd,
I could not accede to a compulsory Act..
(No. 201.)
2. About 3,000 head.
3. Twice. First in September, 1866; again in February, 1875.
4. About 3,000 head in 1866, and about 2,000 in 1875.
5. When inoculated in 1866 there was odd ones
diseased all through the herd, but I could not
now say the percentage. In 1875 the disease
only showed on one side of the run, and we inoculated all round them, and the disease has left
that part, but a few still has it where not done.
0. In 1866 the disease was in the herd about'four
months before we inoculated. In 1875 we inoculated about one month after it made its appear.
anee.
About five per cent, swelled.
We did notmillr the cows for about ten days after
inoculation. I can't say if it affected the nailk
or not.
About one per cent died. Some we cut the tails oft
and some were scarified, according to the state
they wero in. I have seen some bad cases cured
by so doing.
I have not known above four or five deaths after
inoculation from the disease; and in all cases
shortly after they were done, I have not known
any diç after they were one month done.
Within one month.
1.8. Wherever I inoculated the disease has died out.
19. In favour of it.
20. I have knoivn the disease break out on one side
of a run, and the owner inoculated at once, and it
stopped the disease aliogether. This was a
neighbouring station. None of the cattle that
were inoculated here in 1866 took the disease
this year. In all cases they were-younger ones.
21. I don't know anything worth communicating.
(No. 202,)
Once, in 1873.
About 400.
6. There was no disease showing at the time.
No.
No.
19. In favour of.
(No. 203.)
400.
Once, 10 years ago, and again 18 months ago.
I forget.
All sound.
(No. 204.)
First date of inoculating, about 800 head; second
date July, 1875, about 2,000, which includes my
own and a large number the property of selectors
in the neighbourhood, which I operated upon.
I have inoculated on two occasions-the first time
about eight years ago, and secondly in July last,
1875.
First time, about 800 head; second, 2,000.
About 2 per cent, showing symptoms of disease.
The first time inoculation was adopted more as a
preventative than as a cure.
About two months. 13. About a fortnight after inoculation several were
affected with swellings.

(No. 204-conliwuod.)
Qce,Uoa.

Answer.

Milking was contiaued after inoculation without
any perceptible decrease in milk or affecting
them in any way.
Only two deaths occurred that we are aWare of;
scarifying was the only means used to those
affected by swelling.
Thy or eight cattle died within three weeks after
being operated upon from the disease.
About a month.
Cattle apparently healthy.
in favour of inoculation,
On the first occasion when I inoculated, cattle on
borders of my run were dying from disease, and
mine never were attacked. In June and July
last, I lost from disease between 30 and 40 head
(about 4 per cent.), since which, after inocu.lating, I have not lost any.
(No. 205.)
9 760 head on first occasion.
3. Three times- first October, 1873, 760 head; about
April, 1874, 70 head; about April, 1875, 130
head.
4, 760 bead. 70 head, 130 head.
0. -Diseased on each occasion, but very small percentage, as I inoculated as soon as observed.
Few days.
Young beast, disease very fir advanced, lung considerably hepntixcd or marbled.
Partly from the lung, and mixed with virus found
in small quantities near the lung in glohules.
0. Twenty-four hours.
No.
Never used it.
Needle and thread, inserted though the tbiaend of
tail.
13 Swelling within a fortnight, loss of tails to the
extent of a fourth; deaths, 3 or 4 per cent, in
first lot; out off tails and used tar; considored
virus too strong, but never had any disease since
in that lot.
14 Don't think cows were milked during time of disease.
15 Died of excessive swelling, 3 or 4 per cent. ; cut off
tails and used tar with good effect.
16 No deaths after about three weeks; up to that time
lost 3 or 4 per cent. ; sonic from disease, but
principally from inoculation.
About three weeks.
Good throughout.
As far as my experience has gone, I am decidedly a
believer in inoculation; at the same time 1. may
add, that of the last lot operated on, it has been
reported to me that two deaths from pleuro has
taken place; I was not present at the operation,
and believe that the virus or fluid used were taken
from the cavity of the chest.
20. The several lots of cattle before spoken of were all
rrchascd and at various times; the first lot of
e60 head, has ever since been exposed to the
influence of the disease, inasmuch as the lots
afterwards brought on to the run, after being
there a few weeks became diseased and were
treahd for it, and not one of the 760 ever showed
any signs. The lot of fat cattle before spoken of
was from my Yaraldool Station, Namot River;
the market being low when they arrived here I
ehooscd to hold them, when in the paddocks about
a fortnight, pleuro showed itself, I still held them
for a few weeks longer, thinking it might leave
them, but it seemed to be as bad as ever, the
weather became very wet and the cattle began to
loose condition, when I picked out about half of
the best of them and sent them to market, the
disease still in the residue, where it continued
more or less for about three months.
22. No, I think owners should be left to their own discretion.
(No. 206.)
4,000.
Once-February, 1868.
3,500.
Disease had shown in the herd just before inoculation was performed; the number a'eeted was
about 5 per cent.
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(No. 206.-continued.)
Question.

21,
22.

4,
13.

is.

Answe,

Disease showed in the herd not more than a mouth
before inoculation was performed.
In the tail only, when after about ten days some of
the cattle showed swellings to a moderate extent.
Milkers were inoculated, but not milked afterwards
for about a fortnight; did not affect the milk in
anyperceptible way.
A few deaths did, occur. we believe about 1 per cent.
In eases of excessive swellings the tails were
abdve scab of the inflammation.
We don't know of any eases.
Thsensq does not now show in the herd.
We are in favour of inoculation.
are clearly of opinion that inoculation is a preventative to the disease, but think public opinion
is not yet ripe for such an Act.
(No. 207.)
10,500.
I have inoculated twelve different herds ; commenc.
mg in August, 1855, and the last in or about
May, 1865.
I cannot give the separate inoculations, but the
whole might amount to about 13,000 to 14,000.
You nmst be a very clever man to state the actual
percentage, bat the cattle were more or less
affected.
Some two months, and some a week.
All showed more or less swellings, except those cattle
which had not taken, say about 3 per cent, not
shown signs of swellings.
Yea, took 110 particular notice whether it affected
milk.
Yes, about 4 per cent.; had the tail removed and the
loins dressed.
I had on several occasions from 30 to -30 per cent.
from one day to fourteen days.
Never kept any calculations.
Don'tt believe in it, as I found it was not a preven
intive. There has been more losses caused by
- inoculation than when left alone.
i am quite opposed to it.
1 had several cattle suffering from pleuro when
inoculated; I have known these cattle to die of
ploaro two years afterwards.
I know of nothing.
Certainly not, it would be better to take them into
the yard at once and kill them.
(No. 208.)
100.
Once.
100.
MI showing symptoms.
Twelve months.
No swelling.
Cows not milked six months.
No deaths.
None.
At once.
Good.
In favour.
No remarks to make on the above experience.
None to give.
Yes, I consider an Act should be passed for that
purpose.

(No. 210-continued.)
Question.

(No. 211.)
300. Never inoculated any.
Not since 1.863, and thbn only a few workers.
19, I am in favour of inoculation.
20. Those which were inoculated were never afterwards
affected.
22. I do.

4'
5.
C.
13,

10.
17.

is.

19.

20

21

(No. 209-)
About 900,
Inoculated the herd about saves' years ago; done
so before disease entered, and have not had any
affected Aince that time.
13. Tail swelled, some required to be cut off.
15. None.
18. None.
Prevented disease entenng herd.
In favour of it.

(No. 210.)
100,
Once-the spring of 1864.
100.
6 per cent. showing symptoms.
Three months.
13. Three days after inoculation, swelling of the tail,
sonic losing half of the tail, others losing the
brush of the tail, others the swellings went down
without their losing any part of their tail.

Answer.

None milked.
One death from excessive swelling of the tail. We
believe it might have been saved if taken in time
and the tail cut oIL
1.6. None died.
We have had no cattle die from the disease since,
although it has been among our neighbours'
cattle,
In favour.
We inoculated the working bulloeks, and they have
since travelled through diseased herds and none
of them took the disease.
We have had no cattle die from the disease since
1864. The cattle we have now are the offspring
of those inoculated during that year.
No.

22.

(No. 212.)
About 120.
Once; in May, 1865.
About 70.
In fine healthy condition, a few head only showing
signs of disease, all of which died.
Three weeks or thereabout.
A few days after the operation on root of tail and
hips.
They were milked continuously after the operation
without any detriment to the milk in quality
or quantity, only in the case of swellings.
There were about four deaths, and two recovered
from swellings; the means of freatment used
were lacerations, fomentation, and soothing unguents.
No more deaths; that is to say, no more fresh eases
of disease after inoculation.
Immediately.
On the whole satisfactory, only the swellings.
Opposed to indiscriminate inoculation, but in favour
of the operation when performed by careful and
intelligent hands, particularly when other means
have failed.
Inoculation generally in this neighbourhood stayed
the disease, nor were there many if any more
fresh eases, although diseased cattle still kept
coming into the district.
I have come to the conclusion, by considerable
attention, that cattle who may have had the
disease, but apparently and really well, are more
likely to perpetuate the disease whilst travelling,
but when they settle down quietly on a run they
soon lose th epower of infecting. The disease
was carried to this herd by a mob of store or
rather fat cattle, from the -vicinity of Goulbnrn
(Luptoas), every single beast of which appeared
at some time to have gone through the fever,
as there were hepatizations and adhesions in
every case slaughtered for beef, many of them
however were kept alive to old age without in.
- feeling more cattle.
In every case where the disease is not stayed within
four or five weeks from its commencement, in.
oeulation ought to be made compulsory.

(No. 213.)
About 400.
In 1867, and 1871.
No return, see note.
22. No.

(No. 214.)
About 1,500.
Once, four years ago.
420 head.
.5. Main body sound, a few stragglers showed symptoms, consequently I inoculated the cattle running on the portion of my run adjoining herds
that were diseased.
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(No. 21.4-continicect)
.4 unrer.
6. Not more than a few days to my knowledge.
13. Some swelled very much up tail, in fact, the whole
of the hind quarters, about third or fourth day.
14. Did not milk any, being firmly of the opinion that
inoculation renders the milk unfit for use for
some weeks.
15. Yes, about three per cent. Tried scarifying, but it
did not save in all cases, in each case that I cut
the tail off I saved the beast, I believe in ease
of excessive swelling the tail should be out of'.
10. None that I am aware of.
Saw notIcing more of it after cattle recovered front
inoculation.
Satisfactory.
Decidedly in favour.
Soon after the cattle were inoculated upon the portion of my run where the pleuro showed, the
disease left the herd, and i: have seen nothing
more of it since, which r consider proves the
efficacy of inoculation as a preventive, and I
further believe, if resorted to in time, it cures.
1 consider great care should be exercised to procure
virus from the lung when at the proper stage;
my loss rcsultcd from using virus from the lung
of a beast that was too far gone; I certainly
think when inoculation is properly carried out
there is no doubt of its efficacy.
Yes, but consider each party should first be subjected to a test as to competency to procure
proper virus and inoculate.
(No. 215.)
2. 100.
3. I have inoculated three times, once in 1864, also in
1865, and 1871.
4. From fifty to sixty head.
5. In 1865 and 1871, about six or seven per cent.
affected.
Li. About fourteen days.
About a week or ten days after inoculation the tails
became inflamed and swollen, and in some cases
the tails had to be taken off at the rump to save
the beast.
The cows were milked as usual, but no alteration
in the milk took place to nolice.
1.5. About two per cent. died from inoculation, I opened
the hide and cut the diseased part out, or as
much as possible, and kept the part well turpenfined.
16. After ten or fourteen days, I noticed no disease, I
had- no deaths occur after inoculation, from
disease.
10. I am decidedly in favour of inoculation if the virus
can be obtained at the proper stage, so that it
will not be too strong but still effective.
.20. I never saw a beast that was properly inoculated take disease, ahthocgh always running with
affected cattle.
21. The most difficult part of inoculation in my opinion
is the obtaining the proper virns;that is if it be too
strong it will kill as much as the disease, and if it
is not strong enough it will take no effect,
(No. 216.)
520.
Once, January, 1871.
620.
is. Good many.
6. Cannot say, as I only took charge a short time
previously.
14. Yes. in no way sufficient to be noticed.
19. In favour of.
22. No.
(No. 217.)
I baught100 heifers of the OB over 3 brand down the
Mehi, and part of the herd they were travelling
with had the pleuro. I had what I bought inoculated. There were some six or seven died,
but I believe it stayed the disease.
I do not think it should be compulsory.

Question.

(No. 218.)
2. 1,000 head.
3. Once, in November, 1866.
4. 700 head.
5. About ten per cent.
6. About one month.
13. About three weeks after the tail swelled.
1.4. Yes, and the milk was not affected in any way.

(No. 218-conti;,uecl.)
Qii,stion.

Ai,,wer.

Yes, and about two per cent.; cut the tails off
No.
Almost immediately.
Beneficial.
Most decidedly in favour.
There has not been any disease amongst my cattle
since 1866, although cattle on the adjoining
stations have been affected.
1. believe in inoculation as a preventive.
.1 do.
(No. 219.)
2. About 150.
3. Once, March. 1872.
4. About 150.
.5. About six had died. About the same number
showed symptoms; two of them very badly.
41. About four or six weeks since first affected, but
cause not then suspected.
Cannot now state particularly, but think they were
first observed within a week.
No, not milked till apparently recovered.
1.5. Only one animal died, but it was very much
affected before inoculation.
10. Only one, within a week.
17. Observed no fresh cases after inoculation.
18. From dpte of inocuintion no fresh cases were
observed, and none since.
19. Decidedly in favour of it.
20, I believe the disease was introduced innong my
cattle, which are in paddocks, by a bull I have
got a few weeks previously. The bull died first,
then in a few weeks several cattle died; the cause
not then suspected. When satisfied as to the
cause inoculation was resorted to. No fresh
cases have since appeared.
22. Yes.
(No. 220.)
250 head.
Once, June, 1874.
5. Four died from the disease.
U, Three had died about two months before the herd
was inoculated. It was from the fourth animal
that the virus was taken, and the others were
immediately inoculated.
One cow died from the effects of inoculation and
great poverty. Tio others were swelled badly,
at root of tail, which was slit open and allowed
to bleed freely ; after doing so they soon got all
right.
Two cows were milked for family use from the time
they were inoculated; the milk was not at all
affected.
Only one ; and the cow was very poor, was not
able to stand up when once got down.
None died after inoculation from the disease.
No disease was noticed in any of the cattle exceptrng
those that died, which was before inoculation.
19. I ancin favour of inoculation.
20. There were very few cattle affected in the district
at the time of inoculation, but afterwards some
of the farmers lost cattle from the disease, but
could not say whether any of the inoculated
cattle were exposed to the infection.
(No. 221.)
3,500.
Once, in 1867; some small lots at various other
times.
1,000.
Diseased, about 10 per cent.
0. Three or four weeks.
7. All of one lung and part of the other, on one occasion; about half the lung on another.
S. Partly from the lung, and partly water from the
chest near the lung.
Used the same day and next morning, keeping close
and cool.
No.
With needle and thread; needle, th'm, almost fiat,
about I of an inch broad; thread, berlin wool.
Swellings few, appearing about ten days or two
weeks after inoculation.
Yes; did not notice any difference of milk.
Two or three; cut out affected parts of rump, and
tried cauterization.
Some died after inoculation, but could not say it
from the disease or effect of inoculation,
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(No. 225.)
(No. 221-continued.)
Question,
Answer.
Answer;
Question.
About two months.
Of the 1,0001 inoculated just as pleuro was showing
2. 100 head.
amongst them, the loss, I think, was about one
3. Only once-in 1873.
to eight of those that were not inoculated, the
4. Sixty.
disease having run through the latter before
b. Unhealthy.
41. Six months.
inoculation was practicable.
13. Four died with a swelling up the backbone.
Strongly in favour.
In 1867 I inoculated two teams of bullocks for a 14. Never milked any.
carrier, who had lost several, killing one to get 15. 1our died.
virus ; he lost no more. With same virus I 16. None.
inoculated all my own working bullocks but two, U. Nine months before it left the cattle. Some of th
calves died belonging to the cows that bad not
which could not be found in time. About a week
calved when inoculated.
after I sent them all on the road where pleuro
was raging ; within a month both the umnoduGood.
lated bullocks died front the disease; none of the
].it favour; and all persons that travel with disothers took it at all. At same time I inoculated
eased cattle without inoculation ought to get six
some young Lulls I had just got, and turned
months.
them out in the herd; soon after the disease
None of the cattle that were inoculated took the
disease after.
appeared in the herd, and J lost several other
bulls, but none-of those that were inoculated,
I consider any man having diseased cattle ought
22. No, I do not; I believe inoculation to be a thorough
not to be allowed to travel with them.
preventive, but no cure. In some cases it w-ould
They should be compelled to do so.
be very hard indeed to compel inoculation, and
there is little fear but people will see the benefit
(No. 226.)
aeon and take advantaae of it, when they can do so
300 head.
without greater loss titan by leaving it alone.
Once only about eight years ago.
5. About half the herd.
(No. 222.)
0. About a month.
21 I have no cattle at present, and it is twelve years
Very little swelling.
since I sold my cattle, but 1 always found inocu.
I cannot distiaetly remember whether it had any
lation to be good if it was done right, that is, the
effect on the milk.
virns to be used right by an experienced man.
Very few deaths. Cutting joint of tail.
That is all I know.
Very few in the courso of three or four days.
I have noticed wonderful improvement in a fort(No. 223.)
night after being inoculated.
1,000.
I
think
it has a beneficial effect on diseased cattle.
Once-about 1963.
I am in favour inoculation.
1,000.
I have Dot known of any to be affected after being
About 5 per cent, showing symptoms.
inoculated.
Immediately on showing symptoms of disease.
12. Swelling takes place from nine to twenty.one days 22. I do not think any Act necessary as all owners will
endeavour if possible to prevent the spread of
after operation, seldom to any extent if the virus
disease among their herds.
is of a liuht colour; if of dark colour I find it
kills cattle.
Have never used milk after inoculation for one
(No. 227.)
month; a calf sucking is not affected.
2. 500 head.
None died. Have had to take tail off above
8. Once in December, 1870.
swelling; have seen cattle die from being inocu500 head.
lated with dark-coloured virus.
Diseased. 1 per cent, showing symptoms.
10. Have had some die that had disease before inocuPleuro had been among them for about 12 months.
lation, although not showing disease at time of 13. IsIost of the cattle were swollen about the tail a few
inoculation; had none die after six weeks.
days after the operation. Two or three head had
17. About 5i1 weeks after operation among inoculated
to be lanced open near the root of the tail.
cattle; for twelve months among cattle not be- 15. About 1 per cent, died from swellings. Lancing
longing to rim that were not inoculated.
was tried with good effect to cure the swelling!.
is. Cattle never showed any sign of disease at being 10. About 1 per cent, died.
inoculated six weeks.
17. About three months.
10. In favour of inoculation.
18. Satisfactory.
20. Have seen cattle mixed and running among dis- 19. In favour of.
eased cattle, and never saw them take disease 22. No,
after beingproperly inoculated.
(No. 228.)
21 Virus should be taken from a young beast in first
stage of disease, and before the lung turns a
About 200 head.
dark colour.
1 have only inoculated my cattle once four years
22 Should think an Act compelling all ownors to in.
ago, and never have had the pleuro since. I
oculate would stamp out disease.
believe it donegood, for the cattle was dying
very fast when 1 did them; and about a month
(No. 224.)
after the cattle was done the disease left the
220.
herd, and I have had no diseased since.
Once-March, '75.
& Can't say, cattle on a run loose; I could not say.
100.
6. About four weeks.
About 10per cent.
If the virus takes, the tail will swell a little. if
G. One month.
the virus be too strong the beast may lose his
tail.
13. Very little swelling, with loss of hair.
14. Mileh cows not inoculated.
Never milk any of the cows after till they were
well over the disease.
15. No deaths occurred after inoculation.
16. No.
I lost none from the inoculation to best of my
opinion.
17. Six months.
18. Found it to be effectual.
A. few, one or two that were bad when inoculated,
19. In favour of.
but lost none after two weeks.
20. By obsercatioa I consider that inoculation is a preSaw notlung of the disease after four weeks.
ventative against pleuro. No.
19. I favour.
21. Cattle that disease has not shown symptoms of 20. Never knew a beast to take the disease after the
while on the run, if taken on the road and
inoculation if the inoculation took properly, and
caught in wet weather for any length of time,
I do think that they will take it if the inoculadisease will at once show out on them,
tion takes.
22. Yes.
22. Yes.,
4)
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(No. 229.)
(No. 233-continued,)
9uea Lion.
Answer.
Question.
Answer.
2. None inoculated.
16. Cannot jell.
3. Never for many years.
17. Two or three months.
4. 1,600 head, years since.
is. Cattle left ofl' dying.
5. Subsequently lost half the herd.
19. In favour.
C. At the time.
21. Great care is requisite in procuring virus, not too
22. I don't think inoculating will do any harm; but the
old or too strong.
difficulty is in obtaining the proper viras.
(No. 284.)
1,500 head.
(No. 230.)
When the disease first appeared, about fourteen
300.
years ago, the whole 1,500 head were inoculated
Once-1868.
except about 100 cows too fhr advanced in calf,
300.
and those left were done afterwards; eight or
Mildly infected; 5 per cent.
nine had, however, died in the meantime.
0. About a month.
1,400 on the first occasion, about ninety on the
13. Swellings.
second ; two years afterwards; 160; and in 1869,
14. No recollection.
the disease having appeared in a neighbouring
15. A few; about 2 per cent., For cure, split the tail
herd, 900 were done.
or cut it oil; as most effectual.
C. About four months. 200, I believe, died before
16. A few; about a fortmght.
inoculation, and about thirty afterwards; a month
17. About a month.
after, all signs of disease had disappeared from
is, Only inoculated one, and cannot form result.
my herd; though strangers were still rlying.
In favour.
13.
The
swelling begins in eight or nine days, and I
Inoculation I believe is a preventative if properly
believe I lost about 2 per cent, from excessive
done, and have known cattle that had been
swelling.
operated on, exposed to diseased animals without
14.. Never used the milk from cows that had been
infection,
recently inoculated.
The disease sleould be attended to at once. All
About 2 per cent. When the swelling was excessive
infected animals removed totally away, not
we cut the tail off as lugh up as possible. so that
allowing them to have, access even to water
the bleeding might stop the inflammation.
flowing towards the leenitliy animals.
None.
9.) Yes ; very much in favour of an Act to compel
A month.
owners of infected cattle to inoculate. Also an
IS. Healthy cattle.
Act to compel drovers to destroy infected miDecidedly in favour.
inals, passing through healthy runs, by fire or
As 1 have stated before-neighbours' cattle died
burial.
from pleuro ocr the run among mine (after they
recovered from inoculation) without any bad
(No. 221.)
result.
9 About 50.
22. I rIo not.. It has often been impossible to get virus
3. Only once about three years since.
within a m'eason;eble distance, and it is of the
'I About 12 showed disease; about 21, lead died before
utmost
importance to have it fresh; besides, the
inoculation was tried ; some few died after, but
benefit is so decided that all will inoculate should
it soon ceased.
the disease return.
C. About a month.
13. They did not swell, with the exeeptionol' one, and
(No.
that flow lost her tail.
2. head.
14. Those that had not the disease when inoculated; I
inoculated oacc-.Tannarv, 1575.
hav heard it not affects the milk in quantity
2,500 head,
or 1uality.
Diseased-S per cent.
15.. A few died. Only one swelled; nothing was tried.
Three months.
IC). All that died had the disease when inoculated.
17. I n.m not quite sure, but within a month, and they 14. I did not milk for a month after inoculation.
were put with mine that never had the disease; 15. About. 2 per cent, died. Cut and scarified above
parts swollen.
and none of mine ever had the disease, and they
10. Very few died from pleuro after inoculation.
were afterwards mixed with S. A. Blackman's
herd, and none ever had the disease to this time. 17. One month.
IS. I have not seen symptoms of pleuro among time
I am in favour of inoculation.
inoculated cattle.
The cattle are now with mine on Mr. J. D. Sin gle's
19. I cmii in favour of inoculation.
station, and not one of ours have died.
21 I have given on the other page all the information 20. I left 500 head on one part of the run which I did
not inoculate, and pleuro exists amongst them
I can; and I wish every one was compelled to
still.
inoculate, by an Act being passed.
21. Last January I branded 1,600 calves and inoculated
them at the same thue. I found that all the
(No. 232.)
male calves werevery much swollen in the purse,
3. Once -about five years ago. No disease since.
and I would not again inoculate and castrate at
0. Disease amongst them-about .5 per cent.
the same time.
6. A very short time.
18. Swollen tails.
(No. 286.)
14. Did not use the milk.
2.
About
1,800.
15. One bullock; out his tail off
3. We inoculated twice for pleuro-pneumonia, the first
16. Very few.
time about the year 1869, and the second about
17. Two months.
twelve months later.
18. It saved my herd.
4. About 600 or 700 head each time.
19. Eu favour of it.
21. From observation I notice that other herds not 5. Cattle were diseased when we commenced to inoculate. Percentage showing symptoms uncerta in,
inoculated lost considerable numbers.
supposed to be about one-third.
41. Three or four months.
(No. 233.)
7. , I suppose the animal was in the second stage of the
.2. 1,000,
disease. In some cases about two-thirds of the
Only once-about seven years ago.
Imig was marbled, in others the lung was of a
About 500.
jelly-like consistence. If I remember correctly
Dying fast; about 20 per cent.
it was when hydro-thorax was present.
About four or five months.
S. Virus was taken from the lung. 1. have also, when
None milked.
the mug virus could not be procured in sufficient
Yes; about 5 per cent.; no means used to cure
quantity, used it mixed with the water from the
swellings.
chest and fouied it to answer very well.
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(No. 236-continued.)
Question.

Answer.

- (No. 237-continued.)
(luestipa.

Answer.

Used the day after it was taken, or the next at the
always, so lie said, had a good stock of plcuro on
farthest, if kept in a cool place.
hand. After considerable search there was none
I have never used preserved virus. I do not
to be had, and he was cempelled to use someprc'
believe in it.
.cersed virus that lie had saved from a previous
Operation was performed with a common speyiug
occasion. lie had preserved it in large bottles,
needle and sewing twine.
tightly corked, and covered with sealing war.
Effects were visiblefor a month, and in some cases
When this stuff was poured out it was very dark
a macli longer period ; they were swelling of the
in colour.resembling port wine,huving had a good
tail, and in some cases as far as the hips.
deal of blood in it when taken, and stank so badly
1. have never inoculated cows during the time they
that it was with difficulty his men could be prewere milking, but should imagine that it would
vailed upon to use it, but he seemed quite satisfied
affect the ]niUc both in quantity and quality.
that it was all right, and fired away as long as it
1.5. A ihw.deatlis occurred from excessive swelling. I.
lasted. I did not afterwards hear from him what
believe in some cases through neglecting to
was the result of his experiment, but I should
scarify the part aflhcted. Percentage uncertain.
certainly be long sorry to inoculate any cattle in
perhaps from two to five,
which I might be interested with such stufh It
I think not; if any, they were very far gone with
occurred to meat the time that he must certainly
the disease when inoculated any not affected
have great faith in Providence, and the natural
with pleuro before inoculation did not take the
healthiness and hardiness of our cattle.
disease afterwards.
Not until it has been proved beyond a doubt that
The disease left the herd in about a month or six
inoculation is a preventive.
- weeks.
(No. 238.)
The result of inoculation is protection against any
subsequent outbreak of pleuro-pneumonia.
2. - About 8110 head about three years ago. Don't
1am in favour of inoculation.
know the date; don't keep diary of dates; and
I purchased a bull and inoculated him before the
once about niac years ago.
outbreak of the disease in the herd, and although
3. Twice. Don't know the dates of month.
he was nuining with the diseased cattle never
4. About 800.
became affected. Cattle first inoculated were
5. Never took notice her, many had discasc when
not affected the second outbreak.
inoculated.
Salt given in sufficient quantities is it preventative
43. About three months,
.inst pleuro-pnoumonia, and I believe of other
Don't know.
ases also, but the high price of Bait, joined
Never milked any for a month after inoculation.
to carriage, puts it out of the power of most
None as I know of.
people to give it in sufficient quantities to their
None that I know of.
stock.
About a mouth.
I do not think inoculation should be made com- 19. in favour.
pulsory, it would only be evaded.
22. Yes.
(No. 939.)
(No. 237.)
400
head
of
cattle.
About 8,000 head.
Twice, A.D. 1860 and 1870.
Only once-in July, 1.865.
500 first time, 400 last time.
At the above-mentioned date we inoculated 1,500
All sound except one.
head of store-cattle, bullocks and cows, before
Just coming.
starting them to Deniliquin.
13. Some affected in the jaw, some at the butt of tail,
Generally very healthy; there may have been 1 per
about one feet above the scar.
cent. in the herd affected with pleu.ro at the is!-. Did not milk for two weeks. Not much in quantity
time, and those only on the boundaries of the
and bad quality.
runs of the persons who had inoculated.
Five deaths occurred. We never tried any remedy.
Not at all that we were aware of.
The disease never showed in my herd since.
13. The cattle started on their journey three or four
Never seen no more of it since.
days after inoculation, and about a week after
Ft kept the disease away.
that their tails commenced to swell up, and in
in favour of it.
many instances their bodies also to such an
I think that cattle, if properly inoculated, will be
extent that they could not travel, and they were
free from the 'disease altogether.
left behind to (lie or recover as best they could.
lb. The parties who were droving the cattle drafted of 22. Yes.
(No. 240.)
the swelled ones from the mob and drove them
separately, and cut off their tails, Sic., hut notAbout 550.
withstanding every care and attention they lost
Only once, in September, 1865.
300 head by the way.
5. Vory low in condition; only one showed symptoms
16. Could not say.
at the time of inoculation, and that one died
17. -There have been odd instances of inflammation of
after inoculation.
the lungs in this herd from its formation up to
6. About three months.
the present time, but nothing worth taking any
As near as I can recollect, it was about, ten to four.
notice of.
teen days before any effects were visiblo.
18. Rather expensive as an experiment.
Some were milked two months afterwards; it did
10. The question of inoculation is such a very vexed
not affect the milk in any way.
one at the present time, and opinions differ so
Several died. I don't reeollect heir many. I don't
widely on the subject, that we have not as yet
know of any cure except cutting off the tail
been able to form any very decided opinion about
above the swelling.
it. From our own limited experience we are inAbout fifty after the inoculation, within six weeks
dined to believe that in the event of anything or
after; but I think most of them died through
the kind breaking out in the herd rest and quiet
weakness, not being able to get out of the begs
are most beneficial, in other words that the
and springs.
cattle stand a, better chance of recovery if they
About three months.
are not interfered with.
1 don't think there was any result from it, beyond
20. When I -n'a.s on the Bland, in 1878, I assisted it
the few that died from its effects.
gentleman to inoculate 1,200 bullocks that he
Opposed to it.
lied bought from us. He was a firm believer in
The lessee of the run adjoining mine did not inocuinoculation, and would not turn these cattle out
late his cattle, Though he had the disease
on his run until he bad inoculated them, He
among them, lie did not lose near so many as I.
assured me that he had not a diseased beast on his
All the people that I know, who inoculated, did so
run in consequancc of inoculatingregulnrly, inlinewhen the disease had run its course or nearly
diately after their arrival. he sent away for virus
so, and their attributed to inoculation the disapto a neighbour who would not inoculate, and who
pearance of the disease.
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(No. 210-eoatiiucecj
Que,tien.

Answer.

22. I think that an Act for such a purpose would ben
great hardship to those who do not believe in
inoculation.
(No. 241.)
2. 400.
:3. Can't say. Whenever cattle show symptoms of
disease always inoculate.
4. Can't say.
0. Good condition.
6. As soon as disease is observed.
13. About eight or nine days elapse before the operation
takes effect.
14. The milk of cows after inoculation is affected.
13. Not of late years.
I think not, unless from the effect of disease.
Almost immediately.
19. In lkvour of it.
(No. 242.)
2. 200 head.
.3. Once.
4. 300 head.
0. About 35 per cent. affected, and before inoculation
about 35 per cent, of deaths.
6. About three months.
About five per cent, was affected by swelling of
the tail.
Not milked for fourteen days.
Only one death. The means tried to cure the
swelling was to cut the end of the tail off.
One death.
About three weeks.
My cattle were very much affected, having about
25 per cent, of deaths before inoculation and
only one afterwards,
10, I am very after'"in favour of inoculation.
20. My cattle were running with other cattle that was
inoculated, and none of those cattle were
infected with the disease and my cattle were
dying at the rate of 25 per cent.
22, I am in favour of an Act to compel owners to inoculate.

4,
5.
6.
13.

11.
15.

16.
17.

is.

21.
22.
2

(No. 243.)
6&).
Inoculated once twelve years since don't know
the result.
About 4.00.
When inoculated pleuro very bad among them.
Several months.
Those done with grooved knife took five weeks
before they showed my sign, and then only a
slight swelling of the tail. With the needle iii
about ten days, or some sooner, some swelled
right up to the body, others only half the tail;
some showed no signs at all; some deaths-can't
remember how many.
Never milked them when any symptoms were
visible.
Several deht.hs occurred through excessive swelling;
the only remedy tried was to cut off the tail
above the swelling. When the swelling readied
the body we searitiecifreely. In nearly all cases
we were successful.
Several deaths-can't say how many.
I can't say, it has not fInally left the herd, a few
dying every year with it; some seasons more
than others.
I believe I lost quite as many through inoculation
as if I Lad left them alone.
Where cattle are broken.ia and quiet, such as
milking cows and well bred bulls and Iseifers, I
should certainly inoculate. Where the herds
are large and mixed, I certainly think you kill
more than would die had they not been inoculated.
I have had one valuable cow attacked twice with
heuro and never inoculated, and when from
E ome I believe she took it again and died.
I believe in inoculation every two or three years.
I don't believe pleuro to be infectious, therefore I
don't believe an Act necessary.
(No. 244.)
300 head.

(No. 244-cc ntinucd..)
Question.

An,we,

Only once; Qctober 2nd, 1875.
200 at one time.
G. None.
6. 6 died about a month previous to inoculation.
13. About a month after some of the tails commenced
to swell, and I cut some off to prevent it getting
to the body.
14. A few were milked this last week; the quantity
taken from them was trifling, as the gi'ass is bad.
15. None.
16. None.
17. Has not left yet.
18. Cannot say at present.
19. I am in favour of inoculation,
20. This being my first trial, I have no reinai'ks to
make.
21. From what I have seen I think inoculation is a
preventative of the disease.
(No. 245.)
2,000 head first lot, 1,000 head second lot, 300 third
lot.
Three times, first time, June, 1860; second time
May, 1874.; third time March, 1875.
First lot 2,000 head, second lot 1,000, third 300.
Cattle diseased, 20 dying daily-majority showing
symptoms.
About three weeks.
Swollen tail about a week after operation; some
slightly affected, lost two or three joints of tail;
others half the tail; a few. effects not visible.
The milk dried at the appearance of the disease.
No deaths from swelling.
lb. A few died from the disease within a week after the
inoculation.
17. About a week.
1.8. A perfect cure.
10. In favour of it.
20.My inoculated cattle mixed with diseased cattle
and were not affected by it.
21.. Considorit the best remedy yet discovered-No, 18.
22. I consider that an Act should be passed obliging
ewnera to thoroughly inoculate their cattle once,
whether infected or not, if virus be obtainable.
(No. 246.)
1,500, in the year 1865.
Once only, 1865.
1,500-onee only.
20 per cent. diseased.
Twelve months.
Swellings in some of them; others lost portion or
whole of tail.
My cows were milked after inoculation, and the
milk appeared pure. I refer, of course, to
healthy inoculated cows.
I lost two head that I know of by the swelling
going up the spine.
A few which were diseased when I inoculated them
died a few days after the operation, but none of
those that were inoculated when they were
sotmd.
The herd was free from the disease in about two
months, and my cattle have not had it since.
It saved the majority of' my cattle.
in favour of it.
My cattle after recovery mixed with diseased tntveIling cattle passing through my runs, and no ill
effects ensued.
I consider inoculation the best remedy yet disco.
vcrcd if good virus can be obtained.
I think an Act should be passed to cause graziers
to inoculate their cattle, both diseased and
healthy, if they could get the virus fit for the
operation, which would be the great difliculty.
(No. 247.)
350.
Three times t twice in the year 1867, and once in
1871.
1st, 200 head; 2nd, 100; and 3rd, 80.
A.ffeeted-20 per cent.
Twelve months.
13. In first lot a great many swelled from virus being
too strong. Second time and third time no
deaths, a few slightly swelled in the tail.
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(No. 247-continued.)
No. 252-continued.)
Question
Question.
Answer.
Anurer.
Not milked.
A few swelled, and many lost the point of the tail.
A good many deaths in first inoculating; can't stale
The cows were milked after the second day; I do
percentage. Cure by opening the swol]en
not think the milk was affected in any way, but
part of the tail, used tar and turpentine in the
the cows that were milked suffered much more
wound, found great benefit.
than the cattle that were undisturbed.
Five or six that were diseased when inoculated
Two died from the inoculation, I tried local bleed
died within a week.
jug, and cutting parts of the, tail offi
Some that were not inoculated died six months
None.
afterwards.
About four weeks.
is. Preventative; do not believe it to be a cure.
1.8. 1 believe it to be a preventative.
Favour of it.
I am decidedly in favour of inoculation.
Never saw cattle that were inoculated ever affected
About three years after my cattle were inoculated
by it, although exposed and amongst diseased
I took a lot of cattle into my paddock that after.
cattle.
wards proved to have thepleuro. Of twenty cows I
22. Yes.
was milking at the time, sixteen were inoculated,
four were not, they used to mix freely with the
(No. 248.)
diseased cattle; one of the uninoculated cattle
500.
took the disease and died, but none of the others.
Only inoculated once, about six years ago.
From my own experience, 1 think that cattle when
About 500.
inoculated should be disturbed as little as possi0. Cattle were diseased.
ble for two or three weeks.
6. Don't know.
Most assuredly, as with two lots of cattle I hove
Can't. say.
assisted to inoculate the disease seemed to be
They were not milked for some time after.
stamped out at once.
About 3 percentage. Cut the swelled part.
No deaths occurred.
(No. 253.)
At once.
2. 250.
ill. In favour.
:3. Only once, about 10 years ago, but not my own
22. I do.
cattle, of which I give you my experience.
600 or so.
(No. 249.)
3 per cent, or 4 per cent. were Fad.
Six months or so.
About 100.
Once, about 7 years ago.
13. About a week after swelling of the tail.
14. Never used them for some time.
60.
Affected. 15 per cent.
15. Yes; I. per cent, or 2 per cent.; cutting ofl'lhie tail.
Two weeks.
16. 1 did not observe them closely enough.
18. Some lost tails and udders, some tails only.
17. It lingered on a few months.
11. Don't know did not milk.
18. Good results.
19. Yes, if proper4y done.
lb. 10 or 12 died, no remedy tried.
20. At the time I inoculated my cattle, I also inocuYes, 10 or about; 8 or 9 days.
Two or three weeks.
lated the working bullocks to the number of 60.
19. I caanot say which is best ; have not had sufficient
As soon as they were all recovered, I sent them
experience.
down the country with wool, sending also four
22. No.
young halloeks not inoculated but sound; these
lost died on the road, and the 60 inoculated ones
(No. 250.)
all came hack, though they had passed through
2. 400 head.
diseased country on their way down.
Twice, about November, 1871.
22. Yes.
4. 150 first, and 150 on second occasion.
(No. 254.)
6. Badly alTheted. about 5 per cent.
6. A month.
Unknowa to the present suporiatendent when
13. A good many lost their tails, some swelled up on to
cattle were last inoculated.
the loins.
Never bothered myself about it, as never required.
24. Some were mi]ked. do not know how it effected the 14. Can't say.
milk.
1.7. God knows.
None.
19. In favour of it.
None.
21. If a beast is killed being infected with pleuro, you
Did not notice nnytiiing of the disease nfter.
can't cure the beef
No cattle had any disease since.
22. Decidedly not,
In favour of it.
(No. 255.)
Inoculated a few head the second time that had
2. 200.
been previously inoculated, but could not see
3. Once, 1873.
that the secon(i operation had any eHet upon
4. 200.
any of them,
Did not milk.
22, Yes.
None died many had their tails cut off.
(No. 251.)
None died since.
A.hiut five weeks.
200 head.
22. Yes.
I inoculated in January, 1871.
4, 175.
(No. 256.)
Don't know.
Don't know.
22. I most certainly do consider that nn Act should be
15. I lost about 7 per cent, from excessive swelling in
passed obliging owners of infected ('attic to
the body.
inoculate the herd, whether it had been inocu1.6. The disease left after 1 inoculated.
lated previously or not.
19.
am in favour of inoculation.
22. 1. consider that owners of cattle that are infected
(No. 257.)
should be compelled to have them inoculated,
2. Nuu,be.r of cattle, fifty. I have not inoculated
but a person should be appointed by Government
since '71, neither have I Lad any with plenrothat understands it.
pneumonia at any time.
4. In 18711 inoculated about ten calves. They had
(No. 252.)
not the pleuro'pneumonia, nor did any (lie that
150.
I did.
Only once, in April, 1870.
5. The cattle were all in a healthy state at the time I
4, 140.
inoculated. i: did them as a preventive from
5. Diseased, 4 per cent.
lileliro.
C. Several weeks.
14. 1. did none,
412-It
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(No. 257-eonjjnitec-i.)
(No. 260-continued.)
Question.
Answer.
Quosuon.
Answer.
15. There were not any of them had swelled tails, nor
Swelling of the tail within three days on almost
did any die from inoculation.
every beast; in some cases considerably swollen
The hair of the tail stiffened a little near the place
about the seventh day.
of inoculation.
I believe I inoculated the milking cows; but do
I am in favour of inoculation, but not for compulnot recollect any peculiarities resulting from it.
soiy inoculation.
Yes. I think six, or 1 per cent. I cut the tails
22. No.
short off some, and with others where the swelling had reached the back, lanced the back on
(No. 258.)
either side the backbone. This treatment was
1,000 head about, in different paddocks.
successful in about 20 cases out of about 26.
Twice.
About 5 head died within the first week.
First occasion, about 200 head; second ditto, about
Within a fortnight there was not a trace of the
400.
disease.
First occasion the cattle all sound-never had been
The disease was completely exterminated from the
diseased (pure Hereford breed and highly bred).
herd, and the lives of the cattle saved at comparatively speaking a nominal cost.
Second occasion, those inoculated were store
cattle which had commenced to die of the
Most decidedly in favour of it; consider it the only
disease. Lost 100 out of alot of 300.
sure and effectual suede of eradicating the
disease.
Last-mentioned lot of cattle I am told did not
Read answer to clause 18. Some of my neighshow symptoms of The disease when they left
Mr. M'Kay's station (formerly Dean's), near
bours' diseased cattle have since been in the
herd without any injurious effect.
New England. They began to die a few, days
after they were delivered.
I have recently cured two yearling bulls which
were very badly diseased, by dosing them twice
Cannot describe these. Refer to Ed. 'White, Esq.
Never milked cows affected.
a day for a- week with 20 drops of carbolic acid
15, None on the first occasion, when the cattle were not
in 4 fluid ounces of raw linseed oil. These
diseased.
are all young cattle, the progeny, of the inocuOn second occasion. yes. If the disease was far
lated cattle already referred to above, and
advanced inoculation did not stop it.
though I am surrounded by diseased cattle, the
Three or four months. I think.
property of my neighbours, which are continually
18, In my opinion result of inoculation was satisfac(lying, I have only had three cases of the disease
tory.
within almost the last three years. I can only
I am decidedly in favour of it, when properly
account for this from the fact of their mothers
carried out.
and fathers having been inoculated, and there
My experience does not enable rune to state any such
being so many inoculated cattle amongst them,
circumstance; but I am fully convinced that
and conclude that the disease has therefore not
inoculation is most useful.
the same chance of getting hold of them. It is
I found that cattle which were strictly guarded
a remarkable fact that the tails of several of the
from intermixture with others never took the
calves dropped off during the calving the next
disease, and when the first cases appeared
season after I had inoculated the cows.
No. if the work were not thoroughly understood
amongst my cattle they were alwajs traced to
strange cattle having mixed with them. The
I believe very serious loss would be the result;
affected beasts I always had drafted into a small
and I. consider that all those who wish to do so
addock by themselves. I have known a co'v
can protect themselves from even the fear of
infection by inoculating their own.
adly affected, and the calf sucking her did not
take the disease, and vice ve,sá, which shows
that there are cases where contact does not com(No. 261.)
municate.
About
600
head.
I do; but I am not in favour of compelling owners
I have inoculated three times. About March, 1874;
whose cattle are not infected to inoculate them.
May, 1874; June 1874.
70 the first time, 150, and 400.
(No. 259.)
Cattle diseased, about 10 per coat, showing syrnp2, 5,580 head.
toms.
Two years running, when the disease first appeared.
About six weeks.
From 300 to 1,000 head on each occasion.
Very little swelling ; about 5 per cent. lostportions
In good condition, partly fat.; about 15 to 20 per
of the tail, but not more than three or four
cent, on herd.
joints.
About four months.
Never milked any immediately after inoculation.
Inoculation varied in date of taking effect by tails
Had about 1 per cent, die; never did anything for
swelling. I have had cattle swell in the tail,
swelling.
Sic., four weeks after operation.
Had about 1 per cent. die from the disease in about
Never used the milkers during the disease.
a fortnight to a month after they were inoculated.
Yes. About 5 per cent.; cutting off the tails and
19. In favour ofit,
searing in some cases saved them.
Cannot say if they were diseased before or after the 22. No.
date of inoculation; but I believe I lost heavily
(No. 262.)
by incoulation,
1?. It has never left my herd.
750.
IS. Caused more deaths than if it was never performed.
Twioe-Novembor, 1874; May, 1875.
I am opposed to inoculation.
4.. About 600; 40.
I find herds regularly inoculated are more affected
Can't say.
with disease than my herds, which have not been
Can't say.
operated upon for the last eight years.
Two; cutting tail and employing maggots.
21 Do not knock cattle about, give them perfect rest if
No.
disease makes its appearance. Inoculation will
At once.
cause the disease to spread in cattle, for they
Successful.
require rest., and are less subject to disease when
in favour.
not knocked about.
22. Decidedly not.
22 No.
(No. 263.)
(No. 260.)
16. Cattle still continued to die, as is generally the case
2. About 600.
till the disease has run its course, whether in8. Once-in February, 1873.
oculated or not.
600.
Not satisfactory.
Fair condition; about 5 per cent. diseased.
Have not had sufficient experience to form an
Disease had shown for about three weeks, and was
opinion.
daily increasing.
22. Most decidedly not.

t
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(No. 260-continued.)

(No. 264.)
Quosflon,

Answer.

About 2,000.
We only inoculated once-about nine years since.
We inoculated about 1,600.
The disee was just coming in the herd; about 20
head had it.
We only noticed it about a week before we inoculated.
1.3. Some in most of the cattle would swell; in fact, I
believe if you touched the bone passing the
needle through the tail that they would be sure
to swell.
14. We did not milk any cows after the inoculatioti, or
at least not until a good while afterwards.
15. I think we must have lost about 100 head from
swelling; we did not attend to the bush cattlelet them take their chance.
17. We have never seen disease since in our herd.
19. We are in favour of inoculation.
20. At the time the disease showed first in our herd I
had twenty-three working bulloeks; I inoculated
twenty-two of them, the other bullock I had
bought about a month before; the person 1
bought the bullock from told me be had been
inoculated, so I did not inoculate him with the
twenty-two others; about a month afterwards
be took the disease and died; none of the
twenty-two bulloeks winds I inoculated died;
the twenty-three bullocks were all running in a
paddock together.
(No. 265.)
I have not inoculated this eight years. Number
of cattle about 500 at that date.
I inoculated twice that year.
About 300 the first time, and about 100 second time.
About one-third showing symptoms.
0. About one month; good many died before they were
inoculated.
13. They seemed to be nearly all affected. I had to
cut great many of their tails off, and some of the
cattle swelled fearfully and bellowed, and some
went away and died and never seen them.
16. I cut their tails above the swelled part; other parts
of the animal I did nothing to. About 5 per
cent, died.
16. None; but one died that was affected at the time
when inoculation took place.
17. They left the herd almost at once after inoculation.
18. It stopped each time that it broke out.
10. In favour of inoculation.
20. The cattle inoculated had the same chance; mixed
altogether.
21. I know of no other than ineulation, which I consider is a great preventative.
22. Yes, I do. I think that it ought to be compulsory.
(No. 206.)

1,500 head.
Twice-in 1802 and 1863.
1,500 head.

(LuesLEon

Answer.

We consider it is the interest of stock-owners to
inoculate without being compelled by an Act
to do so.
(No. 267)
200 head.
Once only-in December, 1868.
Dying two or three a day.
About two months.
13. Several swelled a good deal a week after the -inoeu.
lation.
14. Did not milk for two months afterwards.
15. No deaths from swelling; had to scarify several,
and cut joints of tail.
16. Two head, two or three days after inoculation,
17. Did not see any sign of disease one week after
inoculation.
In favour.
Was not troubled since the above date.
I know several herds about here that were dying
with pleuro, were inoculated and ceased dying.
I consider they should be compelled to inoculate to
exterminate the disease.
(No. 268.)
About 150 head.
Only on one occasion, in the year 1863.
4. 160 head to the best of my belief.
6. Symptoms of disease just exhibiting themselves in
a few instances.
6. As nearly as I can remember about six days, in the
few cases referred to in above answer.
13. As I was absent from home for some time after the
inoculation took place, I can furnish no information.
M. None were milked for a considerable time afterwards.
I cannot say.
No deaths occurred from the disease after inoculation; excepting those which showed symptoms
of disease when inoculated-these all died.
Within a month.
I saw no further symptoms of disease, although
diseased cattle had become mixed on several occasions with my small herd.
In favour of it.
I can only make the same reply as expressed in
answer to 1801 question.
22. I most certainly do.
(No. 269.)
500 head.
Never inoculated. Pleuro-pneumonia never showing in the paddock cattle, although I once purchased a mob of steers that were diseased, they,
mixed through the cattle and did not infect
them. The äiseased gradually died out, from
what cause I am not aware.
20. In the year 1857, partner and self had small station
with 1,000 head of clean cattle never diseased.
My partner purchased 100 head of a small settler,
cattle reported to have pleuro. In about ten
weeks it broke out in the herd ; we had anumber
of deaths, and inoculated. In less than two
months after inoculation no deaths. We considered the herd clean, no signs of pleuro having
shown out after that time.
22. 1 am in favour of passing a most stringent law prohibiting diseased cattle from travelling on the
roads infecting the whole country.

One-third of the herd.
From four to eight weeks.
Within one week.
They were not milked for some days, and then the
milk was deficient;.
Yes, about 2-k per cent.; no meaus were used to
cure the swellings.
Yes, about 2 per cent. About two to three weeks.
In the first instance we inoculated in 1862, but the
disease did not leave the herd until 1863, odd
(No. 270.)
beasts continuing to die from time to time.
When we inoculated in the first instance, in 1862.
2. About 2,000 head.
We used virus in too advanced a state. which
3. I only once inoculated. More than ten years ago.
caused mortification and death. We again oper.
4. All.
ateci in 1863, using virus in the second stage of
5. Diseased cattle had been killed. Sound cattle were
the disease, and using more care in the operation,
inoculated as it preventative.
since then we have never seen the least sympNot ninny deaths.
toms of disease.
Herd have ever since inoculation been perfectly
10. We are in favour of inoculation.
free from disease.
We have known travelling cattle diseased left on 18. Very satisfactory.
the run and afterwards died without any bad 1.9. In favour.
effect showing in the herd,
20. I know only that in favour of inoculation by hear.
We consider that if inoculation is properly done,
say. Pleuro was prevalent around this station,
and the virus taken in the second stage of the
and cattle of .mine (a few unknown to me),havo
disease, that there is no fear of contagion after.
even been brought on to this run from infected
wards.
runs without injurious consequences.
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(No, 210.-coniiuued.)
Quostiou.

A ni]vrr.

(No. 274-conUaitcd)
(tUtbtiun.

Answer.

22. I believe that the objection against compulsory 13. The effects of the operation was visible by the tad
inoculation of calves at the same time as they
swelling, and the scab where the operation was
are being branded lies chiefly in the difficulty of
performed in, from a week to ten3ays.
procuring safe anti efficacious virus. Solve the 15. Only one death occurred from inoculation.
lattor diflicnitv, and none will object to such 16. There were no deaths from the disease after inocumodified compulsory inoculation. Quite the relation.
verse.
17. About six weeks after inoculation all the cattle
looked healthy.
(No. 271.)
18. I believe inoculation to be a preventive if done be.
9
150.
fore cattle are affected.
3. Once, in 1874.
19. Ian] in favour of inoculation.
4- 150.
20. I may state that twelve months ago there were cattle
5. No disease.
round the back of my paddock bad with the
Very lil;tle swelling.
disease, yet there were no symptoms of it in my
Did not use the milk.
paddock.
No deaths.
22. I believe that unless an Act is passed compelling
No.
owners of cattle which are infected to inoculate,
No disease.
the disease will never die out.
is, Good.
19. In favour.
(No. 275.)
22. Yes.
(No. 272.)
250 in 1871, now 400 cattle; none diseased in 1875.
1:500 one instance, 390 store another, 1.600
In 1871 inoculated 250, none since, actual date foranother.
gotten.
One mob tnvelling on road inoculated at F. Jen250.
kins's Jillinhar station, T'!urrumbidgee, January,
About two in the hundred only showing symptoms,
1.871. Another at Bilengbong station, March,
but other herds being bad, I commenced at
1871. Another, samo place, May, 1871 ; and
once.
manytimes before at Barratta station, by
About one week.
Messrs. Pepins, Morago station, 18(34-1.865.
Killed one two year old heifer, for virus, lung not
The total of above numbers.
badly marbled.
About 25 per cent, one instance on road. About;
S. From the lung taken, which was taken out and
10 per cent. on Bilengbong station each occasqueezed by cutting in -inoh pieces.
sion.
Two days.
About five weeks with those on road. About four
No.
weeks with those on Bilengbong station.
Needle and worsted by insertion 2 inches above the
13. In no instance has the swelling been more than 2
brush, slightly through the skin, leaving the
per cent., except in virus out of the lung or
worsted in the skin.
the chest dry, and in that instance as many as 8
Swelled in hips, some a week, and more after.
per cent.
Not milked.
14. The cows were still milked, but aothing perEight in the 100. Cut off the tails above the swellceptible in any instance.
ing, which cured all I cut off, but the number I
15. In one instance 1 took them in and lanced them,
cut I have forgotten.
and in some put in a setoa but not with any
None.
good cft'ect.
About four months.
16. None but those that were badly affected at time of 1.8. 1 believe it was beneficial.
inoculation, and in many instances they have H. In favour.
recovered.
20. Excess of virus applied in my instance was cause of
17. About tin-ce weeks, but some very weak, and low
my deaths being so many, I believe inoculated
in condition; but all symptoms gone, as far as
cattle enjoy immunity from further disease of the
cattle taking to feeding again.
kind in question if each dead carease is burnt.
18. A. perfect pi-evontative, an in many instances a 21. I observe where the old bones of beast having died
cure hen properly done.
with plcuro-pneumonia is left uaburat., my neigh19. Strongly in favour.
bours' cattle smelling about them became dis20. 1 have bad cattle with pleuro badly among them.
eased. I have strong opinions that if proper
In those cattle, on two occasions, running for a
virus slightly applied is a great preventive in this
week at a time, with no bad effect.
disease.
21. The sooner cattle are inoculated when they show 22. I inoculated all my cattle. I believe such an Act
the symptoms the better for the owner and the
would be very beneficial, and compelling all
Colony.
owisors to burn dead cattle.
99
I am a believer in inoculation, and think it ought
to be compulsory.
(No. 276.)
About
1,000.
(No. 273.)
Once, about June last.
1,400.
About 1,000.
Three times-once 170. Twice-1873.
Diseased; about 5 percentage.
First, 700; second, 300; third, 400.
U. About four months.
20 per cent.
Swelling.
Swelled a little about time tail on some occasions.
Yes, No diIl'ereaee.
About 2 per cent.
'Yes.
per cent. Cut tails eff, stopped some.
About three months.
Yes, about five per cent. Immediately after.
If taken in time consider it a preventivc.
Not finally yet.
In favour of inoculation.
Stopped disease little.
Consider owners w-lioso cattle are infected should
In favour.
be compel led to in oct!1 ate.
If properly inoculated, never infected.
(No. 271.)
I tlunk change of eliiaate and country.
Yes, by all means.
2. About 100 head.
:3. I have inoculated twice, viz., about 10 years ago,
(No. 277.)
and three years this month last time.
4. SO head of bulloeks the first time, and 60 head of
:100, in 1864.
mixed cattle the. second.
Twice. In 1864, 150; in 1870, 100 head.
0. The cattle showed disoase a few days after .1 bought
In good health ; when inoculated, about 90 per
them, five of them died, and I killed the sixth
cent..
for virus.
About one month.
S I believe the disease had been among the cattle for
About the half of lungs.
six months before I purchased them.
S. From the lungs.
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(No. 277-conl,iaucd.)
An,wrr.

ft. 12 hours.
10. Never preserved any.
12. Wth needle and thread-a common packing
needle.
1.3. Swelling in the tail.
1/I,, Not milked when affected.
15. Not any died in 1864 from swelling ; in 1870, about
five died from swelling; no cure tried.
17. About three months.
18. Seemed prevent disease.
1.9. In favour.
20. I believe the inoculation to prevent the disease if
inoculated before diseased.
(No. 278.)
9

0.

13.
14,
15.
18,
19.
22.

60 head.
Once; about February, 1874.
60.
Not diseased.
About three days after; one cow only had a swelled
tail extending up to the root.
Cows were milked, immediately after, and the milk
was-not affected.
No deaths.
No disease has ever appeared since.
In favour.
Doubtful.

(No. 279.)
About 400.
On two occasions-March, 1866, and July, 1815.
400 first time, and 150 head on last occasion.
'I'lic cattle in 1866 bad pleuro-pnellmonia. These
inoculated in 1875 had not about 5 pci cent.
About six months.
1.3. A few swelled at the butt of tail; one or two died.
Not milked.
About 2 per cent. Out out the swollen parts tinder
butt of the tail.
No.
About six weeks.
is. None of the cattle died after or since.
19. Yes.
20, After inoculation none of my 'cattle died, whereas
numbers died on adjoining stations, where the
cattle were not inoculated.

(No. 281.)
Question.
A,iswer
1,500 bead; date of first inoculation. May, 1864.
Young cattle, nearly every year since 1864, or
when I could obtain the virus; date of inoeula.
tion generally about Autumn.
Sometimes 500, at other times 600.
Healthy and in good condition.
As soon as possible after the disease was observed;
about a week.
The effects did not show for three or four weeks in
some instances ; swellings about 2 per cent.
Were not milked for six weeks after inoculation.
About 1 per cent, died; reduced swelling by lancing.
1.6. None,
17. One mouth.
18. Duringmy expei'ience from 1864, to liresent. year,
1875, I have always found that the disease disappears shortly from the herd after inoculation. Number of present herd about 2,500.
19. In favour of inoculation, but not compulsory
inoculation.
20. In taking a draft of fat cattle (400 head,) to Mel.
bourne, a draft of badly diseased cattle were
travelling for 400 miles, one day inadvance of
mine, and at last only half a day; not one of
mine were afibeted by it.
91. .1. have to inoculate young cattle only, old cattle
that have .been inoculated are never affected by
the disease.
22. Do not consider it necessary to pass an Act, owners
of cattle are the only losers by neglecting to
inoculate them; do not think they injure nciglt
houring herds by doing so.

(No. 280.)
19. I am in favour of inoculation.
21. The cattle on this estate never had the disease (I am
informed), certainly not since I. beeame,;the
owner; I have inoculated years ago up the
country, and found by inoculating it had the
desired good effect to prevent the spread of the
disease; and in some instances when a beast
was ill it got better when inoculated.
I decidedly do.

No, 282.)
1,500.
Once-in 1870.
800.
In a diseased state, 10 or cent. showing symptoms.
Inoculated immediately on noticing symptoms of
disease.
Swelling commenced in about twelve days, and did
not notice any twisting, but perceived them going
off their feed and camping under trees.
The cows were milked immediately after, but there
was no perceptible change in either quality or
quantity.
Yes, about 15 per cent.; the tails were cut oft' so
as to cause bleeding freely.
Yes, forty died out of 360 inoculated; but believe
they were suffering from disease some time before
inoculation; the deaths occurred at intervals
for two months after operation.
Three months.
Noticed nothing particular, except that already
stated.
Opposed.
The effects of the inoculation kill more cattle than
would probably die if the herd was left alone.
We believe the disease arises from wet seasons
succeeded by drought.
No.

No. 4.
APPENDIX C
nispLrEs TO CIRCIJLAIZS,

(No. 1-co a.tinuc'cL)
Question.
An,wer.
Question.
An,wer.
About 600 cattle.
From
experience
I say inoculation will not stop
Year 1570, and part of 1871.
disease. I bought six pure bred cattle in 1873,
Stick up by faces, or several cars hanguig, and eyes
the herd I bought from was about to be inocuglossy, and wild looking, running at the nose
lated by an experienced hand, with ninny letters
when very far gone.
of acknowledgement; I objected to having mine
About eighteen months.
inoculated, three of which I brought home, those
Five out of six.
three never were diseased, the other three were
Mayor June. 1871.
inoculated, and ten weeks after inoculation one
About one out of two or fifty from 100.
out of the three died from pleuro-pneumonia,
Good health, thank God.
none of my cattle took the disease from this
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(No. 1-continued.
(No. 7-continued.)
- Answer.
Qucition.
Answer.
beast. The disease left my cattle in May or
I think and reiterate, that in a country where so
June, 1871, my cattle are now healthy and have
much capital is invested for the best breed of
been since that date. I have been a squatter
cattle which the world can produce, it is a great
since 1848, off and on; in 1874 and some time
pity such vast interests should be left so little
after, I was a cattle buyer, and occasionally
eared for-our stock inspectors should be
droving my own cattle; I have bought diseased
qualified veterinary surgeons, with - facilities
fat cattle on the Macquarie, and by careful drovafforded them to have a student with a view of
ing they were cured when they reached the
hereafter forming a college, &e.. &e.
Melbourne market; I also bought diseased cattle
Opposed, because of the wan!, of our stock iuspeein Queensland, and I found by long stages, and
tors not being experienced to judge or treat a
causing the cattle to sweat in cold climates, will
beast, I have sustained serious losses through
kill the cattle so diseased very quick, also it will
poisonous herbs and thistles after blossom, which
cause disease in healthy cattle or cattle that looks
were put down to pleuro, and even attributed to
healthy, from my experience, and I had a good
Cumberland disease, my own diligence alone, by
lot; T am entirely opposed to inoculating, it is
watehin the cattle and afterwards; after death
not a disease, the ill-health of cattle is caused by
on examining the stomach 1 discovered the evil,
inhaling had odour from the ground after floods or
I have taken precautions since and laughed at
heavy rains, removing to healthy climates
the rash conclusion arrived at, six qualified
would do more good.
(officials) veterinary surgeons paid from assess11. I am not in favour of inoculation, but very much
meat on stock, would confer a great boon to our
oosed to it, I believe the disease is not taking
pastoral interests.
in its natural state, but it may be if tampered 22. Certainly opposed to such it measure in the absence
with. I would not consider my cattle in danger
of qualified officials as above described.
if cattle infected with pleuro-pneusuonia were
turned out in my herd, travelling cattle and
(No. 8.)
working bulloeks, diseased, leave been turned out
750.
amongst my cattle, and no harm happened tomy
20.
cattle, there is no reasonable proof to show that
All our cattle is in good health at present..
it is a taking disorder, as no one in my opinion
Cattle ought not be let travel that is infected. the
could say one herd took it from another.
Inspector of the district ought to have power to
22 I do not consider a law should be enacted to compel
stop them from starting off their own station, as
a man to inoculate his cattle, as I do not believe
I know from experience that eattiewill catch the
pleuropneumonia to be infectious.
disease from cattle that has the disease. Cattle
ought to be inoculated; it may not cure the
cattle that is inoculated, but it will stop the
150 head.
disease from spreading at once through the clean
1864.
cattle.
Fat. 22. Owners ought to be compelled to inoculate at once
From 1864 to 1870, since then there has been an
when they first see the disease in the herd, under
isolated ease once or twice.
a fine if not doing so.
When first affected about two.thirds.
1870.
(No. 9.)
In 1804, about one-half.
1.100.
Sound.
Never infected.
I twice inoculated, once effectively, the second time
5. No disease.
I lost one half,'each time woancrs.
9. Healthy.
22 I am altogether opposed to the passing such an 22. Such an Act might do good, but is not wanted as
Act; if stock owners find that it pays to inocufar as my experience goes in this district.
late, they will do so without compulsion (No. 10.)
(No. 3.)
2,000.
Nil.
Ii. In favour if required.
Nil.
20. Nil.
a. Nil.
71. Nil.

QuestioL

xcif.

(No. 4.)
2. About 1,000 head.
Very healthy.
Is no disease, nor do we know that there lens ever
been any on this run.

'a.

1,008.
None.
Good.
(No. 6.)
To the Chief Inspector of Stock, Sydney.
Sir,-In last mail I received from Mr. MLeod,
Inspector at Euston, some forms to fill up for
information about diseases in cattle and sheep
on this rein. I am happy to inform )-on we are
at present perfectly free of either of the diseases
mentioned in the printed form, so it will be
unnecessary for mc to send on the papers. The
Inspector's request was that I should either fill
the papers, if I had information to give, or,
not, to say so.

y

(No. 7.)
2. 400. Nothing of any eonsepsence.
Within a few weeks at
its first appearance.
Not five per cent,
Healthy.

Nil.
Nil.
Free from infection.
Iaoeulation kills more than it cures, ni my opinion.
if. Opposed.
22. Let every one do what he likes with his own.

About 230.
At different periods.
Fat.
0- Very short time.
2 per cent.
Twelve months ago.
Five in ten years.
Beautiful condition and healthy.
Have had about five head died from pleuro in the
last ten years. I had one very fine 4-year.old
bullock very ill two years ago with pleuro. I
got him in tho yard, and he was so helpless my
two sons and Mr. Bagot's stockman pushed him
in by haud into the milking-bail, and bled him
in the neck and sail severely; turned him out;
saw him the third day, he was no better-worse;
t him in again with great trouble, gave him
gtter t.ha.n a pint of Stockliohu tar; in three
days the beast was well and feeding with the other
cattle. Killed him since for beef. On cxamin.
ing the lungs found them very, much gone.
11. No.
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(No. 12.)
Question.

Answer.

2. 360.
10. My cattle are all healthy, and never been moon.
lated; free from disease of any kind,
(No. 13.)

(No. 18-conthined,)
Question.

Answer.

-

22. I certainly object to inoculation being made cornjiulsory. Let those inoculate who approve of
it. I know parties in favour of inoculation, but
not to make it compulsory.

Nil.

(No. 19.)
2,800.
Heavy losses in 1865, and again a slight loss in
About 500 head.
1872; first time some were inoculated, second
None.
time none.
Do.
In good condition the second time; the first do not
Do.
remember.
Do.
First time for two or three years, second time for
Do.
less than one year.
Do.
First time about 50 per cent., second time about
Healthy.
10 per cent.
Differences of opinion-uncertainty of a supply. of
The end of 1872.
virile at all times-undue interference with the
The first time fully 25 or 30 per cent., the second
private interests of individuals-the certainty,
time about 5 per cent.
almost, that all diseases would be considered as
No
disease of any kind among them.
pleuro, led me to the conclusion that such an Act
The first time pleuro appeared on Glengarry, an
would be simply over-legislative.
attempt was made to stay its ravages by inocu22 Liable to great abuse.
lation (operation performed by Mr. Pottie), but
without success, disease spreading all over the
(No. 15.)
run, and affecting the cattle inoculated, as well
2 3,000.
as uninoculated. On its second appearance, no
Spring of 1871 and 1.872.
attempt was made to inoculate, but only to con41 In splendid condition, and those that were fatest
fine the disease to the part of the run where it
died the quickest.
first appeared, which was successfully done.
0. About twelve months.
22. No. I think inoculation will certainly cause a
About lO1er cent.
heavy loss and spread the disease, and whether
In Nov., '72, more store cattle were bought, conseit is in any degree a preventive is very uncertain.
uently they brought the disease again; but left
The only place to look for a solution of the
tile herd in about twelve months.
question is England, where the cattle are conFrom about 100 to 150.
lined under the eyes of skilled observers. The
Sound.
people who will fill in these forms are, with a
This is naturally a sound country, and, unless the
jew exceptions. utterly incompetent to make a
disease is brought here by stores, the cattle
seieatifscally accurate observation, and any other
remnin sound.
is worse than useless, as it tends to mislead.
My experience has not been sufficieat to give an
(No. 20.)
opinion on this point. I think if it has been
proved that inoculation is a preventative, that 22. The cattle have not been inoculated. Although
owners should be obliged to do so.
pleuro has been very slightly among the cattle,
inoculation has never been tried.
(No. 14.)

2. About 600.
S. None.
Healthy.
Some people inoculate all their cattle, and I have
!seard of a great many (lying through the inoculation. I have never inoculated my cattle, and
have neverlad any disease.
1]. I am opposed to inoculation,
22. I canuot give an opinion.

(No. 21.)
245.
Not affected.
Healthy.
None.
Opposed.
22. I think not.
(No. 22.)

2. Generally 1J00 or 1,200.

(No. 17.)
2. 260.
6. Free from disease.
No experience-but, believe in its efficacy, from the
practical opinions of others.
In favonr of, decidedly.
22. Yes.
'(No. 18.)
1,800.
In 1862-3.
0. About IS months.
Not known.
In 186$, after heavy floods.
S. Estimated at 40 per cent.
Free from disease of any sort, but in low condition
from want of good grass.
There has been no pleuro amongst my cattle since
186:3, though within the last 3 or 4 years cattle
on some of the neighbouring runs have had it,
some of the infected ones even mixing at times
with mine. Pleuro seems to be worse in dry hot
weather than any other time, and, as far as I
know, attacks the best conditioned cattle more
than poor ones.
Quite opposed to inoculation; in my opinion, doing
more injury to the cattle in knock'mg them
about. 1. have tried bleeding with milking cows
and working bulloeks wInch I consider the best
treatment. I think, where it could be given,- n.
drench of tartar.emetic or nitre would be of use.

:3. Mnroh, 1869. When our cattle was infected.
4.. Very poor. Caused by the long drought..

Three years.
I think about 70 per cent.
In 1872.
I believe fully 50 per cent.
Healthy, but very poor.
The only tlung we did was to tuna large paddock
,at,,an hospital, and as we found sick onesput
them in; but we could not keep down the disease. It got through every part of the run,
Not seen a single cnse since the above time.
22. By all means. If it should show here again in my
time it will not need an Act to cause me to
inoculate.
(No. 23.)
10. It is now about 14 years since pleuro first made its
appearanee on the Laclilan. During the above
period this neighbourhood has never been free
from pleuro. the above in my opinion isatron
evidence that pleuro is not very contagious.
believe that pleuro is engendered by impaired
constitutions inhaling certain gases. I recommend inoculation because it is not much tronble,
and if properly done, not over 1 per cent loss, in
doing weaners.
I am in favour, simply because it is not much
trouble, and if properly done little or no risk. I
have known numbers of cattle to take pleuro
after they were considered to have been properly
inoculated.
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(No. 34-continunf.)

(No. 23-continued.)
Question.

Answer.

22. I do not think inoculation should be compulsory.
The people should be at liberty to do it or not.
I do not agree with our Melbournites. When
a beast takes pleuro, in my opinion his constitution is impaired.
(No. 24.)
Forms not returned; states that lie has had no
cx pen en c e
(No. 25.)
2. 8(n
9. Healthy at present.
(No. 26.)

Herd very slightly affected some time ago, but
have no (lutes or particulars.
8.

22.
0

4-

1.0.
ii.
22.

Sound, but rather low condition.
Condition of cattle attributed to having no rains in
spring, hence very poor grass during summer
months. Have seen far more deaths from inoculation than in adjoining herds who did not
mon ii ate.
No. I do not consider an Act compelling owners
to inoculate either necessary or just.
(No. 27.)
300.
1874.
In good condition.
Nine months.
I do not know.
June, 1875.
Fifty head.
Good health.
Cannot say.
In favour.
1 believe there should he a law.
(No. 28.)
(No. 29.)
The Chief Inspector of Stock, Sydney-Sir.My cattle never has been diseased, therefore I
never inoculated.
(No. 30.)
Sir,-I beg to inform you that I never inoculated any cattle, nor have I any faith in it.

2,600.
None.
In good health.
None.
Opposed.
22. No.
(No. 32.)
100.
March, 1872.
In good condition.
10 months.
40 per cent.
December, 1872.

Question.

Annu/.

side of the road, where many died from its
effects. Some of these hail been inoculated for
experiment and placed in this field, where most,
of them died. Others were working oxen and
station cattle. During the long term above
mentioned I have slaughtered six or seven head
of my own cattle, which were in every Organ
perfectly sound and no symptoms of lung disease.
Inoculation 1 have always regarded as a piece of
quackery, at times a very dangerons one.
Doubtless by its influence as! ate of iaflammatioii
may be set up, but the inane may be done with
a piece of putrid flesh of any kind and with the
same disastrous results. The practice has also
been condemned by the first miads of Europe
as totally at variance with such laws as govern
the diseases of cattle, and by such Inca as are
competent in my humble opinion to offer advice
on such matters. I should therefore be opposed
to compulsory inoculation, whether in a clean or
diseased herd.
P.5.-This communication in the form of a
letter I thought preferable to filling up the
printed forms, not having station cattle; and
trust this course may be acceptable to the Chief
Inspector of Stock.

(No. 3.5.)
(No. 36.)
2. 60.
3. Nil,
Good.
They have not been affected.
22. Yes.
(No. 3?)
No hilhrmation.
(No. 38,)
2. 1.000.
9. Good.
22. Yes.
(No. 39.)

2. 5.500.
:t. We bare not had pleuro bad since '69.
4. Good condition.
5. About three months.
6. About 10 per cent.
7. Disease left the herd three months after being infected. We lost 20 or 30 head of cattle from
pleuro since, but not any number.
9. No sign of pleuro.
JO. When cattle get pleuro, if left alone and knocked
about as little as possible, they will soon recover.
Jlavc seldom seen cattle got pleuro that have
once had it.
22. No, but I think cattle infected, if left on runs by
travelling mobs, should be destroyed by the
people leaving them, under a heavy penalty for
not doing so.
(No. 40.)
9. Healthy.
11. Opposed to inoculation.
22. No. I do not believe in inoculation.

25.
Sound, good health.
22. I do not agree with compulsory inoculation.
(No. 33.)
ill600.
(No. 34.)
To the Chief Inspector of Stock.-Sir,--I
have never at one time been the owner of above
twenty head of cattle (Durhanis), and which
have not to the present shown any symptoms of
lung disease. These cattle have been kept in
paddoeks well hedged and fenced, with access to
good water, and quite undisturbed. The few
general observations I now offer are the result of
twenty.five years experience and personal attention. In the first place, no beast of mine did
I suffer to be inoculated. For several years the
disease flourished in this neighbourhood, and
was violent in a 700 acre field on the opposite

9. 250.

(No. 41.)

(No. 42.)
2. 1.200.
.1. Many years ago.
4.. Bather poor.
About two years.
Nearly the whole of them.
About four years ago.
S. About one-third.
Healthy, but verypoor.
Want raia very badly.
Opposed to compulsory inoculation.
22. No. As I think it would be impossible to obtain
the virus; and to put the cattle together in a
poor state would kill them.
2. About 40 head. (No.43.)
9. In good health. Only one peaeater.
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(No. 4.3-eoniianed.)
Q Unstinu.
Answer.
10. Nothing more to say.
31. In favour of it.
29. Yes.
(No. 4k)
2. About 1,100.
8. Never infected,
9. No disease,
(No. '15.)
The Chief Inspector of Stock, Sydney.
Sir,-! have inclosed return papers re diseases
in stock, and beg to slate that when pleuro-pneirmonia was rife in this district this station was in
the hands of other occupants. so that I am not in
a position to fill up the returns, 1. am happy to
he able to state, there is not the slightest sign of
disease amongst our cattle at present, nor has
there been for several years. I ant also happy to
state there are stone of the sheep affected with
worms, fluke, or foot-rot; and having had no experience in the above mentioned affections, lam not
in a position to advise as to their nature orprevenhon. Number of sheep 35,000; number of cattle 600. These sheep and cattle are now depasturing on our Chah Sing and .Jagur Runs, near
Moulamein. Apologizing for not being able to
give information to the questions solicited in the
enclosed return papers.
(No. 46.)
9

Now only about ninety, having sold prinCipal herd
Some years ago.
3. A few (lied of pleuro in 1862.63.
Nearly two years, 1862 and 1803.
About 1 per cent.
About end of 1863, when greater part of herd was
sold.
No deaths from pleuro-pneumonia since 3863; two
cows have died lately front a disease correspondg with that lately reported as novel, viz., parazing of hind quarters.
Poor but generally apparently healthy.
11. Opposed to inoculation from observation during
manyyears, when I had a large herd on this run.
Out of a herd of aboirt a thousand, I lost, I think,
nine head from pleuro-pacumonin, while neighbours with a few- hundred head and practised
inoculation lost nearly their all.
22. Decidedly opposed to compulsory inoculation.

E

(No. 47.)
110,

The disease has not been in this district for the
last ten years, except in cattle brought by the
butchers from ]Jraidu-ood and Berrinia Districts.
inoculation so far as]. an' aware, was not resorted
to when the disease was here.
it. From what .1 have herd as the experience of owners
in the Ulladulla District., I am in favour of inoeulation as a preventative.
22. I do,
2. 1.40 head,
9. Healthy.
11). 1. would approve of it among herds where this disease is; also, 1 never knew it to break out amon g
cattle which were properly inoculated. If a
person inoculated one, all should be inoculated,
for those that were not inoculated would take it
from those that were, w-hiclt I saw a proof of.
1.1. Opposed to it, as far as my experience leads. that is,
in localities where this disease is not.
99
I consider that cattle owners should be left to their
owa discretion as regards their stock being
infected ; for people who are not experienced in
the Intter are liable to do an amount of' injury.
(No. 49
2. 2,000 under or over.
9. My cattle at present are healthy.
10. I never took anything to do with inoculation.
never studied the length of time' the. plenro
existed in my herd. I. do not h01 d with inocrilatiag cattle at all.
412-I

No. 50
Question.
Answer.
About 1,200 head.
In the year 1865, the cattle were slightly affected
with the disease,
.1-. Rather weak from bad seasons.
About 12 months.
The percentage of cattle affected was about 15.
The year 3.806, and since then the disease has not
appeared in the herd.
2 per cent.
Good condition and health.
1(1. 1 am of the opinion that cattle are much better if
the' are not inoculated. even when the disease
shows iii the herd, as the loss is much greater
front the mustering and consequent knocking
about of the cattle in this climate, than from the
disease itself if the cattle are left alone,
22. I do not consider that an Act should be passed to
oblige any owner to inoculate his cattle when
iafcctcd with pleuro, for the reason above stated.
(No. 51.)
250.
Not used.
5. Three weeks.
No symptoms at present.
Seven, as near as lean tell.
Good.
(No. 52.)
2.
78
9.
In. In March or April last, two or three young beasts
were supposed to be infected, shox ing some of
the symptoms ofpleuro, but not being able to
procure virus the herd was not inoculated, nor
have any fresh eases been observed.
(No. 53.)
i,.00o.
Nil.
Nil.
No disease.
None.
Never was in it.
Nil.
Healthy.
22. No.
(No. 54.)
11. 1am in favour of inoculating grown cattle, but not
under two years old.
22. I certainly thbik an Act should be passed compelling onners of stock tq inoculate when they
observe the disease setting in.
(No. 55.).
About 600.
Never had any infected.
22. Vu's.
(No. 56.)
(No. 57.)
2. 3.500 head. Had no disease since purchasing, which is over
four years.
9. Healthy.
in. Having had the management of large herds of cattle
for twenty years (Hoskisson's), Cwydir District,
we never inoculated any. My neighbour (Lloyd),
Mcnnula Station, had his herd inoculated, and
had considerably more die than u-c had, but will
not say they were skilfully done.
22. 1 would not consider it necessary. and would think
it an arbitrary law if passed.
(No. 58.)
1.800.
There has been no hllcuro_pnellmonia since 1867-8.
Good condition.
About twelve months.
Nearly all.
The latter end of 1868.
S. About from 500 to 600.
9. Generally healthy.
1.1.. in favour, certainly, if virus can be obtained,
though 1 (lid not inoculate, owing to circuinstances and ignorance of t,lis operation.
22. I thialu it advisable.
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(No. 59.)
Question.

Answer.

2. 3,000.
10. I consider that an Act should - be passed obliging
owners of cattle travelling to report their arrival
on a station. This would, in my opinion, tend
greatly to lessen the spread of diseases.
22. Decidedly not.
(No. 60.)
2. 120.
9. Sound.
Ii. I urn not in favour of inoculation.
(No. 61.)

22

None.
N one.
None.
No time..
None.
None.
None.
In good order and condition.
All the cattle are in prime health, and no signs of
any disease.
I cannot form any opinion on the subject, never
lias-ing any disease, and never tried the effects of
inoculation.
(No. 62.)

9. 300.
Healthy.
Have had no disease since the run was stocked with
cattle, about three years ago. I intended to
inoculate last year, but was unable to obtain
virus.
22. Decidedly not. I consider it too late to inoculate
after a herd has becoineinfeeterl.
(No. 63.)
500.
Never been infected.
9. Healthy. but rather out of condition, owing to long
winter and much frost cutting off the feed.
10 Consider it a very good preventive to disease to
keep a few, lumps of roeksalt constantly on the
camp for cattle to lick. Think the Government
in the interest of the public should encourage the
use of rock salt by removing duty, and carrying
it as cheaply as possible by railway. &e.. &e.
22 Do not consider this at all necessary.
(No. 64.)
About 450.
I have had no disease in my cattle for six or seven
years.
(No. 6.5.)
Free from any diease.
Have known cattle travelling, some of which were
inoculated; those not inoculated took the disease,
and many of them died, while those that had
been properly inoculated showed no sign of
disease.
if. In favour of inoculation. Am confident of its being
a preventative.
99
Consider an Act should be passed obliging owners
of cattle to inoculate as a preventative of pleuropneumonia.
(No. 66.)
0

:3.
4.
0.

6.
I.

22.

About 800.
About 18 months after its first appearance in this
colony-don't recollect date.
Eather poor and low condition at the time it first
appeared.
Very severe for two years; after that a few yearly;
none the last year and a half.
After the first two years, about four to five per
cent., lately not Be many.
On or about 18 months ago.
Kept no account.
Free from disease and in fair condition.
None to make..
I do not-kuowin& that many lost more than I did
by inoculating ileir cattle when none were dying;
mine were not inoculated.

(No. 67.)
Question.

Answe,

11,000.
Have not been infected.
Healthy.
None to offer.
22. To the above question, no. But an Act should be
passed obliging owners who have breeding herds
of cattle to inoculate all calves at the time of
branding or marking, by which means pleuropneumonia might eventually be entirely eradicated,
(No. 68.)
(100) one hundred head, old and young.
Never infected.
Never had plouro-pneumonia.
Never showed any symptoms of pleuro.
None. When the few head that were brought from the
Berrima District died out, which was only a. few
weeks after arrival.
About twelve head in all.
. Every beast in the best health possible.
I have not seen any symptoms of the disease on
this farm, since the few- that came from Burragorang, or the Berrima District, died, which was
about 1863. At that time they were dying all
round me, lying in the• creek where my cattle
watered; but I never had, one to take the disease, and my cattle were running among diseased
cattle at that time, but never caught it. I believe
it was the change of climate and over-driving
that caused the disease to break out among them
as it did, and in particular on a beast that has
beeninoeulated. Inoculation actingon the lung,
the change would bring it on, as most cattle
killed after inoculation has part of the, lung gone
and growing to the ribs.
22. 1 do not, as I believe that I would be ruining my
herd by inoculating, and putting the disease
(pleuro) into them; I mean to say, if the pleuro
is not in the herd; but if pleuro is once established in a herd thea no ])arm can be done; but
1 do not think owners should be obliged to
inoculate, as 1. believe a beast inoculated ought
not to be bred from, as is proved from the fact
of a beast's lung growing to its side after healing
by inoculation, has had a lung disease and so
may the calf.
(No. 69.)

2. 1,200.
5. No diseas.
(No. 70.)

2. 400 head mixed herd.
:3. Eleven years ago, in 1864, in November,
In good condition, mostly fat.
About fifteen months.
The whole of aged cattle within a few, they mostly
young cattle which had no disease,
About February, 1805.
About quarter of my stock of cattle at that time.
All perfectly healthy. Have lost a few of my yearlings last winter with blackicg, say six head.
They were in first class condition at the time of
taking the disease, and died inside of twenty.
four hours generally. All the remainder of my
cattle are healthy and in good condition.
It was travelling stock which was for shipment to
New Zealand, in 1804, from fl'ofold Bay, from
the Lachlan District, which left pleuro with
death and destruction in its wake, or else pleuropneumonia would never have visited Manaro.
Those cattle were said to be inoculated; if so, they
were bad, and left disease for miles around the
track they travelled.
22. I do not believe in inoculation at, all, so consequently will be against legislation.
(No. 71.)

2. 700 head mixed cattle. Has had no disease in my
cattle these last ten years. Tben plenro slightly.
9. Is healthy.
22. Dc not believe in inoculation at all on Manaro, as
such would never have been required or known
in this distrtet, only for travelling stock.
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(No. 72.)
Questiosi.

Angwer.

2. 200.
10. I have much pleasure in stating that pleuro-pncumonia has lover shown itseif to any extent on
this run nor has the cattle ever been inoculated. in districts where cattle are infected, and
dying from the want of proper treatment., I consider it would be wise if Parliament were to
pass an Act obliging owners to inoculate if siLeli
had the desired effect.
(No. 73.)
2. About 200.
3. in the years 1.863 and 1861.
4. In good condition. Some were fat when they
died.
5. About twelve months.
6. About 30 per cent.
7. In the year 1864.
8. 20 per cent.
9. in good health.
10. Have not seen any disease in my cattle since the
above-mentioned years.
22. My cattle have never been innoeulated, and I do
not believe in compulsory inoculation.

(No. SZ-conthzuecL)
Qaasiton.

Answer.

6. Do not recollect, but not many, although I had
more than twice the above number.
7. I believe, in 1864.
8. Do not recollect.
0. Thin after the winter, but healthy.
Some years ago two of my neighbours, M'Intosh
and Oakes, inoculated, I believe, with great loss;
five miles north from here. Mr. Stevenson also
inoculated, with it was said fifty per cent, loss
too, and south-cast of Swallows' Nest.
io.
22. No.

Forty.
None.
Never was infected.
R. None.
9. All healthy.
10. I am in favour of inoculation when cattle are infected with pleuro-pneuinonia.
(No. 84.)
2. 750.
3. All times of the year.
4. They become very wild and miserable looking, and
(No. 74.)
will not feed, and foam at the mouth.
Nil.
A continuation, more or less, but gradually disap(No. 75.)
pearing.
Nil.
Of late not over ten por cent..
(No. 76.)
Has not quite left it yet.
The Chief Inspector of Stock, Sydney.
Cannot exactly say.
Sir-in answer to your communication of 20th
Good health but very poor on aceountof bad supply
August, on the subject of inoculation for pleuro.
of grass.
pneumonia in cattle, I have the honour to state 10, I have seen my neighbours' herds inoculated by a
that the u-hole of my herd is entirely free from
person who was considered competent, and a
this disease, and that I have not had occasion
very large number of the cattle died after it-a
to inoculate any of my herds, never having had
far larger percentage of deaths than those had
the disease amongst my cattle.
that did not inoculate. I have tried a remedy
of bleeding quiet cattle, and cutting the tips of
(No. fl.)
their tails oil, and many instances proved suc2. 6,000.
cess ful.
5. Disease first broke out, in the herd in 1864; and 11. I am strongly opposed to it.
loss from disease during that year being about 22. No. I do not consider that any such Act should be
7 per cent.
passed, I should let the owners of stock to
S. 2 per cent, will cover the loss from pleuro-pneuplease themselves,
monia since 1865.
(No. 85.)
0. Healthy.
2. 11 head is all I have.
22. Certainly not.
9. In good condition and health.
(No. 78.)
Ni].
22. i: do.
(No. 86.)
(No. 79.)
1.700.
1,000,
None.
No known infection in this herd for the last two
None.
years.
9. Appear all frec from any disease.
None.
9. Healthy.
22. I do not think a compulsory law would have any
11. Opposed.
good effect, many stoekowners believe inocula.
92. Yes.
tion tends to spread the disease and keep it alive
in the Colony.
(No. 80.)
2. 60.
(No. 87.)
:3. None affected.
9. 200; no disease amongst them. I give thom plenty
(No. SI.)
of rock salt, and I believe that if cattle got
2. From three to 500.
plenty of rook salt that they would not have many
diseases.
4. Grunting, eyes sunken, discharge from nose, hang
about water-holes, continually sipping, do not
(No. 88.)
appear to chew the cud.
2. 3,000.
Perfectly sound.
3. The last broke out in September, 1870.
4. In good condition.
I have been living on my present run for the last
eleven years, during wInch time I have only had
5. Three or four months.
three or four isolated cnses of pleuro-pneumonia,
6. As near as I could ascertain 10 per cent.
and destroyed the animals infected. I have lost
7. About nine months.
cattle by another disease, winch I believe to be
8. About 5 per cent.
the coast disease, the animal pines away for
0. Qute healthy, and no appearance of disease for the
some months, has a cough when moved quickly,
last four or five years.
but does not grunt as in pleura, and chews the 22. I certainly would not allow my cattle to be inocucud. I do not believe it is infectious. 1 believe
ted with any description of virus lake]] from the
rock salt placed about the run to be a prevenlungs.
tive.
(No. 89.)
400.
1 am opposed to inoculation of a Glean herd, as
None.
believe it introduces the disease, but in favour
when seriously infected.
S. None.
27. Most certainly if infected to any extent.
9. Very healthy.
10. If a beast of mine took the disease,! should directly
(No. 82.)
take him from the others to endeavour to prevent.
319.
but I do not believe in inoculation. 1{aving seen
1863.
cattle die after inoculation, whether caused by
Good order, if I recollect right.
the improper performances or not, I am not in a
About twelve months.
position to say.
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(3S
(No. 89-coat laced.)
Question.
.
A ii.lwer.
11. Decidedly opposed to it., not having it among the
cattle.
22. No. for the reason that if at cattle are healthy,
why should tiley be inoculated.
(No. 90.)
3,500.
136.
A. little lou'.
0. 8 months.
Uncertain-should think about 20 per cent. of those
under 12 months.
1869.
S. 10 per cent. of thoso under 12 months.
Quite free from disease.
We consider inoculating a herd with disease in it, a,
more certain way of causing a larger percentage'
of deaths.
it. Opposed to it.
99
Certainly not.
(No. 91.)
Nil.
0

(No. 96-con6nued.)
Answer.
About 10 per cent.
About nine years since.
About 5per cent,
Perfec tly free from disease.
Those, who are always inoculating their cattle will
never be free of the disease. I give plenty of
rock salt as a preventative, which is always
Letter than a cure. I have seen cattle diseased
that got plenty of salt, but never saw any of
them die.
22. No, a plague should never be encouraged; and if
we cannot keep it out., try to moderate it by
giving roche salt. Why should I or any other
be compelled to bring the disease amongst our
healthy cattle?

Question.

(No. 97.)
400.
1865.
.
Hanging at the ears and frothing at the mouth.
Three months.
8 per cent.
June, 1865.
S. 5 per cent.
Good order.
None, only I have never inoculated.
22. I do not;.
(No. 98.)
22. No.
(No. 99.)

(No. 02.)
1.500.
:3. Cattle never infected at Trianible, but a small
milking herd at Pelf were badly infected.
Strong.
Some moist hs.
Over 50 per cent.
Do not remember.
(No. 100.)
About 20.
Healthy.
10. As I don't believe in inoculation, therefore have
At Ttiainble in the county of Wellington, where
never tried it.
nearly all my cattle run, acne died from pleuro,
(No. 101.)
or were infected to my knowledge, the cattle were
About 7.000.
carefully watched and prevented from mixing
About 1864.
with diseased cattle, other cattle near sufl'ercd
4, Healthy.
badly and were inoculated. My cattle at TnEver since.
amble being isolated and out of the way of
Not known.
travelling stock. I believe to be the reason why
in it yet.
they escaped. Where nearly all my cattle run,
S. Not known.
in the county Wellington, we never inoculated.
9. Slightly infected.
and never lost a beast from pleuro. Owners of
cattle near its inoculated, aiid lost a great many. 22. Certainly not.
I do not think sound cattle should be purposely
(No. 1.02.)
inoenlatedwith adisease which they might never
6,000.
take otherwise; I am also opposed to inoculation,
Aiways slightly affected since first breaking out.
because I believe pleuro to become to it certain
Fair condition.
extent hereditary, having frequently noticed
6. Very slight.
young stock bad with pleuro amongst cattle that
8. Impossible to say-not;nmany.
had had the disease, whilst young cattle whose
0. Slightly troubled with pleuro.
mothers were never diseaseA (from th0 time of if. Do not; know what to say, as never had an
the first appearance of pleuro in the colony to
opportunity of testing the efficacy of inocuthe present day) never took the disease.
lation.
11. Decidedly opposed.
22. No.
22. Most certainly not.
(No. 103.)
(No. 93.)
2,500.
9 260.
Almost every year since 1867.
3. 8 years ago.
In good condition.
4,. Good condition.
For several years.
a. 6 months.
About 75 per cent.
6. 4 per cent.
In 1874.
8. 3.
The first year. 1.867, about 50 percent. died;proved
0. Good health-free from disease.
from actual muster.
Have administered castor oil with good results, and
Free from disease.
always somear with tar the noses of cattle and
1 believe the disease is constontly amongst cattle
the sheds, bails, &e.
which are not inoculated, but they do not die so
In favour of.
much as they did at first, but as a nile 5 per
22. I do.
cent. per annum die every year. I have seen
(No. 94.)
working bulloeks which had been inoculated
2. :300.
travelling with ours which were not inoculated,
:1. Never infected.
and they diil not die, whereas the ones which
Healthy.
were not inoculated died to the extent of 50 per
cent. I have never inoculated cattle myself, but
I have seen numbers which have been inoculated,
Our ca'.tle had pleuro.pnemunonia in 1866 for about
and I thoroughly believe that it is beneficial, and
nine months, when the disease suddenly hell the
iintendto inoculate Mr. M. H. Moule'aeattle next
herd, and has not appeared since.
year, and I also intend to inoculate sonic cattle
It. Opposed.
which I have -in Queensland.
U. 1am decidedly in favour of inoculation.
2. Say 600.
22. I do.
About ten years since.
4. In good condition.
(No. lift)
.5. About twelve months.,
2. 400.
0
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(No. lO4-continu:I.)

(No. 110.)
Quesliuji.
'
Answer.
43.
or cent.
6,OtF.
8. Me.
Odd cases for the last five years.
0. Healthy. Poorer than at same time of year in
Various times, too numerous to mention.
former years, owing to grasshoppers and severe
Impossible to say; odd beasts are to be seen offaad
winter of 3.875.
on every year.
10. I may remark here that a calf of mine whose mother
Impossible to say, but believe nearly all o]l the
11I11.
was put to E. Jones.Esq's stud, hull ''Bisniarok"
was by E. .1. inoculated by mistake. The calf
None seen for the last three months.
seemed to recover, but one month after showed
Possibly 100 within the last five years.
0. ITeitltby.
all the symptoms of the disease lie died ultiinately. The disease (pleuro) has been in the 10. I am decidedly against compulsory inoculation. Our
herd of the above named gentleman, whose run
losses are quite heavy enough without having to
joins mine. A beast of his (diseased) got
kill them by Act of Parliament, and that I coil.
amongst mine and died. It did not to all appear.
siderwo'ildbcth,eoffectof compulsory inoculation.
anees affect mine. I have uot inoculated my
I have had a very large experience among cattle,
cattle. Referring to the above, ten months ao
and ate certain those whoinoculated have suffered
a number-about 200 head-of diseased cattle
more than those who left t]ieir cattle alone. 01113' a(pleuro), badly diseased, were branded in my
few months ago I noticed Mr. Walter Lamb's
yards, some of them so bad I could not get
cattle were attacked, one of them killed, and the
them out of my home paddoeks. My milkers,
others did not (lie after being inoculated. The
And bull, and others wereconstantly mixed with
advocates for inoculation at once said, "See
the diseased cattle. In no ease was my cattle
what inoculation has doiie !" But I say there is
affected. Mv opinion is that the disease is not
no proof 1-lint the cattle would nothave recovered
infections, that is one beast coming in contact
pist as well if they were left alone, and give the
with another, but is an atmospheric malady. My
following instance in support of what I say cattle, a number of choice ones. caine in contact
- At the very time Mr. Lamb's cattle were
with the diseased lot (30 of which I drew into
attacked, a working bullock running among the
the riser after death), and not one. was afibeted.
quiet cattle here about the station had the disease
U. I would leave the matter in the hands of owners.
badly. I had him left alone and lie recovered,
22. I would leave the matter in the hands of the parties
and none of the others died, although lie was
most interest-ed.
running among them every day, both before and
after the disease, and was frequently yarded with
the others, This is only one of many instances
(No. 105.)
1. have observed for the last ten or twelve years.
a
Fifty milking cows on conditional purchase, New
And I have this advantage over Mr. Lamb. My
South Wales.
bullock recovered, his was killed, and that at
In good condition.
any rate I have one beast the best of hnni.
For twelve months, in 18€R.
0. 20 per cent.
(No. 11].)
7. Died out in 1869.
5,000.
S. 15 per cent.
Have always hail plcuro.
4'. In good health,.
Free from all disease.
1.1 Opposed. My belief is that if inoculation was
For the last six years.
About 5 per cent.
stopped that pleuro-pneumonia will (lie out in a.
few years.
Is in the herd now.
8.Aboi,t 2 per cent.
In fine condition and good health.
(No. 106.)
1, did not inoculate my cattle, as I believe the
2. 200, more or less.
deaths arising from- inoculating would be more
:3. Not infected.
than 1 lose by plcuro. 1 believe in inocnlati
9. In good condition.
as a preventive hut not as a cure, and I do not
11.. 1am in favour of inoculation when necessary.
think that an Act should be passed inakiu in22. An Act should be passed to compel owners of
oculation compulsory. It would be a very card
infected cattle to inoculate when they can obla'n
Act to be carried out, and very little if a-ny good
the virus.
would result from it.

QucAion.

'3

0.

41.
7.
S.
10.

22.

An suer,

(No. 107.)
3,0th).
February, 1574.
In good condition.
About five weeks.
About - per cent.
March, 1874,
Six.
Cattle at present healthy.
The six cattle were first nffbcted with pleuro about
ten years ago, and a large perecalage then died
of this disease. Since that time the disease has
appeared tfro or three times, but the heaviest
loss was in February, 1874. These cattle were
acre,' inoculated.
As it has not been proved beyond dispute :tli at
no 'cola toni is it prevent-ire of pleuro, 14 not
lii nk that owners of cattle should lie compelled
to inoculate.
(No. los.)
About 403 head of cattle.
None.

co.1ou

400.
They have not been infected.
None.
H calthy.
If the cattle are infected I think a lan- should be
passed obliging owners to inoculate, and a competent- person to obtain the virus appoited.

(No. 112.)
2. 300.
i. In good condition.
IL Nearly all.
7. Spring.
Good condition.
in. Having only been owner of this run for sixteen
months, I. cannot give much information as th e
cattle were just recovering from the disease when
I bought-.
22. No.
No. 11:3.)
I believe that the free use of salt will not as a preventive and probably as a cure for pleuro if used
in the early stage of the disease, but I "ill only
give one ease in support of this belief. Two
hulloeks got awa-y in yokes, after a week
they were found, one of them had been dead for
twenty-four hours from pleuro, the oIlier bullock
was released and did not afterwards ink-c the
disease. This last bullock was in the habit of'
licking salt every evenluir.
It. I am not in favour of inoculation, bu t opposed to it
upon the grounds that 1 have observed that
pleuro-pneinnonia has disappeared si,nulI tineously front among those herds that have not been
ineeu]ated, a tid those have, in the same district,
22. Certainly not. 'It should be left entirely to the
discretioa el the owner. I believe that inoculation very often brings the disease into a herd,
and at least may aggravate it.
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(No. 123.)

No, 114.)
Question.

Aniver.

22. Yes.
(No. 115.)
2. About 2.000.
3. 1870, 1871.
od condition.
4,
ighteen months.
0.
10 per cent.
1871.
About 150 head.
ft. Free from disease.
10. My cattle had pleuro for about eighteen months
my neighbour Mr. Scott's cattle mixed with
them, and ran together with them for the whole
period, and not one of them took pleuro. The
pleuro broke out in some cattle (belonging to a
person named Clarke) running on Mr. Scott's
run, twelve miles from my station; Mr. Scott
inoculated on that divisionof his run, and said
the pleuro ceased; but, strange to say, the
pleuro died out simultaneousl' on my station,
although I never inoculated. The above circumstance, in my opinion, disproves the necessity
for inoculating.
22. Utterly opposed to inoculation.
(No. 110.)
2. 300.
a. During twoyears-1868 and 1869.
4. In good. condition, but rather crowded on the run;
and to prevent their trespassing on neigh.
bonrs' runs were often turned back, causing
them to be mixed too closely.
Two years.
Cannot tell, but believe it went through the whole
herd, as many were noticed sick slightly, and
appeared quite well in a few days. In January,
1870, they were taken to Cawa, where they had
plenty of room, and left oil dying.
30 per cent.
Healthy. They were not inoculated.
Inoculation was not so well known when our cattle
were sick and dying as it is now; and I did not
then believe in it; but I have ample reason for
changing my mind since, as I know that it
stopped the ravages of the disease in the ]ierds
of two of our neighbours. I have made up my
mind to inoculate, should the disease make its
appearance in our cattle again, and lose no
time about it.
22. Yes. Our cattle were never inoculated.
(No. 1.17.)
About 300.
Never affected.
5. Never.
9. In good condition. and 110 disease.
Ii. To a great extent. Yes.
(No. 118.)
Nil.

(No. 119.)
2, 1200.
11. I have been among and owned cattle flicse ]ast
thirty-five years, but never seen much of inoculation done; but I am of opinion that inoculation
is good if done in proper time.
22. Yes.

(No. 120.)

3,000.
Not infected.
Sound.
No disease here.
1.1. Infavourof.
22. Yes.

(No. 121.)
3,000.
These cattle have not had the disease for at ]east
more than three years.
9. Healthy.
92. No, most decidedly not. Such an Act would be
most iniquitous, and would be compelling many
people to do what they are convinced is most
injurious to their cattle.
(No. 122.)
300.
None.
9. Fair healthy condition.
11. Am opposed to inoculation.
22. 1 don t think so.

Question.

Answer.

3. Never.
22. I am opposed to an Act being passed for com
pulsory inoculation.
(No. 124.)
10. We have .no diseased cattle. We have had no
experience in inoculation, therefore cant give
an opinion on this matter.
(No. 125.)
About 1,000.
None.
Healthy.
No symptoms of any cattle disease has appeared
amongst our herd. [saw some years since a
number of cattle inoculated, and more died from
the effects of the inoculation than I think would
have died from the disease had they not been
inoenlated, owing to the operation being per
formed by inexperienced men and bad virus.
ii. I am in favour of inoculation, where virus can be
got and cattle in danger of being allbcted.
22. No. I do not think it should be compulsory.
(No. 126.)
2. 500.
3. None.
4. Never infected
5. Never existed.
U. None.
Never had it.
None.
Healthy.
I have seen a groat number of cattle bled in the
jugular, and the disease pass away, keeping
those bled away from any diseased ones.
I am in favour.
22.1 consider that an Act should be passed obliging
owners whose cattle are infected to inoculate.
(No. 197.)
2. About thirty head.
3 No disease of any kind has existed on my station
during the past seven years.
9. Healthy and condition fair.
22. I certainly do consider that owners of cattle should
be compelled to inoculate, where disease is found
to exist-having witnessed the effects in other
herds, I am strongly in favour of the process.
(No. 128.)
9. About 4.000.
Healthy.
There has been a few losses, as will he in any large
number of cattle, but J. cannot; say I have seen
a decided ease of pleuro.pneumonia since .1 have
been here. I have seen and known of many stalions where inoculation was done in Victoria, but
never heard of it being of much use, and have
known them die as fast after the inoculation as
before and without it.
it. Having only ar$ved in New South Wales a few
mons,
th I do not feel competent to answer this
question. In Victoria, I cannot say I found that
inoculation was of much "so.
22. If we do not theroughly believe in inoculation, we
could not wish an Act to be passed to oblige us
to inoculate.
(No. 129.)
2. 400.
6. Nil.
9. Healthy and in fair condition.
22. Certainly not.
(No. 130.)
40.
I have no diseased cattle whatever.
6. None.
S. None,
9. Good health.
(No. 131.)
At time of disease about 1.00, have at present 100
bead.
186.5.
In very good condition.
I think about 2 years.
0. As near as I can think, about S.
7. Cannot say.
8. Cannot recollect.
9. Very fair.
10. The only remedy I ever tried was to keepcattlo
from water; I have kept cattle from water for
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(No. 131-conUnued.)
Questia n.

11.

22.

2.

4.
5.

43.
7.
S.
0,
1.1.

22.

Answer.

14 days when bad, 1 thengave a small quantity
once a day for from 5 to 8 days, and out of three,
two recovered. 1 have known one cow to be five
weeks without water and recover; she was so
bad I drove her away in a back gully, and. got
her there in 5 weeks after very poor-I took her
to water and she recovered.
I am in favour so far as in skilled hands it may be a
preventative, but in unskilled hands I think it is
poison altogether ; the principal thing is to
know when you see the virus whether it is good
or bad, and very few knows that yet, not one
out of 100 or more.
No; as I think a great many cattle has been
destroyed by unskilled hands inoculating them.
J am in favour of cattle being paddoeked when
diseased and kept by themselves.
(No. 132.)
1,800.
Don't know. Pleuro has been in the herd more or
less since I purchased (about 4 years ago), but
only to a trifling extent; sometimes there would
only be 3 or 4 ill with it and sometimes considerab]y more.
Don't know,
See answer to No. 3.
About 1 to 2 per cent
Not yet.
About 1 per cent.
Healthy.
I. am neither, as I have no practical experience of
the result. Nonq of my neighbours have inoculated since I Caine hero (nearly 4 years ago) and
for myself I know I have not lost more than I
per cent, through pleuro, if that; and I reckon
I would have lost quite as many if not more had
I inoculated.
Not unless they are travelling, or their runs are
insecurely fenced, in which ease it is advisable
to adopt any measure which may be considered
necessary to prevent the disease from spreading.
(No. 133.)

2. :389.
4. Poor.
0. 5 per cent.
3 per cent.
Sound.
22. Every man should beat liberty to net as lie hikcs
wit]t his own without the assistance of persons
elected to spend public money-not l>flvato.
100.
March, 1872.
Good condition,
6. One month.
Five per cent.
April, 1872.
Four.
No appearance of disease.
I do not consider phmro.pncumonia a contagious
disease; my cattle were all running upon 300
acres of land, yet only 5 out of 100 were effected
with the disease.
22. i: consider such an Act: would be a very arbitrary
one, entailing a great deal of loss and trouble,
and not at all necessary.
(No. 135.)
2. 200 head. Never inoculated
22. Yes.

22.

500.
Never had the disease.
Not in this district.

(No. 137.)
300.
Never had pleuro-pneumnorna.
22. Yes(No. 138.)
400.
Free from disease.
Nil.

(No. 139.)

(No. 140.)
Question.

Ansi,,,.

2. 0,000.
Healthy.
Never inoculated any.
22. No.
(No. 141.)
220.
Never infected.
Nil.
Nd.
Nil.
Nil.
S. Nil.
P. Healthy.
22. Yes. I think it should be done.
(No. 14.2.)
200.
No infection.
Do.
Do.
4$. None.
(No. 14.3.)
400.
Very seldom infected.
(No. 144.)
500.
None.
9. Sound.
10. Cattle if properly inoculated before disease appears
are not afterwards liable to take it.
U. Certainly, in favour of it.
22. Yes.
(No. 145.)
250.
Nil.
Nil.
Nil.
Nil.
Nil.
S. Nil.
9. In good health.
(No. 146.)
500.
None.
Never.
9. Healthy.
1.1. In favour.
22. Yes.
(No. 147.)
About 500 head.
No disease.
22. No.
2. 250.
11. Opposed.
22. No.
2,400.
Nil.
4.

(No. 1.49.)

Not infected.

No. 151.)
22. From my experience in my own cattle as given
above, I am doubtful as to the efficacy of inoou.
lation, as every cattle owner has it deep interest
in this matter I think he or she should be left
to use their own judgment in the matter. • But I
am firmly of opinion that an Act should be
passed prohibiting diseased stock of any kind
from travelling, as is the case with sheep.
(No. 152.)
2. 250.
7. Not diseased.
(No. 153.)
3. Never had disease in herd, nor any experience in
inoculation.
(No. 154.)
About 1.400 head on the New South Wales side of
the river, the remainder in Queensland.
1. have only purchased the station twenty months
since, and have not inoculated the, lierd or had
any occasion to do so, as there is no pleuro on
the run.
9. Quite free from disease of any kind.
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(No. 166-conlianed.)
(No. 151.-eonl.)'nned.)
Q nestion.
An.wor.
A naner.
Question.
10. I believe the herd was inoculated about seven years
None.
since by the late Mr. J. Logan, and the losses
None.
were very heavy by inoculating with preserved
None.
virus.
Never bad it.
22. 1 decidedly object to compulsory inoculation, as it
S. None.
is the opinion of many that it is useless when
9. Good.
done, and that you will kill more cattle than 11. In favour.
would 1w carried off with the disease.
22. I think so.
(No. 155.)
(No. 167.)
2. 2.000.
Ii. 1 sin opposed to inoculation.
22. 1 am opposed to compulsory inoculation. The
(No. 168.)
cattle on this run have not been inoeuln ted.
493.
(No. 156.)
No infection.
2. 'kOOO.
9. Soinid.
1. Ten years ago.
11. in favour.
1. Poor weaners.
22. 1 most decidedly do.
5. Never left it.
0. 2 per cent. for the last seven years.
(No. 169.)
but nothing to speak of.
7. Still
2. Vthries from 100 to .900.
S. 50 per cent. first year, never bad since.
6. None.
9. '\ery poor.
7;
1ever appeared.
22. Certainly not dont believe the disease will ever
S. N niti'.
be very bad again.
Sound.
Disease never appeared among my cattle. Only
(No, 1.57.)
saw a few eases in this district, where the disease
2. 320.
had been imported by strange cattle, and inocu4. Never infected.
lation applied with etfect, the disease never again
92. Yes.
appearnig. Had no personal experience in the
(No. 15S.)
disease, and cannot give further information.
1 approve of inoculation in herds where disease has
10. Free from disease.
existed, and from obseitvation. where it attacked
(No. 1.59.)
cattle in this district, believe inoculation stayed
2. 1,000.
its progress.
3. Free from disease.
22. 1 approve of the passing of in Act by the Legisla22, Yes.
titre, making it compulsory with owners of
infected cattle to have them inoculated, and
(No. 160.)
under heavy penalty not to remove from their
Nil.
own runs till their cattle are certified Sund and
(No. 101.)
the contagion ceased for at least three months.
2. 2,000 to 3.000 head.
3. From 1864.
(No. 170.)
4. In good condition, and otherwise healthy.
2.
6,000.
severe
to
1872,
ocea.
very
6. From 1864, when it was
9. Healthy.
sionally disappearing and again reappearing.
C. In 1864-6, quite 25 per cent.; subsequently gradu- 10. No disease since cattle came on nut in 1871.
ally diminishing to 2 per cent. or 3 per cent.
(No.171.)
7. 1872-3.
S. ]?nlly 20 per cent, in 1864-4. since when the losses
Nil.
have been trifling.
(No. 172.)
9. Free from disease.
2,500.
10. Ever since lily cattle have been kept in paddocks,
Not infected since 1868.
and free from stragglers, I find them free from
5. Nine mouths.
disease.
7. 1868.
22. 1 am opposed to compulsory inoculation, but think
S. 1.000.
owners of diseased cattle, whatever the form of
9. Healthy.
disease, should be compelled to remove them
22, No.
from contact with healthy stock-their own or
other people's, andpower given to destroy such
(No. 173.)
diseased stock at the owner's expense, if upon
200.
notice lie fails to remove them to place of isolaHave seen cattle bad with the disease, and after
tion.
inoculation doaewell.
In favour of inoculation.
(No. 162.)
22. Most certainly.
Ni].
(No. 163.)
2. 70
11. 1am in favour of it.
22. Yes.
(No. 1tH)
2. About 700 head.
Very sound.
In favour of a bill to prevent infected cattle from
being introduced into a sound district.
In favour.
22. Strongly in favour.

(No. 174.)

1.30 head.
None infected.

5. None.
9. Perfectly healthy.
10. An Act to compel the owners of ti'avelling cattle to
destroy any diseased stock left on the roadside
would muon prevent the risk of disease spreading.
22, Cannot give any opinion in the iTiatter, the number
of our cattle being too insignificant to be able to
form a judgment about inoculating.

(No. iC5.)

2. 400.

2.
3.

11. In favour of.
22. Yes.
(No. 166.)
2. 350.
3. None.

5.
6.
7.

(No. 175.)
About 850 head.
-None are now affected, but twenty were during
winter.
Six months.
Perhaps 3per cent.
In September last.
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(No. 175-continued.)
Question.

Answer.

About fifteen.
Free from disease.
When the disease first; broke, out in the country,
about 300 died out of 900 then on the station.
Some thirty head of valuable cows and builoelis
were inoculated, and they all died I believe, but I
suppose were not properly inoculated.
No, 1 do not think so.
No. 17(3.)
700 to 800.
At intervals.
Good.
Now and then a beast has been attacked and
recovered.
One or two.
Not known.
Not known.
Good.
The cattle about here are generally very healthy,
None are inoculated.
No, it could not be enforced.
(No. 177.)
500.
Ave have never inoculated any cattle, and have had
no disease for eight years, till the last nine
months ; in that time about sixty head had been
a ttacke d, half that number died, and the rest
recovered ; to some cattle we gave it small bottle
of Pain Killer, dilated in half pint of water;
nearly everyone so served recovered. The disease seems to have entirely left the herd.
22. No.
(No. 178.)
500.
Nil.

(No. 183-continued.)
Question.

Answer.

10. I have been fortunate to escape the disease, except

99

when it first appeared about 1863 and 1864, when
it came and left a.large herd of 4,000, In some ten
(lays killing about 5 per cent, leaving afew eases of
chronic disease behind ; the following year I
purchased 800 head with the disease among thorn,
the disease did not communicate itself to the
cattle before located on the run.
Decidedly not; inoculation has destroyed a eonS
sidemble nu]uber of beasts.
(No. 184.)
Nil.

(No. 185.)
9. 1,000 head.
1874.
Coughing, stiff in walking, generally go into water
and remain there to die.
About four months.
(3. Cannot say, but think about MI.
7. 1874.
S. Twenty head.
Quite free from pleuro-paeunionia.
I consider if the Government were to appoint local
farriers, or men of skill, who could give advice or
assistance when stock are infected, it would be
much more beneficial than have paid officers to
prosecute squatters, who often fransgress in
Ignorance. I consider it best to burn the careases of all cattle found dead of the disease than
to inoculate. 1 have done so with twenty head
found dead on my station out of 600, and this
prevented the spread of the disease, as my herd
is now quite free of the disease.
I am opposed to inoculation.
22. No.

5. Nil.
Ii. Nil.
7. Nil.
(No. 180.)
S. Nil.
450 head.
Healihy.
None thisyear.
There has been no disease among cattle on this
S. Lost sixty head last year.
station for several years.
H&lthy.
22. I don't think an Act of that kind necessary.
I have seen 3,000 inoculated, and they were dying
(No. 179.)
twelve and fourteen per day before they were
2.500.
inoculated, and three days after there were no
Never infected.
more deatlis,but the virus wasgood, mntter mixed
9. Healthy.
with it and taken from the lung. Had to kill
11.. In favour.
fourteen head before the right virus could be
(No. 180.)
got, which was clear as sherry wine, and dne
Sir-I have received your letter ci' 8th instant.
with a needle in top of tail, after tutting off the
reminding me that; you had sent returns required
the hair.
by Parliament under the Disease in Stock Act, 29. I think so; but it is very hard to obtain the right
and that I had not filled up said returns. In
virus to do so.
reply. I beg to inform you that I will not 1111 up
No. 187
those returns, because 1 cannot honestly reply
200.
to the questions-I am not able to do so.
Not infected.
(No. 181.)
Ian in receipt of yours. asking for the returns 22. Yes.
(No. 188.)
regarding diseases, &c., of stoekin New England.
2. 5.109 Lead.
My reason for not having made any return was.
that I have had so little experience in New :3. Latter end of August, and month of September,
1875.
England, that I did not consider myself justified
About seven weeks.
in making a report. Regarding plcuro, I have
About 1 per cent. on whole herd.
not had any experience, which must be my excuse
Unable to say positively.
for not having ifiled in the returns, as I consider
S. Fifty counted, may be a few unseen.
none but thoso who can speak authoritatively on
0. Very healthy.
these points ought to do so. I must, however,
apologize for not having written to inform you 10. When picuro is known to be in the herd they are
left as quiet as possible, no driving about or
of my inability to reply to the questions asked.
mustering, as it only accelerates the disease.
(No. 182.)
Some few die, but many recover. The disease
2. 1,500
in this herd is very light, nothing like what
9. Good no disease. Cattle uninoculatcd.
pleuro was when it first broke out in Rivorina.
U. As long as the cattle are well let then, alone, when
I believe in course of time the disease will work
the disease shows I believe they should be
itself out. From my own experience Icanjustly
inoculated as soon as virus can lie got.
say I have seen more cattle die from the effects
of inoculation and yardings than I have from the
2. 200.
disease in herds that were left in quietness.
3: Not infected.
22. Most certainly not. I think owners of cattle ought
Never have had disease.
to to the best judges of their own affairs.
Nil.
Nil,
(No. 189.)
Nil.
1,500.
S. Nil.
My cattle have been slightly affected on and off for
0. Healthy.
these fast three years.
412-K
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(No. 196.)
(No. 189-conlinucd.)
Questiosi,
Answer.
Answer.
Question.
2. 3.500.
4. In good condition generally.
4 There is no disease in the herd.
5. Still exists.
6. Very small. I have only lost to my knowledge 10. Since 1865 there has been no outbreak of pleuropneumonia in this herd occasionally a single
about 25 head during the three years.
beast has been found ailing, and on being lulled
25 in three years.
has been found to be aflbcted with plcuro-paeuMy cattle are now in good condition.
monia, but the disease has never spread in the
About three years ago the disease made its
herd.
appearance on my run, It attacked a milking
cow which, as soon as I discovered what was 22. From previous experiences, I think that inoculation
may be of value as a preventive of plciiro-pneuthe matter with her, I had her destroyed, and
monia, and I consider that all Act should be
the carease burnt. About a week after another
showed symptoms of the disease, which I also
passed obliging owners whose cattle are infcctçd
to inoculate them.
killed; and so on until I destroyed four head.
The disease then disappeared for some time, but I
(No. 197.)
have lost cattle occasionally with it since. Last
Nil.
year the disease broke out in a small herd of
No. 198
quiet cattle in the Manning district. They
were dying off rapidly, and the owner inocu- 22. I am of opinion that all cattle owners should be
lated tiiem Since then he has only lost a few;
compelled to inoculate whose cattle are affected,
and they are supposed to have been affected
or whose cattle run in the immediate vicinity of
before the operation.
cattle infected with pleuro-pneumonia.
I am of opinion that where cattle are so situate
(No. 199.)
that they can be properly attended to after the
2. 4k10.
operation, that inoculation is beneficial, and
S. None.
would strongly recommend it.
9. Healthy.
22. I have every confidence in inoculation, but would
not recommend compulsory inoculation, as I 11. No. think in some districts it would prove more 22. No.
No. 200.)
disastrous than the disease, as the cattle coiLld
1,000,
not be properly attended to.
None affected.
(No. 190.)
11. In favour of inoculation.
25.
22. No, I do not.
About the beginning of August, 187.5.
(No. 201.)
In fair condition.
Four months.
29. Do not consider that inoculation should be conspulStill existing.
sory.
Three.
(No. 202.)
Recovering from disease.
10.
1
have
only
been
an
owner of cattle since 1870, and
From my experience, extending ever a period of
have never had any pleuro-pneumonra in my
twenty years, I have always found bleeding
herd; but from what .1 have heard and seen I
the best cure for pleuro-paeuznonia, if taken in
thoroughly believe in inoculation, and would
time. When you find the beast affected out
imniediately inoculate my cattle if I saw any
one or two joints of his tail of. and lie is almost
symptoms of the disease.
ocrtain to recover.
11. I am not in favour.
(No. 203.)
22. I do not.
2. 9,500 of uninoculated cattle now on the run.
(No. 191.)
U. Free from pleuro.
2 30.
10. I have not had any experience in inoculation, so
3 Nil.
you must excuse Inc not filling lip all the form.
4? Nil.
There is odd eases of pleuro in the herd eeoc0. Nil.
sionally, but never to any extent. My opinion
6. Nil.
of inoculation is that it kills more cattle than
7. N if.
what would die from pleuro itselr
have seen
8. Nil.
cattle that have been inoculated and afterwards
9. :aealthy and strong.
tako the pleuro the sanmo as those that Was
10. The above cattle have never been inoculated, and
never inoenlat:ed.
never infected with pleuro-pneiimonia.
I. Opposed against inoculation.
92. Yes.
22. No.
(No. 1.92.)
(No. 201.)
In tue year 1868 about 800 head.
8,000.
Cannot recollect.
Not diseased.
In fair store condition.
9. Healthy.
0. About twelve months.
22. I do not consider it should be made compulsory to
6. Almost the wbole herd.
inoculate, as the benefits arising from it are still
S. From 1.5 to 20 per cent.
doubtful.
Healthy, and çuite free from disease.
(No, 205.)
My neighbours inoculated for pleuro, and 1. con.
2. 6.
sider their losses were as great as mine, if not
7. Never in it.
greater, and their stock did not cease (tying
9. First-class, and very healthj-.
until the general turn for recovery came; and 1.1. 1 don't think it necessnry.
my herd that bad not been inoculated recovered
as rapidly as those that had been. .1 may state
(No. 200.)
that almost all I slaughtered after the disease
Nil,
had abated showed symptoms that they at one
(No. 207.)
time had had the disease by one lung growing
Ni!.
to the rihs.
(No. 2ttft)
Opposed to inoculation.
9. 601).
No.
1803.
(No. 193.)
Slightly.
Nil.
One months.
(No. 194.)
2 per cent.
1863.
(No. 195.)
1 per cent.
I have none of the diseases mentioned in my stock
No disease since 1803.
that I am aware of, and consequently am unNo faith in inoculation. Would not allow my
able to give any information on the subject
cattle to be inoculated on any consideration.
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(No. 209.)
Question.

Answer.

2. 1,000.
Pee from disease.
Pleuro does not show itself on this run, although it
appears on one or two neighbouring ones.
Opposed.
22. I do not think that inoculation should he made
compulsory.
(No, 210.)
3. Never.
(No. 211.)
About 3,000.
Having never inoculated cannot give the required
information.
9. Healthy.
29. No, decidedly not.
(No. 212.)
2. 1.200 head.
10, I am not aware of any disease or infection amongst
my cattle, therefore I cannot from experience
give any information.
22. if it can be shown that inoculation is a remedy, I
think owners of infected cattle should be coinpeP ed to inoculate them
(No. 213.)
2. 2.900.
H. We are unable to answer any of these or the foregniiig questions with accuracy, having only
within the last few months purchased the sthlion ; but we have heard that a few young cattle
were inoculated a. year or two ago, hut with
what effect we know not. At present we believe
that plearo-pnenmonia is not among them.
9.9
According to the present existing state of affairs in
regard to stock in the Colony, we do not think
that inoculation should be made compulsory.
(No. 214.)
2. 120 Lend.
3. No infection.
12. I am decidedly in favour of inoculation as a preventive measure; but on this sthtion, where cattle
are in paddocks, and no roads intersecting it, do
not consider it necessary to inoculate the cattle.
22. I consider such an Act would be beneficial; and
would also cause publicity, to be given in any
outbreak of disease, under a heavy penalty; also
that all carcases of dead animals should be burnt.
(No. 215,)
132. Sometimes more, sometimes less; the num
her varies according to what are bought or sold.
4. No pleuro-pneumonia has ever existed on my run
or amongst my cattle.
Very healthy.
I believe that pleuro.pneumouia is exceedingly in.
fectious. All my cattle are kept in paddoeks,
and frequently changed from one paddock to
another. Every endeavour is made to keep
strange cattle from hanging about the outside
fences. My cattle have salt from time to time,
particularly those that are kept in the natural
grass paddocks. I believe that artificial grasses
possess a saitness in their nature.
11. Opposed.
22. Most eertsinly.
(No. 216.)
2. 443.
9. Sound and healthy.
10. Cannot state of my own knowledge whether any of
this herd have been inoculated, but believe not.
Since delivery in June of this year no symptoms
of pleuro have shown.
(No. 217.)
2. 900.
3. Year of 1866.
4. Low in condition.
5. Two years and upwards.
(3. The whole herd, so far as experience showed.
In 1868.
400 and upwards.
First-class.
Inoculated cattle is the cause of keeping pleuropneumonia in the country. This is my belief.
22. I do not. I have not inoculated mine. My stock
has not shown any symptoms from the date
above.

(No. 218.)
Question.

2.
8.
0.
22.

An,wer.

1.000.
Not infected.
Healthy.
No experience.

22. No. I have had nothing to do with cattle infected
for many years.
(No. 220.)
2 400 Lead.
3. No disease.
To questions 3. 4, 5, 6. 7, and 8, I cannot reply, as
myeattlo are and have been healthyfor some years
past. Occasionally symptoms of the disease
have appeared. but considering it onlythe eficets
of the disease which possessed the animals some
years since. I have on each occasion had the animiii destroyed and burnt to prevent the d.icase
again breaking out.
Healthy.
in contequenee of the healthy state of my cattle at
present, and for some years past, I have not had.
on opportunity of judging of the efficacy or
otherwise of inoculation but from the number
of arguineats wInch 1 have heard advanced in
favour of inoculation, lam of opinion that per.
501i5 possessing valuable stock should, if procurable, have a supply of virus on hand. In order
to try the result of inoculation. My limited cxporience does not render rue competent to advise
with respect either to lIst disease or to inoeulatioa.
Never have had an opportunity of noticing the
effects of inoculation.
22. No.
(No. 221.)
10. No disease.
(No. 222.)
Nil.
(No. 223.)
300.
Never infected.

(No. 224.)
Nil.
(No. 225.)
10. No experience.

(No. 220.)
70.
About six months ago.
In fair condition.
The last six months.
15 per cent.
About 3 weeks ago, the last one was attacked.
4.
Apparently very good.
I believe the disease was brought by working bnl.
locks, one or two having died on the road-my
neighbours' cattle theu took it-alongside my
paddock.
22. I do not think owners should be compelled to inoculate unless when the disease is virulent; healthy
cattle I should think were better let aloae.
(No. 227.)
300.
Nil.
6. There is none affected.
9, Healthy.
(No. 228.)
Nil

(No. 229.)
5. I have never had the disease in my cattle.
10. About four years ago the cattle in the paddocks
adjoining mine had the pleuro, and my cattle
were not affected by it, which I ascribe to my
having rock salt for my cattle. Some of my
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(No. 229-continued.)
Question.

Answer.

neighbours had the pleisro in their cattle some
years ago, and after inoculation the disease
disappeared.
11. Yes, I am in favour of it.
22. I do.
(No. 230.)
(No. 231.)
22. I don't consider it to be of any good to inoculate.
(No. 232.)
9. State of cattle, healthy.
10. Not had cattle long enoughto know anything about
the disease.
(No. 233.)
2. 200.
10. Never had, the disease, and therefore have no expeperience in the matter.
22. Yes.
(No. 234.)
2. 900 head.
11. I am in favour of inoculation.
22. Yes, certainly.
(No. 235.)
2. I have only thirty head of cattle left, all my others
are gone to Queensland.
22. If people choose to let their cattle die, let them.
(No. 236.)
4. Never had disease in the herd; no experience of
inoculation.
11. Opposed to it.
22. No.
(No. 237.)
Nil.
No experience.
(No. 239.)
10. We have only about 200 head of cattle oil the run,
no disease among them, and we have no experience in the treatment of animals suffering from
pleuro.pneumonia.
(No. 240.)
22. No.

22.
2.
5.

22.

2.

(No. 243-continued).
Question,

Answer.

3. About three years since.
4. In good condition.
5. About two months.
6. There were about thirty head of cattle in the paddock where the disease broke out, and fourteen
took it.
7. About two months after its first appearance.
8. Two.
Healthy.
10.
9, I think all travelling store cattle ought to be inoculated at least ten days before leaving the station.
I have had the disease in my paddoeks four
different times during the last ten years, and
each time by travelling cattle.
22. Yes, most certainly; all travelling cattle.
(No. 244.)
In more than one instance I have known the disease
stayed in its'course by inoculation. This disease
being so contagious any law to prevent the spread
of the disease must naturally be accepted nsa
great boon to stock owners, and the fact of their
being no preventive law to meet such, shows
a gross disregard to the best interests of the
country.
I am in favour.
22. I do, but think that prevention is better than a
cure.
(No. 245.)
8,000.
I think Spring, 1806.
Considered good.
About a month.
About 20 per cent.
Never finally.
S. Cannot tell, think 15 per cent.
9. Occasional death.
10. I do not think it proved the inoculation is beneficial,
all is guess work ; when my herd was affected,
the herd on the opposite side of the creek was
also affected; they were inoculated, and died
more than mine both herds were mixed, and
both left oft dying at the same time.
11. I am totallyopposed to inoculation, I have never
iaoeulated, but have watched results on other
herds, and from what Ihave seen lam convinced
that it is impracticable in bush herds and useless
where practised.
22. I think it would a monstrous injnsticc, and I
feel sure the Legislature will perpetrate such a
piece of stupidity.

(No. 241.)
About 7,500.
Not infected.
Healthy.
A emailpercentage of cattle are usually affected by
(No. 246.)
a swelling in the throat, which ends fatally almost
About 200, late over 600.
always ; it however, is quite distinct from pleuroNever had infection.
pneumonia. I have never inoculated, but observ9- Splcndi4.
ing its effect on neighbouring stations I consider
Brcedin and thriving, fast.
its effects injurious, particularly on cattle already
Pecidedy against it. A perfect farce.
afleted. In this dry salt-bush country I con- 22. Acts of this description, like Seal) Inspectors, will
sider it quite unnecessary.
also be a farce.
Opposed.
N o.
(No. 241.)
(No. 242.)
2. 50 head.
3,000.
9. Healthy.
Since my occupation of this run (about two years), 11. Have not had sufficient experience to offer an
there have been a few, head of cattle die of pleuro,
opinion.
say 1 per cent, in that period I never separated
(No. 248.)
the infect-ed cattle from the herd, believing the
Nil.
disease not to be infectious; and my conclusion
(No. 249.)
has been borne out by the result, it having quite
Nil.
disappeared at present. I believe this disease
(No. 250.)
has been known in this neighbourhood for many
400.
years, occasionally showing itself for a few
Nil.
months, but never having caused much mortality.
Nil.
I have had travelling cattle pass through this run
Nil,
in a very bad state, some dying on the run, and.
Nil.
could not trace any ill effects to my cattle in conNil.
sequence.
Nil.
I do not consider owners sliould be obliged to moe.
Healthy.
ulate, as in the first place it is questionable if
If the proper virus could be obtained, my opinion is
the cure is not as bad as the disease, and of
it would prove effectual.
course believing the disease not to its infectious it is unnecessary for the protection of neigh- 22. Yes.
(No. 251,)
bouring cattle.
2,700.
(No. 243.)
No infection.
200.
22. Certainly not.
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(No. 262-con/inued,)
(No. 252.)
Question.
Answer.
Question.
Answer.
2. 2,000 head.
the herd, I am unable to answer any of the quos3. From May to September.
t.ions.
4. The cattle were in good sound condition up to the
time of the disease breaking out,-the synip(No. 263.)
toms of the disease being a very severe cough
I
am
unablo
to
answer
these questions; my cattle
when stirred, and a rough glaring coat.
have never had pleuro.pneumonia.
5. About five months, the disease being at its worst
22. No, it is not proved yet that inoculation is either a
about July.
6. About 2 per &nt. or perhaps 21 per cent,
prevention or care.
7. The disease not entirely left as yet, but very
slight indeed-hardly noticeable.
(No. 261)
B. Nearly 2 per cent.
2. 200 head.
9. Very good.
3. 1809.
10. I an, a slight believer in inoculation, although
4. Fine condition.
owning a herd uninocult,tcd. I may mention
5. Six months.
it Team working bullocks, and about 5 per cent.
that I purchased a number of young bullocks
that were inoculated about eighteen months pro.
7. About six months after first shown.
S. Eight head working bullocks ; suppose about half
vious, and they died equal to those that were
the wild cattle.
not inoculated; and they were inoculated by a
9. Sound and healthy.
gentleman that has had considerable experience
in inoculation, and has inoculated a great nun' 22. Yes.
her of cattle, the above-mentioned bullocks
(No. 265.)
having been sold by me shortly after I purchased them.
22. Having had no experience in the treatment of
22. I do not consider that an Act should be passed
pleuro-pneumonia, and am therefore not compeobbging owners to inoculate when they can do
tent to answer this question.
so as yet. (No. 260)
(No. 253.)
2. 4000.
:1. Not infected.
Nil.
9. In good health.
(No. 964.) 10. Cattle have not been infected since present owner
2. 400.
has had the station.
4. None have been affected on the run.
22. Have had no experience among inoculated cattle,
11. Neither.
22. No.
(No. 267.)
(No. 255.)
2. 400.
3. None.
2. 700.
4. Coughing and drooping the head.
3. Not infected.
.
5. We never had it in the herd.
9. Free from disease.
6. We had only three this many years.
22. I think they ought to be inoculated.
8. None.
(No. 256.)
9. Good.
2. 200.
10. We use tar by rubbing it on the nostrils, and
10. In my opinion all cattle ought to be inoculated, with
taking about one quart of blood from them.
a view of stamping the disease out of the country. 22. Yes.
22. Unless people are compelled to inoculate, they will
(No. 268.)
not do it; an Act should be passed obliging
them.
22. I do not believe in Act being passed for the above
purpoSe.
(No. 257.)
2. 200.
9. Healthy.
(No. 269.)
•
This return is rot, we have had no cattle with pleuro.
(No. 258.)
2. 660.
neumonia for years, so I cannot fill it up; I
9. Healthy.
eieve it is absurd to pass an Act to make mooJO. Good condition.
ulation compulsory can't people do what they
22. No.
like with their own
(No. 259.)
(No. 270.)
300.
2. 2,400.
Some time in 1869.
11. I am certainly not in favour of it.
4-. In good condition.
About ten months.
(No. 271.)
26 per cent.
2. 150.
Some time in 1870.
No disease amongst them.
S. Seventy.
In 1865 we had a'bout 4,000 head of cattle, and they
P. Healthy and in good condition.
commenced to die from plouro-pneumonia; we
lam in favour of inoculation,
never inoculated; two of our neirhbours had
22. I have not had experience enough to know.
about 1,000 cattle each; they both° inoculated;
our cattle left off dying at the same time as our
(No. 260.)
neighbours who inoculated. Sometime after we
- 2. 1,000,
sold our cattle, but kept our milkers; we now
3. Never infected,
have about 150 head of cattle, and they never
9. Thri ving,
have the pleuro-paeumonia amongst them; we
11. I would not insist on owners inoculating,
think inoculation is all nonsense.
22. No.
22. We think no Act should be passed compelling inoculation, as owners of catte is sure to inoculate if
Nil.
the find it to their advantage to do so.
(No. 262.)
(No. 272.)
As I have no inoculated cattle, having no pleuro in
Nil.

No. 5.
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No. 5.
APPENDIX D.
(Inoculated.)

ABSTRACT of the number of Cattle on the Bun, the number of times Inoculated, the dates of Inoculation, the number
of Cattle Inoculated, the percentage showing sympteins of the Disease, and the time Disease had existed.

-;

d
Number of times Owners
had Inoculated,

-p

-0

o

o
2

Time Disease had existed in
ITeM when Jnoculat,eil.

showing symptoms of Dkease when Inoculated.

10
s
- Not stated.
I
140 Once
cc
70 Twice.
—0
25 Thrice.
4 Four times.
2 Five times.
I Six times.
10 Several times.
3 Often.
I Seven times.
Regularly.
I Annually since /64. ?
I 3 times annually. 2 Twelve times.
2 Twenty times.
4 Great sunny times.

57 Not stated.
82 Nil.
13 3 per cent.
0
.5 Very slightly.
17 2 per cent.
6 Shght.
15 :3 per cent.
:35 5 per cent.
1 6 or 7 per cent.
1 8 per cent.
10 per cent.
7 15 per cent.
3 Good many.
1020 per cent.
8 25 per cent.
6 30 pci' cent.
5 Very great.
I 36 pm' cent.
1 40 per cent,
2 General in herd.
I 2 50 per cent.
1 611 per cent.
1 66 per cent

eot
,-

'to

I

7 Nearly all.
1 90 per cent.
8 Various.
2 Great in part of herd.
2 Some dead.
1 5 head dead.
2 6 or? head dead.
2 1 per cent. dead,
2 3 or * per cent, dead.
1 6 per cent, dead.
I S per cent, dead.
.
2 15 per cent, dead.
1 17 per cent. clean.
1 25 per cent, dead.
1 30 per cent, dead.
I 33per cent, dead.
1 50 per cent. dead.
1 200 head dead.
1 2 or 8 dying daily.
2 20 dyisig daily.
1 10 or 12 dying weekly.
1 1 per cent. dying weekly.
2 Some dynig weekly.

I

I
•

-

'

I

53 Not stated.
25 Nil,
34 At once.
1 Very short time,
2 A few days.
2 Some time.
7 1 week.
15 2 weeks.
10 2 weeks.
1 Several weeks.
I I to S-weeks.
3 5 or 6 weeks.
4 Various.
44 1 month.
20 2 months.
25 3 months.
6 4 months.
1 4 or 5 months.
5 Several months.
15 6 months,
1 S months,
2 0 us outlis.
9 12 months.
1 15 months.
1 2or3years.
I Syears.
I i 5ycars.
16years.
I lOycars.

I

No.6,
APPENDIX E.
(Inoculated.)

ABSTRACT of Vines used ; how long kept; how kept; and if preserved, how, and with what success.
flerved Vlrua
Sort of virus used.

36 not stated.
174 lung.
54 chest,
11 water in chest.
23 lung & chest.

Slow long kept before using.

Not stated ............33
At once .............. -... 74
At once to 3 days
2
A few hours ---------1
ii hours ..................4
12 hours ................33
12 to 24 hours ......1
12 to 86 hours
1
12 hours to 1 week 1
15 hours ...............2
24 hours ...............31
24 to 48 hours .........1
16 hours ...............5
48 hours ...............19
48 to 72 hours --------- 1
72 hours ...............16
1 day to 3 weeks
1
3or4days ............I
96 hours ...............6
4tol4 days. ........... I
120 hours ...............2
iweek ..................12
Sdays ..................2
9days ..................2
10 days ..................1
2 weeks............ ...... 3
Swceks ...............2
lmonth ...............2
2 months ...............1
4months ...............1

STow kept,

l'nserxed with
Olynrinc.

5 sealed
43 not stated,
bottle.
172 nil,
19 buried.
fl.
2 wet cloth.
44.
7 in well.
56 blanks.
1 drying
(caused
swelling),
1 filtering
through
charcoal
(success).
4 keeping
cool.

-

-

Oilier ingredients,

-- I5mu it
S,mrcroq.

El

,iTur,. Dauit,tfnl.
i
,

S

7

I
'

Glycerine, driedand
lmm'ied ...........
Sulplmr fumes ......
Snitpotre and gly'
cerine ...............
Salad oil (I to I) ...
Preserved between
glasses ............
Preserved by V. S. 2
With brandy
1
With turps .........:1
Pottie.................
Charcoal ...........
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No.7.
APPENDIX F
(Inoculated.)
ABSTF.AP of the Animals killed for Virus, Stages of the Disease, and post mortem appeo.flhleen
Liquid in chest.

Animal stilled for Virus.
EPent ofifepatizstiou of Lungs.
To wha4stageofthe
n.m

Description.

221 not stated.
6 calf.
13 young.
10 steers (2 years).
5 heifer.
9 cow.
3 ox-

111 not stated.
10 first stage.
06 second stage.
44 third stage.
3 all stages.
2 dead.

Vinis.

123 not stated.
6 right lung.
5 various.
3 generally, and sometimes both.
I good deal.
1 one.sixth.

Water.

Not given.

15 one-quarter.
1 one-third.
39 one-half.
2 two-thirds.
29 three.fom-ths.
64 the whole.
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APPENDIX G.
(Inoculated.)

ABSTRACT of

-

Incision, hijection, or with Needle and Thread ; and of different sites
inoculation
Mode of inOduislion.
Site of Inoculation.
19 not stated.
240 not stated.
17 incision and drop of virus.
14 tip of tail.
21 grooved knife.
5 one inch from tip of tail.
134 elongated spey needle and wonited.
S two inches lions tip of tail.
85
,,
and cotton.
2 three incises from ti1' of tail.
17
and twine.
.15 handled needle and worsted.
9
and cotton.
,,
and twine.
Operations

by

of
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APPENDIX H
(Inoculated.)
ABSTRACr of effects of inoculation on Cattle generally, on particular sorts of Cattle, and on Milch Cows.

W'hensfteynocguation did

Not stated------------ 168
None -----------------6
YalTous --------------1
A few day
3 days ..................
5
3 oi4 days ............
.. p
3 to 7 days ............
.3 I
4 to S days ........... .
1
5 days ........ ..........
S
5 to 7 days ...... ......
1
S to 10 days .........
2
.5 to 20 days --------1
Ste 30 days ......... 1
6 or 7 days_ ......
7 days .............. ...
2
5 days. ..... ............
2
S cr9 days -----------4
Sto 11 days .... .....
I
8 to 70 days -------I
9 days .................. -3
- 10 days --------------- 18
10 to 12 days .........
3
JO to 15 days .........
4.
10 to 20 days --------I
14 to 25 days .........
1
15 days --------------- 16
lOto2O days .........
1
20 days --------------S
20to30 days .........
2
20days ----------------3
28 to 56 days ... -.....
1
40days --------------1

l'errcx.tage Swelling.

txtout of Swelling.

.s

Not stated ............ 168
Slight.
None -----------------7
1 head ..................
3 Not states) ...... 120
I per cent ............ 1 None ............ 7
1 per cent. ............
5 Very slight
5
2 per cent . ............
2 Slight ............ 42
2 or3per cont . ......
2 Some .. ......... . II.
2 to 5 p cent.......
1 Generallysliglit
i
7 per cent.............
5 per cent. ............
S
6 pm- cent . ............
I
Severe.
15 to 20 per cent...
20 per cent- ............
1 A few ............ 17
25 per cent ------------ I Some -------------30
40 pet- cont .............
2 Various .........
2
60 per cent------- ------5
I lel any ............
Very few ... ............
4 (lone! madly
3
Afew .................. 16 .Aper eent------1
Several ..................
4
1 1 per cent- ......
Some ------------------ 20 2 per cent
1
Various --------------I 2 per cent------1
Good many -----------4
per
qent------6
1
Nany -----------------7 5 per cent------4
General - --------------- I
Nearly all -----------4
All --------------------Excessive.
C
2 per cent- ......
Some ------------

1
3

fleseription of
Cattle j 0gjn#
,
flected
after Inoculation.

Dinry Cows—Affected.

-

I

1To

-

Not stated --------- 53
Not milked ---------139
Not affected .......57
Quantity ............
S
Quality ................3
Qeantity & Quality. 3
2
Not inoculated
Doubtful
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APPENDIX I.
(Inoculated).
AnsTstAcr of deaths from Excessive Swellings; their cause and of the cures tried, and effect.
Fere.entageoffleatlss from Excessive Swellings.
Nil. 77, 77 out of 247. No deaths.
her cent. ].
2.
.1.

14

].

2.
6.

32,

I.
Very slight S.
p.c. 5, 100 out of 247, not over I P.C.

Cause of iiacessve Swellings.

55 Not stated.
107 Not stated.
1 None.
19 None tried.
187 Not excessive.
78 Cutting off tail above site
.
17 Disease too far advanced,
of inoculation .............71
2
4 Stale virus.
3
83 Incising swelling.............76
l'artly
success.
1 Wounding tail too deeply.
5 Fomentin ...................
7 Hot weather.
.1 Searingnt1i hot iron
1 Blood in the virus.
1 Bleeding inside leg.
1 Cold, frosty weather..1)'ulling out seton
1 Crushing.
1 Green feed .................
1 Neglect.

-

Escii.&iorics USED.

Slight 8, 46,
1 p.c. 34.
3, 155 out of 247, not over I p.c.
1&,,

2.

6 Butter Antimony, and Ven.
Turpentine.
4 Tar and Turpentine.
1 Chalk, Sugar, and Corrosive
Sublimate.

-

2 p.c. 23,187 out of 247, not over 2 p.c.

Cures Sr drocslve Swelling,

-

3, 17.
3 ,, 14,204 out of 247, not over 3 p.c.
10
4 ,, 10, 214 out of 247, not over 4
Good
many. 2, 16
5 p.o. 14, 230 out of 247, not over 5 p.c.
6
Over 6
p.c. 1, 7,
7 p.c. 3, 237 out of 247, not over 7 p.c.
Many. I.
Sp.c. 2, 7
10 ,, 4, 244 outof 247, not over 10 p.c.
15
1,
(10 ,, 1,
Various 1,
Not
stated.

]

1

1

247 247
44 44

291201
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No. 11.

APPENDIX J
(Inoculated.)
AncTnAcr of Dates of Deaths from Disease after Inoculation; and of &wners' Opinions of Inoculation and of Compulsory
Inoculat,cn.
D,ts and l,orcentags of Wino (after Inilntion)
.
Deaths after Inoculation. dl.! Diseiuo finally leave, herd, lte3u,t of Inoculation.
Not stated.........141 Not stated ............61;
No deaths .........73 At once ...............24
Shortly ............2 Very soon ............ V
Few days .........4 s
..................I
1 to 14 clsys
1 Few (lays ............I
3 or 4 days
1 week ... ............ S
4 or 5 days .........J Ito 4 weeks .........]
8 days...............2 Jo days
S or 9 days ..........5 12 to 14 days ..... ....4
9 days ............... J 2 weeks ..............
9th 14 days
2 2 or 3 weeks
1.0 days .............5 8 weeks ............... a
lweele ............S 3or4weeks .........I
2weeka ............4 4weeks........... .... 49
2 or.5 weeks
1 4 to 6 weeks ......... 2
3 weeks ............6 5 to 6 weeks ..........1
Sot' 4 weeks
1 6 weeks ...............16
4 or 5 weeks
2 S weeks) ............... 21
4 to 12 weeks ......2 Some months ......... .S
5 weeks ............I Under 3 months ..
5 or 6 weeks
(I 3 months ............23
7 to 12 weeks......I Under 4 months ...
S weeks ............1 4 mouths .......... ..... 4
Over S weeks ...... 1 6 months. . ............. 1
ito 2 months
] 6 to S months ......
Ito 12 months
I S months ......... ...... 2
U months ... ...... I 9 months .... ...........1
S months ........... s years ...............
24 months .........1 Long time .. ..........
Sekiomu Ur never
3
Notyct ...............13

Owners' Opinion For" or
"Against" Inoculation.

Not stated .............56
Neither ...............S
Success ...............192
Failure ...............12
Various ...............7

Not stated ............7
Neither ............... II
For .....................244
Against ...............19

-

16 to I

Nearly 13 '' for" to I
''against."

Owners' Opinions as to
Csnpulsory Inoculation.
Not stated ............ 51
Neither ............... S
For "indirect" ...... 2
For "direct ......... i30
Only in some cases..
H G overmsiont supp17 virus .........
Against...............78
Not necessary......10
1* "for" to! "against."

-

No. 12.

APPENDIX K.
(Uninoculated.)

ABSTRACT of Cattle on Runs, of Dates of Infection, Duration of Attack, Percentages Affected, Dates of Disease leaving,
of Deaths from Disease, and of Owner& Opinions as to Inoculation and Legislation.

-a
c
.0O

j

0 '.

Dates
of
Infection,

t
0a

110 not stated.
48 never infected.
55 not infected.
59 various.

ri

o

'

Ct

los

'E

.

I

0

z

H
412—L

fine Disoace
erisled in the Homy],

Percontaae of Cattle
aff&teel,

211 not stated, 217 not stated,
I cannot say.
1 2j per cent.
1 some.
1 4 per cent.
2 fitfully.
12 5 per cent.
I three weeks. 1 over 5 per cent.
1 one month.
2 emmot say
1 Sve weeks.
.S slight
1 seven weeks. . 2 a few head
1 two months. 1 8 per cent.
7 three months 9 10 per cent.
1 five months.
2 12 per cent.
S six months.
4 15 per cent.
7 nine months. 8 20 per cent.
I tea months.
1 25 per cent.
10 twelve 'nUts. 1 26 per cent.
3 1 fr years.
1 30 per cent.
6 two years.
1 about 40 per e.
I over 2 years. 1 40 per cent,
2 three years.
2 50 per cent.
I four years.
160 per cent.
I several years. 3 70 per cent.
1 all along.
3 nearly nIl.
I six years.
I eight years.
1 ten years.

; i'ereontagc of Deaths

.a

.
•

from the Disease.

On'ncr's Opinion Owner's Opinion
for or against as to Compulsory
lnoculaoo,,.
Inoculation,

204 not stated.
54 for.
56 for.
3 cannot say.
50 against.
107 against.
2 a few.
13 neither.
4 not neecsI vesy slight. 155 not stated.
sary.
I * per cent.
5 neither.
1. 4 head.
100 not stated.
3 1 per cent,
I nearly 2 p. c.
11 2 per cent.
1 3 per cent.
Id 5 11cr cent.
2 7 per cent.
4 10 per cent.
.1 over 12 p. c,
3 15 per cent.
5 20 per cent.
1 23 per cent.
3 25 per cent.
4 30 per cent
1 40 per cent.
I over 40 p. c.
5 50 per cent.
3 over 50 p. e.

No. 13.
APPEITDIX

L.

Owners' Objections to Inoculation.
1.—Heavy losses by excessive swelling, heavier than if they had not inoculated.
It—Heavier losses after inoculation through spreading infection, mustering, and crushing.
111,—The difficulty of obtaining virus.
IV.—Heavy losses from pleuro after inoculation.
V—The disease left the inoculated and uninoenlated at same time.
VI.—Tn those parts of the Colony where inoculation is practised the disease is always found, for inoculation
introduces and keeps it alive.
VII.—The disease is becoming less virulent and will die out.
VIII.—Cattle are infected oftener than once with pleuro, and it is not infectious or contagious but the result
of climatic changes, and cut•breaksas'e frequently occurring.
IX.—The operation is not a permanent cure.
X.—Iaefficaey of inoculation. Inoculated cattle died two months after the operation.
Abstract of Owners' Objections to Inoculation.
1.

ii.

Itt.

IV.

heavy
Number
I"
of

cr

7' 'T

{g
Vi Z

..................
..................1
......................I
................
1
................
1
................
I
175 ................
1
133 ................
1
1
207 ...............
i
237..............
I
240 ........................1
249 ...............
1
259 ................
1
1
263
2.S2 ................1
19

Disease lof
SII

un

Ii
132
133
134
145
130
131

5

Vii.

Vt,

V.

°,

...

I

j

X.

IX,

Dismec not

2?
j

t°'Z

!&.

2i

Inefficacy
of

t

pern]iut

......

1

1

V1EL

1

I

t

I
1
1
I.

..,.

1

F

......

......

. ......
I

3

4

j

2

3

6

1

9

No. 23. ()
I—That the losses from the operation were heavier than if he had not inoculated.
It does not appear at all certain from his return that the losses of which he complains arose solely from
the operation, for in reply to question 13 lie says there was very little swelling among the inoculated cattle. If
this were the case. it is not unreasonable to suppose that the losses which he has put down as caused by excessive
swelling, under question 15, were really the result of the disease, and that the four or five head which he lost, were
actually infected when they were inoculated, though exhibiting no outward syniptoins of the disease. This suppo
sition is strengthened by the ihe.t that the disease had been for a fortnight or three weeks in his herd before lie
inoculated, and by his reply to question 16. where lie states that lie lost four or five head (the same number) about
ten days after the inoculation.
Of all diseases affecting domesticated animals, pleuro.pneumonia is the most insidious. The period of
its incubation, according to the best atitlioritiesin England and the Continent, averages fully forty days, and ranges
from a minimum of five days to a maximum of flee months. As this is the case, there can be no doubt but that the
four or five head which the owner states died from the disease ten days after the date of the inoculation were
infected when they were operated upon, for an owner would naturally inoculate the cattle amongst which the disease
was most prevalent, and would thus be certain to operate on some which were diseased t;liougli they exhibited no
outward symptoms of being so, and which could not possibly be protected by inoculation, unless it were a cure as
well as a preventive we are therefore fairly entitled, in discussing the question of the efficacy of inoculation in
the course of this inquiry, to hold that if an animal died within three months of the date when it was inoculated, it
had been infected prior to that date, for this would be only 1mtting the length of the incubation at about two
months, as the ineuhntory stage would in most eases cease and the symptoms tluit it was diseased become apparent
a month at least before it died.
But supposing that the deaths alluded to were the result of excessive swelling, and that he thus suffered
the extraordinary loss of 10 per cent, from the effects of the operation, that may account for his being oppescd to
inoculation, but it is no reason why the practice should be condemned; for, if we take the general experience of
the Colony, we find, when the operation is properly performed and the cattle looked after as they should be after
inoculation, that the loss need seldom exceed 2 per cent., and that it generally does not exceed 1 per cent. This is
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fully borne out by the returns, for the later inoculations as a rule are attended with much fewer losses from
excessive swelling than those of an earlier date. Those sustained by the owner in this instances must have arisen
through sonic niistalce on his part, either in selecting or keeping the virus, or in its application, whichthe experience
gainca during the last few years in the mode of carrying out the operation and earing for the cattle afterwards
would now enable him to avoid. In fact, if the returns showing heavy losses be referred to, it will be found that
in almost every instance where the losses are severe the inoculation was performed previous to 1870; and that
where any of those ourners who had these heavy losses inoculated on more occasions than one, the heaviest losses
were almost invariably on the first occasion. So well is the practice now undci'stood, that qualified and responsible inoeulntors can be found who would perform the operation at a reasonable rate, and guarantee that the owner's
loss did not exceed 2 per cent.
4. The experiment, again, in this ease was not a satisfactory one, inasnmcli as only a portion of the herd,
and it small one (1-10th) was inoculated, and the owner does not say that the inoculated cattle were marked in any
way to distinguish them from the general herd. Where this is not done, the actual result of the inoculation of a
portion of a herd cannot be ascertained with any degree of certainty.

No. 24. (13)
His ojeriions are
I—He lost more cattle (4 per cent.) from the eflbcts of the inoculation than from the disease.
If he had performed the operation as lie ought, and attended earefuily to the cattle afterwards, he need not
have lost anything like so large a percentage as this; as it was, he allows the operation stayed the disease, and
although it is scarcely to be imagined that his losses if lie had not inoculated would in 1874 have been so heavy
as he admits they were in 1864 (66 per cent.), he cannot be certain that they would not have been much more
than were caused by inoculation. See 23, I, 2 & 3
11.—The disease left the uninoeulated cattle in his herd at the same time as it did the inoculated.
Instead of this being a reason against inoculation, it is a very strong one in its favour, in this way,—wben
the owner inoculated, he no doubt operated upon the portion of his herd which was most diseased. In
fact he would most likely inoculate all the mobs or lots to which the disease had spread; and the
inference is, that he (as many have (lone) inoculated every head exposed to infection, and titus stayed its
read—i.e--stamped it out. And what tends to support this snpposition is the notorious fact with respect to
euro-pneumonia, that a certain amount of actual contact between the diseased and sound animals is necessary to
propagate the disease. Again, supposi ig that this unexpected disappearance of the disease about the same time
from the inoculated and uninoeulated cattle could not be accounted for in this way, the instances whore uninoculated cattle mixing with the inoculated continued to die while the inoculated remained unaffected, are iweaty times
more numerous than such eases as that here alluded to; and it is an almost invariable rule that the stragglers on a
run which are not inoculated with the herd invariably succumb to the disease, while the inoculated cattle remain
sound. In any case, the diminution of the amount of the infection by moans of the inoculation would give the
other cattle a very much better chance of escaping an attack.

a

IlL—The Coast District where inoculation is practised is never free from plouro, while in Manero vhere very few
inoculate there is very little disease.
The reason for the prevalence of the disease in the Coast District is simply this,—that a constant movement
of stock is going on there, especially in the ilairying portions of the district ;and where this is the case—with such
an amount of infection as there now is in so many parts of the Colony, and the reluctance on the part of many
owners to inoculate,—the prevalence of disease in the Coast District is easily accounted for ; while its comparative
rareness in Manoro is to be attributed, not to the ncnpractice of inoculation, but to the little movement of stock in
that part of the Colony, and the small number of droving roads passing through it.

No. 31.

(21

Her oljections are
I. She lost twelve head of cattle from disease twelve months after they were inoculated.
Supposing that these cattle were opened when they died, and that it was ascertained be and all doubt that
their death was caused by pleuro-pneumoaia, it requires to be explained how it can be said she lost these cattle from
disease twelve months after they were inoculated, when she says in answer to the immediately preceding question
that the disease finally left the herd three months after the cattle were inoculated.
But supposing this can he satisfaetorily explained, then the question arises as to the fitness of the virus she
used (she obtained it from a neighbour), and until that can be proved her return cannot have very great weight.
Besides, she only 'gives the result of one inoculation, while she inoculated on two occasions, and the return is otherwise a meagre one.

No. 32.
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His oljceticns are
I.—Cattle that were properly inoculated and afterwards exposed to the infection in some oases died of the disease.
1. As the deaths here alluded to occurred within four or five weeks of the date of inoculation, they must
have arisen through the animals being diseased when inoculated. See answer to 23, 1, 2.
There may, no doubt, be some fcw exedptional eases in which inoculation like vaccination fails to take effect
and protect the animal inoculated; but although this is the case, that fact need no more shake the owner's faith
in the efficacy of inoculation, than that, the few failures which occasionally occur in vaccination should raise a doubt
as to its efficacy.
The owner here only inoculated a smallportion of his herd, and it does not appear from his return that he
took sufficient pains to note with certainty the effect of the operation, or to distinguish the inoculated from the
nninoeuloted cattle. See 23, I, 4.
IL—The mustering and knocking about the cattle when they are infected causes loss of cattle and condition, and the
owner says that the proper mode of dealing with the herd in such a case is not to disturb it more than is
absolutely necessary, and no serious loss need be feared.
1. Any one can see that if the mob in which an outbreak of pleuro-pneumonia occurs is inoculated immediately on the first case being detected, or what is better still immediately on its becoming known that it had been
in contact with the infection, the disease would in nine eases out of ten be stamped out before it had time to
spread; and that it would in such a case be impossible for the owner to sustain any appreciable loss in inoculating,
for the number of cattle requiring to be mustered and inoculated would be small, and the cost and trouble trifling.
It is only when the owner procrastinates, and puts oQ' inoculating from day to day and week to week, till the disease
spreads throughout a great part of his herd, that the loss and inconveluenco here alluded to are likely to occur
and if they do, the owner has only himself to blame for neglecting to carry out a most obvious duty.
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As it is proposed by the owner in this case, to keep cattle which became infected quiet, and to let them
take their chance; we will here endeavour to ascertain host far it is possi do to carry out that treatment, and what
consequences would result from it. 1st, to the owner himself; and 2nd, to the public.

1st. As regards the owner himself:Supposing that an owner is resolved to adopt the course here recommended, there must in that case be
no mustering for market, and if properly followed up, not even for branding, so long as the disease exists in the
herd, and that would depend upon its size and other circumstances ; judging from the experience of former years,
the disease in a herd of 3,
or 4,000 will last from say twelve to eighteen months in a herd of 5,000 to 7,000
for two or juice years, and in some cases as long as five or six years. It would be quite impossible to keep from
disturbing the herd for a tithe even of the shortest period here mentioned, so far as mustering for branding is
concerned, and even for market there are very few owners who could possibly afford to allow anything like the
time mentioned to elapse without disposing of their "east" of stock. The chances therefore are, that although
the owner decided to leave his cattle aloncie could not do so, and that in cutting out and yarding even for branding, but more especially when sending them to market, he greatly increased the virulence of the disease and
sustained heavy losses, very much heavier than if be had inoculated when he first noticed the disease. Then supposing that this system were generally followed, the disease must spread in all the Colonies, for
infected cattle would then as a matter of course (and, they do so now to a large extent) be travelling in all directions,
sowing the seeds of the disease broadcast as they go, and inflicting heavy losses on the owners of the stock they
infect.
The losses are even now very great, amounting in all the Colonies to somotlung like £500,000 a year. But if
everyone were to give up inoculating, and to adopt the policy which this owner recommends, the lossess ustained by
stoekowners wonld simply be ruinous, for the infection would then be ten times more rife than it now is, and the
losses consequently very much greater ; and although the opponents of inoculation refuse to acknowledge the fact,
it is to the very general practice of inoculation that their losses from pleuro are comparatively light.
2nd. AT reqards the Public:The adoption of this recommendation would be neither more nor less than gving owners a license
to keep the infection alive in their own herd, and to spread it right and left throughout the Colony,
thereby inflicting l'uinons losses on their brother stockowners and rendering it impossible for the disease
ever to be eradicated; for not only would the run of an owner whose cattle are diseased thus prove a hotbed of infection on which almost every head of cattle passing through it would become infected (and store cattle, fat cattle,
working bullocks, or stray cattle, are constantly passing through runs other than their own), but as the owner is
compelled to send n portion of his cattle to market every year, these cattle being infected would of course infect
hundreds, perhaps thousands, while travelhin, to their destination. In fact this is what is now actually going on in
the case of those owners who refuse to inoculate their infected cattle, although the efficacy of inoculation has been
fully established; and it is very strange that those who take that course sec neither the great injustice they nrc
inflicting on their fellow owners who practise inoculation, nor how very shortsighted sne]I conduct is as regards
their own interests, for the infection which they thus spread and perpetuate very soon again invades their own
herds and the injustice recoils on themselves.
While this is the case as regards those owners who refuse to inoculate on the disease breaking out among
their cattle, it must be patent to everyone that if the herd is inoculated on the first appearance of the disease, the
cattle, even if they are comparatively widely infected before the outbreak is noticed (and with ordinary care they
need seldom or never be so), are very soon free from all infection, and neither contaminate other stock which may
be passing through their run nor carry the infection to others when they are themselves travelling to market.
Having noticed the probable effect as regards the owner and the public of this recommendation to let the
infected cattle alone, we will now consider what the assertion in this return is worth, that if this policy were
adopted "there would be no seriosss loss." It is avident that this assertion is based on the assumption that the
virulence of the disease is dying out, and that it is becoming very much milder in its nature and character, for it is
generally allowed that the first outbreak of pleuro-pneumonia carried off some 30 per cent, of our cattle stock.
It would not, however, be hard to prove from the recent experience of stoekowners in these Colonies that
this is altogether a fallacy; for many of' them could, if called upon, prove from their out experience that
pleuro has within the last year or two, when the same circumstances were present, been quite as virulent as when
it first spread throughout the Colonies. But the circumstances are entirely altered, and this accounts for the
diminution in the virulence of the disease. The number of animals now susceptible of the disease is very greatly
diminished; and it is a well established rule, that with the diminution of the number of its possible victims, the
virulence of every infectious or contagious disease is proportionally decreased, and we know that this decrease has
actually taken place in the number of cattle liable to be infected with pleuro for what between the frequent outbreaks of disease in the uninoculated herds, but more especially through the very general practice of inoculation, by
far the largerproportion of our cattle stock are now protected; and when an outbreak occurs, the percentage
attacked and the deaths from the disease are thus comparatively small.
But supposing our experience were such as to induce us to the belief that pleuro is gradually becoming
less virulent in Australia, we would be altogether wrong, considering the comparatively short time the disease has
been among our cattle, to jump at such a conclusion in the face of the opinions of the highest veterinary authorities
in Europe, where pleuro has been long knowa and studied. They hold that its virulence is quite as great now as
it was a century ago, and that if the deaths are fewer than they then were, that circumstance arises solely from the
enforcement of more effective sanitary laws, and from the cessation of those violent curative measures to which some
time ago it was the custom to resort, and which only tended to destroy the stock. The fact that in ahuost
every country in Europe, including Great Britain and Ireland, the owners of cattle affected with pleuro are compelled by law to destroy them, is conclusive evidence of the opinion held there as to its nnt'ure, and that it is
considered to be as virulent and deadly now as ever it was.
S. It was said when the first outbreak of pleuro occurred in this Colonythat the climate and mode of management of our stock would tend to ameliorate the virulence of the disease, but this was found to a very great extent
at least to be a mistake; and although thc percentage of losses in Australia, where the cattle are not as a rule so
closely packed together as in Europe, did not range quite so high, they amounted to at least one-third of the whole
number of the herds attacked; and losses from this disease will, under the same circumstances, occur to the same
extent as they did then if the virulence of the attack were not lessened in the manner we have noticed by the practice of inoculation.
9. Many of those who suppose that pleuro is becoming very mild in its effects are no doubt—as explained
in the remarks on the next return—mistaking that disease for tubcr-culosis, or simple pneumonia.

No 37.
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The objections here are:1. The heavy losses sustained by inoculation. Answered 23,1, 2 & 3.
2, Cattle which had been inoculated, and which had lost a part of their tails, took the disease two years
afterwards and died.
1. There is very little doubt but that the explanation of this objection is that the inpculated cattle which the
owner here says died of pleuro-pneumonia were carried oft' by tubor-culosis, i.e., consumption (see Eeturn 1.43,
reply to question 21) or what is generally known in the colonies as "rot" in the lungs, or by some of the sunny
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other ailments to which these organs and the pleurro are subject ; and that not only in this instance, but also in a
great many others where owners say there had been a few cases, and only a few, of pleuro among their cattle, the
ailment was not pleuro but tuber-eulosis, or some of those other affections of the lungs or chest—for the outward
symptoms in such eases are identical with those of pleuro, the same organs being affected.
2. Tuber-eulosis in cattle is generally a hereditary, but sometimes also a local disease. It is common to nil
parts of the world, and has always been more or loss prevalent in Australia. In this Colony it is most generally
met with in those cold upland districts where cattle frequent the "Lick Holes," and on low lying river flats—even
in some parts of the salt- bush country.
- The symptoms of the third stage of tuber-oulosis as given by Mr. Fleming, F.R.G.S., in his Manual of
'V eterinary Sanatory Science and Police,published in 1875, are the following:—
"
The cough is harassing, the hack
arched, the head low and protruded, the mouth partially open and tongi to pendulous ; the Ii miii, errs, and linilis
cold; a prolonged moan is emitted in respiration, and the mspiration is in-egular and gasping, while there is a dark
coloured fmtid diarrha, and not unfrequently considerable iinpaohiiiont of the rumcn." Professor Armatagc again
gives among the other symptoms of this ailment, the following ;-" The cough is oppressive; the animal evidently
suffers extremely, as depicted by the arched back, obstinately refusing to move ; the head low and protruded
and uttering a plaintive moan at intervals."
Whell, however, a.post snor/cnrexamination is aiade,the differeaeebctweent.hediscases is easilyrecogmzed.
For while in tabcr-eulosis there arc considerable deposil.s of tuber-oulous matter in all its stages, from hard, light,
grey, semi-transparent nodules of different sizes to "rot' or " pus" on the lining membranes of the chest, on, and
even in time lungs, and on the pleura, and sometimes along the back to the kidneys. In pleuro-pnemnonia, again,
there is no pus or rot, but one or perhaps both lungs are more or less hepatized or marbled, and a greater or lesser
effusion of lymph is found in the cavity of the chest.
There is another ailment which has frequently been mistaken for pleuro-pneurnonia—" Sporadic" (i.e.
epidenise) "Pneumonia," or inflammation of the lungs, a disease which occasionally attacks the cattle depastured on
the higher lying portions of the Colony in the early part of spring, generally after a track of high cold wet westerly
winds; and when suffering from this disease the cattle exhibit all the outward symptoms of pleuro. 'I'lie dill'erenee
between them is, how-ever, easily discerned in the f9llowing ways :—lst, sporadic-pneumonia spreads very much
more rapidly than pleuro ; 2nd, it extends very little if any beyond the ground over which the full force of the wind
has passed; 3rd, when the affected cattle are hilled and the lungs examined, it is found that instead of their being
hepatized as in pleuro, they are in most cases studded over with tubercles, and in some eases have abscesses and
pus and 4th, instead of this ailment lingem'iag like pleuro for many months—perhaps years—and carrying oft
considerable numbers of the cattle, the sporadic disease leaves the cattle in the course of a few weeks, and they are
soon doing well again, with a loss or deaths of perhaps I. or 211cr cent,
To say, as some owners do, that they had an attack of pleuro in their herd and only lost 1 or 2 per
cent., is of itself all but conclusive proof that the ailment was tuber-eulosis or sporadic pneumonia, and not pleuro,
for it is contrary to all the experience of these colonies, as well as of all other parts of the world, for its effect to be
so lenient as these owners report.
Unless, therefore, the lungs of cattle which die of chest disease are examined and found to be hepatized. it
is very ivrong to take it for granted, as it I'm been the almost invariable eastern to do of late, when any ofthe respiratory organs of an animal was affected, that they were carried off' by plcuro, especially when that disease is not
known to exist at the time in the district. Such an examination as here indicated used to be made on all wellmanaged stations on the death of horses, cattle, or sheep, and ought still to be so in every ease, care, of course,
being taken that the person making the examination does not expose himself to inoculation from the dead animal.
S. There is no doubt but cattle which have recovered from an attack of pleura are to a considerable extent
weakened in (lie lungs and ehest,—losing as they frequently do, from a fourth to three-fourths of one of the lungs,
—and are thus rendered more liable to be afrccted by tuber-eulosis, or inflammation of the lungs; for these
ailments have of late years become more prevalent than they formerly were.
9, From what has been said, it will be evident flint many of our owners have been unwittingly mistaking one
disease for another, throuh neglecting to ascertain the real cause of the deaths occurring among their cattle; and
then they have gone still farther astray, and declared pleuro-pneumonia to lie neither infectious nor contagious
although it is notorious to all those owners who have studied the nature and character of the disease, that it is very
much so; and that for the last ten or fifteen years at least, no veterinary authority of any shandiag in any part of
the world has doubted this fact.

His oijeeUons ale:—

No. 45. C)

i—The large percentage of deaths from excessive swelling. Answered 23, 1, 2 & 3.
iL—The disease ceased simultaaeously among the inoculated and uainoculated cattle. Answered 24, 11.
'11.—The disease would dic out. Answered 32, II.

No. 52. ©
Bus objections are
L—Ift had more deaths from inoculation than if he had let the cattle alone. Answered 33, II, 1, and
23, I, 2 & 3.
II.—Purehased cattle which had been inoculated and lost portions of their tails died twelve mouths after
they were inoculated.
it is not certain that the cattle here referred to were properly inoculated. They may not have been so
though they lost portions of their tails by the operation. Stinking virus, which is comparatively useless, or deep
wounds in the tail with needle or knife would lead to its loss.
Ill--Cattle are affected oftener than once by plcuro.
There are instances on record where animals have suffered from more than one distinct attack of pleuro, but
these are exceedingly rare, and it is all but certain that the bull here referred to suffered from either tuber-enlosis
or simple pneumonia, and not from pleuro—not at any rate on one of these occasions. See answer to 37.
TV—The difficuity of obtaining the right sort of virus and the number of cattle which has sometimes to be killed
in order to obtain it.
If owners had attended to the explicit directions which have been published from time to time by the
Government of thus Colony for inoculating, they would have had no difficulty in obtaining the proper virus and
perforniing the operation correctly. Any intelligent stcekrnaa after reading these directions (especially those
published in 1868 and after that year) and seeing one or two cattle affected with pleuro opened, would be able to do
all that was required ; but as it has latterly been found that chest virus (which is more plentiful and more easily
recognized than that from the lung) answers as well as the lung virus; and as a great deal more information on the
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subject has within the last few years been obtained, any potion of ordinary intelligence can now inoculate without
the slightest difficulty. In fact they now generally (in so. for there are very few stations in the Colony where the
owners or some of the stoekincu are not qualified to inoculate when rei1 sired.

No.82. ()
ills objections arc.—
L—That every year pleuro has attacked his cattle and caused a loss of some 1 per cent.
These losses were nodoubt attributable to tubercular or some other chest disease, and not to pleuro—(see 37,
If, 1 to 9),—and therefore this objection is groundless.
11.—That the operation is not a permanent care and only a preventive.
If inoculation be a preventive it is all that can possibly be required of it; and if carried out in every case
immediately on an outbreak occurring, would very soon eradicate the disease in the Colony.
ILL—If he had inoculated lie would have lost more by the operation than lie did by the disease.
This is answered under 33, II, 1 & 24, I, 2 & 3, and lie himself allows that with care, losses through
excessive swelling night be avoided.
No. 84.

(Js)
He does not consider the result beneficial
Ashegotridof the disease in six weeks after inoculating, and only lost some 2 per cent, from all causes after
the operation—both from the disease and excessive swelling—the result was surely anything but unsatisfactory;
for although he only inoculated a portion of his herd. he seems to have operated on alf among whom the infection
had spread, and thus stamped it out.

No. 93. ©
3118 objections are:—
'l'hat he lost a large percentage of those he inoculated from the disease after the operation.
in this ease either the inoculation was improperly enrried out (he does not say how or where the virus was
obtained), or the cattle were infected when inoculated. This lattci' supposition seems to be the more likely; for he
must have obtained the virus either in his oiva herd or in his neiglsburs ; and in either ease the infection, although
not apparent, may have reached his workers. See 33, Ti, I, and 23, 1,2 & 2.

No. 94.
His objections are
I—He has proved inoculation to be utterly useless; cattle which had been properly inoculated dying at periods
varying from one to twelve months after the date of operation.
Wit Ii regard to the cattle wInch died wit.luu three months of the date when they were inoculated, the presumption is, that they must have been affected when operated upon. See answer to 23, 1, 2 and 3.
With respect, again, to those which died at a later period than three months, the explanation is, either that
the operatinu was improperly performed, or that the cattle died of tuberoulosis or simple pneumonia, and, not of
pleuro. See 37. 11, 1 to 9.
IL—That pleuro is the result of climatic changes, and therefore not iafeetions or contagious. See 37, II, 1 to 9.
The coincidences which the owner adduces here are somewhat remarkable, but they cannot be accepted as
proof either "for" or "against" the efficacy of inoculation.

No 113 ()
.ffis o1jee1ions ai'e :-

i—Deaths occurred after inoculation ; one cow died of the disease about three months after. Answered 37, II, 1,
to 9.
11.—He brought the disease among his cattle.
Although he saw no symptoms of his own cattle being affected with plenro, it is more than probable that
they netually were so, as the disease was in his neighbour's herd; and that his cattle would have been attacked
whether he had inoculated or not. At any rate, it is not now at all certain that inoculation does propagate the
disease, as it was once thought it did.
111.—That the disease is not infectious or contagious, and a few deaths occur from it annually.
He is mistaking tuberculosis for pleuro. See 37, II, 1 to 9. And if it is not infectious, how could the
inoculation spread the disease as he says it did in No. 2.

No. 127. ()
The owner here is undecided. The information in his return is somewhat meagre and calls for no remark.

No. 132.

()

J1?s objections are
That the uniaoeulated cattle stopped dying at the same time as the inoculated. Answered 24, 11.
The test here was not a complete one—COO head out of a herd of 1,000, and the return is besides rather
meagre. See 23, 4.

No, 133.

()

His objections are:1.—The heavy losses sustained through excessive swelling. Answered 23, I, 3.
JI,—Uninoeulated ceased dying at the same time as the inoculated. Answered 24, II.
Ill—The disease not infectious or contagious. Answered 37, II, 1 to 9.
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No. 134. ()
He says
That the knoeking about the cattle get in mustering and ioceulating is worse for them than the disease.
Answered 32, II,]. As he only inoculated about 150 out of 4, his experience is not very conclusive.
His return is besides a meagre one. See 23, 4.

No. 145.

()

His objections arc
That he sustained very heavy losses by inoculation.
lie can give no particulars, having, as he says, employed an experienced person to perform the operation.
The operator does not seem to have known his busmess. See 23, I, 2 & 3.

No. 150.

(.)

ills objections are
1.—He had heard of the failure of inoculation in Gippsland.
This is no sufficient objection, as it only amounts to a vague report, and besides there is no eortaLnty as to
the operation hvaiug been correctly performed. He does not say that his own experience confirms this report.
11.—The uninoculated cattle did better than the inoculated.
Answered 24, IT. The return is a meagre one.

No. 151.
li-s oljeetions apparentl,j w'c
1.—The heavy losses he sustained from inoculation. Answered 23, I, 2 & 3.
IL—I-fe seems to think pleuro not infectious or contagious.
There is little doubt but the ailment in the Sse alluded to here was tuber-culosis. See 37, II, 1 to U.
The owner proposes that diseased cattle should be prevented by law from travelling.

No. 168.
The owner in this ease gives no reason for his objection to inoculation; and his return is in other respects a
meagre one.
He only inoculated a portion of his cattle. See 23, I, 4.

- No. 175. ()
His objections are
I—He lost more cattle by inoculation than if lie had not done so, through mustering, and thus spreading the
infection. 32, Ii, 1, and answered 23, I, 2 & 3.
It will he seen that the losses which the owner dreads could not possibly occur if the mob in which the
outbreak occurred was inoculated immediately on the first ease being noticed.
11.—The herd ought not to be disturbed when it is affected. Answered 32, IT, 1 to U.
No. 188.

()
17

His uljections arc

I—Heavy losses from excessive swelling. Answered 23, I, 2 & 3.
11.-11eavy losses after (within two months of) inoculation.
The cattle which died must have been affected, although showing no symptoms of the disease when inoculated; and the fact that as many as 10 to 15 per cent, in one lot showed symptoms of the disease tends to confirm
this supposition, supported as it is by the fact that the inoculation of the disease is (as has already been pointed
out) exceedingly protracted, extending in some enses lo a period of five months. See 23,.1. 2.
111.—That the mustering and inoculating causes more deaths than if the cattle were left alone and allowed to take
their chance. Answered 32, IT, 1 to 9 and 175, 1.
IV.—That the disease is comparatively niild and does not spread—odd cases constantly occurring on the run.
There is every reason to suppose that the odd deaths here referred to were caused by tuber-culosis or
inflammation of the lungs and not by plenro. See 37, IT, 1 to 9.

No. 207. Qfl
.E'is objections are: I.-'-Heavy losses by the operation. Answered 23, I, 2 & 3.
11.—Extremely heavy losses (30 to Si) per cent.) from 1 to 14 days after the operation.
The losses here mentioned are most unusual, and such as have seldom or never been reported. If they \vere,
caused by the disease they cannot be attributed to the inefficacy of the operation, occurring as they did within a
fortnight; and must bavu arisen through the animals being affected long prior to their inoculation, and so generally
as to die to the extent they did. See 23, 1. 2.
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111.—lie found that inoculation was not a preventive.
The only circumstance which he quotes in support of this assertion is that several cattle which were suffering
from pleuro when inoculated died of the disease two years afterwards.
Although these cattle had died of pleuro, that fact in no way affects the question of the efficacy of inoculation, as it is not claimed for inoculation that it is a euro as well as a preventive, which it would require to have
been in this case to have acted beneficially on the two diseased cattle.
There is little doubt:, however, but the true çxplaintion of the death of these cattle is, that they were carried
'oflby tuber-enlosis or simple pneumonia; for it is certain that if the inoculation had not pretected them from an
after attack of pleuro, the first attack would have done so.
The owner in this case makes another extraordinary statement. He says he began to inoculate in 1855, that
is three years before the disease was introduced into Australia, six years before inoculation was attempted in any of
the colonies, and about eight years before the disease showeditself in the district from which the report comes.

lEe objectione are:—

No. 237. ()

I—Heavy losses (20 per cent.) from excessive swelling in cattle inoculated in 1865, a few days prior to
their starting to travel. Answered partially 23, I, 2 & 3.
The extremely heavy losses in this case seems to have arisen—
(1.) From the operationhaving been improperly performed.
At that time, 186.5, the correct mode of inoculating was not generally understood, and it is more than
probable that in this instance either improper virus was used, or the operation was badly carried out.
But (2), and chiefly, through taking the cattle on the road so soon after the operation, and before the inoculation had run its course. Any one can see how very likely these cattle would be to suffer from excessive swelling
through being taken on the road so soon after the operation, instead of being allowed to remain quietly on their
run for, say, 30 days at least and there is no doubt but the driving was in this case the principal though not the
only eansc of the excessive swelling which occurred among the cattle.
The owner,however, does not say if all the cattle which he lost died from excessive swelling, and it is more
than probable that some of them were carried off by the disease and not by excessive swelling, as it had made its
appearance on the borders of the run prior to the cattle leaving it, and had most likely infected them.
The slight losses to which the owner alludes as occurring annuahlyin his herd are explained at 37, II, ito 0.

His objections are

No. 240. ()

The heavy losses be sustained after inoculation.
This owner's reasons for being opposed to inoculation donet seem to be valid; icr the heavy losses which lie
suffered evidently arose from the poverty of his cattle, and not from the operation. He does not complain of losses
from excessive swelling.

No. 249. ()
In this case the owner is undecided whether or not it is best to inoculate.

His objections are

No. 259. GD

1.—Heavy losses by inoculation(5 per cent.) by excessive swelling. Answered 23, 2 & 3.
The unsatisfactory result of the inoculation was also no doubt largely due to his cattle being badly affected
before lie inoculated—as many as 15 to 20 per cent, being visibly affected when they were operated on.
It is to be noticed that there is a great discrepancy in his return of affected cattle under the unineculated
portion of the return and the inoculated. In the one case he puts the affection at 15 to 20, and in the other at
2 to 4 per cent.
IL—Had less loss than those who inoculated regularly.
it is scarcely to be expected that he could speak with any degree of certainty as to the effect of inoculation
on anybut his own rim, and as none of the owners of runs in the same district as his make mention of such losses
in their returns as he asserts were sustained, their reports must be taken in preference to his.
111.—It is better to let cattle alone, and allow the disease to take its course. Answered 22, H, 1 to 9.
He allows the disease is still in the herd, and that ithas been in it for more than ten years; while, where the
whole of the herd was inoculated, in no instance (except perhaps in thatof some odd lingering case of disease), has
it existed in a herd beyond three months. But it is more than probable that, although peuro has been in his herd
for years at a time, the ailment to which he alludes has in many eases been tuber-culosis or pneumonia and not
pleura.

No. 263. ()
in this case the owner does not consider that he has had sufficient experience to form an opinien. He gives
little or no information, and the reason for his doubts with respect to the operation cannot be gathered.

No. 282
His objections are—
I.—Tho, heavy losses he sustained from excessive swelling, inoculation kills more than t:ho disease.
Answered 23,1,2 & a.
11.—The disease is not infectious or contagious. Answered 37, II, I to 9.

Sydney i Thome, Richards, Government rriater,—iSTh
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IIF1POI1T ON THE I3RANDS ACT, AND ON TIlE SKETCH OF THE 3IEASI:nr.

Wiliest

PAS BEX PRAMfiT) FOR ITS A!ENDM7

THE EXISTING AOT.—THE BRANDS AOl OF 186.

1. THE APPLTcA'ri:oNs

REGISTnTT0N AND VRES DECTUVE)).
]'9lE Act was passed on the 5th October, 1866, and came into operation on the 1st of January, 1867.
It had thus, at the let of January last, been in operation for nine years; and the following thble,
wilt show the number of applications for brands and transfers, the amount received for fees, and that
disbursed for expenses dunng that period.

T.—]IETuRX

showing the number of Applications made for Registration and. Transfers, and amount of
Fees received up to 31st December, 1875.
Number of Applications for

Year.

1867
1868
1809
1870
1871
1872
1873
1874
1875

IT—RETURN

Service.

FOR

Number of Transfers.

.

........... ..........
20,690
......................
1,349
........... ..........
1,371
............ .........
1,310
............. ...........1,584
........................
1,798
.............. ..........
2,297
........................2,679
........ ................
3,011

19
25
28
40
35
49
44
30
85

30,094

355

Amount of Fees received.

£

s.d.
14,520 19 1.
1,378 12 9
1,083 8 6
674 2 3
781 12 0
890 16 6
1,119 12 8
1,358 16 9
1,504 3 6

.
-.

28,312 4 0

showing i:he Annual Expenditure under the "Registration of Brands Act of 1800," from the passing of
that Act up to the 31st December, 1875.
1861.

1868,

1809.

1870.

1871.

1872.

1873.

1874.

1875.

TotaL

£
£
.
.................
...............
'
lSDi .. ..... .....................................................
.. . ..... .. ... .. ..... .. .. .....................
. . 310
.0521. . . ..............
...............
. . 0 .....................
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . 0 10 10
.................
0 I
5
£.'.d.i

ed)

Sa1:trieaoVAa,Itaut1tegistnr 250 0 0
250 0 0
ilegistrars
I ge811 01,15575
Ulerk
71200
54422
lixira ('lIneal A,,i,tance
320 II) 6
273 19 2
Orat,tity to -Thomas ltjel,ar,Ig
0
i1'Ott..
5000
l'rinting ltachiae
652 7 6
Ertating
3541411 r,gSi 011
Type
2,125 901,513177
Stationery
32284
6iio 5
iawoosle
Advertising
afe and caah-hox
oforonee
Ineideutalexpeose,
3100
Fete credited in error, and
refunded .........................17250
1300

LLd.'e.eLIts.d.

213 0 7
770101
2u)O0
97 iS 4

28419 5
82718
200
47 iS 4

239 0 0
671219
288172

Lad.

Led.

238 0 0
903103
19000

350 0 0
79256
2&)00

s.d..

s.d.

£s.dj

250 0 0
2,226 0 0
330 0 0
gggl8201,04813 48,29099
200
20O3,634I84
98 15 0
294 5 0
1,135 6 4
75 0 0
5000
65
7 6
20300
350 oo.5,718 06
130152
ic6 96.3.34083
789
91 17 6
.............3196
3 36
16173
24106
5753
35 5
35 5

............
...............
......
..............................
..'
............
... ...................... ....
................
... ... ............. .................
...............................
78887
52971
301233
315197
85116 3
......................................
13410
63176
50157
66i1 6
iSgii 5
... ......... ...............
............
oi6 a

Tntotl ................4.426

Treanury, New Sout]i Wales,
14th February, 1876.

4 5,889

6

,

846

7130:

0140

3220

050

2,204

3

2,949 17

2

1,65o 17

7

1,914 17

3 2,373 13

2

1,828 17

3,276 14

4

3000

24,414

8

9

The
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'l1he principal items of expenditure in this return (No. 11) are
Printing machine, printing, and type
...
...
...
Deputy RegistTars
...
.,
...
...
...
...
Assistant Registrar and Clerks' salaries
...
...
...

£9,780 10 3
8,290 9 9
4,096 4 8
£23,067 10 8

Srs-rr OF THE F LIND.
Receipts per Return No. 1 ...
...
.,
Expenditure per Return No. 2
...
...
Debit balance 31st December, 187.5

...
...

...

£23,:312
24,414
£1,102 4 0

It will thus be seen that the funds under the Act are exhausted, and that payments are being made
from the General Revenue. Section 22 of the Act provides that this may be (lone to the extent of £1,000,
but that amonnt has been exceeded, and it will be necessary to ask Parliament, during the present Sessiou,
to vote an additional credit to meet the expenses of the Act, pending provision being made by assessment
on stock or otherwise, for raising the funds required to meet the expenses of the Act.
If the recommendations made in this report be carried out the expenses will be very much reduced,
as they might have been so long ago had the necessary alterations been made.
TilE SYSTEM or REIIISTRATI0N.
1.—How applications are dealt with,
On receipt of application (Form No. 1) it is numbered and the applicant's name, number of
horses and cattle, and amount of fees paid, are entered in fee book in consecutive order as received.
Certificate of application (Form No. 2 herewith) is then made out and forwarded to applicant.
A search is next made in the Directory, in the Gazettes containing the brands published during
the year, and among the applications in hand, and should the brand applied for be available, applicant
receives circular as per Form No. 3 herewith.
Should the brandapplied for not be available, a modification is suggested for applicant's approval,
as per Form No. 4 herewith, which is also accompanied by Form No. 5.
Applicant's name and address with number of application are then transcribed into the Alphabetical Register of names.
0. At the end of each quarter of the year it list of the brands granted, the names of applicants,
their addresses, and the number of each application, is made out in the alphabetical order of the brands,
for publication in the Government Gazette.
7. If, at the expiry of two months from the date of the first notification, no objection has been taken
to the brand, it is held to be duly registered and a certificate of registration (Form No. U herewith) is
forwarded to the applicant.
2.-2bne occupied in registerimzg.
Under the present Act, as brands are only published quarterly, it period ranging from one to three
months must expire before a brand can be prepared for publication, and then with the time occupied in
making up the brands in alphabetical order, and transcribing the list of applications and particulars for the
Government Printer, and the further time (two months) required by the Act for the brand to be advertised
in the Government Gazette, a period of six or eight months altogether must now elapse from the time an
application was made before a brand can be registered. As this was the ease it was deemed desirable, in order
to admit of an applicant using the brand as soon as it was allotted (as they very frequently require to do)
to issue the Circular (Forms Nos. 3 and 4 herewith), authorizing him to use it, subject to the conditions
therein stated.
11I.—DEF}c'rs OF THE EISTFNG ACT.
The time thus occupied in registering a brand is at least three or four times longer than it used
be, and besides causing the owner considerable inconvenience, it entails a great deal of unnecessary labour
and expense on the branch through the numerous and expensive publications in the Gazette, and the
many notices required to be transmitted. it will be observed that the printing expenses are over £1,000
it year, and amount in all to £9,780 lOs. 3d.
Then the Act requires that two separate registers—one for horses and the other for cattle—
shall be kept, thereby causing nearly twice as much trouble and expense as is necessary, and rather
impairing than improving the efficiency of the Act. One register for both kinds of stock would answer
every purpose. It has been found to ao so in Queensland.
These and other defects in the framing and provisions of the Act have arisen through its having
been the first measure of the sort passed in any of the Colonies. A very much more workable and effective
Act, based upon the experience of this Colony, has been in force in Queensland since the beginning of 1872,
and has proved of very great benefit. (See Report by Registrar of Brands, Brisbane, for 1874—Appendix E
hereto); and a Bill on the model of the Queensland Act, passed the Legislative Assembly of South
Australia last year but lapsed in the Council.
SnTdu—STocx SPEArING AND 8raxynio PREvENTIo' .Bat..

I. —Sxn'ca Bat.
It was seen tioui the first that out, Act required amcndmeut in it great many important particulars.
and the above measure (the Stock.steniing and Straying Prevention Bill), which includes the whole of the
provisions of the Cattle-stealing Prevention Bill of 1853, was framed with the view to collecting material
for the preparation of an amending measure, and Forms Appendix A hereto.
H—REFERENCE OF SKErCII TO BOARDS OF DIRECTORS.
With that view this sketch was forwarded to the various Boards of Sheep Directors throughout
the Colony in the month of November, 1.874, with a circular, marked B hereto, inviting them to meet and
npress
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express their opinions on its provisions, not by any menus with the idea that it was in it shape fit to be
brought before Parliament ; for it was known to eonbiu many provisions respecting the practicability of
which, in their then shape at least, there were great doubts ; but it was thought better to include every
suggestion which seemed to be of any value, under the impression that as it was to be submitted to
practical men the objectionable provisions would either be altered so as to be made workable, or struck
out, as the case might require.
UI—REPLIES BY Boimos.
Only it few of the Boards responded to this invitation, and where they did do so their opinions have
been arranged, as far as possible, in the order of the sections of the Bill to which they refer, and are
submitted herewith as A ppendix C.
1Y.—lixr1ANAronv OTXS ON Sxncn.
A series of explanatory notes on the different sections of the sketch have also been framed, and are
submitted herewith as Appendix B.
A_.—OBJECTS OF TIlE BnNDS ACT AND SKETCH B1ILL.
Before closing this report it may not perhaps be out of place to notice here some of the benefits
(which are most important both in a moral and monetary point of view) arising from the Brands Act, and
which are certain to accrue from the passing of some such incasnre as that sketched. They are as
follows
1. The recovei of thwy &ocZ-.
All poundkeepers have copies of the Brands Directories, and no lorses or cattle properly branded
can now be sold out of pound without notice being sent to the actual owner. Those settlers also who
supply themselves with copies of these Directories (they only cost 2s. Gd. each), are in a position to send
each other notice of stray stock being on their runs. There is no doubt but that the Brands Act has in
this may largely assisted thncing, to bring about the very marked diminution which has of late years taken
place in the number of stock sold out of pound.
2.T/ic seltknreui of ownenieip.
The stated order of branding laid down by the Act is of great use in settling questions of disputed
ownership, and thereby preventing litigation, as the branding under the Act, like the endorsements on it
hilt, shows the different hands through which the animal passes, as well as the order in which it did so.
3. Tliopuliinq down duffing and ca/f ic-stothny.
(I.) As there are not now two brands alike in New South Wales nor Queensland (and we will soon
be able to say the same with regard to South Australia, for which we understand it Brands Act has been
prepared), the practice which was by far too common of persons claiming animals merely because they
bore a brand similar to their own, while they knew they were not their property, will be at an end.
(2) It puts a stop to the system of dufling, which was followed in a good many distriet of duffers
pittting some figure, letter, or mark, other than their own brands, on the progeny of stray cows or mares,
tilt the animals had ontgrown the knowledge of their rightful owners and left their mothers,—as everyone
will now be obliged to brand with his registered brand.
(3.) Again, when there was no stated order of branding, it was uncertain, when two or three
brands were on an animal, in what order they had been branded; and owners, who were dishonest, took
advantage of this to claim and re-dispose of stock originally sold by them, but which had strayed bark to
their runs. A stated order of branding prevents this.
4.) it will assist in putting a 5th1) to that description of dnffing which is practised by altering
brands, either by changing the letters, characters, or numeralin the brand, or by making an addition to
the brand itself; for it will confine owners to one registered brand, and thus circumscribe the range of
possible alterations too closely to afford the dnffer suffleicnt scope for inaldug the change in the brand be
would wish.
(5.) By means of the Brands Directory the police are guided to the detection of eases of horse
and cattle stealing, as they are able at any time to see who ought to be the rightful owner of such
stock, and to communicate with him by telegram if their suspicions are aroused.
(G.) By the surveillance now exercised under the droving provisions of the Act, and the examination
of the drover's delivery-note and owner's way-bill, the practice, which was at one time but too prevalent,
if drovers picking up cattle as they passed through runs and disposing of them along the road, will be
stopped, as the risk of detection will now be too great to be run. By means of these provisions also the
wholesale cattle-stealer will often be detected.
(7.) And generally the Act will create far greater certainty as to the ownership of brands, whereby
convictions in eases of dufhng and cattle-stealing will be very much more easily brought borne to the
offenders.
4. AlI;hough such it measure does not go the whole len th of making it brand p;-iard fiwic evidence
of ownership, yet as a sinrilar measure (but with an entirely different system of brands) has been passed
in Queensland, it is now an established flict that 110 two persons in the two colonies will own similar
brands,* and there is now a certainty as to the ownership of brands and stock which is constantly telling
against the dufler and cattle-stealer in many wars not originally contemplated, and of course brands now
go it great way to prove ownership.
o. i?w reqistiwilon of an ou-ne,-'.s biand secuice it f vm being pii-afed----nsed by anpther—and this
also is of great importance to the breeder, who has by sound udguient and ear-eflil breeding improved his
stock and raised them in character and value.
6.
* When there n-em-s only mine lOOCO or 20,000 bmnds applied for, it was found that in several eases as many as 2e0
applicants had applied for the one brand, and in one cane as umiuly as 250 did so. Under these circumstances the counsel for
penorms accused Of stock-stealing were quite justified in cautioniri? juries, as they invariably did, to put no reliance on brands
as proof of ownership. Now, however, the rase is nfl ogcther different, 10? a brand is all but proof of ownership.

0. In concluding this enumeration of the advantages which this measure will confer on stock.
owners, it may be stated that the single benefit of its rendering it impossible for any animal bearing the
owner's brand to be sold out of pound in any part of the Colony without his receiving notice, is far more
than sufficient to repay all the trouble and cost which it has entailed and we have only to consider how
ample and correct the information is with which it supplies the police and owners themselves as to the
ownership of stock, and how broad and sound a basis it lays for future legislation for the suppression of
stock-stealing, to see the advantages of such a measure if carefully framed and effl3ctively enforced.
7. Farther, it is very essential that the registration of brands should be made compulsory, and that
110 two owners should be allowed to use the same brand, for, with the great increase in the number of
selectors during the last few years, and the consequent large increase in the number of owners of stock,
there would be it vast amount of confusion and litigation through diftèrent owners claiming the same
brands, if a Brands Act were not in force, and if there were no restriction on owners using brands we
would find those who were inclined to be dishonest selecting land on stations and adopting the station
brand as their own, for the express purpose of dulling the settler's stock.
S. With respect to the amendments proposed to be made by the new Bill on the present Cattlestealing Prevention Act, the leading principle of that Act, which gives cei'tain sorts of cattle-stealing less
disreputable designations and prosecutes for it less heavy penalty, is no doubt the correct one, seeing that
in some of the country districts that crime is looked upon by many as a very venial oflnce, and that there
is in these districts a very general sympathy for those who are convicted V stock-stealing.
Keeping in view, therefore, that fact, it is proposed inthe new Bill in all eases where there is
the least chance of failure in securing a conviction for cattle-stealing, or where there is any dislike on the
part of the owner of the stolen stock to prosecute for the graver alienee, to give it a less heinous name,
and bring the ease before a Court of Petty Sessions instead of sending it to a jury.
The following advantages would accrue from such a course
Owners who now, refuse to prosecute persons living in their neighbourhood for dufling their
calves because they can only do so for the higher offence, would, in most cases, readily come
- forward and file an information if the case could be taken before the Petty Sessions, and
the penalty be only it fine or a short imprisonment.
The expense and trouble would be far less to prosecutors in the lower Court, and this would
be ,in inducement to prosecute for duRing.
The ease would be quickly disposed of in a Court of Petty Sessions, and the sympathy with
cattle-stealing and dufling, which now prevails in some parts of the Colony, and influences
the decisions of juries in eases of cattle-stealing h-ted in the higher
Court, would be
avoided.
Convictions would thus be far more certain and speedy, especially as evidence would be
admitted under the proposed Bill which would not now be allowed in trials for cattle-stealing;
and although the punishment would be very much lighter it would be quite high enough,
considering the certainty of its being again speedily inflicted should the offence be repeated,
to put down dufling and even cattle-stealing, it would, in fact:, make both callings unprofitable, and if it did there is not the least doubt but that they would be speedily left alone.
(Lastly.) The new provisions for regulating the travelling and slaughtering of stock would tend
greatly to the suppression of stock stealing ; for if they had not this effect directly
they would indirectly, through their rendering the duffer and cattle-stealer liable to it
penalty for the omission of some duty which these provisions require, and which it is unpossible for him to cari-y out if he be acting dishonestly.
V1.—NEeESSITV FOR SUCH 31EXSL'itEs.

That there is very great need for sonic suc]i measure as this there cannot be any doubt, for siot'lc
stealing is allowed on all hands to be, next to drunkenness, the enrge of the Australian Colonies.
Even in its more venial forms cattle-stealing is thoroughly demoralizing and frequently the steppingstone to bushranging and other heinous crimes. Of late years horse and cattle-stealing may not, perhaps,
be quite so rife as they once were, but there is scarcely it day passes in which one or more eases of stockstealing are not reported in the daily papers either as having been discovered, or as being prosecuted.
Sheep-stealing, again, with the turning out of sheep is becoming exceedingly common, and unless steps
are soon takeu to check it, this crime, from the impunity with which it can now be carried out, niust
steadily increase.
ALEX. BRLC.E.
22nd February, 1870.
Registrar of Brands.

No.2.
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No. 2.
SCHEDULE E.
Rciisnt.uroy

OF BJl2ucDs ACT OF 1.966."

a

186

To he Registrar of Brands, Sydney,—
enclose the authorized tees for the registration of the brand belonging to
as mentioned in the Schedule of partienlars given below, and
request that you will register such brand accordingly.

have to
Applicant..

SChEDULE ItEFEI{REJ)
Brand to be RegistereL
Hones.

Cattle.

Former Brand.
horses,

I

.

Cattle.

TO.

Applicant.

Name.

Addle!!.

Number of
Cattle and Irene,
owned
by Applicant.

Amount of Fees.

do hereby solemnly declare that the several matters and
things contained in the above application are true, to the best of my knowledge and belief.
Declared before me, at

this

day of

186
J.P.

No. 3.
SCHEDULE F.
OF Bauas ACT OF 1868.'
Oortflcate of .dpplieation No.

187

Sydney,

home. Tars is to certify, that an application for the registration of the brand mentioned on the margin hereot
has been received by me, and numbered as above, from
can.. with the sum of
as the authorized fees for the registration thereof in terms of the provisions of the abovenamed Act.
ALEX. BRUCE,
Registrar of Brands.
ORDER OF BBANDI.ico.
SCHEDULE 0.
Position and Order of

Brand, on Horses.

SOHrDULE D.
Position

and Order of Brands on

Cattle.

Portiozi 1.—Embracing the near shoulder.
Portion I—Embracing the near rutnp,hip, and thigh.
II.—
do.
II.—
off
off
do.
III..—.
nearrump,hip,and thigh.
III.—.
,.
near back and nbc.
off
,. IV.—
do.
.,
off
do.
,,
near ribs ahd saddle,
,,
V.—
near shoulder.
off
do.
VI.—
off
do.
near loin.
11 VII.—
VIII.—
.,
off do.
I. The breeder or person imprinting the first brand on (unbranded) horses may do so on any of the
portions mentioned above in Schedule C, and on (unbr&ndcd) cattle on any of the portions mentioned
in Schedule B;
flits—
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ThQ18--Willialm iones places his WJ brand on the off shoulder (portion IT) of his foals, and on
the off back (portion IV) of his calves.
John Thomas places his JT brand on the near shoulder (portion I) of his foals, and on the
near back (portion HI) of his calves.
Andrew Smith places his AS brand on the near ribs and saddle (portion V) of his foals,
and on the near rump (portion I) of his calves.
Peter Henderson places his PH brand on the near ribs and saddle (portion \7) of his foals,
and on the near loin (portion VII) of his calves.
2. The person imprinting the second brand on any stock must do so on the portion already branded on, one
inch at least below the first brand, if there be room on that portion ; and, if not, then on the portion which, in conformity with Schedules 0 and D, is the next in order to that already branded
upon, according as the stock to be branded are either horses or catt/e,
Thug—.William Jones sells a horse which is branded WJ off shoulder (portion II) to .John
Thomas, who, finding there is room on that; portion, imprints his brand JT one inch
at least below the WJ.
Peter Henderson pgain sells a horse which is branded PH on the near ribs and saddle
(portion V) to Andrew Smith, who cannot find room to brand on that portion under
the PH, and therefore places his brand on the next (portion VI), the oft' ribs and
saddle.
S. The person intending to imprint the third brand on any stock will either brand as explained above on
the same portion as the second brand, if there be room on that portion. and if not, then on the
portion next in order thereafter, in conformity with the above Schedules and so on in that order
until all the portions are branded upon
Thug—John Thomas sells a horse branded WJ off shoulder (portion II) and JT near rump
(portion III) to Andrew Smith, who, finding there is room on the latter portion, puts
on his own brand AS at a distance of one inch below the second brand JT.
But William Jones sells a horse branded JT near shoulder (portion I) and WJ off
shoulder (portion 11) to Andrew Smith, who, not finding room to place his brand AS
under the 'WJ brand on portion II, docs so on the near rump (portion III.)
4. If an owner imprint the first brand on any portion other tha.n I, then portion I will in that case in the
branding of horsçs follow and be branded upon after portion VI, and, in that of cattle, after
portion VIII; after which the branding will proceed in the order laid down in Schedules C and D.
Thus—John Thomas purchases a horse from William Jones, branded AS near ribs and saddle
(portion V) and PH off ribs and saddle (portion VI); and, finding no room on that
portion to place his JT brand, he imprints it on the near shoulder (portion I); and
Poundkeepers and others, being aware that a consecutive order of branding is alnys
maintained, will know, through the portions between I and V not being branded upon,
that the branding began on the latter (portion 17), and that portion I is the last
branded upon, and they will send notice accordingly. In the foregoing example the
portions would be branded upon in the following order, V, VI, I, II, III, TV.

(Circular.)

No. 4.
Stock and Brands Branch,
Department of Lands,
Sydney,
, 187

SIB,

I have the honor to acknowledge the receipt of application and fees for the brand mentioned
on the margin, as per certificate of application returned to you herewith.
2. As the brand for which you have applied appears not to be already registered it will be allotted
to you, but it is required by the Act to be advertised for two months in the Government Gazette,
to give
any one who may wish to do so the opportunity of challenging your right to it. You may, however, if
you think fit, use this brand in the meantime, subject to such challenge.
I have the honor to be,
Sir,
Your most obedient servant,
ALEX. BRUCE,
Registrar of Brands.

Mr

(Circular.)
SIR.,

No. 5.
Stock and Brands Branch,
Department of Lands,
Sydney,
187

I have the honor to acknowledge the receipt of application and' fees for the brand mentioned Oattk
on the margin, as per certificate of application returned to you herewith.
Rona.
2. As the brand for which you have applied is similar to one already registered, I beg to propose
for your acceptance the modification given in the accompanying memorandum. If you accept that modification be so good as to sign and return the memorandum on receipt. If you do not, you will observe that
the Act requires you to propose another modification within three months from this date, which will be
dissimilar to any other brand already registered; otherwise that now offered to you will be registered as
your brand.
3.
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S
:L The modi led bra id accepted by

v)U

requires ln the Act to be advcrHsed to]' two months in the

Gorernment Gazelle, to give any one who intv wish to (In so the opportitnitv of challenging your right to

but VOlt InOV, if TOt think ti, 1190 the bra ad I bus proposed to be allotted to you cHimed ateic on your
aee&ptiuug it, sudtjeet to such challenge.
I Ii ave the honor to be.
Sir,
0 U r 10 OS t obethei it, servant:.
,\i.EL BRVCE.
Registrflr of Brands.
Mr.

ico.

G.

jTen,orqn,lurn of aeteptaiioe q/' 'mod'jrirlion.
I [U

C,ttie.

Nit

Brands applied fbr ..............
Modifications suggested ........
hEREBY agree to accept the brand modified as above, and request that the same may be registered
accordingly, and enclose fee of one shilling herewith.

(&yn)
(Insert dale)

'\\Titncps_

-

No.7.
SCHEDULE G.
"REoTsrRATIoN or Bnjs Act or 186G."

Ccvi flcae of Regislralion.—No.

187
Sydney,
Tn is is to certify that the brand mentioned in the margin hereof was this day duly registered as the brand
in terms of the provisions of the abovenamed Act.
of
Registrar of Brands:
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No.8.

APPENDIX A.
1874.

STOCK STRAYING AND STEALING PREVENTION BILL
I

I—Preliminary.
IT, -Inspectors of Brands.
ITt--Brands Marks and Branding Irons.
1-V—Registration of Horse and Cattle Brands.
V—Record of Sheep and Distinctive Brands and Mark-s.
VT—Transfer of Brands and Marks.
VII.—Mustering.
YELl—Branding and Marking.
IX.—Misbraiiding and Brand altering.
X.—Travdlling Stock Drovers Auctioneers &e.
XI.—Registration of Slaughter.yards and production of Hides.
XII.-.-Illegal possession of (Stolen) Stock or Meat.
XIII.—RcstjtlLtio]1 of Stolen Stock.
XIV.—Miscollaneous.
XV.—Eegulations.
XVI.—Receipts and Expenses.
XVJL—Legal Procedure.
XVIII.— Saving clause.

305—B

I_' C'i Pt

it7fl
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SYNOPSIS
OF

STOCK STRAYING & STEALING PREVENTION BILL 1874.

I.—PRELIMPqARY;
Sec. 1. Commencement and title.
Repeal of 'Act for the better prevention of Cattle Stealing' 17 Victoria No. 8
and the "Registration of Brands Act of 1866" 30 Victoria No. 12 and 87
Victoria No. 17.
Interpretation clause.
II.—Aproi-ynnixr Powxss AND Durirs OF REoisTnxRs AND INsPEcToRS OF BRANDs.
4, Inspectors of Brands may be appointed.
Power of entry by Inspector and assistants and penalty for impeding them.
Inspectors to examine weekly list of brands furnished to Petty Sessions by
Inspectors of Licensed Slaughter-houses.
111.—BRANDS AND BRAnINO IRoNs.
Only one brand to be allowed each owner unless he has more than one run not
contiguous.
Owners to use the same brand for both horses and cattle.
Brand makers to be licensed by Inspectors and to keep -in account of all brands
made by them.
Penalty for making using or owning brands contrary to the three next preceding
sections.
JV..—A141onf ENT AND REolspnAmIoN or Honsm Afl) OA'rxnm: BRANDS AND BRANDS
Drmmzcronr,
ii. The Chief Inspector of Brands to be Registrar and Deputy Registrars of Brands
may be appointed.
1.2. Applications for brands to be made in the form of Schedule. C and Registrars to
grant receipt for and enter application in fee book.
l.f not previously registered the brand applied for to be notified in the Gazette.
If there be no objection raiscd within a month from the date of notitication the
brand to be registered to the applicant.
How brand applied for is to be modified when similar to one already registered.
Registrar may alter or refuse to register brands similar to those registered in
any adjoining Colony except in certain cases.
Registnir may alter or refuse to register brands which are likely to be mistaken
for or which could be altered into brands used in the same locality.
Brands applied for may be used previous to registration.
1.9. No modifications of or other dealings with brands or stock tinder this Act to
affect mortgages on stock or stations.
Brand Directory to be published annually.
Gazettes containing notification and Quarterly Lists of Brands and the Brands
Directory to be held to be the Register of Brands.
Copies of Gazettes with notifications and lists of brands to be supplied to Inspectors and poundkeepers.

-

V.—REconn OF 41FEEP AND Dr.srJNcTIvE Bnns AND MARKS.
All sheep above the age of six months to be branded with owner's brand exception
with respect to travelling sheep.
Inspector to keep a record of sheep and distinctive brands and marks.
Owmer intending to use a sheep or distinctive brand or mark to intimate the
same to the Inspector for the district and obtain certificate of record.
When two or more owners intimate similar distinctive or sheep brands or marks
the Inspector may allot them modifications which they shall adopt.
Where the stock of owners in different districts are likely to mix and both
owners use the same sheep or distinctive brand the Chief Inspector may require
either owner to alter his brand.
Penalty for breach of any 'of the six next preceding sections and proof offence.
VI.—
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OF 1-loitsE ss.o CATTLE BrANDS.

Sec. 29. Mode of applying for transfer of Horse and Cattle Brands.
30. Mode of transferring brands in register: Transfers to be published in Gazette
and re-registered.
:31.. Mode and record of transfer of distinctive and sheep brands and marks.
:32. \½T hero owner sells the run and not the brand the purchaser to_re-brand the
stock.
Vfl.-Musrrnmt.

33. Owners when mustering stock- for weaning or removal from run to give notice
to neighbours.
VllI-Biuicnixe A2I) MAEKJN(L
:34. Position and order of brands and marks on stock and stock to be held to be
branded with the brand which appears to be the last branded according to the
foregoing order.
1X.-M1SBRA1DJNU AND BRAND ALTEILLN(I.

35. Penalty(L) For branding or marking stock not belonging to proprietor of
brand or mark.
For wilfully destroying defacing or altering any brand or mark.
For cutting or cropping off more than one-fourth the ear of stock
in ear marking.
For using another persons brand or mark without his authority.
Using any unregistered or unrecorded brand or mark.
36. Stock with delhccd or altered brands to be impounded and only releaeed on
person claiming them making a declaration that be is the owner thereof
37. Stock with defaced or altered brands not released from Pound in due course to
be sold.
X.-TRA.YELJJING STOCK-DROVERS PuncirAsEus AUCTIONEERS &.

88. Owners to give notice of their intention before starting stock to travel.
39. Owner droving to carry way-bill and hired drover delivery-note.
-to. Travelling stock may be examined and way-bill or delivery-note checked by any
Justice Inspector or Police officer agent or proprietor of run.
The way-bill or delivery-note when correct to be indorsed when wrong the wrong
stock to be impounded.
Drover losing way-bill or-delivery-note to apply for interim one from nearest
Police or inspector.
M. Way.bill or delivery-note to be handed over with stock to the consignee who is
to preserve and produce it.
The drover in certain cases to give notice that lie means to drive stock through
or along a run and to approach or cross the boundary within sir hours of the
time notified.
Penalty for breach of any of the seven next precedhig sections.
Drover having stock wrongly in his possession may be apprehended and taken
before a Justice.
Penalty for purchasing or receiving stock not in or wrongly described in
drover's way-bill or delivery-note or stock which the drover has not produced
the written authority of the owner for the drover to sell.
Acts and duties required of auctioneers and salesmen on the receipt and sale
of stock.
Xi.-REaisrRAnos OF Sr,AeoiiTxn-vAJtDs RULEs OF SLAUCIIPERJNG INsPEcnox OF

Hinxs &c.
All slaughter-yards except those licensed to be registered at the nearest Police
Station.
No stock unless in ease of accidents or stock killed by drovers and shepherds
for rations to be slaughtered except at licensed or registered slaughter-yard.
5.1.. Duties of occupant of registered slaughter-yard
(1.) To keep account of stock slaughtered.
(2.) To take the bide oft' the whole body except the legs.
days for inspection when cured or
(3) To preserve the hide
dried.
hours when sold green.
(4,) To do so for
(5.) To produce hide for inspection when required.
The purchasers of green hides other than those taken off in licensed slaughteryards to take and keep description of the animal and brands.
Penalty for breach of any of the four next preceding sections.
XI1.-11LEGAL E0SSESSX0N OF STOCK OR MEAT.

Penalty for possession of stolen stock or meat and mode of proof of breach.
35. Penalty fQr illegal possession or working of stock belonging to another owner.
x1II.-_

Mon
'Wi
or STOLFs Srocx.
Justice may issue warrant to Police tb apprehend person having stolen stock
and to seize and detain the stock until information is disposed of.
On hearing complaint Justices may order restitution of stock.
8. Vendee who returns the stock or price may recover from vendor.
If vendor does not pay be may be imprisoned.
XIV.—IthscLLLnuors—nccLuniNc+ GENERAL PENALTIES.
Poundkeepers to keep copies of Brand Directories open for inspection.
When stock are impounded notice to be given to registered owner of last brand
or to supposed owner.
A Pound brand to be used for each Public Pound.
63, Penalty for placing stock in it paddock yard or other enclosure without the
proprietor's sanction.
O't. Penalty for mite entry forging or altering books documents etc.
XV.—.REGULAI'ioNs.
uS. Regulations may be, made and if so to be laid before Parliament.
XVI.—RECEIPTS AND ExEnsEs.
66. All fees mid moieties of fines etc. collected under this Act to be paid into the
Registration of Brands Account at the Treasury except fees for interim waybill or delivery-notes received by the police force which shall be paid into the
Police Reward Fund.
67, The Colonial Treasurer to pay expenses from Registration of Brands Account
or if funds at its credit be insufficient out of moneys voted by Parliament.
IVIL—LEGn PROCEDURE.
How notices are to be served and what is to be held to be service.
For the purposes of the Act proof that stock are branded with a registered
brand to be ps-had fade evidence that the owner of the brand branded the stock.
Brand to be taken so far iji all Courts as proof of ownership in cases of stock
stealing.
Mode of recovering penalties and moneys payable nnder the Act.
Offender may be imprisoned if penalty be not paid.
Justices may send summary cases for trial to higher Courts and juries may find
verdicts of gnilty for minor offences.
Convictions under this Act to bar further proceedings.
XVIII.—SAnico CLAUSE.

75, Actions against Justices Inspectors or the Police not to lie unless proof of
corruption or malice.
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38° VicroiwE, 1875.

A BILL
To prevetit the Sh'aying and Stealiiig of Stock1

W

HEREAS it i's expedient to make better provision for the Preamble.
recovery of Stray Stock and the suppression of the stealing of
Stock Be it therefore enacted by the Queen's Most Excellent Majesty
by and with the advice and consent of the Legislative Council and
Legislative Assembly of New South Wales in Parliament assembled
and by the authority of the same as follows
I.—PREU3IINAILY.

1.This Act shall come in force on the first clay of
one thousand eight hundred and seventyand may be cited as the
"Stock Straying and Stealing Prevention Act of 187 ."
2. Fioni and after the connnencem.ent of this Act the Act
seventeenth Victoria number three intituled '- y1n Act for 1/ic better and 37 Via. No. l'/.12
prevention. of Cattle Stealing and 1/ic Sate qf Stolen ('attic" the
"Registration of Brands Act of 1860" and the Act thirty-seven.
Victoria number seventeen intituled " An Act to amend the Registration. of Brands Act of 1866" are hereby repealed But nothing
herein contained shall be deemed to affect any act or thing lawfully
done or commenced or any delivery-note given or recognizances
taken in pursuance of tha provisions under any of the said repealed
enactments before the coming into operation of this Act All
oflènees
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offences committed and causes of action or complaint which shall have
accrued by reason of the violation, of any of the said repealed enactments and all fines and penalties incurred thereunder before the coming
into operation of this Act shall he prosecuted and enforced respectively
as if this Act had not been passed.
3. The following words and terms in inverted commas shall for
the purposes of this Act hear the meanings set against them respectively
unless the context otherwise, indicate—
"Brand"—Thc permanent impression, of any letter sign or character
branded on any stock.
"Brand Directory"—Tlie list of brands of horses and cattle registered under this Act or under the Act hereby repealed compiled
by the Registrar of Brands and published in the G-oventrnent
Gazette whether such lists are in the form of notifications of
applications for brands or hi that of the latest edition of the
Brand Directory.
"Careass"—The carcass including the head horns legs hooth tail
hide and hair or wool of any stock and any other portion of
such carcass.
"Cattle"—Any one or more bulls cows oxen steers heifers or calves.
"Delivery Note"—The memorandum under the hand of the
owner or his superintendent or agent of any travelling stock
delivered into the charge of any drover other than the owner
of such stock containing the paticulars set forth in Schedules
o 1. or 0 2 hereto.
"Distinctive Brand' '—Any brand other than a brand registered
by the Registrar of Brands which the owner is empowered
by this Act to imprint on any horses or cattle to denote the
ownership of an individual member of a family or partnersl1ip
where a general family or .partnershi.p registered brand is used
or to mark the class age or description of horses or cattle or any
other circumstance which the proprietor may require to mark.
iDistrict"—In questions relating to Inspectors and Deputy
Registrars of Brands the word district shall mean the sheep
district as defined in any proclamation under the "Diseases
in Sheep Act" in force for the time-being for which such
Inspector or Deputy Registrar shall be appointed and in
questions relating to Clerks of Petty Sessions Justices or
members of the police force the police district in which such
Justices Clerks of Petty Sessions or members of the police
force are empowered to act.
"Drover"—The person (whether the owner or drover employed
by the owner) driving or in the possession or charge of any
"travelling stock."
"Pee Book"—The book containing a list of the applications to register horse and cattle brands in numerical order as received
by the Registrar of Brands.
"Governor in Council"—The Governor with the advice of the
Executive Council.
"Hide"—The hide or skin of any stock or any portion of such hide.
"llorses"—Any one or more horses mares colts ifilies foals asses
or mules.
"Inspector"—The Chief or any Inspector of Brands or of Stock.
"Justice"—Any Justice of the Peace,
"Mark"—Any mark or cut upon the ear devlap or any other
portion of the body of any stock marked or cut by or for the
owner of such stock.
"Minister"—The Minister for the time-being charged with the
"Mis-branding"—
administration of this Act.
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"Mis-branding"--The branding of any stock with a brand other
than that of the owner of such stock.
"Oecupant"—The owner or proprietor whether jointly or in
severalty of any run yard or premises or his authorized agent
or superintendent.
"Owner"'—The proprietor or owner whether jointly or in severalty
of any stock or his authorized agent or superintendent.
"Police"—Any superintendent inspector sergeant or other member
of the police force.
"Proprietor" '—The owner or proprietor jointly or in severalty of any
brand registered or any brand or mark recorded under this Act
or the authorized agent or superintendent of such proprietor.
"Record of Distinctive and Sheep Brands"—The books to be
kept by the Inspectors of Brands for recording the Distinctive
and Sheep brands to be used in their respective districts.
"Register of Brands"—The copy of the Brand Directory or of the
Government Gazette containing any notification of the application for any registered horse or cattle brand signed by the
Registrar as such register.
"Registrar"—The Registrar of Brands or any Deputy Registrar
of Brands appointed hereunder and authorized to act as such
Registrar.
"Residence"—The house homestead residence or head station of
any owner or proprietor.
"Run"—Any land run station farm yard or premises whether
freehold or leasehold or any place where stock are or have
been kept or depastured.
"Sheep"—Any one or more rams ewes wethers or lambs.
"Sheep Brand"—A fire brand on the face or a brand made of
paint pitch or tar on the shoulder back ribs or rump.
"Slaughter-yard"--Any yard or premises at which any stock
have been are being or are intended to be slaughtered.
"Stock"—Any one or more horses cattle sheep goats as hereinbefore defined or any one or more goats alpacas or pigs or any
portion of the skin hair wool horns or carcass of any such stock.
"Travelling stock"—Any stock while being driven taken or
carried on any land not being land leased by or in the
occupation of the owner of such stock.
"Way-bill"—The memorandum under the hand of the owner or
his superintendent or agent of any travelling stock in his own
charge containing the particulars set forth in Schedules N 1
or N 2 hereto.
JI._Appjnjrji

BnNns.
The Governor in Council may from time to time appoint a Inspectore of Brands
Chief and other Inspectors of Brands and such inspectors shall for the
to be
purposes of this Act be invested with the same powers as the police, police
appointed.
Every police officer shall be an Inspector of Brands and Police officers to be
every Inspector of Brands may at any time enter upon any land in pectors—
order to inspect any stock or any branding-iron book way-bill deliverynote or document relating or purporting to relate to the driving sale
or slaughtering of any stock and may take possession of any such.
stock carcass branding-iron book delivery-note or way-bill or other
document in respect of which any breach of this Act or of any
reo'
b ulations following thereon has been or is bein
o' committed And Penalty for obstruc
any person refusing to allow an inspector to enter as aforesaid or ting inspector.
refusing when required by him to produce any stock hide branding-iron
way-bill delivery-n
ote or document of which he is in possession or can
produce or hindering or impeding him in the execution of his duty
shall for every such offence incur a penalty not cxeeedingflfty pounds.
POWERS AND DUTIES OP INSPECTORS OF
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0. Every Inspector of a slaughter-housd licensed under any
Act regulating the slaughtering of cattle shall when required by the
Minister furnish the Inspector of Brands for the district in which such
slaughter-house is situated with a weekly list of the brands marks
and descriptions of all stock slaughtered at such slaughter-house under
a penalty not exceediig ten pounds.
III.—B1tANDS AND BJUNDING-InoNs.

Only one brand
7. One brand and 310 more shall be allowed to each owner
allowe
l
d
:c
nkss
unless
he
i.s fite proprietor of more runs than one not adjoining each
lie
orith:norm
run not contiguous. other when in that case but not otherwise hc may be allotted one brand
Owners to use same
brand for horses and
Brand)o be legible

Brandmakers to be

licensed and to keep
a record of brands
made.

Penally for using
brand contrar, to
three precedisg
sections.

for each of such runs.
S. Every owner possessed of both horses and cattle shall use
the same brand for horses as he uses for cattle and such brand shall
be of sufficient size to make a clear and legible impression Provided
however that I1 branding-iron used in branding horses may be of
smaller dimensions than that used in branding cattle.
1t shall be lawful, for the inspector of Brands for any district
from time to time to issue licenses to such persons as may apply for
the same to act wifluji such district as licensed brandmakers And
such inspector shall keep an account of all such persons to whom
such licenses shall have been issued No brand shall be made In'
any psoi other than by a braudmaker licensed as aforesaid And no
brand shall be made by any licensed ljrandmaker unless the applicant
for such brand produce to him the certificate of the registration of the
said brand to such applicant or a certificate under the hand of the
inspector for the district in the form of Schedule A hereto And
every such licensed brandmaker shall imprint on clery brand made
by him a permanent mark or stamp shewi.ng that he was the maker of
such brand and shall also keep ,in account of all such brands together
with the names and addresses of the persons to whom such brands
have been so supplied in the form of Schedule B hereto.
If any person shall use or have in his possession a brandin0
iron which has not been made by a licensed brandmaker as hereinbefore provided or who shall use or attempt or permit to lie used or
have in his possession or a.t his yard or on his premises any branding
instruments by which a brand other than. that made and registered as
required by this Act may he impressed upon stock or shall fail to
comply with any of the provisions of the three next preceding sections
hereof such person shall on conviction for every such offence incur a
penalty not exceeding fifty pounds Provided that brands made and
iii use previous to the passing of this Act may, he marked or stamped
and entered as aforesaid by any bra.ndmaker in the district in which
they are so used Provided also that this section shall not apply to
sheep pitcl.i paint or tar brands recorded as such with the Inspector of
Sheep.

RousE AND CArat Bn1kNns.
11. The Chief Inspector of Brands shall he Registrar of Brands.
Chief Inspector
to be Registrar—
and
the
Governor in Council may from time to time appoint one or
Deputy Registrars
more Deputy Registrars whose acts under the direction of the Registrar
may be appointed.
shall have the same force and effect as if done by hint
Brands to be applied
12. 'Upon the passing of this Act any person requiring a horse
for in form of
or
cattle
brand shall deiveror transmit to the Registrar an application
Schedule C.
in the form of Schedule C hereto accompanied by the authorized fee
for the same as fixed by Schedule B hereto for the registration of
Registrar to grant
brands And the Registrar shall deliver or transmit to such applicant
reed pt and enter
a receipt in the form of Schedule IE hereto for such application and
application.
shall forthwith make an entry thereof in the Fee Book in the form of
Schedule
JIV.—REGISnUTJ.oN OF
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Schedule F hereto kept by him for the entry of such applications and
shall at the same time mark upon the said application the number
which it bears in the Fee Book.
Upon the entry in the Fee Book of any application as If let previously
registered or applied
aforesaid the Registrar shall make a search and ascertain whether or for
bmud to be
not the brand therein applied for is similar to any brand already registered.
registered or applied for and if not lie shall forthwith cause such firstmentioned brand and the name and address of the applicant for the
same together with such other information as may be necessary to be
notified in three different issues of the Gazette in the form of Schedule
II hereto.
if within one month from the (late of t.l.ie first notification ji no objection
of any brand in the Gazette as aforesaid no oIjection be made to the
bratidtoberc"ieterej.
allot nient of the said brand to the applicant therein named such brand
shall be and be deemed to be the registered brand of such applicant
and lie shall receive from the Registrar a certificate of registration
thereof in the form of Schedule U- hereto,
Where the proprietor of a brand registered under this Act
can adduce to the Registrar a sufficient reason for making the alteration the ltegisti.ar may on application in writing by such proprietor
cancel the registration of the said brand and allot him a new brand on
recei)t of application and payment of the fees as hereinbefore provided
But where theRegistrar considers the reasons insufficient the aliciation asked for shall not be made.
If on search it be found that the brand applied for has been how brand applied
already registered or applied for the Registrar shall through the post jçeutobe
intimate to the applicant the fact of such si]uhlarity and suggest a
modification of the said brand And if within one month of the date of
such, intimation tile Registrar shall not receive from such applicant a
modification of his brand rendering it dissimilar to any brand already
registered or applied for the Registrar shall notiiv the modification so
si.iggested by him in the Gazette as the brand of such applicant and
shall notify and register 11w same inthe manner hereinbefore provided
m
and the odification
of the brand so registered shall thereupon be and
be deemed to be the brand of such applicant accordingly.
It shall be lawful for theRegistrar to require the owner of ll g isl.rar iflay reiuo
and alter
any horse or cattle brand similar to those used in any adjoining Colony
11 L15t?
to alter the same and to refuse to register
a brawls which may those regustorecl iii
ny such
hereafter be applied for If any owner who shall receive notice from adjoining Colonies.
the Registrar to alter his brand as hereby required shall not within one
month from the date of the receipt of such notice deliver or transmit
to the Registrar such, an alteration or modification of the said brand as
lie may consider necessary the Registrar shall, allot such owner a niodification thereof and shall notify publish and register such modification as
the brand of such owner in manner hereinbefore provided with respect
to modifications allotted by. the Registrar And the brand so modified
and no other shall be and be deemed to be the brand of such owner
Provided however that if any brand registered in an adjoining Colony Froviso.
belongs to an owner who is the occupant of a run in the said Colony
and also in this Colony such brand may be registered in. this Colony if
it be dissnuilar to any brand already registered there and if the application for the registration of such brand hear the approval of the Registrar
of Brands for the said adjoining Colony.
18, Notwithstanding anytlung herein contained the Registrar Registrar may refuse
may require the owner of it horse or cattle brand already registered to to register and alter
bi-ands lihclv to be
alter the same if lie considers that such brand is likely to be mistaken nHstaken for or
when blotched for any horse or cattle brand already registered and
used in the same locality or that such brand could be easil y altered into locality.
any other brand used in such locality The Registrar may in like
manner for either of the said reasons refuse to register any brand
which may be applied for And if all owner who shall have received
305—C
notice
C
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notice from the Registrar to alI:er any such brand as aforesaid shall
not wi.tlun one month from the date of the receipt of such, notice
transnut or deliver to the Registrar a modification of such brand
approved of by the Registrar lie shall allot such owner a modification
- thereof and shall notify publish and register the same in manner
hereinbefore provided with respect to modifications allotted by him in
the case of similar brands And the modifications so registered and
no other shall be and be deemed to be the brand of such owner.
Brands aj,jlicd for
Notwithstanding
a nythin herein contained any brand
allay be ucod previous
which
shall
have
been
allotted
to any applicant whether such brand be
to regist ration.
that originally app]ied for by him or any modification thereof may be
used by such applicant on his horses or cattle upon his obtaining from
the Registrar a receipt in the form of Schedule F hereto for the
application for the said brand Provided however that all brands so
used previous to registration shall be subject to challenge and alteration
as provided by this Act.
TIdS Act not toafFeet
No modification of any brand made in confonntiy with
mortgages on stock
this Act nor anything herein contained shall in any way affect any
or stations,
Victoria number
mortgages or other security under the Act
or ally Act relating to the mortgage of stock or stations.
Brand Direetor,v to
Inunediatcly after the tliivlg:Jivet day of December in each
be published annually
year the Registrar of Brands shall compile and publish a Brand
Directory for the Colony containing a correct and complete list in
alphabetical order of all the horse and cattle brands registered in. the
Colony and the other particulars contained in Schedui.e It hereto.
22, The Gazette containing the noifieation of any horse or
The Gazelle eontaming notilicalions cattle brand as aforesaid shall after the registration of such brand
a nil the Brands
Directory to be held when marked and signed by the Registrar as such be and be deemed
to be the register
to be the Register of Brands for the month preceding the date of the
of brands.
said Gazelle and shall continue to be such Register until the brands
therein mentioned are again published in the Brands Directory for the
Colony containing the brands mentioned in such notifications when.
that Directory and the latest cditions thereof marked by the Registrar
aforesaid shall in so far as not altered by any subsequent notice in the
Gazette lie and be deemed to be such Register.
Rrjiid Dircetorics
23. Copies of all Gazettes containing notifications of brands or
to to furnished to
notices
of the transfers of brands and of all Brands Directories shall
Inspectors i'onndkeepers and c. P. s. as published be furnished to each Inspector keeper of a public pound
and Clerk of Petty Sessions throughout the Colony.
\_ltEcoirn OF SIIEEP AND Disnxcnvn BRANDS AND MARKS,
All sheep except
24. All sheep above the age of six months shall be branded
travelling sheep to be
and
kept
legibly branded by the owner thereof with a brand iilticli
branded m0i then
owners brand,
shall have been duly recorded as next hereinafter provided But it
shall not be necessary for travelling sheep although they may have
changed owners since they were branded to be branded with the sheep
brand of their then owner if they are legibly branded with tl.i.e brand
of their previous owner.
Inspector to keep
25. The Inspector of Brands shall keep two books in the form
Records of 5beep and
directed by the Registrar of Brands one for the entry of sheep brands
Distinctive brands
and Marks in his
and marks used in his district to be called the " Sheep Brands Record"
district..
and the otherfor the entryof horseand cattle distinctive brands audmarks
to be used as aforesaid to be called the "Distinctive Brand Record."
All Sheep and Dis'
20. Every owner before using any sheep brand or mark on
tinctivo Brands and
sheep
or
any distinctive brand or mark on horses and cattle shall send
Marks to be recorded
before being uecl.
an intimation of his intention in the form of Schedules I 1 or 12 hereto
to the Inspector of Brands for the district in which such brand or mark
is intended to he used And such inspector shall make all entry of the
27.
said brand or mark in either record as the case may be.
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If two or more owners in the same district intimate their If proprielors
intention to use similar sheep or distinctive brands or marks the
inspector may wiTere necessary allot such modifications thereof to one or marks inspector
or more of such owners as shall render the said brands or marks dis- inny inodily same.
similar And such owners shall adopt the modifications thus allotted
to them accordingly Provided that no distinctive brands or marks
shall be allotted to any person who is not the owner of a registered
horse or cattle brand.
If it shall occur that two or more owners whose runs are Chief Inspector may
in the same neighbourhood although in different districts intimate
similar sheep or distinctive brands or marks to their respective in diftbrcnt districts
inspectors the Registrar of Brands may if necessary allot such when sunder.
modifications of the said brands or marks to such owners as shall
render them dissimilar and such owners shall adopt and use such
modifications as their brands and marks accordingly.
Every owner who shall brand or mark any sheep with a sheep Penalty for breach of
the nextfire
brand or mark or any horses or cattle with a distinctive brand or mark any of ng
see lUlls.
P'
not recorded as bereinbefore provided or who shall offend against or fail
to comply with any of the provisions of theflve next preceding sections
shall for every such offence incur a penalty not exceedingfifty pounds.
or BRANDS AND MAIUC5.
Any proprietor wishing to transfer the right of any regis- Mode of applying
for transfer of l,orse
tered horse or cattlQ brand and the person to whom such right is or
en e run S.
intended to be transferred shall make and sign in the presence of a
Justice or Commissioner for taking affidavits a memorandum in the
form set forth in Schedule J hereto and shall transmit the same to the
Registrar of Brands togetlier with the fees chargeabl.e on such transfer
as set forth in Schedule 1) hereto.
Upon the receipt of a memorandum of transfer as next Iode of transferring
aforesaid and of the authorized fees for the same the Registrar shall
or
make an entry thereof in his Fee Book and shall cancel the original cattle brands.
registration of such brand standing in the name of the transferror and
shall re-register the same in the name of the transferree and such
transferree shall thereafter be and be deemed to be the registered
proprietor of such brand and the Registrar shall notify all such
transfers in the Government Gazette after the monthly notification of
brands registered under this Act.
When it is intended to transfer any sheep or distinctive foclo of transferring
recording sheep
brand or mark recorded as hiereinbefore provided the proprietor and
and distinctive brands
mtendiug to make such transfer shall forward a memorandum thereof and marks.
in the form of Schedule J hereto duly completed and attested as
aloresaid to the inspector for the district who shall make the necessary
entries in his Record and transmit a certificate of the transfer of such
brands and marks to the transferree.
In the event of any owner selling a run but not selling all Where owner
the stock bearing his registered or recorded brand or mark nor trans- all the stock nor the
0 such brand or mark to the purchaser of the said run such brand purchaser to
purchaser shall with his own brand and mark re-brand and re-mark re-brasad svock.
the whole of the stock purchased with such run.
YI.—TIL&N5FER

STJ1_3t4USTERING

Every owner possessed of
OWICOYS mUstcriIIg
or more horses
in certain cases
or more cattle or
or more sheep shall give all the occupants stock
to give notice to
who are possessed of a like number of similar stock and whose land their ueiglbonrt.
approaches at any point within one-quarter of a mile of that occupied
by such owner not more than ten nor less than five clear days notice
in writing delivered personally or sent by registered letter through the
post of all musters for collecting weaners and horses cattle or sheep
intended
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intended to be removed from such owners land and sheep intended to
be branded And such owner shall permit the said occupants or their
employés to attend and assist at such musters Any owner or other
person failing to comply with any of the provisions of this section
shall on conviction for every such offence incur a penalty- not exceeding OIZC hundred pounds.

VIf....—BRANDING AND MARKING.
Brands and marks to
35. All brands shall be imprinted upon stock in a clear and
be imprinted and
legible ma]lner as follows namely—
marie as follows.
Horse and Ca/lie Brands.
Order and position
Every registered brand shall be imprinted on one or other of
of horse and cattle
the portions allotted in Schedule K hereto and in the conregistered brands.
secutive order therein illdicated and each piece or portion
shall be imprinted in the position in which the same appears
in the Brand Directory.
First registered
The breeder or person imprinting the first registered brand
brand urn s be
upon any horses or cattle may brand upon any of the portions
imprinteri on any
portion.
mentioned in Schedule K hereto he thinks fit.
(e.) If the breeder's or first registered brand be branded upon
If first brand is not
on No. 1 then
any portion other than number one then number one shall be
that portion in
horses to follow
held in the ease of horses to follow and shall be branded upon
No.5 and in cattle
aft er portion number five and in the case of cattle after
N 7.
portion number seven.
Second or subsequent
(ci.) Every second or subsequent brand intended to be imprinted
brand to be tinder
that last branded or
upon any horses or cattle shall where there is space sufficient
on next portion.
for that purpose be imprinted on the same portion as and at
a distance of not less than one and a half inches nor more
than two and a half inches from and directly underneath the
brand which in accordance with the order of branding prescribed by this Act is the immediately preceding brand on
such horses or cattle And where there is not space sufficient
for any such second or subsequent brand on the said portion
then such second or subsequent brand shall be imprinted on
the portion which in accordance with this Act is the next in
order to the said first-mentioned portion and in the position
hereinbefore prescribed.
Sheep brands to be
on the taco horn
shoulder ribs back or
rump,

sheep Brands.
(e.) Every sheep fire-brand shall be imprinted on the face or horn
and every pitch tar or paint sheep brand on the shoulder
ribs back or rump and in the order which may from time to
time be prescribed by regulation hereunder.
Distinctive Brands and Mar/cs and Sheep Afar/cs.

Position of
distinctive brands on
horses and cattle,

(f.) Every distinctive brand shall be imprinted on the cheek neck

off rump or hoof of horses and on the cheek neck or off
shoulder of cattle and in the order which may from time to
time be prescribed by regulation hereunder.
PositionofdislincGve
(g.) Every distinctive mark on horses or cattle and every such
marks on horses
cattle and sheep.
mark on sheep shall be made and marked thereon as the
Minister may from time to time direct by regulation tinder
this Act.
Stock to be held to be
And
all
stock
shall be deemed to be branded or marked with the brand
branded and marked
or mark which shall appear to be the last brand or mark upon such
with last brand or
mark in accordance
stock according to the order prescribed by this Act or any regulation
with Act or Regula'
ti
m,,.
thereunder And any person failing to comply with or offending against
any of the provisions of this section shall on conviction for every such
offence forfeit and pay any sum not exceeding fifty pounds or at the
discretion of the Court any sum not exceeding Jive pounds for every
head of Stock branded or marked contrary to this Act or any regulation
thereunder.

1004.
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IX.—MIS-BRANDING AND ALTERING OR USING UN)(EGISTERED OR
UNRECORDED BI1ANDS OR MARKS.
36. Every person found guilty of any of the following offences penalties for any of
shall on conviction for every such offence incur a penalty not exceedingh t efollowag offence,
one hundred pounds or any sum not exceeding tds
en poun for every
head of stock with respect to which any such offence was committed
or at the discretion of the Court such person may on conviction for
every such offence be liable to imprisonment with or without hard
labor for any period not exceeding six months namely
Wilfully or negligently branding or marking with his own For branding or registered or recorded brand or mark any stock of which lie marking stock not
belonging to prois not the owner or wilfully or negligently causing or per- prietor of brand.
mitting any such stock to be branded or marked with his
registered or recorded brand or mark.
Wilfully destroying defacing or altering any brand or ear or For destroying or
other mark on stock or causing or being privy to the destruc- altering
marka brand or
tion defacement or alteration thereof.
Cropping or cutting off more than one-fourth of the ear in For ear cropping.
marking any stock or cutting the ear straight across.
For using another's
Using with any felonious inte]lt the brand of any other brand
or mark
person without his authority.
without authority.
Using any unregistered or unrecorded brand or mark.
Or unregistered
And the fact of any such stock being on the run of such person for brand or mark.
two months without his having given notice to the rightful owner of Evidence of oUhnce.
such stock or to the officer in charge of the nearest police station or
to the nearest inspector of such mis-branding destruction defacing
alteration cropping cutting or marking or the fact that any stock
bearing any such brand as aforesaid had been claimed or used by any
person as his property shall be prirnd j'acie evidence of such person
Jiaving committed a breach of this section,
37. If any stock be found bearing a brand or mark partially or Stock with altered
wholly destroyed defaced or altered or if the ear or dew-lap of any stock brand or mark to be
shall have been cut or cropped contrary to this Act or if any stock be impounded.
branded otherwise than is provided by this Act or by that hereby
repealed then the police or any inspector or Justice or occupant of
any land on which such stock may be shall (when such stock do not
belong to such occupant) forthwith cause the same to be impounded
in the nearest public pound Provided that this section shall not apply Proviso as to
to any stock the brands or marks on which, have been accidentally accidotatal Notching.
blotched in branding or accidentally defaced if the owner of the said
stock shall have given notice in writing of such blotching or defacing
As to stock mark
to the inspector for the district Provided also that this section shall previous
to this Act.
not apply to stock marked previous to the passing of this Act but it
shall in the case of all stock said to have been so marked be incumbent
upon the owner thereof to prove that such marking took place
previous to that date And any occupant or other person failing to
comply with any of the provisions of this section shall on conviction
for every such offence incur a penalty not exceeding fifty pounds.
38. All stock impounded as next herembefore provided shall be Stock with defaced or
altered brands not
dealt with as required by the Inmoundinr Ac in force for the time released
except
being And the pound]ceeper of 'such pound shall not deliver such claimant produce
stock to any person claiming the same unless such person shall make declaration.
a statutory declaration before a Justice. that he has seen the said stock
and is the owner thereof and shall have otherwise established his
osnicrslu1) to the satisfaction of some Justice residing in the district
wherein the said pound is situated and paid the pound fees and all
other chargcs and expcnses due on such stock If any such impounded suell stock not so
released to be sold
stock shall not be claimed and released at the expiration of the time fixed at Pound.
by the said Impounding Act for stock of a like description to remain
in
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in pound prior to their being offered for sale such first-mentioned stock
shall thereupon be sold by the poundkeeper liav:ing charge of the same
in accordance with the provisions of the said Act and the proceeds of
the sale thereof shall be dealt with in the same manner as in the case
of any other impounded stock.
X.—TJtAVELLING STOCK.

Every owner shall before starting any travelling stock give
the nearest inspector or the officer in charge of the nearest i6i.iee
start to iran],
station notice in writing by messenger or by registered letter of his
intention to start such stock containing the particulars set forth in
Schedule L hereto And the said notice shall be given to such inspector
or officer within the time specified in Schedule M hereto according to
the distance between the yard where such stock are to be collected
previous to starting and the station of such inspector or officer.
Owner droviiig to
Whenever any person bein g the actual proprietor of any
carry Wa) I
travelling stock or the superintendent of such proprietor intends
to act as the drover of such stock he shall provide himself with a waybill containing the particulars set forth in Schedules N 1 or N 2 hereto
according as such stock are horses cattle or sheep And if it is intended
hired drover—
dchvety-notc.
that any person other than such proprietor or his superintendent shall
act as the drover of such stock then the owner shall deliver to such
person a delivery-note containing the particulars set forth in Schedi:tles
01 or 02 hereto according as such stock are horses cattle or sheep
Proviso.
Provided that if the purchaser of any stock shall not personally take
delivery thereof the vendor his superintendent or authorized agent
taking delivery of such stock on the purchaser's account shall give a
delivery-note as required by this Act to the drover.
stock may be
Any Justice officer of police inspector of brands or of sheep
bill or delivery-note or any agent duly authorized by the Minister in that bc]ia]f or the
checked,
occupant of any run through or along which any stock rna.y be
travelling if such run is not separated bya sufficient fence from the
road by which the same are travelling may require the drover of such
stock to produce the way-bill or delivery-note for the same and may
compare the brands on such stock with the brands described in such
Drover to assist at
way-bill or delivery-note And the drover of such stock on being so
inspection.
required shall produce suchway-bill or delivery-note as the case may
be and he and his assistants shall permit aid and assist such Justice
officer inspector agent or occupant to inspect such stock as aforesaid.
Any Justice inspector officer of police agent or occupant
be endorsed when not inspecting travelling stock as aforesaid and being satisfied• of the
stock wrongly in
correctness of the way-bill or delivery-note thereof shall endorse the
drover s possession to
be impounded.
same with the place date of such inspection and his signature and
address But' should any travelling stock in the possession or charge
of any drover not appear in any such way-bill or delivery-note or not be
fully and accurately described therein or should such Justice inspector
officer of police agent or proprietor have any reasonable grounds for
suspecting that any stock in the possession or charge of any drover
have been stolen such Justice officer of police inspector agent or
occupant may if necessary cause the stock so omitted inaccurately
described or suspected of being stolen to be impounded in the
pound nearest to the place where the said inspection was made And
such stock shall be kept in such pound at the expense of their owner
until they shall be claimed by him and the pound and other expenses
thereon shall have been duly tendered and paid and a complete and
accurate way-bill or delivery-note shall have been produced to the
]ceeper of such pound and the other requirements of this Act with
regard to such stock complied with.
Notice to be given to
or insp
?Oe

Ot
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43. Should the way-bill or delivery note of any travelling stock Drover losing wayhe accidentally lost or destroyed the drover in charge thereof shall
forthwith apply in writing to the nearest inspector of brands or to the one to police or
officer in charge of the nearest police station for an interim way-bil.l or inspector.
delivery-note as the case may be and such inspector or officer shall on
application grant an interiln way-bill or delivery-note for such stock
containing the particulars set forth in Schedules P' or P7 hereto according as such stock are horses cattle or sheep And the drover so applying
shall for such, way-bill or delivery-note pay to, the said inspector or
officer the sum of one poun.d and also any expcnses incurred by such
inspector or officer in ascertaining the brands of such stock.
41. Every drover on arrival at his destination shall with the way-bill or deliverystock in his chare deliver his way-bill or delivery-note to the con- note to be lided
Over to consignee.
signee thereIn mentioned.
45. Notwithstanding anything contained in the '' Sheep Act of Drover in certain
1860" or in any regulation made thereunder every drover intending to Cases to give notice
approach of stock
drive any stock on or across any run having an area of not less than of
in 103 elmrge to
two thousand acres where stock of the same description as the said firstmentioned stock are kept or depastured or along any road mtcrsecting police and iasixctors.
or forming the bowiclary-line of any such i-un shall unless the said road
be separated from such run by a sufficient fence give the occupant
thereof not less titan twelve hours nor more than seven days notice iii
writing of such intention by delivering the same at such proprietor's
house or homestead or at the head station on such nh And every
such drover shall also in like manner deliver a like notice at every
police station and at the iesidenec of every inspector situated within
mile of the road by which such stock are travelling Provided
that every such notice shall state the day and hour when the drover
intends that such stock shall first approach or cross the boundary of
the said run or pass the said station or residence and such stock shall
not approach nor cross such boundary nor pass such station or residence
more than six hours sooner nor six hours later than the hour specified
in such notice.
40. Every drover or other person who shall fail to comply with Posmlty for breach of
"h
anyof the rcquirernents of the seven last preceding sections hereof shall
lie liable on conviction for every such offence to a penalty not exceeding jfly pounds or at the discretion of the Bneh any snm not exceeding
ten pounds for every head of such sthck.if the number exceed three licaci.
47. Any drover who shall have in his charge any stock not Drover having stock
described or not fully and accurately described in his way-bill or pwsession may be
delivery-note or any stock suspected of being stolen or who shall not appi-ebemled.
produce a way-bill or delivery-note when called upon as aforesaid may
be apprehcndcd and brought before any Petty Sessions by the police
or by any inspector or Justice and such drover shall on conviction fat
every such offence incur a penalty not exceeding fifty pounds or at the
discretion of Justices any sum not cxeeeding ten pounds for every head
of such stock if the number thereof exceeds five head And all stock Stock correctly in
fully and accurately described in the way-bill or delivery-note of any way-bill or delivery.
drover apprehended as herein provided may be forwarded to their by Justice.
destination by order of any Justice at the risk and expense of the
owner of such stock.
45. If any person purchase or receive from a drover ally stoer Penalty for par- not described or incorrectly described in any such way-bill or dellverystocnot correctly Q1
note or any stock for which the drover such drover not being the way-bill or deliveryactual owner nor the agent nor superintendent of the actual owner lbt
thereof shall not produce a - written authority from such owner to
the said drover to dispose of such stock or if any person rcceive
into his yard or premises or knowingly permit or allow to be placed
therein any stock which there are reasonable grounds for supposing
have been stolen he shall on conviction in a summary way for every
such
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such offence be liable to a penalty not exceeding fifty pounds or at
the discretion of the Justices any sum not exceeding ten pounds for
every head of such stock if the number exceeds five head.
49. Every auctioneer or other person receiving stock for sale
Duties of auctioneers
and sstlesiucn on
shall—
receipt of stock.
(1.) Demand and receive from the di'over along with the stock in
such drover's charge the way-bill or delivery-note for the
same and shall give the drover a receipt for such stock and
way-bill or delivery-note.
(2.) He shall carefully preserve such way-bill or dclivery-note for
twelve calendar months after the receipt thereof.
(3) ile shall enter in a book to be kept by him for that purpose
all the particulars set forth in such way-bill or delivery-note
and also the date of the arrival and sale of such stock and the
name and address of the purchaser thereof.
He shall take from the purchaser a receipt for the said stock
and
He shall produce for inspection such book way-bill deliverynote or receipt when required by the police or by any
inspector or Justice.
And every auctioneer or other person who shall not comply with any
of the provisions of this section shall on conviction for any such
offence be liable to a penalty not exceeding one hunched pounds.
XI.—lU4IsTJtATIow OF SL&LGIITER-XAILDS INSPECTION OF limEs

&C.

50. Every slaughter-yard shall be registered by the occupant
yards
except those licensed thereof at the nearest police station and such occupant shall furnish
to be rogeafered with
a particular description of the proposed slaughter-yard and shall pay
police,
a fee of one shilling for every such registration Provided that the
provisions of this Act relating to the registration of slaughter-yards
shall not apply to slaughter-houses or places licensed under the Act
fifth William the Fourth number one or any Act.amending the same.
All stock to be
51. To stock shall be slaughtered at any yard or place other
killed at
'ter.
titan
at
a slaughter-yard registered or licensed s taforesaid except in
or li,ensvil
]iousee—Exccptious. the case of accidents to any stock and in the case of stock killed at
out stations by shepherds or stockrnen for rations or stock killed for
rations by drovers while travelling or to wild or unmanageable stock
shot on the run and not skinned or dressed.
52. Every occupant of land having a registered slaughter-yard
Duties of occupant
of
thereon who shall at any tim.e after the expiration of three months
lauul'etr'vard
C
after the passing of this Act slaughter or cause or permit to be
.
slaughtered at such yai.d any stock shall do permit and cause to be done
the following acts matters and things namely
(1.) He shall in a book to be kept by him for, that purpose make
description
To keep a
of stock slaughtcred.
a clear and legible entry of all stock intended to be slaughtered specifying in such entry the particulars set forth in
Schedule Q hereto and shall when required produce such
book to any Justice inspector of stock or officer of police.
To skin the whole
(2.) lIe shall in dressitio, any head of stock take off the whole of
body except the legs
the hide thereofincluding that of the head ears and tail but
exclusive of that on the legs below the knee.
'to keep tim skin for
(3.) He shall if such hide be intended to be salted cired or dried
fourteen di.vs when
carefully preserve the same entire and in good condition
dried.
with the hair or wool and horns (if any) and the brands and
marks thereon at the time of slaughtering such stock for not
less than fourteen days thereafter or until such hide shall
have been inspected by an inspector or by the police.
(4.)
All s1auoliter
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I-Jo shall if any hide be not intended to be salted cured or To keep skin for
forty-eight hours
dried keep the same entire and in good order and condition when sold green.
as last aforesaid for not less tItan forty-eight hours after the
slaughter ofsueb stock or until the said hide shall have been
nispecteci by the police or an inspector.
He shall also when required at all reasonable times during To produce skin
the said respective periods of ,fou'rfeen days and ,forty-cigh t when required by the
police inspector or
horn-s produce any such hide and ears and horns (if any) to ,Tnstiee.
the police or to any inspector or Justice and allow the same
to be marked as inspected.
53. The purchaser of any such, hide commonly known, as a green Duties of imrehnscr
Jude or his agent shall in a book to he kept for that purpose enter a of green hides.
full and accurate account of the marks and brands on snch hide and
of the colour and sex of the animal from which the same was taken
nd shall when required produce such book and such hide if in his
possession to ally inspector Justice or member of the police Provided macs from licensed
that this section shall not apply to the hides of stock slaughtered at slaughter-houses.
a slaughter-house licensed as aforesaid.
5. If any person shall fail to comply with any of the pro- Penalt.y for breach of
preceding
visions contained in any of the four last preceding sections of tins Act four
sections.
or slaughter any stock in any yard without having first obtained the
sanction of the occupant thereof be shall for every such offence incur
a penalty not exceeding fifty ponncls.

XJL—ItLEGAI,

PosSEssioN on.

tSR OP STOCK OR MEAT.

If any witness shall make oath before a Justice of tl1e r
possession
f stolen
Peace that, there is reasonable cause to suspect that any stolen stock stock
or ereasG.
or the skin or carcase of any stolen stock is in any yard paddock
dwelling-house or other place it shall be lawful for such Justice to issue
a warrant directing any inspector or police officer to search such yard
paddock dwelling1lonse or place and if any stock or the skin or carca.se
of any stock so suspected to have been stolen shall he foimd in the
possession of any person in or at snch yard paddock dwelling-house or
other place specified in such warrant with the knowledge of such
person it shall he lawful for any Justice before w]lom such person shall
be brought (unless such person shall satisfy the said Justice that lie came
lawfully by the same) to commit such person to the nearest gaol or
lock-up in which lie can be conveniently confined in order that he
may be brought forward for trial at the next Court of Petty Sessions
(unless he enter into such bail with one or more sufficient securities as
may be required for his appearance before such Court which any
Justice is hereby authorized and required to take) and if such person
so apprehended after proof upon oath of such finding of such stock
skin or carcase as aforesaid shall not satisfy the Justices sitting at
Petty Sessions in open Court that he came lawfully by the same he
shall forfeit and pay any sum not exceeding One hundred pounds
together with the costs and éharges previous to and attending his
conviction.
III' any person shall take work drive or in any manner use Penalty for taking
any stock the property of any other person without the consent of the
owner or other person in lawful possession thereof such person shall stork.
on conviction for every such offence incur a penalty not exceeding
one hundred pounds or any sum not exceeding ten pounds for evenhead of stock so taken worked driven or used or at the discretion of the Court he imprisoned for any period not exceeding Yweive months.
305—B
.
XIII.—
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XJll.—RE5TrruTION OF STOLEN STOCK.
Any Justice upon complaint or information on oath that
any stock suspected to have been stolen are in the possession of any
person may issue a summons to such person reqmrmg him to appear
at a time and place mentioned in such summons before any two
Justices or in the discretion of such Justices may issue a warrant in
the first instance to apprehend and bring such person at a time and
place mentioned in such warrant before any two Justices and also if
such Justice shall think fit may issue his warrant to seize any such
stock suspected to have been stolen and detain the same until such
information or complaint shall have been disposed of.
On appearance of
If on the appearance of such person so summoned or
person summoned
apprehended
or on proof of the service of such summons personally or
or on proof of service
Justices may order by leaving the same at the usual or last known place of abode of such
restitution,
person two days before he was required to appear it shall seem to such
Justices after hearing evidence on oath or affirmation that such stock
were stolen within the period of one year preceding from the person
making complaint or laying the information it shall he lawful for such
Justices to adjudge him to be the owner of such stock and to issue a
warrant under their hands and seals to seize such stock wheresoever
the same may be found and to restore and give peaceable possession
thereof to the person so adjudged to be the owner as aforesaid Provided always that nothing herein contained shall be construed or
taken to discharge any person from any criminal prosecution for felony
to be afterwards brought against such person or to prevent the
Justices committing such person for trial or to deprive any person of
any right he may have or might have had before the passing thereof.
Vendee who delivers
Any person from whom or from whose possession any stock
or
shall
have
been taken under any such warrant as last aforesaid may
:kre
ived may'
recover from vendor, recover from his vendor. the amount paid by him as the purchase
money of such stock and any vendor of such stock who may repay or
be compelled to repay the purchase money he may have received for
such stock may in like manner recover from his vendor the amount
lie may have paid such last-mentioned vendor as the purchase money
of such stock and it shall be lawful for any Justice of the Peace upon
complaint on oath made by any such person or vendor as aforesaid or
any person on his behalf that such person or vendor has paid for such
stock and that such stock have been taken from him or that he has
paid or been compelled to repay the amount he received to summon
the party selling to such last-mentioned person or vendor to appear
before any two Justices or to issue his warrant for the apprehehsion of
such party selling and upon his appearance or in default thereof upon
proof of the due service of such summons such Justices are hereby
empowered to examine the parties or either of them and their respective witnesses (if there be any) upon oath touching the purchase and
payment of the amount of the purchase money for such stock and
the restitution of the stock purchased by such complainant or the
repayment of the sum received by him and to make such order for the
repayment of that amount with the costs incurred in the recovery
thereof as shall to such Justices appear reasonable.
In case the amount so ordered to he paid shall not be
Jf amount be not
paid forthwith or at the time to he appointed by such Justices the
t:1impta
same shall be levied by distress and sale of the goods and chattels
of the party on whom such order for payment shall be made and if
such.

Justice may issue a
warrant
ving h
stolen stock and to
seize stock,
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such distress cannot be made or shall prove insufficient such Justices
are hereby empowered to cause the party upon whom the order shall
be made to be apprehended and committed to any gaol or house of
correction there to remain for any period not exceeding three months
unless payment of the said amount and of all costs and expenses
attending the recovery thereof shall he sooner made Provided that
the execution of such order shall he sta yed for such time as such
Justices may order if the person fro]n idiom or from whose possession
such stock may have been taken or on whom such order for payment
shall be made shall forthwith enter into a boud to the complainant
with two sufficient sureties to the satisfacTion of such Justices and
in such amount as they may think reasonable conditioned to prosecute
to conviction within the time aforesaid the person guilty of having
stolen such stock and such conviction within the time aforesaid shall
supersede the order so made by such Justices as aforesaid and no
subsequent proceedings shall be had tilereoll or upon the said bond
Provided also that it shall be lawful for such Justices on time application of such party and notice to the said complainant to extend the
time aforesaid.
X117.—MISOELLANEOU5.

Every poundkeeper Deputy Registrar or Inspector or Clerk Prnindkeepc
and
of Petty Sessions shall keep a copy of the latest edition of the Brand Inspectors
Clerks of Petty
Directory and copies of the Gazettes containing the quarterly lists and Sessions to keep
monthly notifications of registered braDds not included in such
directory and shall on the receipt of a fee of one shilling permit a
search in such Brand Directory and Gazettes at all reasonable hours
And every poundkeeper Deputy Registrar Inspector or Clerk of Petty
Sessions who shall fail to comply with any of the requirements of this
section shall on conviction for every such offence incur a penalty not
exceedingflve pounds.
When any stock are impounded the poundkeeper shall Notice ofinipounding
forthwith send notice thereof to the proprietor of the brand which tor of last brand and
shall appear last in order on such stock as by this Act provided And supposed owner.
when the poundkeeper has any reason to suppose that such stock
belong to a person other than the proprietor of the said brand such
poundkeeper shall in every such case send notice of the impounding
both to the proprietor or such brand and the supposed owner of such
stock Every poundkeeper who shall neglect or delay to send any
such notice shall on conviction for every such offence incur a penalty
not exceeding ten pounds.
The Registrar of Brands shall allot to each public pound Brand to be a1lotled
throughout the Colony now established or which may hereafter be 'stock sold to be
established a brand for such pound and shall register the same accord- branded with it.
ingly And the keeper of such pound shall on the sale of any horses
or cattle impounded in such pound brand the same with such brand on
the portions and in the order prescribed by this Act in such manner as
to show that the said brand i.s the last brand at that time imprinted on
such horses or cattle Any poundkeeper who shall fail to comply with
the provisions of this section shall on conviction for every such offence
incur a penalty not excecdingfifiy pounds.
61. Every drover or other person who shall place any stock in Penally for placing
a paddock yard or other enclosure without the consent of the occupant stock inryard or 0r
thereof shall on conviction for every such offence incur a penalty not occupants consent,
exceeding fifty pounds Provided that this section shall not apply to
Crown lands within half a mile of any road on which travelling stock
have right of depasturing.
65.
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65, Any person who shall knowingly insert or cause or permit
to be inserted any false entry of any matter relating to any brand or
mark on stock in any receipt certificate way-bill or delivery-mote or in
any extract therefrom or in any book or paper containing any entry
respecting any stock or who shall forge or alter or shall offer or utter
dispose of or put off any receipt certificate way-bill or delivery-note
knowing the same to be forged with the intent to defraud or who shall
wilfully or uiilawfully destroy deface injure or alter or cause or permit
to be destroyed defaced injured or altered any such receipt certificate
way-bill delivery-note or extract with such intent shall on conviction
for every such offence be deemed guilty of a misdemeanor and shall.
be liable at the discretion of the Court to imprisonment with or withont
hard labor for any period not exceeding three years.

X.V.—R'uuuLAnoNs.
The Governor and
Oouicil inay make

Penally for breach

of Regulations.

66. The Governor may from time to time make any regulation
not repugnant to the true intent and meaning of this Act for carrying
out the provisions thereof with respect to any of the following matters
or tiungs namely—
The powers and duties of Inspectors and Registrars of Brands.
The mustering of stock and giving notice to neighbourmg
owners.
The mode of registering and recording sheep and distinctive
brands and marks.
The registration of wool bale brands.
The form and sig]nfication of brands and marks and the
mode and order of branding and marking.
The droving and sale of stock.
And all other matters of detail necessary for carrying this
Act into effect.
And all such Regulations shall on being published twice in the Governmcml Gazetie have the full force of law and shall be laid before
Parliament And any pei'son offending against or failing to comply
with any such Regulations shall for every such offence incur a penalty
not exceeding twenty pounds.

X.Vl.—BoErPTs AND Exrsncsts.
Disposal of fees and

67. All moneys collected by the Police Force under this Act as
fees for interim way-bills and delivery-notes and the registration of
slaughter-yards shall be paid into the credit of the Police Reward Fund
And all fees and expenses as well as all moneys of every description
collected by the Registrar of Brands or by the Inspectors of Brands
shall be pai.d to the Colonial Treasurer or to such other person as shall
be authorized by him to receive the same and shall together with all
moneys which may on this Act coming into force be at the credit of
the "Registration of Brands Account" at the Treasury be carried over
to the Trust Fund to the credit of the said account.
now expenses ,
68. The Colonial Treasurer shall under warrant of the Governor
incurred in carrying
out the Act are to be out of the " Registration of Brands Account aforesaid or in the event
Poll
of the funds at the credit of that account being inadequate.out of such
moneys as may be appropriated by Parliament for the purposes of this
Act pay all necessary expenses incurred in carrying out the provisions
of this Act Provided that all such appropriations shall be recouped
to the Consolidated Revenue Fund when there is a sufficient balance
to the credit of the said " Registration of Brands Account."
XV [I.—

mon eys collected
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XViJ..—LE61L PRoCEDURE.

Any Brand Directory as herein defined purporting or Direc€ory to be
appearing to have been publtshed by the Govermueut Printer shall in1mh) 41at 0 evidence.
any action suit prosecution or trial be received without proof as przrnd
fiwie evidence of the statements matters and things contained therein.
Where by any of the provisions of this Act it may be Mode of giviugnotice
necessary to give any, notice or send any document to ally person such required by the Act.
notice or document may be communicated or sent to such person
either by registered letter or delivered to him personally or left at his
usual or last known place of abode or business.
For the purposes of any prosecution or action underthis For the purioses of
the Act registered
Act any registered brand upon any horses or cattle and any recorded and recorded
brands
brand or mark on any stock in the district in which the same was and marks to be
recorded but not elsewhere shall be primd jack evidence of the owner- of proprietorship of
ship of such registered brand or of such recorded brand or mark and brand and stock.
of the stock bearing such brand or mark being the property of the
proprietor of such brand or mark And proof that stock are branded
with a brand found in the possession of or known to belong to any
person or that stock are marked with a mark known to have been used
by any person shall if such stock are depastured on the run or among
the stock of any such person or are usually
claimed by such person.
he prirnd j'acie evidence that such, person branded or marked such
stock.
On a person being.cha.rged with stealing any stock it shall In prosecutions for
be competent for the officer prosecuting on behalf of the Crown to give tend and recorded
d to brands and marks to
evidence that the brands or marks appearing upon the stock allege
have been stolen are the brands or marks of the person charged on the pf of nip
information to be the owner of such stock or of some person through of stock.
whom such alleged owner claims and such evidence may if in the
opinion of the Court the other circumstances proved warrant such a
course be taken into their consideration in determining the question of
ownership of such stock.
Every penalty for any offence against this Act or any regu- Mode of recovery of
lation thereunder and any fees charges or moneys made payable hereby moneys Pbi
where not otherwise provided for may he recovered at any time within under the Act.
twelce months after the date of the commission or such offence or of
the payment of such fees charges or moneys having become due in a
summary way before two or more Justices of the Pea.ce who may hear
and determine the matter And the penalty inflicted by such Justices
shall be levied by distress and sale of the offender's goods and chattels
and in failure of distress shall be enforced ill. manner provided by the
Act
and any Acts amending the same And all
penalties collected under this Act shall be pmd one half to the informer
and prosecutor and the other half to the credit of the Brands Act Fund
Provided that stock in the charge of any drover shall for the purposes of
this Act be and be deemed to be the goods and chattels of such drover,
Upoll non-payment of any fine forfeiture or penalty under On non'payncnt of
may
this Act either immediately or withih such period after the coiviction
as such Justices at the time of such conviction shall appoint and where
no mode of proceeding is hereby prescribed such Justices mh.y commit
such offender to any gaol or house of correction in the said Colony
with or without hard labor for any period not exceeding three months
where the sum remaining unpaid shall not exceed ten pounds four
months where the said sum shall exceed ten pounds and not exceed
twenty pounds and six months where the said sum shall exceed twenty
pounds unless the said sums shall be sooner paid.
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75. If the Justices before whom any person shall be brought
Justices may send
case, under this Act under this Act charged with the offence of illegally possessing using
to higher Court.
branding or marking another person's stock shall from the evidence
given against such person be of opinion that there ought to he a
prosecution for felony it shall be lawful for such Justices to abstain
from adjudicating in a summary manner thereon and to deal with the
ease as one to be prosecuted at the Supreme or Circuit Court or Court
Juries in trials for of General Sessions And if the jury upon the trial of any person
felony way
verjict for fl charged before any Court with the offence of stealing any stock shall.
be of opinion that such person did not conimit the felony with winch
lie is charged but did commit the misdemeanor before mentioned it
shall be lawful for such jury to acquit such person of the felony and
to find him guilty of such misdemeanor and he shall thereupon receive
sentence accordingly although such person may never have been charged
or accused of such misdemeanor before any Justices or otherwise.
Convictions under
76. If any person convicted as last aforesaid under this Act
this Act orernissions shall have paid the sum adjudged to be paid together with costs if
proceedings.
awarded under such conviction or shall have received a remission
thereof from the Crown or shall have suffered the imprisonment
awarded for the non-payment thereof he shall be released from all
rther or other proceedings for the same cause.
XVIII.—SAVING CLAusE.
Actions against
No action at law shall lie against any Justice Inspector
Justices Inspectors officer77.
of
police
owner or occupant for any matter or thing done or
or Police,
commanded to be done by him in pursuance of the provisions of this
Act unless there be proof of corruption or malice and uthes such action
be commenced within three calendar months after the cause of action
or complaint shall have arisen and if any Justice Inspector or officer of
police shall be sued for any matter or thing done in pursuance of this
Act he may plead the general issue and give the special matter in
evidence.

SCHEDULES.
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SCHEDULES.
SCHEDULE A.
Permit to make Brand.

187
I THE undersigned Inspector of Brands for the District of
certify
that the person mentioned in the Schedule below is the registered proprietor of the
brand set forth and permission is hereby granted to any licensed brandmaker to make
the same.
SCHEDULE BflEREED TO.

Proprietor of Brand.
Name.

I

Address.

Description
of
Brand to be made.

Remark,.

t

Inspector.

SCHEDULE

B.

Record of Brands made,
No.

Date.

Description
of Brand.

Name of
Proprietor,

Makers
mark.

Address.

Remarks.

- I

SCHEDULE
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and

SCHEDTJLE C.
Applier/ron lo rtqrs(cr a Brunt?.
To the Registrar of l3raitds
Sir
to
have

to

enekse the authorized fees toy the registration of the brand belonging
as mentioned in the Schedule of particulars given below and
request that you will register the same accordingly.

(Shin u/yrrP)
Applicant.

Seirrou.ir

Bl:FERIIE1) TO.

p

Brand
to be registered.

-

Former Brand.
Appliennf.

Cattle.

p

Horses.

Cattle.

I

of
liorsesond
ttk owned
b applicant
P1 ace and
II;:
post tow-n of at tinto of
need lint do mt state the I iiurt this. Applies pit'
cii which it
pl;teC where redtration.
y
allome. Addrers,
brand IS
?a'
Iits p0511 'on.
mt
to be
1',W
letter W.
used.
t
e 'ins
is intended to repswsen t. I

Horses.

IS umber

I

(

Amount
of Fees.

-

I

-

horses

Cattle

* Type fees -. 20/
Total amount of fees - -

do hereby solemnly declare that the several matters and things
I
contained in the above application and. Schedule are I rue to the best of any lnowledge
and belief.
Declared heibre meat
this
day of

157

)

. 5

-

(&q/ia/are)

Applicant.

Nit—All fees forwarded by post must be so hr Money Orders or Postage Stamps.
* If the brand or part of the brand to be rcgistdejj consists of a sian eliarneler conjoined letter or any
other than a simple letter or numeral an additional fee of twen.y shillings is pavallie by Schedule 1)
hereto for every such brand.

SCHEDELE
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SCHEDULE B.
Scale of Fe-es and Ba/es.
Fou registering any brand including the cost of advertisnig such brand in the Gazette
and publishing the same in the J3rand Directory for the Colony as foflows namely
Horses.
£s.d.
For 1 head and not exceeding 1.0 ...
...
...
...
...
0 5 0
10
20 .
...
...
.
010 0
20
50...
...
...
...
...
015 0
50
100
200

100 ...
200...
400 ...

.

..

...

...

..

...

...

...
...
...

400
600 ....
.
For every additional 100 head or portion of 100 head
Uaitfe.
For 1 head and not exceeding 20 .. .
...

3,000

...

...
.
...

...

..

100...
500...

..,
...

...

...

...

...

1,000...
3,000...

...
...

...

...

4,000 ...

•..

..,
..

..

...

20
100

500
1,000

..,

...

...

..

...
...

...

41000
6,000 ,..
...
.,....
...
For every additional 1,000 head or portion of 1,000 head.,,
...
For the transfer of any brand one-half of the above rates respectively for the horses and cattle on the run at the date of
transfer ...
,,,
For cutting the type for any sign character conjoined letter or any
brand other than a simple letter or numeral ...
...
...
For every search in any register or answer to any inquirY respecting any registered brand...
...
...
...
...
...
For an extract from the Brand Directory Gate/fe or Brand Register
for the first one hundred words or portion thereof ...
...
For every additional one hundred words or portion thereof
...
For notice of similarity of brand or of distinguishing brand fixed
upon by the Registrar by post ...
...
...
...
...

flo ieee—
Gil/fe—

1 0 0
150

1 10 0
115 0
1 0 0
0 5
010
015

0
0
0

1 0 0
1 5 0
1 10 0
1 15

1

0

0 0

1 0 0
0 1 0
0 1 0
0 0 6
0 1 0

SCHEDULE B.
REOISTEAn0N or Bni3-ns ACT OF 187
Receipt for application.
No.
Sydney
187
Tuis is to certify, that an application for the registration of the brand
mentioned on the margin hereof has been received by me and numbered as
above from
with the sum of
as the authorized fees for
the registration thereof in terms of the provisions of the abovenamed Act.

Registrar of Brands.
lc.B.—In correspondence with this department the applicant must in every instance give
the brand and number which this notice bears as well as his correct address.

SCHEDULE F.
&GISTRATI0N OF BRA.NDS

Acr.

Fee Book.
Date.

No. of
AlL.
cat on.

AppllL

305—.E

No. of
florson.

I

Amount
of Fee,.

Na. of
Cattle.

Amount
of Fee,.

I SpecIal I
Fee.

i

Daily
Amount.

Weakly
Amount.

Remark.

SCHEDULi
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SCHEDULB G.
REGISTRATION UT Bit&rcos ACT OF 187

Ocrtflcate of Registration.
No.
187

Sydney

—ilórsea. Tins is to certify that the brand mentioned in the margin hereof
in terms of the provisions
—Gattlo. this day duly registered as the brand of
of the abovenamed Act.
Registrar of Brands.

SOKEDULE H.
Quarterl'y list.
Brand.

Former
Brand.

Name of Applicant.

Place and poet town of place whoro
brand is to be used.

No. of
application.

SCHEDULE P.
Intimation ofproprietor's intention to use dietin elite Brand (or mark)
To the Inspector of Brands for the District of
187

Sir

I beg to intimate that I intend to use the distinctive brand (or mark) dcscribcd
in the Schedule below and on the portion of the stock therein set forth and I have to
request that you will record the same in your books accordingly.
Proprietor or Superintendent.
SCHEDULE REFEItItED TO.

Brand to be recorded.
Homes.

Cattle.

Position.

Proprietor.

Mark to be recorded.
Horses. I Cattle.

Position.

Name.

Address.

Proprietor or Superintendent.

SCHEDULE
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SCHEDULE 11.
littintat ion

of

Proprietor's intention to use Sheep brand (or mark).

To the Inspector of Brands for the District of
187
Sir
I beg to intimate that I intend to use l:hc sheep brand (or mark) described
in the Schedule below and on the portion therein set forth and I have to request that you
will record the same in your books accordingly.
Proprietor or Superintendent.
SCHEDULE ILE}'EBRED TO,

Brand
be recordod.

Position,

Mark th I
be recorded. Position.

Proprietor.
Nanie.

Address.

--

- -

Proprietor or Superintendent.

SCHEDULE J.
Memorandum of Transfer.

187
To the Registrar of Brands.
being the registered proprietor of the brand mentioned in the
Schedule below having transferred the same with the horses and cattle specified in the
said Schedule to
do hereby request that you will make the necessary
transfer to
of such brand in your registers and
enclose herewith
the sum of
as the authorized fees for such transfer.
SCHEDULE REFERRED To ABOVE.

Brands transferred.
Transferor.
Horses.

j

Transferee.

Cattle,

Number of
Horses and Cattle
transferred.
4

£

s.

d.

Horses
Cattle

do solemnly and sincerely declare that the several matters and things
contained in the above memorandum are true to the best of my.knowledge and belief.
Declared befçre me at
this
day of

187 . S
3.P.

Transferor.
Transferee.

SCHEDU LB
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SCHEDULE W.

Position and order of Brands on Hones.
Portion I.—Embraeing the near shoulder.
off shoulder.
near rump hip and thigh.
off rump hip and thigh.
IV._
near ribs and saddle.
V.—

F

SCHEDULE K2.

rosition and order of Brands on Ga/tie,
Portion T.—Embracing the near rump hip and thigh.
off rump hip and thigh.
near back and ribs.
III.—
off back and ribs.
,.
flT_
near shoulder.
near loin.
lJfl_
off loin.
,,

-

SCHEDULE L.

'co/ice

of

intent ion to tratei Stork.

To the Inspector for (or constable in charge at)
Sir
day of
I beg to give you notice that on the
will be etsirted from my station known as
next a mob of
and that for the first fifty milks they will b-ael by
for

and

d

Owner or Superintendent.

SCHEDULE Al.

long/is qf o/iee to be given by on-nor starting T aveiling Stock.
For any distance not exceeding twenty ,niles ........................Not. less than twenty-four hours.
For any distance exceeding twenty miles and not exceeding forty
miles ...................................................................Not less than forty-eight hours.
For every additional twenty miles or portion thereof .............. .Not less than twenty-four hours.

SChEDuLE
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SCHEDULE Y.
W?,y Jill/—Horses.
I
of
do solemnly and sincerely declare that I am the
actual owner (or the superintendent of such owner) of the [here state the irumber in writinq
and include working horses] horses more particularly described in the Schedule below which
1 as their drover am about to travel from
by,
and
to
and deliver there to
of
to whom such horses are consigned
Signed at
day of
In the presence of
of

Owner or Superintendent.
this

is?
Witness.
SCHEDULE nyrraittn TO ABOVE.

The undermentioned particulars must be given with regard to
every horse in drover's charge.
Number.

Remarks.
Color.

Sex,

and full description.

where branded.

Owner or Superintendent.
NB—If any horses are to be taken back by the owner or superintendent to the place
from which they started a fresh way-bill must be made out and signed for such horses.

SCHEDULE W.
Way-bill—Cattle (or Sheep)
I
of
do solemnly and sincerely declare that I
am the actual owner (or the superintendent of such owner) of the [here state the number
in writing and include (if any) work-inq ba/locks] cattle (or sheep) more particularly
described in the Schedule below which I as their drover am about to travel from
by
and
to
and deliver there to
of
to whom such cattle (or sheep)
are consigned.
Signed at
day of In presence of
of

Owner or Superintendent.

this

is?.
lVitness.
SCHEDULE REFERRED TO ABOVE.

Number.

Sex.

Description,

I Ear and other I
Brands and
marks and where
Remark-s.
where brafided.
marked.

Owner or Superintendent.
N.B.—When the cattle or sheep are not all of one brand or mark they must be
divided into as many lots as there are different brands or marks and a separate entry
made in the Schedule for each lot. If working bullocka are to be taken back by
the owner or superintendent to the place from which they started a fresh way-bill
must be made out and signed for them.

SCHEDULE

1O22
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SCHEDULE (Y.
Delivery4wt c—Horses.
Tuis is to certify that I have this day delivered into the charge of
as my drover [here state in words the tzurnber including working horses of ]
of
horses more particularly described in the Schedule below for the purpose of being
and delivered
to
.
and
by him from
by
to whom such horses are consigned and that I have
of
there to
to sell
authorized the said
Owner or Superintendent.
this

Signed at
day of'
In presence of
of

)

187

4

Witness.

SCHEDULE

REFERRED TO ABOVE.

The undermentioued particulars must be given with regard
to every horse indrover's charge.
Number.

--

Sex.

Color.

I

I
Mar1s and
full desoription.

Remarks.

Brands and
wbcrc branded.

Owner or Superintendent.
N.B.—If any horses are to be taken back to the place from which they started a fresh
delivery-note must be made out and signed by the owner's agent for such horses.

SCHEDULE

02.

Delivery-note--Cattle (or Sheep)
Pius is to certify that I have this day delivered into the charge of
as my drover [here state in words the number inctuding working buflocles (if
of
any) of] cattle (or sheep) more particularly described in the Schedule below br the purpose
to
and
by
by him from
of being
sheep)
are
consigned
(or
to
whom
such
cattle
of
and delivered there to
to sell
and that I have authorized the said
Owner or Superintendent.
Signed at
day of
In presence of
of

this
187
Witness.
SdIIF.DULE BEFREI1ED TO ABOVE.

Number.

Sex.

Description.

Brands

and where branded.

Ear and other
marks and where
marked.

Remarks.

Owner or Superintendent.
N.B.--When the cattle or sheep are not all of one brand or mark they inustbc divided
into as many lots as there are different brands or marks and a separate entry made
in the Schedule for each lot If any horses or working buflocka are to be taken back
to the place from which they started a fresh delivery-note must be made out and
signed by the owner's agent for such horses or bulloeks.

SCHEDULE
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SCHEDULE P.
Interim Way-bill—Horses.
the drover of
of
IT having been represented to me that
the [state number in words and inctude working horses] horses more particularly described
has accidentally lost his
in the Schedule below belonging to
of
and
by
way-bill (or delivery-note) while travelling from
this interim way-bill (w delivery-note) is granted to such
to
drover for the said horses for the route and destination herein'oefore mentioned.
Inspector or Constable.
Granted at
day of

this
187
SCHEDULE REFERRED

ABOVE.

TO

The undermentioned particulars must be given in regard to
every horse in Drover's charge.
Remarks.

-

Number.
Color.

Marks
and full description,

Sex.

SCHEDULE P2

Brands and
where branded.

.

Interim Way-bill—Catt.e (rn Sheep)
the drover of the
having been represented to no that
of
[state number in words and include working bulloeks (if any) ] cattle (or sheep) more
has accidentally
particularly described in the Schedule below belonging to
of
lost his way-bill (or delivery-note) while travelling from
by
this interim way-bill (or delivery-note) is granted to such drover for the
and
said cattle (or sheep) for the route and destination hereinbefore mentioned.

IT

Inspector or Constable.
Granted at
of

this
187

.5

ScilEnuta SLEFEItRE])

No nber.

Sex.

Description.

TO

ABOVE.

l3rands and
where branded.

Ear and
other marks and
where marked.

I
I

Remarks.

4

-

Inspector or Constable.

N.B.—When the cattle (or sheep) are not all of one brand or mark they must be divided
into as many lots as there are different brands or marks and a separate entry made
in the Schedule for each lot.

SCHEDULE
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SCKEDIJLE Q
Reqistcvof&oeksiauqlitercdqt
If purchased
Signature
- Age
Ear aud
within six
of person
in of
Date, as nearly as 5ex. Color, Bnds and where other marks and mmflhsof date oharse
at time
branded,
possible.
kind of horns,
of slaughter
s]auglitorg.
from whom,

J

No.9.

1 it' "
.t,J'
J,)
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No. 9.
B.
CIRCCI,AIL TO SEVERAl CIFATInIEN OF THE BOARDS OF ShEEP DInECTORS.
Stock Branch, Department of Lands,
Sydney.
1' ovesnber, 1874.
SIR,
I am directed by the Minister for Lands to Ibrsvard to you a copy of a Bill for the prevention
of the losses which now arise through the straying and stealing of stock, i.e., the consolidation of the
Brands and Cattle Stealing Prevcntion Acts—and to rcqucrt that when you have perused the proposed
Bill, and given your co-directors an opportunity of doing so, you will call a meeting of your Board, at
which the principal stockowners in your district should be invited to attend for its discussion clause by
clause and that you will ihvour me, on or before the 1st January next, with a copy of the resolutions
which may be passed at the meeting with respect to the Bill or a-nv of its provisions.
I have, &c.,
A LEX. BRUCE,
Chief Inspector of Stock.

No. 10.
C.
OPncIoNs of the several Boards of Sheep Directors and Stocicow'ncrs on each section of tho proposed new
"Stock Straying and Stealing Prevention 13111"
1.

Albnry .....................
Bathurst ..................
Browarrina ...............
Corowa ..................
Glen Innes ............ ...
Goulburn ...............

For.
Against.
Against.
For.
For.
For.

Grafton ..................
Port i\Iaequario .........
Port Stephens .........
Wentworth ...............
Young .....................

Against.
For,
For.
For.
For.

Albury..................... For.
.Batliurst ............... ...Against.
Brewarrina ............... Against, except in interpretation of
torn, "drover."
Corowa .................. For.
Dubbo ..................... Pigs, goats, and nipacas should not
be included in def,uition of stock.

Glen Inncs ...............
G-onlburn ...............
Grafton ....... ...........
Port Maequarie .........
Port Stephens .........
Wentworth ...............
Young ....................

For.
For.
Against.
For.
For.
for.
For.

Albury ..................... For.
Bathurst .................. Against,.
Brewarrina ................&gainst.
Coro,va .................. For.
Glen Lines ............... For.
Goisiburi, ............... For.

Grafton ..................
. Against.
Port Macquarie ......... For.
Port Stephens ..... . ... For.
\Ventwortb ............... For.
Young ..................... For.
D.

Albury .................. ...For.
Eathnrst .................. Against.
Brewarrina ............... Against.
Corowa .................. For.
Glen L,,,es ............... For.
Ooulbnrn ............... Question propriety of conferring such
extensive powers on I nspcctors.

Grafton .... ..............
Port Muequarie .........
Port Stephens ...........
Wcntwortli...............
Young .....................

Against.
For.
For.
For.
For.

Albur. .................. ...For.
Batlinrst .................. Against.
Brewarrina ............... Against.
Corowa .................. For.
Glen Tunes ............... For.
G-oulburn ............... For.

Grafton ...... ............
Port Macquarie .........
Port Stephens .........
Wentwort.h ...............
Young ............ .........

Against.
For.
For.
For.
For.

.-

Albury..................... For; but only one hrnnd in any ease.
bstl,urst .................. Against.
Brewarrin' ............... Against.
Corowa .................. For.
Dubbo .....................For.
Glen hines ............... For.
Albury..................... For. If cattle brand have more than
three letters then another brand
should be allowed for horses.
Bat.hurst .................. Against.
Brescarrina ............... Against.
Corowa .................. For.
Dubbo ..................... For.
305—F

Gonlburn ................ For.

Grafton .................. Against.
Port Maeqnarie .........
Port Stephens ......... ...
\Tentwor5, ...............
Young .....................

For.
For.
For.
For.

Glen Innes ...............
Goulburu ...............
Grafton ..................
Port Mnequario .........
Port Stephens ............
Wentworr}, ...............
Young .....................

For.
For.
Against.
For.
For.
For.
For.
.

0.

42
9.
Goulburn
. Struck out.
Grafton .................. Against.
Port Macquarie ......... For.
Port St ephens ............ For.
Wentworth ............... For.
Voting ..................... For.

Albury
Bathurst ..................
Brewarrina ...............
Corowa .................
Dubbo .....................
Glen Innes ...............

For.
Against.;
Against.
For.
For.
Struck out, except where bearing on
No.8.

.Albury .....................
Bathurst ..................
Brewarrina ... .. .........
Corona ..................
Dubbo .....................
Glen Innes ...............

For.
Against
Against.
For.
For.
Struck out, except when bearing on
No. 8.

Albury.....................
Bathurst ..................
Brewarrina ...............
Corowa ..................
Glen Innes ..............
Goulburn ...............

For.
Against.
Against.
For.
For.
For.

10
Goulburn ............... For. Omitting provisions relating to
No. 9.
Grafton .................. Against.
Port Macguano ........ For.
Port Stephens ............ For.
Wentwort.li ............... For.
Young ..................... For.

11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 10, 17.
Grafton ..................
Port Macquarie .........
Port Stephens............
Wentwortb ...............
Young .....................

Against.
For.
For.
For.
For.

is.
Albury .................. ...For. After much discussion, and with
great reluctance,
Bathurst .................. Against.
Brewarrina ............... Against.
Corona .................. For.
Glen Iuues .... ........... Struck out, andleft to option of owner
to alter.

Goulburn ...............
Grafton ..................
Port Macquarie .........
Port Stephens. ...........
\Ven(,worth ...............
Young .....................

For.
Against..
For.
For.
For.
For.

19, 20, 21, 22, and 23.
Albun .....................
Bathurst ..................
Brewarrina . . .............
Corona ..................
Glen Innes ...............
Goulburn ...............

For.
Against.
Against.
For.
For.
For.

Albury..................... For.
Bathurst .................. Against.
Brewarrina. ................kgainsL
Corona .................. For.
Dubbo .................. ...This clause requires re-arranging and
altering.
Glen Innes ... . ......... Altered so as to require the (herr
owner's brand besides T.

Albury.....................
Bathurst ......... ........
Brewarrina ...... .........
Corona ..................
Dubbo --------------------Glen Innes ---------------

For.
Against.
Against.
For,
Wants re-arranging and altering.
This olauso ought not to interfere
with private marks, nor render it
necessary to register thom.

Grafton ..................
Port s1acquarie .........
Port Stephens ............
Wentwonth ...............
Young.....................

Against.
For.
For.
For.
For.

Goulburn ............... For.
Grafton .................. Against.
Port Macquarie ......... For.
Port, Stephens ......... ...For.
Wentworth ......... ..... For.
Young..................... For.

Goulburn ...............
Grafton ..................
Port Macquarie .........
Port Stephens -----------Wentwortli ...............
Young .....................

For.
Against.
For.
For.
For.
For.

20.
.Albnry ................... ..For.
Bathurst .................. Against.
Brewarrina --------------- Against.
Corona ------------------ For.
Dubbo ..................... Wants re-arranging and altering.
Glen Tunes ............... For.

Goulbnra ...............
Grafton ..................
Port Macquarie .........
Port.Stephens -----------Wentworth...............
Young .....................

For.
Against.
For.
For.
For.
For.

Albury. .......... ..........
Batl,urst ..................
Brewarrina ...............
Corowa ..................
Dubbo ..... ................
Glen Tunes ...............

For.
Against.
Against.
For.
Wants re-arranging and altering.
See remarks on section 25.

Goulburn ...............
Grafton --- --------------Port Macquarie .........
Port Stephens. ----------Wentwort.h ---- ----------Young .....................

For.
Against.
For.
For.
For.
For.

Albnry ------- -------------Bathurst ..................
Brewarrina ...............
Corona ..................
Dubbo .....................
Glen Innes ...............

For.
Against.
Against.
For.
Wants nc-arranging and altering.
For.

Goulburn ...............
Grafton ..................
Port; Macquarie .........
Port Stephens ............
Wentsvorth ...............
Young .....................

For.
Against.
For.
For.
For.
For.

'I A') i-

.t 'Jhd
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29.
Glen Innes . ............. This clause to be altered in terms of
remarks on sections 25 and 27.
Goulburn ............... For.
Grafton .................. Against.
Port, Macquarie ......... For.
Port Stephens ........... For.
Wentworth ............... For.
Young ................... For.

. For.
Albury
. Against.
Bathurst
Brewarrina . ........ ...... Against.
Corowa .................. For.
flubbo ..................... This section requires altering. It.
applies penalty in error to ''owner
for breach of section 25.

30, 31 32, and :3.
Albury .....................
Batliurst ..................
Brewarrina. ...............
Corowa ..................
Glen Innes ...............
Goulburn ...............

Oration ..................
Port Macquarie .........
Port Stephens ............
Went worth .............
Young ...................

For.
Against;.
Against.
For.
For.
For.

Aeainst.
For.
For.
For.
For.

84
Albury..................... The following substituted—Every
owner possessed of horses, cattle, or
sheep shall give notice to all oecu
pants who are possessed of any
horses, cattle, or sheep, whose land
approaches at any point within one
mile of that OCcu)flctt by such owner,
not more than ten nor less than five
days' notice in writing, dolirered
personally or by registered letter
through post, of all musters for
collecting stock of any kind for any
purpose whatsoever; and such owner
shall permit the said occupants or
their eniployfs to attend and assist
at such musters. And any owner or
other person failing to comply with
the provisions of this section shall,
on conviction of every such ofFence,
incnr a penalty not exceeding one
hundred pounds, or, at the discretion
of the Bench, not exceeding twelve
months' imprisonment."
Bathurst .................. Against.
Brewarrina ............... Against.
Corowa .................. The following amendments suggested :—That in the second line of
clause 34 the blank should be filled
by the number "one," and should
read thus: "Or one or snore sheep

shall, etc.''; that in the fifth line of
clause 34 the word "five" should be
altered to ''one," and read thus
"Not more than ten nor less than
one clear (lay's notice, &e.''; and
that in the ninth line of the same
clause the word " branded" should
be omitted, and should read as follows 'Sheep intended to be firebranded or lambs to be ciii, and
docked. And such owner, etc."
Dubbo ..................... For, with it slight alteration.
Glen macs ...............Insert twenty-four hours instead of
five days ; but doubt if clause be
practicable in settled districts.
Goulburn ............... Iot practicable in settled districts,
and only so in pastoral districts in
the ease of lots of 300 sheep and
upwards. Time should be fixed at
one clear day. Permission to attend
musters struck out.
Grafton .................. Against.
Port Macquarie ......... Insert two days instead of five.
Port Stephens ......... For.
We,stwort.h .... ........... Fill up blanks with "ten horses, ten
cattle, and fifty sheep," and after
11 hranded "insert '' or shorn."
Young '..................... Alter clause to read "not more than
five days nor less than twent.v.four
hours."

Corowa (continued)

35 (a).
Albury .....................
Bathurst ..................
Brewarrina ...............
Corowa ...................
Dobbo .....................

For.
Against.
Against.
For.
This is a formidable looking clause
without; donbt, and we think all the
inspectors in the country would fail
to make it intelligible. In branding
horses no part of the body which
the saddle touches should be used.
Then the penalty proposed by this

Albury .....................
Bathurst .................
Brewarrina ...............
Corowa ..................
Dabbo .....................
Glen 'l.nnes ...............

Albury.. ...................
Bathurst ..................
Brewarrina ...............
Corowa .................
Dnbbo .....................
Glen lanes ...............

For.
Against.
Against,
.
For.
Sec 35 (a).
For. Clean skins to be branded on
portion No. 1
For.
35
For.
Against.
Against.
For.
See 35 (a).
For.

Albury ..................
Bathurst ..... .............
Brewarrina ...............
Corowa ..................
Dubbo .....................
Glen Innes ...............

For.
Against.
Against.
For,
See 35 (a).
For.

Dubbo (eontiaucrO ...... clause for putting your brand, say 3
inches froas another brand on the
same beast, is something more than
extravagant.
Glen lanes ............... For,
Goulburn .................. For.
Grafton .................. Against.
Port .Macquarie ........ For.
Port Stephens ............ For.
Wentworth ............... For.
Young ..................... For.

35 (b)

Goulburn ...............

Grafton . ........ ........ .kgainst.
Port Macquarie ......... For. Clean skins to be branded os
portion No. 1.
Port Stephens ............ For.
Wentcvorth .............. .For.
Young..................... For. Clean skins to be branded on
portion No. 1.
(c)
Goulburn ............... For.
Grafton .................. Against.
Port Macquarie ......... For.
Port Stephens ......... For.
Wentworth ............... For.
Young ..................... For.

35 (d)
Goulburn ...............
Grafton ..................
Port Macquarie .........
Port Stephens .........
Wentworth...............
Young .....................

For.
Against.
For.
For.
For.
For.
35.

I

44
35
Albury

. Strike out all the words following
"rump."
Bathurst
Against..
Erewarrina ............... Against.
Corowa .................. For.
Dubbo ..................... See 35 (a).
Glen Jane' ......... ..... For.

(e).
Goulburn ...............
Grafton ..................
Port Macquarie .........
Port Stephens .........
Wentworth ...............
Young .....................

For.
Against.
For.
For.
For.
For.

35 (I)

Albury..................... Strike out. The following new clause
suggested; "Any owner of stock
duly registered under this Act: shall
be entitled to use one distinctive
brand or mark, to be recorded with
the Inspectors of the district, upon
any part of the animal lie may think
proper, provided it does not clash in
any vay with the registerçd brand.'
flathuret .................. .Against.
Erewarrina .. .............Against.

Corowa ..................
Dubbo .....................
Glen Tames ...............
Goulburn ...............
Grafton ..................
Port Macquarie .........
Port Stephens............
lVwnrth...............
Young .....................

For.
See 35 (a).
For.
For.
Against.
For.
For.
For.
We prefer old method of numemls for
distinctive brands, and strike out
hoof as useless.

Albury..................... Struck out, and new provision pro.
posed, as in remark to 35 ().
Bathurst .................. Against.
rowarrina ................ Against.
Corowa .................. For.
Dubbo ..................... See 35 (a).
Glen lanes ............... For.

Goulburn ...............
Grafton ..................
Port Macquarie .........
Port Stephens .........
Wentwortls...............
Young ........... .........

For.
Against.
For.
For.
For.
For.

35. (Proof of Branding.)
Goulburn ...............
Grafton ..................

Athury.....................
Bathurst ..................
Browarrina ... ............
Corowa ..................
Dubbo .....................
0-ion Innes ...... ........

Struck out.
Against.
Against-.
For.
See 35 (a).
For.

Albury .....................
Batliurst ... ...............
]3rewarrina ...............
Corowa ..................
Dubbo .....................

For.
Against.
Against.
For.
TIus clause, as it st a-rids, is a terrible
one. Ear-marking cattle and sheep
no doubt requires attention, but to
subject a person to a penalty of £10
for evem)' head of stock (unless
stolen) the ear of which lie takes
one-third, half; or whole of, would
be a hardship indeed. Sheep, for
instance, are very liable to cancer on
the ear, and if the ear is taken off
near the head it frequently gets well,
and the sheep is cured. I have
known as many as 100 in 10,000

•

For.
Against.
Port Macquarie ......... For.
Port Stephens ............ For.
%Ventworthi ............... For.
Young ..................... For.

'

Dubbo (eoaiIasrerO

... affected in this was, and the usual
anode is to take the ear øt So in

purchasing a hot of sheep the owner
puts his earmna-rk 0]) thom, if p0551.
ble. Under this clause lie would be
liable to a heavy penalty for so doing.
Further, nine out of every tea persons found guilty of stealing will
suffer Sir' no;, 1/s a' i imiprisosnisesit
sooner than pay £100.
Glen lanes ............... For.
Goulburn ............... For.
Grafton .................. Against..
Port Macquarie .. ....... For.
Port Stephens ............. For.
Vt entworth ........... . For.
Young ...... ...............
... For.

36 (2).
Aibury......................
Bathurst ..................
Brewarrina .... ...........
Corowa ..................
Dubbo .....................
Glen macs ...............

For.
Against.
Against.
For.
See 36 (1).
For.

Albnrv .....................
J3athurst ..................
Brewarrina ...............
'Corowa ..................
Dubbo ........ .............
Glen Tunes ...............

Struck outAgainst.
Against.
For.
See 36 (1.)
For.

Goulburn ...............
Grafton ..................
Port Macquarie ........
Port Stephens .........
Wentwort,L, ...............
Young .....................

For.
Against.
For.
For.
For.
For.

36 (3).

-

.

Goulburn ...............
Grafton ..................
Port Macquario .........
Port Stephens ........ ...
Wentworth...............
Young .....................

For.
Against.
For.
For.
For.
For.

36 (4).

Albury.....................
Bathurst ..................
Breewarrisma ............
Corowa, ..................
Dubbn .....................
Glen Jones ...............

For.
Against.
Against.
For.
See 36 (1.)
For.

Goulburn ...............
6 raflon ..................
Port Macquarie .........
Port Stephens ............

Albury .....................
Bathurst ..................
Brewarrina ...............
Corowa ..................
Dubbo .....................
Glen macs ....... ........

For.
Against.
Against.
For.
See 36 (1.)
For.

Goulburn ...............
Grafton ..................
Port Macquarie .........
Port Stephens............
Wentworth ...............
Young .....................

For.
Against:.
For.
For.
Wentwortli ............... For.
Young... .................. For.

For.
Against.
For.
For.
For.
For.

.18

45
36 (Proof of offence.)
Albury
Bathurst
Brcwarrina
Corowa
flubbo
Glen Innes

............... For.
........... ...... Against.
......... For.
............ For.
............. . For.
.....................or.

. For.
Against.
Against.
For.
See 36 (1)
Struck out.

Goulbnrn
Grafton
Port Macquarie
Port Stephens
Wentworth
Young

..................
...............
..................
.....................
...............

37.

..................... Struck out as cumbersome in the
extreme and of no use.
Bathurst .................. Against.
Brewarrina ............... Against.
Corosva .................. For.
Glen Innes ............... Impossible to give notice of blotehing

.................. Against.
......... For.
......... For.
............ .. For.
..................... Stock so frequently blotch in brand-

Albury

Goulburn

Grafton
Port Macquarie
Port Stephens
Wentworth
Young

ing—both horses, cattle, and sheep—
which is not observed until next
muster that we deem this clause
severe, and should only apply to
brands being placed over others for
the purpose of deracing.

to Inspectors.
There would be a great hardship
sometimes imposed where the pound
was along distance away. A notice
to an Inspector or the police was
sufficient where the pound was more
than 10 miles distant, while in such
cases a declaration of ownership
might be made to the person giving
the notice.

38.

...................... Struck out as extremely cumbersome
and of no use.
Bathuret .................. Against,.
.
Brcwarrina ............... Against.
Corowa .................. For.
Glen Innes ............... After " thereof" insert " on acts on

............ ... See 37.
.................. Agsinst.
......... For.
............ For.
............... For.
..................... For.

Albur.

Goulburn
Grafton
Port Macquarie
Port Stephens
Wentworth
Young

behalf of such owners."

30.

.....................

Albury
Struck out.
Bat.hurst ........ .......... Against.
Brewerrina ............... Against.
Corowa ..................For.
Glen Innes ............... This should only apply to stock leaving the District.

Albury ..................
BathsLrst ..................
Brewarrina ...............
Corowa ..................
Glen Innes ............ ...
Goulburn ...............

Goulbura ...............
Grafton ..................
Port Macquarie .........
Port Stephens ............
Wentworth... ............
Young .....................

Struck out.
Against.
For.
For.
For.
For.

40 and 41.
Grafton ..................
Port Macquarie .........
Port Stephens .........
Wentworth... ............
Young.....................

For.
Against.
Against.
For.
For.
For.

Against.
For.
For.
For.
For.

42.
Albury ..................Ilus clause substituted," Any person
travelling with stock, horses, cattle,
or sheep shall, previous to entering
of the seab districts with such stock,
give notice in writine either personally or by registereä letter to the
Inspector of the District at least
threo days before entering such
scab district, and should the Inspector not attend at the bonndnry
of such district, or as hear thereto
as possible, then it, shall be necessary
for the said owner to give notice in
writing to the nearest police officer
to the bouudury of the said scab
district. The said Inspector or
police officer as the case may be
shall first demand the way-bill or
delivery-note, and then thoroughly
inspect the whole of such stock, and
compare the brands and descriptions
with the delivery-note, and should
the said Inspector or police officer
be satisfied that all the stock an
duly described in the said way-bill,
then in that case the delivery- note
shall be indorsed by the said Inspector or police olhicer as correct.
And any person failing to comply
with this section of the Act shal
on ®nviction before any two Justices
forfeit and pay any sum not exceed-

Albury—coaiiezred

Bathurst ..................
Brewarrina ...............
uorow'a ............
Glen lane'. ... ............
Goulburu ...............
Grafton ..................
Port Macquarie .........
Port Stephens ............
Wentworth ...............
Young .....................

ing one hundred pounds, and in
default of immediate paymont be
liable to six months itnpilsonment.
But should the said Inspector or
police oflicer have reasonable grounds
to suppose that there are cattle,
sheep, or horscs in the said mob of
such owner not described in the said
way-bill then it shall be lawful for
the said Inspector or police officer
to take possession of the said stock
and place them in the nearest pound
to the place where such inspection
was made, and the said Inspector
or police officer shall have power to
apprehend the owner or person in
charge of such stock, and to bring
the said party or parties before the
nearest Bench of Magistrates there
to be dealt with as such Bench of
Magistrates may deem fit.'
Against.
Against.
For.
Confine power of impounding to
Inspector or Police.
For.
Against.
For.
For.
For.
For.

43Albury ..................
Bnthurst ..................
Brcwarrina ...............
Corowa ..................
Glen Innes ...............

For.
Against.
Against.
For.
Copy of brands in interim way-bill
or delivcry.note should be published
in Gazette.

Goulburn ...............
Grafton ..................
Port Macquarie .........
Port Stephens ............
Wentworth. ..............
Young .....................

For.
Against.
For.
For.
For.
For.

44.

1051)

46
44
Albury
For,
Bathurst .................. Against.
Zrewarrina. ............ ...Against.
Corowa .................. For.
Glen Innes ............... Interim way-bill or delivery-note
seems to be omitted.

Goulburn
Grafton ............ ......
Port Macquarie .........
Port Stephens ............
Wentworth ............
Young ..................

For.
Against.
For.
For.
For.
For.

45.
should be omitted, and should read
as follows—" where stock are kept or
dopastnred or along, &e."
Glen macs ............ ...Insert 'twelve" instead of ''six hours
Goulburn ............... Notice to police struck out. Notice
to be given when driving cattle al
nkqht between fences.
Grafton .................. Against.
Port Macquarie ......... For.
Port Stephens ............ For.
Wentworth ............ For.
Young .................. For.

Corowa (coniissu&)—

Albury, ..................... Omit "having an area of not less than
two thousand acres." Also omit
11 twelve hours nor more than sevesi
days' and insert "twentv.four hours"
Strike out all the words from ''And
every such drover" to the end of the
section.
Bathurst .................. Against.
Brewarrina .............. Against.
Corowa .................. The following suggested —That in
clause 45, in the fou rtls and fifth lines,
the words " of the same description
as tIme raid first-mentioned stock"

40.
Albury ....................
Bathurst ..................
Brewarrina ......... .....
Corowa ..................
Dubbo .....................

For.
Against.
Against.
For.
£10 per head is a penalty out of all
proportion to the value of ordinary
mixed sheep.

Albury .....................
Bathurst ..................
Brewarrina ... ...........
Corowa ..................
Glen Innes ...............
Goulburn ...............

For.
Against.
Against.
For.
Omit "penalty per head."
For.

Albury .....................
Bathurst ..................
Brewarrina ...............
Corowa ..................
Glen lanes ...............
Goulburn ...............

For.
Against.
Against.
For.
For.
For.

Albury .....................
Bathurst ..................
Brewarrina ...............
Corowa ..................
Dnbbo .....................
Glen Innes ...............

For.
Against.
Against.
For.
For, with slight alterations.
For.

Glen Innes ...............
Gonlbura ...............
Grafton ..................
Port Macquarie .........
Port Stephens ............
Wentworth...............
Young ....................

Omit "penalty per head."
For.
Against.
For.
For.
For.
For.

4,7.

-

Grafton ..................
Port Macquarie .........
Port Stephens ............
Wentworth ............
Young .....................

Against.
For.
For.
For.
For,

Grafton ............ ......
Port Macquarie .........
Port Stephens ............
Wentworth ............
Young .....................

Against.
For.
For.
For.
For.

Goulburn ...............
Grafton ..................
Port Maequarie .........
Port Stephens............
Wentworth ............
Young .....................

For.
Against.
For.
For.
For.
For.

-

-

50, 51, and 52.
Glen macs .............. For.
Goulburn ............... For. But words in 51 'not skinned
or dressed" to be omitted and the
words "not dressed for food" inserted.
Grafton .................. Against.
Port Macquarie ......... For.
Port Stephens. ........ ... For. Twehe hours to keep hides
instead of twenty-four hours.
Wentworth ............ For.
Young ..................... For.

Albury ....... .............. Struck out. Extremely troublesome
and of no use.
Bathurst .... .............. Against.
Brewarrina ............... Against.
Corowa .................. For.
Dubbo ..................... Notpracticable. Clauses 50 to 54 do
not embrace cases of this kind, which
we think an oversight; but if it did,
we doubt if the clause could be
carried out without a large addition
to the Police Force. It would be a
good thing to make people keep the
head and hide until inspected and
branded.

53.
Albury ..............
Bathurst ...............
Brewarrina ............
Corowa ...............
Dubbo .................
Glen Innes ............
Goulburn ...........
Port Macquarie ......

Struck out—Extremely troublesome
and no use.
A,iinst.
For.
Not practicable. (See 50, 51, and 52.)
For.
For.
For. "Clause 53 was highly approved
of in so far as to compelling every
purchaser of a green hide to keep
all inventory of such.hides; but
from the fact of our points of egress
from these Districts being chiefly by
sea, it was suggested that some plan
should be adopted bywhieh a:lescrip-

Port Maequarie—eontd. tion of such hides being shipped
should be open to inspection. Itis
not likely that masters of vessels
would undertake to examine every
hide brought for shipmens.,but if they
were made subject to a penalty for
receiving ludes without a certificate
of their being entered on the books
of the Inspector of Slaughter-houses
or Deputy Registrar of Brands, it
would act as a check to the at
present indiscriminate shipment or
stolen hides."
Port Stephens ......... For.
Wentworth ............ For.
Young ..................... For.

54.

10.3!
47
54.
Struck out as troublesome and useless.
Albury
Bathurst .................. Against.
Brewarrina ............ Against.
Corowa .................. For.
Dubbo ........ ............ .4ot practicable. (See 50, 51, and 52.)
Glen macs ............... For.

-

.

Goulburn
Grafton ..................
Port Macquarie .........
Port Stephens .........
Wentworth ...............
Young ..................

For.
Against.
For.
For.
For.
For.

55, 56, 57, 58, 59, and 60.
Albury ..................
.Bathurst...................
Brewarrina .... ........
Corowa ..................
Glen lanes ............
Goulburn ...............

For.
Against.
Against.
For.
For.
For.

Albury ..................
Bathurst ..................
Brewarrina ............
Corowa ..................
Dubbo ............ .........
Glen Innes... ............

For.
Against.
Against.
Against.
Very necessary.
For.

Grafton ....... ...........
Port Macquarie .........
Port Stephens .........
Weutworth ........... ...
Young .....................

Against..
For.
For.
For.
Fm.

01, 62, and 63.
Goulburn ...............
Grafton ..................
Port Macquarie .........
Port Stephens .........
Wentworth ..............
Young ..................

For.
Against.
For.
For.
For.
For.

64 and 65.
Grafton .................. Against.
Port Istacquarie ...... ...For.
Port Stephens ......... For.
\rontcor th ............... For.
Young ........... .... ...For.

Albury .................. FJr.
Bathurst .................. Against.
Brewarrina ............... Against.
Corowa .................. For.
Glen Innes ...............For.
Qoulburn ............... For.
Albury ..................
Bathurst ..................
Brewarrina ...............
Corowa ..................
Glen Innes... ............
Goulburn ...............

Grafton .................. Against.
Port Macquarie ......... For.
Port Stephens ......... For.
Weatworth ............ ...FQr.
Young .... .............. For.

Struck out.
Against.
Against.
For.
For.
For.

Goulburn ...............
Grafton ..................
Port Macquarie...... ..
Port Stephens .........
Wentsvorth ............
Young ..................

Albury .................. All moneys should be 1uiid into
Brands Account—None to Police
Fund.
Bathurst .................. Against.
Browarriva ............... Against.
.
Corowa .................. For.
Glen Tunes...... ......... For.

Fort
Against.
For.
For.
For.
For.

68, 69, 70, 71, and 72.
Grafton .................. Agaistt.
Port Macquarie .... ..... For.
Port Stephens............ For.
Weutsvorth ... ..... .... ...For.
Young ..................... For.

Albury ....................For.
Bathurst
. .................. Against.
Brewarrina ... ............ Against.
Corowa ............ ...... For.
Glen moos ............... For.
Goulburn ............... For.
Albury.....................
Bathurst ..................
Brewarrina ...............
Corowa ..................
Glen lnuos . ..............

73.

For.
Against.
Against.
For.
Cotsld not drover pay the penalties
lie incurs with proceeds of ows,ers
uattle P

Goulburn ............... For.
Grafton ..................Against.
Port Macquarie ......... For.
Port Stephens ............ For.
Wentwortb ............... For.
Young ............... ...... For.

For.
Against.
Against.
For.
For.
For.

Grafton ..................Against.
Port Macquarie ......... Pot.
Port Stephens ............ I'or.
Wentworth ............... For.
Young .................. ...For.

74, 75. 7o, it.

Albury ..................
Bathurst .. ... ............
.Brcwarrina .. .............
Corowa ..................
Glen Innes ...............
Goulburn ...............

SCISEDUTES.

All agroed to except IC 1—
Albury ..................Should be altered as Ibilows :—
Portion I embracing near shoulder.
off shoulder.
IT
.,
near neck.
III
off neck.
,.
IV
near saddle.
,,
V
off saddle.
VI

Young

Portion I near shoulder.
II off shoulder.
III near rump.
IV off rump, or if room,
2in. underneath 1,23,&4.
V near saddle and ribs.
VT off saddle and ribs.

K 2.

Albury ..................Portion 1 near rump and thigh.
II off rump and thigh.
III near back and ribs.
IV off back and ribs.
V near shoulder,
VI off shoulder.
VII near loin.
VIII off loin.

Young

The person first branding should
brand on the near rump. 2nd, 2io.
underneath. 3rd, 2in. underneath
second brand. When near rump
filled up as above, then the next
person branding shall tuke the off
rump and brand following brands
similar to those on near rump. The
same plan of branding to be adopted
on near back, then off back. titeti
near loiss, then off loio.

'

1tr
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B.
No. 11.
EXPLANATORY NOTES ON PROPOSED STOCK STRAYING AND STEALING PREVENTION ACT.
I,—PRELBIIYARY.
I. Provides for the commencement and title of the Bill.
Repeals the existing Cattle Stealing Prevention Act, being 17 Victoria, No. 3, and the Brands Act of 1866, 80 Victoria, No. 12, with the Amended Brands Act of 1873, 37 Victoria, No. 17, to amend and re-enact thorn as one measnre—the
proposed Bill.
Is the interpretation clause.
II.IN61'EoToltS OP Bsuxjse.
Under this section the Governor in Council may appoint inspectors of brands with the same powers as the police for
the purposes of the Act. They would, in most cases, be the inspectors of st,ek.
B. Enacts that police officers are to be er-officio inspectors of brands and defines inspectors' powers. The duties of the
inspectors of brands would be to see that the stock are branded in accordance with the Act—to look after the registration of
slaughter-yards—and to enforce the (iroving and other provisions of the Act. Being a special measure for a special purpose,
special officers should be appointed to see its provisions duly carried out, otherwise they would not be so, and the Act would to
a great extent prove it dead lctter. The powers here proposed to be conferred upon inspectors and the police are absolutely
necessary if they are to be put in a position to do their duty effectively, and are no greater than those already possessed by
(hera nuder the Sheep and Police Acts.
6. Provides that inspectors of licensed slanglster.houses are to furmnsh tire inspectors of brands with list of brands of
stock slaughtered at these slaughter-houses. As the inspectors of brands are betteracquainted with the owners of the different
brands than the police they would be more likely to detect anything 'vroug or suspicious in the slaughtering of stock at the
various slaughter-houses and would at once communicate with the owner of the brand when they saw auythirrg to arouse their
suspicions. The same list would answer both for tire inspector and the Bench, it being sent in the first iustaoee to the inspector
who would examine it and report to the Bench. These lists are noir regularly taken by the police, but not as a rule turned to
any practical account.
III.—Bauxus AND BRIXDINO

IRONS.

7. Enacts that an owner is only to have one brand, unless he has more runs than one not contiguous, when be may
have a brand for each. The object of this is to circumscribe the scope of alteration to the one brand, and thus stop brand
altering.
8. Provides that the horse and cattle brands shall be the same. there is no valid reason why an owner should be
isllowed to use one brand for his horses, and another for his cattle but there are a good many reasons why he should use the
same brand for both, though perhaps of a different size.
If different brands for the two classes of stock are allowed, one owner might have a brand for horses and another
the same brand for cattle; and it will easily be seen that this would not only give rise to confusion but would
put it within the power of either party to get the other into trouble by branding stock of the description for
which his brand was not intended, thereby leaving it to be inferred that the other owner had imprinted the brand
with the view of appropriating the animal on which it appears.
It is better to have the Isurse and cattle brands both the same, as owners and stockmen would frequently be led
to discover the owner of cattle through recollecting his horse brand, and rice resrd.
Separate registers for horses and cattle make the work of registration very nearly double what it would be with
one register for both, and doubles the expense.
9. Provides that blacksmiths making brands shall register themselves as brandmakers at the nearest police station, and
mark and keep account of the brands they make. Objections have been takea to this section, but they do not scorn of much
weight, as all the blacksmith would have to do would put him to very little trouble; and there is no doubt but that the clause
would be very beneficial, as people cannot use unregistered brands if they are not made. It is not, however, a very material
one, and if the feeling be against it it could be orutted.
10. Imposes a penalty for having or using unregistered brand or a brand not authorized by the Act.
IV.—REGISrIIATI0N

OF

liofise AND CATTLE BRAY.nS.

11. Provides that the chief Inspector of Stock is to be Registrar of Brands; and for the appointment of Deputy
Re"istrars.
12. Lays down the mode of applying for brands, and how the Registrar is to acknowledge the receipt of the application,
and to enter it.
13. Provides that if a brand applied for appear not to be similar to any already registered, it be advertised three times
in the Gazette, to enable owners who may wish to do so to object to its allotment to the applicant.
14.. Enacts that if no objection be made within a sued/s it is to be registered to applicant. By the present Act this
cannot be done under two months, in addition to three months or nearly three months lost before the brands can be published.
Owner may, with the sanction of Registrar, obtain all alteration of his brand.
If brand be similar to one already registered the Registrar will suggest modification, which the applicant must
accept, or within a months propose another dissimilar to any brand already registered; otherwise modifications suggested will be
registered to him.
Registrar may refuse to register, and may alter brands already registered, which are similar to any brands used in
any of the adjoining colonies, in order that the brands in (lie two colonies may be quite dissimilar, and that an owner in either
colony may be able, in prosecutions for eattle'stenhing, to say that neither in this colony nor in Queensland is there a similar
brand to his. The Qncesmslaud Government adopted a system of brands (two letters and one ntuieral in a line) different from
that in use in this colony, on the understanding that 110 more brands of that dcseriptioa (a few had been registered) were to
be allotted ; and it is to carry out this arrangement that this section has been frnmed.
Registrar may refuse to register, and may also alter brands likely to be mistaken for, or easily altered into, brands
used in the same locality. The reason for taking this power will be at once seen, when it is recollected that there are some
brands so much alike as to be certain to create confusion, if they were allowed in the same locality. This power is also necessary for another reason. Dishonest persons have in some districts purposely obtained brands as similar as pessible to those or
some stockowners in their neighbourhood, for the purpose of changing these brands into their own.
Brands applied for may, be used previous to the registration being complete. The object of this clause is In meet in
ease where a person, who has not previously registered a brand, purchases stock, and requires to brand them at once. Although
be cannot obtain his certificate of registration and his right to the brand allotted to him, is subject to ehsnlleuge for a month
after its advertisement in the Gazette—in ninety.niiie eases out of every hundred it would never be so—for the allotment was
only made after search had been made in the register, and after the brand was fon,sd to be dissimilar to any brand already
registered.
20. This Act not to affect mortgages on stock or stations.
A Rome and Cattle Brand Directory to be published annually. As the cost of this is only two-shillings and six
pence, it ought to be far more generally subscribed to by stoekowuers than it now is. They would find it convenient and
useful on many occasions.
Copies of the Gazette containing notifications of brands, and the Brands ]Directon' specially signedby the Registrar,
as such to be held to be Register of Brands. The object of this is of course to save the useless trouble and expense of transcribing all the same informatioen as these Gazettes and Directories contain,
Copies of the Brand Directories to be furnished to inspectors, poundkeepers, and Clerks of Petty Sessions.
-
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V.—ltreoim or Snanp AND DISTISCTIVE BBAIvDS.
Provides that all sheep shall be branded with their owner's brand but travelling sheep, if they bear all owner's
brand, need not be branded with that of their then owner. Now that sheep are being turned out, it is imperative that they
should be branded. The exception here made in favour of travelling sheep is a safe and necessary one, for it would knock fat
sheep about a good deal to rebrand them with the actual owner's brand and if the sheep bear an owner's brand and the letter
T, their ownership can be readily enough established.
Enacts that the inspector shall Iseep two books for the purpose of recording the sheep and distinctive brands and
marks used in his district. In order to avoid confusion, and keep the two operations and two classes of brands quite dlstm?t,
the registering of these sheep and distinctive brands and marks by the inspector for his district, is called ''recording," while
the term 'registering" is made to apply solely to registration of horse and cattle brands carried out by the Registrar in Sydney.
Distinctive brands " are defined in the " iiiterpi'et at ion clause" is " Any brand other than a brand registered with the
Registrar of Brands which the owner is esnpo werc'l by this Act to imprint on ally horses or cattle to denote the ownership of
an individual member of a family, or partnerslnp when a general family or partnership brand is used, or to mark the class, nge,
or any other circumstance which the proprietor may require to mark." It is believed—indeed, the experience of Queensland,
where this recording is now to it, considerable extent carried out, has alread' proved it—that the registering with an officer in
the district of the sheep, and distinctive brands and marks, will have a most beneficial effect, for the record will not only be
another link in the chain of evidence of ownership, but will put a stop to a good deal of qtnet safe dulling now going on by the
dufi'er ear-marking the stock till he can safely put his brand upon it. Besides, as i'egards sheep, on which it is so difficult to put
a legibls firebrand, it is most essential that each owner's ear-mark should be registered and known1 and that no two owners in
the same locality should have the same ear-mark.
Enacts that owners intending to use sheep and distinctive brands and marks shall imitiinate their intention to the
inspector before using them, and that the inspeelor shall enter these brands and marks in his record. This would entail but
ltttle trouble on owners and no expense, as the inspector would record time brands or marks without charge.
Gives the inspector power to modify brands or marks when similar to any already recorded.
Empowers the chief inspector to modify these brands and marks in those cnscs where owners' ls.nds adjoin, though
they are in differcot districts.
Provides a peualty for using unrecorded brand or mark, or for oommitting a breach of any of the provisions relatang
to these brands,
VI.—TxAwsrnmL or Baxims 13m MAnas.
Lays dewma the mode of applying for transfer of registered horse and cattle brands.
Provides have transfer is to be carried out and registered.
Gives the mode of transferring and reeordiuff sheep and distinctive brands and marks.
Provides that where an owner transfers his ran, but not all his stock nor his brand, to the purchaser, the purclaaser
must rebrand the stock lie gets with another brand.
This might be specially provided for by conditions of sale but it is sometimes overlooked, and it is better to be settled
by law.
VII.—Mvsrznnca.
Enacts that the owner possessed of
or more cattle, or
or more sheep should
or more horses,
give notice to owners of neighbouring land vil.ha a similar number of either descriptioaa of stock of all musters for weaning or
branding sheep, and of all musters for the purpose of removing any sort of stock from such land.
This is it very difficult subject to deal with, but at the same time something onght, if possible, to be done in regard to it,
in order to make those owners who will not now behave in a neighbourly manner to their neighbours do so.
It is a matter of frequent occurrence for horses, cattle, and sheep (esuccially sheep now that they are turned out) to
stray on to neighbouring runs, and the proprietors of these runs, oven when they are not so dishonest as to w'isla to appropriate
these stragglers, not unfreqoently refuse to put themselves to any trouble to enable the owners of the stray stock to recover
them. In this way considerable numbers of lambs and sheep are lost, and even cattle and horses.
Than, again, when owners have dishonest neighbours, and those neighbours tire not obliged to give notice of musters,
not only would stray stock very seldom be recovered, but such neighbours as these might steal any number of stock without
being detected, as no one sees what they are doing in mustering, weaning, branding, or sending away stock,
Itw as to remedy this state of things that the clause was proposed, and it would no doubt do so to a large extent but
while it tlLd it would at the same time entail considerable trouble in allparts of the Colony, and in sosoe parts—such as the
more thickly-settled portions—itis feared itwould be altogether impracticable, except in the case of the muster of comparatively
large lots of stock for resnoval from their runs, say 50 horses, 100 cattle, and 200 or more sheep.
Perhaps, however, time proposed clause would be still more improved—
First. Be shortening the time for giving notice of musters to not more than five days nor less than twenty-four
boors.
Second. By confining the scope of the section to mustering for weaners and sheep for branding.
Thud. By omitting the portion empowering persons to assist at musters.
Fotmrtht By inserting a proviso cuabling neighbours, by mutual agreement, to dispeose with these notices.
Fifth, By empoweriag the Governor in Council; from time to time, to make such alterations in the section, by regulations, as might be found necessary.
VIIL—BmaAsnnra AND MAZaING.
85. Provides how brands are to be imprinted on stock.
Horse and Cattle Brands.
(a.) Fixes, by schedules K 1 and K 2 the portions of the horses and cattle, and the order in which they are respectively
to be branded.
It does so for the following reasons
To enable pouudkeepers, stockowners, and others, on seeing an animal (if its owner has been careful to brand it
as required by the Act), to aseertaiu whose brand is the latest imprinted on it, and thus to knew and send notice
to the actual owner. Without such a provhion this would, of course, be quite impossible after more than one
brand was imprinted.
It prevents disputes between the owners whaese brands are on an animal as to which of them is the rightful
owner—the order of branding settling the question.
(5.) By this sub-section breeders are allowed to put the first brand on any portion they like.
TIns is permitted—First, because it is inconvenient and tends to confusion among neighbouring breeders, especially in
the winter season, when the coats of the stock are long, or when their brands are at all similar, to have the breeder's, or first
brand, always placed on the same portion. Second, because it would be impossible to place large brands of two lines upon some
of the portions. Third, because breeders hold different opinions as to the best positions for branding, some strongly objecting
to placing brands on horses in a prominent put and branding under the saddle, while ethers like to have them on time shoulder,
or some other portion where they will be readily seen. As, therefore, the end for which the order of branding is laid down can
be attained as well time one way as the other, it is here proposed to allow breeders to have their choice. It would only be
when all the portions were branded upon—wlmieh in practice they would never be—that any doubt would arise in this way
as to which was the last brand.
This sub-section provides that when a breeder begins to brand on any portion other than No. 1, that portion shall
follow and be branded upon after portion No, 5. Thus, suppesiag that the breeder's horse brand was placed cia portion
No. 4, the next brand would be imprinted on No. 5, the next on No. 1, end the next on No. 2 and there could be no
doubt at any stsge'of this branding, which was the latest brand imprinted.
Enacts that every second or snbseqneat brand shall, where there 'a room, be imprinted on the same portion under
the next preceding brand, or, if there is not room under that brand, then on the next portion, accordsng to the
order laid down in the schedule.
This
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This is, of course, necessary to show which is the last brute! hnjriisterl.
While it is the case that the order of branding here descrihed has been generally carried out, exception has been taken
to it by some owners, who say that it is difficult, if not isupossihie, to observe it without roping or putting every head of
cattle in a bail ; and they wish the system altered so as to allow of the second or subsequent brand being imprinted upon
either the back or the loin. Their proposal (Ioes not affect the branding of horses, which would stand as it is.
As regards cattle, there is no doubt but that if the proposed alteration were carried out store cattle could then be
more easily branded thanthey now are, while a well-marked order of branding could still he maintained.
There would, however, he this objection to the alteration that it would cause some confusion, as poundkeepers and
others would for a time be unable to ascertain which was the last brand; and it would give owners souse additional trouble
through causing them, in many eases, to rebrnnd their cattle.
If these alterations were made, sub.seetio,,s a, &, c, and d, of section 35, would he made to apply solely to horses
and then some such sub-section as the following would requireto be framed in regard to cattle, while tlse schedule, fixing
the order of branding, would require to be altered to suit the change, by making, say, the near back No. II, off back No.
III, near loin No. IV, off loin No. V, off rump, hip, and thigh, No. Vi, near ribs No. VII, off ribs No. VIII, and
near shoulder No. IX.

UrWIe Brands.
" TIre breeder, or person imprinting the first brand on cattle, may brand on asiy of the portions except 11, III, IV,
and V mentioned in schedule K 2 hereto. But the person imprinting the second brand on any cattle shall do so on portion
No. IT, the third on portion No. lit, the fourth on portion No. IV, and the fifth on portion No. V ; and, if more brands
are to be imprinted on any cattle they shall be so on the portions, and in the consecutive order laid down in the said
schedule Provided that if the first brand shall have been imprinted on any portion other than portion No. I, then portion
No. I shall in that ease follow and be branded upon theportion No. Vilt.
With respect to damage to the hide through hrandmg, it may be stated that the brands on the rump and ribs do most
damage, the former through beinon the most valuable part of the hide, and the latter through being on the centre of the
side, when the hide is divsded.
hose on the loin and back next as injurious ; those on the shoulder next; and those on
the neck next, or least of all.

Sheep Brands.
(.) Provides how and where sheep brands are to he imprinted, and takes power to regulate their branding, should it
at any future time he found expedient to do so.

.Dislinct ire Brands and Marks and Sheep Marks.
fJ'.) Lays down the position of these brands on horses and cattle, and takes power, as in preceding sub-section, to
make rules regulating the order, &c., in which these brands are to be used.
It is here proposed to allow brands on the hoofs of horses, as distinctive. These, when freshly made, and for five or
six months afterwards, are very legible ; and as they can, of course, in broken-in horses (and they would only be used in
their case)
removed
when
re quired, they will no doubt be adopted by those owners who live in towns, when putting
their
horsesbeout
to grass,
as wel
l as by others who have a dislike to brandina on the body of the horse.
(g.) Prescribes the position of distinctive marks on horses, cattle, and sLep, and again takes power, if found expedient
to do so, to regulate the order of marking by regulations.
With more experience in these matters it may he found more expedient and practicable to lay down a stated order
of marking; and if it can be successfully done, the marks on stock would go much farther than they do now to prove
owiserslnp.
The concluding paragraph of the section declares that all stock are to he held to be branded and marked with the
brand and mark which, according to the Act and Regulations, appears to be the latest branded or marked on such stock,
.and provides a penalty for any breach of the Act or Regulations with respect to branding or marking.
IX.--MIs-nsrAxFIxo ON Bsrasrn, 015 MARK ALTERJNe, he.
This section inflicts a penalty for offences relating to the branding of stock, more particularly for (I) "duffing" or
"nuggeting" in branded stock; (2) hrand.altoring or "faikissg "; (3) 'stark-altering, ear-cropping, he. (4) using another
Iserson's brand feloniously ; and (5) using an unregistered brand, practices which are notoriously still too common in
some parts of the colony.
(I.) "Duffing" or "nuggeting," i.e., the branding of young or unbranded stray stock (cleass skins) by a person other
than the owner of such stock Although this is apparently a venial crime, it is in reality one of the most
dangerous and demorahising; for if, as is sometimes the case with owners who arc not strictly honest in this
respect, the dependants or servants of the owner of a run learsi to "duff" unbranded stock for him, they will not
be slow to put their teaching into practice on their own account when they come to occupy land, and they will
easily quiet their cessseienoe with the saying which is so frequently heard in the hush that "there is no hann in
the poor man, when he sseeds it, takisig a hit of beef from the squatters, as many of them take plenty of calves."
As, therefore, dufling or nuggeting unbranded stray stock is tlse fwis et origo of cattle.stealing, stockowners should
not heave a stone nnturned to put it down, and with that view they should use their best endeavo,srs to get some such
measure as this passed, and tlsems prosecute on every occasion when a hreaeh of its provisions has been committed.
(2.) Brassd altering or "Faiking. "—This sub-section is aimed at an unscrupulous, daring, and, we regret to say, coinparatively numerous class of cattle stealers, located in gangs in diffcresst parts of this and the neighbouring colonies,
and in several cases the different gangs evidently co-operate, and pass stock from one to the other. These duffers are
nerally han"ers-on and reputed stoekmen to some station-holder of doubtful character, with whom they no
g
doubt share tteir plunder. Their usual course of action is to start away from the place at which they are har.
housed, to some station at a considerable distance, and make a sweep of everythsing both branded and unbranded,
of which they can safely lay hsold—drivino them back by unfrequented tracks or through the bush, to yards and
paddocks in out.of-the-way places on their hsarbourer's runs, where they have the necessary appliances—in the
shape of brands for formissg small angles, strokes, circles, and half-circles, for altering the brands on the cattle
they seize. This they do, fro
fromlong practice, very neatly and legibly, and complete their work by making the
new portion look like the old. They also, of course, alter the ear snarks. After this they put their own or their
harbourer's registered brand on the proper branding portion of the beast to show that it is the latest branded,
and the work is complete. But they take care to keep the stolen stock as much as possible out of sight till the
freshmess of the altered branding assd the rebranding have completely wont off.
As we said it is the more daring class of dnfhhrs who follow these practices, the men who are, in fact, wholesale
stock stealers, and, as their depredations are heavy, every effort should he made to put them down, especially as it is fs-o,n
this class that ahnost all our bnshrangers have sprung.
(&) This sub-section forbids car-cropping, or cutting off more thana fourth of the ear in ear-marking, or cutting it
straight across. This of course does not apply to cutting off the ear for disease, only for using the "crop" as an
ear-mark.
The first thing a duffer now, does, especially in the case of sheep, is to deface the ear mark, and such a prevision as
this is urgently required, as the "crop" ear-mark is becoming by far to common.
(44 Makes it penal for any one to use anotlscr's brand without his permnissioss.
As penalties are enacted against owners for negligently imprinting their brand on other person's stock, it is neoessaiy
that they should be protected against the risk that would arise through persons using their brands to get then, into trouble,
althoughs if they were to keep their brands, as they ought to do, under lock and key, netlsimig of the sort would be likely
to occur.
(a) Forbids the use of smssrcgistered brands. It will he very seld)m that a witness can be foundwho can prove that
he actually saw the duftbr put his brand upon an anisnal. It is necessary, therefore, in' order to secure convictions,
to provide that certain cireumstassees are to he considered conclusive evidence of the fact of the persoss, whose
brand the animal bears, having handed it; and it is believed tInt the provisions of thus sectioss, which have been
framed for that purpose, are not too stringent or likely to lead to the punishment of any but the guilty; as the
honest owner who makes a mistake hsas only to report the fact to the nearest inspector or constable, or to the
owner of the stock, to he held blameless. If the period proposed to be allowed hint to do this be considered too
short it mi5ht be lengthened, hut we think two months are quite the enough to enable the owner, who means to
do what is right, to discover his mistake and report as required.
37.
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Provides that stock with blotclied, altered, or defaced brands or marks, may be impounded by the
1)01,00 or
inspector, unless owner has givip. notice of such alteration or defacing as before mentioned.
If, as it is proposed under this incasuro power is taken to imlmitsld animals bearing any such brands or niarks, the
stock on the runs of persons suspected of these practices could be regularly examined 1 FY the police or an inspector, and all
those with questionable ni sospieious looking brands or marks placed in the pound, When they could be thoroughly over.
hauled and, it might he, their proper owners discovered. Even if they were not, it is very unlikely, with all the cliaiiees
agaihim
st him of his convicting himself, should ho claim any of tlicsc stock that the I "and alterer or pseudo owner of the
;siiunal would come forward and make a declaration before a Justice as he will he required by this measure to do, that lie is
the aetmsal owner of the animal. The,,, again, every mob of cattle which it suspected owner started would be thoroughly
overhauled as soon as they were on the road or immediately after, under the droving clauses, and all stock bearisie' suspicious
brands would be dealt with as here provided. In this way, as no stock to which there was any suspicion attsehetl could
be removed without bssissg overhauled, and the doubtful ones stopped and impounded, brand alteriug would be found to be
a nsky and unprofitalle speculation, and would cease to be followed.
Should the bond fid, owner again, by mistake blotch the brand of any of his stock, lie could, by making a memorandum of the circumstance in his herd book, with a description of the animal on which the blotch brand appears, and
letting the circunistance be known as soon as discovered to the nearest inspector or police, satisfy the Bench, should the
question ever he raised, that the blotehing was purely accidental. In any case the inspector or police would have very
little difficulty in discruninatin-' betwecis accidental and intentional blotclnng of brands, and in cases of brand or mark
altering agani this difficulty woul'd not occur, and would prosecute or not as the ease required.
Provides that stock with defaced or altered brands or marks, which have been impounded are not to be given up
to theperson claiming tlienm, unless lie make a declaration that they arc his property, and that such stock not rcic?ised are
to be dealt with as if they lad been impounded in the ordinary way.
As we have already said the effect of this section will he that the duffcr will lose his lahous- and cease to alter brands,
for lie is too cautious to run any risk ; and he would seldom or never make this declaration, as lie does not know but the
actual owner of the animal, or some of his employos, may be in a position to swear to it irrespective of the brands altogether.
He would therefore, as a nile, never claim the animal once it was in pound.
X.—TRAVELLUcG Sa'oox, Dnovr.as AverroyzEas, &c,
It is believe,l that if this section could be carried out as printed it would prove one of the most effective clauses
in tIme Bill for putting dow]' the stealing of stock; for if the thieves could not get away with and dispose of theirplunder
they would soon cease to steal. And under the provisions of this section, as printed, no stock to which there was the least
suspicion attached need he Imennitted to leave the district iii which they were prcviosss to starting without being thoroughly
examnied by those who would he acquainted witls the brands which ought to be on the stock of the owner starting them
and every animal of which there is any doul,t would of course be stopped. Nor, if there were any suspicion attached to a
drover, need tIme surveillance stop here ; for, if notice of his starting Mere given, his stock could be carefully overhauled,
not only in their own district but after they have been for some days on the road; and it could be kept up by the police
and inscctors in the different districts communicating with eadi other till the cattle renelsed their destination. Where,
agamj there is no reason to dosibt tIme correctness of the owner starting stock, the inspection need be very seldom made.
In tins way the requirements of this section would not fall too heavily on the inspectors muid police, neither would they on
owners. All they are required to do is to give the police or inspector such notice as would enable them, should they think
it necessary, to inspect the stock before they start. They have not to wait beyond the time specified in the Act, and if
neither the police nor the inspector put in an appearance, the owner starts them all the same.
But, although this would work very well in the back country and on large rmss, the provisions of this section would
be impracticable in the more thickly settled portions of the Colony; and if the clause is to be retained at all it must be
very much modified. With that view, I would propose the following alterations in it —First I would, after the third
word In the section, "shall," add the words "where practicable," and at the end of the section the following provisos
"Provided that in every case in which it shall not be practicable to give the notice hereinbefore specified of the starting of
any such stock, the drover of such stock shall in that case give the first inspector or officer of police, whose station is
within
miles of the road by which such stock are travelling, such notice of their approach as shall enable him to
examimse the",
Provided also that such last-mentioned notice shall be
withia
miles of the same place from
which such stock started to travel Provided also that this section shall, not apply, to stock sent by railway And pro.
vided also that in any proceedings under this section for the non-delivery of any notice by an owner or drover, it shall
not he necessary for the complainant or infonnasit to establish the fact that such notice was not given, or that it was
practicable to give such notice, but the proof of the due delivery of such notice, or that it was impracticable to give any
such notice shall be on the defendant.
In this way it is believed that the clause might be retained, as it would put drovers in the thickly settled districts,
where the longer notice is impracticable, to very little trouble to report themselves at the first police-station they passed,
and that would answer every purpose. if three miles is considered as taking them too far off the road, two miles imght be
inserted, but less would not do, as drovers might then be enabled to evade the notice by purposely keeping away from the
police stations.
This section provides that if the owner act as drover he shall carry a way-bill; and if the person in charge of
the stock be a lured drover he shall carry a delivery-note. There is also a proviso added to enable the vendor to give
delivery-notes to tIme purchaser's drover.
This, and sections 40 to 49, are intended to stand in the place of what are termed the droving clauses (viz,, 14, 15,
and 16) of the existing Brands Act, which it is proposed to repeal.
it is very necessary—whether the owner or his employd be the drover—that he should carry an authenticated list of
the descriptions and brands of the stock in his charge, and produce it when called upon, in order that the inspector or police
may be able to see that there are no stock but what ought to be in his charge. By tIme droving provisions now in force only
the lifted drover is obliged to carry such a list ; and the thief has merely to say that he is the owner of the stock to escape
challenge. The clause also contains the provisions now in force in the Brands' Act, obliging tise hired drover to carry a
delivery-note.
This arid the other droving clauses aim at the detection of the stealing of stock by drovers while they are on the
road ; but especially at a description of this crime which, before the Brands' Act was passed, was frequently committed by
drovers apparently respectable. Allusion is here made to the practice which prevailed to a very great extent, because it
was a comparatively safe one, of a drover, as lie passed through a run, putting a few head, or perhaps a single beast
belonging to the run into his mob, and taking it on with him. If challenged with having a beast which dad not belong to
him, the driver ascribed its presence to the animal having itself unobserved jomed the mnoh, and gave it up. If not, he took
it on, and when he had gone to such a distance from the run where the theft was committed as would make it safe for him
to ofibr the lscait for sale to some one on the roadside at a moderate figure, he would do so, and pocket the proceeds.
The provision obliging both owners and lured drovers when travelling with stock to carry authentic lists of the stock
with which, they start, would coniplctely put down this sort of cattle stealing, as the rsk of being detected by the police or
the inspectors (who check the stock with these papers) driving an animal not described, or wrongly described in the waybill or delivery-note, would be too great to be encountered.
Gives any Justice, the inspector, the police, the agent of the Minister or proprietor of the run where it is an open
one, power to stop and inspect travelling stock, and cheek them with way-bill or delivery-note, and bmds the drover to
assist in their inspection.
Lays down the course of action of the Justice, inspector, police, agent, or proprietor exannsung travelling stock.
When necessary, they may impound any stock not correctly entered in the way-bill or delivery-note, and the stock thus
impounded nrc to be dealt with as required by tIme Impounding Act, if not released by their proprietor.
Provides for the supplying of an interim way-bill or delivery-note, should the original be lost or destroyed. Tins
is to be granted by the nearest inspector or officer in charge of tIme nearest police station, and the obtaining of it would be
little or no tmummble to the drover, who really lost eithser of these papers; while the bringing of the stock titus prominently
under the notice of the inspector of police would effectually answer the purpose for which they were intended. Time
inspector, or police, as the case may be, to whomn the application for an interim way-bill or delivery-note is made, would,
of course, carefully examine the stock and inquire into the emrctunstanees under which they are being travelled; and where
there was sufficient reason for doing so would take possession of them. In most cases the policeman or inspector would be
able
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able to telegraph to the inspector or police in the district from which the st ock started if the drover was the actual proprietor of the stock, and where there was a hired drover, to the person whose brand the stock bears, and to satisfy himself
as to the correctness of the drover's statenient previous to granting the ineerim way-bill or delivery-s,iote ; and where he
could not do so he would intimate the fact of his having granted such a paper to the inspector, the police, or the owner of
the brand by letter.
If a am, there were anything at all suspicious about the case, although not enough to warrant the detention of any
of the stock, the inspector or policeman examining them would send a notice of their approach to the inspector of police
through whose district they would next la55, and he, on examining the stock, would send to the next, and so on to their
destination. In this way stock travelling with an interim way-bill or delivery-note, would actually be under surveillance
from the time it was granted till they were delivered or sold.
Provides for the drover handing over his way-bill or delivery-note with the stock, to the consignees.
An alteration in the corresponding clause of the Sheep Act is here proposed. This clause gives drovers more
chances and more time of giving the required notice to owners of runs throagh or along which they pass, while it at the
same time makes the notice much more definite and more easily attended to by these owners. It will be noticed that cattle
and horse as well as sheep drovers, will, under this measure, require to give notice. This will be an immense improvement, both as tending to stay the spread of disease and to put down stock stealing. The portion of this section reprising
notice to be given to ass inspector and the police should lie struck out
Provides for the inffietion of penalty on a drover not complying with the dro'ing provisions of the Act
Provides for the apprehension of the drover where necessary.
Inflicts a penalty on persons puroluisnig stock not correctly entered in a way-bill or delivery-note. This is very
necessary, and will have a good effect, for if drovers who stole cattle could not find purchasers for them they would soon
give up stealing. This clause also requires those pm-chasing stock from drovers to make certain that they have the owner's
authorsty to sell, under a like penalty. This clause also inflicts a penalty on occupants of yards who allow doubtful
characters to put stolen stock into them. This would catch those disreputable owners of runs who are in league with stockstealers, and allow them to make use of their yards to carry out their nefarious practices.
40. Provides that auctioneers shall keep an account of all stock passing through their hands and produce their books,
as well as the way-bills or delivery-notes, when required by the proper authorities. This will not only make auctioneers
more careful with respect to those from whom they receive stock for sale, but it will enable the police to trace stolen stock
better, and to make up their cases for the prosecution more correctly.
XI.—RrnsTnATmox or SLAUGU-rER-YARDS, Ixsi-so-roa or HIDES, &c.
Provides that all yards at which stock are intended to be slaughtered shall be registered as such with the officer
in charge of the nearest police station; but this section does not apply to licensed slaughter-houses.
The object of this is, of course, to increase the certainty of punishing those who kill other people's cattle in the
bush, and at out-of -the-way yards. For isistanee, it would be much easier to prove that a beast had been lulled at such
and such a place or yard than to bring home a case of cattle-stealing against the parties concerned, and a convietioa and
£50 fine for killing in the bush, or at an unregistered yard, would tend as much to deter the thieves from agam comnnttmg
the offence as a coaviction for cattle-stealing.
Provides that no stock is to be slaughtered but at a li censed or registered slaughter-yard, but in special cases
thereby excepted.
This section lays down the duties which the owner of a registered slaughter-yard is required by the Bill to perfonn, with the view, of course, of detecting pasties slaughtering stolen stock.
No. 1 sub-section provides that full particulars of all stock slaughtered shall be kept and produced by the owner
where required by the police.
By the present Act the po lice have the power, on warrant, of searching for meat supposed to have been stolen, and
if this obligation to kee1, this record of the animal slaughtered does not lead to the conviction of the thief for cattlestealing, it would in all probability secure his being innleted in a heavy fine for omitting to enter, or for incorrectly
entering, the description of the animal stolen. Thus, suppose that the meat was found and no entry made, or sneorrectly
made—as it would most probably be—the penalty would be sharp and certain.
No. 2. Provides that all the skin necessary for identi fi cation should be taken off in skinning. It is especially
necessary for the sake of identification that the skin of the head should be taken off, and also the can ; and as it pays
(it is always flayed in South, America) there is no reason why it should not be so.
No. 3. Provides that the hides, when taken off (if cured and dried), are to be preserved for fourteen days and
although hides were intended to be worked up into ropes, or taken for other home uses, they would nevertheless have to be
kept for that time. The objects of these provisions are too obvious to require explanation. The police would, of course,
examine the hides and slaughtering book of all owners, whose residences they passed in the course of their other duties;
but they would exercise a special supervision in these respects over the slaughtering-yards, premises, and books of those
parties who were suspected of cattle-stealing.
No, 4. Deals with, hides sold iii a green state to tasmers. Those disposed of in the coast distriotsm tlnsstaterequmre
to be specially looked after in this way. Persons slaughtering should be made to keep these hides as long as possible, for
if they once get into the tanners pits the chances of detection, should they be from stolen stock, are exceedingly small.
No. 5. Provides that hides and horns shall be produced to police, and follows as a matter of course on I'tos. 1 and 2.
Provides that tanners purchasing, and carriers and others receiving, the hides of hones and cattle in a green or
uneured state, should keep an accurate account of their description and brands in a book to be kept for that purpose. Not
only are the hides of stolen stock which have been slaughtered for meat disposed of to the small tanners in the coast districts, but stock have been stolen and slaughtered for the sake of their hide and fat alone.
This section onaets that any breach of the four next preceding sections shall be punished by a fine not exceeding £50.
XII. —ILLEOAL Possicismox or Sroen OR MEAT.
'

.

-

luffiets a penalty on persons having in their possession stock or meat suspected of being stolen for which they
cannot account.
This is the same as the corresponding section in the existing "Cattle-stealing Prevention Act," except that the word
stock'' has been introduced into it, and the words '' yards or paddocks" inserted to suit this addition.
56- Provides that a person taking, working, driving, or in any manner using any stock, the property of another,
without his consent, shall be liable to a penalty.
This clause is intended to put a stop to the macan unneighbourly practice, followed by some, of working or
sweating horses which do not belong to them, It is also intended to reach those who are caught driving off stock with the
intention of stealing them, but to whom the orime of cattle-stealing cannot be bronght home, The section, however, is
not correctly drawn, for, as it now stands, an owner driving stray stock on his run would be liable to the penalty were he
to drive them (as ho of course would have to do) without the owner's consent. The section should be altered by ommttmg
the word "drive" where it now stands, and after the word. ''thereof" in the third line, inserting the following words
"Or drive any stock without consent as aforesaid on any land not in the occupancy of such person."
-

XHI.—REsnTurIox OF STOLEN Sroox.
Enacts that a Justice may issue a summons to the person having stolen stock in his possession to appear, or at
once apprehend him ; and may seize stock supposed to be stolen.
ilus section is the same as that in the existing ''Cattle-stealing Prevention Act."
Provides that after proof of summons having been served on person appearing, Justices may order restitution.
This is also as in present Act.
50. Enacts that vendee who delivers up stock or pays back the sum he received may recover from the vendor.
us is also provided in the present Act.
Provides for the imprisomnent of the person with whom stolen stock is found, in default of his snaking restituXIV—
tion, as in existing Act.
-
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XIV. —MISCELLANEOUS.
Provides that poundkcepers, inspectors, and Clerks of Petty Sessions, shall keep copies of directories, and produce them when required, on payment. of a fee of Is.
Enacts that notice of the impounding of stock shall be sent to the owner of the last brand ; and when ponclkeeper has any reason to believe that some person, other than the ow- jier of that brand, is the owner of the stools, theu be
must send notice to that person also.
Provides that a brand shall 1)0 allotted to each pound, and that all stock sold out of pound shall be branded
with the pound brand.
The object of this is to enable owners to know what stock are so sold and what are not, and to prevent dishonest
owners from claiming stock which they have said. It will also prevent rtigiies from pretending, as they sometimes now do,
that stock which they have stolen had been purchased at pound sales.
Enacts that a person placmg stock in any premises, yard, or other enclosure without the consent of the occupant,
shall be liable to penalty.
This is required, for by section 48 owners who allow stock to which any suspiesea attaches to be placed in their
yards or lwcniises, are lial,lc to a penalty and if this penalty were not enacted, stock might frequently be put into yards
and on to premises without the occupant's knowledge, and get him into trouble.
Enacts a penalty for false entries, forging, uttering, defacing, or altering documents, &e., required under this Act.
XV.—REOL'LATJONS.
Provides for the making of Regulations under the Act.
Although the measure is a compantively long one and the atteint has been made to provide as far as possible for
every case that is likely to occur, it is so largely made up of details and is of so comparatively recent origin as to be very
likely to call for fresh regulations in matters of detail before many years are over ; and as any regulations made would be
confined to such matters, there can be no objection to the power being taken to ,nakc them.
The regulations would of course be laid before Parliament.
XVI.—REcETfls AND Exi'ENsas.
Enacts that moneys collected by the police as fees for interim u-ny-bills or delivery-notes should be paid into the
police "Reward Fund," mid all in
collected by the Registrars and inspectors into the brands account.
Provides that the expenses under the Act are to be paid out of the brands account., and when that account is
inadequate, from all advance from the Consolidated Revenue ; but advance to be repaid from brands account when in funds.
XVH.—LEOAL fltocEDUJt}L
in ;t. 69. Enacts that time Brands Directom-y shall be received as lit/md ficic evidence of the statements and thingn contained
Provides that in giving notice it shall be delivered personally or left at address, or sent by registered letter.
Enacts that for the purposes of the Act, a registered or recorded brand or mark shall be pr/md fizck evidence of
the ownemhnp of such brand and stock and proof that stock bearing a persons brand have been usually claimed by such
person, is to be held to be pr/md fec/c evidence that he branded such stock.
As it is only for prosecutions under this Act (not for prosecutions for felony) that a brand is to be held to be prini4
/ack evidence, there can be no objection to such a provision.
Provides that in prosecutions for stock stealing, brands and marks shall be taken so far as proof of ownersiup.
This is necessary, as, although it would be generally considered as going too far to make a brand pr/md
Jock evidence
in prosecutions for stock stealing (felony), still brands are now so very much more certain proof of oniership—seeing
that
no two men in the whole colony have the same brand—that benches, Judges, and juries ought to lay far more stress upon
the evidence supplied by brands than before the Brands Act was passed. Before that Act was passed, it was a very
common thing for an Advocate, in defending a person charged with stock stealing, to tell the jury they were to place no
weight whatever upon the evidence afforded by a brand ; and they were. lies-laps, right in making such statements, for it
was
found when the Brands Act was passed, that there were more than 200 persons in the colony claiming some of the
brands,
Act.

Lays down the mode (the usual summary one) of enforcing penalties and recovering fees and moneys under the
-

The proviso at the end of this section should be struck out.
(lives the Bench power to imprison defendant on non.payinent of penalty.
Provides that Justices may send cases brought under this Act to a lnghor Court and juries in trials for felony
may find a verdict for niisdemeanour.
Provides that convictions under this Act shall bar further proceedings.
XVIII. —SAvING CLAUSE.
Enacts that no action shall lie against any person taking action under this Act, unless there be proof of
corniption or malice, and then the action must be brought within three months of the cause of action.

No. 12.
E.
1874. —Queensland. —Legislative Assembly.
Rxroat OF TILE REGISTRAR OF BRAN us FOR vHF YEAR 1873.
(Laid on the Table of the Leg/s/a/we Assembly by Command, and Ordered to be Printed, 7t7, May, 1874.)
To the Honorable time Colonial Secretary.
Brisbane, 9 Marc],, 1874.
Sir,
have the honor to present my second Aimimal Report on the wom- king of the Brands Act.
The number of brands issued during the year have been 21
6r.).5, which, with those issued during the first six months
the Act was in operation, give a total of 7,702 allotted and registered up to 31st Decemnber last. The present niontlily
avenge of registrations is 169, so that over 8,000 brands have now been allotted.
From all experience of eighteen months in the working of time Act, all the District Inspectors concur in the opinion
that it has been instrumnental in iuppreising cattle-stealing; and from the sinificammt circumstance that no single i nstance
has come within their knowledge of any stock bearing registered brands having been stolen, we may reasonably anticipate
that as the old brands die out cattle
stealing will decrease. The fact that travelling stock are under the ahnost constant
pe
surveillance of justices, constables, and insctors,
and the power given by the Act to the latter to enter at any time upon
any place where horses and cattle are
kept,
has greatly conduced to keep cattle-stealers iii clieck itis satisfactory to be
in a position to report that several gangs of known cattle-stealers in the settled districts have been dispersed by the
operation of time Act. In East Moreton, for instance, tlu'ee notorious "cattle-planters" have, during the past year, left
their former haunts, and for the first time for years—so far as known '—are supporting themselves h) manual labour.
rroll, the outside districts the rcpn'ts are equally satisfactory. In time Mitchell District, for instance, Inspector Micro,
who has been stationed in the district as a member of the police force for seven years, reports from his own personal
expenencc that the Act has been productive of almost incalculable benefit in the suppression of horse and cattle stealing.
During the year several heavy penalties have been inflicted on parties for branding or ear-nmarking stock the properiiy
of otliem-s, in some instances by nmeans of spurious brands and marks.
The power conferred by the Act on Benches of Magistrates to summarily adjudicate, and inflict heavy money
pcsmalties in such cases, is, in my opinion, one of the most valuable provisions of tIme Act. The numerous facilities for
detecting
$05—il
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detecting infringements of the Act, the difficulty of evading conviction, and the prospect of a £50 penalty by a Bench of
Magistrates, will have a more deterring effect on cattle-stealers than the remote chance of imprisomnent under the law as
it existed prior to the passing of the Brands Act, when, as a matter of fact, a conviction for cattle stealing before a jury,
on the mere evidence of a brand or mark, was an almost impossibility. That these large discretionary powers h4ve not
been abused, is abundantly evident from the fact that one only of the many cases adjudicated has been appealed against
whilst the leniency extended by the infliction of merely nominal penalties for breaches of matters of detail has in most
instances been acknowledged by the offending paes.
In no instance has any but a nominal or the inininiuin penalty been imposed where the surroundings of the case have
shown that the offence was the result of mere neglect or ignorance and with no erinthial intent.
The provisions of the 29th section have again been found of great value in preventing the alteration of brands and
ear-marks. By this section all animals bearing altered brands or marks are held to be unbraiided, and, may be impounded.
Several cases of altered brands have been dealt with in this way since my last Report, and, it is needless to state that in no
instance have the offenders ventured to release them.
The value of the travelling sections has been amply illustrated in the detection and puniilnnent of drovers having
in their possession animals not included in their way.bills and delivery-notes, and of which they could, give no satisfactory
account.
Complaints still continue as to the existence of 11 dulling" (i.e., branding neighbour's calves), but these are for the
most part confined, to the unsettled, districts. This mode of cattle-stealing has unfortunately come to be looked upon by
many as a very venial offence, and can only be put down by a determined effort on the part of the stock-owners themselves.
In two cases of this nature the maximum penalty of the 27th section (50) has been mflieted. All money peimities
imposed under the.Act go to augment the fund for defraying the cost of its administration.
The uncertainty as to the ownership of unbranded cattle over 1 year old, running on Crown lands, is unsatisfactory,
and calls for legislation. At present the general impression appears to be that the smartest stock-riders have the best title
to all unl,randcd, cattle running onCrown lands not under lease or licemise. This opens the door to serious abuses, and, as
has frequently been shown, has a most demoralising tendency. I had the Ironer to report specially on this question, and
would beg to repeat my suggestion as to the advisability of granting licenses or permits by tender or ntherwise to persons
of known good repirte to collect all unbrauded stock, iii which no right of property can be shown, found depnsturing on
unoccupied Crown lands such persons, and no others, to have the right to collect and dispose of tlicni.
In consequence of several of the characters used in our registered brands having a tendency to blotch, several
modifications in the shape have been allowed. Some of the inspectors, however, report that complaints on this head are
much less numerous DOW that stockowners bestow niore care, with improved appliances in branding.
Cnttle-stealiw', for the purpose of slaughter, has unfortunately reached alarnung proportions in some parts of East
and West Morcton luring the past two years, principally, it is alleged, from the increased, value of hides Although this
does not come within the scope of our duties, the Inspectors have used every means within their power to assist in putting
it down. Several amendments in the present Slaughtering Act have been suggested with a view to check this traffic; but
the most practicable, as it appears to me, as being the least liable to impose vexatious restrictions upon honest persons, is
that suggested by the East Moreton Inspector, and is to the effect that anyone (not being a licensed slaughtennan) before
killing a beast, be compelled to send notice to the nearest police station, or to one of his neighbours, and to supply it return
of the age, sex, colour, and brands of each animal killed, witnessed, if possible, by one of his neighbours. To this I would
add a suggestion that slaughtering cattle on open runs and away from homesteads should be strictly prohibited. Legislation
on this subject, to be at all effective, must aim at making slaughtering in all cases to be done openly and above board. The
present Slaughtering Act is most defective, and until more enlarged powers are given to the police in the way of search,
especially in the ease of hides, the Act will continue, as at present; a useless encumbrance on the Statute llook.
Complaints have been made to Inc by a few breeders of pure-bred stock, Be to the inconvenience of being restricted
to the neck and cheek for imprinting distinctive brands. I do ,at see any valid objection to allowing the breeder, or person
imprinting the first brand, to place his stud or herd.book number immediately above or below his registered brand ; but
this can only be done by an amendment of tc Act.
An ingenious arid useful system of numbering cattle, by means of notches in the ears, has for years been in use
amongst American breeders, which has the advantage over fire.hrand numbering, in that it does not disfigure nor destroy
the hides, whilst the notches show plainly in winter, when there is a difficulty in decipheri ig fire brands.
I am indebted to Mr. W. 'v auhan Jenkins, of Callandoon, for details of this system, lie having used, and reported
favourably of it in his pure herd. I give the details of the system as an appendix to this Report, in the hope that it may
find its way into general practice amongst those who keep herd-hooks in this Colony. If generally adopted, stoekmen arid
others in charge of cattle would become familiar with it, so as to be able to read it with nearly as much facility as ordinary
numerals.
The Inspectors have received much assistance from the police. The East Moretomi Taspeetor states that the sergeants
in charge of the Cleveland and lTiun1iy Bong Stations have been most indefatigable in this respect.
Amongst stock-owners, also, it is satisfactory to know that there is a growing disposition to keep the Inspectors
posted up as to infringements of the Act.
I have, &e.,
P. 11. GORDON,
Registrar of Brands;
APPENDIX.
Sys'rxai or PERMANENTLY NITMnEnLXC CA'rrLE BY Ean-MARSS
---------------One notch over left ear signilles --2
Two notches over left ear ...........................
...
3
One notch under left ear ........................
9
...
......
...
...
...
Three notches under left ear......
10
One notch over right ear ...........................
20
........................
Two notches over right ear
30
One notch nader right ear...........................
90
Three notches under right ear
... 100
...
---......
One end off left car ...
200
...
...
...
One end off right ear
300
.........................
.. The two last together
..................... 400
The point of Uft ear cut square off
.................. 500
The point of right. ear cut square off
600
...
...
The latter and notch for 100 added
............... 700
The right ear cut square and notch for 200 added
Both ears cut square across the points ..................... 800
900
..................
The latter and notch for 100 added
...
...
...
...
...
...
........ 1,000
l'nneh hole in left ear
..................... 2,000
Two punch holes in Teft ear
3,000
Punch hole in right on, ......
4,000
The two last together
Giving a total of 3,999.
If a unit on the cheek is used to denote the year of birth, the higher nmnhers (which above 300 are somewhat
complicated) would not be reqnired.
P.11.0.
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1875-6.

NEW SOUTH WALES.

GOTJLBTJRN CATTLE SALE-YARDS.
(BY-LAWS FOR REGULATION, &c, OF.)

Vrt%entsb to ljarlianunt az requireb bg Lath.

Colonial Secretary's Office,
Sydney, 24th Juno, 1876.
GOULBURN CATTLE SALE-YARDS.
By-jAws.
Ths following By-laws, made by the Council of the Borough of Goulburn, for the Regulation and Management of. the Cattle
Sale-yards thereof, having been confirmed by His Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the Executive Council, are
published as required by law.
JOHN ROBERTSON.

Bonocon or GonLBuny.
By-naws for the Regulation and Management of the Cattle
Sale-yards of the Borough of Goulburn made and passed
in pursuance of the "Goulburn Cattle Sale-yards Act of
1875."
I. The said Cattle Sale-yards of the Borough shall be open
for the reception and delivery of cattle and other live stock
on every lawful day from sunrise to sunset.
2. There shall be appointed for such Cattle Sale-yards an
Officer to be called the Inspector thereof whose duties shall be
as follows—
I. To see that the By-laws or regulations be duly observed.
2. To demand and receive all fees and charges due nuder the
said By-laws or regulations.
& To allot the yards to the use of the parties bringing cattle
thereto for sale in such manner as in each particular
case may seem to such Inspector most convenient.
4. To preserve order and cleanliness within the said Cattle
Sale-yards and the precincts thereof and to summarily
eject therefrom any person. creating a riot or disturbance or cursing or swearg or using any gross or
indecent language or being guilty of any gross cruel or
indecent condoet therein.
3 No person or persons shall obstruct the Inspector or his
assistants in the performance of his or their duty or shall
release any cattle from the said Sale-yards before the fees and
charges have been dulypaid (the proof of which payment
shall rest with the party charged with a breach of this regulation) nor shall remove the same from the said yards or from
one part of them to another without the authority of the
Inspector and any person committing a breach of this By-law
in any respect shall be liable to a penalty not exceeding £5.
4. The owner or any person in charge of any cattle which
shall break or injure the said yards or any part thereof or any
erection connected therewith shall forthwith repair and make
good such damage or injury or in default of his so doing shall
be liable to forfeit and pay a penalty not exceeding twice the
cost of repairing and snaking good such damage or injury.
690-

Any person or persons who may be found drunk or disorderly within the said Sale-yards or the precincts thereof or
cursing or swearing or using gross profane or abusive lang11ae
therein or who shall cruelly beat or ilitreat any animal therein
shall forfeit and pay for every such offence any sum not exceeding £5.
The party or parties placing cattle in the said Cattle
Sale-yards or any other sale-yards within the said Borough
for sale and also the auctioneer or agent to whom the same
shall be brought for such sale and the person or persons bringing any cattle to any premises in the said Borough for
slaughter and also the occupier of such premises shall be liable
for the payment of all fees and charges accruing thereon.
Any person or persons who may place cattle in the Cattle
Sale-yards of the Borough for sale and shall neglect for
twenty-feur hours to supply such cattle with sufficient food
and water shall for every such offence forfeit and pay any sum
not exceeding £5 and in case of such neglect for such space of
twenty-four hours at any time the Inspector shall cause such
cattle to be supplied with suflicient food and water and the
person so neglecting as above shall be liable to repay the cost
of the same including a reasonable ehargo for labour and
attendance.
S. The following fees and charges shall be paid and taken
for all cattle brought to the said Cattle Sale-yards or yarded
in or brought to any other sale-yards or premises within the
Borough of Goulburn for sale and also for all cattle brought
to any premises within the said Borough for the purpose of
being slaughtered, that is to say—For every horse mare gelding foal ass or mule the sum of one shilling. For every bull
cow ox heifer steer or calf the sum of sixpence and for every
sheep lamb pig or goat the sum of one half-penny.
0. The following charges shall be paid and taken for use of
the yards for travelling cattle or for cattle occupying the yards
for any purpose other than that of being sold therein—For every
horse mare gelding foal ass or mule the sum of threo pence
per head for each night For every bull or cow heifer steer or
calf the sum of one penny per head for each night For every
sheep lamb pig or goat the sum of five shillings per one thousand
for each night or any less number in proportion according to
that rate.
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10. The said fees and charges shall be payable by the several
persons hereinbefore rendered liable to pay the same so soon
as the cattle in respect of which they are chargeable shall be
brought to the said Cattle Sale-yards of the Borough or
yarded or brought to any other sale-yard or premises in the
said Borough for sale or for slaughter and the same shall be
id accordingly into the hands of the Inspector of the said.
Cattle Sale-yards or his assistants Provided that such
Inspector may with the consent of the Mayor for the time
being arrange with the owner or occupier of any sale-yards
other than those of the Borough or of any premises for the
slaughter of cattle or with any auctioneer conducting sales in
the Borough Sale-yards for making weekly returns or statements of all the cattle brought to their yards or premises
respectively for sale or slaughter or of all cattle sold by such
auctioneer since the time up to which the next preceding
return shall have been made and for payment upon such weekly
return And if any person shall fail to make payment as herein
first above provided or shall after arranging as aforesaid make
any false or incorrect return or statement therein or shall omit
from the same any of the required particulars of cattle or
shall fail to make faithful weekly paymentsinaceordancewith
such arrangement he shall be liable to a penalty not exceeding
£10 for any such offence.
ii. If any person so liable as aforesaid to pay any fees or
charges under these By-laws shall refuse or neglect to make

P
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payment thereof as hereinhefore provided the same shall
-without prejudice to any other remedy be recoverable with
costs in the same manner as a penalty is recoverable under the
"Municipalities Act of 1867."
12. The said Inspector or the Council shall upon demand
(and if lie or they shall so require in writing) refund the fees
and charges paid in respect of cattle intended for sale but not
afterwards sold -within the said Municipality and if any person
shall obtain any such refund by wilfully making any false or
incorrect statement he shall (without reference to any other
liability) forfeit and pay a penalty not exceeding £5.
3. Any person who shall neglect to comply with these
By-laws or be guilty of any breach thereof shall in cases where
no special penalty is provided he liable to a penalty not
exceeding £2.
14. In construing these and any future By-laws or Regulations made under the said Cattle Sale-yards Act the word
"cattle" shall have the same meaning as expressed in" the
Goulburn Cattle Sale-yards Act of 1875."
Passed by the Municipal Council of the Borough of foulburn this fourth day of May one thousand eight
hundred and seventy-six.
WILLIAM DAVIES, Mayor.

Sydnsy: ThOnIM Richards, Government Printer.—U78-
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1875-6.
LEGISLATIVE ASSEMBLY.
NEW SOUTH WALES.

STOCK-STEALING.
(CASES REPORTED AND CONVICTIONS OBTAINED DI YEARS 1874 AND 1875.)

Ordered by the Legislative Assembly to be prMted, 27 Te&ne, 1876.

RETURN to an Order of the Honorable the Legislative Assembly of New South
Wales, dated 28th March, 1876, That there be laid upon the Table of this
House,—
"A Return showing the number of cases of Stock-stealing reported to the
Police in the years 18741 and 1875, and the number of convictions
obtained."
(Mr. T. G. Dangar.)

BETUBN showing the number of cases of Stock-stealing reported to the Police in the
1875, and the number of Convictions obtained.

Year.

Caees.of
Stock-stealing reported
to the Police.

yoke 1874 and

Convictions obtained.

1874

959

173

1875

1,056

177

in a large proportion of the cases reported to the Police as robberies the stock was subsequently recovered, having merely
strayed.
Police Department,
Inspector General's Office,
Sydney, 22 June, 1876.

[ZLJ

601—

EDMUND FOSBERY,
Inspector General of Police.
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1875-6.
LEGISLATIVE ASSEMBLY.
NEW SOUTH WALES.

IMPROPER IMPORTATION OF STOCK INTO VICTORIA.
(COBRE9FONDEI4CE BETWEEN GOVERNMENTS OF NEW SOUTU WALES AND VICTORIA.)

Ordered by the Leqisiative As.semblyj to be printed, 29 June, 1876.

CoIutEsl'oNDENCE between the Govethment of New South Wales and the Government of Victoria,

relating to the improper importation of Stock into that Colony, laid, on the Table of the Rouse in
accordance with the reply given by the Minister for Lands to Mr. Macintosh's questions in
reference thereto.

-

SCHEDULE.
Correspondence relative to the improper introduction of Stock into the Colony of Victoria.
NO.

PAGE.

Memo. from the Chief ]Inspcetor of Stock to The Under Secretary for Lands, relative to the improper introduction
..... ........ 1
of stock into Victoria, with minutes thereon. 22 March, 1876 ......... .......... ................. ...........
The Colonial Secretary of New South Wales to the Chief Secretary of Victoria, in reference to the above. 25 1
arch, 1876.............. ............ ....... ............ ..........................................
TheMChief Secretary of Victoria to the Colonial Secretary of New South Wales in reply, with minutes thereon.
.2
12 May, 1876

. ............... ............. ........................................ .....................................................

No.1.
Uinü SECRETARY FOB L&rcns.
Prohibition against the introduction of Stock from places outside the Australian Colonies.
22 March, 1876.
the fact
MEMo—I have the honor to bring under the notice of the HQnorable the Minister for Lands
that entries appear in the Victorian Statistical Register for the ycar ending 31st December, 1874, of the
introduction of eleven cattle and 1,033 sheep from the United Kingdom, and fifty.six sheep from the
Colony of New Zealand, and to suggest that the Chief Secretary for Victoria be asked to state whether,
these entries are correct.
A. B.
Cnnr IlIS1'ECToR OF STOCK to -TUE

The Principal Under Secretary—B.C., 22 March, 1876.—

Approved.—T.G., 22 March, 1876.

w.w.S.

-

No. 2.

THE CoLONIAL SECRnAB3r to TIlE CRIEr SEcRETARY, VICTORIA.

Colonial Secretary's Office,
Sydney, 25 March, 1876.
Sn,

With reference to the prohibition of the introduction of stock from places outside the Australasian Colonies, I have the honor, at the instance of my colleague the Secretary for Lands—whose
attention has been drawn to the fact, that in the Victorian Statistical Register for 1874 appear entries of
the introduction of eleven head of cattle and 1,033 sheep from the United Kingdom, and fifty.six sheep
from the Colony of New Zealand—to request that you will have the goodness to state whether those entries
are correct.
I have, &c.,
JOHN ROBERTSON.

698—
7

-

No. 3.
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THE CHIEF SECRETARY, VIcToRIA, to THE CoLoxIn SECRETARY.

Chief Secretary's Office,
Melbourne, 12 May, 1876.
SIB,
No.2.

With reference to your letter of the 25th of March last, inquiring if certain returns in the
Victorian Statistical Register for 1874, relative to the introduction of sheep and cattle from the United
Kingdom and New Zealand, are correct, I have the honor to inform you that it is reported to me that from
inquiry it appears 319 of the sheep entered in the statement furnished for the Statistical Register as from
the United Kingdom really came from Tasmania; the remaining 714 sheep and the 11 head of cattle came
from the United Kingdom; but,.although the entries were not passed until 1874, the ships which brought
them arrived here in 1873. The 56 sheep from New Zcalaud arrived from that Colony in 1874, and were
landed in Victoria during that year.
I have, Ste.,
JOHN S. I%[ACPRERSON.
The Secretary for Lands.—Jon H., 17/5/76. The Under Secretary for Lands, 17/5,16—B.C., H.H.
Though the statements made herein appear to me extraordinarily strange, I do not see any good
that would possibly arise from pursuing the correspondence further.—T.G., 22/5/76.
Mr. Bruce,—Note within decision, and return to me.—W.W.S., 22nd May..
Noted and returned. The Principal Under Secretary, B.C., 22nd May, 1876.—W.W.S. Returned,
Colonial Secretary's Office, 23rd May, 1876.
Put by, 26/5/76.

Sydney: Thomas Richard; Government Printcr.-1876.
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1875.

NEW SOUTH WALES.

GLEBE ISLAND ABATTOTIRS.
(ORDERS AND REGULATIONS.)

icnitet to ljarliamcid, ptrtnant to 1,4tt 14 Bitt. 4J1O. 36, O ct. 11 .

The Treasury, Now South Wales,
16th November, 1575.
PUBLIC AJJATTOIRS, GLEBE ISLAND.
Rio Excellency the Governor having been pleased, with the advice of the Executive Council, further to ,imend the Orders and
Regulations Concerning the Public Abattoirs at Glebo Island, as pub]ished in Leasury, Notice of the 23rd November, 1874,—it is
hereby notiSed, that in lieu thereof the foUewing sisal! be enforced, from mid after the first day of January, one thousand eight
hundred and seventy-six.
JOUN ROI3ERTSOX.
-s
EIJIILIU ABAfl'O1]1S, GLEBE ISLAND.
ORDERS a.yD 1r; usrios.
The Abattoir shall be opened daily (Sundays excepted) for
the despatch of business, from the 1st October to the 31st
Iareh, from the hours of 5 o'clock am, to 7 o'clock pin.
(except on Mondays and Saturdays, on which days the Abattoir
will be opened from 2 o'clock am, to 7 o'clock p.m.), and from
the 1st April to the 30th September, from 6 o'clock am, to C
o'clock p.m. (Fridays excepted, on which day the Abattoir will
be open from 6 o'clock an,. to 7 o'clock p.m.) and no slaughtering of cattle will be permitted during any other hour or day than
the days and hours above mentioned. Pigs, however, may be
slaughtered and dressed at the Abattoir during the whole of
Friday nights, between the 1st November and the let March
in any year. Dining Snnday, it will be permitted to drive in
and yard cattle.
The slaughter-houses shall, with the exception of six beef
and six mutton slaugbl.er'houses, be retained in the hands of
the Govennnent lot' tEe use of persons slaughtering therein.
Sir beef and six mutton slaughter-houses shall be submiLLed to public competition, by lease, at an npsetpriee 0I175
per annum for the beef; and £110 per annum for the mutton,
slaughter-houses.
An inspection fee of threepenee per head shall be charged
spon every head of cattle slaughtered in the leased houses,
Parties desirous of using the slaughter-houses reserved by,
t.l,o Government shall be permitted to do so on payment of
time following fees

5. II.

For every ox, cow, bull, heifer, or steer (iacluding all
inspection fee of 3d.) .................................1 0
l'or every calf (including an inspect ion fee) ...........0 6
For every sheep or lamb ....................................0 l
For every head of swine ....................................0 6

G. All foes shall be paid to the Inspector or Assistant
Inspector of Abattoirs on demand, who shall pay the same
into the Colonial Treasury under such directions as be or they
shall from time to time receive from the Secretary for Finanec
and Trade.
7. Printed receipts shall be given to all parties paying fees.
46—

S. No person shall slaughter or yard any uuitual at the
reserved Abattoirs, without the sanction of the Inspector or
Assistant Inspector.
The hours during which cattle may be driven in and
yarded for slanghter shall be from 5 n.m. to 8 a-rn between the
1st October and 31st March, and from 6 am, to S am.
between the 1st April and 3001 September in each year; and
cattle shall in all eases be inspected before slaughter. Mild,
cows and stall-fed cattle may be driven in between the hours of
2 and 4 p.m.
In all cases where cattle are brought to the Abattoirs in
carts to be killed or dressed, notice shall be given to tho
Inspector or Assistant Inspector before such cattle are killed
or dressed, and the hours for hilling and dressing the same
shall be from 9 n.m. to 4 pin.
Should any animal die while in the eattle'pens connected
with the Abattoir, the owner of the same, or person occupying
the cattle-peu at suet. thnc, shall immediately removo the
animal entire from the island, and destroy the snane forthwith,
All animals on which fees are chargeable shall be
reported to the Inspector or Assistant Inspector of Abattoirs,
at his Slice without delay, and the fees paid forthwith.
Sheep and cattle will not be permitted to remain in the
Abattoir-pens for more than forty-eight hours from the time of
being brought in.
No person or persons using any of the slaughter-houses
shall expcsc for site diseased meat, and no such person shall
refuse or neglect to at once remove and destroy any diseased
carcass or carcasse, of cattle, when ordered to do so by tl,e
Inspector or Assist, nt Inspector of the Abattoirs,
The lessee Cr occupier of ally slanghtcr-house shall
thoroughly cleanse he same, to the satisfae,'.iou of the Inspector
or Assistant Inspec or, immediately after slaughtering has been
carried 0,1, and witls respect to tl,o offal and blood, may select and
shall immediately r, move, not later than six o'clock p.m. daily,
sue]l portions, not teing the whole of such offal and blood ci
the said lessee or ceupicr may require for disposal as human
food, the remainder thereof to be I lie property of, and to be
removed by the Go' ernment..
The premises attached to, and the roadivays infrontand
rear of such slaugh :er.housc shall ho kept clean by the lessee
or person occupying or using the sa4ne, to the satisfaction of the
Inspector or Assists it Inspector of Abattoirs.

A
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The lessees of Abattoirs in which sheep or pigs may be
slaughtered shall furnish to the Inspector or Assistant
Inspector, at their respective ofilees, a monthly return of all
such animals as shall have been slaughtered at such Abattoirs,
on or before the 4th day of each month.
No hide, carcass, or spleen of any horned cattle (not
having been previously inspected), shall be removed from any
slaughter-house until after the same has been iuspected by the
Inspector or Assistant Inspector of Abattoirs.
No meat shall be blown at the Abattoir, and should any
be found blown, the owner of the same, or the person blowing
the meat, will be held liable.
The lessee or occupier of any slaughter-house shall
cause the blood of all animals slaughtered therein to be
inunediately received into a pan provided for that purpose,
which will be removed by the Government, who will undertake
the removal and disposal of all blood from the premises,
except as hereinbefore provided.
Should the lessee or occupier of any Abattoir slaughter
between the hours of 6 p.m. and 6 am., be shall cause the
blood of the animal or animals slaughtered to be received into
the pan placed there for that purpose, and put aside the same
when filled. A snllieient nnmber of pans will be provided by
the Inspector of Abattoirs.
Cattle as they are brought in for slaughter shall be kept
separate from those already in the yards, until the brands of
those so brought in shall have becn'inspeeted.
All hides, skins, heads, feet, and offal shall be removed
from the Abattoirs only by way of the read at the rear of the
buildings.
The hours fixed for driving animals into the pens of the
reserved mutton slaughter-houses shall be from 6 am, to 6p.m.
between the 1st October and 31st Itlareh in each year; and
between the 1st April and 30th September the hours shall be
from 7 am, to 4 p.m. in each year.
It is strictly prohibited to place candles or lights of any
*udeseription upon or against the walls, or upon or against any
portioa of the woodwork of the Abattoirs or stables, or any
other building or buildings in connection therewith; and the
lessee or person occupying the Abattoir or stable where such
prohibited candle or light is found will be held responsible for
the same.

In eases where water is found running to waste in any
Abattoir, the lessee or occupant will be hold responsible for
such waste.
Gambling is prohibited on Glebe Island.
Any person wilfully or negligently causing injury to any
Government property of any description whatever on Globe
Island will be held responsible for the same.
The Inspector or Assistant Inspector, or any other officer
connected with the Glebe Island Abattoir, may at any time
enter to view any of the slaughter-houses connected with the
Abattoir, whether leased or otherwise; and no person or persons
shall obstruct, molest, or assail with abusive language either
the Inspector, Assistant Inspector, or any other officer connected
with the Abattoir, while in the execution of his or their official
duties.
It shall be competent for the Inspector of the Abattoir
at any time, should any person or persons oeoupyiiig any of the
houses reserved by the Government, be found breaking or
continuing to break any one or more of the regulations mode
concerning the Public Abattoirs at Glebe Island, to refuse to
allow such person or persons to use any of the houses reserved
by the Government,
The owner or person in charge of any cart or vehicle
used for the transmission of meat from the Abattoir shall keep
the same, and the awnings used therewith, in cleanly and proper
condition, to the satisfaction of the Inspector or Assistant
Inspector of the Abattoir, The Inspector may, wl,en he eon
siders it necessary, order any of the carts or vehicles used as
aforesaid to be properly painted, and any such cart or vehicle
shall not be used for the transmission of meat from the Abattoir
until such order shall have been complied with to his satisfaction.
The lessee or occupier of any beef slaughter-house shall
cause the contents of the paunches and intestines to be
deposited on the manure heap at the rear of the Abattoir; and
the lessee or occupier of any sheep or pig slaughter-house shall
cause the contents of the pnuaehcs and intestines to be
deposited in the shoot erected for that purpose.
Any person or persons offendiag against any of the orders
and regulations contained in paragraphs 1, 6, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12,
13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19, 20, 21, 22, 23, 24, 25, 26, 27, 28, 29,
30, 31, 82, shall for each and every oft'ence forfeit and psy a
sum not exceeding five pounds nor less than twenty shillings.

Sydney Thomas Richards, Oovor,mment P,immter.-1875.
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